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Welcome from Don McLean, Dean of the Schulich School of Music

As Dean of the Schulich School of Music of McGill University and Chair of the Board of CIRMMT
(the Centre for Interdisciplinary Research on Music Media and Technology) it gives me great plea-
sure to welcome participants in the 13th International Conference on Auditory Display (ICAD) to
Montreal and McGill.

At McGill’s Schulich School we are somewhat uniquely engaged in three broad areas of musical
training and research, all at a level of growing international prominence. I refer to our top-quality
professional training of creative and performing musicians in the classical and jazz streams, our field-
leading strength in the traditionally humanities-based but increasingly interdisciplinary fields of mu-
sicology and music theory, and our recently somewhat explosive presence in scientific-technological
developments for music - from neuroscience to engineering, from psychology to computer science -
though, as I have pointed out elsewhere, recent investments in this area are the product of a ‘twenty-
five year overnight success.’

The Schulich School’s short-term focus can be characterized as ‘I3 (I-cubed)’: that is, we are moving
quickly to consolidate and enhance our position in the areas of internationalization, infrastructure
development, and interdisciplinarity. ICAD clearly sits at the intersection point of these initiatives.
ICAD is in fact the 11th international conference to be held at McGill this academic season. We
have hosted everything from the Future of Music Coalition, to Digital Audio Effects (DAFx), from
Feminist Theory and Music, to upcoming International Summer Organ Academy.

I want to take this opportunity to thank the conference organizers, particularly Bill Martens, as well
as René Quesnel, Gary Scavone, and Martha de Francisco for their efforts at putting together ICAD’s
strong program of sessions and events. The six topics of ICAD’s special sessions speak to areas of
significant importance in the strategic research program of CIRMMT and the Schulich School. We
are fascinated by the interaction of the physical and psycho-physical, of the scientific and the artistic,
of the auditory and other, that the conference represents.

We wish ICAD participants a fruitful conference and a pleasant stay in Montreal while we continue
on this path together.

Don McLean
Dean of the Schulich School of Music
Chair of the Board of CIRMMT
McGill University
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Welcome from Stephen McAdams, Director of CIRMMT

It is with great pleasure that the our research community welcomes ICAD to Montreal, to McGill
University, to the Schulich School of Music and to the Centre for Interdisciplinary Research in
Music Media and Technology (CIRMMT). It is an exciting moment for CIRMMT to receive an
international gathering of such excellent scientists, engineers and artists in the realm of auditory
display, a domain that is of great interest to our Centre.

CIRMMT was founded in 2000 and has sought over the last few years to create an environment
where the kind of work exemplified by ICAD takes place in an interdisciplinary setting, uniting
experts and students in acoustics, signal processing, motion capture and gesture analysis, gestural
control, sound recording, technologies for sound diffusion and immersion, psychoacoustics, cogni-
tive psychology, neuroscience, music theory, music performance and music composition. As in the
ICAD community, CIRMMT researchers are interested both in the most fundamental underlying
technological and psychological issues in sonfication and audification, as well as developing potent
applications arising from this basic research.

The interaction among fields, and most importantly between artists and scientists/technologists, is
our primary raison d’être, and we are very happy to be able to share this ethos with the attendees
of ICAD, a community which has distinguished itself since its inception with exemplary interdisci-
plinary activity. I personally hope that many of our colleagues visiting from other cities and coun-
tries will take the opportunity to interact with the members of CIRMMT who are participating in
this conference, that we may all come away fulfilled and enriched by the exchange.

Once again, bienvenue à Montréal!

Stephen McAdams, PhD
Professor and Canada Research Chair in Music Perception and Cognition
Director, CIRMMT
smc@cirmmt.mcgill.ca
http://www.music.mcgill.ca/cirmmt/
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Welcome from William L. Martens, Conference Chair

On behalf of the members of the organizing committee, I am pleased to welcome you to the 13th
annual International Conference on Auditory Display (ICAD). This will be the first time that the
annual conference of the International Community for Auditory Display will take place in Canada,
and it comes at a great time for those who enjoy Jazz, since Montréal’s renowned Jazz Festival
(Festival International de Jazz de Montréal) will begin on the third day of the conference. The theme
of the conference this year is to be “Immersed in Organized Sound,” which is a theme that strives
to demonstrate the commonalities between work with musical sound and work in auditory display.
In keeping with this theme, presenters have been encouraged to include sound examples in their
presentations, whether these are data-driven or strictly entertaining. I am particularly pleased that
ICAD attendees will be able to enjoy binaural sound playback via a high-quality wireless headsets,
thanks to the generous support of Sennheiser of Canada, for one full day of the conference. In this
day’s sessions, presenters have been encouraged to present many binaural sound examples, so that
such sounds, typically heard by only a few attendees at past ICAD conferences, can be shared by
many attendees all at once, and during technical presentations and demonstrations. On another day,
presentations will rely on the high-quality surround sound loudspeaker system that is permanently
installed in the 200-seat Tanna Schulich Recital Hall that will be used for all technical sessions
throughout the conference. Every evening during the conference, there are some musical events
happening, many with the intention of immersing listeners in organized sound. It is hoped that this
13th annual ICAD will offer to all participants a chance to become immersed as well in the culture
of those who work with organized sound, working together to make the world a little less quiet,
and to shatter the isolation inherent in a world lacking sound. I would like personally to thank the
invited speakers and all delegates for making this conference a most interesting, informative, and
inspirational event.

William L. Martens, Ph.D.
Sound Recording Area Chair
Schulich School of Music, McGill University
wlm@music.mcgill.ca
http://www.mcgill.ca/music/
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TIMBRE, AUDITORY DISPLAY AND ORGANIZING SOUND

Stephen McAdams

Centre for Interdisciplinary Research in Music Media and Technology (CIRMMT)
Schulich School of Music

McGill University
smc@cirmmt.mcgill.ca

KEYNOTE ADDRESS

Timbre is a set of auditory attributes that both contribute to the categorization, recognition and identification of sound sources and events and
are, in some cases, perceptible as dimensions and features in their own right. Both aspects are useful to consider in the development of auditory
displays and the organization of sound into nonverbal messages and musical structures. Three issues will be addressed:1) nonverbal and
verbal characterization of timbral attributes, 2), categorization and identification of sound sources and events, and3) timbre and auditory scene
analysis. The first two are important for designing effective auditory icons and earcons, and the last one is crucial whenmultiple events are
designed to occur in a complex auditory display environmentto avoid mutual interference among events.
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CONTROL OF PERCEIVED ROOM SIZE USING SIMPLE BINAURAL 
TECHNOLOGY 

Densil Cabrera 

Faculty of Architecture, Design and Planning 
University of Sydney 
NSW 2006, Australia 

densil@usyd.edu.au 
 

 

ABSTRACT 

The localization of auditory images and their size forms the bulk 
of the research literature in spatial auditory perception using 
binaural technology. Nevertheless, binaural technology conveys 
many other spatial characteristics of sound environments, and the 
present paper is concerned with one of these: auditory room size 
perception. This paper reviews the potential cues to room size 
perception conveyed through simple binaural technology. 
Statistical room acoustics is shown to provide indications of 
room size through energy relations between direct sound, early 
reflections and late reflections. However, binaural hearing could 
be important in distinguishing the concept of room size from 
source distance. These theoretical notions are considered in 
relation to experimental findings on room size perception using 
simple binaural technology. 

 
[Keywords: Spatial hearing, Binaural technology] 

1. INTRODUCTION 

Binaural auditory displays can provide rich spatial information to 
a listener by reproducing at the listener’s ears the sound that 
would occur in the represented environment. While the sense of a 
room size conveyed through binaural reproduction has received 
relatively little attention in the research literature, it has some 
potential to be used in spatial auditory display. For example, an 
auditory display could conceivably be designed to independently 
control the apparent source azimuth angle, source distance and 
room size if factors that influence these percepts are understood 
sufficiently. Room size, as an auditory display parameter, might 
need to be treated differently to azimuth and distance, because 
real rooms tend to be fixed in size, and a person must move to 
another room to experience a room of another size. Hence it is 
conceivable that room size could be used as a parameter that sets 
a context for other parameters that can change more rapidly 
(such as distance and azimuth, or indeed non-spatial auditory 
parameters). 

This paper introduces important parts of the acoustic theory 
that underlies auditory room size perception, and compares the 
theoretical principles with results from subjective tests. Because 
simple binaural technology provides a convenient platform for 
spatial auditory display, this paper considers auditory room size 
perception in that context – both in terms of the capacity of 
simple binaural technology to reproduce likely auditory cues, 

and in terms of subjective experimental data on auditory room 
size using this technology. 

2. SIMPLE BINAURAL TECHNOLOGY 

 The ‘simple binaural technology’ that is considered in the 
present paper tends to fall short of the ideal of virtual reality, but 
still provides an impression of a space that maintains some 
realism. It is simple in the sense that an interactive head-tracking 
system is not used and generic (rather than individual) head-
related transfer functions (hrtf) are used. The advantage of this 
simple approach is that it is quite easy and inexpensive to 
implement, and so is in much wider use than more accurate 
binaural systems. Recordings for simple binaural reproduction 
can be made using a dummy head with microphones in its ears, 
or using a computer program that models the sound of an 
acoustic environment at a pair of virtual ears. In practice 
recordings are often made by convolving an anechoic source 
recording with binaural impulse responses (either measured or 
modeled). Many of the principles of binaural technology are 
discussed by Møller [1]. 

Even if binaural technology is ‘simple’, there are some 
techniques that can be helpful in improving realism. One is to 
ensure that the reproduction system’s response is neutralized 
through inverse-filtering the transfer function from the system to 
the ears. In practice this is often done by inverting the measured 
transfer function (after smoothing) from the system to a dummy 
head in the listener’s position, and can be thought of as avoiding 
the spectral effect of sound traveling twice through the pinnae 
(once in the original recording, and again in the reproduction). 
Another is to reproduce sound with calibrated gain, so that the 
listener’s ears receive the same sound pressure level as they 
would have in the represented environment. To do this requires 
knowledge of the original soundfield’s sound pressure level, or 
of the sound source’s sound power level. 

Well known spatial distortions in simple binaural 
reproduction systems include head-locking of the soundfield (the 
soundfield moves with the listener’s head, removing dynamic 
localization cues and reducing the ability to externalize the 
auditory scene) and vague and inaccurate localization. The most 
important localization distortion is the rotation of auditory 
images around the ‘cones of confusion’. A cone of confusion 
occurs at a fixed angle around the interaural axis, and is 
characterized by approximately constant binaural difference cues 
(and so the auditory system relies on spectral cues to resolve the 
image direction around the cone). Front-back confusion is a 
common instance of cone of confusion error, and simple binaural 
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renderings of frontal sound sources tend to be localized behind or 
above the listener [2].  

While simple binaural reproduction is most often done with 
headphones, it is also possible to reproduce non-head-tracked 
generic-hrtf binaural sound using a cross-talk cancelling 
loudspeaker system in an anechoic room. Conceptually the result 
should be the same: reproduction of the sound at the entrance of 
each ear. However, a listener’s experience of such a system 
differs markedly from headphone reproduction, perhaps because 
the listener is not wearing headphones. The stereo-dipole is an 
interesting instance of a cross-talk cancelling binaural system, 
where the high frequency loudspeakers form a relatively narrow 
angle with respect to the listener. Advantages of this are that the 
upper frequency limit of cross-talk cancellation is raised so that 
most of the audio frequency range can be covered, and the 
system is robust in the face of minor head movements [3]. 
Perhaps because a pair of loudspeakers is visible in front of the 
listener, it appears to be possible to have frontally located 
auditory images using this system. 

3. BASIC ACOUSTICS OF ROOM SIZE 

There are many acoustical parameters that can vary with room 
size, and a key question for the control of auditory room size 
perception is which parameters can reliably control perceived 
room size. Further questions are if and how auditory room size 
can be controlled whilst maintaining other spatial percepts 
constant (such as auditory distance perception) and what the 
simplest method of auditory room size control is. 

It can be hypothesized that auditory room size perception, 
like other aspects of spatial hearing, is learnt from everyday 
experience. That is, that the experience of acoustics of everyday 
rooms provides the basis for interpretation of auditory room size 
when only sound is present. Therefore this section of the paper 
considers general relationships between room size and acoustical 
parameters. 

3.1. Diffuse Field Theory 

Diffuse field theory is a powerful and simple approach to 
characterizing room acoustics of medium and large rooms. In its 
simplest form, the soundfield is conceived of as a direct field (the 
intensity of which, relative to source power, is related to the 
distance from the source) and a diffuse field (the energy density 
of which, relative to source power, is related only to the total 
absorption in the room). Even at a superficial level, diffuse field 
theory provides some indicators of room size: (i) reverberation 
time will tend to increase with room volume; and (ii) the strength 
of the diffuse field will tend to decrease as room volume 
increases. Hence, for a given source-receiver distance, a small 
room will be ‘louder’ than a large room, but will have a shorter 
reverberation time. 

According to the diffuse field theory of Barron and Lee [4], 
energy relations in rooms can be calculated from the 
reverberation time, source-receiver distance and room volume – 
that is, the energy of the direct sound, early reflections and late 
reflections (reverberation), as given in equations 1 to 3. Energy 
values are scaled such that the direct sound is 0 dB at 10 m from 
the source.  
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Here T is reverberation time (in seconds), V is room volume 
(cubic metres), and r is source-receiver distance in metres (the 
source and receiver are omnidirectional) and tlim is the limiting 
time that divides early and late energy (in seconds). Edirect, Eearly 
and Elate are the direct, early and late energy of the room impulse 
response respectively. 

 Clarity index is the energy ratio of direct and early 
reflections to late reflections expressed in decibels (equation 4). 
If 80 ms is taken as the division between early and late energy, 
this is known as C80 (C50 is also in common use). Strength factor 
(G) is the total energy of the impulse response relative to an 
impulse response from a source of identical power at 10 m in the 
free field, and so is the sum of Edirect, Eearly and Elate expressed in 
decibels (equation 5).  
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Figure 1 shows these energy relations for a source-receiver 
distance of 2 m and reverberation time of 1 s as a function of 
room volume (80 ms is taken as the time dividing early and late 
reflections in the following figures). This shows that as room 
volume increases, the influence of the early and late reflections 
diminishes, leading to an increase in clarity index and a decrease 
in the strength of the sound. 
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Figure 1. Energy relations as a function of room volume 

for a fixed source-receiver distance (2 m) and a fixed 
reverberation time (1 s). 
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Figure 1 maintains a constant reverberation time over a 
thousand-fold room volume increase, but this is unrealistic. 
There is a general tendency for reverberation time to increase 
with room volume, especially if similar room surfaces and 
furnishings are used. Rather than maintaining a constant 
reverberation time, Figure 2 maintains a constant average 
absorption coefficient. This shows that clarity index initially 
tends to decrease as room volume increases, but increases again 
for the large volume rooms. 
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Figure 2. Energy relations as a function of room volume 
for a fixed source-receiver distance (2 m) and a variable 

reverberation time derived from a constant average 
absorption coefficient. 

A still more realistic approach is to use data based on real rooms. 
Diaz and Pedrero [5] present regression functions derived from 
the reverberation time of 8246 furnished bedrooms and 3211 
furnished living rooms with room volumes between 10 m3 and 
100 m3. Reverberation decreases as room volume increases, and 
the resulting energy relations for a fixed source-receiver distance 
of 2 m are shown in Figure 3. This shows that the sound pressure 
level is dominated by the early reflections, which decrease as the 
room volume increases. In general the result is similar to the 
equivalent part of Figure 2. 
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Figure 3. Energy relations as a function of room volume 

for a fixed source-receiver distance (2 m) using the 1 kHz 
reverberation time regression function of Diaz and 

Pedrero [5]. 

A question for auditory display is whether auditory room size 
could be varied independently of auditory distance. Part of the 
answer to this question comes from the acoustic differences 
between variations in room volume and source-receiver distance. 
Hence Figure 4 shows energy relations as a function of source-
receiver distance for a room of constant volume and 
reverberation time. The most striking difference between this and 
the previous figures is that the direct sound decreases with 
increasing source-receiver distance (at -6 dB per doubling of 
distance) instead of remaining constant. The early and late 
reflections are quite constant, but decline at the large source-
receiver distances. The question, then, is to what extent people 
can distinguish by ear the pattern of energy relations of Figure 4 
from the pattern of energy relations of previous figures in which 
room volume was varied. 
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Figure 4. Energy relations for a room of constant volume 

(500 m3) and constant reverberation time (1 s) as a 
function of source-receiver distance. 

The potential of this theory for auditory room size perception is 
confirmed in purely physical terms by Kuster [6], who 
successfully used it for computational estimation of room size 
based on measured room impulse responses. However, knowing 
the source-receiver distance (which can be computed precisely 
from the delay between impulse emission and reception) is 
necessary to make the computation, implying that auditory 
distance estimation may contribute to auditory room size 
perception. 

3.2. Binaural Acoustics of Room Size 

The rationale for the division between early and late energy is 
that early reflections tend to be perceptually linked to the direct 
sound, whereas late reflections are heard as the room 
reverberation. This is related to the fact that clarity index can be 
an effective predictor of speech intelligibility, because the early 
reflections provide useful reinforcement of the direct sound while 
late reflections degrade intelligibility (50 ms is generally used to 
divide early and late sound for intelligibility predictions) [7]. The 
problem for auditory room size perception then is that if early 
reflections and direct sound are temporally fused, then how 
might a listener distinguish variable distance from variable room 
size using the energy relations discussed in the previous section? 
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Part of the answer of this question is the role of early reflections 
in auditory spatial perception. 

Auditory source width (ASW – also known as ‘apparent 
source width’) has been studied extensively in the context of 
auditorium acoustics [8]. One of the key findings of this field has 
been that strong early reflections from the side walls of a room 
create the impression of a sound source that is spread out in 
space, rather than concentrated in a spot. A common way of 
assessing this image broadening is to measure the interaural 
cross-correlation coefficient (IACC), which is the maximum 
absolute value of the normalized interaural linear cross-
correlation function (using time lags of ±1 ms, and the first 80 
ms of the binaural impulse response). With the direct sound only, 
the IACC will be equal to 1, and will decrease to a minimum 
value approaching 0 as the relative strength of early lateral 
reflections increases (assuming that the reflected soundfield is 
diffuse). The implication of this is that IACC could be used by 
listeners for assessing the balance of direct and early energy, 
even though the two might be fused in auditory temporal 
perception. The balance of direct to reflected sound might then 
assessed by ear through ASW. 

In terms of distinguishing room size from source-receiver 
distance, IACC will tend to increase as room volume increases, 
but will tend to decrease as source-receiver distance increases 
(notwithstanding local acoustic effects), and since these 
tendencies are in opposition, IACC could be of assistance in 
making a distinction between distance and room size, through 
aiding in the interpretation of the energy relations. However, 
these tendencies will only occur in situations where the direct 
sound and early reflections both have some influence on IACC – 
that is, when one is not much weaker than the other. Figures 1-4 
show that it is quite plausible for the direct sound to be much 
weaker than the early reflections (in small rooms and for long 
source-receiver distances). The predicted early reflection energy 
is substantially greater than the direct sound throughout the entire 
range of rooms characterized by Diaz and Pedrero (although 
probably the 80 ms early reflection integration window is too 
long for this context). The relative strength of the early reflection 
energy also depends on the absorption of surfaces within the 
early reflection window, which in Barron and Lee’s model is 
derived from reverberation time. In general the result of early 
reflection dominance will be low IACC values. 
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Figure 5. Interaural cross-correlation coefficient for a 
source-receiver distance of 2 m in a small, medium and 

large room with reverberation times of 0.5 s, 1 s and 2 s. 

Figure 5 gives an example of the effect of room volume on IACC 
values, using simulated rooms (modeled using CATT-Acoustic, 
which is a computer program that models room acoustics using 
image-source and ray tracing methods). The room volumes are 
31 m3, 249 m3 and 1997 m3 – i.e., the room linear dimension 
increases by a factor of 2 between the small and medium, and the 
medium and large, rooms. Three reverberation times are applied 
to each room (0.5 s, 1 s and 2 s). In the case of the small room, 
the IACC is very low for all reverberation times, and so the 
results do not show any systematic effect as reverberation time 
changes. More generally, the effect of doubling the reverberation 
time on IACC is substantially less than the effect of doubling the 
room’s linear dimension. 

Figure 6 gives an example of the effect of source-receiver 
distance on IACC values (using two of the simulated rooms of 
Figure 5). However, the example scarcely agrees with the 
tendencies discussed in this section – IACC is low for the 
shortest source-receiver distance, rather than high. The reason for 
this is that the source position was fixed in the example, so 
bringing the receiver close to the source also brings it closer to 
the walls (because the source needed to be near walls in order to 
achieve a 4 m source-receiver distance in the medium room). 
Bringing the receiver near to the walls increases the strength of 
lateral early reflections, and so reduces IACC. The decrease in 
IACC for the 2 m to 4 m source-receiver distances is consistent 
with the general tendency that was discussed, but this reduction 
is less than the increase in IACC for the 1 m to 2 m distance. 
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Figure 6. Interaural cross-correlation coefficient for 
source-receiver positions in medium and large rooms 

with reverberation times of 0.5 s, 1 s and 2 s. 

 
This example illustrates a problem with IACC as a cue for room 
volume or source-receiver distance: that is, IACC is sensitive to 
local acoustic features, often more so than to the general 
tendencies discussed here. The simplifying assumption of a 
spatially diffuse early reflection soundfield is far from the reality 
of many acoustic situations. For a given source-receiver position 
the tendency of IACC increasing as room size increases should 
hold, but of course people do not normally experience a room 
that changes volume in reality, so it is not clear whether this 
theoretical concept can translate well to subjective judgments of 
room size represented by binaural technology. 

Simple binaural technology does convey IACC effectively to 
a listener because the effect does not depend on individual head 
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and pinna features. This suggests that if IACC contributes to 
room size judgments, simple binaural technology should provide 
a significant improvement over simpler forms of presentation in 
allowing listeners to distinguish room size from source-receiver 
distance, especially in situations where the direct sound energy is 
not overwhelmed by early reflections (or vice versa).  
 

4. AUDITORY ROOM SIZE PERCEPTION: REVIEW 
OF EXPERIMENTAL RESULTS 

4.1. Ability to Perceive Room Size through Sound 

While there are few studies of auditory room size perception, 
they do confirm that auditory cues alone provide useful 
information on room size. Sandvad [9] found that subjects could 
usually correctly identify photographs of rooms that 
corresponded to binaurally reproduced soundfields representing 
those rooms. In subsequent experiments, Sandvad found that 
some listeners used the direct to reverberant energy ratio as a cue 
for room size estimates, while others used the reverberation time. 
McGrath et al. [10] found that both sighted (but blindfolded) and 
blind subjects are able to distinguish small and large rooms using 
the sound of their own speech and other incidental sounds (in 
actual rooms). Blind subjects evaluated the room acoustical 
environment more quickly and accurately than sighted subjects. 
In yet to be published studies, Västfjäll et al. [11] and Larsson et 
al. [12] have found that visual impressions affect the perception 
of room acoustic conditions, including perceived room size.  
Studies by Mershon et al. [13], Hameed et al. [14], Sandvad [9], 
Cabrera et al. [15, 16] and Cabrera and Jeong [17] indicate that 
reverberation can have a strong effect on the auditory assessment 
of room size, and that while listeners can often judge room size 
correctly (at least in terms of rank order), reverberation effects 
can have a stronger influence on judgments than the actual room 
size. Ueno and Tachibana’s [18] study of stage acoustical 
conditions indicates that a musician’s impression of room size 
(based on the sound of their own instrument) is affected by 
reverberation time. 

4.2. Ability to Distinguish Room Size from Source Distance 

The possibility of room size and distance estimates forming 
independent perceptual dimensions is important if room size is to 
be used as a parameter in auditory display. Some perceptual 
studies have included both room size and distance estimates 
[e.g., 11, 12, 13, 19], but it is difficult to assess the extent to 
which subjects can make independent judgments of these 
attributes when both attributes are being assessed at once. A pair 
of studies by the author and colleagues is interesting in this 
respect because, for the same set of stimuli, different subject 
groups assessed one or the other of these auditory attributes. 
Figure 7 shows the auditory distance estimates of Cabrera and 
Gilfillan [2] and the perceived room size scale values of Cabrera 
et al. [15] for the same binaural stimuli. Stimuli were generated 
from a room of fixed volume (130 m3) with variable 
reverberation time (0.7 s, 2 s and 5 s) and three source-receiver 
distances (0.9 m, 2.7 m and 5.1 m). A short speech phrase was 
used as the stimulus signal, and was reproduced over headphones 

using constant calibrated system gain. The perceived room size 
data were obtained through the method of paired comparisons, 
and the scale values are the probability of selection transformed 
by the inverse of the normal distribution (hence 0 corresponds to 
a 0.5 probability of a stimulus being selected as the larger room, 
1 to a 0.85 probability of being selected, and 1.5 to a 0.93 
selection probability). The distance estimates were absolute 
estimates in metres. 
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Figure 7. Auditory distance versus auditory room size 
perception for a room of fixed volume (130 m3) with 

source-receiver distances of 0.9, 2.7 and 5.1 m, and mid-
frequency reverberation times of 0.6, 2 and 5 s. 

The relative strengths of direct, early and late energy were 
derived from room impulse responses, together with the energy 
sums and ratios discussed earlier. Perceived distance is highly 
correlated to the direct sound level (r = -0.97), and perceived 
room size is highly correlated to clarity index (r = -0.97 for C50, r 
= -0.96 for C80, and r = -0.94 for direct to reverberant energy 
ratio). For room size perception, there are more modest, but still 
high, correlations with early energy alone (r = 0.83), late energy 
alone (r = 0.90), early+late energy (r = 0.89), strength factor (r = 
0.82), and reverberation time (r = 0.91). On the other hand, 
estimated distance does not correlate well with any of the energy 
components or ratios other than the direct sound. For distance 
perception, this confirms that simply controlling the direct sound 
level can strongly influence auditory distance perception (as is 
implied by Figure 4) even in a wide range of reverberant 
conditions. As reported by Cabrera and Gilfillan [2], there is an 
effect of reverberation time on perceived distance (greater 
reverberation time yields increased perceived distance, which is 
consistent with findings from other studies), but the effect is not 
strong enough to be significant in a regression analysis 
(including multiple stepwise regression) for the nine data-points 
considered here.  In interpreting these results, it is important to 
note that the stimulus was a speech signal at a realistic sound 
power level, and this strong first-order relationship between 
direct sound and perceived distance might be weakened with 
different signals. As shown by Zahorik [20], speech signals can 
provide an absolute distance cue because the sound power of 
unassisted speech is familiar to listeners, whereas arbitrary 
signals (such as synthetic sounds) do not have this property and 
so are interpreted with a different cue weighting. 
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The correlations for room size perception indicate that the 
reverberant sound level is important for auditory judgments of 
room size, but that its relation to the direct sound and early 
reflections provides a stronger cue. Since the room volume did 
not vary in this experiment, the room size judgments cannot 
correspond strictly to a physical model. However, other 
experiments, in which room volume was changed, also have 
shown that reverberation has a strong effect on room size 
judgments, stronger than any actual change in room volume [15]. 

For these stimuli, IACC was also correlated to perceived 
room size (r = -0.87), but there are not enough data-points to 
achieve significance in a multiple regression analysis, so second 
order predictors of perceived room size cannot be identified in 
this way. Nevertheless it is interesting that the IACC correlation 
sign is negative, not positive (as discussed earlier, there should 
tend to be a positive correlation between IACC and actual room 
size). Whether the IACC correlation reflects an influence on 
perception is not known – the IACC correlation might be more 
due to coincidence (because it correlates with reverberant energy 
parameters) than causation, with the results caused by energy 
relations.  

4.3. Predictors of Perceived Room Size 

Every study of auditory room size perception that has included 
stimuli with a range of reverberation times has found 
reverberation to affect auditory room size perception (long 
reverberation time is associated with large room volume). 
However, the specific acoustical effects that most powerfully 
influence perceived room size vary between studies. With 
different methods of analysis in various studies, it is difficult to 
make direct comparisons between studies. In this subsection, 
results of two studies are outlined and analysed using the same 
approach. These are chosen because they include a large range of 
room volumes, and subjective ratings were found through the 
method of paired comparisons (which is more robust than direct 
estimation of magnitudes). The two experiments used simple 
binaural technology for the stimuli. 

Cabrera et al. [15] obtained subjective room size values for 
the three computer modeled rooms given as examples earlier –
with volumes of 31 m3, 249 m3 and 1997 m3, three reverberation 
times applied to each (0.5 s, 1 s and 2 s), and three source-
receiver positions in each (distances of 1 m and 2 m in the small 
room, and 1 m, 2 m and 4 m in the medium and large rooms). 
Stimuli were binaural, presented via headphones. The signal 
(convolved with binaural room impulse responses) was the same 
speech phrase as used by Cabrera and Gilfillan [2]. Results show 
that a doubling of the room’s linear dimension (i.e., increasing its 
volume by a factor of eight) does yield judgments of increased 
room size, but that doubling the reverberation time has a much 
stronger effect. Reverberation time has the strongest correlation 
with the subjective responses (r = 0.93), and clarity index (C80) is 
also highly correlated (r = -0.84). A stepwise regression yields a 
model (r2 = 0.976) with three independent variables: 
reverberation time (coefficient of 0.941), stimulus sound pressure 
level (coefficient of -0.61) and C80 (coefficient of -0.107). An 
alternative model can be constructed from energy parameters 
alone (r2 = 0.963): C80 (coefficient of -0.212) and Eearly 
(coefficient of -0.075). IACC does not make a significant 
contribution to the results. 

In the second study, Cabrera and Jeong [17] obtained 
subjective room size values for binaural simulations of four 
Italian concert halls: Parma’s Auditorium Paganini (780 seats, 48 
m long and 17.5 m wide), and the three main halls of Rome’s 
Parco della Musica (small – 700 seats, 35 m long and 25 m 
wide; medium – 1200 seats, 48 m long and 34 m wide; and large 
– 2800 seats, 56 m long and 32 m wide). In the smallest 
auditorium of the Parco della Musica there were two source-
receiver distances (12 m and 24 m), and there were three source-
receiver distances in all of the other auditoria (ranging between 
10 m and 48 m) – making a total of eleven stimuli. A short 
fragment of music (piano accordion) was used as the stimulus 
signal, and was convolved with binaural impulse responses from 
these auditoria to generate the stimuli (the binaural impulse 
responses were recorded by Angelo Farina and colleagues [21] 
using a fixed set of equipment and a constant gain structure). At 
the time of writing, the experimental data-set is almost complete 
(18 out of a planned 20 subjects have been tested), and 
preliminary results are correlated to several room acoustical 
parameters, including sound pressure level (r = -0.88), clarity 
index C50 (r = -0.86), and many of the other components of the 
energy relations discussed earlier in this paper. The best 
correlation is for Edirect+Eearly in the 1000 kHz octave band (r = -
0.96) using 50 ms integration. 

The correlations between perceived room size and acoustical 
parameters in these two experiments agree (in sign, if not in 
magnitude) with the tendencies that would be expected from 
diffuse field theory (the expected sign of clarity index is 
discussed below). However, any effect of IACC is not strong 
enough to contribute to regression analysis. The effect of energy 
parameters is so strong as to leave little variance to be accounted 
for by other parameters. 

If clarity index is a predictor of auditory room size 
perception, this raises an interesting problem. For a given 
reverberation time and source receiver distance, clarity index 
correlates positively to room volume (Figure 1) – whereas the 
subjective results have a strong negative correlation. This 
apparent paradox is examined in some detail elsewhere by the 
author [22], and is resolved by assuming that rooms of varying 
volume do not usually have the same reverberation time, and that 
larger source-receiver distances are only experienced in larger 
rooms. A theoretical evaluation of this for rooms of constant 
absorption coefficient with source-receiver distances 
proportional to the room’s linear dimension shows that clarity 
index is negatively correlated to room volume. This is confirmed 
as being realistic by considering acoustical data from a large 
number of real rooms, which show the same negative correlation 
tendency for source-receiver distances proportional to the room’s 
linear dimension. 

4.4. Effectiveness of Binaural Representation 

There are many studies on the effectiveness of various binaural 
techniques for sound localization [e.g., 23, 24], but not on the 
effectiveness of such systems for room size perception. The 
author has been involved in two studies that provide a little 
insight into this question, but further studies are required to 
clarify issues raised in the results. If room size perception were 
based entirely on reverberation and energy relations, then 
perhaps binaural reproduction would be unnecessary to convey a 
sense of room size. However, the two studies outlined in this 
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section both indicate that auditory room size perception is 
sensitive to the spatial qualities of the soundfield and/or to 
confounding factors that are associated with the use of particular 
spatial audio systems. 

Cabrera et al. [16] investigated whether simple binaural 
reproduction conveys the same impression of room size as real 
rooms, using rooms with volumes of 15 m3, 123 m3 and 188 m3, 
as well as variable absorption in the mid-sized room and different 
source-receiver distances. Mid-frequency reverberation times for 
the rooms were 1.0 s (small room), 0.5 s (medium room, 
curtains), 0.8 s (medium room, bare walls), and 1.0 s (large 
room). Real room assessments were made with 30 blindfolded 
subjects (who wore earmuffs to and from the rooms), using 
recorded speech of fixed sound power (reproduced from a 
loudspeaker) as the source. Binaural simulations were strictly 
calibrated and inverse-filtered to match the original signals 
received at the dummy head’s ears in the real rooms, and 
assessed by a further 30 subjects. Subjects rated the size of the 
room relative to that of a reference room, and results were scaled 
by each subject’s mean response. Results show a contrasting 
subjective interpretation of the small room (which had a long 
reverberation time for its size) – it is heard as small in the real 
soundfield, but large in the binaural simulation. The medium and 
large room ratings are similar for the two presentation modes, 
although there is a wider range of values in the ratings of real 
rooms. The reason for the contrasting ratings of the small room 
are not clear, but may be due to its long reverberation time – 
which could have been easier to interpret in the real room than 
using a binaural simulation. In the real room, many subtle cues 
were available that were not available in the binaural simulation 
(such as feedback from self-made sounds, dynamic localization 
cues, the feeling of the floor surface (through shoes), and so on). 

Martignon et al. [19] investigated auditory distance 
perception, room size perception and realism for simulated 
soundfields of five concert auditoria (the same auditoria as used 
by Cabrera and Jeong [17], plus an auditorium in Japan), using 
three binaural systems and one stereophonic system. The 
binaural systems employed binaural impulse responses recorded 
in the auditoria, and the reproduction systems of simple 
headphones, stereo dipole and double stereo dipole (i.e., a stereo 
dipole loudspeaker pair both in front of and behind the listener). 
The stereophonic system employed impulse responses recorded 
using an O.R.T.F. microphone array (two cardioid microphones 
17 cm apart separated by an angle of 110º), and was reproduced 
using a conventional stereophonic loudspeaker array (with 
loudspeakers 60º apart). Great care was taken in matching the 
gain and spectral response of each system, and in reproducing the 
stimuli at the absolute sound pressure level that would occur for 
the original source in the auditoria. Thirty subjects used a rating 
scale to report the room size. While the auditory room size 
judgments are less reliable than a paired comparisons test, they 
do reveal differences between audio systems. The stereophonic 
system yielded room size ratings that were highly correlated with 
auditory distance ratings, whereas greater divergence between 
these scales was found for the three binaural systems. Room size 
ratings for the stereophonic stimuli correlated best to stimulus 
sound pressure level (r = -0.73), whereas correlations with sound 
pressure level are weaker for the binaural systems (r = -0.67, -
0.54, and -0.43 for double stereo dipole, headphones, and stereo 
dipole respectively). On the other hand, IACC tended to be 
correlated to the binaural system responses, but not to the 

stereophonic system. This relationship is best assessed without 
the Japanese auditorium because its stimuli had unusually high 
IACC values (it is not clear whether this is due to measurement 
error or the auditorium acoustical conditions) [25]. Correlations 
between IACC and room size ratings were r = -0.11 
(stereophony), r = -0.74 (double stereo dipole and headphones), 
and r = -0.79 (stereo dipole), and IACC was one of the best 
predictors of auditory room size perception for the binaural 
systems in this experiment. While this appears to confirm that 
IACC can contribute to auditory room size perception in binaural 
systems, the sign of the relationship is negative (whereas the sign 
based on the tendency in room acoustics as volume is varied is 
positive). One reason for the negative coefficient could be that 
larger distances were used in the larger auditoria. 

5. CONCLUSIONS 

A naïve and straightforward approach to controlling auditory 
room size in an auditory display might be to adjust reverberation 
time using a parametric reverberation processor. However, the 
acoustical relationship between the characteristics of 
reverberation and room volume is considerably more involved 
than reverberation time alone: for example, simply increasing 
reverberation time will increase the late energy level, which in 
physical acoustics implies that the room size has not changed 
(merely that the room is less absorptive). Nevertheless, the 
findings reviewed in this paper indicate that this naïve approach 
can be very effective: for a given room volume, a change in 
reverberation time yields a change in perceived room size with a 
comparatively small change in auditory distance perception. 
Indeed, changing reverberation time is more powerful than 
changing the actual room size in binaural simulations. 

Based on general acoustic tendencies, binaural factors have a 
potential role in auditory room size perception, including in 
helping to assess the relationship between direct sound and early 
reflections. However, while the reviewed perceptual experiments 
do sometimes indicate a correlation between IACC and 
judgments of room size, there are no clear results relating IACC 
to room size perception in a manner consistent with the 
theoretical tendency. Instead, some results are even opposite to 
the acoustic tendency. Experimental work is required to 
investigate this problem directly. 

Binaural technology is effective for reproducing interaural 
characteristics of the soundfield such as IACC, and the study of 
Martignon et al. [19] indicates that this can affect room size 
judgments. However, the effectiveness of simple binaural 
technology in conveying the same impression of room size as 
auditory perception in real rooms remains open for investigation 
– while the results of Cabrera et al. [16] show a discrepancy for a 
small room, there may be confounding factors in the experiment 
that contributed to this. 

In summary, people can perceive room size through sound 
alone, but reverberation has a strong effect on auditory room size 
judgments. Auditory room size and auditory distance perception 
can be varied with a quite high degree of independence. 
Judgments of room size appear to be mainly based on 
reverberation energy parameters, and the role of IACC remains 
unclear. Nevertheless, binaural technology appears to be helpful 
in the perceptual distinction between auditory room size and 
auditory distance. 
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ABSTRACT 

Speech sound sources were spatially processed using 
measured HRTF data that were obtained from nine individuals.  
The speech signals were auditioned via headphones by two 
groups of listeners via a paired comparison task in which 
listeners were asked to judge which of two stimuli sounded 
more natural. One group of listeners was composed of those 
whose HRTFs had been used to create subsets of the stimuli that 
were presented, while a second group of listeners were never 
presented with stimuli that were processed using their own 
HRTFs.  Results from the first group showed that stimuli 
generated using an individual’s own HRTFs will not necessarily 
be judged as more natural than those generated using HRTF 
data from other individuals. However, this was not because one 
set of HRTF data gave the most natural listening experience for 
all listeners, since the stimulus ranked highest differed between 
individuals. An analysis of the Interaural Level Difference 
(ILD) showed that the frequency dependence of ILD for an 
individual’s HRTFs was quite similar to that of the HRTFs that 
produced for them an auditory image that was ranked as the 
most natural sounding.  The results suggest that the interaural 
spectral difference presented via HRTF-based processing can 
affect perceived naturalness as strongly as the overall spectral 
shape that is related to source tone coloration. 

 
[Keywords: HRTF, ILD, individualization, personalization, 
naturalness, auditory scene analysis] 

 

1. INTRODUCTION 

Headphone-presented virtual auditory scenes created using 
HRTF-based processing are increasingly used in audio systems 
for voice communication and music reproduction. The 
motivations for and benefits of presenting virtual auditory scene 
using binaural synthesis are many.   Such processing can result 
in an increased sense of naturalness, realism, or presence within 
an auditory scene; manipulate the spatial sound aesthetic of 
music; facilitate detection of auditory warning signals; or 
increase intelligibility of speech, especially in a multi-talker 
scenario. It is the focus of this paper to investigate how different 
HRTF datasets affect perceived naturalness when used to 
process multiple voice recordings for headphone display.  

Naturalness in audio is related to sound fidelity. The fidelity 
of a sound listening experience is a measure of how perceptually 
similar a listening experience is to another reference listening 
experience. The point of reference may either be a reproduced 
environment or a live venue [1]. For our experiment, we asked 
listeners to compare auditory scenes containing a mix of two 
spoken messages, one message containing male speech and the 
other containing female speech, both of which where processed 
using a sampling of 9 different HRTF datasets (from different 
subjects).  The listeners were instructed to attend to the female 
speech, and respond in terms of how similar it sounded to what 
can be heard in natural everyday listening; i.e. the point of 
reference was provided by the listener’s memory of the 
character of a spoken voice in a natural acoustic setting, rather 
than a spoken voice reproduced via loudspeakers or headphones. 

 
Note that this study focused on naturalness rather than 

preference, as preference choices may be understood by 
experimental listeners in many different ways. Preference 
decisions may be based more upon hedonic sentiments than 
upon judgments of sound character: a judgment is an opinion 
that can be subject to veridical evaluation, but veridicality does 
not apply to sentiments [2].  In contrast, it is reasonable to 
assume that every normal-hearing individual has a similar 
notion of what spoken voices sound like in the natural world, 
and this should provide a clear reference for making the 
naturalness choices required in the current study.  It should also 
be clear that conventional tests of impairment in speech sound 
quality for standard teleconferencing situations (as described in 
[3]) are not designed to reveal differences in detailed features 
such as those associated with spatial sound processing. 

 

1.1. HRTF processing and Spatial Release from Masking 

HRTF-based processing of audio signals can be used for 
affecting Auditory Spatial Imagery (ASI) [4] in binaural 
reproduction of virtual acoustic scenes (using headphones). 
Changes in ASI afforded by such binaural auditory display can 
be in terms of perceived source image direction and distance, 
but also in other characteristics such as image width [5]. In his 
now classic studies on the “Cocktail Party Effect,” Cherry [6] 
found that increasing the perceived spatial separation between 
the sound from a “target” voice (that person we are talking with 
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at the cocktail party) and a “masking” sound (e.g. someone else 
speaking, or the general hub-bub of the party) can increase the 
intelligibility of the speech signal received from a target person 
(to which the listener is selectively attending). 

As pointed out by Begault and Erbe [7], studies 
investigating the binaural advantage of presenting information 
in an auditory display have focused on changes in the 
detectability of a sound signal (generally, a pure-tone) in the 
presence of noise; or in improvement in speech intelligibility. 
The improvement in either detection of a tone or the increase in 
intelligibility of a voice by spatial separation of target and 
marker sound images is the process called Spatial Release from 
Masking (SRM) [8]. The focus of this paper differs from the 
majority of work on HRTF audio processing by investigating 
sound quality rather than SRM effects. 

1.2. Personalized and non-personalized HRTF processing 

It might be intuitively reasoned that HRTF mixes made with 
an individual’s own head are perceived as more natural-
sounding than HRTF mixes made with other peoples’ heads, as 
the spectral filtering due to the HRTF function is that which the 
person is used to. (Of course, this hypothesis does not consider 
the acoustic coupling of the headphones. Wenzel et al [9] found 
that when non-individualized HRTF processing was applied to 
headphone presented test-stimuli, the perceived location of the 
corresponding auditory image was consistently reported with a 
similar azimuth as to real (loudspeaker) sources around the 
listener. However, when it came to reporting the perceived 
elevation of the image, subjects frequently confused up with 
down for the HRTF processed, headphone-presented stimuli. 
This may be explained by the fact that whilst interaural level 
and time differences (ILDs and ITDs) may vary less between 
subjects, elevation cues are affected by the shape of the ridges in 
the pinna, and it is perhaps these pinna shapes which vary more 
between individuals whilst ILD and ITD cues vary less. 

 
With regard to the effectiveness of individualized 

HRTFs, it is unclear whether such exacting reproduction is 
necessary for a perceptually adequate spatial auditory display. 
With regard to practicality, it is unclear whether such 
individualization can be successfully attained at a reasonable 
cost (in terms of both time and money).  Therefore, some 
alternative approaches should be considered, four of which 
can be described quite simply in terms of differences in 
design goals for, and the targeted user(s) of, the filters to be 
used in binaural synthesis. Table 1 shows four varieties of 
filters for controlling source direction based upon these two 
distinctions. The left column identifies who is targeted, the 
rows of the table specifying whether filters are to be 
designed for an individual (one) subject or a sampled population 
of (many) subjects. The middle column of the table (empirical) 
specifies that the HRTF detail should be exactly reproduced, 
whether individualized or averaged across a sampled population 
of subjects. Entries in the right column of the table (analytic) 
result from some analysis of the HRTF data, performed 
before filter design is attempted. Such analytic methods may 
use anthropomorphic measurements from one or more 
individuals such as body size or the shape of the outer ear.  

 

In the case of a foundation in ‘‘Individualized HRTFs,’’ a 
successful analysis will extract details that should allow for the 
synthesis of filters that are ‘‘customized’’ to the individual, 
and yet not necessarily matching the individual’s measured 
HRTFs; giving a personalized HRTF set.  Individualized HRTFs 
are contrasted with personalized HRTFs in that the former is an 
HRTF set made from empirical measurements of one 
individual’s head, whereas the latter is an HRTF set tailored for 
one individual and may include other signal processing, such as 
combing subjective judgments or other measurements of an 
individual such as body size. 

It may be more appropriate to refer to derived HRTF 
datasets according to their intended use in controlling 
direction, hence the term ‘‘directional transfer functions’’ 
(DTFs). When a single set of DTFs are created from many 
sets of HRTFs, and intended for a whole population of 
potential users, they are termed ‘‘generalized’’ DTFs. If the 
analysis and synthesis of such filters is successful, then the 
resulting set of generalized DTFs will capture global 
spectro-temporal features that provide sound positioning cues 
for many listeners, regardless of the details of any individual’s 
HRTFs  (see [10] for further discussion). 
 

Target Empirical Analytic 
One Individualized HRTFs Customized DTFs 
Many Averaged HRTFs Generalized DTFs 

 
Table 1: Four varieties of directional filters categorized 

according to distinctions between target users and measurement 
foundations of the filters for use in spatial auditory display. 
Whether the target is one user or many users, HRTFs exhibiting 
exact detail can be engineered empirically for binaural 
synthesis. But analysis of measured HRTF data can produce 
results that provide effective DTFs that can be customized for 
one user or generalized for many users. 

 

2. METHODS 

2.1. Subjects 

Of the 20 subjects who took part in the experiment, 2 were 
from the group who had their HRTFs measured. The remaining 
subjects consisted of professional musicians studying at the 
Banff Centre (Alberta, Canada) on self-directed music 
programs. Data from all subjects who undertook the experiment 
are presented here (i.e. no data was rejected). 

2.2. HRTF acquisition 

Complete HRTF datasets were measured for 9 individuals 
using a 128-microphone array at University of Maryland, 
College Park, using the reciprocity technique [11] (this is 
explained in Figure 1). 9 HRTFs were measured at 5o intervals 
in the upper sphere of the listener, and 15o below the horizontal 
plane (i.e. the equatorial plane which is parallel to the floor and 
has its reference at the level of the individuals ears). The 
resulting HRTFs were truncated to a length of 128 samples 
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(ITD’s were maintained). Due to the small size of the transducers 
involved in the reciprocal HRTF measurement rig, the low-frequency 
component of the final HRTF is not measured by empirical acoustic 
means but is estimated using a mathematical model based on 
anthropomorphic measurements of the individual subject. 
 

 
 

Figure 1. Photograph of an individual undergoing HRTF 
measurement using the reciprocity technique [11]. (Note that the 
image is contrast-reversed to improve visibility of the microphone 
array structure.) There are 128 miniature microphones on short (3 cm) 
inward-facing sticks attached at some of the nodes of the spherical 
mesh in which the subject is seated. The subject has miniature 
loudspeaker receivers mounted in an earplug in each ear to create 
sound at the occluded ear meatii. One loudspeaker emits 25 clicks and 
the last 20 clicks are recorded simultaneously using the 128 
microphones and a computer. The process is then repeated with the 
other loudspeaker. The individual undertakes the measurement with 
their head facing 0o, 900, 180o, and 270o azimuth.  

2.3. Stimuli 

Recordings of a male and a female voice were 
simultaneously presented. The single-channel male voice was 
taken from a recording of spoken poetry1 in American-English, 
and the female voice was spoken text2 in British-English. Both 
44.1 kHz, 16-bit recordings were converted to mono, edited to 
35 seconds, with pauses greater than 50 ms removed. The mono 
inputs were convolved with the 9 HRTF datasets using the 
“Panorama” software.3 The male voice was positioned 10o to the 
left of “straight-ahead” location), and the female voice 10o to 
the right, with both voices at 0o elevation. Standard iPod insert 
headphones were used, with no additional equalization.4

                                                           
1 Allen Ginsberg reading Jack Karoac’s “Brooklyn Bridge Blues”. 
2 Diana Deutsch; track 17 from her CD “Phantom words and other 
curiosities”. The audio stimuli can be heard at 
 http://www.JAR-lab.com/ICAD07
3 Manufactured by Wave Arts, version 5. 
4 The same headphone set was used for all listening tests. The insert iPod 
earphones were as shipped with N. American iPods in December 2006. 

2.4. Procedure 

The methods employed here were motivated by the 
following research question: Is the listening experience superior 
when we listen to an auditory scene created with our own, 
personalized HRTFs versus an auditory scene that is created 
with someone else’s HRTF? Specifically, the question asked 
was:  Is perceived naturalness of an auditory scene affected by 
using personalized versus non-personalized HRTF processing?  

Given 9 HRTF datasets, there were 36 possible stimulus 
pairings. These were presented to the subject with earphones in 
a double-blind manner using the audio processing software 
PureData (PD). The subjects could freely select which of the 
two stimuli to audition by hitting a software button labeled A or 
B. The subjects were asked: “In which scene does the female 
voice sound most natural?” and responded by selecting stimulus 
A or B on the GUI and then hitting a select button. The stimuli 
would repeat until the subject had selected their response (there 
was no time limit on the experiment). The reproduction level 
was equal for all subjects (at a listening level of approximately 
75 dB). The subjects were told to listen to both spectral and 
spatial aspects of the sound image, and to judge naturalness 
using their memory of what speech sounds like in the real world 
(i.e. not with reference to recorded speech). After each run of 
the 36 pairs, the subject could take a break of 5-10 minutes 
before proceeding to the next run (i.e. repeat). Between 2 and 6 
runs were undertaken per subject, and their response time 
recorded (response time data is not reported in this paper). 

3. RESULTS 

3.1. Analysis of HRTF Spectral Differences 

 
The HRTF datasets (magnitude only) were submitted to 

Principal Components Analysis (PCA) with the 9 binaural 
HRTFs as the cases (one pair for each measured subject), using 
as the variates the response within 30 frequency bins for each 
pair of ears (i.e., ipsilateral and contralateral magnitude 
response curves). This matrix with 60 columns of correlated 
magnitude values was reduced via PCA to just two Principal 
Components (PC) vectors.  For more information about such 
analysis of HRTF spectral differences, see the second author’s 1987 
paper that first presented the use of PCA in this context as a means to 
reduce a large set of HRTFs to a smaller set of spectral basis 
functions [12]. Figure 2 plots the PC scores on the resulting two-
component space for each of the 9 HRTF datasets.  These first 
two PCs accounted for more than 40% of the total variance in 
the HRTF datasets, and examination of the knee in the 
associated scree plot supported the exclusion of other PCs from 
further consideration here.   Especially since resynthesis of the 
HRTF data was not at issue here, it was most appropriate to find 
just a few spectral basis functions that might explain simple 
differences between HRTFs that could also predict their naturalness 
rankings by human listeners.The eigenvectors (orthonormal bases, 
or weights) associated with these two PCs are plotted over 
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frequency in Figure 3, with 30 ipsilateral bins (blue solid lines) 
and 30 contralateral bins (red dashed lines). 

 
 

Figure 2. Scores on the first two Principal Components 
(PCs) resulting from analysis of HRTF magnitude measured 
for nine human subjects.  The number in each plotting 
symbol indicates the subject number (i.e. HRTF set 
number).  

 
 

 
 

Figure 3. Principal Component (PC) weights resulting from 
analysis of HRTF magnitude measured for nine human subjects.  
Blue solid lines for ipsilateral magnitude, and red dashed lines 
for contralateral magnitude. The eigenvectors (orthonormal 
bases, or weights) associated with these two PCs are plotted 
over frequency in Figure 3 (with 30 ipsilateral bins and 30 
contralateral bins distinguished by plotting-line style; blue solid 
lines for ipsilateral magnitude, and red dashed lines for 
contralateral magnitude). The scores plotted in Figure 2 were 
obtained by summing the observed magnitude values after 
weighting them with the values plotted in Figure 3.  These two 
sets of scores provide the foundation in HRTF spectral 
differences for predicting the naturalness values calculated for 
each binaural HRTF. 

The scores plotted in Figure 2 were obtained by summing 
the observed magnitude values after weighting them with 
the values plotted in Figure 3.  These two sets of scores 
provide the foundation in HRTF spectral differences for 
predicting the naturalness values calculated for each 
binaural HRTF. 

 

3.2 Naturalness Choice Analysis  

The naturalness choice data were analyzed using 
Thurstonian scaling for binary paired comparisons [12].  For 
each listener, a 9x9 matrix was created for the 9 stimuli which 
contained pairwise choice data for the paired comparisons. For 
example, if HRTF dataset 3 was considered more natural than 
HRTF dataset 7 for 3 out of the 4 pair presentations, then the 
matrix value at column 3, row 7 would be 3, and the value at 
column 7, row 3 would be -3 (alternatively, these could be 
converted to a proportion; i.e. 0.75 and 0.25, respectively). By 
summing the columns, a stimulus merit scale value could be 
obtained, and these scale values are those that are plotted for 
each listener horizontally in Figure 4.  Note that the result based 
upon the pooled responses of all listeners appears in the lowest 
row of the plot, labeled “ALL.”  

 

 
Figure 4. Naturalness scale values calculated for each of the 

9 auditory scenes by each of 20 listeners (plus the result based 
upon the pooled responses of “ALL”). A marker with a value of 
9 indicates this auditory scene was chosen as being more 
natural-sounding every time it was presented; a marker with a 
value of 4.5 indicates this auditory scene was selected as 
providing an auditory image more natural than other HRTF 
mixes 50% of the time; and a marker with a value of 0 indicates 
this HRTF dataset was never selected as being more natural-
sounding. Listeners were presented the 36 stimuli in all pair-
wise comparisons at least 2 times (with some of the listeners 
completing up to 6 separate runs).  Note that subjects no. 1 and 
no. 2 were those for whom HRTFs were available. 
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It was of great interest to analyze the naturalness scale 
values for the two individual subjects for whom HRTF datasets 
were available, which HRTFs were used to create a subset of the 
stimuli presented to all listeners.  In addition, it was of interest 
to attempt to predict the naturalness scale value for each from 
the PCA results.  These results are plotted in Figure 5 as a 
function of the predicted naturalness scale value  (upper and 
lower panels for the two listeners, respectively). The predicted 
values resulted from multiple regression analysis using the PC 
scores calculated for the 9 HRTF datasets as the predictor 
variables. Note that the symbol corresponding to the HRTFs 
measured for each of these two subjects is plotted as a filled 
symbol since this data-point was produced using the 
individual’s own HRTFs.   

 
 

4. DISCUSSION AND CONCLUSION 

The results show that the HRTF dataset which gives the most 
natural auditory scene is not necessarily that auditory scene 
created with the listeners own HRTF; as can be seen in figure 4, 
where the subject no. 1’s own HRTF dataset was ranked 3rd in 
terms of perceived naturalness.  The stimulus produced using 
that HRTF dataset was ranked as less natural than two other 
datasets (no. 8 and 9) that came from people with very different 
body size. An analogous result obtained for subject number 2, 
whose own HRTF was also ranked 3rd behind two other datasets 
(no. 4 and 6).   Note that 10 out of 20 listeners chose HRTF 
dataset No. 6 as the more natural sounding across a dominant 
number of comparisons. The HRTF magnitude for set no. 6 is 
shown in Figure 6. 

 
The results show that individuals might consider auditory 

scenes made with HRTF datasets measured for other subjects 
(i.e., other than their own) can be chosen as more natural-
sounding. This general conclusion is in contrast to the findings 
regarding localization performance.  For example, Møller, et al 
[5] found that accuracy in spatial localization of sound source 
images, individualized HRTF-based processing provided 
superior localization compared to non-individualized HRTF-
based processing (i.e. more accurate and consistent localization, 
with less front-back confusion, etc.).  Of course, naturalness is 
not often used as a criterion for evaluating the quality of HRTF 
datasets, though it might be considered an important aspect in 
some application contexts. 

 
The question that begs to be asked here is whether there is 

something about the HRTF datasets that were chosen most often 
as natural sounding that could predict choices for individuals.  
Figure 5 showed that the naturalness scale values for the two 
individual subjects for whom HRTF datasets were available 
could be predicted for each from the PCA results, but further 
analysis is required to find what spectral features of the 
individual’s HRTFs might predict those choices.  The overall 
spectral shape, such as that shown in Figure 6 did not produce 
the best results in this regard.  Rather, it was the frequency-
dependent Interaural Level Difference (ILD) that produced the 
best explanation for individual choice. 

 

 

 

Figure 5. Upper Panel. Naturalness scale values calculated 
for each of the nine tested HRTFs to quantify the perceived 
naturalness of each according to the rankings obtained from 
listener number 1  (i.e. with HRTF dataset 1),.  These scale 
values are plotted as a function of the predicted scale value 
that resulted from regressing them on the PC scores that 
were plotted in Figure 2.  The number in each plotting 
symbol indicates the number of the subject providing the 
tested HRTFs. Here, open symbols are used for all subjects 
except for subject number 1, who was listening via his own 
HRTFs in this case. Lower Panel. Naturalness scale values 
calculated for the nine stimuli for listener number 2 (i.e. 
with HRTF dataset 2). In both figures, the coefficient of 
determination (R2) shows the goodness of fit for the 
prediction of naturalness scale values from the PC scores. 
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Figure 6, Binaural HRTF magnitude plotted as a function of 
frequency for subject 6 (solid lines for ipsilateral magnitude, 
dashed lines for contralateral magnitude). 

 
 
Figure 7 shows an analysis of the ILD as a function of 

frequency for two pairs of HRTF datasets.  In the top panel, the 
ILD for subject 1’s own HRTF (solid line) is compared to the 
HRTF dataset  (dashed line) that subject 1 chose as more natural 
sounding than his own:  These two ILD functions are 
remarkably similar. It is particularly interesting to note that the 
contralateral ear has a higher level than the ipsilateral ear at 
about 2 kHz for both the subject’s own HRTF and the most-
natural-sounding HRTF. This trend is analogous to that for 
subject 2, in that subject 2’s own ILD function was much more 
similar to that of his chosen most-natural-sounding HRTF 
dataset. Furthermore, the spectra of the personalized HRTF of 
subject 1 and subject 2 are very different (e.g. there is no 
contralateral boost in ILD for subject 2), which may explain 
why subject 1 did not find the HRTF dataset from subject 2 as 
natural sounding (curiously, subject 2 did not find the HRTF 
dataset of subject 1 quite as un-natural sounding). 

Of course, there are a number of obvious limitations to the 
method used in the current experiment that could limit the 
extent to which the conclusions presented here can be 
generalized. Besides the small number of subjects tested with 
personalized HRTFs (2), the stimulus set was limited, and the 
coloration to sound image quality by the iPod insert headphones 
also may have affected which HRTF seemed most natural-
sounding.  Furthermore, individuals may differ both in terms of 
their anatomical size (therefore differing naturally in their 
measured HRTFs), and in terms of their perceptual responses, as 
discussed in [14]).  They may also differ in their measured 
earphone transfer functions, which were not measured, and 
therefore not corrected in the current study.  This may be less 
important, however, given that the overall shifts in peak 
frequency of earphone correction filters are difficult to detect 
for deviations less than 20% [15].   

An important challenge in the optimal deployment of HRTF-
based spatial auditory display systems is to identify the 
determinants of significant variation between individuals, and to 
determine how best to reduce problems associated with this 
variation. Personalized headphone-based display systems are likely to 

become more and more common, especially with current advances in 
mobile telephone technology.  Perhaps the most important 
conclusion of this study might be that individual differences in 
both perceptual responses and anatomical size can be taken into 
account through the use of customized HRTFs that can selected 
on the basis of psychophysical calibration (as taught in [14]).  It 
should be stressed, however, that all of the research reported 
here utilized dry binaural sources, and this is another factor that 
limits the generality of the results, since more and more spatial 
auditory display systems feature some simulated indirect sound. 
Indeed, aspects of display performance that are related to 
perception of indirect sound were not addressed here.  

 

 

 
Figure 7, Upper Panel. Interaural Level Difference (ILD) 
as a function of frequency measured for subject 1 (solid 
line) compared to the ILD curve (dashed line) from another 
subject’s HRTF dataset (from subject 8) that subject 1 chose 
as more natural sounding than his own. Lower Panel. The 
ILD function measured for subject 2 (solid line) compared 
to the ILD function (dashed line) from the HRTF dataset 
that subject 2 chose as more natural sounding than his own 
(from subject 6). 
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Research is under way to begin to characterize the variation 
in auditory spatial imagery associated with headphone-based 
presentation of simulated virtual environments, and furthermore, 
to begin to determine what factors in virtual acoustic simulation 
lead users to prefer one simulated environment over another 
within defined binaural synthesis applications (see, for example, 
a report on the influence of spatial distribution of simulated 
reflections on auditory quality and character [16]).  Whether the 
current, perhaps controversial, results will be supported by the 
results of further studies presenting more comprehensive virtual 
acoustic simulations remains to be seen; however, the inclusion 
of indirect sound should function to make the details of the 
HRTF processing of the direct sound less critical rather than 
more critical.  It is therefore concluded that HRTFs that are 
personalized through a customization procedure, rather than 
through exacting acoustical measurements, may be quite 
adequate to producing acceptable results for many if not most 
applications, 
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ABSTRACT 

To gain a better understanding of what parameters influence the 
redirection of attention to auditory stimuli, principal spatio-
temporal factors and their affect on subjects’ focus were studied 
during a categorization task. Factors studied include presentation 
speed, stimulus location on the horizontal plane, for sounds 
perceived to be internalized and externalized.  

Statistically significant results indicate that 1) stimuli 
perceived inside the head result in a faster response than 
externalized stimuli, 2) response time does not change linearly 
with presentation speed, rather, there is an optimal presentation 
rate at which the response time if fastest, 3) stimuli presented in 
the frontal hemisphere are attended to faster than those in the 
back hemisphere. These findings indicate the existence of key 
factors influencing subjects’ performance in attending to 
auditory stimuli. 

 
[Keywords: Auditory displays, Spatialization, HRTF, Attention, 
Presentation speed] 

1. INTRODUCTION 

In the past twenty years, the integration of auditory cues in 
virtual environments has become increasingly important. 
Auditory cues increase awareness of surroundings, cue visual 
attention, and convey a variety of complex information without 
increasing the load on the visual system. Sound is not only being 
integrated into most of our daily appliances (microwaves, 
washing machines, printers), but also into computer displays and 
data interpretation devices, in the form of auditory displays. 
Originally, auditory displays were designed to provide a greater 
sense of immersion into the already-existing graphical 
environment (e.g. [1]). A model visual world that is 
supplemented by auditory information enhances a user’s feeling 
of direct engagement [2]. A multi-dimensional information 
display provides users with a greater degree of information 
transmission, often relieving some of the informational load on 
the visual system. Today, audio signals are not only used as a 
complementary display to graphical representation, they are 
often the primary source of information. 

The data transmitted by way of an auditory display can have 
as a goal to inform, alert, or reinforce information that is already 
being presented to a person via other means of communication. 
There exist situations in which users must have a particularly 
heightened state of alert. Medical doctors in emergency rooms, 
rescuers in life-threatening situations, people monitoring 

equipment performance, and others, understand the benefit of 
faster and more accurate reactions to incoming information. A 
faster reaction and a more accurate assessment of the 
information transmitted through an auditory display could be 
critical to successfully reacting to an emergency situation. 
Increasing the situational awareness of a person in a critical 
situation can induce a heightened state of alert and 
responsiveness. An enhanced level of situational awareness can 
be created through various psychoacoustical principles, 
including elevated signal detection capabilities through spatial 
presentation of sounds, temporal and spectral masking 
principles, and others. 

2. MOTIVATION 

With a continuously growing number of Information 
Technology (IT) and communication devices available to us, we 
are often bombarded with competing acoustic information. 
Emergency rescue and critical mission teams highly depend on 
large amounts of data to conduct their assignments safely and 
effectively. Without pertinent information their tasks become 
dangerous and often impossible to accomplish without great risk. 
While lack of information deflates performance, information 
boosts situational awareness, confidence and effectiveness, thus 
enhancing the ability to better assess and respond to any 
situation. When a plethoric pool of information is presented, it 
becomes difficult to understand what is most critical. When the 
amount of information becomes overwhelming, there would be 
great benefit in a hierarchical presentation of data with respect to 
its importance.  

The studies presented in this paper are motivated by two 
goals. The first goal is to identify parameters in the spatial and 
temporal dimensions that influence subject performance with 
respect to acoustic source identification in a categorization task. 
The identification of the existence and type of such parameters 
would result in a better understanding of the spatial distribution 
of auditory attention. Second, this research is motivated by a 
practical application. Tens of thousands of people working under 
time-critical conditions rely on an effective presentation of data 
to make split-second decisions. By understanding the spatial 
mapping of auditory attention, a more efficient acoustic data 
display mechanism could be devised. 
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3. METHOD 

During the design of the experimental studies, many factors 
potentially affecting the outcome of the final study were 
considered. An objective of the final study was to present stimuli 
to subjects in such a way that the influence of spatial and 
temporal parameters would be in competition with each other. 

3.1. Preliminary experiments 

Four preliminary experiments were designed and presented to 
subjects. The goal of the preliminary experiments was to 
establish a strong experimental foundation for the main 
experiment. Due to the fact that this experiment would look at 
multiple variables concurrently and the interaction between 
them, it was important at the preliminary stage to evaluate each 
variable in isolation in order to validate the results of 
experiments during which variables would be in competition 
with each other. The variables studied in the preliminary 
experiments included 1) categorization accuracy and response 
time under a “no stress” condition; 2) localization validation of 
external and internal sounds; 3) loudness equalization for all 
stimuli and 4) loudness compensation for stimuli processed as 
“internalized” and “externalized”. 

Results from the preliminary experiments were used to a) 
eliminate any stimuli to which categorization responses were not 
100% accurate; b) validate inside-the-head locatedness and 
externalization; c) compensate for equal loudness.  

3.2. Equipment 

3.2.1. Response mechanism 

Since one of the goals of the experiments was to measure the 
response time of subjects to a given stimulus, it was considered 
important to choose a response mechanism that would not 
introduce any bias toward one response. Fundamentally, an 
acceptable mechanism was one where a subject was equally 
likely to select any of the possible responses. Several 
mechanisms were considered, including mouse clicks interfacing 
a GUI, computer keyboard, and piano (MIDI) keyboard entries. 
Mouse clicks interfacing a GUI on a computer screen was 
believed to introduce a bias based on the physical location of the 
mouse and the distance needed to be traveled to the desired 
response. Computer and piano keyboards introduced a similar 
concern. The selected response mechanism was a sensor-based 
response device that utilized the Musical Instrument Digital 
Interface (MIDI) protocol to transmit the response. The device 
was a rudimentary glove. The tip of each finger was equipped 
with a force-sensing resistor (FSR). Each FSR was securely 
attached to a strip of Velcro. The Velcro was then fastened 
around the subject’s finger. The subject applied pressure to the 
FSR by tapping or pressing on a finger. The pressure exerted on 
the FSR resulted in a variable voltage between 0 and 5V, 
proportional to the pressure applied, which was sampled using 
the MAX1270 analog to digital converter and sent on its own 
channel to a programmable micro controller (Basic Stamp). The 
controller output a continuous controller MIDI message 

containing information about each FSR on a separate MIDI 
channel.  

 

3.2.2. Processing engine 

A commercially-available Digital Audio Processing Unit was 
used to process the stimuli used during the experiments 
described below. The GoldServe, developed by AuSIM Inc., is a 
3D audio rendering engine capable of rendering live and pre-
recorded audio. The engine is designed to function as a server 
with a peripheral host running a user’s application. The host 
computer communicates with the GoldServe via the RS-232 
protocol. On the host lives the client application that 
communicates to the GoldServe with information about the 
nature and position of the source(s) and listener(s), directionally 
dependent filters, environment characteristics and others. The 
engine is capable of simulating numerous sound sources with a 
published latency between 5-10 milliseconds. The server was 
located on a PC, with a Windows 2000 OS, equipped with a dual 
Pentium III processor, 800MHz, with 512 MB of RAM. 

All sounds used were stored on the server machine. At the 
beginning of each experiment, the sounds were loaded into 
memory and were available for use during the experiment. 

A host computer was connected to the GoldServe via the 
serial port (RS-232). The host computer contained the client 
applications containing the experiments. All experiments were 
run on the host machine. The host computer was a PC with the 
Windows2000 OS. The computer had a Pentium III processor, 
667MHz, with 512 MB of RAM. The sensor MIDI response 
mechanism was connected to the host computer via the MIDI 
port located on a Creative Audigy sound card. The applications 
communicated directly with the MIDI port to receive data about 
subjects’ responses. MIDI information was received as 
continuous MIDI controller messages. 

 

 
Figure 1 Sensor-based MIDI response device 

3.2.3. Head tracker 

Motion cues are critical for accurate localization of sound 
sources. In spatial sound simulation, head movements are 
accounted for with the use of head trackers. A number of 
research studies in the 1980s and 1990s concluded that the use of 
head tracking enhanced externalization and reduced localization 
error and reversals [5][6][7][8]. The tracker used in this study 
was the 6 Degrees-Of-Freedom (DOF) IsoTrak II from 
Polhemus. 
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3.3. Stimuli 

Sounds from five categories were selected. The “water” category 
included sounds such as rain, brook, and stream. The “music” 
category included sounds of musical instruments such as flute, 
piano and clarinet. The sound of a truck, cars, and trains were 
included in the “transportation” category. The “alarm” category 
contained sounds such as alarm clock, car alarms, and warning 
systems. Finally, the “animal” category included sounds such as 
dog barks, lion roars and monkeys. For each category, sound 
samples were collected from sound effects libraries on CD, 
publicly available sound samples on the internet, and recorded 
data. A total of sixteen (16) sounds were used for each category. 
All stimuli were edited to be exactly 1000msec in length and 
were stored in the .WAV format with a sampling rate of 44.1kHz 
at a 16-bit precision. All sound files were normalized to the 
average RMS amplitude level. The loudness of each sound was 
further adjusted by the preliminary experiments described above.   

3.4. Experimental Design 

The design of the experiment considered five variables: 
category, presentation rate, processing method (“internalized” or 
“externalized”), left/right hemisphere and front/back 
hemisphere. Three presentation rates were defined: slow, 
medium and fast. Each presentation rate was assigned a range of 
durations (in milliseconds) which represented the time interval 
between the onset of two consecutive stimuli: slow (2000-
2500msec), medium (1250-1750msec), fast (30-500msec). As 
mentioned above, all sounds were exactly 1000msec in length. 
Thus, at the fast presentation rate, sounds presented were 
overlapping. This was done intentionally in order to study 
subjects’ responses when sounds, and locations, were in 
competition with each other.  

Stimuli were processed using two spatialization methods: 
HRTFs and intensity panning. The KEMAR HRTF data set of 
the “right” ear, described as the “full” set, was used to process 
externalized sounds [3]. HRTF cues were dynamically updated 
by the information provided through the head tracker. All sounds 
were processed along the horizontal plane only. Sounds 
processed using HRTFs, included locations between 165° and 
+165°, every 30°. No additional reverberation model was used to 
process externalized sounds for the reason that additional reverb 
may have added coloration to the sounds which may have 
specifically distinguished those stimuli, thus biasing subjects’ 
responses. The second data set implemented intensity panning. 
Sounds processed using the intensity panning data set did not 
compensate for head movement. Stimuli processed using 
intensity panning were presented at locations ranging from -75° 
to +75°, with a 30° interval.  

Given 5 categories, 3 presentation rates, 2 processing 
methods (HRTF and intensity panning), 2 hemispheres across 
the median plane (left/right), 2 hemispheres across the frontal 
plane (front/back), 120 presentation combinations were possible. 
Two repetitions of each presentation combination were 
presented to each subject, for a total of 240 stimuli. All stimuli 
were presented randomly. 

Each subject was presented with the same number of trials. 
Likewise, the sequence of presentation rates was equivalent for 
each subject; that is, stimuli with each presentation rate were 
grouped together into blocks. Collectively, each presentation 

rate included 80 stimuli. These 80 stimuli were divided into 
blocks. The slow and medium presentation rates were divided 
into 4 blocks of 20 stimuli, while the fast presentation rate had 5 
blocks of 16 stimuli.  
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Figure 2 Presentation rate time line sequence 

Displayed in Figure 2 is the timeline of the presentation rate 
sequence. Although the time of each block varied between 
subjects – due to randomly selected time intervals between 
stimuli – the block sequence remained constant between 
subjects. 

3.4.1. Design Constraints 

Two constraints were introduced into the design to eliminate 
response ambiguities during the analysis stage. Response 
ambiguity could result when two sounds of the same category 
were presented close enough in time so that it is unclear which 
stimulus the subject responded to.  

The first constraint specified the frequency of a same 
category repetition. It was determined that any given category 
could not repeat within at least 3 stimuli; that is, there would 
have to be at least 3 stimuli of a different category between two 
stimuli of a same category. 

The second constraint was specific to the rapid presentation 
rate stimuli, where all stimuli are presented between 30 and 500 
milliseconds of each other. In the case of the rapid presentation, 
a large probability exists that two sounds of the same category 
could be presented within a very short period of time, even if the 
first constraint is met. Therefore, the second constraint specified 
that no two sounds of the same category could occur within 
1500 milliseconds of each other. The 1500msec minimum inter-
stimulus offset was selected based on results obtained from the 
preliminary categorization experiment. During the preliminary 
experiment when subject responded under a condition of no time 
restriction, the majority of response times were between 
1000msec and 1750msec. We expected similar response times 
during this experiment. A minimum 1500msec offset between 
two stimuli of the same category gives a subject enough time to 
respond before the next sound of the same category is presented. 
Given this constraint, a missing response would also be 
apparent. For example, let us assume we have two stimuli (A 
and B) of the same category presented at time T0 and T1500. 
First, let us assume the subject responds to both stimuli using the 
average response time. Thus, we would expect to record a 
response around time RT1750 and RT3250, or before. If 
however, we only record one response at time RT3250, we must 
assume the subject did not respond to stimulus A, and only 
responded to stimulus B. Based on the preliminary 
categorization experiment this would be a correct assumption 
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because the probability a subject’s response time is 3250msec is 
very low compared to the probability of a response time of 
1750msec. Thus, by having the 1500 millisecond constraint, 
response ambiguity is eliminated.  

A script written using Matlab determined the order in which 
sounds were to be presented during the experiment. For each 
subject, the script generated a unique order of sounds, 
presentation rates and locations based on the specified criteria 
described above. The sequence was stored as an external data 
file that was later loaded into the application designed to play 
the sequence for subjects. 

3.4.2. Application Implementation 

The application designed to run the experiment was written as a 
multi-threaded C++/MFC application. The main window is 
shown in Figure 3. The application had numerous purposes. 
First, it served as the graphical user interface for the subjects. 
Subjects used the labels provided above each finger to establish 
the association between a finger and a category. 

The second function of the application was to load the pre-
generated trials’ data for each subject. This data was loaded 
together with a list of sound files for each category.  Sound 
categories were randomly assigned to a finger. From the 
presentation rates and time intervals indicated in the data file, 
the sound file’s start time was determined. The entire experiment 
became a sequence of events that were triggered at the 
designated time. 

The third function was to be the head tracker interface via 
the main application. At the beginning of the experiment, the 
tracker was calibrated to the frontal (0° azimuth, 0° elevation) 
position. Throughout the experiment, the x/y/z and 
yaw/pitch/roll tracker locations were continuously being 
streamed into the system and transmitted onto the signal 
processing unit. The tracking information was only used for 
sounds processed using the HRTF filter set. 

 

 
Figure 3 Screen shot of the graphical user interface 

An independent application was written to capture subject 
responses from the MIDI glove. The application was launched at 
the beginning of the experiment. A data file was selected to 
which the results were written. Consequently, whenever a 
response was entered, the time and finger pressed were recorded 
in the external data file. The time was stored in UTC. 

The average length of the experiment was 7.5 minutes. 

3.5. Response Data 

Two input data files and two output data files were used during 
the experiment. The first data file contained a list of all sound 
files (.WAV files) and their corresponding categories to be used 
as stimuli. This list remained constant across all subjects. The 
second input data file was specific to each subject. This file 
contained the setup data. The information comprised, for each 
sound, the stimulus number, the category, the processing method 
(internalized/externalized), the hemispheres and specific azimuth 
location.  

One of the output files contained the actual sequence of 
presentation of stimuli, including the time (stored as UTC) at 
which the stimulus was played. Other information contained in 
this file included the sound file played, the processing method 
used (internalized/externalized), the presentation rate, the 
hemispheres (left/right and front/back) and the azimuth at which 
the stimulus was presented. The second output file contained 
subject responses from the MIDI glove including the time (UTC) 
and finger pressed. 

3.6. Subjects 

Twenty-five (25) subjects participated in the experiment: four 
(4) female and twenty-one (21) male. All subjects participating 
in the experiments were amateur or professional musicians. 
Subjects were considered musicians if they had at least four (4) 
years of musical training. Subjects were between the ages of 25 
and 45 and all reported normal hearing. Subjects were not paid 
for their participation.  

3.7. Procedure 

Prior to the arrival of a subject, the experiment equipment 
underwent a calibration of the audio volume output. Using a 
1kHz sinetone, the system was calibrated to output 65dB SPL. 
Subjects did not have access to change the volume.  

The experiment consisted of three stages: the baseline, the 
warm-up and the main experiment. 

3.7.1. Baseline 

Due to unfamiliarity of the subjects with the sensor-based MIDI 
response mechanism, and to the fact that each subject may have 
an overall slower or faster way of responding to stimuli, it was 
considered important to determine 1) how fast each subject was 
able to physically react to a simple stimulus and 2) whether the 
responses of all five fingers were equally fast. A baseline 
experiment was designed and presented to each subject prior to 
the main experiment where subjects were asked to respond as 
quickly as possible to a highlighted finger label, such as the one 
shown in Figure 4. 
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Figure 4 Screenshot of baseline experiment 

3.7.2. Warm-up 

At the beginning of the experiment, subjects were presented with 
a warm-up session. The warm-up session was in the same format 
as the main portion of the experiment. Subjects heard stimuli in 
five (5) categories, played at three (3) presentation rates, using 
both processing methods (internalized/externalized), in various 
azimuth locations. The warm up session was limited in length to 
thirty (30) trials. The average length of the warm-up session was 
72 seconds. 

3.7.3. Main experiment 

Subjects were instructed to categorize the sound they heard into 
the corresponding category.  

After the subject was comfortably seated in the chair, 
headphones were placed on the subject’s head and fitted for 
comfort. The head tracker was calibrated to the frontal position. 
The sound files together with simulated trials for that subject 
were loaded into the application and the experiment sequence 
was set up. The data collection followed. 

4. RESULTS AND DISCUSSION 

Results were compensated for the response time of the baseline 
experiment. The software package SPSS was used for all 
statistical analysis of the attention redirection experiment data. 
Repeated measures ANOVA were performed to establish the 
effect of the variables under study on subjects’ response time. A 
p-value of 0.01 was chosen. 

4.1.1. Presentation Rate 

The presentation rate was a significant factor related to the 
response times. When looking at the entire pool of subjects, the 
response times (RTs) were fastest during the medium 
presentation rate, the RTs degraded by 200msec during the slow 
rate and were slowest at the fast rate – 300msec longer than the 
best rate (Figure 5). Performance was substantially faster for all 
presentation rates with the Intensity Panning-processed stimuli 
(Figure 7), with a most notable difference occurring at the slow 
and fast presentation rates.  
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Figure 5Response time as a function of presentation rate 

4.1.2. Processing Method 

Figure 6 shows that, for all subjects, stimuli processed as 
internalized show an RT faster by over 500 milliseconds than 
stimuli processed using HRTFs (externalized). 
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Figure 6 Effect of processing method on response time 
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Figure 7 Response time as a function of presentation 

rate and processing method 
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Figure 8 Effect of location along the left/right 

hemispheres on response time 

4.1.3. Location: lateral 

The statistical analysis shows a significance of the left/right 
hemispheres effect on the RT. The difference between the two 
hemispheres is approximately 80msec (Figure 8). This 
discrepancy between the two hemispheres is shown in more 
detail in Figure 9 where the plot shows the RT as a function of 
hemisphere and presentation rate. It is only at the fast 
presentation rate that we see a noticeable difference between the 
two hemispheres.  

In addition to the effect of the left/right hemispheres, the 
effect of the degree of lateralization was analyzed. For the 
purpose of this analysis, lateralization is defined to be the offset 
along the interaural axis from the central position. Three degrees 
of lateralization were studied. Lateralization of the 1st degree 
consisted of sound sources presented off-center along the 
interaural axis (±15°,±165°). Lateralization of the 2nd degree: 
sounds presented mid-center (±45°,±135°); 3rd degree: sounds 
presented to the side (±75°,±105°). 
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Figure 9 Effect of location along left/right hemispheres 

and presentation rate on response time 
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Figure 10 Effect of the degree of lateralization on 

response time 
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Figure 11 Effect of the degree of lateralization and 

processing method on response time 

The analysis of the effect of lateralization on response time 
shows that sources to the side were responded to faster than 
sound sources in the off-center or mid-center position (Figure 
10). Further analysis show that the RT to externalized sounds 
was not affected by the degree of lateralization. However, RTs 
to internalized sounds decreased significantly (100msec) when 
sounds were presented to the side (Figure 11). 

4.1.4. Location: frontal 

The presentation of stimuli along the front/back stimuli showed 
a significant effect on response time. Results are only available 
for stimuli processed using HRTFs, as these are the stimuli 
where front/back processing was possible. The analysis shows 
that response times of stimuli presented in the frontal 
hemisphere are 110msec faster than those presented in the back 
hemisphere (Figure 12). 
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Figure 12 Effect of location along front/back 

hemispheres for stimuli processed using HRTFs on 
response time 

4.1.5. Inter-Trial Time Interval 

For a more refined study of the impact of the presentation rate 
on response time, the effect of the inter-trial time interval (ITTI) 
on subject response time was analyzed. ITTI is defined to be the 
difference in time between the onsets of two consecutive stimuli. 
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Figure 13 Subject response time as a function of the time 

interval between two consecutive stimuli (triangle: 
HRTF processed; square: intensity panning processed). 

Results are displayed in Figure 13. The response time is 
highest when the ITTI is shortest, for externalized and 
internalized stimuli. For internalized sounds, the response time is 
lowest in the medium presentation rate between 1300msec and 
2600msec ITTI. Externalized stimuli also see a “best 
performance” during the medium presentation rate. 

5. CONCLUSIONS 

Results presented above show the effect of various experimental 
parameters on response time during a categorization task. Over 
the course of this study, we investigated many parameters that 
showed a significant influence on the performance of a 
categorization task as judged by response time. 

For a 1000msec stimulus, fastest RTs are seen when stimuli 
are presented at the medium rate, where the inter-trial time 
intervals are between 1250 and 1750 milliseconds. The 
performance is decreased by 200msec at the slow rate and 
decreases even further (to 300msec) at the fast presentation rate. 
This trend in RT is true for externalized and internalized stimuli. 
When looking at the RT as a function of the ITTI, we see the 
best performance between 1300msec and 2600msec. 

There are several effects we observe when analyzing the 
responses based on the processing method. In general, the RT is 
shorter by 500msec for stimuli processed using intensity panning 
(where sounds are perceived to be internalized). This gap is 
greatest at the slow presentation rate and smallest at the fast rate. 
When looking at the lateralization data, we see a significant 
effect of the degree of lateralization for internalized sounds but 
no effect for externalized sounds. More specifically, internalized 
sounds received a faster RT when presented on the side than any 
other presentation. Stimuli presented in the front hemisphere 
received a faster response by 110msec than those presented in 
the back hemisphere.  
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ABSTRACT

Virtual Auditory Display (VAD) technology is expected to en-
able the development of new communication tools and many other
related applications. However, in computer-network-based com-
munications, large latencies can sometimes occur. Therefore, the
influence of large system latency (SL), up to 2 s, on VAD-based
sound localization tasks was investigated in terms of the precision
and time course of sound localization performance by listeners en-
gaged in head movements. A software VAD system developed by
the authors on a Linux PC (with SL of 12 ms) was used in the ex-
periments. Listeners were asked to indicate the location of a virtual
sound source by moving their heads in order to face the direction of
the perceived sound image. Virtual sound sources were presented
to the listeners with one of seven amounts of system latency (12,
50, 100, 200, 500, 1000 and 2000 ms). While the latency detection
threshold has been estimated as an SL of about 75 ms, no signifi-
cant influence on accuracy of sound localization was observed for
any of the tested SLs. On the other hand, the time to conclude
the sound localization increased as the SL increased. Moreover,
a remarkable overshoot was observed in the listener’s head move-
ment particularly when SL was greater than 500 ms. This strongly
suggests that the tolerable SL caused by network communications
should be kept smaller than 500 ms for VAD applications.

[Keywords: Binaural Technology, System Latency,
Head Movements, Head-Tracking]

1. INTRODUCTION

Listeners learn to use HRTFs (Head Related Transfer Functions)
to aid in the localization of sound sources in the space surround-
ing them [1, 2]. In virtual auditory display (VAD), a perceived
sound source position can be arbitrarily controlled by convolving
sound sources with impulse responses corresponding to HRTFs,
i.e., HRIRs (Head–Related Impulse Responses) [3]. To prevent
cross-talk between the audio signals to be reproduced at the lis-
tener’s ears, headphones are often employed in applications using
VAD systems. In sound localization, dynamic changes in HRIRs
caused by the listener’s head movements provide one of the most
important localization cues [4], particularly when we make vol-
untary head movements during active listening. In fact, the ac-
curacy of localization is markedly enhanced by allowing listeners
to move their heads freely [5, 6, 7, 8, 9, 10, 11, 12]. That is, it
is important in a VAD system to reproduce not only static sound
information, but also dynamic variation of sound caused by the
listeners’ movement. To accomplish this interactive processing,

a three-dimensional position sensor is usually employed to ob-
tain information about the listener’s head position and movement
[7, 13, 14]. Appropriate HRIRs are then set according to the posi-
tion of sound relative to head direction and position. This means,
for example, that when a listener’s head is rotated, a change in
the processing of the source must simulate a virtual sound rotat-
ing through an equal angle in the opposite direction of the head
rotation, thereby rendering a spatially stable sound source image,
fixed in world coordinates. In applications of VAD systems, there
inevitably arises a measurable system latency (SL) between de-
tected listener’s movement and the required changes in the control
of the sound position. Here, SL is the sum of the durations of
a number of events, beginning with the time that source position
data is updated. These events include the time it takes to inter-
polate HRIRs, to convolve the HRIRs with a sound source, and
to output the data through buffers and D/A. Moreover, network-
based transmission delay will become an additional component in
the latency of the overall system, and this can be a critical factor
in VAD-based telecommunication environments.

To render the virtual world more realistically by VAD, SL
should be as short as possible. Indeed, it is important to design SL
by taking into consideration the latency detection threshold (DT),
which is a minimum delay time for listeners to notice that the out-
put is delayed in reference to the head movement. If the SL of
VAD is much longer than DT, then the delay caused by SL will be
easily detected by the listener. As a result, the listener feels that
the virtual sound image is not fixed in the virtual world, but moves
through the world as if in response to head movements, exhibiting
a delay in stopping its motion after the listener’s head motion has
stopped. This never occurs for an actual sound source at a fixed
position in the real world. Therefore, it is important to investigate
DT and make SL sufficiently smaller than observed DT. Kimura
et al. [15] used a paired comparison task in their experiments to
measure a difference limen (DL) as an estimate of DT. Their re-
sults allowed them to estimate DT to be around 80 ms. Sasaki et
al. [16] examined DT and DL in two experiments and reported
both to be about 50 ms. Recently, Brungart et al. [17] reported
that in their task, using a VAD with a minimum SL of 11.7 ms, the
average listener was unable to reliably detect an SL smaller than
about 80 ms. They also pointed out that there were large inter-
subject differences in measured DL values. In our recent related
research [18], we estimated the average DT for SL as being around
75 ms, again with certain inter-subject differences.

Such a small value of SL is easily realizable these days in DSP,
or even when using an ordinary PC. In fact, there are several VAD
systems for which the minimum system latency is as low as 10
ms [17, 18, 19, 20]. This means that recent VAD system’s SL are
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sufficiently smaller than DL. Therefore, the biggest problems with
SL for VAD systems in the near future may be the transmission
delay in networks. Since VAD technology is expected to enable
the development of new communication tools and many other re-
lated applications, objectionably large latencies will no doubt oc-
cur through communication via computer networks. Therefore, in
addition to the study of just detectable SL values, it is also im-
portant to study the influences of large SL for VAD systems. The
present study investigated two important aspects of VAD perfor-
mance. To begin with, the precision of sound localization was
examined under conditions when the SL could be as great as 2
seconds. The study also investigated behavioral details of the lis-
tener’s head movements during sound localization tasks for a wide
range of SL values.

2. EXPERIMENTS

2.1. VAD system

A software VAD system developed by the authors [18] was used
in the experiments. The system consisted of a pair of headphones,
a magnetic position sensor, and a personal computer (3.06 GHz
Pentium 4 CPU, 2 GByte memory) running the Linux (kernel 2.6)
operating system. Electrostatic open–back type headphones were
used (STAX SRS-2020, earspeaker: SR-202 and driver unit: SRM-
212). A Polhemus FASTRAK system was used as the magnetic
position sensor having six degrees of freedom (6DOF: relative � ,� and � -position and ����� , ���
	��� and ������� -angle. In this system,
the FASTRAK receiver was mounted on the top of the headband
of the STAX headphones to acquire the position data at a rate of
120 samples/s. The minimum SL of this VAD system was about
12 ms, including the latency of the position sensor.

2.2. Method

The experiment was performed in a soundproof room. The group
of listeners included three young males and two young females, all
with normal hearing. The listener stood during experimental ses-
sions, and was asked to localize a virtual sound source by moving
his/her head so as to face the sound image. Stimuli were generated
by convolving the listener’s own HRIRs with a sound source us-
ing the VAD system described in Sec. 2.1. The input sound source
was pink noise with a sampling frequency of 48 kHz and 16-bit
quantization.

A virtual sound source was presented to each listener with one
of seven SL values (12, 50, 100, 200, 500, 1000 and 2000 ms). The
synthesized sound source was presented at eight initial azimuth
angles ranging from 0 to 315 degrees, spaced at an interval of 45
degrees on the horizontal plane (with 0 degrees indicating frontal
incidence, and azimuth value increasing in a clockwise manner).
The above-mentioned seven SL values were combined in random
sequence with the eight initial directions for the sound images,
and were presented just once in each session. Each listener partic-
ipated in three sessions. Listeners were asked to shut their eyes,
to first judge the direction of the sound image, and then to turn
their head in the direction of the perceived sound image. When
the sound image was positioned directly in front via head rotation
(i.e., change in yaw), the listener was instructed to nod his/her head
(i.e., a change in pitch). This “nodding” action was the signal to be
used by listeners to indicate that they had finished a single sound
localization trial. Figure 1 shows an example of the time course
for yaw and pitch angles of listener’s head (Listener 1, at a sound

source direction of 90 degrees, and an SL of 2000 ms). In the fig-
ure, a dip, which corresponds to the listener’s nodding gesture, is
clearly observed in the time course of the pitch angle. Point � of
this dip is regarded as listener’s decision time of localization, and
the corresponding angle of yaw ( � point) is then recorded as the
angle matching the sound source azimuth.

Figure 1: An example of a listener’s head movement (For Lis-
tener 1, sound source direction: 90 degrees, SL: 2000 ms).

3. INFLUENCE OF LARGE SYSTEM LATENCY ON
LOCALIZATION

3.1. Influence on localization accuracy

The localization angles averaged over the responses from all lis-
teners are shown in Fig. 2. This figure shows that there is very
little influence of SL on the indicated sound source azimuth an-
gles. To examine this, a two-way analysis of variance (ANOVA)
was performed. The SL of the VAD and the direction of the sound
source were treated as factors, and the listener was treated as a
repeated measure. As a result, the main effects, as well as the in-
teraction between the two factors, were not statistically significant.
This means that no remarkable influence exists on the localization
accuracy provided by the head-tracking VAD system even when
there is an SL value much greater than the DL.

3.2. Influence on the time to conclude sound localization

Figure 3 shows the time � required for the sound localization as
a function of system latency. The figure plots the averages calcu-
lated over all listeners. It is shown that the time � that listeners
need to conclude their sound localization increases as the system
latency increases. A one-way ANOVA was conducted to exam-
ine the effect of changing SL on the time � required for sound
localization. Again, the listener was treated as a repeated mea-
sure. The main effect of the SL factor was statistically significant
( ���������� "!$#&%�'�( ��� , �*)+( '�, ). Tukey’s HSD test shows that the
time required for the localization under conditions in which SL
was 1000 and 2000 ms was significantly longer than that when SL
was 12, 50, 100 and 200 ms (�-)&( '/. ). As shown in Fig. 3, the
plotted data seem to be well fit by a straight line, with a correla-
tion coefficient of 0.996. Indeed, an equation relating the time �
required for sound localization to SL can be formulated as

�*#0�"( '/��1325476�( ��."� (1)
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Figure 2: Average perceived-direction responses as a function of
system latency. Error bars show the 95% confidence intervals.
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Figure 3: Averaged time required for listeners to indicate sound
source azimuth as a function of system latency. Error bars show
the 95% confidence intervals.

4. HEAD MOVEMENT DURING SOUND
LOCALIZATION

4.1. Typical pattern of listener’s head movement

The time courses of listener’s absolute head rotation and its relative
angle to the sound source in aziumth are shown in Fig. 4. This fig-
ure shows some typical examples of listener behavior under each
system latency condition for the initial sound source direction of
90 degrees. The curves are plotted up until the point in time at
which listeners concluded the sound localization. Moreover, as
shown in the figure, the relative angle to the sound source gener-
ally changes in the opposite direction to listener’s head movement
with the delay comparable to the system latency. It can also be
observed that the features of the head movement change as the
system latency increases. When the system latency was long, a re-
markable overshoot that exceeds the presented angle was observed
in listener’s head movement. The amount of the overshoot seems
to increase as the system latency increases.

4.2. Analysis of listeners’ head movement

To analyze the head movement in detail, the time course of the
head movement beginning with the presentation of a virtual sound
source, and lasting until the sound localization was concluded, was
divided into three temporal sections, ��� , ��� and ��� , as shown in
Figs. 5 and 6. Figures 5 and 6 show the typical time course of the
facing angle (azimuth) when no overshoot is observed and when
an overshoot is observed, respectively. The time corresponding to
the end of each section is called as 	 � , 	 � and 	 � , hereafter. These
three sections are summarized as follows:

1. � � : From the beginning of the trial until the head begins to
move.

2. � � : From the beginning of the head movement until the
head angle approaches the direction of the virtual sound
source.

3. � � : From when the head angle nearly reaches the sound
position until the concluding of the sound localization.

In the following subsections, the head movement and the time
for localization is analyzed for each of the three temporal sections.

Figure 5: Diagram showing the division of head movements into
three temporal sections (illustrating the case when there is no over-
shoot).

4.2.1. Duration of ���

The boundary point between ��� and ��� was determined by visual
inspection of the records of the head movement. Since this first
temporal section, � � , covers the time from the beginning of the
sound presentation until the time when the head begins to move,
it is usual that the head hardly moves during � � . The duration of
� � averaged over all five listeners are shown in Table 1 for each
system latency and for each sound source direction. A two-way
ANOVA was conducted within which system latency and initial
sound source direction were treated as factors. In this analysis, the
listener was treated as a repeated measure. As a result, no statis-
tically significant main effects or interaction effects were found.
This means that in the present task listeners needed about 1.52 s to
localize the sound image with a certain confidence, and then after-
wards they started to move their heads. This duration appears to
be independent of the system latency and the virtual sound source
direction.
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Figure 4: Example of head movements for all listeners comparing angle of the listener’s head and the relative angle of sound source in
azimuth (all for an initial sound source direction of 90 degrees).
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Table 1: The averaged duration of ��� until the head begins to move for five listeners [s].

System latency [ms]
12 50 100 200 500 1000 2000 Average

0 1.49 1.54 1.49 1.66 1.50 1.63 1.64 1.56
45 1.69 1.31 1.84 1.52 1.57 1.36 1.73 1.57

Sound 90 1.55 1.51 1.36 1.66 1.42 1.60 1.32 1.49
source 135 1.36 1.56 1.42 1.91 1.45 1.41 1.42 1.50

direction 180 1.64 1.48 1.40 1.61 1.70 1.80 1.39 1.57
[deg.] 225 1.53 1.50 1.35 1.66 1.39 1.42 1.32 1.45

270 1.43 1.62 1.64 1.46 1.66 1.65 1.26 1.53
315 1.32 1.55 1.55 1.66 1.50 1.42 1.55 1.51

Average 1.50 1.51 1.51 1.64 1.52 1.54 1.45 1.52

Figure 6: Section division of head movement (When there is an
overshoot).

4.2.2. Duration of � �

The boundary from � � to � � was determined as follows: The typi-
cal time course of the facing angle in � � seems hardly to depend on
whether there was an overshoot or not, and seems to be well fit by
a function � � ,������

�� ! , where � is the direction of the virtual sound
source, 	 is time and 	 is a time constant. After fitting this func-
tion to the observed yaw data, the obtained 	 value was used as the
duration of � � , i.e., ��	 � �7	 � ! . The duration of � � averaged over
five listeners is shown in Table 2 for each system latency and for
each sound source direction. A two-way ANOVA, in which sys-
tem latency and sound source direction were treated as factors, was
conducted. In this analysis, the listener was treated as a repeated
measure. As a result, no statistically significant main effects or in-
teraction effects were found. Since the duration of � � is identical to
	 , this result means that the time constant of the head movement
in ��� is independent of the system latency and the sound source
direction.

4.2.3. Duration of ���

The duration of ��� averaged over listeners is shown in Table 3
for each SL value and for each sound source direction. A two-
way ANOVA, in which system latency and sound source direction
were treated as factors, was conducted. The listener was treated

as a repeated measure. As a result, the main effect of system la-
tency was statistically significant ( ������� �� /! # % '�(  � , � ) ( '�, ).
The main effect of the direction as well as the interaction was not
significant. Tukey’s HSD test was then conducted for the multiple
comparison. The conditions graphically connected with an under-
line in Table 3 were not significantly different. The duration of � �
for the conditions with SL of 1000 ms is significantly longer than
that for SL of 12, 50, 100 and 200 ms, and that for the condition of
2000 ms is certainly the longest (significantly so, at � ) ( '�. ). The
difference between 500 ms and 1000 ms is not significant. There
results show that the duration of � � is deeply depend on the system
latency.

4.2.4. Amount of overshoot

An overshoot observed in ��� when system latency is large is one of
the most remarkable features of the listener’s head movements. In
particular, as shown in Fig. 4, the amount of the overshoot seems
to increase as the system latency increases. Here, the overshoot is
defining as the area within which the listener’s head rotation ex-
ceeds that needed to bring the presented sound source direction
directly in front of the listener. When the sound source direction
was 0 degree, the listeners could conclude without rotation, and
therefore, the overshoot could not be defined for this sound source
direction. The exceeded angles of overshoot for the other direc-
tions were averaged over five listeners for each system latency,
and these averages are shown in Table 4. If an overshoot was not
observed in the trial, the amount of the overshoot was treated as a
0 degree overshoot.

As shown in Table 4, the overshoot grows remarkably when
the system latency is greater than 500 ms. A two-way ANOVA
in which system latency and sound source direction were treated
as factors, was conducted. The listener was treated as a repeated
measure. As a result, the main effect of system latency was statisti-
cally significant ( ������� �� /! # %�
�( '�� , � ) ( '�, ). The main effect of
the direction as well as the interaction was not significant. Tukey’s
HSD test was conducted for the multiple comparison. The condi-
tions graphically connected with an underline in Table 4 were not
significantly different. The overshoot values for the conditions of
1000 ms and 2000 ms were significantly larger than that of 12, 50,
100, 200 and 500 ms (� )0( '�. ).
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Table 2: The averaged duration of � � (from initial motion until the head angle nearly reaches the sound source direction) for five listeners
[s].

System latency [ms]
12 50 100 200 500 1000 2000 Average

0 – – – – – – – –
45 1.19 1.28 1.28 1.11 1.07 1.26 1.48 1.24

Sound 90 1.80 1.70 1.44 1.88 1.26 1.50 1.36 1.56
source 135 2.20 1.86 1.80 1.92 2.22 2.00 2.20 2.03

direction 180 2.28 1.88 2.00 2.08 1.90 2.34 2.32 2.11
[deg.] 225 1.86 2.26 2.42 1.84 1.84 2.12 2.02 2.05

270 1.50 1.66 1.42 1.30 1.22 1.40 1.50 1.43
315 1.38 1.13 1.14 1.26 1.14 1.50 1.04 1.23

Average 1.74 1.68 1.64 1.63 1.52 1.73 1.70 1.66

Table 3: The average duration of � � for five listeners [s].

System latency [ms]
12 50 100 200 500 1000 2000 Average

0 3.76 5.00 4.51 4.91 6.17 7.57 7.96 5.70
45 3.58 4.78 5.04 4.68 5.85 6.68 7.91 5.50

Sound 90 4.35 4.91 4.70 3.90 5.64 4.82 8.48 5.26
source 135 4.02 4.60 4.78 4.35 5.27 6.79 8.40 5.46

direction 180 4.16 4.18 3.52 4.65 5.22 6.52 8.79 5.29
[deg.] 225 3.91 3.88 3.73 4.26 4.59 5.84 7.08 4.75

270 4.53 3.99 3.75 3.62 4.80 5.67 7.98 4.90
315 4.03 3.92 4.02 4.18 5.48 6.61 8.35 5.23

Average 4.04 4.40 4.26 4.32 5.38 6.31 8.12 5.26
Result of multiple
comparison with –

Tukey’s HSD

4.3. Discussion

The above-mentioned analysis shows that the influence of large
system latency on head movements appears not in � � and � � , but
only in � � . The average duration of � � and � � are 1.52 s and 1.66
s, respectively, which are hardly dependent on the SL value or on
the sound source direction. In contrast, the averaged duration of
��� was found to be highly dependent on the SL value, as shown in
Fig. 3, and could be well fit by a linear function

	 � # ��( '  /1 254  ( , %�( (2)

Here, the total time required for the sound localization is

�*#-	 � 4 	 � 4 	 � # , ( .�� 4*, ( ��� 4 � �"( '� "13254  ( , %�! ( (3)

This, in effect, amounts to �*# �"( '� "132 4 6"( %�, . The obtained
Eq. 3 well agrees well with Eq. 1. This coincidence shows that the
influence of system latency on the duration required for the sound
localization task is apparent only within the period termed � � . The
factors of 2.02 in Eq. 1 or 2.04 in Eq. 3 may be regarded as about
a factor of 2, which could be explained as follows: Suppose the
system latency is � ms, and that change in the relative direction
of the sound source always follows the head movement with the
delay of � ms (factor 1). Moreover, the sound source will come

in front of the listener � ms after the listener has turned to face
the perceived position of the sound source (factor 2). As a result
of these two factors, the effect of the system latency should make
such head rotation last for a duration twice the SL value.

When the system latency is longer than 500 ms, the overshoot
becomes remarkable in ��� . In particular, the amount of overshoot
when SL is 1000 ms and 2000 ms is about 7 times larger than
that for smaller SL values. The origin of the overshoot could be
explained as follows: By the end of ��� , listeners were able to per-
ceive the direction of presented virtual sound source. During � � ,
listeners pursue the perceived direction with a mechanism mod-
eled by a simple first-order integration circuit. Moreover, in � � ,
listeners seem not to re-evaluate the perceived sound source direc-
tion. When listeners almost face the perceived direction, if the SL
is large, they notice that the virtual sound source is located still fur-
ther from the facing direction, and therefore decide to turn further
in order to reach the sound source direction. This would explain
the resulting overshoot. However, at a duration of SL, the listener’s
motion is reflected and the virtual sound source passes in front of
the listener back in the opposite direction. Listeners then naturally
turn their heads back in the opposite direction (from the end of the
overshoot) in order to face the initially perceived direction, where
they may pause for a while to confirm the sound localization (this
explaining the flat part after the overshoot).
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Table 4: The amount of overshoot [deg.].

System latency [ms]
12 50 100 200 500 1000 2000 Average

0 – – – – – – – –
45 3.8 3.8 4.8 7.7 10.9 19.9 43.6 13.5

Sound 90 3.3 3.5 2.9 2.2 4.1 8.2 26.3 7.2
source 135 3.5 2.3 6.0 4.9 12.5 37.4 48.0 16.4

direction 180 0.7 4.3 3.0 6.9 5.6 26.1 26.8 10.5
[deg.] 225 2.1 2.8 3.3 3.0 3.8 23.5 14.4 7.6

270 6.8 5.1 4.5 4.9 10.9 26.3 31.8 12.9
315 6.1 6.5 7.8 6.6 10.4 34.6 27.4 14.2

Average 3.8 4.0 4.6 5.2 8.3 25.2 31.2 11.7
Result of multiple
comparison with –

Tukey’s HSD

The overshoot can be regarded as a sign that listeners are being
puzzled by the effects of the longest SL values. Long latencies that
occasionally appear in network communications would thus cause
a big problem in comfortable localization of virtual sound sources.
System latencies longer than 500 ms should be avoided in any such
VAD applications.

5. CONCLUSION

The research reported in this paper investigated the influence of
VAD system latencies of up to 2 s. The experiment employed
a localization task in which listeners turned to face the direction
of a virtual sound source was performed with a VAD system re-
alized using a Linux PC. As a result, the following issues were
clarified with regard to the influence of large amounts of system
latency: Large system latency does not have a significant influ-
ence on localization accuracy. On the other hand, as the system
latency increases, an overshoot in the head movement becomes re-
markable, especially when the system latency is longer than 500
ms. Moreover, at such large values of system latency, the time
required for the sound localization task increases in a manner pro-
portional to twice the value of the system latency, notably during
the final phase in which the sound localization trial is concluded
by the listener. This means that the influence of system latency on
sound localization is apparent only when latency is longer than 500
ms. In other words, system latency below 500 ms does not have a
large influence on listener behavior during the sound localization
task, even though the listener may feel a certain sense of incom-
patibility for moderate latency values that are nonetheless longer
than detection threshold (DT), which on average is about 75 ms.
Such system latencies are easily realizable using DSPs or PCs that
are currently available. Though a large latency may occasionally
occur in network communications, the latency value of 500 ms is
realizable in many environments. Therefore, the present results
suggest that there are great possibilities for future development of
effective computer-network-based communication tools and many
other VAD applications.
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ABSTRACT

Since the earliest conception of virtual audio displays in the
1980’s, two basic principles that have guided their development
have been 1) that virtual audio cues are ideal for providing infor-
mation to pilots in aviation applications; and 2) that head-tracked
virtual audio displays provide more accurate and more intuitive
directional information than non-tracked displays. However, de-
spite the obvious potential utility of spatial audio cues in the cock-
pit, very little quantitative data has been collected to evaluate the
in-flight performance of pilots using virtual audio displays. In
this study, sixteen pilots maneuvered a general aviation aircraft
through a series of ten waypoints using only direction cues pro-
vided a virtual audio display system. Each pilot repeated the task
twice: once with a virtual display slaved to the direction of the
pilot’s head, and once with a virtual audio display slaved to the
direction of the aircraft. Both configurations provided audio cues
that were sufficient for successful aircraft navigation, with pilots
on average piloting their aircraft to within 0.25 miles of the de-
sired waypoints. However performance was significantly better in
the plane-slaved condition, primarily due to a leftward bias in the
head-slaved flight paths. This result suggests how important frame
of reference considerations can be in the design of virtual audio
displays for vehicle navigation.

1. INTRODUCTION

In the early to mid 1980’s, when virtual audio displays were first
conceived as a way to provide intuitive spatial information to lis-
teners wearing headphones, aircraft cockpit displays were among
the earliest applications envisioned for them. Spatial audio cues
were seen as a way to reduce pilot workload by offloading some
visual information from the chronically overcrowded control pan-
els of modern aircraft. They were also seen as a way to enhance
situational awareness by providing information about the locations
of objects or events outside the pilot’s visual field of view. Because
of these potential benefits, virtual audio displays were included as
one of the key components of the influential Super Cockpit pro-
gram at WPAFB in the mid 1980’s [1].

However, despite the obvious potential advantages of virtual
audio displays in aviation applications, very little quantitative data
has been collected to evaluate how useful spatial audio cues might
be in actual flight operations. In the early 1990’s, three pilots eval-
uated the utility of a virtual audio display in a modified TAV-8B

VTOL aircraft [2]. The results showed a subjective decrease in tar-
get acquisition times, a subjective improvement in speech intelligi-
bility, a subjective increase in situational awareness, and a subjec-
tive decrease in pilot workload. Similar subjective improvements
were found in follow-on studies conducted with the TAV8-B and
with a modified OV-10 aircraft. A more recent study conducted by
our laboratory evaluated how well three pilots were able to maneu-
ver a Beechcraft King Air twin-engine aircraft in the direction of
a spatialized audio navigation beacon. The results showed a mean
error of approximately 9� between the audio beacon location and
the final aircraft heading. [3, 4]. These studies all suggest that
virtual audio displays can and do provide some performance bene-
fits to pilots flying actual aircraft. However, the limited number of
data points available makes it difficult to quantify how large these
benefits might be in normal flight operations.

In this study, we were interested in determining how effec-
tively virtual audio cues could be used to convey georeferenced
spatial information in operational flight tasks. Although a num-
ber of possible response metrics were considered, in the end we
decided to base the experiment on a navigational flight task that
required pilots to steer their aircraft through a series of fixed geo-
referenced virtual audio “waypoints.” This response metric al-
lowed an assessment of the true operational effectiveness of the
audio cues, including any directional errors that might be have
been introduced due to inaccuracies in the headtracking device
and any discrepancies between the perceived and actual orienta-
tions of the audio waypoints relative to the aircraft. We were also
interested in determining how important dynamic head-tracking
cues might be for obtaining good performance from a spatialized
audio navigation display. In most virtual audio display applica-
tions, dynamic head-tracking cues play an absolutely critical role
in helping listeners distinguish between sounds that fall on the
same “cone-of-confusion” (i.e. are at the same lateral angle) [5].
Thus, without head-tracking, most listeners will experience a large
number of “front-back” confusions about the locations of virtual
sound sources [6]. This is especially true in applications of vir-
tual audio displays where listeners are forced to rely on “generic”
Head-Related Transfer Functions (HRTFs) rather than customized
HRTFs measured on their own ears [7]. However, the practical re-
ality is that the cost of an interactive virtual audio display is now
driven almost entirely by the cost of the headtracking device: vir-
tual audio display rendering can be done at little or no cost with
open-source software running on a general purpose PC, but the
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Figure 1: Cirrus SR-22 aircraft used for the flight tests.

cost of a high-quality headtracker suitable for laboratory still costs
many hundreds of dollars, and a more rugged headtracker suitable
for use in an aircraft cockpit is even more expensive. Thus we
felt it was important to compare the performance of a high-fidelity
head-tracked virtual audio display to the level of performance that
could be achieved with a lower-cost “plane-tracked” display that
updated the position of the sound on the basis of the current head-
ing of the aircraft (which could be obtained at no cost from the
onboard aircraft instrumentation).

2. METHODS

2.1. Participants

Sixteen male pilots were recruited by the NASA Langley Research
Center (NLRC) to serve as subject pilots. The pilots were screened
to meet the following six criteria:

� Possess a current private or commercial pilot certificate with
instrument rating

� Have performed at least three takeoffs and landings within
the last 90 days

� Possess a current medical flight physical

� Have fewer than 3000 hours of total flight time

� Possess a high performance endorsement or experience

� Be at least 18 years of age

2.2. Aircraft

The flight tests were conducted with a single-engine, four-seat gen-
eral aviation aircraft (Cirrus SR-22) stationed at the NASA Lang-
ley Research Center (Figure 1). In addition to the normal IFR
cockpit instrumentation, the aircraft was equipped with a custom
air data and attitude/heading reference system (ADAHRS) that
provided real-time measurements of a wide variety of in-flight
variables including the aircraft’s GPS location, altitude, velocity
and orientation. It was also equipped with an on-board windows-
based PC, which was used as the control computer for this experi-
ment. For the purposes of this study, the aircraft was reconfigured

Figure 2: Configuration of orientation tracking device in the head-
slaved (left panel) and plane-slaved (right panel) conditions of the
experiment. In each case, the location of the IMU unit has been
circled.

in a three-seat configuration, with the subject pilot in the front left
seat, the safety pilot in the front right seat, and the experimenter
in the right rear seat. The left rear seat was replaced with a cus-
tomized pallet that allowed the experimenter to access the special-
ized audio equipment that was installed for this experiment.

2.3. Audio Display System

The spatial audio cues used in the experiment were generated by
the Sound Lab (SLAB) audio rendering package developed at the
NASA-AMES research center [8]. The SLAB software was loaded
with a set of 128-point HRTFs that were measured on the ears of
one of the authors (DSB) at Wright-Patterson Air Force Base. In
order to allow the subject pilot to converse with the test pilot and
the experimenter, the stereo output of this audio display system
was mixed with the monaural output of the aircraft intercom sys-
tem using a 4-channel analog mixer (Allen & Heath Phoenix). The
resulting stereo signal was presented to the listener via ANR stereo
headphones (DRE-6500).

2.4. Orientation Tracking System

The orientation tracking system used in the experiment was a cus-
tom GPS-aided MEMS system that was developed at the Air Force
Institute of Technology (AFIT) [4]. This system consisted of a mi-
croelectromechanical system (MEMS) inertial measurement unit
(IMU), a Global Positioning System (GPS) receiver (Garmin In-
dustries), and a PC-based embedded computer system. The sys-
tem differed from traditional inertial head-tracking systems in that
it used acceleration information derived from the GPS system,
rather than a digital compass or tilt meter, to correct for drift in the
MEMS gyros. This means that the system may slowly drift in az-
imuth over prolonged periods of straight-and-level flight, but this
drift is automatically corrected as soon as the aircraft experiences
a significant amount of lateral acceleration from a turn. The track-
ing system was deployed differently in the two different tracking
conditions of this experiment, as shown in Figure 2: In the head-
slaved condition (left panel), the MEMS sensor was attached to
the top of the subject pilot’s headset and it reported the orientation
of the pilot’s head in world coordinates. In the plane-slaved con-
dition (right panel), the MEMS sensor was rigidly affixed to the
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center console of the aircraft and it reported the orientation of the
aircraft in world coordinates.

2.5. Stimuli

The spatialized auditory navigation cues used in the display were
generated by convolving pre-recorded waveforms of a male talker
speaking the word “waypoint” with the appropriate HRTF required
to shift its apparent location to the desired destination waypoint
of the aircraft. Two different methods of spatialization were em-
ployed. In the “head-slaved” condition, the auditory stimuli were
updated in real time in response to changes in the orientation of the
subject pilot’s head. In the “plane-slaved” condition, the auditory
stimuli were updated in real time in response to changes in the po-
sition and orientation of the aircraft. In both cases, “ground track”
information from the ADAHARS was used to correct the direc-
tional cue to account for the effects of any crosswinds in the area.
This information was used to determine the true aircraft heading
that was required to point the aircraft’s “ground track vector” (i.e.
the net forward motion of the aircraft plus the effects of any head,
tail, or cross winds) directly towards the location of the desired
waypoint. Thus, in the plane-slaved condition, the navigational
cue sounded like it was directly in front of the listener when the
aircraft itself was headed directly toward the waypoint. Similarly,
in the head-slaved condition, the navigational cue sounded like it
was directly in front when the listener’s head was pointed in the
direction the plane needed to be pointed in order to travel directly
to the waypoint.

The vocal effort level of the spoken “waypoint” cue also mod-
ified to provide the pilot with information about the distance to the
next waypoint. Initially, when the waypoint was more than 3500 m
away, the audio cue was presented at a loudly shouted level, con-
veying the impression of a relatively distant sound source. As the
pilot approached the waypoint, the overall level of the audio cue
remained the same, but the vocal effort level of the talker systemat-
ically decreased, until it reached a quiet conversational voice when
the pilot was within 650 m of the waypoint 1. If the pilot missed
the waypoint, the vocal effort level again increased. Previous ex-
periments conducted in our laboratory have shown that vocal effort
cues of this type can very effectively convey information about the
absolute distance of a virtual sound source [9].

2.6. Procedure

The data for each subject pilot were collected in two test flights,
each lasting a total of approximately 1.5 hours. Prior to the first
test flight, each subject was instructed on the protocol of the ex-
periment, and familiarized with the task and audio display by in-
teracting with a custom flight simulation on a laptop computer that
simulated what would be encountered during the flight test. Each
subject also participated in a localization pre-test to verify they
could accurately localize virtual sounds in the horizontal plane.
Once in the air, the subject was given in-flight familiarization with
the displays and controls of the aircraft, as well as additional expo-
sure to the auditory display. The aircraft was then flown to a GPS

1A total of six voice levels were employed, with the production level
to the talkers voice (as measured with a microphone 1 m from the mouth)
dropping from 90 dB to 60 dB in 6 dB steps as the distance to the waypoint
passed boundary distances of 3500 m, 2000 m, 1500 m, 1000 m, and 650
m.
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Figure 3: Examples of waypoint navigation for a typical plane-
slaved flight through Course 1 (top) and a typical head-slaved flight
through Course 2 (bottom). The circles show the 500 m distance
limit that had to be met before a listener could proceed on to the
next waypoint.

location designated as the start point of one of two different navi-
gation courses. At this point the auditory display was enabled, the
subject was given control of the aircraft, and formal data collection
was initiated.

The subject pilot was then required to maneuver the aircraft
through a navigation course consisting of 10 waypoints using only
the auditory display to determiine the direction of, and distance
to, each waypoint. A waypoint was acquired if the aircraft was
flown to within a 500 m tolerance range. Once the waypoint was
acquired, the audio display immediately discontinued the direc-
tional audio cue associated with that waypoint and began playing
the directional audio cue associated with the next waypoint in the
10-point course. If the waypoint was missed, the subject would
have to fly out and do a procedural turn to attempt to re-acquire
the waypoint. Two different, but equivalent courses were devel-
oped for the experiment (As shown in Figure 3), and the tracking
conditions were balanced so that half the pilots flew the first course
in the head-slaved condition, and half flew the first course in the
plane-slaved condition. All of the flights were conducted in Vi-
sual Meteorological Conditions (VMC) with the plane traveling
approximately 140 KIAS at an altitude ranging from 2000-8000
ft.

3. RESULTS

Figure 3 shows the flight path taken by the aircraft in two typical
trials in the experiment. The top curve shows a flight path through
the first course in the plane-slaved condition. In this course, the
subject pilot was initially given control of the aircraft at the left
side of the panel. The bottom curve shows a flight path through
the second course in the head-slaved condition. In that course, the
subject pilot initially received control of the aircraft at the right
side of the panel.

As these flight courses illustrate, most of the subject pilots had
little difficulty navigating either of the two flight courses. In most
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Figure 4: The left panel shows the average number of missed way-
points in each 10-point navigation course completed in each con-
dition. The right panel shows the mean point of closest approach
to the waypoints in each condition (in miles). The error bars show
one standard error of the mean in each condition.

cases, they hit the waypoints directly, and used the corresponding
change in the audio cue to immediately turn their aircraft in the
direction of the next waypoint. However, in some cases, the sub-
jects came close but did not quite reach the 500 m barrier required
to hit the waypoint and move on to the next point in the course.
When that happened, the pilots had to fly far enough past the way
point to be able to loop back in a 180� turn and reach the waypoint
from the other direction. This occurred on the path from point 9 to
point 10 in the top panel of the figure, and in the path from point
2 to point 3 in the bottom panel of the figure. For the purposes of
this paper, we will refer to incidents where the subject pilots flew
past the waypoint but were further than 500 meters at the point of
closest approach as “misses”.

One metric that can be used to evaluate overall performance
in the navigation task is the average number of “misses” that oc-
curred in each 10-point course. This is shown in the left panel of
Figure 4. In both cases, the percentage of misses was relatively
modest. However, it is clear that overall performance was signifi-
cantly worse in the head-slaved condition (with misses in 15% of
the trials) than in the plane-slaved condition (with misses in only
7% of the trials).

Of course, the selection of 500 m as the threshold distance
required to hit a waypoint is a relatively arbitrary one. An alter-
native way to rate performance is to look at how close the pilots
actually got to the waypoint before they flew past it, regardless of
whether they actually hit the 500 m boundary required to qualify as
a hit. This “point of closest approach” value is shown by the right
panel of Figure 4. By this metric, we say that 1) the pilots were
on average able to get even closer to the waypoint than the 500 m
threshold value in both tracking conditions; and 2) the difference
in performance between the head-slaved and plane-slaved condi-
tion was much smaller by this metric than by the “miss” metric,
suggesting that the pilots in the plane-slaved condition often were
very close to making the 500 m threshold value when they techni-
cally missed the waypoints.

An alternative metric of performance is the average total time
required to complete the 10-point navigation course. The left pair
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Figure 5: Average total time required to complete 10 waypoint
navigation course. The left bars show the actual total time re-
quired. The right bars show the average total time required with
the misses removed.

of bars in Figure 5 shows the raw data, which the entire time spent
on the navigation course including any time spent recovering from
missed waypoints. On average, the subject pilots spent about 15
minutes navigating the course in the plane-slaved condition and
17 minutes navigating the course in the head-slaved condition of
the experiment. Of course, much of the extra time in the head-
slaved condition was spent recovering from the extra misses that
occurred in that condition. Each missed waypoint required quite a
lot of time to fly out, turn around, and come back, so these misses
could potentially cause a large skew in the data. An alternative
way of analyzing the data is to count only the time spent from
the arrival of one waypoint to the point of closest approach to the
next waypoint, and ignore any time spent recovering from a missed
waypoint. This analysis is shown in the right set of bars in of
Figure 5. Under this analysis, there really is no difference between
the head-slaved and plane-slaved condition. Thus we can conclude
that most, if not all, of the difference in performance between the
head- and plane-slaved conditions was the result of an increased
number of trials where the subject pilot slightly missed the 500 m
threshold around the waypoint.

4. DISCUSSION

The results of this experiment show that virtual audio cues can
be effective for providing georeferenced spatial information, and
in particular navigational information, to general aviation pilots.
To put the results in perspective, keep in mind that the pilots in
this task had absolutely no information about where the waypoints
were located other than what was provided to them by the virtual
audio cue. They were just arbitrary points in the sky with no visual
or other reference points to help identify them. Furthermore, they
were generated with a prototype low-cost orientation tracking sys-
tem that must have introduced at least a few degrees of error into
the direction of the audio cues, and they were provided to subject
pilots who had, at most, a few hours of experience listening to a
virtual audio display. Yet the pilots were able use the audio cues to
maneuver an aircraft flying at a speed of 70 m/s to pass within 350
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m of these arbitrary points on average, and within 500 m of them
nearly 90% of the time. We believe that this is truly a remarkable
achievement, and one that clearly demonstrates the potential util-
ity of audio displays for providing navigation information to pilots
in GA aircraft.

However, the results of the two tracking conditions were a
somewhat contrary to our initial expectations. Although the sub-
ject pilots performed well in both conditions, overall performance
in the task was clearly superior in the plane-slaved condition. At
first glance, this result seems inconsistent with the large body of lit-
erature that has shown that virtual audio localization performance
is greatly improved by the addition of head-slaved dynamic lo-
calization cues, particularly in terms of the number of front-back
confusions. However, this result is not so surprising when one
considers the front-back confusion really has little or no effect in
a navigation task like this one, where the pilots were instructed
to respond to a directional audio cue by turning the aircraft in the
direction of the sound source. In such a task, a pilot hearing a
sound source in the right hemisphere will respond by turning the
plane to the right, regardless of whether the sound is correctly lo-
calized at the two o’clock position or incorrectly localized at the
four o’clock position. And as soon as the aircraft starts to turn,
the true location of the sound source will become almost immedi-
ately apparent. Thus, it is not really surprising that the reduction in
front-back confusions that normally occurs in a head-slaved virtual
audio display did not generally translate into a significant improve-
ment in navigation performance in this experiment. However, it
should be noted that there is one special case where front-back
cues do matter: the case where a new navigation waypoint occurs
directly behind the aircraft. In this case, a front-back confusion
would cause the pilot to assume the aircraft is already on the same
correct course, and to fly directly in the opposite direction of the
waypoint forever. This did in fact happen at one waypoint in the
plane tracked condition of this experiment, and the pilot in that
case flew far off course until the voice distance cues made it appar-
ent that the aircraft was getting further away rather than closer to
the waypoint. In any real-world implementation of a plane-slaved
navigation system, it is clear that some kind of audio warning will
have to be used to alert the pilot when a new navigation cue is
located directly behind the aircraft.

This argument can explain why head-slaved performance was
no better than plane-slaved performance in the navigation task, but
it still cannot explain why head-slaved performance was substan-
tially worse. The average distances of closest approach in the two
conditions, shown in the right panel of Figure 4, were pretty sim-
ilar, which suggests that poorer performance in the head-slaved
condition was the result of the pilot very slightly missing the 500
m threshold required to hit the waypoint. This raises the question
of whether there was a systematic pattern of errors that could ex-
plain the relatively poor performance observed in the head-slaved
condition. Figure 6 shows an analysis of the the misses in each
condition as a function of the direction of the miss: i.e. whether
the plane flew by with the waypoint to the right of the pilot or
whether it flew by with the waypoint to the left of the pilot. In
the plane-slaved condition, these two types of misses were almost
evenly balanced (five versus six). But in the head-slaved condi-
tion, virtually all of the misses occurred with the waypoint to the
right of the pilot. Thus, it seems that the poorer performance in
the head-slaved condition was the result of a systematic tendency
for the pilots to steer the aircraft to the left of the correct heading
required to reach the waypoint.
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Figure 6: Analysis of misses in terms of the direction of the way-
point relative to the pilot when the plane flew past its point of clos-
est approach.

If the head-slaved and plane-slaved conditions were conducted
with different tracking devices, it would be easy to attribute this
result to a bias in the position measurement of the head-slaved
sensor. However, in this experiment the same tracking device was
used in both conditions- the sensor was simply affixed to the air-
craft rather than the headset in the plane-slaved conditions.

There is, however, one plausible explanation that could ac-
count for this result. One underlying assumption in the head-
slaved condition is that the pilot’s frame of reference in the cock-
pit is aligned with the centerline of the aircraft. In an aircraft with
side-by-side seating, there may be a fundamental error with this as-
sumption, especially in an aircraft like the SR-22 where the control
panel is tilted slightly to wrap around the pilot in the left (com-
mand) seat. In such cases, it is quite possible that the pilot will
perceive “straight ahead” not as the centerline of the aircraft, but
rather as the line of sight from the left seating position to the hub of
the propeller. In this experiment, such a shift in frame of reference
would have caused the subject pilots to fly the aircraft slightly to
the left of the desired heading in the head-slaved conditions, which
would explain the waypoint passed by on the right side in 19 out
of 20 of the missed trials. Frame of reference problems such as
this one have largely been ignored in the auditory display litera-
ture, but it is clear that they could be critically important in all
situations where an audio cue is used to provide information to an
operator about the desired orientation of a vehicle rather than the
relative location of an object.

5. SUMMARY AND CONCLUSIONS

In this experiment, we have demonstrated that virtual audio cues
can be used quite effectively to provide navigation information to
the pilots of general aviation aircraft. We have also shown that
these spatialized navigation cues can be just as effective, or per-
haps even more effective, in a display that spatializes the sound
based on the heading of the aircraft rather than the direction of the
listener’s head. This is a very important finding, because it sug-
gests that a functional auditory aircraft navigation display could
be commercialized for a few hundred dollars rather than the few
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thousand dollars it would cost to build a system with a headtracker.
However, we should note that some caution should be used in ex-
trapolating these results to other kinds of virtual audio cues that
could be used in the cockpit. Front-back confusions generally
don’t matter in a task where the pilot will always steer the air-
craft towards the next cue, but they do matter in cases where the
pilot is not expected to maneuver the aircraft in response to the cue
(as would be the case for almost any cue provided to enhance sit-
uational awareness) or when the direction of the maneuver might
depend on the specific location of the cue (as might occur in a col-
lision avoidance display). In these cases, there is reason to believe
that head-slaved virtual audio cues will continue to be superior to
those updated solely on the basis of the orientation of the aircraft.
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ABSTRACT 

Front-back confusions are a well-known phenomenon of spatial 
hearing whereby the listener incorrectly localizes a source to its 
mirror image position across the frontal plane.  This type of 
localization error can occur for real and synthetically spatialised 
sound sources.  Experiments have shown the listener can resolve 
front-back ambiguities by rotating their head; also that sound 
source movement can resolve confusions if the listener is aware 
of the intended direction of source movement. 

The present outdoors experiment studies the mitigation of 
front-back confusions for synthetic binaural spatial audio 
interactive with body movement but not head-turns.  This partly 
disabled mobile augmented reality system renders sound source 
positions relative to the world reference frame, (so the listener 
may walk past a stationary spatialised sound), but it renders 
instantaneous source bearing relative to the listener’s reference 
frame. 

Experiment participants walked past synthetic binaural sound 
sources with initial azimuths of ±(40°, 60°, 80°, 100°, 120° and 
140°) and initial distance of 20 metres.  Walk distances were 
chosen to result in azimuth changes of 4°, 8°, 12° and 16° 
between initial and final source bearings.  Each factor 
combination resulted in a corresponding source distance change 
over the course of the walk.  Front or back judgments of the 
initial source positions were recorded before and after walking.  
Results show statistically significant improvement of front-back 
localization for source azimuth changes of 12° or 16°, and source 
distance changes of at least 0.21 of the initial distance. 

 
[Keywords: front-back localization, binaural, mobile audio 
augmented reality] 

1. INTRODUCTION 

Audio augmented reality (AR) applications require synthetic 
sound sources rendered to positions relative to the world 
reference frame, rather than to the listener’s reference frame, as is 
the case for purely virtual worlds.  This model simulates real-
world sound behaviour, giving the listener the capability to move 
around a stationary sound source and perceive it from different 
perspectives.  This mobile audio AR functionality enables many 
auditory display applications that utilize relationships between 
physical space and spatial sound.  Example applications include 
tourist guides [1], navigation systems for visually impaired 
people [2], spatialised two-way communication systems [3], 

entertainment systems including audio AR gaming [4], and 
sound-art [5]. 

For any audio AR system, a major technical objective should 
be to optimize the perceptual performance afforded by the system 
design and component specifications.  However, while necessary 
technologies for mobile AR are rapidly improving in speed, 
price, size and weight, and an increasing number of systems are 
being implemented, little evaluation of their usability or 
perceptual performance has occurred. Some evaluation examples 
in the literature are reviewed in an earlier paper from the present 
body of research that presents a novel perceptual evaluation 
technique for mobile audio AR [6]. 

Front-back confusions are a perceptual phenomenon that 
occurs both with real and synthetic spatial sound sources, 
whereby the listener is unable to discern whether a source is 
located in the front or rear hemisphere.  The main cause of this 
type of localization error is ambiguity of the primary inter-aural 
localization cues: the inter-aural time difference (ITD) and 
intensity difference (IID), for which the locus of identical values 
forms the well-known “cone of confusion” around the inter-aural 
axis, rather than corresponding to one unique source direction.  
For the horizontal two-dimensional case, listeners incorrectly 
localize sources as coming from the direction at the mirror image 
across the inter-aural axis from the true source direction – from 
front to back or vice-versa. 

This experiment aims to characterize the mitigation of front-
back localization errors by body movement interaction with 
synthetic spatial audio.  The expectation is that the listener will 
be able to discern the correct sound source location in front or 
behind them by combining awareness of their self-motion vector 
with dynamic cues of azimuth and source distance changes 
generated by their movement relative to world-stationary sound 
sources. 

2. BACKGROUND 

Many experiments have shown that front-back confusions exist 
for real spatial sound sources, yet occur more often for synthetic 
spatial sources [7], when degradation of localization cues may 
occur due to rendering technique – for example, use of non-
individualized head related transfer functions.  Many other 
experiments have shown that listeners can resolve front-back 
confusions by making head-movements, both with real sources or 
synthetic sources rendered using head tracking.   
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Wightman and Kistler [8] further showed that listeners can 
resolve front-back confusions by controlling the azimuth of a 
virtual sound source.  Results show that a listener’s awareness of 
the sound source’s intended motion relative to their personal 
reference frame enables them to resolve front-back ambiguities, 
and that head-movements are not necessary.   

Wightman and Kistler note that the necessary knowledge of 
intended source movement direction is presumed available in 
their experiment because the listener initiates and controls the 
movement.  They also state that this condition is only possible for 
virtual sound sources because “in real auditory space listeners 
would rarely enjoy an equivalent form of control over the 
direction of movement of a sound source”.   

However, if we consider not the absolute movement of a 
sound source, but the relative movement between source and 
listener, this control is routinely possible in real auditory space 
because the listener can control their own position relative to 
stationary sound sources by walking around.  The same is true of 
the relatively new synthetic situation of mobile audio augmented 
reality.  The present experiment aims to evaluate resolution of 
front-back confusions via this un-examined mode of interaction 
by body motion, without the advantage of head-turn interaction. 

3. EXPERIMENT 

Experiment trials took place in several similar open, flat outdoors 
spaces, primarily a courtyard with a paved pathway running 
diagonally for a distance of about 40 metres (Figure 1).  
Participants were thirteen people (nine male; four female) of 
unrecorded exact age, although the range is estimated to be 
twenty to forty-five years, with a median age in the early thirties.  
Participants reported no known hearing problems. 

 

 

Figure 1.  Aerial view of the main experiment location. 

 
Participants wore and carried a system comprised of: a set of 

headphones; a position tracking system mounted at the centre 
back of the waist; and a portable computer running custom 
experiment software that displayed a graphical user interface, 
rendered sound stimuli in real-time, and logged participants’ 
positions and responses. 

The positioning system, a Honeywell DRM-III [9], combines 
an inertial navigation system (INS), a GPS receiver, pedometer, 
digital compass and barometric altimeter (that can all be 

individually activated/deactivated), with optional Kalman 
filtering and a serial RS232 interface.  Stated INS position 
accuracy is 2-5% of distance traveled and the compass is accurate 
to within one degree.  A feasibility study by Miller [10] using the 
DRM-III suggests that positioning accuracy varies significantly 
according to usage factors such as stride length variation.  A 
preliminary performance test conducted for an earlier experiment 
[6] obtained the most accurate positioning for small distances 
(tens of metres) by using only the INS and digital compass, so 
this setting was used again in the present experiment. 

Other equipment included Sennheiser HD485 headphones 
(an economical, open backed, circumaural design) and a Sony 
Vaio VGN-U71 touch-screen handheld computer with a Pentium 
M processor, running Windows XP Service Pack 2.  The DRM-
III interfaced to the Vaio with a Keyspan USB-Serial interface. 

3.1. Procedure 

First, to optimize DRM-III accuracy, each trial was preceded by a 
calibration procedure that required the participant to walk a ten-
metre line at a steady pace to measure and set the stride length.  
After this, the trial proper began, with the participant asked to 
localize 48 spatialised stimuli to the front or rear hemisphere.   

The experiment was self guided using custom software 
written in C# .NET 2.0 that interfaced to the DRM, provided a 
graphical user interface for the participant to supply their 
responses, which it logged along with position tracks, while it 
controlled the binaural rendering that occurred in separate 
software. 

For each stimulus, the participant was required first to listen 
to the synthetic spatial sound and respond to a software prompt 
asking whether the sound originated in front or behind them. 
Then they had to walk forward in a straight line for a particular 
distance until the stimulus stopped, and respond to a second 
prompt asking whether the sound began in front or behind them.  
These two participant tasks are shown in Figure 2. 

The sound is a synthetic spatial source rendered relative to 
the world reference frame, so that it seems to remain stationary 
relative to the real fixed surroundings as the participant walked. 

 

 
Figure 2.  Experiment participant during a trial.  Left: 
walking while listening to stimulus.  Right: recording a 

response, with DRM-III visible at the waist. 

3.2. Instructions 

Several instructions were given to each participant before they 
began the experiment.  First, it was made clear that the sound 
source was intended to be stationary in the real world, so that 
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listeners could set up their expectation of sound source behaviour 
consistent with this knowledge, rather than the more familiar 
virtual world of computer games and portable music players in 
which sound is only ever positioned relative to the listener’s 
personal reference frame.  Second, participants were asked to 
walk at a steady pace as per the calibration procedure, and to 
only walk in a straight line for the whole time each stimulus 
played.  They were also advised to keep their head facing in the 
direction of travel, and told that the sound was not interactive 
with head-turns.  Participants were told to always make their best 
guess at a response even if the front-back localization was not 
easy (as expected for some stimuli), because no response option 
was provided for “not sure”.  Finally, participants were informed 
they should turn around between stimuli when they were nearing 
one end of the walkway to ensure they always had adequate 
space to walk forward. 

3.3. Stimuli and experimental factors 

Stimuli consisted of continuous noise-burst trains, real-time 
spatialised to a 20 metre distance, at one of twelve initial azimuth 
angles of ±(40°, 60°, 80°, 100°, 120°, 140°) from front centre 
(where positive angles are to the right), each repeated twice.   

The second independent variable was the azimuth difference 
between initial and final source positions, which determined the 
required walk distance for each stimulus.  Four delta azimuth 
values of 4°, 8°, 12° and 16° were chosen after a pilot study 
using angles of 5°, 10°, 15° and 20° showed scope for improved 
resolution.  The sound source geometry is shown in Figure 3, 
which graphically represents the definition of initial and delta 
azimuth and source range values. 

Note also that results analyses use the absolute value of 
initial azimuth, effectively giving four repetitions of each 
combination of initial and delta azimuth values by assuming that 
equal angles to the left or right of the median plane are equivalent 
due to head symmetry. 
 

 

Figure 3.  Synthetic spatial sound source geometry 
relative to listener’s frame of reference. 

 

The raw noise-burst train itself is a continuously looped ten-
second sample of Matlab generated Gaussian white noise 
enveloped by a rectangular wave with duty cycle of 5ms on, 
10ms off.  The raw unspatialised stimulus sound pressure level 
was set to 75 dBA per headphone channel with the Vaio sound 
output set to full volume, so the level was repeatable for all 
participants. 

3.3.1. Real-time binaural rendering 

Raw noise-burst trains were rendered as synthetic spatial sound 
sources using a custom “patch”  (process graph) developed in 
Pure Data (Pd), a graphical software environment for real-time 
digital signal processing, shown in Figure 4.  The patch was a 
binaural adaptation of another designed by the author to 
spatialize multiple simultaneous sounds to a multi-channel 
speaker array, used originally for a mobile audio augmented 
reality installation on a passenger ship [11].   

The raw sound source was spatialised to a virtual six-speaker 
array using Pulkki’s vector-based amplitude panning technique 
(VBAP) [12], with each speaker binaurally simulated by 
convolving its signal with the appropriate pair of head related 
impulse responses (HRIRs) from subject number three chosen 
arbitrarily from the CIPIC database [13].  Distance was simulated 
only by controlling level in proportion to the inverse square of 
source distance.   

 
 

 
Figure 4.  Detail view of binaural rendering Pd patch. 

 
 
Control of the Pd rendering system from the custom 

experiment software was achieved using commands sent via the 
Open Sound Control (OSC) communications protocol [14].  
Messages include sound file names, playback control, source 
positions, listener position and orientation. 

This virtual speaker binaural rendering is a computationally 
economic system that can comfortably run on the chosen mobile 
computing platform.  This render technique also suits audio AR 
because the computation load is almost constant for any number 
of simultaneous sound sources, because the intensive HRIR 
convolution load remains constant while the extra load per source 
consists of sound-file playback, parameter communications and a 
larger VBAP matrix multiplication. 
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4. RESULTS ANALYSIS AND DISCUSSION 

For the purposes of results analysis, two measures were created 
to represent participants’ localization performance.   

First, for each stimulus, a binary “correctness” value is 
assigned according to whether a response was correct by 
comparing the participant’s front or back localization judgment 
with the initial source azimuth (front for absolute angles < 90°; 
back for > 90°).  Correctness is set to 1 for a correct response or 
0 for incorrect, with a distinction made between initial and final 
correctness that represent responses made before and after 
walking. 

Second, a ternary “improvement” value is assigned to 
represent the difference between initial and final correctness 
values, as enumerated in Table 1.  Note that some information is 
discarded for clarity of further analysis, by setting improvement 
to 0 for both situations of identical initial and final correctness 
values.  The improvement rating is considered neutral regardless 
of whether both judgments were correct or incorrect. 
 

Initial Correctness Final Correctness Improvement 
1 0 –1 
1 1 0 
0 0 0 
0 1 1 

Table 1.  "Improvement" value assignment according to 
all possible initial and final correctness values. 

 
All subsequent analysis compares population correctness and 

improvement rates across independent and derived experimental 
factors.   

Independent factors are the initial azimuth and delta azimuth 
angles.  Note that left/right head symmetry enables equal-
magnitude azimuth angles to the left or right to be treated as 
repetitions and analyzed together as the absolute initial azimuth 
angle.   

The two main derived experimental factors are delta range 
(expressed as a ratio of initial source range), and relative source-
listener movement “scenario” (explained later).  Unless 
otherwise stated, all plots are the result of one-way ANOVA and 
post-hoc multiple comparison tests using Tukey’s Honestly 
Significant Difference (HSD) at p<0.05, with respect to the 
relevant experimental factor.  Error bars in all cases represent the 
95% confidence interval (CI) around each data point. 

To begin, we ran a basic “reality check” on each participant’s 
results by examining the mean final correctness versus left or 
right initial azimuth angles, which gave the maximum possible 
stimulus replication of 24 data points per factor per participant (6 
azimuth values per side multiplied by 4 delta azimuth values), in 
turn giving the smallest possible variance.  The test hypothesis is 
that the correctness rate should be the same for azimuth angles to 
the left or right.  Participants’ results were removed if they failed 
this reality check by giving significantly different correctness 
rates between left and right initial source azimuths.  Of the 
thirteen original participants, three result sets were thus removed.  
Note however, that if all participants’ results were included, the 
statistical significance of all presented results was not affected – 
only the difference between factors was decreased.   

For the ten remaining participants’ accumulated results, the 
mean final correctness is 0.72 for left azimuths and 0.74 for right 

azimuths, shown in Figure 5.  Both left and aright azimuths have 
95% confidence intervals that encompass the 0.75 value showing 
that the average final correctness for all stimuli is approximately 
half way between pure chance (correctness = 0.5) and perfection 
(correctness = 1.0).  For comparison, the overall mean initial 
correctness is 0.60, mean final correctness is 0.73 and mean 
improvement is 0.12.   

 

 
Figure 5.  Mean final correctness for left and right 

azimuth directions. Error bars represent 95% confidence 
intervals. 

 
Another interesting initial view of results is the overall initial 

correctness rates versus absolute initial azimuth.  Figure 6 
displays a multiple comparison test of initial correctness, with the 
worst performance for slightly rear azimuths, and performance 
significantly greater than chance (0.5 correctness) for all frontal 
azimuths and the far rear azimuth (±140°).  However, mean 
initial correctness is not significantly greater than 0.75 for any 
angle.  The worst performing azimuth of 100° might be explained 
by the minimal spectral cues differentiating it from the 80° 
azimuth that shares very similar ITD and IID cues.  However, 
since the 80° azimuth performed significantly better than 100°, 
there seems to be a response bias towards the front hemisphere. 
This is unexpected, since without a frontal visual cue to reinforce 
frontal localization, ambiguous frontal sources tend to be 
localized behind the listener, rather than vice-versa. 

 

 

Figure 6.  Initial correctness rates versus absolute initial 
azimuth.  Error bars represent 95% confidence intervals. 
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The difference between initial and final correctness rates 
versus absolute initial azimuth is displayed in the improvement 
plot in Figure 7.  Improvement rates are just significantly better 
than zero for rear angles of 120° and 140°, and clearly better than 
zero for the frontal angle of 40°.  It seems the greatest mitigation 
of front-back localization errors occurs for the extreme frontal 
sound sources. Dynamic localization cues for these sources are 
mainly attributed to change of source range, rather than azimuth, 
so we might conclude that the given rendering system provides 
better resolution for changes of source range than for azimuth. 
 

 
Figure 7.  Improvement versus absolute initial azimuth. 

Error bars represent 95% confidence intervals. 

 
In fact, a threshold of advantage is observed in multiple 

comparison plots of improvement and final correctness versus 
both delta azimuth, (Figure 8 and Figure 9) and the delta range 
ratio to initial range (Figure 10 and Figure 11).   
 

 

Figure 8.  Improvement rate versus delta azimuth. Error 
bars represent 95% confidence intervals. 

 
First, consider the effects of delta azimuth.  The improvement 

plot (Figure 8) shows that an azimuth change of 12° or more 
gives an improvement significantly greater than zero.  The final 
correctness plot versus delta azimuth (Figure 9) shows that this 
experiment produces mean final correctness above 0.75 (midway 
between pure chance and perfection) for delta azimuth angles 
between 12° and 16°.  Final correctness improves monotonically 
with increasing delta azimuth as expected, since magnitudes of 
azimuth and range dynamic cues also increase monotonically.   

 
Figure 9.  Final correctness versus delta azimuth. Error 

bars represent 95% confidence intervals. 

 
Next consider the effects of delta range.  For a given azimuth 

change, delta range values are smaller for initial azimuths 
towards the sides (near 90°) than for near-front or near-back 
angles.  Also, delta range is smaller for smaller delta azimuths.  
Furthermore, large delta range values occur less often than 
smaller ones because there are fewer combinations of extreme 
initial azimuths with larger delta azimuth values.  Note also that 
the only dynamic range cues generated by the present render 
system result are level changes proportional to the inverse square 
of distance.  For these reasons, delta range values are presented 
as a ratio to the initial range, (always 20 metres), then bundled 
into groups containing equal proportions of all results, resulting 
in equal sized confidence interval error bars for each bundle, 
evident in Figure 10. 

The improvement plot versus delta range ratio (Figure 10) 
shows that a delta range ratio of ≥ 0.21 of initial distance while 
walking results in improvement significantly greater than zero. 

 

 
Figure 10.  Improvement rate versus delta range ratio. 

Error bars represent 95% confidence intervals. 

 
Figure 11 presents another view of the effect of dynamic 

range localization cues as a plot of final correctness versus delta 
range ratio on a linear horizontal axis.  Error bars represent 95% 
confidence intervals and a trend line is also plotted.  The trend 
rises above the 0.75 correctness rate (mid-way between chance 
and perfection) for delta range ratios above approximately 0.15 
of full range. 
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Figure 11.  Final correctness versus delta range ratio. 

Error bars represent 95% confidence intervals. 

 
The final analysis examines final correctness and improvement 
rates versus the “scenario” of source/listener relative movement.  
Scenario 1 represents the situation where the source is initially in 
front and the listener walks past the source until it finishes behind 
them.  This scenario is the least common for the present values of 
initial and delta azimuth.  Scenario 2 represents the situation of 
walking towards a frontal source, but never passing it – in other 
words, the source is looming towards the listener.  Scenario 3 
represents a source initially behind the listener, receding as the 
listener walks forward.  

Figure 12 reveals that looming frontal sources (scenario 2) 
give significantly better localization correctness than receding 
rear sources (scenario 3).  Apparently listeners are more likely to 
correctly localize a frontal source as they approach it, than to 
localize a rear source as it recedes.  This bodes well for efficient 
discovery of new sound sources in an audio AR application.  
Possibly, if the experiment factors gave more repetitions for 
scenario 1 (passing sources), this would also show higher rates of 
correct localization, since they all begin as looming sources. 

 

 
Figure 12.  Final correctness versus source-listener 

relative movement “scenario”. Error bars represent 95% 
confidence intervals. 

 
Finally, Figure 13 displays a multiple-comparison plot of 
improvement versus scenario, which reinforces the out-
performance of looming and receding sources over passing 

sources, since scenarios 2 and 3 both show improvement 
significantly greater than zero, while scenario 1 doesn’t.  
However, in this representation, no significant difference exists 
between improvement for scenarios 2 and 3.  Comparing this to 
the final correctness values simply represents that rear sources in 
this experiment have lower initial correctness rates, resulting in 
statistically equal improvement rates despite statistically different 
final correctness rates. 

 

 
Figure 13.  Improvement versus source-listener relative 

movement “scenario”. Error bars represent 95% 
confidence intervals. 

5. SUMMARY AND CONCLUSIONS 

The presented experiment examines the effect of body 
motion interaction with synthetic spatial sound sources 
positioned statically in the world reference frame, as for a usual 
AR system without head-orientation interaction.  As expected, 
front/back localization improves after the listener interacts with 
the spatialised sound by walking forward on a straight line beside 
the source, so it either looms towards, passes or recedes away 
from the listener.  Dynamic localization cues of increasing source 
azimuth and changing source range enable the listener to 
constantly revise their judgment of a sound’s location in front or 
behind them.   

Delta azimuth values of 12° or 16° while walking give a 
mean improvement rate significantly greater than zero.  
Alternatively, a delta azimuth between 12° and 16° increases 
mean correctness after walking above the 0.75 mid-point 
between chance and perfect judgment.  This agrees with the 
expected azimuth resolution of about 13° mean azimuth error for 
the employed render method in an earlier mobile outdoors 
localization experiment [6]. 

Delta range values of at least 0.21 of full range show 
improvement significantly greater than zero.  Alternatively, delta 
range increases the mean correctness after walking above the 
0.75 mid-point for ratios above 0.15 of initial range.  Expressed 
as a gain change, the 0.21 delta range ratio equates to 4.1 dB, and 
the 0.15 ratio equates to 2.8 dB.  Given the experiment setting in 
an outdoors environment with some background noise, these gain 
levels seem reasonable to provide adequate dynamic range cues 
to disambiguate front-back confusions. 

Lastly, results analysis according to relative source-listener 
motion scenarios shows that final correctness is significantly 
better for looming sound sources than for receding sources.  
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Improvement is not significantly different between any of the 
scenarios, however it is significantly greater than zero for 
looming and receding sources, but not passing sources. 

In conclusion, dynamic cue efficacy in terms of both azimuth 
and range changes seems to roughly match the resolution of the 
employed binaural render method.  This suggests that higher 
resolution spatial sound synthesis will allow listeners to use 
smaller source azimuth and range changes to disambiguate front-
back confusions.  This also means that for a given initial source 
range, higher rendering resolution should enable correct 
localization through smaller body movements.   

Since the geometry of dynamic localization cues (delta 
azimuth and delta range ratio, shown in Figure 3) scales linearly 
with distance, the minimum source range for an acceptable 
localization correctness rate will then be dictated by the position 
tracking resolution that limits the smallest measurable body 
movements. 

Expressed in another way, interactions exist between the 
main AR system performance bottlenecks of position tracking 
accuracy and mobile computation power, and the weaker of the 
two specifications will dictate the minimum source distance that 
allows acceptable front/back localization performance.  
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ABSTRACT

A scheme is presented for encoding general complex sources in
high-order Ambisonic soundfields, with control over position and
orientation. Also reviewed is related work by the author on the
binaural rendering of nearfield sources, accounting fully for the
physical constraints of this problem. Together these developments
provide a means for creating high quality nearfield auditorydis-
plays over headphones.

1. INTRODUCTION

A natural goal in many auditory displays is to be able to repro-
duce the perception of an arbitrary audio environment as well as
possible. In addition to this it is often desirable to be ableto com-
pose the environment from audio objects, which can be located and
transformed in flexible ways. This paper addresses the problem of
composing an environment given by a high-order Ambisonic de-
scription, [1, 2], using source objects that can each model any finite
source region of sound to any desired accuracy. By its generality
this scheme includes the composition of near objects which con-
vey a complex soundfield to the listener. Such soundfields provide
valuable information about source location, and it is also suggested
that they can help greatly in terms of display realism due to the
complex nature of the near soundfields. For example, we might
wish to create the perception of listening to a violin 50cm away,
and be able to move and rotate the violin. The high-order Am-
bisonic encoding can be used to render a display over loudspeak-
ers, however we focus here on rendering by headphones, otherwise
called binaural rendering, as this is likely to be the most practical
method for high definition nearfield displays. Speaker systems are
limited by the number of speakers and the acoustics within which
they operate. Binaural systems have no theoretical limitations, but
do require good quality headtracking in order for the sound pre-
sented to be consistent with the head direction. Headtracking sys-
tems have improved rapidly in recent years both in quality and
cost.

We begin by reviewing recent work [3] on the binaural ren-
dering of nearfield monopole sources. This exposes a problem
with rendering such soundfields, for which a solution is offered.
Following on from this, a method is found for transforming anen-
coding of a general source to a listener-based soundfield encoding,
taking into account the position and orientation of the source. Fig-
ure 1 is a very simple schematic of the process being considered.
The soundfield encoding can be applied directly to the previously
described binaural rendering, and more generally with speaker ar-
ray rendering systems.
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Figure 1: Encoding a complex source.O denotes the extended
source object, andB the central point of the listener.

2. BINAURAL RENDERING OF SOUNDFIELD
ENCODINGS

2.1. Ambisonic encoding

Ambisonics is a methodology developed for encoding soundfields,
and decoding them onto speaker arrays, [4, 5]. Initially it was used
only to 1st order, with 4 signals that encode a full sphere of sound
around a central listener. More recently Ambisonics has been em-
ployed at higher orders, whereby it is possible to not only increase
the angular resolution of distant sources, but also extend the lis-
tening region and recreate accurately the soundfield from nearfield
sources, [2]. We shall refer informally to an encoding of anyorder
asB-format, borrowing the original terminology for 1st order. Us-
ing high-order encodings, the listener receives distance cues about
near sources exactly as they would for the real soundfield, because
the soundfield around the listener can be reconstructed arbitrarily
well.

The Ambisonic encoded signals are defined by a spherical har-
monic expansion of a source-free region of the pressure field, also
called the interior expansion because it is valid for general fields
within a radius that contains no source region. Although ourdis-
cussion does not depend on a particular representation, fordef-
initeness we use signals,Bσ

mn(k), defined with the real-valued
N3D spherical harmonics, [1],

p(r, k) =
X

m

imjm(kr)
X

n,σ

Y σ
mn(θ, δ)Bσ

mn(k) , (1)

where

Y σ
mn(θ, δ) =

√
2m + 1 P̃mn(sin δ)×

(

cos nθ if σ = +1

sin nθ if σ = −1

(2)
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P̃mn(sin δ) =

s

(2− δ0,n)
(m− n)!

(m + n)!
Pmn(sin δ) . (3)

For n = 0, σ only takes the value+1. θ here measures the angle
around the coordinate symmetry axis, andπ/2 − δ is the angle
between the axis and the coordinate direction, so thatδ would nor-
mally be called the elevation, as shown in Figure 2.

z

δ

θ

Figure 2: Spherical coordinates used.

From here on we shall use a slightly simplified notation that
removes the need forσ by extendingn to negative values as used
in the standard complex set,

Ymn =

(

Y +1
mn if n ≥ 0

Y −1
m|n|

if n < 0
. (4)

Similarly the encoded signals becomeBmn(k).

2.2. Conversion to binaural

In a binaural rendering system the listener is presented with one
signal to each ear canal direct. Binaural signals can be derived
from an Ambisonic encoding, using Head Related Transfer Func-
tions (HRTFs),[6], as described below. The Ambisonic encoding is
easily rotated, which facilitates compensation for head movement.

Conversion to binaural can be achieved approximately by sum-
ming speaker array feeds that are each filtered by an HRTF match-
ing the speaker position, [7, 8]. Figure 3 illustrates the signal flow
in this process.

Encode

Soundfield B−format Speakers Binaural

HRTFsDecode

Figure 3: Encoding a soundfield to binaural via virtual speakers.

A natural extension of this idea to an exact method for binau-
ral signals, is to transform the encoded soundfield into a planewave
expansion, and weight each component planewave by the planewave
HRTF matching its direction and frequency, [9, 10]. The pro-
cess can be applied to high-order Ambisonic encodings containing
sources at various distances. A straightforward binaural approach
would require HRTF sets for each source distance, however de-
coding the high-order signal requires only the planewave HRTF
set. This is not too surprising, as the HRTF sets are defined within
the constraints of the wave equation, and so are all related.There
is another less obvious advantage, which is that complex sources
can be conveniently converted to binaural via an encoding inhigh-
order B-format, as will be demonstrated later in this article. A

single nearfield HRTF set cannot be applied in a simple way to a
complex source description to yield the required binaural signals.
Figure 4 depicts an overview of the encoding process from sound-
field to binaural using a planewave expansion.

Transform

Soundfield B−format Binaural

HRTFsEncode

Planewaves

Figure 4: Encoding a soundfield to binaural via a planewave ex-
pansion.

The process is exact in the farfield, but as explained later, there
is a subtle source of error which can affect near sources. First we
detail the steps to generate binaural signals from high-order B-
format using a planewave expansion.

We aim to represent a source-free region by an expansion in
planewaves, known as a Herglotz expansion, with coefficientsµ(s, k)
defined over unit vectorss, so that

p(r, k) =
1

4π

Z

Su

dS(s) eiks·rµ(s, k) , (5)

where integration is over the unit sphere. The spherical harmonic
expansion of the source-free region, using standard complex spher-
ical harmonicsY n

m corresponding to N3D harmonicsYmn, is

p(r, k) =
X

m

jm(kr)
X

n

Y n
m(θ, δ)An

m(k) . (6)

jm(kr) are the spherical bessel functions. From Eqs. (6) and (5)
valid planewave coefficients can be found in terms of the spherical
harmonic coefficientsAn

m [10],

µ(s, k) =
X

m,n

i−nAn
m(k)Y n

m(s) , (7)

and in terms of the N3D convention,

µ(s, k) =
X

m,n

Bmn(k)Ymn(s) . (8)

The lack of a complex factor in Eq. (8) reflects the fact that in
Ambisonics, plane waves with zero phase at the center have real-
valued encodings, allowing the identification to be made between
microphone polar patterns and the N3D harmonics. From the lin-
ear supposition of planewaves, the binaural signals,pL(k), pR(k)
are found by integrating the planewave weights with HRTF re-
sponses,HL(ks), HR(ks), over the sphere,

pL(k) =

Z

Su

dS(s)µ(s, k)HL(ks) , (9)

for the left side and similarly for the right. In practice theintegral
can be replaced by a quadrature sum, with very little loss of ac-
curacy for a sufficient number of quadrature points, of orderthe
number of spherical harmonics in (8), [10].

In addition, we can explicitly calculate the nearfield HRTF of
wavenumberk and given position, by binaurally synthesizing a
pure nearfield monopole with thatk and position. This is given by
pL(k) in Eq. (9). Figure 5 summarizes this. The planewave ex-
pansions of monopoles are investigated further in the next section.
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near HRTFB−format

HRTFsEncode

Planewaves

Transform

Monopole
position

Figure 5: Finding a nearfield HRTF from a monopole encoding.
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r
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Figure 6: Spherical harmonic freefield expansion of a displaced
monopole.

3. SCATTERING OF NEARFIELD SOURCES

3.1. Spherical expansion of a monopole

To study expansions of near sources we look in detail at the monopole.
The important features are also true for general sources. A monopole
source at non-central positionr′ has the following expansion inr,
valid only for r < r′, [11],

e−ik|r−r′|

|r − r′| = ik
∞

X

m=0

jm(kr)hm(kr′)
m

X

n=−m

Ymn(θ′, δ′)Ymn(θ, δ) ,

(10)
wherejm(kr′) andhm(kr) are the spherical Bessel function of
the first kind and spherical Hankel function of the second kind.
The positive frequency convention is chosen which gives an out-
ward moving wave for a time pieceeiωt. For the following dis-
cussion it is important to emphasize the region of validity for the
expansion is a sphere extending as far as the source, as illustrated
in Figure 6. For more general sources that extend over a region the
valid region extends as far as the maximum radius that does not
enclose part of any source.

A freefield expansion cannot represent a monopole outside the
valid region because it must retain zero divergence everywhere. In
the region of the monopole’s origin the expansion flows inwards
to the freefield origin. The bessel functionsjm(kr) are very close
to zero forkr < m, so for a general freefield expansionmmax ≈
kr′ is sufficient to synthesize accurately in the regionr < r′. A
detailed error analysis has been given, [10].

3.2. Scattering validity of synthesized sources

An HRTF filter generates the signal at an ear resulting from the
scattering of a plane wave by the listener. The phase of the planewave
is assumed to be zeroed to the center of the head. We can express
the resultant field as a sum of the original unscattered field and the
scattered component,p = pin + pscat. The scattering can be for-
mulated in terms of the Sommerfield radiation conditions, which
state thatpscat depends only onpin at the boundary of the scat-
tering body. As we have seen, the Ambisonic representation of a
nearfield source is accurate only within a limited region, nomatter
how high the order of approximation. The derived planewave de-
composition, can also only be accurate within the limited region.

The example in Figure 7 is formed from 196 plane waves, whose
directions are distributed around the sphere on Fleige nodes, [12].
One symmetric half of the normalized field is shown,Re(p)/|p|.
If part of the scattering body is outside this region, thenpin is no
longer correct on all of the scattering body. The binaural signals,
found according to Eq. (9), are part of the resultant fieldp, and so
in general suffer loss of accuracy when the valid region doesnot
enclose the scattering surface. Figure 8 illustrates this for a front
view of a listener, where the source is close enough that everything
from the shoulders downwards is excluded from the valid region.
It has been shown previously that the torso plays a significant role
in localization, [13].

Figure 7: Planewave-from-spherical expansion of a monopole with
r′ = 2λ, mmax = 12, 196 Fliege nodes.

The arrows in Figure 8 show the flow of energy in the freefield
expansion of the source. In a field with a real source, both arrows
would point away from the source. It is evident that the scattering
in the shoulder region using the freefield will be quite different
to the scattering with a source field, and cause differences in the
resultant field at the ears.

3.3. Higher accuracy nearfield expansions

The above result is not too surprising in retrospect, because we
should not expect to be able to construct the response from a source
embedded in an arbitrarily complex scattering geometry using only
planewave scattering responses. However, the question remains,
how well can we do with planewave HRTFs? Planewave expan-
sions have a useful property that spherical harmonic expansions
lack, they can be translated and expressed about a differentpoint
simply by multiplying by phase factors: If a position relative to
the new center isr′, and the corresponding position relative to the

valid region

source

Figure 8: Parts of scattering body outside the valid expansion re-
gion of a near source.
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Figure 9: Shifted planewave expansion center for full scattering
with a near source.

old center isr, thenr = r
′ + x, wherex is the translation from

the old to the new center. Soeik·r = eik·(x+r
′) = eik·x eik·r′

.
Therefore from Eq. (5) the expansion coefficients about the new
center areµ′(k) = eik·xµ(k). Using this result, we can take the
expansion for a source at a large radius, then shift the center so the
source is at the required relative location. In the process the region
of validity has been expanded, so a greater scattering body can be
included, and the resulting binaural signals will be more accurate.
Figure 9 illustrates this, showing a body entirely within the valid
region for scattering, and with a source near to the head.

There is a price to be paid for the improved rendering of the
source however. The new region of validity excludes other near
sources, which must be rendered separately with their own shifts,
rather than from a single harmonic expansion. Also the new spher-
ical expansion must be specified to higher order, because there-
gion being scattered is at a greater radius in the freefield expan-
sion. As a result of this the number of planewaves and hence
HRTFs must be increased. The number of nodes required isO(kr)
wherer is the radius of curvature of the region boundary. How-
ever, on the positive side, the corrected planewave expansions can
be summed to create a single planewave expansion for severalnear
sources. This would suggest that planewave expansions would be
a more efficient representation of sources. However they canonly
be accurate in up to half of the space, and so must be transformed
according to their position relative to the listener.

The limit of the boundary of validity obtained by shifting, is a
plane through the source, so it is impossible, as conjectured earlier,
to precisely generate binaural signals, using planewave HRTFs, for
sources in concave regions of the scattering body, such as under the
chin.

Figures 10 and 11 show two plots of the magnitude|µ(φ)| of
the planewave decomposition of a freefield expansion of a monopole
source atr = 2λ, 4λ respectively.φ is the spherical coordinate
measuring the angle between the direction and the coordinate sym-
metry axis, withφ = 0 being the direction to the source. The de-
composition of a source in a general position is just a rotation of
µ(φ). The greater detail seen in Figure 11 compared with Figure
10, reflects that it is sensitive to higher resolution HRTF data.

4. TRANSFORMING COMPLEX SOURCE ENCODINGS
TO A FREEFIELD ENCODING

As discussed in the introduction, we wish to generalize the pre-
vious discussion on binaural rendering from monopole sources to
general complex sources. First we consider an appropriate repre-
sentation for the source, and then the transformation to a freefield

−π −π/2 π0 π/2

µ(φ)

φ

Figure 10: Planewave expansion coefficient forr = 2λ, mmax =
12.

−π −π/2 π0 π/2

µ(φ)

φ

Figure 11: Planewave expansion coefficient forr = 4λ, mmax =
24.

encoding that can be applied to the binaural rendering technique
of the last section.

4.1. The exterior harmonic expansion

A natural way to represent a general source region is theexterior
expansionfor the wave equation. This is valid outside a radius con-
taining all parts of the source. The basis functions in the frequency
domain using spherical coordinates arehm(kr)Ymn(θ, δ), where
hm(kr) are the spherical hankel functions of the second kind, [11].
m is the multipole order of each function, andk = 2π/λ is the
wavenumber. The type of hankel function chosen gives an out-
ward moving wave when associated with a positive frequency time
pieceeiωt, the same convention used in [2].

An infinitesimally defined multipole of orderm can always be
expressed exactly using an exterior expansion with terms upto or-
derm. For this reason an exterior expansion is alternatively called
anexterior multipole expansionor just amultipole, [14]. Another
term used issingular expansion, since the center of the expansion
has a singularity. The exterior expansion relates closely to the non-
uniform directivity of a source, as discussed below, and ourgoal
shall be to manipulate it to provide an Ambisonic source encod-
ing. By multipole we shall mean an exterior expansion, unless
otherwise stated.

The remainder of this section reviews the exterior expansion
and introduces the conventions that will be used. We again adopt
the N3D convention defined by (2). For convenience we define
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coefficients,Omn(k), by a general exterior expansion,

p(r, k) = k
X

m

i−m−1hm(kr)
X

n

Ymn(θ, δ)Omn(k) , (11)

so that in the farfield wherehm(kr) tends toim+1e−ikr/kr, the
field becomes

pfar =
e−ikr

r

X

m,n

Ymn(θ, δ)Omn(k) . (12)

The Omn(k) coefficients then directly express the non-uniform
directivity in this regime, where locally the field tends to an out-
ward moving plane wave. In the theOmn(k) coincide with theO-
formatencoding used previously for Ambisonic synthesis, [15, 9].
The same name will be used here for the more general case de-
scribed by (11). We emphasize that this is just a convention,for
convenience and appropriate to its context, in the same sense as
B-format is defined.

Omn(k) can be readily calculated from measurements of the
field on a sphere at any radiusr outside the source region. Apply-
ing an integral over the sphere,

R

dΩ Ymn(θ, δ) to (11) gives

Omn(k) =
im+1

R

dΩ Ymn(θ, δ)p(r, k)

4πkhm(kr)
. (13)

For a real object the field could be measured approximately with
pressure microphones placed located on a sphere a fixed distance
from the source. In the farfield where the field becomes planar,
inwardly pointing directional mics are equally effective given the
appropriate equalization. For devices such as loudspeakers that
convert electricity to sound linearly, the process can be simpli-
fied by repeated response measurements with a single mic thatis
moved. Speaker simulations might for instance be useful in high-
end architectural simulations. When theOmn(k) responses are
convolved with input signals for the speakers, the expansion sig-
nals are generated.

4.2. Source approximation order and error

We consider now the order to which a source is approximated,
mmax. We wish to minimize this subject to reconstruction error
constraints. A source can be arbitrarily small and still have power
up to any multipole order, for example using the explicit defini-
tion of infinitesimal multipoles. However this is unusual ina real
acoustic source because opposed component sources are not usu-
ally found very close together. Detailed error analysis, [14], shows
that for a more typical source, the relative error decreasesrapidly
through1 atmmax ≈ 2πr′/λ = kr′, wherer′ is the radius of the
source.

4.3. Multi-resolution sources

So far we have considered using single multipole expansions. In
some cases a hybrid approach may be more appropriate, in which
a source is represented using a several multipoles. This is necces-
sary whenever we wish to find the field at a free space inside the
bounding sphere of an object, for example nearer to a table surface
than its length. Outside the total bounding sphere a single multi-
pole is sufficient. As we move closer to some part of the source
more multipoles are neccessary. Far from the object compared to
its size the field can be approximated as a plane wave, using the
O-format coefficients to determine the direction dependence. This
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Figure 12: Cross-section of a field plot for a 13th order freefield
expansion, center atB, of a monopole, centerO. Error contours
are shown at the1% and10% levels. The cross-section isθ = 0.
x, z are cartesian coordinates in length units.

scheme of successive simplification resembles the multi-resolution
techniques common in computer graphics, [16].

5. AMBISONIC ENCODING OF MULTIPOLES

As we have seen, high-order Ambisonics is founded on the freefield
or interior expansion, (1). Consider a field containing a single
monopole set away from the freefield expansion center. Eq. (10)
can be recast as the freefield expansion for a monopole, by fixing
r and instead varyingr′. The form of this expansion is then con-
sistent with Eq. (1), from which the values of theBmn(k) can be
read off, as shown in [2]. The condition of convergencer

′ < r

now implies that the expansion convergeswithin a circle that just
touches the monopole source.

Figure 12 shows a normalized field plotRe(p)/|p| for such
a monopole reconstructed to the 13th order, and set at a distance
2λ from the expansion center. Outside this area the expansion is a
valid freefield, although no longer matches the source field.Over-
all convergence behaviour within the valid region is like any other
freefield, although close to the monopole,δ < λ, the order re-
quired to achieve a given error is increased compared to a smooth
freefield, as we would expect, [14]. The limit set to the region
of freefield convergence by the source can not be exceeded by in-
creasing the freefield order.

Higher multipole sources must also have freefield expansions
about a displace origin, since they can be expressed as a sum of in-
finitesimal monopoles. The freefield expansion is then validwithin
a radius that does not include any of the source.

5.1. Multipole to freefield coefficient transformation

The main task in this section is to findBmn(k) in the presence of
a multipole described byOmn(k) at a given position. It would be
desirable to find a generalized closed form expression, as for the
monopole case in [2]. However, it is not very apparent how this
could be done or even if it would be the most practical method of
calculation. Instead a more pragmatic approach is adopted yield-
ing eventually a manageable integral expression. To begin (1) and
(11) are equated. The notation is modified according to Figure 13,
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r

OrB

rO
B

Figure 13: Vector notation

X

m

imjm(krB)
X

n

Ymn(θB , δB)Bmn(k)

= k
X

m

i−m−1hm(krO)
X

n

Ymn(θO, δO)Omn(k)
(14)

To isolateBmn(k) the operator
R

dΩB Ym′n′(θB, δB) is ap-
plied, with rB a freely chosen constant, andθO , δO andrO are
functions of the vectorrB , yielding

4πim
′

jm′ (krB)Bm′n′(k)

=
X

m

i−m−1
X

n

Omn(k)

Z

dΩB Ym′n′(θB, δB)Ymn(θO, δO)hm(krO).

(15)

Relabeling indices,Bmn(k) can be written as

Bmn(k) =
X

m′,n′

Mmnm′n′(k, r)Om′n′(k), (16)

where the filter matrixMmnm′n′(k, r) is

Mmnm′n′(k, r)

=
ki−m−m′−1

4πjm(krB)
Z

dΩB Ymn(θB, δB)Ym′n′(θO , δO)hm′(krO) .

(17)

Ther direction dependence in the matrix can be factored out by
transforming the componentsBmn(k) and Omn(k) so they are
relative tor. Figure 14 shows the relationship between the initial
coordinate axis,̂z, and the vector,r, connecting the centresB and
O. φ = π/2 − δ together withθ specify a rotation mappinĝz
ontor, written in components asRm′n′n(θ, φ). The third degree
of freedom is unspecified, although it must be consistent. There-
foreRm′n′n(θ,−φ) transformsBmn(k) andOmn(k) to find their
coordinates relative tor,

B′
m′n′(k) =

X

n

Rm′n′n(θ,−φ)Bm′n(k) (18)

O′
m′n′(k) =

X

n

Rm′n′n(θ,−φ)Om′n(k) (19)

Now Eq. (16) can be written with anr-direction-independent
matrix,Mmnm′n′(k, r),

B′
mn(k) =

X

m′,n′

Mmnm′n′(k, r)O′
m′n′(k), (20)

where

O
^

ẑ

B

φ rz

Figure 14: Finding components relative tor

Mmnm′n′(k, r)

=
ki−m−m′−1

4πjm(krB)
Z

dΩB Ymn(θB, δB)Ym′n′(θO, δO)hm′(krO).

(21)

The coordinates in the integral are now relative tor, although they
haven’t been relabeled. The symmetry this brings, withrO inde-
pendent ofθB = θO, can be used to factor the integral into a prod-
uct of θ andδ integrals. To make this clearYmn(θ, δ) is factored
into

Ymn(θ, δ) = P̂mn(sin δ)×

8

>

<

>

:

√
2 cos nθ if n > 0

1 if n = 0√
2 sin nθ if n < 0

(22)

where for convenience later,̂Pmn is defined,

P̂mn(sin δ) =

s

(2m + 1)
(m− |n|)!
(m + |n|)! Pm|n|(sin δ) (23)

andPmn(x) is the associated Legendre polynomial. (21) becomes

Mmnm′n′(k, r)

=
ki−m−m′−1

4πjm(krB)
Z

dδB cos δBP̂mn(sin δB)P̂m′n′(sin δO)hm′ (krO)× 2πδnn′

=
δnn′ki−m−m′−1

2jm(krB)
Z +1

−1

dsBP̂mn(sB)P̂m′n′(sO)hm′(krO) ,

(24)

wheresB = sin δB andsO = sin δO. sO andrO can be found
from r, rB andsB usingrBsB−rOsO = r. rO = r

√
1 + α2 − 2αsB

andsO = r(αsB−1)/rO , whereα = rB/r. Settingα = .51111
ensures good numerical behaviour.

Eq. (20) can now be simplified using,

B′
mn(k) =

X

m,n

1

r
Mmnm′ (kr)O′

m′n(k), (25)

where we define a simplified matrix coefficient with 3 indices rather
than 4.
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Mmnm′ (k) =
ki−m−m′−1

2jm(rB)

Z +1

−1

dsBP̂mn(sB)P̂m′n(sO)hm′(rO),

(26)
with r = k implicit. Clearly this is defined only forn < m and
n < m′. This means for a given source the number of filters in-
creases only linearly with B-format order required. The newfilter
coefficients are given in terms of one parameter,k. The actual filter
acting in (25) is scaled in frequency by the radiusr and there is a
distance factor1/r. Putting this together with (18) givesBmn(k)
in terms ofOmn(k),

Bmn(k) =
X

n′

Rmnn′ (θ, φ)
X

m′

1

r
Mmn′m′(kr)

X

n′′

Rm′n′n′′(θ,−φ) Om′n′′(k)
(27)

Note that an orientation rotation could be incorporated into the first
rotation acting onOmn.

5.2. Validation and properties

To provide an immediate confidence test that the derived formu-
las are correct, a random test 5th order multipole was constructed,
shown in Figure 15, and compared with the 13th order freefield
expansion calculated using the matrix (27), shown in Figure16.
The error contours in Figure 16 at 10% and 1% levels are for devi-
ations from the original multipole shown in Figure 15. The region
of agreement extends as far as the center of the original multipole,
as expected, and supports the derivations in this section.
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Figure 15: Cross-section of a field plot for a 5th order multipole,
center atO. The cross-section isθ = 0. x, z are cartesian coordi-
nates in length units.

Next we examineMmnm′ (kr) by checking that it is consistent
with previous results for the monopole case,[2], in which the en-
coded signal is given byBmn = S(k)Fm(kr)Ymn(θ, δ), where
Fm(kr) = i−mhm(kr)/h0(kr). To match the alignment used
to defineMmnm′ (kr), θ = δ = π/2. We first note that the
source termS(k) includes the delay and distance attenuation so

that S(k) = eikr

r
O00(k). In order to isolate the part matching
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Figure 16: Cross-section of a field plot for a 13th order freefield
expansion, center atB, of a multipole, centerO. Error contours are
shown at the1% and10% levels. The cross-section isθ = 0. x, z
are cartesian coordinates in length units.
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Figure 17: Amplitude response for
Mm00(kr)/(e−ikr/r)/Ym0(0, π/2), m = 1, 2, 3, 4

Fm(kr), we look at the adjusted value,

Mm00(kr)/(e−ikr/r)/Ym0(0, π/2) .

With r = 1, this produces the plots shown in Figure 17, match-
ing previous results, [2]. The general picture at higher multipoles
is that, with thee−ikr/r piece factored out, the response is al-
ways minimum phase. For smallk the order of the filter becomes
m + m′, while for largek it is n. The transition occurs around
k = 2 corresponding to≈ 0.3 wavelength separation from the
source.Mmnm′ (kr) has symmetries which reduce the computa-
tional cost of using it;Mmnm′ (kr) = Mm′nm(kr)(−1)m+m′

=
Mm−nm′ (kr). The first of these is useful for cross checking the
accuracy of value, since the integrals are different.

In [2] filters were commuted from the decoding stage to con-
trol the large amplitudes at low values ofk. The situation at first
appears worse here because filters encoding high multipolescan
have much higher order for the same orderm of the B-format en-
coding. However, at the values ofk where the filters grow large,
the size of the source object in wavelengths becomes small, and
a lower source order suffices to approximate it well, according to
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the discussion in Section 3 where a regular source is considered.
This means that low frequencies can be filtered out progressively
from the higher orders of object encoding, so avoiding excessive
gains. The filtering should be performed dynamically according to
distance. The highest order retained,mmax is determined by the
highest frequency,fmax, that is required to be accurately recon-
structed, as described in Section 3. For an accurately constructed
field of sufficiently low frequency, a monopole suffices.

We do not investigate the implementation of the filter matrix
in detail here, but note that in general it will take a similarform
to that described for the monopole case, [2]. Because the filters
are evaluated numerically, they must be converted to IIR form by
pole/zero fitting. Filter modification according to radius can then
achieved by scaling the poles and zeros in frequency.

5.3. Reverberation encoding and transformation

This article has focused on the synthesis of the direct signal from
complex objects in the nearfield. Related techniques can be ap-
plied to the synthesis of a reverberant signal originating from a
complex source. There is not space here to give the full details, so
we only outline the results. First, we can encode the reverberant
response to complex source, for a given pair of source and listener
positions using a filter matrixMrev

mnm′n′ which has been measured
from a real acoustic or calculated using ray tracing or similar meth-
ods.

Bmn(k) =
X

m′,n′

Mrev
mnm′n′(k, xB , xO)Om′n′(k) , (28)

Secondly, we can transform the reverberant field,Bmn, to the field
based at another listener location,B′

mn, using a variant of the ma-
trix in (26),

B′
mn(k) =

X

n′

Rmnn′ (θ, φ)
X

m′

1

r
MBB

mn′m′(kr)

X

n′′

Rm′n′n′′(θ,−φ) Bm′n′′(k) ,
(29)

where

MBB
mnm′ (k) =

kim
′−m

2jm(r′B)

Z +1

−1

dsBP̂mn(s′B)P̂m′n(sB)jm′(rB) ,

(30)
The advantage of these methods is that we can efficiently generate
high quality reverberation, with controllable listener position and
source orientation.

6. CONCLUSION

The paper began by looking at how nearfield sources can be ren-
dered binaurally using only planewave HRTFs. An inherent source
of error was found owing to the nature of the freefield harmonic
expansion. This can be corrected at the expense of being ableto
use a single harmonic expansion to encode all nearfield sources. It
is possible however to sum the corrected planewave expansions to
give a single planewave expansion for all near sources that exist
outside the convex hull of the scattering envelope of the listener.

The paper continued by deriving a transformation law from
a multipole source to a freefield harmonic expansion at a point

outside the source. This can then be converted to a corrected
planewave expansion and used to render binaural signals valid for
nearfield locations. The processing of reverberant signalsis also
mentioned using related techniques.

We have not presented any tests applying our methods with
real HRTF data. This is clearly an important and complex task,
which we hope to address. Working with high quality personal-
ized HRTFs will be a key factor. With the on-going refinement of
virtual reality systems, the considerations presented here are ex-
pected to become increasingly relevant.
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ABSTRACT 

Two experiments were conducted to investigate perceptual 
differences between three sound recording and reproduction 
techniques, namely transaural, ambisonics and stereophony, in 
terms of spatial quality (Exp.1) and localization (Exp. 2) on a 
variety of sound material.  Results indicate a strong contrast 
between ambisonics and the other two techniques. Specifically, 
ambisonics provides a good sense of immersion and envelopment 
but a poor localization and readability of the scene, while 
stereophony and transaural provide a precise localization and a 
good readability but lack immersion and envelopment. These 
results suggest that a trade-off between immersion and precision 
may be difficult to achieve using these techniques. 

 
[Keywords: Multi-Channel Audio, Perceptual Evaluation] 

1. INTRODUCTION 

Sound quality evaluations for audio reproduction have 
traditionally been concerned with non-spatial attributes such as 
timbre or distortion while spatial attributes were extensively 
investigated in the context of room acoustics (see [3] for a 
review). However, the increasing use of multi-channel audio has 
recently motivated the study of spatial sound perception in the 
context of auditory displays to better understand how spatial 
attributes contribute to sound quality [2,3,5,6], ecological validity 
[4] and preference [1]. However, most studies focus on a specific 
recording or reproduction techniques. Our contribution is to 
compare three reproduction techniques in terms of ecological 
validity, spatial quality (Exp.1) and localization (Exp. 2). 

 
Presented in this paper are the results of two listening tests in 
which transaural, ambisonics and stereophony were compared on 
a variety of source material. Double transaural is an extension of 
traditional transaural techniques ([8,9]) aiming at overcoming 
their limited sweet-spot and frequent front-back reversals [10]. To 
do so, frontal sources located in the front of the listener are 
rendered on a frontal stereo pair of speakers while sources located 
in the rear are rendered on an additional pair of speakers located 

behind the listener. Ambisonics and pairwise amplitude panning 
are documented in [11,12,7,13]. 
 
In Experiment 1, participants were presented with a reproduction 
of the same sound scene recorded using the three reproduction 
techniques and they were asked to evaluate the different versions 
of each recording using verbal descriptions and value scales. 
Experiment 1 investigates the influence of spatial presentation on 
listeners’ perception of various attributes of the reproduced sound 
field.  In Experiment 2, participants were presented with sounds 
positioned at different locations using double transaural, 
ambisonics and pairwise amplitude panning. Participants were 
asked to localize the sounds and rate the reproduction on value 
scales. Experiment 2 investigates the influence of spatial 
presentation on listeners’ ability to localize sounds around them. 

 
Both experiments resulted from a collaboration between Genesis 
(www.genesis.fr), the Laboratoire d’Acoustique Musicale (CNRS, 
Université Paris IV) and the Laboratoire de Mécanique et 
d’Acoustique (CNRS, Marseille). 

2. EXPERIMENT 1: SPATIAL QUALITY EVALUATION 

2.1. Methods 

2.1.1. Reproduction techniques  

Sound scenes were captured using three recording techniques 
simultaneously: binaural recordings were conducted using a Head 
Acoustics HS-II artificial head, first-order ambisonics recordings 
were conducted using a Soundfield ST 250 microphone, and plain 
stereo recordings were conducted using an ORTF setting (110 
degrees angle and 17 cm between two cardioid microphones). The 
positioning of the above transducers was chosen so as to optimize 
their coincidence while minimizing occlusion, as shown in Fig. 1. 
The recordings were recorded on a 8-track Tascam DA-88 digital 
recorder, at a sampling rate of 48kHz.  
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Up to six loudspeakers were used for the playback. The stereo 
recordings were played back directly onto two loudspeakers 
located in front of the listener, at ± 30 degree azimuth. The 
binaural recordings were played back on the same loudspeakers, 
after transaural processing. The transaural decoder used was the 
default decoder delivered by Ircam with the Spat~ library, 
optimized for loudspeakers at ± 30 degree azimuth. Finally, the 
ambisonics recordings were decoded using Ircam Spat~ ambisonic 
decoder optimized for a playback on six loudspeakers - regularly 
spaced around the listener - including the two frontal loudspeakers 
mentioned above. The “in-phase” ambisonic decoder was selected 
as it is recommended for larger rooms and listening areas, 
preventing anti-phase signals to be fed to the loudspeaker opposite 
to the sound source.  

 
The experiments took place in an anechoic chamber at the 
Laboratoire de Mécanique et d’Acoustique. The loudspeakers 
used were six Mackie HR824 studio monitors. They were equally 
spaced on a circle with a diameter of 4 m and hidden from view 
using acoustically transparent curtains, as shown in Fig. 2.  
 
 

 
Figure 1. Simultaneous recording of the 3 techniques: 
artificial head for transaural reproduction, Soundfield 

microphone for ambisonics reproduction and ORTF pair 
for stereophony. 

 

 
Figure 2. Reproduction set-up where the six loudspeakers are 

hidden behind acoustically transparent curtains. 
 

2.1.2. Sound samples 

Four auditory scenes were selected including an outdoor recording 
of traffic noise (30 seconds), and three indoor recordings, namely 
a car interior while driving (30 sec), people talking with 
background music at a reception (30 sec) and an excerpt of an 
electric guitar concert (10 sec). 

2.1.3. Procedure 

The graphical interface was programmed in jMax. On the first 
trial, participants were presented with a 30 sec loop of traffic noise 
recording. Instructions were given to direct their response strategy 
towards everyday listening situations, so that they would react, to 
some extent, as if they were in an actual  situation i.e., in an 
ecological valid way [4]. A free verbalization task and a multiple 
comparison task were conducted: participants listened to the three 
reproduction methods as many times as desired, were asked to 
freely describe the three versions, choose which one(s) sounded 
the most similar to their everyday experiences, and justify their 
choice (see Appendix for full phrasing). This elicitation method, 
used in previous studies to investigate the sound quality of sound 
reproduction [3.4], was chosen to identify perceptually relevant 
features without constraining the answers into predefined 
categories. This open question addressed the ecological validity of 
the reproduction. It requires a strong familiarity with the sound 
material, and for this reason, it was only asked for the traffic noise 
recording.  

 
On the following trials, participants were asked to rate the three 
reproduction methods (with three sliders on the computer screen 
corresponding to each reproduction method) for one the four 
sound samples along one of the 6 continuous scales listed in Table 
1. The scales were constructed on the basis of previous research 
on spatial attributes [1,3,5,6]. The order of presentation was 
randomized within and across trials to nullify order effects. 
Completing the experiment took about an hour. 
 

# Scale Phrasing Range 
1 Envelopment The sonic environment  A little / 
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sounds --- enveloping very  
2 Immersion I feel --- immersed in 

the sonic environment  
A little / 
very  

3 Representation Representation of the 
sonic environment 

Poor / good  

4 Readability Readability of the scene Poor / good 
5 Realism Naturalness, true to life Not truthful 

/ truthful 
6 Overall quality The quality of the 

reproduction is -- 
Poor / good 

 
 Table 1: Scales used in Experiment 1 (see Appendix 7.1.2 for 
original description in French language). 

 

2.1.4. Participants and procedure 

Eleven graduate students or staff from the Laboratoire de 
Mécanique et d’Acoustique and Genesis participated without pay 
in the experiment. They were aged between 25 and 50, studied or 
worked in the field of acoustics and can thus be considered as 
expert listeners.  

2.2. Results 

2.2.1. Qualitative analysis of the open question 

Responses to the open question were classified into categories 
emerging for the spontaneous descriptions using the elicitation 
method presented in [3]. 43 phrasings were analyzed and grouped 
into semantic categories relating to Immersion/envelopment (8 
occurrences), distance (6 occ.), rear sound (6 occ.), low 
frequencies (4 occ.), readability (4 occ.), “phasing effect” (4 occ.) 
and timbre (2 occ.). Semantic categories with fewer than 2 
occurrences were excluded from the analysis. Ambisonics was 
described as very immersive (6 occ.), bassy (4 occ.), sounding 
close (3 occ.) with lots of rear sound (4 occ.). Transaural was 
described as immersive (2 occ.) and bright (1 occ.) but lacking 
rear sound (1 occ.) and sounding “inside the head” (1 occ.). A 
negative “phasing effect” related to instability to head movements 
was described (4 occ.) for transaural reproduction. Stereo was 
described as being frontal (3 occ.), sounding far (2 occ.), lacking 
rear sound (1 occ.) and muffled (1 occ.). 
Regarding the selection task, transaural and ambisonics were 
selected 4 times each, while stereo was selected twice1.  

2.2.2. Statistical analysis of the ratings 

A 3 (reproduction techniques) x 4 (sound samples) factorial 
ANOVA revealed a significant interaction effect of 
techniques·material (F(6,780)=6.47, p<0.001), as shown in Fig. 3. 
Post-hoc analyses were conducted using Tukey’s HSD test. The 
only significant difference was observed between transaural and 
both ambisonics and stereo for the concert excerpt (p=0.01). A 
very significant effect of reproduction techniques was observed 
(F(3,792)=10, p<0.0001) and no significant effect of sound 
                                                             
1 One participant chose not to respond. 
 

samples were observed (F(3,792)=0.085). Hence the results will 
be presented for all sound samples together. 
 

 

Figure 3. Interaction effect of reproduction 
technique·sound samples. A significant difference was 
observed between transaural and both ambisonics and 

stereo for the concert excerpt (p=0.01). 

 
A one-way ANOVA was conducted to investigate effects of 
reproduction techniques for each of the 6 scales. The results are 
reported in Table 2. The ratings for each scale grouped by 
reproduction technique and averaged over all participants and 
sound samples are reported in Figure 4. Significant effects of 
reproduction techniques were observed for envelopment, 
immersion, readability, realism and global rating.  
 
Post-hoc analyses were conducted using Tukey’s HSD test. 
Ambisonics was rated as significantly more enveloping and more 
immersive than both transaural and stereo (p=0.01), but also 
significantly less readable than transaural and stereo (p=0.05). 
Regarding realism, stereo was rated as significantly more realistic 
than transaural (p=0.001). Regarding overall quality, stereo and 
ambisonics were rated significantly higher than transaural 
(p=0.01). No other significant differences were observed.     

 
# Scale F(2,129) p-value Significance 

1 Envelopment 7.22 0.001  Yes 
2 Immersion 7.04 0.001  Yes 
3 Representation 3.84 0.27  No 
4 Readability 7.82 <0.001 Yes 
5 Realism 5.58 0.004 Yes 
6 Overall quality 14 <0.0001 Yes 

Table 2: Results of the ANOVA comparing the 3 reproduction 
techniques (averaged over all participants and all sound sources) 
for each scale.  
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Figure 4. Mean ratings for each scale grouped by 
reproduction technique. The ANOVAs revealed significant 
differences for all scales except 3 (see F and p values in 

Table 2). 

2.2.3. Correlation between scales 

A moderate correlation was observed between Envelopment and 
Immersion (r=0.47, r2=22%) suggesting moderate overlap 
between the two scales. All other correlation coefficients were 
below <0.4 suggesting that the scales measure different attributes. 

3. EXPERIMENT 2: LOCALIZATION 

3.1.1. Reproduction techniques 

In order to investigate the accuracy of sound positioning for 
spatial recording techniques, a controlled and reproducible sound 
scene was created. It consisted of a monophonic sound playing on 
each of six loudspeakers regularly spaced around the sweet spot 
and placed in a typical conference room. The monophonic sound 
was not only recorded for the positions corresponding to the six 
loudspeakers (±30 degrees, ±90 degrees, ±150 degrees), but it was 
also recorded when reproduced at the position between two 
speakers using amplitude panning, bringing the number of 
characterized positions to twelve. Several monophonic sounds 
were recorded in that setting. This time, only binaural and 
ambisonics recordings were conducted. These recordings took 
place one at a time, thereby making it easier to position each 
microphone system at the same location. No plain stereo recording 
technique was investigated as none can efficiently capture 
positional cues of sources located far outside of their recording 
angle. Instead, pairwise amplitude panning was used as a 
reference for comparison. 

 
The ambisonics recordings were played back using the same 
decoder as in Experiment 1. This time, the binaural recordings 
were decoded using a “custom” double transaural decoder, based 
on the decoder provided with Ircam Spat~ library. Our decoder 
was using the same transaural decoder as in Experiment 1, except 
that for sources located in the rear, the decoded channels were 
routed towards two loudspeakers located in the rear, in a 
symmetrical position to the loudspeakers used for the transaural 
reproduction of frontal sources. Therefore, up to four loudspeakers 
were used to play back the binaural recordings. It should be noted 
that artificial head recordings of complex sound scenes can 

generally not be decoded for double transaural reproduction since 
such a system would require segregating sources coming from the 
front from sources coming from the rear.  
 

3.1.2. Sound samples 

Four sound samples were selected to cover a wide range of 
spectrum and temporal evolution. All samples were 10 second 
long. They are described in Table 3 in terms of context and in the 
Appendix in terms of spectrum and waveform. 

 
 Description 
1 Synthetic white noise with slow amplitude modulation 
2 Male spoken voice recorded in anechoic room 
3 Synthetic bubbling sounds made of noise bursts 
4 Musical phrase on a trombone recorded in anechoic room 
 
Table 3: Description of the sound samples used in Exp. 2 (see 
Appendix 7.2. for more details). 

 

3.1.3. Participants and procedure 

The same set of 11 participants completed Experiment 2 in a 
separate experimental session separated by a week. Completing 
the experiment took about one hour and a half. 
Sounds were positioned at the following angles: 0° (frontal 
source), 30°, 60°, 90°, 120°, 150°, 180°, 210°, 300°, 240°, 270°, 
300°, 330° and 360°. Out of these twelve angles, only seven were 
tested for each participant to reduce the number of trials by 
excluding opposite angles (e.g. if using 30°, then 330°, i.e. -30°, 
was not tested and vice-versa). The order of presentation was 
randomized across trials to nullify order effects and 
counterbalanced across participants to cover all twelve angles. On 
each trial, participants were asked to localize the sound by 
selecting one of the twelve positions on a circle and then evaluate 
the ease of localization and the precision of the source on a 
continuous scale of 0 to 7. 

3.2. Results 

3.2.1. Localization task 

The results of the localization test are presented in Figure 5 for 
each positioning technique. We computed the correlation between 
the actual reproduced angle and the perceived angle for each 
reproduction technique. Reported in Table 4 are the overall 
correlation coefficient and the coefficient of determination (r2), 
which corresponds to the percentage of variance in perceived 
angle that is accounted by the variance in actual reproduced angle. 
Reported in Table 5 are the correlation coefficients for each sound 
sample. 

 
Technique Correlation 

coefficient  
 % of variance 

explained 
Degree of 

correlation 
Double 
transaural 

r = 0.72 52% Strong 

Ambisonics r = 0.49 24% Moderate 
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Pairwise 
Amplitude 
Panning 

r = 0.85 72% Very strong 

Table 4: Correlation between the actual reproduced angle and the 
perceived angle for each reproduction technique (collapsed over 
all participants and all sound sources yielding 308 data points for 
each technique). Strong correlations are indicated in italics. 

 
 

Technique White 
noise 

Voice Bubbles Trombone 

Double 
transaural 

0.72 0.75 0.72 0.68 

Ambisonics 0.48 0.63 0.47 0.37 
Pairwise 
Amplitude 
Panning 

0.88 0.80 0.86 0.87 

Table 5: Correlation between the actual reproduced angle and the 
perceived angle for each technique and for each sound source (77 
data points for each technique). Strong correlations are indicated 
in italics. 

 
 

 

 
 

 
 

 
Figure 5. Results of the localization test for transaural (blue), 
ambisonics (red) and pairwise amplitude panning (yellow) for 

all sound samples. 

As can be seen from the data shown in the tables 4 and 5 and 
in Figure 5, the accuracy of localization with ambisonics is overall 
significantly lower than for the pairwise amplitude panning and 
double transaural techniques. This is especially true for sound 
sources recorded on the sides. The rate of front-back confusions 
adds to this lower performance of ambisonics, since the rate is of 
7% and 11% for pairwise amplitude panning and for the double 
transaural respectively, and reaches 38% for ambisonics. For the 
first two techniques, the confusions occur for sources reproduced 
directly in front or in the back of the listener. In the case of 
ambisonics, not only are the confusions for these positions more 
frequent, but confusions also occur for the neighboring positions 
of stimuli. 

3.2.2. Ratings 

One-way ANOVAs on the ratings for each scale, averaged over 
all participants and sound samples revealed a significant effect of 
reproduction technique on both the ease of localization (F(2,921) 
= 86.3, p<0001) and the precision of the source (F(2,921) = 78.01,  
p<0.001) as shown in Figure 6.  

 
Figure 6. Mean ratings for each scale grouped by reproduction 

technique. The ANOVAs revealed a significant effect of 
reproduction technique. 
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Also observed a strong correlation between the ratings along 
the 2 scales (r = 0.78, r2= 60% of variance explained) suggesting 
redundancy across the two scales. 

4. CONCLUSIONS 

The main findings of Exp. 1 and 2 are summarized in Table 6. 
Results indicate a strong contrast between ambisonics and the 
other two techniques. Specifically, ambisonics provides a good 
sense of immersion and envelopment but a poor localization and 
readability of the scene, while stereophony and transaural provide 
a precise localization and a good readability but lack immersion 
and envelopment. These findings are in agreement with the 
analysis of binaural cues reported in [7] showing that binaural 
cues1 for ambisonics are unstable compared to binaural cues for 
pair-wise (or triplet-wise) panning.  

 
Reproduction 
technique 

Strengths Weaknesses 

Transaural Precise and easy 
localization 
Good readability 

Poor realism and lack 
of 
immersion/envelopment 

Ambisonics Strong immersion 
and envelopment 

Poor localization 
readability 

Stereo / 
Panpot 

Very precise 
localization 

Lack of 
immersion/envelopment 

Table 6: Characterization of the reproduction techniques. 
 

On methodological grounds, results of Exp.1 suggest that the 
phrasing of the scale “representation” was too vague and did not 
help characterize the different reproduction techniques studied 
here. 
 
Further analysis of the localization test will include comparing 
front-back confusion rates across techniques, and accuracy for 
sounds positioned between speakers as opposed to on the 
speakers. Directions for future research include investigating the 
spatial quality and localizability of Wave Field Synthesis, which 
may provide a good trade-off between immersion and precision.  
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7. APPENDIX 

7.1. Formulation of the questions in Exp. 1 

7.1.1. Open question 

 
“First you will be asked to listen to all three versions and select 
the one(s) that sounds the most like your everyday life experience. 
To do so, try to imagine that you are “there”, in context. Closing 
you eyes might help.  Please specify how you have made your 
choice?” 
 
Original question in French: 
Il s’agit tout d’abord de choisir parmi les 3 séquences qui vous 
sont présentées celle(s) qui vous semble(nt) la(les) plus proche(s) 
de votre expérience quotidienne. Pour cela, essayez de vous 
imaginer dans le lieu, de vous mettre en situation, éventuellement 
en fermant les yeux. Veuillez préciser pourquoi vous avez choisi 
cette (ces) sequence(s). 
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7.1.2. Scales 

1. L’environnement sonore qui m’est présenté me semble : peu 
enveloppant / très enveloppant. 

2. Je me sens : peu immergé / très immergé dans 
l’environnement sonore qui m’est présenté. 

3. Je me représente l’environnement sonore : pas du tout / 
entièrement. 

4. L’environnement sonore qui m’est présenté me semble : peu 
lisible / très lisible. 

5. L’environnement sonore qui m’est présenté me semble : peu 
fidèle / très fidèle à une expérience réelle. 

6. La restitution sonore me semble de qualité : très médiocre / 
très bonne. 

 

7.2. Description of sound sample used in Exp. 2 

 
 Description 
1 Synthetic white noise with slow amplitude modulation 
2 Male spoken voice recorded in anechoic room 
3 Synthetic bubbling sounds made of noise bursts 
4 Musical phrase on a trombone recorded in anechoic room 
 
 
 Amplitude Spectrum 
1 

 
2 

 
3 

 
4 

 
 
 Waveform 

1 

 
2 

 
3 

 
4 

 
Table 7: Description of the sound samples used in Exp. 2 in 

terms of content, amplitude spectrum and waveform. 
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ABSTRACT

Cranial Transitions was written for soprano saxophone and elec-
tronic processing to explore the relationship between internally
and externally perceived auditory events. The piece, which was
recorded for reproduction with headphones, is based on the per-
sonal observation that too often our internal representation of mu-
sical ideas seems to be more ambiguous and abstract than we share
with others. Thus, the external auditory events which symbolize
the outside representation of our musical life follow more tradi-
tional techniques of arpeggios and melodies, while the internal
representation follows more abstract ideas. The internal world is
manipulated with electronic processing using a specially designed
program, theIntra-Cranial Spatializer. In contrast, the outside
world captures the acoustic side of the soprano saxophone. In this
case, electronic processing is only used to create a virtual acoustic
environment.

[Keywords: Binaural Technology, Spatial Music]

1. INTRODUCTION

By definition, spatial parameters play a central role in the genre
of Spatial Music. Usually, either musical instruments are posi-
tioned at different locations or electronic sound sources are pro-
jected through an array of spatially placed loudspeakers. The com-
bination of both techniques within one piece is also common. In
both cases, the auditory events are perceived outside of the head
(extra-cranial event), due to the external location of the physical
sound sources (acoustical instruments or loudspeakers). In other
cases, however, a sound source can be perceived within the head
(the so-calledinside-the-head locatedness) to form an intra-cranial
event. This effect can be observed when a monophonic sound
source (e.g., AM radio) is rendered through a pair of headphones
in mono. The phenomenon that two identical (diotic)1 headphone
signals lead to intra-cranial events in the center of the head has
been described in psychoacoustic literature from early on (e.g.,
[22]). Inside-the-head located auditory events plays a central role
in the design of psychoacoustic experiments (e.g., lateralization
experiments), but is unwanted in music playback. While the desire
to achieve an extra-cranial music experience is understandable for
traditional music, our intra-cranial space is certainly worth explor-
ing from an avant-garde standpoint—in particular in relationship

1The termdiotic refers to a stimulation of both ears with identical sig-
nals. The termdichotic is used for a presentation at both ears with two
different signals, whilemonoticrefers to the acoustic stimulation of only
one ear.
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Figure 1: Head-related coordinate system (Top view).

to the extra-cranial space. The concept of projecting sounds both
internally and externally goes beyond Pauline Oliveros’ pieceArc-
tic Air (1992) where the performers where instructed to “play what
is sounding just inside the ear” vs. to “play what is sounding just
outside the ear.” It is noteworthy that an analogon to an intra-
cranial sound projection does not exist in vision—apart from drug
induced cases. Also Stelarc’sStomach Sculpturedoes not lead to
a perceived internal visual image, but only to one that is felt.

The pieceCranial Transitionsis an exploration of the intra-
and extra-cranial world and the comparison of both spaces. This
paper describes the main concepts and underlying techniques that
were used to navigate through both worlds. After a brief introduc-
tion of thehead-related coordinate system, which is used through-
out this article, the psychoacoustical principles that were utilized
in Cranial Transitionsare outlined, followed by the description of
the actual piece.

2. THE HEAD-RELATED COORDINATE SYSTEM

The origin of the head-related coordinate system is located on
the interaural axis—which intersects the upper margins of the en-
trances to left and right ear canals—halfway between the entrances
to the ear canals (see Figs. 1 and 2). Thehorizontal planeis de-
fined by the interaural axis and the lower margins of the eye sock-
ets, while thefrontal planelies orthogonal on the horizontal plane
intersecting the interaural axis. Themedian planeis orthogonal to
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Figure 2: Head-related coordinate system (Side view).

the horizontal plane, as well as to the frontal plane and therefore,
so to say, cuts the head in two symmetrical halves.2 The posi-
tion of a sound source is described using the polar coordinates:
azimuthϕ, elevationδ, and distanced. If δ is zero andd is posi-
tive, the sound source moves anti-clockwise through the horizontal
plane with increasingϕ.3 At ϕ=0

◦ andδ=0
◦, the sound source is

directly in front of the listener, intersecting the horizontal and me-
dian plane. Ifϕ is zero andd is positive, the sound source moves
in front of the listener with increasingδ, upwards along the median
plane and downwards behind the listener. In Figures 1 and 2, the
intra-cranial areas are shown hatched, while the extra-cranial areas
have a white background.

3. PSYCHOACOUSTIC BACKGROUND

For many centuries, scientists have been trying to understand how
the human auditory system is able to localize sound sources in
space. As early as 1882, S. P. Thompson [32] wrote a review of dif-
ferent theories with respect to this topic, where he listed up what
can be regarded the fundamental laws of binaural hearing up to
the present day. According to Thompson, the sensitivity of the
auditory system to interaural phase differences had been found in
1877 by Bell, W. Thompson and himself [31], independently from
each other. Their findings led to a theory according to which the
arrival times of the sound wave emitted from a single source are
usually not exactly the same at the left and right eardrums—due to
the different path-lengths to both ears. This arrival-time difference
between the left and right ear is calledinteraural time difference
(ITD). With a simple geometric model [17], see Fig. 3, it can be
shown that the maximal ITD is measured when the sound wave ar-
rives from the side along the axis which intersects both eardrums.
In this case, the ITD can be estimated as the distance between the
eardrums,≈ 18 cm, divided by the speed of sound,≈ 340m/s, to
a value of529 µs.4 However, larger ITDs than those are observed

2It should be noted that the head is not perfectly symmetrical. For this
reason slight interaural time and level differences are alsomeasured for
sound sources in the median plane.

3Note that in the field of audio engineering, the azimuth is denoted
clockwise.

4Hornbostel and Wertheimer estimated the distance between thetwo
eardrums to 21 cm. This value, however, is too large, and nowadays it is

x
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Figure 3: Simple geometric model to estimate interaural time
differences [17].

in nature. Because of shadowing effects of the head, the measured
ITDs can be, depending on the head size, as large as800 µs. Tak-
ing the model of Hornbostel and Wertheimer [17], ITDs of the
same magnitude form hyperbolas in the horizontal plane, and at
greater distances the shell of a cone in three-dimensional space is
apparent, the so-calledcones of confusion. Hence, there exist mul-
tiple positions with identical ITDs—yet despite of this, the ITDs
are still very reliable cues to determine the left–right lateralization
of a sound source. A model which estimates the ITDs on the basis
of the wave travelling around a sphere has been proposed in [34],
which is still a good prediction in the high frequency range. Later
this model was modified to predict the ITDs for all frequencies
throughout the human hearing range [21].

The existence of the head between both ears does not only de-
termine the detour the traveling sound wave has to follow, but also
causes attenuation of the sound wave at the contralateral eardrum,
which leads tointeraural level differences(ILDs)5 between both
ear signals. Already in the end of the 19th century, a geometric
model was established to estimate ILDs for various sound-source
positions [30]. In contrast to the ITDs, the ILDs are strongly fre-
quency dependent. In the low frequency range, the human head is
small in comparison to the wave length and, therefore, diffraction
has only a minor effect on the sound wave. In the high frequency
range, however, the wave length is short as compared to the dimen-
sions of the head, and much larger ILDs than in the low frequency
range can be observed. In this frequency region, the ILDs are not
only determined by the shape of the head, but are also greatly in-
fluenced by the shape of the outer ears.

The frequency dependence of the ILDs led to the idea of the
duplex theory which claims that ITDs are the dominant cue in the
low frequency range, while ILDs are more important than ITDs at
high frequencies. Lord Rayleigh [27] showed both theoretically
and in a psychoacoustic experiment that the head is very effective
in attenuating the sound at the contra-lateral ear for high, but not
for low frequencies. For this reason, ILDs are considered too small
in the low frequency range to provide a reliable localization cue.
For ITDs, it was concluded that the unequivocal relationship be-

common to use 18 cm instead.
5Note that interaural level differences are frequently referred to as in-

teraural intensity differences, IIDs.
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Figure 4: Magnitude responses of an auditory filter bank.
A gammatone-filter-bank implementation according to [25] is
shown with 36 bands.

tween the phase difference between both ear signals and auditory
lateralization vanishes for high frequencies, where the path-length
difference between both ears exceeds the wave length of signals
stemming from a sideway sound source. Indeed, it was later shown
for sinusoidal test signals [24] that our auditory system is not able
to resolve the fine structure of signal frequencies above approxi-
mately 1.5 kHz. Nowadays, however, the duplex theory is not seen
in such a strict way anymore as it was originally proposed. It is
now being realized that ITDs are important in the high frequency
range as well, as they can be evaluated through envelope fluctua-
tions [10].

The question of how ITDs and ILDs are combined in the audi-
tory system to estimate the position of the sound source has been
only partly answered so far. For a long period of time, it was
assumed that ITDs and ILDs are evaluated separately in the au-
ditory system, namely, ITDs in the medial superior olive, MSO,
as was first shown for dogs [14], and ILDs in the lateral superior
olive, LSO. Yet, recent neurophysiological findings have shown
that the ITDs in the envelopes of modulated sounds, and even in
low-frequency carriers, are also processed in the LSO [18], [19].
In addition, the occurrence of the so-calledtime-intensity-trading
effectrevealed a high complexity of the processing in the auditory
system already half a century ago [10], [15]. The trading effect
describes the phenomenon that the auditory event often evolves
midway between the positions with ITD and ILD cues leading into
opposite direction and such compensate for each other. It has been
suggested [18] that the combined sensitivity of single neurons in
the LSO to ITDs and ILDs offers an easy explanation for the time-
intensity trading effect. However, the auditory event of the listen-
ers become spatially diffuse or they even split up into more than
one auditory event when the ITDs and ILDs differ too much from
the “natural” combinations of ITDs and ILDs as observed in free-
field listening (e.g., [13]).

For a more detailed understanding of how the interaural cues
are analyzed across frequency it is important to know that the audi-
tory system analyzes sounds in overlapping frequency bands [12]
(see Fig. 4). The widths of these frequency bands always corre-
spond to a constant distance of approximately 2 mm on the basi-
lar membrane. The relationship of frequency and distance on the
basilar membrane between the place of maximum deflection and
the helicotrema is approximately logarithmic. Therefore, the fre-
quency bands become broader with the frequency. The frequency

Figure 5: Relative probability of listeners’ direction judgements
(front, v; above,o; or rear,h) in response to 1/3-octave noise
bursts with different center frequencies. The top of the graph
shows those directions for which the listeners reported this di-
rection in more than 50% of the cases. The data is averaged over
10 listeners (from Blauert [2], [5]).

selective analysis is especially important for ILDs, because of their
strong frequency dependence. By evaluating the ILDs and ITDs
across several frequency bands, an unequivocal sound-source po-
sition can be easily determined for most directions. The preserva-
tion of the “natural” combinations of ILDs and ITDs across fre-
quency are also important for the external perception of an acous-
tic event. Hartmann and Wittenberg [16] found that for ILDs the
whole frequency range is relevant to this process, while for ITDs
only frequencies up to1 kHz are important. Also wall reflections
are commonly known to support the externalization of auditory
events, and the energy ratio between the direct sound source and
its reflections is a strong cue in distance perception [35].

The median plane plays a special role in binaural psychoa-
coustics, as the interaural cues are very small here and cannot re-
liably be used to resolve positions. In this case, other cues be-
come important. Blauert presented narrowband noise bursts to 10
listeners from three different loudspeaker locations (front, rear or
above) in an anechoic room [2]. The listeners were asked to report
the perceived direction of incident. Interestingly, the responses did
not correlate much with the actual loudspeaker positions, but were
rather a function of the center frequency of the stimuli (Fig. 5).
Blauert concluded that for different elevation angles, the spectrum
of the ear signals is characteristically boosted or attenuated in dif-
ferent frequency bands, due to diffraction and scattering at the head
and outer ears. Measurements revealed that the measured boosted
bands correlated well with the perceived directions for narrow-
band stimuli at these center frequencies (see Fig. 6 in comparison
to Fig. 5).

It is assumed that the auditory system performs a spectral anal-
ysis to determine the position within the median plane. This theory
is based on the finding that, for sinusoidal and other narrow-band
sound sources, the positions of the auditory events are formed in
positions for which the signals to the ears show local maxima for
broad-band sound sources, so calledDirectional Bandsor Blauert
Bands. Spectral cues are calledmonaural cues, since one ear only
is sufficient to resolve them.

Already in 1948, Licklider [22] described an experiment in
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Figure 6: Frequency-dependent sound-pressure level differences
between frontal and rear sounds as measured at the ear-canal en-
trances of human subjects. The boosted bands are shown on top
of the graph (white areas: 95% confidence; shaded areas: most
probable cases (from Blauert [2], [5]).

which a noise signal and a speech signal were perceived at dif-
ferent intra-cranial positions, depending on the interaural phase
relationships between both signals (Fig. 7). Licklider generated
the stimuli for his experiment with the analog circuit depicted in
Fig. 8. The figure shows the circuit to create the interaural noise
signals. The circuit for the speech signals is very similar. The
boxes labeled withC, D, andE represent three independent noise
generators. The outputsx andy were fed to the left and right head-
phone channels. The circuit provided the option to phase invert the
right channel for noise generatorC. Although, Licklider investi-
gated primarily the perceptual separation of a speech and a noise
signal for various binaural conditions, his study also demonstrates
cases for multiple intra-cranial auditory events. Later, Chernyak
and Dubrovsky [9] and others further investigated how the degree
of coherencek between both ear signals affected the perceived
width of the intra-cranial pattern using a device similar to Lick-
lider’s (Fig. 9). The perceived auditory event widens with de-
creasing correlation until it splits into two separate auditory events
(Fig. 9, bottom right). Other experimenters showed that a signal
presented via headphones can be shifted left and right along the in-
teraural axis if ILDs or ITDs are applied (e.g., [29],[33]). Blauert
and Lindemann [4] suggested thatspaciousness, the spatial extent
of the auditory event, is increased by rapid ILD and ITD fluctua-
tions of the stimulus.

4. CREATION OF EXTRA-CRANIAL EVENTS

The dummy-head recording technique was chosen to record the
saxophone takes. Since the dummy-head dimensions are similar
to those of a human head and upper torso, the generated binaural
cues at ear signal level (entrance of the ear canals) are very simi-
lar to those found for humans. The recording technique typically
leads to externally perceived events, if the dummy-head outputs
are monitored via headphones. Although, individual differences in
head and pinnae dimensions of a human listener compared to the
dimensions of the recording head can lead to perceptual artifacts
such as front/back confusions, the dummy-head recording tech-
nique surpasses any other microphone technique for headphone
reproduction that can be captured with commercial media such as

Figure 7: Intra-cranial events for a speech and a noise signal
under various binaural conditions: ‘+’, in phase; ‘−’, out of
phase; ‘0’, random phase; ‘R’, right channel; ‘L’, left channel.
Each image displays the rear view of the listener’s head (from
Licklider [22]).

the Compact Disk. The use of headphones for playback was a re-
quirement for this piece, since loudspeaker based techniques are
hardly suitable to produce intra-cranial events. A Head Acoustics
HMS II.1 dummy head was used for this project. In contrast to
most commercial binaural recordings, the takes forCranial Tran-
sitionswere obtained in an acoustically treated room with hardly
any wall reflections. The latter were added later using the mirror-
image technique described in the next section. The advantage of
this procedure is two fold:

Firstly, recordings between intra- and extra-cranial projections
could be obtained seamlessly, which was important for the musical
context. Otherwise, it would have been necessary to record the
parts for the internal events separately, since a reverberation free
environment was desired to avoid accidental externalization of the
auditory events.

Secondly, the procedure allowed to adjust the amount of re-
verberation and choice of room type in the post-production phase.
In particular, it was possible to simulate greater distances than the
actual recording distance by adding more reverberation.

4.1. Impulse Response Generation

In order to create the virtual reverberant environment, a rectangu-
lar room with variable dimensions was simulated using the mirror-
image method [1]. To simulate early reflections, the first 200 wall
reflections were modeled (up to third order reflections, plus a few
fourth order reflections). Each reflected mirror source was fil-
tered with the head-related transfer functions (HRTFs)6, measured
at the closest available angle. The dummy head recording pro-
vided the HRTFs for the direct sound source. The HRTFs for the
room impulse response were measured on the author in the ane-
choic chamber of the Institute of Communication Acoustics at the
Ruhr University Bochum, Germany (see [7] for a description of
the measurement procedure). The sound source was presented at

6The head-related transfer functions (HRTFs) describe the transfer
function from a position in free-field space to the left and right entrance
of the ear canal.
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Figure 8: Circuit to generate a two-channel noise signal with
adjustable interaural phase relationships (from Licklider [22]).

Figure 9: Intra-cranial auditory events for a dichotic noise sig-
nal for different degrees of coherence (from Blauert [5] after
Chernyak and Dubrovsky [9]).

a distance of5m from the virtual listener, who was placed in the
center of the virtual room, at the same height as his ears (1.30 m).
The frequency dependent absorption coefficients of the walls and
the floor are taken from measurements described in the Deutsche
Industrie Norm (DIN, German Industrial Norm) [11].

The late reverberation pattern was generated using a stereo
sample of white noise. The signal was octave-band filtered with
center frequencies at125 Hz (low-pass filter),250 Hz, 500Hz,
1 kHz, 2 kHz, 4 kHz, 8 kHz, 16 kHz (high-pass filter). An expo-
nentially decaying envelope was applied to each frequency band.
The reverberation time for each envelope was determined using
Sabine’s law:

Tr = 0.163
V

Sα̂
(1)

with the reverberation timeTr, the volume of the spaceV , the sur-
face areaS, and the average absorption coefficientα̂. The maxi-
mum amplitude of the envelope is set to the amplitude of the direct
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Figure 10: Artificial room impulse response (RT=2.0 s) gener-
ated using the mirror-image technique and an HRTF catalog: left
channel, top graph; right channel, bottom graph.

sound. Next, the portion before the arrival time of the earliest re-
flection plus an interval of2 ms, t1, is set to zero. A linear slope
from zero att1 to one att200, the arrival time of the 200th reflec-
tion, is applied to scale the decay curve during this time interval.
Afterward, the reverberation tail decreases exponentially (weight-
ing factor of one). An example of the artificially created room
impulse response is shown in Fig. 10.

The impulse response was convolved with the signal using the
SIR VST plugin (ver. 1.011) [20]. Since the input signal was
taken from the dummy-head recording, the room impulse response
had to be modified to avoid double HRTF filtering (spectral filter-
ing through the dummy head and HRTF filtering during the room
impulse calculation). An equalization filter was applied to the im-
pulse response to compensate for the frequency alteration (spectral
de-emphasis in the high frequency range) of the dummy head’s
pinnae. This was achieved using a parametric filter to enhance the
region around11 kHz by 9 dB (Q=1.8). A more accurate proce-
dure would have been to apply inverse filtering using the dummy
head’s own HRTFs. Considering the circumstance that dynamic
source movements were part of the dummy-head recording, the
inverse filtering with the HRTFs would not have been feasible. In
particular, characteristic notches in the HRTFs, which vary in fre-
quency for different sound-source positions, could have led to un-
wanted peaks in the equalized signal, if the notches of the HRTF
equalization filter had not matched exactly the characteristic fre-
quency notches that were induced by the dummy head during the
recording process.

5. CREATION OF INTRA-CRANIAL EVENTS

As stated earlier, one of the main concerns inCranial Transitions
was to ensure that the intra- and extra-cranial events were per-
ceived as such. To avoid that the intra-cranial events are perceived
externally, the related parts of the dummy head recording were
processed according to the following guidelines:

• Natural combinations of ITDs and ILDs as found in the
HRTFs were not considered, since sound sources tend to be
perceived externally, if the localization parameters follow
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Figure 11: Pure Data patch to generate intra-cranial movements.

natural patterns. Therefore, ITDs and ILDs were removed
by transforming the binaural signal to mono by deleting the
left channel.

• The sound source was then artificially lateralized based on
interaural level differences only.

• The spectrum of the saxophone sound was filtered using
the parametric equalizer described in Sect. 4 such that the
sounds deviated from the plausible monaural spectrum as
provided by the filtering of the pinnae. In contrast to the au-
dio engineering tradition, the tonal balance was secondary
to the spatial position of the auditory events, since the latter
is crucial for the reception of the piece.

• In some instances, the saxophone sound was band-pass fil-
tered according to the principles of the “Blauert Bands” to
move it along the Median plane or parallel to it. For exam-
ple, the signal was filtered with a biquad filter at a center
frequency of8 kHz (12-dB enhancement) to let it appear
from above (elevation effect). This way, it was possible to
shift the signal from the cranial center to the front (12-dB

enhancements at250 and3500Hz), rear (12-dB enhance-
ment at1000 Hz), or above, while maintaining the posi-
tion of the auditory event within the dimensions of the head
(intra-cranial event).

TheIntra-Cranial Spatializerwas created in Pure Data to con-
trol the spatial attributes of the intra-cranial auditory events in real-
time (Fig. 13). The lateral position of the auditory events can be
adjusted through ILDs—either by hand (slider) or through exter-
nal low-frequency oscillators with adjustable frequencies between
0.5 and20 Hz. The auditory events move dynamically for low fre-
quencies, while the perceived movement stops once the oscillation
period is shorter than the sluggishness of the auditory system. In
this case, the incoherent signal leads to broadening of the auditory
event. The psychoacoustical phenomenon can be best understood
through the ILD fluctuations of the signal, because the time-variant
ILDs do not necessarily decrease the coherence7 between the left

7The termcoherenceis seen here in context to the cross-correlation
function. Blauert [5] uses this term more generally to describe any differ-
ences between both ear signals and not only those that affectthe interaural
cross correlation function.

and right ear signals, since both signals remain to be highly corre-
lated with the phase structure of the signals being untouched.

In Cranial Transitions, it was also anticipated to split the sax-
ophone sound into several auditory events. This was achieved
by separating the instrument’s sound into two or three streams
of which two were altered spectrally through a biquad filter. The
ILDs for different streams were processed independently, usually
at different oscillation frequencies. This led to the segregation of
the saxophone sound into two or three auditory events. The split-
up of the auditory event into several streams has been extensively
explained within the field ofAuditory Scene Analysis(ASA) [6],
and similar techniques have been applied in music compositions
before. Roger Reynolds [28], for example, separated a single or-
chestral instrument into two separate auditory events by splitting
the recorded signal and then modifying the relevant ASA cues in
only one of two stereo channels (e.g., by applying a vibrato).

6. CREATION OF CRANIAL TRANSITIONS

Today, binaural recordings are often achieved by convolving an
anechoic recording with the HRTFs for the left and right chan-
nels. This method was not viable for this project, because this
technique typically cannot projects sound sources in the near-field
of the head, due to the circumstance that measurements of close-
field HRTFs [8] have been rare so far. Sound sources close to the
ear are detected fairly easily by the auditory system, because only
here large ILDs are observed in the low frequency range.

The simulation of close distances was very important to obtain
seamless transitions between the intra- and extra-cranial events.
The following procedure was established to convert an extra-cranial
event into an intra-cranial event. The recording started in the far
field of the dummy head at approximately3m distance from the
head’s center. While playing, the saxophone was moved toward
one ear of the dummy head until it was only about0.5 m away
from it. The saxophone was kept in this position during the record-
ing of the intra-cranial parts.

The subsequent methods were used to spatialize the sound
intra-cranially. Firstly, the sound was converted to mono by tak-
ing only the ipsilateral channel, to eliminate the natural interaural
cues and increase the correlation between both ear signals. At this
stage, the equalization filter as described in Sect. 4 was applied as
well. To simulate a smooth transition into the left or right side of
the head, an initial ILD was applied to the mono-converted signal
to make it appear at the left or right edge of the head. By steadily
removing the ILD, it was possible to move the auditory event into
the cranial center.

7. TIME STRUCTURE

Cranial Transitionstarts with atonal figures from the far field at
about−30

◦ azimuth (front-right). The recording is virtually placed
in a relative small room (1.0 s reverberation time). From the be-
ginning, the sound source moves gradually toward the near field
of the right ear. This effect is achieved by both physically mov-
ing the instrument toward the dummy head during the recording
and gradually reducing the direct-to-reverberant energy ratio in the
convolution engine by reducing the reverberation level. At 0’32”,
the sounds flips into an intra-cranial event as described in Sec. 5.
Initially the sound source is lateralized fully to the right, but starts
soon moving toward the center, and the saxophone is manipulated
using theIntra-Cranial Spatializerto separate the sound into mul-
tiple laterally moving streams.
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Figure 13: Graphical User Interface (GUI) for theIntra-Cranial Spatializer.

Figure 12: Pure Data patch to generate monaural cues.

At 1’28”, the saxophone is projected again as an extra-cranial
event, this time from the left side. For this part, the virtual room
was enlarged (2.0 s reverberation time), while keeping the wall ab-
sorption coefficients from the last setting. Again, the sound moves
gradually into the near field of the ear, and transforms into an intra-
cranial event at 2’38”. This time, the intra-cranial events are pro-
cessed with dynamic ILDs from the beginning, and a bandpass fil-
ter with a center frequency of8 kHz is frequently applied to project
the events at the top of the head. This passage is characterized
by continuous phrases with circular breathing and multiphonics,
representing a restless disoriented mind that often lies below the
surface.

After a brief pause, the piece continues at 3’53” with extra-
cranial events in a concert hall setting (2.0 s reverberation time).

While the phrasing is still continuous (circular-breathed), the phras-
ing is more relaxed and melodic—just as we often like to present
ourselves to the outside world. In the next four minutes, the piece
changes twice to an intra-cranial event space: 5’54”–6’52” and
8’03”–8’54”.

The movements of the saxophone sounds during the time inter-
val from 8’54” to 10’27” were created through self-rotation while
playing in front of the dummy head. In consistency with all other
externally projected parts, no electronic processing was involved
in this part of the piece, except for the impulse-response convolu-
tion.

Later at 10’27”, the piece switches continuously between the
intra-cranial and extra-cranial projection spaces until the piece ends
in 12’06” (see Fig. 14).

A link to the recording ofCranial Transitionsis available at:
http://www.jonasbraasch.com
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This paper explores qualitative changes that occur in voices 
and instruments in relationships with changing spaces ordinarily 
held in a stationary paradigm of performance practice, spatial 
transformations and the effect on sounds in multi-channel 
speaker systems. Digital technology allows one to compose and 
improvise with acoustical characteristics and change the 
apparent space during a musical performance. Sounds can move 
in space and space can morph and change affecting the sounds. 
Space is an integral part of sound. One cannot exist without the 
other. Varieties of sounds and spaces combine in symbiotic 
relationships that range from very limited to very powerful for 
the interweaving expressions of the music, architectures and 
audiences. 

 
[Keywords: Spatial Music, Surround Sound] 
 
This brief non-technical paper references the practice of Deep 
Listening®1, improvisation2, the Expanded Instrument System 
(EIS)3, acoustics as a parameter of music4 and includes selected 
recorded examples with differing acoustical characteristics for 
the music. (All sound files can be downloaded at: 
http://www.deeplistening.org/site/pauline) 
 
Varieties of music and acoustical spaces combine in symbiotic 
relationships that range from very limited to very powerful for 
the interweaving expressions of musical art, architectures and 
audiences. The effectiveness of any space for musical 
performance is related to intention, architectural acoustics, and to 
the listening abilities of composers, performers, audiences, 
technicians, designers and architects.  
 
A good deal of looking often happens without conscious 
listening among all participants. A worthy goal for the composer 
and performer is to bring both inclusive and exclusive listening 
to consciousness and consciousness to listening. Dedicating 
attention to sound and sounding in consonance with the 
acoustical space best achieves this goal.  
 
Deep Listening®6 is a multi-dimensional practice created with 
the intention of heightening awareness of sound and sounding to 
connect profoundly with sensations, feelings, memories and 
dreams. The ultimate intention is the expansion of the 
consciousness of listening. 
 
For architects the look of the space may take precedence over 
acoustics. For the audience looking at performers may take 
attention away from listening. Internal visual imagery triggered 

by sound may also divide the attention of the listener, distracting 
from a fuller consciousness of sound.  
 
The desirable integration of looking and listening during which 
the two modes – visual and auditory – are approximately equal 
and mutually supportive comes with conscious practice.  
 
Listening with eyes closed in order to heighten and develop 
auditory attention is especially recommended. This is also true 
for performers if they are not reading music or trying deliberately 
to draw attention to themselves.  
 
If a performer is modeling listening the audience is likely to 
sense or feel the listening and be inspired to listen as well. 
 

 
 

Figure 1. The cistern for water supply for the city of Köln 
emptied for repair and used for recording “Vor der 
Flut,” Eigelstein Musik Productions, West Germany 

1984 . 

 
As soloist and member of the Deep Listening Band7 (founded by 
the author in 1988 with Stuart Dempster and Panaiotis) the 
shared mission is to seek out, listen to and interact with unusual 
spaces in order to make music. The band, through the practice of 
Deep Listening explores natural, constructed, imaginary and 
virtual spaces with the purpose of savoring their acoustical 
characteristics. These characteristics in our improvisations are a 
musical parameter – as are melody, rhythm, harmony or timbre. 
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Figure 2. The author recording in the Köln cistern for 

“Vor der Flut.” 

 
The relationship of spatial acoustics and the acoustics of musical 
instruments is a complex matter that needs more attention and 
investigation by all concerned. The band with ears, voices, 
instruments, technology and multi-channel systems as well as 
shared experiences and perceptions achieves acoustical 
explorations.  Instruments and voices are transformed in varying 
spaces by this process. A space is also transformed by sounding 
it. The natural acoustics of musical instruments and electronics 
are also transformed.  
 
Deep Listening Band has performed in caves, cisterns, 
cathedrals, concert halls, and a great variety of adapted spaces 
including cyberspaces. The beginning of rehearsals involves a 
listening meditation before sounding the space. Listening brings 
about new possibilities and feelings.  
 
Listening to space changes space. Changing space changes 
listening. This phenomenon is termed the listening effect.8 This 
understanding pervades all Deep Listening Band improvisations. 
Thus the stage is set for the power of listening to guide the 
music. This practice is extended to audiences by Deep 
Listening® workshops offered prior to concerts.  
 

* * * 
 

Following are examples intended for comparison of the qualities 
of acoustic characteristics of musical environments and how 
sounds are affected by these characteristics. Each example 
involves a duet or ensemble improvised with the space as 
musical partner as well as being the container of sound. 
 
The first example is an excerpt from Deep Listening9 (1988) a 
signature recording of the Deep Listening Band. The music was 
improvised without pre-planning and recorded in a large 
cistern10. The unique acoustical characteristics of the reverberant 
cistern transform the instruments. 
 
Soundfile: DeepListeningLearASAexcerpt.wav 

 

 
Figure 3. The author recording in the cistern at Fort 
Worden, Port Townsend, Washington State for “The 

Readymade Boomerang” (New Albion). Photo by Gisela 
Gamper.  

 
The instruments heard in the example were trombone, didjeridu, 
accordion and voice. The reverberation time of this underground 
cistern is 45 seconds. The difference between the direct and 
reflected sound in this venue is almost impossible to discern. 
Layering, phasing and standing waves emphasizing and de-
emphasizing harmonics and partials transform the more 
recognizable sounds of the instruments. The experience of 
performing in the cistern was like being inside a hall of audio 
mirrors. The cistern itself was performing. 
 

 
 
Figure 4. The author after performing at the Biblioteca Nacional. 

Photo by Alan Courtis 
 
Quite opposite to the experience of playing in such a reverberant 
space was a singular experience of performing solo accordion in 
the Biblioteca National11 in Buenos Aires, Argentina. The hall 
was extremely quiet. The sound of the accordion and its 
acoustics could be heard directly – There was a near perfect 
coupling of instrument and hall. The softest sound made could be 
heard anywhere in the hall. Though the pirate cassette recording 
from that concert is of low quality the memory stands out as one 
of the most unusual performance experiences ever. The richness 
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of the sounds of the instrument had no interference from 
reverberation and seemed exceedingly pure and new in that 
remarkable space. 

 
Soundfile: BiblotecaNatExcerpt.wav 

 
* * * 

 

 
 

Figure 5. The chapel of the Pomfret School in Pomfret 
Connecticut 

 
St. George and the Dragon (1991)12 an accordion solo recorded 
in the chapel of the Pomfret School in Connecticut is an 
interaction with the chapel's acoustics, including a noisy squirrel 
who joined the music! As requested the room microphones were 
aimed at the acoustic reflections from the walls and mixed with 
the direct mics from inside the accordion in order to record the 
duet that was performed with the space. 
 
Soundfile: St_George_and_the_Dragon_excerpt.wav 
 

* * * 
The notion of duet playing with space occurred in 1960 while 
experimenting with reel-to-reel tape recorders. The short time 
delay between record head and playback head could be used to 
create reverberation depending on the amplitude of the delayed 
sound. This tape delay13 effect could be extended by passing the 
stereo tape from the supply reel from recorder one to the take up 
reel of recorder two. Sounds from both tracks could be routed 
using a patch bay from the second machine back to the first in a 
variety of configurations, short and longer time delays and out to 
multiple speakers. (mixers were not yet available) 
 
Though the recorded results were in stereo there were virtually 
four channels sounding. Sound sources for the improvisations 
were heterodyned oscillators. The iterated sounds were layered 
and transformed by phasing from the returning sounds in the tape 
delay system. 
 
I of IV (1966)14 is an example improvised in real time that uses 
the tape delay system described above. 

 
Soundfile: IofIV_excerpt.wav 

 

 
Figure 6. I of IV description from Tape Delay Techniques 
for Electronic Music Composers (1969) in Software for 

People by the author. 
 

 
Figure 7. I of IV description from Tape Delay Techniques for 

Electronic Music Composers (1969) in Software for People by 
the author. 

 
Applied to the accordion or any other acoustic instrument or 
voice the Expanded Instrument System (EIS). (Pronounced ICE) 
is a tool for creating and using virtual spaces15 within acoustical 
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spaces. EIS has developed from hardware tape delay systems to 
software over the past 40 years. 
 
Crone Music (1989)16 is music created with solo accordion and 
Expanded Instrument System (EIS) still in an analog version. 
There is the illusion of one space morphing to another. 
Qualitative change occurs in voices and instruments in 
relationships with changing spaces that ordinarily are held in a 
stationary acoustic paradigm.  
 
Soundfile: CroneMusic_excerpt.wav 
 
Digital technology makes it possible to go further. A virtual 
space may sound like the inside of a teacup, a cathedral, or a 
closet. More than one space may be perceived simultaneously – 
several sounds may be perceived in separate spaces – a single 
sound could seem to be sounding from a space inside some other 
space and endless other creative configurations.  
 
Such progressions may move with continually changing 
characteristics such as shape, volume and reverberation time and 
parameters incorporating a range of spatial motion from very 
slow to very fast.  

 

 
Figure 8. Graphical User Interface for the Expanded 

Instrument System (EIS). 
 

Moving Spaces (2006)17 was created with four different sounds – 
wood blocks, percussed conch shell trumpet, thunder tube and 
serrated wood scraping shell. The four sounds apparently sound  
in many different spaces and transform in many ways during the 
course of the piece. Sounds move and spaces move in differing 
speeds and volume within a 5.1 surround system. The continual 
transformation of sounds is accomplished by improvisation using 
EIS. EIS programmed in Max/MSP includes Vector Based 
Amplitude Panning (VBAP)18 and Monoverb19. 
 
Trogolodyte’s Delight (1990)20 was performed first as a concert 
in the Tarpaper Cave in Rosendale, New York, The Deep 
Listening Band (Pauline Oliveros, Stuart Dempster, Panaiotis) 
with guests Fritz Hauser, percussionist and Julie Lyon Balliette, 
vocalist explored the sound properties of this man made lime 

stone cave by moving to different locations inside the cave. The 
audience relocated for each piece. Each part of this large cave 
had unique acoustical characteristics including the beautiful 
water drops. The longest reverberation time was 9”. After the 
concert we returned to the cave to record. Among the pieces 
Cannery Row used a variety of sizes of tin cans placed 
strategically under the water drops to play with the acoustics in 
another way. The binaural recording of this excerpt from 
Cannery Row was made by the audio engineer Bob Bielectki. 
 
Soundfile: CanneryRow.wav 

 

 
Figure 9. Deep Listening Band recording Trogolodyte’s 
Delight in the Tarpaper Cave at Williams Lake Hotel, 

Rosendale NY. 1991. 

 
* * * 

 
In each recorded example given in this paper the unique 
characteristics of the environment shape and flavor the sounds of 
the music heard whether acoustic or electronic. The paradigm of 
one type of acoustic or environment for a specific performance 
space or for sounds is challenged in Moving Spaces.  
 
Moving Spaces was first presented at Meeting of the Acoustical 
Society of America in Providence RI, June 8, 2006 during a 
special session of 5.1 surround performances. 
 
Acoustical characteristics that may be performed as an active and 
changing musical parameter makes it possible for a single sound 
to have a multi-dimensional existence – or many contexts – 
during a performance. This understanding of alternate ways of 
listening to foreground and background offers new possibilities 
for improvisers, composers, audiences and architects.  
 
Soundfile: MovingSpaces_binau.wav 
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ABSTRACT 

Correct determination of sound source location often fails 
during headphone playback in virtual simulation. Among other 
cues, small movements of the head are considered to be 
important in free-field listening to avoid in-the-head localization 
and/or front-back reversals. Up-to-date virtual reality simulators 
are able to locate the head's actual position, and through proper 
feedback, real-time update of the actual HRTFs can be realized 
for a better spatial simulation. This study uses the BEACHTRON 
sound card and its HRTFs for simulating small head-movements 
by randomly moving the simulated sound source to emulate head 
movements. This method does not need any additional 
equipment or feedback. Results of a listening test with 50 
subjects demonstrate the applicability of this procedure focusing 
on resolving in-the-head localization and front-back reversals. 
The investigation was made on the basis of the former GUIB 
(Graphical User Interface for Blind persons) project. 

 
[Keywords: Spatialization, HRTF, localization error, GUIB] 

 
 

1. INTRODUCTION 

The former GUIB Project (Graphical User Interface for Blind 
Persons) was focused on creating a virtual audio display (VAD) 
for the elderly and the visually disabled [1, 2]. These individuals 
do not have the possibility to use graphical user interfaces and 
icons, and they need special tools if they want to use personal 
computers. This project included a number of experiments, such 
as finding the proper mapping between icons or events on the 
screen and sound samples (called Earcons), possibilities of 
different input media (Touch screen, Braille keyboards), and 
evaluation of playback systems [3-5]. First, a multi-channel 
loudspeaker array was tested and was found to be inappropriate. 
Subsequently, headphone playback through HRTF filtering was 
applied. Both methods used the BEACHTRON sound card for 
simulation. Although the GUIB project ended years ago, some 
psychoacoustic measurements have been made with this system. 
Those investigations focused e.g., on headphone playback errors, 
localization blur and spatial resolution of the VAD. 
 

2. HEAD-TRACKING AND VIRTUAL LOCALIZATION 

 
The purpose of our current investigation is to find tools to 
improve the localization performance with the system mentioned 
above. Leading to this investigation, we tested additional high-
pass and low-pass filtering of sound sources to bias correct 
localization judgments in the median plane [6].  

One of the main goals of this study is to decrease front-back 
reversals and/or in-the-head localization rates. It is well known 
that during headphone playback these errors influence 
localization [7-14]. State-of-the-art multimedia virtual simulators 
use head-tracking devices, simulation of room reverberation and 
different methods to create the best fitting HRTF set [15-19]. We 
focus on head-tracking that has been shown to be important for 
reducing such errors [20-23]. Furthermore, small head 
movements (often unwanted) of about 1-3 degrees could 
influence in-the-head localization in free-field listening through 
small changes in the interaural differences. We assumed that 
such minute of head movements could reduce in-the-head 
localization and the small changes in the interaural level and time 
differences may lead to better results. Dynamic changes through 
intentionally or unintentionally movements of the head in this 
order can be relevant [14, 24, 25].   

State-of-the-art methods use headphones with a head-
tracking device. Such a device has some sort of a feedback and 
additional hardware (e.g. laser pointer and receivers); typically 
they also require considerable computational resources. In the 
simulation it is possible to change the HRTFs dynamically, in 
order to create a correct spatial event, and compute the 
appropriate HRTFs synchronized to the listener’s head-
movements.  

In contrast, our system is built on different methods. We try 
to find out how small head movements influence virtual 
localization. Instead of moving the head, using feedback and 
additional equipment, we simply simulate these movements by 
moving the virtual sound source. This is achieved by small 
changes in the HRTFs that are not synchronized with the actual 
position of the head. The goal of the investigation is to explore 
whether simulation and changes in HRTFs can replace additional 
hardware and head-tracking devices. These changes in the 
HRTFs are about 1-4 degrees, in order to simulate only small 
movements of the head, and to investigate the influence on in-
the-head localization and reversals rates.     
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3. MEASUREMENT SETUP 

The virtual audio display is simulated in front of the listener as a 
2D sound screen as seen on Fig.1. The BEACHTRON system 
uses the HRTFs of a “good localizer” from measurements by 
Wightman and Kistler [26-30]. Real-time filtering is made in the 
time-domain by the HRIRs. Equalization for the Sennheiser 
HD540 headphone was also included. Furthermore, it is possible 
to set the head-diameter to obtain a better interaural time 
difference simulation. 

 

 
Figure 1. Illustration of the 2D VAD. The acoustic 

surface is parallel with the Z-Y-plane. The origin (the 
reference location) is in the front of the listener 

(ϕ=δ=0°). 

 
The investigation was made in an anechoic chamber. Fifty 

young adults, university students, participated.  
The simulation program sets the virtual sound source in the 

“front” direction (φ=δ=0º), which we considered as the target 
source location. Without the simulation of head-movements, this 
is a stationary source, a reference condition. During simulation, 
this sound source moved randomly by way of changing the 
following parameters:  

(A): direction and extent of the movement (from 0º to 10º) 
both horizontal and vertical. In case of A=0, no movement will 
be simulated creating the reference condition of a stationary 
source.  

(B): number of new locations (the number of times the source 
location is changed, 1 to 100) 

(C): presentation per location (the number of times the 
stimulus is presented in one location, 1 to 1000). 

After setting these parameters, white noise signal of 10 ms 
was played back. The length of the simulation is  

 
Total time = B*C*10 (ms).    (1) 
 
For example, by setting A=2, B=50 and C=5 the following 

simulation could be made. A random generator calculates an 
actual source location within ±2º degrees of the origin that 
includes (-2, -1, 0, +1, +2) in all directions (see Fig.2). These 
points represent potential source locations. With B=50, fifty 
source locations will be determined and in each location the 
sound file will be presented five times (50 ms). Because the 

possible number of locations is 25, B=50 means that all of them 
will be selected twice in a random order. By reducing the number 
of C and increasing the number of B, we can simulate faster 
head-movements. 

During the simulation subjects are asked to report  
- whether the perceived location is in the head  
- front-back reversals and  
- whether they experience the percept of a stationary or a 

moving source (perception of movement). This latter question is 
a control, because our goal is to simulate a sound source that 
appears to be steady, and thus we would like the subjects not to 
detect any movement.  

We assumed that about 1-3 degrees of random movement 
will be perceived as a stationary source. At the start of the 
experiment, all subjects were exposed to the reference condition 
where A=0, corresponding to a stationary source in front of 
them, followed by stimuli with different A, B and C parameters. 

 

 
Figure 2. Simulation for parameters A=1 (left) and A=2 

(right). Total number of simulated source positions is (2A+1)2. 
 
During evaluation, subjects answered the following 

questions: “Is the sound source externalized or in-the-head?”, 
“Where is the simulated sound source in the virtual space?” and 
“Do you have the percept of a moving source?”. Results were 
filled in a table (see Table 2 and 3). 

 

4. DISCUSSION 

 
Results are presented here only for parameters B=100 and C=50. 
Setting A=0 represents a sound source located at the origin in 
front on the listener. In this case, the same sound source location 
was selected 100 times and the sound file was repeated 50 times. 
These values correspond to a relatively slow simulation. By 
increasing parameter A, the 100 simulated sound source 
positions were equally distributed among a number of (2A+1)2 

source positions. For small A’s, more repeats were performed 
and each source locations was used several times (see Table 1.).  

When A=2, the number of possible source locations is 25 
(see Fig.2.). By setting B=100, we decided to use each location 
four times during the simulation. As a consequence, when A is 
greater than 5, the number of possible source locations is higher 
than B and only part of all possible source locations could be 
presented. In that case, a simulation of 50 seconds was too long 
and the subjects responded before the end of the trial. The actual 
length of the stimulus is thus not crucial, because it is a 
consequence of parameter C. Using a 10 ms sound file and a 
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number of 50 for parameter C is the same as using a 50-ms sound 
file and a value of 10 for parameter C. 

 
 

A Nr. of 
simulated 
sources 

B C Maximal 
length of 
simulation 
[sec] 

Possible 
number of 
repeats 

0 1 (origin) 100 50 50 (100) 
1 9 100 50 50 11,11 
2 25 100 50 50 4 
3 49 100 50 50 2,04 
4 81 100 50 50 1,23 
5 121 100 50 50 0,82 
6 169 100 50 50 0,59 
7 225 100 50 50 0,44 
 

Table 1: Different settings and values of parameter A during 
simulation.  

 
 
Parameter A was increased throughout the experiment and it 

terminated when subjects reported the percept of a moving sound 
source (by answering “yes” to the third question). First, they 
were exposed to the reference situation (A=0). Second, 
parameter A was set to 1, and the listening test was repeated etc. 
The answers were filled in the tables. Yellow fields indicate the 
perception of movement, so the simulation was stopped after 
that. This means, subjects exceeded the limit of the individual 
localization blur that influences the measurement and the 
evaluation [31]. 

Table 2 shows the results for in-the-head localization. N 
stays for externalized virtual source (no error) and Y stays for 
existing in-the-head localization. The first row in the table shows 
values of parameter A. For example, subject 23 had in-the-
localization for the stationary source as well for the moving 
source in 1 degree steps. As we used A=2, he reported an 
externalized virtual source without perception of the movement. 
By A=3 he perceived the movement.  

At the evaluation subjects could be classified in the following 
sets: 

- subjects, where the simulation of head movements did help 
to resolve in-the-head localization (first they have it, later they 
do not). E.g. subject nr. 23. 

- subjects, where the simulation of head movement did not 
help by resolving in-the-head localization (they have it from the 
beginning and also with simulation). E.g. subject nr. 14. 

- subjects, where the simulation of head movement is not 
necessary for resolving in-the-head localization (they do not have 
it even without simulation). E.g. subject nr. 2. 

From the 50 subjects 14 found the simulation helpful (28%). 
Most of them, 28 did not need it because they externalized the 
sound source from the beginning. For 6 subjects the simulation 
did not help at all. It is interesting that 2 subjects reported first 
externalized source then during the simulation in-the-head 
localization.  

The same evaluation can be made for front-back reversals. It 
is often discussed that in case of a simulated sound source in the 
front a report of backward direction can be regarded as incorrect 
localization. Even using HRTFs from a good localizer can lead to 

a high rate of reversals. Therefore, Table 3 includes answers 
“front”, “back” and “other direction”. 23 subjects (46%) reported 
correct localization in the front and 24 (48%) reported back or 
other source locations independent of the head-movement 
simulation. 11 of the subjects (22%) reported mainly “other” 
directions and had never the sensation of a frontal sound source 
location. Only for two subjects did help the simulation.  

Furthermore, the border of the yellow-filled fields shows the 
limit in degrees where subjects first perceived the movement. 
Most of the subjects reported this sensation at 3 degrees. Of 
course, this blue and yellow pattern is the same for both tables. 

 

5. CONCLUSIONS 

 
50 untrained subjects participated in a listening test using 

HRTF synthesis and headphone playback. A virtual sound source 
in front of the listener was simulated first stationary, followed by 
random movements of 1-7 degrees around the reference location 
in all directions. The goal was to simulate small head movements 
and to evaluate front-back reversal and in-the-head localization 
rates. Preliminary results using only one setting of the parameters 
lead us to conclude that this kind of simulation can be helpful to 
resolve in-the-head localization if we randomly move the 
simulated sound source about 1-2 degrees. For 28% this 
simulation was helpful while 56% of the listeners were not 
influenced at all. On the other hand, the simulation did not really 
influence front-back reversals. Correct perception of frontal 
direction appeared by 46% of the subjects. A further 26% 
reported about front-back reversals and 22% failed localization. 
Simulated head-movements more than 4 degrees will be 
perceived as a moving source. 

 

6. FUTURE WORKS 

 
Currently we are evaluating different settings, especially for 
parameters B and C. Optimum values for these parameters might 
be determined. A detailed evaluation and presentation of the 
results is planned to be made in the near future.  
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 0 deg 1 deg 2 deg 3 deg 4 deg 5 deg 6 deg 7 deg 
1 N N N N     
2 N N N N     
3 N N N N N N   
4 N N N N     
5 N N N N     
6 N N N N N N   
7 N N N N     
8 N N N N     
9 N N N N     

10 N N N N     
11 N N N N N    
12 N N N N     
13 N N N N     
14 Y Y Y Y     
15 Y Y Y Y     
16 N N N N     
17 Y Y N N     
18 N N N N     
19 Y N N N     
20 N N N N     
21 N N N N     
22 N N N N     
23 Y Y N N     
24 Y Y Y Y     
25 N N N N N N   
26 N N N N     
27 Y Y N N     
28 Y Y Y N     
29 N N N N     
30 Y Y N N     
31 Y Y Y Y Y    
32 N N N N     
33 Y Y N N     
34 N N N Y     
35 N N N N     
36 Y N N N N    
37 Y Y Y Y     
38 Y N N N     
39 Y Y N N     
40 N N N Y Y Y   
41 Y N N N N    
42 Y Y Y Y Y Y   
43 N N N N N    
44 Y N N N     
45 Y Y N N N N N  
46 N N N N N N   
47 N N N N     
48 N N N N     
49 Y N N N N    
50 N N N N     

Table 2: Individual results about the existence of in-the-head localization for 50 subjects. N means externalized source, Y 
means in-the-head localization. Blue fields indicate a sound source that is perceived as a steady source, yellow fields 

indicate perception of movement.  
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 0 deg 1 deg 2 deg 3 deg 4 deg 5 deg 6 deg 7 deg 

1 front front Front front     
2 front front other front     
3 front front front front front Front   
4 other other other other     
5 front front front front     
6 front front front front front Front   
7 other front front front     
8 front front front front     
9 front front front front     

10 front front other front     
11 front front front front front    
12 front front back back     
13 other other other other     
14 other other back back     
15 front front front front     
16 front front front front     
17 back front front front     
18 back back back back     
19 back back back back     
20 front front front front     
21 front front front front     
22 other other other other     
23 back back back back     
24 front front front front     
25 back back back back back back   
26 back back back back     
27 front front front front     
28 back back back back     
29 other back back back     
30 front front front front     
31 front front front front front    
32 back back back back     
33 back back back back     
34 front front front front     
35 front front front front     
36 other other back back back    
37 front front front front     
38 back back back back     
39 other back back back     
40 front front front front front front   
41 back back other back back    
42 front front front front front front   
43 back back back back back    
44 back back back back     
45 other other other other other other other  
46 other other other other other other   
47 back back back back     
48 other back other other     
49 front front front front front    
50 other other other other     

Table 3: Individual results about front-back reversals for 50 subjects. “Back” and “other” indicate error in localization. 
Blue fields indicate a sound source that is perceived as a steady source, yellow fields indicate perception of movement.  
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ABSTRACT 

Sphere scattering models are commonly used with binaural 
synthesis as they provide a convenient approximation of the 
acoustic characteristics of the human head. However these 
models suffer from being an over simplification of human 
geometry, and if used in isolation provide ambiguous source 
location cues. Such models also over exemplify the lobe of 
increased pressure (bright spot) that occurs at the rear of the 
sphere due to symmetrically diffracted waves arriving in phase. 
This paper uses decomposition to examine how the addition of a 
cylindrical neck and hemispherical hair covering alters the 
azimuthal head-related transfer function (HRTF) from a rigid 
sphere (up to 5 kHz). Neither anthropometric feature provides a 
major perturbation of the sphere HRTF. The neck produces a 
reduction in the bright spot magnitude in the order of 2-4 dB. 
The hair produces asymmetrical changes to the HRTF for 
ipsilateral angles in the order of 1-2 dB. Additional asymmetric 
reductions in the order of 2-4 dB are seen for contralateral angles 
when the source is near the interaural axis. 

 
[Keywords: HRTF, decomposition, human hair, neck] 

1. INTRODUCTION 

In a natural listening environment external sounds are coupled to 
the auditory system via the pinnae and ear canals. Source 
location information is then extracted from the binaural level and 
timing differences between the sound signals at the two 
eardrums. Additional information is also decoded from the 
detailed spectral information contained within the monaural 
signals. In the azimuth plane these localisation cues are 
dominated by the presence of the head in the wave path between 
the two pinnae. For sources offset from the median axis this 
produces a path length and hence timing difference between the 
ipsilateral and contralateral pinnae (see Fig. 1 for a visual 
representation of spatially descriptive terminology). For an 
average sized human head, the maximum interaural time 
difference (ITD) occurs for sources located on the interaural axis 
and is in the order of 700µs. At higher frequencies (when the 
wavelength of the incoming sound wave is comparable to the 
size of the head) offset sources will also produce a reduction in 
sound level at the contralateral pinna. This frequency dependent 
head shadowing causes an interaural level difference (ILD) that 
becomes more significant as the wavelength decreases. 

Implementations of binaural synthesis seek to exploit these 
fundamental mechanisms of human hearing to create artificial 
listening environments in which three dimensional (3D) audio 
can be experienced. In its simplest description, a virtual audio 
signal is created by the convolution of sound stimuli with 
impulse responses that encompass the desired directional and 
environmental information. This is then presented to the listener 
such that the resulting waveform at their eardrums matches the 
corresponding natural situation. Aside from the contribution of 
visual and a priori cues, the auditory percept is extracted entirely 
from these waveform. Correct replication of the various acoustic 
processes that occur in the natural environment will thus result in 
a virtual sound projection that is indistinguishable from its 
archetype. 

 

 
Figure 1. Visual representation of spatially descriptive 

terminology. The lower panel shows an overhead view of 
the horizontal (azimuth) plane in which the HRTF are 

measured. The HRTF data shown within this paper 
correspond to the heads’ right ear (denoted ipsilateral 

for the source location shown).  
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The use of analytical or approximate models of sphere 
scattering with binaural synthesis is commonplace, particularly 
to recreate the appropriate time delays for sources displaced from 
the median plane. Woodworth and Schlosberg presented a simple 
ray tracing approximation for the path length and hence time 
delay introduced due to the presence of the head (modelled as a 
sphere) in between the pinnae [1]. Many implementations of 
binaural synthesis will simply use minimum phase head-related 
transfer function (HRTF) reconstructions and reintroduce ITDs 
using such a model [2, 3]. Similarly the solution for diffraction 
around a single sphere has been used to describe the broad 
properties of azimuthal hearing [4], and to augment experimental 
HRTFs with low frequency information [5, 6]. In these 
implementations the HRTF below 3-4 kHz is gradually replaced 
with information from a scattering model. Such augmentation 
provides stable azimuth cues and overcomes problems with 
measuring coherent HRTF information below 500 Hz. The 
sphere model also commonly forms the basis for structural 
modelling of the HRTF [7]. 

Although spherical diffraction solutions can account for the 
basic ILD and ITD variations in line with duplex theory, they 
suffer from being an over simplification of human geometry. If 
used in isolation a particular set of interaural differences do not 
specify a unique source direction in virtual space, but rather a 
curve of possible directions coined the ‘cone of confusion’ (e.g., 
[8]). This commonly results in localisation confusions about 
whether stimuli are positioned in the frontal or rear sector. ILDs 
extracted from sphere models also over exemplify the diffraction 
‘bright spot’ which occurs due to symmetrically diffracted waves 
arriving in phase at the rear of the sphere. The bright spot for 
HRTFs measured from human subjects is reduced due to the 
presence of the neck and the non-symmetrical nature of the head. 
The over typified bright spot arising from sphere models can 
produce unnatural artefacts in virtual sound [5].  

In addition to these debilities, spherical head models also 
remove any secondary low frequency elevation cues. These arise 
due to the non-spherical nature of the head (including pinnae 
offset) in addition to reflections from the upper torso. The torso 
reflections produce elevation dependent comb filter interference 
patterns in the HRTF in the order of 5 dB. Geometric models 
which match the broad features shown in experimental HRTF 
have been proposed [9]. Likewise elliptical ray tracing models 
for ITD have also been previously discussed [10]. Whilst 
geometric scattering studies have been extended to account for 
torso reflections and offset pinna, previous studies into the 
effects of other peripheral scatterers are limited.  

This paper presents an experimental investigation into the 
contribution of the neck and hair to the azimuthal HRTF derived 
from a rigid sphere. Both the neck and hair are sufficiently 
significant anthropometric features that changes in the HRTF 
would intuitively be expected. Experiments are performed using 
a rigid spherical head to which a semi-infinite cylindrical neck 
and a hemispherical synthetic hair covering are added. 
Subsequent decomposition (examination of the changes in 
relation to the rigid reference condition) of the experimental 
HRTF gives insight into the individual contribution of both the 
neck and the hair covering. Although the experiments are 
performed using a spherical head, such decomposition also aids 
in understanding the effect of such peripheral scatterers on the 
human HRTF.  

The effect of the neck on the spherical HRTF has not 
previously been formally investigated, however the expected 
changes may be considered intuitive. As mentioned human 
HRTF do not exhibit a strong posterior bright spot like those 
from spherical models, and a reduction of this feature would thus 
be expected. In this regard filter approximations of scattering 
models, whilst removing some salient features, do not over 
exemplify the bright spot [5]. The effect of hair has been 
investigated in a previous experimental study using a mannequin 
fitted with a variety of wigs [11]. The hair coverings produced an 
increased shadowing effect of the incident wave, with changes in 
the HRTF above 2 kHz in the order of 5 dB. These results are in 
agreement with a previous systematic investigation into the 
effect of a uniform impedance covering on the azimuth cues 
derived from an analytical sphere scattering model [12]. 
Additional studies utilising boundary element models with non-
rigid head surfaces have shown similar results. Katz [13] 
observed up to 6 dB changes in the HRTF due to the inclusion of 
hair, the effects again being most pronounced in the rear 
(shadowed) region of the head. 

2. EXPERIMENTAL METHOD 

To classify the effect of the neck and hair, two series of HRTF 
measurements using an enlarged wooden sphere (diameter 0.248 
m) without pinnae were completed in an anechoic chamber. The 
enlarged diameter of the wooden sphere (constructed for a 
previous experiment) was to allow enough space including cable 
relief for two approximately diametrically opposed internal 
microphones. The HRTF shown are not frequency scaled and 
any future data comparison should take this into consideration. 
The wood material was verified using an impedance tube to be 
approximately rigid over the test frequency range. For the current 
study the sphere was equipped with one internal microphone 
(BSWA Tech - MP205 tip, MA211 inline preamplifier) which 
was positioned flush with the outside of the sphere surface for all 
experiments. 

 

 
 

Figure 2. (a) Diagram of experimental setup shown at a 
rotation angle of 0°. The hair covers one hemisphere and 
is elevated 45° from the median axis. For tests including 
the neck the sphere is supported by the piping, otherwise 

the sphere is supported by a thin steel rod. (b) 
Experimental sphere setup including the neck and hair.  
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The first series of measurements investigated the rigid sphere 
without the cylindrical neck, both with and without hair. The 
sphere was supported by a thin steel rod which allowed rotation. 
Reference measurements were taken of the rigid sphere. These 
were then repeated with the sphere hemispherically covered by a 
short synthetic hair material. The hair was elevated 45° from the 
median axis, with the internal microphone located along the hair 
boundary as shown in Fig. 2(a). The hair covering was trimmed 
so that it did not cover the microphone as can be seen in Fig. 
2(b). The symmetrical hair and pinna alignment (corresponding 
to a 90° pinna offset from the frontal median axis) was chosen so 
that any asymmetries arising from the hemispherical hair 
covering would be easier to distinguish. The specific impedance 
characteristics of the synthetic hair material used are shown in 
Fig. 3 where ρc is the characteristic impedance of the 
propagation medium. The results correspond to a surface 
reference plane coincident with the inner rigid boundary. Due to 
the specifications of the impedance tube used for this 
measurement, results are only shown over the lower part of the 
frequency range investigated. 

 

 
 Figure 3. Specific acoustic impedance characteristics of 
the synthetic hair covering used to investigate changes in 

the HRTF. 

 
The second series of measurements utilised a 1.4 m long 

PVC pipe ‘neck’, 0.16 m in diameter with 9 mm thick walls. 
Whilst such a long neck is unrealistic, it was chosen in favour of 
a shorter length to eliminate the effects of end scattering on the 
response which also do not occur in human HRTF. The internal 
radius of the neck was mitred so that the sphere sat flush within 
it. The diameter of the neck was chosen to be within the 
anthropometric range of possible head breadth or length to neck 
diameter ratios [14]. If the sphere diameter is taken to be the 
interaural distance, the neck radius used categorically 
corresponds to the lower echelon of realistic values. Material 
availability ultimately decided the final diameter value. HRTF 
measurements were repeated for the sphere and neck 
arrangement (shown in Fig. 2), both with the hair covering and 
without.   

For each test impulse response measurements were obtained 
using maximum length sequences produced by the Brüel & Kjær 
DIRAC software and a Brüel & Kjær HP1001 unidirectional 

sound source. A sequence length of 214-1 (the shortest available 
sequence length) with 10 averages and a sampling frequency of 
48 kHz was used. To remove the effects of the imperfectly 
anechoic measurement environment the impulse response peak 
onsets were located and the tails truncated to 128 samples. The 
complete impulse responses were then shortened to 256 samples 
(with the timing information preserved) and converted to the 
frequency domain using a 512 point FFT. All measurements 
were taken at 5° increments of sphere rotation, starting with the 
internal microphone facing the frontal incident wave direction. 
Rotations of the sphere were done in an anticlockwise direction 
corresponding to source movement as shown in Fig. 1. The 
measurements shown throughout this paper correspond to the 
HRTF from the sphere’s right ear location. Whilst the sphere 
used is pinna-less, the term ‘ear’ will be used to denote the 
microphone location in lieu of a more satisfactory description. 
Given the same rotational angle definition, the left ear HRTF is 
simply a reflection of these measurements about 180°. For the 
experiments without the neck, the rotation angle was aligned 
using a laser level positioned at the base of the sound source 
(located approximately 3 metres from the sphere) in conjunction 
with degree markings on the rotating sphere stand. For the 
experiments including the neck, angles were aligned using 
degree markings on the upper neck. Symmetric tests without hair 
were taken up for rotation angles up to 180° and the data 
mirrored accordingly, asymmetric tests including hair were 
completed up to 360°.  

3. EXPERIMENTAL HRTF DECOMPOSITION 

The individual contributions of the hair and neck to the HRTF 
were decomposed by subtracting the HRTF for the rigid sphere 
from the corresponding HRTF containing either the neck or hair. 
The same was done for the HRTF containing the rigid sphere 
with both the neck and hair. These decomposed results are shown 
in the right panels of Fig. 4. The corresponding measured HRTFs 
are depicted in the left panels. From the top these are the sphere, 
sphere with neck, sphere with hair, and the sphere with hair and 
neck. The changes due to the peripheral scatterers do not 
immediately appear obvious, illustrating that the neck and hair 
produce subtle rather than major perturbations of the sphere 
HRTF. This is perhaps surprising as both the hair and neck are 
reasonably significant anthropometric features. 

The experimental HRTF for the single rigid sphere is shown 
in Fig. 4(a) and exhibits a prominent posterior bright spot as 
expected. The bright spot results from symmetrically diffracted 
waves arriving in phase at the rear of the sphere. This produces a 
major lobe of increased pressure in the posterior region exactly 
opposite the source direction. This is visible in Fig. 4(a) at 270°, 
the angle at which the ear and source are located in this 
symmetric position. Other lobes of increased pressure can be 
seen on either side of the most prominent bright spot resulting 
from the same phenomena. The angular location of these 
ancillary lobes is dependent on frequency. The characteristics of 
the experimental results match closely with previously published 
analytical HRTF derived from a rigid sphere (e.g., [9]). This 
provides an informal verification of the experimental and data 
processing techniques utilised in the current study. 

The change in the HRTF due to the presence of the neck is 
shown in Fig. 4(c). There is a clear reduction of the contralateral 
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bright spot. The addition of the neck disturbs a segment of the 
symmetrical wave path which proportionally reduces the effect 
of the posterior in-phase interference. For the sphere and neck 
radius used in this study, the neck covers approximately 12% of 
the sphere surface area. This produces a bright spot decrease in 
the order of 2-4 dB which becomes more prominent as the 
frequency increases. The addition of the neck also provides small 
magnitude comb filtering effects. These are most significant for 
contralateral angles and arise from the additional symmetries 
provided by the arrangement of the cylindrical neck and 
spherical head. Additional spectral changes are also seen for 
ipsilateral angles. These are extremely similar in nature (although 
much smaller in magnitude) to the arch shaped notches provided 
by torso reflections using either ellipsoid or spherical models for 
the torso (ref [9], Fig. 13). An increase in the extent of these 
HRTF changes would be expected using a larger neck diameter 
in relation to the spherical head.  

The changes due to the addition of the synthetic hair 
covering are shown in Fig. 4(e) and are of similar magnitude to 
those produced by the neck. On first inspection this result may 
well be surprising given the general neglect of the effect of hair 
in hearing and auditory investigations. For the present study 
however the neck, whilst providing an additional scattering body, 
only perturbs 12% of the sphere surface area. Conversely whilst 
the supplementary scattering effects produced by the hair are 
much smaller, the hair covers a significant 50% of the sphere. 
Given that the pressure on the rear surface results from waves 
diffracted around all sides of the sphere, a large perturbation of 
these wave paths would obviously produce changes to the 
surface pressure. This comparison at least anecdotally provides 
an explanation for the similar magnitude HRTF changes. 

Unlike the changes due to the neck which are symmetric 
about the contralateral bright spot, the azimuthal HRTF changes 
due to the hair covering are asymmetrical. Two separate 
characteristics of these changes necessitate discussion. Firstly for 
ipsilateral angles a general decrease in the HRTF is seen. This 
becomes more prevalent as the ear is rotated away from facing 
the source (90°). The decrease is asymmetrical about this rotation 
angle, and is greater for rotations that move the hair covering to 
the frontal surface (angles greater than 90°). For these angles the 
increased frontal absorption produces a reduction in the 
magnitude of the scattered wave. This combines with the 
incident wave that is diffracted to other regions of the sphere. For 
a sphere that has a hemispherically divided boundary, there is a 
significantly larger reduction of the surface pressure in the 
regions away from the posterior bright spot for an absorbent 
front-hemisphere and rigid rear-hemisphere compared to the 
other way around. The asymmetries may also be visualised by 
considering whether the shortest wave path to the ear is over the 
rigid or the hair surface as shown in Fig. 5. For the hair covering 
used in this study the changes in the ipsilateral region of the 
HRTF are in the order of 1-2 dB. Informal investigations using 
denser hair materials with stronger absorption characteristics 
show a systematic increase in the HRTF reduction for ipsilateral 
angles that move the hair covering to the frontal surface. 

Secondly, whilst there is not a significant perturbation of the 
sphere scattering bright spot, other asymmetrical HRTF changes 
are clearly evident for contralateral angles. These are most 
apparent between 285° and 315° where the decrease is in the 
order of 2-4 dB. For posterior contralateral angles there is a small 
increase. Overall this creates a noticeable asymmetry about the 

Figure 4. Experimental HRTF measurements (a) 
sphere (b) sphere with neck (c) change due to neck 

(d) sphere with hair (e) change due to hair (f) sphere 
with neck and hair (g) change due to neck and hair. 
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contralateral bright spot. A detailed explanation of these 
phenomena from a description of the interaction of the incident 
wave with the spherical surface is somewhat complex. Both the 
real and imaginary parts of the impedance of the hair covering 
dictate distinct changes to the surface pressure [12]. The non-
uniformity of the surface boundary also introduces additional 
coupling between incoming and scattered wave modes that is not 
present for uniformly covered or rigid spheres. A further 
explanation of these properties is difficult without mathematical 
accompaniment and this is beyond the scope of the current 
investigation.  

 

 
Figure 5: Overhead view of the head surface showing the 

rigid facial (unshaded) and hair (shaded) regions. The 
dashed rectangle illustrates the heads right ear 

(corresponding to the HRTF shown in Fig. 4). Two 
angles of sphere rotation are shown that result in the 

principal wave path to the ear to be over either a 
primarily rigid or primarily absorbent sphere surface.  

 
The changes due to the addition of both the neck and hair are 

shown in Fig. 4(g). The primary changes to the HRTF are well 
explained by the individual contributions of the neck and hair as 
previously discussed. A reduction in the contralateral bright spot 
along with ancillary arch shaped notches can be seen due to the 
addition of the neck. The other asymmetrical HRTF changes are 
consistent with the discussion on the effects of the hair covering, 
both for ipsilateral and contralateral angles. Any differences may 
be attributed to experimental errors in maintaining exactly 
consistent rotation angles, and any coupling between the 
scattering effects of the neck and hair that does not appear when 
they are investigated separately. 

4. DISCUSSION AND CONCLUSION 

Overall both the neck and the hair produce small but distinctive 
changes to the azimuthal HRTF. The addition of the cylindrical 
neck disturbs a proportion of the symmetrical wave path to the 
posterior region of the sphere. This reduces the magnitude of the 
bright spot in the order of 2-4 dB. The neck also provides 
ancillary arch shaped notches for ipsilateral angles that are 
similar to those provided by a geometric torso. The addition of 
the hair material produces reasonably complex asymmetrical 
changes to the HRTF. For ipsilateral angles a general reduction is 
seen which is slightly greater for angles where the hair surface is 
moved to the frontal hemisphere. Asymmetrical changes in the 
order of 2-4 dB are also seen for contralateral angles, particularly 

near the bright spot. These result in the anterior ridge of 
decreased pressure (adjacent to bright spot) being noticeably 
more apparent than the posterior ridge.  

Although only azimuthal HRTF are investigated, given the 
45° alignment of the hair covering changes in the frontal plane 
HRTF due to hair may be considered analogous to those 
discussed here (with the appropriate angular remapping). 
Changes of similar order would be expected for median plane 
HRTF, particularly for rear sources. The discussion given for the 
asymmetrical ipsilateral HRTF changes is particularly relevant 
with regards to the effect of hair in the median plane.  

The broad spectral changes exhibited due to the addition of 
the hair surface used in the current work are consistent with those 
presented previously. The addition of a wig to a mannequin head 
investigated by Riederer [11] produces similar asymmetric 
changes to those discussed here. For the right ear this 
corresponds to a decrease in the HRTF for anterior contralateral 
angles, and a slight increase for posterior. Whilst modifying the 
hair does not produce highly idiosyncratic HRTF changes, 
untrained listeners are able to perceive a difference when HRTFs 
are used that have substantial hair covering modifications [11]. 

In the absence of methodical and robust psychoacoustic 
studies it remains difficult to comment on the perceptual effects 
of the hair and neck to sound localisation. Obviously there are a 
multitude of environmental and intrapersonal anthropometric 
variations that cause subtle changes to the waveform present at 
the eardrum for a particular source direction. Variations in 
clothing, headwear, and complex room interactions all produce 
changes in the spectral HRTF features, but this does not 
necessarily mean that the ability to localise sounds is 
significantly perturbed. The addition of the neck instinctively 
reduces the bright spot that is over exemplified by spherical 
approximations of human hearing. Additionally the asymmetrical 
changes provided by the hair may contribute as a secondary cue 
to the discrimination of front-back ambiguities, particularly in 
the absence of other high frequency spectral changes provided by 
the pinnae. If these asymmetries could be modelled and easily 
replicated, their inclusion with binaural synthesis may resolve 
some of the directional ambiguities that currently afflict sphere 
scattering models assuming a rigid head surface.  
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ABSTRACT 

The goal of this study is to retrieve useful information about the 
reactions of listeners to different recording techniques, namely 
binaural and stereo. This has been done comparing different 
mixes of the same song. Each mix is obtained from stereophonic 
and binaural recordings, or processing proximity recordings with 
stereo panning, binaural synthesis or a hybrid approach. The 
comparison is made through listening tests with headphones and 
an analysis of subjects’ reactions and meaningful subjective 
parameters ratings.  
 
[Keywords: Spatialization, Binaural, Listening Tests] 

1. INTRODUCTION 

Binaural technology can be approached from different 
perspectives and in different domain of application. Scientific 
research dedicated a lot of study to this technology, both to 
binaural recording and synthesis issues. Augmented virtual 
reality massively uses binaural technology to improve realism 
and immersion. Binaural technology is employed for acoustic 
measurements in hearing and audiology, sound quality tests in 
telecommunications and automotive systems, room acoustics, 
psychoacoustics. Field recording employs binaural techniques 
for ‘virtually taking the listener there’: it is used for event and 
travel reporting, sometimes in an anthropological, 
ethnographical, historical or musicological context. 
Environmental sound recording and bioacoustics, so as 
alternative medicine show interests for the 3D rendering of 
ambient sounds with binaural microphones or synthesis.  

Binaural techniques are also used for artistic creations, 
namely to design soundscapes or to enhance the spatial 
dimension in music recordings. Classical binaural recordings 
have obtained good comments in the audiophile community, so 
as binaural audio dramas and electronic/ambient music, but the 
market part of this kind of products is limited compared to the 
popular music market.  

Popular music is only marginally touched by binaural 
technologies. Examples can be found in Tchad Blake producer 
discography (Pearl Jam, Latin playboys, Tom Waits) or in 
albums like Pink Floyd “The final cut”, Michael Jackson 
“History”, or in some Stevie Wonder and Lionel Ritchie albums, 
that used the holophonic technique (by Hugo Zuccarelli). 
Nevertheless the application of binaural techniques in popular 
music stays anecdotic. This lack of success seems to be due both 
to technical reasons and more general considerations. As a 
matter of fact, binaural recordings through dummy heads 
presented in the past major problems, mostly linked to the 

possibility of listening to binaural mixes on stereo loudspeaker. 
The mix sounded thin, distant, and without low frequencies [1]. 
Today this kind of problems has been solved by marks such as 
Neumann, through diffuse field equalization of the dummy head 
microphones [2], even if, in our opinion, a certain voice 
presence loss can still be perceived. The loss of the ‘you are 
here’ effect with loudspeaker listening can be avoided using 
crosstalk cancellation solutions currently available [3], [4]. More 
general compatibility problems are object of current researches 
for binaural upmix/downmix to and from different multichannel 
technologies, such as Ambisonics, or 5.1, [5]. We remark that 
the only ‘you are here’ effect is lost in normal loudspeaker 
reproduction, but the binaural recording has its own sound on 
loudspeaker, just as any other stereophonic technique.  

Another problem often related is the common studio use of 
proximity/multimic recording (namely for enhancing the voice 
presence), which seems to represent an obstacle to all-binaural 
recording in studio. Binaural synthesis is candidate solution to 
face the multimic constraint, but other related difficulties appear, 
namely concerning HRTF modelling, individualization, and 
measurement [6]. 

To this kind of technical problems, we have to add the 
individual sound engineers’ studio practice, their habits, and 
their (relative) inertia to major technological evolutions, which 
involve a more or less longer time of adaptation in order to 
develop field experience.  The final success is, anyway, up to 
audience acceptance of the new techniques, and is then related to 
how listeners react faced to binaural audio products. The current 
study presents some issues concerning these matters, namely 
how listeners react to binaural products compared to traditional 
stereo ones. 

In order to identify the potentials of binaural technologies 
compared to more traditional stereophonic approaches, five 
preliminary mixes have been carried out from the recording 
session of a professional guitar-voice duo, for an original 
composition of theirs. AB recording and stereo panning, dummy 
head binaural recording and HRTF synthesis, so as a hybrid 
technique have been considered.  

A first final mix has been carried out: it contains the full 
song, seen from different ‘perspectives’, that is the different 
recording and synthesis techniques. The listening perspective 
changes dur ing the song, so that a listener can fully enjoy, in a 
fluid way and without abrupt changes, the rendering differences 
for the five considered strategies.  This could be seen as a 
‘marketing’ approach of comparing recording techniques. 

A second approach, based on listening of selected extracts of 
the 5 mixes, numerical rating and statistical processing has been 
followed in order to try a more scientific analysis of the problem.   
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2. RECORDING AND MIXING DETAILS 

The recording has been carried out in a little studio (6x5x4 m) 
acoustically treated at Ecole Nationale Supérieure of 
Telecommunications in Paris. The singer was positioned in front 
of the dummy head, at 1 metre, and an AB couple which were 
nearly coincident. The guitarist sat on her left, one meter further.  

The binaural recording has been made with a Neumann Ku-
100 dummy head; the AB couple is composed by two MK2 
Schoeps. The proximity recording is made with a Soundelux 
Ifet7 for the voice and a MK2 Schoeps for the guitar. HRTFs for 
synthesis have been chosen within the IRCAM LISTEN database 
[8], by listening to several sets and choosing the best one 
according to the author and the sound engineer advice. All the 5 
mixes that are contained in the first ‘multiperspective’ listening 
sample have been done on a analogue Trident Series75 using 
hardware equipment (D.W Fearn VT-2..), as well as in the box, 
in Logic Pro7 on an Apple G5 1,8Ghz.  

In a first mixing step, complete freedom has been accorded 
to the sound engineer, in order to let him use all the potential of 
a professional studio to achieve a product matching discography 
standards. For example, in the hybrid mix he used: 

- regular stereo mix on the 2 mono-proximity sources, 
panned in stereo, with equalization, compression, a touch of 
widening (M/S Matrix), effects (3 different convolution reverbs 
panned in various directions).               
- binaural recording compressed through an SSL Talk Back 
compressor (plug-in version), a bit of stereo reverb applied, and 
submixed 10dB lower than the stereo mix. The final result has 
been down mixed in one audio file. 

A similar processing has been performed for the other mixes; 
no particular sound engineering problems have been encountered 
during the production process. The first final mix presented to 
the listeners contained the whole song, obtained by mixing 
sequentially some extracts of each one of the mixes, so that the 
song changed continuously from one technique to the other, 
without abrupt changes, making the listening easy and fluid. 
Each change was announced by a superposed voice. The 
multiperspective sample has been presented in an unblind 
fashion to the listeners, which knew which extracts belonged to 
which strategy. This is a common marketing approach used for 
presenting comparative listening, [7]. 

One remark can be made: both the unblindness and the 
slightly different processing of the 5 mixes can introduce a bias 
in a statistical analysis of the data. However, the goal of this first 
listening test was to record the advices of the listeners on a ‘final 
product’. The judgement were more qualitative than quantitative 
and were aimed to provide a very general idea on the sensitivity 
of the audience to a true sound engineered production of the 
song, as it could be found on a normal CD. The listening sample 
has been made available on audio-dedicated and academic 
research Internet sites and more than 20 feedbacks have been 
received from audio professionals. These feedbacks are available 
contacting the author.  

In a second phase, some unprocessed extracts of the 
recordings and synthesis mixes have been used for quantitative 
rating. This time three extracts has been obtained from each one 
of the 5 mixes, that is 

• BR1,BR2, BR3 from the binaural recording mix 
• AB1, AB2, AB3 from the AB recording mix 

• SP1,SP2, SP3 from the stereo panned mix 
• BS1,BS2, BS3 from the binaural synthesis mix 
• HY1,HY2, HY3 from the hybrid mix 

The BR and AB series are the recorded files without 
processing; the SP series has been obtained panning the voice 
proximity recording in the centre and the guitar on the left (45 
degrees); the BS series has been obtained using the LISTEN 
IRC002 set raw HRTFs corresponding to azimuth 0 and 
elevation 0 for the voice, and azimuth 45 degrees on the left, 0 
elevation for the guitar; the hybrid mix has been obtained mixing 
SP and BS (this one 3dB lower). 

We considered two approaches: a ‘live recording approach’, 
as the one which is often used in classical music context, and a 
‘studio recording approach’, as the one used in pop music. The 
first one consists in recording with two microphones set in the 
performing area, in a well-studied position: the recording 
contains the contributions of both musicians and hall, with weak 
possibilities for post processing (which is not always welcomed 
in classical context). The mix is up to the performing musicians, 
the recording engineer has to be transparent.  

The second one is based on ‘proximity recording’, that is 
with microphones set in proximity of each musician. This type of 
recording is useful because it allows for further processing in 
order to achieve accurate mixing of the single tracks, effects 
insertion and space organization: the mix is up to the sound 
engineer, which is directly involved in the sound creation. 

The first category test sample has been obtained mixing 
sequentially in randomized order the three extracts of the BR and 
AB series; the same for the second category test sample with the 
three extracts of the SP, BS and HY series. A reference signal 
REF has been put at the beginning of the sample: it is composed 
by a mono mix of the proximity recordings for the voice and the 
guitar. Six sequences (and the reference) for the live approach 
and nine sequences (and the reference) for the studio approached 
were then considered. All the extracts have been normalized. 
The test was blind and performed using Sennheizer HD600 
headphones and a B&K ZE0769 headphones amplifier. 

3. LISTENING TESTS 

We asked the listeners to rate some parameters related to the 
spatial and timbre dimensions of the mixes, and also to provide a 
general advice about the pleasantness of each mix, according to 
their personal expectations and taste.   

We choose to define the spatial dimension of the ‘live mixes’ 
with three parameters: localization, sound relief, spaciousness. 
Localization is related to the possibility for the listener to 
associate one sound to one position in space, without 
fluctuations or ‘diffuse’ sound effects.  If there is a plan 
organization (background, foreground) in the performance, the 
‘sound relief’ parameter is related to the correct reproduction of 
it. The spaciousness is related to the listener envelopment and 
the source apparent width, LEV and ASW respectively. 

Given the fact that in the ‘studio mixes’ we did not 
synthesize a recording space, or a plan organization, we chose to 
characterize the spatial dimension in these mixes with out-of-
head localization and source width.  Localization ‘out of the 
head’ with headphone reproduction is believed to happen when 
all the hearing system localization cues are provided by the 
audio chain.  This is theoretically guaranteed by binaural 
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synthesis. The ‘source width’ parameter characterizes the 
difference existing between a point source (issued from 
synthesis) and an extended source perception issued from 
recording).  

The ‘timber quality’ and ‘pleasantness’ parameters are 
common for the two mixes categories.  

All the parameters have been described with care to the 
listeners. The listeners were asked to rate each sequence (6 in the 
first test, 9 in the second) in a range for 1 to 5.  The semantic 
value of these rates is reported in table 1. 

 
Localization:  5:  stable and unique 

1:  fluctuating and diffuse  
Spaciousness: 5:  enveloping and large 

1:  isolated and thin 
Sound relief: 5:  separated and ‘in 

perspective’ 
1:  confuse and flat 

Timber: 5:  natural 
1:  with artifacts 

Pleasantness: 5:  very pleasant 
1:  very unpleasant 

Out-of-head 
localization: 

5:  well externalized 
1:  totally inside the head 

Source Width: 5:  large source 
1:  point source 

 
Table 1: semantic of the proposed parameters for rating 
 
15 subjects with supposed experience in audio (Sound and 

Audio engineers and Musicologists) performed the test in the 
listening room of the Casa della Musica in Parma. They could 
listen to the mixes as many time as they want. Each test lasted at 
least 30 minutes, at most 45 minutes. 

4. RESULTS 

4.1. Reliability of the test subjects 

A first common remark made by the majority of the subjects was 
that the test was quite difficult. The subjects did differentiate the 
sequences, but the focusing on the different parameters was 
something they were not used to do. Focusing on localization, 
for example, without considering spaciousness could be very 
difficult for a person without a deep analytical and more 
precisely, ‘spatial’, listening. We could suppose that the 
difference between techniques is not so flagrant or that the 
performance used for recording is not the most suitable for such 
differentiation, but the fact that every listener perceived a 
difference in the sequences, made us think that it was just a 
matter of going deeper to try to find out ‘why’ they were 
different.   

A second remark is related to the fact that three different 
extracts of the song were presented to the subjects, each one with 
one of the techniques under study.  We expected that the same 
technique should provide similar results for all the extracts.  We 
observed that the assumption on the coherence of rating is 
namely verified for a group of listeners, while for the others, 

strong discrepancies can subsist between same technique but 
different sequences. This group was composed by listeners that 
have a particular experience in spatial listening, because they 
work, as scientist or musicologists, on sound spatialisation. 

The sources of such incoherence can be further discussed. 
First, the semantic of the proposed attributes should be 
considered. For example, it happened that, even between the 
experienced ‘spatial’ listeners, there were misunderstanding on 
the sense of the ‘source width’ parameter, which provided 
exactly opposite answers on this parameters while identical 
answers  for other parameters. The mapping between perceptive 
attributes and listening cues should be defined on the basis of a 
common agreement between listeners, in order to setup, if 
possible,  a stable listening framework. 

Second, the assumption that the same technique should 
provide coherent results even if rated over different sound 
sequences can be criticized. Parameters such as ‘timber’ and 
‘pleasantness’ can easily introduce bias when considered on 
different sequences, where the natural dynamic of the 
performance or the artistic intention can radically change.  The 
nature of the considered sound or the emotion belonging to a 
specified sequence can significantly influence the perceptual 
parameter.  

Third, we observed two different behaviors in test subjects. 
One part of the subjects first tried to identify the techniques used 
in each sequence, then rated the technique, more than the 
sequence, simply copying the results of one sequence, let us say 
the binaural recorded, in all the sequences supposed to have 
been recorded in binaural. This, of course, provides statistic 
consistency. The only problem is when listeners make mistakes 
in correctly identifying the pair sequence-technique. A bias can 
be introduced by the process of pre-evaluation. Another part of 
the listener subjects simply rated each sequence independently 
from the other, providing so, in some cases, contradicting 
results. This can be due to the fact that, in most cases, their 
judgment was based on comparison between the present 
sequence and the previous one, loosing then a long term memory 
that could have preserved global coherence. 

These remarks being done, we decided to accept some 
incongruence between the different sequences ratings (averaging 
the result of a single technique over all the sequences), but to 
discard excessive variations. In order to evaluate the frequency 
of rating incongruence, we choose to compare statistical 
quartiles as provided by the Matlab ‘notched boxplot’ function. 
In a notched box plot the notches represent a robust estimate of 
the uncertainty about the medians for box-to-box comparison. 
Boxes whose notches do not overlap indicate that the medians of 
the two groups differ at the 5% significance level. We fixed a 
threshold of acceptance discarding boxplots whose notches do 
not overlap. The little residual variations can be seen as normal 
fluctuations due to the different sequence audio and emotional 
content, semantic misunderstanding and listening approach.  

In figure 1 we reported an example of discarded subject. On 
the x axis, the three sequences used in the first ‘live recording’ 
test (for binaural recording), on the y axis, the three quartiles 
computed on an average of the 5 parameters rating.  It is possible 
to observe that boxplots notches do not overlap and then the 
median can be significantly (as long as a statistic made on 5 
samples can be considered as significant) considered as 
belonging to different groups,  that is non unique recording 
technique.  Note that in this way ‘nearly constant’ answers are 
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accepted. In figure 2 we plotted an accepted listener (AB 
recording). 

 

Figure 1: Discarded subject: on the x axis, the three 
binaural  sequences used in the first ‘live recording’ 

test; on the y axis, the three quartiles computed on the 
average on the 5 parameters rating 

 
We discarded 2 subjects: the following analysis is then made 

on the basis of 13 subjects’ answering grid, considering the 
mean ratings computed on the three sequences. 

 

Figure 2: Accepted subject: on the x axis, the three 
sequences used in the first ‘live recording’ test (AB 

recording); on the y axis, the three quartiles computed 
on the 5 parameters rating. 

4.2. Analysis of useful results 

In figure 3,4,5,6 we report the results of the tests. 
 

 

Figure 3: Localization, spaciousness and sound relief 
results for the 'live recording' test. 

 
In figure 3 we plot the results for the ‘live recordings’ test 

parameters: localization, spaciousness, sound relief. We remark: 
 
• The spaciousness is, as expected, better for binaural 

recording, while the other parameters are equivalent. 
This parameter seems to be statistically consistent, due 
to the separation of boxplots. 

• The sound relief does not seem to be affected by the 
recording technique: this effect can be due to the 
simple sound scene that we have recorded which 
certainly does not present evident sound plans (the 
guitarist was less than 1 meter behind the singer).  

• Localization has been rated in an equivalent way for 
the two techniques. This could confirm that the 
spectral cues introduced by dummy head recording 
(and not present in AB recording, due to the absence 
of head diffraction) are not enough to enhance 
localization as individual HRTFs do [9]. 

 

 

Figure 4: Out-of-head localization and source width 
result or 'studio mixes' 
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In figure 4 we plot the results for the ‘studio mixes’ test 
parameters: out-of-head localization and source width. 

We note that : 
 

• Out-of-head localization is enhanced by binaural 
synthesis and, in a more moderate way, in the 
hybrid mix. This parameter seems to be 
statistically consistent, due to the separation of 
boxplots. 

• Source width is better for hybrid mix (but no 
statistical consistency can be assumed). The 
similar results for panning and binaural synthesis 
can be due to misunderstanding or different 
interpretation of the parameter.   

In figure 5 and 6 we plotted the global parameters referring 
to the five considered techniques. We remark that: 

 
• The timber is correctly reproduced in almost all the 

techniques. Binaural synthesis obtained worst 
results: listeners reported a strong comb filtering-
like effect at high frequencies. This can be due to 
problems due to HRTF individualization and 
equalization. Using diffuse-field equalized HRTFs 
can be an interesting solution: the inter-differences 
between HRTFs coming from different subjects are 
mostly sensitive to high frequencies, for which the 
ear shape starts to plays a significant role. The 
attenuation of high frequencies due to diffuse field 
equalization should at least reduce energy in 
problematic zones of the spectrum. 

 

 

Figure 5: Timber quality results 

 
• The listeners found the hybrid mix and the AB 

recording as the most pleasant techniques, but this 
is only true for median value analysis: the 
information is not statistically consistent, because 
the notches in figure 6 strongly overlap. It seems 
that spatial enhancement due to binaural 
technologies and timber deterioration (for binaural 
synthesis) compensate, ‘aligning’ in some way the 
pleasantness for the techniques under study. 

Alternatively, it can be said that spatial cues 
enhancement (which is statistically consistent) is 
not significant in pleasantness enhancement.  

 

 

Figure 6: Pleasantness results 

5. FURTHER STUDIES  

A stereo dipole ([3]) system is being installed at the Casa della 
Musica of Parma: this system is a transaural system that allows, 
in theory, to perform cross-talk cancellation and then preserve all 
the characteristics of a binaural recording over loudspeakers. The 
present test will be re-performed using normal stereo and stereo 
dipole systems, to identify the eventual deteriorations in 
reproducing binaural through loudspeakers. Some pioneer tests 
have been made in this direction. 

6. CONCLUSIONS 

In this study we aimed to evaluate reactions of experienced 
audio people to popular binaural music.  

The results of perceptual tests on sound-caring listeners 
show that nowadays they do not seem sensitive to the benefits of 
binaural technologies: even if binaural techniques were 
recognized to provide increased spaciousness and out-of-head 
localization, this has not been a sufficient reason for preferring 
binaural technologies to stereo ones.  

This problem can be due to technological limitations: pop 
music is basically studio-oriented, due to the possibility of 
multimic recording and mixing. The studio process is then 
‘binaural synthesis’ oriented and demand for timber precision 
that is not completely provided by the present HRTF technology. 
Diffuse-field HRTFs are available [8] and can be tested, but 
HRTF individualization is a current research problem. 

Apart for these technical issues, the feeling is that listeners 
were just not used to a new approach in listening, that is spatial, 
and namely, binaural listening.  They rated in the same way all 
the technologies but they recognized, if solicited, the spatial 
dimension enhancement provided by binaural.  Binaural 
recording and hybrid techniques do not seem to be affected by 
timber deterioration, and enhance the spatial dimension in 
hearing. If these techniques have not been chosen as the best 
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ones, it can be reasonable to think that it is because the spatial 
dimension that they introduce has not been considered as 
important by the listeners. 

Will popular music listeners become aware of this kind of 
listening perspectives, maybe through a massive use of their 
iPods, and some marketing or educational campaign? Maybe the 
major labels could just produce binaural music (not more 
expensive than producing normal stereo music) that will be fully 
enjoyed by ‘spatial listeners’, keeping intact the listening 
pleasure of the common listener. The ‘spatial listener’ can be the 
added-value market target, but this ‘species’ should first be 
created.  

Or, as someone said, binaural will remain “just a cool effect 
with which you can impress people every few years (when it gets 
rediscovered by someone) - but not make best-selling 
recording?”. Maybe a gradual introduction of binaural cues in 
recording, through hybrid mixes, could represent a painless 
intermediary step. 
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ABSTRACT 
 
This paper discusses a technique to convert 2 dimensional images 
into music by associating hue values with timbres. The colour 
information in 2D still images was used to drive an 8 channel 
timbral audio mixer. 8 musical timbres were recorded to 
represent 8 hue values and these timbres were changed in 
amplitude dependent on the quantity of each hue in the image. A 
maximum of 64 blue ‘pixel-blocks’ for example resulted in a 
sound that was exclusively the timbre associated with blue. The 
technique is successful for enhancing some images but not others 
but after some familiarisation it is possible to distinguish the 
timbres and therefore to identify the colour composition of the 
picture through audio alone. 
 
[Keywords: Colour, Timbre, Aesthetics, Pictures] 

1. INTRODUCTION 
 
Because both music and visual art are usually created with a view 
to producing an aesthetic appreciation from the audience or 
viewers it is not uncommon to believe there is an underlying link 
between both art forms. This ‘desirable’ aesthetic link has only 
been loosely investigated and then mainly in the visual realm 
with a strong research and artistic user group under the umbrella 
term of ‘Visual Music’ [1]. Visual Music looks at ways of 
conveying musical aesthetics with visual media such as paintings 
and video works. Fewer attempts have been made to represent 
visual aesthetics in a musical form and this is where this paper 
begins its investigation. 

The investigation described here is a preliminary one to 
inform the creation of a system that will allow the generation of 
music automatically for moving images. Creating music 
automatically from images is possible in many ways and several 
software programs such as Matlab and MAX/MSP with Jitter 
allow this to be achieved quite simply. A greater problem is 
creating music that successfully represents or increases a 
viewer’s appreciation of an image without any user or composer 
input and has a desirable and image enhancing aesthetic quality. 
Of course, each viewer is different and makes his or her own 
associations with the image but this work attempts to find a 
common ground where the music created for the picture will 
increase the viewer’s appreciation of it in as many cases as 
possible. Conversely, it would be possible to compose a piece of 

music by traditional means that would guide the viewer into 
previously unconsidered associations with the picture much as a 
movie composer sets the scene with their own creative input.  In 
this work, this approach is to be avoided as the intention is for the 
system to be used by non-composers with an appreciation of 
aesthetics but not necessarily any musical ability. Several 
implementations such as Metasynth’s Image Synth editor [2] and 
the vOICe [3] have been used that take pixel lightness and 
vertical positional information to determine amplitude and pitch 
values respectively. Metasynth now also uses the colour 
information of pixels to determine the spatial positioning of 
oscillators in the stereo sound field. In both these 
implementations the image is scanned from left to right either at 
a fixed or user chosen rate. The result generally is a randomly 
changing timbre from which users can learn to perceive visual 
information through auditory means but has limited musical 
usefulness without careful programming. Both systems also use a 
type of raw additive synthesis with frequency components chosen 
by the image pixels. By starting with pre-recorded musical 
timbres as soundfiles the system devised in this paper could be 
thought of as a type of wavetable synthesis which can produce 
more interesting timbral soundscapes. Although this paper works 
exclusively with 2 dimensional still images it is envisaged that 
the approach that can be translated to moving images and 
automatic generation of music for film.  

Section 2 looks at related work in this area followed by 
the main body of the paper with section 3 explaining the method 
of processing the image from colours to timbres. Section 4 shows 
how the image is scanned to focus on important areas of the 
image and section 5 discusses the method of timbral mixing after 
the quantity of hue values in the image have been identified. A 
series of rendered compositions are presented in section 6 with 
further work and conclusions given in sections 7 and 8. 

2. RELATED WORK 
 
The conversion of images to sound is currently a popular 
research topic both in computer music and sonification arenas but 
there is a long history connecting visual aesthetics to music. 
Notable contributors to the exploration of links between visual 
and musical aesthetics are Newton in ‘Opticks’ [4] and 
Kandinsky [5]. Newton’s ideas were scientifically driven and the 
proposed technique of matching visual colour information to 
tonal music was basically a frequency division from the high 
frequency colour spectrum down to the relatively low frequency 
audio one. Kandinsky, coming from a more artistic viewpoint, 
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believed that music was motivated by a purer aesthetic and 
compositional force than representational visual art and sought to 
put the music into pictures in his own canvases.  

A good review of more current research in image to 
sound conversion is given by Giannakis [6]. His thesis on sound 
mosaics used empirical testing methods to inform the 
development of a visual mosaic sound synthesis program that 
successfully utilises saturation and lightness values mapped to 
pitch and amplitude respectively. The inclusion of texture was an 
important enhancement that allows the generation of different 
timbres mapped from the textural properties of images. This 
system is however a sound synthesis program that creates a 
sound from several mosaics rather than a direct interpretation of 
an existing picture.  

Much of the work in making music from images has 
been undertaken to assist blind people and Alty [7] investigated 
various techniques for displaying graphical information using 
only music with the Audiograph system. Various scanning 
techniques were used to probe the graphs and shapes and the 
musical parameters were mapped from spatial co-ordinates to 
musical pitch and 2 timbres, organ and piano. A good level of 
success was achieved with blind users being able to recognise 
and manipulate various objects shape and size. A similar assistive 
technology was developed by Ausiello et al [8]. They 
demonstrated the use of red, green, blue (RGB) and hue, 
saturation, lightness (HSL) colour spaces for making auditory 
representations of colour information in an environmental visual 
scanning device known as the ‘Espacio Acustico Virtual’ (EAV 
or Acoustic Virtual Space). This device is to be used by sight 
impaired users to increase their environmental awareness and 
adds a colour dimension to the auditory landscape. Also 
Margounakis and Politis [9] demonstrated a technique using 
coloured ‘bricks’ and a ‘colour wall’ to control chromatic 
melodies based on the brick size, or contiguity of several pixels 
of the same colour, and hue values. The intention of Margounakis 
is to create an auditory display of pictures that will also involve 
the intervention of a composer to make the necessary adjustments 
to provide a satisfactory melody. Development of the Sonart 
application has seen Seung Yeo [10] [11] tackle many of the 
issues involved with scanning within images and choosing 
appropriate image to sound mapping parameters. A recent 
success in this area has produced a very intuitive raster scanning 
technique that can be used for sound synthesis and waveform 
display.  

3. IMAGE PROCESSING 
 
In the current investigation the add on library ‘Jitter’ along with 
Max/MSP was used for analysing and processing the image. In 
Jitter an image contains 4 planes of information representing the 
alpha (opacity), red, green and blue (ARGB) values for the 2D 
image matrix. Each plane consists of a 2 dimensional matrix 
storing the A, R, G or B values of each pixel. At the heart of the 
colour analysis part of the program for this investigation is a 
routine that breaks the image matrix into a series of 8x8 
submatrices, identifies the average hue value of each submatrix 
and then quantises the average hue to the one nearest the list of 
hues given in table 1. Although the RGB colour space is used for 
much of the analysis work the hue values in HSL colour space 
are used for association with timbres because it is believed to be 
a more intuitive approach used by artists for choosing and mixing 
colours and allows extension to more colours at a later stage. 

 
1. Black 2. Red 3. Yellow 4. Green 

5. Cyan 6. Blue 7. Magenta 8. White 

Table 1 Hue Values used for Timbral Association 

The choice of these 8 hue values was made to allow the colour 
quantisation described in section 3.1 below to be enabled more 
effectively. As a simple example we can consider the image in 
figure 1, a simple half blue half yellow image. 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
This picture is loaded into a Jitter matrix and through a number 
of processes described later is then broken down into an 8 x 8 
‘chessboard’ pattern of submatrices producing a grid as shown in 
figure 2. This display is made up from 64 coloured MAX panels 
whose colour is dynamically adjusted after the image is analysed. 
 
 
 
 
  
  
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 

 
 
 
 
These 64 coloured panels are for display purposes only and 
visually indicate that the downsampling process is working 
correctly. The panels are then counted and in this case produce 
values of 32 panels of blue colour and 32 panels of yellow. The 
discussion in section 5 will show how these numbers are then fed 
into the sound generation routine that will produce a sound which 
is a combination of the blue and yellow timbres at equal 
amplitude. 

Figure 1. Blue (left) Yellow (right) Picture 

Figure 2. Blue - Yellow Matrix 
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3.1 Hue Quantisation 
 
The preceding image works without any problems since it only 
contains the hue values chosen for the experiment and listed in 
table 1. A more complicated problem is when the image contains 
other hue values not accounted for in the list of 8 hues given in 
the table as in a real world example. In this case the colours are 
quantised to the nearest hue value based on their closeness to the 
RGB values identified by Jitter. The down sampling into a series 
of 8x8 submatrices takes place in the same way. As an example 
of the process the photograph of some Manatee swimming in an 
aquarium in figure 3 is used as this produces a satisfactory final 
musical composition. 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
First the image is segmented into a series of 8x8 blocks or 
submatrices as before to allow colour analysis to be undertaken. 
The segmentation is done within Jitter to produce 8 rows and 8 
columns. The segmentation process breaks the image into the 
desired number of subsections but displays the colour from the 
top left hand value of the submatrix. This is later resolved with 
the use of an analysis which takes values from the entire 
submatrix.  
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
As shown in figure 4 it can be seen that the block containing the 
lightest shade of colour is in row 4 column 5; we will use this 
block for demonstration but the process is the same for all 64 
blocks. This submatrix is analysed to determine the statistical 
mean value of the RGB values contained in it (the alpha channel 
is ignored in this implementation). The actual mean values were 
Red = 125, Green = 217 and Blue = 182. The maximum possible 
value for each plane is 255 with 128 being the halfway point.  
 

 
 
 
 
Anything above 127 is given a value of 255 and anything below  
128 is given a value of 0 to give a series of quantised hue values 
shown in table 2. 

The values from the block at row 4, column 5 would 
therefore be quantised to Red = 0 (actually 125 which is <128 ∴ 
given a value of 0), Green = 255 (actually 217 which is >127 ∴ 
given a value of 255), Blue = 255 (actually 182 which is >127 ∴ 
given a value of 255). The combination of Red=0, Green=255 
and Blue=255 gives a resultant hue of Cyan shown in table 2. 
The completed quantised matrix is displayed in figure 5.  

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

3.2 Matrix Histogram  
The 64 submatrix panels are counted to determine the quantity of 
blocks containing the same hue values. This is tabulated in a 
histogram graph (again only for display purposes). For this image 
the counted values are 36 black blocks, 10 green blocks, 1 blue 
block, 17 cyan blocks and the remaining colours are not 
represented. As before these histogram values are used to drive 
the timbral mixer described in section 5 and in this case produces 
a denser sound containing more timbres. 
 

RESULTANT 
HUE RED value GREEN 

value 
BLUE 
value 

Black 0 0 0 
Red 255 0 0 

Yellow 255 255 0 
Green 0 255 0 
Cyan 0 255 255 
Blue 0 0 255 

Magenta 255 0 255 
White 255 255 255 

Figure 3. Aquarium Photograph 

Figure 4. Picture down-sampled into an 8x8 Matrix 

Hue 
Quantised 
Submatrix 

Submatrix 
block under 
consideration 

Figure 5. 8x8 Matrix of Quantised Hue Values 

Table 2. Quantised Hue Values 
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4. SCANNING AND FOCUS 
 
It may seem that the effect of converting only the colour 
information to timbres conveys no sense of the composition of 
the picture but this is solved by the ability to zoom into a 
particular area in the image. The ability to scan through the pixels 
allows the timbre to change as it passes over different colours 
thus giving auditory clues as to the compositional nature of the 
picture. 

A static approach would also produce a non-evolving 
timbral soundscape although some variety and ‘movement’ of the 
sound is produced because of the varying lengths of the 
soundfiles, the dynamic quality of the recordings and the way 
different timbres interact. Yeo [10] discussed several techniques 
that could be used for introducing a time base into a static image 
and to allow movement and focus between different areas and 
pixels in the picture. The technique used in this paper is to focus 
on a rectangular subset of the image initiated by a probing mouse 
click. This emulates the process of an observer choosing a focal 
point in the picture and looking at this area in more detail. The 
focus then returns to an overview of the picture after which the 
observer again focuses into the point of interest. The process of 
zooming in to the focal point and then moving back to an 
overview continues until a different focus point is chosen. Some 
high frequency jitter is included while the image is zoomed into 
an area as the eye refreshes its visual receptors by small high 
frequency movements as described by Gregory [12]. This excites 
the mix a little, adding a form of modulation to the produced 
music. The saccadic eye movement is emulated by the tracking 
from overview to zoomed localisation at a predetermined rate. 
This has a more gradual effect on how the sound evolves over 
time. 
 To initiate the zooming the user identifies a focus point 
in the image and clicks the mouse at the centre of the focus. The 

program then gradually repositions the display to the chosen co-
ordinates and resizes the display around the rectangular focus. 
 
 

 
 
 
 
 
 
For example in figure 7 the user has clicked into the light region 
on the back of the Manatee and the program enlarges this area 
with the clicked point being at the centre of the rescaled image. 
This action also has the effect of adjusting the relative amplitudes 
of the timbres thus creating a new, gradually evolving 
soundscape. This imparts a compositional aspect to the music 
which will now vary to a lesser or greater extent dependent on 
the concentration of hues in the zoomed area. This makes the 
music much more interesting than if a static image was converted 
to music. 

5. AUDIO TIMBRE MIXER 
 
The timbre of a sound has been discussed at length elsewhere 
[13] [14] but can be thought of as the characteristic quality or 
sound of an instrument that distinguishes it from others. The 
association of timbre with hue is a logical association to make 
when mapping HSL parameters to musical ones and was first 
suggested by Barrass [15]. It does have problems however, in 
that it can be seen as an oversimplification as timbre has many 
identifiable qualities whereas hue can be described by a single 
number. It is common however for musicians to refer to the 

Figure 6. Hue Histogram for the Aquarium picture. 
Colours left to right as in table 1. 

Figure 7. Focussing on an image area 
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timbre of instruments as their colour and in the past scores have 
been printed in different colours for different instruments as 
demonstrated by R. H. M. Bosanquet [16].  
 
 

 
The 8 timbres (7 actual sounds with silence for white) are 
available on the website accompanying this paper [17]. Each of 
the sounds was recorded with the authors concentrating on a 
sound that ‘resembled’ the chosen colour based on the literature 
together with some compositional free license. For example, 
Kandinsky [5] writes ‘it would be hard to find anyone who would 
try to express bright yellow in the bass notes, or dark lake in the 
treble’. This implies a synaesthetic quality to sound and colour 
perception that many people have to some degree or another.  

The synthesis programs were tweaked from a starting 
preset sound until the timbre matched, in the authors opinions, 
the colour being associated. As well as the synthetic sounds two 
‘found sound’ samples, one of fire for red and another a breaking 
glass sound for magenta, were processed from existing copyright 
free recordings. All the sounds were recorded to last 
approximately 30 seconds with some variation in length between 
the audio files to ensure more variety when they were looped 
during playback. All the soundfiles were normalised in amplitude 
to ensure consistent sound levels. 

The values generated from the colour matrix and 
identified in the histogram shown in figure 6 are doubled to give 
values between 0 and 127 (initially values between 0 and 63 are 
generated because of the 64 blocks in the segmented image but 
the audio output controller has double this resolution at 127). A 
value of 0 for a hue would mean an amplitude of zero for that 
sound i.e. the sound would not be heard. A value of 127 on any 
hue would mean that the associated timbre was played at full 
amplitude (and in this case no other sound would be heard).  

The whole process can be envisaged as a 7 channel 
stereo audio mixer with white creating a reduction in overall 
volume where there is a prevalence of white in the image (an 
analogy to white space in an image containing no information 
apart from contextualizing the objects of interest). Figure 8 helps 

in visualising the process that occurs when mixing the timbres 
together. Each of the stereo samples is continuously looped and 
played back from disk with their amplitudes set by the histogram 
values.  In figure 8 the timbre associated with magenta would be 
the loudest one in the mixed music. There would be a combined 
sound at the output of some quantity of each of the other colours. 
The mix levels will change dynamically as the image is scanned 
as described in section 4. 

 

6. COMPOSITIONS 
 
To demonstrate the process further some more pictures that have 
been rendered through the software to make music are presented 
below. All the audio files can be found on the website [17]. To 
highlight a potential problem with the system and discussed in 
section 7 the wedding picture in figure 9 generates similar music 
to the aquarium photograph in figure 3. 
 
 
 
 

 
 

 
 
 

 
Black and green dominate this image and the result is a gentle 
sweeping wash soundtrack similar to the one already heard for 
the aquarium.  
 
To demonstrate the effect of a quantity of white in an image 
figure 10 is a close up of a tree’s bark. Although the predominant 
colour appears to be a general shade of brown, when run through 
the quantising process many of the brown shades reduce to white 
because of low values in the RGB planes. The overall result of 
this is a reduced amplitude piece of music with concentrations of 
black, red and yellow timbres. 

 

Figure 8. Timbral 'Hue' Mixing. Colours left to right 
as in table 1. 

Figure 9. Wedding Dance 
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Finally we will consider a small group of flowers. The 

picture contains mainly yellow and green hues. These are 
translated to yellow and green timbres producing distinctively 
yellow and green music. 

 

 

7. FURTHER WORK 
 
The current implementation has several limitations which can 
possibly be resolved by further investigation. First and probably 
most importantly, is the fact that pictures with similar colour 
values will produce the same music even though the pictures may 
contain very different compositions and content. This is partially 
resolved by the scanning process but it is envisaged that this can 
be further improved by a greater subdivision of the picture into 
more submatrices. Also it should be possible to identify 
important objects in the image which could be used to produce a 
strong timbral focus or identifiable musical composition itself. 
To further emphasise the important ‘objects’ in the image the  
background colours would be given less priority in the mix and 
could be set to ‘fill out’ the music with a background randomised 

pad or melodic sound. The image objects would therefore be 
given priority in the audio mixer and the background would have 
less emphasis but would still be important in putting the objects 
into context.  
 More colours and therefore timbres could also be used 
to generate a greater variety in combined timbres; alternatively 
the additional manipulation of the pitch of the timbre files via 
analysis of the colour saturation as described by Giannakis [6] 
would greatly enhance the variety of the generated music. This 
could also address the problem described above. 

Several trials also need to be undertaken to generate 
qualitative data for gauging users’ opinions on the success of the 
timbre-hue mapping and scanning algorithms. 

8. CONCLUSIONS 
 
This paper has shown that it is possible to enhance (and 
represent) a picture with automatic timbral mixing based on hue 
content of an image. The investigation provided most success 
with the aquarium picture but less so with other images. This is 
probably due to the nature of the slowly evolving timbres and the 
aquarium suggesting slow sweeping movements. Further 
refinements of the application will pay more attention to 
important objects within the picture and a greater subdivision of 
the picture into smaller submatrices will bring out finer detail that 
the images contain.  
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ABSTRACT

We present a method for user-specific audio rendering of a vir-
tual environment that is shared by multiple participants. The tech-
nique differs from methods such as amplitude differencing, HRTF
filtering, and wave field synthesis. Instead we model virtual mi-
crophones within the 3-D scene, each of which captures audio to
be rendered to a loudspeaker. Spatialization of sound sources is
accomplished via acoustic physical modelling, yet our approach
also allows for localized signal processing within the scene. In or-
der to control the flow of sound within the scene, the user has the
ability to steer audio in specific directions. This paradigm leads
to many novel applications where groups of individuals can share
one continuous interactive sonic space.

[Keywords: multi-user, spatialization, 3-D arrangement of DSP,
steerable audio]

1. INTRODUCTION

Most APIs and toolkits for managing audio in virtual environments
(e.g. OpenAL, DirectX, X3D) are purely concerned with the spa-
tialization of sounds located in the scene. As a result, the audio
experience is focused around one user who indeed is immersed
in 3-D sound, yet lacks control mechanisms that would allow for
greater interactive sonic activity. This of course is understandable,
since the aim of these toolkits is to create realistic simulations for
gaming and 3-D visualization, which only require the spatializa-
tion of external audio streams (sound files, line-in, etc.). In con-
trast, our audio architecture is based on nodes that behave simul-
taneously as sound sources, which emit audio into the scene, and
sound sinks, collecting audio at a particular location. The nodes
can therefore be used as signal processing units that perform a
modification to a sound signal at some 3-D location, and emit the
result back into the scene.

This type of approach towards audio processing and the repre-
sentation of sound objects has several important ramifications. In
particular, user-specific audio rendering of a virtual scene can eas-
ily be attained. Rather than applying amplitude differences among
loudspeakers or filtering signals with a head-related transfer func-
tion (HRTF), an audio rendering is accomplished with a collection
of sound sinks that each correspond to a loudspeaker. This can be
thought of as a virtual microphone technique, where the number
of mics is equivalent to the number of channels that comprise the
audio display. Furthermore, this technique is not limited to stan-
dard speaker configurations, since an arbitrary number of virtual
microphones can be defined. It is thus possible to render a scene
for multiple participants, which leads to a number of exciting new

applications that deal with group activity. Examples include vir-
tual audio installations, collaborative musical performances, and
remote gatherings in shared virtual environments.

2. A FRAMEWORK FOR MODELLING VIRTUAL AUDIO

In our framework [1, 2], a virtual scene is defined by a number
of soundNodes arranged in a scene graph. This is a tree-shaped
data structure which allows spatial transformations applied on a
node to be propagated automatically to all child elements. Nodes
can thus be grouped together so that they move as one through
a scene, following the virtual representation of a participant. In
Figure 1 for example, the user is modelled with three soundNodes
that correspond to his ears and mouth. If these nodes are grouped
together in a scene graph, one only needs to translate or rotate the
parent node to affect the whole ensemble.

Figure 1: A simple scene modelled with four soundNodes.

This figure also illustrates the important fact that soundNodes
are more than just sound sources, since the fourth node in the scene
behaves as both a source and sink. The node is located at a partic-
ular 3-D location, and performs audio processing on any captured
audio from other virtual sound sources. The modified result is then
re-emitted back into the scene.

Sound effects nodes can thus be created, such as the harmoniz-
ers, flangers, or any other type of DSP that might be found in the
traditional studio. However, instead of using patch cables or wires
to connect different DSP units, our framework uses 3-D space
as the medium for signal flow. There are no logical connections
between different components, and no knobs or sliders to con-
trol levels. Rather, the audio that travels between soundNodes is
processed (attenuated, delayed and filtered) according to the laws
of physics. Manipulating the relative distance and orientation of
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soundNodes becomes the method of controlling audio processing.
Thus, the principal operators for mixing (e.g. bussing, panning, fil-
tering) become spatial in nature (e.g. translation, rotation, scaling).

2.1. Steerable Audio

With continuous 3-D space as the medium for signal processing, it
is imperative that the path in which an audio signal travels is con-
trollable. This is accomplished by specifying two steering vectors
that respectively define the direction of radiation and/or sensitiv-
ity, depending on whether the node is acting as a source and/or a
sink. Having two independent orientations allows a node to accept
sound from one direction and radiate in a completely different di-
rection, providing great flexibility for the organization of the audio
scene.

Figure 2: The directionality of a soundNode is defined by a steer-
ing vector and a rolloff function.

Associated with each steering vector is a parametric diffusion
pattern, which specifies how sound intensity decays as one orients
away from that direction. To illustrate, Figure 2 shows a source
node and its radiation. The sound signal will radiate with unity
gain along the steering vector; on either side, the gain value atten-
uates according to a rolloff function, based on the angle of inci-
dence, α, to the steering vector. In the case of Figure 2, the rolloff
function is a cardioid, defined by the following equation1:

f (α) =

»
(1 + cos (α))

2

–γ

(1)

2.2. Physical Simulation & Bending the Rules of Physics

As sound travels between different nodes in our scene, we apply a
fairly realistic simulation of audio propagation. This includes the
modelling of sound decay and absorption of higher frequencies
with distance, diffraction around volumes, reflections off of sur-
faces, and Doppler shift delays [3]. These phenomena are familiar
to users since they occur in the real world, and thus offer some
natural mappings. For example, the gain of a transmitted signal is
proportional to the distance between nodes, and low-pass filtering
can be accomplished by steering a node away from a source.

1Note that γ = 1.0 produces a normal cardioid, γ = 0 flattens the
shape resulting in omni-directional radiation, and γ > 1.0 results in a
hyper-cardioid. This is therefore useful to a performer who wishes to
change from omni-directional to tightly-focused with just one parameter.

However, certain aspects of our control paradigm deliberately
violate the rules of physics. The fact that audio can be tightly
focused and travel only along a narrow pathway is obviously un-
natural. Furthermore, for the purpose of musical creation and per-
formance, users may not desire correct models for natural sound
propagation. Rather, they may wish to exaggerate or diminish cer-
tain acoustic properties for artistic purposes. For example, Doppler
shift is often emphasized in sound tracks for cinema because it
adds dramatic effect. Also, to conserve timing and intonation in
musical pieces, it may be desirable to eliminate distance-based de-
lay of sound. Allowing for such rule-bending is a useful feature of
our system.

2.3. Sound Spaces & Acoustics

In nature, the size, shape, and the types of objects within an en-
vironment will affect the propagation of sound. Our brains are
remarkably adept at uncovering this hidden information and infer-
ring properties about our surroundings. Users will expect these
acoustic cues when they travel through virtual spaces, hence we
provide a mechanism for defining enclosed areas within a scene.
These soundSpaces are similar to soundNodes, yet rather than cap-
turing and emitting audio at a fixed point in space, they operate on
a volume defined by an arbitrarily shaped 3-D model (defined in
3D Studio Max, Maya, Blender, etc.). Signals from soundNodes
within the volume will be captured with unity gain, while signals
from nodes outside the volume will be captured and attenuated
according to a soundNode’s distance from the boundary and the
absorption coefficient of the volume’s surface.

The reverberation model for these soundSpaces allows for the
specification of delay times (for direct sound, and 1st & 2nd order
reflections), a reverberation time, and a filter to simulate frequency-
dependent damping over time. However, if the user wishes, this
model can be replaced with any type of DSP unit such as a flanger
or harmonizer. Thus, rather than walking into an enclosed space
and hearing the reverbaration of your voice or instrument, you
would hear a flanged or harmonized version of your sound signal
instead. This offers many interesting possibilities for artistic cre-
ation. For example, a virtual scene can be subdivided into various
zones, each of which correspond to a different movement in a mu-
sical score. The progression of a work is thus achieved via spatial
movement of performers in the virtual scene during performance.

3. USER-SPECIFIC AUDIO RENDERING

In the context of audio for virtual environments, the general goal is
to present sounds to a listener so that they may localize the sources
in 3-D space. This problem, known as ‘audio spatialization’, can
be solved in many ways depending on the audio display being used
(i.e. the number of loudspeakers available and their positions rela-
tive to the listener).

Binaural methods, for example, aim to reproduce the inter-
aural timing and intensity differences heard by human ears. By
filtering a signal with an HRTF, signals for each ear can be ob-
tained that simulate sound sources originating from arbitrary di-
rections [4]. This approach is typically used if a headphone-based
display is being used. If instead the scene is rendered on a loud-
speaker array, amplitude (and sometimes timing) differences be-
tween loudspeakers can be used to affect the apparent location of a
sound source. Ambisonics [5] for example, encodes audio signals
with directional components (x, y, z, w), where w is the gain in
the direction specified by the vector (x, y, z). Decoders exist that
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reproduce the appropriate loudspeaker signals by taking a linear
combination of these four channels. Vector base amplitude pan-
ning (VBAP) [6] is a similar method, in which the speakers are
grouped into triplets and each sound source is rendered using only
three loudspeakers rather than the whole array.

Both ambisonics and VBAP are meant to be deployed on loud-
speaker arrangments that are uniformly spaced around the user,
providing accurate spatialization at the convergence point, or sweet
spot. Wave Field Synthesis (WFS) on the other hand attempts to
create a sound field throughout an entire volumetric space. This
requires a large array of small speakers and is computationally ex-
pensive compared with the aforementioned techniques. The con-
cept is based on Huygen’s principle, which states that a wave-
front can be seen as the composition of elementary waves, each
of which propagate with the same velocity and wavelength as the
original wave. In WFS, each loudspeaker is responsible for gener-
ating one of these elementary waves, which combines with others
to re-create the true wavefront of a particular sound experience.

There have been a few implementations that render sound at
arbitrary spatial positions using a virtual microphone approach
[7, 8]. Mainly based in audio engineering, these implementations
tend to focus on acoustic space simulation and typically use pre-
recorded material with an acoustical model of the recording space
to resynthesize the signal heard at any given position. We are how-
ever unaware of any projects that use this technique for real-time
sound rendering in arbitrary virtual environments.

Our method of audio display differs from the above methods,
taking advantage of our dual-purpose sound nodes, and their cus-
tomizable diffusion patterns. A listener is simply represented by
a collection of sink nodes, corresponding to the real-world loud-
speaker array that renders their sound. Each sink can be thought
of as a virtual microphone that collects sound from a specific di-
rection. For example, a 5.1 channel audio display uses an array of
six virtual microphones, where each microphone corresponds to a
particular loudspeaker in the listeners physical space. The centre
microphone would have 0◦ rotation, collecting sound directly in
front of the user. The right microhone would be oriented 30◦ to
the right, pointing to an appropriately positioned real-world loud-
speaker. The right rear microphone would have 110◦ rotation, and
so on. Each microphone then buffers its collected signal to the
appropriate output channel of a soundcard so that it may be heard
correctly. Furthermore, each virtual microphones has an appro-
priately defined rolloff function that allows for an equal energy
distribution when a source pans across adjacent microphones.

With this approach, multiple listeners with their own ‘private’
audio rendering can occupy the environment at the same time. All
that needs to be done is to define additional virtual microphones
for each participant, and the audio scene can be simultaneously
rendered at several locations. Furthermore, these microphone ar-
rays can be re-arranged on the fly. A user can begin exploring the
environment with headphones and switch to a surround speaker
display by simply swapping one array with another.

4. APPLICATIONS

The framework that we have described provides a novel approach
to managing audio in virtual environments. There are many ap-
plications that can be developed with these features in mind. We
have begun to explore the following applications, and plan to de-
velop these further in the future.

4.1. Next-generation Video Conferencing

One of the most exciting application domains of our framework is
the state-of-the-art in videoconferencing environments. In an in-
creasingly connected world, individuals are communicating over
greater distances and are looking for technological tools to facili-
tate the process. The current state of most videoconferencing tech-
nology is, however, still impoverished compared to real-life com-
munication. Even ignoring problems of latency and the low res-
olution of audio and video associated with consumer-grade sys-
tems, support for anything other than one-to-one conversation is
poor. As a result of these defficiencies, interaction is typically
limited to an unnatural ‘turn-taking’ type of conversation, with no
affordances for sidebar or private interactions between distributed
participants.

Figure 3: A prototypical deployment, where a remote user is seen
as a virtual avatar with a video stream above his head. Though
difficult to see in this figure, the avatar has a diffusion cone em-
anating from his head that indicates the direction of the emitting
sound.

In contrast, our framework provides the ability for users to
steer audio or focus listening in specific directions. In a video-
conferencing scenario, this allows some users to engage in private
discourse (sidebar conversation) while others in the vicinity are
unaware of what is being discussed. We regularly employ private
discourse in day-to-day interactions, and this is perhaps essential
in negotiation activities or other business transactions. Somewhat
surprisingly, this feature is absent from all existing videoconfer-
encing systems.

4.2. 3-D Audio Mixing

Unlike conventional interfaces for mixing, which usually involve
sliders and panning sounds in 2-D with some type of joystick in-
terface, our interface intrinsically provides the ability to mix-down
recordings using 3-D spatial arrangement. The format of the mix
is achieved by the spatial organization of source sounds (tracks),
and the placement of virtual microphones among them.

Virtual microphone arrays can be swapped in a particular scene
to create mixdowns for different types of media. For example, a
5.1 channel mix can easily be changed to a stereo mix by simply
switching from an array with six virtual mics to an array with two.
It is also worth noting that unlike conventional surround mixing
(pantophonic), which localizes sounds on a horizontal plane, our
virtual microphones capture sound based on a 3-D angle of inci-
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dence, offering fully three dimensional (periphonic) audio repro-
duction. Finally, as mentioned earlier, a virtual microphone array
can be itinerant, and move dynamically though the playback space
during mix-down, thus opening up additional artistic possibilities
to the mixing engineer.

4.3. Musical Performance

This architecture also allows for many interesting musical scenar-
ios, where musicians can gather and share an interactive virtual
space. There are obviously possibilities for remote performance
where users can jam together, yet the fact that performers can share
resources in the virtual scene, such as effects processing nodes,
significantly extends notions of collaboration. Most remote per-
formance systems (e.g. AccessGrid [9]) simply allow musicians
to play together, exchanging remote audio signals. There is lit-
tle influence that one user can have over another’s production of
sound. Steerable audio provides a novel and essential mechanism
that enables the use of virtual space as an interface and medium
for musical collaboration and interaction.

Figure 4: A screenshot showing two performers sharing a virtual
environment.

Our framework provides for the positioning of effects process-
ing units in space that may be controlled by any participant. A per-
former can thus apply harmonizers, flangers, delays, or any other
processing to their sound simply by steering it towards the appro-
priate soundNode in the virtual world. Meanwhile, other users in
the space can reposition or rotate various soundNodes. This means
that the audio scene can change while performers are steering their
sounds through it. The interaction is thus highly collaborative,
where individuals may work together to modify scene and create
musical material in real time.

Furthermore, users are free to move to different parts of the
world, entering and exiting various soundSpaces, and interacting
with different sets of sound processing objects. It is even possible
to have several simultaneous jam sessions in the same virtual envi-
ronment, each occuring at a different location in the space. Audi-
ence members are free to navigate around the world, visiting dif-
ferent venues where other participants perform. Thus, a user with
a suitable network connection and hardware configuration (i.e. a
computer, stereo headset, and a joystick/mouse) may experience
live 3-D audio performances from the comfort of their own home.
In effect, the environment becomes one large, distributed, multi-
user performance venue where a number of possible hats can be
worn.

5. CONCLUSION

We present a system that allows multiple participants, each with
user-specific 3-D audio rendering, to share a common virtual world.
Users can be distributed geographically, leading to interesting ap-
plications in the domains of videoconferencing, distributed perfor-
mance, and remote collaborative interaction. The use of a spatial
audio steering interface lends quite well to implementations in vir-
tual spaces. This approach has already shown great promise when
applied to conventional applications such as audio mixing. How-
ever, we are particularly interested in its potential for uses in artis-
tic applications where new forms and modes of interaction can be
explored.
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ABSTRACT 

A computer game with most of the traditional graphics removed 
and replaced with a detailed and realistic soundscape, can give 
immersive gaming experiences. By reducing the graphical, 
explicit output of information from the game, the player becomes 
free to concentrate on interpreting the implicit information from a 
rich soundscape. This process of interpretation seems to have the 
power to invoke clear inner, mental images in the player, which 
in turn gives strong and immersive experiences. This paper 
describes a project that explores some of these mechanisms and 
points out some new potential directions for computer games and 
game play design. 

 
[Keywords: Computer game, sound effects, sound design, audio, 
immersion, gameplay, navigation] 

1. INTRODUCTION 

What processes are at work when users create personal game 
experiences from the audio/visual/interactive information 
provided by a game application? How will the gaming experience 
be affected if almost all information the player gets as to the type 
of environment they are supposed to be in, comes through sound 
effects rather than graphics? Will a shift from graphics to sound 
to drive game play create a greater space for the player to develop 
her own mental pictures of the game world? Will this greater 
space give a richer, more intense and immersive gaming 
experience? 

These are some of the questions that led to the decision to 
start the project described in this paper. In this project, a 
traditional adventure computer game is used as basis, but with its 
focus shifted from the traditional 3-D graphics to a rich 3-D 
soundscape. The idea is to use this game as a research tool that 
can help answering some of the questions formulated in the 
beginning of this introduction. 

2. CREATING ROOM FOR IMAGINATION 

The first half of the movie “Jaws” could not be filmed as 
intended, because the extremely expensive mechanical shark 
simply refused to work. Stephen Spielberg had originally 
designed the opening sequence to show the shark attacking the 
girl swimmer. Forced to rethink outside the script, he filmed only 
the girl’s reaction to the shark hit. He has since admitted that this 
version was far more powerful than if he had shown the attacker. 
The audiences were forced to imagine what lay below the surface 

of the water, and our personal imagination is far more dynamic 
and compelling than anything that a filmmaker can create. In fact 
the film benefited enormously from the inability to show the 
shark until half way through; by that time the audience had 
invested heavily with their own imagination in the concept of the 
giant shark, so that when it finally appeared, they were able to 
ignore the fact that it is, in fact, not at all convincing. This can be 
tested by seeing a sequence of the shark out of context (it is 
clearly a clumsy mechanical model) and then comparing the same 
sequence when the whole film is seen from the beginning.  

Our brains want to have fun, they want challenges. It is often 
said that reading books is rewarding since you have to supply the 
images, sounds, smells and other sensations yourself from the 
basic information the characters on the paper supplies. 
Imagination, interpretation, the creation of mental, inner images 
seem to be something we like to do or even do automatically, in 
order to bring meaning to the world we inhabit. 

Boehner et al. [1] makes a distinction between two models of 
emotion, the informational and the interactional model. In the 
informational model, emotion is a representational state to be 
transferred from one place to another via a transmission link. It is 
an internally whole and intact entity that can be expressed and 
communicated through a process of encoding, transmission and 
decoding. This process can be described in very much the same 
terms as any technical transmission such as radio, TV och binary 
data. In the interactional model on the other hand, emotion is an 
aspect of collectively enacted social settings, it is complex, 
ambiguous, malleable and non-formalizable. Communicating 
emotions in the interactional model is more than transmission; it 
is an active process of interpretation. 

The entertainment industry is putting in huge resources to 
give us more and more overwhelming visual effects in movies 
and computer games. But listening to Steven Spielberg’s 
anecdotal evidence and the research by Boehner et al, this might 
be counter productive. These works tell us that “less is more”, 
that removing information from for example a game application 
can create room for interpretation and imagination and through 
this might give a richer and more immersive gaming experience. 
We use two concepts to describe this: ‘User investment’ and 
‘Scary Shadow Syndrome’. 

‘User investment’ refers to the process where by the creators 
of the entertainment content and the viewer/gamer enter into a 
mutual contract. This contract shares the responsibility for the 
‘Suspension of Disbelief’ [2] between the two parties. By getting 
the users to invest both time and imagination in the game 
experience, we give them space and opportunity to share in the 
creative process. This in turn creates a far more compelling game 
experience for the player. 
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This leads us to the concept of the ‘Scary Shadow 
Syndrome’. This name came from the observation that horror 
films were far more effective and scary before the advent of large 
budgets and overwhelming visual effects. A suspicious shadow 
on a wall was enough to trigger a strong emotional response in an 
audience. So, if the conclusion drawn from this is that ‘less might 
be more’, a set of new questions arises: How do these processes 
of user-visualization work? What, if any, are the limits, on 
content and presentation technique, on what experiences can be 
triggered? 

We decided to take a conventional type of computer game 
and see if removing components and aspects from it could help 
answering the questions above. Can the removal in fact add value 
to the game and potentially also reveal new and untested types of 
game play? The Beowulf game described below is an attempt to 
create an interactive game built on the same mechanisms as 
Steven Spielberg’s missing shark and the interactional model of 
emotion and affect described by Boehner et al. The absence of 
almost all game graphics potentially makes the game scenario 
ambiguous enough to demand an active interpretation from the 
player. Having to disambiguate the system and thus make an 
emotional and cognitive investment in the game, might give a 
richer gaming experience. 

3. GAME APPLICATION FOR TEST 

Beowulf is a heroic epic poem probably written sometime 
between 700 and 1000 A.D. and is sometimes referred to as 
England’s national epic [3]. In the game used for the test 
described here, one small episode of the poem is lifted out and 
translated into a gameplay scenario. The episode in the poem 
narrates how the Scandinavian hero Beowulf defeats the monster 
Grendel in its lair.  

In the game, Grendel lurks in a dark system of caves and 
tunnels inhabited not only by the monster itself but also by 
wolverines, snakes, bats and a host of potential dangers. As our 
hero enters the first cave, a gust of wind blows out his torch and 
darkness descends. The player, as Beowulf, must now trust 
almost completely to her hearing to navigate, with only the 
minimal help from a simple revealing map, a route to the 
monster. 

The player’s task is to successfully navigate all the hazards 
lying between the start and the monster. She interprets the myriad 
sounds that fill the environment both for navigation and for 
confrontational combat situations. Finally the monster must be 
located and dispatched with a well timed swing of Beowulf’s 
sword. 

The scientific aim of the Beowulf project is two-fold. The 
first goal is to investigate what happens, in a broad sense, to a 
gaming experience when playing a game driven mostly by audio 
and less with visuals - we call this an “Audio-Mostly Game”. 
Beowulf is an Audio-Mostly Game for sighted persons having 
various reasons for requesting the shift from eye to ear. 

The second goal is to start investigating the phenomenon 
described above as the “Scary Shadows Syndrome”. Our 
hypothesis is that the player will have a richer and more 
immersive game experience if she is invited to emotionally invest 
in the experience. One way to open up for such an investment is 
to create the opportunity for the player to interpret and 
disambiguate the game scenario. In the Beowulf project we do 

this simply by not showing the game world and its inhabitants 
visually, but instead use a rich and varied soundscape to 
communicate the properties of the game world. 

3.1. User interface 

The game world is graphically represented by a non-detailed 
map that shows only the parts of the cave system the player have 
visited so far. In this way the map slowly reveals as you progress 
through and explore the game world. Figure 1 shows one 
example of what this revealing map can look like after a couple 
of minutes play. 
 

 
Figure 1. The revealing map 

 
Navigation and movement is controlled through the arrow 

keys on the computer keyboard in the same way as in the Sleuth 
game [4]. The blue triangular arrow on the revealing map (Figure 
1) shows both the players current position on the map and the 
current direction: north, south, east or west. The Right arrow key 
turns the current direction 90 degrees clockwise and the Left 
arrow key turns the current direction 90 degrees anti-clockwise. 
This means that if the current direction is “east”, as in Figure 1, 
pressing the Right arrow key will alter the current direction to 
“south” whereas pressing the Left arrow key will alter the current 
direction from “east” to “north”. The Up arrow key moves the 
current position one step in the current direction. In Figure 1 
pressing the Up arrow key will move the player one step to the 
right (east). The condition for a move is that there is a map point 
to go to. If the player tries to move to a map point that does not 
exist, the blue arrow is not advanced and a “bump” sound is 
played, telling you that you stepped into a wall. 

Compared to the sparse graphics, the auditory output from 
the game is very rich. The 3-D soundscape is designed to replace 
the traditional 3-D graphics of conventional adventure games. 
We hear through Beowulf’s ears, a first person perspective, and 
we localize items and find directions in the three dimensions of 
the game world by listening, turning and moving, using the same 
stereophonic principles as in real life. Headphones give the best 
stereo experience and are recommended. 

The soundscape behaves differently depending on if you 
(Beowulf) are currently in a tunnel or in a cave. If you are in a 
cave, you do only hear the sounds emanating from that same 
cave, i.e. sounds do not “leak” in from the tunnels ending in the 
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cave and thus not from the caves in the opposite end of those 
tunnels. A cave is like a large hall and sounds may come from 
any direction and position within that hall. The tunnels on the 
other hand do not contain any sound sources other than the 
ambient wind. The sounds you hear in a tunnel instead emanate 
from the caves that the tunnel ends in. Since the tunnel is a pipe, 
the sounds you hear are virtually moved to a position 
corresponding to a point in the same direction as the tunnel has at 
the point you are currently standing on, extended to a length 
corresponding to the total length of the tunnel.   

4. SOUND DESIGN 

Three dimensional sonic landscapes can be as immersive as their 
graphical counterparts, communicating not only environmental 
cues but also very specific moods and events. The computer 
game industry has started to realize this and is paying more and 
more attention to the values that good and careful sound design 
adds to today’s top selling games. The industry is still young but 
certain ways to work and roles of play are already established. 
Graphics are, for example, always placed as number one when it 
comes to driving and realizing the game play. Other ways to 
handle the game design process could be to start with the 
soundscape and then add just as much graphics as needed, or to 
develop both the graphic and sounding aspects in parallel. This 
could potentially lead to all new types of games.  

General design principles and methodologies are still very 
much to be developed in the field of sound design. Therefore, 
when designing soundscapes, the designer still has to trust her 
aural sensitivity and intuition, her general knowledge, experience 
and common sense about how people generally experience and 
associate to sounds [5]. In Beowulf, the soundscape is the 
expressive, three dimensional narrative medium of the game. 
Having reduced the visual support to merely the simple revealing 
map, it was decided to use neither music nor dialogue in the 
game. There was also to be no supportive text in the test version. 
This was a deliberate move to create as pure a soundscape as 
possible, so that any response from the player was based only on 
the sound environment, and not on any interpretation of 
contextual content. The individual sounds that build the total 
Beowulf soundscape where chosen from their imagistic value, the 
potential to trigger associations in the imagination of the player.  

The resulting sound effects (SFX) library used to create the 
Beowulf soundscape can be divided into five simple groups: 
Footsteps; the sound from each footstep Beowulf takes reveals 
two aspects of the location he currently is in: the nature of the 
surface he is walking on, i.e. rock, gravel, twigs etc. and the size 
of the room; a cave has a long reverb and a tunnel has a small 
reverb. 
Environmental sounds; if you are in a tunnel you will hear a 
wind; a cave has a unique ambient sound that can be used to 
memorize the various locations and the way through the 
underground maze of the game world.  
Dynamic landscape elements such as waterfalls, dripping, 
falling rocks, bubbling lava etc. 
Living elements such as bats, wolverines, snakes etc. 
Combat SFX; this comprises of sword swishes, misses, hits and 
the resultant reaction sound from the target object. 

The Beowulf sounds can also be divided into positioned and 
non-positioned sounds. Positioned sounds have a specific 

location that can be determined in the 3D-space. The dynamic 
landscape elements and the living elements are all positioned and 
are used to navigate the way in the cave. Non-positioned sounds 
are sounds whose locations are not possible or necessary to 
locate in the 3D-pace. The footsteps, the environmental and the 
combat sounds are all non-location based. 

Yet another way to categorize the sounds of the Beowulf 
soundscape is to use the terminology developed by acoustic 
researcher Murray Schafer: 
Keynotes are the ambient, background sounds that is present 
large portions of time. In Beowulf this is the “room tone”, a 
diffuse ambient sound that adds mood to the scene. 
Sound signals are foreground sounds revealing information 
about the environment. In Beowulf the footsteps are used as 
sound signals and tell about what materials Beowulf is walking 
on and if he is in a cave with long reverberation time or a narrow 
tunnel with short reverberation time. 
Soundmarks are typical or unique sounds that define a scene. 
Soundmarks in Beowulf are for example the sounds of falling 
water, bubbling lava or a howling wind. 

The sounds of animals can serve as both sound signals and 
soundmarks depending on the context. 

The ambient sounds or keynotes are composed from several 
sources, recordings from natural environments combined with 
sounds from software synthesizers (FM7 and Absynth from 
Native Instruments). The goal was to create sounds that in very 
sublime ways add mood and feeling to a specific location. To this 
base was added the dynamic landscape elements of which some 
are played randomly, such as falling rocks, and others are played 
in loop, such as waterfalls. The material for the footsteps where 
taken from sound effects archives combined with custom 
recordings of stepping on, cracking and dropping different 
materials like egg shells, spaghetti and crackers. Often several 
sounds mixed together gave the best impression of walking on 
bones, gravel, twigs or mud. The sounds of the living elements 
category where compiled from different sources and sound 
effects archives.  

The Beowulf game has only very few visual cues to guide the 
perception and instead sounds have taken the role graphics 
usually play in computer games. In order for this to work, the 
sounds used must be of high quality and give a realistic, detailed 
and accurate description of the game world. On the other hand, 
hearing can be very subjective and sounds can be perceived to 
have volumes totally different from the volume measured by 
objective means. The sound designer has to take this into account 
when balancing the individual sounds that make up the 
soundscape. The footsteps are one example of this. They are the 
main navigation sounds and act as sonic radars, revealing the 
material on the ground Beowulf is stepping on and the size of the 
room he is in. The footstep sounds are in a situation like this 
perceived to be very important (your virtual life may depend on 
it). In the game this is sonified by playing the footstep sounds 
with a higher volume relative to the rest of the soundscape than 
they would have had in real life. The sounds of living elements 
are, when they occur, intended as surprise sounds played on a 
background of relative silence. In real life situations, these 
sounds are perceived as important and are in the game therefore 
played louder than the physical size of the creature motivates. In 
the game design, care is taken to account for this shifting focus of 
attention and to reflect how the listener perceives the difference 
in the various groups of sound FX’s. 
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5. TECHNICAL IMPLEMENTATION 

The intention of the project has been to develop an Audio-Mostly 
Game that can run on mobile phones. But in order to be able to 
test some of the game design aspects early on, it was decided that 
a first version should be developed to run on a traditional PC-
platform. Having the mobile platform in mind, portability 
therefore became an important issue early on and Java was 
chosen as the software platform. For 3D sound positioning, 
OpenAL was chosen through the Lightweight Java Game Library 
(LWJGL).  

Today’s mobile phones have impressing calculating power 
and give developers great possibilities to create applications that 
utilize techniques such as 3D graphics and image recognition. 
Sadly enough, the sound capabilities are in most cases much less 
developed. The Beowulf game needs to stream several sounds 
simultaneously from a memory medium, for example a Flash 
memory card or a hard drive. The game also need to position 
sounds in a 3D space. On PC-platforms, such technologies are 
since long standard. When the media technologies now are being 
brought to the new, mobile platforms, the graphical technologies 
are given higher priority than their audio counterparts. The result 
is that currently (January 2007) there is no mobile phone 
supporting the technologies needed to take Beowulf to a mobile 
phone platform. 

One example of this is JSR-234, which is a multimedia 
supplement to the Java standard proposed and developed by 
Nokia. Reading the specs of the supplement it is clear that a 
device implementing the functionality described will be a perfect 
target platform for our Audio-Mostly Game ideas. Sadly enough, 
none of the functionality described is in fact implemented, even 
on Nokia’s own mobile phones. If you are developing games 
based on the phone’s built in camera on the other hand, you will 
be well served with built in functionality. This is only yet another 
proof of the necessity to increase the awareness about audio and 
its potential in everyday life. 

6. THE TEST 

When designing the test, two hypotheses were formulated to 
guide the development: 1) It is possible for sighted users to 
navigate to a set of predefined positions in the Beowulf game 
world within reasonable time, using hearing as the prime sense 
and with the support of the visual overview the revealing map 
gives. 2) The soundscape of the game will give adequate 
information for the subjects to form an inner (mental) picture of 
the game world, a picture rich enough to generate an emotional 
response in the subjects. 

Seven map points for the subjects to find and describe were 
chosen. The map points were evenly distributed over the map and 
each map point was located in a cave (as opposed to in a tunnel) 
with distinct ambient sound and unique positioned sounds. The 
subjects’ task was to find the seven map points and describe two 
aspects of each point: the physical properties of the environment 
and the content and characteristics of the environment. The 
subjects were instructed to give an as objective description as 
possible of the first aspect, the physical properties of the 
environment and a subjective description of the second aspect, 
the content and characteristics of the environment. 

A questionnaire with two major parts was developed. In the 
first part, the subjects described the two aspects of each of the 
seven map points. The second part of the questionnaire contained 
general, overall questions on the experience of navigating the 
Beowulf world, for example: grade how easy it was to navigate 
the environment from 1 (easy) to 10 (difficult); grade how fun it 
was from 1 (boring) to 10 (fun); where or in what situations 
could you imagine playing an audio-mostly game like this (mark 
one of): in the car, in the TV couch, on the bus, while walking. 

The test was taken by eleven subjects, seven male and four 
female, age 13 to 45 years. The test began with a short 
presentation of the project, then the game prototype was 
launched and the subject started the first part of the test form. 
The average time for the user to navigate to and describe the 
seven map points was 30 minutes. The tests were conducted on 
computers running both Windows XP and MacOS X.  

6.1. Results 

The results from this first test clearly show that our two 
hypotheses were correct. The reduction of game information to 
mostly audio did not present any problem to any of the subjects 
and all of them managed to navigate to all the seven target map 
points without problems. The soundscape also seems to have 
been rich and detailed enough to stimulate imagination and inner 
visualization in the subjects of such qualities that they could give 
vivid descriptions of the map points in the questionnaire. 
Following are some examples of phrases used by the test group 
to describe the game environment, based solely on the 
impressions from the soundscape: ‘Unpleasant big place with 
humid stones and moss’, ‘Forest, crunching twigs, really big 
cavity in the rock, above is a small hole that lets daylight in.’, ‘A 
dark feeling appears.’, ‘(Poo) with flies, flying around, it 
stinks!’, ‘The muffled noise does hurt my stomach, it smells 
musty, old filthy’, ‘My feet’s get stuck in the ground, it bubbles, it 
is some dark slush’, ‘Sweet and playful dog, but a little bit angry, 
I hope that it gnaws on a bone, but not mine.’, ‘Cruel, big 
monster with reptile eyes, teeth. Creepy.’ 
The descriptions also show that navigating the game world 
induced emotional responses in the subjects.  

However, the descriptions show that some of the subjects 
sometimes interpreted the soundscape differently than intended 
by the designers. At some map points, some of the subjects 
described other types of environments, such as forests or swamps 
instead of the underground cave system. This does not seem to 
have diminished the experience, since the subjects who had 
“miss-interpreted” the soundscape rated the game as more 
entertaining than the average.   
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7. CONCLUSION AND FUTURE WORK 

The game prototype used was limited in the sense that it had no 
game play implemented. The test was also designed to “just” give 
an indication if there is any substance in our two hypotheses, that 
it is possible to navigate the environment and that focusing the 
output from the game to a soundscape will leave space for the 
users to form rich inner pictures of the game world. In spite of 
the limitations in game play, the results and the responses from 
the subjects clearly show that our ideas are well worth continued 
research.   

A soundscape can be designed and used to open up for 
interpretations and associations. This characteristic, used with 
care and insight, can be turned into a powerful feature. 
Ambiguity potentially demands of the user to disambiguate and 
interpret the soundscape, thus making the user invest cognitively 
and emotionally in the experience. This in turn potentially gives 
the game a richer and more profound value for the player. 

From the very start of the project, the aim has been to 
develop a mobile version of the Beowulf game. Due to technical 
limitations and difficulties on the currently available mobile 
platforms, the prototype ran on standard PC’s. The next step will 
be to develop a version that can run on Sun’s JavaME emulator 
as a step towards a truly mobile phone platform. When this 
version is at hand, a test will be carried out on the full concept, 
including an implementation of the game play. The Interactive 
Institute Sonic studio has in previous project used non-verbal 
methods to gather data about subjects’ experiences. The aim is to 
continue this work and develop non-verbal methods suitable for 
the Beowulf game and similar interactive applications [6, 7]. 

A modified version of the Beowulf prototype will be used to 
test how sound quality inflicts on the experience, the ability to 
navigate the environment and the emotional responses it gives. 
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ABSTRACT

Route  guidance  is  an  emerging  mobile  computing  application
domain.  Soundscapes  or  acoustic  environments  are  a
perceptually  important  part  of  people's  location  awareness  and
navigation.  In this paper, we present how nonspeech audio can
be  used  to  complement  speechbased  and  graphical  route
information  in  mobile  public  transport  guidance.  We  present
TravelMan,  a  mobile  multimodal  pedestrian  and  public
transport  route  guidance  application.  Based  on  TravelMan,  we
also  present  a  soundmarkbased  route  description  design.
Auditory icons describe methods of transport and identify spatial
points  of  interest.  They  support  users  as  a  less  intrusive,
awareness  supporting  information  source.  Initial  test  results
indicate that combining speech and nonspeech sounds are not a
trivial task, and that there is need for further development.

[Keywords:  Soundmarks,  Speech  User  Interfaces,  Public
Transport, Pedestrian Route Guidance, Soundscapes]

1. INTRODUCTION

As  mobile  devices,  such  as  mobile  phones, have become more
powerful,  their  applications  have  become  more  elaborate  and
varying.  The  mobile  context  brings  new  possible  application
domains,  for  example  navigation  assistants.  At  the  same  time,
the  mobile  use  context  brings  limitations  to  interaction;  users'
hands  and  eyes  are  busy,  they  have  to  divide  their  attention
between  multiple  tasks  and  applications,  and  the  devices  used
for  communication  are  small  and  have  minimal  keyboards,
pointing  devices,  or  displays.  Speech  and  nonspeech  audio
provide  solutions  for  many  of  these  challenges.  Even  the
smallest  devices  can  have  audio  input  and  output  capabilities,
and audio can be used in the background to keep users aware of
dynamic information, e.g., to provide contextual information and
alert  users when something important happens. Route guidance
is an example of a fairly modern mobile computing application.
Positioning  techniques,  such  as  GPS  (Global  Positioning
System),  have  become  widely  available  to  consumers.  In  the
area  of  car  navigation,  GPS  navigators  with  speech  user
interfaces  are widely  spread applications,  and  there  are similar
products  targeted  for  other  usage,  such  as  sea  and  pedestrian
navigation.  Public  transportation  guidance  applications  can  be
seen  as  the  next  developmental  step.  Such  services,  combined
with pedestrian guidance, could be of great importance to many.

In particular, when carefully designed,  they can be very helpful
for special user groups such as visually impaired users.

A perceptually important part of people's location awareness
and  spatial  orientation  is  the  soundscape  or  acoustic
environment  they  reside  in.  Soundscapes  consist  of  three basic
elements: keynote sounds,  signals and soundmarks [1]. Keynote
sounds provide an ongoing background identity of a soundscape,
e.g.,  traffic  in  cities,  but  may  not  always  be  even  consciously
heard.  Signals  are  finite  foreground  sounds,  which  grab  the
attention of  the listener and often prompt some action, e.g., car
horns.  Soundmarks  are  unique  to  an  area,  just  as  visual
landmarks,  and  thus  can  be  reliable  anchors  for  positioning
oneself in the area.

In this paper we present how nonspeech audio can be used
to complement speechbased and graphical  route information in
a  mobile  public  transport  guidance  application.  In  addition  to
guiding  users  with  speech,  auditory  icons  can  be  used  to
describe  route  information,  such  as  used  methods  of  transport
and  temporal  information.  Soundmarks  can  also  be  used  to
identify  spatial  points  of  interest,  and  provide  landscape  and
landmark  context  for  the  navigation.  The  auditory  icons  can
complement visual and speechbased guidance and support users
as a less intrusive, awareness supporting information source.

In  the  rest of  the paper we present how soundmarks can be
used  to  support  awareness  in  route  guidance.  We  introduce  an
initial  design  of  such  an  application  based  on  the  existing
spoken and multimodal  route  guidance application.  Finally, we
discuss design issues of such applications.

2. SOUNDMARKS TO SUPPORT AWARENESS IN
ROUTE GUIDANCE

Route  guidance  applications  can  benefit  from  nonspeech
auditory awareness information. For example, there can be a lot
of  contextual  information  in  route  guidance,  such  as  non
landmark places, that provide peripheral awareness information,
but  are not mandatory  for  successful  interaction. However, this
“additional”  information  may  help  users  to  gain  and  maintain
awareness of the route.

There  is  a  lot  of  work  done  in  the  area  of  route  guidance
applications.  Most  importantly,  commercial  car  navigation
systems  employ  successfully  threedimensional  graphics  and
spoken  instructions  (usually  recorded  human  voices).  There
have  been  numerous  research  prototypes  that  study  pedestrian
guidance  in  various  settings. Many of  them  focus on maps and
graphical  presentations.  In  general,  landmarks  have  been
identified  as  the  most  useful  information  for  pedestrians  with
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normal  sight.    For  example,  photographs  have  been  used  to
depict  identifiable  landmarks  along  the  route  [2],  and  speech
only instructions have been used mainly in services targeted for
visually impaired users. Music and spatial audio have been also
used to convey guidance information [4].

Soundmarks  can  be  used  to  complement  spoken  and
graphical  guidance  in  a  multimodal  public  transportation  route
guidance  application.  We  present  a  design  of  sound
presentations  to  help  users  to  understand  the  structure  of  the
route,  different  modes  of  transportation,  and  key  locations  and
events, such as bus stops, crossroads and landmarks which will
help  identify  them.  These descriptions are designed to help  the
users  in  navigation,  to  select  correct  routes  and  vehicles,  and
when  and  where  to  get  in  and  out  of  the  vehicles.  These
soundmarks aim to be a subtler manner of supporting awareness
in  route guidance tasks compared to explicit spoken interaction
and long descriptive phrases. The auditory awareness support is
especially  valuable  for  people  with  disabilities,  e.g.,  visually
impaired.  Next,  we  present  our  route  guidance  application,
which utilizes soundmarks.

2.1. Mobile Multimodal Route Guidance Application

TravelMan  is  a  multimodal  mobile  application  that  provides
transport  information  services  in  Finland.  The  application  is
based  on  the  research  on  spoken  and  multimodal  transport
information  systems  developed  in  a  Finnish  research  project
(http://www.cs.uta.fi/hci/spi/TravelMan/).  The  main
functionality  of  the  application  is  to  provide  route  guidance
information for public  transport,  such as subway, tram, and bus
traffic  in  Finnish  cities.  In  addition,  information  for  long
distance  traffic  is  included.  Here  we  focus  on  Helsinki
metropolitan area local traffic information.

Figure 1. TravelMan application.

Figure 1. illustrates the application. All  information is both
spoken and displayed on the screen. They are, however, not the
same on linguistic level. Instead, output content is optimized for
each  modality.  In  the  case  of  spoken  outputs  this  means,  for
example,  that  complete  sentences  are  used,  and  to  maximize
intelligibility  and pleasantness, word choices are  in some cases
different.  Similarly,  speech  and  keypad  inputs  can  be  given  to
the  system.  Telephone  keypad  is  used  for  navigation  in  menu
structures. The menu  structures  employ a  twodimensional  reel
metaphor, where menu items and subroutes are placed on top of

each  other  sequentially.  Reel  navigation  is  supported by haptic
and auditory feedback, which imitate flipping through a deck of
cards  or  a Rolodex.  Text  input  can be used for entering names
and addresses of departure and destination places.

Because  of  the  speech  outputs  and  the  reel  user  interface,
the  application  can  be  used  without  seeing  the  screen.  After
finding out  a  suitable  route,  the  user  can put  the mobile phone
into his/her pocket, listen how the journey progresses, get tactile
feedback,  and  give  keypad  inputs.  This  makes  the  system
accessible to visually impaired.

The  application  supports  GPS  devices,  so  contextual  real
time guidance can be provided. For example, when the user has
turned  a  handsfree  on,  TravelMan  will  provide  information
about the progress of the journey, where to step on and off a bus,
and where to go next. Figure 2. has an example, which can also
be listened:

http://www.cs.uta.fi/hci/spi/TravelMan/audio/fountain.ogg
Our design works  as  a dynamic guidance  system with GPS

support, or as a referential route description guide without such
support. We believe route guidance is possible even with relying
only on nonpositionaware  route  descriptions and soundmarks,
though  this  remains  to  be  proven  in  our  next  implementation.
Adding  a  handsfree  headset  makes  the  sound  quality  good
enough  for  using  high  fidelity  soundmarks,  and  relieves users’
hands  for  easier  operation,  e.g.,  when  keeping  one  hand  in  a
pocket to control the phone. In addition, the use of a headphone
is  an  important  aspect  for  the  social  acceptability  of  the
application.

Figure 2: TravelMan guidance scenario.

3. INITIAL AUDITORY PRESENTATIONS

Based on the route guidance application presented, we designed
an  initial version of  audio route descriptions. The application’s
route  descriptions are based  on a national public  transportation
guidance system (http://www.journey.fi/). Each route description
offered  by  our  application  consists  of  a  varying  number  of
vehicles,  and  varying  lengths  of  subroutes,  as  depicted  in
Figure 3. The lengths are given as  temporal distance (duration)
between  locations,  instead of  spatial distance.  In this phase we
focus on auditory icons that provide basic awareness information
with  sounds  of  vehicles.  In  the  next  phase  we  add  more
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awareness  information,  such  as  soundmarks  representing
important places and objects (e.g., landmarks) in the routes.

We  created  three  different  styles  for  auditory  route
descriptions:  spoken,  nonspeech  and  a  combination  of  both.
Sound examples of these are also available:

http://www.cs.uta.fi/hci/spi/TravelMan/audio/spoken.ogg
http://www.cs.uta.fi/hci/spi/TravelMan/audio/nonspeech.ogg
http://www.cs.uta.fi/hci/spi/TravelMan/audio/combined.ogg
Spoken  presentations  are  based  on  the  route  guidance

application,  as  illustrated  in  Figure  1,  and  designed  to  take
advantage  of  a  highquality  phoneme  based  synthesizer
'Concepttospeech' developed at  the  University of Helsinki  [3].
The  spoken  descriptions  tell  the  mode  of  transportation,  target
for each separate subroute and its duration, e.g., “By walking to
Hämeentieroad  number  thirtyone,  two  minutes.  (pause)  By
metro  to  East  Central,  ten  minutes.”  Since  speech  is  a  quite
slow  output  medium,  the  duration  of  spoken  outputs  vary
considerably, depending on the addresses and complexity of the
routes.

Figure 3: An example of a route with four subroutes: 7
min  walking,  9  min  subway,  5  min  tram,  and  5  min
walking.

Nonspeech  presentations  are  built  from  auditory  icons  of
four modes of public transportation in the Helsinki metropolitan
area:  the sounds of walking, metro trains, trams and buses. We
recorded  the  vehicles  on  location  around  the  city,  from  within
the  vehicles  (e.g.,  as  people  hear  them  when  traveling).  The
recordings  were  used  to  pick  representative  sounds  elements,
from  which  the  auditory  icons  were  built  of.  Mono  sounds  are
used,  since  we  do  not  see  spatial  imaging  viable  due  to
implementation  platform  and  usage  context.  Our  design  for
route  guidance  is  suitable  for  large  amounts  of  users,  since  it
does  not  require  special  equipment  in  addition  to  a  mobile
phone  and an optional  handsfree  set.  Spatial  audio might give
more  precise  guidance,  but  requires  stereo  or  binaural
headphones, which are  a potential hazard  while  moving  in city
traffic.

For  each  mode  of  transportation,  an  accelerating,  constant
speed  and  decelerating  sound  was  chosen.  The  acceleration
represents  a  starting  vehicle,  and  deceleration  represents  a
stopping vehicle.  The  tempo of  each  sound  is  doubled  to make
them  more  iconic  and  discernable  from  actual  traffic  sounds.
Pitch  is not  conserved,  so  it  changes with  the  tempo. After the
pitch  and  tempo  change,  the  acceleration  and  deceleration
sounds were edited to last half a second long each. The constant
speed sound samples are longer, and loopable.

These  sound  elements  are  combined  to  construct  route
descriptions. A single  route description consists of the sound of
a vehicle accelerating,  running at constant speed for a set time,
then  decelerating,  after  which  the  same  treatment  is  done with
the  next  mode  of  transportation.  The  auditory  icons  represent
the  modes  of  transportation,  and  the  duration  and  order  they
were played in represent the structure and duration of the route.
Since  the  acceleration  and  deceleration  are  fixed  to  half  a

second each,  the  duration of  the  constant  speed part represents
the duration of a journey. For each minute of travel in real time,
a  second  passes  in  the  sound  presentations.  The  shortest
possible  subroute,  one  minute,  thus  consists  only  of
acceleration  and  deceleration.  Longer  subroutes  keep  looping
the constant speed for the required additional time.

The  third  presentation  style  combines  the  other  two.  For
each  subjourney,  synthesized  speech  tells  the  possible  vehicle
line  number  and  final  stop  of  that  subroute,  after  which
auditory  icons  are  played  as  in  the  second  presentation  style.
Auditory  icons  represent  the  duration of  the  subroute,  and  the
vehicle type used. This information is not told by speech, as it is
in the first presentation style.

4. DESIGN CONSIDERATIONS

We conducted an initial  test comparing the three auditory route
descriptions  with  57  participants.  Participants  were  divided  in
six  groups  for  counterbalancing.  Each  auditory  description
design  was  presented  as  three  recognition  tasks  of  increasing
difficulty and preceded by one practice task. Each task consisted
of  one  audio  presentation  followed  by  a  multiplechoice  task
from  four  graphical  presentations.  Tasks  were  followed  by  an
opinion questionnaire.

Speech  only  presentations  had  a  mean  recognition  rate  of
56%  over  all  tasks,  auditory  icon  presentations  45%,  and
combined presentations 34%.

Unipolar  opinions  gave  a  mean  72%  out  of  maximum
approving score for the speechonly presentation, mean 49% out
of maximum approval  for  the combined presentation, and mean
35%  out  of  maximum  approval  for  the  auditory  icons  only
presentation.  Bipolar  opinions  gave  a  mean  deviation  of  2%
from  neutral  judgment  for  combined  presentation,  4%  mean
deviation  for  speech  only  presentation,  and  25%  for  auditory
icons only.

The  test  showed  that  auditory  icons  weakened  the  overall
opinion  of  the  presentations  when  used  together  with  speech,
but  they  were  still  liked  more  than  nonspeech  only.  On  the
other  hand,  the  combined presentations were  the  most difficult
to recognize. This gives rise  to the question whether combining
different  kinds  of  sound  is  especially  difficult.  Recorded
"natural" sounds  together  with  synthesized speech, even with a
relatively high quality synthesis, might not fit in the same sound
ecology  easily.  There  have  been  similar  results  between
recorded and synthesized speech [6], and even between different
types of speech syntheses, which hint that moving from one type
of  sound  to another  is difficult. Speech and nonspeech sounds
could be seen as different modalities, and combining them is not
trivial.

4.1. Route Descriptions

There are  acoustic differences between the speech samples and
the auditory icons used in our presentations. Speech samples are
synthesized speech, although of relatively high quality. Auditory
icons  contain  all  kinds  of  unnecessary  components,  like  echo
and  background  noise,  which  makes  them  psychoacoustically
different  from  the  crisp  and  clear  synthesized  speech.  Speech
and nonspeech elements  are played sequentially,  so the abrupt
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changes in the overall soundscape might be disruptive. Layering
elements  on  top  of  each  other,  or  adding  a  common  keynote
sound could yield better results, even if speech clarity would not
stay the same. It would be interesting to compare sequential and
layered information presentation styles later on.

Auditory  icons  were  recorded,  but  their  treatments  make
them  less  natural.  Because  the  tempo  and  frequency  are
changed,  the  sounds  might  be  more  discernable  from  actual
traffic  sounds  of  the  supposed  use  context,  but  the  frequency
ranges are only shifted, not completely changed.

To  see  whether  this  has  much  effect  to  recognition,  we
analyzed  the  spectral  qualities  of  two  vehicles  we  supposed  to
be hardest to separate, i.e., the tram and the metro. At a constant
speed, both  have  two main sound sources:  the engines, and the
wheels  against  the  tracks.  Naturally, since they run at different
maximum speeds, the spectral components of engines and wheel
sounds  spread  to higher  frequencies on  the  metro.  The engines
of both vehicles produce a strong base frequency, and the wheels
produce  higher  frequency  components  at  even  intervals.  The
main  difference  (beside  the  metro  having  generally  higher
frequencies) is that the spread of each frequency component on a
tram is wider, which makes it somewhat softer while the metro
sounds  quite  sharp.  This  quick  test  confirms  our  presumption
that more finite sound events, i.e., acceleration and deceleration,
opening  and  closing  doors,  assorted  signals  etc.,  are  more
important  for  the  recognition of a vehicle sound. And while the
frequency  differences  of  the  two  vehicles  are  clear,  altering
those frequencies  through tempo change might make them even
less  familiar,  although  the  relative  frequency  component
differences stays the same.

Since  our  vehicle  icons  have  only  two halfsecond samples
of  acceleration and deceleration, and most of  the vehicle sound
is steady speed sound,  this could have been the worst choice in
their  design.  Although  sonifying  actual  travel  time  in  this
manner  initially  seemed  logical,  including  more  finite  sound
elements could improve recognition results. A noise suppressing
treatment  on  the  vehicle  sounds  may  make  the  vehicles  sound
less  like  traffic noise,  and make them more abstract and iconic
at  the  same  time.  Although  this  could  lower  the  initial
recognition result, the learning curve should not be overly steep,
since  people  experience  similar  noise  abatement  with  active
noise  suppression  stereo  earphones,  or  within  wellinsulated
vehicles.  Another  approach  would  be  to  analyze  the  vehicles’
sounds  further,  and  construct  simple  additive  syntheses  to
imitate  the  vehicles.  More  developed  methods,  e.g.,  shorttime
Fourier  transform  –based  algorithms  and  tracking  phase
vocoders can be used to control the synthesis parameters.

As a soundscape, our design's keynote sound was the sound
of  traffic present  in  the vehicle  icons  themselves. Their  role in
the  initial  design  was  not  consistently  implemented,  especially
in  relation  to  speech  elements.  The  beginnings  and  endings  of
each vehicle could be seen as sound signals, and they should be
emphasized  more,  in  order  to  carry  the  messages  "vehicle
identity", "enter vehicle" and "step off vehicle" better. In future
designs,  the balance between the keynote sound, sound signals,
and  the  soundmarks  to  be  used  in  guidance  need  to  be  better
considered.  The role of speech is challenging, since while  fully
articulated  sentences  are  clear  and  easy  to  understand,  they
might  mask  the  background  soundscape  and  soundmarks  too
much.  Shorter  words  as  parts  of  the  presentation  might  bring

more  balance  to  the  presentations,  but  their  linguistic
incompleteness  might  also  prove  to  be  problematic.  The
vocabulary  needs  to  be  carefully  considered,  since  small
differences,  e.g., saying "turn right,  to Kalevantieroad" instead
of "turn right", might give only marginal additional information
while  possibly  being  even  detrimentally  excessive  considering
the entire presentation as a whole. Static presentations could be
served  better  with  more  minimalist  choices,  while  interactive
and  dynamic  presentations  could  benefit  from  access  to  more
detailed information.

4.2. Soundmarks in Guidance

Soundmarks  are  by  definition  recognizable  and  unique  to  a
place.  Finding  and gathering  suitable  soundmarks  for  guidance
purposes  has  some challenges.  Identifying unique  sounds  takes
time  and  making  them  usable  in  an  audio  presentation  takes
some technical skill. Finding and editing suitable sounds creates
a burden for soundmark content producers if the application is to
be  used  on  a  larger  scale,  so  a  communal  effort  may  be  an
answer.    Sometimes,  a  good  soundmark  is  not  physically  or
visually  unique,  and  a  location  can  be  identified  through  the
entire  soundscape  instead  of  any  individual  soundmarks.  For
example, there might be only one place in a city where, e.g., the
sounds  of  seagulls,  railway  crossing  bells,  and  cars  waiting  to
get across are audible together.

Some  soundmarks  occur  only  at  certain  times  of  a  day,  or
their  acoustic  horizon  fluctuates  due  to  surrounding
circumstances.  Because  of  this,  we  believe  multiple  and
alternative  soundmarks  should  be  made  available  for  better
coverage  and  reliability.  Soundmarkbased  guidance  requires  a
chain  of  locations,  where  soundmarks,  other  guidance  and
earlier  history  support  each  other  in  the  ongoing rechecking of
the supposed location.

For general route guidance purposes, soundmarks should be
objectively unique. Often soundmarks have a communal aspect,
uniqueness  as  defined  by people who live  in  the area and their
longterm  experiences  and  memories.  While  people  familiar
with the area will know the locations and sounds of wellknown
soundmarks,  the  main  target  group  of  a  route  guidance
application may be completely unfamiliar with the place.

On  some  occasions,  an  abstract  spoken  description  of  a
soundmark  [5]  may  prove  more  reliable  than  an  actual
recording,  if  the  soundmark  changes  a  lot.  On  the  other  hand,
linguistic  constraints  may  even  favour  using  a  symbolic
soundmark, even if it would not be an actual recording from the
location.

5. DISCUSSION AND FUTURE WORK

We presented soundmarks as a method of supporting awareness
in route guidance. Based on our earlier research and prototypes,
we  designed  and  compared  spoken,  nonspeech  audio,  and
combined  route  description  designs.  These  designs  acted  as  a
starting  point  for  our  ongoing  research  on  an  auditory  route
guidance  application,  which  focuses  on  using  soundmarks,
soundscapes and speech in public transport and pedestrian route
guidance.
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We  conducted  an  initial  comparison  test  for  the  route
description designs, but the results were not flattering and there
are  some  questions  of  their  reliability.  They  mostly  show  a
strong need for  further development of  the presentations, so we
did not report a more detailed analysis.

Designing  auditory  icons  for  route  guidance  is  not  trivial,
but possible. The balance of sound elements in a route guidance
soundscape  (keynote  sounds,  signals  and soundmarks) needs  to
be  carefully  considered,  especially  when  including  speech
output. Focused and peripheral interaction need to support each
other, since using especially dynamic route guidance has phases
of  activity  and  inactivity,  where  focus  of  the  user's  attention
changes.  We  see  that  complementary  spoken  and  nonspeech
auditory  output  can  circumvent  each  other’s  linguistic  or
acoustic  limitations,  or  even  create  a  new  kind  of  dialogue
between the user and the system.

Pedestrian and public  transport  is a challenging use context
for  audio  applications.  While  private  cars  are  socially  private
places  and  have  more  freedom  in  interaction  choices,  public
transport  vehicles  are  public  places  with  different  rules  for
acceptable  behavior.  The  privacy  of  walking  on  the  street
depends  much on  location and  time of day.  In  some places  the
user can be the only person within hundreds of meters, while in
a bus,  at  least  the driver  is always present.   People are used to
hearing  music  while  sitting  on  buses  and  other  vehicles,  but
synthesized speech is  still very uncommon in general, and even
less  so  in  public  places.  Engaging  in  dialogues  not  resembling
natural  humanhuman  dialogues  might  prove  socially
unacceptable  for most people because of  the  attention  it would
attract,  and  the  possibly  private  information  being  discussed.
People are somewhat used to hearing auditory icons, e.g., in the
form  of  mobile  phone  ring  tones,  so  we  believe  their
acceptability  is  somewhere  between  music  and  synthesized
speech. The overall situation with privacy of information dealing
with one's movements  is  an ambiguous one, since many people
seem  quite  comfortable  talking  their  personal  lives  to  other
people  through phones,  even  though  there  are  many unfamiliar
people within earshot. Privacy problems of audio output can be
dealt with earphones.

In addition to social acceptability, noisy traffic environments
could  prove  difficult  for  the  clarity  of  audio  applications.
Relying  only  on  auditory  icons  is  problematic,  since  within
vehicles, one cannot usually hear the outside world well enough
to  discern  soundmarks  of  the  environment.  This  leads  us  to
believe  soundmarks  would  be  most  effective  when  walking  or
bicycling.  Vehicles  with  poor  sound  insulation might  mask  the
audio  output  of  an  application.  Handsfree  devices  and  other
earphones would lessen this problem.
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ABSTRACT

Sonification is the use of sound and speech to represent in-
formation. There are many sonification examples in the lit-
erature from simple realizations such as a Geiger counter
to representations of complex geological features. The data
that is being represented can be either spatial or non-spatial.
Specifically, spatial data contains positional information; the
position either refers to an exact location in the physical
world or in an abstract virtual world. Likewise, sound itself
is spatial: the source of the sound can always be located.
There is obviously a synergy between spatial data and soni-
fication. Hence, this paper reviews the sonification of spa-
tial data and investigates this synergy. We look at strategies
for presentation, exploration and what spatial interfaces and
devices developers have used to interact with the sonifica-
tions. Furthermore we discuss the duality between spatial
data and various sonification methodologies.

[Keywords: Sonification, spatial data sonification, informa-
tion representation]

1. INTRODUCTION

Sonification is the representation of data into the sound do-
main using non-speech audio [16]. Through this mapping
the user is able to make nominal, qualitative or quantitative
judgments on the information being heard. That is, soni-
fication can communicate a category or name, or the rela-
tive size of the data value (whether something is larger or
smaller than something else) or the exact value of that data,
respectively.

There is a growing interest into sonification, not only is
it useful for accessibility to (say) represent information to
users who are blind or partially sighted, but it enables more
variables to be presented in one display and some informa-
tion (such as rapidly changing information) is better suited
to the sound domain.

In addition, geographical visualizations and other spa-
tial data visualizations are important. For instance, we often
utilize route maps to navigate and refer to world maps to lo-
cate a holiday destination or read off the x,y coordinates of

a point on a scatterplot. Considering specifically geographi-
cal visualizations. (1) Spatial visualizations permit the user
to analyze large datasets. (2) The required information is
readily available. (3) Lots of different types of informa-
tion can be co-located and hence compared, and (4) items
that are in close proximity relate to each other and thus can
be easily manipulated [8]. However, in comparison with
geographical visualization the mapping of spatial data into
sound is difficult.

First, the mapping of spatial data in Geographical Infor-
mation Systems (GIS) is well developed and documented
whereas sonification research is still in its infancy. In fact,
map creation has been around for thousands of years and de-
velopers know how to allocate the graphical components be-
cause they follow well-formulated design guidelines. Hence
the GIS community does not focus their research effort on
the mapping process, rather the challenge in the commu-
nity is towards the analysis, processing and management of
multidimensional spatial datasets. Conversely, sonification
of spatial data is not well developed. There are few guide-
lines and developers still focus on the mappings.

Second, in traditional visualizations the mapping is im-
plicit and accurate: spatial data is positioned on an x,y grid
and may be accurately located and hence comprehended.
While in sonification, although sound may be spatial, it is
not inherent how to map the information, and the percep-
tion of the information is less precise. For instance, al-
though sound may be mapped to a position in the azimuth
plane, users are unable to accurately locate the position of
the sound source as accurately as they could locate the in-
formation in an equivalent graphical visualization [20].

Third, spatial data in geographical visualizations are
mapped to two-dimensional spaces while this need not be
the case for sonification. For instance, someone explain-
ing to their colleague the route from the workplace to their
home is spatial information, but the communication medium
(speech) is not spatial.

This paper focuses on sonification of spatial data, in par-
ticular geo-spatial data. We develop a categorization that
divides the research into four overarching categories (sec-
tion 2). This taxonomy is then used to categorize the main
research papers in the area (sections 3,4 and 5). Then we
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Spatial Data Spatial Data
with with

Spatial Sound Non Spatial Sound
(Section 3) (Section 4)

Non Spatial Data Non Spatial Data
with with

Spatial Sound Non Spatial Sound
(Section 5) -

Table 1: Spatial & Non-spatial Mappings

describe the different interfaces and devices that developers
have used that allow the users to spatially interact with the
information (section 6). Finally we discuss the duality be-
tween spatial data and various sonification methodologies
(section 7). The scope of this paper is on the use of sound to
represent data. There has been much research in the area of
spatial sonification in virtual environments (VE) [13] where
sound is used to enhance the sense of presence in the VE,
or surround sound setups have been used to realise complex
scenes or high fidelity realistic worlds. But, these latter ex-
amples are not included because they demonstrate acoustic
renderings, rather than representing value information to the
user.

2. CATEGORIES & BACKGROUND

This section details the categories and provides some back-
ground information. Some of the background information
may be readily known by a sonification developer, but is
included here for completeness and to develop the taxon-
omy structure. There are two main parts to this section:
first, spatial and non-spatial data and sound, and second, the
components of sonification.

2.1. Spatial & Non-Spatial data and sound

The overarching categorization groups the research into four
parts, see table 1. Because this paper is particularly focused
on the notion of spatiality and location the category on ‘Non
Spatial Data with Non Spatial Data’ is not included and is
out of the scope of this paper.

Spatial data includes any dataset that has a spatial com-
ponent. Spatial datasets contain a location component along
with other dependent variables. For example, a list of the
components from a street map, such as pub, church or gas
station, all include details of location. There are many do-
mains that utilize spatial data including: geography, weather

forecasting and biology (such as to represent the structure of
molecules).

Non-spatial datasets on the contrary, usually contain only
quantitative and qualitative information with no location data.
Examples of non-spatial datasets include: patient data (in-
cluding age, vaccinations, last health checkup), car dataset
(including price, mpg, weight and engine capacity) or web
search results.

Spatial sound mappings are created through stereo, loud-
ness, Doppler or environment effects which enable the user
to locate the origin of the sound.

Non-spatial sound mappings permit the user to under-
stand nominal, qualitative or quantitative information.

2.2. Non-spatial and Spatial Components of sonification

The well known semiologist Jacques Bertin [4] states that a
visualization developer should perform a component anal-
ysis; to analyze both the components of the data and those
of the visual domain, and work out an effective mapping
from one to the other. He named the components of the vi-
sual system retinal variables which he used alongside x,y
spatial components. We use this same categorization, but
extended to sonification. Location information can be used
to enhance the sonification or can be used to represent qual-
itative information. Sounds can be localized through four
methods, shown in Figure 1. Hence there are two groups of
non-spatial components and four spatial. (1) non-spatial au-
dible variables, (2) non-spatial motifs, (3) Interaural Time
Difference (ITD), (4) Interaural Intensity Difference (IID),
(5) Doppler effects and (6) Environment effects.

Non-spatial audible variables are the building blocks
for sonification. They include pitch, loudness, attack and
decay rates, timbre, tempo and brightness. For instance, a
developer may wish to communicate that a company’s stock
is increasing over time, this is similar to a graphical line
graph, thus they could map the value of the stock to pitch
and hours of the day to time. As well as mapping the best
variable to the data dimension, the developer needs to de-
cide on the scale and polarity of that mapping [29, 28].

Non-spatial motifs are higher order components. They
utilize the variables to communicate the information at a
higher-level; they have a specific structure and may need to
be learned 1. For instance, Earcons [5] utilize the audible
variables to communicate different objects through sound
motifs, and the similarity in the data is represented by simi-
lar motifs. Another example is by Franklin and Roberts [9]
who demonstrated in their ‘pie chart sonification’ how a

1In this categorization we use the term motifs as a general term to de-
scribe any higher-order sonification mapping
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A B E

C F

Sound gets
dampened through
the enviroment.

Human hears
information
radially

Using ITD and
IID a user can
locate sounds
above and below

D

Interaural time difference -
left to right perception

Interaural time difference - 
radial perception Dopler Perception

Interaural Intensity Difference ITD and IID for vertical location Environment perception

Closer sound
source represents
higher value

Further away 
represents
lower value

Human listener,
oriented to face
along x-axis

Pitch changes
as sounds move

Figure 1: A and B show Interaural Time Difference (ITD) to provide left right and radial information, C demonstrates the
Interaural Intensity Difference (IID), D shows that through ITD and IID vertical positions may be detected, while E shows
that location may be found through Doppler effects and F through the environment.

structure similar to Morse-code could be used to present
quantitative information.

The principle of Interaural Time Difference (ITD) is
that there is a phase difference between the sound arriving
at the left ear compared with the right. Whereas the prin-
ciple of the Interaural Intensity Difference (IID) is that
objects which are closer sound louder. Multiple speakers al-
low the user to perceive the sound from different locations.
In fact, ITD on its own permits the user to locate sound in
the azumith plane whereas ITD along with IID allows the
user to perceive sounds azimuthally and in elevation [15].

Doppler and time-based effects. Factors, such as the
Doppler or frequency changes, give a listener perception of
source distance and movement from the listener’s position
perspective. The siren of an ambulance on the road grows
closer and louder as it approaches a listener and then starts
to fade as it rushes away. Echo is another distance location
method which could be used to sonify distances.

Finally, the environment which the sound is displayed
will effect how the sound is perceived. This effect can be
used to locate objects. The environment encompasses fac-
tors such as reverberation, reflection and sound occlusion.
For instance, in a furnished carpeted room the sounds gen-
erated by people or machinery is soft while in an unfur-
nished room or tiled room the sound echos and reverberates.
Hence, if a user knows the position of some objects then the
user will be able to locate the sound as it moves behind dif-

ferent objects in turn. Furthermore, if the user knows the
exact path by which a sensor moves (such as a maze, or a
zig-zag path on a 2d image) then the user can understand
different values of the data as the sensor moves through the
world.

3. SPATIAL DATA WITH SPATIAL SOUND

In this section we discuss related research of spatial data
mapped to spatial sound.

3.1. Interaural Time Difference (ITD) - Left-Right Per-
ception

Smith et al.[27] presented multidimensional datasets in sound
using stereo effects to provide the location information. They
presented the data both through sonification and visualiza-
tion, and the user could zoom into the display and change
the orientation of their avatar for the sonification. Each data
component was represented by a glyph in the visualization
and a sound motif for the sonification. The user could notice
trends in the data through the texture of the graphic display
and they could hear the sounds from the motifs coming from
different locations to gain an understanding of clusters and
groupings in the data.

Minghim and Forrest [21] presented scientific visualiza-
tions of scalar volume data sonified using stereo balance for
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direction and orientation information, and timbres to repre-
sent surface structures.

3.2. Interaural Time Difference (ITD) - Radial Percep-
tion

Franklin and Roberts [9] presented five different mappings
for graph data to sound. In four of the presentations the user
was placed in the center of the pie-chart facing towards the
zero percentile in the azimuth plane. The edges of each pie
segment was represented by a sound located on the circum-
ference; the different designs changed whether the start and
end point was sounded, and whether the start point always
was normalized to the forward position. The location infor-
mation was generated through ITD’s with the user wearing
either headphones or using surround sound speakers. The
fifth design utilized non-spatial audio by representing the
pie values by Morse-code. Their work evaluated the five
designs and showed that the non-spatial Morse-code ver-
sion was the most accurate, with the non-normalized ver-
sion being the next accurate. They also discussed issues to
do with the Minimum Audible Angle [20], saying that be-
cause the accuracy of spatial sound perception depends on
the radial location of the sound source, the act of locating
pie segments to the immediate left or right of the user is
least accurate.

3.3. Interaural intensity difference (IID) - Loudness vs
Distance

Gardner [12] suggested that a logical mapping of sound at-
tributes to a spatial dataset is loudness mapped to distance.
However, to our knowledge no researcher has solely used
IID to represent spatial data.

3.4. ITD & IID - High & Low Perception

The Interaural Time Difference (ITD) along with Interaural
intensity difference (IID) gives a listener the perception of
sounds azimuthlly and in elevation, see Figure 1D. The use
of speakers provide a listener the spatial perception of an
azimuth plane and the elevation of the sound source.

Work in spatial sonification of spatial datasets includes
sonification of atmospheric and weather data for storm ac-
tivity recorded for a geographic region spanning over 1000
km [23]. The data used for sonification was taken from
modeled storm activity at different elevation levels and six
out of nine recorded variables were used for sonification,
i.e. atmospheric pressure, water vapor, relative humidity,
dew point, temperature, and total wind speed. Each variable
was mapped to the pitch of a sound sample of a distinct tim-
bre. The sonification was based on a customized 16 speaker
arrangement where the speakers were mapped to geograph-
ical location points on the mapped data in north-south and

east-west directions. The final sonified storms were pre-
sented as compositions of the sonified variables. Ringing
bells sounds were used to mark the time and elevation of
each composition.

Some work has been done to help blind people under-
stand geographical maps, allowing active exploration and
navigation and auditory feedback for ‘details on demand’.
Zhao et al. [31] presented spatial sonification geographical
distribution pattern of statistical data. The statistical val-
ues on a map of the USA data were mapped to pitch while
the 2D location of the geographic region was mapped to the
sound location. Five patterns for active exploration were
created such that the map could be traced on a vertical strip,
a horizontal strip, a diagonal strip, in a cluster or in a non-
pattern. A keyboard and a tactile tablet were used as user
interfaces; the numeric pad on keyboard was used for nav-
igation through the map with the arrow keys moving the
user in their respective directions. The tactile tablet allowed
a user to activate a region of interest at a finger position.
When the user moved over a geographic region they could
hear the sonified non-speech value associated to the region;
the region name and the statistical value were presented to
the user as speech feedback. The user could hear any com-
bination of the sonified output options.

3.5. Doppler & Time Effects

A good example of using Doppler or time effects for soni-
fication is presented by Hermann and Ritter [14]. They say
“in our world, normally passive objects are silent ... sound
occurs when the system becomes excited”. In their work
they present a virtual physics that models the vibrational
process. They provide an example of virtual sonograms for
exploring the trajectory of particles on a two-dimensional
plane.

Saue [25] proposed a temporal mapping of data to sound,
where the sound changes depending on the users’ position.
Two and three dimensional spatial datasets were sonified
and the sound data mappings were time dependent. The
datasets chosen for sonification were subsets of seismic [26]
and medical imagery, ultrasound images and a micro lis-
tener’s movement inside the human body. The data was rep-
resented as streams and the sequence order of these streams
was represented as implicit time. Each data sample was as-
signed a data to sound mapping and the samples were run
through the predefined mapper at a specific speed. For two
and three dimensional datasets two alternative sound map-
pers were used. The first technique involved creation and
sonification of trajectories in the dataset.

The trajectories defined an implicit time equal to the
1D case, and could be played automatically at a constant
speed or through a pointing device interaction. The second
method was based on spatializing sound maps and assign-
ing each with an individual time. A parameterized sound
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located in 3D space was associated to an object when se-
lected. Exploration of the dataset was based mainly on ori-
entation. The data mappers were defined over points and
regions and computed local maxima of the object, to extract
position and value information from it. These computed
values were then mapped to sound through the sound map-
pers. All localized sounds related to listener’s position. The
sound parameters were scaled relative to the maximum and
minimum values in the objects. This scaling resulted in the
zooming in effect such that the listener was moving towards
the sound source. Saue argued that choosing a temporal
sound mapping for spatial data strengthens and supplements
data comprehension [25].

3.6. Environment effects

There are no obvious examples of people using environmen-
tal effects to describe spatial data. For example, if the user
knows the environment and notice how the sound changes
through that environment then they will understand where
that source is located. The closest work is that of path based
sonifications, which are included in the next section.

4. SPATIAL DATA - NON-SPATIAL SOUND

Non-spatial sounds are usually used to represent quantita-
tive information. Non-spatial sound components include
motifs, auditory icons and Earcons [5]. Speech feedback
is also used as a non-spatial sound representation technique
for textural data. These non-spatial representations of sound
enhance a sighted user’s perception of the graphical and
sonified representations of the dataset and provide the in-
formation to blind users that they are unable to see. For
example, the Talking Tactile Tablet [17] consists of tactile
sheets embossed with raised lines and textures describing
images, maps and diagrams. A symbol, icon or region on
the map can be pressed to get the non-spatial audio informa-
tion about it. The Tablet reads out the name of the selected
object and outputs a sound associated with that object.

There are various examples of path-based sonifications;
where a path is placed through the spatial data and sampled
sequentially. The sampled points are then sonified. For ex-
ample, the well known vOICe [19] application displays a
2D image on a designated path. Madhyastha and Reed [18]
noticed that various people were sonifiying two dimensional
datasets and hence presented their toolkit named Porsonify.
Franklin and Roberts [10] further explore this concept, de-
tailing that the path has a direction, occluding front along
and a path envelope.

Sonification of responsive well-logs [2] is another ex-
ample of a path-based sonification. In this case, the datasets
used were seismic surveys, well-logs and directional well-
logs. The sonification was based on the metaphor of a vir-
tual Geiger Counter and integrated with a three-dimensional

visualization developed for well-logs [11] where data at-
tributes were mapped to a bivariate color scheme and on a
sliding lens. Various timbres (e.g. cello, trombone and bas-
soon) were used to represent different variables and mul-
tiple attributes could be simultaneously played. The data
was sonified for different resolutions. A closer and clearer
sonification of features such as peaks and boundaries was
made possible through sweeps over an area of interest. Di-
rectional well-logs were sonified spatially. A virtual sound
source was placed away from the user, pointing in the direc-
tion of the data to show that spatial sound conveys spatial
correlation and spatial patterns.

Alty and Rigas [1] presented a non spatial sonification
of geometric shapes. The shapes were presented as objects
on a graph. These objects were represented by sound which
conveyed the objects’ shape and position on the graph. The
coordinate size was mapped to pitch in a chromatic scale,
while the X and Y coordinates were distinguished by tim-
bre. Short distinct earcons represented control actions i.e.
shape selection, shape resize and dragging, and loading and
saving files. The system was presented with a visual as well
as audio interface. The graph area was scanned for sonifica-
tion output in any one of the three possible scanning tech-
niques: Top-down scan, center scan where the scan started
in the center of the graph and grew outwards in a circle, and
ascending scan which scans the objects in space in ascend-
ing order of their size. The system produced stereo sound
output.

Finally, Bennett and Edwards [3] and in particularly Ben-
nett in his PhD thesis described a method of sonifying dia-
grams. In their work, the x,y positions of objects on the dis-
play were sonified. Higher pitches were allocated to higher
values of x.

5. NON SPATIAL DATA - SPATIAL SOUND

Ramloll et al.[24] presented a spatial sound mapping for an
audio tactile line graphs. Users were positioned on the x-
axis and could hear the graph, which was represented by
pitch, as they followed the line with a haptic display, such
that when the line is above the x-axis the listener hears the
sound coming from their left ear, and below the x-axis from
their right ear. This was used alongside a haptic force-
feedback device (the Phantom) to allow the users to feel
the graph at the same time as hearing it. This is shown in
Figure 1A. Furthermore, they incorporated speech into the
system to enhance the haptic display.

While most research work has been focused on the map-
ping of single data series, some researchers have also ex-
plored the possibility of sonifying multiple non spatial data
series in order to make multiple data series graphs more ac-
cessible for visually impaired people [6]. Musical notes
mapped on graph data, the y-values were mapped to the
pitch of musical instruments. As the y-vales on the graph
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go higher the pitch of the musical notes increases. This
technique was used to sonify two and three data series at
the same time.

6. INTERFACES, EXPLORATION AND DEVICES

The present challenge in sonification of datasets, be it a spa-
tial dataset or non spatial, is not the mapping alone but also
an interface and user interaction with the data as well as its
sonification. Logically a spatial interface would be required
for interaction and exploration of a spatial dataset. We cat-
egorize these interfaces into four types that allow a user to
interact with data and sonification spatially i.e. mouse, key-
board, tablet (graphic tablet or a tactile tablet) and haptics
(force feedback).

Mouse interfaces. Smith et al. [27] presented an icon
based auditory display. Users could move a mouse over the
icons to activate an auditory texture. The formation of these
textures was dependent on how the mouse moves i.e. slow
or fast, linear or circular, and small or wide display area.
The resulting sonification thus provided the user with spatial
information based on the texture formation.

Saue [25] also used a mouse as an interaction device
with the display to move an active listener around the dataset
regions on the display. A user could mark places of interest
in the dataset and go back to play them at a later stage. All
localized sounds related to listener’s position.

Polli’s storm data sonification [23] provided an easy ex-
ploration and selection of the dataset with a mouse. A user
selected an elevation level for the sonified storm activity and
the speaker location on the map and pressed the sound icon
on the display to play the storm. The graphical and sonic in-
terface presenting geographic and elevation information for
the storms.

Zhao and Shneiderman [31] used a keyboard along with
a tactile tablet for an interface on their sonified geograph-
ical map. This combination allowed the users to navigate
the map easily and north-south and east-west direction and
select an area of interest using the tablet to retrieve more
information. Another interface with Tactile feedback was
combined with sound to teach spatial information in a digi-
tal map exploration and get audio feedback on locations of
interest [22].

Barrass and Zehner in their ‘responsive sonificaiton of
well-logs’ [2] chose to use a 3d haptic interface in a Re-
sponsive Work-bench. A probe and a dial control panel
were used for the interaction. The information was sonified
using a virtual Gieger counter. The sonification probe, with
3D spatial tracking and 6 Degrees of Freedom, was used
to explore the visualization. Users could move it it verti-
cally on the display to interact with virtual objects in the 3D
graphical interface.

Weinberg et al. [30] allowed the users to interact with

the system with tactile controllers and generate their own
spikes in the environment for sonification and for interac-
tion with other users. A video display supported compre-
hension of the sonified dataset. They also used a GUI to
depict frequency bands which allowed the user to interact
with the dataset choose the audio output format such as live
or recorded. The sonification was presented on speakers
and represented the sound projection in brainwaves. Users
interacted with the system with tactile controllers and could
generate their own spikes.

7. DISCUSSION & CONCLUSION

The research of this paper demonstrates that researchers have
not fully utilized the maximum potential of spatial sound.
For instance, there are only two examples of researchers
using Doppler and time effects to represent distance and
no obvious examples of researchers utilizing environmen-
tal effects to visualize data. The work by Hermann and
Ritter [14] is an excellent example of how motion can re-
alize two dimensional effects, but there is unquestionably
more research to be done here. For example, echo location
or other factors such as reverberation and spatial occlusion
could be used to visualize spatial information.

There are many non-spatial variables that can be used to
sonically realize the information, as detailed in section 2.2.
One important area is speech output. It is often hard to un-
derstand quantities from sonifications, but speech provides
the user with exact quantifiable information. For example,
Zhao et al. [31] used speech feedback to verbalize statisti-
cal values of a geographical map. A natural extension of
this is to use a two-dimensional tablet alongside the speech
interface (especially utilizing tactile overlays). The Talking
Tactile Tablet [17] and other such devices provide a natural
two dimensional two-way interaction, allowing the user to
tactually and spatially interact with the data and listen to ap-
propriate information. Furthermore, haptics devices provide
spatial and possibly additional information [24, 31, 30], but
the inclusion of haptic devices with sonification especially
spatial sonification is also infancy.

Auditory displays have been used to express aspects of
information that are difficult to visualize graphically, this is
certainly true of the multivariate information that was pre-
sented by Smith et al.[27] (see section 3). Auditory infor-
mation also enhances visual information when used in con-
junction with its visual equivalent or augmented with hap-
tics or tactile. Sonification of a non spatial dataset has the
potential to convey important information that might either
be hidden from the human eye or is negligible in a visual-
ization overview [7]. So this is obviously another area for
further research.

There are definitely challenges with the perception of
data through sound, and spatial sonfication relies upon sev-
eral models and assumptions. More accurate models such
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as HRTF’s should be used to create accurate positional map-
pings, and error metrics such as the Minimum Audible An-
gle [20] should be referenced to create appropriate map-
pings and effective evaluations.

In conclusion, there is definitely a synergy between spa-
tial data, spatial sonification techniques and spatial inter-
faces to provide the exploration. But, spatial sound is cer-
tainly not the only way to visualize spatial data. While the
majority of researchers have used spatial sonification for
spatial datasets and have used spatial interfaces for inter-
action and exploration of the sonification and the dataset it-
self, as can be seen from the categorization of related work
in this paper, spatial sonification has to be used alongside
non-spatial variables to maximise the perception of the in-
formation.
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ABSTRACT

Of the many cues that could be used to gauge self-
motion, auditory cues seem to be the least studied. Lis-
teners could potentially use either a sweep of rising sound
intensity to judge their self-motion towards an object or con-
versely use a sweep of falling sound intensity to judge their
motion away from an object. Whether the sweep is rising
or falling the listener must judge both the change in inten-
sity across the sweep, and the temporal span of the sweep.
Studies indicate that sweeping intensities are misperceived
so that the sound intensity at the end of the sweep is judged
differently than when the final sound intensity is presented
alone. Although there is ongoing discussion as to whether
the induced fading is greater for rising sound intensity as op-
posed to falling sound intensity, both phenomena affect the
perception of self-motion. This paper presents a series of
experiments that examined self-motion perception with au-
ditory cues. Results confirm the finding of decruitment for
a sweeping broadband sound source that decreases at vari-
ous rates of acceleration. Furthermore, the phenomenon of
decruitment was greatly diminished at higher accelerations
indicating that this phenomenon is likely correlated to the
lowest rate at which listeners can perceive a change in in-
tensity.

1. INTRODUCTION

We are capable of estimating the magnitude of our own self-
motion and the relative motion of other objects as we move
about our natural environment. This perception is based on
information arising from several sensory modalities includ-
ing visual, auditory, and physical motion. In general, the
perceived distance of self-motion is over-estimated when
using visual or physical motion cues solely or even in con-
junction, although judgments are more accurate when both
cues are available [5, 7, 8]. In other words, the distance we

perceive ourselves to have moved is greater than the actual
distance moved. Despite the potential contribution of dy-
namic auditory localization to the perception of self-motion,
few studies have examined the effects on auditory cues on
the perception of self-motion. Indeed, the majority of stud-
ies on the role of auditory cues in self-motion perception
focus primarily on constant velocity motion, ignoring ac-
celeration, the required stimulus for the vestibular system
[6].

Listeners could potentially use either a sweep of rising
sound intensity to judge their self-motion towards an object
or conversely use a sweep of falling sound intensity to judge
their motion away from an object. Whether the sweep is ris-
ing or falling the listener must judge both the change in in-
tensity across the sweep and the temporal span of the sweep.
It turns out that sweeping intensities are misperceived so
that the sound intensity at the end of the sweep is judged
differently than when the final sound intensity is presented
alone. There is substantial evidence of an accelerated gain
in loudness with a rising sound intensity [10] and an acceler-
ated loss in loudness with a falling sound intensity (the latter
is known asdecruitment[1, 2, 14, 15]). Although there is
an ongoing discussion as to whether the induced fading is
greater for a rising sound intensity as opposed to a falling
sound intensity, both phenomena affect the perception of
self-motion [3, 10, 15]. Given the accelerated loss in loud-
ness associated with a decreasing sound sweep, a decreas-
ing sound intensity sweep for the perception of self-motion
should result in an overestimation of self-motion where sub-
jects perceive themselves to have traveled farther than they
actually have.

The phenomenon of decruitment diminishes with
sweeps of lower duration [14, 16]. Similarly, Redlicket al.
[13] found visual decruitment when subject’s used an ap-
proaching visual stimulus to judge their self-motion which
can be compared to the receding auditory decruitment re-
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ported by Teghtsoonianet al. [14]. Therefore, self-motion
perception through auditory cues is quite likely effected by
the phenomenon of decruitment.

Here we describe two experiments to examine our abil-
ity to judge the distance of self-motion under two different
auditory stimulus conditions. Twelve subjects were pre-
sented with constant acceleration “auditory motion” over
the range of 0.05-0.2m · s−2. The two experiments in-
volved acoustic motion cues: (i) decreasing sound intensity
to simulate the listener moving away from the sound (sound
source intensity is expressed in W/m · s−2however the re-
duction was measured in sound pressure level (Decibels)),
and (ii) a sound source physically moved away from a sta-
tionary subject.

1.1. Paper Organization

The remainder of this paper is organized as follows. A de-
scription of the experimental method is given in Section 2.
Details regarding the subjects, equipment, stimuli, and ex-
perimental procedure are provided. Experimental results are
presented in Section 3. A discussion of the experimental re-
sults and how they compare to existing studies is provided
in Section 4. Finally, concluding remarks are presented in
Section 5.

2. EXPERIMENTAL METHOD

2.1. Subjects

Subjects were unpaid volunteers and were either researchers,
graduate students, professors or summer high school stu-
dent assistants. Subjects had normal or corrected-to-normal
vision and no reported history of auditory or vestibular dis-
ease/disorders. None of the subjects reported any difficul-
ties in hearing the stimuli or in completing any of the tasks.
Twelve subjects participated in experiments 1 (average age
27 years; range 17 to 40 years) and ten subjects participated
in experiment two, eight of whom also completed the other
experiments (average age 29 years; range 17 to 43 years).

2.2. Apparatus

2.2.1. Subject cart

For experiment one the subjects sat on a chair mounted on
a cart (Figure 1(a)). Fixed in place next to the chair’s right
arm-rest was the “subject response button”. A “reference
point” (a large “X”) was marked on the foam placed on the
base of the cart within the subjects’ view. All distance esti-
mates were made relative to this marking. This cart did not
move.

2.2.2. Loudspeaker Motion Cart and Assembly

For experiment two, a “loudspeaker cart” was constructed
to move a sound source while the subject remained station-
ary. Loudspeakers were mounted on each of this cart’s sides
(Figure 1(b)). The loudspeakers were placed facing each
other 1m apart. This cart was also guided by a track on the
floor.

2.2.3. Auditory Stimulus

The auditory stimulus for each experiment consisted of a
broadband, uniformly distributed, white-noise signal, sam-
pled at a rate of44.1kHz. The noise was band-pass fil-
tered using a256-point Hamming windowed FIR filter with
low and high frequency cut-offs of200Hz and10kHz re-
spectively. A broadband signal was used as sound source
distance estimates are more accurate for broadband sounds
[4, 9, 11, 12].

In order to ensure the subject did not learn to associate
a particular sound level with a particular target distance or
acceleration profile, the level of the sound stimulus was ran-
domly chosen from one of three different initial levels for
each presentation (66dB, 69dB and 72dB). This was mea-
sured with a Radio Shack sound level meter (model 33–
2055) with an A-weighting averaged over 15s and placed
at the starting position where the subject’s head would be.

All auditory stimuli were played through a pair (left,
right) of Yamaha YST-M15 loudspeakers. For experiment
one, each loudspeaker was mounted on an adjustable-height
camera tripod at the height of the seated subject’s ears. The
left and right loudspeakers were separated by 1m and placed
on the inter-aural axis, positioned directly in line with the
ears of the subject. For experiment two, the loudspeakers
were mounted on the loudspeaker motion cart facing each
other 1m apart and behind the subject (see Figure 1(b)).
Sound level was also measured (for each of the three ref-
erence sound levels), at target distances of 1m, 2m, 3m and
4m. For each doubling of sound source distance, the level
decreased by2.7dB.

Although both experiments were not carried out in an
anechoic environment, the background noise level was mea-
sured in the absence of the sound stimulus at the starting
position and at each of the four target distances. The aver-
age background sound levels at each target distance and at
the starting position was below50dB (the minimum sound
level measurable with the sound level meter) with a maxi-
mum level of57dB. The average sound level during a typ-
ical trial was54dB with maximum and minimum values of
56dB and51dB respectively.

2.3. Experimental Procedure

Prior to the start of the experiments, subjects were briefed
about the required task by one of the experimenters. There
was no training (“learning phase”) but subjects were given
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Figure 1: (a) Subject cart used in experiments one and (b) loudspeaker motion cart used in experiment two.

several test trials to ensure they understood the tasks. Sub-
jects were also instructed to sit in the chair with their back
and head straight up and to keep their head stationary dur-
ing each trial. In both experiments, each subject was pre-
sented with a large1.5m × 1.0m, brightly colored “T”-
shaped physical target at one of four distances (1, 2, 3 or
4m) in front of them. The target was held in place by one of
the experimenters. Subjects were allowed to view the target
for as long as necessary (typically under30 seconds) and
were also encouraged to move their head from side-to-side
to obtain parallax cues in addition to size and disparity cues
concerning the target’s distance. Subjects were then blind-
folded and presented with a sound stimulus whose level de-
creased at a rate matching one of the following accelerations
(0.012, 0.025, 0.05, 0.1, 0.2m · s−2). Conditions were pre-
sented in a random order. Both experiments comprised 20
trials with four target distances at five accelerations. Each
condition was presented only once. Trials were randomly
interleaved and carried out in a single session by all par-
ticipants. Figure 2 provides a graphical summary of the
procedure for each of the two experiments. In both experi-
ments we simulated self-motion away from a sound source
by decreasing the intensity of the sound source either at the
speaker or by moving the speaker away from the subject.

2.3.1. Experiment One: Decrease Intensity at Speaker

This experiment investigated whether the reduction of sound
intensity (sound level) alone can be used as a reliable cue for
self-motion perception. The level of the auditory stimulus
was decreased to simulate the reduction in intensity which
would occur if the subject was actually accelerating away
from the sound source at one of the five rates of accelera-
tion. The level (in dB) was made inversely proportional to
the distance between the listener and the loudspeakers and

updated at a rate of 22,050Hz. Although this experiment
did not include any physical motion, just before the stimulus
was presented the motor used to pull the loudspeaker cart of
experiment two was started to ensure the subject would not
use the noise to identify this with no physical motion.

2.3.2. Experiment Two: Decrease Intensity by Moving
the Loud Speakers

In this experiment, the subject remained stationary at the
starting position, while the loudspeakers were moved. The
sound source loudspeakers were mounted on a cart (see Fig-
ure 1(b)) and behind the subject’s ears. The loudspeakers
were accelerated backwards from the stationary subject at
one of the five accelerations used in the other experiments.
Subjects were induced to feel they were moving forward by
the loudspeaker movement. They indicated they felt they
had reached the target by pressing the response button.

3. EXPERIMENTAL RESULTS

For each condition the stimulus distance (i.e., target dis-
tance) was compared to the response distance (i.e. matched
distance). The perceptual gain (gp) is defined as the slope of
stimulus to response distance [5]. When the response dis-
tance matches the perceived distance, the perceptual gain
is unity. A perceptual gain greater than one indicates that
the response distance is less than the stimulus distance. A
perceptual gain of less than 1 occurs when the response dis-
tance is greater than the stimulus distance. A graphical sum-
mary of the resulting perceptual gains as a function of accel-
eration for both experiments are provided in Figure 3. The
perceptual for experiment one are listed in Table 1 and the
perceptual gains for experiment two are listed in Table 2.
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Figure 3: Summary of experimental results: perceptual gain (perceived distance/ actual distance) as a function of acceleration
(on log axis) for experiments 1 and 2.

Acceleration (m·s−2) Perceptual Gain (gp)
0.012 5.08±0.82
0.025 3.29±0.43
0.05 2.95±0.26
0.1 2.38±0.35
0.2 1.58±0.18

Table 1: Average perceptual gains for each acceleration of
experiment one (decreasing intensity at speaker).

Acceleration (m·s−2) Perceptual Gain (gp)
0.012 4.40±1.1
0.025 3.84±0.76
0.05 2.18±0.34
0.1 1.89±0.22
0.2 1.32±0.14

Table 2: Average perceptual gain for each acceleration of
experiment two (decrease intensity by moving speaker).

.

.

.

.

at speaker by moving 
speaker

decreasing intensity

Figure 2: Experimental procedure for both experiments
considered. Condition (i) decrease intensity at speaker, and
(ii) decrease intensity by moving speaker.

3.1. Experiment One: Decreasing Intensity at Speaker

Averaged perceptual gain values for auditory motion only
conditions by acceleration are shown as open circles in Fig-
ure 3. All perceptual gain values are greater than one, indi-
cating that subjects thought they had gone farther than they
really did. Perceptual gains are proportional to the inverse
of acceleration and in contrast to the motion-only condition,
low accelerations resulted in a perceptual gain much greater
than one.
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Acceleration (m·s−2) DAS DMS
0.012 0.05, 0.1,0.2 -
0.025 - 0.1, 0.2
0.05 0.012 -
0.1 0.012 -
0.2 0.012 -

Table 3: Tukey-Kramer multiple-comparison test for differ-
ences within conditions by acceleration. DAS denotes the
decrease intensity at speaker while DMS denotes the physi-
cally moving the speaker experiment.

3.2. Experiment Two: Decreasing Intensity by Moving
the Loud Speakers

Physically moving audio conditions are presented as dark
squares in Figure 3. Similarly to the previous experiment,
all perceptual gains are greater than one and proportional to
the inverse of acceleration. Low accelerations resulted in
a perceptual gain much greater than one. Furthermore, the
responses of this experiment closely resemble the responses
of the decreasing intensity at speaker experiment with no
significant difference between them.

3.3. Effects of Condition and Acceleration

A repeated measures ANOVA test and post-hoc comparison
test were also performed on the five different accelerations.
Results of the ANOVA test confirm a significant difference
of acceleration (F (4, 36) = 8.32, p < 0.01). Accelerations
can be divided into two groups with the slow accelerations
in the range of 0.012m · s−2- 0.05m · s−2and the fast ac-
celerations> 0.1m · s−2. The slow acceleration conditions
showed a significant difference when compared to the fast
accelerations.

A post-hoc multiple comparison test was performed to
compare all pairwise differences between experiments and
accelerations (see Table 3). In this table, the first column de-
notes acceleration while columns two and three denote the
two experimental conditions tested. The entries of columns
two and three denote which of the five accelerations are sta-
tistically different when considering each experimental con-
dition individually.

4. DISCUSSION

This study makes a number of previously unknown obser-
vations. First that the distance subjects judged they moved
relative to a stationary sound source (decrease at speaker)
was considerably more than they actually did (i.e. the per-
ceptual gain was greater than unity). This is especially true
when the motion was of a low acceleration. In fact, percep-
tual gains greater than five were observed for the acceler-
ation of 0.012m·s−2. Therefore, the series of experiments

described in this paper confirm the finding of decruitment
for a sweeping broadband sound source that decreases at
various rates of acceleration. Furthermore, as the experi-
mental results demonstrate, the phenomenon of decruitment
diminishes at higher accelerations (faster sweeps that have
a shorter span), and for sweeps of lower duration [14, 16].

A comparison of audio-only cues to other sensory
modalities for self-motion shows the robustness of this phe-
nomenon. Compared to visual motion alone, the perceived
magnitude based on auditory information is almost three
times higher for low accelerations, but this diminishes for
higher accelerations (shorter sweeps) [13]. The vision only
decruitment found by Redlicket al. [13] is similar to the vi-
sion only decruitment reported by Teghtsoonianet al. [14]
though one was approaching [13] and the other receding
[14]. When compared to combined physical and visual mo-
tion [5], perceived magnitude using auditory information in-
creases by a factor of approximately 2.3.

There is approximately a 4.5 times overestimation of
the magnitude of self-motion using decreasing sound source
level (experiment one: decreasing intensity at speaker). This
is more pronounced than the results found in the auditory
literature (a difference of 3.1 for a tone and a difference
of 2.47 for a broadband noise [15]. This difference may
be explained by (i) a methodological difference; the objec-
tive measure used in the self-motion study described here
uses visual targets as a metric, and (ii) the range of change
used in the self-motion study described here was only 6dB,
much less than the 30dB reported by Teghtsoonianet al.
[15]. The experimental methods described here are simi-
lar to Neuhoff’s [10] since subjects judge when they reach
a target previously shown, although in this study subjects
were presented with a decreasing sound intensity stimulus
in contrast to the increasing sound intensity stimulus used
by Neuhoff [10]). We avoided using an increasing sound
source since we felt subject might wait until the source rose
and just started to fall to judge their motion. However, if
we had used an increasing intensity sound source we likely
would have seen more dramatic overestimates of self-motion
[10].

5. SUMMARY

The majority of the research effort examining our per-
ception of self-motion has concentrated on the visual and
vestibular senses. Although vision plays a critical role the
understanding of our surroundings and a large portion of the
brain is dedicated to visual processing, it is certainly not the
only cue available to us and at times it cannot be used (e.g.
in the dark or for objects which are not within our visual
field). Furthermore, the integration of multi-sensory infor-
mation is more likely to provide more accurate information
than a single modality. In contrast to the visual system, the
auditory system is omni-directional and can function in the
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dark and in other situations where vision is restricted (e.g.
fog, heavy snow, etc.)

The series of experiments presented here confirm the
finding of decruitment for a sweeping broadband sound
source that decreases at various rates of acceleration sim-
ulating self-motion away from a sound source. The results
also bridge the gap between the work on approaching and
receding auditory stimuli. The application of principles of
auditory perception to self-motion reveals some new fea-
tures of interest. Designers of simulators should be aware
of the phenomenon of decruitment with slow accelerations
using auditory cues in the absence of physical motion. In
particular, researchers should be careful when conducting
self-motion studies where auditory cues are present.

The significant effect of acceleration and increased ac-
curacy at high accelerations suggests that decruitment is a
factor of a temporal threshold at which humans can perceive
a change in intensity. These results have implications for
the designers of immersive virtual environments that wish
to simulate self-motion.
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ABSTRACT 

In battlefield environments of the future, auditory warnings may 
be integrated with tactile cues in multimodal displays.  The U.S. 
Army is exploring the use of audio and tactile multimodal 
displays in applications such as the human robotic interface 
(HRI) to enhance Soldier performance in controlling battlefield 
robots.  Particularly important issues in the Army HRI, as in 
many challenging environments, include maintaining user spatial 
situation awareness and providing warning signals for safety 
hazards.  This paper will describe current research in audio and 
tactile display design for HRI and other applications.  Best 
practices for integrating audio with tactile signals will be 
described, as well as design issues that need to be resolved.   

 
[Keywords: auditory , tactile, multimodal] 

1. INTRODUCTION 

In challenging environments such as the U.S. Army battlefield, 
auditory warnings may be integrated with tactile cues in 
multimodal displays to provide information in settings where the 
Soldier experiences visual overload or has no access to visual 
displays.  One such application is the human-robotic interface 
(HRI), a set of controls and displays that the Soldier uses to 
manage one or more robotic unmanned vehicles (UV’s).  In the 
U.S., every branch of the military deploys some form of UV in 
reconnaissance, surveillance, and intelligence operations.  In 
addition, UVs have appeared in many civilian applications, 
including border and wildfire surveillance, crop dusting and crop 
health monitoring, and search and recovery operations [1].  Both 
civilian and military robotic applications have the benefit of 
keeping users out of harm’s way in environments in which it is 
dangerous or impossible to work.  

Both civilian and military environments present 
unpredictable and challenging conditions that create UV operator 
workload.  These conditions include weather, darkness, dust, and 
noise.  Operator workload can also be very high in cognitively 
demanding tasks such as individual control of one or more 
robots, robot sensor control and interpretation, air or ground 
space management, and maintaining situation awareness of the 
environment.  In addition, Army Soldiers must maintain  
awareness of friendly and enemy battlefield entities.  Battlefield 
challenges also arise from new demands for Soldier mobility; 
some Army systems propose that robot control operations take 
place in highly mobile vehicles such as High-Mobility 
Multipurpose Wheeled (HMMWV) “jeeps” in order to enhance 

robotic command and control function and survivability [2].  In 
mobile environments, vehicle vibration and jolt may tax visual 
performance [3] and visual search [4], [5], making cues in other 
modalities valuable.   

Early robotic systems used unimodal feedback, primarily in 
the visual modality.  Auditory cues were developed as awareness 
grew that additional modalities could supplement the visual 
channel when it was heavily loaded.  Chong, Kotoku, Ohba, 
Sasaki, Komoriya, and Tanie [6] examined the use of audio 
feedback with visual displays for multiple telerobotic operations, 
in which several robots were controlled by multiple remote 
human operators physically distant from each other. They found 
that by using audio and visual feedback, operators could more 
easily detect the possibility of collision and were able to 
coordinate conflicting motions between two telerobots, as 
compared to no audio cues.  Nagai, Tsuchiya, and Kimura [7] 
found that audio feedback cues were a powerful tool in helping 
operators make decisions in simulated robotic space operations, 
and recommended that they would be helpful in preventing 
accidents during actual space operations.  

Providing spatial auditory display cues can enhance UV-
related tasks such as maintaining 360-degree situation awareness 
around a robot.  Spatial audio displays permit a listener using 
earphones to perceive spatialized sounds that appear to originate 
at different azimuths, elevations, and distances from locations 
outside the head.  Spatial audio displays permit sounds to be 
presented in different spatial locations that are meaningful to the 
listener, and can provide tracking information regarding object 
position, velocity, and trajectory beyond the field of view [8], 
[9], [10]. Spatial audio cues have also been shown to increase 
situational awareness in target search tasks using unmanned 
aerial vehicle displays [11].   
   The tactile modality is also promising for providing 
information and warnings for robotic systems.  Tactile displays 
use pressure or vibration stimulators that interact with the skin 
[12]. To provide an example of one type of tactile display, Figure 
1 shows ruggedized Massachusetts Institute of Technology 
(MIT) pager-motor tactors, along with the MIT wireless tactile 
control unit, a U.S. Army Research Laboratory tactor belt, and a 
forearm sleeve upon which the tactors can be mounted [13].   
 Tactile cues have been used to provide safety warning 
information and communicate information regarding orientation 
and direction [14] as well as user position and velocity [15]. 
Calhoun, Fontejon, Draper, Ruff and Guilfoos [16] found that 
tactile displays can significantly improve detection of faults in 
unmanned aerial vehicle teleoperation control tasks, and can 
serve as an effective cueing mechanism.   They suggested that 
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tactile alerts may be advantageous in noisy task environments 
that require long periods of vigilance, where both audio and 
visual channels are taxed.  Researchers from the U.S. Army 
Research Laboratory explored tactile cues for localization in 
dismounted Soldier tasks [17] [18], in a moving vehicle vibration 
simulator [19], and in a moving HMMWV [20].   They found 
that tactile displays provided better situational awareness, faster 
decision time, and lower workload, than the use of visual 
displays alone.  
 

  
Figure 1. Tactors, control unit, torso belt, and forearm 
sleeve. 

   
Researchers have explored the use of audio and tactile cues 

in HRI tasks. Gunn, Nelson, Bolia, Warm, Schumsky and 
Corcoran [21], and Gunn, Warm, Nelson, Bolia, Schumsky and 
Corcoran [22] used multimodal displays to communicate threats 
in an unmanned aerial vehicle (UAV) target acquisition visual 
search task.  They found that spatial (3D) audio and tactile cues 
used separately enhanced target acquisition performance over no 
cueing.   Chou, Wusheng, Wang and Tianmiao [23] designed a 
multimodal interface for internet-based teleoperation in which 
live video images, audio, and tactile force feedback information 
were organized and presented simultaneously.  Other researchers 
have shown that providing additional auditory and tactile display 
cues can be useful in reducing HRI task difficulty [24] and 
creating a greater sense of operator immersion in robotic tasks 
[25].   
 
2. WHY INTEGRATE AUDIO AND TACTILE DISPLAYS? 
 
There are several advantages to integrating audio and tactile 
displays in challenging environments.  Audio and tactile signals 
work well together because they have much in common.   Both 
are useful if the user’s visual field is heavily taxed (i.e., in 
environments that are poorly lit) or if a visual display is not 
available.  Audio and tactile displays are effective for simple, 
short messages that do not need to be referred to later.  Either 
modality is useful for mobile or stationary applications, either 
can be used to call for immediate response, and both can signal 
events in time and in space.   
 When used together, audio and tactile signals can 
supplement each other in surroundings in which variable levels 
of noise and vibration might mask a signal if only one modality 

was used.  In a noisy, high-vibration environment such as in a 
HMMWV, arm- or  torso-mounted tactors might come into 
contact with a seat back, steering wheel, or dashboard, which 
could attenuate, mask, or change the characteristics of the tactile 
signal.  At the same time, high levels of noise from the vehicle or 
communication system might mask audio signals.  When used 
redundantly (both audio and tactile delivering the same message 
at the same time), audio and tactile signals would better ensure 
that the message is received by the user.  
 Multimodal displays can use different modalities to 
provide the user with multiple dimensions of information, when 
the use of one modality would constrain the total amount of 
information that could be communicated.  Tactile displays are 
limited to incorporating temporal (rhythm), spatial, and a small 
range of frequencies to communicate two or three different 
dimensions of information at most [26], [27], [28].  Auditory 
cues have a large range of frequency, temporal and spatial cues, 
and can use evocative cues such as icons, earcons, and speech 
cues to communicate several different dimensions of 
information.  Tactile displays are very effective at 
communicating spatial location when mounted on sites such as 
the torso or arm, although resolution is limited to the allowable 
spacing between tactors [29].  Spatial audio displays are also 
effective at communicating spatial location, but localization 
accuracy is constrained by front-back confusion of audio signals 
(when a listener perceives that a sound source in the frontal 
hemifield seems to occur in the rear hemifield, or vice-versa).  
Front-back confusion can be reduced significantly with the use 
of a headtracking device [30].  However, tactile displays also 
require head- or body-trackers to provide tracking information 
regarding the position of objects or events of interest in the 
environment. 
 
 

3. GUIDELINES AND BEST PRACTICES FOR 
INTEGRATING AUDIO WITH TACTILE WARNINGS IN 

MULTIMODAL DISPLAYS 
 
Relevant guidelines for designing multimodal displays include 
ISO 14915, Part 3 [31], Sutcliffe [32], and Sarter [33]. General 
guidelines state that multimodal displays should incorporate 
manageable information loading by using signals that provide 
only information that is necessary.  Signals should also be 
consistent, and incorporate redundancy whenever possible.  
Selection of signal dimensions and encoding should exploit 
learned or natural relationships as much as possible, and both 
auditory and tactile signals should be easily discernable from 
other audio and vibrational events in the environment.  In 
addition, both audio and tactile signals should avoid conflict with 
previously used signals in terms of meaning or characteristics.   
 Although are many approaches to integrating audio and 
tactile cues efficiently to provide information, a knowledge of 
the strengths and limitations of each modality is necessary to 
successfully integrate audio signals with tactile in multimodal 
displays.  There are several different strategies for integrating 
audio and tactile cues in multimodal displays.  Three such 
strategies involve the use of redundant, independent, and 
complementary information.  Redundant multimodal displays use 
different modalities to present the same information at the same 
time (e.g., both auditory and tactile modalities signal the same 
warning).  Redundant displays are useful for presenting 
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important information in challenging environments where 
information might otherwise be lost if one signal were masked.  
Independent displays use different modalities to present different 
information at different times (e.g., tactile signals to warn of 
obstacles and their locations, auditory signals to warn of safety 
hazards and their locations).  Independent displays are useful for 
environments contain a great number of signals; the use of 
different modalities for different signals might reduce user 
confusion.  Complementary displays use different modalities to 
present different aspects of the same signal (e.g., auditory cues 
signal warning functions and tactile signals denote their spatial 
locations).  Complementary displays allow the different 
modalities to play to their strengths; evocative audio signals 
could be used to describe a large number of different signal 
functions, while tactile signals could describe spatial location.  
However, independent and complementary displays have no 
signal redundancy, so signal information could be lost if either 
audio or tactile information is masked.  
 Auditory and tactile output must have synchrony to 
attain the user’s assumption of unity (the perception that the 
audio and tactile events are linked to the same distal object or 
event).  It has been postulated that the greater the number of a 
certain group of properties shared between two modalities, the 
stronger the observer’s unity assumption [34]. Among these 
properties are spatial location, motion, and temporal patterning 
or rate, all of which would be impacted by temporal synchrony 
or asynchrony in a multimodal display [35].  Detectable 
perceptual threshold value studies indicate that synchronization 
between auditory and tactile modalities should be 25 ms or less 
[35], [36].   

Multimodal display design should also involve an 
awareness of potential crossmodal links in attention due to the 
use of multiple modalities.  Crossmodal attentional effects 
include modality shifting, modality expectation, and crossmodal 
spatial links.   

Sarter [33] noted that modality shifting effects have been 
demonstrated in numerous psychological and neurophysiological 
laboratory studies.  The modality shifting effect involves the 
user’s limitations in shifting attention from one modality to 
another.  Shifting from signals presented in one modality to those 
presented in another might slow participant response time to 
signals, depending on which modality is used more often.  
Spence, Pavani and Driver [37] found that it appears to be 
particularly difficult and time-consuming to shift attention to the 
visual or auditory channel away from rare events that are 
presented in the tactile modality.  

 Modality expectation effects have also been demonstrated 
in numerous laboratory studies listed in a review article by Sarter 
[33].  Modality expectations are formed based on the observed 
frequency or the perceived importance of a cue in a particular 
modality.  Sarter described studies that indicate that expecting a 
cue to appear in a certain modality leads to an enhanced 
readiness to detect and discriminate information in that sensory 
channel, and may lead to increased response time to cues in an 
unexpected modality.  The effects of modality expectation 
appear to be somewhat less pronounced for tactile than for 
auditory cues [38].  

Crossmodal spatial link effects have also been found to 
affect attention to signals in different modalities.  Crossmodal 
spatial link effects involve deliberate shifts of attention to a 
particular location.   Sarter [33] stated that concurrent stimuli of 

different modalities in the same spatial location can greatly (and 
non-linearly) facilitate user response, while concurrent 
stimulation by different modalities at different locations can lead 
to non-linear suppression of user attentional response.  Sarter 
noted that crossmodal spatial attentional links may be 
inadvertently evoked if the location of multimodal information 
presentation is not carefully controlled.  

 
 
4.  CONCLUSIONS AND ISSUES FOR FUTURE 

RESEARCH 
    
The battlefield display of the future may integrate audio with 
tactile cues.  The U.S. Army has focused on reducing operator 
workload and enhancing situation awareness and Soldier 
performance in their HRI interface by using multimodal displays.  
Multiple modalities can be advantageous; when used together, 
audio and tactile signals can supplement each other in 
demanding surroundings where variable levels of noise and 
vibration might mask cues in only one modality.  Further, 
multimodal displays can use different multimodal design 
strategies (independent, redundant and complementary 
information) to provide the user with multiple dimensions of 
information.  Although relevant guidelines exist for the design of 
multimodal displays, close attention must be paid to factors such 
as signal synchrony and crossmodal links in attention,` to reduce 
delays in user response time and accuracy that may arise from 
the use of multiple modalities. 

In summarizing crossmodal shift effects (modality shifting, 
modality expectations, and crossmodal spatial linking), Sarter 
[33] observed that shift effects are based on laboratory studies in 
which absolute effect sizes are small, and levels of user workload 
are low.  She noted that the reaction time decrements described 
in the laboratory studies may turn out to be larger in more 
complex environments, and may be associated with increased 
error rates.  Research is being conducted at the U.S. Army 
Research Laboratory (ARL) to determine whether attentional 
shift effects exist in more complex and demanding environments 
that contain variable levels of workload.  

  Although multimodal design strategies were 
described, (independent, redundant, and complementary 
displays), there is a lack of research comparing human 
performance associated with each strategy.  These effects should 
also be tested in the laboratory as well as in demanding field 
environments.  The ARL is conducting research in this area.  
 Few researchers have explored the use of coded tactile 
cues to efficiently communicate multiple (two or more) 
dimensions of information. Although not an auditory design 
issue, the design of the tactile cues can influence the overall 
effectiveness of the multimodal display.  As previously noted, 
the small quantity of tactile research indicates that tactile 
displays can effectively incorporate temporal (rhythm), location, 
and limited range of frequencies to communicate two or three 
dimensions of information.  The ARL is exploring different 
tactile coding strategies, and will integrate tactile cues with audio 
signals in multimodal displays used in laboratory and field 
environments.   Future papers will describe the results of their 
research.  
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ABSTRACT 

This monograph reviews current knowledge in the design of 
auditory caution and warning signals, and sets criteria for 
development of 'best practices' for designing new signals for 
NASA’s Crew Exploration Vehicle (CEV) and other future 
spacecraft, as well as for extra-vehicular operations. A design 
approach is presented that is based upon cross-disciplinary 
examination of psychoacoustic research, human factors 
experience, aerospace practices, and acoustical engineering 
requirements. Existing alarms currently in use with the NASA 
Space Shuttle flight deck are analyzed and then alternative 
designs are proposed that are compliant with ISO 7731, "Danger 
signals for work places – Auditory Danger Signals", and that 
correspond to suggested methods in the literature to insure 
discrimination and audibility. Future development of auditory 
“sonification” techniques into the design of alarms will allow 
auditory signals to be extremely subtle, yet extremely useful for 
indicating trends or root causes of failures. A summary of ‘best 
practice’ engineering guidelines is given, followed by results of 
an experiment involving subjective classification of alarms by 
ten subjects.  

1. AUDITORY ALARMS IN THE CONTEXT OF THE 
SHUTTLE CAUTION AND WARNING SYSTEM  

An ‘auditory alarm’ for purposes of this report refers to any 
audio signal used for alerting or warning a user within a human-
machine interface, while an ‘alarm’ refers generically to either 
audio or visual cues. The use of auditory alarms in current 
shuttle applications is reviewed in technical documents (“Shuttle 
Crew Operations Manual- SCOM-Section 2.2 Caution and 
Warning”- available at http://www.shuttlepresskit.com; and 
“Space Flight Operations Contract. Caution and Warning C&W 
21002, USA 006019, October 1, 2004”). Auditory alarms are 
part of the collective caution and warning (c/w) system that 
consists primarily of visual cues (either illuminated light 
displays and switches, an illuminated message on an dedicated 
matrix panel, or a text message on a CRT).  

There are four classes of alarms used on shuttle, which can 
be prioritized in ascending order as follows. A “class 0” alarm 
visually indicates up and down arrows on the CRT display next 
to a specific parameter, indicating that it has exceeded its 
predefined upper or lower boundary limits. There is no auditory 
component for a class 0 alarm. A “class 3” alarm is technically 
an “alert” and generates a steady tone of 512 Hz for 
approximately 1 second (this can be changed by the crew to 
longer durations, up to 99 seconds), along with an illuminated 
button and fault message on the CRT. A “class 2” alarm 
generates an illuminated text message on a dedicated matrix 
panel (panel number F7), and illuminates parameter lights on 
another panel (number R13U). The alarm consists of an 
alternating tone between 375 and 1000 Hz.  It is silenced 
(“killed”) by pressing a master alarm switch. 

There are two types of class 1 “emergency” alarms that are 
highest priority: (1) smoke detection and (2) rapid cabin 
depressurization. The smoke detection alarm consists of a 
“siren” sound, i.e., a tone varied from 666 to 1,460 Hz and then 
back to 666 Hz over a 5 second interval. Smoke detection lights 
are indicated on a dedicated panel (number L1). The cabin 
depressurization alarm is indicated via a “klaxon” sound, 
consisting of two tones at 270 and 2500 Hz that are periodically 
iterated. Pressing the master alarm switch also silences these 
alarms. Under the current design, it is possible for all of the 
auditory alarms to sound simultaneously. 

These auditory alarms have three primary functions. First 
they indicate that a specific condition exists that did not occur 
previously in time, and that now requires attention. This may 
include the corollary function of waking a sleeping crewmember. 
Second, they have a rudimentary function of stating: “look over 
here at this specific visual display”. This is a form of “directed 
attentional shift” that is significant in the larger context of the 
cognitive challenge of fault management [1]. Third, their 
function is to relate the relative urgency of the alarm through the 
semantic content contained in the alarm type. The type of alarm 
indicates: “where in the hierarchy of possible auditory alerts 
does this new alarm lie?” and “how quickly do I need to attend 
to this problem?” 

The class 1-3 auditory alarms used in Shuttle are useful 
reference points from which to discuss best practices in the 
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development of future alarms for CEV (Crew Exploration 
Vehicle) and EVA (Extra-Vehicular Activity). They are 
illustrative of a coherent, useful approach to alarms that 
nevertheless can be improved upon, given subsequent human 
factors research and the possibility of implementing superior 
alarm generation hardware.  

The discussion that follows indicates criteria for a design 
approach based upon a cross-disciplinary examination of 
psychoacoustic research, human factors experience, aerospace 
practices, and acoustical engineering requirements. Not 
considered here is the use of ‘sonification’ — the use of sound to 
continually monitor the status of a system, as opposed to only 
using audio to signal that a limit has been exceeded (e.g., [2]). 
Some research has been concerned with manipulating a single 
type of sound to convey differing levels of urgency. For 
example, a tone might get faster in its repetition cycle akin to a 
Geiger counter measuring an increasing level of radioactivity. 
Sonification has been shown in surgical applications to allow 
anesthesiologists to maintain high situational awareness while 
performing other tasks more effectively, compared to visual-only 
displays [3]. 

2. VISUAL VERSUS AUDITORY ALARMS 

When is it appropriate to use an auditory, as opposed to a visual, 
alarm? Perhaps the most obvious function of the auditory alarm 
is to alert a person to inspect a visual display. Less obvious is the 
relationship between the alarm’s informational content and the 
preferred modality for communicating to a user.  

Table I summarizes some important differences between 
visual and auditory alarms from the standpoint of human factors 
and multimodal perception capabilities [4]. Auditory alarms are 
pervasive and independent of where the listener is in the 
environment, as long as the level of the alarm is audible. Visual 
alarms require the user to be looking at the specific alert (hence 
the use of auditory alarms to guide attention to the visual alarm 
message). Auditory alarms are far faster for conveying a specific 
message than a visual alarm, particularly one connected with a 
text-based display. It is also possible to immediately convey an 
urgent versus a non-urgent meaning regarding the alarm. On the 
other hand, there is a trade-off that the semantic content of the 
alarm cannot be overly complex; the order of messages is far 
easier to retain from visual information, compared to auditory 
information. Finally, the magnitude of the noise environment 
(distractors) in a specific perceptual modality can be considered 
more or less irrelevant to the message in a different modality. 

 
Table I. Visual versus auditory alarms: perceptual factors 

 
 Auditory Visual 
Reception No directional 

search 
Requires attention, 
selection 

Speed Fastest Slowest 
Message order, 
complexity 

Low retention High retention 

Urgency Easy to convey Difficult to convey 
Noise Independent of 

visual noise 
Independent of 
auditory noise 

From these perceptual performance differences, Table II can be 
derived in order to determine guidelines for when to use either 
auditory or visual alarms. 

 
Table II. Guidelines for using auditory versus visual alarms. 

 
Auditory alarm preferred for: Visual alarm preferred for: 
Simple message Complex message 
Short message Long message 
Not referred to later Referred to later 
Requires immediate action Does not require immediate 

action 
When visual system 
overloaded 

When auditory system 
overloaded 

Moving persons Stationary persons 
 

3.  AUDIBILITY: SOUND PRESSURE LEVEL AND 
FREQUENCY CONTENT 

Sound Pressure Level. An auditory alarm must be audible with a 
very high degree of reliability. This typically requires the sound 
pressure level of the alarm to ‘penetrate’ background noise. At 
the same time, alarms need to be conducive to effective fault 
management, and not merely audible. Hence, the challenge for 
designing a good alarm in terms of its level can be expressed 
simply as “not too loud, not too soft- but just right”! This 
becomes a challenging matter when listeners are at varying 
distances from loudspeakers, or when wearing hearing protection 
devices without headset delivery of sound. 

In terms of Signal Detection Theory (SDT), the presence of 
an auditory alarm in the expected noise environment should have 
a 100% “hit rate” in terms of audibility. This is usually a matter 
of calculating a signal-noise ratio based on prior research into 
auditory signal detection.  Most auditory alarm engineering 
guidelines “err” towards making the level higher than might be 
predicted by auditory masking experiments [5]. However, if the 
alarm is too loud or too pervasive, negative effects on human 
performance can occur; from the perspective of effective fault 
management, a startle effect requires time for recovery [6]. 
Many alarms have a startling, excessively high level that is 
counter-productive from the perspective of human factors 
research; simultaneous alarms can exacerbate the problem. 

Overall levels of 15–20 dB(A) are commonly cited target 
signal-to-noise ratios for alarms, but this disregards the 
frequency content (spectra) of the alarm or the noise.  
International Standard ISO 7731, “Danger signals for work 
places-auditory danger signals” examines the role of the spectral 
components of alarms with regards to masking in concurrent and 
adjacent spectral bands. Figure 1 is an example of a one-third-
octave band analysis from ISO 7731 that calculates the signal-
noise ratio in greater spectral detail. The requirement states that 
the signal must be >= 13 dB relative to the masked threshold in 
one or more octave bands [7]. The masked threshold is modeled 
by allowing a contribution towards the masking level from 
adjacent bands of noise, as well as the frequency band that is 
concurrent with the alarm. 

Note that an alarm can certainly be audible but not “heard.” 
It is well known that certain repetitive or irritating sound 
sources, including alarms, can be ignored or dismissed from 
memory, independent of level, through a process of habituation. 
Conversely, certain other sounds, such as a child’s voice heard 
by their parent, can be very effective at harnessing attention 
when in competition with other sound sources. The ability to 
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hear through the auditory ‘scene’ of multiple sound sources is a 
process known as ‘auditory streaming’ [8]. 

 
 

 

Figure 1. An alarm signal with a spectral component 15 
dB higher than the noise in the 1 kHz one-third-octave 

band. 

While it might be considered naïve at first from a 
psychoacoustic perspective to design a very loud, startling 
auditory alarm, there are certain useful applications. For 
example, building evacuation alarms are designed to be 
annoying to compel persons to leave the vicinity as quickly as 
possible. In this case, the message is to “leave immediately”, and 
the listener does so because the alarm is loud and irritating. 
These types of auditory alarms are of course counter-productive 
to environments such as flight decks, but the design of many 
older alarms (e.g., as used on the Boeing 707) inherited the ‘hue 
and cry’ design of older paradigms such as the familiar siren and 
fire bell (see Figure 2).  

 

 
Figure 2. The sound of mechanical alarms (here, a fire 
bell and siren from the 1930s) continues to represent 

familiar typologies in the formation of electronic sirens 
and bells. 

Frequency Content. The frequency content of an auditory alarm 
is as important as its level to ensure audibility. Several standards 
specify that auditory alarms contain frequency components in 
the region of relative maximal hearing sensitivity, 0.2–4 kHz, 

which is the primary region of acoustical energy for speech 
sounds.  

ISO 7731 specifies that alarm signals contain frequency 
components between 0.3–3 kHz, and with sufficient energy 
between 0.3–1.5 kHz to accommodate high frequency hearing 
loss or those wearing hearing protection devices (HPDs). 
Patterson [6] recommends having four or more spectral 
components that are harmonically related, to allow “fusion” of 
spectral components. He also specifies that the fundamental 
frequency (the first spectral component) be between 0.15–1 kHz. 
Military standard 1472C "Human Engineering Design Criteria 
For Military System, Equipment, and Facilities” (1981) specifies 
frequencies between 0.2–5 kHz but with an upper limit of 1 kHz 
for distances greater than 300 m to account for acoustical 
‘shadow zones’. This is because shorter wavelengths that 
correspond to higher frequencies can be blocked by solid 
objects, while lower frequencies can ‘bend’ around them. Other 
standards are similar in terms of specified frequency content; for 
example, the Society of Automotive Engineers Standard SAE 
J994b, “Performance, Test, and Application Criteria for 
Electrically Operated Backup Alarm Devices” (1974) indicates 
spectral components between 0.7–2.8 kHz. 

These frequency specifications are simplistic and most 
applicable to synthetic tones. The time-varying spectral content 
of many candidate alarms sounds, as well as the role of brief 
noise or broad-band spectral components are not typically 
addressed by these standards. For example, the timbre (tone 
color) of the fire bell shown in Figure 2 consists of a fast attack 
transient rich in harmonic and inharmonic partials caused by the 
clapper making contact with the bell. This is followed by the 
decay of the bell resonance, which is comparably harmonic in 
nature. The spectral complexity of the sound is important, but 
would be unrealizable with, e.g., only four spectral components. 

4.  DISCRIMINABILITY: TYPOLOGY AND 
TEMPORAL PATTERN 

What should an alarm ‘sound like’ for a given context? People 
identify alarms based on their frequency content and temporal 
pattern. This infers that it be easily discriminated from 
background noise or other types of signals. Section 4 discussed 
frequency requirements in general, but for a specific context, it 
may be important to determine to what degree non-alarm 
auditory signals overlap with a potential alarm. For instance, if 
there is a constant harmonic tone from a fan that has significant 
energy at 1 kHz, the use of a constant tone may not be an ideal 
type of alarm, even if its frequency components conform to ISO 
7731 by being >= 13 dB over that tone.  Equally as important, in 
an auditory display using multiple alarms, the alarms themselves 
should be easily discriminable. 

The typology of an auditory alarm refers to the temporal 
aspects and frequency content of the sound ‘object’ that gives it 
a specific semantic content. The typology of an auditory alert 
can be identified by using ecological reference for determining 
an auditory alarm’s meaning and level of urgency. For example, 
the sound of a siren is a learned cultural reference that differs 
from region to region, but is easily identified. Research has 
indicated that the ease of recognizing an auditory alarm is driven 
partly by learned associations as to what the sounds represent [4, 
9]. The design of an auditory alarm system can take advantage of 
‘known’ alarm typologies. It is also useful in some cases to 
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associate the typology with a specific action. For instance, the 
rattling sound and vibration of a stick shaker in an aircraft during 
a stall alert is caused by the same object that must be attended to. 

One researcher classifies alarms in four categories, “Siren – 
klaxon- horn- electronic”. Klaxon Signals LTD., a company 
specializing in alarms, indicates categories of “electronic 
sounders, sirens, buzzers, hooters, fire alarms and beacons” 
(http://www.klaxonsignals.com). The sound of alarms can be 
considered a subset of what Gaver [9] has termed ‘auditory 
icons’, which can range from abstract to literal representations of 
sounds (e.g., a fire alarm being represented by the sound of 
something burning).  

The most important aspect of alarm typology is that it allow 
for ease of discrimination amongst a set of alarms that would be 
used in a human interface. The alarms must have an inherent 
means of conveying level of urgency and be easy to learn. 
Hence, the use of alarms that are already familiar to a user makes 
categorization and learning easy. For example, astronauts 
familiar with the caution and warning signals described in 
section 1 will make an easy transition to similar alarms that 
maintain the same typology of ‘siren, klaxon, electronic tone’. 
On the other hand, the ability to learn and remember a set of 
abstract alarms is severely limited; Patterson [6] set a limit of 
four alarms for easy acquisition, while learning with up to three 
additional alarms is far more difficult. 

In aviation flight decks, the ‘attention getting’ component of 
some alarms is followed by and distinguished through the use of 
an “added” synthesized speech message. While an extended 
discussion on the use of speech messages is beyond the scope of 
the current monograph, it should be noted that speech messages 
take longer to comprehend than an auditory alarm, and are more 
easily masked by background noise. Although speech can 
convey complex ideas that cannot be conveyed by a non-speech 
auditory alarm, the chances for misidentification is far greater 
compared to non-speech alarms. 

Electronic (synthesized) tones have a far richer potential for 
differentiation than they once did because of the ease and 
economy of using sound sampling techniques. This involves the 
use of PROM (programmable read-only memory) technology to 
store virtually any type of sound, and to allow proper software 
“hooks” to post-signal processing algorithms for changing the 
sound dynamically. Prior to around 1990, it was far less 
expensive to use digital or analog oscillator chips, which were 
efficient but severely limited in terms of timbral differentiation. 
This difference is audible in everyday computers or video games 
of the current time, compared to the personal computer ‘beep’ 
tones familiar from the 1980s. Hence, it is potentially far easier 
to create candidate alarms having far more ‘discriminable’ 
acoustic features. 

The use of distinct temporal patterns has been proposed as a 
means of conveying urgency and for aiding discrimination 
between multiple alarms [6]. This is because temporal pattern- 
the sequence of ‘on’ and ‘off’ iterations of the alarm sound- is 
easily heard and discriminated by a listener. 

American National Standard ANSI S3.41 “Audible 
Emergency Evacuation Signal” recommends a specific temporal 
pattern of three on pulses, each with a one second period, 
followed by 1.5 s of silence. International Standard ISO 9703-
2:1994 “Anesthesia and respiratory care alarm signals” indicates 
two specific patterns, as shown in Figure 3. An alarm ‘burst’ is 
formed by multiple pulses with a silent interval in-between of 
0.15- 0.5 s, depending on the ranking of the alarm. Between each 

burst is a silent period, here termed the ‘inter-burst interval.’ 
Such silent intervals allow time to think, verbally communicate, 
and take action in a constructive manner, compared to the 
counter-productive use of a constant alarm. It remains a question 
for each specific application how long the inter-burst interval 
could be increased such that awareness of whether or not the 
alarm was still active would be relevant. 

 
 

 
 

Figure 3. Pulses forming an alarm ‘burst’ in ISO 9703-
2:1994, “Anesthesia and respiratory care alarm 

signals”. 

A final note regarding discrimination is based on an informal 
report that class 2 and class 3 alarms as heard on the 
International Space Station could be confused. The class 2 
auditory alarm consists of an alternating low and high tone. 
When the class 2 tone is heard at a sufficient distance, e.g. within 
a different module, the upper tone is masked due to shadowing 
effects, thereby causing only the low tone to be heard. This can 
be confused with the sound of the class 3 alarms, since they are 
not differentiated by temporal interval and the 375 Hz tone is not 
perceivably different in isolation from the 512 Hz tone. The use 
of distinct temporal patterns may help mitigate this problem. 

5.  MINIMIZING STARTLE EFFECT 

Humans possess a startle reflex that is involuntarily activated by 
objects abruptly entering the visual space or by loud noises. 
Physiological responses include anxiety, arousal, and tightening 
of muscles. At the most basic level this is likely a hard-wired 
evolutionary adaptive mechanism which helps protect us from 
potential dangers in our environment. From a human factors 
standpoint, the effect of startle is counter-productive to effective 
fault management.  

There are two factors responsible for startle: 1) overall level; 
and 2) temporal transition of the amplitude envelope from zero 
state to a maximum. The overall level can be mitigated as 
described in ISO 7731. An additional concept is the use of a 
‘precursor’ alert. The level of the alert is played -6 to -10 dB 
lower on its initial presentation, compared to successive 
presentations. This mimics the effect of hearing a gradually 
approaching emergency vehicle; sirens are far more startling 
when standing near a vehicle that initiates the alarm, versus 
when the vehicle is heard approaching from a distance. 

The temporal transition of the amplitude envelope can be 
made more gradual than an instantaneous onset via design of the 
alarm pulse. Figure 3 indicates the use in ISO 9703-2:1994 of an 
envelope rise and fall time equivalent to 10-20% of the overall 
duration of the pulse. The effect is to cause a ‘fade-in’ of the 
tone that helps to mitigate startle effect. It should be noted that 
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several types of alarms, including the shuttle depressurization 
class 1 klaxon and a fire bell, cannot be faded in using this 
method without significantly altering the timbre (and therefore 
the recognition) of the signal. 

Finally, ISO 7731 is the only standard that indicates that a 
human-in-the-loop test be conducted to insure that alarms are 
discriminable. A formal study using multi-dimensional scaling 
techniques would be the best means to determine the underlying 
perceptual scaling for differences between alarms.  

6. CONSIDERATION OF LEVELS AT THE EAR, HPDS 

To maintain levels within NASA standards, sound levels cannot 
exceed 85 dB(A) during orbit, and 105 dB(A) during launch or 
re-entry. To maintain levels above a changing background noise 
level, it is possible to integrate background noise monitoring 
systems that continually monitor the level and then adjust levels 
to the target signal-noise ratio. When wearing HPDs and 
helmets, alarms should be delivered via headsets, though not 
necessarily at as high a signal-noise ratio as from loudspeakers, 
since the position of the loudspeaker to the ear is predictable. A 
rough estimate would be 50% of the loudspeaker level (about 6 
dB above the background noise level). Under circumstances 
where this level would exceed 105 dB(A), the use of non-
auditory means of alerts (e.g., tactile-haptic actuators or only 
visual alerts) may be recommended to conserve hearing. 

7. ADVANCED TECHNIQUES 

To help facilitate fault management, it is possible to 
directionalize alarms to the source of a problem or to a visual 
panel that requires attention. For example, locating individual 
loudspeakers near each of the smoke detection sensors on a 
flight deck might allow faster determination of the source of a 
problem. It is also possible when wearing headsets to use a 3-D 
audio acoustic display to directionalize audio to a virtual source 
position [10]. Another advanced technique for increasing the 
detectability of an alarm is to use a technique termed ‘spatial 
modulation’, where the tone is moved laterally at a rate of 2-10 
Hz. One study [11] has shown that the spatial movement allows 
the sound to be about 7 dB more detectible against a stationary 
background noise, compared to a stationary alarm. 

 

8. SUMMARY: BEST PRACTICES FOR AUDITORY 
ALARM DESIGN 

The preceding discussion can be summarized in terms of the 
following guidelines for best practices in forming auditory alarm 
design. 
 

• Auditory alarms are preferred to visual alarms for 
short, simple messages requiring immediate action 
 
• Auditory alarms should be designed to enhance, not 
hinder, effective fault management 
by controlling level and factors causing a ‘startle 
effect’ 
 

• ISO 7731 provides the best guidance for determining 
signal-noise ratio because it evaluates individual bands 
of frequencies with respect to the masked threshold 
 
• Frequency content of the auditory alarm should 
correspond to maximal human sensitivity, i.e., between 
200 Hz- 4 kHz.  
 
• The fundamental frequency of the auditory alarm 
should be between 300 Hz – 1 kHz. 
 
• There should be four or more harmonically-related 
spectral components to the auditory alarm 
 
• Auditory alarms are best discriminated by taking into 
account listener association with specific typologies 
(e.g., sirens; bells; buzzer; etc.) rather than varying a 
single typology (e.g., different types of bells). 
 
• Auditory alarms are best discriminated when a 
unique temporal pattern is associated with each one. 
 
• The number of auditory alarms should be limited 
ideally to four, no more than seven. 
 
• Speech alerts present challenges to design, for 
instance for the time to understand the message and for 
ensuring an effective signal-noise ratio. 

 

9.  RESULTS OF A STUDY EXAMINING SUBJECTIVE 
CLASSIFICATION OF ALARMS 

9.1. Introduction 

A pilot study was conducted to examine the relationship between 
predicted responses for alarm typologies and subjective 
responses from non-professional subjects. The results can 
indicate the degree of predictability based on level of urgency 
via ‘post analyses of the sounds used. The study was also used to 
narrow down the number of stimuli to be evaluated in later 
studies involving crew or other domain specialists. 

9.2. Method 

Ten volunteers participated in the study (five male, five female). 
Some of them were already familiar with the definition of the 
alarms and two had previously heard the caution and warning 
sounds currently used on the International Space Station. 

A set of 49 sounds was gathered for use as stimuli. The 
source of the sounds were from numerous sources, including (1) 
existing ISS caution and warning tones (2) synthesized variants 
of the tones (3) “novel” synthesized tones and (4) recordings of 
tones used in military and naval applications. They were 
categorized by one of the co-authors according to their 
coherence with a specific level of urgency, based on the criteria 
discussed previously in this document. 

Each participant was seated at a computer and the stimuli 
were presented sequentially from a loudspeaker at approximately 
the same level. A 3-alternative forced choice task was given to 
the subjects, where they had to categorize the sounds into one of 
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three predefined groups according to its ‘best match’s. Prior to 
the experiment, the predefined groups were described as follows: 
 

Emergency (class 1): This is the most serious type of 
event. It is used in a life threatening condition that 
requires immediate action in order to protect the crew. 
 
Warning (class 2): This is less serious than emergency. 
It is used in a situation that requires immediate 
correction to avoid loss or a major impact to mission 
or potential loss of crew. 
 
Caution (class 3): This is a situation of a less time 
critical nature, but with a potential for further 
degradation if crew attention is not given. 

 
After participants finished the categorizations, they were 

asked to sort the sounds they chose for class 1 into three sub-
groups, for fire/smoke, rapid pressure change, and toxic 
atmosphere alarms. The study lasted on average 20 minutes. 

9.3. Results 

Figure 4 shows raw data for the categorization of each of the 
alarms by overall percentage of subjects, ordered by the 
categorization of the class 3 alarm. A clustering of results is 
clearly evident from the opposite trend lines of the class 1 alarm 
choices (red line) and the class 3 alarm choices (blue line). 
Furthermore, class 2 alarms appear to cluster towards the area 
where alarms are less obviously class 1 or class 3.   
 

 
 

Figure 4. Raw data showing percentage of subjects 
classifying each alarm as class 1, 2 or 3.  The dashed 

line indicates an arbitrary criterion at 85% for choosing 
alarms based on consensus. The bold numerals indicate 

100% of agreement between subjects. 

 
It is possible to set a criterion for calling an alarm ‘strongly 

identified’ for a particular class when agreement surpasses a 
threshold. Here, we have arbitrarily adopted an 85% criterion 
and above (indicated by the dashed line), where essentially 8 out 

of 10 subjects tested agreed as to the specific identification of the 
alarm. Based on this criterion, 12 alarms (3, 23, 32, 35, 46, 47 at 
100%; 22 and 43 at 90 %) out of the 49 tested were ‘strongly 
identified’ as class 1 caution tones. Two alarms (14 and 21) were 
strongly identified as class 2 warnings. Four alarms out of the 49 
were strongly identified as class 3 emergency alerts. 

The primary physical attribute of these ‘strongly identified’ 
alarms for each category is rather clear between class 1 and class 
3 types. The class 3 alarms had relatively longer inter-burst 
intervals and did not have pitch modulation within the alarm 
pulse. Furthermore, two of the alarms were characteristic of 
commercial airline ‘flight attendant’ chimes having two tones, 
akin to a doorbell ‘ding dong’. These chimes are most likely 
associated with previous experience and association with less 
urgent contexts. Contrasting this, the class 1 alarms were mostly 
of the ‘siren’ category, involving pitch modulation, and had far 
briefer inter-burst intervals or were constant.  This is in line with 
the previous discussion regarding perceived urgency and with 
identification based on a recognizable typology.1 

The class 2 alarms were more ambiguous, having some 
characteristic of either a class 1 or 3 alarms and without a 
recognizable typology. One had a rapid frequency modulation 
but a relatively long inter-burst interval. The other was a 
relatively slow frequency modulation over a very wide rage.  

Table III indicates the percentage breakdown of class 1 
alarms that exceeded the 85% criteria as a function of category - 
fire/smoke, pressure or toxic alarm. There is no strong consensus 
as to specific identification of the alarm by category. 

 
Table III. Categorization of class 1 alarm (one subject rated 
sound 22 as a class 2 alarm; total across columns therefore 
equals 90%). 
 

 
 

Figure 5 indicates the results of the principal component 
(PCA) data clustering analysis. These analyses are based on 
input from all data as opposed to data based on the 85% 
consensus level, and establish subjective distances of the stimuli 
from one another in a graphic manner.  

The correlations between variables can be explained in terms 
of underlying factors or latent variables. The correlation matrix 
shows the correlation (or relationship) of each variable with all 
the other variables. The factorial analysis allows regrouping the 
variables that correlate strongly with one another while 
dissociating with all the other variables weakly correlated. The 
eigenvalues represent the amount of variance that is accounted 
for by each factor. Each variable is attributed a weight in relation 
with each factor, showing how much a variable is correlated (or 
loads on) across different factors.  

                                                             
1 One subject commented, “Continuous sounds seem to be more alerting 
than discrete sounds, so I put more continuous sounds in the emergency 
category and more discrete sounds in the warning or caution category.” 
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Figure 5. Cluster tree analysis. The left dendogram 
shows the clustering of the alarms across the five 
categories. The right dendogram represents the 

relationships between sounds at a higher hierarchical 
level between classes (red= class 1, green=class 2 and 

blue=class 3) 

 
Clustering or classifying refers to the grouping of objects 

into sets based on their similarities and on differentiation 
between sets because of their differences. Similarity can be 
understood as some index of distance (between raw scores) for 
two or more stets of objects. Objects showing the highest 
similarity index are connected to each other by a line, and then 
form a new object. The shorter the lines, the more similar the 
objects are. The process continues until all the objects are joined. 

As it can be seen from Figure 5, right, class 1 and class 2, as 
well as class 2 and class 3 show significant inverse correlations 
(class 1, class 2: r=-.493, p=.0002; class 2, class 3: r=-.724, 
p<.0001), while class 1 and 3 do not share any communality. At 
the level of the different categories within class 1, in Figure 5 
left, we observe the highest correlation coefficient between the 
pressure and fire/smoke categories (r=.51, p=.0001), while all 
the other correlations remain significant.  

These relationships are confirmed by the factorial analysis, 
showing that the variance is explained by two factors, the first 
factor representing 59% of the total variance explained by the 
model (see figure 6, left). Figure 6, right shows that the variance 
in class 1 is almost totally explained by Factor 1 (component 
loadings, class1: -.99) while the variance in class 3 is essentially 
explained by Factor 2 (-.92). Class 2 is somehow intermediate 
since its variance is explained by both factors (component 
loadings factor 1=.8, factor 2=.59). 

Figure 7 illustrates the relationship between theoretical 
categorization of sounds and observed responses from all the 
subjects. The theoretical categorization was made by one of the 
co-authors (db) based on a subjective estimate of the physical 
characteristics of the sound with reference to the principles 
outlined earlier in this paper for conveying urgency (based on 
level of frequency modulation, pulse rate or inter-burst interval).  

The left side plot shows the categorization in terms of the 
orange-colored intervals. The right side plot shows the observed 

deviation from these categories. The correlation between 
prediction and observation is significant for class 1 (r=.64, 
p<.0001) and class 3 (r=.45, p=.001) alarms, but not for class 2 
alarms, as seen in Figures 7.   

Overall, the results of this pilot study suggest that the best 
practice techniques for the design of new alarms outlined in this 
paper are salient to untrained listeners and can provide 
predictable results, for at least two extreme levels of alarms and 
possibly for an intermediate level of alarms.   
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Figure 6. Left: scree plot and Right: factor loading plot for the three classes of alarms. Two factors explain 59% of the total variance. 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 

Figure 7. Cluster trees (Distance metric is Euclidean distance, Ward minimum variance method) for the predicted classification 
(left) and the observed classification (right). The color label indicates frequency of the classification responses as a function of 

the Alarm (1 to 49). Note the permutation of the class 2 and class 3 between the predicted and the observed classification. 
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ABSTRACT 

This paper will discuss a human-system and application centered 
approach to the conduct of research on auditory alerting system 
design, from the perspective of 30 years of human factors 
research on design principles for aircraft cockpit auditory 
displays.  Too often there is a gap between the results of carefully 
controlled research conducted in the laboratory and the specific 
questions raised by auditory display engineers as they design a 
new auditory alerting system for the cockpit.  Absent studies that 
are representative of the cockpit environment, research findings 
are often extrapolated to a new design without an understanding 
by the design engineer of other factors that may influence human 
auditory perception, signal processing, and cognitive 
interpretation.  Alternatively, again in the absence of research 
findings applicable to the cockpit environment, the design 
engineer may present some alternative auditory signal designs 
informally to one or two project pilots, obtain their preferences 
and suggestions, and design the system to satisfy this small, 
unrepresentative sample of the user population.  Even some of 
the current standards for auditory display design contain 
guidance that does not adequately take the cockpit environment 
into consideration.  Examples will be presented with lessons 
learned and with recommendations for methods of incorporating 
the rigor of laboratory experimental design into applied research 
conducted in the aircraft cockpit environment, simulated and real. 

 
[Keywords: Methodology] 

1. INTRODUCTION 

Despite our best efforts to conduct rigorous research that will 
lead to good design of auditory displays, displays that are easily 
perceived, understood, and interpreted by human users, we 
continue to see new hardware and software that violates the 
results of earlier research, research that we would expect to have 
been considered by the design engineers of a given system before 
and during the design and development of a new auditory 
display.  There are several links from the laboratory to the 
completion of production systems that are too easily overlooked 
or not completed.  While we can fault the engineers for not 
paying attention to our work, much of the fault is our own.  Our 
studies fit well into our own basic research plans, each ideally 
building upon our work and that of our colleagues.  But, in our 
efforts to carefully control experimental variables and possibly 
confounding variables, we often conduct experiments that are so 
far removed from a representative application that it is too 

difficult for an engineer to apply our results to a particular system 
design. 

We have design guidelines, design standards, and design 
specifications which are developed and written by consensus 
among a selected group of experts in the field.  But these 
documents usually lag several years behind the forefront of our 
research and are prone to being technology-dated.   

In addition to our laboratory research in which a few 
variables are tightly controlled, we need to follow up with 
rigorously controlled research that at least simulates, better yet is 
conducted in the application environment with much of the 
experimental design "noise" that this entails.  We need our 
laboratory research to help us understand the details of human 
perception, auditory processing, and cognition.  We also need the 
laboratory to help us determine which of the many variables we 
are manipulating actually have large effects on human 
performance, effects that are both statistically significant and of a 
large magnitude.  I will call these the strong variables. 

We, as a research community of many, then need to conduct 
application-oriented research that tests the effects of these strong 
variables to determine if their effects are so strong as to make a 
difference for humans who are trying to accomplish a task with 
an auditory display for information input.  It is the strong 
differences that pass the test in both the laboratory and in 
application-oriented research that should form the basis for 
engineering design guidelines and standards for auditory 
displays.  The need to close this research gap is likely valid 
across the board for applications of auditory display research to 
actual systems that will be used by human operators.  This paper 
focuses on auditory display design for aircraft cockpits as one of 
many such applications. 

2. TWO EXAMPLES OF THE RESEARCH GAP 

The author's research has focused primarily on design principles 
and requirements for auditory displays that are to be used in 
aircraft cockpits, both civilian and military, both fixed-wing and 
helicopters; however, auditory alerting signals have long been 
used for medical monitoring equipment, and now that audio 
displays are making their way into land vehicles (cars and 
trucks), it can be presumed that these issues are present in these 
industries also.      

2.1. From Laboratory to End User 

There is now a large literature on acoustic features of 
soundimages or auditory icons and the corresponding meaningful 
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associations of these features for human listeners.  Indeed this 
very conference is dedicated to immersing users of auditory 
displays in "Organized Sound".   

Patterson's work in the early 1980s exemplifies the careful 
laboratory-to-development approach to auditory icons for a 
particular purpose – attention-getting sounds (attensons) for 
alerting air crew [1].  After testing the effects on perceived 
urgency of a range of parameters, including pitch, pulse rate, 
dissonance, Patterson used the test results to develop a set of 
attensons with four levels of urgency.  Tests conducted at the 
Royal Aircraft Establishment (RAE) Farnborough confirmed the 
perceived urgency for the Patterson attenson set [2].  The 
assignment of individual attensons to specific cockpit alerts, such 
as an engine failure or a low altitude condition, was arbitrary 
except for mapping perceived urgency level of an attenson into 
the operational urgency level of the assigned alerting condition.  
In a full mission tactical helicopter simulation study, Simpson, 
Williams, Rood, James, and Gardner in 1991 (reported in 
Simpson and Gardner 1998) [3] compared two alternative design 
philosophies to cockpit auditory alerting systems: spoken alerts 
with a preceding attenson, and those same spoken alerts with no 
preceding attenson.  Attenson's were assigned to individual 
spoken alerts or classes of spoken alerts based on the urgency 
mapping described above.  For all conditions, the auditory alerts 
were presented with head-related auditory localization for spoken 
alerts pertaining to enemy threats.  No localization cues were 
added to the air vehicle alerts such as engine failure. Pilots 
trained to a criterion of perfect recognition of each attenson-alert 
meaning pair prior to flying the simulated missions.  After 
completion of several days of flying simulated, high workload 
combat missions with the attensons and spoken alerts, the pilots 
were tested for recognition of the assigned meaning of each 
attenson.  Only one of the twelve attensons was consistently 
correctly recognized by the pilots, the attenson that had been 
assigned to indicate that an enemy threat was detected by aircraft 
sensors. The pilots reported that this attenson was easy to 
remember because it actually sounded like a particular type of 
threat. 

Based on these pilots' reports, Simpson and Gardner in 1992  
[4] developed a method for finding such sound-meaning 
correspondences by tapping pilots' existing associations with 
environmental, man made, and computer-generated sounds.  The 
cockpit alerts from an Army helicopter that was then under 
development were reviewed and a subset of these selected as 
alerts for which alerting sounds were sought. One hundred 
recorded sounds from sound effects collections were screened by 
subject matter experts, in this case helicopter pilots, to select 
sounds that might "mean" one or more of the cockpit alerts.  The 
resulting screened set of thirty-six sounds was then tested with 
Army helicopter pilots using a multiple choice response set 
design.  Pilots received no training or exposure to the sounds and 
potential meanings prior to testing. Two measures were collected 
for each sound. Each sound was played individually, and pilots 
selected the best sound-meaning match for that sound from a list 
of possible meanings.  One of the permitted responses was "no 
match".  After a pilot had selected his best sound-meaning match 
for a given sound, he then rated the strength of the sound-
meaning association, called "degree of soundimagery" on a scale 
from 0 to 10, with a rating of 0 indicating there was no 
association and a rating of 10 indicating that there was an 
excellent association of sound and meaning.   

Two criteria were established for assessing the strength of 
each sound-meaning pair. For each sound-meaning pair, the 
number of pilots who selected that pair was called the "number of 
votes".  A statistical confidence level of p < 0.01 was used as the 
criterion for the number of votes for a given sound-meaning pair. 
The rating from 0 to 10 was called the "soundimagery rating" for 
that pair, and the criterion for the soundimagery rating for that 
sound-meaning pair was that the pilots' mean rating for that pair 
be greater than the mean rating across all pilots for all sounds.  
Sounds that met at least one of these criteria were tested in a 
second study using the same methodology, but in which both 
criteria had to be met in order for a sound-meaning pair to be 
selected for use in the auditory alerting system of this helicopter.  
The seven sounds that resulted from this pair of studies were 
called "soundimages" by the authors, after the first known use of 
that term by Archie Sherbert of Boeing Helicopter Company in 
Philadelphia at the SAE Second Aerospace Behavioral 
Engineering Technology Conference, Longbeach, CA, 3-6 
October, 1983. 

In a subsequent study for a different Army helicopter, 
Simpson and Gardner in 1998 [3] included one of the seven 
soundimages from the 1992 study plus four of the sounds that 
had met the votes criterion but not the soundimagery rating 
criterion, for the meanings "new digital message received" and 
"master advisory" (advisory attenson).  Five of the existing 
auditory alerting sounds for this helicopter were also included in 
the test set for comparison and to determine if any confusability 
among these and the new sounds existed. Using the same 
methodology as in the earlier study, it was found that the 
soundimage for "new digital message received" again passed the 
selection criteria.  None of the other four candidate soundimages 
met the criteria for selection.  An interesting added finding was 
that only two of the existing sounds developed by industry for 
this helicopter exhibited intrinsic meanings that were the same as 
their assigned meanings, as indicated by the failure of the other 
three existing sounds to meet the votes criterion for their 
currently assigned meanings.  One of the current sounds actually 
met the votes criterion for a different meaning: "master advisory" 
instead of its assigned meaning in the current cockpit of "master 
caution". The experimental soundimage for "new digital message 
received" had a better sound-to-meaning correspondence for 
helicopter pilots than did the current actual aircraft audio alerts, 
despite these pilots having been previously exposed to the current 
audio alerts while flying their helicopter and having never been 
exposed to the experimental soundimages prior to the testing. 

The methodology described here has the advantage of testing 
sound-meaning pairs for intrinsic soundimagery without prior 
training.  It is, however, weak in its ability to deliver results for 
any particular meaning for which a soundimage is sought.  There 
is a research gap between the studies that systematically measure 
and test effects of specific acoustic features on listeners' 
perceived meanings for sounds and the type of work described 
here that tests candidate sounds with representative users without 
any a priori or hypothesized sound-meaning assignments.  Used 
in conjunction with one another, these two approaches can help 
fill the gap between basic research in the laboratory and applied 
research for a particular application and user population.  
Acoustic parameters that are found in the laboratory to reliably 
convey specific features of auditory icons can be manipulated for 
sounds that do not quite pass the criteria for soundimages.  These 
modified sounds can then be tested using the soundimage 
methodology described here.  In a complementary fashion, our 
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soundimage "discovery" methodology can be used to find 
environmental sounds that have intrinsic meanings for a 
particular user population; these good soundimages can then be 
used in laboratory studies that manipulate individual acoustic 
features to assess the effectiveness of these features.  For 
example, Stevens, Brennan, and Parker reported in 2004 a 
statistically significant main effect for listeners' accuracy in 
identifying the identity of each of four auditory icons which were 
manipulated for size, distance, and direction of motion [5].  
Controlling for the effect of identity by using soundimages that 
meet the criteria described here could in future studies eliminate 
the interaction of identity with manipulated variables and permit 
greater experimental control over the variables of interest. 

2.2. Ad Hoc Selection of alerting sounds 

The literature is replete with examples from earlier times of 
arbitrary assignment of sounds to cockpit alerting meanings.  
Unfortunately this practice continues in the avionics engineering 
community.  Recently the author discovered that engineers 
developing a new cockpit alerting system had by chance selected 
the "new digital message received" soundimage for use in their 
system to mean "missile fired at ownship".  They made their 
selection without considering the context of other alerting sounds 
in this cockpit and without consulting the already existing 
meanings for these sounds.  A small group of test pilots were 
exposed for the first time to this inappropriate use of this 
particular soundimage.  During the short, two-month period 
during which these pilots flew tests with the developmental 
version of this alerting system, they came to associate the "new 
digital message received" soundimage with "missile".  However, 
a few months post flight test, the project test pilot could not 
remember the "missile" sound's characteristics.  In contrast, over 
the course of several years of studies with helicopter pilots, the 
author and her colleagues consistently have found that this 
soundimage means "new digital message received" for more than 
the 100 pilots tested to date. Fortunately in this case the author 
was able to convince the project engineers to remove this 
inappropriate missile sound from the alerting system.  This 
example illustrates the need for a repository of alerting sounds 
that are already in use or that have been found to have high 
soundimagery for a certain alerting meaning.  Such a repository 
could be accessed by auditory system design engineers when 
selecting a new soundimage or auditory icon for their application. 

3. EXAMPLES OF METHODOLOGIES 

The soundimage development and test procedure described 
above is one of the methodologies that the author and her 
colleagues have used effectively with end users.  This 
soundimage "discovery" methodology treats the end user as a 
black box, the perceptual and cognitive workings of which we 
are unaware.  But the soundimages that it does produce have 
been found to be extremely robust across several samples of the 
user population and across several years of testing in successive 
studies.  In addition to yielding sounds with high soundimagery, 
or as Stevens et al would say, good identity recognition, this 
methodology, with the combined votes and soundimagery rating 
criteria, can serve as a method of validation with end users of a 
set of soundimages or auditory icons that are proposed for an end 
user application. 

Another type of gap between laboratory research and the 
application of these results to an application design occurs when 
results from a carefully controlled and relatively benign 
laboratory environment are applied to a high workload, high 
stress application such as a military aircraft in either actual or 
simulated combat.  For example, an auditory icon with a 6 
second duration may have produced excellent recognition by 
listeners in a relaxed laboratory setting but may be annoying and 
disruptive to a fighter pilot in the midst of an engagement with an 
enemy.  Yet it is expensive and increasingly difficult to obtain 
funding for full mission simulations or even part task or partial 
mission, realistic simulation studies.  High workload, highly 
engaging personal  computer combat simulations and games offer 
a low cost method for loading pilots during the testing of 
alternative designs for auditory alerting systems.  The pilots' 
immersion in and dedication to the task can easily be increased 
by making the test "engagements" be competitive among the 
pilots by posting the scores for all test participants to see [6].  A 
verification of the successful simulation of a high stress 
environment can be obtained from pilots' post "mission" ratings 
of workload and of the realism of the simulation. 

4. SUMMARY 

This paper has discussed some of the sources of and a few 
solutions for a gap that exists between the results of carefully 
controlled laboratory research on soundimage and auditory icon 
design and the end application of these results to the design of 
auditory alerting systems.  Some of the methodologies that can 
be used to bridge this gap are described, and a recommendation is 
made for the establishment of a repository of soundimages and 
auditory icons with their meanings for use by design engineers 
and the research community. 
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ABSTRACT 

Auditory Collision Avoidance Systems (CASs) are increasingly 
common in the modern automobile.  Verbal warnings are 
increasingly being used in aviation and medical environments; 
but, they have received considerably less attention in the 
driving research community.  Here, I discuss a recent series of 
investigations aimed at examining the impact of acoustic and 
semantic warning parameters on crash rates and drivers’ 
perceptions of perceived urgency, alerting effectiveness, and 
annoyance.  Drivers were exposed to high crash risk scenarios 
in a high fidelity driving simulator.  Just prior to the potential 
crash event, drivers received a verbal warning that varied in 
signal word (e.g., Notice, Danger) or presentation level (e.g., 70 
dB and 85 dB).  Experiment 1 demonstrated that drivers’ crash 
rates were reduced significantly by CAS warnings of 
intermediate urgency relative to either low or high urgency 
warnings.  Experiment 2 demonstrated that auditory CAS 
warnings of intermediate urgency were particularly effective in 
reducing the crash rates of drivers over the age of 65 years.  The 
implications of these investigations for improving automotive 
warnings and highway safety will be discussed.   
 

 
[Keywords: verbal warnings, driving, older drivers, crash 
reduction] 

1. INTRODUCTION 

The modern automobile comes equipped with many advanced 
safety features and collision avoidance systems (CASs) 
providing visual and auditory warnings are commonly one of 
these important features. Designing CASs that alert drivers to 
potential hazards and result in appropriate driver response is an 
ongoing challenge [1-3].  CASs functionally operate as a sensory 
aid assisting the distracted, inattentive or fatigued driver in 
detection of roadway hazards.  CASs may be particularly useful 
for certain older drivers who require more time to react in 
hazardous situations.  Perceptual –cognitive errors (e.g., looked 
but did not see) are frequently cited as a causal factor in the 
crashes of drivers over the age of 65 [4, 5].  CASs may also be 
effective as crash prevention and training devices for young 
inexperienced drivers who are not yet aware of many potential 
roadway hazards.     

The auditory modality has several advantages over the 
visual for presenting warning information that are particularly 
relevant for the driving situation.  Auditory warnings do not 
require that the driver take his or her eyes off the road and they 
typically result in faster response times.  Verbal warnings offer 
the additional advantages of being able to inform as well as alert 
drivers and they may aid appropriate hazard matching.   

Hazard matching requires presenting a warning that is 
perceptually suited to the situation it represents.  Presenting an 
extremely urgent warning in a low collision risk situation is 
annoying and could even increase crash potential.   

Signal words such as, “Danger” are perceived as more urgent 
than “Warning” or “Note” [6-8] and frequency and speaking 
style also impact urgency ratings [9].  Baldwin and colleagues 
have examined the impact of acoustic and semantic warning 
variables on ratings of perceived urgency, alerting effectiveness 
and annoyance while participants were engaged in simulated 
driving [10-13].  Two investigations will be briefly reviewed 
here.  The first demonstrated the relative effectiveness of verbal 
collision avoidance messages varying in signal word and 
presentation amplitude on reducing crash probability in high risk 
situations. The second experiment extended the results of 
Experiment 1, demonstrating that auditory warnings of 
intermediate urgency significantly reduce crash risk in older 
drivers.   

1.1. Experiment 1:  Impact of Acoustic and Semantic -Level 
Warning Parameters on Crash Rates 

Baldwin’s [11] previous research indicated that both 
presentation amplitude and signal word impact response time 
and ratings of perceived urgency, alerting effectiveness, and 
annoyance in a medium fidelity driving simulation paradigm.  
The current investigation was carried out to see if these results 
transferred to a high fidelity simulation and to see if warnings of 
different perceived urgency improved collision avoidance 
behavior [12].   

Sixteen licensed drivers 18-26 years of age drove a 
simulated vehicle through various urban scenarios containing 
potential collision situations.  Five high risk collision scenarios 
included events such as a vehicle running a red light and 
crossing the path of driver’s vehicle, a pedestrian beginning to 
cross the street in the driver’s path, a rear-end crash situation in 
which a car approached too quickly from behind while the driver 
was turning at an intersection, and situations involving 
obstructed forward views.   
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In Experiment 1, participants drove through each of the 
scenarios in partially counterbalanced order and CAS warnings 
differing in signal word (Notice and Danger) and presentation 
level (PL:  approximately 70 dB and 85 dB) were presented just 
prior to the hazardous event, except in the control condition in 
which no warning was provided.  In addition to crash rate, 
hazard response reactions (accelerator input, brake input, 
steering input, steering directionality and velocity) were 
examined.  Following the hazardous event, drivers were asked to 
pull the vehicle over and provide ratings of the alerting 
effectiveness, perceived urgency and degree of annoyance of the 
CAS warning.     
 
1.1.1 Results of Experiment 1 
 
Results indicated that the warnings of intermediate perceived 
urgency (Danger at 70 dB and Notice at 85 dB) resulted in 
significantly lower crash rates relative to the no warning control 
condition and the lowest and highest urgency warnings.  The 
highest urgency warning (Danger at 85 dB) resulted in a 
nonsignificant trend towards higher average crash rates than 
providing no warning at all.  The lowest urgency warnings 
(Notice at 70 dB) did not differ in crash rate from the control 
condition.  

Ratings of perceived urgency, alerting effectiveness, and 
annoyance obtained after each collision event were as expected.  
The warning “Danger” presented at 85 dB was rated as the most 
alerting but also the most annoying while “Notice” played at 70 
dB was rated as the least alerting but also the least annoying.  
Ratings of the other two warnings were intermediate in terms of 
urgency, alerting effectiveness and annoyance.   
 
1.1.2 Discussion of Experiment 1 
 
Results of Experiment 1 provide empirical evidence that verbal 
CAS warnings of different urgency influence crash probability 
in simulated high collision situations.  Further, the acoustic and 
semantic parameters of the warning interacted.  Warnings of 
intermediate urgency – consisting of either the less urgent signal 
word in combination with the high urgency presentation 
amplitude or the high urgency signal word presented at the least 
urgent presentation amplitude resulted in the greatest reduction 
in crash probability. Warnings at either extreme (Low urgency 
and High urgency) did not reduce crash risk.   

Finally, even in high risk collision situations, the high 
urgency warning was rated as extremely annoying.  The high 
annoyance rating of this warning in combination with its failure 
to reduce crash probability indicates that caution must be 
exercised when designing warnings to be used in real collision 
avoidance systems.  If users find the systems annoying they are 
likely to ignore or disable them.   
 
1.2  Experiment 2:  CAS Warnings for Older Drivers. 
 
Experiment 2 aimed to extend the results of the previous 
investigation by examining the crash rate reduction probability 
of CAS warnings of intermediate urgency presented to young 
and older drivers [13].  Further, in order to simulate a more 
realistic driving situation, participants in Experiment 2 were 
engaged in a general driving task for a period of approximately 1 
½ hours prior to being exposed to a collision event.  Each driver 

experienced only one potential high risk collision scenario, thus 
making for a more naturalistic situation.   

Forty-eight participants, including 19 between the age of 18-
35, and 23 between the ages of 60 and 82 years volunteered for 
this experiment.  Drivers performed an unrelated secondary 
speech processing task while engaged in a car following task 
prior to their exposure to the experimental drive scenario.  The 
lead car was traveling along a two-lane freeway at a consist 
speed approximating 55 mph.  Drivers were asked to maintain a 
consistent headway behind the lead vehicle, thus partially 
controlling for differences in speed of travel.  Each driver’s 
individual lane variability was measured and tracked in real 
time.  After approximately 1 ½  hours of driving, and when 
participants lane variability exceeded their personal variance by 
one standard deviation, a potential collision event was triggered. 

The collision event consisted of the lead car suddenly 
breaking and coming to a full stop.  The brake lights on the lead 
car did not come on, further maximizing crash potential.  At the 
beginning of the lead cars’ deceleration, an intermediate urgency 
auditory warning was presented (accept in the no warning 
control condition).  The warnings consisted of either a 1000 Hz 
warning tone or the signal word “Danger”.  Both auditory 
warnings were presented at approximately 73 dB, thus 
representing an intermediate urgency level as assessed in 
Experiment 1.    

 
1.2.1  Results of Experiment 2 
 
A binary backward stepwise logistic regression was used to 
analyze the data.  Results revealed that providing a CAS warning 
significantly reduced crash probability, and follow up analyses 
indicated that this was particularly true for older adults.  
Approximately 17% of drivers who received no warning 
crashed, while roughly only 10% of drivers who received a 
warning crashed; crashes in the warning condition were 
primarily exhibited by young males.  Relative to young drivers, 
older driver typically left almost twice the distance between their 
car and the lead car.  Despite this, older drivers were much more 
likely to crash if not provided an auditory warning.   
 
1.2.2 Discussion of Experiment 2 
 
Older drivers are a fast growing segment of the driving 
population, since more drivers over the age of 65 are obtaining 
and maintaining their licenses and these drivers are driving more 
miles than their counterparts of previous generations   [14, 15].  
Results of the current experiment provide encouraging support 
for the hypothesis that CASs that act as sensory aids may 
mitigate crash risk in older drivers.   

2. CONCLUSIONS 

Despite considerable advances in automotive safety, crashes are 
an all too common occurrence.  Increasingly collision avoidance 
systems providing visual or auditory warnings in advance of 
potential crash situations are a part of the advanced safety suite 
of the modern automobile.  However, designing effective 
warnings for these systems remains a considerable challenge.  A 
warning that is perceived as too urgent for the situation or that is 
presented to frequently is extremely annoying to drivers.  
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Drivers will find ways to ignore or disable annoying warnings.  
Yet, a warning of too low urgency may do little to reduce crash 
risk.   

Results of the two investigations reviewed here indicate that  
auditory warnings have great potential for reducing crash risk, 
particularly if presented at intermediate hazard levels in order to 
alert without startling or annoying drivers.  Particularly 
encouraging are the results of Experiment 2 that indicated that 
warnings of intermediate urgency can significantly reduce crash 
probability of older at risk drivers.  Further work examining 
methods of improving existing auditory warnings to facilitate the 
safety of our roadways is clearly warranted.   
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ABSTRACT 

The goal of this research is increased safety and human 
performance in aviation. Human errors are often consequences of 
actions brought about by poor design. The pilot communicates 
with the aircraft system through an interface in cockpit. In an 
alerting situation this interface includes an auditory alerting 
system. Pilots complain that they may be both disturbed and 
annoyed of alerts, which may affect performance, especially in 
non-normal situations when the mental workload is high. 

This research is based on theories in human factors 
/ergonomics and cognitive engineering with the assumption that 
improved human performance within a system increase safety. 
Cognitive engineering is a design philosophy for reducing the 
effort required by cognitive functions by changing the technical 
interface, which may lead to improved performance. 

Knowledge of human abilities and limitations and 
multidisciplinary interrelated theories between humans, sounds 
and warnings are integrated into this research. Several methods 
are included, such as literature studies, field studies, controlled 
experiments and simulations with pilots. 

This research provides design requirements for sounds 
appropriate as auditory alerts, defined as Natural Warning 
Sounds. These sounds either have a natural meaning within the 
user’s context, or are compatible with the human’s natural 
auditory information process, or both, they are also pleasant to 
listen to (not annoying), easy to learn and clearly audible. 

In an experimental study associability of different sounds 
were compared. Associability is the required effort to associate 
sounds to their assigned alert function meaning. The more 
associable a sound is it requires less effort and fewer cognitive 
resources. The study shows that auditory icons and animal 
sounds were more associable than conventional alerts! 

In another listening study the method of Soundimagery was 
used to develop soundimages. A soundimage is a sound, which 
by its acoustics characteristics has a particular meaning to 
someone without prior training in a certain context. Soundimages 
were successfully developed, however it may be difficult to come 
up with sound candidates for functions that lack sound or are not 
associated to a particular sound. 

In a simulation study different presentation formats were 
compared. The results show that auditory systems should have 
cancellation capabilities and avoid continuously repeated alerts.   

This research brings related theories closer to practice and 
demonstrates methods that will allow designers, together with the 
users of the system, to apply them in their own system design. 
 
[Keywords: design requirements, auditory warnings] 

1. INTRODUCTION 

Aviation is a very safe transportation system. However, despite 
the fact that air traffic has not become any less safe, the number 
of headlines with accidents becomes more frequent due to both 
increased air traffic and media coverage across the world. Every 
time there is a headline, even without casualties, airlines 
experience a loss of passengers and money [1]. Civil aviation 
authorities set higher safety goals, for safety and efficiency. 

Human errors are said to be responsible for 60-80% of all 
accidents [2]. In aviation the pilots are commonly pointed out 
and statistics from 1956-1996 ascribe 73.3% of the accidents to 
the cockpit crew [1].  Errors causing accidents can many times be 
traced back to many causes of which the operator’s error only 
happened to be the last or active error in a trajectory of events 
[3]. The point is that human errors often are consequences of 
actions brought about by poor interfaces and system induced 
errors or surprises [4][5][6].   

In the cockpit the pilot is quite isolated away from the aircraft 
systems. All communication with the system is carried out 
through a human-machine interface usually displays and control 
panels. The pilot crews have a good presentation on their 
displays of the aircraft system status, navigational position and 
predicted flight path in normal situations, but the use of alerts and 
warnings is necessary in providing relevant information in a non-
normal situation. Through the interface visual information as 
text, symbols, lights and audio information as signals, voice 
messages, as well as tactile stimuli are presented and must 
provide good communication between the pilot and the aircraft. 
Their main purpose is to alert, inform and guide the pilot, in this 
order [7].  

In December 1991 an aircraft accident occurred in Sweden. 
An MD-80 lost the power of both engines at low altitude only 77 
seconds after take off. All 123 passengers survived the crash 
landing. The accident was analyzed from a human factors 
perspective [8][9]. The loss of power resulted in many 
consecutive failures.  

“One of many alerts heard was the autopilot disconnect and 
Ground Proximity Warning System (GPWS) signaling whoop-
whoop-terrain and whoop-whoop-pull-up. Coming through the 
clouds 15 seconds before impact, the pilots knew it was only 
basic flying left. They even told the air traffic controller, -We are 
crashing to the ground... The GPWS still advised terrain-whoop-
whoop-pull-up over and over again. It continued to do so until 
they hit the ground… “[8]. 

In an alerting situation like this one, “all the lamps are 
blinking and there are a lot of warning sounds in the cockpit. It is 
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really a terrible environment“ [8]. It stood clear that the pilots 
had been overloaded with information, and the auditory alerts 
contributed to this, repeatedly sounded all the way down to 
impact.  

Problems identified with alerting systems formed the base for 
a research project in which interviews with pilots for various 
commercial airplanes were conducted [10]. It was found that 
pilots in a warning situation with multiple failures were 
discontent with the presentation of auditory warnings. Some of 
the comments by pilots in these interviews were: 

  
• So many aural signals may be confusing. 
• Can't separate the sounds, do not like voices. 
• Pling-plong, meaningless! 
• Chime and horn difficult to separate. 
• Been confused. 
• Aural warning may aggravate the work load. 
• Very distracting sound. 
• It would be good to be able to turn the sound off so one 

could think. 
• Imagine lots of voices during take-off or landing, terrible. 
• SELCALL during critical landing, made me unintelligent. 
• Can't hear radio traffic for all the sounds. 
• Turn off sounds or at least minimize duration! 
• Fire alarm too high intensity. 
• Stick shaker and over-speed at the same time... no inhibitor. 
• Auto-pilot disconnect, you forget to push a second time. 

 
These comments can be related to different issues in auditory 

alert design, mainly; the type and number of sounds (meaning, 
confusion, distraction), presentation format and system logic 
(prioritization, cancellation, duration, intensity). Most comments 
above describe the combined problem of sound and system 
design. 

It should be remembered that it might not always be the 
sounds themselves but the total amount of visually/auditory 
presented information and combination of these that the 
complaints are based upon. Commonly stated issues are still that 
auditory alerts are too many, too loud, they need to be learnt, 
they are not mapped between urgency and the alerting situation, 
and they are easily confused among each other 
[11][12][13][14][15][16].  

Traditionally sounds have been assigned arbitrarily and the 
pilots have had to learn their meaning and consequently recalled 
them in memory when heard. A failure or malfunction situation 
is rare and some alerts are therefore seldom heard. This might 
also contribute to memory demands on the pilots if the alerts are 
not obvious or easily recognized. When an auditory alerting 
system has poor design it gives little information or guidance, 
which contributes to extensive workload for the operator, 
especially in a non-normal situation.  

With an improved design auditory alerts even have the 
potential to alert as well as to inform and guide the pilot without 
the pilot having to look down or change visual focus from an 
ongoing task. This increases the time possibly spent flying head-
up plus enhances the performance in cases of low visibility and at 
other visually demanding times and should contribute to 
increased safety [14][17][18]. In non-normal situations there is 
generally an increase of communication among the pilots as well 
as between the pilots and both the aircraft and ground. This 
communication could be improved with a better auditory alerting 

system and this could also contribute to better performance and 
safety.   

In older airplanes there were fewer alerting functions. Not all 
of them had auditory alerts but each alert had a unique sound. 
When automation and complexity increased, the number of 
functions increased. The alert sounds for these functions 
consequently increased too and were found to be hard to 
remember and discriminate among each other [14][19]. For many 
years the aircraft industry made an effort to reduce the number of 
alarms in the cockpit so as to avoid information overload. One 
airframe manufacturer has managed to consolidate systems 
warnings down to two signals, which differ in two levels of 
urgency, instead of having an individual sound assigned to each 
function. This means that the only function of the sound is to 
alert the pilot. To inform or guide the pilot is left to the visual 
display to do.  

The two auditory signals for warning and caution are despite 
the design intent of the manufacturer still not the only auditory 
alerts in the final aircraft. Flight parameter auditory alerts are still 
in use and regulations from authorities require additional systems 
with auditory alerts. These are stand-alone alerting systems 
added after the aircraft has been manufactured. See more in a 
review of different design and design philosophies of alerting 
systems across commercial airplane types and manufacturers 
[10]. 

1.1. Purpose 

The overall goal of this research is increased safety in aviation. 
This research is based on theories in human factors and 
ergonomics with the assumption that improved human 
performance within these systems increase safety. 

Furthermore, cognitive engineering, minimizing cognitive 
effort for the pilots through a better human-machine interface 
design increases their feeling of directness to the system as well 
as increases the overall system performance [20][21]. 

The aims of this research have been: 
• To describe properties of sound necessary for efficient 

auditory alerts. 
• To suggest in which format the auditory alerts should be 

presented. 
• To suggest a design process that can be used for design 

of auditory alerting systems. 
The first aim relates to the cognitive component such as 

information representations and content and the second aim to 
the physical components including size and shape of the alerts for 
example repetition rate and amplitude. 

2. METHODS 

Human factors and ergonomics are applied in this research. 
Specific for this field is the interplay of basic and applied 
research. There is also interplay between descriptive and 
experimental methods in collecting empirical data. Descriptive 
methods used in this research are mainly interviews and 
questionnaires.  

Several methods are involved in this research; literature 
studies, field studies with studies of current designs, controlled 
experiments and evaluation, review of standards, guidelines and 
requirements definition and simulations with pilots. For more 
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detailed description of methods and experimental design, see 
references for each particular study [22]. 

This research is user-centered in the sense of including 
expertise experiences from pilots in defining the problem and 
using pilots in finding solutions to the problem for example in the 
listening studies.   

3. RESULTS 

A summary of this research main studies are presented below 
including; literature review, field studies, experiments, and 
simulation. 

3.1. Literature review 

A first step to find explanations and possible solutions is 
discussed in an extensive literature review by Ulfvengren [23] 
including theories of perception of sound and mainly theories 
related to identification and classification of sounds, pattern 
recognition and the effect this might have on learning and ability 
to discriminate among alerts.    

It is concluded that a feasible area of improvement in 
auditory warning design is the type of sounds used. They need to 
have more meaning for the pilots in their context. Natural speech 
and other complex sounds with irregular temporal characteristics 
are possibly more suitable than other more abstract sounds, and 
should be more easily learned and discriminated from others.   

Humans use sounds, gestures and symbols to refer to objects 
and concepts by representation. “The power of cognition comes 
from abstraction and representation: the ability to represent 
perceptions, experiences, and thoughts in some medium other 
than that in which they have occurred, abstracted away from 
irrelevant details” [24].  Representation is essential in any 
auditory interface.   

The concept of affordances explains what the environment 
affords us. “The affordances of the environment are what it offers 
the animal, what it provides or furnishes, either for good or for 
ill” [25]. The word affordances was coined by Gibson and means 
in other words direct perception of meaning. Gibson gives an 
example of a surface that is horizontal, rigid and big enough that 
it affords support, i.e. it is stand-on-able. This theory is also used 
in other contexts of design [26][27]. Stanton and Edworthy [28] 
use the term auditory affordances. The idea of is that a sound is 
perceived correctly if it sounds like what it is. 

Another important issue is that “it is never necessary to 
distinguish all the features of an object and, in fact, it would be 
impossible to do so. Perception is economical” [25]. It is 
important to distinguish which features that are relevant and 
critical in an auditory interface. It is not necessary that all aspects 
of a sound can be found in a natural surrounding, but that its 
critical features can. 

Alerts should communicate relevant Perceived Urgency. A 
definition of the alerting qualities or perceived urgency in a 
sound is “to know the relative alerting qualities of iconic stimuli 
in order to provide at least a rudimentary mapping between the 
risk we are portraying, and the warnings which are portraying 
them” [29].  

Sound without source and source without sound. In a real 
application setting such as a flight deck, some functions may 
have a true source of sound and some may not. For example the 
use of auditory icons [30] is splendid, but, what is the auditory 

icon of an alert of high altitude? What does it sound like? 
Another problem can be that the surrounding noise might mask 
the sound and make it rather useless or that it lacks appropriate 
level of urgency. It is therefore necessary to look at ways to find 
appropriate sounds also for these cases! 

In a classic paper, “The magical number seven” [31] channel 
capacity of one-dimensional stimuli judgements is discussed. 
However, what is also discussed is the possible enhancement of 
the channel capacity with multi-dimensional stimuli. For one-
dimensional auditory stimuli the channel capacity levels out with 
seven tones. But in another experiment tones with “frequency, 
intensity, rate of interruption, on-time fraction, total duration and 
spatial location” were variables. The study included 15625 
different tones. Instead of the magical 7, now 150 different 
categories could be absolutely identified without error. This 
implies that the complexity of sounds have implications on 
confusion among alerts.  

A pure tone is a meaningless sound. Meaningful sounds vary 
in many more ways than merely in pitch, loudness and duration. 
Instead of simple duration, “they vary in abruptness of beginning 
and ending, in repetitiveness, in rate, in regularity of rate, or 
rhythm, and in other subtleties of sequence. Instead of simple 
pitch, they vary in timbre or tone quality, in combinations of tone 
quality, and in changes of all in time…it is just these variables 
that are distinguished naturally by an auditory system. Moreover, 
it is just these variables that are specific to the source of 
sound…” [32]. So, it should come as no surprise to us when a 
pilot utters “Pling-plong, meaningless!” [10].  

3.2. Examples of current alert designs and standards 

Current designs of existing auditory alerting systems were 
analyzed in three different settings. These were an intensive care 
unit, a full-scale nuclear power plant simulator and an aircraft.  

It was found that auditory alerts are necessary in these types 
of complex systems and that they have the potential of increasing 
safety and performance.   However, it was also found that despite 
the great need for, potential of, and good intentions with auditory 
alerts, the current design do not fulfill the requirements of the 
standards. 

Common advantages and disadvantages with current designs 
were found between the systems. The disadvantages were that 
auditory alerting systems waste the resources of the operator’s 
cognitive resources. Complaints were made about alerts that are 
difficult to identify among others since they were not possible to 
discriminate or lacked meaning or both. 

Auditory alerts may sound continuously and are not 
cancelled even if the operator already has received the intended 
information. These alerts are second-hand or used auditory 
alerts, since they are no longer useful to the operator. Most 
aircraft today have inhibitors or automatic cancellations for those 
alarms, others have a manual switch [10]. At the intensive care 
unit a nurse responded “Ah, that button is the cancellation button. 
It is used so much the text has worn off!”, when asked about a 
button without labeling 

This may be considered in any time-critical situation when 
time or thought perhaps should not be wasted on trying to find 
the cancellation button or even to think of it.   

Complaints are also made about loud, distracting sounds, 
false alarms and the nuisance that some alarms require manual 
cancellation. 
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3.2.1. Alert design examples 

There were some designs of the auditory alerts of special interest.  
Hospital equipment: 
Propaq was a brand of a helicopter certified equipment for 

heart activity. The alert was very soft and high pitched. It did not 
seem appropriate for the noise environment in a helicopter. 
Complaints were expressed that it was extremely hard to hear. 

DATEX was a very much liked integrated alerting system 
which had a good visual and auditory display. The personnel 
could choose the sound configuration. When the criticality 
increased the sound changed to a higher perceived urgency. It 
was repeated with intervals that allow the personnel to react on 
the alarm before it was repeated. 

A mattress used for keeping the body temperature for patients 
undergoing surgery had an alarm that was activated when the 
mattress temperature exceeded 37o C, which is not a critical 
temperature! The alarm was perceived more urgent than that for 
cardiac arrest! 

Non-verbal warnings are almost always preferred before 
speech messages since patients might become uncomfortable and 
worried in hearing certain information. 

 
Nuclear power plant alerts: 
There are two sounds that are most frequently used, the first 

hierarchy level is called the pling-plong and known by everyone 
at the plant. To find out exactly what has caused the alarm, the 
operator seeks for information on the visual display.  If it is not 
attended within 10 seconds the second level goes off and is called 
the war is coming! This is the second level hierarchy level and 
higher priority alert. All alarms use the same two alerting sounds 
and if several values change in different systems there will be an 
overlap of several pling-plong alarms and maybe even a mix with 
the war is coming. There is another additional system, which also 
have similar pling-plong and the war is coming alerts. 

3.2.2. Review of standards and guidelines 

This study also included a review of guidelines and standards in 
the field of auditory alerts [23][33]. 

International standards were reviewed, such as; ISO 9703-2 
for Anesthesia and respiratory care alarm signals, ISO/DIS 11429 
Ergonomics-system of danger and non-danger signals with sound 
and light, MIL-STD 411F for Aircrew Station Alerting Systems 
and DOT/FAA/RD-81/38 II the FAA Crew alerting guidelines. 

In ISO 9703-2 it states that auditory alerts should provide 
"maximum transmission of information at the lowest practicable 
sound pressure level, ease of learning and retention by operators 
and perceived urgency".  

In ISO/DIS 11429 the general requirement on an auditory 
alert is to invite to rapid and correct recognition under difficult 
conditions.  

In 1982, Patterson published a CAA report "Guidelines for 
Auditory Warning Systems on Civil Aircraft"[14]. This report 
discusses guidelines for: overall sound level, temporal and 
spectral characteristics, ergonomics of auditory warnings and 
voice warnings.  

FAA Crew alerting guidelines, DOT/FAA/RD-81/38 II, 
states that aural alerting sound should: attract attention and 
provide preliminary indication of urgency, be kept to a minimum, 
always appear in conjunction with visual display and minimize 
demands on crew information processing and memory.  

The existing standards and guidelines say little of how to 
accomplish the recommended design of appropriate sounds and 
their presentation format, which may be one reason of why so 
little of these guidelines are applied in existing systems. Most 
guidelines are very general. For example: that alerts should 
minimize demands on crew information processing and memory 
(DOT/FAA/RD-81/38 II).     

In conclusion there is much room for improvements in 
auditory alerting systems and more research is needed to develop 
guidelines and methods for design of appropriate sounds and 
their presentation format for future systems. 

3.3. Associability study 

In the results from the literature studies ideas that different 
properties of sounds effect required cognitive resources are 
presented and based on theories and theses ideas experimental 
studies were performed [34] to learn more of different efforts 
required by different sounds associated to an alert function. 

The concept of associability represents the required effort to 
associate sounds to their assigned alert function meaning. If a 
sound is possible to associate, associable, to a given alert 
function it requires fewer cognitive resources and is therefore 
appropriate, in this aspect, for auditory alert design. More 
associable sounds are also less confusing, faster identified, easier 
learnt and remembered than less associable sounds and sounds 
that are simply not associable.  

The idea was to test which sounds that are easy to associate 
to a function and which were not. The intention was not to see 
which sounds that were easily identified as in earlier 
psychoacoustics approaches. Because in a real application setting 
such as a flight deck there are already known alerting functions 
for which auditory alerts are sought. When designing auditory 
alerts it is difficult to know which sounds that would make 
efficient alerts for these alert functions. Associability studies aim 
to bring light to these issues.  

In these experiments different categories of sounds were 
compared with respect to how many learning trials that were 
required in order to learn to associate 10 sound-meaning (or alert-
alert function) pairs. The meanings that were paired to the 
different sounds were a set of alert functions from an automobile 
setting for example; low fuel, seat belt, dim head lights.  

The experiments were conducted to show that the choice of 
sounds used as auditory alerts have an impact on several 
perceptual and cognitive issues. Humans can easily identify 
hundreds of sounds in normal environment but our ability to 
learn abstract unknown sounds is very limited, which implies it 
may not be the amount of sounds as much as wrong sounds in 
existing systems. Another idea that was tested was to use known, 
familiar easily identified sounds intentionally in a new context. 
As one category in this study animal sounds were paired with 
alert functions. For example the sound of a pig was given the 
alert meaning low fuel. 

The sound categories chosen for the study differed in 
properties such as: Type of sound; environmental, ecological, 
synthetic tone patterns, arbitrary tones and signals. They 
represent the source of sound at different levels of abstraction; 
abstract, semi-abstract and representational. They are either 
intentional or incidental. The sound categories included in the 
studies were; auditory icons, animal sounds, attensons, 
conventional auditory alerts and natural speech. 
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It was predicted that unknown abstract sounds such as 
conventional alerts would be less associable than complex 
environmental sounds such as auditory icons. It was also 
predicted that the attensons, being more complex than 
conventional alerts, would be more associable than these. Two 
speech categories were also included but they were considered as 
a base line and required no learning.  

The main results were (see figure 1): 
• The auditory alerts which have sounds that own properties 

related to the alert function, auditory icons, were proven 
better than all the other sounds. 

• Surprisingly the Patterson’s attensons [14] were showed to 
be more confused and difficult to discriminate than 
conventional alerts from existing aircraft and rotorcraft. 

• Familiar sounds and easily identified sounds, such as 
animals, used as alerts in a completely different context 
were proven to be easier to learn than both the existing 
alerts and the attensons. 

 

 

Figure 1. There was a statistically significant difference 
among the categories. Auditory icons required more 
learning trials (p<0.05) than speech. Animal sounds 

were easier to learn (p<0.05) than alerts and attensons. 
Attensons were more difficult to learn than all the other 

categories (p<0.05). Source, figure 2 in [34] 

This study shows that some sounds type require fewer 
cognitive resources than others both in a learning task and in a 
retention task. Associability is therefore an important aspect in 
auditory alerting systems design according to cognitive 
engineering. 

3.4. Soundimagery study 

In the associability study auditory icons which own properties 
related to the alert function had highest associability. In a user-
centered approach the experts that best could identify those 
properties are pilots. The way a sound is associated to a meaning 
is dependent of the listener’s experiences of sounds and in which 
context sounds have been heard.   

In this study [35] the method of soundimagery [36] was used 
in listening studies with helicopter pilots. A soundimage is a 
sound, which by its acoustics characteristics has a particular 
meaning to someone without prior training. Soundimages are not 
restricted to any category of sound.  

When good soundimages are found they need no learning, 
they have an intrinsic meaning to the pilots in their context. In 
terms of associability Soundimages are highly associable sounds 
and believed to require the least cognitive resources of all alerts. 

  Soundimages may come from any possible category of 
sounds. In the sample of sounds played to the pilots near to all 
existing alerts in aircrafts were included together with new 

sounds from many other categories of sounds. Some of these 
existing alert sounds got high ratings and some were not 
associated to their existing function at all! It should be mentioned 
that some alerts that could be considered as abstract sounds by 
novices were considered by experienced pilots to be good 
soundimages. These sounds have by long use become near to 
environmental in the cockpit setting. 

The pilots were well familiar with the alerting functions used 
in the studies. They were presented to a various number of 
sounds, both existing alert sounds from rotorcrafts known to the 
pilots and sounds from different contexts, which the pilots may, 
or may not, know.  

The pilots assign sounds to alert functions after their 
preferences, which results in a sound receiving a number of 
votes. They choose the sound they associate most to a particular 
alert and they also rate how well they think the sound represents 
this alert function.  

  These screening studies [35] show that pilots agree 
significantly on sound-meaning pairs. For a sound to be selected 
for implementation it must meet the three criterion; number of 
votes, soundimagery ratings and confusion. If several sounds are 
paired with one function and only for this function, the sounds 
might all be good soundimages. If these sounds are chosen there 
is little risk of confusion. However, confusion occurs when a 
sound is associated with more than one function. 

In discussions with pilots it is understood that both context 
and urgency of the alert is part of their ratings. The soundimagery 
method was clearly sufficient and pilots found it easy to use. 

The use of soundimagery in developing alerts may improve 
crew response and give relevant information in a timely manner 
as well as reduce cognitive workload during actual flight 
operations as well as decrease pilot training in upgrades or new 
models.  

  If no good soundimages are found and a sound still will 
need to be assigned to a meaning it will need to be learnt. The 
results from the associability studies can be used to minimize this 
training and used as a complement to soundimagery. 

3.5. Presentation format simulation 

Many aircraft alerts are presented continuously repeated. The 
pilots are to make difficult decisions and act as well as 
communicate in this environment. This has not been subject to 
extensive research with pilots. 

The purpose with this study was to obtain judgments about 
proposed future systems from pilots. Both voice messages and 
sound alerts were used. The variables were number of repetitions 
and cancellation capability of the alerts.   

In this study [37] data was collected from helicopter pilots in 
a part task simulator. The study was designed to investigate 
pilot/aircraft performance and pilot ratings of utility as a function 
of the presentation logic of auditory alerts.  

  The experimental conditions were continuous presentation 
of alerts with and without cancellation capabilities and self-
cancellation after one, two and three repetitions. Duration and 
interval was held constant. The pilots flew different missions in 
the helicopter simulator. Each mission had a different 
configuration of the audio alerting system. After each mission the 
pilot completed a questionnaire regarding that alerting system 
configuration. They also completed a questionnaire for the study 
as a whole. 

  Main results from this study were that: 
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• All pilots preferred to be able to cancel the audio alerts 
when they were presented continuously. 

• Pilots rated number of repetitions after each mission. There 
was a large spread in the data and their chosen preference of 
configuration was often situation dependent. 

• Continuous alerts were rated too many as well as distracting 
and interrupting in problem solving tasks and 
communication. 

• Continuous alerts with cancellation capabilities was 
considered just right and allowed pilots to control the 
number of repetitions.  

 
The most preferred number of repetitions of alerts was in 

many cases situation dependent. The pilots in this study 
suggested a system, which allows for a flexible presentation with 
three repetitions, which allow for a backup after a pause just in 
case all three were missed. The pause is there to allow for 
decision-making and action and perhaps to cancel the alert 
without ongoing repetitions of alerts, which is very annoying. 

3.6. Design process 

The design processes of both human factors engineering and 
ergonomics are iterative, involving repeated cycles of design and 
evaluation, starting with formulating the problem and then 
designing an appropriate solution and developing it to perform 
well and assuring user satisfaction [38][39].  

A human-centered design process: starts with the need of the 
user, requires understanding and specification of the context as 
well as organizational and user requirements. The design initially 
use prototypes which are evaluated according to goals and 
requirements specified. Iterative modifications are possible 
before the design fulfill goals and requirements. 

 An attempt has been made to develop a user-centered design 
process for auditory warnings [40]. It is based upon an existing 
international standardized method for evaluating public 
information systems (ISO/DIS 7001: 1979). The effectiveness of 
this design method had at the time not yet been tested in practice 
[40]. A user-centered approach allows the user to have some 
input into the design of the warnings.  

The adapted process includes stages as; establish the need for 
warning for given referent functions, include existing and 
modified sounds as well as new trial sounds, run an appropriate 
ranking test of the sounds, design trial warning set based upon 
the results so far, a learning and confusion test will show if alerts 
within a set will be confused perhaps because of similarity of 
sounds or function, urgency mapping test will make sure the 
mapping between the signal and situation is appropriate in terms 
of urgency, design prototype warning set, do a follow-up 
recognition and matching test where simply respondents hear 
sounds and are asked to map these to appropriate warning 
function, generate standardized verbal description both in verbal 
descriptions of type of sound and a more acoustical description 
that would allow reproduction of the sounds and finally an 
operational test in a realistic setting. 

This research suggests in addition to this a cognitive 
engineering design process that includes the methods of 
associability and soundimagery, figure 2. This design process is 
believed to result in an auditory alerting system with Natural 
Warning Sounds with an appropriate presentation format.  

4. DISCUSSION AND CONCLUSIONS 

In this research, on one hand, a human and ecological approach 
has been taken. Natural sounds in that approach are sounds found 
in our natural environment which are believed to be most 
compatible with our auditory information process. On the other 
hand, a user approach has been taken. Sounds that pilots have 
experienced and learned in aviation is natural to them in this 
context. Since this is an artificial environment some sounds are 
not natural in the sense that they can be found in the natural 
environment in which our hearing evolved.  These sounds may 
even be acoustically unnatural, simple and one-dimensional 
sounds not found in nature. They are only meaningful to pilots.  

 
 

 
Figure 2. A cognitive engineering design process for 

Natural Warning Sounds and auditory alerting systems. 

This argument means that there should be no restrictions in the 
sounds tested for auditory alerting systems design.  

The term natural warning sounds should not to be connected 
to an ancient animal which our ancestors feared and natural 
warning sounds are not necessarily heard during an aircraft 
accident. Even though there might still be advantages in those 
cases where truly ecological sounds coincide with a chosen 
auditory alert there might still be enough advantages to choose a 
familiar one-frequency beep for some alerts. In the concept of 
natural warning sounds the interpretation of natural includes 
sounds that are natural for the pilots in their everyday 
environment. The appropriate properties and design requirements 
for an efficient auditory alert are natural warning sounds, either 
from a human view, or a user view, and preferably both. 
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It is believed that the methods presented in this research are 
general of their kind and defined by the user and the user context. 
Therefore the design process suggested can be applied to any 
human-machine system, for example: cars, hospital equipment, 
intelligent homes application and mobile phones. 

The first aim of this research has been to describe the 
properties of sounds appropriate for an auditory alerting system. 
The sounds should meet the following requirements for natural 
warning sounds: 

 
• Have a natural meaning within the user’s context, 
• Be compatible with the auditory information process, 
• Be pleasant to listen to (not annoying), 
• Be easy to learn, 
• Be easy to remember,  
• Be efficient for action, 
• Be efficient for compliance, 
• Decrease time for performing the task, 
• Contain relevant information, 
• Be clearly audible, 
• Be easy to discriminate from other groups of alerts, 
• Be easy to discriminate from other individual alerts. 

 
The second aim of this research has been to suggest in which 

format the auditory alerts should be presented. Important issues 
were identified and the knowledge gained during the analyses of 
existing alerting systems and performed simulations as well as 
theoretical results, are valuable for the process of designing a 
warning system.  

The third aim of this research has been to suggest an 
improved design process for auditory alerting systems by 
applying cognitive engineering to a user-centered design process 
including the methods of associability and soundimagery.    

The overall goal of this research is increased safety in 
aviation. This research have to rely on theoretical and 
experimental results and prove by logical arguments that natural 
warning sounds and suggested presentation format are predicted 
to increase overall system performance and safety. 

This research has demonstrated general methods that will 
allow designers, together with the users of the system, to apply 
these in design in their own system.   

4.1. Future research 

In future research there is a need to study methods to assure that 
the sounds are highly associable among other alerts. In a set of 
similar associable sounds, an unfamiliar abstract sound may stick 
out and be very easily associated to any other function due to 
high contrast. Associability tests with groups of sounds from a 
various mix of categories of sounds should be tested. 

One issue that has not been discussed in this research are 
alerts that are designed to give direct feedback, for example the 
stall warning. It goes off when the aircraft is stalling and silence 
when the stall is recovered. As long as the stall is possible to 
recover from immediately the duration of the alert is meaningful, 
however it might be distracting in other situations. This tradeoff 
of such an alert design needs to be studied, possibly together with 
the turn-off threshold. 

Research needs to obtain results for a turn-off threshold [29] 
to develop guidelines or methods to obtain appropriate repetition 
rates and cancellation capabilities. 

Further studies of understanding critical features of 
soundimages or reasons for the pilots to choose certain sounds 
should be performed to learn more of sounds and to improve 
selection of prototype sounds. 

Theories and earlier research of warning system logic and 
integration of different alerts as well as prioritisation of warnings 
have only briefly been mentioned. This is a large area with much 
potential to improve the alarm problem. 

Further experiments are needed to complement and validate 
the suggested design process. For example a full set of auditory 
alerts based on associability studies and soundimagery need to be 
developed and tested in a more extended simulation. 
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ABSTRACT 

Sonifications of complex data streams represent a new 
way for task designers to convey important information to 
task operators.  In recent years, researchers have applied 
sonification technology in a variety of task domains, 
including medical device monitoring, complex task 
instruction, and visualization of data streams and sets.  The 
use of sonifications as emergency signals has been 
suggested as a way to convey continuous task state 
information to operators.  However, researchers have 
focused mostly on acoustic properties of sonifications, and 
have not considered operator trust of them.  Past research 
has shown predictable operator trust-driven reactions to 
conventional alarms.  It is necessary to extend such 
investigations to sonifications, so that designers may know 
whether sonifications might represent a technological 
solution to foster more rapid and appropriate real-time 
trust calibration by task operators.  In this paper, we 
describe prior research with alarm mistrust, and highlight 
the potential benefits of further research combining signal 
reliability and sonification. 

 
[Keywords: Sonification, Reliability, Trust] 

1. INTRODUCTION 

Sonification is a form of continuous auditory display 
that maps sensed relations in data to an acoustic signal for 
the purposes of display (Watson & Sanderson, 2004). 
Changes in data values are associated with changes in an 
associated acoustic parameter, such as sound wave 
frequency or amplitude. Sonifications are built upon the 
notion of pre-attentive awareness and exploit the auditory 
modality’s ability to recognize patterns or small changes in 
an auditory event. Unlike binary auditory displays, 
auditory icons, or auditory earcons, sonifications promote 
eyes-free continuous monitoring without startling or 
disrupting attentional focus (Watson & Sanderson, 2004). 
Thus, if sonifications are designed and implemented 
effectively, human operators may effectively monitor 
complex systems while adhering to additional 

responsibilities without having to constantly switch 
attention from one task to another. 

1.1. Common Domains/Applications of Sonification 

There are a number of continuous auditory 
displays in use.  Perhaps the most popular use of a 
sonification has been the Geiger counter for hazardous 
material (radiation) detection.  Geiger counters provide a 
clicking signal that is mapped in terms of frequency to the 
level of radioactive materials in the environment.  The 
beneficence of the Geiger counter’s auditory display is 
evident when operators are required to have their hands 
free to accomplish other tasks, or when they must be able 
to detect minute changes in radioactivity levels. 

In medical environments, the pulse oximeter has 
been used as a sonification display for many years. A 
common auditory display used by anesthesiologists, the 
purpose of the oximeter is to map a continuous series of 
beeps to the patient’s heart rate, and to map the pitch of the 
beep to oxygen saturation in the arterial blood (Watson & 
Sanderson, 2004). Parameter changes are interpreted with 
respect to the patient’s current status, and attention is 
directed to the patient or the visual display as required. 
The pulse oximeter has been shown to be the most 
successful monitor in the operating room theater for 
detecting evolving patient incidents (Watson & Sanderson, 
2004; Webb et al., 1993) The temporal nature of the 
auditory display promotes “eyes free” monitoring while 
providing information that is essential for determining 
when decisions have to be made as abnormal patient states 
approach (Watson, Sanderson, & Russell, 2004).  

In addition to their use in medical environments, 
one of the most popular uses for sonifications in recent 
years has been in conjunction with vehicular backup 
alarms.  For many such alarms, a tone will sound with 
increasing frequency as the vehicle approaches an object.  
As contact becomes imminent, the tone becomes steady-
state (Williams, Online). 

In their report to the National Science 
Foundation, Kramer et al. (1997) discuss in some detail the 
use of sonification to serve as an educational tool, 
allowing students and scientists to observe data trends that 
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might otherwise escape visual search. In such cases, 
continuous auditory stimuli are mapped to mathematical 
data properties so that students may more easily and 
intuitively observe cause-and-effect relationships. 

In general, researchers have shown interest in 
determining how continuous auditory displays can be used 
in aviation to enhance situation awareness and reduce 
reliance on auditory alarms. For instance, Kazem, Noyes, 
and Lieven, (2003) have demonstrated the use of a 
continuous auditory display to create a spatialized auditory 
environment that may provide pilots with an intuitive 
image of their aircraft in spatial context. When an agent 
enters the aircraft’s environment, a continuous 
representational sound source indicates the agent’s 
positioning within a virtual 3-D environment. Sound 
source manipulation allows the pilot to track the 
positioning of the agent until the agent vacates the 
environment.   

In each of the cases described, a critical challenge 
has been the proper specification of physical task 
parameters to be represented, and selection of auditory 
aspects to manipulate.  In many such cases, designers 
make such decisions according to intuition or based on 
convenience or manipulability of stimulus qualities.  To 
date, there have been few attempts to empirically 
determine and specify recommendations for sonification. 

1.2. Research Concerning Sonification 

 Since the advent of sonfications, investigations of 
their use have been driven by applied task operators (such 
as surgeons, aviators, and nuclear control operators) as 
well as a small number of theoretically-driven researchers.  
The ultimate goal of these investigations has been to 
converge on a set of best practices that can be followed to 
ensure optimal design and use of sonifications. 

In many sonifications, auditory variables such as 
fundamental frequency, amplitude, and tempo are used to 
represent environmental data. As such, many researchers 
have focused on determining the best way to convey 
information through these variables (Walker, 2002). For 
instance, Walker and Kramer (1996) used a simulated 
process control interface to examine how well sound 
attributes such as loudness, pitch, tempo, and onset time 
best represented different data dimensions (e.g. pressure, 
temperature). They found that certain sound attributes 
were better at representing specific types of data 
dimensions. Specifically, they found that amplitude was 
best suited for conveying temperature, whereas sound 
onset rate was best for representing size. Surprisingly 
though, tempo, which may seem to be an intuitive 
mapping for rate, was only moderately successful at 
conveying this information.  

Researchers have also found that changes in 
sound dimensions correlate differently with perceived 
changes in data dimensions. For instance, Walker (2002) 

found that increases in tempo were positively correlated to 
perceptual increases in temperature, pressure, and velocity, 
but negatively correlated to perceptual changes in size. 
Walker (2002) also found that increases in sonification 
pitch are positively related to higher estimates of 
temperature, pressure, and velocity.  This link between 
changes in sound and changes in environmental data is 
collectively called the polarity of sound, and is a key 
question that sonification researchers must address to 
design an effective auditory display.  

In recent years, researchers have continued to 
investigate sonification of data for a variety of purposes.  
For example, researchers at Georgia Technological 
University have been using sonified signals to assist 
visually challenged individuals with navigating terrain or 
other environments (Walker & Lindsay, 2005).  Other 
researchers have focused on the use of sonification as 
teaching aids for musical instrument skills (Ferguson, 
2006) and for representing elements of complex perceptual 
tasks such as anesthesia monitoring (Anderson & 
Sanderson, 2004). 

1.3. Definition of Signal Reliability 

One of the more perplexing problems addressed 
by perceptual researchers is operator mistrust of signaling 
systems that have a reputation for generating false signals 
(Breznitz, 1983; Sorkin, 1988; Bliss, Deaton, & Gilson, 
1995).  As noted by Getty, Swets, Pickett, and Gonthier 
(1995), signal reliability is a direct function of the positive 
predictive value of a signal. That is, the potential of a 
signaling system to generate an alarm when there is indeed 
an operational problem.  Unfortunately, designers are often 
faced with a dilemma because of the logic driving alarm 
system sensors:  If the sensors are set too liberally, they 
will consistently generate signals when it is appropriate to 
do so.  However, they will also generate false signals. 
Conversely, sensors that are set too conservatively will not 
generate many false signals, but will fail to generate 
signals at times when it is appropriate to do so.  Because of 
the legal disposition for designers to warn users, 
emergency signaling systems are frequently set too 
liberally.  As a result, the false alarm problem commonly 
occurs, and leads to operator mistrust of signaling systems. 

1.4. Research Concerning Signal Reliability 

Since the early 1960s, researchers have devoted 
considerable effort to the problems of alarm mistrust and 
concomitant alarm trust calibration by task operators.  
They have determined several things about alarm mistrust: 
 

• Alarm mistrust leads directly to performance 
degradation, often in the form of reduced or 
eliminated responsiveness (Pate-Cornell, 1986). 
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• Individuals vary with regard to the strategies they 
use to react to alarm signals deemed unreliable 
(Xiao & Seagull, 2000). 

• Trust calibration may be accomplished more 
quickly by advertising reliability rates before a 
task session (Bliss, Gilson, & Deaton, 1995) 

• Individuals often respond to alarms by mirroring 
the stated reliability rate, even in the absence of 
feedback. (Craig, 1978). 

• Task workload may exacerbate the cry-wolf 
effect (Dunn, 1995). 

• Teams of individuals take longer to react, but 
may show gains in reaction appropriateness (Bliss 
& Fallon, 2003). 

• Requiring operators to hold reliability 
information in memory before reacting leads to 
delayed responses (Bliss & Capobianco, 2003). 

• Longer duration signals are associated with true 
alarms (Bliss, Fallon, & Nica, 2004). 

 
Because of the many and diverse operational 

problems associated with alarm mistrust, researchers have 
devoted effort to meliorate the affects of alarm mistrust.   
 In some cases, they have relied on operator-
related strategies to improve alarm reaction strategies.  For 
example, Bliss, Dunn and Fuller (1995) showed that the 
presence of hearsay information about alarm reliability 
rates influenced subsequent response tendencies. 
 In other cases, researchers have focused on task-
related strategies for improving reaction performances.  
Bliss (1997) presented aviators with voice alarms, noting 
that the addition of voice stimuli was sufficient to bolster 
response rates. 
 A third strategy for improving reaction 
performance has been to implement technological changes 
to the alarm reaction paradigm.  For example, researchers 
have long known that adding verbiage to alarm signals can 
improve responding (Pollack & Tecce, 1958). 
 
1.5.  Reliability of Sonified Signals 
 
 Even though researchers have examined the 
consequences of alarm mistrust for over 20 years, they 
have limited their investigations to traditional alarm 
signals that annunciate in a discrete fashion.  That is, the 
signals indicate that dangerous conditions exist presently; 
however, the physical and acoustic properties of the alarm 
signals are not mapped to any particular task parameter 
and do not change over time. 
 Yet, as suggested by the work of researchers and 
signal designers, sonifications may represent a new and 
improved approach for emergency signal design.  Their 
continuous nature may allow task operators to better 
devote attention to the task and its changes.  In fact, in 
some cases designers have advocated the use of 
sonification based alarm signals specifically to help task 

operators avoid false alarms (Williams, Online).  
However, it is clear from research literature that certain 
sonified signals still suffer from frequent false alarms 
(Xiao & Seagull, 2000). 
 There is certainly real-world justification for the 
idea of examining the perceived reliability of sonified 
signals, and for empirically determining operator 
preferences and reactions to sonified signals. Reasons why 
reactions to differences in reliability might be different for 
sonifications include the following: 
 

• It is possible that trust calibration may occur more 
quickly because of the continuous nature of 
sonifications. 

• Task operators may display elevated overall trust 
levels to sonifications because of the perception 
that such signals are updated more quickly and 
are therefore more temporally accurate. 

• Task operators may trust sonifications more (in 
terms of the predictability aspect) because there 
are more embedded data in sonfications. 

• Because sonifications may allow easier creation 
of likelihood alarm signals (Sorkin & Woods, 
1985), operators may feel more empowered to 
make reaction decisions. 

• Because of the presence of a stimulus timeline, 
operators can build a more detailed schema 
concerning time-based fluctuations in signal 
reliability, and may therefore predict future 
reliability states and fluctuations. 

 
One of the complexities surrounding the task of 

exploring the perceived reliability of sonifications is their 
temporal nature.  Because sonifications are by definition 
dynamic auditory stimuli, their primary acoustic and 
secondary environmental correlates will fluctuate across 
time.  In some cases, this may mean that the validity of the 
sonification may also vary across time.  Therefore, it is 
possible that reliability estimates should be phrased in 
terms of ranges instead of absolute values. 

Another potential difficulty is the acoustic 
complexity of the sonifications.  In some cases, sonified 
signals may consist of auditory concoctions rather than 
unitary stimuli.  Because the acoustic components may 
fluctuate independently, any estimates of signal reliability 
will need to be associated with specific aspects of the 
sonification. 

A third difficulty relates to cognitive associations 
made by operators.  Because sonifications are acoustically 
complex, it is quite possible that task operators may 
associate elements of the signal with other signals they 
have experienced before.  If so, the reliability of the prior 
signals may be generalized to the sonification.  Such 
generalization may often be inappropriate because the 
sonification bears little operational relationship to the prior 
signal domain or task. 
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 Challenges notwithstanding, the potential benefits 
of using sonifications as a design strategy to overcome 
alarm mistrust warrant examination.  The following 
section describes one recent project to accomplish this 
goal.  
 
 
 
1.6.  Empirical Research Results 
 
 To date, there have been very few empirical 
investigations focusing on perceived reliability of and 
reactions to sonifications.  However, recent investigations 
have yielded some results. 
 Spain (2006) recently completed an investigation 
of sonification and reliability associated with simulated 
anesthesia alarms.  He manipulated sonification pulse rate, 
presenting participants with sonifications within an 
anesthesia simulation task.  For that task, participants were 
responsible for monitoring a simulated “patient” while 
performing a compensatory tracking task and a resource 
allocation task from the Multi-Attribute Task Battery 
(MATB; Comstock & Arnegard, 1992).  The blood 
pressure of the “patient” was available for monitoring on a 
separate computer screen 90 degrees to the right of the 
MATB computer. Deviations in blood pressure were 
presented to patients using sonifications, where the 
fundamental frequencies of the auditory stimuli were 
mapped to the blood pressure readings (40, 60, or 80 
pulses per minute).  Participants were to detect changes in 
fundamental frequency and decide whether to respond to 
them, based on their knowledge of the sonification 
system’s reliability (40% or 60% true signals). 
 In addition to MATB and alarm reaction data, 
participants also completed a trust questionnaire, adapted 
from Jian, Bisantz and Drury’s (2000) work.  
 Spain’s (2006) research findings replicated prior 
work with alarm mistrust, showing that participants 
exhibited greater trust for sonifications that were more 
reliable. These results are similar to past research 
examining alarm response behaviors (see Bliss et al., 
1995) and provide behavioral evidence that participants 
display greater trust in the more reliable system.  
Participants who interacted with the 60% reliable 
sonification system responded significantly faster to 
patient problems than participants who interacted with the 
40% reliable system. These results are also consistent with 
previous literature that suggests alarm reliability 
significantly affects response time (Bliss et al., 1996; 
Getty et al., 1995). 
 A particularly interesting finding was that 
participants exhibited more trust (and less perceived 
workload) in the sonification stimuli that had an 
intermediate pulse rate (60 ppm).  Such a finding may 
suggest that task operators are more comfortable, or more 
knowledgeable of signals that activate at 60 ppm.  Possible 

reasons for this may include the fact that humans tend to 
regress toward the mean, or perhaps human familiarity 
with music that is played at an intermediate tempo. 
 
1.7.  Implications for Future Research  
 

As indicated earlier, sonification may provide a 
way to realize Sorkin et al.’s (1988) dream of a usable 
“likelihood alarm display.”  However, before this can 
happen, more information must be gathered concerning 
operator perceptions of reliability where sonifications are 
concerned.  Spain’s (2006) research is only one step 
toward a more complete investigation of perceived 
reliability of sonifications.  Other researchers such as Avi 
Harel (2006) have also acknowledged the issue, and 
hopefully will contribute knowledge so that designers will 
soon have a list of best practices concerning reliability and 
sonification design. 

2. CONCLUSIONS 

For some time, researchers have stressed the notion that 
auditory stimuli should be designed to convey realistic and 
appropriate urgency levels (Stanton & Edworthy, 1998).  
As Sorkin (1988) and Breznitz (1984) poignantly 
demonstrated, urgency is only one issue among many that 
must be considered when designing and implementing 
auditory signals.  The perceived reliability of auditory 
signals may have a large influence on the tendency of 
operators to heed, cancel, minimize, or respond to auditory 
signals. 
 As complex task environments become more 
complex, researchers and designers will continue to look 
to sonifications as potential solutions for embedding 
greater amounts of information within auditory signals. 
 Researchers such as Walker (2002) and Anderson 
and Sanderson (2004) have already employed sonifications 
for a variety of tasks.  In doing so, they have made 
recommendations concerning the proper frequency, 
amplitude, and timbre of those signals.  It is important that 
researchers also consider the unique influence that 
sonification may have on perceived reliability of signals.  
If signals are properly designed and implemented, it is 
possible that claims such as those made by Williams 
(online) about reduced false alarm rates may be realized.    
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ABSTRACT 

Alarms can be spatialized in new human-machine interfaces. 
This includes the perception of distance at different points in 
space. The aim of this work was to study the interferences 
between the perception of distance and the perception of 
urgency. Two experiments used common stimuli. These were 
sounds recorded on a dummy head from a white noise emitted 
from 8 directions in the azimuth plane and at 3 distances, inside a 
closed, empty room. The sounds were then loudness equalized. 
Experiment 1 consisted of presenting the sounds in pairs to the 
listeners, who had to designate the sound which was perceived as 
the most urgent. The results show that, for the same distance, the 
level of urgency is greater when the virtual source is at ±90°. 
They also show two types of responses concerning the links 
between the perception of distance and urgency. Certain listeners 
perceive near sounds as the most urgent, while others perceive 
distant sounds as the most urgent. Experiment 2 is a control 
experiment to check that perception of distance is preserved for 
these loudness equalized sounds. 

 

1. INTRODUCTION 

Auditory alarms are justified by the fact that hearing is 
a primary alert sense. They are in fact effective in all directions 
in space, regardless of the position of the head. They play a role 
in directing the operator’s attention towards pertinent visual 
information in critical situations. In the new human-machine 
interfaces, the spatialization of sound is used to reduce the 
latency of operator reaction. Different studies effectively show 
that 3D sound enables a reduction in reaction times during search 
for a visual target [1, 2, 3, 4].  

Spatialization of sound includes the notions of location 
in azimuth and in elevation but also the notion of distance. 
Technical evolution brings with it an increased need for effective 
human-machine cooperation and coordination [5]. Distance 
information is important in piloting or driving tasks, for which 
the operator must have real time updated or even anticipated 
situation awareness.  

Perceived auditory distance is the result of different 
sound cues [6]. The most obvious cue associated with an increase 
in distance is a decrease in intensity. The sound level cue to 
auditory distance is based upon the decrease in sound level by 6 
dB for each doubling of distance in a free field [7]. However the 

precise nature of this intensity change depends on both 
environmental characteristics and various properties of the sound  
source. In particular, the presence of reflective surfaces modifies 
this relationship. Also, intensity is considered as a relative cue 
since the accuracy of estimation of distance is better when the 
stimulus is familiar [8].  

Other cues have been proposed when both listener and 
sound source are stationary [9]. These are the ratio of direct 
energy to reverberating energy, spectral changes and binaural 
differences.  

 
The direct-to-reverberant energy ratio is the ratio of 

energy reaching a listener directly to energy reaching the listener 
after reflecting surface contact. A large ratio (implying that the 
direct sound greatly exceeds the reflected sound) generally leads 
to the perception of a source as being nearby. As the relative 
amount of reflected sound increases, the perceived auditory 
distance to the source also increases. Reverberation acts as an 
absolute cue since it is not necessary for the listener to have 
already heard the sound before in order to use this cue to judge 
the distance of the sound source in a given sound-reflective 
environment [10].  

 
Changes in spectral content can also affect perceived 

auditory distance as a relative cue [11]. This can occur in two 
cases. First, according to Blauert [6], the sound-absorbing 
properties of air cause an attenuation which is greater at high 
frequencies than at low frequencies. Secondly, in a reverberant 
environment, when distance increases, the proportion of energy 
reflected increases and thus potentially modifies the spectrum in 
each ear [12]. 

 
Finally, unlike the far field, binaural time differences and 
especially intensity differences depend on the radial distance 
when in the proximal region. They increase as the source 
approaches the head [13] but not in the median plane (where the 
differences are 0 anyway). 

                                                                                                                   
 All these cues can be used to provide distance 

information in auditory alarms.   
 
The design of an alarm system takes into account the 

intended function of each alarm. It is therefore necessary to 
determine the reaction time required in order to assign an 
urgency level to the alarm.  In an auditory alarm, this urgency 
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level is expressed in terms of acoustic parameters. The most 
important factor in converting urgency into a level is 
undoubtedly intensity [14]. The louder the signal, the greater the 
perceived urgency. 
 

However, in noisy environments (industry, 
aeronautics), the scale over which this parameter can vary is 
small: if the signal is too weak, it is not detected; if the signal is 
too strong, it becomes painful and interferes too much with 
operator activity [15]. So, although intensity is a dominant factor, 
it is preferable to control it in a systematic way. Thus it is 
possible to design a loudness equalized system, so that there is 
nevertheless a gradation of urgency level. Other parameters can 
be used to translate perception of the level of urgency. Edworthy 
& coll. [16], Hellier & coll. [17, 18] demonstrate by psycho-
acoustic methods that the higher the pitch, the faster the tempo, 
the more irregular the harmonics, the more the alarm is perceived 
as urgent. 

 
It therefore appears that if an alarm is spatialized, the 

intensity is both a distance cue and an urgency cue. If the sounds 
are equalized in loudness, this major cue for the perception of 
distance and urgency disappears. The next question is to know 
whether the other distance cues will influence the perception of 
urgency.  

 
Two experiments were carried out in order to answer 

these questions. The sound stimuli common to the two 
experiments were obtained by recording a white noise using a 
dummy head in 8 directions of space at 3 fixed distances. The 
sounds were then equalized in loudness.  

 
In the first experiment, the sounds were presented in 

pairs through a headphone and the participant had to choose 
which sound seemed the most urgent. The assumption underlying 
this experiment was that the nearest sounds should be considered 
as the most urgent. However, in the absence of the intensity cue, 
the reverberation extends the duration of the sound and could 
interfere with this assumption. In fact, Hellier & coll. [17] 
showed that increasing the duration of a sound increases the 
perceived urgency. This assumption assumes that distance cues 
other than intensity enable perception of distance. This is what 
the second experiment tested, i.e. it checked that distance was 
well perceived with these loudness equalized stimuli.  

 

2. EXPERIMENT 1 

2.1. Context 

The aim of Experiment 1 was to study the role of 
distance cues (except for intensity) on the perception of urgency. 
Similar work was carried out by Häkkila and Ronkainen (2003). 
They studied the ways of modifying a sound in such a manner 
that the importance level changed, but the sound still retained its 
identity. The sounds used included differences some of which 
concerned acoustic cues indicating distance. The parameters 
modified, apart from sound length and vibrato speed, were 
filtering of high-frequency components and direct-to-

reverberated sound ratio associated or not with filtering of high 
frequencies. The cut-off frequency was either 2kHz or 4kHz. 
Reverberation was obtained from a reverberation model. Early 
reflections were not utilized, but only late reverberation. The 
results showed a significant effect for filtering of high 
frequencies and the speed of vibrato. On the other hand, there 
was nor significant effect of reverberation neither of increase in 
duration of the sound. The authors noted contradictory responses 
between the different participants. Only three participants out of 
ten mentioned the notion of distance of the sound source when 
listening to sounds with reverberation. However, the sounds used 
were artificially modified by low pass filtering and/or addition of 
a reverberation effect.  
 

Experiment 1 tested more realistic sounds since they 
were recorded on a dummy head. All the cues indicating distance 
were involved except for intensity whose influence is neutralised 
by loudness equalization.   

2.2. Methodology 

2.2.1. Stimuli 

The sounds were recorded by a dummy head 
(Neumann KU 81i) in 8 directions in the horizontal plane: 0°, 
45°, 90°, 135°, 180°, 225°, 270°, 315°. Three distances were 
considered in each direction: 8 cm, 64 cm and 256 cm (figure 
n°1). For the direction 0°, the distance of 8cm was not possible 
owing to the prominence of the nose and it was replaced by a 
distance of 16 cm. 

 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 

Figure n°1: The participant heard two sounds one after the other 
and had to indicate which seemed the most urgent. These sounds 
were produced by a virtual sound source potentially located in 8 

directions in the azimuth plane and at 3 possible distances. 
 
The recording was made inside an empty rectangular 

room of approximately 100m³. The walls were plasterboards. 
The pulse response of the set including the dummy head, the 
room and the loudspeaker with its enclosure was measured by a 
loudspeaker Fostex 103Σ moulded in a closed enclosure of size: 
11x14x15 cm3. The free field pulse response of the moulded 
loudspeaker was then removed from the pulse response of the set 
for the computation of spatialized sounds. Only the 2.7 first 
seconds of the pulse response of the subset including the dummy 
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head and the room were restored in the stimuli. The same white 
noise was used in all the configurations. 
 

After the sound gathering phase, the sounds were 
loudness equalized in accordance with the paradigm of 
Florentine & coll. [20]. There were two loudness equalization 
phases. The first phase consisted of equalizing those sounds 
whose virtual sound source was at equal distance from the 
participant’s head. The second phase consisted of equalizing 
sounds from a single direction but at different distances.  
 

In both cases, the stimuli were presented in a two-
interval, two-alternative forced-choice paradigm. In each trial, 
the listener heard two sounds separated by 500 ms in a random 
order. The task was to indicate which sound was louder by 
pressing a key. The level of the variable sound was adjusted 
according to an up-down procedure. If the variable sound was 
perceived as the louder one, its level was reduced, otherwise it 
was increased. The step size was 5 dB until the second reversal 
after which it was 2 dB. This procedure converges at the level 
corresponding to the 50% point on the psychometric function.  

A single match included two interleaved adaptive 
tracks: one track started 10 dB above the expected equal-
loudness level and the other track started 10 dB below it. Each 
track ended after nine reversals. The equal-loudness level for one 
track was calculated as the average of the last four reversals. The 
average equal-loudness level for the two tracks gave the result 
for one match. The final equal-loudness level for each condition 
corresponded to the average of three matches for all participants. 
8 participants carried out the sound loudness equalization. They 
were different from the participants of experiments 1 and 2. 

2.2.2. Participants 

11 participants with normal hearing (tested with an 
audiogram) participated in this experiment. Experimenters were 
not included. 

2.2.3. Procedure 

Participants were first familiarized with the task (5 
trials). Sounds were presented in pairs in a random order. Every 
possible pair of sounds (among (24x23)/2 = 276 pairs) was 
presented. A single order of the pairs was tested, as it has been 
previously demonstrated that the results did not depend on the 
order [21]. The entire experimental session lasted about 30 
minutes with two short breaks. The participants indicated which 
sequence in the pair seemed the most urgent (forced-choice 
urgency judgement). They could listen to each pair as many 
times as they wished. 

2.2.4. Data analysis 

Each sound was presented 23 times so that its urgency 
level was evaluated with respect to all the other sounds. At the 
end of the test, an urgency score out of 23 was defined; 
corresponding to the number of times the sound was chosen as 
the most urgent. To examine the statistical significance of the 
effects of localization parameters and differences among 
listeners, a two way ANOVA (azimuth x distance) was 

performed. The dependant variable for this analysis was the 
score of urgency. Secondarily, a three way ANOVA (azimuth x 
distance x group) was performed. Scheffé post hoc tests for 
contrast were performed when appropriate to explore sources of 
significant effects and interactions.  

2.3. Results 

The results show a significant effect of azimuth 
(p<0.01). The perception of urgency was greatest for lateral 
stimuli at +/-90° or opposite the participants (figure n°2); 

 
 

F(7, 70)=3.4884, p=.0029
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Figure n°2: The urgency score is greater for the directions 0°, 

90° and 270. Error bars are standard deviations. 
 
 

However, the effect of distance was only just 
significant (p=0.08). Interaction between the « azimuth » effect 
and the « distance » effect was significant (p<0.001). On 
studying the participant’s responses, it appeared that two types of 
response can be distinguished depending on the type of 
participants. Some participants (5 out of 11) considered near 
sounds as the most urgent, whereas the other participants (6 out 
of 11) considered distant sounds as the most urgent.   
 

A second analysis was made taking into account the 
“group” factor of the participants as well as the “azimuth” and 
“distance” factors.  
 

The following were defined : 
 

- Group 1 which included the participants who considerd 
near sounds as the most urgent 

- Group 2 which included the participants who 
considered distant sounds as the most urgent.  
 
The interaction distance x group was significant 

(p<0.001) as well as the interaction azimuth x distance x group 
(p<0.005). The latter interaction is shown in figure n°3. 
  

For group 1, near sounds were significantly perceived 
as the most urgent (p<0.01).  
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For group 2, distant sounds were significantly 

perceived as the most urgent (p<0.01). 
 
 

 F(14, 126)=1.9673, p=.025
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Figure n°3: Interaction azimuth x distance x group. 

 Error bars are standard deviations. 
 
 
In figure n°4, the azimuth effect persisted for group 1; 

in particular, lateral stimuli were perceived as more urgent than 
the others for the proximal stimuli (p<0.001). 
 

F(14, 56)=2.9332, p=.002
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Figure n°4: interaction azimuth x distance for group 1.  

Error bars are standard deviations. 
 

 
In figure n°5, the azimuth effect was also preserved for 

group 2. Lateral sounds are perceived as more urgent than the 
others for distal stimuli (p<0.01). 
 

F(14, 70)=2.8970, p=.002
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Figure n°5: interaction azimuth x distance for group 2.  

Error bars are standard deviations. 

2.4. Discussion 

The aim of Experiment 1 was to study the relationships 
between the perceptions of distance and urgency on loudness 
equalized sounds. It appears that we can distinguish two 
categories of listeners.  
 

Some of the listeners considered the near sounds as the 
most urgent. The acoustic cues which may be involved in this 
judgement are spectral modifications or binaural differences. 
Given the moderate distances tested (< 3m), the spectral 
modifications involved would be linked to reflected energy 
modifying the spectrum in each ear. Binaural cues can also play 
an important part because the distances tested were very near to 
the head.  
 

The other listeners considered the distant sounds as the 
most urgent. The acoustic cue involved was a priori 
reverberation. The greater the reverberation, the more the sound 
was considered as urgent. The addition of reflected waves 
increased the duration of the sound. But Edworthy & coll. [16] 
showed that increasing the duration of sound sequences 
influences the perception of urgency by increasing it. It is 
possible that the increase of the sound duration was responsible 
for increasing the perceived level of urgency.  
 

It is remarkable to observe that for both groups, there 
was a maximum azimuth effect when the perception of urgency 
was highest, i.e. when the sounds were near for Group 1 and 
when they were distant for group 2. The maxima were observed 
when the virtual sound source was at ± 90°.   
 

The question which then arises is to determine whether 
this observation was based on the perception of urgency, as 
would seem to be indicated by the fact that this azimuth effect 
occured when perception of urgency was maximum, regardless 
of the distance depending on the group in question.  But this 
effect could also be linked to the perception of distance. 
Experiment 2 was designed to test the perception of distance 
with loudness equalized sounds. 
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3. EXPERIMENT 2 

3.1. Context 

The aim of experiment 2 was to check that acoustic 
cues other than intensity are sufficient to enable the perception of 
distance in the different directions of the azimuth plane. 

3.2. Methodology 

3.2.1. Stimuli 

The stimuli were the same as for experiment 1.  These 
were 24 sounds recorded from white noise on a dummy head in 8 
directions in the azimuth plane and at 3 distances. They were 
loudness equalized in accordance with the Florentine & coll. 
paradigm [20]. There were two loudness equalization phases. 
The first phase consisted of equalizing those sounds whose 
virtual sound source was at equal distance from the participant’s 
head. The second phase consisted of equalizing sounds from a 
single direction but at different distances. 

In both cases, the stimuli were presented in a two-
interval, two-alternative forced-choice paradigm. In each trial, 
the listener heard two sounds separated by 500 ms in a random 
order. The task was to indicate which sound was louder by 
pressing a key. The level of the variable sound was adjusted 
according to an up-down procedure. If the variable sound was 
perceived as the louder one, its level was reduced, otherwise it 
was increased. The step size was 5 dB until the second reversal 
after which it was 2 dB. This procedure converges at the level 
corresponding to the 50% point on the psychometric function.  

A single match included two interleaved adaptive 
tracks: one track started 10 dB above the expected equal-
loudness level and the other track started 10 dB below it. Each 
track ended after nine reversals. The equal-loudness level for one 
track was calculated as the average of the last four reversals. The 
average equal-loudness level for the two tracks gave the result 
for one match. The final equal-loudness level for each condition 
corresponded to the average of three matches for all participants.  
8 participants carried out the sound loudness equalization. They 
were different from the participants of experiments 1 and 2. 

3.2.2. Participants 

The participants were the same as those for experiment 
1 apart from one missing participant (10 participants in all). This 
was a participant from group 1 who was not available for the rest 
of the experiments. 

3.2.3. Procedure 

Participants were first familiarized with the task (2 
trials). Participants listened through headphones to stimuli and 
had to indicate the positions where they located the sound source 
(figure n°6). The sounds were presented in random way, each 
sound being repeated five times. The entire experimental session 
lasted about 20 minutes. 

3.2.4. Data analysis 

For the 24 sounds, the number of correct responses in 
distance was recorded without taking into account the responses 
in azimuth.  

To examine the statistical significance of the effects of 
location parameters and differences among listeners, a three way 
ANOVA (azimuth x distance x group) was performed. The 
dependent variable of this analysis was the number of correct 
responses in distance.  

 
Figure n°6: Copy of the screen presented to the listener for his 

response. The listener had to tick one of the locations. 

3.2.5. Results 

The results showed that the listeners perceived distance with 
loudness equalized sounds. In fact, for each distance (for all 
azimuths) the number of correct responses was significantly 
higher than the random level (p<0.001) represented by a black 
line in figure n°7. 

There was a significant difference between listener 
performance in relation to distance (p<0.01). Performances were 
best in proximal and fell off as distance increased. 
 

F(14, 112)=1.5165, p=.11639
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Figure n°7: The listeners perceived distance with loudness 
equalized sounds. Their performances were better than random 

(shown by the thick black line).  
Error bars are standard deviations. 
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No overall azimuth effect was found nor any azimuth x 

distance interaction. However if an azimuth difference was 
distinguished for the different distances, there was a significant 
azimuth effect for the distance 64cm (p<0.05). 
 

Neither was there any evidence of a group effect nor in 
distance x group or azimuth x distance x group interactions 
(figure n°8). Both groups of participants had equivalent 
performances, better in the proximal region than in the distal 
region. 
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Figure n°8: azimuth x distance x group interaction for the 
perception of distance. Error bars are standard deviations. 

3.2.6. Discussion 

The cues involved in the perception of distance apart 
from intensity provided sufficient information to enable the 
listeners to discriminate among near, intermediate or distant 
sound sources. Participant performance was better in the 
proximal region than in the distal region. This result is in 
agreement with the observations of Brungart and coll. [22] who 
studied location in the proximal region. However, the 
experimental conditions were very different, since the 
participants listened to real sounds in the proximal region in an 
anechoic chamber.  
 

There was no overall azimuth effect. However, there 
was an overall tendency towards a better performance for lateral 
azimuths. For the distance 64 cm, this effect was significant, with 
clearly poorer performances in the median plane and better 
performances laterally. This effect could be due to the role 
played by the binaural cues.  
 

There was no group effect. The two groups were 
defined from the responses given in experiment 1. Thus, the 
differences in perceived urgency between the two groups of 
participants cannot be explained by a difference in perception of 
the distance of loudness equalized sounds.  

4. GENERAL DISCUSSION 

The new alarm systems must take into account the 
possibility of spatialized presentation of sounds. This 
spatialization may be in direction but also in distance. The aim of 
the study was to determine the interferences between distance 
cues, excluding intensity, and the perception of urgency. The 
results of experiment 1 show a complex relationship between 
these two perceptions, since two populations of participants 
emerged.  Their judgments of urgency in relation to the sounds 
presented were opposed.  Some of them judged sounds from the 
proximal region to be more urgent (group 1), and the others 
considered sounds from the distal region as more urgent (group 
2). Häkkilä and Ronkainen [19] had already noted contradictory 
results between participants in their study on the level of 
importance of an event.  Thus, they did not find any significant 
effects of an increase in reverberation, or of the duration of the 
sound. 
 

In Experiment 1, although the effect of distance was 
not significant when we considered all of the participants, the 
fact of distinguishing the two groups revealed a clear 
significance. 
 

The first explanation which we could give is that the 
participants perceived the stimuli differently in terms of distance. 
 

Experiment 2 aimed to check that the perception of 
distance was still possible with loudness equalized sounds. It 
confirms in fact that the stimuli heard by the participants could 
be located in distance. However it did not show any difference in 
performance between the two groups of participants. 
 

Another explanation could be a different interpretation 
of the effects of reverberation by the participants in the two 
groups. 
 

For group 1, the results could be explained by the fact 
that an alarm which is perceived as being too near (8cm) can 
seem like a danger close to the participant.  This proximity was 
perceived thanks to the spectral modifications of the sounds and 
to interaural differences of level [13]. The effects of 
reverberation would confirm the participants in their perception 
of distance [23] and therefore of urgency. 
 

For group 2, perception of urgency would not be linked 
to perception of distance. Since the effects of reverberation 
would increase the duration of the sound, it would be perceived 
as more urgent since it was longer [17]. Another phenomenon 
might also be discussed.  The effects of reverberation could be 
interpreted as a sign of distancing of the sound source and could 
cause a subjective compensation effect of the decrease in 
loudness linked to distance as an inverse phenomenon of 
loudness constancy with distance [24]. The loudness of the 
source being considered as the strongest for distant sounds, their 
urgency level would be the highest. 
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5. CONCLUSION 

Two experiments enabled to study the influence of 
distance cues other than intensity on the perception of urgency.  
They showed that the perception of urgency of spatialized sounds 
equalised in loudness varied, depending on the participants.  The 
difference observed was not linked to a difference in perception 
of the distance of the sounds but could be due to a different 
interpretation of the effects of reverberation.  
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ABSTRACT 

This paper describes a series of related research and software 
projects in the analysis and synthesis of stochastic sounds in 
general, and more specifically, applications in the synthesis of 
environmental sounds.  Analysis and synthesis of sounds as 
varied as a maraca (many beans bouncing around in a gourd), to 
groups of noise-making animals and insects, to human applause 
will be covered.  Specific open-source project software will be 
described, such as the “Shakers” and “Flox” classes in the 
Synthesis ToolKit in C++ (STK), GaitLab (analysis and synthesis 
of walking sounds), ClapLab and ClaPD (synthesis of applause), 
TAPESTREA (Techniques and Paradigms for Expressive 
Synthesis and Transformation of Environmental Audio), and the 
new audio programming language ChucK.  

 
[Keywords: Environmental Sound, Background Sound, Din] 

1. INTRODUCTION 

To begin, the author should explain the liberty taken in coining a 
new word, “iquity” in the title (a pun on “den of iniquity, often 
used to describe houses of ill repute, opium dens, hashish parlors 
etc.).  “Iquity” comes from the word “iniquity,” meaning 
injustice or wickedness, whose etymology is from “in” meaning 
not, and the Latin “aequus” meaning equal.  

“Din” is defined as a collection of discordant sounds or 
constant noise. We define it as background sound, or that which 
is left after one accounts for and removes all foreground sounds.  
Examples of foreground sounds might include the person close to 
us at the cocktail party talking directly to us, or a horn honking 
on a busy street.  The din in these cases would be the mixture of 
other conversations (minus our conversation) or the noise of the 
street minus the horn honk. So “Din of An Iquity” refers to our 
attempts to do justice to the background sounds, or to do as good 
a job as possible (or computationally affordable), to give the 
impression of the din we attempt to model (perceptual equality). 

A few researchers have investigated the modeling of 
continuous background sound [1][2], often referring to it as audio 
“texture.”  Indeed there is a large literature in the graphics 
community on visual texture modeling and synthesis, and in the 
haptics (combined senses of touch) community on modeling and 
synthesizing the “feel” of objects, including their texture, using 
computer-driven motors and vibrators. 

The projects described here assume that the acoustic source 
of many environmental sounds is an ensemble of individual 
sound-producing objects or entities, joining to make a perceptual 
whole.  So a “bunch of hand claps” might be called applause, or a 
collection of small metal cymbals attached to a shaken ring might 
be called a tambourine.  A gaggle of geese has a sound unique 

from a swarm of locusts, or a collection of many different 
conversations at a cocktail party.  We do not endeavor to model 
all of these in this paper, but do attack a number of them.  

2. RANDOM PHYSICAL EVENT MODELING 

In 1995 the author launched into a new research agenda aimed at 
physical modeling of the most varied single section of any 
orchestra, the so-called “percussion section,” which actually 
includes pretty much anything that isn’t a bowed-string or wind 
instrument.  Drums of all kinds, mallet percussion (marimba, 
xylophone, glockenspiel, vibraphone, orchestral chimes), claves, 
castanets, shakers (maraca, tambourine, sleighbells, sekere), 
scrapers and ratchets (guiro, ratchet), brake drums and other 
found or manufactured metal/wood objects, and even the celeste 
(a keyboard-controlled set of orchestra bells) and piano often are 
counted among the percussion instrument “family.” 

Of most interest to the author were the shakers, scrapers, and 
ratchets; the noisy things that have a specific character, yet when 
a single sample is played back over and again it becomes 
perceptually obvious that it is a single sample.  After doing a 
series of exhaustive simulations where all particles, (beans in a 
virtual maraca shell) were modeled in 3D, some observations 
about the physical acoustical system and the statistics of 
collisions were made that yielded a great simplification in the 
computational n-body algorithm.  These observations were that: 

 
1. Once excited (by shaking the maraca), the total kinetic 

energy in the system decays exponentially.  Thus the 
radiated sound energy also decays exponentially. 

 
2. Collisions between particles inside the outer shell do not 

cause sound to be radiated; only collisions of particles 
with the shell itself cause it to be excited.   

 
3. The shell radiates the sound, while performing resonant 

filtering on the bean/shell collision impulses, and the 
characteristics of the shell filter are relatively constant. 

 
4. The amount of excitation of the shell is proportional to 

the cosine of the angle between the incident particle and 
the shell normal, which is roughly random given: 

 
5. The likelihood of sound-producing collisions follows 

roughly a Poisson distribution, as does the incident angle 
of the particle colliding. 

 
These observations led to the PhISEM (Physically Inspired 

Stochastic Event Modeling) algorithm [3][4].  As a simple 
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example, here is the C code required to compute a simple maraca 
sound: 

 
// ANSI C Code to Calculate Single Sample of Maraca Algorithm 
#define SOUND_DECAY 0.95 
#define SYSTEM_DECAY 0.999 
shakeEnergy*=SYSTEM_DECAY; // Exponential system decay 
if (random(1024) < num_beans)       // If collision 
   sndLevel += gain * shakeEnergy; // add energy to sound 
input = sndLevel * noise_tick();   // Actual sound is random 
sndLevel *= SOUND_DECAY;   // Exponential Sound decay  
input -= output[0]*coeffs[0];         // Do simple 
input -= output[1]*coeffs[1];         //      system resonance 
output[1] = output[0];       //          filter 
output[0] = input;        //               calculations 

 
Looking around for other sound-producing systems which 

could be modeled by this algorithm (or simple extensions to it) 
yielded quite a large list including many of the orchestral 
percussion, but also many non-musical sounds ranging from ice 
cubes in an empty glass, to wind chimes, to leaves crunching 
under feet while walking [5][6]. These and others were 
implemented in the Shakers.cpp class of the open-source 
Synthesis ToolKit in C++ (STK)[7][8].  A total of five filters are 
available to implement resonances of the system being modeled, 
and algorithmic rules control how these filters are used 
depending on the system.  Figure 1 shows the PhISEM model 
block diagram. 

 

Figure 1. PhISEM synthesis block diagram. 

 
The PhISEM algorithm has been used for a number of 
psychoacoustic experiments [9][10] as well as the synthesis of 
sound effects. 

3. GAITLAB: MODELING OF WALKING SOUNDS 

The observation that the “texture” underfoot while walking 
imparts a different character to the sound produced (walking on 
gravel, slogging through mud, crunching through snow, leaves, 
sticks, etc.) gave rise to the GaitLab project [11].  In this, a model 
of the pseudo-periodicity (and random variations) of footfalls 
from walking sounds was developed, and used to drive the 
PhISEM model, or random overlap-add playback of segments of 
the original sound. Figure 2 shows the GaitLab analysis/synthesis 
system block diagram.  Figure 3 shows a simple GaitLab 
graphical user interface, with various controls for left/right 
symmetry randomization, etc.  

 
Figure 2. “GaitLab” architecture.  Sound is first segmented, 

parameters are extracted and parameterized, then synthesis is 
performed using either randomized segments of the original 

sound, or a parametrically driven PhISEM algorithm. 

 

Figure 3. Simple GaitLab synthesis control GUI. 

 
Figure 4 shows the PhOLeyMat from the PhOLISE (Physically 
Oriented Library of Interactive Sound Effects) project, in which 
force sensors beneath 9 different tiles are used to drive 9 
differently calibrated GaitLab walking sound textures including 
grass, wood, coarse gravel, fine gravel, tile, and carpet. 
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Figure 4. GaitLab’s “PhOLIEMat” PhISEM controller. 

4. FLOX: SYNTHESIS OF SONIC “HORDES” 

As previously mentioned, many environmental sounds are 
composed of multiple sound sources, acting independently, 
adding together to create the background din.  Sometimes the 
sources are all of the same type, as is the case in applause, a flock 
of birds chirping, a forest full of crickets, and many other such 
collections.  The Flox.cpp class, implemented in STK, allows 
control of from 0 to N sound producing objects.  The maximum 
value of N is set when a new Flox instance is created.  The sound 
producing objects can be shakers, clappers, crickets, frogs, etc.  
They can be short sound clips, or even musical models of 
plucked strings or marimbas.  The Flox object controls the 
placement in the stereo field, triggering, resonant frequencies, 
etc. with control over randomization of each parameter. 

4.1. Synthesis of Clapping and Applause 

The Flox class in STK was created for synthesis of applause as 
an ensemble of analyzed individual clappers.  The author found 
another group in Finland researching the problem [12], and [13] 
resulted as a joint publication on the similar (yet different) 
approaches to the topic. First data was collected from human 
hand clappers. A simplified (no need to estimate # particles) 
GaitLab (Figure 2) architecture worked well with only minor 
adjustments for segmenting, analyzing, and extracting parameters 
from the clapping sounds. Table 1 shows the mean and standard 
deviations of the period T (duration between claps) and center 
resonant frequency F1 for four male and four female clappers.  
 

Subject Mean T (s) STD Mean F1 STD 
M1 .256 .0093 1203Hz 278 
M2 .327 .0083 435 40 
M3 .276 .0128 3863 1009 
M4 .265 .0060 1193 243 
M5 .238 .0061 1519 219 
M6 .284 .0077 2243 775 
M7 .298 .0100 1515 239 
M8 .285 .0016 1928 764 

 
Table 1: Handclap statistics for four males and four females. 

 

Figure 5 shows the spectrum of a single handclap, superimposed 
with the spectrum of the impulse response of a low order (two 
pole) resonant filter designed by least-squares fit using Linear 
Predictive Coding (LPC). 

 

 
Figure 5. LPC fit to spectrum of single handclap. 

The synthesis architecture of  Figure 1 works well for clap 
synthesis when modified by replacing the Poisson probability 
calculation (the  “// if collision” line in the C Code example 
above) with a periodicity calculation, with randomness to model 
the standard deviation in period.  Again, a low order resonant 
filter works well for clapping. 

As we know, audiences don’t behave entirely as autonomous 
clappers, sometimes synchronizing, then falling out of phase, 
then back again, sometimes speeding up as well.  Figure 6 shows 
the interface for ClapLab, which includes controls for mean and 
standard deviation (randomness) of center frequency, period 
(tempo), and “affinity” (the tendency of the clappers to clap in 
unison, with 0 causing completely random applause and 128 
meaning perfectly synchronized applause.  The #Objects slider 
selects individual clappers from the human subject data for 
numbers 1-8, and adds more clappers with random parameters for 
numbers 9-128, resulting in a maximum of 129 total clappers. 

 

 

Figure 5. ClapLab graphical user interface. 

4.2. Synthesis of Other Hordes, Flocks, Swarms, etc. 

As mentioned previously, the STK Flox class can also be 
used to control other quasi-homogeneous noisemaking 
ensembles, such as birds, frogs, crickets, or even musical 
instrument sounds and models.  Figure 5 above shows such 
selection buttons, and Figure 6 shows a display written in Open 
GL for displaying the events.  Each “character” appears when 
their sound is triggered, then rapidly fades away in the graphical 
display.  
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Figure 6.  Flox GL display of synthesized noisemakers. 

5. TAPESTREA 

TAPESTREA is a technique and system for “re-composing” 
recorded sounds by separating them into unique components and 
weaving these components into sonic tapestries. The technique 
and system is applicable to sound-design [14], interactive sound 
environments [15], and musique concr`ete or acousmatic music 
composition [16].  The TAPESTREA analysis screen provides a 
GUI for interactively separating sound scenes into deterministic 
(sinusoidal) components [17], transients [18], and the remaining 
stochastic background sound (our definition of “din”).  Figure 7 
shows the overall system architecture of TAPESTREA.   

 
Figure 7. Architectural pipeline of TAPESTREA. 

Figure 8 shows the sinusoidal/stochastic analysis screen with 
interactive waveform (time segment selectable) and spectral (an 
arbitrary rectangle can be selected in the spectrogram) displays, 
and controls for extraction parameters. 
 

 
Figure 8. TAPESTREA analysis GUI. 

 
The internal representation of a stochastic background 

template begins with a link to a sound file containing the related 
background component extracted in the analysis phase.  
However, merely looping through this sound file or randomly 
mixing segments of it does not produce a satisfactory background 
sound. Instead, our goal here is to generate ongoing din that 
sounds controllably similar to the original extracted stochastic 
background. Therefore, the stochastic background is synthesized 
from the saved sound file using an extension of the wavelet-tree 
learning algorithm [2]. In the original algorithm, the saved 
background is decomposed into a wavelet tree where each node 
represents a coefficient, with depth corresponding to resolution. 
The wavelet coefficients are computed using the Daubechies 
wavelet with 5 vanishing moments. A new wavelet tree is then 
constructed, with each node selected based on the similarity of its 
ancestors and first k predecessors to corresponding sequences of 
nodes in the original tree. The learning algorithm also takes into 
account the amount of randomness desired. Finally, the new 
wavelet tree undergoes an inverse wavelet transform to provide 
the synthesized time-domain samples. This learning technique 
works best with the separated stochastic background as input, 
where the sinusoidal and transient events have been removed. 

This chopping and randomized re-use is somewhat similar to 
“granular” synthesis from computer music [19][20][21], but here 
the tree and derived statistics provide a specific and automatic 
means for structuring the sound for transformation and re-
synthesis.  Also, rather than chopping up the original waveform, 
the wavelets perform the chopping in multiple frequency bands. 

TAPESTREA uses a modified and optimized version of the 
wavelet-tree algorithm, which follows the same basic steps but 
varies in details. For instance, the modified algorithm includes 
the option of incorporating randomness into the first level of 
learning, and also considers k as dependent on node depth rather 
than being constant. More importantly, it optionally avoids 
learning the coefficients at the highest resolutions. These 
resolutions roughly correspond to high frequencies, and 
randomness at these levels does not significantly alter the results, 
while the learning involved takes the most time. Optionally 
stopping the learning at a lower level thus optimizes the 
algorithm and allows it to run in real-time. 
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Further, TAPESTREA offers interactive control over the 
learning parameters in the form of “randomness” and “similarity” 
parameters. The size of a sound segment to be analyzed as one 
unit can also be controlled, and results in a “smooth” synthesized 
background for larger sizes versus a more “chunky” background 
for smaller sizes. 

Other means for creating din in TAPESTREA involves the 
use of loops of single deterministic and/or transient templates 
with full control over randomization of pitch, timing, and 
frequency/regularity of occurrence.  We also offer “mixed bags,” 
which allow the synthesis of a collection of templates, selected at 
random and synthesized with full control over randomization of 
pitch, time, frequency/regularity of occurrence, etc. Figure 9 
shows the control screen for synthesis, including a timeline for 
placing synthesized objects (top), a collection of extracted 
templates of various types (lower left), and controls for 
transformation/resynthesis of templates (lower right). 

  

 

Figure 9. TAPESTREA synthesis GUI. 

6. SYNTHESIS OF DIN USING CHUCK 

ChucK is a new real-time audio programming language that 
allows precise control over timing and concurrency [22].  Similar 
to C++, Java, and other object-oriented languages, Chuck differs 
significantly by use of the ChucK operator ( => ) for assignment, 
patching of unit generators, and other functions.   Further, along 
with containing functions such as Std.Math (greatly extended 
beyond the ANSI standard C math.h library), and built-in unit 
generators such as SinOsc(), adc, dac, etc., all STK instrument 
and effects objects are compiled into ChucK as native unit 
generators.  ChucK also provides full support for MIDI, Open 
Sound Control (OSC), and a variety of input devices (mice, 
joysticks, ASCII keyboards, Bluetooth devices (such as the 
Nintendo Wii controller), and the accelerometers, microphones, 
and cameras built into many modern laptops).  

This code example shows the synthesis of applause using 
only one recorded soundfile as a source.  The file clap.wav is 
loaded into 10 sound player objects (SndBuf claps[10]), and 
connected to a mixer (Gain object g), through a reverberator 
object (JCRev r) to the output sound hardware (dac).  The claps[] 
instances each load the same sound file (clap.wav), connect to the 
mixer, and then “spork” (fork) a “shred” (thread) which claps 
forever with pseudo-randomized pitches, gains, and clapping 
periods.  The program ends with an infinite loop that keeps the 
clapping going forever (until Control-C is pressed, or the 
“remove shred” button is pressed in the MiniAudicle [23] GUI. 

 
// ANSII C Code example for applause synthesis in ChucK 

 
Gain g => JCRev r => dac;       // gain into Reverb into Audio Out 
0.1 => r.mix;                       // amount of reverb 

 
SndBuf claps[10];      // make 10 wave players 
[0.25,0.35,0.25,0.35,0.25,0.4,0.15,0.25,0.2,0.277] @=> float rates[]; 
[1.0,0.75,0.8,0.85,0.9,0.95,0.7,1.05,1.1,1.15] @=> float pitches[]; 

 
int i;           // iterator variable  

 
for (0 => i; i < 10 ; i++)      {  // run through all 10 clappers 
    "clap.wav" => claps[i].read;  // load the sound file 

claps[i] => g;       // connect them to the mixer 
    spork ~ clapper(i);     // and tell them to start clapping 
} 

 
fun void clapper(int i)  { 
    while (1)   {       // clap forever 

Std.rand2f(0.5, 1.0) => claps[i].gain;             // random gain 
pitches[i] * Std.rand2f(0.85,1.15) => claps[i].rate; // rand. pitch 

        0 => claps[i].pos;                                    // trigger wave 
        rates[i] * Std.rand2f(0.9,1.1) :: second => now;   // rand. period 
    } 
} 

 
while (1) 1.0 :: second => now; // run forever so shreds stay alive 

 
// END CODE EXAMPLE 
 
Within TAPESTREA, even finer control over the synthesis can 
be obtained through the use of ChucK as a score/control/ 
scripting language, used for specifying precise parameter values 
and for controlling exactly how these values change over time.  
ChucK is woven directly into the TAPESTREA synthesis GUI, 
and can be used to move multiple controls at a time at arbitrary 
rates (can’t do this with a mouse!).  Since ChucK allows the user 
to specify events and actions precisely and concurrently in time, 
it is straightforward to write scores to dynamically and 
interactively evolve a sound tapestry. 

A ChucK virtual machine is attached to TAPESTREA, which 
registers a set of API bindings with which ChucK programs can 
access and control sound templates and automate tasks. Each 
script (called a shred) can be loaded as a sound template and be 
played or put on timelines. Scripts can run in parallel, 
synchronized to each other while controlling different parts of the 
synthesis. Also, scripting is an easy way to add “traditional” 
sound synthesis algorithms and real-time control via MIDI and 
Open Sound Control. 

7. ADDITIONAL FILES 

STK is available at: 
http://ccrma.stanford.edu/software/stk/ 

 
ClapLab is available at : 

http://soundlab.cs.princeton.edu/software 
 

ClaPD and Levi Peltola’s thesis are available at: 
http://www.acoustics.hut.fi/publications/files/theses/lpeltola_mst 

 
TAPESTREA is available at: 

http://taps.cs.princeton.edu 
 
ChucK and miniAudicle are available at: 

http://chuck.cs.princeton.edu 
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8. CONCLUSIONS 

This paper has described a series of related projects in the 
analysis and synthesis of stochastic sounds in general.  Many 
environmental sounds are of this type, where an ensemble of 
individual sound-producing objects or entities combine to make a 
whole.  The sources of such sounds can be as varied as human 
applause, flocks of birds, swarms of bees or locusts, wind 
through a forest, choirs of singing voices, and many other “crowd 
scenes.”  The author is currently assembling and editing a book 
with the working title: “Sonik Flox: Analysis and Synthesis of 
Horde Sounds,” which will include some classic papers as well 
as new work in the field.  There is still much work to be done, 
however, and I look forward to new advances in this challenging, 
often overlooked and deemphasized (many people simply resort 
to the use of sample loops for background sound) yet very 
important, area of sound analysis/synthesis. 
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ABSTRACT

Is the sound of a train whistling more similar to the sound of the
wheels of a train or to the sound of your whistle? This question ad-
dresses the comparative relevance of acoustical and conceptual in-
formation to the perceived similarity of sound events. The answer
to this question has theoretical and methodological consequences
for the field of sound source perception, and for the behaviorally
informed synthesis of environmental sounds. Hierarchical sort-
ing was used to collect measures of the similarity of large sets
of animate or inanimate sounds in naive listeners. Results were
compared with those from two other conditions based on the same
data–collection technique. Conceptual similarity was measured by
presenting the sound source identification labels (written words)
collected during a free–identification experiment. Acoustical sim-
ilarity was measured on heard sounds, after participants received
a training meant to minimize the effects of conceptual informa-
tion on sorting. Acoustical similarity was only weakly correlated
with conceptual similarity, proving the effectiveness of the train-
ing methodology in the acoustical condition. Also, naive listeners
focused on conceptual and acoustical information when judging
the similarity of animate and inanimate sound events, respectively.
Theoretical and methodological consequences of these results are
discussed.

[Keywords: Sound source perception, Environmental sounds, Hi-
erarchical sorting]

1. INTRODUCTION

The field of sound source perception investigates the ability of a
listener to recognize sound–generating events populating the ev-
eryday environment, and the information relevant to this process.
Research on the perception of a sound source is often linked with
the ecological approach to perception, whose main assumption is
that the primary object of perception is not the sound but the sound
source (cf. [1] [2]). Accordingly, a shattered glass is identified be-
cause the perceptual system “resonates” to the acoustical pattern
specifying the physical event of a breaking (cf. [3]). From a com-
putational standpoint [4], the sound is transduced into patterns of
neural activity within the peripheral auditory system; subjected to
grouping processes that merge together pieces of auditory infor-
mation likely originating from the same event; analyzed in terms

of auditory features; associated with the mental representation de-
fined by features matching those of the incoming auditory object
[5]. It should be noted that although the matching process op-
erates on auditory features, it is not completely independent of
top–down influences (e.g., relevant features might be selected by
means of top–down attentional processes [6]). Finally, in virtue
of the matching process the sound source can be named, and an
appropriate motor program eventually selected and executed [7].

A knowledge of the features of environmental sounds weighted
by the matching process has both a theoretical and an applied im-
pact. From the theoretical point of view, such a knowledge pro-
vides an ecologically meaningful understanding of the architec-
ture of the auditory cognition system. Specifically, it was used in
past studies to address specific assumptions of the ecological ap-
proach (e.g., does perception focus on acoustical properties that
accurately discriminate between source categories? [8]). From
the applied point of view, knowledge of the acoustical features
for the perception of environmental sounds could inform the de-
sign of hearing aids and of sonification systems. More specifi-
cally, physically–informed sound synthesis could be guided so as
to concentrate modeling efforts onto parameters characterized by
the highest perceptual effectiveness.

Within the field of source perception, perceptually relevant
features are inferred from models of human judgment based on
the acoustical properties of a signal. Most often, participants were
asked to judge a property of the sound source specified by the ex-
perimenter (e.g., identify the material of the struck object [9]).
Generalization of these results to a non–directed listening situa-
tion (e.g., hearing the clinking of glasses while at a restaurant) re-
quires assuming that such a judgment is indeed made in absence of
the instructions of the experimenter. This assumption can be mis-
taken, and testing it empirically might prove far from trivial. Al-
ternatively, participants can be asked to estimate the similarity of
sound events, thus avoiding the need to constrain judgment along
a pre–specified property of the sound source [10]. Thus, acoustical
features for perception would be derived from the measurement of
the basic cognitive operation of similarity estimation, an operation
frequently performed outside of the laboratory to categorize [11]
and ultimately identify [7] events and objects in the environment.

Similarity estimation has been used to investigate sets of ho-
mogeneous or highly heterogeneous sound sources (e.g., impact-
ing objects varying in size and material in [10]; from vocalizations
to splashes in [12]). The study of homogeneous sound sets re-
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veals the acoustical basis for the perceptual differentiations within
a class of environmental sounds, but does not uncover the acous-
tics for the perception of the class itself [13]. The acoustical basis
for the identification of large classes of sound events can instead
be investigated with sets of highly heterogeneous events. How-
ever, similarity estimation of heterogeneous sound sets is not free
of methodological drawbacks. With both homogeneous and het-
erogeneous sound sets, similarity is highly likely influenced by
the acoustical structure of the signals. However, particularly for
heterogeneous sets, similarity is likely to weight also the links be-
tween the mental structures activated by the recognized sound–
generating event (e.g., sensory–related structures as visual, haptic
and motor memories associated with the sound source; conceptual
structures as knowledge of the sound–generation mechanics and of
the most frequent context, or folk taxonomies of sound–generating
events).

A test for the relevance of non–acoustical information to the
estimation of the similarity of environmental sounds is then of both
methodological and theoretical relevance. From a methodological
point of view, it tests the extent to which similarity estimates can
yield a reliable knowledge of those acoustical features relevant to
the perception of environmental sounds. Indeed, if the contribu-
tion of non–acoustical factors to judgment was ignored, acousti-
cal measures would be used to explain human judgment of non–
acoustical information. As a consequence, acoustical models of
human judgment would be biased at best. From a theoretical point
of view, characterization of the relative relevance of acoustical and
non–acoustical information to similarity estimation would yield a
deeper understanding of the nature of the representations and pro-
cesses upon which source perception is based. Notably, the eco-
logical approach to perception assumes a perceptual primacy of
source properties (cf. [1] [2]). This assumption would be con-
firmed by a focus of judgment on auditory information, but would
be disconfirmed by a focus on non–auditory information. For ex-
ample, source properties wouldn’t clearly be the primary object
of perception if listeners spontaneously evaluated sounds’ similar-
ity on the basis of context commonalities. On the other hand, if
similarities were spontaneously evaluated focusing on acoustical
properties, the same assumption would be grossly validated, for
the simple fact that similar physical system tend to produce signals
with common acoustical properties (e.g., liquid sounds in general
are likely more similar to each other than to solid sounds). As
a consequence, a test of the above–mentioned assumption of the
ecological approach would require quantification of the relevance
of non–auditory information to similarity estimation in naive lis-
teners, i.e., in absence of instructions biasing judgment toward the
selective use of a specific type of information.

Among the previous studies focusing on sets of heterogeneous
environmental sounds, the most relevant to the current investiga-
tion are those illuminating effects of stimulus type and of instruc-
tions on similarity estimation (see [12] for a comprehensive review
of the literature). In [14], a set of inanimate sounds (i.e., generated
by the vibration of objects not part of a living being; cf. Section
2.1.1) was evaluated in two different conditions. Participants ar-
ranged sound stimuli on a two–dimensional display, placing simi-
lar sounds closer to each other. They focused on the similarity of
either the timbre of the sounds (acoustical properties) or of the vi-
sual image activated by the sounds (likely the visual memories of
the sound–generating event). Similarity estimates differed among
conditions, supporting the ability of listeners to selectively focus
on the acoustical properties of sound events. In [12], a mixed set of
animate and inanimate sounds was evaluated in four different con-

ditions. When presented sound identification labels, participants
rated the similarity of the mental representation of either the sound
(memory trace of the sound event) or of the sound–generating
event (knowledge of the sound generation mechanics and/or vi-
sual memory of the sound source). When presented sound events,
participants were instructed to focus on their similarity, without
further specifications (unbiased conditions). They estimated sim-
ilarity either in a rating or in a free–sorting task. Two main ef-
fects emerged. Firstly, data in the rating conditions strongly re-
sembled each other. In contrast with what observed in [14], this
effect was interpreted as revealing an inability to ignore knowl-
edge of the sound generating event when estimating similarities.
Secondly, rating data from all conditions were, at best, weakly cor-
related with similarity estimates from the free–sorting task. This
was interpreted as reflecting a difference in the mental processes
operating while the task was carried out. An alternative interpreta-
tion for the results in [12] can be advanced. In particular, the high
resemblance of data from the rating conditions was likely caused
by a focus of all participants on a highly salient distinction, that
between animate and inanimate sound events. Consistently, mul-
tidimensional scaling (MDS) models for these data sets invariably
showed the first MDS dimension to almost perfectly separate ani-
mate sounds (mainly vocalizations) from inanimate sounds. As a
reference, the introduction of the categorical distinction between
impulsive and continuant timbres likely lead [15] to overestimate
the invariance of timbre across a variety of signal manipulations
(see [16] for further comments about this study). Interestingly,
also the first MDS dimension for the sorting task in [12] afforded a
categorical distinction between animate and inanimate sounds, and
participants frequently created groups of animals/human sounds.

To summarize, previous studies disagree on the extent to which
similarity can be estimated focusing on acoustical properties alone
[14], or, almost equivalently, ignoring higher–level knowledge of
the sound–generation mechanics [12]. In particular, selective judg-
ment capabilities emerge when listeners do not focus on the ani-
mate/inanimate source distinction, which seems to predominate on
judgment independently of instructions. A logical next step would
be to characterize acoustical and unbiased judgment of sound events
for animate and inanimate sources independently. This method-
ological choice would allow a rigorous comparison of the cogni-
tive processes involved in the perception of these classes of sound
events. Interestingly, previous studies of audition pointed out tem-
poral and spatial differences in the neural processing of the sounds
generated by living and man-made objects (animate and inanimate
sources, respectively) [17] [18]. Most importantly, [19] investi-
gated semantic priming in the identification of animate and inani-
mate sounds. While a semantically related prime significantly re-
duced identification time for animate sounds, a facilitation was not
observed for inanimate sounds. As a consequence it could be con-
cluded that conceptual components represent a relevant part of the
cognitive processing of animate, but not of inanimate sound events.

The rest of this paper is structured as follows. In Section 2,
a free–identification study is presented, conducted on a large set
of animate and inanimate sound events. Identifiability measures
thus derived guided the selection of stimuli for a second experi-
ment. In Section 3, a similarity estimation study based on the hier-
archical sorting technique is presented. The similarity of animate
and inanimate sound events was estimated in separate experimen-
tal sessions, and in three different conditions. Separate groups of
participants estimated either the similarity of the acoustical prop-
erties of the sound events or of the meaning of the sound iden-
tification labels collected during Experiment 1. A third group of
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participants estimated the similarity of sound events in unbiased
conditions, i.e., without specification of the similarity estimation
criteria. Comparison of the results from the different conditions
revealed an ability to estimate the similarity of acoustical proper-
ties independently of the conceptual knowledge activated by the
sound events. Also, estimation of similarity in unbiased condi-
tions relied on conceptual information for animate sources and on
acoustical information for inanimate sources. The implications of
these results are discussed in Section 3.3.

2. EXPERIMENT 1: FREE–IDENTIFICATION

Free–identification of a large set of environmental sounds was in-
vestigated. The identification labels and the measures of identifi-
cation accuracy thus derived were used as stimuli and as stimuli
selection guidelines in Experiment 2, respectively. Identification
times were correlated with measures of identification accuracy.
Previous studies found this correlation to be negative [20]. A repli-
cation of this result was assumed to validate the adopted measure
of identification accuracy.

2.1. Methods

2.1.1. Stimuli

Stimuli were selected from a royalty–free database of sound ef-
fects (The General 6000 from Sound Ideas), complemented by ad-
ditional online and published resources [21], and by a database
of musical instrument tones [22]. The stimulus set did not in-
clude speech samples, synthetic sounds, Foley sounds, and com-
plex and hybrid sounds, generated by multiple interaction types
(e.g., rolling and impact in bowling sounds) and by vibrating mat-
ters of multiple states (e.g., liquid and solid as in coffee stirring),
respectively [1]. These selection guidelines were however violated
for a limited number of sound events (e.g., the hybrid sound of
crackling fire was included).

Signals were classified in terms of the properties of the sound–
generating objects and events, and in terms of higher–level source–
related properties (e.g., context). The classification system guided
stimuli selection and was meant to maximize the acoustical di-
versity and conceptual connectedness of the selected events, rather
than to provide a comprehensive taxonomy of environmental sounds.

All sounds were classified on the basis of the following three
criteria: 1. Source animacy (the sound–generating object is/is
not part of the body of a living being); 2. Agent animacy (the
sound is/is not the result of the motor activity of a living being); 3.
Musicality (the sound source is commonly referred to as a musical
instrument).

Additional distinctions were carried within each of four dif-
ferent classes. 1. Animate sources: 1a. Taxonomical class (am-
phibians birds, insects, humans, non–human mammals); 1b. Vo-
calization (the sound is/is not produced by a phonatory appara-
tus); 1c. Communication (the sound has/has not a communicative
function). 2. Inanimate–musical sources: 2a. Musical instru-
ment family [23] (aerophone, chordophone, idiophone, membra-
nophone); 2b. Excitation type [16] (impulsive, continuant, multi-
ple impacts). 3. Inanimate–non musical sources: 3a. Material
class [1] (aerodynamic, combustion, electric, liquid, solid); 3b.
Interaction type [1] (Aerodynamic – continuous, steam, whoosh,
wind; Combustion – simple, crackling; Electric – explosive, con-
tinuous; Liquid – bubbling, dripping, flowing, pouring, sloshing,

splashing; Solid – deformation, impact, rolling, scraping). 4. An-
imate agent: 4a. Locomotion (the sound is generated by the lo-
comotion of the agent); 4b. Alimentation (the sound is generated
during the alimentation of the agent).

Finally, signals were classified in terms of their context, i.e.,
the location where sounds were generated (and not experienced).
In absence of such information a guess was made about the most
frequent location of a sound source. The following classification
was adopted: 1. Animate sources anywhere, indoors–generic,
toilet, farm, sea, wild; 2. Inanimate–non musical sources: any-
where, casino, party, indoors–generic, kitchen, toilet, construction,
military, office, outdoors–generic, sea, wild, sport, store, travel–
generic, bicycle travel, marine travel, railways travel. Musical
sources were assumed as potentially generated anywhere.

The intersection of the above–defined classes defined cate-
gories of interest considered for the sound selection (e.g., a vacu-
uming sound belonged to the “inanimate source – animate agent –
non musical – aerodynamic – continuous – indoors–generic” cat-
egory). At least one sound per category was selected randomly.
Signals judged non–typical or unidentifiable were replaced with a
more suitable category member. A set of 70 stimuli was selected
from the animate–source, alimentation and locomotion classes; an-
other set of 70 stimuli were selected from the inanimate–source
class. From now on these stimulus sets will be referred to as ani-
mate and inanimate sounds, respectively.

Signals were edited to a minimal duration, following the re-
quirement that the stimulus allowed the event to “unfold naturally”
(cf. [24]). More precisely, sounds were edited to the minimal du-
ration required to keep a signal representative of the generating
sound source (in this sense, a single shoe impact is not a represen-
tative footsteps sound). Signals’ level was left unmodified from
the recordings.

2.1.2. Procedure

On each trial, participants were presented a stimulus and asked to
identify the sound generating event using at least one verb and one
noun. Blank responses were not allowed. They were free to use
a second noun if necessary. Responses were typed in on-screen
blank areas labeled “Verb”, “Noun1” and “Noun2”. Participants
were asked to maximize identification accuracy, avoiding generic
responses (e.g., thing). They could play each of the stimuli as
many times as needed, but were instructed to maximize identifica-
tion speed. When they were satisfied with their identification they
clicked on an on–screen button to begin the next trial. Identifica-
tion time measured the temporal distance between the beginning
and the end of a trial. Each of the stimuli was identified once by
each of the participants. Stimuli were presented in random order.
At the beginning of the experiment participants were presented
with all the stimuli in random order, separated by a silence interval
of 100 ms. The experiment lasted approximately 2 hours.

Stimuli were stored on the hard disk of a Mac G5 Worksa-
tion, equipped with a M–Audio Audiophile 192 S/PDIF interface.
Audio signals were amplified with a Grace Design m904 moni-
tor system and presented through Sennheiser HD280 headphones.
Participants sat inside a IAC double–wall soundproof booth. Sig-
nal peak level ranged from 10 to 53 dB SPL.

2.1.3. Participants

Twenty–one native English speakers took part in the experiment
(10 females, 11 males; age: 18–25; mean age: 21.14; 6 ama-
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teur musicians, 15 professional musicians). Normal hearing was
assessed, measuring the hearing threshold in both ears on octave-
spaced frequencies (125–8000 Hz). A standard audiometric proce-
dure was used to this purpose. Hearing thresholds never exceeded
normative values of more than 15 dB [25] [26].

2.2. Results

Data from one participant who consistently confused the “Noun1”
and “Verb” fields, and never used the “Noun2” field, were not con-
sidered.

Three subsequent analyses were carried out on the verbal data:
naming agreement; conceptual agreement; identification perfor-
mance.

Occasional confusions between the verb and noun fields and
spelling mistakes were corrected. Non–words and adjectives were
discarded. Complex nouns (two nouns or one noun and one ad-
verb) were kept if commonly used to reference specific exemplars
of an object. Verbs and nouns were reduced to the gerund and sin-
gular form, respectively. Only the first of multiple alternatives for
each of the response categories (i.e., Verb, Noun1 and Noun2) was
considered. For each of the stimuli, modal (i.e., most frequent) re-
sponses were extracted for each of the response categories. Blank
responses were not considered to this purpose. Naming agreement
for each of the response categories was given by the proportion of
participants who gave the modal response. Naming agreement was
also computed for the Noun1 and Noun2 responses considered to-
gether. A summary of the naming agreement analysis is given in
Figure 1
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Figure 1: Experiment 1. Average naming agreement for the dif-
ferent response categories for the animate and inanimate sets. A
score of 1.0 indicates perfect naming agreement. Error bars =
95% confidence interval for the average naming agreement.

A particularly low naming agreement for Noun2 reflects the
fact that most participants left this field blank (75% of Noun2 re-
sponses; blanks were not permitted in the other fields). For this
reason, and because participants were not instructed to treat them
differently, the Noun1 and Noun2 responses were considered to-
gether in the following stages of the analysis.

Conceptual agreement for the verb and noun categories was
quantified with reference to the modal responses for each of the
stimuli. If necessary, responses were disambiguated considering
together the noun and verb fields (e.g., a noun key associated with
the verb typing agreed conceptually with the modal noun key-
board). A non–modal response was scored as in agreement with
the modal response if: a synonym of the modal response; a spec-
ification of the modal response (e.g., coffee for liquid); a part of

the modal response (e.g., open string for guitar); an acoustically
plausible coordinate of the modal response (e.g., splashing for lap-
ping); an implication of the modal response (e.g., toothbrush is
implied by brushing teeth). A superordinate of the modal response
(e.g., metal for keys) was not scored as in agreement with the
modal response. It should be noted that these criteria represent
a stricter assessment of conceptual agreement than that adopted
in previous studies ([24] scored as correct a superordinate and, in
general, any “acoustically plausible alternative” of the modal re-
sponse). The conceptual agreement score was defined as the pro-
portion of participants who gave a response in conceptual agree-
ment with the modal response. A summary of this analysis is pre-
sented in Figure 2.

For each of the stimuli, a verbal description was extracted,
given by the modal verb and modal noun characterized by the high-
est conceptual agreement. These verbal descriptions were used
as stimuli in Experiment 2, and established the specificity level
against which identification performance was assessed. Conse-
quently, a correct identification agreed conceptually, and was at
least as specific as the verbal description thus extracted. Also
acoustically plausible coordinates were scored as correct, while
responses more generic than the reference verbal description were
not. The identification performance score was given by the pro-
portion of correct responses for a given stimulus. Average identi-
fication performance scores are shown in Figure 2.
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Figure 2: Experiment 1. Performance measures averaged across
stimuli, for the animate and inanimate sound sets. Nam. = nam-
ing; Con. = conceptual; agr. = agreement. Error bars: 95%
confidence intervals for the average value.

Associations between the above–defined performance measures
were quantified by means of a robust version of the Spearman rank
correlation coefficient [27]. Not surprisingly, all measures were
strongly and positively correlated (minimum correlation: 0.883;
average correlation: 0.897). Also, in agreement with data from
[20], identification performance decreased with increasing identi-
fication time (Spearman correlation: -0.777).

Significant differences between the animate and inanimate sets
in naming and conceptual agreement, and in identification perfor-
mance were assessed by means of a Wilcoxon rank sum test for
equal medians. Naming and conceptual agreement scores were
averaged across verb and noun responses. On the one hand, nam-
ing and conceptual agreement were significantly higher for the an-
imate than for the inanimate sounds (p < 0.001 and p = 0.032,
respectively). On the other hand, identification performance did
not differ between the two sets (p = 0.069).
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2.3. Discussion

The results of a first free–identification experiment provided data
useful for the design of the main experiment of this study. Identifi-
ability of sound events was assessed modifying criteria followed in
previous studies (e.g., [24]). In the current experiment, the shorter
the identification time the more likely it was that the event was cor-
rectly identified. Since this result was highly consistent with those
from a previous identification study [20], our measure of identifia-
bility was assumed to be valid.

Animate and inanimate sounds did not significantly differ in
either identification performance or in the between–participants
agreement for the conceptual content of the verbal identifications.
However, naming agreement was significantly higher for the iden-
tification of animate than for that of inanimate sounds. This result
suggested that a larger vocabulary is available for the verbal iden-
tification of inanimate than animate sound events.

3. EXPERIMENT 2: HIERARCHICAL SORTING

Estimation of the similarity of animate and inanimate sound events
was investigated in three experimental conditions. In the acoustical
and conceptual conditions participants focused on the acoustical
properties of the sound stimuli and on the meaning of the verbal
descriptions derived from Experiment 1, respectively. In the un-
biased condition, participants were instructed to estimate the simi-
larity of sound events, without further specification of the response
criteria.

Comparison of condition–specific data allowed addressing two
questions. Firstly, whether similarity estimation could selectively
focus on the acoustical properties of the sound stimuli, indepen-
dently of the conceptual correlates of identified sound–generating
events. Previous studies were not conclusive on this issue (see Sec-
tion 1). A novel training technique was therefore designed to aid
the adoption of a purely–acoustical similarity estimation criterion,
and its effects on the behavioral relevance of conceptual correlates
quantified. Secondly, biases in naive listeners for the estimation
of the similarity of sound events were characterized. In particular,
the comparative relevance of acoustical and conceptual informa-
tion was quantified. On the basis of previous studies [19], we ex-
pected conceptual and acoustical information to predominate for
the unbiased estimation of the similarity of animate and inanimate
sound events, respectively.

3.1. Methods

3.1.1. Stimuli

Forty animate and forty inanimate sounds were selected from those
investigated in Experiment 1. All of them were identified correctly
by at least 50% of the participants. Less identifiable sounds were
not considered. Indeed, since these sounds were characterized by
a lower conceptual agreement (see Section 2.2), a larger misalign-
ment was expected between the conceptual information evoked by
verbal descriptions and sound stimuli. As such, estimates of the
similarity of verbal descriptions were not granted to measure the
conceptual information considered when estimating sounds’ simi-
larity. Stimuli selection aimed at equalizing the identifiability dis-
tribution in the two sets, and at maximizing the diversity of the
identification labels. Identifiability distributions for the animate
and inanimate sets were not significantly different, as assessed
with an unpaired samples Kolmogorov–Smirnov test (p = 0.893,
see Figure 3).
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Figure 3: Experiment 2. Distribution of the identifiability scores
for the animate and inanimate sound sets.

Verbal descriptions for the selected sounds were investigated
in the conceptual condition, and were derived from data of Exper-
iment 1. The verb always preceded the noun. The noun was either
in the singular or plural form, depending on the most frequent re-
sponse in Experiment 1.

Ten trial stimuli were (5 animate, 5 inanimate) were finally
chosen among the highly identifiable stimuli not selected for the
experimental phase. In particular, the sounds, the corresponding
verbal descriptions and the manipulated sounds were used during
the trial phase of the unbiased, conceptual and acoustical condi-
tions, respectively.

The trial phase for the acoustical condition was meant to train
participants in estimating sounds similarity independently of con-
ceptual information. Therefore, signals manipulation aimed at ren-
dering sounds unidentifiable while preserving gross acoustical prop-
erties. A method similar to the Event Noise Modulation technique
by [28] was used to this purpose. The amplitude envelope E (t) of
the original signal x (t) was defined as:

E (t) = |x (t) + iH [x (t)]| (1)

where H is the Hilbert transform [29]. Hearing–range amplitude
fluctuations were attenuated by forward–reverse filtering E (t) us-
ing a third–order Butterworth filter with a low–pass cutoff fre-
quency of 50 Hz [10]. Further acoustical properties were estimated
from the fast Fourier transform (FFT) of the entire signal (Hanning
window): the spectral center of gravity SCG, the linear–amplitude
weighted average of frequencies from 16 to 16000 Hz.; the spec-
tral mode SM , the frequency of the highest amplitude FFT bin; the
lower LL and upper spectral slope UL, given by the slope of the
least squares line of the dB spectrum, from the lowest frequency
to SM and from SM to the Nyquist frequency, respectively.

A random–phase signal was synthesized, with the same du-
ration as the original signal. Its SM corresponded to that of the
original signal, with spectral level decaying linearly in dB, as a
function of the distance from the SM . LLsynth and ULsynth

were recursively adjusted, starting from LLorig and ULorig , re-
spectively. At each step of the iterative procedure the SCG of the
synthetic signal modulated with the original amplitude envelope
was calculated. If SCGsynth differed from SCGorig by more
than 0.1%, the current LLsynth and ULsynth values were multi-
plied by the SCGorig/SCGsynth ratio, and by the inverse of this
quantity, respectively. If the SCGsynth differed from SCGorig

by less than 0.1%, the procedure was terminated. Convergence
was always reached in less than 28 recursive steps.
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3.1.2. Procedure

Participants estimated the similarity of the sounds, or of their acous-
tical properties, or of the meaning of the corresponding verbal de-
scriptions (unbiased, acoustical and conceptual condition, respec-
tively).

The agglomerative hierarchical sorting technique was used [30].
Participants sorted each of three stimulus sets, one at a time. The
sorting involved three sequential phases. Firstly, all the stimuli
were initially presented in sequential random order, separated by
a pause of 100 ms. Secondly, participants were asked to create
a given number of groups out of the available stimuli. They did
so dragging randomly numbered on–screen buttons onto one of
different rectangles, each representing a single group. They were
not allowed to leave empty groups, and could examine each of the
stimuli as many times as needed by clicking on the appropriate but-
ton. Finally, participants were presented with as many numbered
buttons as the groups they created. They were asked to merge the
two most similar groups. They could inspect the content of each
of the groups as many times as necessary, clicking on the corre-
sponding numbered button. The merging was iterated until only
two groups remained to be joined. The sorting task was carried
out on the trial set first. Then, half of the participants sorted the
animate or the inanimate set, and the remaining set last. During the
trial and experimental phases the starting number of groups was 4
and 15, respectively. The entire experiment lasted a maximum of
2 hours and a half.

Stimuli were presented using the same apparatus as for Exper-
iment 1. Signal peak level ranged from 10 to 53 dB SPL. Verbal
descriptions were presented at the screen center for a duration of 5
s, approximately the average duration of the sound stimuli.

3.1.3. Participants

Sixty native English speakers took part in the experiment (42 fe-
males, 18 males; age: 17–37; mean age: 21.23; 16 non–musicians,
25 amateur musicians, 19 professional musicians). None of them
had participated to Experiment 1. An equal number of partici-
pants was assigned to each of the experimental conditions. Half
of the participants evaluated the animate set first, the inanimate
set second and vice versa. Normal hearing for participants in the
acoustical and conceptual conditions was assessed using the same
methodology as in Experiment 1. All participants reported having
normal hearing and normal or corrected–to–normal vision.

3.2. Results

Agglomerative hierarchical sorting data can be assumed to yield
an ordinal estimate of between–stimuli dissimilarity, given by the
step of the merging procedure when two stimuli are grouped first.
Plausibly, similar stimuli are grouped earlier than dissimilar stim-
uli. A full pairwise dissimilarity matrix was therefore collected
from each of the participants for each of the stimulus sets.

Data modeling focused on the agreement among condition–
specific sortings, measured by means of the correlation between
the median dissimilarity matrices from the different conditions.
Agreement was quantified using the robust Spearman rank cor-
relation [27]. Analysis focused on group rather than individual
data since the former were much more reliable than the latter. For
example, while the highest between–groups correlation was 0.85,
the average correlation between data of participants in the same
two groups was 0.31 (range: −0.03 – 0.99). This discrepancy was
probably caused by participant–specific sorting criteria at times

independent of perceived similarity. Nonetheless, these idiosyn-
cratic influences (e.g., influence of the buttons numberings on the
grouping decisions) were likely attenuated in the group data.

Statistical modeling aimed at testing for an influence of the ex-
perimental factors, and of their interactions, on the level of agree-
ment between condition–specific data. An ad hoc data manipula-
tion was carried so as to introduce a font of between–participants
variability, thus allowing the adoption of the repeated measures
ANOVA framework. The same between–groups correlation was
then computed leaving out the data of one of the participants at
a time. Thus, one vector of between–conditions correlations was
computed for each of the participants. Figure 4 summarizes the
data relevant to the following of this paper.
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Figure 4: Experiment 2. Spearman rank correlation between me-
dian condition–specific sortings. Data points show the average of
the correlation coefficients computed leaving out the data of one
participant at a time (error bars = ±1 SD). Upper panels: ani-
mate set; lower panels; inanimate set. The abscissa label shows
the condition factor constant within each of the panels (Con. =
conceptual; Aco. = acoustical; Unb. = unbiased). Order factor:
white and black (animate before inanimate and vice versa).

A resampling–based variant of the repeated measures ANOVA
model was used, the bootstrap–F technique, resistant to violations
of the data–normality and sphericity assumptions (e.g., [31]).

Three repeated measures ANOVA model were computed, con-
sidering either the conceptual, the unbiased, or the acoustical con-
dition as a reference (left, middle and right panels of Figure 4,
respectively). The dependent variables were the above–defined
participant–specific correlations. The model for the reference–
acoustical condition (middle panels of Figure 4) did not signif-
icantly add to the overall conclusions and is only briefly men-
tioned here. Each of the models had two within–subjects factors:
comparison condition (e.g., acoustical and unbiased in the model
for the reference–conceptual condition) and set type (animate vs.
inanimate). The order of presentation of the sets (first animate or
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inanimate) was a between–subjects factor. Significance tests were
computed from 10000 bootstrap replicates, drawn independently
within different levels of the between–subjects factor.

All the effects in both the conceptual and unbiased model were
significant (p ≤ 0.039). Further contrasts were investigated com-
puting a separate ANOVA model for the animate and inanimate
sets (top and bottom panels of Figure 4), or using two–samples
bootstrap hypothesis tests (bootstrap replicates = 10000) [32].

The conceptual model compared the extent to which partici-
pants in the acoustical and unbiased conditions made use of con-
ceptual information. With animate sounds (left–top panel in Fig-
ure 4), conceptual information was less relevant in the acoustical
than in the unbiased condition, independently of whether they were
evaluated before or after the inanimate sounds (p < 0.001). Also,
when the animate sounds were evaluated second, the relevance
of the conceptual information decreased for the unbiased, but not
for the acoustical condition (p < 0.001 and p = 0.171, respec-
tively). When inanimate sounds (left–bottom panel in Figure 4)
were presented first, conceptual information was equally relevant
in the acoustical and unbiased conditions (p = 0.132); when they
were evaluated after the animate sounds, conceptual information
was slightly more relevant in the acoustical than in the unbiased
condition (p = 0.001). Most notably, the relevance of conceptual
information was higher when the inanimate set was evaluated after
the animate set, independently of the condition (p < 0.001). Fi-
nally, when animate or inanimate sounds were evaluated first, the
weight of the conceptual information in the acoustical condition
was constant and extremely low (p = 0.596, average Spearman
correlation ≤ 0.29). However, even when each of the sets was
evaluated first, the weight of the conceptual information to similar-
ity estimation in the acoustical condition was always significantly
higher than zero, as measured by the p–value for the correlation
among median group data (p < 0.001 for both the animate and
inanimate sets).

The acoustical model (middle panels in Figure 4) revealed
that, independently of the set type and order, the relevance of acous-
tical information was invariably higher for participants in the un-
biased condition than for those in the conceptual condition (p <
0.001).

The unbiased model compared the relevance of conceptual
and acoustical information for participants in the unbiased condi-
tion. For animate sounds (right–top panel of Figure 4), conceptual
information was more relevant than acoustical information when
they were evaluated first, while the opposite was true when they
were evaluated after the inanimate set (p ≤ 0.002). For inan-
imate sounds (right–bottom panel in Figure 4), acoustical infor-
mation was always more relevant than conceptual information, in-
dependently of the order in which the sound sets were evaluated
(p < 0.001). Interestingly, when inanimate sounds were evalu-
ated second, both the acoustical and the conceptual information
increased in relevance (p < 0.001).

3.3. Discussion and conclusions

The agglomerative hierarchical sorting technique was used to mea-
sure the estimation of the similarity of large sets of animate and
inanimate sound events, and of their identification labels, in differ-
ent conditions.

Clear condition effects were observed when the animate or
inanimate sets were evaluated first. Firstly, the relevance of con-
ceptual information to similarity estimation in the acoustical con-
dition was extremely low, for both animate and inanimate sounds.

Therefore, consistently with results by [14], a selective focus on
acoustical information was possible, independent of the knowl-
edge structures activated by the recognition of the sound–generating
event. Furthermore, the weight of conceptual information in the
acoustical conditions never approached zero. Plausibly, a perfect
independence of the judgment of conceptual and acoustical cor-
relates of sound events can never be observed, since events acti-
vating similar knowledge structures likely share some acoustical
structure (e.g., most of the sounds recognized as insects sounds
likely share some acoustical properties). Interestingly, the training
and instructions in the acoustical condition significantly decreased
the relevance of conceptual information only for animate sounds,
while with inanimate sounds the relevance of conceptual informa-
tion was already extremely low in the unbiased condition.

A second result emerged from those conditions where sound
sets were judged first: consistently with data by [19], unbiased
similarity estimation of animate and inanimate sounds focused on
conceptual and acoustical information, respectively. This result
is also consistent with a preferential activation of the Brodmann’s
area 22 in response to animal sounds [17], where this cortical area
is home to Wernicke’s area, believed to underlie language compre-
hension. This result is however at odds with data by [12], where
unbiased similarity estimation was strongly correlated with esti-
mation of the similarity of the knowledge structures activated by
the identification labels. As pointed out in Section 1, this likely re-
sulted from a focus on the animate–inanimate distinction in all of
the experimental conditions investigated by [12]. Finally, it should
be noted that a strong perceptual relevance of conceptual informa-
tion disagrees with the assumption of the ecological approach ac-
cording to which the object of perception is the sound–generating
event (cf. [3]). A focus on acoustical properties is instead consis-
tent with this assumption, since it is not farfetched to state that the
structure of a sound is determined by the mechanics of the sound–
generating event [3]. In light of the above–mentioned results it
can be concluded that the ecological approach accurately explains
perception of inanimate sounds, but not of animate sounds.

Results differed when the sound sets were evaluated second.
Firstly, the relevance of conceptual information to similarity esti-
mation in the acoustical condition remained constant and increased
for animate and inanimate sounds, respectively. As a consequence,
an unbiased characterization of the acoustical correlates for the
perception of animate sounds is likely obtained independently of
previously judged sounds. The same goal can be reached with
inanimate sounds if they are judged before animate sounds. In the
unbiased condition, a general tendency was observed for judgment
criteria for the second set to resemble those adopted for the first
set. However, this tendency characterized the conceptual but not
the acoustical information. Indeed, the weight of conceptual in-
formation increased and decreased for the inanimate and animate
sounds, respectively, while the weight of acoustical information
increased for both sound sets. An explanation for this result is that
while a focus on conceptual information can be controlled with
relative ease by a listener, the same is not possible for acoustical
information. This result would support the hypothesis of a percep-
tual primacy of a listening mode based on acoustics rather than on
higher–level knowledge, for both animate and inanimate sounds.
Given the likely lawful relationship between sound source me-
chanics and acoustical structure, this hypothesis would be highly
consistent with the assumptions of the ecological approach.

In conclusion, two main points emerged from this study. Firstly,
accurate characterization of the acoustical correlates of the per-
ception of environmental sound is possible, following a few sim-
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ple methodological guidelines. Secondly, naive listeners estimate
the similarity of animate and inanimate sounds focusing on the
higher–level knowledge activated by the recognition of the sound–
generating event and on the acoustical structure, respectively. In
other words, everyday we hear animate concepts and inanimate
sound sources.
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ABSTRACT

This review paper discusses the literature on perception and
synthesis of environmental sounds. Relevant studies in ecological
acoustics and multimodal perception are reviewed, and physically-
based sound synthesis techniques for various families of environ-
mental sounds are compared. Current research directions and open
issues, including multimodal interfaces and virtal environments,
automatic recognition and classification, and sound design, are
discussed. The focus is especially on applications of physically-
based techniques for synthesis of environmental sounds in interac-
tive multimodal systems. The paper reports on ongoing research
on bimodal (audio-haptic) rendering of virtual objects.

[Keywords: Environmental sounds, multimodal rendering, physi-
cal models]

1. INTRODUCTION

Research on environmental sounds, which has its roots in ecolog-
ical acoustics, is currently receiving interest in many domains, in-
cluding multimodal interfaces and virtal environments, automatic
recognition and classification (with applications to context-aware
and surveillance systems as well as automatic classification of sound
effects and automatic synthesis of soundscapes), and sounddesign.

This paper provides a review of the literature on perception
and synthesis of environmental sounds, and discusses some rele-
vant current research directions. The focus is especially on physical-
ly-based techniques for synthesis of environmental sounds, and ap-
plication of these techniques in interactive multimodal systems.

The paper is organized as follows. Section 2 is devoted to per-
ception of environmental sounds, with emphasis on studies in eco-
logical acoustics and multimodal perception; Section 3 discusses
synthesis techniques for various families of environmental sounds;
Section 5 reports on our current research on physically-based mod-
els and applications to joint audio-haptic rendering.

2. PERCEPTION OF ENVIRONMENTAL SOUNDS

2.1. Ecological acoustics

The “ecological” approach to perception, originated in thework of
Gibson [1], differs from more established views in two main re-
spects: first, perception is an achievement of animal-environment
systems, not simply animals (or their brains); second, the main
purpose of perception is to guide action. The gibsonian approach is
considered controversial because of one central and strongclaim:

perception isdirect, that is, there exists a 1:1 correspondence be-
tween patterns of sensory stimulation and the underlying aspects
of physical reality. This assumption implies that anythingthat can
be perceived can also be measured in the physical world.

Gibson worked on visual perception and introduced the con-
cept ofoptic flow, which indicates the structure in changing pat-
terns of light at a given point of observation. Perceivers exploit
particular patterns –invariants– to guide their activities. These
considerations also apply to other senses, including audition. Re-
cent research has introduced the concept ofglobal array [2], ac-
cording to which individual forms of energy are subordinatecom-
ponents of a higher-order spatio-temporal structure. The general
claim underlying this concept is that observers are not separately
sensitive to structures in the optic and acoustic flows, but are di-
rectly sensitive to patterns that extend across these flows.

Two companion papers by Gaver [3, 4] have greatly contributed
to the build-up of a solid framework forecological acoustics, by
introducing such concepts as the acoustic array and acoustic invari-
ants that can be associated to sound events: as an example, several
attributes of a vibrating solid (e.g., size, shape, density), determine
the frequencies of the sounds it produces. A single physicalparam-
eters can influence simultaneously many different sound parame-
ters: these complex patterns of change may serve as information
distinguishing the physical parameters responsible.

Gaver also coined the termeveryday listening, the experience
of listening to events rather than sounds, and proposed an “eco-
logical taxonomy” of environmental sounds (see Fig. 1). Sounds
generated bysolid objectsare structured by the type of theirin-
teraction, the materials, and the geometry and configuration of the
objects. Sounds involvingliquids also depend on an initial defor-
mation counter-acted by restoring forces, but in this case sounds
are created by the resonant cavities (bubbles) that form andos-
cillate and in the surface of the liquid.Aerodynamic soundsare
caused by atmospheric pressure differences (e.g. an exploding bal-
loon), or situations in which changes in pressure set objects into
vibration (e.g. the wind passing through a wire). Any environ-
mental sound is originated frombasicevents in any of the above
categories. Many sounds can be described as temporalpatterns
of simpler events: breaking is a complex event involving patterns
of simpler impacts.Compoundevents involve more than one type
of basic level event: a door slam involves the squeak of scraping
hinges and the impact of the door on its frame.Hybrid events in-
volve yet another level of complexity in which more than one basic
type of material is involved (e.g. the sounds of water dripping on
a reverberant surface).

Although relatively young, the literature on ecological acous-
tics has produced a number of relevant results. Most are concerned
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Figure 1:An ecological taxonomy of environmental sounds. Com-
plexity increases towards the center. Figure based on [3].

with basic interactions of solids objects, while sound-producing
events that involve liquids and aerodynamic interactions have been
addressed less frequently. Many studies have investigatedthe per-
ception of object material from impact sounds [5, 6, 7, 8]. An-
other relevant ecological dimension of impact sounds is thehard-
ness of collision [9, 8]. With respect to continuous contact(e.g.
scraping), a relevant ecological dimension is surface roughness:
research by Lederman and coworkers has investigated the role of
auditory feedback in both tactile [10] and vibratory roughness per-
ception [11]. The auditory perception of geometric properties of
interacting objects, e.g. length, has also been investigated [12].

Studies on patterned sounds include bouncing and breaking
events [13], hands clapping [14], and walking sounds [15]. Are-
cent paper by Gygiet al. [16] does not focus on a specific sound
event and instead uses a large (70) and varied catalog of sounds
that include patterned, compound, and hybrid sources. The authors
investigate the role of temporal features of the sound envelope (pe-
riodicities, amount of silence, roughness) in the identification of
the events.

2.2. Multimodal perception

Humans achieve robust perception through the combination and
integration of information from multiple sensory modalities. Two
general strategies can be identified [17]: (sensorycombination) is
used to maximize non-redundant information delivered fromdif-
ferent sensory modalities, while sensoryintegration is used to re-
duce the variance in the sensory estimate and increase reliability.

In general the amount of cross-modal integration depends on
the features to be evaluated or the tasks to be accomplished.The
modality precisionor modality appropriatenesshypothesis [18] is
often cited when trying to explain which modality dominatesun-
der what circumstances, and states that discrepancies are always
resolved in favour of the more precise or more appropriate modal-
ity. Vision dominates the integrated percept in many tasks.As an
example, vision can bias the perceived location of sounds whereas
sounds rarely influence visual localization. One key reasonfor
this visual captureis that vision provides more accurate location
information. For temporal judgments however the situationis re-

versed and audition, being the more appropriate modality, usually
dominates over vision. Recent studies have provided evidence of
auditory captureeffects in temporal judgments, showing e.g. that
the number of auditory beeps influences the perceived numberof
visual flashes [19] or that auditory events can even alter theper-
ceived timing of target lights [20].

Similar capture effects can also occur between audition and
tactile perception: some authors [21, 22] have extended thefinding
of the auditory-visual illusion established by [19] to the auditory-
tactile domain. Other authors have studied auditory-tactile integra-
tion in surface texture perception. Lederman and coworkershave
shown that audition has little influence on tactile texture percep-
tion [10]. However, when the contact is made via a rigid probe,
with a consequent increase of touch-related sound and a degra-
dation of tactile information, auditory and tactile cues are inte-
grated [11]. These results suggest that although touch is mostly
dominant in texture perception, the degree of auditory-tactile inte-
gration can be modulated by the reliability of the single-modality
information. A related experiment on forced-choice discrimina-
tion of the roughness of abrasive surfaces [23] showed that prop-
erly processed texture sounds lead to a bias towards an increased
perception of tactile smoothness or roughness.

3. SYNTHESIS OF ENVIRONMENTAL SOUNDS

Sound synthesis techniques traditionally developed for computer
music applications (e.g. additive, subtractive, frequency modu-
lation [24]) are less effective for the generation of environmen-
tal sounds. On the other hand, physically-based sound modeling
approaches generate sound from computational structures that re-
spond to physical input parameters, and therefore they automati-
cally incorporate complex responsive acoustic behaviors.A sec-
ond quality of these techniques is interactivity and ease inassoci-
ating motion to sound control, so that the sound feedback responds
in a natural way to user gestures and actions. Traditionallydevel-
oped in the computer music community and mainly applied to the
faithful simulation of existing musical instruments, physical mod-
els have now gained popularity for sound rendering in interactive
applications [25].

3.1. Contact sounds

As already remarked an important class of sound events is that of
contactsounds between solids, i.e. sounds generated when solid
objects come in contact with each other (see Fig. 1). Variousmod-
eling approaches have been proposed in the literature.

Modal synthesis [26] was proposed in [27, 28] as an efficient
yet accurate framework for describing the acoustic properties of
objects. If a resonating object is described as a network of masses
connected with springs and dampers, then a geometrical transfor-
mation can be found that turns the system into a set of decou-
pled equations. The transformed variables are generally referred
to asmodal displacements, and obey a second-order linear oscil-
lator equation. If the driving force is an impulse, the response of
each mode is a damped sinusoid. Any pre-computed contact force
signal can then be convolved to the impulse response and thusused
to drive the modal synthesizer. The modal representation ofa res-
onating object can be linked to manyecologicaldimensions of the
corresponding sounds. As an example, in [7] the modal represen-
tation proposed by [27] has been applied to the synthesis of impact
sounds with material information.
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A different physically-based approach was proposed in [29,
30], which amounts to employing finite-element simulationsfor
generating both animated video and audio. This task is accom-
plished by analyzing the surface motions of objects that areani-
mated using a deformable body simulator, and isolating vibrational
components that correspond to audible frequencies. The system
then determines how these surface motions will generate acoustic
pressure waves in the surrounding medium and models the prop-
agation of those waves to the listener. In this way, sounds arising
from complex nonlinear phenomena can be simulated. However,
heavy computational load prevents real-time sound generation and
the use of the method in interactive applications.

3.2. Other classes of sounds

The map of everyday sounds developed by Gaver (see Fig. 1) com-
prises three main classes: solids, liquids, and gases. Research on
sound modeling is clearly biased toward the first of these classes,
while less has been done for the others.

A physically-based liquid sound synthesis methodology was
developed in [31]. The fundamental mechanism for the production
of liquid sounds is identified as the acoustic emission of bubbles.
After reviewing the physics of vibrating bubbles as it is relevant
to audio synthesis, the author developed a sound model for iso-
lated single bubbles and validated it with a small user study. A
stochastic model for the real-time interactive synthesis of complex
liquid sounds such as produced by streams, pouring water, rivers,
rain, and breaking waves is based on the synthesis of single bubble
sounds. It is shown in [31] that realistic complex high dimensional
sound spaces can be synthesized in this manner.

A method for creating aerodynamic sounds was presented in
[32]. Examples of aerodynamic sound include sound generated by
swinging swords or by wind blowing. A major source of aero-
dynamic sound is vortices generated in fluids such as air. The
authors proposed a method for creating sound textures for aero-
dynamic sound by making use of computational fluid dynamics.
Next, they have developed a method using the sound textures for
real-time rendering of aerodynamic sound according to the motion
of objects or wind velocity.

This brief overview shows that little has been done in the liter-
ature about models of everyday sounds in the “liquids” and “gases”
categories (we are sticking to the terminology of Fig. 1). These are
topics that need more research to be carried out in the future.

4. CURRENT RESEARCH DIRECTIONS

4.1. Multimodal rendering and display

Multisensory information is essential for designing immersive vir-
tual worlds: being able to hear sounds of objects in a virtualenvi-
ronment, while touching and manipulating them, provides a sense
of immersion in the environment not obtainable otherwise [33].
Properly designed and synchronized haptic and auditory displays
are likely to provide much greater immersion in a virtual environ-
ment than a high-fidelity visual display alone. Moreover, byskew-
ing the relationship between the haptic and visual and/or auditory
displays, the range of object properties that can be effectively con-
veyed to the user can be significantly enhanced.

Physically-based sound models can in principle allow the cre-
ation of dynamic virtual environments in which sound rendering
attributes are incorporated into data structures that provide mul-
timodal encoding of object properties: shape, material, elastic-

ity, texture, mass, and so on. In this way a unified description
of the physical properties of an object can be used to controlthe
visual, haptic, and sound rendering, without requiring thedesign
of separate properties for each thread. This problem has already
been studied in the context of joint haptic–visual rendering, and
recent haptic-graphic APIs [34, 35] adopt a unified scene graph
that takes care of both haptics and graphics rendering of objects
from a single scene description, with obvious advantages interms
of synchronization and avoidance of data duplication. Physically-
based sound models may allow the development of a similar uni-
fied scene, that includes description of audio attributes aswell.

A particularly interesting problem is simultaneous audio-haptic
rendering. In order to be perceived as realistic, auditory and hap-
tic cues have to be properly synchronized and perceptually similar.
Syncronizing the two modalities is more than synchronizingtwo
separate events. Rather than triggering a pre-recorded audio sam-
ple or tone, the audio and the haptics change together when the
user applies different forces to the object.

Properly designed auditory feedback can be combined with
haptics in order to improve perception of stiffness, or evencom-
pensate for physical limitations of haptic devices and enhance the
range of perceived stiffness that can be effectively conveyed to the
user. Physical limitations (low sampling rates, poor spatial reso-
lution of haptic devices) constrain the values for haptic stiffness
rendering to ranges that are often far from typical values for stiff
surfaces. Ranges for haptic stiffnesses are usually estimated by re-
quiring the system to be passive [36], thus guaranteeing stability of
the interaction, while higher stiffness values can cause the system
to become unstable, i.e., to oscillate uncontrollably.

The influence of auditory information on the perception of ob-
ject stiffness through a haptic interface was studied in [37]. Pre-
recorded sounds of contact between several pairs of objectswere
played through headphones during tapping of virtual objects through
a haptic interface, and were shown to modulate the perception of
object stiffness. These results suggest that the range of object stiff-
nesses that can be displayed by a haptic interface with a limited
force-bandwidth can be perceptually extended by the addition of
properly designed impact sounds.

While the auditory display adopted by [37] was rather poor
(the authors used recorded sounds), a more sophisticated approach
amounts to synthesize both auditory and haptic feedback using
physically-based models. In [38] the modal synthesis techniques
described in [27] were applied to audio-haptic rendering. Con-
tact forces are computed at the rate of the haptic rendering routine
(e.g.,1kHz), then the force signals are upsampled at audio rate
(e.g.,44.1kHz) and filtered in order to remove spurious impulses
at contact breaks and high frequency position jitter. The resulting
audio force is used to drive the modal sound model. This architec-
ture ensures low latency between haptic and audio rendering(the
latency is1ms if the rate of the haptic rendering routine is1kHz),
which is below the perceptual tolerance for detecting synchroniza-
tion between auditory and haptic contact events.

4.2. Recognition and classification of environmental sounds

Automatic recognition of environmental sounds is a currently ac-
tive research direction, and the MPEG-7 multimedia standard pro-
vides a framework for sound recognition [39]. The biggest chal-
lenges in this context are perhaps sound soure separation and com-
pleteness/generality: it is very difficult to design descriptors that
identify every sound source in a given environment.

Many studies in this field are based on supervised training with
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preselected training material. In [40] Hidden Markov models were
applied to the recognition of specific classes of sounds (a wooden
door opened and shut, a metal tool dropped in a container, andwa-
ter poured in a container). A study on the recognition of “familiar”
environmental sounds (i.e. sounds on which the recognitionsys-
tem was previously trained) was reported in [41], which included
smoke alarm, barking dogs, bouncing balls, water running inbath-
tubs, vacuum cleaner motor, and so on.

Many application scenarios are currently being investigated.
One is context-aware computing: research in this field has mostly
focused on applications that are aware of absolute spatial and tem-
poral location, while other aspects of context have been relatively
neglected. Recent works have tried to exploit automatic recogni-
tion of environmental sounds as a contextual cue for context-aware
applications, e.g. by trying to classify the “noise context” in typi-
cal everyday environments (office, car, city street) [42].

Another area of application is in automatic surveillance sys-
tems: with the increasing use of audio sensors in surveillance
and monitoring applications, event detection from audio streams
has emerged as an important research problem. Methods for a
scenario where a system is installed in an unknown environment
(specifically an office room) were presented in [43]: it was shown
that a system combining both supervised and unsupervised train-
ing methods could have potential for practical applications.

An application area that is closer to the interests of the ICAD
community is classification of sound effects. The technology be-
hind sound effect libraries is still text-search: sounds are tagged
with descriptive keywords, with several consequent limitations (the
annotation work is error-prone and time-consuming, natural lan-
guage is imprecise and ambiguous, and so on). Automatic annota-
tion methods are not mature enough for labeling with great detail
any possible sound. A general sound recognition tool requires a
taxonomy that represents common sense knowledge of the world,
and thousands of specialized classifiers. Recent studies [44] have
shown that a general sound annotator can be constructed using a
taxonomy built on top on a semantic network such as WordNet
and an all-purpose sound recognition system based on nearest-
neighbor classification rule.

Systems for the automatic recognition and classification ofen-
vironmental sounds will make it possible to approach synthesis
of soundscapes from a high-level perspective, in which sound ob-
jects can be identified and recombined in a flexible way. Creating
soundscapes from libraries of individual environmental sounds is
a convenient alternative to recorded “ambiances”, which are not
flexible (e.g. it is hard to add/remove individual sounds or change
panning) and are available in a limited number. In [45] semi-
automatic generation of simple soundscapes (like those of apub
or a farm) was proposed using a semantic enabled search engine:
the system creates ambiances on demand given text queries by
fetching relevant sounds from a large sound effect databaseand
importing them into a sequencer multi track project.

4.3. Sound design

Product design is going to be profoundly affected by new tech-
nologies that can change the appearance of objects (e.g., electronic
ink, dynamic actuators, etc.). Recent research projects [46] argue
that, as microprocessors and loudspeakers can be already embed-
ded into objects, the “sonic appearance” of objects is already easily
changeable. It can therefore be expected that research on “product
sound design” will became a solid and established discipline in the
near future.

Many studies have addressed sound quality measurement in
past years. Evaluation based on psychophysical methods hasbeen
applied to sounds of domestic objects (light switches, vacuum clean-
ers, etc.), equipment (car motors, air conditioners, etc.)and so
on, with the aim of characterizing acoustic annoyance or prefer-
ence. However environmental sounds also have emotional conno-
tations, which precede their cognitive interpretation andinfluence
the way a listener perceives a given sound [47]. This is clearly a
fundamental aspect for product designers, since users decide to ap-
proach positive and avoid negative objects largely on that basis of
an emotional response. Even more, emotional response can affect
the cognitive level of interaction [48].

Sound also has functional qualities. In many cases design-
ers associate sounds to desired meanings on the basis of empirical
criteria. Research on everyday sounds could help to extractaudi-
tory attributes and patterns in order to create unambiguoussounds
to fulfill specific functions. Recommendations for the designers
have to be adjusted by perceptual results. An experiment with
sounds currently used in automotive interfaces [49] showedthat
these sounds do not fulfill their intended function. The authors
then proposed a methodology which draws on acoustics and semi-
otics and applied it to the specific sound design problem under
investigation.

However, knowledge about environmental sounds is still in-
sufficient with regard to the relations between physical character-
istics, perceptual descriptions, and functional and aesthetic quali-
ties. Techniques to relate the functional and aesthetic qualities of
sound to emotional and cognitive responses may come by linking
pattern analysis techniques with results of psychophysical exper-
imentation, in such a way that mathematical models, generaliza-
tions, and classifications are conducted on functionally selected
sound databases and on parameter sets of synthetic sound mod-
els [46].

5. CONTACT SOUNDS IN MULTIMODAL RENDERING
ARCHITECTURES

5.1. Toward a taxonomy of contact sound models

We have proposed a modal representation of resonating objects
analogous to the one adopted in [27, 28]. The main difference
with the above mentioned works lies in the approach to contact
force modeling. Instead of a feed-forward scheme in which the in-
teracting resonators are set into oscillation with drivingforces that
are externally computed or recorded, the models proposed in[50]
embed direct computation of non-linear contact forces. Despite the
complications that arise in the synthesis algorithms, thisapproach
provides some advantages. Better quality is achieved due toac-
curate audio-rate computation of contact forces: this is especially
true for impulsive contact, where contact times are in the order of
few ms. Interactivity and responsiveness of sound to user actions
is also improved. This is especially true for continuous contact,
such as stick-slip friction. Finally, physical parametersof the con-
tact force models provide control over other ecological dimensions
of the sound events.

The impact model used in [50], and originally proposed in [51],
describe the non-linear impact forcef as

f(x(t), v(t)) =



kx(t)α + λx(t)α · v(t) x > 0,
0 x ≤ 0,

(1)

wherex is the interpenetration of the two colliding objects and
v = ẋ. Then force parameters, such as the force stiffnessk, can
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be related to ecological dimensions of the produced sound, such as
perceived stiffness of the impact.

Similar considerations apply to continuous contact models. In
[52] a stick-slip friction model was proposed, which is derived
from [53]. Microscopic irregularities of contacting surfaces can
be interpreted as a large number of elastic “bristles”, thatwill ran-
domly deflect like damped springs when a tangential force is ap-
plied to each bristle, and start to slip when the strain exceeds a
certain level. The friction forcef is described by the equations

ż(v, z) = v

»

1− α(v, z)
z

zss(v)

–

,

f(z, ż, v, w) = σ0z + σ1ż + σ2v + σ3w,
(2)

wherez is the average bristle deflection andv is the relative ve-
locity between the two surfaces The coefficientσ0 is the bristle
stiffness,σ1 is the bristle damping, and the termσ2v accounts for
linear viscous friction. The functionzss(v) is the steady-state fric-
tion characteristic: steady state conditions in the sliding regime
(i.e., ż = 0, with v 6= 0, α = 1) are met if and only ifz = zss.
The functionα(v, z) is an adhesion map that controls the rate of
change ofz. Parametrizations ofα must guarantee thatα ≡ 0
when z is smaller than a given breakaway displacement (purely
elastic presliding regime,̇z = v), andα ≡ 1 for large values
of z (transition to the plastic regime). The componentσ3w(t) is
not part of the original formulation in [53]. The termw is related
to surface roughness and is needed in order to simulate scraping
and sliding effects, whereas the original elasto-plastic formulation
only accounts for stick-slip phenomena. Thew component can be
modeled as fractal noise [28].

It has been shown that theselow-levelcontact sound models
can be taken as the basic building blocks from where sound events
of increasing complexity can be simulated: this kind of approach
allows for a translation of the map of Fig. 1 into a hierarchical
structure in which “patterned” and “compound” sounds models
are built upon impact and friction events. Models for bouncing,
breaking, rolling, crumpling sounds are described in [54, 55].

5.2. Linking physical parameters and ecological dimensions

The studies in ecological acoustics mentioned in Sec. 2.1 identify
features of environmental sounds that convey information about
generating events, and thus provide mappings between soundsig-
nal parameters and ecological dimensions. In order to link physical
parameters of the sound models to ecological dimensions, a second
level of mapping is needed, which relates physical parameters to
relevant sound signal features. In certain cases such mappings can
be derived straightforwardly: as an example, perception ofmate-
rial is determined to a large extent by the decay characteristicsof
an impact sound, which are in turn directly linked to the damping
parameters of a modal resonator.

A less simple case of mapping between physical parameters
and ecological dimensions concerns the perception of stiffness in
impact sounds. Freed [9] showed that the useful informationfor
hardness rating is contained in the attack transients of thesounds:
in his study loudness and descriptors related to the spectral cen-
troid (average value and temporal variability in the first300 ms)
were found to account for 75% of the variance of the hardness
ratings. Giordano [8] argues that the durationτ of the contact be-
tween the two objects during the stroke has an influence on hard-
ness perception, and thatτ variations are likely to explain at least
in part data from [9]: an increase inτ determines a decrease in
the loudness of the radiated signal, and in the amount of energy

at high frequencies (and thus in the spectral centroid), since vibra-
tional modes with a period shorter thanτ are minimally excited.

Based on similar considerations, in [56] we have investigated
the dependence of contact timeτ and the attack spectral centroid
on the parameters of the impact force model (1). The following
equation was derived forτ :

τ =
“m

k

” 1
α+1

·

„

µ2

α + 1

«
α

α+1

·

Z vin

vout

g(v, vin, µ)dv, (3)

wherevin, vout are the normal velocities before/after collision, re-
spectively, andµ = λ/k is a mathematically convenient term.
Equation (3) states in particular a power-law dependence ofτ on
the force stiffness:τ (k) ∼ k−1/α+1. A study in [57] on synthetic
impact sounds obtained from model (1) provided quantitative re-
sults that confirm the correlation between spectral centroid of the
attack transients andτ . The dissipative component of the contact
force also has a slight effect on the centroid: asλ is lowered, the
amount of energy transferred to the higher partials is increased,
and the centroid increases accordingly, even thoughτ remains
approximately constant. Similarly, the centroid increases signif-
icantly asα decreases, even though the contact time varies slowly:
high values ofα can produce multiple bounces of the vibrating
surface on the striking object, with a consequent increase of the
centroid.

5.3. Multimodal interaction

In [58] the contact sound models described above were integrated
into a multimodal rendering architecture, schematically depicted
in Fig. 2, which extends typical haptic-visual architectures. The
sound rendering thread runs at audio rate (e.g.,44.1kHz) in par-
allel with other threads. Computation of audio contact forces is
triggered by collision detection from the haptic renderingthread.
Computation of 3D sound can be cascaded to the sound synthesis
block. It was shown that the proposed rendering scheme allows
tight synchronization of the modalities, as well as a high degree of
interactivity and responsiveness of the sound models to gestures
and actions of a user.

This architecture was implemented as two processes which
communicate by means of a shared memory area. The first process
is responsible for graphic and haptic rendering. An event catching
engine driven by a function callback model is adopted to monitor
contact events. When such an event occurs, haptic data necessary
for sound synthesis are written into the shared memory area.The
second process reads data from the shared memory area and ren-
ders contact sounds according to the current physical parameters.
Low communication latency is critical in order to ensure unitary
perception rather than perception of two distinct auditoryand hap-
tic events: it has been shown that the latency in this implemen-
tation is well below typical experimental estimates for temporal
windows of auditory-tactile integration (see e.g. [22, 21]).

The setup was used in [59] to run an experiment on the rel-
ative contributions of haptic and auditory information to bimodal
judgments of contact stiffness. Rendering a virtual surface, i.e.
simulating the interaction forces that arises when touching a stiff
object, is the prototypical haptic task. We have investigated to
what extent the addition of auditory feedback can affect thehaptic
perception of stiffness and possibly compensate for physical lim-
itations of the haptic device so to enhance the range of perceived
stiffness conveyed to the user (as an example, the nominal max-
imum closed-loop control stiffness for a PhantomR© OmniTM de-
vice is500 N/m, which is far from typical values for stiff surfaces).
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Figure 2:An architecture for multimodal rendering of contact interactions.

Figure 3(a) shows the visual display that was presented to the sub-
jects: this did not change between conditions, and was intention-
ally composed of stylized objects, in order to limit as much as pos-
sible the amount of visual information delivered to subjects. Per-
ceived stiffness was determined through an absolute magnitude-
estimation procedure on a scale ranging from “extremely soft” (1)
to “extremely stiff” (8), and the results reported in Fig. 3(b) sup-
port the effectiveness of auditory feedback in modulating haptic
perception of stiffness. Moreover, about 40% perceived thehap-
tic feedback changing together with audio and based their rating
also on haptic feedback (although the haptic stiffness had the same
value in all conditions), suggesting that properly designed and syn-
chronized contact sounds can elicit an auditory-haptic illusion and
modulate the haptic perception of stiffness.

5.4. Discussion

The experiment reported above relies on verbal descriptions and
judgements, which are in many ways arbitrary. For instance,what
should the subjects judge: “stiffness”, or “hardness”, or “force”,
or . . . ? Would that be the stiffness of the hammer, or that of the hit
bar, or both?

We are currently working on a different experimental set-up, in
which the focus is on performance rather than on quantitative judg-
ments of verbally described qualities. Specifically we are working
on a set in which subjects are required to hit a bar similar to the
one given in Fig. 3(a), with the task of repeating a given “target
performance”, in terms e.g. of rythm, amplitude, impact velocity.
The goal is to investigate how the task is influenced by changes in
the visual, auditory, and haptic feedback and consequentlyassess
what modality dominates in this task.

This kind of approach has two main interesting aspects: first,
it avoids completely any verbal decription of the task to be per-
formed; second, it focuses the experimental design directly on the
loop between action and perception, in a way that has rarely been
investigated in the literature [60].
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ABSTRACT

Impact sounds produced by everyday objects are an important source
of information about contact interactions in virtual environments
and auditory displays. Impact signals also provide a rich class
of real and synthetic percussive musical sounds. However, their
perceptually acceptable resynthesis and modification requires ac-
curate estimation of mode parameters, which has proved difficult
using traditional methods.

In this paper we describe some of the problems posed by im-
pact phenomena when applying standard methods, and present a
phase-constrained high-resolution algorithm which allows more
accurate estimation of modes and amplitudes for impact signals.
The phase-constrained algorithm is based on least squares esti-
mation, with initial estimates obtained from a modified ESPRIT
algorithm, and it produces better resynthesis results than previ-
ously used methods. We give examples with everyday object im-
pact sounds.

[Keywords: sound, estimation, synthesis, contact, impact, condi-
tioning, ESPRIT, least squares]

1. INTRODUCTION

Impact sounds are ubiquitous and carry very useful information
that can be used for recognition of the structure and material prop-
erties of the environment, and of the nature of the impact [15, 22].
They are critical in human perception of contact [10, 13, 17]. Im-
pact sounds are also increasingly important in music [5], computer
graphics [27, 18, 12], and multimodal user interfaces [4, 28]. In
haptics, impact sounds can be used to complement the force feed-
back of a haptic device [8, 9], and impact vibrations have been
used to improve performance [14, 19, 16].

The impact signal produced by an object is characterized by a
discrete set of decaying vibration modes which depend on mate-
rial properties and boundary conditions. The signal can be mod-
eled as the real or imaginary part of a sum of complex decaying
exponentialszt = e(a+iw)t, or modes, determined by complex
polesz = ea+iw, with complex amplitude coefficients. The prob-
lem of estimating exponential modes from noisy data is well stud-
ied in signal processing and system identification, and a number
of successful high resolution algorithms — algorithms which can
resolve frequencies beyond the discrete Fourier transform (DFT)
resolution limit — have been developed for this and related tasks.

However, impact signals pose difficulties in the application of
these methods. Unlike the usual contexts in which these meth-
ods have been applied, impact signals are brief and possess fast-
decaying modes. Another difficulty is closely spaced modes, which
are common due to near-symmetries in the vibrating objects. These
characteristics lead to serious conditioning problems and to large

inaccuracies in mode analysis from typically available data lengths,
even when no other noise is present. Using a lower-rank approx-
imation (fewer modes) to correct conditioning problems leads to
mode errors, which are insignificant for the short data, but can au-
dibly distort longer resynthesis.

The artificial “impact sound” in Fig. 1 illustrates some of these
problems. The short test signal can be modeled well by highly in-
correct modes chosen at random; these random modes also contain
non-decaying modes. However, the exponentially growing modes
sound nonsensical in longer synthesis.

In this paper we discuss the accurate off-line estimation of im-
pact signal modes when only short data windows are available for
analysis. We consider the conditioning properties of impact sig-
nals, and their implications for the choice of analysis method. We
observe that, for many impact signals, the mode-amplitude deter-
mination problem is nearly ill posed.

To allow more accurate mode analysis of difficult impact sounds
from short data, we propose an improved high-resolution method.
The method is based on well-known existing methods, least squares
estimation and ESPRIT, modified for impact sounds, and it models
impact sounds better. Experimental results are presented in this pa-
per. They can be seen and heard at a supplemental web page [26].

2. RELATED WORK

The general problem of estimating the spectral content of a noisy
signal has been extensively studied; see, for instance, [25] for a
recent overview. The obvious method is to estimate the spectra
by picking the peaks of the discrete Fourier transform (DFT) of a
windowed signal, but the frequency resolution of such an approach
is limited. This problem has been addressed with the development
of so-calledhigh resolutionmethods, whose accuracy transcends
the DFT resolution limit, and which can be used on relatively short
data samples.

Several different classes of methods have been developed for
high resolution estimation and related problems in signal process-
ing and system identification [25], [7].

Common and effective methods for estimating signal parame-
ters include ESPRIT, MUSIC, and Least Squares (LS) and its gen-
eralization, Maximum Likelihood (ML). In some settings these
can be formulated as similar optimization problems [7]. LS is
an important instance of methods which attempt to directly mini-
mize the distance between a low rank shift-invariant subspace and
the observed signal. ESPRIT and MUSIC are instances ofsub-
space methods, which rely on the eigendecomposition of the data
covariance matrix to determine an estimate for the signal space.
These latter methods do not require non-linear optimization to im-
plement. Most approaches separate the problems of mode estima-
tion and amplitude estimation. (Amplitude estimation from known
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Figure 1:Randomly picked modes with a wide mode error can approximate test data well. Modes are depicted in a stem plot, frequency
on x-axis, modulation exponent (“decay”) on y-axis. Decaying modes point in the negative y-direction. (a) Original modes (black) and
randomly generated modes (green), some of which do not decay. (b) Signals synthesized from original modes (in black) and from random
modes (in color). Signal approximation from random modes is excellent for the test signal (samples to the left of the vertical line), but gives
nonsensical results in longer synthesis. Test data approximation error is 2.9e-007.

modes for non-decaying sinusoidal signals has been discussed in
detail in [24].)

All the above estimation methods are unbiased and have good
asymptotic properties, especially in the presence of Gaussian noise
and when the modes do not decay too sharply. For recent results
on ESPRIT, the most statistically accurate of the subspace methods
for the harmonic retrieval problem, see [1], [3].

The methods present tradeoffs in estimation accuracy and com-
putational complexity. ESPRIT methods are widely used due to
their relatively efficient closed-form solution and good asymptoti-
cal properties [25]. However, in the presence of nearby modes, ES-
PRIT is poorly conditioned and requires very long data samples for
accuracy, reducing the high-resolution benefits of the method. In
addition, the computational complexity of ESPRIT increases as the
O(N3) required for the usual SVD calculation (although some im-
provements can be made). Accordingly, to reduce model and data
size, sound samples are often preprocessed for ESPRIT by filter-
ing. Also, for musical samples, perceptually important higher fre-
quency modes can be enhanced at the expense of lower frequency
“noise.” However, impact sounds, which have denser spectra, can
lose important timbre information in such preprocessing.

As opposed to ESPRIT, Least Squares (LS) estimation, the
Gaussian noise form of Maximum Likelihood estimation (ML),
requires solving a nonlinear optimization problem. This is gener-
ally computationally expensive. The method requires good global
search algorithms and initial estimates to converge correctly[25].
However, in the presence of closeby poles, the method is more
accurate than ESPRIT. The applicability of the standard version
of LS for impact sounds is reduced by conditioning problems and
spurious minima.

In previous work on estimating models of impact sounds [22,
20], mode frequencies were first estimated from power spectra and
peak identification. The modes could be pruned based on percep-
tual criteria [29]. The results provide a convincing method for
modeling moving impact locations, but the perceptual accuracy of
the synthesized timbres can also be improved. [6] presents a fast
but approximative method, which fits a small number of modes to
the signal near each chosen frequency peak. The method is de-
signed to be approximative and it is not clear how it will perform

for dense modes.
We applied an earlier version of our algorithm to haptic force

signals in [21]. In the current paper, the algorithm has been ex-
tended to deal with difficult sound examples, using shorter signal
samples and more complicated spectra. We give more details of
the conditioning problems. Added examples and the new results
section give insight into the behavior of the algorithms and into the
reasons for looking for improvements to existing methods.

3. IMPACT SIGNAL MODELS

We model the measured impact signaly as the real or imaginary
part of a complex model signalx, together with additive noiseν:

y(t) = Re(x(t)) + ν or y(t) = Im(x(t)) + ν, (1)

where we assume that the noise is Gaussian with varianceσ2.
The model signalx is the sum ofK decaying exponential sig-

nals produced by the vibrationmodesof the sound generating ob-
jects,

x(t) =

K∑
k=1

ck e(ak+iωk)t =

K∑
k=1

ckzt
k. (2)

Here,ck is the complex amplitude of modek, consisting of both
magnitude and phase;zk = eak+iωk is a complex pole of the z-
transform ofx, ak is the decay parameter andωk the frequency.
The poles are assumed distinct here. Note that the number of
modesK, themodel orderof the problem, is generally unknown
and must be estimated.

The signal subspaceconsists of the space spanned by theK
modesbk(t) = zt

k. In discrete time, each mode can be written, for
a window ofM samples, as the vectorbk = (zk

0, zk
1, zk

2, ..., zk
M−1)T .

Then, the signal subspace is the column space of the Vandermonde
matrix

B = (b1 b2 ... bK). (3)

Note thatB is a function of the poles,z = (z1, . . . , zK)T ; we
will write B(z) when it is important to highlight this dependence.
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When highlighting the dependence ofB on column lengthM , we
will useBM .

Similarly, we can define the sampled signalx(t) = (x(t) x(t+
1) . . . x(t + M − 1))T ; y(t) is defined similarly. This notation
allows the signal model in Eq. 2 to be expressed compactly as

x = Bc, (4)

wherec is the vector of complex mode amplitudes(c1, . . . , cK)T .
Existing performance analyses for the line spectrum analysis

problem indicate that in the presence of Gaussian noise, two of
the most statistically accurate estimation methods are least squares
and ESPRIT.

In nonlinear Least Squares (LS) estimation, which is equiva-
lent to Maximum Likelihood estimation (ML) for Gaussian noise,
the problem is to estimate the signal parametersz andc so that the
error between the datay and its projection onto the signal space
B is minimized:

z, c = arg min ‖ y −B(z)c ‖2 . (5)

This problem is separable into two optimization problems, one
for modes and a linear one for the amplitudes. This is because, for
any set of polesz the optimal choice in the least squares sense for
the coefficientsc is found via the pseudoinverseB† of B:

c(z) = B(z)†y, (6)

whereB† = (B∗B)−1B∗, where ‘∗’ indicates the conjugate
transpose. This is an unbiased linear estimate with minimal vari-
ance for Gaussian noise [24], and can be used with any method
which provides an estimate of the modes.

For LS, the mode estimation can be performed by substitut-
ing c(z) into the minimization (Eq. 5), resulting in an amplitude-
independent formulation of the problem:

z = arg min ‖ (I −BB†)y ‖2=

= arg max
z

(y∗BB†y). (7)

The amplitude-dependent formulation minimizes the error be-
tween the observed signaly and its projection to spaceB; the
amplitude-independent formulation, equivalently, maximizes the
alignment between the signal and its projection.

In mode estimation, an alternative to dealing with the sensi-
tive optimization of Eq. 7 is to use shift invariance of the under-
lying signal modes and the covariance matrix of the data, defined
asR = E{yy∗}. The estimated covariance matrix is a square
matrix, whose dimension is denoted here byM ×M . The eigen-
structure ofR contains all the information needed to estimatez;
specifically, the eigenvectors corresponding to theK dominant
eigenvalues ofR span the signal subspace ofB. ESPRIT, for
example, provides a method for estimatingz this way. We sketch
the main steps of the algorithm below.

Using the eigendecomposition of the covariance matrix is equiv-
alent to using the singular value decomposition (SVD) of the ma-
trix Y , formed from successive windowed observationsyt of the
datay, yt = (y(t)y(t + 1) . . .)T . Y consists ofW successive
shifted data windows, starting at a given timet:

Y = (yt yt+1 ... yt+W−1). (8)

With y window lengthM , the covariance matrixR can be
estimated as theM ×M matrix 1

W
Y Y ∗. The choice of window

shift direction leads to two similar formulations forY , where the
matrix Y has Toeplitz or Hankel structure. (For more details, in
the Hankel formulation, see e.g. [1].)

4. ESPRIT ESTIMATION OF SIGNAL MODES

Our mode estimation algorithm is an optimization procedure tai-
lored for impact signals. The initial modes for the optimization are
obtained from an algorithm which modifies the results from stan-
dard ESPRIT [23] to account for the properties of impact signals.
(Other methods for initial mode determination can be used, but ES-
PRIT has the advantage of being asymptotically accurate enough
so that the optimization step may not be necessary for longer data
samples and sparser spectra.)

Standard ESPRIT, which we describe briefly below, is an eas-
ily implemented algorithm based on the eigendecomposition of the
data covariance matrix, or equivalently, on the SVD of the Toeplitz
or Hankel matrixY . The method uses the shift invariance of the
signal subspace and does not require nonlinear optimization. For
more details, see e.g. [25].

In ESPRIT, the eigenvectorsU of the covariance matrixR are
separated into two subspaces, an estimateS of the signal subspace
B, and the noise subspaceN . The signal subspace is determined
by the model order, or signal subspace rank,K. If the noiseν
is gaussian, of varianceσ2, the covariance matrix of the observed
signaly(t) is the sum of the covariance matrices ofBc and the
noise covariance matrixσ2I. From this it follows that the eigen-
values ofR corresponding to the signal subspace of rankK are
theK largest eigenvalues.

Finding the poles fromS relies on the shift-invariance of the
exponential mode. Shift-invariance of the signal spaceB is ex-
pressed as

BFRD = BLRDdiag(z), (9)

whereBFRD andBLRD areB with the first and last row
deleted, respectively. Since the corresponding eigenvectorsS also
span the signal subspaceB, S is also shift-invariant, and we have
S = GBG−1 for a basis-change matrixG. This basis change
takes the polesdiag(z) of the original spaceB to a matrixΦ =
Gdiag(z)G−1 with the poles as eigenvalues, and the shift-invariance
of Eq.9 can be expressed as:

SFRD = SLRDΦ (10)

The poleszk, k = 1, . . . , K are the eigenvalues of the matrix
Φ, found as a least squares or total least squares solution.[25]

The complex amplitudesc are determined from the datay and
the estimated signal subspace matrixB using the separability cri-
terion of Eq. 6.

For accurate estimation, model orderK must be chosen to be
equal to (or larger than) the actual dimension of the signal space;
with a lower model order, the estimation results are approxima-
tions. There are several methods for determining model order [25],
[2].

The computational complexity of the ESPRIT algorithm is
bounded by the cost of the eigenvalue computation for theM ×M
covariance matrix, or equivalently, the SVD computation forY of
Eq. 8,O(M3) in standard forms. Computationally it is frequently
better to obtain eigenvectors of the covariance matrixR directly
from the SVD of the matrixY .
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5. CONDITIONING PROBLEMS IN IMPACT SIGNAL
ESTIMATION

Impact signals pose difficulties in the application of standard spec-
trum analysis methods like ESPRIT and ML/LS. Impact signals
are characterized by spectra that are dense or, due to near symme-
tries in the objects, locally dense, and with modes that decay fast or
at widely different rates. These characteristics cause conditioning
problems which make accurate mode determination very difficult
in the presence of noise or truncation errors.

We summarize some of the algorithmic problems in impact
sound mode estimation below.

• Basis matrix conditioning: for many observed impact sig-
nals, the mode-amplitude determination problem of Eq. 4 is
nearly ill posed.
The conditioning of the Vandermonde basis matrixB of
Eq. 3 becomes worse when the poles approach each other,
when the modes decay more sharply, and when column
length (sample length) decreases. When estimating impact
signals from short samples, all of these factors apply. The
original signal can then be approximated within a small er-
ror also from nearby, incorrect mode spaces.
One solution is to reduce the number of modes used in the
approximation. But, although the original short samples
can then be adequately represented by such low rank ap-
proximations, or from incorrect modes in general, the in-
duced mode errors may distort new synthesized examples.
This happens for example when generating longer sounds
(Fig. 1) or when different subsets of the signal modes are
activated during impact, or when the sound is modified in
applications such as pitch-shifting.
So mode errors can be perceptually relevant, even if the test
data error norm is small.

• Covariance matrix conditioning
The conditioning of the covariance matrixR and the condi-
tioning of the matrixY of Eq. 8 depend on the conditioning
of B and the complex amplitudes of the signal. This can be
seen from the following relationship between the matrices
B andY . In this discussion, we assume thatY is formed
from the complex noiseless signal.
If we assume thatY is formed fromW -many data windows
of lengthM , taken from time indext onwards, wheret is
indexed ast = 0, 1, 2, . . ., we can write

Y = BMdiag(zt)diag(c)BT
W , (11)

wherec are the complex amplitudes of the signal, andBM ,
BW are Vandermonde basis matrices with column lengths
M, W (see Sec. 3).
From this formulation it can be seen that the maximum rank
of Y is the maximum rankK of B, and that (a sufficiently
large)Y has full rank exactly when the polesz are distinct
and the amplitudesc are non-zero. The same result is seen
to hold forR by writing out the covariance matrix expres-
sion forR in terms ofY . (See also [11, 1].)

• ESPRIT conditioning
Given a fixed data sample length, ESPRIT will be inaccu-
rate when the covariance matrixR is poorly conditioned;
that is, when the mode basis is poorly conditioned or the
mode amplitudes are small.

In this case, small errors due to data truncation or noise
can make the determination of the eigenvectorsUand of
the signal subspace, estimated as the span of a subset of
U , widely inaccurate. Algorithms for determining model
order using the covariance matrix eigendecomposition ([1])
can also miss.
In poorly conditioned ESPRIT a portion of the signal sub-
space determined by ESPRIT is noise.
An example is given in Figs. 2, 3. In Fig. 2(b) the “non-
sense” modes correspond to noisy eigenvectors inU . Fig. 3(b)
shows the consequence of poor ESPRIT conditioning on
signal approximation: the test signal has a good low-rank
approximation from the decaying ESPRIT modes, but de-
cay and pitch errors are visible and audible in longer resyn-
thesis.

• Optimization
For the same reasons as above, closeby modes and sharp
decays yield “too many near solutions” to the general op-
timization problem. As the Vandermonde matrix becomes
more rank-deficient, these near-solutions become more ac-
curate, and, similarly, spurious local error minima approach
zero. It is very difficult to get convergence to the correct
modes in optimization algorithms unless the problem is reg-
ularized further.

The difficult conditioning properties of impact signals have
some implications in the choice of analysis method when accurate
mode modeling is important:

• For impact signals, perceptually acceptable mode accuracy
is not guaranteed by a small 2-norm error for the test signal.

• For dense spectra and sharp decays, cross-validation or fur-
ther optimization, possibly from multiple initial values, is
needed to ensure that a mode value near the global opti-
mum has been found.

• One strategy is to use a large number of modes with fur-
ther constraints to regularize the optimization problem and
to reduce the number of spurious minima. We use a phase-
constraining strategy below. Another strategy is low-rank
approximation. Low-rank mode approximations can be very
useful when the decays for dense modes are so sharp that
the low-rank estimation is accurate even with larger sample
lengths. However, ensuring the perceptual correctness of
a low-rank approximation usually requires cross-validation
or careful psychoacoustic analysis.

6. PHASE-CONSTRAINED MODE ESTIMATION FOR
IMPACT SIGNALS

We address the difficulties described above by using phase con-
straints.

We constrain the LS/ML algorithm with a physically based
constraint and require that the phases of the modes equal zero or
π. This effectively aligns the signals with the time of impact, and
restricts the amplitude to real numbers. This exploits an impor-
tant piece of prior information available about impact signals not
present in many other types of signals, and reduces the number of
local minima of the target function.

Due to the reduced number of local minima, phase-constrained
optimization is not as sensitive to initial value placement as opti-
mization allowing arbitrary phase, but the LS algorithm still re-
quires relatively good initial values to converge correctly.
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Figure 2:Problems with DFT peak finding and ESPRIT. (a) FFT magnitude of test sound (only 2 maxima visible for 15 modes, shown in a
frequency-decay stem plot). (b) The results of the unmodified ESPRIT method. Only the “nonsense” modes unrelated to signal content are
visible - the signal modes and the 5 decaying ESPRIT modes occupy the small black box in the image.

We use ESPRIT to produce the initial values, modified to al-
low its use for impact signals despite poor conditioning. (For gen-
eral signals, this modification is not possible.) The essential step is
the obvious one of removing non-decaying modes from the results
of the ESPRIT algorithm. In addition, we assure that the condi-
tioning of the resulting Vandermonde matrixB is better than a
given tolerance both by removing modes and by normalization.

Since with impact signals ESPRIT usually reduces problem
rank and can miss significant modes, we supplement the initial
mode estimates from ESPRIT by frequencies from DFT peak find-
ing. (One should note that the best low-rank approximations usu-
ally do not satisfy the same physical constraints as the signal modes:
for example, the ESPRIT rank-deficient approximation modes do
not generally have zero phase, even if the original modes do.) The
advantage of using ESPRIT is its asymptotic accuracy for most
data.

Finally, we refine the modes by solving the nonlinear opti-
mization problem of Eq. 5, with the phase constraint.

Modified ESPRIT alone can be sufficient for impact signal
modeling, especially if a large sample is available for the estima-
tion. But for difficult, fast-decaying impact signals with closeby
modes, this phase-constrained LS optimization with modified ES-
PRIT initial values produces better resynthesis results than previ-
ously used methods.

6.1. A summary of the algorithm:

For phase-constrained optimization, the signal is modeled as the
imaginary part of the complex signal.

A. Initial Mode Determination from Modified ESPRIT

1. Determine a model orderK, and the covariance matrix size,
M .
Since the signal is real, and the model is complex, the algo-
rithm will useK = 2K∗, whereK∗ is the number of real
exponentials expected in the data. We letM = (N +1)/3.

2. Determine the estimates for the poleszk, k = 1, . . . , K as
in standard ESPRIT.

3. Form a subset of the modeszk of lengthK′, by discard-
ing all nondecaying modes; renumber the modeszk, k =
1, . . . , K′.

4. Determine the estimated Vandermonde matrixB for the re-
maining modes.

5. Determine the amplitudes and phases from the complex am-
plitudesc, the datay, and the estimated signal subspace
matrixB using the optimization separability criterion:c =
B†y.

6. Retain only theK′′ = K′/2 complex conjugate poleszk

with positive imaginary part, and their coefficientsck. Renum-
ber the modes aszk, k = 1, . . . , K′′.

7. Givenck and the poleszk, k = 1...K′′, the estimated signal
model is then

x(t) =

K′′∑
k=1

αkeφki e(ak+iωk)t (12)

where the decays and frequenciesak, ωk are obtained from
the poleszk, and the amplitudes and phases from the com-
plex coefficientsck.

B. Add missed DFT peaks
If DFT peak frequencies are missed to a given tolerance by

step A, add modes corresponding to these peak frequencies.
(There are several methods for approximating the correspond-

ing mode decays, but for initial modes, using an average mode
decay has been sufficient.)

C. Zero phases and determine initial real amplitudes
Zero all phases, and use the real form of the separability con-

dition Eq. 6 to determine the best (real) amplitudes for the initial
modes.

D. Phase Constrained Least Squares
Using modes obtained in the previous step as initial values,

solve the nonlinear optimization problem of Eq. 5, with the phase
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Figure 3:Modified ESPRIT. (a) Original modes (black) and the 5 modified ESPRIT modes (red). (b) In the modified ESPRIT algorithm,
pruned modes are used to produce a good fit to the test signal (to the left of vertical line). Mode errors become apparent with a longer
synthesis; here ESPRIT (red) diverges from the correct signal (black). Pitch and decay errors are clearly heard in longer synthesis. Our
optimization algorithm addresses this problem.

constraint. For single impact sounds, the phase constraint is imple-
mented simply by allowing the amplitudesck in the signal model
Eq. 2 to take any real values, which constrains the phase variable
to zero orπ.

We used the Matlab functionlsqnonlin .
To allow for better performance and to reduce the number of

variables in optimization, it is in many cases possible to carry out
the bulk of the optimization in band-limited steps, finetuning the
results in a final global step. (Straightforward band-limited opti-
mization will obviously be the more accurate the better the modes
separate into mutually nearly orthogonal signal subspaces.)

7. RESULTS

For the examples below, the sounds and additional data are also
available at a supplemental webpage [26].

7.1. Artificial impact sounds

We illustrate ESPRIT conditioning problems with an example of
an artificial “impact” sound consisting of 15 modes between 765
and 872 Hz in frequency. The modes form two groups which
are visible from the DFT, Fig.2(a), but the modes are sufficiently
closely spaced so that individual modes cannot be picked out.

To illustrate the effects of conditioning with truncated data, we
do not add noise. The data length here isN = 1024 for clearer
illustration, but the behavior of ESPRIT is analogous for longer
data lengths. The covariance matrix size isM = (N + 1)/3 (for
reasons for the choice, see [1]).

For this test signal, ESPRIT will be inaccurate for all parame-
ter choices, because the eigenproblem of the covariance matrix is
poorly conditioned and sampled matrices have truncation errors.
ESPRIT misses decaying modes. In Fig.2 and Fig.3, 10 of the
15 original modes estimated by ESPRIT are “nonsense” modes,
or non-decaying modes clearly outside the frequency range. Here
modified ESPRIT provides a low-rank approximation to the data,
Fig.3(a, b). However, mode errors distort longer synthesis, Fig.3(b).

7.2. Real impact sound

Our algorithm performs well even in the more difficult case of a
real impact sound. Since it is difficult to convey the accuracy of re-
sults of sound synthesis with figures, we have collected the sounds
and other figures that could not be included due to space limitation
on the website.

We recorded sounds from everyday objects by tapping them in
different locations. The objects include wine glasses, a four-sided
plastic office trashcan tapped with a flick of a finger, and a plastic
water bottle struck with a wooden striker.

The recording was performed in an acoustic isolation chamber
(built by Eckel Noise Control Technologies, Cambridge, MA), us-
ing a 1/2 inch condenser microphone type 4189 (Brüel and Kjær,
Denmark). The signal was digitized at 44.1 KHz, 16 bit resolution,
using an NI DAQCard-6036 (National Instruments, Austin, TX)
and Matlab’s Data Acquisition Toolbox (The MathWorks, Natick,
MA). Microphone placement varies for the different objects, for
example, for the bottle example, it was held approximately 50cm
from the middle of the bottle. The data lengths used for estimation
are standard, varying from 37 ms to 68 ms. The sound was not
preprocessed for the algorithms.

7.2.1. Wine glasses, a bottle, and a trashcan

We resynthesize sounds from tapping on a plastic trashcan, wine-
glasses, and a plastic bottle. The different modal content of the
sounds is reflected in the difficulty of analysis.

For the wineglass sounds, which have sparse spectra, Fig. 4(a),
modified ESPRIT alone produces very good results. The ESPRIT
result is perceptually difficult to distinguish from the original (both
on paper and in sound). For the other sounds, phase-constrained
optimization produces audibly the best results. For the bottle sound,
where we have used a long data sample for analysis, the modified
ESPRIT version is perceptually quite similar to the original, but
mode inaccuracies are still heard in longer resynthesis.

The trashcan example has the densest mode spectrum, Fig. 4(b),
and phase-constrained optimization is clearly better than ESPRIT
here. The resynthesis results are depicted in Fig. 4(c). The esti-
mated modes were used to resynthesize longer data. In this cross-
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validation, the phase-constrained optimization result is perceptu-
ally difficult to distinguish from the original. Phase-constrained
optimization converges even when initial values are determined
from ESPRIT with a relatively arbitrarily chosen model order.

7.3. Synthetic Sound Modification Example

Accurate mode analysis can be used also as a starting point for
compression, or to synthesize artificial but realistic impact sounds
which modify the mode structure of existing sounds. The modi-
fications can include, for example, pruning modes selectively or
changing the behavior of the modes of one sound to mimic speci-
fied features of another.

As a simple example, we compress sound representation by
starting with the full set of estimated modes and removing all
modes with decays faster than a preset decay limit. Removing
sharply decaying modes also softens the attack. For sounds like
the wineglass sound, the results are perceptually close to the orig-
inal with only a few modes retained (12 out of 83). By chang-
ing the decays of the slowest-decaying modes only, we can also
change the decay properties of the sound without affecting attack
quality. The modified sounds, which are realistic, can be heard on
the website.

8. CONCLUSIONS

Accurate estimation of the parameters of impact sounds is very dif-
ficult due to the poor conditioning of the problem, and traditional
approaches have not produced perceptually accurate resynthesis
results from short samples. We have outlined these conditioning
problems, and described a high resolution method based on ES-
PRIT and least squares estimation, with phase constraints. The
method gives excellent resynthesis results even with difficult im-
pact signals and short samples. Example sounds are available at
[26].
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Figure 4: (a) Tapping on a wineglass, data length N = 3000. FFT of original (black) and modified ESPRIT (red) shown superimposed,
original on top, modified ESPRIT (red) modes on bottom. The zoom shows the two FFTs to be close to identical. Estimated modes are
plotted in stem plot (red) at frequency locations, with decay given by the length of the stem. (b) Tapping on a plastic trashcan, data length
N = 1630. FFT of original signal, with a stem plot of the optimized modes (black). Modes are densely spaced also beyond the zoomed view.
(c) Tapping on a plastic trashcan, data length N = 1630, zoom. Original data (black), phase-constrained optimization (blue), modified
ESPRIT (red). Longer data has been resynthesized from estimated modes and compared in cross-validation with unused portions of the
original sound. Test data is to the left of the vertical line. The modified ESPRIT algorithm produces slightly incorrect pitch and decay;
phase-constrained optimization is nearly identical to the original. (The optimization procedure has been stopped before full convergence
and the ESPRIT model order in the data in Fig. 4 has been chosen relatively arbitrarily; the results are representative but not optimal.)
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ABSTRACT

A review is presented of a library that has emerged out of the de-
velopment of physical audio capability within a physical computer
game environment. Technical aspects are covered with emphasis
on practical requirements, as well as broader issues concerning the
uptake of audio modeling within industry. Some future directions
are considered.

1. INTRODUCTION

The use of impact sounds coupled to a modeled environment was
introduced in [1]. Refinements of impact sound models have since
been made [2] . The first working models for sustained contact
sounds integrated with a physical environment was made in [3],
greatly expanding the overall realism of the simulation by relating
audio and visual elements continuously. Frictional modelshave
been created for musical instruments, and have also been applied
to surfaces in simulated environments [4]. Further models have
have been proposed for other environmental sounds including flu-
ids [5]. In [6] a framework was presented for a physical audio
system, designed to operate closely with a physics engine pro-
viding rigid body dynamics. The emphasis was on using robust
techniques that could be expanded easily, and acomodate an en-
vironment that was rapidly changing. This work developed into
the Phya physical audio library discussed here. An overviewis
presented of the processes on which it is based, its structure, and
recent developments. It is important to consider the library in tan-
dem with the physical simulation with which it must operate.The
dynamics of both the physics engine and Phya combine to pro-
vide the final auditory result. Refinements of the audio modeling
process needs to be balanced by an understanding of the features
emerging from the composite system that provide the best audio
cues to the listener. Coupled to this is often a need to be able
to creatively control the characteristics of the system without im-
posing strict physical constraints, and retaining the important be-
haviour from a perceptual point of view. When the dynamics of
some objects, conveyed through graphics, correlates closely with
the sound generated, a powerful synergistic perceptual effect is
produced. However, where the visual link to a sound becomes
blurred or less obvious, then explicit audio modeling techniques
become of less value, and more programmatic techniques may be
more appropriate.

2. TECHNOLOGICAL REVIEW

The scope of Phya has so far been limited to sound resulting from
the interactions between discrete solid and deformable objects,

and mirrors the development of dynamics-collision engines. In-
teractions between discrete objects account for large proportion
of everyday environmental sounds, and merit accurate modeling
because the sound generated greatly enhances our knowledgeof
dynamics gained from visuals alone. Below we review the models
that are built into Phya, and consider the overall structureused to
accomodate them. Possible extensions to cloth and water models
are also discussed.

2.1. Impacts

2.1.1. Spring model

The simplest impacts consist of a single excitation pulse, which
then drives the resonant properties of the colliding objects. The
spectral brightness of the pulse depends on the combined hardness
of the two surfaces. Using a spring model, the combined spring
constant, which determines the duration and so spectral profile of
a hit, is k = (k−1

1
+ k−1

2
)−1 wherek1 and k2 are the spring

constants of the individual surfaces. A model which just takesk
to be the lesser value is also adequate. The duration isπ

p

m/k

wherem is the effective mass(m−1

1
+ m−1

2
)−1. The effective

mass can be approximated by the lesser mass. If one object is
fixed like a wall, the effective mass is the free object’s mass.

The impact displacement amplitude can also be calculated eas-
ily in this model,A = v

p

m/k wherev is the relative normal con-
tact speed, however in practice the sound designer requiresmore
freedom over the relation between collision parameters andthe
impact amplitude. This can be specified by a linear breakpoint
scheme with an upper limit also providing a primary stage of au-
dio level limiting. Note that the masses used for impact generation
do not have to directly match the dynamics engine masses.

2.1.2. Stiffness

Impact stiffness is important for providing cues to the listener about
impact dynamics, because it causes spectral changes in the sound
depending on impact strength, whereas impact strength judged
from the amplitude level of an impact received by a listener is am-
biguous because of the attenuating effect of distance. Stiffness
can be modeled by making the spring constant increase with im-
pact displacement. This causes an overall decrease in impact du-
ration for an increase in impact amplitude, and makes it spectrally
brighter, illustrated in Figure 1.

The pulse shape can be controlled by the direct synthesis of
the pulse including its duration and amplitude. Similar results are
obtained by controlling a 1st order lowpass filter fed by a fixed
sharp pulse. Precise modeling is not required, in fact this is an
obstacle to tuning the behaviour according to the sound designer’s
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Figure 1: Displacements from three impacts, one of which is stiff.

contact layer

Figure 2: A grazing impact.

requirements. For instance they might require stiffness tobecome
prominent for a certain impact strength, and independentlycontrol
the nominal hardness.

2.1.3. Multiple hits and grazing

Sometimes several hits can occur in rapid succession. A given
physics engine would be capable of generating this impact infor-
mation down to a certain time scale. The effect can be simulated
by generating secondary impulses according to a simple poisson-
like stochastic process, so that for a larger impact the chance of
secondary impacts increases. Also common are grazing hits,in
which an impact is associated with a short period of rolling and
sliding. This is because the surfaces are uneven, and the main
impulse causing the rebound occurs during a period of less repul-
sive contact. Such fine dynamics cannot be captured by a typical
physics engine. However, good results can be achieved by com-
bining an audio impulse generation with a continuous contact gen-
eration, according to the speed of collision and angle of incidence,
see Figure 2. The component of velocity parallel to the surface is
used for the surface contact speed.

2.2. Continuous contacts

2.2.1. Basic model

Continuous contact generation is a more complex process. The
first method introduced, [3], was to mimic a needle followingthe
groove on a record. This corresponds to a contact point on onesur-
face sliding over another surface, and is implemented by reading
or generating a surface profile at the contact point to generate an
audio excitation.

Rolling is similar to sliding, except there is no relative move-
ment at the contact point, resulting in a spectrally less bright ver-
sion of the sliding excitation. This can be modeled by append-
ing a lowpass filter that can varied according to the slip speed
at the contact, creating a strong cue for the dynamics there.See
Figure 3. A second order filter is useful here to shape the spec-
trum better. The contact excitation is also amplified by the nor-
mal force, in the same way impacts are modified by collision en-
ergy. More subtle are modifications to spectral brightness accord-

ing to them/k ratio that determines the brightness of an impact.
Low m/k corresponds to a light needle reading the surface at full
brightness. Heavier objects result in slower response, which can
modeled again by controlling the lowpass filter. Although simple,

generator
surface profile

speed
contact

/ position

lowpass

freq

m/k

slip speed

gain

normal force

surface
exittion

Figure 3: Surface excitation from rolling and sliding.

this efficient model is effective because it takes in the fulldynamic
information of the contact and uses it to shape the audio which we
then correlate with the visual portrayal of the dynamics. Itis also
easily customized to fit the sound designers requirements. When
flat surfaces are in contact over a wide area this can be treated as
several spaced out contact points, which can often be supplied di-
rectly by the dynamics-collision system.

2.2.2. Contact jumps

Even for a surface that is completely solid and smooth, the exci-
tations do not necessarily correspond very well with the surface
profile. A contact may jump creating a small micro-impact, due to
the blunt nature of the contact surfaces, see Figure 4. The sound
resulting from this is significant and cannot be produced by read-
ing the surface profile directly. Again, the detailed modeling of
the surface interactions is beyond the capabilities available from
dynamics and collisions engines, which are not designed forthis
level of detail. Good results can instead be achieved by adding the
jumps, pre-processed, into the profile, Figure 5.

impact

Figure 4: Micro-impact occuring due to contact geometry

2.2.3. Programmatic and stochastic surfaces

Stored profiles can be mapped over surface areas to create varying
surface conditions. This can be acceptable for sparse jump-like
surfaces that can be encoded at reduced sample rates, but in gen-
eral the memory requirements can be unreasonable, even in todays
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Figure 5: Preprocessing a profile to include jumps.

games consoles. An alternative is to describe surfaces program-
matically, either in a deterministic or stochastic way. Theadvan-
tage of a largely deterministic process is that repetitionsof a sur-
face correlate closely, for instance when something is rolling back
and forth, providing a strong cue to the dynamic behaviour even
without visuals. Indexable random number generators provide
a way to deterministically generate surfaces. Others include re-
peating functions to generate pattern based surfaces such as grids.
Stochastic processes can be used to model the surface directly, for
instance white noise is an effective surface. Secondary excitations
can also be generated stochastically, for instance to simulate the
disturbance of gravel on a surface, in a similar manner to thephys-
ically informed footsteps in [7]. In this scheme the primaryexci-
tations are filtered to determine the activity rate of a poisson like
process which then generates impulses mimicking the collisions of
gravel particles.

2.2.4. Friction

Friction stick and slip processes are important in string instru-
ments. In virtual environments they are much less common source
of sound than the interactions considered so far. A good example is
door creaking, which is strongly coupled to the visual portrayal of
the dynamics. Stick and slip for discrete solid objects is simulated
well by the generation of pulses at regular linear or angularinter-
vals determined by the normal contact force, with the amplitude
and spectral profile of the pulses modifying as the contact force
and speed changes. As contact force increases, so the interval be-
tween each pulse increases, due to static friction.

2.2.5. Buzzing

Common phenomena are buzzing and rattling at a contact, caused
by objects in light contact that have been set vibrating. Like im-
pact stiffness, it provides a distant independent cue of dynamic
state, which in this case is the amplitude of vibration. Objects that
are at first very quiet can become loud when they begin to buzz,
due to the nonlinear transfer of low frequency energy up to higher
frequencies that are radiated better. Precise modeling of this with
a dynamics-collision engine would be infeasible. However,the
process can be modeled well by clipping the signal from the main
vibrating object, as shown in Figure 6, and feeding it to the reso-
nant objects that are buzzing against each other. The process could
be made more elaborate by calculating the mutual excitationdue
to two surfaces moving against each other.

Figure 6: Clipping of resonator output to provide buzz excitation.

2.3. Resonators

2.3.1. Modal resonators, calibration, location dependence

There are many types of resonator structure that have been used
to simulate sounding objects. For virtual environments we re-
quire a minimal set of resonators that can be easily adapted to a
wide variety of sounds, and can be efficiently run in numbers.The
earliest forms of resonator used for this purpose were modalres-
onators [1, 3] which consist of parallel banks of second order reso-
nant filters, each with individual coupling constants and damping.
These are particularly suited to objects with mainly sharp reso-
nances such as solid objects made from glass, stone and metal. It
is possible to identify spectral peaks in the recording of a such
an object, and also the damping by tracking how quickly each
peak decays, [8]. In other words the objects resonant behaviour
can be physically sampled. Refinements to this process included
sampling over a range of impact points, and using spatial sound
reconstruction. The associated complexities were not considered
a priority in Phya. Hitting an object in different places produces
different sounds, but just hitting an object in the same place re-
peatedly produces different sounds each time, due to the changing
state of the resonant filters. It is part of the attraction of physical
modeling that such important subtleties are manifested. Ifneeded,
an collision object can be broken up into several different collision
objects, and different Phya sound objects associated with these.

2.3.2. Diffuse resonance

For a large enough object of a given material the modes become
very numerous and merge into a diffuse continuum. This coincides
with the emergence of time domain structure at scales of interest
to us, so that for instance a large plate of metal can be used tocre-
ate echos and reverberation. For less dense, more damped mate-
rial such as wood, pronounced diffuse resonance occurs at modest
sizes, for instance in chairs and doors. Such objects are very com-
mon in virtual environments and yet a modal resonator is not effi-
ciently able to model diffuse resonance, or be matched to a record-
ing. Waveguide methods have been employed to model diffuse
resonance either using abstract networks, including banded waveg-
uides [9], feedback delay networks [10] or more explicit structures
such as waveguide meshes [11, 12]. An alternative approach intro-
duced in [13], is to mimic a diffuse resonator by dividing theex-
citation into frequency bands, and feeding the power in eachinto
a multi-band noise generator, via a filter that generates thetime
decay for each band, see figure 7. Thisperceptual resonatorpro-
vides a diffuse response that responds to the input spectrum. When
combined with modal modeling for lower frequencies it can effi-
ciently simulate wood resonance, and can be easily manipulated by
the sound designer. A similar approach had been used in [14] to
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simulate the diffuse resonance of sound boards to hammer strikes,
however the difference is that our resonator follows the spectral
profile of a general input.

lowpass

bandpass gain

bandpass gain

noise

+

bandpass envelope
follower

lowpass

bandpass envelope
follower

Figure 7: Outline of a perceptual resonator.

2.3.3. Surface damping

A common feature of resonant objects is that their damping fac-
tors are increased by contact with other objects. For instance a
cup placed on a table sounds less resonant when struck. This be-
havior has a strong visual-dynamic coupling, and so is well suited
for simulation, which can be achieved by accumulating a damping
factor for each resonator as a sum of damping factors associated
with the surfaces that are in contact.

2.3.4. Nonlinear resonance

Many objects enter non-linear regimes when vibrating strongly,
usually causing a spectral shift to higher frequencies, andgenerat-
ing a more complex sound overall. This is related to the buzzing
discussed earlier in that different linear resonators can be coupled
non-linearly via their surfaces. These processes might actually be
present within a given object. A first approximation is to distort
any resonator with a nonlinear function. This can be made more
realistic by feeding back some of the distorted signal into the res-
onator, see Figure 8.

+ function
linear
resonator +

nonlinear

Figure 8: Nonlinear resonator

2.3.5. Deformable objects

There is a common class of objects that are not completely rigid,
but still resonate clearly, for example a thin sheet of metal. Such
objects have variable resonance characteristics depending on their
shape. While explicit modelling of the resonance parameters ac-
cording to shape is prohibitive, an excellent qualitative effect that

correlates well with visual dynamics is to vary the resonator pa-
rameters about a calibrated set, according variations of shape from
the nominal. This can be quantified in a physical model of a de-
formable model by using stress parameters or linear expansion fac-
tors. The large scale oscillation of such a body modulates the
audio frequencies providing an excellent example of audiovisual
dynamic coupling.

2.4. Phya overall structure and engine

Phya is built in the C++ language, and is based around a core set of
general object types, that can specialized and extended. Sounding
objects are represented by a containing object called aBody, which
refers to an associatedSurfaceandResonatorobject, see Figure 9.
Specializations of these includeSegmentSurfacefor recorded sur-
face profiles,RandSurfacefor deterministically generated stochas-
tic surfaces,GridSurfacefor patterns. The resonator subtypes are
ModalResonatorandPerceptualResonator. Bodies can share the
same surface and resonator if required in order to handle groups
of objects more efficiently. Collisions states are represented using
ImpactandContactobjects that are dynamically created and re-
leased as collisions occur between physical objects. Theseobjects
take care of updating the state of any associated surface interac-
tions.

contact generator

impact

body1

body2

impact generator

body

surfaceresonator

contact

body1

body2

Figure 9: Main objects in Phya.

2.4.1. System view

The top level system view is shown in Figure 10. The collision
system in the environment simulator must generate trigger updates
in Phya’s collision update section, for example using a callback
system. This in turn reads dynamic information from the dynam-
ics engine and updates parameters that are used by the Phya audio
thread to generate audio samples. The most awkward part of the
process is finding a way for Phya to keep track of continuous con-
tacts.

Phya

Dynamics

Collision

Collision update

DSP / Audio

Physics engine

Figure 10: Phya system overview.
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2.4.2. Tracking contacts

Most collision engines do not usepersistent contacts, meaning
they forget information about contacts from one collision frame
to another. On the other hand Phya wishes to remember contacts
because it has audio processes that generate excitations continu-
ously during a contact. The problem can be attacked either by
modifying the collision engine, which is hard or not possible, or
searching contact lists. In the simplest case, the physics engine
provides a list of non-persistent physical contacts at eachcollision
step, and no other information. For each physical contact, the as-
sociated Phya bodies can be found and compared with a list of
current Phya contact pairs. If no pair matches a new Phya contact
is formed. If a pair is found, it is associated with the current phys-
ical contact. For any pairs left unmatched, the associated Phya
contact is released. See Figure 11. This works on the, mostlytrue,
assumption that if a physical contact exists between two bodies in
two successive frames then that is a continuous contact evolving.
If two bodies are in contact in more than one place then some con-
fusion can occur, but this is offset by the fact that the soundis more
complex. Engines that keep persistent contacts are easier to han-
dle. The ability to generate callbacks when contacts are created
and destroyed helps even more.

Physical Body2

Physical
Contacts
look in Phya

Phya Body1

Phya Body2

Phya

Contact

Physical Body1

Contact

Figure 11: Find a Phya contact from a Physical contact.

2.4.3. Smooth surfaces

Another problem of continuous contacts arises from the collision
detection of curved surfaces. For example the collision of acylin-
der can be detected using a dedicated algorithm, or a more general
one applied to a collision net that approximates a cylinder.From a
visual dynamic point of view the general approach may appearsat-
isfactory. However, the dynamic information produced may lead
to audio that is clearly consistent with an object with corners and
not smooth. A way to improve this situation is to smooth the dy-
namic information when it is intended that the surface is smooth,
using linear filters. This requires Phya to check the tags on the
physical objects associated with a new contact to see if smoothing
is intended.

2.4.4. Limiters

The unpredictable nature of physical environmental sound requires
automated level control, both to ensure it is sufficiently audible
and also not so loud to dominate other audio sources or to clipthe
audio range. This has already been partly addressed at the stage
of excitation generation, however because of the unpredictability
of the whole system, it is also neccessary to apply limiters to the
final mix. This is best achieved with a short look-ahead brickwall
limiter, that can guarantee a limit, while also reducing annoying
artifacts that would be caused without any look-ahead. Too much
look-ahead would compromise interactivity, however the duration
of a single audio system processing vector, which is typically 128
samples, is found to be sufficient.

3. A VIEW FROM INDUSTRY

There is little question among researchers that physicallymodeled
audio of the kind considered here is of great value for creating
virtual environments. More than this, the response from users is
nearly always very positive. However the up take in industryhas
been disappointing, despite the ever increasing speed of computers
and development of graphics and physics engines. Some tentative
explanations are offered for this below, based on experience work-
ing with industry.

Computer game developers have the largest interest in this
technology. Not all games are suited to physical audio, although
an increasing number integrate physics engines of growing sophis-
tication. Audio is usually considered of much lower priority than
graphics, despite the fact that audio is frequently considered a very
important aspect in reviews. Audio programming is often carried
out by a non-specialist programmer just using sample playback li-
braries and programming interfaces for surround sound. There is
often a natural resistance to acknowledge that out of house tech-
nologies could be valuable if they can not readily be reproduced
in house. As we have seen, although a physical audio engine can
be made robust, the connection with the physics engine control-
ling the movement of objects is much more fragile. Physics en-
gines vary considerably in their operation, and are not designed
from their outset to accomodate audio engines. In particular high
quality continuous contact sounds require a quality of kinematic
information beyond that which is visually acceptable. Withinge-
nuity these problems can be surmounted in most cases, but they
pose a significant strain on the developers resources. The prob-
lem is compounded because published research often focuseson a
level of audio modeling detail that goes well beyond that required
in a simulation, while not taking into account the practicalrequire-
ments of a sound designer. In summary a significant shift in work-
ing practice is called for. Even among large developers who would
be able to able to take a greater risk, there is a lack of evidence that
progress is being made in physical audio. Several developers have
blamed this on an increasingly risk-averse culture generally in the
industry, and a lack of imagination among top management. The
first to embrace new audio technologies and integrate with them
will, however, surely gain an advantage on their competitors.

4. THE FUTURE

Phya is already well developed. Proposals for collaboration on vir-
tual world projects are welcomed. It is currently being deployed
in a virtual environment across the web, designed to exploresyn-
chronous virtual environments in the presence of latency. The
result will serve as a comprehensive example with integration to
an up to date publically available dynamics-collision engine, and
hopefully encourage others to use it in their projects.

4.1. Extensions, cloth and water

Simulations of cloth and fluid surfaces, are becoming increasingly
common in desktop physics engines. Suggestions are made here
for appropriate models that can generate the associated sounds.
Cloth generates a combination of sounds. When surfaces rub a
continuous contact is sound is generated. This can be resonated
and amplified by the surface if that is under tension. Similarly im-
pacts can also occur between surfaces. The resonance can be mod-
eled with a single modal resonator whose frequency is controlled
by an average tension in the cloth. The excitation is a sum of
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the impacts and contacts occuring within the cloth. This requires
access to detailed dynamic information that may not be readily
availible.

Resonating bubbles have been identified as the dominant com-
ponent in water/air sounds. Synthesizing stochastic populations of
bubbles of different kinds can create a variety of realisticeffects
[5]. From a dynamic simulation of water surface flow we would
hope to extract measures of turbulence, although this is an inher-
ently difficult area for simulators to provide reliable information.
These measures can then direct the populations statistics of the
bubbles. It seems likely that the fluid simulation dynamics and
stochastic process dynamics described in [5] will be insufficient to
convincingly model the overall sound, because of the mismatch of
scales. An intervening process could be introduced to manage the
dynamical evolution of the population statistics in response to the
raw turbulence measures.

When many bubbles are forming, it becomes increasingly hard
to distinguish the resulting sound from spectrally evolving noise.
This suggests that in these cases it would be better to use a noise
model fed directly by the bubble population state, rather than sum-
ming individual bubbles, which is costly for large numbers.

Another possibility is to train the appended dynamics with
sounds from real fluid flows, together with measurements of the
macro dynamics. Using dynamical analysis similar to that which
has been applied to musical instruments [15], a dynamic audio
sound generator can be constructed. The stochastic nature of the
fluid sound makes it more appropriate for this than preciselysyn-
chronized contact or instrument sounds.

5. CONCLUSION

The integration of physically modeled audio into a virtual environ-
ment is a complex task, and it is difficult to achieve high quality
results. In the best examples, the audio generated integrates closely
with the graphics in portraying the varied dynamic state of the sys-
tem, and making the overall experience more realistic for the user.
Sound designers are able to customize sounding objects according
to their requirements, and ensure interactions are sonically inter-
esting most of the time.
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ABSTRACT
We propose a multimodal architecture in which audio and haptic
textures are simulated in real-time using physical models.Exper-
iments evaluating audio-haptic interaction in textures perception
show that auditory cues significantly influence the haptic percep-
tion of virtual textures.

[Keywords: physical models, audio-haptic interaction]

1. INTRODUCTION

Since human perception is based on multimodal processing, the
rendering of multimodal haptic and auditory feedback in virtual
environments (VE) has the potential to significantly improve the
performance, realism and the feeling of presence. Additionally,
the ability to combine diverging cues from different modalities to
provide a unified percept can potentially compensate for limita-
tions of interface technologies.

While many everyday tasks can be performed using touch alone,
it is more common for multiple sensory modalities (i.e., vision,
hearing, etc.) to be used. However, relatively little research has
investigated the specific contribution of each modality to task per-
formances. The present study explores the impact of multisen-
sory feedback on the perception of surface roughness. The spe-
cific question addressed is whether appropriate auditory feedback,
when presented together with haptic feedback, can alter theper-
ception of virtual surface texture.

Rendering realistic auditory feedback in a virtual environment
based on haptic interactions is a rather complex task, because of
the tight synchronization needed, and the high degree of inter-
activity and responsiveness required for the sound models.To
overcome these difficulties, we propose to use physically based
models. Characteristic for the physical modelling techniques are
that they are based on the physical properties of sound generation
mechanisms. The advantages of this approach are that it can pro-
duce high quality sounds, allowing at the same time natural control
of the parameters of the models. Another important advantage of
this approach is that it is often possible to map velocity andforce
data directly from the haptic application to the physical model, and
thus ensure interactivity and responsiveness.

Several projects by Klatzky, Lederman and colleagues have
investigated texture perception, and how visual and auditory cues
affect it [1, 2, 3]. Their approach employs a perceptual discrep-
ancy paradigm, where the percept in one modality is artificially
distorted to determine the relative contribution of the modalities
on the judgments. As an example, in [4], it is shown that audi-
tory feedback can influence the haptic perception of texture, when

using a probe for exploration. Participants used both tactual and
auditory information to make their judgments when exploring the
surfaces with a rigid probe. In this case, touch cues contributed
62% and auditory cues 38% to the bimodal judgments, a consid-
erably different result from the 100% touch dominance foundin
the study described in [1]. This difference is largely due tothe
use of the rigid probe as opposed to the bare fingers for auditory
exploration of surface texture. Since the sounds generatedby bare
fingers on a rigid surface are considerably less loud than those cre-
ated by a rigid probe on a rigid surface, those softer sounds may
be ignored completely [4].

Other investigations by DiFranco and colleagues examined how
auditory cues affect the haptic perception of stiffness [5]. In their
experiments, the authors used recorded impact sounds of surfaces
with different stiffness level. In these experiments the subjects uti-
lized a Phantom haptic device by Sensable.1 As subjects tapped
on different virtual surfaces, they were presented with different
impact sounds. Subjects were asked to rank the surfaces according
to their perceived stiffness. Results show that when the physical
stiffness of the surfaces were the same, subjects ranked surfaces
according to the sound. Recently, the same experiments havebeen
repeated using physical models of impact sounds [6].

Investigations on multimodal perception of virtual roughness
using synthesized sinewaves were recently performed in [7]. Re-
sults show that auditory feedback affects the haptic perception of
virtual textures.

In this paper, we are interested in achieving a better under-
standing of the relationship between auditory and haptic textures
simulated by using physical models. To achieve this goal, webuilt
a multimodal architecture described in the following section.

2. RENDERING OF AUDIO-HAPTIC TEXTURES

The multimodal rendering architecture used in our experiments
consists of two main parts: the haptic and graphical rendering ap-
plication, and the sound synthesis application. Figure 1 illustrates
the setup and data flow of the auditory and haptic architecture de-
veloped. The haptic rendering is programmed in C++ using the
Openhaptics Toolkit from Sensable2 and OpenGL. The sound syn-
thesis is implemented as an external plugin programmed for the
Max/MSP3 real time synthesis environment.

The synchronization between the haptic and auditory feedback
is very important to ensure that the auditory and haptic feedback

1www.sensable.org
2www.sensable.org
3www.cycling74.com
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Figure 1:A multimodal audio-haptic architecture.

is perceived to be caused by the same event. In order to accom-
plish this tight synchronization we use the Open Sound Protocol
(OSC)4, which is a communication protocol that allows computers,
synthesizers and multimedia devices to share performance data in
real time over a network. To control the sonification, the position
of the cursor, and the force and velocity of impact are sent tothe
Max/MSP application.

2.1. Simulation of auditory textures

The virtual objects in the application are composed of solidrectan-
gular boxes. The objects can be considered as passive resonators
that are excited by the interaction with the stylus of the haptic in-
terface. To synthesize the virtual objects we used modal synthesis.
To simulate the sustained interaction when the user rubs thevirtual
objects we both modelled the excitation caused by friction and the
interactions with the surface asperities of the texture. Our interac-
tion model is decomposed as following:

f = ff + ft

whereff represents the deterministic friction force whileft rep-
resents the dynamic texture simulation.

The frictional interaction is simulated using a dynamic elasto-
plastic model that simulates the interaction between rubbed dry
surfaces [8]. This model, originally used in robotics, was recently
adapted for sound synthesis purposes [9].

The model describes the dependence of friction on the rela-
tive velocity between two contacting bodies through a differential
equation rather than static mapping, as commonly done by tra-
ditional friction models. The model assumes that friction results
from a large number of microscopic elastic bonds called bristles,
in which case the velocity force relationship is expressed as:

f(z, ż) = σ0z + σ1ż + σ2v

wherez represents the average bristle deflection,σ0 is the bris-
tle stiffness,σ1 the bristle damping andσ2v accounts for viscous
friction.

The different levels of texture roughness are created usingthe
algorithm proposed in [10]. The same algorithm is used to simu-
late both auditory and haptic textures.

2.2. Simulation of haptic textures

To simulate the contact with the virtual objects the haptic device
must render the appropriate forces to resist the end-effector/stylus

4 www.opensoundcontrol.org

from penetrating the objects surface. The forces to be applied are
calculated based on the concept of a proxy which in this case is
a point that attempts to follow the tip of the stylus of the haptic
interface in the virtual environment. When the stylus penetrates
the surface of the virtual object the proxy is prevented fromvio-
lating the objects surface, and based on the distance between tip
and proxy the resisting force to be applied can be calculatedusing
a spring-damper control law. The concept is illustrated in Figure 2
for three different points in time (t1,t2,t3).

Figure 2:Resistive force calculation based on proxy.

The calculation of resistive forces and friction forces arehan-
dled by the functionality of the Openhaptics Toolkit based on OpenGL
primitives. However, the Toolkit does not support rendering of
different textures needed to simulate the different surface rough-
ness levels needed for the investigation. Current researchproposes
different methods to simulate surface roughness based on image
based methods and procedural methods. The method used in this
paper is based on a procedural model proposed in [10]. A pseudo-
random function with a normal distribution is used to perturb the
resistive force in the normal direction of the object surface, when
the end-effector moves on the object surface. By changing the
variance of the random function it is possible to simulate different
levels of roughness. Figure 3 shows an example of the different
levels of roughness applied to a constant force.

Figure 3:Different levels of roughness simulation. Left: a smooth
surface; center: a medium surface; right: a rough surface.

3. EXPERIMENT DESIGN

3.1. Participants

Twelve test subjects (8 male and 4 female) between the ages of20
and 30 years old participated in this test. They all reportedhaving
normal hearing and being right-handed.
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3.2. Method

A within-subjects design was used for the experiment. The pur-
pose of the test was to investigate how haptic and audio/haptic
feedback would influence the perceived surface texture in degrees
of roughness on a scale from 1 to 7. Three degrees of surface
texture roughness were tested: smooth, medium and rough. Each
condition was tested with the correct audio feedback and with the
conflicting audio feedback from the two other conditions. This
enabled us to observe if conflicting cues affect the perceived tex-
ture roughness. The conditions were also tested without auditory
feedback to distinguish if audio feedback made a differencein the
perception of surface texture. The different scenarios were tested
twice and tested in random order. The test subject also had visual
feedback of the virtual object tested. Subjects were instructed to
focus on the black screen, as not to unconsciously use visualcues
like the distance from her hand to the haptic device. Test subjects
were also instructed to rank their confidence in their answeron a
scale from 1 to 7, 1 being very unconfident and 7 being very con-
fident.

Figure 4:The experimental setup with a test subject placed in front
of the Phantom Omni haptic device.

3.3. Procedure

The test subjects were seated in front of the Phantom Omni haptic
device, which was placed in front of a 19 inches screen for visual
feedback (see Figure 4 ). First they were given a brief introduction
to the experiment, without being informed about the presence of
conflicting audio/haptic cues. After the initial training phase, in
which subjects were allowed to practice with the Phantom Omni
haptic device in order to get a sense of the devices degrees offree-
dom and motion, the test started.

When the test subjects felt comfortable using the Phantom
Omni haptic device, they were asked to wear headphones, to pro-
vide the auditory feedback and a questionnaire to be filled inafter
each condition was tested.

The questionnaire asked to judge the surface texture in a scale
from 1 to 7, where 1 was very smooth and 7 very rough. Subjects

were not informed on how the virtual haptic and auditory surfaces
were varied.

The test was divided in two parts. In the first part subjects were
asked to judge surfaces’ roughness with and without auditory feed-
back. In the second part they were asked to judge surfaces’ rough-
ness, with conflicting auditory and haptic cues. Subjects were not
aware of the presence of conflicting cues.

In all the trials there was no time limit as to how long subjects
wanted to test each condition. When the test subjects were finished
trying the different conditions they would nod and the condition
just tested was closed, so the test subject could fill in the section
of the questionnaire for that specific condition before proceeding
to the next condition. This procedure was repeated throughout the
experiment. After the test subjects had tried all conditions and an-
swered the sections of the questionnaire belonging to the individ-
ual conditions, they were asked whether they thought that auditory
feedback was useful or not, on a scale from 1 to 7, 1 being not
useful and 7 being very useful.

4. RESULTS

4.1. Influence of auditory feedback

Three different conditions, with and without auditory feedback,
were tested twice. To compensate for the test subjects’ individual
differences in the numerical scales used, the results were normal-
ized by dividing each score by the individual participant mean,
then multiplying by the grand mean.

The analysis of the results showed that in the conditions with
a smooth surface texture with and without auditory feedback, the
test subjects perceived the smooth surface texture of the virtual
object, as being smoother in the condition where they had haptic
and audio feedback compared to the condition with only haptic
feedback.

The normalized mean of all the test subjects was 2,10 in the
condition with haptic/audio cues and 2,38 with haptic cues on a
scale from 1 to 7. The normalized means for the two conditions
are graphically illustrated with boxplots in Figure 5, where the
bold horizontal line represents the median (Q2), the vertical line
the minimum and maximum values and the top of the box the up-
per quartile (Q3) and the bottom of the box the lower quartile(Q1).
As can be seen in the boxplots in Figure 5, the median and lower
quartile have lower values (one being the smoothest) in the condi-
tion with audio.

The t-test was conducted, which showed that the results were
statistically significant (p < 0.05). In the conditions with a medium
surface with and without auditory feedback the test subjects nor-
malized mean was 3,76 with audio cues and 3,93 without audio
cues. The mean, median, upper and lower quartiles are closerto
the middle of the scale (3,5) in the boxplot with audio cues com-
pared to the condition without audio cues (see Figure 6).

When comparing the conditions with a rough surface texture
with and without audio cues, the results showed that only 4 out
of the 12 test subjects perceived the condition with audio cues to
have a rougher surface then the ones without audio cues. The nor-
malized mean with audio cues was 5,26 and 5,40 without audio
cues. As can be seen in Figure 7, the median and lower quartile
are perceived as rougher in the condition without audio cues, but
the upper quartile has a higher value in condition with audiocues.
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Figure 5:m2a1 represents a smooth surface with audio and condi-
tion m2b1 is a smooth surface without audio. Notice how auditory
feedback influences the perception of surface’s roughness.

4.2. Perception of conflicting cues

In the second part of the experiment the test subjects were asked to
rank conditions with conflicting haptic and audio cues. Thiswas
done to see how the different audio cues would affect the percep-
tion of the surface texture with the same haptic feedback. Inthis
second part, 9 conditions (3 auditory x 3 haptics) were tested. The
analysis showed that the conditions with smooth audio cues was
perceived as having a smoother haptic surface then the othercon-
ditions in the three groups with the same haptic feedback, ascan be
seen in Figure 8. The conditions with rough audio cues also have
higher values than the conditions with smooth or medium audio
cues, although they have the same haptic feedback.

In the three groups of conditions with the same haptic feed-
back, the mean, median, upper and lower quartiles have higher
values when the audio cues are changed from smooth to medium
and medium to rough. The level of confidence is lower in the con-
ditions with conflicting audio and haptic cues compared to the con-
dition with the correct audio cues.

5. CONCLUSIONS

In this paper, we proposed a multimodal architecture in which au-
ditory and haptic cues are simulated using physical models.Audio
and haptic cues were simulated designing a physical models of
rubbed surfaces, with a stochastic texture model modeled using a
pseudo-random function with a normal distribution.

Results concerning the investigation on the interaction between
auditory and haptic cues on the perception of virtual textures show
how auditory feedback improves the ability of the test subjects to
perceive the accurate degrees of roughness. The conditionswith
audio cues were scaled more accurately than the conditions with-
out audio cues. Furthermore the conditions with the same haptic
feedback, but different auditory feedback were influenced by the
audio cues and perceived as being smoother or rougher depending
on the conflicting haptic/audio cues.

Figure 6:Boxplots of perceived surface texture roughness. Condi-
tion m2a5 is a medium surface with audio and condition m2b2 is
a medium surface without audio.

Observations of the test subjects during the experiments and
analysis of the positional data showed that most of the test sub-
jects only rubbed the surface of the virtual object to determine the
texture roughness. A few rubbed very hard, which makes it more
difficult for the perception of the different degrees of roughness.

Overall the test subjects did not notice any delay while inter-
acting with the architecture, and became quickly adjusted in using
the system.
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ABSTRACT 

Recent work in audio and visual perception suggests that, 

over and above sensory acuities, exploration of an environment is 

a most powerful perceptual strategy. For some uses, the 

plausibility of artificial sound environments might be 

dramatically improved if exploratory perception is 

accommodated.  

The composition and reproduction of spatially explorable 

sound fields involves a different set of problems from the 

conventional surround sound paradigm, developed to display 

music and sound effects to an essentially passive audience. 

This paper is based upon contemporary models of perception 

and presents proposals for additional spatial characteristics 

beyond classical concepts of three-dimensional positioning of 

virtual objects. 

1. INTRODUCTION 

Many authors (e.g. [1]) have proposed that adding parameters of 

spatiality to artificial sound can improve information transfer, 

allowing the percipient to choose the objects of attention in 

conditions of multiple concurrent auditory streams. Especially 

where multiple sources are essentially similar (same-sex voices, 

for instance) spatially separating them can improve listener 

performance [2]. Most simply, this is achieved by separating 

sources angularly. In a more sophisticated way, items could be 

separated by angle and range, the latter depicted by manipulating 

a few parameters such as amplitude, direct/indirect sound ratio 

and equalization. However, “spatiality” (i.e. that which appeals 

to human spatial perception) is subtler than this, so there are 

many more potential parameters that could be used to broaden 

the information bandwidth in artificial spatial sound. 

A notable distinction between real-world and artificial 

auditory environments lies with the types of information 

transaction they afford. In the former, perceivers actually explore 

the environment to extract more detailed information from 

features of particular significance. By contrast, artificial 

(auditory) environments are ‘informationally shallow’ as they do 

not cater to perceptual exploration strategies. Phantom images 

(illusions of sounding objects between speakers) are notoriously 

unstable to a moving perceiver (in terms of location and size, or 

“apparent source width” [3]), resulting in a perceived loss of 

realism. Range (distance from image to perceiver) is similarly 

exposed as illusory when one moves. Exploration reveals more 

about the audio system and the unreality of the audio content. 

Although a motionless percipient should be thought of as a 

special case, surround sound applications tend to de-emphasise 

the ambulant capabilities of perceivers and are predicated on 

assumptions of a static (and passive) listener. This may be quite 

appropriate for music listening since contemporary music must 

be predicated on the technical limitations of available display 

systems. 

Users of personal computers are usually immobile, normally 

seated. Domestic surround sound must be heard from a quite 

specific position and orientation for the spatial illusion to appear 

as intended [1][5][6][7]. 

In artificial environments of these sorts, the opportunities for 

physical, ambulant exploration are sharply circumscribed, are 

presented to the percipient in simplified form which is already 

partially sorted, so that the composer of the environment governs 

listeners’ attention. This intrinsically emphasises the reception 

element of perception. 

The presentation to a static listener of binaural signals 

conveying an impression of spatiality is therefore a restricted 

kind of spatiality, which does not afford the full range of 

cognitive spatial abilities that might be deployed in real 

environments. 

2. EXPLORATION: INFORMATION SORTING IN 

REAL ENVIRONMENTS 

Real environments are incredibly complex and the appropriate 

sets of meanings (including spatial relationships) must be 

extracted economically and accurately, and in timely fashion; 

vast quantities of sense-data must be sorted. 

 This sorting can be discussed in terms of cognitive and 

behavioural exploration. Cognitive exploration encompasses 

attention /inattention [8] and cognitive sorting mechanisms are 

exemplified in Auditory Scene Analysis [9]. 

Rather than assume that a percipient’s perceptual processes 

must involve the accurate recording and subsequent analysis of 

all available sense data prior to understanding the key 

environmental meanings, exploration implies the active pursuit 

of meanings.  

Indeed, many commentators have stressed the need to 

consider human perception in a wider paradigm than laboratory 

circumstances, wherein control of extraneous factors is gained at 

the expense of generalisability of the conclusions drawn. 

Jarvilehto [10] considers that environment and percipient 

comprise a holistic system and that sensible conclusions about 

perception cannot be drawn from the study of perceivers in 
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isolation. James Gibson stressed that vision can be considered at 

the scale of environmental interaction: 

 
We are told that vision depends on the eye, which 

is connected to the brain. I shall suggest that 

natural vision depends on the eyes in the head on 

a body supported by the ground, the brain being 

only the central organ of a complete visual 

system. When no constraints are put on the visual 

system, we look around, walk up to something 

interesting and move around it so as to see it from 

all sides, and go from one vista to another. That is 

natural vision… [11] 

 

Here, Gibson also stresses the ambulant nature of visual 

perception, which touches on what is meant here by exploration.  

Behavioural exploration in the form of head-turning and 

locomotion, are examples of the percipient choosing to what 

sensory apparatus should be exposed. 

Active interrogation of the environment is achieved by 

interfering with what is to be explored, by prodding, picking up 

and moving things; the environment is stimulated into yielding 

information. 

2.1. Cognitive mapping and reference frames 

Exploratory behaviour that goes beyond simple random activity 

requires hypotheses about what might occur next. This implies 

ongoing, high-level representation of the perceptually 

significant [12] features of the local environment, including 

cognizance of spatial relationships. This has been characterized 

as cognitive mapping [13], and the concept can be used in 

conjunction with that of cognitive reference frames (e.g. [14]).  

We have stated [15]: 
A spatial frame of reference is a set of spatial 

relations between features, or landmarks, that can 

serve as background context for spatial action, 

perception and conception. 

The frame defines a place within which can be 

defined positions, or locations. Frames of 

reference provide contexts in which spatial 

knowledge is organised. A perceiver might 

simultaneously use several frames of reference in 

a situation and use multiple frames sequentially. 

Different situations might require different 

combinations of reference frames. 

 

Reference frames can be coarsely classified as egocentric 

(perceiver-centred) and exterocentric (non perceiver-centred). In 

the former, the position of items is referenced from the perceiver, 

whereas in the latter, external landmarks can be used as 

reference, so that an environment can have shape irrespective of 

the position of the particular perceiver. This second type of 

frame, that supports perception of an externalized world, is vital 

for perceiver mobility. For a fuller discussion, see Campbell [16]. 

2.2. Intuitive Physics 

Some authors [21] find evidential support for well-developed 

intuitive physics in pre-verbal infants, which amounts to the 

existence of a priori assumptions about the physics of events, 

objects and features. Such assumptions are imposed on the 

incoming sense-data to facilitate rapid sorting of the voluble 

flow of information that sensation makes available. However, 

this does not imply that the distinctions made in intuitive physics 

are arbitrary matters of opinion; they can rest on physical 

distinctions in the world that are available to sensation. 

The implication is that phylogenetic and ontogenetic 

developments shape the knowledge structures with which we 

decode the meanings in our everyday environments. In this 

view, there is no initial objective rendition of space at the sites 

of sensation, since those knowledge structures must be 

meaningfully connected with items in the external environment. 

Notably (in the present context) items of perceptual interest 

rarely appeal to just one sense-mode, other than momentarily. 

Although the distinct nature of sense modes is intuitively 

obvious, that of perceptual modes is less so. In real world 

situations, the senses act in concert, and the concomitant 

perception is of a unified, multi-modal world. 

This has two implications: 

1. That sense modes are unlikely to be truly equivalent 

(and hence redundant) in some modes of perception; 

rather they are specialized to extract more robust 

information from the same scene 

2. They are unlikely to be insulated from each other; 

therefore they can probably contribute to, and draw 

from the same cognitive spatial representations. 

2.3. An ecological approach to cognitive categories in spatial 

perception. 

This notion is that spatial representation is non-unitary, 

deploying multiple concurrent neural representations of events, 

objects, features and relationships in order to address different 

aspects of necessary tasks.  

Some representations can be rather similar to classical 

notions of three-dimensional space, replete with landmark 

features, and these can economically represent the static, 

background elements of the environment. Others can specialize 

in movement of discrete entities such as objects and organisms, 

and more abstractly, behaviours and intentions (although more 

physically abstract, they are perceptually significant items that 

perception has evolved to understand). Movement (of entities in 

the vicinity) is clearly potentially urgent; one would expect well-

developed systems that devote considerable cognitive resources 

to movement problems. Since some types of movement are likely 

to be more urgent than others, one would further assume a 

‘resource hierarchy’ that reflects this (we have previously used 

the term perceptual significance [15] to denote this). In other 

words, there is little reason to assume that all spatial attributes in 

a given environment should be treated even-handedly in 

cognition.  

2.4. Movement 

In common sense terms, a human sized organism approaching 

rapidly (or even accelerating) will probably command full 

attention at the expense of other items in the vicinity. Therefore, 

movement can be categorised according to its urgency, as: 

coming, going, passing, fast, slow, accelerating, changing 

direction and so on. 
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2.5. Location 

An analogous situation exists for location. Beyond the 

positioning along X, Y and Z co-ordinates (centred, say, on the 

perceiver), there are distinctions of near and far. But perceptual 

and physical “near” may differ. For example, a physically-near 

item in an adjacent room is perceptually further than items in 

this room. An item that can move fast is perceptually closer than 

a slow item. In this instance, we could say that such an item is 

causally near. 

Location is further complicated because it is not simply a 

matter of direction and distance; the relationships between a 

sounding object and its surroundings are clearly audible. One 

can hear when an object is near a wall, passes behind an 

occluding feature or moves past successive reflective and 

absorptive features. For objects having anisotropic output 

(because of body-occlusion) one can hear that item’s orientation 

with respect to features and oneself (what we have termed 

‘facingness’ [15]) The overall term we have used to encapsulate 

the audible consequences of sounding objects’ physical 

relationships with environment features and the listener is 

ambience labeling [15]. 

The matter is similar for background environmental features: 

a very wide, gently curving road can seem very narrow and 

twisty when one is traveling at high speed. An escape route such 

as a doorway is very far away if there are intervening obstacles 

and threats. 

2.6. Perceptual categories: cognitive cartoons 

The principle underlying the categories of perception (in real 

environments) is the potential for interaction, which is as 

physically real as an object, a process, a position or a classical 

spatial relationship. 

It has been proposed that there are dedicated neural sub-

systems that specialize in understanding ‘things’ (the what 

systems) and others for understanding the location of those 

things (the where systems) [16] These categories maybe too 

simplistic. Some things (such as ambulant organisms) clearly 

challenge a perceiver in a qualitatively differently way than do 

inanimate objects. Nevertheless, evidence for specialized 

systems is substantial; and the question at hand is one of 

identifying what categories these sub-systems actually specialize 

in, in a more detailed way. 

It is impossible for our perception to process all available 

information in a given environment. Perception achieves the 

remarkable feat of selecting appropriate information for before 

examining that information closely. 

Our proposition is that potential interactions are cognitively 

processed in a “cartoon” form: pared-down representations that 

capture the salient features quickly enough to facilitate real-time 

interaction.  

3. EXPLORABLE SOUND FIELDS 

We can assume that the taxonomy of spatial attributes in an 

artificial sound field differs from that in real environments 

(artificial environments should not be intrinsically dangerous, 

for example). Still, many of the perceptual systems that have 

evolved in real world examples might also be available (albeit in 

modified form) in artificial fields. This may be useful in 

engineering environment simulations, for training, investigating 

human behaviour, interacting in complex ways with real 

environments, or simply for entertainment. 

Although metrically precise images are particular virtues of 

visual perception, the exploration of artificial spatial sound can 

be conducted through an investigation of the special virtues of 

audition, with respect to the appreciation of space. 

 Visually occluded objects (behind the perceiver or behind 

another item) yield audio information about the rate and change 

of movement, and even the reason for movement. These 

environmental conditions can signify some call to action. 

 More importantly and unlike vision, this kind of 

information is available in parallel with location information and 

object-type information. Counter-intuitively, one can detect 

movement prior to the detection of position. This is more 

obvious when one reflects that a monophonic recording can 

convey movement (such as coming, passing and departing) even 

when precise location in terms of the egocentric appreciation of 

direction (via interaural differences) is unavailable. Clearly, 

there is physical information concerning the spatial relationships 

between source and proximate features that does not rely upon 

direction-perception. 

3.1. Degrees of explorability and cartoonification in artificial 

sound fields 

It is philosophically a moot point whether it will ever be 

physically possible to produce an artificial environment that is 

perceptually indistinguishable from a real one. It certainly is not 

currently possible. The effectiveness of an artificial environment 

rests on an appropriate simplification of elements, with respect 

to the task in hand. Artificial auditory cartoons [17] should 

reciprocate relevant cognitive cartoons so that they are 

‘intuitively graspable’  [18] to facilitate information reduction in 

complex interactive artificial environments. Logically, one can 

signify a spatial attribute rather than fully specify it.  

This is, of course, precisely what happens in computer 

games, which are pared-down environment simulators. As the 

percipient explores a situation virtually, passing by illusory 

sources, the effect is simulated by simplistic shaping of audio 

amplitude, with perhaps some rudimentary panning. 

Different levels of explorability may be acceptable in 

different presentation environments, headphone listening, 

concert hall presentation and ambulant presentation situations.  

 

Sound fields that are explorable should: 

• contain perceptually significant sound events 

• provide more information to the listener through 

exploration/movement than that provided to 

passive/static listeners 

• provide audio information relating to the environment 

that surrounds the listener and the items in the illusion 

• provide information about the relationships between 

sounding objects  

• contain information relating to the interaction of 

objects and environments 

• consistently display objects, features and relationships 

in a stable, non-egocentric reference frame 
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3.2. Plausibility controls 

Tools are required which manage perceptual significance in 

artificial sound fields. The immediate objective should be 

plausibility rather than absolute physical accuracy. The principle 

of cartoonification is useful here. An example of an existing 

cartoon treatment is to be found in the nature of sound fields 

themselves. A sound field is a cartoon of the audible part of an 

environment (for a discussion of the differences between a sound 

field and sound environment, see: [19] Cartoons can be nested, 

one inside the other, so that within a sound field, individual 

elements can be cartoonified.  Movement can be signified by 

manipulating inter aural differences and pinnae effects in a 

conventional manner. A facsimile of an object moving through 

an actual environment can be added to this. A crude 

implementation, e.g using phasing, can imbue a virtual object 

with some of the characteristics of movement. Several simulated 

early reflections, dynamically panned (and with ongoing 

amplitude fluctuations to simulate environmental irregularities) 

can be added. Some control of simulated orientation of objects 

might also be desirable (what we have previously referred to as 

facing-ness, since many real objects turn to ‘face’ their direction 

of travel). If change of range is to be simulated (bearing in mind 

that real objects circling a perceiver at constant range would be 

unusual), then controls for coming, passing and departing need 

to be available. 

Controlling all these parameters coherently is currently 

problematic, though we argue that the nature of the problem lies 

in the conceptualization of interface structures rather than the 

underlying processes. Many of the individual signal processing 

techniques are available. The principle of cartoonification might 

help here, too. It might be that fast moving objects can be treated 

less subtly than slow ones. Strictly speaking, moving objects do 

not have location, they move through locations. The perceptual 

understanding of movement trajectories cannot consist of a 

detailed analysis of location if a fast moving object has departed 

from the location before an analysis can be completed; it may not 

be appropriate to try to accurately to render location at all. 

Finally, it must be observed that simulating movement of the 

perceiver through an artificial environment presents a different 

set of problems. Whilst many of the cartoon treatments may be 

similar (panning and change of range for instance) their coherent 

combination must differ from the movement of sources for a 

static listener. 

4. IMPLICATIONS 

It is theoretically possible to manage plausibility by simulating 

the perceiver-environment relationships found in real situations. 

This is done by catering to cognitive exploration and ambulant 

exploration so that interaction with the environment extracts 

increased information beyond the static, passive case. However, 

engineering the binaural sound field for a single position will be 

insufficient, since ambulant exploration exposes the percipient to 

successive different sound fields. This exposes shortcomings in 

the single sound field approach, since the spatial cues for an 

ambulant listener may differ substantially. The auditory 

equivalent of parallax, changes in relative amplitude during 

movement, and different transformations of the ratio and angle of 

incidence for direct and reflected portions of audio signals may 

all contribute to the robust perception of an externalised 

environment. Managing these with conventional sound field 

methods appears impracticable, and an alternative approach is to 

model individual sources, physically, and environmental features 

as components, in a fashion conceptually similar to Wave Field 

Synthesis [23]. 

Explorability has significant implications for the design and 

configuration of sound reproduction systems and also the design 

of creative tools for the spatial sound production.  

4.1. Extent and scale of explorability 

For an artificial environment that does not have a ‘centre’, built 

from components which take the form of small, local fields, 

there are questions of the overall dimensions in which spatial 

exploration can take place (and what happens at the outer 

boundaries of the sound field) and the range of fine detail 

available – e.g. how minutely it can be explored. These are 

potentially challenging. 

 The realisation of explorable sound fields is likely to utilise 

multiple sound reproduction techniques and speaker 

configurations. Spatialisation tools for creative applications will 

be required to enact this, potentially without requiring users to 

engage with the mechanisms of sound reproduction. This 

suggests an interface protocol and sound representation system 

capable of sophisticated communication with spalialisation 

"engines", where the mechanism of spatial reproduction is 

implemented according to the perceptual significance of the 

content and the chosen reproduction techniques/loudspeaker 

arrays. 

5. CONCLUSIONS 

Perceptually explorable artificial sound fields will require 

significant changes in approach to those currently used for the 

creation and implementation of spatial sound fields, beyond 

presenting the impression of three-dimensionality to a single 

listener position. Radical changes are necessary with respect to 

both content generation and conception of sound designs, and in 

engineering techniques to implement explorable fields. An 

incidental benefit lies in the creative possibilities. For instance, a 

composer could create a piece with no ‘listening centre’ that can 

only be fully appreciated by ambulant listeners. We are currently 

exploring the aesthetic potential of this approach. 
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ABSTRACT 

The sound environment of present day cockpits is extremely 
dense and pilots experience a constant auditory overload. Todays 
technology enables us to virtually spatialize sound data using 3D 
sound. One way of limiting the auditory overload is to spatialize 
sound data in the headsets. Recent studies in fact show an 
improvement in the capacity to extract a simultaneous target 
verbal message from masker messages with separation of the 
messages in azimuth or in elevation. To our knowledge, the 
benefit of spatial separation of non-verbal data such as alarms has 
not been studied. The aim of this study was to evaluate the 
contribution of spatial separation in azimuth and in elevation to 
the ability to extract and track a non-vocal alarm type sound 
sequence simultaneously with a sequence of the same type. We 
used a detection paradigm with temporal irregularity in a target 
sequence interleaved with a distracting sequence. We tested the 
effect of virtual spatial separation between the target and 
distracting sequences in azimuth (separation of 0°, 10°, 20°, 30°, 
40°, 50° and 60°) and in elevation (separation of 0°, 10°, 20°, 
30°, 40°, 50°, 60° and 70°) using 3D sound. Two sides were 
explored: the front and left sides for the azimuth parameter; the 
front and top sides for the elevation parameter. Participants also 
had to perform a localization task for each sound used in the 
experiment. The results showed improvements of temporal 
irregularity detection performance as the separation in azimuth or 
in elevation increased. For the azimuth parameter, this 
improvement was enhanced in the front side as compared with 
the left one. No effect of the side was observed for the elevation 
parameter. Performance improvement with spatial separation 
seemed to relate to the target and mask sequence spatial 
separation for the azimuth parameter but not for the elevation 
one as expressed by the localization performances. 

1. INTRODUCTION 

Fighter pilots in their aircraft experience many perceptive and 
cognitive constraints linked to the mobilization of attentional 
resources, strong time pressures and a particularly noisy sound 
environment (cabin noise, radio messages, verbal interactions, 
vocal and non-vocal alarms). The large amount of information 

which the pilot has to process simultaneously (visual 
information, visual and auditory alarms, verbal 
communications…) mean that he must mobilize all his cognitive 
resources in a short space of time. One of the major problems 
faced by pilots is that of the simultaneity of alarms. For example, 
when a fault occurs, it may trigger off a series of alarms, each one 
linked to a different aspect of the fault. Also, fairly urgent alarms 
with no connection to each other can sound simultaneously. It 
then becomes difficult for the pilot to extract each alarm in order 
to identify it. One solution for facilitating the extraction of sound 
data in a complex auditory environment is to virtually spatialize 
the different sources. The virtual spatialization of auditory data 
(3D sound) is made possible by the new technologies which can 
be integrated in to pilot headsets. 3D sound has a number of 
advantages: it improves detection performance, increases 
situational awareness and reduces workload [1] [2]. 

Compared with frequency, spatial cues have for long time 
been considered as of little interest in the extraction of a sound 
source from an auditory scene [3]. More recently, a considerable 
number of experimental data gathered in the aerospace domain 
have tended to give them a more important role [1]. These studies 
suggest that the capability of extracting an information from 
surrounding noise (noise bands, simultaneous verbal messages…) 
is improved by the virtual spatial separation of co-occurring 
information via 3D sound. In an operational context (flight 
simulator), Begault & Pittman (1996) [4] found an acceleration of 
500ms of virtually spatialized auditory target detection times 
compared to non spatialized targets. This advantage of 3D sound 
seems to result from the spatial separation in azimuth and in 
elevation of the sources.  

1.1. Effect of separation in azimuth 

A separation in azimuth greatly improves the intelligibility of 
segments of speech or phrases. By measuring the proportion of 
words correctly recalled from a target message run simultaneously 
with a distracting message, Drullman & Bronkhorst (2000) found 
an improvement of 43% by introducing a separation of 90% 
between the messages on the azimuth plane using HRTF’s (head 
related transfer functions) either individualized or generic. This 
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phenomenon was confirmed in a flight simulator by several 
different studies [6] [7] [2]. Virtual spatial separation also has an 
effect on speech reception threshold: a difference between a target 
message and a masker message (filtered in frequency bands in 
order to minimize energetic masking) of 90° in azimuth improves 
the intelligibility of the target message by 18dB [8].  

Several cues have been proposed in order to explain the effect 
of spatial separation in azimuth on the ability to extract an 
information from surrounding noise: monaural intensity cues, 
binaural cues (Inter Level Difference, ILD, and Inter Time 
Difference, ITD) and, more recently, perceived location cues. 
Only the effect of perceived location cues makes a true link 
between the improvement in performance and the spatial 
separation as perceived by the listener. 

A certain amount of research has shown that the effect of a 
difference in azimuth between information (phrases, double 
vowels) on the ability to identify them seems mainly due to the 
difference in ILD between this information (see for example [9] 
[10] [11]). In reality, it seems that the critical index is not the ILD 
but the difference of intensity between the target information and 
the distracting information (Target-to-Noise Ratio: TNR) in the 
“best ear”. Several authors have in fact observed the same 
intelligibility performances by presenting target and masker 
messages binaurally with a difference of ILD and by presenting 
the “best ear” monaurally [11] [12] [13] [14] [15]. This effect 
was replicated with non verbal stimuli [16]. 

The use of interaural physical differences also seems to be 
involved in the improvement of the performances of extraction of 
a sound information via a binaural Equalization-Cancellation 
mechanism (EC theory [17] [18] [19].  Initially, it seems that this 
binaural process equalizes (equalization) the two inputs of the 
distracting information (right ear and left ear) in order to reduce 
the interaural differences (ILD & ITD). It then subtracts the two 
equalized inputs (cancellation) thereby improving the TNR. This 
mechanism would operate in each frequency band [17] but could 
only be used if the spectro-temporal contents of the target and 
distracting information were superimposed [12], which is not 
always the case for non-vocal alarms which are generally 
composed of sequences of intermittent sounds.  

Finally, it seems that perceived location occurs rather in tasks 
involving attention focusing on an information [20] and/or where 
there is only a small spectral overlap between target and masking 
information [12]. In this respect, the recent study by Shinn-
Cunningham et al. (2005) [12] in particular observed a limit in the 
extraction power of the “best ear” listening process. The authors 
show that, for an improvement of 12.5 dB with a location 
difference of 90° between a target message and a masker message, 
the TNR in the “best ear” accounted for 7.5dB of improvement,  
the remaining 5dB being explained by the difference of perceived 
location. The assumption of the use of differences in perceived 
location is supported by the data provided by Gallun et al. 
(2005) [21]. The authors observed an improvement in 
intelligibility performances with the difference of perceived 

location between target and masker messages for a constant TNR 
in the “best ear”.  

1.2. Effect of separation in elevation 

To our knowledge, only Worley & Darwin (2002) [22] have 
looked at the effect of separation in elevation on the ability to 
track an auditory information. The authors showed the possible 
use of elevation for tracking a message. They simultaneously 
presented the target phrase “Could you please write the word 
speech down now” and the distracting phrase “You will also hear 
the sound phrase this time”. The participants had to report the 
word speech contained in the phrase “Could you please write”. 
The experiment was carried out in free field conditions (the 
messages were presented via loudspeakers). With a difference of 
elevation of 31° between phrases, in 95% of cases, the listeners 
attributed the target word to the phrase having the same elevation 
(performances being random for a difference of 2.5°).  

1.3. General aim 

The general aim of this study was to measure the effect of 
spatial separation in azimuth and in elevation of sound 
information on the ability to extract and track a non-vocal alarm 
type sound sequence.   

Previous studies showed the importance of virtual spatial 
separation in azimuth and in elevation for the intelligibility of a 
verbal message. However, it seems that no study has looked at 
the use of this cue for extracting and tracking a non-vocal sound 
alarm simultaneously with other information of the same type. In 
order to simulate the extraction and tracking of a non-vocal alarm, 
we used a temporal irregularity detection task in a regular target 
sequence interleaved with an irregular mask sequence. In order to 
isolate the effect of spatial separation from that of the spectrum, 
the target and mask sequences had the same spectral content 
(before being spatialized). The temporal irregularity was inserted 
into the target sequence and consisted of a phase delay applied to 
one of the sounds making up the target sequence (figure 1). The 
separation in azimuth or in elevation of the target and mask 
sequences was manipulated.  

In the light of previous studies carried out principally in the 
field of speech intelligibility, we considered that we should 
observe an improvement in irregularity detection performance 
with the separation in azimuth and in elevation of the target and 
mask sequences. The minimum angle of separation between target 
and mask information, necessary for tracking, would serve as an 
index for the design of spatialized sound alarms in cockpits. 

2. GENERAL METHOD 

Each trial lasted approximately 11 seconds and was 
composed of two successive, regular target sequences separated 
by 1200ms. A temporal irregularity was inserted into the first or 
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the second target sequence. Each target sequence was interleaved 
with a mask sequence (there was no superimposition of the 
sounds of the two sequences). Figure 1 shows the sequence 
design principle. 

 
 
 
 
 
 

Figure 1. Schematic view of sequences used (target and 
mask sequences). Each bar represents a sound of 50ms. 
In this example the temporal irregularity (represented by 

an arrow) was inserted into the first target sequence. 

The target sequence being composed of 10 white noise bursts 
of 50ms (including rise and fall times of 10ms) presented at a rate 
of 500ms IOI (Inter-onset-Interval). There were 12 different 
mask sequences, composed of 11 white noise bursts on average, 
succeeding each other at a rate of 387ms IOI (± 233ms average). 
During a given test, the mask sequence was the same for the first 
and second complex sequence. The mask sequence always started 
50ms after the target sequence. 

The temporal irregularity consisted of a phase shift of 55ms 
(see figure 1) of a sound from the target sequence (11% of the rate 
of the target sequence, corresponding to a value much higher than 
the temporal irregularity detection thresholds see [23] [24] [25]). 
This shift could be applied to the 5th, 6th, 7th or 8th sound in 
the first or second target sequence. There were therefore 8 
possibilities, each being repeated 3 times, resulting in 24 trials.  

A control condition was added in which 24 target sequences 
were presented singly (without mask sequence) in order to ensure 
that the participants were suitable to carry out the temporal 
irregularity task. 

The sequences were generated by a TDT RX6 processor 
controlled by a PC running Windows XP using Matlab 7.0.1. 
Programming. The sounds were emitted through converters 
integrated into the TDT processor at 48828 Hz and 24 bits. The 
responses of the participants were recorded using an external 
pendant control unit connected to the processor. 

The target and mask sequences were presented binaurally at 
60dBA via a Beyer TD990 stereophonic headphone (open 
headphone with diffuse field equalization). The emission level of 
the target and mask sequences were adjusted by measuring the 
acoustic pressure (in dBA) supplied by the headphone simulating 
a sound source of the same spectral content as the sounds making 
up the sequences, at 140cm from the head and facing (0° azimuth, 
0° elevation1). This measurement was carried out using artificial 
ear BK4153. 

                                                                 
1 The 0° in azimuth corresponded to the interaural axis of the 
dummy head used for the HRTF measurements. The 0° in 
elevation corresponded to the axis perpendicular to the boom to 

3. EXPERIMENT 1 

The aim of Experiment 1 was to measure the effect of the 
separation in azimuth of the target and mask sequences on the 
temporal irregularity detection performances in the target 
sequence. Two sides were explored: the left and the front side of 
the listeners. 

3.1. Method 

3.1.1. Material 

We used the 24 trials carried out in accordance with the 
principles described in the general method. The target sequence 
position was 340° (20° toward the left side of the participant: 
frontal position) or 250° (110° toward the left side of the 
participant: left position) (see Figure 2). For the 340° target 
position, the mask sequence could be presented at 340°, 350°, 0°, 
10°, 20°, 30° or 40° in azimuth. For the 250° target position, the 
mask sequence could be presented at 250°, 260°, 270°, 280°, 
290°, 300° or 310° in azimuth. These mask positions led to 
spatial separations between the target and the mask sequences of: 
0°, 10°, 20°, 30°, 40°, 50° or 60°. Elevation was constant and 
fixed at 0°. 

Virtual spatialization was achieved using HRTF’s measured 
in free field on a Neumann KU81i dummy head fitted with 
mouldings of human pinnas. The signals were emitted by a 
Forstex 103 broad band loudspeaker located at 140cm from the 
centre of the dummy head. Impulse response was determined by 
sending the loudspeaker a signal composed of a pseudo random 
binary sequence of maximal length (Maximal Length Sequence, 
MLS). The sequences were of order 13 and an average was taken 
of 4 stabilised responses. The processor sampling frequency 
being 48828 Hz, the duration of a sequence was 168ms. 

 

 

Figure 2. Representation of the target positions (circles) in 
azimuth used in Experiment 1. This display was also used 
to collect participant responses for the localization task. 

                                                                                                           
which the dummy head used for the HRTF measurements was 
attached. 

  Target 

Mask sequences 

1st target sequence         2nd target sequence 

1st mask sequence         2nd mask sequence 
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3.1.2. Procedure 

The participant’s task consisted of determining whether the 
temporal irregularity was present in the first or second target 
sequence.  

All the participants satisfied the control condition before the 
experimental condition. The control condition was composed of 
48 trials (24 for each of the two target positions), preceded by 8 
practice trials. Each participant then took part in the experiment 
which consisted of 336 trials presented in a random order. The 
experiment was carried out in four blocks of approximately 17 
minutes, preceded by a practice phase of 8 trials. For half of the 
participants, the target position was 250° in the first two blocks 
and 340° in the last ones. For the other half, the target position 
was 340° in the first two blocks and 250° in the last ones. 

The location capabilities of the listeners were measured at the 
end of the experiment. The participants had to listen to all the 
bursts used in the experiment for creating the target and mask 
sequences and locate them. The bursts were repeated 8 times 
with an IOI of 500 ms. As in the temporal irregularity detection 
task, the bursts could be presented on two spatial sides (left or 
front side). Furthermore, they could be presented at 7 locations 
for each area. For the left side, burst position was 250°, 260°, 
270°, 280°, 290°, 300° or 310° in azimuth. For the front side, 
burst position was 340°, 350°, 0°, 10°, 20°, 30° or 40° in 
azimuth. Each condition was repeated three times. At each 
presentation, participants had to locate the burst by indicating its 
position on a diagram representing a head seen from above, inside 
a circle on which points were positioned every 10° of azimuth 
(see Figure 2).  

3.1.3. Participants 

There were five participants in the experiment. Only 
participants with a normal audiogram without any notable 
difference between the two ears were retained for analysis. They 
had no previous specific practice with 3D sound. 

3.2. Results & discussion 

3.2.1. Temporal irregularity detection  

Mean results are presented in Figure 3. We measured the 
mean percent correct associated with the temporal irregularity 
detection. These data were analyzed in  2 x 7 (2 target positions x 
7 azimuth differences) repeated  analysis of variance  measures 
(ANOVA) in which the two factors were measured within 
subjects. 
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Figure 3. Mean Percent Correct found in Experiment 1, for the 7 
azimuth differences and 2 target positions. Error bars show the 

standard errors. 

There was a significant effect of the azimuth difference 
(F(6,24) = 8.43; p < .0001) on the mean percent correct: 
performances improved as the azimuth difference increased (they 
went from 51% with no separation to 84% with a 60° difference). 
Percent correct started to be above the chance level (50%) when 
the difference in azimuth was at least 20° (69%) (t(4) = 2.47; p < 
.1). The effect of target position was marginally significant 
(F(1,4) = 6.60; p < .1): performances were better when the target 
position was 340° (71%) than when it was 250° (62%). There 
was a tendency toward an interaction between the azimuth 
difference and the target position: the effect of azimuth was 
descriptively larger when the target position was 340° than when 
it was 250°. For the 250° target position, there was an 
improvement of 15 points of percentage with a 60° separation 
while this improvement was 33 points of percentage for the 340° 
target position. However, this interaction was not significant.  

Localization signed errors were analyzed in a 2 x 7 (2 zones x 
7 locations) repeated ANOVA measure. Mean signed errors are 
presented in Figure 4. A negative error means that the azimuth 
was underestimated while a positive error means an 
overestimation of the azimuth. The closer to 0 the error was, the 
better the localization accuracy was. There was a significant 
interaction between the spatial zone and the localization of the 
burst on the localization errors (F(6,24) = 35.57; p < .0001). 
Negative errors were larger when the burst was on the front side 
(-174°) than when it was on the left side (7°) for the first 2 
locations (340°, 350° for the front side and 250°, 260° for the left 
side) (F(1,4) = 25.28; p < .01). The reverse was observed for the 
other burst locations: positive errors were larger when the burst 
was on the front side (72°) than when it was on the left side (-
26°) (F(1,4) = 58.92; p < .005). 
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3.2.2. Localization task 

Localization performances in azimuth
(n = 5)
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Figure 4. Mean localization signed error observed in 
Experiment 1, for the 2 explored sides and the 7 burst 

localizations in each zone (the exact burst localization is 
indicated below the error bars). Error bars show the 

standard errors. 

3.2.3. Virtual and perceived spatial separation 

In order to investigate the factors involved in the temporal 
irregularity detection task, we computed correlation analyses 
between the percent correct and the different parameters involved 
in the experiment: localization errors, virtual azimuth difference 
(the one we manipulated using 3D sound) and perceived azimuth 
difference. Correlations were analyzed with the 14 positions used 
in the experiment (250°, 260°, 270°, 280°, 290°, 300°, 310°, 
340°, 350°, 0°, 10°, 20°, 30° and 40°).  

There was no correlation between the performances in the 
temporal irregularity detection task and the localization errors (r 
= 0). There was a significant and strong correlation between the 
virtual azimuth difference and the percent correct (r = 0.73; p < 
.05): percent correct improved as the spatial separation in 
azimuth increased as observed in the ANOVA analyzing the 
percent correct. However, the correlation between the perceived 
azimuth difference and the percent correct was stronger (r = 0.82; 
p < .05) than the one with the virtual azimuth difference.  

These data suggest that the determining factor involved in the 
temporal irregularity detection performances may not be the 
localization accuracy but the perceived spatial separation 
between the target and the mask sequence. In order to assess this 
hypothesis, we carried out a 2 x 6 repeated measure ANOVA on 
the perceived azimuth difference between the target and the mask 
sequences. This variable was computed for each participant and 
each experimental condition (2 target positions x 6 azimuth 
difference [we excluded the 0° difference because of the absence 
of variability of this variable]).  

Results are presented in Figure 5. The ANOVA revealed a 
significant effect of the target position on the perceived azimuth 

difference (F(1,4) = 14.84; p < .05). The perceived azimuth 
difference was larger when the target position was 340° (117° on 
average) than when it was 250° (21° on average). There was no 
other significant principal effect or interaction. 
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Figure 5. Mean perceived azimuth difference found in 

Experiment 1, for the 7 virtual azimuth differences and 2 target 
positions. Error bars show the standard errors. 

4. EXPERIMENT 2 

The aim of experiment 2 was to measure the effect of the 
separation in elevation of target and mask sequences on 
performance of detection of a temporal irregularity in the target 
sequence. We explored two sides: the top and the front side of 
the listeners. 

4.1. Method 

4.1.1. Material 

We used the same material as that for Experiment 1. The only 
difference was in the spatial configuration of the target and mask 
sequences. The target sequence was presented at 80° (front side) 
or 10° (top side) in elevation (Figure 6). For the 80° target 
position, the mask sequence could be presented at 80°, 90°, 100°, 
110°, 120°, 130°, 140° or 150° in elevation. For the 10° target 
position, the mask sequence could be presented at 10°, 20°, 30°, 
40°, 50°, 60°, 70° or 80° in elevation. These mask positions led 
to spatial separations between the target and the mask sequences 
of: 0°, 10°, 20°, 30°, 40°, 50°, 60° or 70°. The azimuth was fixed 
at 10° regardless of the elevation. 
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4.1.2. Procedure 

The procedure was the same as that for Experiment 1 except 
that there were 384 trials because of the two additional spatial 
separation conditions. 

For the localization task, a head seen in profile was used in 
order to enable the participants to indicate the position of the 
bursts (see Figure 6). The head was shown inside a circle on 
which points were represented every 10° in elevation. 

 

Figure 6. Representation of the target positions (circles) in 
elevation used in Experiment 2. This display was also 

used to collect participant responses for the localization 
task. 

4.1.3. Participants 

Five persons who had not participated in Experiment 1 took 
part in the experiment. Only participants with a normal 
audiogram without any notable difference between the two ears 
were retained for analysis. They had no previous specific practice 
with 3D sound. 

4.2. Results 

Mean results are presented in Figure 7. As in Experiment 1, 
the mean percent correct associated with the temporal irregularity 
detection was measured. These data were analyzed in a 2 x 8 (2 
target positions x 8 elevation differences) repeated ANOVA 
measures in which the two factors were measured within 
subjects. 

There was a significant effect of the elevation difference 
(F(7,28) = 9.80; p < .0001): percent correct improved as the 
difference in elevation increased (they went from 48% with no 
separation to 83% with a 80° difference). Performances started to 
be above the chance level (50%) as the elevation separation was 
superior or equal to 20° (71%) (t(4) = 3.16; p < .05). There was 
no effect of target position: percent correct were not different 
when the target position was 80° (74%) and when it was 10° 
(75%). There was no other significant effect or tendency. 
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Figure 7. Mean Percent Correct found in Experiment 2, for the 8 
elevation differences and 2 target positions. Error bars show the 

standard errors. 

4.2.1. Localization task 

Only four over the five participants performed the 
localization task. Localization signed errors were analyzed in a 2 x 
8 (2 zones x 8 locations) repeated ANOVA measure . Mean 
signed errors are presented in Figure 8 (a positive error meant an 
overestimation of the elevation while a negative error meant that 
the elevation was underestimated). The average error was 142°. 
There was an effect of the spatial zone (F(1,3) = 38.23; p < .01): 
positive errors were larger when the burst position was 10° 
(172°) than when it was 80° (113°). There was also a significant 
effect of the localization of the burst (F(7,21) = 3.14; p < .05). In 
order to assess the specific significant differences, we performed 
post hoc analysis as we had no hypothesis about this factor. A 
Scheffé test revealed no significant difference. 
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Figure 8. Mean localization signed error observed in 
Experiment 2, for the 2 explored sides and the 8 burst 

localizations in each zone (the exact burst localization is 
indicated below or above the error bars). Error bars 

show the standard errors. 
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4.2.2. Virtual and perceived spatial separation 

As in Experiment 1, we analyzed the correlations between the 
percent correct, the localization errors, the virtual elevation 
difference and the perceived elevation difference between the 
target and the mask sequences. Correlations were analyzed with 
the 16 positions used in the experiment (90°, 100°, 110°, 120°, 
130°, 140°, 150°, 10°, 20°, 30°, 40°, 50°, 60°, 70° or 80°). There 
was no significant correlation between the performances and the 
virtual elevation difference (r = -.04) or the perceived elevation 
difference (r = .26). As expressed in Figure 9, the perceived 
elevation difference did not vary with the virtual elevation 
difference. However, there was a significant and strong correlation 
between the performances and the virtual elevation difference (r = 
.92; p < .05). Performances improved as the spatial separation in 
elevation increased as observed in the ANOVA analyzing the 
percent correct. 
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Figure 9. Mean perceived elevation difference found in 
Experiment 2, for the 8 virtual elevation differences and 2 
target positions. Errors bars show the standard errors. 

5. DISCUSSION 

Experiment 1 results support a facilitating effect of the 
spatial separation when tracking a target sound sequence 
concurrent with a mask sound sequence. We found that 20° was 
the minimum azimuth separation to track a sound sequence. 
Below this limit, participant performances did not differ from the 
chance level. We also observed that this separation in azimuth 
advantage   seemed to depend on the position of the sequence to 
be tracked. When the target sequence was on the left side of the 
listener, the performance improvement with azimuth separation 
was smaller than when the target sequence was in front. This 
could be due to spatial sensitivity which is worse on the side than 
in front of the listener. The minimum audible angle is 3.6° in front 
while it is 9.2°on the left side [26]. However, the localization 
performances obtained in Experiment 1 did not indicate such an 
effect. Participant’s errors were larger in front than on the left. 

This may be due to the large amount of front-back confusion. 
Furthermore, the absence of correlation between the percent 
correct in the temporal irregularity detection task and the signed 
error indicated that localization accuracy may not be a relevant 
explanation for the side effect. Our data suggest that perceived 
spatial separation may be a better hypothesis to explain the 
interaction between the target position and the azimuth 
difference. When the target was in  front , the perceived difference 
in azimuth between the target and the mask sequences was larger 
leading to a better discrimination of the two sequences than when 
the target was on the left.  

The results of Experiment 2 showed an improvement of 
sound sequence tracking when the target and the mask sequences 
were presented with a different elevation. As for the azimuth 
dimension, we observed that 20° was the minimum angle 
necessary to distinguish the target and the mask sequences. There 
was no effect of the position of the target or interaction between 
the target side and the elevation difference. Localization errors 
revealed very poor performances in the participant’s ability to 
localize the sound sequences. The average localization error in the 
elevation dimension was 142°. Listeners tended to perceive the 
sounds at the back while the sounds were presented above or in 
front of them. Furthermore, the absence of correlation between 
the performances and the localization errors or perceived 
elevation difference suggest that improvement in tracking the 
target sequence with the elevation difference may not be due to 
the spatial separation of the sequences. The effect of the virtual 
elevation difference between the target and the mask sequence on 
the ability to track the target sequence may be explained by the 
spectral differences induced by the HRTF applied to the sounds. 
The absence of spatial separation effect on tracking the target 
sequence could be due to the used of non-individualized HRTF. 
Worley & Darwin (2002) [22] also found that, using non-
individualized HRTF to spatialize two simultaneous messages, 
voice tracking improvement with elevation difference was slightly 
less marked than with individualized HRTF. The percentage of 
attribution of the target word to the phrase having the same 
elevation peaked at 75% with a difference of 40° or 80° between 
the messages. It seems that their results were due to the poor 
location capability using non-individualised HRTF’s. 

6. CONCLUSION 

Our data on the effect of azimuth support the idea that 
spatial separation in azimuth may be a relevant presentation for 
the design of future non-vocal alarms even using non-
individualized HRTF for the spatialization. A minimum angle of 
20° in azimuth between two simultaneous non-vocal alarms is 
necessary in order to allow tracking one of the two alarms. 
Additional experiments using individualized HRTF for 
spatializing the alarms are required in order to assess the 
advantage of the elevation dimension. 
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ABSTRACT

Peripheral notification services allow users to monitor information
with less distraction of attendees in their surrounding. In the ma-
jority of cases, the information is provided by visual displays that
often have several disadvantages, e.g. the lack of privacy or the
user is locally bounded to the surrounding of the display.

In this paper, we introduce an approach for a discreet notifica-
tion of persons in multi-user environments. In particular, we use
the current user position to provide a personalized and location-
aware notification service with non-speech audio cues embedded
in aesthetic background music. Thereby we enriched the music,
and especially the notification audio cues, with functionality to in-
fluence the perception and to control the attention of the listen-
ers. These functional pieces of music should stay in the peripheral
background to avoid too much attention.

The used ambient soundscapes and the set of corresponding
notification instruments were composed and recorded by ourselves.
The development process including compositional constraints with
respect to auditive perception and emotional effects raised by mu-
sic will also be introduced in this paper as well as the nomadic
event notification service which includes our indoor positioning
system for mobile devices.

[Keywords: Soundscapes, Non-Speech Audio Cues, Positioning]

1. INTRODUCTION

The proceeding enrichment of our everyday life with computa-
tional power and assistance applications can be a mixed blessing.
On the one hand we benefit from user adaptive and easy to use sys-
tems that provide us with information. But at the same time we are
exposed to the danger of a “cognitive overload”. The necessary fil-
tering of information should depend on the users preferences and
result in an appropriate presentation that decreases distractions of
the user and other attendees [1, 2]. How users should be provided
with information depends on the complexity of data. For elemen-
tary data, the use of audio notification often makes more sense than
overloading the human visual sense with additional information.
Earcons are often used to provide users with information about
the system status or ongoing computational processes [3]. They
are short non-speech rhythmic sequences of pitch, so called mo-
tives, that can be combined to provide more complex information.
Above all, notification with audio cues containing information can
be done in a more peripheral way that can also be used for moni-
toring continuous changing data e.g. stock market progression [4].

The type and the variety of the available information still de-
pends on the location of the computer system. Similar to the
change from the wired analog phone to the cordless mobile phone,

people want to receive important information location-independent-
ly. In our work, we use location awareness to notify users via pe-
ripheral audio patterns if a personal event occurs (e.g. receivingan
email that matches a user predefined keyword or the notification
of a forthcoming appointment). The localization is done by an in-
door positioning system that runs on the users personal PDA in
combination with IR and RFID tag arrays. The notification system
automatically starts a preselected ambient soundscape on the au-
dio surround system in the background if the user enters the room
with his registered PDA and the service will periodically check
whether an event occurs regarding the user. For example, as long
as the user stays in the room his email account will be monitored
and the subject line of arriving new messages will be compared
with optional keywords. If an appropriate email arrives the current
position of the user in the room will be figured out and the loud-
speaker next to him will play his notification signal that is mixed
into the soundscape. Unlike using the PDA loudspeakers for play-
ing the notification signal, the use of the room speakers avoid the
source detection of the notification signal. Not only the distraction
can be avoided but also the privacy will be increased, because only
the target person knows his personal notification instrument that
he selected. Since the instrument fits into the composition other
people will perceive the notification as part of the composition and
not as a notification cue.

2. RELATED WORK

The Nomadic Radio [5] uses contextual audio cues on a wearable
hands-free SoundBeam neckset for providing information. The
scalable audio interface remotes services and messages e.g. for
email, news broadcasts and calendar events with wireless LAN
and a telephony infrastructure. The interaction device is mounted
on the shoulder of the user and is connected with a mini-portable
PC that is also worn by the user. Messages are announced de-
pending on the current user conversation context via speech and
rendered spatial audio cues. Wearing such an additional special
device that has only the function to receive auditive notifications
could be hindering and reduce the acceptance. We decided to use
standard PDAs for our notification system because the spread and
popularity of PDAs increased in the last years and hence these de-
vices became an everyday life object with multiple functionality.

Hudson and Smith designed a non-speech audio system that
provides a preview of incoming emails by combining sound sam-
ples [6]. The “audio glance” gives an overview of four important
properties of a received message by coding information into the
notification sound. First, the optional preamble sound is used for
announcing messages that are classified as important. The sound
of the main audio icon gives information about the message cat-
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egory, e.g. sender information in which the sample length repre-
sents the size of the mail body. For whom the mail is appointed
to (single or group of users) is coded in the recipients icon and
the finishing optional content flags announced mails where a key-
word matching test for header or body is positive. The playback of
the resulting sound could distract other people that are in the same
room in which the notification takes place. Users can also receive
their audio glance while they are away from their desk by holding
up a color coded card in front of a camera that are mounted in other
rooms. For multi-user environments, concurrently played samples
could produce a confusing sound.

Brewster did research into the areas of application of non-
speech audio in human-computer interfaces. In several experi-
ments he investigated the effectiveness of earcons as navigation
cues [7]. Among other things, he found out that earcons can be
used to represent hierarchical structures after a short training phase.
The results could even be improved by using compound earcons.
A detailed introduction to non-speech audio cues for human-com-
puter interfaces and the mentioned earcon experiments can found
in Brewster‘s PhD thesis [8].

Areni and Kim observed how customers in a wine store can
be influenced by background music. They compared the influence
of two music genres (classical music and Top-forty music) on the
buying behavior [9]. One of the findings was that customers stayed
longer in the store with background music than without and the
people were more interested in expensive wine when classical mu-
sic was played.

3. AUDITIVE PERCEPTION

In our everyday life, probably the auditory sense is besides the vi-
sual sense the most important channel to find out what is going on
around us. If we take a look on the evolution, the human being has
the important abilities to receive noises, to locate sound sources
and has access to an auditive memory database to interpret and
categorize the sonic phenomenon. The process of auditive percep-
tion can be distinguished between the physiological phenomenon
of hearing and the semantical sound processing which leads to the
personal interpretation of the signal influenced by the experience
of the listener.

The intensity and complexity of environmental noises influ-
ence whether we perceive a single sound or whether it is masked.
That depends on multiple factors like loudness and the frequency
of the noises. Traditional audio notification signals are mostly
“stand-alone” cues that attract the attention of everybody in a room
because they are not integrated in the natural sound environment.
That works fine for high-priority notifications (e.g. fire alarm), but
often a more personal and discreet notification is desirable. That
fact is important for the design of our notification signals. On the
one hand we want to seamlessly integrate the notification signal
into the background music without arousing the attention of other
people, but on the other hand the target person must become aware
of the signal.

The auditory experiences will be permanently extended and
can be trained. We use this fact to make the listener more sensi-
ble for his specific auditory signals that we use for attracting his
attention. These audio cues are used to provide the listener with in-
formation that he links with the specific auditory signal. The user
should choose by himself which sound he wants to link with the
information, so we get an individual and personalized notification.
Since only the user knows which sound he selected for which in-
formation, this type of notification also slightly fulfills the privacy

Name of Function Processing
Analysis Identification of acoustic structure

Orientation Sound source localization

Distinction Separation of similar sounds

Completion Intuitive completion of missing sounds

Structuring Classification and segmentation of signals

Selection Splitting into benefiting- and disturbing signals

Synthesis Grouping of single sounds into complex structures

Storage Ultra-short-term-, short-term- and long-term memory

Table 1:Functions of auditive perception.

aspect. For people with a less trained sense of hearing, a short
training how the selected audio cue sounds like would make sense
to ease the recognition.

Another important point is the fact that the perception is highly
associated with the attention of a person. That fact is well-known
from cognitive psychology and also the fact that the attention has a
limited capacity. The allocation of the resource attention depends
on the stimuli that act on the person. Already in the year 1952,
Colin Cherry found out in his famous “cocktail party” experiment
that the effect of the auditive stimulus is depending on the one
hand on physical parameters like frequency and sound intensity
and on the other hand on the current mental and social condition
of the person. In the experiment, the participants had the ability to
switch their focus of attention between different stimuli. The split-
ting of the attention describes the ability to perceive several stimuli
at once. We use this subconscious perception for our unobtrusive
soundscapes that will fade in the background of awareness after a
while of playing. As soon as the intensity of a stimulus increases
(e.g. loudness) or its character changes (e.g. pitch), the person
will be aware of the alteration and will lead his focus on that stim-
ulus (see also [10]). We use that fact to make the target person
aware of an important event by leading his focus of attention on
the notification signal.

We derived melodious and harmonious constraints from the
Gestalt laws1 that are well-known from visual cognition. These
auditive laws describe the phenomenon that humans tend to com-
bine perceived musical impressions into figures with certain prop-
erties. That process of grouping is done in the synthesis function
which stands at the end of a row of perception functions that is
listed in Table 1.

The Gestalt theory sees objects with specific attributes as a
whole. Based on the Gestalt laws we defined some compositional
constraints to increase the effectiveness of our soundscapes and
notification signals. In the following, we give a brief overview of
the six most important laws and why they influenced our compo-
sitional process.

• TheLaw of Proximitydescribes the phenomenon that notes
in the proximate neighborhood will be grouped together.
That effect creates a melody line and/or bass line. Another
example is the grouping of repeating rhythmical figures to
structures called rhythmic patterns. The fusion of single
musical notes makes it easier to process the signal and en-
hances our musical experience database.

• We use theLaw of Similarityto vary melody lines that we
use for notification without destroying the recognition of
the signal. In doing so, the basic structure of the melody

1Theory of Christian von Ehrenfels (1890) and Max Wertheimer (1912)
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stays unchanged but the lines will be played by another in-
strument. This kind of variation is also used in the accom-
paniment of the core song in which repeating chords are
slightly alternated to leave a more vivid mark.

• The Law of Closureassumes that the human brain adds
missing elements to uncompleted structures. For example,
if a person heard a melody several times he will not recog-
nize when a few notes at non critical positions would be re-
moved. The missing notes were perceived as good as they
would have been played. The Law of Closure could impli-
cate the risk that an often heard notification signal could
attract the attention of the target person even if it is not
played. To avoid that effect a slight modification of the
melody or the rhythm could be useful without a new train-
ing phase because of the Law of Similarity.

• Law of Continuity. The attention continues following a
melody line even if the line crosses another melody. Thus,
if the attention of the listener follows a melody we can lead
him to new musical sections. To get a seamless transition
between sections (for example verse to chorus) we use so
called interludes which leads the listener to the new section.

• The Law of Symmetryallows the listener to group similar
patterns regardless how far they are away from each other,
so he will recognize if he already heard parts of the com-
positions. Most of the time, the listener will also remember
which instruments played in which section.

• TheLaw of Common Fatedescribes the grouping of notes
with similar changes. That means two melody lines with
a fixed interval between them will be perceived as one line
(for example a parallel melody with a tonal distance of a
third). We avoid this phenomenon because we would have
a strong auditive stimulation caused by this strange sound.

4. COMPOSITIONAL REQUIREMENTS

At the beginning of the compositional process of functional music
stands the analysis of the area of application and the effect, which
we want to achieve with the help of the composition. In Section
3 we took a brief look at auditive perception and especially on
the auditive Gestalt laws and why we took them into consideration
for our functional compositions. Generally, such a piece of music
should be able to influence the mood of the listeners and/or to at-
tract their attention. The efficiency of this approach is well-known
from movies in which the mood of the spectators is manipulated
by variations and changes of musical elements like rhythm, in-
terval or chord. These elements can be improved and analyzed by
their acoustic structure described by duration, energy, pitch, timbre
and harmonic structure [11]. The influence on the affective states,
triggered by modifying acoustic structure values, can be manifold
and is the goal of functional compositions (see also [12]).

In our everyday life, such functional music can also be found
in public places like waiting halls, elevators and in shopping malls
where ambient music is used to provide a more friendly and com-
fortable environment for customers. In 1978, Brian Eno was one
of the first musicians who designed ambient music (Ambient 1:
Music for Airports) which can be heard actively or used for back-
ground music depending on the listener who chooses whether he
wants to pay attention or not. Among other things, typical features
that were used: the beats per minute (bpm) of the music lies be-
tween 60 and 70 bpm (the resting pulse rate) and the volume is
should be slightly above the environmental noise level.

Category Parameter Range Emotional Impact
Time Speed fast - slow pleasant - calm

Phrasing staccato - legato lively - gently
Rhythm firm - smooth serious - dreamy
Dynamic cresc. - decresc. animated - relax
Meter even - odd dignified - restless

Pitch Mode major - minor bright - plaintive
Frequency high - low exciting - sad
Melody ascending - descending dignified - serene
Note Range ≥octave - ≤octave brilliant - mournful
Harmony consonant - dissonant serene - ominous

Texture Volume forte - piano animated - delicate
Orchestration instrumentation majestic - grotesque

Table 2: Categorization of musical parameters, including range
and emotional impact.

This type of music is also known as “Muzak2” in which the
complexity of the non-speech compositions is reduced to avoid the
listener‘s attraction. These necessary compositional restrictions
can be found in the musical components which can be described
by their time, pitch and texture. The parameters of these three
categories are used to influence how ambient a song will be.

The overall emotional effect induced by a composition can be
described as the fusion of the parameter effects summarized in Ta-
ble 2, which are the constraints for our compositions. But the act
of composing functional music is more than mixing the favored
elements because of the mutual influences that should be consid-
ered. Furthermore, the choice of the instruments in a composition
(orchestration) is an important factor to influence the character of
a composition. The melody can sound triumphant or serious if it
is played by brass instruments whereas woodwinds express more
awkward and whimsical feelings. Melody lines played on a piano
have a brilliant effect and strings can create versatile moods. A de-
tailed survey of musical characteristics and emotional expressions
can be found in [13].

5. AMBIENT SOUNDSCAPES AND NOTIFICATION
CUES

Our ambition to provide an ambient notification with audio cues
came from the displeasedness with monotonously disturbing noti-
fication sounds. The main problem of traditional “stand alone” no-
tification signals is the distraction of all present persons especially
in multi-user environments. To introduce more privacy and con-
fidentiality, we decided to integrate the notification signals with
respect to the musical composition seamlessly into background
music, theambient soundscape, which serves as the musical en-
velope (see also [14]) . That core song should not have a special
effect on the user in the sense of attracting his attention. The will-
ingness and ability to relax also affect how effective the ambient
soundscape can change the mood of the listener. One of the three
self-composed ambient soundscapes can be heard on the author‘s
website.

In the second phase we add auditory cues in the form of no-
tification instruments to the ambient basic soundscape and direct
them to the position of the person by using a spatial audio frame-
work. In that way, users can be effectively notified without dis-
turbing colleagues that are working in the same room. To get this

2labeled by the US company Muzak Holdings LLC
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auditive notification system in a multi user room started, the par-
ticipating persons have to learn their notification instruments that
provides them with the audio cues. A selection of composed noti-
fication instruments for the ambient soundscape mentioned above
can be heard on the author‘s website. An overview of the provided
sound samples is listed in section 9.

Since the notification instruments can be seamlessly integrated
in the ambient background song, the system works on the edge of
human perception. That has the effect that an occurring notifica-
tion should be perceived after a while. To prevent the effect of
ignoring a notification, we also provide a hierarchy of notification
signals that are grouped by their “level of intrusiveness”. The level
can depend on the importance of the occurring event.

1. High-Priority. Signals: arousing noises
(e.g. beep, siren and bell)

2. Medium-Priority. Signals: ambient noises
(e.g. birds, rain, water- and wind noises)

3. Low-Priority. Signals: notification instruments
(musical instruments integrated in background sound)

The notification cues can be mixed into the corresponding sound-
scape at certain points in time with respect to the composition to
avoid disharmony. We are obliged to this restriction to guarantee a
fluent integration. Because of the fact that each user can select his
personal instrument, other attendees will not be able to associate
an instrument to a specific user even if they recognize the new cue.
The personal instrument will seamlessly leave the soundscape if
the user informs the system by pressing a button on his PDA or
desktop GUI that he perceived the notification.

The two musical components, namely the soundscapes and
the notification instruments, were composed and recorded by our-
selves. The compositions fulfill some perceptional constraints such
as the auditive Gestalt laws [15, 16] that we introduced above and
the consideration of the volume of the instruments that are well-
known in musicology to influence the perception process. The
user has the possibility to choose a soundscape that matches his
personal preferred music style and an instrument or ambient noise
(natural sounds e.g. sea gull voices or flowing water) that he can
easily recognize. On the one hand we composed three musical
core songs, whose information content is to be kept as small as
possible. On the other side we arouse the attention of the target
person with the help of inserted instruments and audio cues. Now,
music is no longer a pure emotion mediator, but contains a unit of
emotion and intellect, whereby the sum of these two factors results
in the information content of the music.

The effectiveness of the peripheral perception with our acousti-
cal notification system was successfully tested in a user study with
25 persons where we especially checked whether the users percept
the notification instruments and how long they need to recognize
the notification (delay time). The study was subdivided into a com-
putational test and a questionnaire to get a subjective and personal
feedback of the participant‘s opinion about the soundscapes and
this type of notification. The laboratory test was done at a desktop
PC where the participants had to concentrate on a primary task to
direct their attention to a problem. Notification signals consisting
of preselected notification instruments and a control signal were
randomly mixed into the soundscape with respect to the build-up
of the compositions. The time of the appearance of the signals,
their duration and the time when the test person perceived the sig-
nal were logged and evaluated. One of the key findings was that
some notification instruments, especially the drums and the piano,
had been noticed almost as fast as the arousing beep signal. The

overall notification efficiency (78%) which describes how many
notification signals were perceived by the listeners was almost as
high as the number of perceived beep signals (79%). The complete
user study can be seen in [17].

6. EMOTIONAL EFFECTS

Both the core song and the optional notification sounds have to
fulfill a variety of requirements to be able to influence the listener
and to attract the attention of the target person without distracting
other people in the surrounding. These effects that we introduce in
the following make the compositions to functional pieces of music.

1. Thecarrier effectdescribes the basic phenomenon of music
to contain and transfer information.

2. With the help of themagnet effectthe person‘s focus of
attention will be lead to the auditory phenomenon and in the
direction of the source of sound (the basic effect of alarm
signals).

3. Thedubbing effectgives us the possibility to ignore envi-
ronmental noises that are under a specific intensity thresh-
old. That threshold highly depends on the frequency of the
noise and the current activity of the person in other words
his level of distraction.

4. Mood manipulation. The creation of a comfortable and am-
bient auditory atmosphere can create a mood-lifting feeling,
that is often used in movie soundtracks to put the spectators
in the right mood.

5. Impact on behavior. The behavior of the listener can be
influenced by music. The musical genre and the individ-
ual music taste play an important role. For example a fast
and loud rock song can increase the courage of a car driver
whereas a smooth and slow classical piece of music will
rather have the opposite effect (see also [18]). That is the
intended effect for music in shopping malls.

6. Effect of association. Persons automatically link experi-
ences with impressions from their senses to increase the ef-
fectiveness of their long-term memory. In doing so, a lot
of people link a specific song for example with the remem-
brance of a dance with a former girlfriend.

Besides these general effects of music we also have to mention
other attributes that influence the experienced emotion (see also
[11]). First, the musicalpreferences of the listener(sociocultural
factor) and his current (psychological and physical) state is im-
portant. Thecontext, especially the location in which the person
listens to the music influences his experienced emotion too. In-
cluding the impact of other stimuli from the environment on his
other senses (e.g. visual and odor). Besides the already introduced
compositional features, we also have to mention theperformance
feature, which reflects the technical and interpretative skills of the
artist.

7. APPLICATION DESIGN OF THE NOMADIC EVENT
NOTIFICATION SERVICE

In this section we introduce an implemented concrete application
for the ambient notification. More precisely, we present an event
notification service for mobile persons in multi-user environments.
To give an example for an event notification, we implemented a
service to unobtrusively inform registered persons about incoming
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emails that passed a keyword matching filter. We will also give a
more detailed overview of the implementedIndoor Positioning for
Location Awarenesssystem.
Our claim to build a user centered notification service made a va-
riety of demands on the architecture. Figure 1 gives a rough de-
sign overview of the four additional elements:Positioning System,
email Server, Sound RepositoryandSAFIR(Spatial Audio Frame-
work for Instrumented Rooms) that are used for the Ambient Email
Notification service (AEMN). The service has been integrated into
our test environment. Among other things, the room is augmented
with eight loudspeakers that are mounted at the ceiling and a hid-
den surround hi-fi system which is connected to a audio server
(see Figure 2). In the configuration phase, the graphical adminis-
tration interface can be used to choose whether the user wants to
use the stationary or the mobile notification mode. The first one
makes sense if the user stays at his desk most of the time. He can
authenticate himself with his name and his password. The loca-
tion of his personal desk and email account login information are
internally stored in an xml file on the AEMN server. The alterna-
tive is the mobile version where the users PDA is already regis-
tered and used for finding out his current position. We assume that
each user has his own PDA, so we don‘t need a manual authenti-
cation. In both cases the user has the possibility to enter a personal
keyword for filtering incoming messages by their subject line. In-
coming messages of registered users are periodically checked by
email agents that run on the AEMN server. After authentication,
the user can select an ambient soundscape that ought to be played
as the background sound. The system checks the sound repository
for appropriate notification signals that can be integrated into the
background soundscape as notification audio cues. After select-
ing his personal notification instrument, e.g. guitar or drums, the
appropriate wav sound file will be retrieved from the sound reposi-
tory and audio objects will be generated in the spatial audio system
SAFIR [19]. AEMN recognizes when one or more registered users
enter the room and automatically starts the selected background
soundscape and the login process for checking the user accounts
on the email server. The selected audio notification cues will be
loaded. If a user receives a new email that passed the filter success-
fully, the coordinates of the current user position that is computed
by his PDA will be matched to the spatial audio system coordi-
nates (listener position) and the notification cue will be seamlessly
integrated into the soundscape. The loudspeaker that is nearest to
the target person plays the notification cue with slightly increased
volume to ease the perception. The notification can be stopped by
pressing a button at a small user interface that is running on the
PDA or at the administration interface on the desktop computer.
In the following section, we will give a more detailed overview of
the structure and functionality of the positioning system.

7.1. Indoor Positioning for Location Awareness

Indoor-localization is currently an interesting research topic, since
many ideas in the field of ubiquitous or pervasive computing need
knowledge about the current user position. The Global Position-
ing System (GPS) is well known for such tasks in outdoor envi-
ronments, but due to physical constraints the use of GPS inside
of buildings is highly restricted, in most cases even impossible.
There are several indoor-localization systems under research or
even commercially available that mainly differ in costs, precision
and the used sensors and senders. Another important distinction
between localization systems is on which device the user positions
are determined: On a centralized service or on a device that is

Figure 1:Audio email notification design overview.

worn by the user. In the former case, the so called exocentric lo-
calization, the environment is equipped with sensors. The users
wear senders that are constantly emitting data to these sensors. A
centralized server then uses the collected data to calculate the po-
sitions of the users. This approach seems to be perfect for location
based systems, since the derived positions can easily be distributed
to other services. The disadvantage of such a system is the viola-
tion of the user’s privacy, since he is being tracked and he has no
control over the use of his positioning data. Another drawback is
that in case the user wants to know about his own position (e.g. for
navigational purposes) the centralized position server has to send
this data back to the user.

The latter case, the so called egocentric localization, is perfect
for navigational tasks. Such a system uses the opposite approach,
which means that the senders are installed in the environment and
the users wear the corresponding sensors. In this approach the
environment is sending data to the user which can then be used
by his personal computing device (e.g. PDA or mobile phone) to
determine his own position. Since there is no data-flow from the
user back to the environment the privacy of the user, in terms of
giving away his position, is protected. GPS can be seen as such
an egocentric localization system, because the GPS-satellites are
sending data to the users but they do not receive any data from
the users. However, in the case of location aware services that do
not run on the user’s personal device (like our email notification),
the egocentric system needs a way to provide the positioning data
to these services. Although this seems to be a disadvantage and
a violation of the user’s privacy, it enables the user not only to
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Figure 2: Test environment with loudspeakers, RFID tags and IR
beacon.

choose whether he wants to give away his positioning data but also
to which service he wants to give it.

The decision whether to use an ego- or exocentric localization
often depends on the task or service that one wants to realize. For
tracking patients in a hospital, with the purpose of not leaving any-
body without medical attention, the exocentric approach would be
preferable because the positioning data is more important for the
medical personnel than for the patients themselves and the bene-
fit of not being forgotten is much higher than the forfeited privacy
(which is limited in a hospital anyways). As stated above, egocen-
tric systems are perfect for navigation applications and they can be
extended so that the user can choose to only give away his position
to trusted services or services where his gain is higher than his loss
of privacy.

7.2. LORIOT

For the ambient notification system, we use our own egocentric
positioning system named LORIOT (Location and ORientation in
Indoor and Outdoor environmenTs). LORIOT is based on infrared
beacons and active RFID tags as senders. The corresponding sen-
sors are the built-in infrared port of the user’s PDA and an active
RFID reader card that is attached to this PDA. Figure 3 shows an
iPAQ with the installed active RFID reader card, an RIFD tag and
an infrared beacon. Because the system is an egocentric one, the
senders (infrared beacons and RFID tags) are installed in the en-
vironment and the PDA with the sensors is worn by the user. The
active RFID tags have an internal 64 byte memory, of which 56
bytes are freely accessible. We use this memory to store the geo-
coordinates of each tag (each tag “knows” its own coordinates).
The infrared beacons send out a 16 bit wide identification code.
The relation between such an identification code and the coordi-
nates of its IR beacon is also stored in the RFID tags. This way all
the external data that is needed to calculate the user’s position is
stored in the environment.

The position calculation is done with the help of a small dy-
namic Bayesian Network (DBN), which represents the accuracy
of the infrared beacons and RFID tags in general. The idea behind
this is that detecting an infrared beacon gives a high probability

Figure 3: iPAQ with active RFID reader installed, an RFID tag
and an infrared beacon.

that the user is standing in the vicinity of that particular beacon
and thus his coordinates are near to the beacon’s coordinates. Re-
ceiving an RFID tag gives comparable little evidence that the user
is near that tag, due to reflections and damping of the radio sig-
nals of the RFID tags. These characteristics are coded into the
conditional probability table (CPT) of the DBN. During the run-
time of the system, an instance of this DBN is generated for every
sender that is received and each instance of the DBN is associated
with the geo-coordinates of the corresponded sender. We call these
instantiations of the DBN geo-referenced dynamic Bayesian Net-
works or geoDBNs. Each geoDBN calculates the probability that
the user is standing at its coordinates and the actual user position is
estimated by calculating the weighted sum of all geoDBNs. More
details about geo-referenced Dynamic Bayesian Networks, the ac-
complished sensor fusion and the positioning system itself can be
read in [20], [21]. If the user wants to use special location aware
applications, like the ambient notification service, he can choose
to give away his position to this application. With this mechanism
the user can make a trade-off between privacy, benefit of an appli-
cation and trust in an application.

8. CONCLUSIONS AND FUTURE WORK

We have introduced a system for acoustic notification through pe-
ripherally perceived soundscapes that also works in multi-user en-
vironments. While target subjects can be efficiently notified with
our approach, other persons in the same environment will not be
distracted, since the notification sounds are part of the composition
of the background music and will only be recognized as notifica-
tions by their target person. Thereby, the type of notification can
be selected and associated to events. The unobtrusive notification
gives us the chance to follow a low level privacy approach. We
could imagine application of our method in the following areas:
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• Shopping Mall
Employees can be provided with information (e.g. a cashier
is needed in the point of sale area) without arousing the cus-
tomers attention. At the same time the background sound-
scape has a comfortable effect on the customers.

• Working Area
With the core song a comfortable atmosphere can be cre-
ated. At the same time a seamless user notification can be
triggered by arriving mail or upcoming appointments.

• Medical Practice
Calming ambient soundscapes could be used in examina-
tion rooms with unobtrusive notification directed to the staff
which are unnoticed by patients.

We already implemented an ambient notification service that
works with personalized audio cues and that adapts to the position
of the user with the help of his PDA. Occurring events can be an-
nounced by enhancing a background soundscape with a personal
audio cue that is played near the user‘s current position with in-
creased volume. In the following, we give a brief overview of our
future work.

1. Connection to a user model ontology.
The integration ofGUMO (General User Model Ontology)
[22] will result in a more adaptive and expandable notifi-
cation service for instrumented rooms (see Figure 4). The
enhanced personalization features include the position of
the user, his personal music style, his favored instruments
and his physical state that we will try to find out with bio
sensors connected to the user [23]. The individual settings
can then be accessed via http requests when the user enters
a room.

2. Sound database extension.
The extension of the sound repository to an efficient au-
dio database server with a variety of new soundscapes will
be continued. Including the integration of musical pieces
from theRWC Music Database[24] that will be enriched
with self-composed notification melodies with respect to
the compositional requirements that we introduced above.

3. Audio notification cues with priority.
Some audio cues and instruments are more qualified for
peripheral notification than others. We will try to iden-
tify these distinctive specific constraints to group signals
by their level of intrusiveness. This can be done with phys-
iological experiments (bio sensors) and user studies. With
that information we will hopefully be able to scale the im-
pact of notification cues.

9. AMBIENT SOUND SAMPLES

Here you can find a short description of a few selected sound sam-
ples which can be found on the authorswebsiteor directly by fol-
lowing the web links.

• Ambient Sound Sample No.1
Description: Ambient Soundscape AS01 (Background Song).
Artificial sound without any notification instruments.

Figure 4:User model integration for ambient audio notification.

• Ambient Sound Sample No.2
Description: Audio Cue played by notification instrument
hi-hat.

• Ambient Sound Sample No.3
Description: Audio Cue played by notification instrument
piano.

• Ambient Sound Sample No.4
Description: Ambient Soundscape enriched with notifica-
tion instruments hi-hat, piano, strings and guitar.
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ABSTRACT

This paper describes the process undertaken to construct a virtual
suikinkutsu through sound synthesis. Firstly a description is given
of a physical suikinkutsu and its inherent unique sound qualities.
The suikinkutsu’s physical qualities provide a model for the char-
acteristics required for use by the virtual suikinkutsu. A brief dis-
cussion of related works which will aid in informing the virtual
suikinkutsu is given. The finished virtual model is described and a
comparison is undertaken between recordings made on the virtual
suikinkutsu and recordings taken of a physical suikinkutsu. Finally
a look into future work on the model is undertaken.

[Keywords: Suikinkutsu, Water, Modal Synthesis]

1. INTRODUCTION

The virtual suikinkutsu is the starting point in a larger project
currently being undertaken to create a virtual environment allow-
ing for the design of dynamic soundscapes of Japanese gardens.
The larger project will use synthesis techniques to create modules
based on sounds located in, and associated with, Japanese gardens.
It is hoped that the larger project will be of beneficial use across
a number of fields such as landscape design and gaming environ-
ments.

A suikinkutsu is, effectively, an upside down pot buried under-
ground. The pot contains a pool of water at its base and a hole in its
top, and is usually placed beneath a water-source. When someone
enters a garden and washes their hands, the runoff water collects
at the top of the suikinkutsu. This water drains through the hole
in the top of the suikinkutsu to the pool of water collected at its
base. The sound of the water droplets as they hit the pool of water
then resonate within the body of the suikinkutsu, forming a unique
sound. This process can be viewed in figure 1.

Anecdotally suikinkutsus are said to have been invented in the
edo period (1603 - 1867) by a tea ceremony master who liked the
soothing sounds they produced. They are then said to have fallen
out of favour in the early 20th century and were all but forgot-
ten until the 1980’s where they gained somewhat of a renaissance
due, in large part, to a newspaper article that sparked a new in-
terest in their use. For a greater description of their history see
Watanabe[1]. While not found in every garden, the suikinkutsu,
which translates roughly as water koto cave (a koto is a Japanese
zither), is typically located beneath a chozubachi or tsukubai, a
water dish used for cleaning hands and the mouth upon entry to
the garden. Due to its physical placement in the garden it is quite

often one of the first sounds heard upon entry to the garden, and
seemed to be a logical point to start the larger project of creating
the virtual environment.

Figure 1: Cutaway of a suikinkutsu taken from [2].

Water may flow into the suikinkutsu either at a steady pace or
as single droplets, an affect that results in creating a more delicate
sound. It is the sound created by the dripping water that is more
typically associated with the suikinkutsu and is, as a result, the
primary focus of this paper.

2. A SIMPLE MODEL

By studying the sounds of the suikinkutsu it is clear to see that
there are two primary elements involved in creating the sound it
produces. The first of these elements is the sound created by the
water falling from above into the suikinkutsu striking the water
located at its base; the sound of a water droplet. The second ele-
ment is the effect of the suikinkutsu body in resonating the origi-
nal sound of the water droplet. While there are more variables at
work creating the sound (such as construction material, tempera-
ture, etc.), it is these two which ultimately can define the sound
associated with the suikinkutsu.

It is expected that this model can be achieved by creating a
synthesised water sound and placing it within a model of a reso-
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Figure 2: block diagram of proposed model.

nant chamber. A block diagram of this simple model can be seen
in figure 2.

3. RELATED WORK

It is obvious through looking at the proposed model that the pri-
mary focus of related works requires study of water sounds and
resonance, the section is separated into the appropriate parts. Cre-
ating the virtual suikinkutsu was heavily informed by Watanabe’s
paper “Analytical study of Acoustic Mechanism of “Suikinkutsu””[1]
in which he reports on a number of experiments he undertook in an
attempt to understand the sound of the suikinkutsu. Watanabe’s re-
sults were then further informed by the synthesis techniques men-
tioned in the following sections. This research lead to a virtual
model ready for comparison to a physical suikinkutsu. The related
works on synthesis techniques are broken up into the fields of wa-
ter and resonance.

3.1. Water sounds

Prior work on synthesising the sound of water can be divided into
two main categories, models which have focussed on larger bod-
ies of water (such as waterfalls, the ocean’s waves, etc.), and the
smaller-scale phenomena of water droplets. Research on larger
scale sounds have successfully produced good results by the use of
wavelets (Miner and Caudell [3]) and granular techniques (Keller
and Truax [4]), as well as work undertaken by Dobler [5]. For the
modelling of the suikinkutsu it was important to focus on synthe-
sising the sounds of smaller water based events. Research by Doel
[6] and Zita [7] both report on the ability to synthesise a single
water droplet.

Previous research has cited that the sound created by a droplet
lies primarily in the bubble (or bubbles) that form under the sur-
face when an air cavity is created by the force of the droplet hitting
the water’s surface. For physical equations of how these sounds
take place see [8], [9] and [10]. Of primary importance to the
droplet sound used for the suikinkutsu model were Doel’s find-
ings that there were two overriding factors at play; ‘First there is

the relation between the frequency and the damping of the bubble
sounds...The second perceptual cue that we are hearing a bubble
sound could be the rising pitch of a bubble formed close enough
under the surface’[6]. Following these guidelines allowed for the
creation of a simplified yet realistic bubble sound.

3.2. Resonance

Resonance is a heavily researched area in the field of computer
music, much more so than the synthesis of water sounds. In the
real world resonance effects almost all sound based events. Gui-
tar bodies, trumpet horns and concert halls are all examples of
resonance effecting a source sound (in the aforementioned cases,
plucked strings, blown notes and singing voices could all be source
sounds). Much research has been done in each of these areas
both in the study of the physical properties of resonating cham-
bers and on implementing these properties into computer models.
In their work on modelling bell-like sounds in [11] the team at
Helsinki University of Technology mentioned of the bell sound
that: ‘Acoustically we understand it to be composed of decaying
sinusoids’[11]; their research then went on to show how source fil-
ter and digital waveguide models could be used to synthesise the
effect. In [12] Cook presents modal models for synthesis of real
world sounds, this “physically informed” synthesis is the basis for
the way the resonant chamber of the suikinkutsu will be effectively
modelled in this version of the work.

For resonance specific to the suikinkutsu, the modes have been
calculated by Watanabe. Watanabe’s conclusion that an equation,
interpolated using the existing equations for natural modes of a
cylindrical cavity and natural modes of a hemispherical cavity, was
proven to be quite successful in calculating the suikinkutsu’s natu-
ral modes. Watanabe’s findings were similar to the work of Cook
in his model of a blown bottle found in [13], in which he altered
an end correction factor due to an imperfect sphere. In Watanabe’s
case he added an empirical longitudinal mode factor to interpolate
his equations. For a detailed description of modal response see
[14].

4. A VIRTUAL SUIKINKUTSU MODEL

Following on from the background research a model was built
of a virtual suikinkutsu using the audio programming language
SuperCollider[15]. In building the virtual suikinkutsu it was im-
portant to keep in mind that it is being designed to be part of a
larger system. For this reason where possible keeping CPU us-
age to a minimum is favourable. The bubble sound was informed
primarily by the findings of Doel. Using empirical methods a sine-
wave oscillator which rises in frequency 2.5 times during it’s du-
ration was deemed best. For a 300 Hz bubble a duration of 15
milliseconds was deemed best while for a 2000 Hz bubble a du-
ration of 4 ms was deemed adequate. The duration was scaled to
decay linearly between these frequencies.

For the resonant sound of the suikinkutsu an approach simi-
lar to that proposed by Wawrzynek in his description of marimba
synthesis in [16] was used. A bank of resonators set to the first
14 natural modes of the suikinkutsu body as calculated by Watan-
abe’s equation are excited. Rather than using 14 separate sine wave
oscillators to achieve this, the effect can be implemented in Super-
Collider with better CPU performance by taking advantage of the
Klank unit generator (ugen). To simulate the effect of varying bub-
ble frequencies on the modes of the suikinkutsu, a band pass filter
was placed on the Klank ugen’s output. The band pass filter used
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Figure 3: spectrogram taken from the virtual suikinkutsu. Fre-
quency is represented on the y axis and time on the x axis.

the generated bubble frequency as it’s cutoff frequency. Decay
times on each of the frequencies used in the Klank ugen are also
taken from Watanabe’s findings.

5. RECORDING COMPARISON

No suikinkutsu are known to exist in public gardens in Melbourne
(where the research is taking place). To evaluate the virtual model
a physical suikinkutsu was built by the author using instructions
taken from [2]. A ceramic pot was used to build the suikinkutsu,
it measured 30cm deep with a radius of 16 cm. The pot was filled
at the base with 6 cm of water. A 30 second sample recording was
taken to compare to 30 seconds of generated sound from the virtual
suikinkutsu. Spectrograms of the two recordings can be viewed in
figures 3 and 4.

A number of observations were made from a comparison of
the recordings. Firstly by looking at droplet 4 ( located at the 10
second mark) on the virtual suikinkutsu spectrogram (figure 3) it
can be seen that the band pass filter has been effective in limit-
ing the sound of modes to those which would be affected by the
frequency of the droplet. This is clearly seen to be happening in
the physical recording where it is assumed that a greater frequency
range of droplets is impacting on the surface. In the case of droplet
four the virtual suikinkutsu was working off a bubble frequency of
1621 Hz. In all other instances the virtual suikinkutsu was work-
ing off bubble frequencies between 855 to 1045 Hz. If any of these
recordings are analysed against one of the sounds taken from the
12th to 16th second mark in the physical recording, it can be seen
that the impact of the major mode is close in duration and ampli-
tude (see figure 5). The frequencies of the natural modes which
occurred in the physical suikinkutsu however were quite different
to those in the virtual suikinkutsu. Watanabe’s factor used to in-
terpolate the two equations was obviously required to be altered to
gain results for the specific suikniutsu used. This number would
need to be set as a variable in the virtual suikinkutsu in order to be
able to tune the virtual suikinkutsu to correct modes. The physical
suikinkutsu also has a much higher frequency range than the vir-
tual suikinkutsu. In almost all instances of the physical suikinkutsu
a short mode can be seen at 2492 Hz. While a mode of 2374 Hz
was calculated for the 14th mode of the virtual suikinkutsu it was
never actually heard due to the implementation of the band pass
filter. A table comparing the real modes and those calculated by
the virtual suikinkutsu can be seen in table 1

Figure 4: spectrogram taken from the physical suikinkutsu. De-
spite the large amount of background noise, droplets and the effect
of the suikinkutsu body can be seen as vertical lines with modal
peaks, which occur roughly once each second. Frequency is rep-
resented on the y axis and time on the x axis.

Figure 5: a closer comparison between the physical recording
(left) and the virtual recording (right). Frequency in Hz is given
on the y axis and time on the x axis.
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Mode Real Virtual
1 590 634
2 899 858
3 929 1060
4 960 1165
5 1012 1297
6 1094 1297
7 1179 1466
8 1264 1467
9 1297 1489
10 1352 1727
11 1705 1782
12 1874 1801
13 2121 1805
14 2492 2375

Table 1: Frequency (shown in Hz) of modes heard in droplet 6
(see fig. 4) taken from the physical suikinkutsu compared to those
calculated by the virtual suikinkutsu.

6. FUTURE WORK

It has been shown how certain characteristics of one suikinkutsu
can be modelled using traditional synthesis techniques, it is how-
ever, necessary to improve the algorithm so that a greater range of
sounds can be heard from the virtual suikinkutsu. There are three
areas that require work for implementation in the next version:

1. Droplet to resonance ratio: Through study of the variety
of suikinkutsu recordings found on [17] it is clear that while some
suikinkutsu (such as the one made by this author) show little of
the original droplet sound and produce more of the resonant sound
of the suikinkutsu body, other suikinkutsus have a louder initial
droplet. A study of why this takes place and a control to allow for
the blending of the two sounds is planned be added to the model.

2. Suikinkutsu body type: It has been noted that suikinkutsus
can be constructed from a number of materials. While most ap-
pear to be ceramic, metal suikniutsu are not entirely unheard of.
Work should be undertaken to study the effect of the construction
material on the resonant sound and controls built into the model

3. Flow control and multiple bubble generation: Greater un-
derstanding of the droplet flow and responding bubble/droplet fre-
quency should be undertaken. In the author’s model only one bub-
ble was created at a time to simulate the droplet, it is clear that in
many circumstances more than one bubble forms, it is the author’s
current theory that this is responsible for the wider frequency re-
sponse of the resonant sound of the physical suikinkutsu compared
to the narrow band limited response given by the virtual model.

7. CONCLUSION

A virtual suikinkutsu has been built in the SuperCollider audio pro-
gramming language using existing synthesis techniques. Through
a study of the physical properties of the suikinkutsu a simple model
was proposed using the sound of a droplet and resonance caused
by the suikinkutsu body. Study of related works led to a vir-
tual model being designed and implemented. A simple sine wave
oscillator was successfully able to mimic the sounds created by
a single bubble, which represents the sound of a single droplet
falling into a small pool of water. A bank of resonators were able
to capture the sound created by the resonance of this droplet’s

sound by the suikinkutsu body. By combining the sound of the
bubble and the resonant bank the virtual suikinkutsu is success-
ful in having similar characteristics to a sound obtained from a
physical suikinkutsu. Further work is required to make the vir-
tual suikinkutsu share greater characteristics common in physi-
cal suikinkutsu, thus allowing for the virtual model to resemble
a greater range of suikinkutsu types.
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ABSTRACT 

The lexical associations for a set of 29 product sounds were 
determined in two experiments. Experiment 1 showed that 
listeners fail in correctly identifying a product sound in a free 
identification task and naming errors occur during labeling 
because of high perceptual similarities. Experiment 2 
investigated the number and variety of lexical associations a 
product sound may have in semantic memory and determined the 
causal uncertainty values for product sounds. The results indicate 
that product sounds are not lexically well represented in memory 
and that identification accuracy decreases with high causal 
uncertainty. Findings suggest that auditory information from 
product sounds may be semantically represented in memory, but 
these representations for some sounds are fuzzy and not easily 
accessible. 

 
[Keywords: lexical associations, identification, causal 
uncertainty, ambiguity, product sounds, ergonomics] 

1. INTRODUCTION 

The sound of a product can be informative about the parts and 
actions involved in the functioning of the product. Correct 
auditory identification influences how the product is experienced. 
For example, misidentifying the sound of a toothbrush as a 
dentist drill will retrieve memories about a dentist context and 
therefore may cause an unpleasant experience. Identifying a 
rotating brush sound of the toothbrush as a moving blade of a 
shaver will also influence the consequent actions that a user may 
take. Thus, attribution of meaning caused by auditory 
information is important in product-user interaction. However, 
correct auditory identification may be a difficult task for users 
(i.e. listeners) as products emit perceptually similar sounds (e.g., 
an electric toothbrush, shaver, and hair clippers produce 
acoustically similar sounds). Therefore, the extent to which a 
product sound is identified needs to be investigated. Thus, the 
cognitive and acoustical factors that may take place during an 
environmental sound identification will first be discussed.  

1.1. Ambiguity and Causal Uncertainty 

Most of the studies regarding environmental sound identification 
have so far focused on the processing of auditory information on 
a perceptual or a cognitive level [1] [2] [3] [4] [5] [6] [7] [8]. 
These studies have investigated listeners’ ability to identify, 
label, and to categorize environmental sounds and have provided 
insight into the sounds’ semantic associations in memory (see 
also, [9] [10]). Some studies directly measured the identifiability 

degree of the environmental sounds and the response time needed 
to label the cause of the sound [11] [12] [3] [13]. However, the 
cause why certain sounds are more identifiable than the others is 
not well known. Ballas’ studies [12] [3] have shown that causal 
uncertainty, namely, ambiguity may cause difficulties in sound 
identification.  

Ambiguity in sound identification may occur if a sound has 
multiple causes. For example, an old-fashioned alarm clock, a 
kitchen timer, a clockwork toy, or a school bell may cause the 
same high-pitched, continuous, rattling sound. Although the 
sounds are perceptually very similar, the causes of the sounds are 
contextually dissimilar. Thus, auditory information from such 
sounds may be represented individually in semantic memory and 
have different lexical associations [10]. This may create 
confusions in accurate sound labeling, because an ambiguous 
sound can potentially activate more than one lexical association 
in memory. Accordingly, memory representations play an 
important role in correct identification. 

1.2. Memory Representations 

Auditory memory is capable of storing auditory information per 
se [14] [15] [16] and it is also linked to other perceptual or 
semantic stores via conceptual associations [17] [18] [10]. 
General findings are that memory favours hierarchical units in 
the structure of a sound and auditory information is able to 
activate a label, but not vice-versa. Özcan & van Egmond [10] 
have investigated the recognition, free recall and matching 
memory for product sounds. It has been shown that spectral-
temporal structure in a product sound can be predictive of good 
memory performance and the memory performance for product 
sounds is task-dependant. For recognition task, which requires 
perceptual analysis and comparison, encoding product sounds 
without text or image labels seems to be the most beneficial. 
Consequently, because of verbal and visual overshadowing 
effects, recognition performance decreases as the semantic 
information at encoding increases from no-label to text label and 
image labels. For free recall and matching task, which require 
conscious recall of the name of the sound, encoding sounds with 
image labels is the most beneficial as a result of the dual coding.  

1.3. Labeling 

A commonly used method for measuring sound identification 
accuracy is free labeling  [11] [5] [6] [3] [19]. Such a paradigm 
allows listeners to describe a sound without any constraints. 
Studies, which used this paradigm, have shown that listeners 
primarily tend to describe the cause (i.e., source and action 
descriptions) of the sound rather than the acoustical properties. 
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Acoustical and structural properties are described when no 
identification occurs [11] [2]. Identification accuracy is 
operationalized as correct when it semantically matches the label 
of the cause (e.g., door closing) [6]. 

A free labeling paradigm produces other semantic 
associations that a sound may possibly have—apart from the 
cause of the sound. Fabiani et al. [5] have categorized such 
descriptions as not-known (e.g., disgusting noise), sound 
imitation (e.g., too-too-too), sound description (e.g., high-
pitched), name or compound name (e.g., bird, water drain 
bubbles). They also determined the level of the conceptual 
association (car for modal, automobile for synonym, truck for 
coordinate, vehicle for superordinate, Ferrari for subordinate). 
Özcan & van Egmond [9] have indicated that product sounds are 
represented on 11 different levels of semantic associations (i.e., 
source, action, onomatopoeias, emotion, source properties, 
psychoacoustics, material, location, temporal aspects, abstract 
meanings, and emotional responses). 

1.4. Perceptual Similarity and Categorization 

Although sound descriptions provide an extensive insight into the 
semantic, or more precisely, verbal associations of sounds, they 
still cannot categorically distinguish similar sounds. However, 
perceptual similarity may play an important role in assigning the 
correct name to a sound. Environmental sounds may have (a) 
structural similarity when they share similar spectral-temporal 
composition but are semantically dissimilar, such as old-
fashioned alarm clock and a kitchen timer, (b) semantic similarity 
when they share a similar name but are structurally dissimilar, 
such as an old-fashioned and a digital alarm clock, and (c) 
contextual similarity when they co-occur in natural scenes, such 
as kitchen timer and kitchen hood sounds, or washing machine 
sound and a washing machine rotary button sound. Therefore, 
studies have investigated on what ground listeners find 
similarities between sounds and categorize them (see, [2]). 
Gaver, excluding musical or speech sounds  [20] has proposed 
that interacting objects can be theoretically discerned into three 
main classes of sound producing events (i.e., vibrating objects, 
aerodynamic sounds, liquid sounds) based on the material 
structure of the object, type of action, and the medium in which 
they are produced.  

Special methods such as perceptual-cognitive rating or free 
categorization have been employed to define similarities between 
environmental sounds. For example, Ballas [3] has concluded 
that listeners’ similarity judgments are based on the perceptual 
dimensions (e.g., timbre), which also reflect particular type of 
events. Marcell et al. [6] used a free categorization paradigm in 
which a category was assigned to sound while the sound was 
being identified. They have concluded 27 categories varying on 
the basic, sub- and super-ordinate concepts such as: locations 
(bathroom, kitchen), events (accident, sleep), objects (weapon, 
paper), creatures (animal, bird), situations (sickness), etc. The 
study of Özcan & van Egmond [21] allowed participants 
compare the sounds with each other and label each category they 
created in a free categorization study. This study resulted in six 
product sound groups that vary in their spectral-temporal 
structure across categories: air, alarm, cyclic, impact, liquid, and 
mechanical sounds. The category labels revealed that similarities 
were based on (a) perceptual similarity (e.g., psychoacoustics, 
onomatopoeias, temporal descriptions), (b) cognitive similarity 
(e.g., sound source, location, abstract meanings), and/or (c) 

affective similarity (basic emotions). The studies above have 
shown that categorization may occur on different levels of 
concepts, thus, there may be fuzzy boundaries between 
categories. Moreover, perceptual judgments on the spectral-
temporal structure of the sounds still guide the categorization 
process. 

1.5. Meaning and Spectral-Temporal Structure 

Frequency content of a sound and how it changes over time can 
be informative about the object and the event causing the sound. 
Studies have shown that listeners can hear the material [22] [23], 
shape [24] [25] of the object and the event [26] [27] [28] causing 
the sounds. Other studies have shown that changes in the timbre 
or rhythmic pattern of abstract sounds influence listeners’ 
perceptual (sharpness, roughness) and emotional (obtrusive, 
unpleasant) judgments, or their judgments in more abstract 
concepts  (urgency, danger) [29] [30] [31] [32] [33]. Similarly, 
Gygi et al. [7] have demonstrated that listeners are very sensitive 
to the auditory information and slight changes in the spectral-
temporal content of the sound may influence the outcome of the 
identification process (i.e. labeling). Ballas [3] has indicated that 
identification of sound is not only dependent on the spectral-
temporal structure but also familiarity, ecological frequency, and 
other conceptual associations. Coward and Stevens [34] have 
shown that the same sound with a concrete association (nomic 
mapping) is better recognized than same sound with an abstract 
association (symbolic mapping). The studies above suggest that 
bottom-up processing (i.e., perceptual analysis) is important for 
extracting meaning from sounds and the cognitive system makes 
use of the most plausible association. 

1.6. Auditory Identification Process 

Auditory identification is a complex process which incorporates a 
variety of perceptual and cognitive functions that any sound has 
to undergo [1] [2] [4]. For the identification to occur a sound has 
to pass through a recognition phase following the perceptual 
analysis phase [4]. Recognition occurs if the results of the 
perceptual analysis of a sound match with any previously stored 
auditory codes (namely, mental representations). This phase is 
very crucial for building conceptual associations in memory, as 
identification should be completed by accessing to at least a 
semantic association and possibly to a lexical association. 
Cummings et al. [35] have indicated that accessing to the 
meaningful semantic representation occurs before accessing to 
lexical representations. However, if no recognition occurs, then 
listeners can only describe the results of the perceptual analysis, 
namely, the spectral-temporal structure of the sound [11] [2] [9].  

Studies, which measured identification accuracy for 
environmental sounds, have shown that listeners can accurately 
identify environmental sounds; this process favours rhythmic 
sounds which are as short as 150 ms [13]. Similarly, Vanderveer 
has shown that [11] temporal pattern and high-frequency are 
determinants of perceptual identification and confusion occurs 
for impact sounds and for temporally similar sound. Lass et al. 
[36] have shown that human sounds are identified more 
accurately than musical, inanimate, and animal sounds, 
respectively. Ballas [3] has shown that the processing time for 
the perceptual or cognitive analysis varies for different type of 
sounds.  
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1.7. Summary 

There may be two explanations for causal uncertainty in 
environmental sound identification both stemming from high 
perceptual similarity between the sounds and both dependent on 
the recognition phase. First, perceptual analysis process may not 
always result in recognition. However, listeners have the 
tendency to attribute meaning to sounds. Thus, using the spectral-
temporal structure, listeners may try to map this information to 
other perceptually similar sounds. The result is then accessing to 
several lexical associations. Secondly, perceptual analysis may 
result in recognition indicating that the sound is already 
represented in memory (access to semantic associations). It is 
possible that a single sound is represented with various concepts 
and has different lexical associations, which makes the cause of 
the sound ambiguous. In such situations, where ambiguity 
occurs, contextual cues may guide the identification process by 
limiting the number of possible causes. However, in the absence 
of context causal uncertainty occurs, because there are too many 
possibilities to choose from.  

Similarly, this study will investigate the identifiability degree 
of a specific type of environmental sounds, namely product 
sounds. Products intrinsically produce similar sounds because 
they are built with standard parts (e.g., engines, fans, gears etc.) 
which perform in certain actions (e.g., rotating, sucking, 
impacting, etc.). Thus, we suspect that such sounds are low 
identifiable because of high causal uncertainty. Results aim to 
provide insight into how well product sounds are lexically 
represented. 

2. EXPERIMENTS 

Although the literature so far seems to be sufficient to derive 
conclusions for the identification process for product sounds, the 
domain of environmental sounds would still be too large focus to 
adopt the relevant information to product sound domain. The 
reasons are the following:  

First, environmental sound domain incorporates various 
domains of sounds such as speech or musical sounds, sounds 
caused by animals or natural events such as wind or rain, 
synthesized sounds, etc. Product sound domain is, however, one 
of the sub-domains. The domain comprises specific type of 
environmental sounds that result from the functionality of 
domestic appliances. Some examples are the sound of the 
hairdryer, dishwasher, shaver, coffee maker, toaster, and 
microwave oven finish beep.  

Secondly, as the field of product design is developing, 
designers have started to put more focus on the sound design of 
the product [37] [38]. This new trend requires new tools and 
methods to support the communication of the design team on this 
very specific field. For that, we [38] have started to develop 
special software by which designers can auditorily model their 
ideas—analogical to the 3D modeling programs—and present 
them to the design team. The sounding output of this software 
can eventually be used for the sound quality evaluation. Sound 
quality evaluation as a method employs semantic differential 
technique to assess the semantic associations that a sound may 
represent. As the listeners should focus only on the auditory 
information for better assessment, this method traditionally 
includes only the sound of a product for assessment, not the 
visual representation of it. Then, the activated semantic 
association depends solely on the auditory information. For this, 

we need to know whether product sounds are identifiable per se 
in the absence of visual information.  

Moreover, auditory displays often employ alarm sounds, 
impact sounds, or sounds that refer to real events that may 
involve products [39] [40] [41]. Such sounds can be considered 
to be a part of product sound domain. Thus, understanding how 
product sounds are represented in human mind would help 
interface designers or information ergonomists to design more 
intuitive user interface designs. 

2.1. Experiment 1 

An earlier study has shown that listeners may fail to access to the 
correct mental representation in memory because they have 
categorized some sounds on the bases of onomatopoeias, 
psychoacoustical and temporal descriptions [21]. Moreover, 
despite the high occurrence of source descriptions, provided 
labels might not always be accurate. Therefore, Experiment 1 
was conducted to determine listeners’ ability to identify and label 
product sounds using a free labeling paradigm. 

2.1.1. Procedure 

Twenty-nine sounds were presented, each of which representing 
one of the six perceptual product sound categories. The sounds 
were recordings of various electrical domestic appliances in 
operation. They were either selected from various sound effect 
CDs, or recorded in house conditions by using a recording 
apparatus, Boss BR-532, with a Sennheiser e865 microphone 
with a frequency response of 40Hz - 20kHz and free-field 
sensitivity of 3mV/Pa. They were maximum five seconds long 
and were saved in a stereo format with a sampling rate of 44.1 
kHz and 16 bits.  

Eighteen students of Delft University of Technology (8 male 
and 10 female) participated. The mean age was 24.5. Their task 
was to identify the source of the sounds and to type the sound 
description on a computer screen. The sounds were presented 
using an especially designed software on a Macintosh 
PowerBook G4 computer via Sennheiser HD 477 headphones. 
The loudness levels were adjusted to a comfortable listening 
level for each sound. The participants were not allowed to change 
the sound levels during the experiment. 

2.1.2. Results 

The sound descriptions provided by the participants passed 
through an identification scoring. Similar to Marcell’s study [6], 
the responses that semantically matched with the actual name of 
the sound source were marked correct and scored as ‘1’. 
Incorrect responses were scored as ‘0’. Table 1 presents the mean 
proportion correct for each sound over participants. The mean 
proportion correct over all sounds is .29. In the table, digital 
alarm clock sound has the highest proportion correct (.93) 
followed by vacuum cleaner (.82), mechanical alarm clock (.61), 
microwave oven bell (.57), and coffee machine water pouring 
(.50) sounds. All the other sounds have proportion correct scores 
below .50. Mixer, microwave oven, toaster, and ventilator on/off 
switch sounds have the lowest proportion correct.  

The mean proportion correct for each sound group was 
analyzed with an ANOVA with sound categories as the within 
subjects factor (6 levels). Figure 1 presents the mean proportion 
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Sounds  Experiment1  Experiment 2 

Groups  Names  % Correct 
 Alternative Causes 

(Categories) 
Causal 
Uncertainty 

Familiarity 
Rating 

Air Mixer  0.00  22 1.02 4.91 
Air Hairdryer  0.11  26 1.16 4.45 
Air Vacuum cleaner - hand  0.43  27 1.14 4.74 
Air Vacuum cleaner  0.82  18 0.91 4.71 
Air Washing machine  0.21  29 1.24 4.69 
Air Washing machine - centrifuging  0.04  31 1.26 4.17 
Alarm Alarm clock - digital  0.93  17 0.90 5.31 
Alarm Setting - MO  0.46  40 1.48 4.41 
Alarm Finish Bell - MO  0.57  23 1.09 5.01 
Alarm Finish Beep  - MO  0.43  34 1.38 4.05 
Cyclic Computer  0.06  38 1.47 3.78 
Cyclic Microwave oven  0.00  27 1.32 3.75 
Cyclic Kitchen hood  0.22  40 1.51 3.69 
Cyclic Dishwasher  0.06  33 1.30 4.38 
Cyclic Tumble dryer  0.25  26 1.16 4.59 
Impact On/off switch - KH  0.14  55 1.69 4.03 
Impact Door closing - MO  0.29  42 1.48 4.35 
Impact Toaster  0.00  47 1.53 4.08 
Impact On/off switch - V  0.00  47 1.62 4.16 
Impact Door opening - WM  0.04  49 1.64 4.00 
Liquid Boiling - CM  0.46  45 1.55 4.27 
Liquid Brewing - CM  0.39  40 1.55 3.37 
Liquid Pouring water - CM  0.50  39 1.33 5.08 
Mechanical Citrus press  0.22  38 1.45 3.68 
Mechanical Blender  0.06  42 1.51 3.73 
Mechanical Shaver  0.11  30 1.23 4.06 
Mechanical Hair clippers  0.06  27 1.25 4.24 
Mechanical Toothbrush  0.22  42 1.55 3.69 
Mechanical Alarm clock - mechanical  0.61  16 0.93 4.56 
        
Table 1. Twenty-nine sounds are presented with the mean proportion correct responses from Experiment 1 and 
with the categories of alternative causes, causal uncertainty values, and the familiarity rating from Experiment 2. 
(‘MO’ for microwave oven, ‘KH’ for kitchen hood, ‘V’ for ventilator, ‘WM’ for washing machine)  
 

correct for each product sound category over participants. 
According to the figure, alarm sounds have the highest 
proportion correct (.60) followed by liquid sounds (.45) and 
impact sounds have the lowest proportion correct (.09) followed 
by cyclic sounds (.13). A significant effect for sound categories 
was found, F(5,135) = 13.73, p<.001. 

Participants’ incorrect responses were analyzed to determine 
why listeners were not able to assign a correct label to a sound. It 
was observed that a participant very often used the label of 
another sound that has a similar spectral-temporal structure (e.g., 
‘shaver’ instead of ‘hair clippers’). It was also observed that 
incorrect labels and the target labels represent the sounds that are 
members of the same sound category (e.g., mechanical sounds). 

2.1.3. Conclusions 

The results show that listeners fail to correctly label sounds 
caused by daily domestic appliances, except alarm sounds. The 
high scores for alarm sounds may be due to their distinct and 
structured spectral-temporal composition, because structured 
sounds are better represented in memory than unstructured or 
semi-structured sounds and retrieving the label of such sounds is 
easier [10].  

The results indicate that product sounds are not lexically well 
represented in memory. Naming errors occur during labeling, 
because listeners first fail to distinguish between sounds that 
belong to the same sound category. One of the reasons might be 
that listeners’ insensitivity to the subtle differences in the 
structure of perceptually similar (noise-like) sounds. Moreover, 
fuzzy or incomplete encoding of the auditory information due to 
the noisiness in the structure of a sound may result in several 
mental representations, which further causes uncertainty in 

labeling. Therefore, Experiment 2 investigated how well product 
sounds are lexically represented in memory. 

 

 
Figure 1. The mean proportion correct responses for 

each sound group over participants. 

2.2. Experiment 2 

Experiment 2 investigated the number and variety of lexical 
associations a product sound may have in semantic memory. In 
other words, this experiment was conducted to determine the 
causal uncertainty values for product sounds. One way to 
determine these values is by simply asking participants to 
provide the name(s) of any objects which they think are the 
causes of the sound. Obtaining the number of causes and 
determining the causal uncertainty values will allow us to 
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understand whether the lexical impairment is due to multiple 
semantic representations.  

2.2.1. Procedure 

The same 29 sounds from Experiment 1 were used. Twenty-nine 
(2 male and 27 female) students of Plymouth University in UK 
participated. A participant’s task was to identify all possible 
sources of the presented sound and write them down on a 
separate questionnaire sheet provided. The participants were 
explicitly encouraged to identify as many sounds as possible. For 
each name they provided, they rated their familiarity with the 
sound on a 7-point bi-polar scale (1-not familiar, 7-very 
familiar). The sounds were presented in a quite room through 
loudspeakers at a comfortable listening level.  

2.2.2. Results 

The distribution of the provided responses over participants 
showed that a participant provided maximum seven alternative 
causes for one sound. Of all the participants, 28% provided one, 
33% two, 22% three, and 13% four alternative causes for one 
sound. A participant provided in average 2.3 alternative causes 
per sound. Table 1 presents the sum of the categories of 
alternative causes per sound. According to the table, participants 
agreed on minimum 16 (digital alarm clock sound) and 
maximum 55 (on/off switch sound of the kitchen hood) 
dissimilar categories of sound labels.  

To determine the causal uncertainty values, entropy measures 
were obtained using Shannon’s index for diversity [42]. The 
same method was used in Ballas’ studies [3]. Table 1 presents the 
causal uncertainty values for each sound—the lower the value, 
the higher the agreement between the participants. According to 
Table 1, digital alarm clock and the vacuum cleaner sounds have 
the lowest values (.90 and .91 respectively) followed by the 
mechanical alarm clock sound (.93). Moreover, the on/off switch 
sound of the kitchen hood had the highest value (1.69) followed 
by door opening sound of the washing machine (1.64) and on/off 
switch of the ventilator (1.62). In average, causal uncertainty 
values per sound group increased as follows: air (1.12), alarm 
(1.21), mechanical (1.32), cyclic (1.35), liquid (1.48), and impact 
(1.59). 

It was also checked whether there were any correct hits 
among participants’ responses. It was observed that 66% of the 
hits was in the first response, 21% was in the second, and 8% in 
the third. There were no hits in the seventh responses. Figure 2 
presents the proportion correct for the product sound groups as a 
function of hit order. According to the figure, for alarm and air 
sounds, the first provided response was often correct; however, 
for cyclic, liquid, and mechanical sounds fifth (or sixth) 
responses have better hits. In addition, the mean proportion 
correct responses provided in the first attempt was correlated 
with the causal uncertainty values (r = -.70, p < .001, N = 29). 

Table 1 also presents the familiarity ratings per sound. The 
average ratings per sound ranged between 3.37 (coffee brewing 
sound) and 5.31 (digital alarm clock sounds). The average 
familiarity rating for all sounds was 4.27 on a 7 point-scale. The 
familiarity ratings are correlated with the causal uncertainty 
values (r  = -.72, p < .001, N = 29). 

Table 2 presents the categories for the alternative causes 
given per sound and the numbers indicate the frequency of all 

responses for each category over all participants. In the table, the 
categories are presented in order of response frequency and 
sound names that were given only once overall participants were 
left out. It can be seen that the total number of similar alternative 
causes for one sound ranged from 53 (digital alarm clock sounds) 
through 93 (microwave oven finish bell). 
 

 
Figure 2. The mean proportion correct responses for 
each sound group over participants as a function of 

correct hit order. 

2.2.3. Conclusions 

The results confirm that product sounds have several lexical 
representations in memory because any given sound represents 
various objects/events that produce sound. These representations 
were mostly limited to within category similarities, although an 
across category similarity was observed between air and cyclic 
sounds. Thus, perceptual similarity between sounds is one of the 
reasons one of reasons for lexical impairment. Similar to Ballas’ 
findings [3], the results also show that identification accuracy 
decreases with high causal uncertainty. It is possible that the 
auditory information from product sounds is able to activate 
several semantic associations in memory at a time, thus 
confusions occur to pick the correct association and assign a 
label.  

However, considering the low familiarity ratings (and their 
negative correlation to the causal uncertainty values), it is also 
possible that perceptual analysis of some sounds does not result 
in recognition; thus, no semantic or lexical association can be 
accessible, but the auditory information can still be mapped to 
the previously stored auditory representations in memory. 
Consequently, the result is a guessing strategy to find the best 
possible fit. The results of the hit order even confirm the guessing 
strategy. Product sounds that had low causal uncertainty values 
(e.g., air and alarm sounds) were identified in the first response; 
however, other sounds had better scores only in the fifth or sixth 
response. This also demonstrates that product sounds may be 
semantically represented in memory, but these representations for 
some sounds are fuzzy and not easily accessible. 

3. DISCUSSION 

This study has provided insight into the variety of lexical 
associations that product sounds may have. It has been shown 
that listeners have difficulty in correctly identifying product 
sounds and that identification process for such sounds suffers 
from poorly represented auditory information both in the 
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Sound 
Group Sound Name f Sound Name f Sound Name f Sound Name f Sound Name f Sound Name f 

mixer 67 hair dryer 74 vacuum cleaner h 66 vacuum cleaner  58 washing machine 58 centrifuge 65 
vacuum cleaner 26 hairdryer 15 hairdryer 18 vacuum cleaner 27 washing machine 16 vacuum cleaner 12 
hairdryer 9 vacuum cleaner 15 vacuum cleaner 14 Hairdryer 5 dryer 6 airplane 11 
airplane 4 television 9 airplane 5 washing machine 4 dishwasher 4 hairdryer 9 
blender 4 radio 5 blender 2 dryer 3 television 3 blender 2 
airplane engine 2 airplane 3 drill 2 leaf blower 3 fan 2 drill 2 
plane starting 2 food mixer 3 handdryer 2 airplane 2 food processor 2 juicer 2 
food mixer 2 airplane starting 2 machinery 2 carpet cleaner 2 radio 2 machinery 2 
lawn mower 2 dishwasher 2 roadwork 2 lawn mower 2 toy car 2 television 2 
leaf blower 2 drill 2         

Air 

washing machine 2 leaf blower 2         
alarm clock d 53 setting mo 67 finish bell mo 93 finish beep mo 63     
alarm clock 25 setting up mo 9 bell (microwave) 24 microwave 12     
alarm 4 setting alarm 6 timer bell 16 alarm 6     
timer 4 heart monitor 4 bell (for assistance) 12 fire alarm 3     
bell (door) 3 phone keypads 4 bell (bicycle 5 timer 3     
lorry reversing 3 microwave 4 clock 4 timer (oven)  3     
fire alarm 2 alarm 2 triangle 4 beep (mo) 2     
warning signal 2 beep (microwave) 2 xylophone 4 alarm being set 2     
  digital watch 2 bell 3 intercom 2     
  timer 2 till bell 3 security alarm 2     
  timer (microwave) 2 bell (door) 2 setting alarm 2     
    bell (elevator) 2 speakers (feedback) 2     
    door opening (mo) 2 warning signal 2     

Alarm 

    toy bell 2       
computer 60 microwave oven 55 kitchen hood 62 dishwasher  65 tumble dryer 56   
airplane 10 dryer 7 dryer 6 washing machine 16 dryer 18   
air conditioner 4 washing machine 7 washing machine 5 dryer 8 washing machine 7   
wash. mach. 3 boiler room 3 boat engine 4 dishwasher 4 air conditioner 3   
airplane (inside 2 car 3 microwave 4 car 3 machinery 3   
boiler 2 dishwasher 3 air conditioner 3 air conditioner 2 car 2   
dishwasher 2 factory 3 car engine 3 boat engine 2 fan ass. oven 2   
fridge 2 air conditioner 2 extractor fan 2 extractor fan 2     
heater 2 airplane 2 fan 2 rain 2     
lift 2 fan 2 television 2 video camera 2     
machinery 2 laundrette 2         

Cyclic 

road drill 2 microwave 2         
on/off switch kh 72 door closing mo 77 toaster 79 on/off switch v 64 door opening wm 66   
door shutting 4 car door shutting 13 toaster 9 light switch 5 door shut. (met) 5   
hammering nail 4 car boot shut 5 hole puncher 7 hammering nail 4 door shutting 3   
stapler 3 door shutting 4 paper cutter 5 hitting wood 3 lid shutting (met.) 3   
switch (flicking 3 drum 4 stapler 5 chop. on board 2 toaster 3   
chopping food 2 dropping smth. 3 typewriter 5 knock on door 2 dropping smth. 2   
clock 2 someone falling) 3 spring 3 metronome 2 lid shutting 2   
dart hitting  2 stamp 3 eject button  2 nail gun 2 gun 2   
light switch 2 window shutting 3 let. box shutting 2 switch (flicking 2 lock going across 2   
metronome 2 boot shutting 2 scissors 2 tapping on wood 2 mo door shutting 2   
toaster 2 car door 2 stamp 2 ticking clock 2 nail gun 2   
typewriter 2 knock 2     stapler 2   

Impact 

  staple gun  2         
boiling cm 77 brewing cm 53 pouring water cm 88   
tap 6 toilet 4 water draining 16   
water (boiling) 6 grinder 3 water pouring 15   
water running  6 sucking a straw  3 water running  8   
dishwasher 4 water draining 3 toilet 7   
washing machine 4 coffee grinder 2 bath filling up 3   
water draining 4 train 2 bath emptying 2   
fish-tank pump 3 water pouring 2 filling up kettle 2   
bath emptying 2   fountain 2   
bath plug 2   stream 2   
fountain 2   water pouring  2   
rain on metal 2       

Liquid 

toilet 2       

‘  

citrus press 61 blender 68 shaver 63 hair clippers 66 toothbrush 66 alarm clock m 79 
blender 10 drill 7 shaver 18 buzzer (door) 13 shaver 5 alarm clock 21 
grinder 5 shaver 6 hair clippers 8 toothbrush 7 blender 4 cooking timer 18 
cement mixer 4 electric saw 5 toothbrush 4 hair clippers 6 drill 4 telephone 11 
food processor 3 television 4 buzzer 3 shaver 6 hedge cutter 4 clockwork toy 7 
drill 2 buzzer (door) 2 buzzer (door) 2 buzzer 5 radio 4 bell (door) 6 
fire 2 e.sharpener 2 drill 2 drill 3 buzzer (door 2 timer 4 
food mixer 2 hair clippers 2 electric saw 2 alarm 2 electric saw 2 bell 3 
lawn mower 2 lawn mower 2 hedge cutter 2 electric saw 2 electricity 2   
microwave 2 roadwork 2   fluores. light 2 hair clippers 2   
      radio 2 road drill 2   

Mechanical 

      timer 2 toothbrush 2   

Table 2. Twenty-nine sounds are presented with the categories of alternative causes from Experiment 2. ‘‘h’ for hand, ‘d’ for digital, 
‘mo’ for microwave, ‘kh’ for kitchen hood, ‘v’ for ventilator, ‘wm’ for washing machine, ‘cm’ for coffee maker, ‘m’ for mechanical.   
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perceptual and lexical domains. The impairment in labeling 
mainly results from the attempt(s) to attribute meaning to not-
recognizable auditory information. Thus, we can conclude that 
causal uncertainty, as commonly accepted, does not only result 
from multiple lexical associations that a sound may have in 
memory. This assumption is also supported by the high accuracy 
in identifying structured auditory information (e.g., alarm 
sounds) correctly and in the first attempt. Alarm sounds, for 
example, may have a relatively low causal uncertainty, yet they 
are associated with multiple concepts in memory. However, 
because of their structured spectral-temporal composition, it is 
easier to access the relevant semantic information. Therefore, the 
identification process depends on the perceptual analysis of the 
auditory information and cognitive processing benefits from the 
structure in spectral-temporal composition of a sound  [3] [11] 
[15].  

Considering the cultural backgrounds of the participants 
(Dutch and English), one would expect that given identification 
responses would differ. However, within the participant 
responses, the authors have observed high similarities and have 
not encountered any cultural differences. This may be due the 
similar life styles that people lead in both countries (e.g., using 
coffee-makers to prepare coffee, warming up food in a 
microwave oven or brushing teeth with electrical toothbrush). 
Thus, the results may be culture specific and represent the 
western European culture. Said that, we predict that results will 
be similar in other countries (e.g., North-American) in which 
similar products are used to facilitate the modern life style. 

An earlier study in visual cognition [43], which tested the 
visual memory for a daily object (namely, an American penny), 
has demonstrated that although people are able to correctly 
recognize a penny, they found it hard to reproduce its visual 
structure. Nickerson et al. [43] have concluded that the memory 
system stores ‘useful’ information. This is an interesting finding 
and may be adapted to the perception of product sounds. Many of 
the sounds are often used as use-cues to understand whether an 
appliance is working or functioning well. Except that alarm 
sounds are specially designed sounds to convey messages such as 
‘food is ready’ or ‘wake-up’. For such sounds that are abstract 
(that do not derive from any natural event), semantic associations 
should be built instantly to code the exact meaning. However, for 
intrinsically occurring sounds (e.g., shaver sound) listeners may 
be reluctant to code their meaning. This might be because it is 
commonly assumed that a domestic appliance produces sound as 
a result of its functionality but not to convey a certain message. 
Thus, in the absence of a contextual situation it may be harder to 
recall the name of the sound of an appliance.  

In this study, we have not checked the relationship between 
occurrence frequency of the sounds and their causal uncertainty 
values. Although these two factors for identifiability may be 
somewhat related, high occurrence frequency does not 
necessarily provide a faster and more accurate identification 
process [3]. For example, firing a gun is a rarely occurring event, 
and listeners are still able to identify the sound as good as they 
can identify the sound of a door bell. This indicates that there 
may be other factors that also influence the identifiability of 
environmental sounds. To speculate, emotional responses, the 
context in which the sound is presented, or familiarity may 
constitute other factors.  

Next, we will investigate whether a provided context 
increases the identifiability of a product sound and decreases the  

ambiguity of causes by limiting the number of possibilities. If so, 
it will be investigated what type of context has a better influence 
in the identifiability of the product sounds. With this, we hope to 
provide more insight into other factors that may influence the 
identifiability of product sounds. 

Moreover, the results of this study suggest that sound 
designers in the auditory display or product sound design field 
should consider that machinery sounds are not semantically or 
lexically well presented in memory. In addition, a previous study 
[10] has suggested that visual or verbal labels help to retrieve the 
semantic information; thus, sound designers should remember to 
include, perhaps, verbal or visual labels in their product sound 
related communications. Sweller and Chandler [44] [45] and 
Tindall-Ford, Sweller, and Chandler [46] have shown that dual-
mode presentation (visual and auditory) of visual information 
reduces the cognitive load and increases the learnability of the 
instruction materials. Similarly, sounds in auditory displays are 
always designed in relation to a specific function (e.g., warning, 
feedback, etc.). For example, in the user interface design, visual 
buttons could support the auditory icons, or verbal labels could 
support the auditory warnings. Thus, to access better memory 
representations, designers should consider the necessity of the 
use of verbal/visual labels. 
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ABSTRACT 

This paper describes a set of techniques designed to assist 
visually impaired and blind users build mental models of  
geographic maps without the use of special hardware beyond 
what is needed to support a web browser, mouse, and sound card. 
The methods described make use of auditory signals which serve 
as corrective feedback information for users as they attempt to 
learn geographic data from these maps.  The mental model is 
built by tracing paths and locating objects on the maps. We claim 
that the user's activity of tracing and location discovery 
constructs a mental model through motion of the hand - the 
reverse of the process by which blind users draw objects which 
they have never seen. Experiments evaluating these methods will 
be reported in a subsequent paper. 

 
[Keywords: map exploration, blind, visually impaired, sonic 
feedback] 

1. INTRODUCTION 

There has been significant research into making computer-based 
graphic information available to blind users. To accomplish this 
the senses of hearing and touch are used. They are used in screen 
readers, tactile interfaces, and haptic interfaces. All of these 
technologies require specialized hardware and software, most of 
which is not free, nor is it generally available on all computers as 
standard equipment. 

We distinguish the goals of this paper’s problem from that of 
helping blind users navigate through everyday three-dimensional 
space; our problem is one of navigating through the information 
which represents reality, rather than reality itself. 

The methods described in this paper are intended to allow 
exploration of the graphical data inherent in geographic 
information; sighted users take this graphic information for 
granted when presented with a map. The methods will 
collectively be referred to as the Geographic Sonic Explorer, or 
GeoSonX. The information first made accessible is characterized 
as paths and points. Paths are of two types: dividing or flowing. 
Dividing paths include exterior or interior map boundaries, and 
define political entities or bodies or water. Flowing paths include 
roads for cars or trains, and rivers. Point objects are locations 
such as cities, bomb locations, elevation markers, and places of 
interest, which become dimensionless when map scale is 
sufficiently large. 

1.1. The Problem 

An example of the problem addressed by GeoSonX is that of a 
blind user encountering the well-known map in Figure 1, the 
cholera map by Dr. John Snow depicting the 1854 London 
epidemic. The goal is to enable such a user to experience this 
map and acquire a visual sense of its information, no less than 
would a sighted user.  

 

 
Figure 1. Map by Dr. John Snow showing the clusters of 

cholera cases in the 1854 London epidemic. 

 
Consider next the map in Figure 2. This is a hypothetical, 

simplified map which shows the map elements that GeoSonX 
currently addresses. It contains seven paths - one boundary, three 
roads, two railroad tracks, and a river, and four point objects – 
two cities and two airports. 
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Figure 2. A simple map containing one boundary, paths 
in the form of roads, railroads, and river, and four point 

objects in the form of cities and airports. 

1.2. Related Work 

Research has been carried out in a number of fields related to 
ours. The paths of research include: 
(1) GPS-enabled navigation devices for the blind [1][2][3][4] 
(2) Geo-referenced data sonification and the attempt to make it 

universally accessible [5][6][7] 
(3) Tactile navigation of maps, using special hardware [8][9]  
(4) Sonification of graphs [10][11][12] 
 

The work in area (1) is aimed at helping the blind navigate 
from place to place on the earth. It is not specifically concerned 
with the discovery of geographic information from representation 
information, such as maps. The work in area (2) is interested in 
geographic-referenced information, but not the graphic 
relationships inherent in the pictorial aspects of the map, but 
rather quantitative or qualitative data which is related to regions 
on the map. The work in field (3) is partially concerned with the 
geometric relationships in the data, but only as it is been made 
tactually discoverable. The work in area (4) is also concerned 
with adding sonification to visualization of graphs as an aid to 
comprehension, not as a means of discovering graphic 
relationships by blind students. 

Plaisant [7] suggests that one of the limitations of the mouse 
is that it is an input device providing only relative positioning so 
absolute position on the map has to be provided by audio 
feedback. In this case the author was referring to voice feedback 
of position, rather than the types of corrective signals which 
GeoSonX will use. 

The motivation for creating GeoSonX is to enable a blind 
user to experience a map in as similar a way to a sighted user 
experiencing the map. Since the visual experience of a map 
happens by letting the eyes move around the map, trace 
boundaries and paths, look for objects on the map, and read the 
text on a map, this is what GeoSonX directly attempts to bring to 
the blind map explorer. 
 
 

2. DESCRIPTION OF DISCOVERY METHODS 

This section describes the three primary ways in which GeoSonX 
attempts to make exploration of geographical maps accessible 
through sound. 

First, however, we present a hypothetical description of 
exploration and navigation in real geography to provide a context 
for and conceptual path to these methods. Consider a blind 
person who moves to Jerusalem and needs to walk from Herod’s 
Gate through the Old City to Jaffa Gate every day. She attempts 
to stay in the middle of the path as someone has defined it. She 
beings walking on the path. As she walks she begins to veer to 
the right; immediately, she hears a sound which tells her to 
change direction slightly to the left. When she is near the middle 
of the path she hears a pleasant quiet sound letting her know that 
she is walking in the right place. She completes her path 
successfully. She repeats it several times, needing sonic 
correction feedback less and less. She eventually feels that she 
knows the path. The path is somehow represented in her brain; 
she can describe its twists and turns, although not necessarily 
accurate to within even a centimeter. This is the general idea 
behind GeoSonX, although traversal and discovery will be on a 
much smaller scale, and rather than movement of feet, the user’s 
hand moves her mouse. 

2.1. Discovering Paths to build visual mental models 

Figure 3 is a map composed of a single square path. The  
GeoSonX path discovery method aids the user in tracing the path 
with the mouse. Assume that the mouse is near the southwest 
corner and the user starts to move the mouse east. 

 

Figure 3. A simple outline map. 

Suppose the user begins to deviate from the boundary path. 
How can GeoSonX bring the user back to the path? Figure 4 
shows the solution. If the user deviates with a positive angle, a 
positive corrective sound is played. If the user deviates with a 
negative angle, a negative corrective sound is played. In either 
case, the user knows the direction in which to move the mouse to 
get back to the path. The corrective signal is played until the 
mouse is brought back to within t of the path, t representing a 
tolerance. Tracing a path repeatedly may result in a user learning 
the path. If the path has been learned to within t of the original 
object, we defined the path to be known to within t. The person 
using GeoSonX can modify the value of t. As the value of t 
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approaches 0, the object is said to be known perfectly in the 
sense of its reproduction or recognition. Figure 4 shows the map 
of Figure 3 with a region of  size t on either side. Note that for 
many purposes, knowing a map boundary to within some non-
zero tolerance may be as useful as knowing it perfectly. 

 

correction
signal

correction
signal

t t

positive deviation
from path

confirmation
signal

negative
deviation  

 
Figure 4. The Figure 3 map showing regions of tolerance 

t on either side of the original path. 

2.2. Discovering objects on the map. 

How does GeoSonX help the user discover objects on a map? 
 

counterclockwise
sweep

disc of
tolerance

counterclockwise
sweep

0-degree
tone

Annulus 0

Annulus 1

Annulus 2

 
 

Figure 5. A sonar-like sweep discovers objects. The disc of 
tolerance covers the next object to be discovered. 

 
Consider Figure 5. It is a map containing point objects, 

signified by triangles. The points could be the pumps and cases 
of cholera of Fig. 1, or the airports of Fig. 2. GeoSonX discovers 
these objects, and reports their existence via sonification. It 
creates a ray, which may be centered on the map, and which 
sweeps counterclockwise. As the ray enters a circular area 
centered on each new object the user hears a signal of discovery. 
The user may change the radius of the tolerance disc to find 

objects more precisely. If the user is overwhelmed by the number 
of objects discovered, s/he may divide the plane into a set of 
concentric annuli, also of adjustable width. The center of the ray 
of object discovery may also be moved. 

 
This leaves another problem: once an object is discovered 

how does the user determine its location? The next section 
discusses a solution. 

2.3. Discovering locations of individual objects. 

GeoSonX has used auditory signals to indicate a success 
condition, and either of two opposite conditions requiring 
correction. This is the basis for path exploration. The same 
general approach may be used for object location. An object to 
be located is considered situated in the center of a disc of radius 
t. The mouse is considered to be at the center of cross-hairs. 
Location is done in two steps; first, longitude is found; then, 
latitude is found. If the projection of the disc onto the dimension 
being determined includes the mouse, the success signal is heard. 
Otherwise, either of two correction signals is heard, alerting the 
user to move the mouse closer to the object, north/south for 
latitude detection and east/west for longitude. Figure 6 illustrates 
object location. 
 

original
position

success
signal

success
signal

signal to
move west
or north

object to
be located

t

 
 

Figure 6. Using north/south or east/west signal 
 plus success signal to locate object  

3. COGNITIVE JUSTIFICATION 

What is the cognitive process by which GeoSonX will be able to 
achieve any degree of success? One of the results of using 
GeoSonX is a mental model of the graphic elements of a map. 
No one knows what such a mental model looks like, or how it is 
realized in the brain. However, it is a working assumption of 
cognitive science that such mental models do exist. The question 
for GeoSonX is, can a mental model of a map be created using its 
methods of map exploration and discovery? 

The simple steps by which a map visualization is created is 
an iterative process, facilitated by repetition and feedback. It 
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begins when the user moves the mouse to explore a path. Either 
of two events occurs: the user moves the mouse along the path, 
to within the acceptable tolerance, or moves out of the acceptable 
region. Both of these actions cause confirmatory signals, either 
success or correction. If the user chooses to correct the path s/he 
is able to trace part of the path successfully. The action of 
moving the mouse along the path begins to build a visual 
representation of the path. Experimentation will be needed to 
quantify the degree to which repetition of the path reinforces 
successful performance of path reproduction. Experimentation is 
also necessary to find out how small a tolerance can be achieved 
for path and object discovery. 

Research has been done with blind subjects who have 
demonstrated the ability to create drawings of realistic objects, 
including the use of perspective [13]. Several lines of research 
have studied blind artists [17][18] to understand how they 
'visualize' reality before drawing it. This work has made use of 
drawing tools for the blind, which are primarily tactile in design, 
although [17] has described the addition of sonification to the 
forms of feedback for the blind artist.  

From the perspective of GeoSonX the notion of defining the 
learning of a map will be replaced with quantifying the 
performance of recall and recognition. The details of this activity 
are left to a follow-up paper. 

We believe the introduction of the notion of exploration of 
inherently graphical entities, such as maps, within a level of 
tolerance, will aid the blind user in experiencing maps. Christian 
[19] has pointed out that certain types of motor-control problems 
are difficult even for sighted users. These include straight line 
drawing with a mouse. Removing the restriction of perfect 
performance or discovery should overcome this problem. 

4. TECHNICAL ISSUES 

Many details remain to be defined for a specific implementation 
of GeoSonX. GeoSonX requires data, software, and hardware. 
We describe some alternate approaches below. 

4.1. Sonification signals 

Experimentation will be necessary before we know which sounds 
are most effective for the success and corrective signals. Trials 
with blind users, as well as with visually impaired users, will be 
necessary to determine if these two populations have different 
characteristics with regard to types of sonification, including, but 
not limited to, volume, pitch, timbre, and melody. 

4.2. Coding of Geographic Information 

An assumption underlying the working of GeoSonX is the 
existence of geographically encoded information which 
GeoSonX will interpret to define paths and points. The most 
obvious choice is the standard OpenGIS, from the Open 
Geospatial Consortium [21]. Its mandate is to "geo-enable" the 
web. At this point it is not explicitly concerned with access by 
blind users. 
Another XML-based method of encoding geographic information 
has been suggested; namely, SVG (Scalable Vector Graphics) 
[7][22]. While an obvious choice for graphics, SVG is not 

specific to geographic information and would need to be 
extended to be useful for GeoSonX.  
 

4.3. Implementation and Delivery of GeoSonX 

The delivery mechanism of GeoSonX has not been 
discussed. It is possible to build GeoSonX as a standalone 
application using a variety of technologies. However, to be easily 
available on the web, some of the choices include Java-based 
applets, AJAX, Adobe Flash, Macromedia, and browser plug-ins. 

5. EXTENSION TO OTHER DOMANS 

Although GeoSonX remains to be implemented and extensively 
tested, it is still possible to identify additional applications of the 
method. 

5.1. Education 

The activity of discovering the visual characteristics of paths 
should be applicable to the teaching and learning of elementary 
geometry, and to coordinate geometry and the two-dimensional 
graphing of functions. In addition, those subject areas which use 
maps, such as history and geography could see a benefit to blind 
students who would otherwise need special equipment for 
exploring maps. 

5.2. Science 

Besides geographic information maps, there are other types of 
maps which may be experienced by blind users. These include 
weather maps and contour maps. 

In the field of astronomy, the ability for a blind user to 
discover point objects and their locations may help them to learn 
astronomical constellations. 

In the fields of physics and mathematics, sufficiently 
advanced students may be able to explore vector fields and the 
graphical solutions to differential equations. 

6. ADDITIONAL WORK 

The present proposal for GeoSonX raises a number of additional 
questions. These will be pursued after the efficacy of GeoSonX 
has been investigated. Some of the questions are: 

How will GeoSonX work with input devices other than the 
standard computer mouse? Will it work better with pen-based 
tablet computers? What about finger input for large-scale 
discovery of map layout, since GeoSonX incorporates the notion 
of tolerance? 

If GeoSonX proves attractive to the community of blind 
online users, will it be possible to provide GeoSonX and the 
appropriately encoded geographic data on the most popular web 
sites which include geographic maps? Or, should GeoSonX be 
delivered as a plug-in for each browser? 

What is the capacity of a blind user in learning a map? How 
many map objects, path and point, can a user remember before 
forgetting some? 
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GeoSonX as described here is limited. It must be extended to 
include recognition of the end of path when exploring and 
signaling of the return to starting place. It is also necessary to 
recognize other paths crossing the path being followed, as well as 
different types of path intersections, making it possible to follow 
a different path and returning to the prior path. It is also 
necessary to extend GeoSonX to recognize paths of non-zero 
width, such as those shown in Fig 1, the cholera map. 

Inherent in each map explored is the scale of the map. How 
does a user make the transition from 'point' objects to objects of 
non-zero area as the scale of the map decreases? 

How can GeoSonX deal with map features which are neither 
paths nor point objects, object such as topography or other more 
amorphous features? 
GeoSonX needs to define its method of providing non-graphic 
information, such as names, longitude, latitude, geographic-
referenced data, etc. Finding an object and then identifying it is 
required. The converse is also required; namely, finding a name 
of a path or point, and then finding it on the map. 

7. CONCLUSIONS 

We hypothesize that GeoSonX will make online maps accessible 
to blind users so that they can understand the graphic 
relationships on the maps, not just the textual data. Further, we 
expect that if GeoSonX achieves this goal, it will also prove 
useful in other domains. 
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ABSTRACT 

We describe the sound design and initial user study of an audio 
game created for gamers with visual impairments. Despite the 
wild popularity of platform games such as Super Mario [1] and 
the development of many audio games over the past decade, the 
platform genre has so far been all but ignored by audio game 
designers. To fill this gap and to add to the limited entertainment 
choices visually impaired gamers have, we developed a platform 
game that can be played via an audio-only interface. We 
conducted a study to test our game and audio design choices, to 
measure the users’ performance and to find out if the game was 
fun to play. This usability study used 9 participants who played 
the game as a traditional video game (audio-visual input) and 9 
participants who played the game as a pure audio game (audio-
only input). The results show that, although it took the audio-
only group considerably longer to play through the game, they 
did not make significantly more mistakes and they seemed to 
find the audio-only version challenging, yet enjoyable. 
 
[Keywords: Audio Game, Game Design, Audio Cues, Spatial 
Sound, Auditory Icons, Accessability] 

1. INTRODUCTION 

1.1. Project and Motivation 

Boarding schools exist throughout the United States to provide 
education for students with visual impairments. Teachers and 
administrators of these schools have bemoaned the fact that 
visually impaired students have few options to entertain 
themselves compared to fully sighted students. We initially 
discussed the lack of entertainment options with students and 
staff at the Indiana School for the Blind, and after a couple of 
focus group meetings with students we decided to make an audio 
game in the platform genre. 
 Conceptually, platform games are very simple — 
inside a 2D, side scrolling world, a player hops on or over 
objects, such as obstacles and platforms, to reach a goal [1]. We 
chose to create a platform audio game because several of the 
visually impaired users we spoke with had fond memories of 
playing the Super Mario Brothers video game, either by using 
their limited vision or by memorizing the layout of levels through 
trial and error [2].  
 Our primary goal was to create a platform game for 
visually impaired students to enhance their entertainment options 
and quality of life. This required us to investigate the difficult 
problem of representing the 2D spatial map inherent to platform 

games via audio cues alone. Such maps do not translate easily to 
audio games because of the difficulty of creating good spatial 
audio cues. Not only did we have to create audio cues to 
represent the game’s objects, but we also had to find methods to 
convey the spatial relationships (the height, the distance, and the 
length) of objects – which are critical relationships for the 
gameplay. 
 Besides the benefits to audio gamers, the results from this 
investigation may also be applied for some non-game 
applications, such as encoding spatial information (distance) into 
audio as part of a multi-modal information system or for use in 
virtual environments. 

1.1. Background: Audio Games 

Audio games have been around for over a decade. Many 
“classic” games have been converted to audio games, such as 
Space Invaders and Doom [3,4]. In addition, guidelines have 
been written regarding the design of simple audio games [5]. 

The key issue for sound-based game design is to effectively 
represent game objects via audio cues. For example, objects can 
be represented by the kind of sound they would naturally make 
(called auditory icons), or be represented with an abstract sound 
(such as a simple piano chord, called earcons) [5,6,7]. Using the 
“natural connections” of auditory icons as opposed to more 
abstract auditory mappings of earcons thought to make it easier 
to recognize and remember the sounds since no new semantic 
links need to be learned [8]. However, for some types of game 
objects, such as pits (bottomless holes) and platforms (floors that 
can be walked on) there is no good natural audio cue, For these 
objects the only other option is to use abstract audio cues, which 
need to be taught to the user and need to be designed so that the 
user is able to remember them easily [5]. 

Currently available audio games run the gamut from simple 
memory games to first person shooters such as Shades of Doom 
[4, 5].  While games such as Shades of Doom and several others 
are fairly complex and require an understanding of spatial 
relationships, the majority of audio games are fairly simple maze 
or puzzle games. More complex games require that a more 
realistic spatial environment can be presented via audio; however 
the concept of distance (or spatiality) ultimately requires a 2D or 
3D rendering of the sound and hence binaural cues. Without 
these binaural cues, relationships are difficult to determine [5]. 

Typical platform games require that multiple game objects 
and their positions are presented to the user while simultaneously 
allowing him or her to react to these objects in an instant, such as 
jumping over a moving enemy to reach a platform at a higher 
floor. This spatial context makes the design of audio cues 
particularly challenging. The only example of an audio platform 
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game that is currently available is Super Liam [9]. Super Liam 
uses simplified platform game rules by only having one platform 
without any higher platforms or pits that the user would have to 
jump to or jump over; therefore it can be played without 
requiring the user to learn complicated spatial audio cues [9]. 

1.2. Sound Design 

Our game consists of four primary objects: the player (a 
representation of the user on the screen), platforms, enemies, and 
pits [Figure 1]. Each type of object has its own set of sounds and 
set of rules that it follows to convey its information to the user.  

 

 
Figure 1. A screenshot of the game with the primary object 

labeled. The player is labeled “You”. 

Table 1 lists the game objects and the methods used to 
convey their locations. The game has the player move through 
several game levels. The objective of each level in the game is to 
move to the right through the 2D game world until a certain 
location is reached - the player then starts at the next game level 
and moves again to the right. The player is always at a central 
position in the game. The relative positions of all other objects 
are rendered (via stereo panning) with regard to the player.  

In our game the player can stand still, walk or jump. We 
indicate the player’s walk via footstep sounds. There are four 
floors at fixed elevations (called 1 to 4) that the player can walk 
on that correspond to the vertical placement of platforms [Figure 
2]. When the player jumps, a pitched jump sound is played, 
which symbolically “draws” the curve of the jump via its sound. 
Jumps will always have the same maximum height - just enough 
to jump up one floor. Upon landing again on the ground, the user 
hears a pitched landing sound (drum) plus a vocal cue: a voice 
reading the current floor number (“one”, “two”, etc.). Using this 
vocal cue is meant to reduce the cognitive load on the user, who 
already has to focus on the spatial cues and react to impending 
dangers. The vocal cues are monosyllabic and are as short as a 
typical auditory icon or an earcon. 

 
Platforms come in two sub-types: floating and solid 

platforms. The player can walk underneath floating platforms, 
but will run into a “wall” when approaching a solid platform 
forcing him/her to jump on top of it to continue. Jumping while 
under a floating platform will result in an “ow” sound when 
hitting the “ceiling”; running into the wall 

of a solid platform will play a “d’oh” sound [Figure 3].  
 
  

Table 1: Primary objects in the game world and their auditory 
representations 

 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
Figure 2. The four floors used in the game for platforms. 

 
 
 
 

` 
Voice 
(numbers) 

Voice 
(icon) 

Auditory 
Icon 
(Pitched, 
Panned) 

Auditory 
Icon 
(Pitched) 

Earcon 
(Pitched, 
Panned) 

Player 
Jump    X  

Player 
Land X    X 

Player 
Walk    X  

Floating 
Platform  X   X 

Solid 
Platform  X   X 

End Of 
Platform 
Warning 

    X 

Pit     X 

Bees   X   

Dogs   X   
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Figure 3. A cartoon showing a collision with floating 
platform (top) and with a solid platform (bottom). 

We chose some of the sounds based on popular cultural cues 
(the jump sound from Super Mario Brothers, Homer’s “d’oh” for 
running into an object, etc) to build on these existing semantic 
links for our target audience. 

As there is no good semantic link for an approaching 
platform, we decided to design the sound as an earcon. The 
critical information for a player is whether an approaching 
platform could be jumped onto from the current position. We 
decided to use a deliberately simplified game world where a 
higher platform is always exactly one floor higher than the 
current position. However, we decided that it would be possible 
for the player to descend one or more floors down and safely 
land on a lower platform. In both cases, the new floor’s number 
is conveyed via the vocal cue of the landing sound. This narrows 
down the needed information for any platform the player 
approaches to a) higher, b) lower and c) same floor (i.e. a simple 
gap)  

The player uses a built-in directional sonar device to get 
information about the position of a platform ahead (How far 
away? Up or Down?). In order to “hear” the sound that is 
bounced off the platform, the player must be facing the platform. 
This sound   contains information about the platform’s distance 
and relative position.  

To answer the “Up or down?” question we used a glissando 
modification of the platform sound: glissando up for a higher 
platform and glissando down for a lower platform. No glissando 
is used for a platform of equal elevation. To answer the “How far 
away?” question, the sound is panned left and right accordingly, 
with the sound in the center when the player is very close to the 
platform. Traveling any further at this point would result in being 
unable to reach the platform by jumping onto it as this would 
result in the player hitting the bottom of the platform [Figure 3]. 
In addition to the panning, the speed of platform sound’s 
repetition and its loudness help the user decide when to jump – 
they both increase as the player approaches the platform’s edge. 
A similar approach has been successful in auditory graph design 
[11].  

In our initial pilot study we found that it was difficult to 
know when the end of a platform was close. We therefore added 

a platform-end warning sound. We use a loud ding tone as our 
earcon, similar to the warning sound on Windows computers, to 
warn that the end of the current platform is approaching and that 
the player will either have to jump to another platform or fall to a 
lower platform [7]. Since the ding sound is already used by 
Windows to call for the user’s attention, we hope to again 
leverage an already existing semantic link for this sound 
(although this will only work for Windows users) [9]. 

In order to make the game more enjoyable we introduced two 
elements designed to add a “danger factor” to the game. As 
typical for the platform genre, we decided to add obstacles: a pit 
and two “enemies”. 

 The pit is always placed on floor 1 and forces the player to 
jump over it or fall into it and start the game level over. When the 
player approaches a pit, a panned organ sound is played. If the 
player is on floor 2 or higher when approaching the pit (on floor 
1) the pit warning replaces the end of platform warning. An 
organ sound was chosen because its “spooky” tone might 
leverage a semantic link between a bottomless (dangerous) pit 
and the “spooky” organ sound often associated with Halloween 
and funerals. 

Enemy objects need to be avoided as coming into contact 
with them will force the user to restart the game level. The 
enemy objects’ sounds can be heard no matter which direction 
the player is facing. These sounds are again panned according to 
the location of the enemy - left when the enemy is left of the 
player and right when the enemy is on the right of the player. 
“Enemy” sounds also get louder as the player gets closer to them.  

We use two types of enemies: bees and dogs. Bees only 
travel vertically—moving between the top of the game world and 
a platform. The bee makes a buzzing sound in order to enforce 
the semantic link that serves as an auditory icon [7]. The bee’s 
sound is pitch shifted to indicate its relative elevation – listening 
to the bee’s pitch rising and falling will allow the user to move 
the player under the bee (when it is at it is highest point) or jump 
over it (when it is at it’s lowest point). 

The dog enemy object only travels horizontally. Since 
determining the proper horizontal position of the dog is critical 
for the user in order to time the jump over it, the dog’s distance is 
tied to the repetition speed of its bark. When the player gets 
within a certain horizontal (very close) range of the dog, the bark 
changes to a growl, telling the player to jump immediately or be 
bitten. The bark and growl tones were chosen because of their 
semantic links to dogs. 

2. USER STUDY 

In order to test our application, we conducted a user study 
consisting of 18 undergraduate and graduate students (8 males 
and 10 females). We worked with sighted participants but 
blindfolded half of them. The participants were randomly 
assigned to play either the audio-only version (blindfolded) or a 
traditional video-game version (audio-visual). 

2.1. User Study Design 

With a researcher present, participants first read the instructions 
from a Microsoft Word document with embedded sound files.  
The instructions were divided into several sections, each of 
which introduced a new game element. Guided by the 
instructions, the participants played through ten increasingly 
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complex training levels to familiarize themselves with the game 
mechanics and the audio cues. Participants in both groups played 
with a game controller and with headphones, however only the 
audio-visual group was able to see the game on a monitor. The 
participants read through the instructions at their own pace, 
played the sample sounds as often as they desired, and at the end 
of each section played through a training level that dealt with 
each newly introduced game element in isolation.  
 The participants then played through the seven levels of the 
actual game. The participants’ game performance was scored 
based on the speed of level completion (faster being better) and 
the number of times they were sent back to the beginning of the 
level (more restarts being worse). After completing the main 
game, the participants filled out an exit survey in which they 
rated their ability to recognize the various objects, spatial 
relationships, etc. and generally commented on the game 
experience. 

2.2. Results 

We performed an ANOVA between the two groups using the 
answers from the questionnaires and the game performance data. 
In terms of relevant background experience that might affect 
their performance the analysis results showed no significant 
differences between the audio-only and the audio-visual 
participants or between males and females. Most participants 
played computer (video) games on occasion. All participants 
used computers very frequently, while only very few of the 
participants (17%) used programs where auditory signals 
provided the primary means of obtaining information (such as 
screen readers). Most participants had some familiarity with 
platform games.  

We asked the participants about audio in computer games 
and they reported the following: 5% simply ignore the sounds; 
61% use  sound as an enhancement of the realism of the game, 
but they do not actually use it in a functional (guiding) way; 28% 
use sound to warn them of critical game events; such as an 
incoming attack; and 39% use sound to obtain spatial information 
(e.g. about enemies and objects behind them).   

Most participants in both groups found the sounds for dogs, 
the bees and the pit very easy to identify, while the platform 
sounds were more difficult to recognize. This may have to do 
with the more abstract sounds assigned to platforms.  

The majority of participants in the audio-only group 
indicated that they were able to determine both the vertical and 
horizontal location of objects via the sound (via pitch shift and 
via panning); however a few participants indicated problems with 
recognizing the vertical axis (pitch). Conversely, those in the 
audio-visual group found on average that the sound was 
beneficial for locating objects along the horizontal plane but not 
for locating objects along the vertical axis. This might indicate 
that the sound cues failed to provide any added benefit to what 
the players could already see on the screen. 

Most of audio-only participants, and some audio-visual 
participants, also used audio cues in determining the distance, 
direction, height, and type of objects. However, it was also 
mentioned that audio cues did not help to determine the speed or 
length of objects, which is to be expected, given that we did not 
provide any dedicated cues for speed or length.  

With regard to game performance, the number of restarts did 
not vary significantly between groups. The audio-visual 
participants needed a mean of 0.38 restarts (SD = 0.17); audio-

only participants needed a mean of 0.76 restarts (SD = 0.18). It 
took the audio-only group, on average, nearly three times as long 
to complete levels as the audio-visual group: participants in the 
audio-visual group needed a mean time of 36.54 seconds (SD = 
5.05), while participants in the audio-only group needed a mean 
level completion time of 102.34 seconds (SD = 5.73 ). Whether 
this is due to their inexperience with audio interfaces or perhaps 
problems with using the auditory cues provided is unclear at this 
point.  

3. CONCLUSION 

This project allowed us to take what is graphically a very simple 
video game and translate it into a challenging audio game that is 
accessible to people with visual impairments and blind users. 
Despite the slightly modified platform game rules and, what to 
the participants in the blindfolded group must have been an 
unusual gaming experience, the majority of participants found 
the game enjoyable. Several participants from each of the groups 
asked to try out the alternative version of the game after 
completing the exit survey – many of the audio-visual users 
found the audio-only version to be more challenging and more 
enjoyable. 

This not only shows that an audio game requiring complex 
2D spatial relationships can be built and played with a relatively 
good success rate, but it also shows that audio games can also be 
enjoyed by sighted gamers. The audio techniques we used to 
create this 2D game may also be useful as a teaching tool for 
helping visually impaired students understand 2D maps and floor 
plans. It may be possible to apply some of our techniques to 
existing audio map projects that help the visually impaired with 
using spatial orientation (such as the BATS project[12]). 

We are currently repeating this study with visually impaired 
and blind participants to see how their performance of the audio-
only version compares to that of sighted participants (our audio-
only group).  Besides some accommodations, such as assisting 
the participants with reading the instructions, playing the 
example sound files and filling out the questionnaires, the 
procedure is the same as for the audio-only group. As the 
participants with visual impairments are likely to have day-to-
day experience with auditory interfaces, a comparison of their 
results with the results from our current study may help us 
determine if the difference between the speed of completion 
between our audio-only group and our audio-visual group may be 
the result of lack of experience with auditory interfaces on the 
part of the audio-only group.  We will also allow the visually-
impaired participants to play the game for several weeks and 
solicit their feedback after this time. This will determine if our 
game is indeed an enrichment of the entertainment options for 
visually impaired students. 
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ABSTRACT
In mobile computing, there is a need for interfaces that better suit
the context of use. Auditory interfaces have the potential to ad-
dress the limitations of small screens and support eyes-free tasks.
In order to fill this gap, we must develop more fluid and usable au-
ditory interfaces. A key aspect of this is understanding the process
of designing overviews. In this work, we describe a conceptual
strategy for providing an overview of disruptions in the London
Underground: The approach adopted is based on what informa-
tion is perceived as most crucial to the user.

[Keywords: Auditory interfaces, overviews, sonification, accessi-
bility, mobile computing.]

1. INTRODUCTION

Imagine this: you have an important meeting at work first thing in
the morning. Running a few minutes late, you rush out the door,
coffee in hand. Halfway to the bus stop, you realise you should
have checked your local transport links so you know whether your
regular route is problem-free. Switching your coffee to your other
hand, you pull out your mobile phone and browse to the trans-
port information site to check for problems reported in the system.
Slowing down to type in the web address, you miss the light for
crossing the street; as you follow links you glance up occasionally
to avoid other pedestrians. As you scroll the online map on your
tiny screen, you decide it might be quicker to call your husband
who is still at home and ask him to look it up for you instead. He
reports that your local metro station is closed so you’d best take
the bus to the next one but luckily there are no problems reported
otherwise. You continue your way to work...

The above scenario highlights many problems: entering text
while walking, getting information in a timely manner on a mobile
device, efficient navigation of web content, etc. There are many
occasions when mobile computing could prove beneficial, for ex-
ample, location-based services. However, the interaction problems
indicate a different approach is necessary to make them more us-
able and better aligned to the context of use.

What makes creating efficient and effective interactions diffi-
cult is the difference between desktop computers and mobile ones,
notably the lack of screen space, the lower processing power, slower
network connections, and the different input devices (5-way navi-
gation, stylus, thumb keyboard, etc.). Another factor that needs to
be taken into consideration is the state of the user, the type of de-
vice and the environment in which the interface is used. In partic-
ular, users are often impatient, distracted, and/or performing other

tasks and require a fast, simple interface that does not distract them
from other things they may be doing at the time.

In order to begin to address some of the issues mentioned
above, we investigate the use of sound to address the limitations
of small screen size on mobile devices. Specifically, this work ex-
plores how sound can help improve how information is presented.
There have been many attempts to improve the presentation of in-
formation on small screens via advanced visualisation techniques
[1]. An alternate solution is to fully or partially offload the pre-
sentation to another modality. Sound is particularly attractive be-
cause it is independent of device size. It is also eyes-free, allowing
the user to carry on with their current task. In the case of mobile
phones and portable music players, audio output is an integral part
of the device and therefore easy to take advantage of.

However, in order to effectively present information in the au-
ditory realm, current interfaces need to mature. Typical auditory
interfaces use a lot of speech and tend to be serial in presentation.
Screen-readers, for example, read in order from left to right and
top to bottom through the information on the screen. This often
results in slow interaction and exploration can be tedious. Look-
ing to Shneiderman’s info seeking principle [2], later adapted for
auditory interaction [3], both interaction and overviews are very
important for exploration of interfaces.

We present the design of an auditory version of the London
Underground real-time disruption map [4], optimised for a mo-
bile phone. The Underground, or Tube, is London’s metro system
and the real-time disruption map (disruption map) is part of the
real-time information that the Tube’s governing body, Transport
for London (TfL) publishes about the current state of the public
transportation network in London. The disruption map presents
information that is useful while mobile, but in its current state it
is very hard to use on a phone. Our proposed interface provides
interaction in the form of a three-level hierarchy of information.
The first level of this hierarchy is the overview described in this
paper. The overview design presents the whole of the system and
its interconnections using concurrent non-speech sound, drawing
on what information is perceived to be the most important. We
discuss the foundations for the design and in particular discuss its
advantages and drawbacks against several usability criteria.

1.1. Background

One reason for the interest in auditory interfaces is to provide ac-
cess to graphical user interfaces to the visually-impaired. Screen-
readers such as JAWS for Windows [5] and Window-Eyes [6] are
the main accessibility tools used by the visually impaired. They
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are speech-based and read linearly through the items in the inter-
face. Even though what is read can be tailored by changing ver-
bosity settings, this interaction is often slow for real world task
requirements and inflexible, there has long been interest in provid-
ing a better interaction model.

1.1.1. Non-speech presentation strategies

Auditory icons [7] and earcons [8] are the main non-speech strate-
gies for presenting information in non-speech sound. Auditory
icons are short real world sounds that are designed to be mapped
to actions or events. Earcons are short abstract sounds that can be
encoded with information based on their pattern and timbre. The
advantage of auditory icons is that, if perceived as a signifier and
linked to the signified, they are easily remembered. However re-
lated to the real world sound, they rely on a strong metaphor and
there is not always a logical mapping for all that one might want
to represent. Earcons, being abstract, have a higher learning curve
but the potential to be powerful in describing relationships between
objects. Another more recent presentation strategy is spearcons [9]
which are based on speeding up speech to the point of unintelligi-
bility in order to create abstract sounds.

Earcons have been used in such work as providing feedback
in telephone hierarchies [10] in which earcons were shown to aid
in determining location in the menu hierarchy. An example of
a relatively sophisticated design for providing improved auditory
interaction was the Mercator Project [11] for X Windows, which
proposed a combination of speech and auditory icons to map vi-
sual objects to audio. Spearcons have been used in auditory menus
to aid in their ordering and faster access. In the sonification of
UML diagrams [12], simple abstract sounds describe the relation
between various elements in UML diagrams and provide informa-
tion about their content.

1.1.2. Auditory overviews

Little work has been done on auditory overviews and this area
presents a gap in auditory interface research. The necessity thereof
is highlighted by the Auditory Information Seeking Principle [3]
(overview, navigate, filter then details-on-demand). The princi-
ple is applied in the iSonic project [13] which provided an au-
ditory interface to US census data. Users navigate a map of the
United States and tons are used to indicate the population of the
state. The interface uses a combination of speech and non-speech,
where the speech was used for details and non-speech for overview
information. Another project, AudioView [14], looks at provid-
ing overviews of Java source code using speech and earcons. The
overview is provided through earcons which represent the types of
control structures in the source code.

Both the above projects use serial (or sequential information)
presentation, that is, no sounds overlapped. In more complex in-
terfaces where there are interconnections to be displayed, concur-
rent presentation is attractive. Concurrent presentations have the
advantage of speed, but can suffer from loss of coherency. Mc-
Gookin and Brewster [15] suggest that concurrent earcons that
have well-separated timbres and that are staggered by 300ms have
a better chance of being identified. In order to pursue the possi-
bilities of concurrency, we also draw upon auditory scene analysis
[16] where sounds that were sufficiently separated in frequency
and sounded sufficiently different were perceived to be different
streams.

Figure 1: In this view of the disruption map there are a number of
disrupted stations (in red) and one disrupted line (Jubilee line run-
ning north-west to east). The disruption message reads: JUBILEE
LINE: Minor delays are occurring due to an earlier power failure
at North Greenwich.

2. THE REAL-TIME DISRUPTION MAP

The disruption map is based on the standard Tube map and dis-
plays how the service is running. The standard map is a simplified
and stylised map of the Tube network where each line is associ-
ated with a colour. On the disruption map, lines that are working
properly are greyed out, leaving only the disrupted lines in colour.
Stations on disrupted lines are displayed in black, but if the station
itself is disrupted, it appears in red. Users can see immediately
how well the Tube network is running. The map also provides
access to details of the disruptions. Clicking on a disrupted line
(shown in colour) or station (shown in red) pops up a window with
information about the problem and time it was recorded. An ex-
ample of a disruption message is shown in Figure 1. However, on
a mobile device, the image is either shrunk, does not display or
requires a lot of scrolling. The disruption messages appear as a
separate list on the page. The result is a less usable and intuitive
interface.

2.1. Breakdown

The key parts of the disrupted portions of the Tube system and the
disruption messages. The key functions of the map are the imme-
diate view of state of entire network and access to the disruption
messages. It is also key to represent the relationship between the
lines. TfL reports disruptions for stations, lines and partial lines.
We define the system as comprising paths (Tube lines) that have
sections (ranging from a single station to a series of stations). A
state of disrupted or normal can be applied to the entire line or
a subsection. Stations can belong to one or more lines and can
equally have a state, of which there are three. A station can be dis-
rupted on its own or as part of a disrupted line, the third state being
normal. The disruption messages are made up of a description and
a time-stamp.
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level overview line message
description the state of the system dis-

playing lines with problems
the state of a single line the disruption message

press up navigates to nothing overview line
press down navigates to line level disruption message nothing
press left navigates to nothing previous disrupted line previous disruption mes-

sage
press right navigates to nothing next disrupted line next disruption message
keypad entry navigates to line requested line requested line requested

Table 1: Interaction in the conceptual design and the actions required to move from level to level.

2.2. Alternatives to the disruption map

2.2.1. Text-based real-time news

Users can alternatively use a textual description of the problems
occurring on the Tube. In the textual description, information is
presented sequentially. The lines with problems in a section of the
line or at multiple stations are listed. Below this list, there is a
second one displaying all problems per station. This means that
there is duplication of information on the page: a problem would
be listed once per line and a second time per station.

2.2.2. Telephone hotline

TfL also provides an audio service that speaks the disruptions on
the underground. A call made on a Sunday evening took 4’30
for all the information to be presented. This audio system is not
interactive and information is presented sequentially.

2.3. An example usage of the disruption map

We determine that a user will approach the map with the question
am I affected? This is further broken down into is a line on my
journey affected? and is a start, end or transfer station on my
journey affected?. If the answer to any of these questions is yes, the
question becomes how much am I affected? Below is an example
usage of the map with a novice user asking those questions.

You want to go from a point A to a point C, transferring at
point B. You are thus interested in problems on each metro line
and key station on your journey. You connect to the TfL disrupted
map. The Tube map is displayed on the screen, and you already
(vaguely) know the locations of the stations in question. The first
thing you want to locate is the line you take first. As you look for it,
you notice that the line is grey and pale instead of coloured, while
some other lines are coloured. At your start station (point A), you
use the mouse to check the interactive options. As nothing changes
when you put the mouse on the station location, nothing seems to
be available. Then, following the metro line to point B where you
change and then along the second line, also greyed out, to point C
which is your destination. There, the station name is coloured. You
click on it, and the map displays a message indicating a disruption
- reduced escalator service - which does not affect your journey.
You quit the service after approximately 40 seconds.

From this use case, we observe that even novice users of the
disruption map may access the desired information fairly quickly
and do not encounter a high learning curve. The map itself is al-
ready familiar so the location of the key points is easy. This con-
stitutes the first task in this user case. The second task was to reach
virtually the transfer station, and then go to the end of the journey.
At the beginning of this task, you are focused on the portion of line

you will be travelling along. A more experienced user of the map
would have faster interaction speeds due to knowledge of the inter-
action; they would be able to skip finding their line by only paying
attention to highlighted information (information in colour).

3. AN AUDITORY CONCEPTUAL DESIGN OF THE
DISRUPTION MAP

The conceptual design presented here aims to speed up auditory
access to information by tackling two missing aspects of the inter-
face: overview and interaction. We shall outline the design of both
of these components of the interface, before going on to describe
in detail the development and evaluation of the overview compo-
nent. Going back to the Auditory Information Seeking Principle
[3]: overview, navigate, filter then details-on-demand, we adopt a
hierarchical structure that can be navigated. The interface consists
of three levels: overview of all the disruptions in the system at the
top, individual disruption information per line in the middle and
detailed disruption messages at the bottom. As such, the second
level of the interface provides navigation and filtering while the
third level satisfies details-on-demand.

The hierarchy is intended to provide the information in more
or less the same way that the visual domain does. That is, pro-
vide global information first (the state of the system) and navigate
to details if needed (the state of a station or line). Upon initiali-
sation of the application, the user is presented with the overview
of the system. The main method of interaction would be the 5-
way navigation, using up and down to move from one level to the
next and left and right to navigate the current level. Additionally,
we provide shortcuts to each line by way of the numeric keypad:
typing the 2 first letters of the name of a line would jump to the
middle level of the hierarchy for the line in question. I.e., typing
66 (or ‘no’) accesses the Northern Line. The interaction is further
described in table 1. At the line level, navigating left and right
is circular so that upon reaching the last disrupted line, pressing
right would bring the user back to the first disrupted line. At the
disruption level, the user can only navigate left and right through
disruptions that belong the the line selected at the line level There-
fore, in order to hear disruption messages for another line, the user
must go back up and go to the desired line and descend into the
message level. The following sections discuss in detail the design
of the auditory overview of the disruption map.

3.1. Design of the overview

To provide an overview, we display concurrent information about
the system. The goal is to link the overview to the schematic lay-
out of the system. One important aspect of the Tube network is the
interconnection between the lines. Therefore, each line is sonified
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Figure 2: The East London Line is defined by its start and end
stations (Whitechapel, New Cross Gate and New Cross) as well as
its transfer stations (Shadwell and Canada Water). As it branches,
it is also defined by where the two branches meet (Surrey Quays)

individually but the stations that interconnect with other lines coin-
cide. In parallel with the disruption map itself, this overview only
plays lines that are disrupted. If no line is disrupted, a low comfort
noise/tone is played simply to reassure the user that the program
has not unexpectedly quit. If only a section or station on a line is
disrupted, only that portion is presented. By doing so, we convey
to the user more information about the scope of the problem.

3.1.1. Scheduling of the lines

In order to properly display all the Tube lines, timings were worked
out very carefully to ensure that if all lines were disrupted there
would be sufficient spacing between the individual sound events.
We chose to represent each line by its start and end stations and
all transfer stations along the line. Figure 2 provides an example
of how this was done for the East London line. At each defining
station, a event sounds creating a similar but unique pattern for
each line.

Initial timings were determined for each line by using the dis-
tance between the defining stations and lines were for the most
part deemed to begin in the west and travel east, or begin in the
north and travel south. After determining the timings, each line
was merged one-by-one into a single timeline. The timings are
driven by the Circle line as it shares its entire track with other
lines. Additionally, all but one line intersect with the Circle line
at some point, creating the additional dependancies in the timings.
Essentially the whole map was flattened and stretched in places to
ensure all stations occurred in the correct order.

3.1.2. The resulting overview

In order to stagger the sound events that define a completely dis-
rupted Tube system, we turn to McGookin and Brewster [15] and
Bregman [16]. McGookin and Brewster recommend staggering
of concurrent earcons by 300ms to ensure intelligibility. How-
ever as the events are quite short and do not have a pattern to be
discerned, 20-50ms was deemed sufficient. This is upheld by con-
cepts from Bregman that show that similar sounds are grouped into
streams. The resulting stream or pattern of each line is what needs
to stand out rather than the individual events. The next step was
to make each Tube line sound different. Each line was logarithmi-
cally spaced in a frequency space ranging from 220Hz to 1500Hz.
The frequency separation allows the user to group sounds as be-
longing together. Lines that branch deviate slightly from their fre-
quency to indicate the two paths the line is following. Identify-
ing a line by its frequency is further reinforced by assigning each
line a timbre. The resulting overview therefore defines a line by
its pattern (defining stations), sound (frequency and timbre) and
when it starts and ends (timing). Figure 3 shows the start and end
timings for each line. With up to 6 lines disrupted the overview
is relatively comprehensible however beyond that, it becomes ca-
cophonous. At that point, the user mostly understands that there
are many problems on the Tube, which is of itself useful informa-
tion for a traveller.

3.1.3. Overview repetition at the line and disruption message
level

At the line level, the overview sound that plays behind the speech
is the overview of the line without any of the other disrupted lines
playing. Comfort noise is played for any portion of the line that has
no disruptions. In other words, if only stations are disrupted, they
play as events but are played in the correct place in their timeline
so that users can more easily recognise the location of the disrup-
tion. At the disruption message level, only the disruption being
presented plays.

3.2. Line and disruption levels

As the overview is the main focus of the work, the line and disrup-
tion message levels of the interface have been kept simple. At the
line level, the name of the line affected is spoken with the overview
representation of the line played in the background. The repetition
of the overview of the line is intended to aid the user in learning
the sounds. At the disruption message level, the message is spoken
in a short hand manner, presenting first the most important infor-
mation: the scope of the problem (section of the line or station
name) and the nature of the problem (e.g. ‘delays due to signal
failure at Monument’ or ‘reduced escalator service’) followed by
any more minor details (e.g. ‘until April 2007’ in the case of an
escalator disruption). Once again, the sound of the disruption from
the overview is played to help the user make the right association.

4. IMPLEMENTATION AND INITIAL EVALUATION

4.1. Initial prototype

The overview described in previous sections has been built into an
initial prototype. The sounds were created using SuperCollider31

and SimpleSynth2 to produce MIDI patterns for each line. A test-
1http://supercollider.sourceforge.net/
2http://pete.yandell.com/software/
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Figure 3: The timings and frequencies for the Overview

ing interface has been developed in SVG3 allowing the system to
be demonstrated alongside the visual representation. A demo can
be seen and heard on the aIMC project page.

4.2. Initial and future evaluation

We aim to evaluate the resulting overview on several levels:

clarity of the presentation We define clarity as the level of am-
biguity a user feels about the information presented.

ease of use Ease of use refers to the straight-forwardness of the
interface.

suitability to the mobile context The overview needs to be tol-
erant of ambient noise and distracted users.

speed The presentation of the overview is always approximately
7 seconds which seems a sufficiently short period of time
given the level of information being presented.

predictability We define predictability as the extent to which the
interface behaves consistently. The user will be able to rely
on the interface to take the same amount of time each time
but for the number of streams to change with time.

learning curve It is hypothesised that the approach to overview
presentation will require something of a learning curve in
order for users to become familiar with the presented sounds.

support for advanced users A good interface needs to support
not only novice users but support increased familiarity with
the interface. However, this investment in learning time
could be rewarded due to the level of information encoded
in the overview, as there is the potential for grasping the
scope of the disruption without having to explore further.
We anticipate that the approach taken here to overview pre-
sentation will provide a good level of support for advanced
users.

4.2.1. Informal interviews

To date, we have conducted several informal interviews to discover
ways the overview could be refined. Using the testing interface, we
have asked three users to tell us their impression of the interfaces.
The aim was mainly to address the first of our criteria: clarity of
the presentation.

3’urlwww.w3.org/Graphics/SVG

The users reported that the different frequencies were help-
ful in distinguishing one Tube line from another. One in partic-
ular commented that he had not thought that frequency would be
enough to separate out streams of information but was pleasantly
surprised. However, one user who had the opportunity to com-
pare an early prototype using simple tones to the current prototype
with different instruments assigned to each line found it harder to
distinguish the lines. Based on this feedback, we are looking at
assigning timbres that are more orthogonal in order to minimise
interference with each other.

Another important comment was the busyness of the overview.
Currently, if a line is disrupted, all defining stations (as described
in section 3.1.1) are played and each line can range from 2 to 25
events. We are simplifying the overview by reducing the number
of events that define a line and are currently conducting tests where
transfer stations are ignored unless they intersect with one or more
other disrupted lines. Fewer events also gives us the possibility of
reducing the length of the overview.

5. DISCUSSION

The overview described in this work has the goal of presenting
not only the information but also the structure of what is being
presented. The user will get an idea of how the Tube lines re-
late to each other represented entirely in non-speech audio. The
overview provides a concurrent presentation of the information
that is perceived to be most important. As discussed in section 2.1
the key information is the disruptions and their interconnections.
By analysing the Tube network, it is apparent that disruptions can
cascade due to the relationships between the different lines. If we
de-couple the disruptions and lines from the underlying structure,
the side effects of disruptions become less obvious and it is left to
the user to use her knowledge of the network to grasp the implica-
tions of a particular disruption. As such, we chose to expose the
relationships rather that deem them of lesser importance.

5.1. Future work

The next step in this design is the formal evaluation of the ap-
proach taken to overview presentation against the criteria above.
However, it is already possible to think of next steps we may take.
One such step is attempting to display the severity of the disruption
in the overview. This could be done to help the user get a measure
of how much their journey could be affected prior to exploring the
disruption messages. A simple method of doing this would be to
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make more severe problems louder. Perceptually, a louder sound is
perceived as closer, thus expressing the urgency of the disruption.
Care would need to be taken in order to ensure such an increase in
amplitude does not mask minor disruptions. Currently severity of
disruptions are not displayed in the visual disruption map but are
in the text-based enumeration of disruptions.

Along with the improvements being made on the basis of the
initial evaluation, another issue worth attention in our overview
design are how to emphasise station disruptions so that they do not
get lost in the presentation of other, longer disruptions . For the
emphasis of station disruptions, amplitude could be used but is per-
haps better suited metaphorically to expressing severity. Another
method of drawing attention is to make the sound event longer and
have the frequency jitter in order to draw attention to it. Experi-
mentation is required to determine if this is a viable approach.

6. CONCLUSION

This paper discusses an approach to creating an overview for the
Transport for London real-time disruption map. The interface is
designed for use on a mobile phone and the interaction is based
on the input devices available: numeric keypad and 5-way naviga-
tion. Mobile computing is a context in which auditory interfaces
could address some of the current challenges, namely the lack of
screen space and the support of multi-tasking. However, before au-
ditory interfaces can be adopted, their weaknesses must also be ad-
dressed. To this end, we have designed a conceptual interface that
follows the concepts of the Auditory Information Seeking Princi-
ple [3]. The hierarchy provides filtering and easy navigation, leav-
ing the user free to decide where to explore without having to listen
to long auditory presentations. The main focus, however, is how
to generate an appropriate overview. This is a subject that has not
seen a lot of research. We have evaluated the approach taken in the
design of the overview in section 5 and have hypothesised about
its strengths and weaknesses. Future work will involve a more de-
tailed implementation of the design, and a formal evaluation will
determine if our suppositions hold.
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ABSTRACT

In the interdisciplinary research project SonEnvir, we used sound
to perceptualise data stemming from spin models. The advantages
herein lie in the possibility of displaying more dimensions than
in visual representation on one hand, and in the potential of the
human auditory system on the other.

Spin models provide an interesting test case for sonification
in physics, as they model complex systems that are dynamically
evolving and not satisfactorily visualisable. While the theoretical
background is largely understood, their phase transitions have been
an interesting subject for studies for decades, and results in this
field can be applied to many scientific domains. Also, most classi-
cal methods of solving spin models rely on mean values, whereas
especially at the critical point of phase transition the fluctuations
of single spins are their most important feature. We found that
sound is an ideal display mode to study these fluctuations and the
dynamic evolution of the whole model. Our sonifications allow for
identifying the different phases easily, independent of the dimen-
sion of the model and the number of spin states. Also one gets a
first idea about the order of the phase transition.

1. BACKGROUND

Sonification has been used in physics rather intuitively, without
refering to the term explicitly. The classical examples are the
Geiger counter and the Sonar, both monitoring devices for physi-
cal surroundings. An early example of research using sonification
is the experiment of the inclined plane by Galileo Galilei. Fol-
lowing Drake [1], it seems plausible that Galilei used auditory in-
formation to verify the quadratic law of falling bodies (see figure
1). In reconstructing the experiment, Riess et al. [2] found that
time measuring devices of the 17th century are less precise than
auditory rhythm information.

Also in modern physics, sonification has already played a role:
one example of audification is given in a paper by Pereverzev et
al., where quantum oscillations between two weakly coupled reser-
voirs of superfluid helium 3 (predicted decades earlier) were found
by listening: Owing to vibration noise in the displacement trans-
ducer, an oscilloscope trace [...] exhibits no remarkable structure
suggestive of the predicted quantum oscillations. But if the elec-
trical output of the displacement transducer is amplified and con-
nected to audio headphones, the listener makes a most remarkable

Figure 1: Experimental device of Galileo Galilei for experiments
of the law of falling bodies. In rolling down the inclined plane, the
ball hits the bells which are attached following a quadratic law.
The resulting rhythm is regular. This device is rebuilt at the Isti-
tuto e Museo di Storia della Scienza in Florence. c©Photo Franca
Principe, IMSS, Florence.

observation. As the pressure across the array relaxes to zero there
is a clearly distinguishable tone smoothly drifting from high to low
frequency during the transient, which lasts for several seconds.
This simple observation marks the discovery of coherent quantum
oscillations between weakly coupled superfluids. [3]

Next to sonification methods in physics, physics methods found
their way into sonification, as in the model-based sonification ap-
proach by Hermann et al. [4]. In so called data sonograms, physi-
cal formalisms are used to explore high-dimensional data spaces.

1.1. Physics and sonification

Starting from psychoacoustics, the advantages of sonification in
general are obvious, see [6] for a review. In physics, sonification
has special advantages. First of all, modern particle physics is
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usually described in a four-dimensional framework. This makes
it hard to visualise and thus very abstract - in didactics and re-
search, sonification may help. In the auditory domain, many pa-
rameters may be used to display a four-dimensional space. Even
if we handle a three dimensional space evolving in time, a com-
plete visualisation is not possible any more. A feature of auditory
dimensions that has to be taken into account is that these are gen-
erally not orthogonal, but could rather be compared to mathemat-
ical subspaces [7]. This concept is very common in physics, and
thus easily applicable. Furthermore in physics, many phenomena
are wave phenomena happening in time, just as sound is. Thus
sonification provides a very direct mapping. While often scientific
graphs map physical phenomena in the time direction, this is not
necessary in a sonification, where the physical time persists, and
more parameters may be displayed in parallel.

Of course, sonification can only be a complementary tool to
classical analytical methods, but it may be a crucial one. We ac-
cept, for instance, visual interpretation in many scientific fields as
an analysis tool, which is often superior to or at least preceding
mathematical treatment. For instance, G. Marsaglia [8] described
tests for the quality of numerical random number generators. One
of these is the parking lot test, where mappings of randomly filled
arrays in one plane are plotted and visually searched for regulari-
ties. In the description, he argues that visual tests are striking, but
not feasible in higher dimensions. An all-encompassing mathe-
matical test of this task cannot be provided. Sonification is a logi-
cal continuation of such analytical methods.

The major disadvantage of sonification we encountered is that
physicists (as scientists in general) are not used to it. visualisation
techniques and our learnt understanding of them has been refined
since the very beginnings of modern science itself. For auditory
perception especially, we were e.g. confronted with the idea of the
hearing process being just a Fourier transformation. This example
illustrates that still a lot of convincing has to be done.

1.2. SonEnvir project

In the research project SonEnvir, we addressed actual problems
of different disciplines with the help of sonification. As SonEnvir
is an interdisciplinary project, we profited from approaches of the
other target sciences in the project, namely Sociology, Neurology
and Signal Processing and Speech Communication. For more in-
formation on the project please refer to [5].

In the course of the project, we searched for applications of
sonification within theoretical physics, especially particle physics
and statistical physics. Many problems there are analytically well
understood and exploit the data in a way of abstracting it. Thus de-
tails are often suppressed and an intuitive understanding cannot be
given. This approach often aims at a visual exploitation of results,
for instance by reducing the dimensions (e.g. a multi dimensional
system can be mapped into one plane). With sonification, one has
to start afresh and track the basics of the problem again. We de-
cided to focus on statistical spin models of computational physics,
for various reasons given below.

Other approaches to sonification in theoretical physics within
SonEnvir project and with outside partners dealt with Baryon spec-
tra of Constituent Quark Models ([10] and [11]) and sonifications
of the Dirac spectrum, e.g. [12]. Smaller projects dealt with the
chaotic double pendulum and quantum chromodynamics calcu-
lated on numerical lattices, see [5].

The rest of the paper is structured as follows: In the next sec-
tion (2) we give an overview of the physical background of spin
models, classical solving procedures and their computation. In
section 3 we outline different features of spin models that were
utilised in the sonifications and describe the different sonification
tools and results. Results of a qualitative evaluation of experts in
the field is given in section 4. A conclusion is given in section 5.
The appendix lists short descriptions of all audio files which are
provided at: http://sonenvir.at/downloads/spinmodels/.

2. SPIN MODELS

2.1. Introduction

Spin systems describe macroscopic properties of materials (e.g.
ferro-magnetism) by computational models of simple microscopic
interactions between single elements of the material. The principal
idea of modeling spin systems is to study a complex system in a
controlled way, where they are theoretically tractable and mirror
the behaviour of real compounds.

On the theoretical side, these models are interesting because
they allow studying the behaviour of universal properties in certain
symmetry groups. This means that some properties do not depend
on details like the kind of material, such as so-called order parame-
ters giving the order of the phase transition. Already in 1945, E. A.
Guggenheim (cited in [16]) found that the phase diagram of eight
different fluids he studied shows the very same coexistence curve
(this is true when plotted in so-called reduced variables, the re-
duced temperature being T/Tcrit, the actual temperature referred
to the critical one, likewise the pressure). A theoretical explana-
tion is given by a classification in symmetry groups - all of these
different fluids belonged to the same mathematical group.

Besides macroscopic observables, as the overall magnetisa-
tion, one is interested in the microscopic properties of the system.
Therefore we started out with the fluctuations of the spins, and
provided auditory information that can be analysed qualitatively.
Our goal was to display three-dimensional dynamic systems, dis-
tinguish the different phases and study the order of the phase tran-
sition. Audification and sonification approaches should be imple-
mented for spin models. Both real-time monitoring of the running
model and analysis of pre-recorded data sets should be tested. An
emphasis was laid on microscopic information, but also analytic
data pre-processing was done.

2.2. Physical Background - Ising and Potts Model

One of the first spin models, the Ising model, was developed by
Ernst Ising in 1924 in order to describe a ferromagnet. Since the
development of computational methods, this model has become
one of the best studied models in statistical physics, and has been
extended in various ways.

Its interpretation as a ferromagnet involves a simplified notion
of ferromagnetism.1 As shown in figure 2 it is assumed, that the
magnet consists of simple atoms on a quadratic (or in three dimen-
sions cubic) lattice. At each lattice point an ”atom” is located with
a magnetic moment (a spin) up or down. In the computation, on
the one hand, neighouring spins try to align to each other, which is

1There are many different application fields for systems with next-
neighour interaction and random behaviour. Ising models have even been
used to describe social systems, as e.g. in [15], though this is a disputed
method in the field.
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Figure 2: Schema of Spin Models by the example of the Ising model
with a lattice size of 8 times 8. At each lattice site, a spin can take
two possible values (up or down).

energetically more favorable. On the other hand, an overall tem-
perature causes random spin flips. At a critical temperature Tcrit,
this process is undecided and there are clusters of spins on all or-
ders of magnitude. If the temperature is lowered from Tcrit, one
spin orientation will prevail. (Which one is decided by the ran-
dom initial setting.) Macroscopically, this is the magnetic phase
(T < Tcrit). At T > Tcrit, the thermal fluctuations are too strong
for uniform clusterings of spins. There is no macroscopic mag-
netisation, only thermal noise.

A straightforward generalisation of this model is the admission
of more spin states than just up and down. This was realized by
Renfrey B. Potts in 1952, and was accordingly called the Potts-
Model. Several other extensions of models were studied in the
past. We worked with the q-state Potts-Model and its special case
for q = 2, the Ising model, both classical spin models.

In mathematical terms, the Hamilton-function H defines the
overall energy, which any physical system will try to minimize:

H = −J
X

<i,j>

SiSj −M
X

i

Si (1)

where J is the coupling parameter between spin Si and its
neighbouring spin Sj . J is inversely proportional to the tempera-
ture;M is the field strength of an exterior magnetic field acting on
each spin Si. The first sum is denoted over nearest neighours and
describes the coupling term. It is responsible for the phase transi-
tion. If J = 0, only the second term remains, and the Hamiltonian
describes a paramagnet, being only magnetised in the presence of
an exterior magnetic field. In our simulations,M was always 0.

When studying phase transitions macroscopically, the defining
term is the free energy F .

F (T, H) = −kBT lnZ(T, H) (2)

It is proportional to the logarithm of the so-called partition
function Z of statistical physics, which sums up all possible spin
configurations and weights them with a Boltzmann factor kB . En-
ergetically unfavorable states are less probable in the partition func-
tion than energetically favorable ones.

Z =
X
Sn

e
− H

kBT (3)

The order of the phase transition is defined by a discontinuity
in the derivates of the free energy (see figure 3). If there is a finite

discontinuity in one of the first derivatives, the transition is called
first order. If the first derivatives are continuous, but the second
derivatives are discontinuous, it is a so-called continuous phase
transition.

Figure 3: Schema of the order of the phase transition. The mean
magnetisation is plotted vs. decreasing temperature. (a) shows
a continuous phase transition and (b) the phase transition of first
order. In the latter, the function is discontinuous at the critical
temperature. The roughly dotted line gives an approximation on a
finite system, e.g. a computational model. The bigger the system,
the better this approximation fits the discontinuous behaviour.

It is a question of combinatorics to see that the partition func-
tion Z (eq. 3) is not calculable in practice: a three dimensional lat-
tice with a length of 100 and two possible spin states has 21003

=

(210)10
5
∼ 10300.000 configurations that would have to be summed

up - in each time step of the simulation. Also in an analytic deduc-
tion only few spin models have been solved exactly, and in three
dimensions not even the simple Ising model is analytically solv-
able. Therefore classical treatment relies mainly on approximation
methods, which allow partly to estimate critical exponents, and can
be outlined briefly as follows:

Early theories addressing phase transitions, like Van der Waals
theory of fluids and Weiss theory of magnetism can be subsumed
under Landau theory or mean-field theory. Mean-field theory as-
sumes a mean value for the free energy. Landau derived a theory,
where the free energy is expanded as a power series in the order
parameter, and only terms are included which are compatible with
the symmetry of the system. The problem is that all of these ap-
proaches ignore fluctuations by relying only on mean values. (For
a detailed review of phase transition theories please refer to [16].)

Renormalization group theory by K. G. Wilson [17] solved
many problems of critical phenomena, most importantly the under-
standing of why continuous phase transitions fall into universality
classes. The basic idea is to do a transformation that changes the
scale of the system but not its partition function. Only at the crit-
ical point the properties of the system will not change under such
a transformation, and it is then described by so-called fixed points
in the parameter space of all Hamiltonians. This is why critical
exponents are universal for different systems.

Nowadays, spin models are usually simulated with Monte-
Carlo algorithms, giving the most probable system states in the
partition function [16, p. 96]. We implemented a Monte Carlo sim-
ulation for an Ising and Potts model in SuperCollider3 (see figure
4). The lattice is represented as a torus (see fig. 7) and continually
updated: for each lattice point, a different spin state is proposed,
and the new overall energy calculated. As shown in equation 1, it
depends on the neighour’s interactions (SiSj) and the overall tem-
perature (given by the coupling J ∼ 1/T ). If the new energy is
smaller than the old one, the new state is accepted. If not, there is
still certain chance that it is accepted, leading to random spin flips
representing the overall temperature.
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Figure 4: Graphical user interface of the sonification tool for the 4-
state Potts Model above critical temperature, where large clusters
emerge. The lattice size is 64x64. The averages below the spin
frame show the development of the mean magnetisation for the 4
spin parities over the last 50 configurations. As the temperature is
constant and the system has been equilibrated before, these mean
values are rather constant.

To observe the model and draw conclusions from it, usually
mean values of observables are calculated from the Monte-Carlo
simulation, e.g. the overall magnetisation. The simulation needs
time to equilibrate at each temperature in order to model physical
reality, e.g. with small or large clusters. Big lattices with a length
of e.g. 100 need many equilibration steps. With a typical evolution
of the model, critical values or the order of the phase transition can
be deduced. This is not rigorously doable, as on a finite lattice a
function will never be discontinuous, compare figure 3. In a finite
system, the ”jump” in the observable will just look more sudden
for a first order phase transition.

This last point is an argument for sonification and a first re-
search goal for this work: in using more information than mean
values, the order of the phase transition can be more clearly dis-
tinguished. Also, we studied different phase transitions with the
hypothesis that there might be principal differences in the fluctua-
tions, which can be better heard. (A Potts model with q ≤ 4 states

has a continuous phase transition, whereas with q ≥ 5 states it
has a phase transition of first order.) Thus researchers may gain a
quick impression of the order of the phase transition.

In all analytical approaches above, the solving procedures of
models are based on abstract mathematics. This gives great in-
sight in the universal basics of critical phenomena, but often a
quick glance on a graph complements classical analysis, as men-
tioned above. Thus in areas where visualisation cannot be done,
we wanted to use sonification to help for an intuitive understanding
without many underlying assumptions. Sonification tools can also
serve as monitoring devices for highly complex and high dimen-
sional simulations. The phases and the behaviour at the critical
temperature can be observed. Finally, we were especially inter-
ested in sonification of the critical fluctuations with self-similar
clusters on all orders of magnitude.

We wanted to allow for a more or less direct observation of
data on all levels of the analysis to reassure assumptions and not
overlook new insights. This should be done by observing the dy-
namic evolution of the spins, not mean values. Thus, the important
characteristic of spin fluctuations can be studied and the entire sys-
tem continuously observed.

3. SONIFICATION DESIGNS

3.1. Features of Spin Models’ Data

Spin models have several basic characteristics, which were used
in different sonification approaches. These properties refer to the
structure of the model, the theoretical background and its inter-
pretation and were exploited for the sonification in the following
ways:

• The models are discrete in space by fixed lattice positions
and these are filled with discrete valued spins. The data sets
are rather big, in the order of a lattice size of 100 in two or
three dimensions, and are dynamically evolving. Because
of the modeling, the simulations are only correct on the sta-
tistical average, and many configurations have to be taken
into account. Thus a time estimate has to be done for the
sonification, for instance using the sonification design space
map [14]. A single auditory event that displays a recognis-
able characteristic requires about 3 ms. Hence for the audi-
tory display, a time-saving audification (see section 3.3) or
the omission of spins (see section 3.2) was chosen.

• The models are calculated by next-neighour interaction align-
ing the spins on the one hand, and random fluctuations on
the other. The next-neighour property was at least partially
preserved in moving along a torus path or a Hilbert-curve
through the frame, see fig. 7 (in approaches 3.3, 3.4 and
3.5). The random nature of the model was preserved by
taking random elements for the sonification (see 3.2).

• There is a global symmetry in the spins, thus -in the ab-
sence of an exterior magnetic field- no spin orientation is
preferred. This was mapped for the Ising model by choos-
ing the octave for the two spin parities (see 3.2). In the au-
difications (3.3 and 3.4) every spin orientation is assigned a
fixed value, and symmetry is preserved as the sound wave
only depends on the relative difference between consecu-
tive time (or lattice-) steps.
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• At the critical point of phase transition, the clusters of spins
become self-similar on all length scales. We tried to use
this feature in order to generate a different sound quality at
the point of phase transition. This allows a clear distinction
between the two phases and the (third) different behaviour
at the critical temperature itself (see section 3.5.)

• A straightforward choice for the sound mapping was to de-
sign the sonification such that it automatically generates a
noise sound at T >> Tcrit in all approaches.

3.2. Granular Sonifications

In this approach, the data was pre-processed. Thus, the sound can
be better controlled and is more convenient to listen to than an aud-
ification based approach. Also, more sophisticated considerations
can be included in the sonification design.

In a cloud sonification we sonified each spin as a very short
soundgrain, and played them slightly delayed within a short time
frame. For a 32x32 lattice this is doable in one second, which
leaves about 3 ms for each sound grain. One second is not as fast
as one would like to go through the entire frame, but a trade-off
with the fact that we still play all available information. For bigger
lattices, this approach is too slow for practical use.

Figure 5: Scheme of the sonification of random averaged spin
blocks in the Ising model.

Thus a similar approach was calculating mean values before-
hand. We took random averaged spin blocks in the Ising model2,
compare fig. 5. The data was pre-processed for the sonifica-
tion; we did not use all available information, but reduced the
data points for the sonification to a random subset. At first, for
each configuration a few lattice sites are chosen; then the average
of their neighouring region is calculated, giving a mean magnetic
moment between −1 (all negative) and +1 (all positive); 0 mean-
ing the ratio of spins is exactly half/half. This information is used
to determine the pitch and the noisiness of a sound grain. The
more the spins are alike, the clearer the tone, the less alike, the
noisier the sound. Spatial information is given by the location in
space.3 The soundgrains are very short and played quickly af-
ter one another from different virtual regions. With this setting,
a three-dimensional gestalt of a cubic lattice is generated around
and above the listener.

Without seeing the state of the model, a clear picture emerges
from the granular sound texture, and also untrained listeners can
easily distinguish the phases of the model. (Cf. audio files IsingHot,
IsingCold and IsingCritical.)

2In this sonification we stayed with the simpler Ising model for realtime
CPU power reasons, but the results do transfer to the Potts model.

3This feature of spatial hearing can only be properly reproduced with
a multi-channel sound system. We adapted the settings for the CUBE, a
multi-functional performance space with a permanent multi-channel sys-
tem at the IEM Graz.

3.3. Audification Based Sonification

In this approach, we tried to utilise all possible information of the
model. The basic idea was an audification, where the spins deter-
mine a waveform (see figure 6). The resulting sound wave can be
listened to directly or taken as a modulator of a sine wave. When
the temperature is lowered, regular clusters emerge, changing only
slowly from time step to time step. Thus also in the audification
longer structures will emerge, resulting in more tone-like sounds.
When one spin dominates, there is no sound (except of some ran-
dom thermal fluctuations at non-zero temperature).

Figure 6: Audification of a 4-state Potts model. The first 3 ms of
the audio file of such a model with 4 different states in the high
temperature phase (noise).

Figure 7: Schemes of sequentialisations of the lattice used for
the audification. The left scheme shows a torus sequentialisation,
where spins at opposed borders are treated as neighours. This re-
sults in a torus - a doughnut shape, and row by row is read. On the
right side a Hilbert curve is shown.

While fig. 6 explains handling one line of data for the soni-
fication, the question remains how to move through all of them.
Different approaches of sequentialisation are shown in fig. 7. The
program has periodic boundary conditions, so a torus path is pos-
sible. We also tried to go through the lattice on a Hilbert curve.
This is a space (or room) filling curve for quadratic geometries,
reaching every point without intersecting with itself. This pre-
vents from wrong interpretation of different sounds, depending on
whether rows or columns are read, especially in the case of sym-
metric clustering. It turned out that it is more preferable to use the
torus path, as the model does in the calculation. Then every new
data point can be used just after its calculation. Also, the sym-
metric clustering depends on unfavorable starting conditions and
occurs only rarely.

Firstly, the sounds were recorded directly from the interactive
model, using the GUI shown in fig. 4 for a specific temperature. In
order to judge the phase of the system, this simple method is most
efficient. Compare the files NoiseA and NoiseB, where a 3- and a 5-
state model are run at high temperature, to the critical temperature
in the 4-state model (Critical) and a value nearby (Supercritical)
and to the equilibrated state at low temperature, where one spin
already prevails (SubCritical recorded with the Ising model).
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At the time of recording, the model has already been equili-
brated - its state represents a typical physical configuration for the
specific temperature. When the temperature is cooled down con-
tinually, the system needs several transition steps at each new tem-
perature before the data represents the new physical state correctly.
Thus, in a second approach, data was pre-recorded and stored as
a sound-file. In contrary to our assumptions, the continuous phase
transition is not very clearly distinguishable from the phase transi-
tion of first order. This is partly due to the data - on a finite lattice
there are no discontinuous observables.

Partly, also the spins compensate each other at the critical
point - as the spin parities cannot be distinguished from each other,
one gradually rising wave form is masked by the others decreas-
ing. Another conceptual problem is, that the equilibration steps
(that are not recorded!) between the stored configurations cut out
the meaningful transitions between them. Every lattice site is one
sample (e.g. 32x32 = 1024 lattice sites). With a sampling fre-
quency of 44100 Hz, each 23 ms a completely different state is
displayed, instead of perceiving a continuously evolving system
with slowly changing cluster structures. This makes it more dif-
ficult to understand the dynamic evolution of the transitions. We
tried to leave out as few equilibration steps as possible to stick
close to a physical relevant state and still keep the transitions un-
derstandable. We recorded e.g. for a 32x32-lattice every 32nd

step, and on the whole 10 different couplings (temperatures), each
32 times. Thus, our soundfiles have (32 x 32) lattice sites x 10
couplings x 32 record steps = 327680 samples, and last 7,4 s.

Still, when comparing a 4-state Potts model to one with 5 spin
states, the change in the audio pattern is slightly more sudden in
the latter (Compare audio file ContinuosTransition to FirstOrder-
Transition).

3.4. Channel Sonification

We refined the audification approach of section 3.3, and allowed
to record data for each spin separately. This concept is shown in
figure 8. All of the lattice is sequentialised like a torus (see fig.
7) and read out as many times as there are numbers of spin states.
When data of spin A is collected, only lattice sites with spin A are
set to 1; all the others to 0. On the contrary, when spin B data is
collected, all lattice sites with spin A are set to 0, and spin B to 1;
and so forth.

Figure 8: The three recorded audio channels for a 3-state Potts
model cooling down from super- to subcritical state.

Thus, the different spins are separate and can played on dif-
ferent channels. The masking effects described in section 3.3 van-
ish. A problem is, that the channels are highly correlated: in the
Ising model with only 2 states, the 2 channels are exactly recipro-
cal. Thus there is a possibly psycho-acoustical effect that makes it
harder to distinguish the channels. Still, the overall impression is
clearer than the simple audification, and this approach is the most
promising regarding the order of the phase transition. (For the
sound examples for this paper, the channels are panned to virtual
sound sources in stereo, which makes them even harder to distin-
guish.)

3.5. Sonification of self similar structures

As a co-product of the above approach, we studied self similar
structures at the point of phase transition by sonification. This may
open a completely new research field, as self similarity is a visual
next to mathematical concept, and its transfer in the auditory do-
main would allow a new point of view in science. The hypothesis
that self similar structures may be audible was also strengthened
by music, which exhibits self similar structures as well.

In a sonification and internal hearing tests we tried to display
structures on several orders of magnitude in parallel. These were
calculated by a blockspin transformation, which gives essentially
the majority of one spin orientation in a region of the lattice. It was
our goal to make such structures of different orders of magnitude
recognisable as similarly moving melodies, or as a unique sound
stream with a special sound quality.

Figure 9: A self similar structure of the Ising model as a testing
case for self similarity. Blockspins are determined by the majority
of spins of a certain region.

In our approach, three orders of magnitude in the Ising model
were compared to each other, as shown in figure 9. The whole lat-
tice (on the right side - with the least resolved blockspins) was dis-
played in the same time as a quarter of the middle and as an eighth
of the left blockspin spin structure (second on the left side). The
original spins are shown on the left. Comparing three simultaneous
streams for similarities in melodic behaviour has turned out to be
a demanding cognitive task. We also experimented with a differ-
ent approach: 3 streams representing different orders of magnitude
are interleaved quickly, with brief pauses between them. When the
streams are self-similar, one cannot hear a triple grouping; as soon
as one stream is recognisably different from the others, a triple
rhythm appears. While this method works with simple test data as
shown in fig. 9, it does not convince with noisy data of running
spin models.
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4. DISCUSSION

A hearing test with statistical analysis was not appropriate as there
are not enough subjects familiar with researching spin models.
Thus, as a sort of qualitative evaluation we obtained opinions from
experts in the field. These were four professors of Theoretical
Physics in Graz, who were not directly involved in the sonifica-
tions. They were explained the results and given a few questions
on the applicability and usefulness of the results described in this
paper.

The overall attitude may be summed up as curious but rather
sceptic, even if the opinions diferred in the details. Asked whether
they themselves would use the sonifications, all of them answered
to do so only for didactic reasons or popular scientific talks. The
possibility of identifying different phases was acknowledged but
was not seen superior to other methods (e.g. studying graphs of
observables, as would be the standard procedure). One subject
remarked that, for research purposes, the aha-moment was miss-
ing. This might be due to the fact that the Ising and Potts model
have both been studied for decades and are well understood. While
the data is mainly thermal noise, there is only few information to
extract: Which phase, out of two possibilities and the transition?
Which order of phase transitions, again out of only two possibili-
ties? Our sonifications try a new approach and build up know-how
for the sonification of more complicated models, but reveal no new
physical findings. A three dimensional display seems interesting
for them, even if the dimensions are not experienced explicitly (in
the audification approach there is a sequentialisation for display-
ing one dimension) and the sound grain approach is limited to three
physical dimensions.

Another application that was discussed is a quick overview
over large data sets: e.g. checking numerical parameters (that there
are enough equilibration steps, for instance) or getting a first im-
pression of the order of the phase transition. This seems plausible
to all subjects, even if the standard procedure, e.g. a program for
pattern recognition, would still be equivalent and - given the famil-
iarity with such tools - preferable to them.

The main point of criticism was the idea of a qualitative rather
than quantifiable approach towards physics, which is seen as a pos-
sible didactics tool but not hard science. General sonification prob-
lems were discussed as well: it was remarked, that visualisation
techniques play a more and more important role in science, and
that they are hard competitors. Also for state of the art of publish-
ing, sonification is at a disadvantage.

Besides this expected scepticism, it can be remarked that all
subjects heard immediately the differences in the sound qualities.
Metaphors to the sounds came up spontaneously during the intro-
duction, as e.g. boiling water for the point of phase transition. The
experts came up with several ideas for future projects to discuss;
this kind of interest is an encouraging form of feedback.

5. CONCLUSION

This paper has presented sonification designs for spin models. Data
was taken from Monte-Carlo simulations of Potts and Ising models
implemented in SuperCollider3. These provide an interesting test
case as they produce dynamically evolving data with their main
characteristics being fluctuations of single spins. Although ana-
lytically well defined, finite computational models can only repro-
duce a numerical approximation of the predicted behaviour, which
has to be interpreted.

A number of different sonifications were designed in order to
study different aspects of spin models. We created a tool for the
perceptualisation of lattice calculations, extendable to higher di-
mensions and a higher number of states. On the one hand, running
models can be observed. On the other hand, pre-recorded data can
be analysed in a way to get a first impression of the order of the
phase transition.

We used different sonification techniques: Sound grain soni-
fication of pre-processed data gives a reliable classification of the
phase, the system is in, and allows to observe running simulations.
It uses the random behaviour of spin models. Audification based
tools allow us to make use of all the available data, and even track
each spin orientation separately but in parallel. This tool is used to
study the order of the phase transition. Additionally we worked on
sonifications of self similar structures.

With this study, sonification has proven to be a complemen-
tary data analysis method for statistical physics. In the future we
would like to enhance data quality and make different input mod-
els possible. We work on classification tools for phase transitions
that allow to extend the dimensionality of the model further. Fi-
nally, we intend to apply the results to current research questions
in the field of computational physics.
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7. APPENDIX

The following audio files can be downloaded from
http://sonenvir.at/downloads/spinmodels/.

The first part describes sonifications that enable the listener
to classify the phase of the model (sub-critical, critical, super-
critical).

• Granular sonification approach:
Random, averaged spin blocks were used to determine the
sound grains. The spatial setting cannot be reproduced in
this recording. But even without having a clear gestalt of
the system, the different characteristics of IsingHot, Ising-
Critical and IsingCold may easily be distinguished.

• Audification based approach:
(Please consider that a few clicks in the audio files below
are artifacts of the data management and buffering in the
computer.)

1. Noise: NoiseA gives the audification of a 3-state Potts
model at thermal noise (coupling J = 0.4)
NoiseB gives the same for the 5-state Potts model (J =
0.4), evidently the sound becomes smoother the more
states are possible, but its overall character stays the
same.
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2. Critical behaviour: this example was recorded with a
4-state Potts model at and near the critical tempera-
ture:
SuperCritical - near the critical point clusters emerge.
These are rather big but homogeneous, hence a regu-
larity is still perceivable. (J = 0.95)
Critical - at the critical point itself, clusters of all or-
ders of magnitude emerge, thus the sound is much
more unstable and less pleasant. (J = 1.05)

3. SubCritical - as soon as the system is equilibrated in
the subcritical domain (at T < Tcrit), one spin orien-
tation predominates, and only few random spin flips
occur due to thermal fluctuations. (Recorded with the
Ising model at J = 1.3.)

The next examples study the order of the phase transition.

• The direct audification gives only a very subtle difference
between the two types of phase transitions:

1. The 4-state Potts model is played in ContinousTran-
sition.

2. A more sudden change can be perceived in FirstOrder-
Transition for the 5-state Potts model.

• Audification with separated spin channels:
For each spin-orientation the lattice is sequentialised and
the resulting audification is played on an own channel. The
lattice size was 32x32, and the system was equilibrated at
each step. The examples finish with one spin orientation
prevailing, which means that only random clicks from a
non-vanishing temperature remain.

1. The transition in the 2-state Ising model and the 4-
state Potts model are continuous, the change is smooth.

2. In the 5-state and 8-state models the phase transition
is abrupt (the data is more distinct the more states are
involved)
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ABSTRACT 

Auditory graph design and implementation often has been 

subject to criticisms of arbitrary or atheoretical decision-making 

processes in both research and application.  Despite increasing 

interest in auditory displays coupled with more than two decades 

of auditory graph research, no theoretical models of how a 

listener processes an auditory graph have been proposed.  The 

current paper seeks to present a conceptual level account of the 

factors relevant to the comprehension of auditory graphs by 

human listeners.  We attempt to make links to the relevant 

literature on basic auditory perception, and we offer explicit 

justification for, or discussion of, a number of common design 

practices that are often justified only implicitly or by intuition in 

the auditory graph literature.  Finally, we take initial steps toward 

a qualitative, conceptual level model of auditory graph 

comprehension that will help to organize the available data on 

auditory graph comprehension and make predictions for future 

research and applications with auditory graphs 

 

[Keywords: Auditory Graphs, Sonification, Psychological 

Models, Individual Differences, Task] 

1. INTRODUCTION 

Sonification, the use of nonspeech audio as a means of 

information display [1], is a multidisciplinary approach to 

auditory information display that lies at the intersection of such 

diverse domains as psychology, audiology, music, and computer 

science.  As a result of the multifaceted nature of sonification, the 

work of the field does not fit neatly into the existing theoretical 

frameworks of any of its constituent domains.  Recently it has 

been suggested that many decisions regarding the design and 

application of sonifications are made arbitrarily [2, 3] and that 

much of the knowledge generated from sonification research may 

be difficult to generalize beyond the narrow specifications 

contrived in any particular study of sonification [4]. 

  Indeed, the field of sonification has been slow to develop a 

cohesive account of how people interact with auditory 

representations of information, and this lack of an organizational 

framework has resulted in some arbitrary design decisions that 

have not followed a formal logic.  While a wealth of valuable 

sonification research has been conducted and published in recent 

years, even a generic framework for the organization of this 

information has yet to be established [but for a recent 

development, see 5].  Furthermore, the links and mutually 

beneficial relationships between the sonification literature and 

existing theory and literature in other areas of science, which 

certainly exist, have not been convincingly established.  The 

present sonification literature, however, could offer insights and 

contributions for theory from related fields, just as auditory 

display research has benefited (both implicitly and explicitly) 

from approaches to information display from other disciplines.        

 As an example, sonification research has undoubtedly 

benefited from the decades of work on basic auditory perception, 

but this heritage is often implicit in the sonification literature.  

Design decisions in the sonification literature are often not 

explicitly justified, and this likely fuels criticism that the field 

operates on ad hoc, arbitrary principles when building sound 

displays.  Even in the absence of a stated rationale, design 

decisions may be reasonable and informed with regards to the 

basic properties of auditory perception, and some consistencies 

have emerged across different studies and applications.    

 The current paper attempts to make a few links between 

sonification research and relevant theoretical approaches in other 

fields, especially psychology.  While a comprehensive review of 

all related topics is beyond the scope of this paper, we argue that 

sonification research has not and does not take place in a 

theoretical vacuum, but instead has borrowed from, and can 

contribute back to, existing theoretical approaches in a number of 

other fields.  We contend that sonification researchers already 

possess the basic building blocks of knowledge to begin to 

articulate high-level accounts of how humans interact with 

auditory displays.  Our scope is constrained to a conceptual level 

model of how people comprehend the information presented in 

auditory graphs—a class of sonifications that use sounds to 

represent quantitative data—but our approach may generalize to 

other classes of sonifications.  We believe that this approach 

represents the initial steps toward formally describing a theory 

for auditory graphs that organizes the knowledge derived from 

existing research and makes some broad and basic predictions for 

future research and applications of auditory graphs.              

2. RATIONALE AND SCOPE 

Graphical representations of information are pervasive in the 

publications of both science and popular culture [see, for 

example, 6].  Visual graphs can offer a concise summary of data 

(relative to other presentation formats such as text, tables, etc.).  

Graphs may also offer the user effortless access to some data 

features (e.g., patterns) that are not immediately evident in non-

graphical representations of the same data [see 7].  

The pervasiveness and utility of graphs have lead researchers 

to examine the potential to present graphical information with 

sound.  Sound has obvious potential as an assistive technology 

for visually impaired people, but there are numerous tasks and 

environments where sound displays may also benefit sighted 

listeners. For example, research has shown that auditory displays 

can be useful in scenarios where the display is small, such as 
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with mobile computing devices [see 8, 9], or when the visual 

system may be overtaxed by traditional displays [10, 11]. 

Auditory graphs, then, are a class of sonified displays that 

use sound to represent quantitative information.  Within the 

framework of de Campo’s [5] sonification design space map, 

auditory graphs employ parameter mapping sonification 

techniques. In other words, changes in quantitative data are 

mapped to changes in a dimension or multiple dimensions of 

sound [see 12].  Auditory graphs have most commonly mapped 

changes in quantitative data to  changes in the frequencies of 

sounds in time, thus frequency and time have been equated with 

traditional Y- and X-axes in visual graphs.  Although the reasons 

for using frequency mappings in auditory graphs are often not 

made explicit or are justified only intuitively, a wealth of theory 

on pitch perception may support the intuition that frequency 

offers the best choice of a sound dimension mapping for 

quantitative data in auditory graphs. Shepard’s [see, for example, 

13] helix representation of pitch perception described the 

perception of frequency in spatial terms, with higher frequencies 

represented as higher in space moving up the helix.  Kubovy’s 

Theory of Indispensable Attributes [14] offered another possible 

theoretical explanation for the choice of frequency changes as a 

primary mapping for data changes in auditory graphs, as he 

proposed that “visual spatial location is analogous to auditory 

frequency” (pp. 78).  While it is unlikely that any single theory or 

researcher inspired the common practice of frequency mapping in 

auditory graphs, the convergence of insights from multiple 

theories of pitch perception suggests that frequency is an 

appropriate auditory analog for visual Y-axis space in Cartesian 

coordinates. Not surprisingly, then, auditory graph researchers 

have repeatedly recommended that quantitative (i.e., graphical Y-

axis) values be mapped to frequency [15-17], and this practice 

pervades auditory graph literature. 

We limit our discussion here to those sonifications that use 

frequency mapping in time as a primary means of data display. 

We also limit the scope of our discussion to those data sets whose 

size and dimensionality make parameter mapping the most 

appropriate sonification technique [see 5].  Our concern here is 

with auditory representations of data that are appropriate for 

traditional graphical displays such as the line graphs, scatterplots, 

histograms, etc., which pervade popular media and scientific 

publications.  Researchers have suggested [e.g. 18, 19], and we 

contend here, that auditory representations of even simple 

graphical displays (i.e., the bivariate and multivariate plots found 

in popular media and scientific journals) can be helpful for the 

educational and data exploration needs of both sighted and 

visually impaired persons.  

3.    TOWARD A MODEL OF AUDITORY GRAPH 

COMPREHENSION 

Visual graph comprehension literature is replete with models 

and theories that attempt to explain the respective roles of 

perceptual and cognitive factors, individual differences, and task 

dependencies in the comprehension of graphs [e.g., 7, 20, 21-23], 

but no similar organizing framework has attempted to account for 

the importance of similar or equivalent variables in auditory 

graph comprehension.   While theories of visual graph 

comprehension will not necessarily translate directly to the 

auditory domain, they can offer a useful starting point in the 

formulation of a model of auditory graph comprehension. 

The proposed model of auditory graph comprehension is 

intended to assimilate relevant insights from visual graph 

comprehension literature with knowledge from other relevant 

areas of study (e.g., auditory graphs, auditory perception, and 

music) to arrive at a plausible explanation of the factors that 

influence the comprehension of auditory graphs. 

Of note, graph comprehension refers to the extent to which a 

human listener is able to extract the information desired (as 

defined by her or his task) from the display.  The construct of 

comprehension is often operationally defined and measured as 

relevant dependent variables in auditory graph research, most 

often accuracy and response time.  We emphasize, then, the 

contributions of independent variables related to the task, the 

listener, and the auditory graph display to auditory graph 

comprehension.  We first discuss each of these groups of 

variables separately, but in section 3.4 we emphasize the 

interactive and mutually influential nature of combinations of 

these variables on auditory graph comprehension. 

3.1. Task  

The task dependent nature of human interactions with 

displays has been widely discussed with regards to both visual 

graphs [see 23, 24] and auditory displays and graphs [see, for 

example, 25, 26, 27].  Given that the function of sonification is to 

convey information [1], we propose that, for auditory graphs, the 

listener’s task defines and constrains the information the human 

listener wishes to extract from the auditory graph.  In other 

words, the task predetermines the information the listener seeks.   

Tasks with graphs can be as broad as general data exploration 

or as narrow as point estimation. Formal task analysis methods 

have been described to break down a given task into its 

component parts [see, for example, 28], and these methods have 

been applied to some extent in the realm of auditory graphs [e.g., 

29]. Barrass [30] discussed information-seeking with auditory 

displays at great length and offered an extended discussion of 

task questions and purposes. A task analytic approach may help 

to categorize the processes involved in extracting information 

from the display.  

Cleveland and McGill [31] proposed a theory that ranked 

“elementary perceptual tasks” (p. 531) of visual graph 

information-seeking in order of difficulty. Although no 

comparable categorization of tasks has been proposed for 

auditory graphs, Jones’ [32] rhythmic theory of auditory pattern 

perception offered insights regarding the type of information that 

can be communicated in a sequence of sounds. She suggested 

that sounds presented in time could be described as amenable to 

the perception of nominal, ordinal, and interval relationships.  

With nominal relationships between sounds, the listener may 

only be able to perceive that the sounds of a sequence are the 

same or different. Ordinal relations allow for the perception of 

direction, with one sound having higher or lower frequency than 

its comparator. Finally, interval relations allow for the perception 

of both direction and magnitude of frequency differences.  We 

propose that Jones’ rhythmic theory represents an important 

starting point in predicting the difficulty of auditory graphing 

tasks.  Tasks requiring information regarding only nominal 

relations should be easier for listeners to perform than tasks that 

require ordinal relations, which in turn should be easier than 

tasks that require information regarding interval relations.  

Research has suggested that trend tasks with auditory graphs—

which generally require ordinal information regarding the 

direction of pitch changes—are readily accomplished [33].   

Point estimation tasks, which require judgments regarding both 
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direction and magnitude of pitch change, have proven to be 

particularly difficult in studies to date [see 29, 34, 35, 36], which 

is in accordance with Jones’ predictions. 

3.2. Listener Characteristics 

Research in basic auditory perception has established a 

foundation of knowledge regarding the lawfulness of auditory 

sensation and perception, yet each human listener of an auditory 

graph possesses a unique set of capabilities, limitations, and 

proclivities that may influence her or his ability to successfully 

accomplish a task with a given display.      

3.2.1. Commonalities 

 A number of properties of the biological apparatus for 

hearing can be described more or less lawfully across individuals 

[e.g., thresholds, etc., see 37], particularly in the range of 

frequencies and amplitudes employed in auditory graph design.  

 For example, detection of the sound is a necessary 

prerequisite for the comprehension of an auditory display, and 

the fundamental capabilities of the auditory system are fairly well 

understood and establish limits for the detectability of sounds 

along a number of dimensions, including frequency and 

amplitude.  Although upper and lower limits of detectability 

along a given sound dimension are to be avoided in auditory 

display design, auditory display researchers have made the 

logical step beyond simple detectability and chosen design 

parameters that exploit knowledge regarding the most sensitive 

response regions of the auditory apparatus along the dimensions 

of sound to which data are mapped.  Although a complete 

discussion of the general capabilities and limitations of auditory 

sensation are beyond the scope of this paper [for a more complete 

discussion, see, for example, 37, 38], auditory graph designers 

have proceeded with an awareness of the basic lawfulness of 

auditory sensation.              

 Equally as important to the current discussion are the lawful 

properties of auditory perception, whereby sounds are organized 

into a meaningful representation of the world.  Kosslyn theorized 

that in visual graphs, some patterns may be perceived 

automatically.  Others have described this general phenomena in 

perception as a function of emergent features or preattentive 

processing [see 39, 40], default encoding [20], and Gestalts [41, 

42], but the underlying concept in each instance emphasizes 

relatively effortless and error-free information extraction.   

Bregman [43] has similarly described a process whereby 

schemas—well-learned patterns—can be automatically activated 

to aid in the recognition of auditory patterns.  Such data features 

or emergent patterns in auditory graphs, when present, should be 

extracted automatically and easily comprehended.  

 Auditory pattern perception theories have made concrete 

predictions regarding the exact properties of auditory patterns 

that should make them amenable to easier information extraction. 

Jones [32] predicted how relationships between tones specify the 

complexity of auditory patterns. Simple patterns—those patterns 

that are most amenable to processing interval relationships (i.e., 

both the direction and magnitude of frequency changes)—were 

theorized to be those that had regular, monotonic changes in 

frequency with regular timing (i.e., frequencies increasing or 

decreasing at regular pitch and time intervals). Sequences of 

tones with contour changes and irregular interval changes (in 

pitch or time) were more complex in the theory, and perhaps only 

amenable to perceptions of ordinal relations in some 

circumstances. Finally, in cases with very large interval jumps 

(i.e., large changes in frequency from tone to tone) and multiple 

changes in direction, the perception of a temporal sequence may 

collapse altogether. In this instance, the listener may report two 

streams of tones grouped as high and low in frequency rather 

than a perception of a single stream of alternating tones [also see 

44], and in extreme cases only nominal relations between the 

sounds will be perceived.  Jones posited that auditory patterns are 

represented as nested hierarchies of tone sequences, with more 

complex sequences breaking down into smaller parts. 

Deutsch and Feroe [45] proposed a similar hierarchical 

model of the perception of musical tone sequences. They 

suggested that the initial perceptual grouping of tone sequences is 

determined by Gestalt principles like proximity (in either 

frequency or time) and good continuation (such as when a series 

of pitches consistently increase), and the model predicts that 

patterns exhibiting better Gestalt groupings are easier to perceive. 

Deutsch and Feroe also suggested that large jumps in frequency 

intervals from tone to tone are detrimental to grouping.  Vickers 

and Hogg [46] recently proposed a design space that emphasized 

the similarities between sonifications and musical compositions, 

and they suggested that the most successful sonifications will be 

those whose properties allow the listener to “attend carefully” to 

the data rendering.  Theories of auditory pattern perception [e.g., 

32] and musical sequence perception [45] may offer predictions 

regarding the patterns of tones in time that allow for the most 

easily extractable Gestalts or emergent features to be perceived. 

3.2.2. Individual Differences 

 Despite the utility of knowledge regarding the lawfulness of 

auditory sensation and perception, auditory graph comprehension 

undoubtedly calls upon other perceptual and cognitive 

capabilities and limitations that exhibit relatively high variability 

from person to person.  Although the importance of individual 

differences in graph comprehension (both auditory and visual) is 

not well understood, we posit here a number of individual 

difference variables that should be important predictors of 

auditory graph comprehension. 

Musical ability, often measured as a function of musical 

experience or training, has been frequently posited as an 

important contributor to performance with auditory displays.  

Indeed, in some instances researchers have found differences in 

performance with sonifications that favor musicians over 

nonmusicians [e.g., 34, 47].  Other research in the field has found 

either no differences based on this variable or no predictive 

power of musical experience [for a brief review, see 48].  

Perhaps part of the discrepancy lies in the lack of a valid metric 

for assessing musical ability per se, as the use of surrogate 

measures (e.g., years of musical training) may not fully capture 

individual differences in musical ability.  Some work has 

suggested that musical ability likely does not play an important 

predictive role in performance with auditory displays, as both 

musicians and nonmusicians may exhibit keen auditory 

perceptual abilities [see 48, 49].  The currently available 

knowledge suggests that musical experience (as a surrogate for 

musical ability) offers little predictive power for performance 

with auditory displays.   

Recently, research has begun to examine the role of cognitive 

abilities in the comprehension of graphs. Trickett and Trafton 

[51] have argued that graph comprehension literature has 

overlooked the role of spatial abilities.  They suggest that spatial 
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cognition plays an important role in understanding graphs, 

particularly when the information needed is not immediately 

available from perceptual processes.  Spatial abilities likely will 

also play a role in auditory graph comprehension, as both theory 

[e.g., 13] and empirical evidence [e.g., 52] have suggested that 

pitch can be represented spatially. Toth and Lewis [53] found 

that in some circumstances verbal memory impacted graph 

comprehension.  Although verbal memory has not been 

investigated with regards to auditory graphs, it may play an 

important role given that much of the contextual information 

(data labels, etc.) in auditory graphs typically has been presented 

in text accompanying the sounds. Individual differences in 

domain knowledge have also been posited to play a role in 

auditory graph comprehension [see 54].  Though little work has 

attempted to understand how individual differences impact 

auditory display performance, Walker and Mauney [50] found 

evidence that Raven’s Progressive Matrices helped to predict 

performance on a magnitude estimation sonification task.  

Clearly, however, much more work is needed to clarify the 

cognitive variables relevant to auditory graph comprehension. 

Walker and Lane [55] found that preferred polarities for 

mapping sound to conceptual data dimension, discussed in more 

detail in the next section, were sometimes reversed for visually 

impaired as compared to sighted listeners.  Their data generally 

indicated similarities and consensus in perception across those 

populations.  The few exceptions where visually impaired and 

sighted users reported opposite polarities, suggest that auditory 

graph designers should be aware of the potential for differences 

along this important population variable, especially if the 

intended audience of the auditory graph includes visually 

impaired listeners.    

3.2.3. Training and Learning 

Auditory graph studies to date have generally sampled from 

populations of naïve listeners who have never heard data before 

entering a laboratory to participate in a study.  As a result, the 

ceiling of performance for trained auditory graph listeners 

remains entirely unknown.  Visual graph viewers typically have 

years of formal training and informal experience with visual 

information displays that employ Cartesian coordinates.  Until 

longitudinal studies of learning are conducted, the full potential 

of auditory graphs will be unclear both in absolute terms and 

relative to the efficacy of traditional visual graphs.  Smith and 

Walker [29] found, not surprisingly, that a brief training period 

improved immediate performance of a point estimation task with 

auditory graphs.  Walker and Nees [35] found that either a brief 

instructional training program or practice with feedback 

regarding correct responses improved performance of the point 

estimation task, but simple repeated exposure to the task (in the 

absence of feedback) did not.  Clearly, these studies represent 

only an initial starting point for describing the course of skill 

acquisition with auditory graphs.  Future research should 

disentangle the effects of explicit training versus simple practice 

with or informal exposure to auditory graphs.  Longitudinal 

studies should examine the time course of learning in auditory 

graphs and offer valuable data regarding skilled users’ 

performance with the displays.   We suggest here that the data 

currently available for performance with auditory graphs may 

very well underestimate the potential usefulness of auditory 

graphs for listeners who develop extensive skill and experience 

with the displays.    

3.3. Auditory Graph Display Characteristics 

The final major grouping of variables in our discussion has been 

reserved for the design of the auditory graph, which represents 

the actual bottom-up stimulus for our model of auditory graph 

comprehension.  The display represents perhaps the most 

researched part of our model, as many different techniques and 

approaches to building auditory graphs have been attempted, and 

guidelines for designing auditory graphs have been offered [16].     

3.3.1. Data 

The auditory graph display design begins with some quantitative 

data that are to be represented.    The nature of the data and its 

qualities may play an important role in auditory graph 

comprehension.  Many data sets are finite and known before a 

rendering in sound is produced, in which case information 

regarding known maxima, minima, means, etc., may be 

incorporated into the design of the display.  Other data, however, 

may be of interest as they occur in real time [see 56], which may 

present unique challenges for the auditory graph designer. 

Barrass [30] called for display designers to pay heed to the nature 

of the data to be represented when designing auditory displays, 

and he offered a method for the formal examination and 

characterization of data during the display design process.  

3.3.2. Mappings, Scalings, and Polarities 

Decisions regarding mappings, scalings, and polarities are 

especially critical in the design of auditory graphs.  Walker [12, 

57] has examined these issues in detail.  Mapping refers to the 

dimension of sound that is chosen to covary with changes in the 

data represented in auditory graphs.  As mentioned above, 

changes in data are most often mapped to changes in the 

frequency of sounds in auditory graphs.  Although other 

mappings for sonification have been examined [e.g., tempo, 

brightness, etc., see 12, 57] and carefully chosen redundant or 

dual mappings may be desirable
1
 [25], we limit our discussion 

here to frequency mappings.  As was mentioned above, 

frequency mappings are common in auditory graphs and 

relatively robust, and we can apply existing theoretical 

frameworks [e.g., 32, 45] to make concrete predictions regarding 

the perceivability of patterns of tones that change in frequency 

over time.  For the frequency mapping used in auditory graphs, a 

display designer must also choose the type of sound (pure tones, 

MIDI instruments, etc.) that will be mapped to the data.  Brown 

et al. [16] argued that MIDI instruments should be employed, as 

past research found that musical instruments were more pleasant 

and easier to perceive than pure tones [59].  Auditory graph 

researchers have often used the MIDI piano timbre as a primary 

or first option for mapping, probably owing to the large range of 

frequencies naturally spanned by the piano [see 38].   

 Scaling refers to the amount of change in a sound dimension 

used to represent a unit of change in the conceptual data 

dimension being represented. Walker [12, 57] used magnitude 

estimation to determine the preferred scaling slopes for mapping 

                                                             
1
 Some redundant mappings may be detrimental to performance with 

auditory graphs.  One study [58] attempted to use panning and spatial 

elevation as well as frequency to represent data in auditory graphs, which 

resulted in exceptionally poor performance in the reproduction of simple 

linear increasing functions. 
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frequency to a number of conceptual data dimensions; 

interestingly, the scaling slope for the same quantitative changes 

in data may be different depending upon the conceptual data 

dimension (e.g., temperature, size, pressure, etc.) being 

represented.  When possible, the scaling factor for an auditory 

graph should match the preferred scaling for the conceptual 

dimension represented.  Brown et al. [16] recommend that 

scaling of data in auditory graphs should not exceed a minimum 

of MIDI note 35 (~61.7 Hz) or a maximum of MIDI note 100 

(~2637 Hz).  They cite difficulties in hardware (i.e., computer 

sound card) reproduction of notes outside of this range, but it is 

also important to note that the natural range of many musical 

instruments fall within or are centered within this range [see 38]. 

 Another important, basic consideration for auditory graph 

design is the polarity of the mapping between frequency and the 

data represented.  Convention has shown that higher frequencies 

should represent more of a conceptual data dimension, while 

lower frequencies should correspond to lower quantities of the 

data dimension [16], and research [12, 57] has shown that this 

positive polarity mapping (increasing-increasing) is intuitive for 

most listeners across most data dimensions.  As mentioned 

above, however, Walker and Lane [55] found that polarities for 

visually impaired as compared to sighted listeners were 

sometimes reversed, whereby increasing frequencies intuitively 

mapped to less of a particular data dimension.  While positive 

polarities for frequency mappings should generally match 

intuitive listener preferences, designers should be careful to note 

and take account of exceptions to this rule. Auditory graphs 

whose polarities oppose intuitive mappings with regards to the 

direction of increase or decrease may be harder to comprehend.            

3.3.3. Context 

 Graphical context describes those aspects of the display 

beyond the actual data representation that are included to 

facilitate comprehension of data relationships. Seminal graph 

comprehension theory was primarily concerned with those 

stimulus dimensions used to represent the data [e.g., 31], but later 

graph theory was expanded to include other essential parts of the 

graph such as the background, axes, and labels [7].  Empirical 

research has confirmed the importance of contextual information 

to the understanding of a graph [22]. Much like early theory and 

research in visual graph comprehension, auditory graph research 

generally has been concerned with the actual dimensions of 

sound used to specify data (e.g., simple tone sequences).  

Recently, however, researchers have begun to consider ways to 

establish context and frame the data in an auditory graph. 

 Smith and Walker [29, 60] have shown that Y-axis context in 

the form of reference tones can facilitate performance of a point 

estimation task with auditory graphs.  Likewise, Smith and 

Walker found that X-axis context in the form of rhythmic clicks 

or beats [also see 61] was generally helpful.  Of note, as more 

concurrent sounds are added to the display, issues of masking 

become important.  Context has generally been implemented 

using timbres that are distinct from the data timbre (typically a 

piano instrument).  Nees and Walker [36] offered evidence that 

relative intensity adjustments may also facilitate the perceptual 

segregation of data from context in auditory graphs. 

 These findings suggest that concurrent auditory context may 

be an important aid to some tasks with auditory graphs.  The role 

of context, however, is not well understood, especially with 

regard to the interactions of context with user variables (e.g., 

training) and task dependencies.  Furthermore, context can 

sometimes be provided to auditory graph listeners without 

introducing concurrent sounds to the display.  A taxonomy of 

graphical context would include declarative context, such as 

verbal or textual instructions regarding the mapping and scaling 

of the data, etc., as well as scaling cues like reference tones that 

can be presented before (as opposed to concurrent with) the 

actual data tones.  More research is needed to clarify the 

appropriate use of context in auditory graphs, but contextual cues 

should play an important role in auditory graph comprehension 

for a number of listeners and tasks.    

3.3.4. Temporal characteristics of auditory graph stimuli 

 The issues surrounding the temporal characteristics of 

auditory graphs are numerous and probably intricately inter-

related with each other and with other variables discussed 

throughout this paper.  Research has yet to determine the ideal or 

appropriate permissible lengths (in time) of auditory graph 

stimuli.  Flowers et al. [26] suggested that, for some tasks, 

auditory graphs of durations under 10 seconds might be 

appropriate given the length of time that auditory sensory 

information can be stored.  They point out, however, that data 

and task characteristics will also play a role in determining the 

ideal time frame for presentations of auditory graphs.   

 Another important temporal consideration in auditory graph 

design involves the ideal rate of presentation or data density (i.e., 

the number of tones presented per second).  Nees [33] recently 

found little effect of presentation rates (ranging from 1 data point 

per second up to 8 data points per second) on a trend 

identification task, but there was a small effect of presentation 

rate on a point estimation task whereby performance was better 

with either 1 or 4 data points per second.  This topic, however, 

requires more research to determine the unique contribution of 

presentation rate to auditory graph comprehension.   

 Of note, increasing the presentation rate necessarily 

decreases the amount of time that can be occupied by individual, 

discrete tones.  Early work suggested that pitch perception 

deteriorated as the duration of individual tones fell below 100 ms 

[62]; later research showed that this effect was dependent upon 

both the frequency and intensity of the tone and possibly only of 

great consequence at much shorter tonal durations [e.g., around 

25 ms, see 63]. Similarly, research on the perception of 

numerosity with tones (i.e., accurately perceiving how many 

tones are heard) has shown that accuracy decreases as both the 

rate of presentation and the overall number of tones increase 

[64], with a possible perceptual ceiling at around 9 to 11 sounds 

per second [65]. Depending upon the task, the fallibility of both 

pitch perception at shorter tonal durations and the perception of 

numerosity at high presentation rates may set an upper limit for 

the number of discrete data points that can be presented per 

second in auditory graphs.  Brown et al. [16] recommended 

allowing at least 50-70 ms between tones in auditory graphs in 

order to ensure the data are comprehensible.      

3.3.5. Multiple Data Series 

Thus far our discussion, at least implicitly, has concerned only 

auditory graphs that present a single data series.  Auditory graph 

researchers have experimented with methods for presenting 

multiple data series within the same auditory plot.  Bonebright et 

al. [61] used a combination of spatial separation (with one data 

series sent to the left stereo channel and one sent to the right 
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stereo channel) and instruments of different timbres to present 

two data series in the same auditory graph.  In a matching task, 

they found that graphs with two data series were generally more 

difficult to pair with their visual counterpart.  

 Brown and Brewster [66] later found that using different 

instruments for two data series had no effect on performance for 

drawing an accurate visual depiction of the auditory graph.  They 

have, however, suggested that spatial separation should be 

employed when presenting multiple data streams [16].  Brown, 

Brewster, Ramloll, Yu, and Riedel [67] have also looked at 

concurrent (parallel) versus sequential (serial) presentation of 

multiple data streams and found that the best presentation mode 

may be dependent upon both task and user preferences, with 

parallel presentation mode perhaps being a preferable default 

[16].  Flowers [15], however, has emphasized that sequential 

presentations may be desirable for some tasks.  He suggested that 

the concurrent display of numerous quantitative variables within 

the same auditory graph has generally not been effective, and he 

emphasized the importance of using distinct timbres when 

displaying multiple variables concurrently with sound.   Issues of 

selective and divided attention that have driven much of the work 

on attention in the auditory modality [see 68] will likely be of 

great importance as multiple data streams are presented in 

auditory graphs. 

3.4. Interaction and Mutual Influences of Listener, Task, and 

Display 

For the purposes of organizing our discussion, we have attempted 

to place the variables contributing to auditory graph 

comprehension into three major groupings centered around the 

listener, the task, and the auditory graph.  In practice, however, 

these major groups of variables do not compartmentalize well, as 

aspects related to the listener, the task, and the display interact in 

ways that are complex and not well-understood.  Indeed, any 

discussion of a given group of variables outlined in this paper 

(e.g., listener variables) cannot proceed without crossing over to 

mention aspects of other variables (such as how the 

characteristics of the listener may influence the best design 

choices for a display, etc.). Current research [69, 70] has only 

begun to examine perceptual interactions that can result from 

manipulations of basic sound properties like frequency and 

amplitude. The crux of future research in auditory graph 

comprehension will be to investigate and come to understand the 

workings of these intricate relationships, interactions, and mutual 

influences of a broad range of relevant variables. 

3.5. Environmental Considerations 

The deployment of auditory graphs into ecologically valid 

scenarios may introduce unique environmental constraints and 

considerations.  Some have suggested that the strict control 

exerted over stimuli and environmental conditions in most 

empirical research on auditory displays may cloud the 

generalizability of lab data to real world applications [48, 71].  A 

consideration of these issues is beyond the scope of this paper, 

and we have articulated our discussion under the assumption of 

more or less ideal listening conditions without environmental 

distractions, maskers, etc.  As with any display, the real world 

application environment will be an important consideration, and 

innovative approaches to the software and hardware used to build 

and present auditory graphs will likely be of central importance 

to the success of auditory graphs in ecologically valid scenarios.        

4. THE DATA EXPLORATION PROCESS 

The data exploration process with auditory graphs, then, begins 

with a listener who possesses: 1) certain lawful processes of 

sensation and perception (e.g., thresholds of detection, 

susceptibility to forming auditory gestalts, etc.) that are here 

assumed to be more or less universal or similar across listeners; 

and 2) certain meaningful individual differences, which (although 

not well explained by current empirical data) should impact 

auditory graph comprehension.  A listener with more musical 

experience, more domain expertise, better spatial ability, and/or 

better working memory ability should, all other things being 

equal, perform better on a task with auditory graphs than a 

listener with lower levels of these hypothesized relevant abilities.    

 The listener has a task, and the task dictates the information 

that the listener needs to extract from the display.  When a person 

listens to an auditory graph, some data features may be perceived 

more or less automatically (i.e., as Gestalts or emergent features).  

If the emergent features contain the information required of the 

task, then the comprehension of the auditory graph should 

proceed with little effort or error.  Performance measures, in 

these instances, should be near ceiling in most instances, and the 

impact of aforementioned individual differences may be 

negligible (i.e., all listeners should perform well regardless of 

individuals differences when the relevant percept emerges 

automatically).   

 In instances where emergent features are absent or do not 

contain the information necessary to fulfill the listener’s task, the 

listener proceeds to more effortful processing of the auditory 

graph, and this subsequent extraction of information from an 

auditory graph likely proceeds in an iterative fashion.  Kosslyn 

[7] suggested that task knowledge could prompt a person to 

“consciously reorganize the pattern” (p. 192) when the desired 

information is not available in the initial percept; for auditory 

graphs, we similarly suggest that listeners can actively 

manipulate their acquired representation of the data in an attempt 

to fulfill the needs of their particular tasks
2
.  Others have 

similarly emphasized cyclical or iterative processes in graph 

comprehension that rely increasingly upon cognitive resources 

when the task requires information that is not available from 

(more or less automatic) perceptual processes [22, 72, 73]. Such 

effortful processing is necessarily more error prone than 

instances where the desired information was emergent in the 

display.   

 Certain individual difference variables (e.g., extensive 

training) may make some data features emergent (or at least 

allow for easier extraction of the desired information) for some 

listeners and not others.   Likewise, design decisions regarding 

the display (e.g., mappings, scalings, polarities, and auditory 

context) will improve comprehension of the auditory graph to the 

extent that design decisions ease or accelerate the extraction of 

the information required for successful completion of the task.  

Future research and theory will help to specify more precisely the 

combinations of these variables that result in better or worse 

performance with auditory graphs, but it should be noted that 

                                                             
2
 With currently available data, it remains unclear the extent to which 

such reorganization or extended processing of the graph may be aided by 

repeated listening when the data are known and amenable to multiple 

presentations.  It may be difficult or impossible to listen to the data more 

than once with auditory graphs of real time data, and this may be 

detrimental to tasks that require extended cognitive processing and 

reorganization of the initial percept.   
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auditory graph comprehension requiring attentional and cognitive 

resources should always suffer relative to comprehension of 

information that can be extracted automatically from the display.         

5. CONCLUSIONS 

We have presented an initial attempt to formulate a conceptual 

level model of auditory graph comprehension.  We argue that 

research and application for auditory graphs should consider 

three broad categories of variables involving the listener, the 

task, and the auditory graph display.  We recognize that our 

model is tentative and only one of perhaps many plausible 

descriptions of auditory graph comprehension, but we feel that 

the framework presented here offers a step forward toward a 

cohesive theoretical account of how humans interact with 

auditory graphs.  We have articulated our arguments at a very 

high level, and in many or most cases we have intentionally 

avoided specifying the precise impacts of and relationships 

between variables and groups of variables. Clearly, a wealth of 

further research will be required to clarify and improve upon the 

ideas we present here.  Our intention has been to provide a 

framework in which to organize the available data regarding 

auditory graph comprehension and to inspire future work that 

will expand upon the current knowledge and refine our 

understanding of how a listener comes to understand an auditory 

graph.    
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ABSTRACT 

Increasing the usability of menus on small electronic devices is 

essential due to their increasing proliferation and decreasing 

physical sizes in the marketplace. Auditory menus are being 

studied as an enhancement to the menus on these devices.  This 

study compared the learning rates for earcons (hierarchical 

representations of menu locations using musical tones) and 

spearcons (compressed speech) as potential candidates for 

auditory menu enhancement.  We found that spearcons 

outperformed earcons significantly in rate of learning.  We also 

found evidence that spearcon comprehension was enhanced by a 

brief training cycle, and that participants considered the process 

of learning spearcons much easier than the same process using 

earcons. Since the efficiency of learning and the perceived ease 

of use of auditory menus will increase the likelihood they are 

embraced by those who need them, this paper presents 

compelling evidence that spearcons may be the superior choice 

for such applications.  

 

[Keywords:  Spearcons, Earcons, Auditory Icons, Speech 

Interfaces, Menu Navigation, Auditory Menus] 

1. INTRODUCTION 

To support the growing feature sets and shrinking size of mobile 

consumer devices, there has been an increase in the use of 

auditory menu-based interfaces. If implemented well, auditory 

menus have great potential for both sighted and visually impaired 

users of a variety of devices. Unfortunately, as pointed out by 

Walker, Nance, and Lindsay [1], relatively little is known about 

how to make auditory menus effective and usable. Different 

approaches to enhancing auditory menus have been proposed, 

and Walker et al. conducted an empirical comparison of menu 

navigation performance using auditory menus that were enhanced 

in three different ways. In that study, menus enhanced with 

spearcons [1] outperformed both auditory icons [2] and earcons 

[3] for naïve listeners. While spearcons show great promise, it 

remains to be seen how the different menu enhancements 

compare in terms of learnability. That is, the earcons, auditory 

icons, and spearcons are all meant to represent the individual 

menu items. The more quickly a user can learn the mappings 

between sounds and menu items, the more usable the interface 

will be. The present paper reports on a new study that examined 

how quickly listeners could learn the items in a menu that had 

either earcon or spearcon enhancements. 

1.1. Auditory Menus 

In applications as varied as telephone-based reservations systems, 

mobile phone operating systems, and desktop computing 

environments, presenting menu options to a listener via sound 

can greatly enhance the range of uses and users. Generally, menu 

items are converted from text labels into spoken phrases using 

automated speech synthesis, or text-to-speech (TTS) software. 

Often a user navigates through an auditory menu by pressing up 

and down navigation keys, and listening to the resulting TTS 

phrases instead of (or in addition to) reading the menu item text. 

When the listener hears the desired menu item, a select or return 

button (or sometimes a spoken command) is used to choose that 

item. 

The enhancements discussed here are typically accomplished 

by prepending a brief sound called a cue (i.e., an earcon, auditory 

icon, or spearcon) to the TTS phrase. As soon as the user 

navigates to a menu item, they hear the cue, and then the TTS 

phrase. In some systems, the user always hears the TTS phrase. 

In other systems the user can either select the current item or 

move to the next item, without hearing all (or in some cases, any) 

of the TTS phrase. That is, if the cue sound is sufficiently 

informative, then the user need not listen to the TTS phrase. 

Since speech can be quite slow and inefficient (even when sped 

up by expert listeners) learning the mapping between the cue and 

the full menu text can speed up navigation and increase usability. 

Due to the transient nature of sounds, there are a few 

important usability challenges inherent in auditory menus. Since 

it takes some time to listen to each menu item, quick and efficient 

movement through a menu structure can be difficult. Further, as 

one moves about in a menu hierarchy, it can be difficult to 

maintain an awareness of which menu or sub-menu is currently 

active. Finally, since there is considerable memory load for 

auditory interfaces in general, learning an auditory menu 

structure—which generally enhances usability—can be difficult. 

Walker et al [1] addressed the issue of speed and accuracy in 

menu navigation, and showed that spearcons outperform auditory 

icons and earcons. However, it remains unclear how learning 

rates vary for menu items enhanced with different types of 

sounds. 
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1.2. Auditory Icons 

Auditory icons [2] are representations of the noise produced by, 

or associated with, the thing they represent. In the case of an 

auditory menu, the auditory icon would sound like the menu 

item. Auditory icons are intended to use a very direct mapping, 

so that learning rates should be almost immediate (i.e, 

representing the item “dog” with the sound of a dog barking 

should require almost no learning). This would, in principle, be a 

great benefit of auditory icons. Unfortunately, the directness of 

the mapping can vary considerably. For example, the sound of a 

typewriter could represent the menu item “Print document” in a 

fairly direct, but not exact, mapping of sound to meaning. In the 

domains where auditory menus are often useful, such as mobile 

devices and desktop computers, there is often no real sound 

available to represent a menu item. For instance, there is really no 

natural sound associated with deleting a file. Thus, in many cases 

a metaphorical representation would need to be used, rather than 

the intended direct iconic representation [see 4]. The mapping 

can even become completely arbitrary, which requires extensive 

learning, and opens the door for interference by other pre-

conceived meanings for cue sounds. For this reason, genuine 

auditory icons are of limited utility in practical auditory menu 

applications. As we move forward with more realistic and 

ecologically valid studies of auditory menus, such as in mobile 

phone menus, it is less and less likely that auditory icons will be 

used systematically. For that reason, the present study compared 

only earcons and spearcons, and did not include auditory icons. 

1.3. Earcons 

Earcons [3] are musical motifs that are composed in a systematic 

way, such that a family of related musical sounds can be created. 

For example, a brief trumpet note could be played at a particular 

pitch. The pitch could be raised one semi-tone at a time to create 

a family of five distinct but related one-note earcons. The basic 

building blocks of earcons can be assembled into more complex 

sounds, with the possibility of creating a complete hierarchy of 

sounds having different timbres, pitches, tempos, and so on. 

These sounds can then be used as cues to represent a hierarchical 

menu structure [5; 6; 7]. 

For example, the top level of a menu might be represented by 

single tones of different timbres (i.e., a different musical 

instrument); each timbre/instrument would represent a sub-menu. 

Then, each item within a sub-menu might be represented by tones 

of that same timbre/instrument; different items in the sub-menu 

could be indicated by different pitches, or by different temporal 

patterns. Users learn what each of the cue sounds represents by 

associating a given sound with its speech equivalent; users are 

eventually able (at least in theory) to use the sounds on their own 

for navigation, without the TTS phrases being required. 

Participants have been shown to be effective at identifying and 

understanding this hierarchical information in previous studies 

[5]. Vargas and Anderson [8] also found that earcons combined 

with speech can aid in increasing the efficiency and accuracy of 

menu navigation without increasing workload for the user. 

Advantages of using earcons as menu item cues include their 

ability to be applied to any type of menu structure, regardless of 

menu meaning or domain, and their ability to represent 

hierarchies by building families of sounds. Earcons are limited, 

however, by the considerable amount of training that can be 

required to learn the meanings of the auditory elements, the 

difficulty involved in adding new items to a hierarchy previously 

created, and their lack of portability among systems. It seems that 

the arbitrariness of earcons is potentially both a strength and 

weakness. A further discussion of these issues is provided by 

Walker, Nance, and Lindsay [1]. 

1.4. Spearcons  

A spearcon [1] is a brief sound that is produced by speeding up a 

spoken phrase (often a synthetic TTS phrase), even to the point 

where the resulting sound is no longer comprehensible as a 

particular word. Indeed, spearcons need not be recognized as 

speech at all. Walker et al. [1] liken the spearcon to a fingerprint, 

because of the acoustic relatedness of the spearcon and the 

original speech phrase.  

When used in an auditory menu, the text of a menu item can 

be converted to speech using TTS, then a spearcon can be 

produced from that spoken item. The spearcon is then used as the 

cue for the menu item from which it was derived. All of this can 

be automated. Spearcons are also naturally brief, easily produced, 

and are as effective in dynamic or changing menus as they are in 

static, fixed menus. It should be pointed out that spearcons, as 

originally formulated, do not necessarily provide the navigational 

information (i.e., which menu is active) that hierarchical earcons 

are designed to provide. However, this can be obtained by using 

more sophisticated spearcons that vary by, for example, gender of 

the speaker, or incorporate other kinds of navigational cues. Even 

without any such extensions, Walker et al. [1] found that 

hierarchical menu search was faster when using spearcons. If 

spearcons are also easily learned it will decrease frustration for 

the user, increase usability, and this interface enhancement will 

be more likely to be adopted by device manufacturers. Thus, as 

an initial assessment of learning rates, we examined the average 

number of trials needed for a user to learn menus of words 

presented with cues that were either spearcons or earcons. 

2. METHOD 

2.1. Participants 

Participants in the main experiment included 24 undergraduate 

students (9 male, 15 female) ranging in age from 17 to 27 years 

(mean = 19.9 years). All reported normal or corrected to normal 

hearing and vision, and participated for partial credit in a 

psychology course. Participants were also required to be native 

English speakers. Five of these participants, plus an additional six 

participants also participated in a brief follow-up experiment of 

spearcon comprehension. The age range and gender composition 

of these additional six participants is included in those mentioned 

above. Finally, three additional participants attempted the 

primary experiment but were unable to complete the task within 

the 2-hour maximum time limit. Data from these individuals 

were not included in any of the analyses, nor in the demographic 

information above. 

2.2. Menu Structures and Word Lists 

The key research question was whether listeners could learn to 

associate cue sounds with TTS phrases, and whether the rate of 

learning would differ for earcons and spearcons. Thus, 
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participants were required to learn sound/word pair associations 

for two different types of lists. 

2.2.1. Noun List 

The Noun List included exactly the 30 words used by Walker, et 

al. [1] in their previous auditory menu study. This list included 

five categories of words, as shown in Table 1, and included a 

range of items for which natural (auditory icon) sound cues could 

be created. The words were in a menu structure, with the first 

word in a column representing the category title for the list of 

member words shown in that column. This list was used to study 

performance with brief, single-word menu items that were related 

within a menu (e.g., all animals), but not necessarily across 

menus. The identical words were used in an effort to replicate the 

previous findings. 

2.2.2. Cell Phone List 

The Cell Phone List included words that were taken from menus 

found in the interface for the Nokia N91 mobile phone [9]. This 

list included the menu category in the first position in each 

column, followed by menu items that were found included in 

those categories. This list was used to begin to study performance 

in actual menu structures found in technology. As can be seen in 

Table 2, these words and phrases tended to be relatively longer, 

and also were obviously technological in context.   As discussed 

previously, most of these items do not have natural sounds 

associated with them, so auditory icons are not a feasible cue 

type. 

2.3. Auditory Stimuli 

The auditory stimuli included earcon or spearcon cues and 

TTS phrases, generated from the two word lists already 

described. During training, when listeners were learning the 

pairings of cues to TTS phrases, the TTS was followed by the cue 

sound. 

 

2.3.1.  Text to Speech 

All TTS phrases of the word lists were created specifically for 

this experiment using the AT&T Labs, Inc. Text-To-Speech 

(TTS) Demo program [10]. Each word or text phrase was 

submitted separately to the TTS demo program via an online 

form, and the resulting .WAV file was saved for incorporation 

into the experiment. 

2.3.2. Earcons  

As discussed, the Noun List words (see Table 1) came from the 

Walker et al. [1] menu navigation study. Since part of this study 

was intended as a replication of that previous study, the original 

30 earcons from that study were used again here as cues for the 

Noun List.  

For the Cell Phone List (Table 2), 30 new hierarchical earcon 

cues were created using Audacity software. Each menu (i.e., 

column in Table 2) was represented with sounds of a particular 

timbre. Within each menu category (column), each earcon started 

with a continuous tone of a unique timbre, followed by a 

percussive element that represented each item (row) in that 

category. In other words, the top item in each column in the 

menu structure was represented by the unique tone representing 

that column alone, and each of that column’s subsequent row 

earcons were comprised of that same tone, followed by a unique 

percussive element that was the same for every item in that row. 

Earcons used in the Noun List were an average of 1.26 

seconds in length, and those used in the Cell Phone List were on 

average 1.77 seconds long. 

2.3.3. Spearcons 

The spearcons in this study were created by compressing the TTS 

phrases that were generated from the word lists. In previous 

studies [1], TTS items were compressed linearly by 

approximately 40-50%, while maintaining original pitch. That is, 

each spearcon was basically half the length of the original TTS 

phrase. While it is a simple algorithm, experience has shown that 

this approach can result in very short (one word) phrases being 

Table 1. Menu structure used for the “Noun List” List Type Condition. 

Animals People Sounds Objects Nature Instruments 

Bird Snoring Car Ocean Piano 

Horse Sneeze Typewriter Thunder Flute 

Dog Clapping Camera Rain Trumpet 

Cow Laughing Phone Wind Marimba 

Elephant Cough Siren Fire Violin 

 

Table 2. Menu structure used for the “Cell Phone Menu List” List Type Condition. Items were taken from existing menus on Nokia 

N91 Mobile Phones. 

Text Message Messaging Image Settings Settings Calendar 

Add Recipient New Message Image Quality Multimedia Message Open 

Insert Inbox Show Captured Image Email Month View 

Sending Options Mailbox Image Resolution Service Message To Do View 

Message Details My Folders Default Image Name Cell Broadcast Go To Date 

Help Drafts Memory In Use Other New Entry 
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cut down too much (making them into clicks, in some cases), 

while longer phrases can remain too long. Thus, in the present 

study, a slightly different compression algorithm was employed. 

TTS phrases were compressed logarithmically, maintaining 

constant pitch, such that the longer words and phrases were 

compressed to a relatively greater extent than those of shorter 

words and phrases. Logarithmic compression was accomplished 

by running all text-to-speech files through a MATLAB 

algorithm. This type of compression also decreased the amount 

of variation in the length of the average spearcon, because the 

length of the file will be inversely proportional to the amount of 

compression applied to the file. 

Spearcons used in the Noun List were an average of 0.28 

seconds in length, and those used in the Cell Phone List were on 

average 0.34 seconds long. 

2.4. Apparatus and Equipment 

Participants were tested with a computer program written with 

Macromedia Director to run on a Windows XP platform listening 

through Sennheiser HD 202 headphones. Participants were given 

the opportunity at the beginning of the experiment to adjust 

volume for personal comfort. 

2.5. Procedure 

2.5.1. Main Experiment 

The participants were trained on the entire list of 30 words in a 

particular list type condition by presenting each TTS phrase just 

before its associated cue sound (earcon or spearcon). During this 

training phase the TTS words were presented in menu order (top 

to bottom, left to right). After listening to all 30 TTS + cue pairs, 

participants were tested on their knowledge of the words that 

were presented. Each auditory cue was presented in random 

order, and, after each, a screen was presented displaying all of the 

words that were paired with sounds during the training in the 

grids illustrated in Tables 1 and 2. The participant was instructed 

to click the menu item that corresponded to the cue sound that 

was just played to them. Feedback was provided indicating a 

correct or incorrect answer on each trial. If the answer was 

incorrect, the participant was played the correct TTS + cue pair to 

reinforce learning. The number of correct/incorrect answers was 

recorded. When all 30 words had been tested, if any responses 

were incorrect, the participant was “retrained” on all 30 words, 

and retested. This process continued until the participant received 

a perfect score on the test for that list. Next, the participant was 

presented with the same training process, but for the other list 

type. The procedure for the second list type was the same as for 

the first. The order of list presentation to the participant was 

counterbalanced. 

After the testing process was complete, participants 

completed a demographic questionnaire about age, ethnicity, and 

musical experience. They also completed a separate 

questionnaire pertaining to their experience with the experiment 

(see the Appendix), such as how long it took them to recognize 

the sound patterns, and how difficult they considered the task to 

be on a six point Likert scale. 

2.5.2. Follow-up Spearcon Analysis Experiment 

Spearcons are always made from speech sounds. Most spearcons 

are heard by listeners to be non-speech squeaks and chirps. 

However, some spearcons are heard by some listeners as very 

fast words (that is, after all, what they are). It is important to 

remember that it does not matter whether a given spearcon is 

heard as speech or non-speech, but it is still interesting to 

examine the details of this still-new audio cue type. To this end, 

an additional exploratory study was completed in conjunction 

with the main experiment. After completing the main experiment, 

five participants assigned to the spearcon condition were also 

asked to complete a recall test of the spearcons they had just 

learned in the main experiment. For this, a program in 

Macromedia Director played each of the 60 spearcons from the 

main experiment one at a time randomly to the participant. After 

each spearcon was played, the participants were asked to type in 

a field what word or phrase they thought the spearcon 

represented. We also asked six naïve users (new individuals who 

had had no exposure to the main experiment in any way) to 

complete this same follow-up experiment. These six naïve 

listeners would presumably allow us to determine which 

spearcons were more “recognizable” as spoken words. Note that 

all participants were informed on an introduction screen that 

spearcons were compressed speech, in order to control for any 

possible misinterpretation of the origin of the sounds. Naïve 

participants did not then participate in the main experiment. 

3. RESULTS 

3.1. Main Experiment of Learning Rates 

A 2x2 mixed design repeated measures ANOVA was completed 

on the number of training blocks required for 100% accuracy on 

the recall test. The first independent variable was a between-

subjects measure of cue type (earcons vs. spearcons), and the 

second independent variable was a within-subjects manipulation 

of list type (Noun List vs. Cell Phone List). The means and 

standard deviations of numbers of trial blocks for each of the four 

conditions are shown in Table 3, and illustrated in Figure 1. 

Overall, spearcons led to faster learning than earcons, as 

supported by the main effect of cue type, F(1,22) = 42.115, p < 

.001. This is seen by comparing the average height of the two left 

bars in Figure 1 to the average of the two right bars. It is also 

relevant to mention that the three individuals who were unable to 

complete the experiment in the time allowed (two hours), and 

whose data are not included in the results reported here, were all 

assigned to the earcons group. This suggests that even larger 

differences would have been found between earcons and 

spearcons, if those data had been included.  

Overall, the Cell Phone List was easier to learn than the Noun 

Words, as evidenced by the main effect of list type F(1,22) = 

7.086, p = .014. These main effects were moderated by a 

significant interaction of cue type and list type, in which the Cell 

Phone List was learned more easily than Noun Words for the 

earcon cues (Figure 1, left pair of bars), but there was no 

difference in word list learning in the spearcons condition (Figure 

1, right pair of bars), F(1,22) = 7.086, p = .014. Interpreting this 

interaction is difficult with the results available here, because it 

may be attributed to a floor effect apparent for results in the 

spearcons condition. 
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3.2. Debriefing and Follow-up Study Results 

Debriefing questions included a six point Likert scale (1=“Very 

Difficult”; 6=“Very Easy”) on which participants were requested 

to rate the difficulty of the task they had completed. Participants 

found the earcons task (M = 2.91, SD = 0.831) significantly more 

difficult than the same task using spearcons (M = 5.25, SD = 

0.452), t(21) = -8.492, p < .001. 

 Finally, the spearcons analysis follow-up experiment data 

revealed that the training that the participants received on the 

word/spearcons associations in these lists led to greater 

comprehension. Out of a possible 60 points, the mean 

performance of individuals who had completed the spearcons 

condition in the main experiment before the spearcons recall test 

(M = 59.0, SD = 1.732) was significantly better than that for 

naïve users (M = 38.50, SD = 3.782), t(9) = -11.115, p < .001). 

No significant main effect was found for list type in the follow-

up experiment.  

4. DISCUSSION 

The difference in means between sonification modes was as 

expected, as spearcons clearly outpaced earcons in learning rates. 

The effect of list type, however, was the opposite of what was 

expected. Since earcons do not provide cues to the word itself, 

and need to be trained in order for associations to items on a 

menu to exist, it was not expected that the words included in a 

menu would make a difference.  The spearcons conditions, 

however, were expected to lead to a significant difference 

between the two list types, mainly due to the increased contextual 

information provided by spearcons because they are created 

directly from the word that they represent.  The menu items that 

were derived from the cell phone menu were generally longer, 

and therefore provided more remnants of the original TTS to use 

for recognition purposes. Perhaps the nature of the earcons used 

in the Cell Phone list were inherently easier to remember due to 

the particular sounds used, thus leading to faster rates of learning 

to discriminate among the various sounds. The lack of significant 

difference in list type for the spearcons condition may also have 

been due to the floor effect apparent in the results.  If the rates of 

learning had not turned out as fast on average, we may very well 

have seen more variability in the spearcons condition, and 

perhaps the interaction would not have been significant.  In 

general, however, these results, combined with the participants’ 

perceptions that learning the spearcons task was significantly 

easier than for the same task with earcons, and the findings that 

spearcons used in this study indeed were more recognizable on 

the whole after training all provide strong empirical evidence of 

the superior nature of spearcons for use in auditory menus. 

From a practical standpoint, the support for spearcons as  a 

preferred sonification mode for menu enhancement is fourfold.  

First, spearcons are very easy to create, so it is feasible that with 

the proper technological enhancement, they could be created on 

the fly for ease of use in any language or application.   Secondly, 

using spearcons does not restrict the structure of a menu system.  

Their use in a menu hierarchy can be as fluid as necessary, 

because they do not require fixed indications of grid position.  

For this reason, they also can be considered a strong candidate 

for any imaginable menu system, not just for the standard 

hierarchical menu common in today’s applications.  Thirdly, this 

study has shown that spearcons are very easy to learn, and 

therefore will minimize frustration and training time for new 

users.  Finally, spearcons are short in length.  With the average 

size of the earcons used in this study over one and a half seconds, 

and the average spearcons size less than one third of a second, 

spearcons are poised to provide greater efficiency for users of 

electronic menus.  Once learned, it is feasible that the time to 

reach a menu item will be much less with menus using spearcons 

than earcons, and, therefore, will provide a faster, less frustrating 

user experience. 

 

 

 

 

 

Table 3. Number of training blocks necessary to 

obtain a perfect recall score, for each of the four 

experimental conditions. 

Condition Mean SD 

Spearcons: Cell Phone List 1.08 0.28 

Spearcons: Noun List 1.08 0.28 

Earcons: Cell Phone List 6.55 3.30 

Earcons: Noun List 4.55 2.25 
 

 
Figure 1. Mean number of trials necessary for participants to 

obtain perfect score on sound recall for both earcons and 

spearcons for Noun and Cell Phone word lists. 
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The uses of small electronic devices are increasing and 

becoming more integrated into our lives on a daily basis.   More 

and more, these devices are becoming essential not only for 

business use, but also for communication and information 

seeking in countless occupations. It is essential that these devices 

be accessible to all who could benefit from them, including those 

who rely on auditory cues exclusively, such as the blind and 

those with temporarily obstructed vision, such as firefighters and 

soldiers.  The ability to use these devices with minimum 

frustration and efficient rates of learning will stem directly from 

the characteristics of the auditory cues that are provided by these 

devices.  Spearcons clearly are capable of fulfilling these needs.   
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7. APPENDIX 

7.1. Sample Debriefing Questionnaire  (Earcons) 

1. Did you recognize that the sounds were organized in a 

hierarchical manner, with a single tone for the menu 

category, and the same percussive element for each 

item underneath? (Circle one, please) 

 

a. Yes 

b. No 

  

2. If yes, about how long do you think it took you to 

notice this pattern?  

 

a. I noticed it right away during the first training session. 

b. I noticed this toward the end of the first testing session. 

c. I did not notice until I had been trained and tested 

several times. 

d. I never noticed that there was a pattern – I just 

memorized the sounds. 

 

3. Do you think that seeing and selecting a word from the 

menu after hearing the sound, rather than being asked 

to type what you heard helped you make correct 

decisions? 

 

a. Yes 

b. No 

c. Not Sure 

 

4. Please write your reason for answering question 3 the 

way that you did. 

 

5. How difficult do you think this task was to complete? 

(Circle one, please) 

 

 

 

 

Thank you for participating in this research study.  Your 

data will assist us to increase usability in auditory menus.  

Feel free to make any additional comments that you have 

not already expressed below. 

 

1 2 3 4 5 6 
Extremely 

Difficult 

Very 

Difficult 

Somewhat 

Difficult 

Somewhat 

Easy 

Very 

Easy 

Extremely 

Easy 
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ABSTRACT

Experience in real-world listening situations suggests that listen-
ers, in general, have a great deal of spatial information about mul-
tiple concurrent sounds in an auditory scene. Despite this,labora-
tory data would suggest that listeners should operate quitepoorly
in such environments. This study employed environmental sounds
that would naturally occur in real-world auditory environments
and measured sound localization in auditory scenes containing 1,
2, 4, 6, or 8 concurrent sounds. The identifying feature of the target
was that it was the only sound deleted from the multiple-source au-
ditory scene at the end of an observation interval of a specific dura-
tion (2.5, 4.5, 6.5, or 8.5 sec). The results indicate that localization
can be surprisingly good in complex auditory scenes. However,
as an auditory scene becomes more complex, listeners appearto
benefit from longer exposure to the scene in order to accurately
judge the location of a change in the scene. [Work supported by
AFOSR.]

[Keywords: Sound Localization, Multiple Sources]

1. INTRODUCTION

Most of our understanding of spatial hearing comes from experi-
ments conducted in laboratory settings, where simple sounds (e.g.,
tones, noise) are presented in quiet, anechoic environments. In
general, these studies suggest that sound localization performance
can degrade substantially when more than one sound is presented
simultaneously [1, 2, 3]. However, these laboratory results appear
to be in sharp contrast to our experiences in the real world, where
the auditory environment typically contains multiple concurrent
sounds that are non-uniform and dynamic. The impression of lis-
teners in such environments is typically one in which they could,
if required, accurately report the location of each of the individual
sounds. In fact, it often appears that a listener need not actively
attend to any specific elements in the auditory environment in or-
der to maintain an overall awareness of the multiple elements and
their relative locations.

Despite our belief that listeners have considerable information
about the spatial attributes of multiple sounds in their auditory en-
vironment, measuring this in a typical psychoacoustic experiment
is nontrivial. One way to test a listener’s ability to localize multi-
ple simultaneous sounds is to turn the sounds off and have thelis-
tener report the location of each individual sound from the auditory
scene. However, echoic and short-term memory limitations may
restrict the ability of a listener to sequentially report localization

information retrospectively, and the results from such a paradigm
would be difficult to interpret. An alternative method, and one that
addresses these memory concerns, is to delete one sound froma
multiple-source auditory scene and ask the listener to indicate the
location from which the sound was deleted. The assumption isthat
if the listener can consistently report the location of a sound that
has been removed from a scene, the listener knew the locations of
all of the sounds in that scene.

In this paper we describe a study that employs this ‘cueing by
deletion’ paradigm to examine a listener’s ability to localize mul-
tiple sounds simultaneously. We varied both the complexityof the
auditory scene (the number of concurrent sounds) and the length
of time that all concurrent sounds in the scene were presented prior
to the deletion of the target sound.

2. GENERAL METHODS

2.1. Participants

Six paid volunteer listeners (3 males and 3 females, 19-24 years of
age), participated in the experiment. All had normal hearing (au-
diometric thresholds< 15 dB HL from .125 kHz to 8.0 kHz), and
all listeners had participated in previous sound localization exper-
iments.

2.2. Apparatus

The experiment was conducted in the Auditory Localization Facil-
ity (ALF) in the Air Force Research Laboratory at Wright-Patterson
Air Force Base (see Figure 1). This facility consists of a geodesic
sphere (4.3m in diameter) with 277 Bose 11-cm, full-range loud-
speakers mounted on its surface. The sphere is housed withinan
anechoic chamber, the walls, floor, and ceiling of which are cov-
ered in 1.1-m fiberglass wedges. For this study, only the 28 loud-
speakers arranged along the horizontal plane of the ALF (i.e., the
plane parallel to the ground that contains the interaural axis for an
upright listener) were utilized. These loudspeakers are spaced ap-
proximately every 15◦ on the horizontal plane. In addition, loud-
speakers located at positions directly in front of, behind,and to
the sides of the listener were included. Mounted on the frontof
each loudspeaker is a square cluster of four light-emittingdiodes
(LEDs).

An Intersense IS-900 ultrasonic headtracker, attached to ahead-
band worn by the listener, was used to determine the orientation of
the listener’s head. This information was used to enforce station-
ary head orientation throughout the stimulus presentationinterval,
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Figure 1: The Auditory Localization Facility at Wright-Patterson
Air Force Base. See text for details.

and also as a localization response mechanism. Specifically, ori-
entation information from the headtracker was used to activate the
LED cluster directly in front of the listener such that as thelis-
tener’s head orientation changed, so too did the location ofthe
activated LEDs (a ‘head-slaved LED cursor’). A button on a hand-
held response device was depressed when the desired LED cluster
was activated (i.e., when the listener had oriented to the desired
response location). Individual audio signals were routed from a
control computer to a Mark of the Unicorn digital-to-analogcon-
verter (MOTU 24 I/O), then through a bank of amplifiers (Crown
Model CL1), and finally directed to the appropriate loudspeaker
through a custom-built loudspeaker switching system (Winntech).

2.3. Stimuli

The stimuli used in this study were 19 naturalistic sounds (e.g.,
birds chirping, lawnmower, man coughing, bees buzzing, harp)
culled from a commercially available compilation of sound effects
[4]. These stimuli were selected to maximize the similarityof the
sounds along several dimensions, including bandwidth (andthus,
presumably, localizability), identifiability, and the naturalness of
the sound when repeated (looped). The sounds were filtered to
have a bandwidth of 0.2 kHz - 14 kHz and were normalized to have
the same overall RMS level. They had a duration of approximately
2 sec (the exact duration was determined by the natural time course
of the individual sound that would allow for looping), and were in-
dependently looped during stimulus presentation. Onsets and off-
sets were temporally windowed with 10-ms cosine-squared ramps.
The sounds were convolved with the inverse transfer function of
the presentation loudspeaker to minimize any effects that might
occur due to differences in the individual loudspeaker responses.
The target sound was always presented from one of 16 loudspeaker
locations on the horizontal plane, spaced roughly every 30◦. The
distracter sounds could originate from any of the 28 loudspeaker
locations on the horizontal plane. Loudspeakers were selected
such that sounds were never co-located, but no other restrictions
were made concerning the angular spacing among the sounds.

2.4. Procedure

The listener’s task was to attend to a multiple-source auditory scene
for a predetermined observation interval and identify the location
of the sound source that was turned off at the end of that inter-
val. This task was performed with the listener standing on anad-
justable platform in the middle of the ALF with her/his head at
the height of the loudspeakers on the horizontal plane. Before the
start of each trial, the head-slaved cursor was enabled and the lis-
tener was required to center her/his head by aligning the cursor
with a reference loudspeaker located at 0◦ azimuth and pressing a
button on the handheld device. The LED cluster was then turned
off to indicate the start of the trial. Then, this LED clusterwas
activated once again, this time in a rotating pattern, and remained
in this state throughout the duration of the observation interval.
During this interval, 1, 2, 4, 6, or 8 environmental sounds were
presented simultaneously and looped continuously for one of four
possible durations: 2.5, 4.5, 6.5, or 8.5 seconds. At the endof
the observation interval, one sound, the target, was turnedoff, as
was the LED cluster at the reference loudspeaker, but the distracter
sounds remained on. This ‘distracter-only’ interval continued until
the listener moved her/his head more than 10◦ in either direction,
at which point all sounds were terminated, indicating the start of
the response interval. The LED cursor was then re-activated, and
the listener was required to orient her/his head to the loudspeaker
judged to be the target location and press the button on the hand-
held device. Listeners were given trial-by-trial feedbackby acti-
vating the LED cluster and playing the target sound from the cor-
rect response location. After each trial, the listener was required
to re-orient the cursor toward the reference loudspeaker before the
start of the next trial. Listeners’ head movements were constrained
by tracking the head position, and the trial was aborted if the head
moved more than 10◦ from the reference orientation during the
observation interval.

Within each block of 40 trials, 8 trials were run at each of 5
number-of-source conditions (1, 2, 4, 6, and 8). Only one observa-
tion interval duration was run in each block, and two blocks were
run at each of the four durations (2.5, 4.5, 6.5, and 8.5 sec),for a
total of 320 trials per listener, 16 in each condition. Throughout the
experiment, target locations were equally distributed across the 16
designated loudspeakers on the horizontal plane, and distracter lo-
cations were randomly selected from all 28 locations on a trial-by-
trial basis. The experimental conditions were randomized across
listeners. Each listener completed at least one training block to be-
come acquainted with the procedure before formal data collection
began.

3. RESULTS

3.1. Experiment 1

For analysis purposes, the azimuthal localization errors were de-
composed into a left/right component and front/back component
[5]. This system is convenient because the cues that mediatelo-
calization in each of these dimensions are different, and thus the
resulting errors may be attributed to different underlyingmecha-
nisms. The left/right coordinate of a sound source is the angle be-
tween the location vector and the median plane (the verticalplane
that is perpendicular to the horizontal plane and bisects the inter-
aural axis) and is a measure of stimulus laterality. It is believed
that performance in this dimension is based primarily on interau-
ral cues.
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Figure 2: Left/Right localization errors, averaged across all lis-
teners, plotted as a function of the number of sources for each
duration of observation interval.

Mean left/right localization errors were subjected to a 5 (num-
ber of sources)× 4 (observation interval) analysis of variance
(ANOVA), revealing significant main effects of the number ofsi-
multaneous sources,F(4, 20) = 124.302,p < .05, and the duration
of the observation interval,F(3, 15) = 5.484,p < .05, as well as
a significant number of sources× observation interval interaction,
F(12, 60) = 2.139,p < .05. These effects can be seen in Figure 2,
where mean localization errors in the left/right dimensionare plot-
ted as a function of the number of concurrent sounds presented
during the observation interval (i.e., before the deletionof the tar-
get sound). The parameter in the graph is the duration of the obser-
vation interval. Single-source localization data were collected as
a baseline to ensure that the listeners could accurately localize the
environmental sounds employed in this study. Note that although
these data were collected for each duration of the observation in-
terval, it was anticipated that there would be no differenceacross
conditions. As is evident in Figure 2, this was indeed the case.
That is, at least for the conditions examined in this study, single-
source localization errors remained the same regardless ofthe time
provided to listen to each stimulus. Note also that this duration-
independent performance was true when the number of sources
was increased to two. More important, however, was the fact that
listeners’ single-source localization judgments were quite accurate
- they were, on average, able to localize the individual sources to
within 3◦ of the actual location, suggesting that these individual
sounds were sufficiently broadband to support good left/right lo-
calization.

Overall, the data from Figure 2 indicate that left/right local-
ization errors increased as a function of the number of concur-
rent sources. However, performance degraded differentially de-
pending upon the duration of the observation interval. As stated
above, there was little or no effect of observation intervaldura-
tion when only one or two sources were presented. On the other
hand, when the number of sources was four or more, the duration
of the observation interval had a substantial impact on localiza-
tion performance. Specifically, localization errors in the4-source
condition were approximately 11-13◦ larger (i.e., approximately
twice as large) when the observation interval was 2.5 sec than for
any other duration. In the 6-source and 8-source conditions, the
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Figure 3:Proportion of front/back confusions, averaged across all
listeners, plotted as a function of the number of sources foreach
duration of observation interval.

advantages of a long observation interval were less systematic, but
performance was consistently best with the 8.5-sec observation in-
terval, and worst when the listener had only 2.5 sec to hear the
auditory scene before the offset of the target. In addition,as can be
seen in Figure 3, the proportion of front/back confusions increased
systematically with the number of concurrent sources for all du-
rations of the observation interval, but they appeared to doso at a
slower rate when the observation interval was the longest. Finally,
it is important to note that performance did not vary substantially
as a function of the specific sound that was deleted.

3.2. Experiment 2

The results from Experiment 1 indicate that the duration of the ob-
servation interval could have a substantial impact on a listener’s
ability to localize the target sound when the number of sources
was greater than two. The differences in errors between the 2.5-
sec observation interval and the 8.5-sec observation interval were
obvious, but the results for the intermediate values were some-
what less clear. Therefore, a second experiment was conducted
to more closely examine the impact of observation interval dura-
tion on localization. Based on the results from Experiment 1, only
a single number-of-sources condition was examined (the 6-source
condition), for this was the first condition in which the fourdu-
rations of the observation interval seemed to differentially impact
performance. In order to more fully characterize this impact, two
additional durations of the observation interval were included: 1.5
sec and 12.5 sec. Unlike Experiment 1, the duration of the ob-
servation interval could vary from trial to trial within a block. In
addition, because we were primarily interested in localization per-
formance in the left/right dimension, possible stimulus locations
(target or distracter) were restricted to the 16 loudspeakers on the
horizontal plane in a listener’s frontal hemifield. All other proce-
dures for stimulus presentation and response collection remained
unchanged.

The results from Experiment 2 are shown in Figure 4. Here,
mean left/right localization errors are plotted as a function of the
duration of the observation interval. As can be seen, localization
errors decreased systematically as the duration of the observation
interval was increased, and a one-way ANOVA revealed a sig-
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Figure 4:Left/right localization errors, averaged across listeners,
plotted as a function of the duration of the observation interval for
6 simultaneous sources.

nificant main effect of observation interval duration,F(5, 25) =
12.993,p < .05. When the observation interval was 12.5 sec in
duration, mean errors were half as large as those found in the1.5-
sec observation interval condition (15◦ vs 30◦).

Although varying the duration of the observation interval from
trial to trial in Experiment 2 introduced uncertainty aboutwhen
the target would be deleted from the scene, this did not appear
to have an impact on performance. Indeed, if we compare the
6.5-sec observation interval conditions in Experiments 1 and 2,
localization errors tended to be somewhat smaller in Experiment
2. This is, perhaps, not surprising if one considers that in the real
world, listeners typically have noa priori knowledge about when
a sound may terminate, yet they are able to determine the location
of this event. Moreover, it is possible that keeping the number of
sounds constant from trial to trial provided a more stable context
against which to judge the location of the target.

4. DISCUSSION

The results from this study indicate that listeners are surprisingly
good at localizing sound in these complex auditory scenes, with
localization errors well below chance level of performancein even
the most difficult of listening situations. This is particularly im-
pressive given what may be considered a very difficult task - the
localization of a sound that is no longer present in the auditory
scene. This seems to suggest that listeners were indeed capable
of maintaining an awareness of the spatial locations of multiple
sources simultaneously.

Although it is the case that the trends found in this experi-
ment are consistent with previously reported results, localization
errors in this study were, in general, smaller than those found in
previous studies that have required listeners to attend to all of the
simultaneous sounds in a multiple-source environment. Forex-
ample, an earlier study from our laboratory [6] employed envi-
ronmental sounds to measure localization in multiple-source en-
vironments by cueing the target sound either before (pre-cue) or
after (post-cue) the observation interval. In the post-cuecondition,
which presumably required the listener to localize all sounds si-
multaneously, the left/right localization errors were 15-25◦ larger

than those in the current study under comparable conditions. In
part, the larger errors found in [6] can be attributed to the use
of much shorter stimulus durations (500 ms). Indeed, even for
the pre-cue condition of that experiment, where the target sound
was identified prior to the observation interval and the listener was
only required to analytically determine the location of that single
sound, left/right localization errors were 5-15◦ higher than in the
conditions in the current study with the same number of sources.
This suggests that when complex auditory scenes are presented for
short durations, the sounds may simply be more difficult to local-
ize than when they are presented for longer durations, regardless
of whether the sounds have to be localized independently or as a
group. However, differences in observation interval cannot explain
why listeners were able to detect the locations of deleted sources in
this study when prior research has shown that listeners, in asimilar
experimental paradigm, were unable to evendetectthe removal of
a sound source from an auditory scene [7], which is presumably
a simpler task than localization. This recent study [7] measured a
listener’s ability to detect a change between two presentations of
an auditory environment and found that listeners were quitepoor at
detecting these changes unless they were instructed to direct their
attention to the item or to the place at which a change might oc-
cur. While it is difficult to make direct comparisons betweenthis
experiment and the current study, it is the case that listeners in the
present study had no information about where to direct attention
yet were still able to perform well.

One aspect of the current study that is not shared by the other
studies discussed is the fact that a change in the environment is
the defining feature of the target stimulus - the stimulus offset -
and the listener is exposed to this change. In the earlier studies, a
temporal gap was inserted between the stimulus and observation
intervals, containing either silence [6] or noise [7]. In the current
study, listeners may have been able to process changes within a
brief integration window to perceive the change, a strategythat
would not work for the other studies. Numerous researchers have
shown psychoacoustic and electrophysiological evidence demon-
strating that changes such as stimulus onsets and offsets may be
particularly salient features. However, their salience may depend
on the auditory ‘background’ in which they occur [8], suggesting
that this background provides a context against which to perceive
these changes. Moreover, in both [6] and [7], the temporal separa-
tion between the stimulus and observation intervals likelyallowed
for at least some decay of the ‘echoic memory trace.’ That the
duration of exposure to an auditory scene influences a listener’s
ability to describe a change that has taken place in that scene is
wholly consistent with our real world experiences, as well as the
data from studies of auditory perception, using noise maskers and
tonal signals, which have demonstrated that the duration ofmask-
ing noise prior to stimulus onset or following stimulus offset (the
‘masker fringe’) influences stimulus detectability [9].

Although the results from this study, and those from previous
studies, demonstrate that localization performance decreases as the
number of concurrent sounds increases, it is not clear to what this
decrease in performance can be attributed. It is possible that the
increased errors found when the number of concurrent soundswas
large results from confusions among, or the summing of, the lo-
calization cues from the various sources. That is, a listener may
have difficulty segregating these cues associated with the individ-
ual sounds and the sum of localization cues from multiple sources
would result in ambiguous spatial information. Another possibil-
ity is that the reduced signal-to-noise ratio that results from the
addition of competing sounds simply masks the localizationcues,
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rendering them undetectable. Each of these possibilities could lead
to a situation in which the listener knew what sound was deleted
from the scene but could not discern its location prior to thedele-
tion. A third possibility is that not only are the localization cues
masked, but the target sound itself cannot be heard (or is notat-
tended to). In this case, the listener could only make a guessas to
the location of the target. Unfortunately, the results fromthis study
cannot distinguish between these explanations. Studies designed
to look specifically at the relationship between target recognition
and source localization (i.e., between ‘what’ and ‘where’)are cur-
rently underway in our laboratory.

Finally, it is difficult to determine from these results whatstrate-
gies the listeners are employing to localize the concurrentsounds.
One possibility is that listeners are sequentially ‘mapping’ the au-
ditory environment, assigning individual sounds to individual lo-
cations. Such a process would presumably take time to complete,
and the required time might be a function of the complexity ofthe
auditory scene. This would be consistent with the results indicat-
ing that more time is required for good localization performance
when the number of sources is large. Another possibility is that lis-
teners may tend to listen more ‘holistically’ to the auditory scene
and generate an overall impression, or model, of the spatiallayout
of the auditory environment - one that does not require attending
to the individual sources serially. To the degree that such amodel
requires time to build up based on the complexity of the auditory
scene, this theory is also supported by the data. It is also possible
that listeners employ some combination of these strategies, which
may vary as a function of the specific listening condition. Based
on our current information, it is not possible to distinguish among
these possibilities.

5. CONCLUSIONS

The results from this study clearly indicate that listenershave spa-
tial information about concurrent sounds in a multiple-source au-
ditory scene, and that they can use this information to ‘simultane-
ously’ localize these multiple sources. Not surprisingly,this ability
appears to vary with the complexity of the auditory scene, aswell
as the duration of exposure to the scene. Specifically, scenes of
greater complexity seem to require more observation time inorder
to maintain good localization performance. Although in general it
seems to be the case that listeners can localize multiple simulta-
neous sounds in natural scenes, this has nevertheless been alittle-
researched phenomenon in the auditory literature. Future work
will also examine simpler stimuli, including tones and noise, to
allow us to systematically identify the specific stimulus properties
that lead to effective localization in multiple-source auditory envi-
ronments.
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ABSTRACT

The ultimate goal of sonification is to transfer information effec-
tively to listeners. While there is a large amount of multidisci-
plinary investigation in the field of psychoacoustic, psychology,
cognition and human computer interaction, sonification design still
lacks empirical evidence on which to base design decisions [1].
This paper presents an empirical investigation of spatialization,
which can provide one or more dimensions for auditory display.
It focuses, in particular, on evaluating spatial presentation in soni-
fication so as to enhance pattern identification when two audio
streams are played simultaneously. Hence it aims to develop de-
sign decisions that benefit from effective information representa-
tion. The sounds were created for binaural reproduction using non-
individual head-related transfer functions. The results reported are
based on the listeners’ performance within two display modes: (i)
two co-located streams and (ii) two streams spatially separated at
static locations. It concludes with ideas for future improvements
and developments for this type of sonification.

[Keywords: Spatialization, HRTF, Spatial separation, stream seg-
regation]

1. INTRODUCTION

Sonification delivers information through non-speech sound [2].
Due to its intuitive connection with symbolic meanings, sound has
been used extensively as a means for Human Computer Interaction
(HCI), where it can provide rapid comprehension of the processing
status of, alarms or warnings related to a system. With the rapid
growth of digitalization in our society, auditory display meets the
needs of extending computational methods for processing data,
where sound is able to relieve visual overload and provides us
with important feedback on our actions. Taking account of ubiq-
uitous and profitable listening to sound, the industry potential of
sonification includes reinforcing visualization in bi-modal display
situations and providing a non-visual alternative for embedding
information efficiently. For this reason, binaural display and non-
individual HRTFs are used (for isolation and affordability) that
mimics the workplace environment where we envisage this sonifi-
cation occuring. We recognize that the accuracy of head-tracking,
individualized HRTFs or loudspeaker reproduction is greater but

these laboratory conditions do not simulate workplaces, such as
stock trading data analysis context.

In information sonification, various types of information need
to be displayed clearly and unambiguously. Complexity arises
with multiple audio streams since they reach both of our ears as
a mixture. The streams need to be distinguishable from each other
for people to have an adequate understanding of the sonification.
In a multi-stream sonification, it is crucial to produce an effective
mapping scheme to facilitate the listener’s ability to follow individ-
ual strands of the message and to understand its overall meaning.
The cognitive process of separating individual meanings from the
mixture is known as auditory stream segregation. It is related to
people’s ability to interpret complex auditory scenes according to
sound properties such as pitch, tempo and location. Many findings
in this field are incorporated into the conceptual framework of
auditory scene analysis (ASA) [3].

2. PRESENTING TWO CONCURRENT AUDIO
STREAMS WITH SPATIAL SEPARATION

Concurrent presentation increases the information presentation di-
mensions and allows a parallel processing [4, 5, 6]. However,
there are potential difficulties of monitoring simultaneous sound
streams. Depending on the number of auditory streams to be iden-
tified, the tasks of recognition include divided or selective attention
[1, 7, 8]. A divided attention task involves people tracking the
changes of two or more stimuli at the same time; in a selective task,
only target parameters need to be extracted within the presence
of the other competing sources. Interference and masking arise
when both of them compete for attention. One example is the
phenomenon of binaural interference [9], where binaural judgment
of high-frequency signal can be disrupted by simultaneous low
frequency signal. Also the listener may not be able to separate one
audio stream from the other if they have similar semantic structure
(i.e. harmonic, timbre or tempo). In order to activate appropriate
auditory stream segregation, differentiation of concurrent audio
streams is usually achieved by having separated frequency bands,
isolated direction, distinctive timbre or different speed [1, 10].

Spatial separation has a better “force and semantic structure”
than pitch to reduce “problems of peripheral sensory masking”
[11] and maintain attentions to sound sources. Directional cues,
acting as a spotlight, enhance the processing of sounds and speed
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up discrimination responses by providing an essential interpretive
context that gives meaning to sound. On the basis of experience,
directional cues aid differentiation of subjective mental represen-
tation of audio streams [12]. The benefits are from two features
of spatialization. Firstly, spatialization is relatively independent
and bears no common forms with other parameters. Thus spa-
tial representation makes reasoning about audio streams “easy”.
The fundamental frequency and location of a tone can be changed
with negligible interaction, whereas if fundamental frequency and
sound pressure level are changed independently, ambiguity may
occur due to the interaction between these dimensions (heard as
pitch and loudness respectively). Secondly, interaural time/level
differences reduce masking and interference between streams [13,
14] and improve the signal-to-masker ratio and the audibility of
the target that allow listeners to direct their attention to the target.

While intuition may indicate that spatialization enhances audi-
tory stream separation for sonification [15], there is little empirical
information in research literature supporting and investigating the
effects of non-speech spatialization. Additionally, “binaural in-
terference is a byproduct of grouping processes” which may lead
to the location of simultaneous stimuli cannot be perceived ac-
curately [9]. The diminished effect of spatial separation would
degrade the efficacy of stream segregation. On the other hand,
controversy arises, for instance, that “knowing where the sound
is coming from seems to have little help to detection” [11]. When
spatial tasks were involved, a decrease of efficiency has been found
within visual research [16, 17, 18] (which is usually analogous to
auditory display). As shown with the augment of the spatial items
in the search array, reaction time to the visual tasks increased and
accuracy were reduced. When two sound sources are oriented
from different directions, the listener needs to keep tracking and
integrating auditory messages from two spatially separated loca-
tions. Spatial rehearsal allows tracking the orientation locations
in working memory and spatial reasoning is augmented other than
masking and interference of two audio streams. Divided attention,
involving both competing auditory messages and imposing addi-
tional cognitive demands, probably decreases performance [19].
The other argument is that spatial separation has less support for
non-categorical information (e.g. words) because the temporal
information about pairs of stimuli is destroyed due to the spatial
cognitive ability [20]. It seems the positive influence of spatial
separation is only restricted to categorical streams for sonification.
These arguments caused a hesitation of using separated spatial
location for competing audio streams in sonification. This study
is motivated by the need to systematically explore and demon-
strate the ways in which binaural spatialization influences auditory
stream segregation.

3. PREVIOUS STUDIES ON SPATIAL SEPARATION

The influence of spatial separation has been extensively inves-
tigated for speech. The cocktail party effect is well-known in
the field of speech recognition, referring to the ability of listen-
ers to separate a single talker from competing talkers and back-
ground noises, and to concentrate on specific conversation [21].
Research in speech field consistently shows the benefits of spatial
separation for splitting competing verbal messages. Speith [22]
investigated listeners’ responses to one of the two simultaneous
speech streams when presenting with loudspeakers. It was found
that increased horizontal separations always improve accuracy and
multiple channels (horizontally separated loudspeakers) are more
effective than one loudspeaker (midline). A related study was con-

ducted by Webster and Thompson [19], showing that when multi-
ple loudspeakers are applied the ability to respond to the streams
of sequential messages can be enhanced. Following early work
[22, 23, 24], numerous efforts have been dedicated to exploring
the effect of spatialization in speech. Shinn-Cunningham et al
[25] explored the effect of spatial separation on recognizing the
content of the verbal sentences. The results illustrated that over-
all performance was enhanced by arranging speech signal from
different locations although the effect in selected tasks was more
significant than in divided tasks. Also, fixed locations were better
recognized than randomly altering the position from trial to trial.
Other study by Best [14, 26] also demonstrated the advantage of
perceived spatial separation (up-down and left-right) between the
concurrent pairs of spoken word stimuli.

A study of earcon identification has shown that spatially lo-
cated concurrent earcons were more easily identified than those
having unique location [27]. Participants in the experiment were
found to be able to identify significantly more numbers of con-
current earcons in spatial distinct locations, as well as increase
the identification of earcon register. The result confirmed that
“sufficient separation in space” (more than 60◦ separation) can im-
prove the effectiveness of spatial separation for concurrent earcons
(especially categorical data).

4. AIMS

This paper looks at the possibility of spatial separation to assist
stream segregation during deciphering sonification data. Our con-
cern is particularly to develop understanding of the potential appli-
cation of spatialization in sonification using commercially avail-
able binaural reproduction. Non-individualized headphone repro-
duction, without head tracking, provides a simple and practical
spatial audio system which can easily be applied for workplace
sonification applications. The current study quantifies the bene-
fits of spatial separation for concurrent audio streams in sonifica-
tion. The influence of spatial separation is explored by measuring
the performance in co-located and separated situations. It shows
that, in auditory graph task, spatial separation can enhance pattern
identification of two concurrent signals. The results that will be
presented in this paper point to the enhancing comprehension of
sonification by using spatialization in stream segregation activi-
ties. Future experiments aim to improve and extend the findings of
timbre and spatial distinction in an auditory display of contextual
data sets.

5. METHOD

The hypothesis of this study is that the usage of spatial separation
is able to improve the performance of divided tasks. The task is
to listen to concurrent audio streams of auditory graph (in terms
of an equivalent visual graph) and recognize the content both. The
performance is evaluated by comparing the numbers of correctly
recognized auditory contours within two spatial layouts: a single
horizontal position located in midline or two spatially separated
horizontal positions. In both cases, the positions were fixed.

5.1. Participants

Altogether thirty-four volunteers were recruited for this study. Most
of them were enrolled students in the “Sound Design and Sonifi-
cation” class at University of Sydney but they had not yet been
exposed to discussion on spatialization at the time of the test. Data
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Figure 1: Twenty pairs of graphs for sonification numbered from (1) to (20). Values of each graph were mapped onto pitches and each
graph represents one audio stream. A set of timbre (A - N) were employed for each pair of graphs, where ‘c’ is the spectral centroid in Hz
and ‘d’ is the duration of attack phase in ms (including attack, sustain and decay). The index shows the correlation between two auditory
graphs where ‘-1’: negatively correlated,‘+1’: positively correlated and ‘0’: no correlation. The index was generated according to the
Pearson correlation coefficients and significant values (p-value).

from two participants has been excluded: one due to an accidental
equipment problem; and another due to excessive deviation from
the group mean (this participant reported not reading the instruc-
tions carefully). The selected participants ranged in age from 19
to 41 years with a mean age of 23 years and there were 15 females
and 17 males. All volunteers provided their informed consent
according to the Ethics Committee of the university.

5.2. Stimuli

The auditory stimuli were created in Max/MSP [28]. Max/MSP
is a real time graphical programming environment. The param-
eters such as playing tempo can be easily altered by editing the
graphic icons. Its combination with visual display is useful for
training or demonstrating audio outcomes for participants after the
experiment. The SPAT library for Max/MSP [29] supports the
HRTF function for binaural synthesis. It is a spatialization library
in which artificial reverberation, localization of sound source and
spatial content of the room effect are integrated in a single proces-
sor patcher. It allows flexible and precise control of these effects
[29], in contrast to simple level-based panning.

The experiment used headphones for binaural reproduction
with generic HRTFs. No head-tracking was involved. While this
simple binaural presentation technology has the two problems of
cone-of-confusion errors (such as front-back confusion) and head-
locking of the sound-field (the sound-field moves with the lis-
tener’s head), the spatial separation used for the stimuli was lateral
(and so relies predominantly on binaural difference cues, which
are conveyed effectively using this technology). Spatial rendering
was simply in terms of image direction, without any attempt to
vary distance or other aspects of auditory space.

5.2.1. Stimulus generation

Twenty pairs of graphs were selected for sonification, and the con-
current audio streams are represented in Figure1 using a pair of

Time(s)0. 10.1

92 Hz

587 Hz

830 Hz

1568 Hz

Figure 2:The x-axis of the graph was mapped onto time and y-axis
was mapped to MIDI note value. The pitch rages are 92 to 587Hz
and 830 to 1568Hz, respectively.

vertically stacked graphs. Pairs of graphs are combinations of sim-
ple curve lines, straight linear lines or steps. The values of graphs
were mapped onto MIDI notes ranging from 42 to 91, in which the
x-axis of the graph was mapped onto time and y-axis was mapped
onto midi note value. The speed was set to 10 points/second and
the duration of each stimulus was about 10 seconds. The midi
notes in each stimulus were calculated according to the equation
(1) proposed by Brown et al. [30]:

Pitch = notemin +
value− valmin

valmax − valmin
(notemax − notemin)

(1)
Then the midi note was converted to frequency in a logarithmic

scale in order to be used for oscillator. Pitch register was applied to
separate the audio streams. For the two concurrent pitch contours,
one was located in pitch range from 92 to 587 Hz and another was
from 830 to 1567 Hz (Figure2).

Each pair was played twice in the two different display modes
(Figure3). In the single sound source condition, both of the con-
current audio streams are from the same sound source, which is
0◦ azimuth (straight ahead) in the horizontal plane (elevation 0◦);
or they were spatially separated. Best et. al found that interfer-
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Display Mode 1

Stream 1&2

Azimuth=0

Elevation=0

Horizontal Plane

Azimuth= -90Azimuth= 90

(a)

  
Display Mode 2

Stream 1 Stream 2

Azimuth=0

Elevation=0

90 -90

  Azimuth=60

Horizontal Plane

Azimuth= -60

(b)

Figure 3: Spatial configuration. Mode 1: both streams are from
the middle line (azimuth= 0◦and elevation=0◦); Mode 2: they
are spatially separated, 60 degrees away from the middle line
symmetrically.

ence still occurred up to 60◦ separation of verbal messages [26].
According to the previous findings [10, 31, 32] for concurrent
minimum audible angle (CMAA), our case used two concurrent
sound sources 60 degrees away from the midline symmetrically
in the horizontal plane, originating from 60◦ (to the left of the
midline) and -60◦ (to the right of the midline).

5.2.2. Frequency/amplitude modulation

Pure tones are often not well-suited for auditory graphing because
they are difficult to localize, and they can easily fuse into a single
auditory image when their frequencies have a simple ratio. The
difficulty in localization comes from the facts that rich spectral
content is required to make use of pinna-related spectral cues,
and that binaural difference cues are ambiguous for a significant
range of pure tone frequencies [33]. Fusion can occur because
the auditory system tends to interpret harmonic spectra as single
pitches (a phenomenon referred to as “virtual pitch“ by Terhardt
[34]. Therefore, complex tone stimuli were used in this experi-
ment, synthesised through frequency and amplitude modulation,
and using an attack-decay-sustain-release envelope function.

5.2.3. Binaural synthesis

Sounds were presented at particular azimuth angles using generic
head-related transfer functions (HRTFs), that approximate pinna-
related spectral transformations and interaural time and level dif-
ferences. The HRTFs provide listeners with distinct and localiz-
able sound source. In this study, we used generic HRTF codes that
have been measured on the KEMAR dummy-head, collected by
MIT’s Media Laboratory [35]. The 710 points were sampled from
-40◦ to 90◦ at the elevation in an anechoic chamber at sampling
rate of 44.1 kHz. The left and the right channels in this experiment
were convolved with HRTFs corresponding to the current direction
of the virtual sound source with respect to the listener position.

Interaural differences were added to the output channels according
to the positional information of the sources. The cues of virtual
sounds such as position, direction, distance, orientation and room
effect were controlled with SPAT.

5.3. Tasks and procedure

The tasks were to listen to the graph sonification containing a
pair of simultaneous audio streams and match the contour of both
streams to the visual representations of Figure 1. Those binaural
stimuli were presented with a CD player using six pairs of dynamic
open-air Sennheiser HD 433 headphones. Those twenty pairs of
graphs were displayed as co-located sound sources and as spatially
separated sound sources so altogether there were 40 concurrent
audio displays. They were arranged in three random sequences
to lessen the effect of sequence. Participants were divided into
three groups of almost equal size, corresponding to one of the
three random sound sequences. The purpose of the experiment
was not mentioned in order to avoid listeners being distracted by
seeking spatial cues. Instead, before starting the experiment, par-
ticipants were provided with a one-page instruction sheet that in-
cluded basic information about the experiment such as tasks and
the duration. All participants received equal information from the
paper instruction. The first five listening examples were regarded
as training and not used in comparison.

For each trial, the auditory stimuli consisted of a pair of con-
tours (10 s) and a repetition. After the repetition, listeners were
required to circle one correct answer from 12 options in 7 seconds.
Each trial started with a male voice announcing the question num-
ber and there was a beep prompt tone before the replay.

After the experiment, participants were required to fill in a
questionnaire, in which they were asked to self-evaluate their mu-
sical background (MBG), indicating whether they noticed the dif-
ferent spatial display and providing basic personal information.

6. RESULTS

With regard to the aim of this study, the overall performance showed
that spatial separation does improve listeners’ ability to attend to
two competing pitch contours when using binaural representation.
The effect of spatializsation was quantified by comparing the dif-
ference of performance when the pair of audio streams were spa-
tially separated or co-located. As the purpose of this study was not
mentioned before the experiment, most listeners stated in the post-
experiment questionnaire that they were not aware of the spatial
separation and were not conscious of the change of the spatial
cues. In the survey, a few participants stated that they perceived
the difference of spatial display mode and intuitively they thought
in spatially separated display the concurrent contours were more
easily recognized than for co-located.

The thirty-two subjects are grouped into 4 categories: bet-
ter, same, worse or no wrong answer according to their perfor-
mance (shown in Figure4). If the wrong answers in a single
sound source (midline) exceed those for spatially separated sound
sources (equally spaced along the azimuth), the sample belongs
to category of “better”, which means spatial separation enables
better discrimination between two concurrent audio streams. If the
wrong answers in the two display modes are the same in number,
the sample is classified as “same”, which means the discrimination
is not evident. If the wrong answers in the single mode are fewer
than in the separated display, the sample is classified into “worse”,
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Figure 4:Performance of 32 subjects. A relatively significant differences show in subjects such as S3, S6, S9 etc.; some participants made
no wrong answers at all (e.g. S4 and S12); only S17 and S23 made more wrong answers in the separated display than in the co-located
display.

which means spatial separation did not enhance deciphering. Peo-
ple who did not make any wrong answers (total wrong answers =
0) are in group of “No wrong answer”. Group behavioural data are
summarized in Table 1.
Table 1: The performance when corresponding to two
concurrent audio streams.

Frequency Percent

“better” 1 16 50.0
“same”2 7 21.9
“worse” 3 2 6.3

“no wrong answer” 4 7 21.9
1 Errors (mode 1: single sound source)

> Errors (mode 2: spatially
2 separated sound source) Errors (mode 1: single sound source)

= Errors (mode 2: spatially separated sound source)
3 Errors (mode 1: single sound source)

< Errors (mode 2: spatially separated sound source)
4 Errors (mode 1)= Errors (mode 2)= 0

The two groups of wrong answers (each group for one display
mode) are dependant and each set of paired wrong answers is
from the same sample/subject. A paired t-test compared each set
of pairs and analysed a list of difference between two groups.
Therefore, their performance [t(31) = 3.968, p = 0.005 <
0.01] illustrated a significant difference between the two display
modes. One sample t-test [t(31) = 3.968, p < 0.01] showed that
the difference of population between the “better” group and other
groups is significant, which means performance is better when
sounds were emitted from two fixed separated locations than when
they were from a single location. The result confirms the utility
of spatial separation for concurrent audio stream in divided tasks
and it indicates that spatial separation can be used in mapping to
distinguish simultaneous concurrent data streams in information
sonification when monitoring competing information streams is
required.

7. DISCUSSION

The findings of musical background, configuration of tone colour
combined with duration and graph correlation, and gender are dis-
cussed in the following subsections. The investigation is useful on
which to base design decisions in future work, especially the influ-
ence of musical background and tone colour. It provides evidence
to determine effective strategies in training session and to compose
timbre in mapping scheme. It is uncertain what listening strategy
participants were using in this experiment (divided or selective at-
tention) because the stimuli were repeated once. Our intent was to
reduce the complexity of the tasks but this might make it possible
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Figure 6: Average errors of 14 timbres in both spatial display
modes. Timbre D, F and L produce the highest number of errors,
while timbre H, I and K have the fewest errors.

that listener might be aware of the layout of two audio streams and
then concentrate on one stream at the first time and on the other at
the second time, especially after several questions.

7.1. Does musical background influence listener’s performance?

Musical experience was considered as one of the human factors
(such as age and gender) related to cognitive ability in many pre-
vious studies. In Neuahoff et al’s case [36], musical experts and
musical novices responded differently when the tasks was pitch
magnitude estimation. Prior musical knowledge and expertise con-
tributed to reaction time and the accuracy of the interpretation.
The differences between expert and non-expert occurred in such
area like memory, selective attention and categorization and they
suggested that “if frequency change is to be used as a dimension
to represent a variable in a display, then the changes in frequency
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employed should be sufficiently large in order to minimize errors
in judging the direction of change.” Such findings have not been
consistent being not sure the role of other individual cognitive
difference factors in auditory interpretation. By replicating the
Neuhoff et al’s approach of assessing musical experience, for the
tasks of auditory graph interpretation, Walker and Mauney indi-
cated that musical background is not a significant contributor [37].
We were interested to discover if there was any correlation be-
tween musical knowledge and interpretation of auditory graphs
with the augment of binaural cues, as we speculated that people
with high level of musical training would make fewer errors. Par-
ticipants pointed out that they became familiar with the display of
the stimuli and felt comfortable after first a few trials, so the first
five trials were excluded from analysis and regarded as training.
In the post-questionnaire, their musical background (MBG) was
rated by themselves at six levels from beginner to expert (Figure
5). Most participants are at level 1, in which they have school edu-
cation only. Four people stated that they have more than two years
of music training. None had professional musical experience.

One-way ANOVA has found no significance among six levels
[F(4,27)=0.352>0.05]. This result indicates that musical back-
ground does not significantly influence their performance. Then
group 0, 1, and 2 were re-grouped as low-level musical experi-
ence, and 3 and 4 as relative high-level group. The comparison of
the mean of these two groups [t(30)=1.447, p(0.158)>0.05] also
shows that the level of musical experience does not influence the
pattern recognition. These results are consistent with the findings
of Walker and Mauney [37].

7.2. Do tone colour and graph correlation influence the per-
formance?

In the experiment, timbre was used to characterize signals, com-
bined with duration (or articulation). Timbre refers to the audi-
tory quality of sound and is defined as “an attribute of auditory
sensation, in terms of which a listener can judge that two sounds
similarly presented and having the same loudness and pitch are
dissimilar” [32]. Many studies have confirmed the important role
of timbre for stream segregation, such as ASA [3]. It was consid-
ered important that the task remains a purely spatial one in order
to faithfully measure the effect of spatial separation. Therefore,
to avoid confound of binaural and timbral effects the simultaneous
stimuli were using the same timbre and concurrent stimuli only
differed in their virtual sound source locations so binaural effects
of separating concurrent streams could be isolated from timbre
effects.

Although tone colour in this study is not the factor to differ-
entiate the two concurrent audio streams, it contributes to sound
quality. Tone quality potentially affects masking of concurrent
signals and some timbres were perceived as more distinctive than
others in the questionnaire responses. This paper considers the
role timbre plays in sound perception that may be useful for future
improvement, although timbre was not an independent parameter
and its impact was confounded with the pitch contours.

Fourteen timbres were employed in this experiment by altering
modulation index, the ratio of frequency of the carrier to the fre-
quency of the modulator and oscillator envelope. The comparison
of total errors occurred in both of the two display modes (Figure
6), shows that timbre D, F and L were perceived worse than others
and timbre H, I and K were better. Observation of timbre fea-
tures and duration is based on the analysis of spectral centroid.
There are other techniques such as tristimulus [38] (which de-

scribes timbre equivalent to colour attributes in vision) and spectral
irregularity/smoothness [39, 40] (in which the average of current,
next and previous amplitude is compared with current amplitude).
The spectral centroid corresponds to the brightness/sharpness of
a sound, which is perceived brighter with more high frequency
components. According to the ranking of average errors for each
timbre in Figure6, Figure7 demonstrates the extracted features
of the three best and worst performing timbres. The results are the
time dependant distribution of the centroid of the signal. It is found
that listeners usually performed worse when attack was shorter and
the decay was faster, such as timbre D, F and L. Except timbre H,
the correlation index of other two timbres (I and K) were “-1”. The
ranking indicates that with the timbres of relatively longer attack
period, the positively correlated pair of auditory graphs had fewer
errors than negatively correlated pairs.

7.3. Does gender influence the performance?

There are almost equal numbers of male and female samples (15
female and 17 male). The factors of gender and age are often
examined in relation to their impact on performance. Both male
and female groups have samples which made no wrong answers
(6 and 2 people). The result of ANOVA suggested that there was
no difference in performance between female and male listeners
[F(1,30)=0.090>0.05].The Spearman correlation test showed that
it is likely that people, who cannot do well in spatially separated
display, also cannot perform well in co-located display.

8. FUTURE WORK

The results indicate that spatial separation can be a valuable method
to separate pairs of audio streams in a graph sonification. Our
future work includes the improvement of aesthetic and technical
presentation in detail and an application of sonification in a “real
life” context.

Binaural headphone sound design will be optimized through
three aspects. (1) Equalization of headphones could lead to a
better spatial impression although it is a subtle key for optimizing
binaural reproduction [41]. Prior to headphone presentation, the
head-related transfer function can be equalized for Sennheiser HD
433 according to its manufacturer’s designed impulse response.
(2) Timbre influences the quality of sounds. Listenable (over time)
and effective sound is an important consideration in designing soni-
fication for uses in practical situations. As shown in the results
analysis, inaccurately identifying the contours often occurred in
the sound sequence with a harsh tone colour whether the sound
sources were spatially separated or co-located. Our following stud-
ies will try to utilize efficient and distinctive yet “palatable” tim-
bres to make the auditory display attractive and maximally com-
prehensible. (3) In the task of contour identification, lack of train-
ing does not cause problems. But in the future if complex tasks,
i.e. monitoring multi-stream large scientific data sets, are involved,
there is an increasing demand for deliberate training strategies for
users. We assume that training on specific tasks will decrease the
difficulties of the monitoring or exploratory tasks and improve the
performance, according to the previous studies on human capabil-
ity of auditory learning and adaptation [42, 43, 44]. Based on the
role of training and lack of musical experience of participants, the
future experiment will apportion greater time to training.

Future work will apply our findings in a sonification context.
The potential application includes finding an effective way to ex-
plore or monitor data by using sound. Combining with other com-
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Figure 7: Feature extraction of an 880Hz tone with the most effective and least effective timbres, where FFT size=1024 (Blackman
windowing) and hop-size=512. The attack periods (attack, sustain, decay and release) of Timbre D, F and L were shorter than H, I
and K.

munication modes such as visual display, bimodal display will be
considered but auditory display will be our priority focus. The
visualization schemes would only supplement and augment sonifi-
cation rather than distracting listeners. The representation system
of complex data sets (large and highly dimensional) will try to sat-
isfy aesthetic and functional requirements. Effective sonification
will be relatively intuitive to interpret. The data will be digitalized
information or activities, such as motion tracking and environmen-
tal data for our sensate lab “Curious Spaces” project. These kinds
of numerical data normally have multiple information dimensions.
Two prominent sets, which contain important patterns, will be
selected for sonification. The sonification strategy used will be
quite simple. The values of the information will be scaled to match
human sensory characteristics and then mapped onto auditory di-
mensions. The mapping scheme will be designed depending on
the tasks and data variables selected. The sound sequences of
two data dimensions are virtually located in two spatially sepa-
rated sound sources, presented to listeners via headphones, and vir-
tual locations will be simulated through binaural reproduction with
generic HRTF. The purpose of the proposed sonification system is
to continue to qualify the benefit of spatialization in a sonification
context. To encourage participants to follow the sound, the idea
of including slight interaction will be considered, i.e. participants
can trigger a human computer interaction (HCI) when they find
any primary feature. The performance will be measured by ex-
amining the primary features revealed by participants before and
after spatialization is augmented. Furthermore, the creative aspect
of sonification can facilitate an interactive experience which is able
to provide educational benefits.
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ABSTRACT 

This study compared the effectiveness of two auditory display 
designs for conveying the relationship between discrete and 
continuous data. Participants judged the relationship between 
simulated data representing “sea temperature,” (a continuous 
variable) and “storm occurrence” (a categorical variable) by 
rating the strength of covariation between these variables and 
qualitatively describing the relationship for one of two types of 
auditory displays. One format integrated the representation of 
storms and sea temperature into a single pitch-varying “stream” 
by signaling storms occurrence by momentary amplitude and 
timbre changes. The other format presented the storm occurrence 
information as atonal percussive events separate from the pitch-
varying stream that represented temperature. While both formats 
led to statistically equivalent proportions of verbal descriptions 
of the temperature-storm relationships present in the simulated 
data samples, the integrated display produced higher correlations 
between ratings of the strength of the temperature-storm 
relationship and the actual storm-temperature covariation present 
within each data sample.   
 
[Keywords: Sonification, perception of covariation, auditory 
graphs, multivariate data display] 

1. INTRODUCTION 

Advancements in technology have provided researchers with a 
wide variety of complex multivariate data samples, ranging from 
astronomical measurements to time-series medical information. 
Such data samples often include combinations of measurements 
of continuous numeric quantities and discrete, categorical 
“events”.  Important scientific discoveries may depend upon 
research techniques that lead to the detection and eventual 
description of pattern of covariation among such measurements. 

Both visualization procedures and emerging sonification 
techniques provide potentially useful tools for displaying 
multivariate data. However, relatively few studies have 
specifically examined the use either display modality to represent 
the combination of continuous numeric data and categorical 
events. In our study, subjects judged the relationship between 
simulated time series data representing “sea temperature” and 
“storm occurrence” in sonified data displays. This investigation 
relates previous research regarding perceptual principles with the 
goal of realizing novel and effective display design. 

1.1. Perception of Covariation and Randomness 

A number of experimental studies have demonstrated that people 
have systematic problems with judging covariation, i.e. when two 
variables’ values change together [definition from 1]. People 
often make errors in identifying structure, especially in 
covariation judgment [review in 2] and randomness [reviews in 3 
and 4]. When judging relationships between either co-occurring 
or sequential values, people act as if the correlation is stronger 
than it actually is and detect more structure in positively related 
values than in negatively related values [1]. Research has 
repeatedly shown that people judge strings of binary data with 
high repetition rates as nonrandom [5]. Stimuli with an 
alternation rate of about .6 -- surpassing the truly statistically 
random .5 alteration rate -- are perceived as most random [6]. 
However, researchers do not agree on why people have such 
problems with judging structure and randomness. 

Memory constraints do impose some control over judgments 
of structure and randomness. Researchers have found support for 
the idea that people base judgments of randomness on the 
difficulty of mentally encoding the sequence [6], and memory 
demands detrimentally affect people’s ability to accurately judge 
covariation [7]. Given that people make so many errors in 
judging covarying relationships and even in distinguishing 
between random and dependent or covarying events, it is 
necessary to present information in ways that minimize these 
errors.  To the extent that factors, such as limitations of selective 
attention and working memory affect people’s ability to assess 
covariation, the design of display formats that reduce these 
limitations is important goal. 

1.2. Auditory Display and Sonification 

Sonification has a wide variety of applications for data 
exploration, analysis, and presentation. Under certain 
circumstances, especially when visual attention is required 
elsewhere, presenting information in an auditory display may be 
an efficient solution. Auditory representation of data is as 
pervasive as Morse Code, sonar, Geiger counters, and as displays 
in airplanes, but also as new and innovative as replacement for 
tactile feedback in spacesuits, financial analysis, monitoring 
seismic data, and geographic mapping [8], as well as complex 
multivariate medical monitoring [9]. Judgments of visual and 
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auditory scatterplots have produced statistically equivalent 
results, though the auditory condition had more variability [10].  

Variations among auditory displays may make certain 
elements of the data seem more salient. Consequently, 
researchers must determine the best design to properly convey 
information with sound. In a study examining the use of 
sonification for exploratory data analyses, subjects who judged 
differences between the auditory version of bar-whisker charts 
included consideration of the median more than those viewing 
traditional visual bar-whisker charts, who predominately relied 
on skew [11]. In addition, certain components of the auditory 
display itself can affect judgment, with subjects rating structure 
of auditory displays more accurately when the presentation was 
faster [12]. In other sonification uses such as medical monitoring, 
researchers must be aware of the way users perceive the data 
displayed and create sonification techniques to maximize 
judgment accuracy [13].  

In auditory displays such as those used in the current study, 
pitch changes work well for demonstrating changes in the 
quantity represented by the data (e.g. temperature) across time 
because people can easily learn to recognize the qualities of the 
data with this type of graph [Mansur as cited in 8]. Kramer [14] 
called using higher pitch to represent more of a quantity a logical 
metaphor.  

Although most of the literature discussed does not 
specifically address the types of complex data studied in this 
experiment, judgments of multivariate covariation in data 
displays could be affected by the same biases as in previous 
studies. In the current study, a continuous variable predicted a 
discrete event. Display technology for this type of data is not 
standardized. If researchers can better understand people’s 
perceptions of structure in combinations of continuous and 
categorical data, they can learn to present the data through 
sonification in ways that better convey their statistical properties.  

1.3. The Current Study 

The present experiment compared a display design that uses an 
integrated display approach (in which indication of storm 
occurrence is embedded in the data stream depicting temperature) 
with a design that represents storm and temperature in separate 
streams. The researchers hypothesize that the condition that 
integrates the pattern for the discrete event will be more 
accurately evaluated. The use of integrated rather than separate 
streams for continuous and discrete event data (particularly for 
the purpose of discovering the relationship between the streams) 
is consistent with a visualization principle offered by Tufte [15], 
recommending the use of multifunctional graphical elements. 
The use of integrated displays in sonified data also follows 
Kramer’s [14] endorsement of using redundant display 
characteristics in a single stream to offset attention being divided 
between streams or drawn to a new stream when an event occurs. 
In the present experiment, one condition integrates the 
representation of storms with the temperature when the storm 
occurred, creating a complimenting pattern and emphasizing the 
temperature when storms occurred.  

Gestalt psychology studies human’s propensity for 
recognizing patterns for recognizing patterns, using the principle 
that ‘the whole is greater than the sum of its parts.’ While much 
research on this research has historically investigated visual 
perception, the same principles can be applied to perception of 
sound as well [16]. The integrated method utilizes the Gestalt 

principles of similarity and belongingness, which are 
characteristics of effective display design [16, 17], and should 
yield better performance.  

In the second condition, a woodblock sound (played at the 
same pitch every time) represented storms. Because the listener 
must attend to both channels simultaneously to hear the 
relationship, this may be more difficult than the condition in 
which information about temperature is embedded in the 
representation of storms. For the integrated design, storms were 
indicated by embedding an accented guitar note into a synthetic 
string stream, in which pitch represented temperature, while the 
separate stream design used a woodblock strike to indicate 
storms.  

2. METHOD 

2.1. Participants 
 

Forty-six university students participated in the experiment and 
received credit for a research option of their course work. All 
subjects reported normal hearing and normal or corrected vision. 
Fifteen subjects were excluded from analysis because their 
answers suggested they did not understand the directions, either 
because the inter-item correlations of their ratings compared to 
ratings from all subjects was extremely low or negative or 
because their descriptions of the relationship did not describe 
what was happening in regard to temperature when storms 
occurred. Thus, for the purpose of analysis, there were 31 
subjects in the experiment, with 16 subjects in the first (Guitar) 
condition and 15 subjects in the second (Woodblock) condition. 
The differences between these conditions are explained in detail 
in the remainder of the method section. 
 
2.2. Data Simulation  
 
The samples of simulated data (representing continuous 
measurements of ‘sea temperature’ and the discrete occurrence of 
‘storms’) were constructed using Microsoft Excel spreadsheets.  
This first step was to create several streams of smoothly rising 
and falling values that could reasonably be construed as 
fluctuations in sea temperature.  This was accomplished by 
addition sets of arbitrarily selected harmonically unrelated sine 
waves to produce four prototype patterns from which segments 
could be “cut” from arbitrarily selected starting points. These 
segments each consisted of 149 values (i.e. ‘temperature’ points).  

This segment was then pasted into a column of a 
spreadsheet that would create a corresponding column of binary 
data (zeros and ones), where ‘one’ indicated the presence of a 
storm.  The determination of where in that vector storms (ones) 
were placed was done by using Excel’s random number function, 
according to one of several algorithms that simulated a particular  
relationship (statistical correspondence) between sea temperature 
and storms.  These relationships included (1) storms were more 
likely when sea temperature was increasing, (2) storms were 
more likely when sea temperature was decreasing, (3)  storms 
were more likely any time the sea temperature was above its 
median value,  and (4) storms were more likely any time the sea 
temperature was below its median value.  

Each of the four relationships varied in “strength” of 
covariation from deterministic (e.g., storms only occurred when 
sea temperature was rising, with 50% of the observations when 
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sea temperature was rising), “strong” (e.g., storms occurred with 
40% of the sea temperature observations when sea temperature 
was rising, and with a random 10% of all observations) and 
“weak” (e.g., a 25%-15% probability split).  In addition to these 
four generation rules that produced simulated data in which there 
was a relationship between sea temperature and storm 
probability, a fifth generation rule produced generated storms 
with equal probability throughout the sequence (i.e., 
independently of sea temperature).   

Samples drawn from these various constructed patterns 
produced the 34 sets of data from which the MIDI files were 
constructed, in addition to the MIDI files used for the 
instructions, which were created the same way. However, it 
should be noted that these probabilities only provided parameters 
for the pseudorandom number generator in Excel to produce 
strings of one’s and zero’s. Thus, the actual proportions of 
storms, in “rule consistent” and “rule inconsistent” segments of 
the simulated data differed somewhat from the proportions 
specified to the stimulus generation spreadsheet.  

Ten different data samples depicted relationships in which 
temperature change (slope) was associated with storm 
occurrence.  For four of these, the relationship was totally 
predictive; storms only occurred in segments of decreasing 
temperature for two samples, and only in segments of increasing 
temperature for the other two.  For the remaining six samples 
illustrating a relationship between temperature change (slope) 
and storms, the proportion of storm occurrences that were 
consistent with the temperature slope trend were 0.88, 0.86, 0.83, 
0.76, 0.73 and 0.73.  Twelve data samples illustrated temperature 
level dependent relationships with storms.  Three of these were 
deterministic, storms only occurred above the median 
temperature for two of these, and only below the median for the 
other.  The proportions of storms occurring in the above or below 
median temperature were 0.83, 0.81, 0.77, 0.77, 0.76, 0.75, 0.71, 
0.69 and 0.65. 

 
2.3. Display Construction  
 
In the integrated (Guitar) condition, the display embedded the 
storm and temperature information into a single pitch-varying 
stream, while in the separate stream (Woodblock) condition a 
separate atonal percussion stream specified the temporal 
occurrence of storms. Musical Generator software was used to 
create 17-second duration audio files within which pitch 
(representing “temperature”) varied within a three-octave range, 
from c4 to c7. For example MIDI files of both display methods, 
see http://www-class.unl.edu/psyc463/ 

In the integrated condition, one MIDI channel played the 
temperature continuously with synthetic strings, and a second 
channel played the sound of an accented guitar at the same pitch 
as temperature briefly when a ‘storm’ occurred. This grouping 
should lead to the perceptual effect of the two channels becoming 
part of the same auditory stream, in which momentary timbre 
changes and loudness increases indicated storm occurrence.  

In the separate stream condition, temperature was mapped to 
synthetic strings as in the integrated condition, but instead of the 
guitar sound, a MIDI constant-pitch woodblock played every 
time a storm occurred. This combination was intended to lead to 
the perceptual effect of separate streams – one varying in pitch, 
the other represented by a rhythmic percussion line. Each 
stimulus sequence was saved as a separate MIDI file. 

 

 
 

 

 

Figure 1. An analogous visual example of stimuli. In 
these examples,  storms occur (from top):  more often 

when temperature is increasing, more often when 
temperature is below the median temperature, and 

randomly.  To compare to MIDI  files used in the study, 
see http://www-class.unl.edu/psyc463/ 

 
2.4. Procedure 
 
During a single experimental session lasting approximately 45 
minutes, each subject examined 34 MIDI files using a personal 
computer by listening to each file through headphones using 
Microsoft PowerPoint. The informed consent form and 
instructions stated that the data were simulated. Instructions 
asked the participants to judge the relationship between sea 
temperature and storm occurrence based only on what they heard 
and not on any previous knowledge of weather. Subjects listened 
to one example to become acquainted with what elements of the 
chart represented.  They then examined three examples of 
varying relationship strength and type and then read what the 
relationship was for each example stimulus in order to practice.  

In the data collection component, subjects indicated the 
perceived strength of the relationship on a 1-to-10 scale (where 
‘1’ represented “no relationship” and ‘10’ represented “extremely 
strong”) after listening to each stimulus and described the 
relationship displayed in a free response question. These subjects 
wrote their answers on paper forms and were able to listen to 
each stimulus as many times as they wanted. Three different 
random presentation orders were used for each of the two display 
conditions. Subjects were randomly assigned to one of the two 
display conditions and were then assigned one of the three 
presentation order sets. 
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3. RESULTS 

Analyses will consider differences between the two conditions by 
evaluating those stimuli in which the frequency of storms was 
dependent on temperature increasing or decreasing (referred to as 
‘slope-dependent’) and in which it was dependent on the 
temperature relative to the median temperature (‘level-
dependent’). In all of the comparisons, the integrated (Guitar) 
condition performed at least nominally better than the separate 
steam (Woodblock) condition.  
 
3.1. Perception of relationship strength  
 
First, for the slope-dependent displays in the Guitar condition, 
the correlation between strength of the relationship in the display 
and subjects’ mean rating of the display was r(13) = .87, p < 
.001, whereas the Woodblock condition produced a correlation of 
r(13) = .82, p < .001. (See Figure 2.) Analyses also considered 
judgments without the stimuli in which storms only occurred 
according to the rule (i.e. those stimuli of which the relationship 
strength was 1.0, or the far right of the scatterplots). For this 
calculation, the correlations were weaker, with the Guitar 
stimulus remaining significant and the Woodblock condition 
approaching the designated alpha level of .05: Guitar, r(9) = .72, 
p = .012; Woodblock, r(9) = .61, p = .048. Here, the integrated 
condition clearly outperformed the integrated condition. 

The correlation between actual display strength and 
subjects’ strengths were also significant for the level-dependent 
displays in both the Guitar condition, r(13) = .93, p < .001, and 
the Woodblock condition r(13) = .82, p < .001. (See Figure 1.) 
Without the strongest stimuli, the correlations were again 
weaker, with the Guitar stimulus remaining significant and the 
Woodblock condition just reaching the designated alpha level of 
.05, Guitar r(9) = 0.78, p = .003; Woodblock, r(9) = .58, p = .05. 

Because these figures are essentially correlations of means, 
traditional tests of statistically significant differences between 
correlations are not appropriate. However, all results showed that 
the integrated (Guitar) display format led to higher correlations 
between perceived strength and actual correlations between 
storm dependence and temperature change or level. 

 
3.2. Accuracy of relationship descriptions  
 
 Inspection of verbal descriptions of the temperature storm 
relationships revealed that, overall, participants provided 
“correct” labels for the statistical storm-temperature relationship 
in the displays at nearly identical rates in each display format.  
For the temperature change dependent samples the proportion of 
participants providing accurate descriptions were .56 and .57 for 
the integrated and separate stream formats, respectively.  For the 
temperature level dependent formats these values were .49 and 
.43.   

However, for all seven of the data samples depicting a 
deterministic (no exceptions) relationship, the integrated display 
produced a greater proportion of correct responses – mean 
proportion of correct  relationship identification responses for 
these stimuli were .80 for the integrated and .69 for the separate 
stream displays.  

 
 
 
 

 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 

 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 

 

 

 

Figure 1. Rated versus actual dependency between 
temperature change and storm occurrence for the slope-
dependent displays (top panel) and the level-dependent 

displays (bottom panel). 

 

4. DISCUSSION 

The purpose of this study was to evaluate different auditory 
display formats for combinations of discrete and continuous data. 
To do this, subjects utilized one of two auditory data display 
formats and made judgments of the relationships displayed. The 
first method (Guitar) integrated the discrete and continuous data 
more than the second method (Woodblock). Both display styles 
in the current study were effective for conveying the strength of 
the relationship; still, researchers need to consider changes such 
as method of presentation and amount of information integration 
when designing displays for various purposes.  

To understand people’s ability to perceive structure in 
different displays, researchers should consider both how well 
their ratings of strength corresponded with actual strength and 
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how well they were able to detect the strongest relationship 
displayed in each stimulus. Measures of perceived strength 
without reference to actual strength are not appropriate because 
effective displays allow the viewer or listener to understand 
quantitative differences in strength. Thus, a high rating for a 
display with only a weak relationship is undesirable.  

For both display formats, perceived strength of the 
relationship was positively correlated with the actual strength of 
the relationship.  These correlations were stronger in the 
integrated condition than in the separate stream condition. When 
the stimuli with the strongest relationships were removed, the 
correlations were weaker but still positive. This is meaningful 
because when using real-life data, absolute relationships are 
unlikely.  For instance, it sometimes rains on even sunny days, 
though storms are associated with cloudy days.  

In addition to judging the strength of the relationship, 
people should be able to describe the appropriate relationship if 
one exists. In this regard, the two conditions produced 
statistically equivalent results. Many subjects demonstrated 
difficulty in perceiving the correct relationship when the 
relationship was fairly weak. This dilemma further emphasizes 
the need for improved methods of auditory display when 
conveying complex data. For the purposes of experiments, it may 
be more effective for participants to select the relationship they 
perceive from a listing of possible relationships, instead of 
writing an open-ended response. In the present experiment, 
participants often described relationships that could not easily be 
classified according to the guidelines set in advance. 

Subjects may be able to improve their judgments when 
using auditory displays if they practiced specifically or if such 
displays were generally more prevalent.  Subjects can improve 
performance when given feedback on their judgments of 
covariation when using visual displays [5]. Additionally, training 
improved subjects’ interpretations of sonified financial data [18]. 
Researchers could perform a study similar to this one in which 
participants would receive feedback after giving answers or 
undergo training before making judgments of structure. Such 
studies would help determine the role of experience in the 
perception of relationships in multivariate auditory data displays. 

Another significant constraint in judgments based on 
auditory displays is reliance upon memory for decisions. It could 
be argued that the integrated display condition lessened the strain 
on working memory because it was easier for subjects to 
simultaneously attend to both temperature and storm information 
in a single pitch stream. Conversely, the separate stream 
condition required that attention be shared between two 
perceptually separated streams, without the second stream adding 
information about the temperature itself. An investigation of a 
related design [18] found that, without training, adding tones 
which provided dynamic y-axis context improved judgments of 
sonified data better than a static reference tone did. 

When subjects view visual data displays, they are able to 
direct attention at will and divert attention when appropriate. 
Auditory data display should replicate as many benefits from 
visual data display as possible.  Errors caused by the difficulty of 
mentally encoding reveal necessary procedural guidelines for 
auditory display design. Subjects must be able to replay the 
stimulus as many times as desired, and the subjects should be 
able to control timing and frequency of playback, as they were in 
this study. They must be able to listen repeatedly in order to 
encode the data and make judgments, but they must also be able 

to turn the sound off in order to attend to what they have encoded 
rather than what is playing.   

Considering the challenges of unfamiliarity with auditory 
display that participants faced, they performed well in rating the 
structure and in describing the strongest relationships. More 
research should examine effective uses of sonification for 
displays of complex data. This study showed sonification to be a 
promising method to display combinations of discrete and 
continuous data.  
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ABSTRACT 

A number of studies have reported that auditory graphs (AGs) 

can be used successfully by individuals to gain an overview of 

data series. Very little however is known about the effects that 

changing presentation parameters of AGs has on user’s’ ability to 

gain an overview or identify specific graph characteristics. This 

study investigates the effect of varying graph complexity, speed 

and mode of presentation of AGs. We examine the effects of 

these variations on graph comprehension as a whole and on 

specific graph analysis tasks such as point estimation. 

 

Keywords: Discrete, Continuous, speed, audiograph, sonification 

1. INTRODUCTION 

The growth of mobile and ubiquitous computing has led to an 

increasing need to support novel forms of human computer 

interaction. The availability of highly portable devices such as 

mobile phones and PDAs enables people to perform interaction 

tasks in locations and circumstances, which previously would 

have been impossible. However, as expectations rise regarding 

what is feasible with mobile devices, the physical limitations of 

such devices become exposed. In particular, the dominance of 

visually mediated interaction becomes far less appropriate in the 

context of the small screens available on mobile devices, which 

are often used in situations where the visual attention of the user 

is required for other tasks during part or all of the interaction. 

One approach to reducing the reliance on visual interaction is to 

use other interaction modes. Data Analysis tasks are a good 

candidate for consideration for the use of alternative forms of 

interaction, as providing effective presentation and navigation of 

visual graphs on mobile devices is difficult and may often be 

inappropriate in many contexts of use when the users’ vision is 

required for other tasks.  

Auditory graphs have been of interest to the auditory display 

community for several years since the early work of Mansur [1] 

demonstrated their effective use by blind people. The motivation 

behind this study is to examine specifically the effects of varying 

graph complexity and presentation speed in both sighted and 

blind individuals using real data for typical data analysis tasks. 

Some of the research that has been conducted in the field of 

auditory graphs includes the examination of how the use of 

different sound parameters affects the construction, perception  

 

 

 

 

 

and comprehension of auditory graphs [2] [3] [4]. Researchers 

presently try to use the knowledge gained from sonification in 

general such as the different effects sound parameters (e.g. 

frequency, amplitude, timbre, tempo, duration, volume/loudness, 

rhythm and location)[5] have on improving the presentation by 

varying parameters and assessing the efficiency these have on the 

mapping. 

Research by Walker [6] suggests for example that pitch is 

better for representing temperature while tempo is better for 

representing size. When the mapping is selected, the polarity and 

scaling are chosen depending on the type of data being mapped. 

The polarity would indicate how the sound parameters would 

vary with the change of data. An example of this would be an 

increase in pitch i.e. having a positive polarity with the increase 

in data.  

Although research on auditory graphs is steadily growing, 

there is however still a lack of basic research into the most 

effective ways of creating auditory graphs. Presenting overviews 

is a very under used concept when it comes to auditory displays 

and even more so when applied to auditory graphs.  

The approach taken in this study is to evaluate the usability 

of auditory graphs presented to users employing different modes 

of presentation. Most applications that were investigated at the 

initial stages of this study [5, 6, 7] use discrete sound for the 

presentation of graphs. Although one attempt by NASA’s 

MathTrax [7] renders line graphs as discrete sound, however, a 

number of intermediate notes were added between two data 

points to give a smooth line sound effect but nonetheless the 

application was not formally tested and the benefits of this 

alternative mode of presentation, if any, are still unknown. In this 

study we examine which of the two modes: discrete or 

continuous are most effective at presenting line graphs within the 

contexts of realistic data analysis tasks.   

2. BACKGROUND 

Frysinger [8] provides a number of examples of early work in the 

design and evaluation of Auditory Graphs. Particularly notable 

among these is the work of Bly [15], who investigated different 

approaches to mapping, scaling and correlation of multi-variate 

data displays. Bly tested these displays in sound only, graphics 

only and bimodaly. Bly’s findings were that the auditory display  
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outperformed the visual display, and that the combined (bimodal) 

display was better than either mode alone.     

In 1984, Mansur devised a method for line graph sonification 

called Sound Graphs where the y-axis of the graph is mapped to 

continuous pitch and the x-axis to time. Movement along the x-

axis in time causes the pitch to vary over a continuous scale 

depending on the current y value of the graph. Mansur found that 

after a small amount of training, test subjects were able to 

identify the overall qualities of the data, such as linearity, 

monotonicity, and symmetry, on 79 to 95% of the trials [1].  

Mansur’s experiments only map one type of data against 

another. What of data with two or more dimensions? Brewster 

and Browne [16, 17, 18] conducted a number of experiments 

sonifying graphs containing two data series and showed that 

sonification allowed users to visualise graphs containing two data 

series while listening to them and assigning different instruments 

to each range. Brewster and others [19] conducted experiments 

exploring 2D tables with speech and non-speech sound and 

discovered that users found pitch to be valuable in determining 

the shape of the data within the table.  

The first international workshop on Auditory Graphs took place 

as part of the ICAD’05 conference. This workshop drew together 

a number of researchers who have made significant contributions 

in the area and the papers from the workshop provide a valuable 

snapshot of much of the auditory graph research at that time. A 

flower [9] provides a summary of a number of techniques that 

have been proved to work and of others that have failed. In 

particular, Flowers sites further evidence that mapping numeric 

values to pitch can be used to convey “function shape or data 

profile changes, even for relatively untrained observers”. Walker 

[10] argues strongly for the inclusion of context in auditory 

graphs, highlighting the parallel that it would be very unusual to 

present a visual graph without providing any indicators of axes, 

scale or other signifiers of context. A number of the workshop 

papers provide useful agendas for auditory graph research, 

notably those of Walker [10], Bonebright [11] and Stockman 

[12]. The workshop paper by Neuhoff [13] sets out strong 

arguments however against the use of “low level acoustic 

dimensions” for representing data in auditory graphs, notably: 

that such dimensions have been shown to interact perceptually 

and that they fail to invoke an effective mental model that assists 

the listener internalize the shape of the data. Neuhoff sites the 

view of Gaver [14] that people listen to the sources and dynamic 

properties of sounds. Neuhoff [13] advocates an approach in 

which this attention to natural acoustic properties is exploited, by 

reflecting numeric changes in data through changes in typical 

acoustic properties of real world objects or systems, such as 

varying a sound from liquid to solid, or varying the speed of 

footsteps from slow to fast. 

3. THE EXPERIMENT 

3.1. Overview 

The aim of the experiment was to evaluate the extent to which 

continuous as opposed to discrete sound presentation serve the 

purpose of presenting graph overviews. We were mainly 

interested in comparing the differences between the two 

presentation modes in supporting the different aspects of line 

graph overviewing in relation to the requirements outlined in 

section 3.4; we thus formulated the following three hypotheses: 

H1. Graphs presented in the Continuous mode will be more 

accurately (graphically) reproduced. 

H2. Graphs presented in the Discrete mode will be more 

accurately analysed by users for different peaks and troughs, and 

for point estimation on the x and y-axis. 

H3. The Medium speed of audio graph presentation will form the 

most usable presentation speed. 

3.2. Participants  

A total of 16 sighted participants and 4 visually impaired 

volunteered to take part in the experiment. The sighted 

participants were undergraduate Computer Science students. 

Visually impaired participants were office-based professionals. 

Two of the participants had some level of formal musical 

training, and two others had informal training, while the rest had 

none.  They were randomly assigned to two groups of eight in a 

within-subject experimental design. 

3.3. Conditions 

There were two main conditions in this experiment, in the first 

condition participants tested a “Discrete” sound presentation, 

which is a simple scaled note mapping of the data represented as 

pitch, this was programmed using CSound audio synthesis 

language [24]. A “Continuous” sound presentation was used in 

the second condition, in which a sine wave was used to represent 

the data points as represented by a line graph. JSyn sound 

synthesis API [25] was used to implement this condition. 

3.4. Method 

To quantitatively assess the efficiency of the two presentation 

modes in conveying appropriate graph overviews, we defined a 

set of requirements which we consider essential for the 

participants' performance to be described as a successful 

overview of line graphs. In the scope of this experiment, these 

requirements are: 

 

Shape Accuracy: an overview should give a correct 

impression of the overall shape of the graph, including the 

number of peaks and troughs. 

 

Feature Extraction: different points in the graph should be 

easily extracted from both the x and y-axis. Other features such 

as the relative scaling between peaks and troughs and point 

estimation should also be feasible. 

 

Accuracy with varying data complexity: relative accuracy 

should be maintained with increasing data complexity both in 

size i.e. the number of data points, and the number of 

peaks/troughs. 

These requirements were tested by asking the participants to 

a) graphically reproduce the auditory graph, and b) Extract 

features from the graph, such as maximum and minimum values 

and to estimate other points of interest.  

In addition to these requirements, further tests were carried 

out to analyse the most suitable presentation speed at which each 

of the two modes are presented. Thus, the experiment was 
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divided into two main phases. The first tested how each subjects 

performed under different presentation conditions when 

presented with graphs of varying complexity. The second phase 

tested the two presentation modes when played at 3 different 

speeds. 

In the testing phase, each participant listened to twelve 

different graphs of varying speed or data complexity depending 

on which experiment they were carrying out, different graphs 

were used for every task. The graphs were pre-selected from real 

weather forecast data. 

At the beginning of each task, the participants listened to the 

audio graph three times before attempting the first question; for 

each subsequent question within that task they were allowed to 

listen to the graph once more. The tasks included trying to 

graphically reproduce the graph (verbally for the visually 

impaired) and estimating variance of events on the x and y-axis. 

The reasons for allowing them to listen to it again were 

determined through a pilot study in which it was observed that 

participants focused or listens out for specific events blocking the 

rest of the information out. Hence, each time they were required 

to switch or change focus from one feature to another, they 

would be allowed to listen to the audio graph again.  

At the end of each task, the participants were asked to answer 

a set of questions regarding the graph they had just explored. 

This questionnaire was employed to analyse the level of 

difficulty participants felt while answering the various questions 

about the graph. This is important as it gives a quantitative 

measure of the performance and confidence as perceived by each 

of the participants for each of the conditions, as sometimes it 

could be the case that although the results are more favorable for 

one condition, the overall effect on the user is detrimental to the 

performance due to increased workload or perceptual strain. 

3.4.1. Phase One - Data Complexity 

The aim of this phase was to observe the participants' 

performance in each condition when the data complexity varied. 

We defined the complexity as twofold: 1) increase in the overall 

size, through an increase in the number of data points. 2) 

Increase in the overall shape, through increase in the number of 

peaks/troughs. Thus, three complexity levels were used in this 

experiment. “Low” complexity – in this category, all the graphs 

had approximately 3-4 peaks and troughs and had 12 data points. 

“Medium” complexity – here all the graphs had approximately 

3-4 peaks and troughs but the number of data points increased to 

30. Finally, “high” complexity – here all the graphs had 

approximately 7-8 peaks and troughs and had 30 data points. The 

speed at which these were presented was kept at 7 seconds. 

For each condition, each participant listened to one graph 

from each of the three categories listed above and were asked to 

draw the graph (this tests the first requirement of a successful 

graph overview) they were then asked to answer questions which 

tested how well they could estimate points where events 

occurred, such as the occurrence of a peak or a trough in both the 

x axis (time related) and y-axis (value related) (this tests the 

second requirement for a successful graph overview).  

During the pilot study, it was noted that participants often 

looked back at their graphical reproduction in order to answer the 

following questions, although they were allowed to listen to the 

graph again for each question. This was not useful as this showed 

that they would rely on visual interpretation of the graph rather 

than on the auditory counterpart which is what is being tested. 

Furthermore, errors that arose when they drew the graph could 

lead to further errors being made when using it to answer the 

following questions. For this reason, users were not allowed to 

glance back at their original drawing in order to answer the 

follow up questions. 

Each participant was given a short (ten-minute) training 

session in which both conditions were explained and presented. 

They were also presented with a simple graph, which they 

listened to while looking at the visual representation of it. This 

gave them a good feel as to what a rise, fall and steady sounded 

like in each condition. An explanation of what constitute a peak 

and a trough was also given. Finally, an example of the task sheet 

and a quick run through for the training graph was given. 

For each task, the participants were allowed to listen to the 

graph three times; they were advised to listen to the graph once, 

then attempt to draw it the second time, then use the third listen 

to validate their drawings. A restriction on the number of times 

the participants were allowed to listen to the same graph was 

introduced as we were interested in analyzing the initial 

impression (overview) participants got from the audio graph 

rather than the detailed interaction with it. Once, they had carried 

out this task, they were then asked to move to the rest of the 

questions which focused on point estimation, where they were 

asked to estimate the time value at which the highest peak occurs 

as well as the value of the second highest peak when the value of 

the highest peak was given to them. 

At the end of each task sheet, they were then asked to fill out 

a questionnaire on their ease and confidence in answering each of 

the sections within the task. This process was repeated for each 

category and in both conditions. Each participant therefore 

listened to six different graphs from each condition. The graphs 

within each category were similar in terms of the number of 

peaks/troughs but were not identical to avoid learning affects 

when testing each condition. 

3.4.2. Phase two – Speed Comparison  

The aim of this phase was to determine the speed at which 

each condition was performed best. The procedure, which was 

undertaken to test this, does not differ from the data complexity 

phase. In which each participant from the second group evaluated 

both conditions against three categories of speed. These are a 

referred to as: “slow” category in which the graph was presented 

in 14 seconds a “Medium” category in which the graph was 

presented in 7 seconds and a “Fast” category in which the entire 

graph was presented in 3 seconds [7]. 

To sum up the procedure, for each condition the participants 

listened to four graphs from each of the speed categories (two 

from each condition) and were asked to draw each  graph after 

hearing it and then answer questions to perform point estimation 

tasks on the x and y-axis. They also had to fill in the same 

questionnaire asking them about their ease and confidence in 

carrying out the various tasks.  

4. RESULTS 

In general, the results of the experiment show that the 

Continuous presentation mode generated more accurate results 

when the participants were asked to draw the audio graph, with 

an average accuracy of 66% in both phases (data complexity and 
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speed), in comparison to the Discrete mode of presentation, 

which had an average accuracy of 49% for the same tasks. 

For point estimation tasks, however, the Discrete sound 

presentation generated a 64% accuracy while only a 53% was 

achieved when participants used the Continuous sound 

presentation to estimate the different events on both the axis.  

For both phases, the comfort levels felt by the participants 

when reproducing the graphs was reflected in the accuracy of 

their drawings. In cases where they were asked to estimate points 

on the graph, results show that their confidence was overrated in 

comparison with their performance on those particular tasks. The 

next two sections report the detailed results obtained for the data 

complexity and speed phases of the experiment. 

4.1. Data Complexity Phase 

We discuss the results in terms of the extent to which the 

requirements that we defined in section 3.4 were satisfied. Here 

we consider the accuracy of the reproduced graph associated with 

each presentation mode of the two conditions when measured 

against the shape of the original sonified graph. Figure 1 shows 

three graphs, 1a represents the original graph that a participant 

heard and was asked to draw. Figure 1b shows the participant’s 

attempt at drawing this graph using the continuous condition. 

Figure 1c. Shows the graph reproduced by the same participant 

when presented through the discrete mode. The accuracy of 

reproduction was clearly superior in the continuous mode as the 

figures show; the participant was given a percentage of 86% in 

the first instance and marked at 32% in the second. 

 

 

Figure 1. (a) 

 

Figure 1. (b) 

 

Figure 1. (c) 

Figure 1. Graph with easy data complexity. 1(a) 

Represent the original graph. 1(b) Participant’s attempt 

with continuous sound rendering. 1(c) Same participant’s 

attempt with discrete sound rendering 

Figure 2 shows the relative accuracy achieved across the two 

conditions for the first task; where the participants were asked to 

draw a given graph. We could observe that as graph complexity 

increased, accuracy in participant’s drawing decreased. However, 

this was significantly less in the Continuous condition. Discrete 

sound representation starts off with an accuracy level of 57% at 

the “Easy” level but falls to 28% in the “Hard” level. A 

Wilcoxon test [27] was carried out to test whether the recorded 

differences were significant, the results of which showed that for 

the average data complexity levels used in this study there is a  

significant difference between the two presentation modes with a 

p<0.025 W=4 therefore satisfying the H1 hypothesis.  
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Figure 2. The average accuracy of participant’s drawing 

for the Data complexity phase.  

The second requirement that we tested was the accuracy in 

point estimation on both the x and y-axis. Examining the results, 

we observed that the Continuous condition generated worse 

results as opposed to the Discrete condition.  

Table 1. shows that as complexity increased, the accuracy of 

point estimation fell. This was expected, as the participants' 

perceptual and processing demand in such a task would be at its 

utmost given the nature of the task where particular peaks had to 

be listened out for and identified from a larger set of peaks.  

Comparing the two conditions, the Continuous mode of 

presentation generated lower accuracy percentage of 33% while 

accuracy in the Discrete mode was marked at 48.5%.   

Interestingly, participants were better at scaling between the 

graph' peaks and troughs, that is, picking up the dynamism of the 

graph's shape, more than they were at point estimation i.e. 

Picking up absolute values on the axis. 

 

  Discrete Continuous 

Easy 65 65 

Medium 67.5 46.5 

Hard 48.5 33 

Table 1. The average accuracy for point estimation for 

the data complexity phase 

These results examined the performance of the participants 

with each sound mode; another important aspect is to examine 

the ease and comfort felt by the participants while listening to the 

sonifications. Each participant was asked to scale from 1-5 the 

ease they felt when drawing the graphs. The results matched 

performance levels in that participants found it easier to draw the 

graph when it was rendered in a Continuous mode. On average 

the participants found it “relatively easy” to reproduce the graph 

with this condition and “extremely” hard with the Discrete 

condition.  
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For point estimation tasks there was relatively little 

difference in how participants rated the ease or comfort between 

the two conditions but the performance results showed that the 

Discrete presentation mode did generate better results. 

The evaluation of the results from the visually impaired 

participants shows the same trend as those for the sighted 

participants. Here again, the Continuous mode of presentation 

was found to be more useful in the graph reproduction task while 

the Discrete mode was more suited for the point estimation task. 

Figure 3 shows the results of the drawing task; in this case 

participants verbally described the impression gain by the 

auditory rendering of the line graph. Better performance was 

observed for the visually impaired participants than that observed 

by the sighted participants.  

We quote a visually impaired participant describing their 

reaction to the Discrete presentation mode: 

“It’s a nice sound but I found I had to listen all 3 times to this to 

get any kind of a feel for the shape. This sound is a bit hard to 

follow [..] But the shape isn’t as easy to follow as the continuous 

graphs”. 
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Figure 3. The average accuracy of visually impaired 

participant’s drawing for the Data complexity phase. 

4.2. Speed Phase 

Figure 4. shows that participants could draw the visual equivalent 

of the auditory graph better when the graph was rendered in 7 

seconds in both conditions. Continuous rendering generated 

more accurate drawings when compared with the discrete 

condition.  The results also show that the slower presentation 

speed (14 seconds) was also better than the fast speed. It was also 

observed that during the experiment participants, particularly 

sighted users, were overwhelmed by the 3-seconds presentation 

speed, as they could not separate the different sound events at a 

fast enough pace to be able to draw the graphs. Having said this, 

it seems that graphs rendered at 14 second speed conveyed a 

false impression of the number of peaks and troughs that the 

graph had as it varied at too slow a pace. 

Comparing results from the point estimation task in the two 

conditions at each speed we see that, again, the Discrete 

presentation mode generated better results than the Continuous 

mode. From table 2 we can also see that the most successful 

point estimation was achieved by the discrete condition with an 

average percentage correctness of 87% this was when presented 

in 7 seconds. It is interesting to note that as opposed to the 

drawing task in this phase of the experiment, where the discrete 

condition was best presented in the 14 seconds mode, in the point 

estimation task, it is not the case. We can see that in fact it 

resulted in the poorest results out of the three modes. This is 

because the delays between the notes were so significant that the 

sound reference of the previous note was lost.  
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Figure 4. The average accuracy in the drawings of the 

participant’s drawings for the speed phase 

A Wilcoxon [27] test on these results showed a p<0.05 with a 

W= 6 confirming that the results are significant and satisfies the 

H1 hypothesis. 

 

  Discrete Continuous 

Slow 56 50 

Medium 87 69 

Fast 61 58.5 

Table 2. The average accuracy for point estimation for 

the speed phase 

The participants were asked to rate the ease and comfort they 

felt while answering the various questions with each condition. 

In a similar way as with the data complexity phase,  

on average the participant felt more comfortable answering the 

drawing task with the Continuous presentation mode rather than 

the discrete mode. In the speed phase on the other hand, most 

participants felt more comfortable answering questions related to 

point estimation with the Discrete presentation mode, which 

supports the performance results for these tasks. 

The results for the visually impaired participants showed that 

presenting the graphs at a fast speed was very successful in 

producing drawings of the graphs, better than the 7 seconds 

presentation, which was successful with sighted participants.  
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Figure 5. The average accuracy in the drawings of the 

participant’s drawings for the speed phase 

5. DISCUSSION 

The results from the study are significant enough to satisfy 

our formulated hypotheses. It has been shown that a Continuous 
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sound rendering for auditory line graph overviews produce more 

accurate graphical representations when compared against a 

Discrete sound rendering. As graph complexity increased (both 

in shape and size) performance accuracy dropped when the 

participants in our study attempted to reproduce the graphs. This 

drop, however, was less significant in the continuous 

presentation mode. This satisfies the first and third requirements 

for successful overviewing described earlier, which refers to the 

ability to reproduce an accurate graph shape and its features. 

We also observed that the discrete sound mode was more 

usable than the continuous sound mode in tasks which required 

estimation of different features on the graph, such as the 

differences between two peaks or point estimation on the axis. 

This also confirms our H2 hypothesis, and satisfies the second 

requirement.  

The speed phase of the experiment did not however produce 

the expected results. Although, the hypothesis that the medium 

speed presentation would support more accurate results was 

broadly satisfied; a bigger gap between the presentation speeds 

was expected. Generally sighted participants felt more 

comfortable with the “Medium” speed while the visually 

impaired participants preferred the “Fast” speed. The "Slow" 

mode on the other hand was the least useful for both visually 

impaired and sighted participants. 

The discrete condition was the most demanding in terms of 

memory overload; to the extent that participants believed that the 

presentation time of the graph was longer than it actually was. 

Participants found it really difficult to follow the note-by-note 

presentation in the discrete mode, it was also observed that the 

first three or four points in the graph were listened to, and then 

placed relative to each other according to the participants’ 

estimation of their relative values. This however incurred time 

costs, which resulted in the participants losing focus and missing 

the remaining parts of the graph. This problem did not improve 

even when the duration of the audio presentation was made 

longer, in the speed phase, i.e. more silence was added in 

between notes to allow the participant to reflect on the previous 

note, the problem here is that auditory memory can only retain 

information for a short period of time [22] and it seems that the 

time elapsed between two consecutive notes had a negative 

impact on the participants ability to reference back to the 

previous note for an accurate estimation of their relative values. 

In the continuous condition, a recurring problem with some 

participants' drawings was their inability to differentiate between 

a steady pitch and a slow increasing pitch. Most of those 

participants, especially those with no musical background, drew 

data points with the same value using a steadily increasing slope. 

Also, it was interesting to note that the produced drawings 

reflected the sound mode in which the graph was presented. Most 

participants drew the discretely presented graphs as either point-

by-point or zigzagged drawings while the continuous graphs 

were drawn as a smooth curve. The dimensions of their drawing 

in the speed phase was also very reflective of the speed of 

presentation in the sense that very short graphs were drawn for 

the fast speed audiographs and very long graphs were drawn for 

the slow speed audiographs. 

The participants’ performances were greatly influenced by 

their expectations of the graph either before the start of the sound 

graph presentation or during its early stages.  This phenomenon 

is explained by McAdams in [20]. An example of this can be 

seen with participants who always expected the graph to start 

with an increasing slope. If this was not the case and the graph 

had a decreasing slope at the start instead, most participants 

would not rectify or even notice their mistake. This problem then 

created a breakdown in the interpretation of the remaining parts 

of the graph. For example, if they drew an increasing slope at the 

start while the sound presentation indicated that in fact it is a 

decreasing slope, the next sound extract they would hear would 

indicate that the slope is now increasing. At this point, they 

would not know what to do. They realise that the slope they are 

now listening to is increasing in pitch but since they have already 

drawn an increasing slope they can not draw another increasing 

slope! And hence some participants resorted to either extending 

the current slope or just "guessing" a direction. Very few 

participants went on to correct the graph. The importance of 

expectation was even articulated by the participants as many 

requested to know which condition was going to be played 

before the start of the task, this helped prepare them or maybe 

even switch the way they intend to proceed with the analysis of 

the sound source. 

A related issue was the occurrence of what participants 

described as an unexplained sound extract between two points or 

a succession of points. If a participant heard a sound, which they 

failed to distinguish between an increasing and a decreasing pitch 

or because their interpretation of the sound did not fit their 

current representation, their ability to represent the rest of the 

graph from that point onward was compromised. In such a 

situation, the participants would listen to the graph again but fail 

to correct or carry on drawing the rest of the graph. 

The evaluation highlighted another interesting point, which 

confirms Walker’s research on cues [21]. It was observed that 

many participants added cues when drawing their graph, this was 

done either by putting markers on their drawings, counting on 

fingers, drawing in the air or humming the tune. In his paper at 

the first Auditory Graphs symposium [26], Walker states that it is 

virtually impossible to interpret auditory graphs without context. 

Our position on this issue is that we very much support the idea 

in general of incorporating context in auditory graphs, but part of 

the aim of this experiment was to examine just to what extent are 

people in fact able to estimate graph shape and perform point 

estimation tasks in the absence of context. 

In his initial work on adding cues such as tick marks [21]; 

Walker concludes by reporting that the results of his study 

supports the theoretical position that the addition of useful 

information through intentional cues enhances the perception of 

auditory graphs. We observed that participants did this 

unintentionally, which indicates that adding auditory context 

cues might improve their overall performance. 

This finding is in line with theoretical findings by Dimitrios 

I. Rigas and James L. Alty. Who exploited the concept of mental 

model update through interaction with the display in the design 

of their AudioGraph [23]. McAdams [20] and others also 

describe a model of auditory processing which includes the 

building of a mental model. It seems likely that semantically well 

designed context cues are likely to help users in the formulation 

of accurate mental models of auditory graphs. 

Finally, an interesting trend in the generation of the graph 

representation was the simultaneous or asynchronous rendering 

of the sound presentation. Some participants generated their 

graphs simultaneously with the sound and others waited until the 

end of presentation to try and recall the sound they had just 

heard. Both approaches have their advantages and disadvantages. 

In the case of drawing simultaneously with the sound the user’s 

attention is divided between the sound analysis and the 
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rendering, however for users of this approach the retention of 

auditory information was not as demanding as for those users 

whose drawings were produced after the sound presentation was 

over. 

6. FUTURE WORK 

The ultimate goal of the research is to create a set of guidelines 

which best describe how to present auditory graphs in general 

and initially how to present graph overviews. A natural step 

forward from the findings of this study would be to try and 

combine the two sound modes presented here and explore under 

which conditions they would positively impact graph 

comprehension and how they might complement each other to 

support better graph overviews. The strategy for combining these 

presentation modes would need to be well thought through and 

empirical experiments conducted to extract the most successful 

combination. Exploring the expectation factor discussed in this 

paper would also give us a better understanding and allow us to 

include cues, which will augment the listener's overall 

understanding of the graph. 
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ABSTRACT 

The detection and discrimination of approaching and receding 
pure tones was measured using simulated moving sounds over 
headphones. Low and mid frequency pure tones were used as 
stimuli to determine how listeners used binaural, intensity, and 
Doppler frequency changes to detect and discriminate 
approaching and receding sounds. Overall, best performance was 
found when all three cues were provided to the listener, i.e. the 
cues were combined in the auditory system to make a high-order 
judgment of sound source motion in an efficient manner. 
Differences were found in the subjects’ ability to detect 
approaching and receding sounds for the 1000 Hz stimulus, but 
not for the 200 Hz stimulus. 

 
[Keywords: Motion, Approaching, Receding] 

1. INTRODUCTION 

When you hear another driver sounding their horn, you 
immediately wonder if the warning is meant for you.  You next 
listen to whether the sound is coming towards you or away from 
you on some non-colliding path. Depending on what you hear 
and see next guides you to take either no action or quick evasive 
action to avoid a collision. The sound from the other driver’s 
horn is quite complex and needs to be assessed quickly. 

Many acoustical changes occur when a sound source moves 
relative to the listener.  Readily observable changes include 
directional changes by the binaural processing of interaural 
differences [1] and shifts in frequency due to the Doppler Effect 
[2].  The observed sound source intensity varies due to changes 
in distance between the sound source and listener [3].  
Additional acoustical distance cues include atmospheric 
absorption [4] and direct-to-reflected-path ratios [5].  The utility 
of some of these physical cues in judging sound source motion 
has been previously explored. 

Two salient monaural auditory motion cues include Doppler 
frequency shifts and intensity changes.  The ability to 
discriminate concurrent frequency and intensity changes 
associated with auditory motion has been measured. Ryffert, 
Czajkowska, Jorasz, and Makarewicz [6] found an interaction 
between dynamic intensity changes and frequency 
discrimination ability in which dynamic intensity changes raise 

frequency discrimination thresholds.  Other researchers found 
these monaural cues to interact in discrimination tasks [7], [8], 
[9] and cause asymmetries in judgments [10].  The motion of 
everyday objects typically includes some combination of angular 
and linear motion. 

Our abilities to judge the linear motion of objects through 
their time-varying acoustic signals is based on a combination of 
monaural and binaural cues.  Many static distance cues [11], 
[12], [13], [14] for intermediate and far distances have been 
studied.  However, dynamic distance and motion perception is 
much less understood [15], [16], [17].  The relative importance 
of the cue depends on the velocity of the sound source and the 
experimental setup [18], [19], [20].  Any directional, distance, or 
Doppler cue can be used in isolation or in combination with 
other cues to make motion judgments.  A-priori knowledge and 
time-varying spectral changes of a sound source, may affect 
one’s percept of sound source motion.  The utility of these 
dynamic directional and distance cues in making motion 
judgments is mostly unknown. 

Future auditory displays may have location and motion 
information embedded in the presented verbal and non-verbal 
information.  Operators of moving vehicles could potentially 
benefit from hearing sounds that would indicate the direction 
and closing rate of nearby objects and warn them of impending 
collisions.  Navigation displays could include approaching 
versus receding information and rate of approach to the next 
waypoint or final destination.  Before applying auditory motion 
cues in moving vehicle displays, a thorough understanding of 
how our auditory system processes dynamic sounds would 
advance general scientific knowledge and benefit auditory 
display designers.  An understanding of how our auditory system 
processes spatially moving sounds can potentially improve the 
performance, situation awareness, and safety of operators of 
moving vehicles.  Dynamic auditory displays for collision 
avoidance systems would reduce reaction times and of pilots to 
take evasive maneuvers and provide a more intuitive display of 
impending trouble.  
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2. METHODS 

2.1. Equipment 

The psychoacoustic listening facilities at Wright-Patterson Air 
Force Base were used to conduct the experiments. Tucker-Davis 
System II hardware was used to simulate the auditory motion 
cues over Sennheisser HD-560 headphones. Experiment control 
of the stimuli and collection of subject responses was automated 
by a Pentium based personal computer. 

2.2. Subjects 

The four naïve subjects, which included three males and one 
female, were recruited from the general population.  The paid 
volunteers participated in all experiment conditions of the three 
experiments. Each volunteer subject had normal hearing 
threshold levels and consents to participate in various listening 
experiments. 

2.3. Procedures 

Monaural changes in intensity and frequency of a moving sound 
source were simulated over headphones.  A pair of one second 
duration signals, separated by a 400 ms inter-stimulus interval, 
was utilized in a procedure.  Detection thresholds of velocity-
induced frequency and distance-induced intensity changes were 
measured using a two-alternative, forced-choice procedure.  
Sound source motion was simulated along linear trajectories 
with a minimal distance of 1 meter at the point closest to the 
listener. See Figure 1 for a schematic depiction of the simulated 
motion paths. 

 

 
Figure 1. The simulated motion trajectories of 

approaching and receding sounds sources at 1 meter off 
the center line of the listener’s head. 

3. RESULTS 

3.1. Detection of a Moving 200 Hz Pure tone 

In the first experiment, the three cues of binaural interaural time 
delays (B), intensity (I), and Doppler frequency shifts (D) were 

presented to the listeners in a randomized block, factorial 
experiment design for the 200 Hz pure tone stimulus.  Subjects 
participated in seven blocks of either approaching sounds or 
receding sounds. The combination of the three motion cues 
(Doppler, intensity, and binaural cues) provided the lowest 
detection thresholds at 0.41 meters per second. Subjects were 
able to combine information from all the binaural ITD and 
intensity cues to improve their detection thresholds of the 200 
Hz pure tone. However, the inclusion of the Doppler cue slightly 
increased detection thresholds for intensity and binaural cues. 
Data for this experiment are shown in Figures 2, 3, and 4. 

A four way analysis of variance was performed on the data. 
The independent variables included direction of motion 
(approach or recede), Doppler, intensity, and binaural cues. The 
dependent variable was the detection threshold measured in 
meters per second. A three way interaction was found between 
the Doppler, intensity, and binaural cues, (F(1,3)=66.99, 
p=.004). No significant difference was found between 
approaching and receding sounds at the p=0.05 level. 
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Figure 2. Detection thresholds versus motion cues for an 

approaching or receding 200 Hz pure tone stimulus. 
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Figure 3. Detection thresholds versus motion cues for an 

approaching or receding 200 Hz pure tone stimulus. 
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Figure4. Detection thresholds for a two-way interaction of 
intensity versus spatial cues for an approaching or receding 200 

Hz pure tone stimulus. 

3.2.  Detection of a Moving 1000 Hz Puretone 

In the second experiment, the three cues were again presented to 
the listeners in a randomized block, factorial experiment design 
but instead used a 1000 Hz pure tone.  The higher stimulus 
frequency enabled the listeners to improve detection 
performance of the Doppler frequency shift compared to the 200 
HZ stimulus. As such, the mean detection threshold for the 1000 
Hz stimulus was 3.3 m/s, down from the 8.7 m/s values with the 
200 Hz stimulus. Despite the improvement in detection 
thresholds with the higher frequency stimulus, the overall 
pattern was the same as in the first experiment. The combined 
intensity, binaural, and Doppler cue provided the lowest 
detection thresholds, followed closely by the combination of the 
binaural and intensity cues.  Data for this experiment are shown 
in Figures 5, 6, and 7. 
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 Figure 5. Detection thresholds vs. motion cues for an 
approaching or receding 1000 Hz pure tone stimulus. 

 
A four way analysis of variance was performed on the data. 

The independent variables included direction of motion 
(approach or recede), Doppler, intensity, and binaural cues. The 
dependent variable was the detection threshold measured in 
meters per second. As in experiment one, a three way interaction 
was found between the Doppler, intensity, and binaural cues, 
(F(1,3)=30.977, p<0.001). A three way interaction between 
motion direction and Doppler and binaural cues was found at 
F(1,3) = 4.402, p=.037. A two-way interaction was found 
between motion direction and the binaural cue at F(1,3) = 5.816, 
p=0.16. 
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Figure 6. Detection thresholds for spatial cue versus. direction 

cues for an approaching or receding 1000 Hz pure tone 
stimulus. 
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Figure 7. Discrimination thresholds for a three-way interaction 
of intensity, Doppler, and binaural cues for an approaching or 

receding 1000 Hz pure tone stimulus. 
 

3.3. Approaching and Receding Discrimination Thresholds 
for a 1000 Hz Puretone 

In the third experiment, the three cues were again presented to 
the listeners in a randomized block, factorial experiment design 
using a 1000 Hz pure tone.  The triple combination of Doppler, 
intensity, and binaural cues provided the lowest detection 
thresholds, followed by the combined intensity and binaural 
cues.  Data for this experiment are shown in Figure 8 below. 
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Figure8. Discrimination thresholds versus motion cues for an 

approaching or receding 1000 Hz pure tone stimulus. 
 
A four way analysis of variance was performed on the data 

from the discrimination data. As in the previous two 
experiments, the independent variables included direction of 
motion (approach or recede), Doppler, intensity, and binaural 
cues. The dependent variable was the detection threshold 
measured in meters per second. A three way interaction was 
found between the Doppler, intensity, and binaural cues, 
(F(1,3)=47.614, p<.001). ). No significant difference was found 
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between approaching and receding sounds at the p=0.05 level. 
These results are shown in Figure 9. 
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Figure 9. Discrimination thresholds for a three-way interaction 

of Doppler, intensity, and spatial cues for an approaching or 
receding 1000 Hz pure tone stimulus. (A) Doppler versus 

intensity interaction, (B) Doppler versus spatial interaction, and 
(C) intensity versus spatial interaction. 

 

4. CONCLUSIONS 

Detection and discrimination threshold measurements of 
approaching versus receding pure tones were measured.  The 
data were fairly consistent across all three experiments. In each 
of the three experiments, the Doppler frequency cue was always 
the weakest cue, providing the highest detection thresholds for 
detecting approaching and receding motion and for 
discriminating approaching and receding motion.  The Doppler 
cue also slightly degraded performance when combined with 
either the binaural cue or the intensity cue. Differences between 
detection thresholds for approaching and receding sounds were 
found when the 1000 Hz stimulus was presented over 
headphones for the simulated linear motion path.  No difference 
between approaching and receding sounds was found for the 
discrimination thresholds measurements.  For the individual 
motion cue conditions, thresholds generally followed intensity 
DL, frequency DL, and minimum audible angle thresholds. As 
reported in the literature.  Subjects were able to combine 
Doppler, intensity, and binaural cues to improve their judgments 
of approaching and receding sounds in all three experiments. 
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ABSTRACT

We present an experiment investigating the influence of auditory
cues on visual perceived orders in depth. Visual stimuli consisted
in a layered 2D drawing of two squares respectively blue and red
using semi-transparency. Auditory signals of the two words “red”
and “blue” were presented simultaneously to the images. Sub-
jects were required to determine which square appeared in front
of the other in these cross-modal conditions. The coefficient of
transparency as well as the audio level difference between the two
speech signals “red” and “blue” were systematically varied. No
significant influence of auditory cues on perceived order in depth
was found, except when the visual information was totally ambigu-
ous: in this case, the perceived order showed limited dependence
on the acoustic information.

[Keywords: Sensory integration, Auditory-visual interaction, Depth
perception]

1. INTRODUCTION

1.1. Depth rendering in human-computer interfaces

Techniques such as occlusion and perspective on 2D visual dis-
plays are largely used nowadays to render layered content and
give a sense of depth. In 1993, Bier et al [1] introduced semi-
transparent widgets appearing in front of an application and pro-
viding the user with tools for operating directly on the application
beneath. In first-person engagement in video-games, as in boxing
with the Nintendo Wii, transparency is also used to represent the
alter ego of the player, and to distinguish him from the contender.
In another context, the recent development of mobile TV opens
the way for new audio-visual rendering techniques especially be-
cause of the limited size of the screen and reduced budgets. Sasse
and Knoche [2] have indeed demonstrated that the requirements
for audio and video quality depend on the context of use. For mo-
bile TV, factors on the perceived quality include the shot types, the
audio quality and the legibility of text if present. Watching a foot-
ball match on a mobile phone is very illustrative: people expect to
be able to recognize the players and see the ball, which is not as
obvious as on a normal TV screen. For this kind of applications,
we believe that simple techniques such as transparency could be
used to give a sense of depth. In the auditory domain, similar
techniques such as the manipulation of the direct-to-reverberant
energy ratio would as well contribute to a consistent 3D rendering
of audio-visual contents and improve the quality and efficiency of
multisensory products, as highlighted by Spence and Zampini [3].

Tools for practical applications of auditory depth have already been
proposed. Schmandt [4] proposed a tool called acoustic zoom-
ing, similar to the visual ability of focusing on a specific area of
a display and applied to an auditory browsing environment of au-
dio files. In a very similar manner, Fernström and McNamara [5]
included a function called aura which restricted the user’s spa-
tial range of hearing in a virtual soundscape in order to make
the browsing task more efficient. However recent auditory in-
terfaces have rather taken benefit of research on auditory direc-
tional perception to increasingly provide users with spatialized au-
ditory displays, with applications ranging from scientific simula-
tions for research purposes to entertainment and infotainment. In
contrast with directional localization, relatively little attention has
been given to auditory depth. To increase the degree of realism
of the overall display as well as provide more information to the
user, it seems indeed natural to render the depth dimension, both
visually and auditorily.
It is therefore fundamental to understand how people locate images
and sounds in the depth dimension as well as address interactions
between audition and vision.

1.2. Previous studies in auditory-visual interactions

Past studies have demonstrated the improvement of some specific
tasks by adding auditory stimuli to the visual ones (see [6], [7],[8]
for reviews). These include improvement of target detection, de-
creased reaction times and localization improvement. In particu-
lar, cross-modal benefits are significant when spatial information
in one sense is compromised or ambiguous.
In his study, Hairston et al [6] examined the benefit of acousti-
cal cues under conditions of myopia by presenting light-emitting
diodes to the subjects with or without a broadband noise burst
coming from the same location. While directional localization
accuracy was equivalent for visual and multisensory targets un-
der normal vision, the myopia condition showed a substantial im-
provement with the addition of auditory cues. In other words,
when the visual sense gives ambiguous information, auditory cues
have been shown to resolve the ambiguity. Sekuler et al [9] con-
ducted an experiment on the perception of motion of two disks.
Without any other cue, the visual stimulus may result into two
different interpretations: either the disks stream through, or they
bounce off each other. However, since collision often produce
sounds characteristic of the impact, the absence of sound rather
leads to the perception of streaming through. The perception of
the scene was changed with the addition of a brief click at or near
the point of coincidence, and promoted the perception of bounc-
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ing. Besides showing the effect of sound on visual motion, the
authors also reported that the auditory stimulus did not need to be
in perfect synchrony with the visual one but could be presented up
to 150 ms before or after the visual coincidence point.
Another similar experiment was conducted by Ecker and Heller in
[10] on the perception of motion. This time, the ambiguous visual
stimulus consisted of a rolling ball that could either roll back in
depth on the floor of a box, or jump in the frontal plane. Moreover,
other ball’s paths of different types and curvature in between were
also presented to the subjects. The moving ball was either shown
alone, accompanied with the sound of a ball rolling, or the sound
of a ball hitting the ground. Similarly to the results of Sekuler [9],
but this time with sounds other than transients, it was found that
sound influenced the perception of the ball’s trajectory, depending
on the type of sound.
Frassinetti [11] also reported an improvement of visual tasks under
auditory-visual conditions. Her experiment showed that the per-
ceptual sensitivity for luminance detection of a green LED masked
with four red LEDs was facilitated when an auditory stimulus (white
noise burst) was presented at the same location and simultaneously
to the visual stimulus.
Reaction time may also be speeded up by the presence of cues in
different sensory modalities. Laurienti et al. [12] studied in par-
ticular the effect of semantically congruent auditory-visual stimuli
on response time, using circles of red or blue color and the words
“red” and “blue”. Either unimodal or congruent bimodal stimuli
(i.e. a red circle with the word “red”) were presented to the sub-
jects. A significant decrease of the response time was found under
the auditory-visual conditions in comparison with unimodal audi-
tory or visual conditions.
These aforementioned studies clearly showed an audio-visual inte-
gration of information. Handel [13] explains the human integration
of multimodal cues based on the unity assumption. The latter con-
siders temporal and spatial aspects of the auditory and visual in-
puts: if they are temporally synchronous and appear to come from
the same spatial location, then they may refer to a single object.
In the event that information from the two modalities is too con-
flicting, humans may decide that auditory and visual information
come from two distinct objects. At the present time the processes
governing the combination and integration of multiple sources of
information are being quite well understood, it is however still un-
clear what determines the limits for interactions between signals
from different senses [7, 8]. The interesting result for the present
experiment is that if the spatial and temporal rules of multisensory
integration are followed, auditory cues may help to resolve am-
biguous visual information, especially for localization tasks. The
experiment presented in this paper explores this paradigm in terms
of perceived orders in depth.

2. RENDERING AUDITORY AND VISUAL DEPTH

2.1. Visual depth

A variety of techniques may be applied to render visual depth on
a two-dimensional display. Among them, occlusion (also called
interposition or overlapping) may be defined as follows: when an
object is occluding part of another one, the latter is perceived as be-
ing further away. Occlusion, which is the easiest visual depth cue
to implement, has been largely used in 3D computer graphics but
presents the disadvantage of completely hiding the objects located
in the background of another object. Therefore Zhai et al [14] pro-
posed the use of partial-occlusion, which enables to see through

the object that overlaps other objects. This cue is produced by
semi-transparency, which means that the semitransparent surface
can still be seen and does not block the view of any object that it
occludes. To create the impression that one surface S1 is in front
of another surface S2 by using semitransparency, the intensity I of
the overlapping area is rendered by blending the color intensity of
one surface, I1 with the color intensity of the second surface, I2,
[15], according to:

I = αI1 + (1− α)I2 (1)

where α is the coefficient of transparency, lying between 0 and 1.
If α = 1, the surface S1 is opaque, therefore it appears in front of
the surface S2, and if α = 0, the surface S1 is transparent, therefore
the surface S2 appears in front of S1. As α varies from 0 to 1,
the perceived surface in front will consequently change, from S1

to S2. In other words, Masin [16] suggested that the probability
of perceiving a transparent surface in front increases as the color
differences inside this surface decrease. Furthermore α = 0.5 refers
to the point of equal probability: the probability of seeing S1 in
front equals the probability of seeing S2 in front. Anderson [17]
also called this phenomenon bistable transparency.

2.2. Auditory depth

As the distance between the sound source and the listener changes,
some properties of the sound will change as well. For stationary
listener and sound source, the most obvious and easy-to-implement
piece of information is the intensity cue: when the sound source
moves away from the listener, its intensity decreases. Other cues
provide information about sound source distance, such as the direct-
to-reverberant energy ratio, however in the case of speech signals
Zahorik [18] showed that the intensity cue is weighted more than
the direct-to-reverberant energy ratio. Gardner [19] studied speech
signals in anechoic conditions and also showed the relatively good
ability to estimate distance of such familiar sound sources with the
intensity cue.

2.3. Implications for the design of the experiment

The experiment presented in this paper was designed to investigate
the influence of auditory stimuli on the perceived order in depth of
two surfaces. The unity assumption plays a major role in auditory-
visual displays because it is a necessary condition for multimodal
interactions. If the unity is too weak, the interaction between the
two senses will be strongly reduced. With this in mind, it was
decided to use colors as stimuli for the experiment: visual colors of
two squares, e.g. red and blue, were associated with the recorded
spoken words “red” and “blue” and the rendered visual orders in
depth were consistent with the rendered audio orders in depth, i.e.
if the red square appeared in front on the visual display, the audio
signal “red” would be louder than (or equal to) the audio signal
“blue”, and vice-versa. Visual and auditory depths were rendered
by manipulating respectively the coefficient of transparency of the
overlapping surface and the intensity difference between the two
audio signals.
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3. EXPERIMENT

3.1. Method

3.1.1. Participants

Sixteen Italian volunteers (6 women and 10 men) participated in
the experiment. Their ages ranged from 20 to 44 years and all of
them had at least basic knowledge of the English language. All
reported to have normal or corrected-to-normal vision and normal
hearing. All studied or worked at the university of Verona, Italy.
None of them worked in the field of crossmodal interactions and
they were all naive as for the purpose of the experiment.

3.1.2. Stimuli and Apparatus

Visual stimuli. Each stimulus appeared in the middle of an Ap-
ple MacBook Pro 15-inch Widescreen Display (1440*900 pixels).
The viewing distance was about 70 cm from the display. The pat-
terns in figure 1 illustrate the stimulus shape. The stimulus con-
sisted of two overlapping 7.8 cm * 7.8 cm squares in the middle
of a permanent white rectangular background corresponding to the
display area. One square was red (C1 = (1, 0, 0) in the RGB color
space and the second one was blue (C2 = (0, 0, 1)). To simulate
transparency, the color C3 of the overlapping area was a linear
combination of the red and blue colors, such that

C3 = C1 ∗ (1− α) + C2 ∗ α (2)

where α was the coefficient of transparency and took nine values
from 0.3 to 0.7 with a 0.05 increment. The overlapping squares
appeared for 1 s, then the subsequent stimulus appeared 3 s after
the subject answered by pressing a key. Theoretically, the point of
bistable transparency arises at α = 0.5 (which was verified during
a preliminary visual experiment), while α values smaller than 0.5
make the red square appear in front of the blue one, and α values
greater than 0.5 make the blue square appear in front of the red
one. During the aforementioned preliminary visual experiment,
the whole range of α values were explored from 0 to 1, and peo-
ple were asked to determine under visual conditions only which
square appeared to be in front of the other. It was found that no
confusion arose for α values smaller than 0.3 or higher than 0.7.

Figure 1: Visual stimulus used for the experiment. (a) The red
square appears in front of the blue square (α = 0.3). (b) Bistable
transparency (α = 0.5).

Auditory stimuli. Each visual stimulus was paired with an audi-
tory stimulus consisting of the words “red” and “blue” presented
simultaneously. These two sounds were recorded separately in a
quiet room using a Marantz portable audio recorder PMD660 set at

the same sound level for both sound signals. The speaker was the
author herself and the two words were recorded in stereo with the
built-in microphone in the uncompressed wav format, at 44.1 kHz
sampling frequency. The two words “red” and “blue” were then
time-aligned and sound files were normalized and shortened to 1 s.
The two resulting auditory signals are shown in figure 2. In order
to create an effect of auditory distance between the two signals, the
sound level of each signal was manipulated digitally, while keep-
ing the total sound level constant. The sound level difference ∆L
was either -12, -6, -2, 0, 2, 6 or 12 dB, where negative values indi-
cate that the sound level of “red” is greater than the sound level of
“blue”, and positive values indicate that the sound level of “blue”
is greater than the sound level of “red”. During the experiment au-
ditory stimuli were presented over a pair of Beyerdynamic DT 770
headphones.
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Figure 2: Time and frequency responses of the words “blue” and
”red”.

3.1.3. Design

The whole experiment consisted of three sessions per test subject,
separated with breaks of about ten minutes. The visual and au-
ditory stimuli were synchronized and had both a duration of 1 s.
Besides they were congruent, i.e. both of them theoretically led
to the same square being in front: negative ∆L values were com-
bined with α values smaller or equal to 0.5, and positive ∆L val-
ues were combined with α values greater or equal to 0.5. The case
where there was no audio cue, i.e. ∆L = 0, was combined with
all the values of α. Therefore the test included 39 different combi-
nations of visual and auditory stimuli, ordered randomly for each
session and each subject. Furthermore, between two consecutive
trials the blue and red squares were exchanged in order to avoid
bias from a specific visual configuration. As a result each pair of
α and ∆L was rendered twice in a different visual configuration
during each session, giving a total of 78 visual-auditory stimuli per
session.

3.1.4. Procedure

Before the experiment, a written instruction was given to each sub-
ject. Participants sat at a viewing distance of about 70 cm from the
computer screen and wore headphones which played back the au-
ditory stimuli. Possible auditory-visual interactions were not sug-
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gested to the subjects. For each stimulus people were asked to
determine which square appeared to be in front of the other and
press the key of the corresponding color. To answer, the “V” and
“N” keys of the MacBook Pro keyboard were covered respectively
with red and blue tags. No time limit to answer was specified,
however the written instruction suggested to the participants not
to think too much about their answer and rather follow their first
impression. In addition to subjects’ answers, their response time
were also recorded.

3.1.5. Results

Some subjects reported to have pressed the wrong key at least once
during the experiment. The collected data can be represented for
each subject by the percentage of answers for the blue square ap-
pearing in front, for each combination of auditory and visual stim-
uli. In that way a percentage smaller than 50% indicates that the
answer “red” was given more often than the answer “blue”, and
a percentage greater than 50% indicates that the subject answered
more often “blue” than “red”. To assess the multisensory gain of
combining redundant multisensory information, results were ana-
lyzed for each value of ∆L and were described by a psychome-
tric function representing the percentage of answers “blue” as a
function of the α value. The expected outcome is a psychomet-
ric function having a S shape: theoretically, answers for “blue”
should increase as a function of α, from 0% for α = 0.3, to 100%
for α = 0.7, while values of α close to 0.5 should lead to about
50% answers for “blue”. The boxplots of figure 3 summarize the
distributions of answers for each value of α.
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Figure 3: Boxplots of the percentage of answers “blue” as a func-
tion of the coefficient of transparency. White boxplots represent
results for negative or null audio level differences, and grey box-
plots represent results for positive audio level differences. Means
are connected by a line. Outliers are marked by ’o’.

The four boxplots of figure 3 show a S shape as expected. Be-
sides, for all boxplots answers are more spreaded around α = 0.5,
also suggesting uncertainty in this region. However, comparing

the case where there is no audio level difference, i.e. no audio cue,
with cases where there are audio level differences, does not reveal
any significant differences in people’s answers: if the audio cues
would help them in answering correctly, answers for α slightly
smaller than 0.5 should be less spreaded and closer to 0% and an-
swers for α slightly greater than 0.5 should be closer to 100%.
To analyze in more details this phenomenon, paired t-tests have
been applied to the mean of the answers for each α value. Al-
though the case ∆L = ±2 dB might give relatively weak auditory
cues, results did not suggest any significant difference between the
case where there was no audio cue and cases with substantial level
differences between the “red” and “blue” audio signals.
Another way to investigate the impact of auditory cues is to com-
pare results at α = 0.5 when ∆L is positive or negative. Looking
at figure 3 suggests that the most significant differences lie for ∆L
equals to±6 and±12 dB. This is also illustrated in figure 4 which
shows the distributions of answers for the various values of ∆L
at α = 0.5. A paired t-test between the two distributions ∆L = -
6/12 dB and ∆L = +6/12 dB shows a significant mean difference
of 20.83% with t = 3.43 and p = 0.0017. This result suggests that
at the exact point of bistable transparency (α = 0.5), people tend
to base their judgment on the auditory information when the level
difference between the two audio signals is high enough.
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Figure 4: Boxplots of the percentage of answers “blue” at α = 0.5
for the various values of auditory level differences. Solid circles
represent the means of the distributions.

Further investigations on the influence of the audio signals on the
answers have been performed. The psychometric functions where
the average percentage of “blue” answers is plotted against α have
shapes close to ogives, it is thus expected that they should become
linear when the average percentages are expressed as z scores [20].
This transformation enables to quantify the slopes of the resulting
linear functions and compare them. Figure 5 illustrates the z scores
calculated from p values for ∆L = 0 dB and ∆L = ±12 dB. The
shapes of the z scores are not linear over the whole range of α
values, however they approach a linear behavior if the range of α
values is restrained to [0.4 ; 0.6]. Linear regressions performed
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on the distributions for ∆L = 0 [slope = 10.07 with s.d. = 1.11,
F (1, 3) = 82.49, p = 0.003] and for ∆L = ±12 dB [slope = 10.48
with s.d. = 1.31, F (1, 3) = 63.65, p = 0.004] do not show a signifi-
cant difference between the two slopes (angle' 0.22◦). Therefore
this latter result does not corroborate the influence of the audio
cues found at α = 0.5 by comparing positive and negative audio
level differences: it seems that while people may use auditory cues
at α = 0.5, they do not use them for values of α slightly smaller
or greater than 0.5. This may be partially explained by the rather
good reliability of visual cues for these values, in particular the
average percentage of answers “blue” when ∆L = 0 at α = 0.45
is 19.8%, thus significantly lower than the average percentage at
α = 0.5 (a paired t-test gives a mean difference of 33.3% with
t = 5.48 and p = 6.37e-05). However the mean difference between
distributions at α = 0.5 and α = 0.55 is not significant, suggesting
that the interval of visual confusion is not symmetric around 0.5.
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Figure 5: Z scores of average percentage of answers “blue” as
a function of transparency coefficient. Solid circles: results for
∆L = 0. Triangles: results for ∆L = ±12 dB. Solid line: linear
regression of the means for ∆L = 0 and α ∈ [0.4; 0.6]. Dashed
line: linear regression of the means for ∆L = ±12 dB and α ∈
[0.4; 0.6].

Participants were all Italians and the auditory stimuli were the En-
glish words “red” and “blue”, therefore the language aspect was
also investigated. Since the Italian word for “blue” is “blu” pro-
nounced identically, the language factor might be significant only
if results differ according to the color, i.e. if there is an increase of
answers “blue” for positive ∆L values in respect to answers “blue”
for ∆L = 0, and no or less difference between answers “red” for
negative ∆L values in respect to answers “red” for ∆L = 0. No
such trend is found when one compared left portions of the four
boxplots in figure 3 with their right portions, consequently the lan-
guage factor is disregarded.
Finally, analysis of subjects’ response time do not show any signif-
icant difference between the case ∆L = 0 and ∆L 6= 0. Results are
shown in figure 6 and simply suggest that some people take more
time to answer when the coefficient of transparency is close to 0.5

because it is visually more difficult to determine which square is
in front of the other.
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Figure 6: Boxplots of the response time values as a function of the
coefficient of transparency. White boxplots represent results for
negative or null audio level differences, and grey boxplots repre-
sent results for positive audio level differences. Means are con-
nected by a line. Outliers are marked by ’o’.

4. CONCLUSIONS

A significant influence of auditory cues on visual perception of
depth has been found only for the restricted case of theoretical
bistable transparency (α = 0.5) and substantial sound level differ-
ence between the two speech signals. In this situation of weak
visual cues, subjects tend to make their decision based on the level
difference between the two auditory signals “red” and “blue”. Ex-
cept for this case, no influence of the auditory stimulus has been
found. The most obvious explanation might be the lack of unity:
auditory and visual stimuli are not perceived as coming from a
unitary event, therefore judgments are most of the time made us-
ing only visual cues.
For signals coming from different senses to be integrated, the brain
has to establish a correspondence between these signals and decide
whether they come from the same object or event. This auditory-
visual integration depends on the level of abstraction of the au-
ditory and visual representations that are involved. In the spe-
cific case of auditory-visual speech perception, one may argue that
speech would more easily fuse with the vision of the mouth gen-
erating the words, like in the case of the ventriloquism effect. Ac-
cording to recent studies [21, 22], two hypotheses could explain
the integration of the senses in this case and are based on low-level
processes: first there is a strong temporal correlation between the
auditory and the visual signals (e.g. of the sound level with the
degree of lip aperture), and secondly a coherence of movement
(a spectro-temporal variation of the audio signal may be corre-
lated with a movement of the lips). Thereby several mechanisms
of auditory-visual integration may cooperate, at different levels of
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processing in the brain. For auditory-visual perception of speech,
the integration process seems to be based on low-level processes
which could explain the robust integration of audio and visual in-
formation. In our experiment on the contrary, a higher semantic
level of processing in the brain is necessary to give a meaning to
the words “red” and “blue ”, which could explain why our experi-
ment does not reveal any auditory-visual unity: the content of the
auditory signals is not taken into account in the integration process
and is therefore irrelevant for judging the visual order of the two
squares.
Nevertheless, results of the present experiment conflict with pre-
vious investigations by Ecker and Heller [10]. Auditory stimuli
used in the two experiments were of different nature: Ecker and
Heller used recorded sounds of rolling and impacting whereas we
used speech signals. However Ballas and Howard [23] suggested
that speech and everyday sounds, including rolling and impact-
ing, are similar in several aspects, in particular everyday sounds
may be thought of as a form of language because they are inte-
grated on the basis of cognitive processes similar to those used
to perceive speech. Causes explaining the difference between re-
sults from Ecker et al and ours are not obvious. However differ-
ences in the design of the two experiments might give some clue.
First, the instructions given to the subjects were different: while
Ecker and Heller instructed their subjects to “make a judgment
about a ball and the path it travels”, therefore not specifying on
which sense to base their judgment, we gave the participants the
instruction to “determine which square appears in front” therefore
implying a visual judgment. Besides their experiment dealt with
dynamic auditory and visual information whereas ours used static
stimuli. Therefore in addition to temporally and spatially coinci-
dent auditory-visual cues, dynamic information from both senses
may reinforce the auditory-visual unity. In order to verify this as-
sumption, a proposed follow-up of the present experiment is to
introduce a dynamic factor by delaying one visual square and its
corresponding auditory stimulus. However it is uncertain whether
this dynamic cue may improve the auditory-visual integration: as
it was mentioned earlier the auditory and visual signals refer to
different levels of representation, and most of all the process of
sensory integration is still largely unknown. In particular, if one
distinguishes between structural (e.g. spatio-temporal correspon-
dence) and cognitive (e.g. semantic congruency) factors, further
research is needed to understand their respective contributions in
the process of sensory integration, in addition these two types of
factors may not be clearly separated [8].
Despite the possible limitation of audio-visual integration of depth
cues that was demonstrated in this paper, we believe that tech-
niques based on auditory-visual cues of depth, such as visual par-
tial occlusion and auditory intensity, could be very valuable for
applications such as mobile TV, in particular to exaggerate per-
spective effects and improve thereby the perceived quality of in-
teraction and content fruition.
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Degree of symbolicity 

Tab  1. Degree of symbolicity with examples. 
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ABSTRACT 

This paper presents a practical and simple web based test to 
survey the semantics of non-speech sounds in relation to simple 
images with a wide variety of users.  The main findings from the 
data colleted are presented. A case study of how changes in 
pitch are related to the interpretation of short non-speech sounds 
is discussed based on the results of the semantic tests. Finally the 
experiment method itself is discussed in terms of its 
appropriateness for the analysis of the semantics of non- speech 
sound. 
 
[Keywords: Non-speech sound, semantics]  

1. INTRODUCTION 

The semantics of non-speech sounds is an important research 
topic for a number of reasons. Although it can be argued that 
sounds can be used without the intention to deliver a certain 
message, in most applications the crucial criterion for the 
success of sound design is the evoked meaning. 

A meaning of a non-speech sound, i.e., its semantics, can be 
approached from two directions: 

1) sound as an icon 
2) sound as a symbol 
When analysing a single sound as an icon, the focus of 

interest is on what it represents. If the connection between the 
sound and what it represents is obvious, it can be classified as an 
auditory icon [1]. When this relationship seems arbitrary, the 
more the sound is symbolic and gets its semantic value through a 
certain semantic system. In linguistics, this system is a grammar 
of certain language. In sounds, this could be an acquired 
hierarchy of earcons [2]. Similar to natural language, earcons 
have a syntax, which needs to be learned in order to 
communicate and understand them. Auditory icons, in turn, are 
designed to be interpretable without prior knowledge. However, 
the division of sounds into iconic and symbolic categories is far 
from clear (see the conceptual analysis in e.g. [3]). It would be 
more appropriate to define purely symbolic and purely iconic 
sounds as two extreme ends of a continuum1 (Table 1). One 

 
1 Semioticians would define this as an indexical relationship, 
instead of iconic, at the end of the continuum, iconic being an 
intermediate stage. We restrict the scope of this discussion to 
icon-symbol part of the axis because it is clearer in terms of 
auditory icons and earcons.

reason for defining a continuum rather than separate categories 
is that there are features in symbolic sounds which are 
universally interpreted in the same way. For instance, there are 
studies that provide empirically derived guidelines for the design 
of warning signals (see, e.g., [4, 5]). In other words, even if a 
warning signal is arbitrary and therefore highly symbolic in 
nature, it is important that it can be intuitively interpreted as a 
warning without learning. 

 
 
 
 

Indexical Iconic Symbolic 

Photo Desktop icon Telegraphy (Morse) 
Sound recording Auditory icon Earcon 

 
 

 
 

The majority of literature concerning the semantics of non-
speech sounds deals with warnings. A possible reason for this is 
that situations that necessitate a warning usually require a strong 
and rapid reaction. However if we knew more about the intuitive 
interpretation of highly symbolic sounds, they could be applied 
in much wider variety of current use contexts.  

Symbolic sounds are too complicated to be designed in 
purely analytic manner. We will never have a complete set of 
rules to determine how specific meanings should be expressed as 
non-speech sound. However this does not make empirical 
studies of semantics of sounds useless. On the contrary, the more 
we know about the semantics of symbolic sounds, the more 
likely it will be to achieve effective designs. 

This paper is one step in the body of research concerning the 
semantics of non-speech sounds. The aim of this study was to 

- identify similarities in the interpretation of pitch 
changes of short sounds and to 

- investigate the applicability of an Internet survey to 
implement a simple test concerning the interpretation 
of sounds. 

In the following section of this paper we present the 
organisation of the study. The third section presents the core of 
the results. In the fourth subsection the results are discussed and 
finally the method is analysed in terms of this study. 
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2. INTERPRETING SOUNDS WITH IMAGE CHOICES 

Interpreting a sign in a different modality can be difficult or 
even impossible. The phrase ‘one picture is worth one thousand 
words’ reflects this difficulty. Therefore, investigating possible 
interpretations of non-speech sounds is a challenging process. 
We could have asked the participants of our experiment to 
verbalise how they understood sample sounds (like, e.g., [6]). 
However, we wanted to use a large number of participants and a 
method, which would not be sensitive to cultural differences.  
Therefore we chose to use a rapid forced dual choice test. In the 
test, the participants were presented one sound and two images 
at a time. The task of the participant was to choose which one of 
the images best matched the sound. There were 14 different 
sounds and 10 different pairs of images, resulting in 140 tasks. 
The order of tasks was randomised. 

 

1 
  

2 
  

3 
  

4 
  

5 
  

6 
  

7 
  

8 
  

9 
  

10 
  

 
Table 2. The image pairs used as pictorial stimulus. 
 

The images used as a stimulus were arranged in fixed pairs, 
and the task of the participant was to choose one of the images 
in certain pair. The ten image pairs are presented in Table 2. The 
order of the two images in each pair was always the same, i.e., if 
the image pairs in a task contained a bouquet and a tank (see 

Table 2), the bouquet appeared consistently on the left hand side 
with the tank on the right hand side.  

The image pairs were of two types. Firstly, there were five 
pairs of simple drawings of real life entities. In each pair, one 
image represented the opposite of the other (Table 2). For 
instance, there was a bouquet and a tank, suggesting love and 
hate. A pair consisting of images of new born child and a skull 
was intended to represent life and death. Secondly, there were 
five pairs of simple arrows. All the arrows were identical except 
for their direction. The directions of the arrows differed by 45 
degrees resolution, e.g., there were 8 different possible 
directions. 

The audio stimulus consisted of 14 different sounds. The 
duration of each sound was between 600 and 1200 ms depending 
on the complexity of the sound. The sounds were originally 
designed with a sequencer, using a GM2 patch 74 (recorder) as 
the timbre. In each sound, the pitch changed continuously. The 
difference between each sound was the form of pitch change. 
The range of pitch change for each sound was approx. from F#5 
to A5. The form of pitch change in each sound is illustrated in 
Table 3. 

 

#1
  

#8
 

#2
  

#9
 

#3
  

#10
 

#4
  

#11
 

#5
  

#12
 

#6
  

#13
 

#7
  

#14
 

 
Table 3. The form of  pitch changes in each sound. 

 
The survey was implemented with a web-application. The 

invitation to participate was delivered through random selection 
of thematically relevant email lists and individual addresses in 
different continents (personal contacts). The invitation 
encouraged the recipient to forward the message. However the 
final set of participants illustrated that people are not too willing 
to forward such messages, perhaps due to the excessive amount 
of junk mail which fills our inboxes nowadays. 

 The invitation consisted of a polite explanation of the 
experiment and the system requirements. The essential 
information was the URL of the test application itself. The 
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detailed instructions about the test were included at the 
beginning of the test web site. The test site was opened with a 
technical test and adjustment:  

“First test the sound properties of your system by pressing f. 
You can repeat the test sound as many times as you wish to 
adjust the volume in a convenient level. If you cannot hear the 
sound, you probably have to check the audio system of your 
computer and restart this application. Javascript support is also 
required from your browser.  

 
I can hear the sound. 
 
I cannot hear the sound.” 
 
Clicking the later alternative (“I cannot hear the sound”) lead 

to a page in which the user could choose to simply halt the test 
or send a report of the problem before possibly trying again. The 
first alternative resulted in continuing the start-up procedure and 
lead to personal information page. In it, age, sex, nationality, 
whether the participant was a musician or not, and optional 
email address were asked. Filling in the email field was told to 
indicate that the participant wished to receive a summary of the 
study. 

Next page contained instructions for the test session: 
“You are supposed to associate the sound you hear with 

either of 2 presented pictures. I.e., you will be presented one 
sound and a pair of pictures at a time. Once you have selected 
either of the pictures, you will get a new set of one sound and 2 
pictures. The whole experiment contains 140 such sets. There is 
no time limit.  

Make your selection using f- and j-keys. F-key refers to the 
left hand side picture, j-key to the right hand side. Place your 
hands conveniently on the keys and concentrate on the sound. 
You are supposed to choose either of the pictures in any case. If 
you think that neither is good, just choose the one that might be 
closer to what you wished. Please do not use your browser's 
navigation functions (like back-button) during the session.  

Now adjust the volume of your system to a convenient level 
with the help of this test sound (press f to play).  

Play the testsound by pressing f.  Start the test by pressing 
j.” 

The final number of participants was about 70. However, it 
is hard to say on the basis of the registered data the exact figure 
since the data indicates that some people tried, but due to 
technical problems gave up and possibly tried again with another 
computer or with new browser settings. We rejected all cases in 
which the amount of undone tasks was greater than 2 (out of 
140). The amount of valid performances was then 41, out of 
which only 4 had one or two undone tasks. 

39% of the participants (with valid performance) were 20-29 
years old, 32% between 30 and 39, 22% between 40-49 and 7% 
50-59 years old. Finally only 5 participants outside Europe 
managed to perform the experiment (Australia 3, Canada 1, 
China 1). Most were Finns (37%) or Britons (34%), and the rest 
of the participants came from Greece (3), Ireland (2), Bulgaria 
(1), France (1), and the Netherlands (1). In other words, cultural 
coverage was not very good. 15 of the participants were female 
and 26 male. 

3. DATA ANALYSIS 

In the experiment, as described above, each participant had a 
sequence of 140 simple tasks. Figure 1 illustrates the screen 
design of one task.  
 

7/140 

Figure 1. The screen design of one task. 
 
The screen design was as simple as possible to help the 

participants to concentrate on the essence. The numbers on the 
top of the screen illustrated the progress; e.g., the sample task of 
Figure 1 is the seventh out of 140.  

Since each task was to choose between two alternatives, we 
extracted the frequencies of choices from the raw data. In other 
words, we calculated the percentage of participants (with valid 
performance) that chose a certain image with a certain sound. 
Although this could be considered simple analysis, it revealed a 
lot about 

- the semantics of pitch changes 
- the interpretation of simple images and sounds in an 

intensive experiment context 
- the appropriateness of this kind of survey. 
Since the task was to listen to the sound and choose which 

one of the two presented images matched better to the sound, it 
was not only a sound interpretation task. The choice of image 
also informed about the user’s interpretation of each image. The 
underlying assumption in the design of the experiment was that 
the images in the experiment were quite clear. This was 
particularly true concerning the arrows (see Table 1). However, 
the data indicated that the rest of the images were more 
ambiguous. The results will now be discussed in detail, 
extracting the most salient details. 

3.1. Key findings  

The first impression of the data was that there were a number of 
tasks in which there was surprisingly high agreement among 
participants. The clearest cases were related to a sound with an 
increasing pitch. Table 4 contains percentages of choices in 
some interesting cases. (The order of images in pairs is not 
identical to that in actual test. In Table 4, the images have been 
arranged so that the image with the higher percentage in the case 
of increasing pitch is presented first. The order of image pairs in 
the actual test is presented in Table 2). 
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Sound #3

 
 

Sound #4
    

1 
(pair 
#7) 

89.5% 10.5% 17.1% 82.9% 

 
 

 
 2 

(#4) 
81.6% 18.4% 12.2% 87.8% 

   
 3 

(#3) 
81.6% 18.4% 43.9% 56.1% 

    

4 
(#2) 

76.3% 23.7% 22.0% 78.0% 

  
 

 

5 
(#5) 

76.3% 23.7% 70.7% 29.3% 

   
 

6 
(#8) 

73.7% 26.3% 14.6% 85.4% 

    

7 
(#9) 

84.2% 15.8% 46.3% 53.7% 

    

8 
(#6) 

63.2% 36.8% 58.5% 41.5% 

 
Table 4. Strongly agreed choices for sounds with increasing and 
decreasing pitch. 

 
 
Starting from row 1 in Table 4, the first frequencies appear 

more than obvious: increasing pitch and arrow up are strongly 
related (almost 90% of the participants). The opposite, 
decreasing pitch and arrow pointing down, was almost as clear. 
Thumbs pointing up and down (row 2) were interpreted in as 
obvious a manner – there was hardly any difference to arrows 
(row 1).  On row 3, the images are more ambiguous, but the life-
death image pair still was interpreted clearly in the same way as 
up and down arrows, life representing ‘up’ and death ‘down’. 
However, a decreasing sound was not always commonly agreed 

with this image pair. Row 4 in table 4 illustrates that a laughing 
character was associated with increasing pitch and the angry 
character with decreasing pitch. In another clear example the 
green traffic light was assigned a rising pitch, even if the green 
light is the lowest and therefore could have been associated with 
the decreasing sound. 

The results for the rest of the arrows (rows 6-8) are 
interesting to interpret, since there are two dimensions which 
both could be related to increasing and decreasing pitch: up-
down and left-right. Since almost all participants were from 
countries with a writing system which proceeds from left to 
right, it could be hypothesised that a common association of left 
to right would be ‘forward’ or ‘upwards’, thus relating to 
increasing pitch. However, the data of this experiment indicates 
that left-right dimension in the sense of going forward or 
backwards is much weaker than up-down direction. Arrows 
pointing left and right were still usually interpreted as 
hypothesised (from left to right -> increasing pitch and vice 
versa), but when combining up-down –dimension and left-right 
–dimension, the up-down one was clearly dominating. On row 6 
can be seen that when the arrow pointed up and backwards, it 
was associated with increasing pitch by ¾ of participants. On the 
same row, we can see that the forward-down pointing arrow and 
decreasing pitch was even clearer proof of the same 
phenomenon. 

The argued weakness of a left-right dimension as a metaphor 
of moving on forward-backward axis (or increasing-decreasing 
pitch) seems to be especially true concerning going backwards: 
on row 7 the two later cases (decreasing pitch) show that there 
was hardly any difference between up-forward and up-backward 
arrows. On row 8, we can see that when participants were to 
choose between forward and backward arrows when hearing a 
decreasing pitch, the majority actually chose the forward 
pointing arrow. 

The reason for the weak association between decreasing 
pitch and right-left direction is not possible to see from this data. 
It would be worth clarifying with other methods, probably more 
qualitative ones in which the participants had an opportunity to 
explain the criterion for their choices. Perhaps sound signs in 
general are conceptualised as dynamic, forward moving entities, 
which makes it hard to associate them with an arrow pointing 
backwards (row 8). 

The sounds with increasing and decreasing pitch (sounds 3 
and 4 in Table 3) were the simplest ones, and illustrate clearly 
the way that participants reacted to given stimulus. The results 
concerning most of the other sounds can be interpreted best by 
comparing them to the results of sounds 3 and 4. In Table 5 we 
compare the choices between up and down arrows with different 
sounds.  

Table 5 illustrates that when pitch splits into two directions 
as part of the same sound, the dominating direction (portion of 
duration) usually determines the interpretation. Thus sounds 8 
and 9 were associated analogously to sound 3; sound 10, 
respectively, was associated with an arrow pointing down, just 
like a sound with decreasing pitch (#4). The only exception is 
the interpretation of sound 7, which was associated, though 
weakly, with an upward arrow even though the decrease of pitch 
was dominating. In sounds 5 and 6, in which the duration of 
increase and decrease of pitch was equal, participants slightly 
preferred the upward arrow. 
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Sound 
#3

 
10.5% 89.5% 

#4
 

82.9% 17.1% 

#5
 

36.6% 63.4% 

#6
 

32.5% 67.5% 

#7
 

37.5% 62.5% 

#8
 

14.6% 85.4% 

#9
 

24.4% 75.6% 

#10
 

70.7% 29.3% 

 
Table 5. A comparison of choice rates of up and down arrows 

 
In the interpretation of Tables 4 & 5 it can be concluded that 

sonifying directions backward and down is more difficult than 
illustrating upward and forward directions with sounds.  

 
      

Sound 
#11

 
78.0% 22.0% 58.5% 41.5% 

#12
 

34.1% 65.9% 29.3% 70.7% 

#1
 

80.5% 19.5% 68.3% 31.7% 

 
Table 6 Interpretation of sounds with two turningpoints in pitch 
change. 

 
Table 6 lists the most salient trends in the interpretation of 

two sounds where both have two changes in the direction of 
pitch change. As can be seen, the interpretation of sound 11 is 
quite similar to the interpretation of simple pitch increases 
(sound 3). The interpretation of sound 12 resembles the 
interpretation of decreasing pitch respectively. It appears that at 
least in these sound samples, the ending of the sound determines 
the interpretation. This is probably due to the relatively long 

steady pitch before the change in the ending, thus making the 
rapid change in the end the most notable detail. The results 
concerning  sound 1 (see Table 6) are in accordance with both 
the assumption concerning the importance of relative duration of 
increase of pitch and the importance of the ending of the sound. 
For example sound 1 was interpreted in very much the same way 
as a purely increasing sound. 

The interpretation of the data so far has concerned results 
which have a logical explanation. However, there was one pair 
of images which made the participants respond in an extremely 
unexpected manner. The image pair on row 1 in Table 2 (a 
bouquet and a tank) evoked choices which appear, in some 
cases, completely contradictory to our expectations. Table 7 
shows the most unexpected results. 

 
      

Sound 
#2

 
76.3% 23.7% 28.9% 71.1% 

#3
 

42.1% 57.9% 81.6% 18.4% 

#4
 

65.9% 34.1% 12.2% 87.8% 

#12
 

80.5% 19.5% 29.3% 70.7% 

 
Table 7. A comparison of frequencies concerning two different 
image pairs. 

 
Since the direction of the thumb image was in most cases in 

accordance with positive things like up (vs. down), forward (vs. 
backward), birth (vs. death), it can be assumed that a thumb 
pointing up evoked positive connotations and a thumb pointing 
down negative. Therefore, it seems strange that concerning 
certain sounds, for example sounds 2 and 12 and to some extent 
concerning sounds 3 and 4, the choices were in conflict with this 
positive-negative trend; the same sound (#2) which was 
connected to ‘negative’ thumb direction, was strongly connected 
to a bouquet (‘positive’). However, when discussing conflict or 
contradiction, the underlying assumption is of course that the 
image of a bouquet would evoke positive and tank negative 
connotations. The current data is inadequate to provide a basis to 
speculate on the explanation for this. However, it at least 
indicates that when there are two simultaneous interpretation 
tasks (the interpretation of images and the interpretation of 
sound), the results are the more unpredictable the more 
ambiguous the images and sound are. Given the assumption that 
an image pair consisting of a bouquet and a tank would be an 
unambiguous contrast between love and hate, the results indicate 
that the interpretations were more diverse. 
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4. CONCLUSIONS AND DISCUSSION 

As the aims of the study are concerned with both the 
applicability of the method and certain aspects of the semantics 
of non-speech sounds, we discuss these issues separately below. 

4.1. The semantics of pitch change 

According to our experiences, pitch change is a strong means of 
expressing certain meanings. Although the sound samples we 
used were relatively short, one (Table 3, sounds 5-10) or two 
(sounds 1-2, 11-14), turning points in the direction of changing 
pitch resulted in different interpretations of the meanings. This 
revealed that in comparison to straight increasing or decreasing 
pitch, pitch changes can be an effective means of expression, 
even in short sounds 

What do pitch changes convey then? As stated in the 
introduction, the semantics of sounds will never produce a 
complete set of guidelines, on the basis of which any meaning 
could be sonified. However, as part of implementing this study, 
we learned something about how to use sounds effectively 
convey a certain message. We now summarise the central 
findings. 

1) The simpler the sound, the more universal the 
interpretations should be. The simplest sounds in our 
experiment were 600 ms sound samples with 
continuously increasing or decreasing pitch (sounds 
3 and 4 in Table 3). The data shows that pointing up 
and down, forward and backward, expressing 
something positive vs. negative is relatively simple 
with these kinds of sounds: increasing sound means 
up and forward, decreasing the opposite. However, 
pointing down and especially backwards is more 
difficult to interpret. This is in accordance with our 
previous studies, in which we found left-right 
dimension difficult to be sonified even with spatial 
sound [7, 8] 

2) When there are changes in the direction of pitch 
change, i.e., the sound contains both increasing and 
decreasing sections, the dominating direction of 
changes determines the evoked meaning. In our 
experiment, the domination meant the longest 
relative duration, or the ending of the sound. In other 
words, when designing a sound with pitch changes, 
the most important change is the one which last 
longest or is the last one. 

4.2. The appropriateness of the method 

Using the Internet to conduct an experiment instead of 
laboratory-based tests enables a fast way of collecting data from 
all over the world. However, the disadvantages are quite as 
obvious. Laboratory conditions can be controlled by the 
researcher, while performing a test remotely via Internet 
contains a lot of uncertainty. First of all, the researcher can never 
be sure in such a test about the quality of audio conditions. Even 
though the participants were asked to adjust the volume before 
the actual test session, the audio equipment (sound card, 
speakers etc) as well as the acoustic environments were unique 
for each participant. Secondly, the technical reliability and 

compatibility with the experiment application of each 
workstation was a risk. Despite intensive tests with different 
browsers the data showed that almost half of the attempts to 
participate failed. However, assuming that this loss was not 
systematic but merely random, it doesn’t need to be taken into 
account in the interpretation of data. 

One rationale for distributing the experiment over the 
Internet was to attain wide cultural coverage. However, in this 
experiment, the participation was clearly concentrated in 
Europe. On the other hand, even if we had managed to get 
participants from all over the world, it wouldn’t necessarily 
mean that we had achieved cultural coverage. In many countries 
Internet usage is restricted to a privileged minority, which hardly 
represents an average view and dominating sub-culture of that 
country. 

In western countries, the amount of junk mail could cause 
problems in the delivery of requests to participate this kind of 
experiment. Furthermore it is an ethical issue; to ask people to 
randomly forward a request could quickly resemble junk 
mailing. 

An interesting and highly relevant observation about the 
behaviour of the participants can be seen in the coherence of 
certain choices. As can be seen in Table 4, when presenting a 
sound with increasing pitch, the sound is connected equally 
frequently to an upward arrow, upward pointing thumb, laughing 
face or green traffic light. In general, it seems that there was no 
big difference in the interpretation of those images, what ever 
the sound was. We did not systematically interview the 
participants, but a couple of random discussions gave us a reason 
to assume that this phenomenon is related to the research 
method. When a participant is exposed to an intensive 
experiment, in which s/he spends one or two seconds per task, 
the participant creates a strategy. She (or he) does not want to 
appear unintelligent and therefore creates a simple logic for 
choices. In this case, the participants might have decided after a 
few tasks that increasing pitch means all positive things, and 
direction upward. In other words, the participants seemingly 
made a simple classification of different types of sounds and 
images, and tried to be consistent in their choices after that. This 
kind of strategy makes the performance of whole set of tasks 
easier and faster. However, the assumed strategy is a 
disadvantage for analysis of the experiment. This kind of 
strategy made it difficult or impossible to trace any nuances in 
the evoked meanings. In future experiments, we will stress in the 
task instructions to rely on intuition and not to try to be logical. 
Another solution would be to develop an application, which 
would pop up randomly every now and then e.g. in the middle of 
a work day, presenting one task at a time. Although this could be 
a more valid method to obtain intuitive choices, it might be more 
difficult to get users to participate. 

Despite its weaknesses, the method is – once the application 
has been implemented – an effective way to test the semantics of 
sounds with a wide variety of people with reasonable effort. It 
could be used in basic research of semantics of sounds as well as 
in practical sound design. 
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ABSTRACT

This paper discusses an exploration using a concurrent auditory
displays for awareness and lightweight interactions. The design of
this type of system and comparisons to existing awareness tools
are discussed. The auditory display system in this exploration was
designed to explore, using concurrent auditory icons, the issue of
group awareness. The sounds used in this auditory display where
selected based on their identification derived from individual’s per-
sonal constructs using the Repertory Grid Technique. The system
was designed to create a ‘soundscape’ of concurrent ecological
sounds mapped to the individual’s availability and to the group ac-
tivities, respectively.

In this paper we present an auditory display using auditory
icons to create an interactive soundscape that support opportunistic
interactions and awareness. Presence and activity are conveyed by
changes in the soundscape. Our goal in this work is to explore
the potential of this type of system for supporting awareness and
lightweight interactions.

[Keywords: Ambient Display, Auditory Icon, Awareness, Oppor-
tunistic Interactions]

1. INTRODUCTION

Our work has been influenced by prior systems such as Mauney
et al’s [1] work on stock market monitoring, Peep [2], WISP [3],
Bovermann’s et al work on Ambient Data Displays [4] and Audio
Aura [5]. Mauney’s system concentrated on dynamically render-
ing sonifications of real-time stock market data. It used an immer-
sive soundscape consisting of natural sounds with threshold values
mapped to trigger certain sounds based on the stock market data.
Peep created a network monitoring system using auditory icons to
represent network events. WISP or the Weakly Intrusive Ambi-
ent Soundscape as envisioned by Kilander allows the states and
events in the particular computational and physical environment to
be presented as subtle and non-intrusive distinct sound cues that
conveys information through intuition rather than through inter-
ruption. Ambient Data Displays combine ideas from earlier sys-
tems with concepts from Tangible Computing [6]. The most influ-
ential of these previous systems on our work was the Audio Aura
system. This was designed as a serendipitous soundscape for pe-
ripheral awareness using background auditory cues.

Presence and place are complex and loaded terms. In this pa-
per we have adopted the definition of place as meaning the direct,
everyday experience (in the phenomenological) sense of that place
and use the group awareness system to investigate one aspect of

place, that of presence - being in a similar manner as described by
Turner et al [7]. Basso [8] described how ’places possess a marked
capacity for triggering acts of self-reflection, inspiring thoughts
about who one presently is, or memories of who one used to be, or
musings on who one might become’, that complements our think-
ing behind a group awareness system as a mechanism for support-
ing awareness and lightweight interactions. Our exploratory group
awareness system examines the use of auditory representations us-
ing auditory icons as presence indicators, in order to better under-
stand presence indicators and their overall usefulness for convey-
ing a sense of presence.

Awareness is yet another loaded term from psychology and it
is easy to get lost in circular arguments. We have adopted the pre-
vailing concept from the area of ambient / peripheral displays for
use within these studies. Awareness has been defined by Dourish
and Bellotti [9] “an understanding of the activities of others, which
provides a context for your own activities” and expanded by Wis-
neski et al [6] as “the state of knowing about the environment in
which you exist; about your surroundings, and the presence and
activities of others”. Lightweight interactions are the type of in-
teractions that are triggered by informal, spontaneous interaction
between people. These lightweight interactions or opportunistic
interactions are the kind that happen when people meet one an-
other when they have something to discuss, such as in the corridor
or at the coffee pot. Studies have shown that these informal inter-
actions are useful for getting work done [10, 11, 12]. Encouraging
awareness moments as discussed by Nardi [13] which “produce
a certain feeling in people, rather than accomplishing informa-
tion exchange ... Awareness moments argue for a richer notion of
communication than current media theories allow. Even when no
direct information exchange is taking place, people want to main-
tain connection with others, outside the context of specific events
of information exchange” was one concept that inspired our explo-
rations and the design of our systems.

Designing auditory interfaces for awareness and lightweight
interactions that function within existing work practices and the
existing workplace soundscape [14] requires new approaches to
explore the technologically rich modern work environments which
are burdened with high information and interaction loads. Au-
ditory interfaces are one mechanism for increasing the potential
bandwidth for communication in these types of environments.

2. AMBIENT INFORMATION SYSTEMS

“Ambient displays”, “peripheral systems” or “notification systems”
are some of the labels given to the study of systems that “present
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information within a space through subtle changes in light, sound,
or movement, which can be processed in the background of aware-
ness” [6]. As the exploratory system we are discussing is an ambi-
ent information systems, we will use Pousman’s and Stasko’s [15]
definition of ambient information systems characteristics for the
behavioral characteristics1 of our system:

• Display information that is important but not critical.
• Can move from the periphery to the focus of attention

and back again.

• Focus on the tangible; representations in the environment.
• Provide subtle changes to reflect updates in information

(should not be distracting).

• Are aesthetically pleasing and environmentally appropri-
ate.

In Pousman’s and Stasko’s [15] taxonomy of design patterns
of ambient information systems, there is one pattern which re-
lates to this research. The ambient group auditory display (see
Section 6.1) can be seen as a multiple information consolidator
which is concerned with displaying many individual pieces of in-
formation about people and their presence in a consolidated man-
ner. The existing classifications of these types of systems concen-
trate on the visual aspects and often neglect or relegate the auditory
aspects. This provides opportunities for explorations of ambient
information systems using auditory displays either as the sole el-
ement or as an aspect within a multimodal ambient information
system.

3. SOUNDSCAPES

Natural sounds are more easily recognised in an office environ-
ment when compared with recognition of artificial tones [5]. Our
previous research in concurrent auditory icons [16] supported the
ability of users to identify several distinct but concurrent audi-
tory icons. For these reasons, we designed a system that would
use natural sounds such as birdcalls, electro-mechanical sounds,
and animal calls to create an immersive soundscapes to sonify the
presence of group members. This approach aims to create an audi-
tory display that can be easily distinguished from the background
whilst remaining in the periphery of attention and “non-intrusive”
whilst ensuring that the group members could have a distinct sound
personality within the soundscape.

In designing the soundscape, we decided to employ natural
sounds to serve as event signifiers, which have a direct mapping
per event to sound. The user-defined gradients use thresholds taken
as the percentage change above or below a set value. Event noti-
fication of the user-defined gradients items are sent to the system
allowing for the calculation of the current change with regard to
the set value and to turn on the sounds that represent the particu-
lar threshold once it has been exceeded. These thresholds are con-
trolled to allow either continually looping, single play, or a random
number playbacks for the sounds, as specified by the user. Sound
quality is a critical factor in both the realism and aesthetic quality
of a pleasing soundscape. Continually looped sounds were edited
to ensure that the endpoints were not distinguishable. Ideally, we
would have used dynamic parametrically synthesised sound mod-
els for the sounds within the soundscapes but given the difficulty in
their creation, specifically the accurate identification and synthesis
of their salient features, we have initially used sampled sounds as it

1Their emphasises are shown in bold.

was the best solution available to us at the time. We hope to iden-
tify the success sounds within our initial exploratory application
and use these sounds to create sound models. The sound files used
where monophonic and had a CD audio quality rate (44.1kHz) to
ensure high sound quality.

The design of the soundscape used in our system is generic
and is modifiable to accommodate additional applications or data
sources being added, with only minor reconfiguration to a sim-
ple textual (XML) configuration file. The random selection of a
particular clip representing an event from a pool of clips, concur-
rency issues such as onset, latency as well as event priority issues
as discussed in Papp’s [17] “Computational Auditory Scene Syn-
thesizer” provide heuristics that create a more natural soundscape.
These heuristics ensure that a soundscape will never sound exactly
the same twice, even when encountering the same set of data and
events, but these sounds will still be perceived as having the same
meaning. The events, mappings, and sound designs for this study
are discussed in further detail in Section 6.

4. SOUND DESIGN

Sound design has long been addressing the issue of concurrent pre-
sentation of everyday sounds, as sound designers are not recreating
”real” sounds rather they are attempting to create the impression
of the real sound in the mind of a listener. The listeners cultural
and physical experience form part of the users expectations and
contribute to the listeners mental model. An essential part in creat-
ing an effective design is easing the identification of a given sound
or combination of sounds. People often create stories to explain
a sound or set of sounds but these stories may not always be the
story/stories intended by the sound design [18]. A sound in iso-
lation can be very ambiguous in its meaning but by putting it in
context with other sounds, its meaning can be made clearer. In
designing with everyday sounds it is important to establish which
sounds are ambiguous and either place them in a contextual rela-
tionship with other sounds to clarify their meaning or remove them
and select a sound with a clear meaning that still suits the particular
context2.

The auditory display we discuss in this paper aim at establish-
ing sonic narratives and exploring their use in a real world con-
text. Maribeth Back [19] used a sound-based approach with nar-
rative and well-chosen sound allowing for cultural meanings to be
evoked. Back’s approach deals with micronarratives where small
events are stories with identifiable elements and each small event
can be combined to create an ecology and used to evoke a higher-
order schema. The auditory display we discuss in this paper aim at
establishing sonic narratives and exploring their use in a real world
context.

Adding more and more sounds to an auditory design is not
always the best approach. The research by Schaeffer [20] and
by Truax [21] in examining, recording and analysing real world
soundscapes led to the development of categories for classifying
semantic sound. Three important concepts from Schafer are:
keynotes, signals, and soundmarks. Keynotes are ambient, back-
ground sounds that form the backdrop of the soundscape. Sound
signals are sound events which occur in the foreground of the
soundscape and that present information. Soundmarks are unique
sounds and the auditory equivalent of landmarks. We asked group

2There are several levels of context, the sounds themselves as the par-
ticular union of events in a soundscape, the listeners, the current state of
mind and environmental factors.
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members to listen to a set of sounds and used a verbal proto-
col analysis technique to derive their personal constructs for the
sounds. They were then asked to select their individual sound
or soundmark for use in the group awareness auditory display.
Each group member was encouraged to personalise their individ-
ual sound or soundmark for use in the group awareness auditory
display.

5. DERIVING PERSONAL CONSTRUCTS

The Repertory Grid Technique (RGT) [22, 23] is a method which
can be used to elicit and structure information from a participant.
The method can be used to reveal the structure of a person’s clas-
sification of experiences in a manner that encourages personal re-
flection upon the qualities of the stimuli under examination. These
stimuli or elements as they are also know are derived along with
the definition of a personal set of constructs that differentiate be-
tween the elements, or sounds in the case. Triads of sound stim-
uli were presented to each subject, who were asked to describe in
which way two of the stimuli were alike and how they differed
from the third stimuli. The next triad is then presented and the
same question asked. The results of this method is a set of bipolar
constructs (verbal descriptors). The constructs are created out of
opposing pairs of terms, such as loud – soft or animal – mechan-
ical. The final stage, used a rating method for each stimuli where
the participant rated along the elicited descriptors.

5.1. Elicitation of verbal descriptors

The verbal descriptors were elicited from participants in the fol-
lowing manner, each participant was presented triples of stimuli,
and asked which of the three sounds differed the most from the
other two sounds. They were then asked to describe the way in
which the particular sound differed from the other two sounds.
These descriptors where used to create the bipolar constructs, these
words or phrases where later used as the poles of a rating scale.
Participants were allowed to re-use existing descriptors and there
was no limits on the number of times a sound could be replayed
by a participant. This approach seeks to implicitly elicit descrip-
tors with opposite meanings from participants. In order to prevent
salient differences being found between two sounds when always
presented together with a more dissimilar sound, each participant
was presented with a randomised set of triples from the stimuli set
being evaluated for the experiment.

5.2. Rating

The rating process of the stimuli was carried out by the participants
after all the triples had been presented to the participants. The aim
of the rating process was to indicate the degree to which each con-
struct was stimulated or excited by each stimulus, and to generate
numerical data for pattern matching between the constructs. This
was accomplished by instructing one subject at a time to rate each
of the subjects own personal constructs on a five-point scale for
every stimulus in the rating sequence. The end points of the scale
where bipolar constructs (verbal descriptors) given by the partic-
ular participant, each set of bipolar constructs where used to rate
the entire set of sounds.

5.3. Reduction to fewer attributes

The current method using both elicitation of verbal descriptors and
rating produces a large number of descriptors. This approach gen-
erates a large number of attributes per subject for analysis, which
we analysed using principal component analysis [24] and hierar-
chical cluster analysis [25]. These methods as they apply to the
RGT method are discussed in greater detail in Berg [26] and in
Choisel and Wickelmaier [27]. Cluster analysis was performed
on the participant’s ratings associated with each descriptor as pro-
posed by Berg and Rumsey [28]. A matrix of distances between
each of the scales was calculated. The distance between the two
scales was: dij = 1−|rij |, where rij is the correlation coefficient
between the two scales. The correlation of scales will vary from 1
for uncorrelated scales to 0 or close to 0 either positive or negative
for correlated scales. Cluster analysis creates a dendrogram from
the distances, where the descriptors/scales are leaves and where
the nodes are clusters. The more similar two scales are, the closer
to the bottom their two respective leaves will be connected.

6. AN EXPLORATION WITH A CONCURRENT
AUDITORY DISPLAY

The system was designed for portability, based on the Mac OS
X system architecture using Ruby, Python and C and builds upon
two existing open source applications, Growl3 and Boodler4. The
group auditory display is directed toward research group mem-
bers who are co-located in the same office-space and displays in-
formation about the presence and availability of fellow research
group members that it is intended for others to hear. Papp’s “Com-
putational Auditory Scene Synthesizer” [17], which allowed the
centralised aspects of the system to take into account the entire
state of all systems and applications running and through the use
of heuristics and knowledge from auditory scene analysis provide
a better “centralised sound dispatcher” that included concepts of
concurrency, priority and masking. Simple heuristics such as pre-
venting two sounds from having onsets occurring simultaneously
(or nearly simultaneously) can prevent merging of those sounds,
whilst staggering similar event sounds and ignoring multiple alerts
based on the same event can help in establishing a less cluttered
but still informative soundscape.

6.1. Exploring an ambient group auditory display

The motivation for an ambient group auditory display was to pro-
vide information about the presence and availability of co-located
colleagues. In particular, we use Huang’s and Mynatt’s idea of
the Semi-Public Display for Small, Co-located Groups [29] where
the information displayed is used to support members of the co-
located group within a particular physical space, the space being
somewhere not frequented by passerbys. This display can be clas-
sified as a Single Display Groupware as defined by Stewart et al
[30] as “computer programs that enable co-present users to col-
laborate via a shared computer with a single shared display and
simultaneous use of multiple input devices”.

The placement of the ambient group auditory display is an im-
portant factor and as such we positioned the system inside the door
of our laboratory where it was activated by a pressure sensitive
floor. We chose this space on reflection upon our group’s space, its
activities, and on comments by Nichols et al [31] where doors can

3http://growl.info/
4http://www.eblong.com/zarf/boodler/
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“serve as a medium for communication, where people can broad-
cast individual messages to passerby’s” and as “physical barri-
ers”. Our idea continues the approach of Nichols et al [31] whose
LabraDoor used a door which was supplemented to function as a
mediator and as a medium for communication. The layout of our
laboratory includes a small waiting area before widening out into a
larger cubicle area, we hoped that the system could provide people
entering an auditory gist [32] as they enter this waiting area.

The system was aimed at encouraging awareness moments
and facilitating lightweight interactions or “opportunistic” interac-
tions. The display centralised the relevant presence and availabil-
ity information about group members from several sources and we
hoped this would reduce the effort necessary in gathering such in-
formation from various channels such as email or word-of-mouth.
This information was taken from several sources including the in-
dividual peripheral auditory display, machine presence on the net-
work, and instant message activity by the user where the primary
sources. Additionally, several of the participants used the individ-
ual peripheral auditory display that had been modified to transmit
a network presence message via Growl. The display was located
in the coffee / dining area used by all the colleagues and was aimed
at providing a short auditory gist of who was present and available
at that time by using Sound IDs, similar to those in the Hubbub
system [10] but designed with auditory icons rather than earcons.
Another potential use for the system was to help identify when
short term visitors to the laboratory where present. The mapping
from message / event to auditory icon for the ambient group audi-
tory display scenario is shown in Figure 1.

The group display uses an embedded computer, an Arduino5

shown in Figure 2 to monitor the pressure sensor fitted inside the
floor of the laboratory entrance. The pressure sensor uses a force
sensitive resistor (FSR) [34]. We chose this sensor based on our
earlier experiences with this type of sensor [35]. The Arduino was
chosen because it is a open source computing platform which in
addition to containing the micro-controller board also offers a de-
velopment environment for writing software for the board. It runs
on Windows, Macintosh OS X, and Linux operating systems and
can be interfaced with many programming languages including
Flash, Processing, PD, Max/MSP, Director, Ruby, and C. This em-
bedded system allows for the group display to be activated when
somebody enters or leaves the lab. The group display uses a stan-
dard PC to run the processes which poll the state of the members in
our research group and creates the sounds for display. The group
display PC contains the sound card whose output is activated by
the pressure sensor linked to the PC by the Arduino, this PC also
runs a web-server which offers audio files on-demand allowing
iTunes, WinAmp, or other music player to request the group dis-
play sound files for playback on the particular group member’s
PC. This allows group members at their desks to determine the
presence and availability of other group members.

7. EVALUATION

The group auditory display was installed in the entrance to our
research group’s offices as shown in Figure 3. The display was
demonstrated to our fellow researcher. After a week, they were
asked about their experiences through questionnaires and inter-

5The Arduino contains a standardized “bootloader”, 8 kBytes of Flash
program memory, 1 kByte of RAM, runs at 12MHz, has 13 digital in-
put/output pins, and 5 analog input pins. It is based around a ATMEL AVR
ATmega8 processor [33] and uses a RISC type architecture.

Figure 2: The Arduino board and its programming interface.

views which were supplemented with data from application log-
ging. A study was conducted with 15 participants for the group
auditory display.

Figure 3: The entrance to our research group’s offices.

7.1. Methodology for evaluating the sound design

In order to evaluate the sound choices for the scenarios as dis-
cussed in Section 6, participants were asked to consent to appli-
cation use (not content) logging and were interviewed in a semi-
structured manner after a week’s usage of the display, they will
complete a post use questionnaire, in addition to three question-
naires during the period of use of the individual display. Combin-
ing the use of interviews and questionnaires we aim to qualitatively
explore rather than empirically measure or verify (see Slater [36])
the phenomenon of awareness or of lightweight interactions, as the
possibility exists that these phenomenon were simply called into
being by having been enquired about through post-event measures.
The NASA-TLX [37, 38] measure was rejected as it may simply
be called into existence post-event in a similar fashion suggested
by Slater [36] to the evocation of presence. Our use of question-
naires aims to provide qualitative measures that can be combined
with interview data, as an approach to limit the potential of phe-
nomenon being called into existence through enquiry about the
particular phenomenon.

The questionnaires were designed to elicit user responses to
the following issues:

1. The user’s satisfaction with the system

2. The user’s judgement regarding the effectiveness of the sys-
tem

3. The user’s judgement regarding the disturbance / interrup-
tion of the system
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Figure 1: Soundscape mapping between events for the ambient group auditory display scenario.

4. The user’s judgement regarding the aesthetic quality of the
system

5. The user could easily interpret the availability/presence of
colleagues

6. The user could easily distinguish other colleagues’ sound
identifiers

In this questionnaire, elements 5 to 6 are better suited for a
quantitative research experiment. Therefore the results are indica-
tive rather than statistically robust or significant. The questions
used in the study are given in Table 1.

The interview consisted of a small set of open-ended ques-
tions aims to provide the opportunity to discover themes and issues
about the users experience, such as asking questions related to de-
termining good elements of the design, problems, and whether the
designs met the users expectation. Qualitative analysis of the inter-
view data will provide interpretative accounts of the users experi-
ence and identified help in identifying successful design elements.

7.1.1. Phase 1 Training With The Group Awareness Display

The first stage of this study involved the familiarisation of the par-
ticipants with the group awareness display and the auditory icons
that represented group members and how these represented the
group member’s presence / availability are shown in Figure 1.

7.1.2. Phase 2 Exploration With The Group Awareness Dis-
play

The participants are asked to list the people who they could de-
termine where present using the group awareness display on three
randomised occasions within the period of use. The particular par-
ticipant would be prompted by an email to fill in a matrix type
question containing a list of people within the group and a set of
presence / availability categories as shown in Table 2, in addition
to the questions shown in Table 1.

Questions

Phase 2

1. The group awareness display proved an aid in determining who was
present (Strongly Disagree [1] . . . Strongly Agree [6])

2. The group awareness display allowed me to determine when
people where last present (Strongly Disagree [1] . . . Strongly Agree [6])

3. The sounds associated with people in the group awareness display
were easy to distinguish (Strongly Disagree [1] . . . Strongly Agree [6])

4. The group awareness display was not
disruptive (Strongly Disagree [1] . . . Strongly Agree [6])

5. The group awareness display and its sounds were pleasant
to listen to (Strongly Disagree [1] . . . Strongly Agree [6])

6. The group awareness display was easy to learn and
recall (Easy to Learn [1] . . . Hard to Learn [6])

7. My current method of tracking people’s presence and
available is (Good [1] . . . Bad [6])

8. The auditory method of tracking people’s presence and
availability is (Good [1] . . . Bad [6])

Table 1: The questionnaire for the study.

7.2. Results

The preliminary results from our exploratory study found some
interesting results, it is however important to remember that the
repertory grid technique results from a participant are their own
world view and their related constructs. Each participant will have
their own distinct viewpoint and as such results whilst potentially
similar, are not always aggregable across all participants.

7.2.1. Repertory Grid Technique

A sample of the verbal descriptors elicited from participants are
shown in Figure 4. The full list of verbal desciptors can be found
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Person Present Present Not Present Not Present Not Present

Free Busy >2 hrs >24 hrs >7 days

P1 2� 2� 2� 2� 2�
P2 4 4 4 4 4
P3 2� 2� 2� 2� 2�
P4 4 4 4 4 4
P5 2� 2� 2� 2� 2�

Table 2: An example result of the presence / availability - person
matrix question.

online as discussed in Section 11.

Figure 4: A sample of the verbal descriptors elicited from partic-
ipants with category reduction carried out in a similar fashion to
Brazil and Fernström [16].

In order to reduce the number of descriptors, cluster analysis
was performed on the ratings associated with each descriptor. The
cluster analysis was performed individual for each participant and
the result for one participant is shown in Figure 5 and the resulting
clusters for the same subject is shown in Table 3.

Full results, subject data (anonymised), software source code
and results are available for download as discussed in Section 11.

8. DISCUSSION

The use of the triadic elicitation in the repertory grid technique,
does not require that the participants opposite words or expressions
and as such some rearrange of the words was necessary, this was
followed by a verification from the participant that the two word
of each study had an opposite meaning in their view within the
context of the sounds under study. The large number of descrip-
tors obtained per participant (up to 14 per participant), and given
a certain redundancy within the descriptors, we used cluster anal-
ysis to reduce the number of attributes. Although synonymous or
semantically related word often grouped together in the same clus-
ter, this was not always the case, and this difficult choice was left
to the experiment to label the cluster. The difficulty in this choice

Figure 5: Cluster analysis of the RGT construct for participant
5. The clusters corresponding to the latter case are detailed in
Table 3

Emergent Pole Implicit Pole

1 welcome greeting recognition night / mechanical
2 comfortable sheep
3 dark / dead / lonely outdoors life
4 leaving / fading cut off
5 concentrating attention seeking
6 relaxing / becalmed pleading
7 insistent unfeeling / detached

Table 3: Clusters obtained for participant 5.

was that the same word or descriptor could be used to convey dif-
ferent intentions by the participant. This could cause reliability
issues but these could potentially be avoided through several rep-
etitions of the ratings stage. The repertory grid technique proved
a useful technique for elicit verbal descriptors. This type of study
can provide guidance by improving what a user’s interpretations
of a set sounds are and in creating designs based on these results
where possible metaphors can be extracted from the participants
descriptors. More studies are needed on what people hear when
they listen to sounds to increase our understanding of the percep-
tual and cognitive processes involved.

Based on the analysis of the system’s logs available from our
exploratory studies we can now begin the next logical step in the
evaluation of the sound choices made by carrying out listening
tests of the sounds using the same methodology and rationale pre-
sented in our earlier investigations of concurrent auditory icons
[16]. The system and its logs allow us to note the commonly oc-
curring events and patterns that populate the soundscape. These
can be used to generate listening test conditions with the particu-
lar auditory icons for those events. Sounds that were difficult to
identify can be discovered through use of the systems and through
the final semi-formal interview, these difficult to identify sounds
can be further tested with listening tests to confirm identification
issues and to test alternative sounds.

Our system used multiple pressure sensors to recognise when
a person is either entering or leaving the lab, as this would allow
the display to play the soundscape only when somebody enters the
lab. This raised another issue which arose the hidden use of these
pressure sensors and was related to the ambient aspect of the sys-
tem. Several participants asked about a less ubiquitous and more
prominent switch for the display to act as a trigger so people could
choose to activate the display or to avoid its use. The ’footswitch’
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which we are currently investigating is shown in Figure 6.

Figure 6: A more obvious ’footswitch’ to activate the display, this
would be place above rather than below the carpet in the hall.

The evidence from this type of exploratory studies is never
conclusive. We hope the results of our research will lend further
support to the idea that awareness and lightweight interactions can
be supported by auditory feedback.

9. FUTURE WORK

This applications began as single distinct project, but as work has
progressed, it is becoming increasingly apparent that there were
many opportunities for providing a useful infrastructure which could
be used by other applications for sharing information between them.
A goal for the near future is to find a common configuration profile
for the application that can be easily modified by users. The sys-
tem needs to be tested on larger groups in an effort to determine
the social impact of this type of ambient group display. We are
planning to collect social networking data to see how awareness
and use of the ambient group display impacted on the members
who used it. Privacy issues were a major issue raised in initial
design discussions and again in participant interviews, as several
users expressed worry about issues regarding the history informa-
tion available from the systems.

10. CONCLUSION

We have created an application that allowed us to explore periph-
eral displays using auditory display. We are eager to expand this
application and its user base, as well as conduct further develop-
ment and deployment of the application. Although we are still
far from a truly ubiquitous deployment of auditory peripheral dis-
plays, we hope that others can learn from our experience and be
more inclined to experiment with their own auditory peripheral
displays in this, and other, contexts.

11. ONLINE INTERNET RESOURCES

The software source code and non-commerical sounds used for
this study are available for download at

http://richie.idc.ul.ie/eoin/icad07/, along with the interview and ques-
tionnaire results. The details about commercial sounds will be in-
cluded (in the format devised by Shafiro and Gygi [39], see Ap-
pendix C in their paper for an example.) but due to copyright is-
sues, the sounds themselves will not be available for download.
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ABSTRACT

We describe an emergent field of considerable relevance to the au-
ditory display community – that of sonic interaction design for
everyday artifacts. It is positioned at the intersection of auditory
display, product interaction design, and ubiquitous computing. We
describe an exploration of this field that we have undertaken in
a workshop setting, with an international mix of designers, stu-
dents and researchers, aimed at investigating new roles for audi-
tory display in everyday products, and possible methodologies for
designing them. In this paper, we define sonic interaction design,
describe the outcome of this workshop, which has been planned
as the first in a series, and indicate future directions. We point to
new research initiatives, including the European project CLOSED
(Closing the Loop of Sound Evaluation and Design), which aims
at providing new tools that are needed by designers working in this
emerging field.

1. INTRODUCTION

Sonic interaction design is a new discipline that concerns the use
of sound as one of the principal channels conveying information,
meaning, and otherwise affecting the experience of interactive ar-
tifacts or systems. It consists notably of research in interactive
sonification, which is a familiar subject to the auditory display re-
search community [1], and in addition comprises the investiga-
tion of interactive sound in products or other artifacts, and ways in
which these sounds may be designed. The current paper is meant
to highlight the latter research area and to suggest its relevance to
ICAD.

The field has grown in relevance, both as a result of design
driven needs, and as economies of scale and miniaturization have
contributed to a widening array of everyday artifacts that are em-
bedded with ever more sophisticated sensing and actuating capa-
bilities.

Already a handful of research projects have been initiated to
explore this territory, including the former Disappearing Computer
initiative of the European Union, and the new European project
CLOSED [2], which aims at developing suitable measurement tools
and criteria to aid in the design of sound in interactive artifacts. A
new European COST Action on Sonic Interaction Design has re-
cently been spawned to coordinate international scientific collabo-
ration on the subject.1 At the same time, research in this area is in
some respects confronted with the need to catch up with practice,

1More information about the COST Action IC0601 on Sonic Interac-
tion Design can be found at http://www.cost.esf.org/

as many of the products that could benefit have already reached
the market.

The result is that an immense opportunity is emerging for the
design of a wider range of auditory displays in everyday artifacts
ranging from shoes to intelligent fishing gear. As designers and
researchers in auditory display, interaction design, product design,
it will be valuable for us to increasingly take note of these opportu-
nities, as they are likely both to influence our practice, and to feed
new concepts and challenges back into research in the design and
engineering of auditory displays.

Auditory display research to date has gravitated around a num-
ber of topics such as the sonification of datasets (interactive or oth-
erwise), auditory feedback in computing displays, auditory icons,
earcons, signaling and mobile communication and computing ap-
plications [3]. There has been an accompanying increase in aware-
ness of the need for multimodal human computer interfaces, as the
contexts in which computing takes place today include many in
which an additional visual display may not be effective, or may
not be an option (e.g. [4]).

At the same time, despite its success in characterizing, evaluat-
ing, and shaping noises emitted by domestic artifacts or equipment
[5][6], and their suitability to the function they serve [7], research
in product sound quality remains far in relevance from the kinds
of knowledge, examples, and tools that product and interaction de-
signers need to be able to respond to the challenge of integrating
sound as a significant interactive modality in an already rapidly
growing array of products that make use of it.

In this paper, we argue for a strengthening of research at the
intersection of auditory display and sonic interaction design for
products, based on a set of common goals aimed at satisfying de-
sign driven needs for interactive sonification in everyday artifacts,
many of which may not possess a visual display at all. Indeed,
many of the key motivations and roles [3] that have been described
and evaluated in the literature on auditory displays are relevant for
sonic interaction design in this setting, including the overload of
the visual channel [4], the power of sound to communicate infor-
mation about a continuous or temporally significant process, to
supply ambient information related to a place or activities, or to
improve an ongoing continuous control activity, such as a sport
[8].

Other issues raised by the consideration of everyday sound
augmented artifacts are complementary to those that have been
most prominent in the auditory display literature – for example,
questions concerning the appropriateness of an object’s sound to
its environment and soundscape. Moreover, examining the world
around us, with notable exceptions, it is typically populated with
artifacts that, even when interactive, are frequently lacking any dy-
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namic visual display.
In this context, we conducted the first in what is planned as

a series of workshops focused on auditory display for interaction
with everyday artifacts. The workshop was held with a group
of designers, design students, and an international group of re-
searchers. Our aim has been twofold: To investigate new roles
for auditory display in everyday products, embodied by new de-
sign concepts and cases uncovered in the field, and to test method-
ologies that can be applied to their design. A recurrent theme in
this dialogue has been the relation between action, task and sound,
and this is reflected in a body of evidence that the workshop has
collected.

2. SOUND IN PRODUCT INTERACTION DESIGN

Sound design already plays a significant role in many areas of
product design, especially those which create products with high
functional densities, strong design identities, or which address de-
manding markets such as luxury goods. Prominent industries that
have benefited from it include the automobile and cosmetics in-
dustries, but lower profile applications have arisen in other areas,
such as kitchen appliances and office equipment.

While sound design in these industries has mainly been con-
cerned with shaping acoustic appearance, establishing identity, and
in eliminating “noise”, interactive sound can be integrated more
deeply with functionality and the interaction process, similar to
the role it plays in auditory display. Recent technological advances
have enabled new approaches to interaction design, giving rise to
applications that link sound in product and industrial design with
formerly exotic but now highly active research fields, ranging from
personal robotics, to telepresence, mobile music, and global posi-
tioning. A number of parallel developments have contributed to
the increased relevance of Sonic Interaction Design today. The
ubiquitous nature of computing and communication resources has
led to the spread of auditory displays to everyday situations, as the
appliances that surround us have advanced to the point that they
have ample computing power to actively control their interactive
auditory appearances. Techniques for the interactive synthesis of
sound, including everyday sounds, have advanced so as to provide
new ways for auditory displays in products to be seamlessly in-
tegrated into activities and to sonically mesh with needs serving
diverse sonic environments. Sensors are readily available to make
sounds responsive to human activities, providing new functionali-
ties and enhancing existing ones. These advances are already gen-
erating products that evidence a deeper integration of sensing and
actuating technologies into the functionalities and activities they
serve. Examples of already widely distributed products that exploit
a tight coupling between sound and gesture in interaction include
the Nike+ running shoe and music player system, the scrolling de-
vices on current generation iPods and mice by Apple Inc., and the
Nintendo Wii game controller.

Sonic interaction design (SID) can be used to describe practice
and inquiry into any of several kinds of roles that sound may play
in the interaction loop between users and artifacts, services, or en-
vironments. The subject raises a number of areas of inquiry associ-
ated to the augmentation of sound in everyday products and activ-
ities that have been at the heart of discourses in sound-concerned
communities for decades; For example, the link between sound
and location, and the ability of an artifact to blend in or contrast
with its soundscape, or to provide information or new relations that
relate to a place and the people in it [9]. Another relates to the role
sound can play in providing information about an activity or pro-

cess, and thereby in allowing to identify activities occurring in an
environment, the people performing them, their levels of skill and
mannerisms. Walking sounds represent a well studied example.

Central to the objective of mapping out SID as a field is the
identification of parts that sound and auditory display play today
in product design, or those that it may be expected to expand to
take on in the future. Of particular interest for product design are
the uses of auditory displays in the following roles.

Creating or revealing new functionalities in a product:

• By displaying new informational capacities (as in the Nike+
system mentioned above)

• By displaying invisible affordances of a computationally
augmented artifact – for example, an everyday object that
is linked to a computational process

• By distributing an information load linked to the function-
ality of a product to senses other than vision [4]

Shaping the sonic appearance of an artifact:

• By improving aesthetic experience and sound quality [7]

• By augmenting emotional aspects of the design [10]

• By enhancing the interplay between material, shape, size
and actions

Improving performance and usability in the interaction process:

• By providing feedback to aid users’ control over an inter-
face [11], tool, device [12], or physical activity [8]

• By sonifying silent information associated to an action (eg.
biofeedback)

• By improving the focus and flow experienced by a user dur-
ing a task

Furthermore, SID already plays a critical role in creative applica-
tions, most notably in musical interaction design, which continues
to be an area rich in compelling application concepts. In harmony
with current trends in the design of new musical instruments, we
may consider the act of endowing experientially rich sonic quali-
ties to everyday products as one carrying significant creative and
artistic potential in itself, and which can be amplified by the com-
plex context and meanings intrinsic to everyday contexts and ar-
tifacts [13]. As one example, the project Sonic City consists of
an augmented jacket that acts as a musical interface, generating a
soundtrack in response to features of the urban environment and
the wearer’s actions in it [14] .

The field of Sonic Interaction Design, which is in its infancy,
will benefit from advances in knowledge in many related disci-
plines, including the perceptual, cognitive, and emotional study
of sonic interactions, improved models for the reception of sound
and it’s role in performance of actions, adapted design methodolo-
gies, sound synthesis technologies and their use, and finally de-
sign and evaluation methods addressing the objective and subjec-
tive qualities of sounding objects and the interplays between such
objects. For a new generation of sound designers to be capable of
addressing the interdisciplinary problems the field raises, a more
solid foundation of methodologies needs to be developed that can
draw on such bodies of knowledge. Sound design as a discipline
does not exist today in a form that is capable of meeting the chal-
lenges of this emerging field (indeed, some have argued that, with
a few notable exceptions, it does not exist at all [2]). The SID
workshops we are conducting, which we describe in the following
sections, serve as an element in a research process that intends to
improve this situation.
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3. WORKSHOP DESCRIPTION

The workshop series on SID aims at researching new roles for au-
ditory display in product interaction design, and at exploring re-
lated opportunities and use scenarios. Through these we are in-
vestigating methodologies for sonic interaction design which can
integrate into existing design practices brought by our participants.
Our approach is based on learning through experience, in the spirit
of Basic Design [15], an approach that originates with the Bauhaus
school. Lectures aimed at providing participants with core knowl-
edge and special topics in sound and design are tempered with field
research and direct sensory exploration.

Participants are asked both to engage in new modes of listen-
ing and to experiment directly with physical materials, artifacts,
and digital tools. Specific exercises, such as those described be-
low, have been drawn from design methods that originated in a
range of disciplines, including industrial design, ethnographic in-
quiry and theatre. Some of these serve the role of drawing par-
ticipants into bodily engagement with the subject, through expe-
rience design techniques such as bodystorming [16] ( Figure 3).
We have planned the workshop series to mesh with activities of
the CLOSED project and SID action, in an attempt to integrate
our design research and teaching practice with the formation of a
group that can be considered to be part of the community the re-
search aims to service. Complementary steps in the same direction
will be taken through parallel project-based research practica that
will be conducted beginning in the summer of 2007. We describe
the process and outcome of the first workshop below.

3.1. Audience and context

The workshop was conducted in the design department of the Uni-
versity of Applied Sciences and Arts in Zurich, Switzerlands largest
university for the arts and design, during January, 2007. Partic-
ipants included fourteen students from the departments of Inter-
action Design (10), Scenographic Design (3) and Visual Design
(1). They were in the third and fourth years of their undergraduate
study and arrived with a very heterogeneous level of experience
with, and prior exposure to, sound. No more than a quarter of the
participants had significant experience with sound design, while
another quarter had none. The remaining half had completed a
project on setting graphic visualisations to sound, and thus pos-
sessed some analytical experience. They were joined by two visit-
ing graduate students in Electronic Music from the Conservatorio
di Como, who arrived with a substantial base of knowledge in mu-
sic technologies and composition, with further participation from
researchers from the HGKZ, Ircam, and the University of Verona.

3.2. Workshop activities

The first week of the workshop was structured around lectures
and exercises, while the second week focused on the development
of short projects of the participants’ selection. Throughout both
weeks, participants gathered a growing set of sounding objects in
the working space – ranging from bells and shakers to bicycle parts
and computer hardware – as ready case examples, sources of sonic
material and inspiration.

Through the lectures we introduced a variety of topics of sig-
nificance to the process, including basic concepts and terminol-
ogy related to sound (notions of sound object, soundscape, and
sound source), descriptive frameworks (acousmatic, psychoacous-
tic, ecological), interaction design methods, the physics and phe-

Figure 1: Interaction design “speed dating” – a fast way to collab-
oratively generate new ideas.

Figure 2: Sketches from the design matrix

nomenology of sound, sound synthesis methods, and related ideas
from the fields of interaction design and musical interface design.

An important initial skill for any design activity is the ability
to use the senses in question, and to be able to abstract, communi-
cate and conceptualize about the experiences related to them. This
was achieved through measures like daily ”Ear Cleansing” excer-
cises [17], in which participants were confronted with examples of
sound, drawn for example from musique concrète, and were asked
to describe what they heard.

3.2.1. Field exercises

A set of field recording and analysis exercises were conducted over
the course of the first several days of the first week. These in-
cluded soundwalks [18], and served to focus the attention of par-
ticipants onto the complexity of everyday soundscapes and the fact
that sounds ultimately occur in a context including other sounds
and activities. Participants investigated specific environments, in-
cluding the train station’s ticket purchasing area, an antique store,
a canal-side sidewalk, and many others. These initial explorations
were followed by more directed assignments in which participants
were asked to record, analyze, and discuss case examples of sound
produced through human action. This listening permitted facili-
tated reflection on the nature of sonic patterns that are typical of
human action, and to contrast them with automatic or machine-
generated patterns.
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Figure 3: Bodystorming methods are useful for the fast communi-
cation and testing of interaction design ideas.

A more directly comparative approach was taken in exercises
directed toward an examination of product sound quality [7]. Par-
ticipants analyzed and documented interactions with large arrays
of products of a given type and typically made of similar materi-
als. Examples included scissors, zippers, industrial buttons, paper,
doors and keyboards. Participants were asked to comparatively
describe the qualities of the sounds, based on the frameworks that
were introduced in the first lectures, and any other terminology
they found appropriate (often using terms such as ”cheaper”, ”im-
portant”, ”unstable”), and to present their analyses for discussion.

Based on these discussions, it was apparent that the field ex-
ercises significantly heightened participants’ sensitivity to sounds
in relation to their function and context. The approaches that were
employed to understanding and describing sounds seemed to vary
significantly between cases in which analysis was performed in the
field and when it was accomplished with audiovisual documenta-
tion. This seemed not only to be due to the quality of the recorded
sounds (which depend critically on microphone technique and other
factors), but also to result from the many contextual cues which af-
fect ones perception of the sound cannot easily be recorded. Such
features appear nonetheless to be highly relevant for sound design.

In subsequent exercises on sound making, participants explored
sounds that they produced through physical performance, as in fo-
ley work for film. In a variant on the 2006 Freesound competition,2

participants were asked to produce sounds characteristic of one of
the primordial elements (earth, water, fire or wind), in real time,
with the added twist of not being permitted to employ material
from the element whose essence they were trying to reproduce.
The most successful results depended on surprising combinations,
such as the opening of peanuts together with the movement of a
large cloth, used as a means of simulating the sound of fire.

The final field exercises that were conducted explored the com-
plex relations between the properties of an object that give rise to
its overall experience, as opposed to its sonic qualities alone. In-
teractive artifacts from an array of environments were identified as
case studies, and these were analyzed for sonic properties and for
actions composing the experience associated to them. Participants
were provided with a range of categories of properties relating to
interaction and sound, including: the type of interaction involved
(e.g. pouring, cutting, stretching), the configuration of the ob-

2Documented at http://www.freesound.org

ject (its shape, structure, weight), its surface textures, its material
properties (especially in relation to vibrational properties, such as
elasticity and density), gestalt features or characteristic patterns in
space or time, spatial qualities (spaciousness, closedness, echoes),
psychoacoustic and other descriptors. We attempted by means of
the set of categories of descriptors to link this activity to earlier
lectures devoted to Gaver’s and others’ work on the categorization
of everyday sounds [19]. Participants selected their own subsets of
categories and properties to perform these detailed artifact analy-
ses. The results were used as source material for subsequent idea
generation stages.

3.2.2. Design ideation

For each of the cases analyzed in the final field exercise, an inter-
action process, or set of processes, connecting human and artifact
were identified and described. As an alternative to detailed ana-
lytic methods such as task analysis [20], a more holistic approach
was adopted, founded on Basic Design practices [15]. The analy-
ses proved to be useful means of exploring ways in which sound
is connected to action in existing artifacts. Examples of analysed
artifacts included a wind-up clock, a train station luggage locker, a
bicycle lock, a trash bin, and a tea cup. 3

The exercise that followed was designed to generate new con-
cepts for auditory display in everyday products through a process
of remixing those attributes that had been identified in field anal-
yses. This is an activity that has been successfully used in other
international workshops we have participated in, as a means of
producing ideas to manifest possible directions in an emerging
field [21]. Here, it offered participants an opportunity to engage in
rapid, intense ideation sessions in pairs (“interaction design speed
dating”) with other participants. The aim was to generate an ar-
ray of new design concepts, and to quickly construct and map an
imaginarium representing the future of auditory display, as source
material and inspiration for the project phase in the second week.
A wall-sized, two dimensional design matrix was created. One
axis was enumerated with sonic properties gathered from the prior
field analyses, and the other with interaction types. Each descrip-
tor represented the abstraction of a gross characteristic that was
determined to be dominant in one of the case studies.

Working in pairs, participants selected an intersection within
the matrix, noting the sound and interaction type that met there,
and were given ten minutes to generate a design idea based on it
(See Figure 1). Participants were left free in their idea generation
process, the only constraints arising from the pairing of descrip-
tors, and the time limit. After ten minutes, everyone switched
partners, selected another intersection and generated another de-
sign sketch together. At each completed step, the sketches were
placed back on the wall, ultimately filling it with more than sev-
enty concepts (Figure 2). After this process, participants gathered
to present and analyse the results, and to act them out through
“bodystorming”. A number of the ideas that were produced proved
inspirational for our ongoing dialogue around the subject of the
workshop, and for the projects of the second week. Examples
of the concepts that were created include a fondue set to be aug-
mented with the sound of cowbells and alpenhorns, a sonified live-
stock insemination tool, to guide the placement of semen, and a
carpet that when walked upon would produce characteristic sounds
and odors.

3A good example of these analyses is documented at this URL:
http://sonic.wikispaces.com/AnalysisDelleMonacheFumagalliBugmannLueling
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Figure 4: Fast prototyping was used by participants familiar with
physical computing (electronics and programming) to execute
their projects (here, a sonified jump pad).

Figure 5: An embodied game artifact, the jump pad from Game-
all-over (B. Janke) simulates the technology of fantasy in the real
world.

3.3. Short projects

Subsequently, participants formed project groups, and their work
proceeded in these collectives. Groups employed methodologies
and maintained goals that varied according to their interests, to
the needs and the backgrounds of their members. Output of the
projects ranged from interactive soundmaps of a location that was
considered for an urban sonification, to musical compositions ori-
ented around the sonic domain of an interaction design of interest,
a number novel product video scenarios, and a few interactive pro-
totypes (Figure 4).

Groups were given feedback from the workshop leaders dur-
ing discussions that took place on a daily basis. Our practical work
during this period was supplemented and enriched by invited lec-
tures from and dialogue with visiting experts in the fields of phys-
ical sound modelling (D. Rocchesso, P. Polotti, and S. Pappetti
from the University of Verona) and in sound perception (P. Susini
and G. Lemaitre from IRCAM).

3.3.1. Project results

Figure 6: Train station lockers were transformed into an emotional
or playful experience through sound in the project Sonic Lockers
(S. Teseo, B. Schuler).

The projects were developed over a compressed, four day sched-
ule. As noted, participants followed varied methodologies, and
reached different stages of development in their projects. Due to
the deliberately interdisciplinary setting of the course, an effort
was made to avoid specifying the nature of the project outcomes
beforehand, in order to allow each group to bring their strengths
into play, and to observe the range of methods that were employed.
Participants addressed wide range of topics through their projects.
The projects included:

• Game-all-over (Benjamin Janke): Dealt with transforma-
tion of exotic virtual artifacts from video game realms –
including a jump-pads that can throw the user high into the
air – into the real world, via tangible, sonically augmented
objects 5.

• Sonic Lockers (Stefano Teseo, Barbara Schuler): Investi-
gated the sonic augmentation of lockers in the train sta-
tion. Interactions such as opening, locking, and closing
were lent new, playful symbolism, as they were accom-
panied by sounds that served variously to exaggerate the
weight of the locking mechanism, or to suggest that one’s
suitcase is being dropped down a fiery chute or is driving
away on a tractor (Figure 6).

• Klingenstrasse (”Ringing Street”, after the name of a street
in Zurich. Song Vega, Luisa Beeli). Developed out of
an analysis of the spatial and sonic properties of the street
Klingenstrasse, this project proposed the sonic enhance-
ment of structural elements such as drains and ventilation
openings in buildings, to reflect the activity in the street,
and considered the design of sounds produced by patterns
over which cars on the street would drive.

• Thirsty bottle (Daniel Senn, David Herzog, Johannes Kies-
bauer) Aimed to create a sonically augmented bottle that
might invite to drink, and enhance both functional and emo-
tional aspects of drinking experience. The bottle, presented
in a video scenario, invites one to drink using the sound of
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Figure 7: Sonifing the invisible underwater world and the struggle between fisherman and fish, both big and small, in Sonic Fishing (M.
Tanner, D. Völzke, D. Fischer).

sparkling fluids, and accompanies the drinking with music
that might be linked to the beverage or brand.

• Sonic Fishing (Marcel Tanner, Daniel Volzke, Daniel Fis-
cher) In Sonic Fishing, a fishing pole augmented is aug-
mented with sound captured underwater that is used to se-
mantically sonify information about the quantity of fish,
their size and distance from the hook and bait. The user
is equipped with a set of headphones that are connected to
the fishing rod. A sensor on the hook, similar to those used
in current fish finders, provides the data for sonification.
The aim of the project is to improve fishing performance,
by displaying proximity to fish, but equally to articulate
and amplify the emotional experience – that of having a
fish approach or nibble the bait – a process which is oth-
erwise nearly imperceivable. Consideration has also been
given to the sonic augmentation of the process of catching
and reeling in the fish. Once it has been hooked, the fish-
erman hears additional information related to the tension in
the line between him and the fish, which assists him reeling
it in without breaking the line, and provides a soundtrack
to accompany the struggle between man and fish. In the
development of this project a range of methods including
bodystroming were used, and the results were presented in
a form of video scenario featuring actors in a fishing per-
formance augmenting with related imagery (Figure 7).

• Gamelunch (Stefano Fumagalli, Stefano delle Monache, Ste-
fano Papetti, Simone Lüling) This project focused on son-
ically enhancing the culturally complex and emotionally
rich experience of dining, by making it more playful and
performative. The Sonic Dining table accompanies actions
performed while eating with a responsive soundtrack 8. Cut-
lery, dishes and the table surface itself become expressive
interfaces. When a plate is moved or a fork is put down,
sound is emitted from the table in a playful and changing
way. The project explores the transformation of everyday
objects and interactions surrounding them into a creative
performance and expression. A water pitcher was designed
to emit a musical interpretation of a pouring sound, depend-
ing on the amount of tilting exerted. The Sonic Dining table
was implemented as an interactive prototype, using sensors
including contact microphones, wireless accelerometers, a
custom designed segmented table surface, and sound syn-
thesis software based on physical sound models developed
at the University of Verona. (Figures 8, 9).

These examples evidence a wide range of new roles for au-
ditory display in everyday interactions, and further argue for the
potential for extending the focus of research in this area to include
a diverse array of contexts and applications.

4. CONCLUSIONS

4.1. Workshop Assessment

Interviews with participants were conducted following the work-
shop, to gather feedback about the efficacy of the methods used,
and to collect further thoughts from the participants summarizing
their findings. Some of the conclusions that could be drawn in-
cluded these:

• Sound design for interaction takes time. Participants, even
those with prior experience with sound, are challenged to
complete a sonically-dependent scenario or prototype in a
compressed period. Significant time is needed for experi-
mentation with sound.

• The subject area is rather complex and interdisciplinary.
Even a cursory survey of the theory required is sufficiently
complex as to challenge a design-oriented audience. Pro-
viding a glossary and reducing expert vocabulary seem like
measures that will help.

• On balance, an earlier integration of creative sound design
(or sound making) exercises would have been an advantage,
as participants like to be able to explore the tools and tech-
niques needed in a trial and error fashion, and want the flex-
ibility to experiment with multiple ideas.

Figure 8: Gastronomy and performance collide via the sonic din-
ing table and sonically augmented water pitcher from Gamelunch.

As workshop organizers and researchers in this field, we found
this experience further cemented our beliefs that there is a need for
new methods capable of assisting designers with the many tasks
involved in designing for auditory display in everyday artifacts.
Analysis exercises carried out by workshop participants confirmed
the fact that the many dimensions of such objects that come into
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Figure 9: For their project Gamelunch, participants constructed a
custom sensing scheme based on an acoustically segmented table
with contact microphones attached to each segment.
gamelan

play (their appearance, design affordances, sonic qualities, inter-
action possibilities) seem to demand new approaches to organiz-
ing and managing the complex design space they suggest [22].
Physical, sonic, haptic and visual qualities of an artifact and its
interactive capabilities are strongly linked, and there is a frequent
tendency to describe sound in terms of cross-categorical attributes
[23]. One solution that has been suggested is to adopt a fixed lexi-
con of action categories and terminology to constrain and facilitate
such analyses. The need for such categorization and accompany-
ing lexicon for sound designers was described by Ozcan in ICAD
2005 [22]. One goal of the CLOSED project is to take strides to-
ward such a categorization.

Experience with the field exercises that were integrated here
suggested that design reflection analysis are strongly context-dependent,
and this strongly suggests that such analyses should be carried out
in context, when possible. At least in the practice of industrial
sound design, this is an uncommon practice. When it is not done,
it is clear that many qualities of the experience and its relations
to the context are lost. Notions as to the importance of contextual
considerations have gained significant attention across other disci-
plines. As the anthropologist David Howes puts it: “Bringing the
issues of emplacement to the fore allows us [researchers] to repo-
sition ourselves in relationship to the sensuous materiality of the
world.” [24]

Regarding creative research for new products, it is valuable for
sonic interaction designers to have some understanding of the sens-
ing and actuating potentials of new technologies in order to use
them in their exploratory practices. Until now, such technologies
have not been extensively applied in most areas of product sound
design, and interaction designers have often had limited training
and experience with sound. A further broadening of exposure to
such tools is called for on both sides. Collaborations and the ex-
change of ideas between researchers in auditory display, musical
interaction design, and product interaction design seem also to be
of substantial value.

4.2. Documentation

As of the writing of this paper, much of the audiovisual documen-
tation for the first workshop, as well as lecture slides and other
supplemental materials, may be viewed and downloaded from a

dedicated wiki whose URL is:
http://sonic.wikispaces.com

More documentation will be placed there in an ongoing way.

4.3. Future Plans

As noted, this is the first in a series of workshops we have planned
around this subject. As it has proved to be a revealing and in-
spirational experience, linking design education, creative ideas for
new sonic interaction design concepts, and a wealth of informa-
tion in the form of documented field cases (several hundred), we
are looking forward to future iterations, and to sharing the results,
and reflecting on them collectively, with members of the ICAD
community.
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ABSTRACT

We propose a systematic approach for reasoning about experimen-
tal sonification designs for a given type of dataset. Starting from
general data properties, the approach recommends initial strate-
gies, and lists possible refinements to consider in the design pro-
cess. An overview of the strategies included is presented as a men-
tal (and visual) map, and the refinement steps to consider corre-
spond to movements on the map.

The main purpose of this approach is to extract ’theory’ from
’observation’ (in our case, of design practice), similar to grounded
theory in sociology [1]: to make implicit knowledge (often ex-
pressed in ’natural’ ad hoc decisions by sonification experts) ex-
plicit and thus available for reflection, discussion, learning, and
application in design work.

This approach is the result of analysing design sessions which
took place in an interdisciplinary sonification workshop ’Science
By Ear’ [2], held in March 2006. In order to explain the concept
in practice as well, a set of workshop sessions on one dataset is
analysed here in the terms proposed.

[Keywords: Sonification Theory, Sonification Design Strategies]

1. BACKGROUND

When collaborations on sonification for a new field of application
start, sonification researchers may know little about the new do-
main, its common types of data, and its interesting research ques-
tions; similarly, domain scientists may know little about sonifica-
tion, its general possibilities, and its possible benefits for them. In
such early phases of collaboration, the task to be achieved with a
single particular sonification is often difficult to define clearly, so
it makes sense to employ an exploratory strategy which allows for
mutual learning and exchange. Eventually, the interesting tasks to
achieve become clearer in the process.

Rheinberger describes in [3] that researchers deal with ’epis-
temic things’, which are by definition vague at first (they can be
e.g. physical objects, concepts or procedures whose usefulness is
only slowly becoming clear); they choose ’experimental setups’
(ensembles of epistemic things and established tools, devices, pro-
cedures), which allow for endless repetitions of experiments with
minimal variations. The differential results gained from this ex-
haustion of a chosen area in the possibility space can allow for new
insights. Then, an experimental setup can collapse into an estab-
lished device or practice, and become part of a next experimental
setup.

From this perspective, sonification designs start their lifecycle
as epistemic things, which need to be refined under usage; they

may in time become part of experimental setups, and if successful,
eventually ’disappear’ as established scientific tools.

1.1. Some Working Definitions

The objects or ’content’ to be perceptualised can be well-known
information, or new unknown data (or shades of gray in between).
The aims for these two applications are very different: for informa-
tion, establishing easy-to-grasp analogies is central, for data, en-
abling the perceptual emergence of latent phenomena in the data.
As working terminology for the context here, we propose to define
the following three terms:

Auditory Display is the rendering of data and/or information
into sound designed for human listening. This is the most general,
all-encompassing term (even though the term ’display’ has a visual
undertone to it).

We further propose to differentiate between two subspecies of
Auditory Displays:

Auditory Information Display is the rendering of well-under-
stood information into sound designed for communication to hu-
man beings. It includes speech messages such as in airports and
train stations, auditory feedback sounds on computers, alarms and
warning systems, process monitoring systems, etc.

Sonification or Data Sonification is the rendering of (typically
scientific) data into (typically non-speech) sound designed for hu-
man auditory perception. The informational value of the rendering
is often unknown beforehand, particularly in data exploration.

This paper focuses on Data Sonification in the narrower sense.

1.2. Common Sonification Strategies

The literature often classifies sonification approaches into Aud-
ification, Parameter Mapping [4] and Model-Based Sonification
[5]. For the context here, we prefer slightly different categories,
which will become clear along the way; so, our three most com-
mon approaches are: Sonification by Continuous Data Representa-
tion, by Discrete Point Data Representation, and by Model-Based
Data Representation.

Continuous Data Representation treats data as quasi-analog
continuous signals, and relies on two preconditions: equal dis-
tances along at least one dimension, typically time and/or space;
and sufficient (spatial or temporal) sampling rate, so that interpo-
lation between data points is meaningful. Both simple audification
and parameter mapping onto continuous sounds belong in this cat-
egory.

Its advantages include: subjective perceptual smoothness; in-
terpolation can make the sampling interval (which is an observa-
tion artifact) disappear; perception of continuous shapes (curves)
can be appropriate; audition is very good at structures in time.
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Its drawbacks include: it is often tied to linear movement along
one axis only; and events present in the data (e.g., global state
changes in a system) can be difficult to represent well.

Discrete Point Data Representation creates individual events
for every data point, one can easily arrange the data in different
orders, choose subsets based on special criteria (e.g., based on
navigation input), and when special conditions arise, they can be
expressed well.

Its advantages include: more flexibility, e.g., random iterations
over data subsets; and the lack of illusion of continuity may be
more accurate to the data.

Its drawbacks include: attention may be drawn to data inde-
pendent display parameters, such as a fixed grain repetition rate;
and at higher data rates, some of the advantages may not apply.

Model-Based Data Representation employs more complex me-
diation between data and sound rendering by introducing a model,
whose properties are informed by the data.

Its advantages include: domain knowledge can be captured
and employed in the model; and models may be applicable to mul-
tiple types of datasets.

Its drawbacks include: assumptions built into models may in-
troduce bias leading away from domain understanding; there may
be a sense of disconnection between data and sound results.

2. THE SONIFICATION DESIGN SPACE MAP

Task/Data Analysis [6] focuses on solving well-defined auditory
information design problems: How to design an Auditory Display
for a specific task, based on systematic descriptions of the task
and the data. Here, the phenomena to be perceptualised are known
beforehand, and one tries to render them as clearly as possible.

The Sonification Design Space Map given here addresses a
similar but different problem: The aim to be achieved here is to
find transformations that let structures/patterns in the data (which
are not known beforehand) emerge as perceptual entities in the
sound which jump to the foreground, i.e., as identifiable ’interest-
ing audible objects’; in the electronic music field, these are called
’sound objects’ (from ’objets sonores’ [7]), in psychoacoustics lit-
erature, ’auditory gestalts’ (e.g. [8]).

In other words, the most general task in sonifications is to de-
tect auditory gestalts in the acoustic representation, which one as-
sumes correspond to any patterns and structures in the data one
wants to find.

2.1. The Map Axes

To facilitate this search for the unknown, the Design Space Map
enables a designer or researcher to engage in systematic reasoning
about applying different sonification strategies to his/her task or
problem, based on data dimensionality and perceptual concepts.

Especially while the task is not yet clearly understood and de-
fined (which is often the case in exploratory contexts), reasoning
about data aspects, and making well-informed initial choices based
on perceptual givens can help to develop a clearer formulation of
useful tasks.

So, the proposed map of the Sonification Design Space (see
figure 1) has these axes:

X-axis : the number of data points estimated to be involved in
one gestalt, or ’expected gestalt number’;

Y-axis : the number of properties of interest of each data point,
i.e., the number of data dimensions to be employed;

Z-axis : the number of streams estimated to be suitable for mean-
ingful data representation.

To ensure that the auditory gestalts of interest will be eas-
ily perceptible, the most fundamental design decision is the time
scale: In auditory gestalts (or sound objects) of 100 msecs and less
it becomes more and more difficult to discern meaningful detail,
while following a single gestalt for longer than say 30 seconds
takes great concentration; thus, a reasonable first order of mag-
nitude for a good time frame for single gestalts is the duration
of echoic memory, i.e., roughly 1-3 seconds [9]. The ’expected
gestalt number’ is the number of data points (of the dataset under
study) that should be represented within this chosen time frame
to allow for perception of individual gestalts within data subsets.
Note that the three-second time frame does not necessarily limit
the number of data points represented: the micro-time scale is a
fascinating area for creating sound that is rich in detail and expres-
sive [10].

2.2. The Map Zones

The zones shown in the figure 1 do not have hard borders; their
extensions are only meant to give an indication how close-by (and
thus meaningfully applicable) which strategies are for what data
’gestalt number’. Similarly, the number ranges given below are
only approximate orders of magnitude, and mainly based on per-
sonal experience in electronic music and sonification.

The Discrete-Point Zone ranges roughly from gestalt numbers
1 - 1000 and from properties numbers 1 - 20; the transition shown
in the map from Note-like percepts via Textures to granular events
which merge into Clouds is mainly perceptual.

The Continuous Zone ranges roughly from gestalt numbers 10
- 100.000 and from properties numbers 1 - 20; the main transition
here is between Parameter Mapping and Audification, with vari-
ous technical choices indicated along the way, such as using the
continuous data signal as Modulation Source, Band Splitting, and
applying Filtering.

The Model-Based Zone ranges roughly from gestalt numbers
10 - 50.000 and from properties numbers 8 - 128; because the ap-
proach is so general, there are no further orientation points in it
yet. Existing varieties of model-based approaches are still being
analysed in the terms of this Sonification Design Space, and will
then be integrated in appropriate locations on the map.

3. REFINEMENT BY MOVING ON THE MAP

In the evolution of a sonification design, the intermediate versions
can be conceptualised easily as locations on the map, based on how
many data points are rendered into the basic time interval, how
many data dimensions are being used in the representation, and
how many perceptual streams are in use. A step from one version
to the next can then be considered analogous to a movement on
the map. This mind model aims to capture the design processes
we could observe in the Science by Ear workshop (in this paper,
SBE for short) [1].

3.1. Data Anchor

For exploring a dataset, one can start by putting a reference point
on the map, which we call the Data Anchor: This is a point on
the map corresponding to the full number of data points and data
dimensions. A first synopsis, or better Synakusis, of the entire
dataset (within the time interval of ca. 3 seconds) can then be
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Figure 1: The Data Sonification Design Space Map. The overlapping zones are fuzzy areas where different sonification approaches apply;
the arrows on the right refer to movements on the map, which correspond to design iterations. For detailed explanations see section 2.

created with one of the nearest sonification strategies on the map.
Subsequent sonification designs and sketches will typically corre-
spond to a movement down from this point (i.e., toward less di-
mensions) and to the left (toward less than the total number of data
points).

3.2. Shift Arrows

Shift Arrows, as shown in Fig.1 on the right hand side, allow
for moving one’s current ’working position’ on the Design Space
Map, in order to employ different sonification strategies in the ex-
ploration process. Note that some shifting operations are used for
’zooming’, and leave the original data untouched, while others em-
ploy data reduction, extension, and transformation; in any sonifi-
cation design one develops, it is essential to differentiate between
these and document the steps taken clearly. Finally, one can decide
to defer such decisions and open them for interaction, so that, e.g.,
subsets are selected interactively.

A left-shifting arrow can be used to reduce the assumed ’gestalt
number’, in effect using less data points within the presentation
time frame. Some options are: investigating smaller, user-chosen
data point subsets (this can be by means of interaction, e.g. ’tap-
ping’ on a data region and hearing that subset); downsampling, e.g.
linear, averaging, bandlimited, or by random subsets; and other

forms of data preprocessing.
A down-shifting arrow can be used to reduce the ’properties

number’, i.e., to employ less data properties (or dimensions) in
the presentation. Some options are: dimensionality reduction by
preprocessing (e.g., statistical approaches like Principal Compo-
nent Analysis (PCA) or Multidimensional Scaling (MDS), or using
locality-preserving space-filling curves, e.g., Hilbert curves); and
user-chosen data property subsets, keeping the option to explore
others later. (Model-based sonification concepts may also involve
dimensionality reduction techniques, yet they are in principle quite
different from mapping-based approaches.)

An up-shifting arrow can be used to increase the number of
properties used in the sonification design; e.g., for better discrimi-
nation of components in mixed signals, or to increase ’contrast’ by
emphasizing aspects with relevance-based weighting. Some op-
tions are: band-splitting time series data into frequency bands can
increase detail resolution; using the amplitude envelope of a sig-
nal to accentuate its dynamic range; other domain-specific forms
of preprocessing may be appropriate for adding secondary data di-
mensions to be used in the sonification design.

A right-shifting arrow can be used to increase the number
of datapoints used, which can help to reduce representation arti-
facts. Some options are: interpolation of signal shape between data
points; repetition of data segments (e.g., granular synthesis with
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slower-moving windows); local waveset audification; and model-
based sonification strategies can be used to create e.g. physical
vibrational models, whose state may be represented in larger sec-
ondary datasets informed by comparatively few original data points.

Interpolation in time-series data is often employed habitually
without further notice; the model given here allows for notating
this transformation as a right-shifting arrow. If one is certain that
the sampling rate used was sufficient, using cubic (or better) inter-
polation instead of the actually measured steps creates a smoother
signal which is nearer to the phenomenon measured than the sam-
pled values. When such a smoothed signal is used for modulating
an audible synthesis parameter, the potentially distracting presence
of the time step unit should be less apparent.

3.3. Third Dimension Shifts

So far, all arrows have concerned movement in the front plane of
the map, where only a single auditory stream is used for data rep-
resentation. After the time scale, the number of streams is the
second most fundamental perceptual design decision. By putting
some data dimensions into parallel auditory streams (especially
data dimensions of the same type, such as time-series of EEG mea-
surements for multiple electrodes), overall display dimensionality
can be increased in a straightforward way, while dimensionality in
each individual stream can be lowered substantially, and thus be-
comes easier to perceive. (The equivalent movement is difficult to
represent well visually on a 2D map, but easy to imagine in 3D
space.) For multiple streams, all previous arrow movements apply
as above, and two more arrows become available:

An inward arrow can be used to increase the number of paral-
lel streams in the representation. Some options are: multichannel
audio presentation; and setting one perceptual dimension of the
parallel streams to fixed values with large enough differences to
cause stream separation, thus in effect labelling the streams.

An outward arrow can be used to decrease the number of par-
allel streams in the representation. Some options are: selecting
fewer streams to listen to; intentionally allowing for perceptual
merging of streams.

Fusion between streams can be an appropriate expression of
data features, e.g., in EEG recordings, massive synchronisation of
signals across electrodes may cause the streams to fuse, which can
represent the nature of some epileptic seizures well.

4. EXAMPLES FROM ’SCIENCE BY EAR’

In order to clarify the theoretical considerations given so far, we
now turn to analysing design work done in an interdisciplinary
setting. We report one exemplary set of design sessions as they
happened, with added after-the-fact analysis in terms of the Soni-
fication Design Space Map concept (short: SDSM). Where SDSM
strongly calls for additional designs, these are provided and marked
as additions. This is intended to demonstrate the potential of going
from practice-grounded theory back to theory-informed practice.

4.1. Workshop Setting

True to the inherently interdisciplinary nature of scientific data
sonification, the SBE workshop brought together three groups of
people for three days: Domain scientists who were invited to sup-
ply data they usually work with; an international group of sonifica-
tion experts; and audio programmers/sound designers. Apart from
invited talks by the sonification experts, the main body of work

consisted of sonification design sessions, where interdisciplinary
groups (ca. 8 people, domain scientists, sonification experts, pro-
grammers, and a moderator) spent 2 hours discussing one submit-
ted data set, experimenting with different sonification designs, and
then discussing results across groups in plenary meetings.

In each session, discussion notes were taken as documenta-
tion, where possible the sonification designs were kept as code,
and all the sound examples played in the plenary meetings were
rendered as audio files. All this documentation is available online
at [2].

4.2. Load Flow - TaskData Analysis

This particular submitted data set came from electrical power sys-
tems, capturing electrical power usage for one week (December
18 - 24, 2004) across 5 groups of power consumers: households,
trade and industry, agriculture, heating and warm water, and street
lighting; a sum over all consumer groups was also provided.

Clear daily cycles were to be expected, as well as changes
between workdays and weekends/holidays. While this is not sci-
entifically challenging, it is a good example of simple data with
everyday relevance. We chose this dataset for the first parallel ses-
sion, and it did serve well for exploring basic sonification concepts
with novices. The full documentation for these sessions is avail-
able online here1.

The dataset was an excel file with 5 columns for the consumer
groups, and consumption values were sampled at 15 minute inter-
vals; so for a week, 24 * 4 * 7 = 672 data points for the entire
dataset. In SDSM terms, this puts the Data Anchor for this set
right in the middle of the Design Space Map, in the overlap zone
between Discrete-Point and Continuous Sonification.

4.3. Sonification Designs

All sonification designs are shown on the Design Space Map in
figure 2 as A1, B1, C3 etc. Teams A and B used SuperCollider3
for the design sketches, Team C worked with PureData.

4.3.1. Team A

Team A began by sonifying the entire dataset as five parallel streams,
scaled to 13 seconds, i.e. one day scaled to ca. 2 seconds; power
values were mapped to frequency [A1]2.

After experimenting with larger/smaller timescales, agreement
was reached that the initial choice of timescale was appropriate
and useful. In SDSM terms, this is looking for auditory gestalts
at the scale of single days. As SDSM recommends starting with
a synakusis into a timeframe of 3 seconds, this is provided here
[A+]3. Note that this was added after the workshop.

Then, alternative sound parameter mappings were tried out:
[A2] Mapping powers to amplitudes of five tones labeled with

different pitches4. This did not work well, as one could not distin-
guish much shape detail in amplitude changes.

[A3] Mapping powers to amplitudes and the cutoff frequencies
of resonant lowpass filters of five differently pitched tones5. This
was clearer, but still not as useful as mapping to tone frequencies.

1http://sonenvir.at/workshop/problems/loadflow. All sound examples
can be found here, in the folders TeamA, TeamB, TeamC, and Extras; to
save space, relative links at this site are given as ./teamX/file.mp3 etc.

2 ./Team A/TeamA 1 FiveSines PowersToFreqs.mp3
3./extras/LoadflowSynakusis.mp3
4./Team A/TeamA 2 FiveTones PowersToAmps.mp3
5./Team A/TeamA 3 FiveTones PowersToAmpsAndFilterfreqs.mp3
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Figure 2: All design steps taken by the 3 teams for the loadflow dataset as locations and arrows.

[A4] Going back to mapping to frequencies, each tone was
labeled with a different phase modulation index6. While this al-
lowed for better stream identification, the (quickly chosen) scaling
was not deemed very pleasant, if inadvertently amusing.

[A5] Finally, the team tried using less parallel streams, and
adding secondary data: the phase modulation depth (basically, the
brightness) of both channels (household and agriculture) was con-
trolled from the difference between the two data channels7. While
this did not work very well, it seemed promising with better sec-
ondary data choices; however, at this point session time was over.
In SDSM terms, design A5 is a move down - to less channels - and
a move back up - derived data used to control additional parame-
ters (the map only shows the resultant move).

4.3.2. Team B

Team B chose to do audification (following one sonification ex-
pert’s request), and to use an interactive sonification approach:
Their design loaded the entire data for one channel (672 values,
equal to one week of data time) into a buffer, and played back a
movable 96-value segment (equal to one day) as a looped wave-
form. The computer mouse position was used to control which

6./Team A/TeamA 4 FiveFMSounds IDbyModDepth.mp3
7./Team A/TeamA 5 TwoFMSounds DiffToModDepth.mp3

24hour-segment is heard at any time8.
While the team found the data sample rate and overall data size

was too low for much detail, an interesting side effect turned up:
when audifying segments in this fashion, the difference between
the same time of day for two adjacent days was emphasized; large
differences at specific times between adjacent days created strong
buzzing9. In the next design step, 2 channels, households (left) and
agriculture (right) were compared side by side10, and for clearer
separation, they were labeled with different loop frequencies 11.
The final design example maps the power values corresponding to
the current mouse position directly to the amplitude of a 50Hz (Eu-
ropean mains frequency) filtered pulse wave 12. As above, in the
fixed rendering here, the mouse moves thru the week at constant
speed within 14 seconds.

In SDSM terms, the initial choices were to move all the way
down on the map (only 1, then 2 out of 5 channels at a time), and a
move to the left: a user chosen data subset was played by moving
a one-day window within the data. Note that this move is actu-
ally creating an interaction parameter for sonification design users,
which is one the many advantages of current interactive program-

8For the non-interactive sound examples, the mouse is moved automat-
ically through the week within 14 seconds.

9./Team B/1 LoadFlow B Households.mp3
10./Team B/2 LoadFlow B households agriculture.mp3
11./Team B/3 LoadFlow B households agriculture.mp3
12./Team B/4 LoadFlow B households agriculture.mp3
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ming environments.
Note that the interpolation commonly used in audification is

actually slightly dubious here: There may well have been mean-
ingful short-time fluctuations within 15 minute intervals which
would not be captured in the data as supplied.

4.3.3. Team C

Team C used PureData as programming environment. Their ap-
proach was quite similar to Team A, with interesting differences:
They began with scaling each single data channel into 3 seconds,
mapping power in that channel both to frequency and to amplitude,
and subsequently rendered all channels in this fashion 13. Finally,
this team also produced a version with six parallel streams (in-
cluding the sum value), scaled into 12 seconds, and with different
timbres14.

In SDSM terms, they first moved to the bottom of the map,
while keeping full data scale, i.e. a synakusis-sized time window;
example 7 moves back up (using all channels), and to the left (i.e.,
toward higher time resolution, gestalts on the order of single days
of data).

5. CONCLUSIONS

Conceptualising the sonification design process in terms of move-
ments on a design space map, one can experiment freely by mak-
ing informed decisions between different strategies to use for the
data exploration process; this can help to arrive at a representa-
tion which produces perceptible auditory gestalts more efficiently
and more clearly. Understanding the sonification process itself, its
development, and how all the choices made influence the sound
representation one has arrived at, is essential in order to attribute
perceptual features of the sound to their possible causes: They may
express properties of the dataset, they may be typical features of
the particular sonification approach chosen, or they can be artifacts
of data transformation processes used.

As the analyses of some sonification design sessions show, the
terminology and map metaphor provide valuable descriptions of
the steps taken; having the map available (mentally or physically)
for a design work session seems very likely to provide good clues
for next experimental steps to take.

Note that the map is open to extensions: As new sonification
strategies and techniques evolve, they can easily be classified as
either new zones, areas within existing zones, or as transforms be-
longing to one of the arrows category; then their appropriate loca-
tions on the map can easily be estimated and assigned.

6. FUTURE WORK

There are several ways to extend the map and make it more useful:
Gaining a more detailed understanding of model-based sonifi-

cation, and expressing that understanding in the terms of the con-
ceptual framework of the map.

More and richer detail can be added, e.g., by analysing the
steps taken in observed design sessions, classifying them as strate-
gies, and adding them if new or different. (This is in progress for
a future publication.)

Expertise can be integrated by interviewing sonification ex-
perts, tapping into their experience, inquiring about their favorite

13./Team C/TeamC Channel1.mp3 to./Team C/TeamC Channel6.mp3
14./Team C/TeamC AllChannels.mp3

strategies, or decisions they remember that made a big difference
for a specific design process.

One can imagine building an application that lets designers
navigate a design space map, on which simple example data sets
with coded sonification designs are located. When one moves in an
area that corresponds to the dimensionality of the data under study,
the nearest example pops up, and can be adapted for experimenta-
tion with one’s own data. The examples should obviously capture
established sonification practice and guidelines, e.g., concerning
mapping [11].

Finally, many of the strategies need not be fixed decisions
made once; being able to make many of the strategic choices in-
teractively when exploring a dataset would be both exciting and
extremely valuable.
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ABSTRACT

A multimodal browser plug-in, with audio and haptic
feedback, has been developed to explore how basic concepts
in spatial navigation can be conveyed to web users with
visual impairments. In this paper, the second version of an
audio interface for this plug-in is described in terms of its
development and integration with haptic feedback. This
version of the system was evaluated within a collaborative
setting, in order to investigate whether it is possible to use
this tool in a working environment between visually impaired
and sighted Internet users. The auditory interface is discussed
based on user feedback from this evaluation, and future sound
design plans are presented in relation to the new direction for
the overall system.

[Keywords: Sound Design, Multimodal Interface, Web
Accessibility, Visually Impaired Users, Collaboration]

1. INTRODUCTION

The development and popularity of visual Internet
browsing applications has meant that the main information
content for the Web is designed for the benefit of sighted
users. For users accessing web pages through a non-visual
medium such as a screen reader, web browsing has become a
much more challenging process.  Despite developments in
screen reading technologies and web accessibility guidelines,
visually impaired Internet users experience significant
problems accessing information online in comparison to their
sighted counterparts.

This paper describes an attempt to bridge the gap
between assistive screen reading technologies and
mainstream visual Internet browsers, by providing an
alternative approach to web exploration for visually impaired
users. A web plug-in with audio and haptic feedback has been
developed in an attempt to fulfil this objective. The initial
designs and further development of sounds for this interface,
and integration with haptic feedback are presented in this
paper. This auditory interface prototype has been evaluated as
a collaborative tool to enable understanding and

communication between visually impaired and sighted
Internet users. This evaluation is presented and future
directions for the auditory interface and overall system are
discussed based on the results of this experiment.

At an early stage in this present study, a comprehensive
requirements capture with thirty visually impaired
participants, was conducted to determine specific problems
that visually impaired screen reader users encounter when
accessing the Internet [1]. Analysis of data from this survey
has revealed two major areas that current assistive
technologies do not adequately address; firstly in developing
an awareness of web page layout and secondly in relation to
navigational guidance. Screen reading technologies provide
speech feedback to the user in a linear format. Therefore it i s
not possible to gain an understanding of the spatial layout of
a web page using this technology. Visually impaired Internet
users interviewed as part of this study felt an awareness of
spatial information would enhance their experience on the
Web by improving collaboration with sighted users.
Furthermore the possibility of perceiving the layout of web
objects on a page would benefit visually impaired web
developers so that they can control the placement, size and
layout of objects on a web page. With a view to addressing
these issues, an assistive web plug-in has been developed to
convey spatial information through a multi-modal interface
with audio and haptic feedback.

Speech synthesis is most commonly used by current
assistive commercial technologies for the Web.  However,
non-speech audio, auditory icons [2] and earcons [3] have
also proved to be an effective mode to convey information in
non-visual interfaces. Previous approaches at creating non-
visual auditory web browsers have focused on 3D audio
spatialisation techniques to convey Web document structure
[4, 5]. James [6] has implemented a mixture of auditory icons
with musical cues and speech processing in the AHA Browser,
to convey web page structures and visual formatting. Other
studies have investigated ways of conveying link structures
in non-visual interfaces to parse extraneous information [7]
and also to convey the visual representation of a link through
sound [8]. Similarly attempts have been made to convey
image information through an auditory interface using audio
filtering techniques [9].
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There have been various attempts to convey spatial
information through non-visual interfaces. Mynatt et al. [10]
have investigated the process of translating a graphical user
interface into a non-visual medium for visually impaired
users. WebSound [11] is a sonification tool where sonic
objects are associated with HTML tags, which are then
projected into a virtual 3D sound space according to finger
position on a tactile touch screen.  Research has also
examined the use of non-speech feedback to convey spatial
information in real-world spaces such as building layout [12]
and maps [13].

Currently there is a growing body of work investigating
the relationship and differences between visually impaired
and sighted computer users. Goble et al. [14] attempted to
build a framework of web-navigation based on models of real
world travel by both sighted and visually impaired users. In
this study, travel objects are presented as either cues or
obstacles i.e. an image on a web page is identified as a cue for
a sighted person but as an obstacle for a visually impaired
user. Winberg et al. [15] highlighted the lack of investigation
in computer-supported co-operative work for blind and
visually impaired users in a study that reconsiders design

principles for co-operative interfaces for the blind. A
number of tools have recently been developed to enable
visually impaired and sighted users to explore the same
virtual environments through different modalities [16, 17,
18]. Salnass et al. [18] have investigated how sighted and
visually impaired users interact in shared virtual
environments, when asked to perform a series of collaborative
tasks involving navigation and spatial orientation. Many
multimodal collaborative tools have focused upon the
development of haptic technologies to convey spatial cues to
the user. While these current solutions include some auditory
cues, it is considered that there is potential for a stronger
presence of non-speech sounds to convey spatial information
using a multimodal interface.

In the following sections the multimodal web plug-in i s
described in detail before discussing the use of the plug-in in
a collaborative setting.

2. THE AUDITORY INTERFACE

This auditory interface was designed as part of the larger
multimodal browser plug-in. In this paper, the development
of the auditory interface is described from the original design
method to implementation in the system. Haptic feedback i s
also presented in relation to its integration with the auditory
cues.

2.1. Multimodal Web Plug-in Description

A detailed description of the overall system design can
be found in our previous report [19]. The haptic effects are
provided via a Logitech Wingman force-feedback mouse.
Non-speech audio feedback has been designed and played
back in Pure Data, a real-time audio programming
environment. Speech is provided via the development of a
plug-in utilising the Microsoft Speech SDK. All of the

components are co-ordinated via a Firefox extension, which
parses and analyses the webpage, then sends the information
to the audio and haptic devices.
When a web page loads, the absolute position of each HTML
element is calculated, along with relevant information, such
as the element height and width. A semantic value is also
determined for each element – for example, for images the alt
attribute value is used. As the user moves the mouse, the
relative position of each element in relation to the mouse
cursor is calculated. This enables the HTML element nearest to
the mouse cursor to be determined. If the mouse cursor is in
the vicinity of the element (defined as being within 50
pixels), the user is given feedback as to the position of the
element in relation to the cursor. As the cursor actually moves
over the element, additional feedback is presented to the user.

2.2. Sound Design

The sounds designed for the web plug-in are intended to
provide the user with a sense of navigation in relation to the
spatial layout of web objects on the page. Sounds for this
interface were designed using a semiotic design method based
on a scenario in a radio-play format presented to a panel to
trigger original creative ideas. This design method (presented
and discussed in full in [20, 21]) involves three independent
and consecutive design panels where participants brainstorm
sound effects for a use scenario in the form of a radio-play.
The method was applied to this interface to trigger creativity
and to achieve a certain amount of group confirmation rather
than basing all of the design decisions on the preference of
one designer. The initial sound ideas for this second interface
are based on the ideas developed during three user panels,
described in detail in [21]. These ideas were further developed
and integrated into the multimodal browser by synthesising
dynamic versions of the sounds in Pure Data.

2.2.1. Environmental Vs Musical Earcons
Sound designers have different preferences for the use of

auditory icons based on environmental sounds or musical
earcons to convey information. Comparative studies have
revealed that the reaction time for auditory icons is shorter
than for earcons in multimedia interfaces but earcons can
convey more complex information, while repetitive auditory
icons can cause irritation for users [22]. A number of auditory
interface designers have chosen to convey information
through musical sound rather than environmental or abstract
sounds. For example Vickers and Alty [23] have investigated
how complex information structures can be conveyed through
purely musical structures.

The sounds designed for the interface in this present
study are based on a mixture of auditory icons and earcons.

Some of the sounds designed for this interface cannot be
separated into entirely environmental or entirely musical
origin, but have been developed using both metaphor and
encoded musical techniques. Purely musical approaches to
auditory interface design can be difficult for users if they are
based on users decoding concepts related to musicianship or
musical theory. The aim of this approach is to utilise musical
experience and knowledge and encode these ideas into the
interface to form intuitive designs. Therefore the interface
contains a mixture of environmental sounds, and abstract
synthesised sounds with musical ideas and parameters
applied to support their meaning.
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Figure 1. Auditory Interface Description (Screenshot from Training Task)

2.3. Auditory Design and Integration with Haptic Feedback

The second version of the auditory interface for the
system is described in the following paragraphs. Some of the
object cues remain the same as the first prototype however the
navigation cues have been redesigned based on comments
from the first user evaluation. An overview of the auditory
cues is illustrated in Figure 1.

2.3.1. Object information feedback

As the user rolls over an image or a link with the force-
feedback mouse, an auditory icon is played to reinforce a
haptic response. In this system, the auditory icon that
indicates an image is a short descriptive sound clip of a
camera shutter clicking, suggesting a photograph or graphic.
With the force-feedback mouse, the user is able to perceive the
boundaries of the image, using an enclosure effect coupled
with stiff walls.  Upon mounting and rolling over the image, a
periodic effect has been produced, heightening the sense of
positional awareness when moving from the border to the
body of an image.

The auditory icon used to depict a link is a short “metallic
clinking” sound. In terms of haptics, hyperlinks have been
represented using spring effects, attracting the user to the
vertical centre of each element, where the user can select the
link without falling off the target.  The hyperlinks have been
coupled with a distinctive wave effect. The auditory icon to
depict an image-link was creating by convolving the two link
and image sound icons together to create a sound that
resembled the camera click with a metallic timbre. The haptic
feedback attracts the cursor to the centre point of an attractive
basin using a spring effect, where the mouse can be clicked
without deviating from the targeted image-link.

2.3.2. Locational Cue

In the previous version of the system, the relative
distance from the cursor location to the image or link was
mapped to panning (left to right as the user moves the  cursor
along the x-axis) and pitch-shift parameters of a continuous
background sound (frequency changes according to the y-
axis cursor position). However the first evaluation of this
interface with visually impaired users revealed that users were
utilising this cue as a ‘block aura’ around links and images,
without using the pan and pitch feedback to locate the object
position relative to the cursor location. Some users perceived
the location cue but found it difficult to move the force-
feedback mouse in response to the subtle changes in panning
and pitch.

This locational sound was entirely redesigned for the next
version of the interface. The original idea for this sound was
based on discussion in a participatory user design panel
described in detail in [21]. Navigation towards links was
considered one of the most important cues involved
perceiving the spatial layout of the web page. Users were more
interested in locating links (plain text or image-links) as they
provided the navigation path for the site. Rather than
mapping the spatial distances around links directly to the pan
and pitch parameters of an abstract sound, a new sound was
created based on ideas from a design panel discussion [21].

One participant in a design panel suggested using the
metaphor of the sound of a falling lid, imitating the
accelerating rhythm of a round object, spinning on a flat
surface to convey the idea of being pulled into a location
point through sound. This idea was implemented as a static
sound for the purpose of the iterative design method used
[20] and then finally implemented as a dynamic version in
PureData (PD) as part of the assistive web interface.
Netreceive, a PD external object is used to receive web-object
information and x and y location co-ordinates sent via UDP
from the web plug-in (Figure 2). A sound was synthesised,
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with a swirling metallic-plate-like timbre. This sound
increases in intensity and rhythm as the cursor draws closer to
the link. The original horizontal mapping of x value cursor
movements to left to right panning was maintained in this
new sound design. So that when a user is within 50 pixels of
the link, they will hear a fainter slow swirling sound, panning
left to right with the cursor movement, which becomes more
intense until they hover over the link.  Once positioned over
the link, they will hear the link auditory icon (and link text)
to confirm their position. The cue is intended to work like a
virtual sonar effect. Furthermore, it was intended that this
auditory cue would complement the haptic spring effect that
pulls users towards the centre of the link.

Figure 2. Receiving and manipulating web object
information in PD.

2.3.3. Web Page Boundary Cue

Feedback from the first evaluation of the interface
indicated that users needed a more effective cue to determine
that they had left the web page [19]. In the previous version of
the interface, this was conveyed by a simple auditory icon,
which repeated until the user was inside the web page. For the
second version of the interface, a new audio cue was created to
signal that the user has left the browser window. This sound
needed to be prominent to the user as it is an important audio
cue to keep the cursor inside the main part of the web page.
However, it could not be too intrusive as the user regularly hit
off the boundary of the web page. A sound was synthesised in
PD using white noise and filters to produce a gentle but
distinctive audio cue. The sound was created as an
environmental sound, an imitation of the wind, which also
created the metaphor for “being outside” a space. The border
was reinforced with a haptic enclosure effect, allowing the
user to perceive thick walls around the main body of content.
Once inside the main body of the page, the user can perceive
the inner side of the walls, where force must be applied to
mount the ridges to leave the interior of the page.

2.3.4. Speech Audio

Currently text on a web page is treated as another web
object, as the user rolls over non-link text on a page, the text
is read to the user by paragraph. The speech will stop when the

user moves off the text onto another object. Furthermore as
the user rolls over an image, alt text is read to the user while
the auditory icon simultaneously informs the user that the
object is an image. Similarly as the user rolls over a link, the
speech synthesiser reads the text while the link auditory icon
plays.

3. EVALUATION

The main aim of the previous set of evaluations,
involving twelve sighted and seven visually impaired users,
was to determine if visually impaired users could accurately
form a mental model of a web page layout using the plug-in
(these results are detailed in [19]). The evaluation revealed
that although objects sizes were not completely accurate,
users could successfully form a mental model of the spatial
layout of the web pages.

In this present user evaluation of the system, the previous
idea of testing whether users could perceive a mental model
was developed further by testing the plug-in as a
collaborative tool for blind and sighted Internet users. This
experiment required visually impaired participants to work
with a sighted user to perform a series of tasks using the
multimodal interface based on a real world situation. The aim
was to firstly investigate whether the interface could be used
as an effective collaborative tool for blind and sighted users,
and secondly to assess the benefits and weaknesses of audio
and haptic feedback during page exploration. This
collaborative evaluation experiment was part of a wider set of
tests [23]. In this paper the main focus is on users’ responses
to auditory feedback.

3.1. Experiment Design

Fourteen visually impaired users aged between 18 and 65
with levels of sight ranging from low vision to complete
occlusion volunteered for the study. Seven participants had a
congenital visual impairment and seven had lost their sight
later in life. All participants were screen reader users.  Two of
the fourteen had no previous experience of using the Internet,
but had expressed an interest in learning how to interact with
the Web.

Before beginning the main task, all participants were
provided with up to fifteen minutes on a training page (Figure
1) exposing them to the multimodal cues. All cues
representing elements on a web page were introduced
unimodally (haptics followed by audio) to help users with
learning and retention of multimodal feedback.  Each audio
cue was presented separately to the user and they were asked
to attempt to decode and understand the meanings before the
audio cues were fully explained.

3.2. Evaluation Procedure

Participants were presented with a real-world scenario of
working with a sighted user to attain a common goal on a web
page.  As part of this scenario, participants were asked to
perform a series of six steps to download an Internet installer
plug-in, by navigating seven consecutive linked web pages
with the help of a sighted user.

The task required each visually impaired participant to
explore a web page searching for a certain section of text or
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particular element (landmark), suggested by the sighted user
who was playing the role of a telephone-based customer
services advisor.  The sighted user could only communicate
in terms of spatial directions in respect to web objects e.g.
“search for the hyperlink “next’, it’s to the right of the
“installer” image located below the text”. All six navigation
screens contained the same basic layout throughout but the
centre section containing links, images, image-links and text,
was different.

Starting at the left-hand corner of the page, the participant
was asked to locate a hyperlink or image-hyperlink within the
page.  This target would enable the user to move to the
following page. Before being given the details of the target
that they had to locate, users were asked to explore the page to
gain an overview of the objects present. If participants were
content to keep browsing, they could spend up to ten minutes
per page. Participants were encouraged to communicate, using
spatial descriptions with the sighted user if they were unsure
of their location on the page.

3.3. Experiment Results

3.3.1. Using the Plug-in as a Collaborative Tool

All users completed the task within the imposed time
constraints, taking an average of 61 seconds on each screen to
locate and select each target. After completing the first screen,
users generally became faster at navigating the interface
revealing that they were retaining a mental model of the
spatial layout of the web page.

Users were comfortable communicating with the sighted
user, and receiving spatial directions during the task.
Participants tended to describe their position using object
positions rather than spatial descriptions and receive
directions from that particular location. For example one
participant was able to communicate with the sighted user to
inform them which object he was on to process spatial
directions from that point.

Example from transcript based on the screen in Figure 3:
Sighted User: From NTL logo, move right and move down to
locate the text
Sighted User: Where are you?
Visually Impaired Participant: At the Broadband installer
image
Sighted User: Move right slowly
Sighted User: Where are you?
Visually Impaired Participant: Digital TV link
Sighted User: Cable link is to the left of Digital TV link and
to the right of Broadband installer image
Visually Impaired Participant: I’ve located the link

Figure 3. Direction Path for User

When the same user was asked to give a description of the
spatial positioning of objects on the page after the task was
completed, he correctly identified the location of objects on
the web page. It seemed that he had formed a mental model of
the spatial layout but found it difficult to communicate this
during the task. Although most users were confident
receiving and communicating with spatial directions using
the interface, there were times when they became overloaded
trying to understand verbal directions while processing the
sounds that they heard as they navigated the web page.

It was interesting to observe that participants used
objects on the page as landmarks to develop routes to access
their destination, similar to the way that landmarks and cues
are used in real-world mobility training. When participants
encountered a link or image that was not a target, they used
both audio and haptic feedback from these objects as paths to
finally locate the intended targets. The locational cue around
links was particularly useful for this as when the user heard
the beginning of the “swirling” sound they knew that they
were getting close to a link object but did not need to roll
over the object to confirm that it was there. In Goble et al.’s
[14] framework of web-navigation referred to previously, an
image on a web page was labelled as a cue for a sighted person
but an obstacle for a visually impaired user. However in these
evaluation results, users were perceiving images as cues rather
than obstacles when using the web plug-in, as they were able
to trace the boundaries with audio and haptic feedback to
form paths around the page.

3.3.2. Users’ Response to Audio Feedback

All participants were able to associate the auditory icons
with the elements they were intended to represent.  Similar to
the previous evaluation, the camera click sound was found to
be particularly effective, enabling participants to visualize a
photograph. In some cases, the auditory icon representing a
hyperlink was overshadowed by the locational cue
surrounding each link. Participants suggested an increase in
the dynamic range between the link auditory icon and the
locational cue to make the link auditory icon more prominent.

The swirling locational cue itself was found to direct
participants to the correct area of interest, and was rated
highly by thirteen participants. Post-task questionnaires
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revealed that users rated this cue highly as it was effective in
identifying navigational links (Figure 4).

Figure 4. Effectiveness of Auditory Cues

Users experienced some confusion with the auditory icon
designed to represent an image-link. During the
familiarisation task, only a few users recognised that the
auditory icon was a mixture of the sound used to convey a
link and an image. They did not associate the sound as a
concurrent playback of the previous image and link icons but
identified it as a new auditory icon. Some of the confusion
could be attributed to the fact that most users were not
familiar with the concept of an image-link. Also studies have
recommended using a 300ms onset delay to separate sound
sources for both concurrent earcons [25] and auditory icons
[26]. Furthermore, Brazil et al. [26] found that similar object
and action descriptors for auditory icons could decrease rates
of identification. This will be a consideration in the design of
feedback for future versions of the auditory interface.

Users found the auditory boundary cue helpful, and most
commented that it supported the corresponding haptic effect.
However one user advocated that this cue should provide
more detailed information of where the cursor is off the page.
Currently the feedback is designed so that it is “on/off”
depending on whether the user is in or out of the boundary of
the web page. Future implementations will include more
information on how close to the boundary the user by
shifting the intensity of the sound according to the mouse
position.

Although users worked well using both haptic and audio
feedback navigating and understanding spatial layout, the
first screen posed more of a challenge to users as it took
longer to form an idea or map of the placement of web objects.
Participants generally spent a longer period of time exploring
and locating the target on the first screen of the first task they
were given (158 seconds), compared with the last screen
within the same task (45 seconds).  The exploration time was
much longer on the first screen as users had not yet formed a
mental representation of the constant objects that were
contained on each page.

4. LESSONS LEARNED: A NEED FOR AN OVERVIEW

The individual auditory cues designed for this interface
were generally rated highly by participants in the evaluation
discussed above. Participants were able to successfully

develop a mental model of the page layout through the use of
feedback. This made navigating similar web pages easier as
they already had a mental representation. However, the
timings were slow for all users on the first screen of the
sequence showing that the browser is more time consuming
on unfamiliar pages. It is hypothesised from observations of
the users during exploration of the page that they could
benefit from more information on less familiar pages.
Furthermore, the use of an overview in a collaborative task
could prevent the overload that occurred when users tried to
understand verbal directions while trying to navigate with the
interface. The validity of providing an overview to the user
does not need to be defended here. The idea of generating an
overview before navigation conforms to Shneiderman’s [27]
information seeking theory. Decisions about what
information should be conveyed best through the audio or
haptic modalities form an integral part of the design of the
multimodal system. It is considered for this system that
summary and web object information would be best conveyed
through the auditory modality. Furthermore there is a strong
body of literature that supports the use of non-speech sound
to convey overview information [28, 29].

The multimodal system was originally designed to
convey spatial information to visually impaired users, as this
information is not received through a conventional screen
reader. From the outset, the idea was to first investigate
navigation issues exploring the layout of the page and
placement of objects. However, analysis of the last two major
evaluations, have revealed that an auditory overview is
necessary and almost a pre-requisite for this type of spatial
navigation. During the first user evaluation experiment users
recommended a summary of page attributes and objects, and
also the spatial positioning of objects to be presented when
the user arrives on a Web page. Users could then gain an
understanding an overview of content of what is on the web
page before they begin to navigate.

In terms of overall system development, a grid extension
[30] to the system is currently being developed which will
provide the user with more precise locational cues. Currently,
this system is speech-based but it is hoped that non-speech
sounds in the form of cell overviews will enhance the system.
The sounds designed for this sonic web-page overview will be
based on the design methodology [20] specifically to be
integrated with the audio interface for the multimodal plug-
in. However a non-speech overview of content on a web page,
including layout information could also be a useful stand-
alone tool or a valuable addition to a screen reading tool.

5. CONCLUSION

An auditory interface for a multimodal tool to enhance the
web page browsing experiences of visually impaired users has
been designed and evaluated in a collaborative environment.
Using the multimodal cues, users were able to successfully
navigate a sequence of screens with directions from a sighted
user. The task chosen for the evaluation was chosen to reflect
a real-world scenario of a visually impaired user interacting
with a sighted telephone-based advisor.  It is hoped that
future versions of the system can be evaluated using a
scenario that reflects a more balanced set of tasks in terms of
both users giving and receiving spatial directions. An idea for
such a task would be to test the system with a web page
design task between a sighted and visually impaired user.
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Originally, the main aim of the system was to convey
basic spatial information to a visually impaired user.
However, in the process of developing the auditory interface,
it has become apparent that it is necessary for the user to
always have an idea of the macro view of web page layout.
Therefore, the next stage in the auditory design for this
system will be to provide a sonified overview of web objects
and their placement on a web page.
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ABSTRACT 

This paper describes a software project called PsySound3. This 
software provides an accessible platform for the analysis of 
sound recordings using procedures applied in acoustics and 
psychoacoustics. Acoustical analysis methods include a sound 
level meter module, as well as processes such as Fourier 
transform, cepstrum, Hilbert transform and auto-correlation. 
Psychoacoustical models include dynamic loudness, sharpness, 
roughness, loudness fluctuation, pitch height and pitch strength. 
Results are presented as numbers, auditory graphs and visual 
graphs. The software is modular, allowing additional analysis 
methods to be contributed. Several additional analysis modules 
are planned. The software is distributed freely via 
www.psysound.org. This paper illustrates some of the analysis 
possibilities by using auditory alarms as examples. 

 
[Keywords: Sound analysis, Psychacoustics, Software] 

1. INTRODUCTION 

The analysis of sound recordings is an important component of 
research in virtually every discipline of acoustics and audio that 
involves measurement. Similar tools could be used in fields as 
diverse as musicology, mechanical services noise, bioacoustics, 
and auditory display. Often a researcher, teacher, student or 
enthusiast will find their analysis options limited by either the 
cost of high quality analysis devices and software, or by their 
limited time or ability to produce their own analysis software. 
Fortunately, there is a large community of researchers who have 
produced software for specialized sound analysis. However, this 
software tends not to be prepared in an easily accessible or 
standardized way. This paper describes a project that aims to 
improve this situation, by providing a freely available and easy-
to-use software platform for sophisticated analysis of sound 
recordings. The software platform, initially released just prior to 
this conference, is called PsySound3, and it has been developed 
by the authors, with substantial contributions from several other 
researchers. 

1.1. History of PsySound 

The concept of the PsySound project began several years ago 
with the need of Cabrera to analyze sound recordings using 
psychoacoustical models for his PhD. At the time there was little 
software available for this other than very expensive ‘sound 

quality’ software. Another problem was that much software that 
was accessible provided graphical output, with little by way of 
numeric output. While free software was available from some 
researchers implementing psychoacoustical models, usually it 
was not able to read sound files. Written by Cabrera, PsySound1 
emerged in 1998 as a suite of computer programs implementing 
various analysis procedures for direct analysis of sound files: 
spectrographic analysis (purely physical analysis), loudness and 
related measures, pitch and related measures, acoustic 
dissonance, binaural analysis, and post-processing routines. 
While these programs were useful and flexible, they were not 
easy to use. 

PsySound2 integrated most of the functions of PsySound1 
into a single program, providing a much simpler interface [1]. 
While output data were stored to text files for graphing in other 
programs, a crude ASCII-based graphical representation of 
various parameters was also given on screen. PsySound2 has 
been used for teaching psychoacoustics and sound quality (at 
least at the University of Sydney and Delft Technical 
University), for research into acoustical predictors of emotion in 
music [2], for industrial noise assessment [3], automated sound 
categorization [4], and modeling of timbral brightness [5]. The 
final update of PsySound2 was in July 2000 and its operating 
system (Macintosh ‘Classic’) has now been superseded. 

In the present day, the availability of inexpensive and 
sophisticated software for acoustical, auditory and audio 
research has greatly expanded. Current implementations often 
are capable of sound file input. Prominent instances of such 
software include: Praat [6], which is oriented to phonetic 
analysis; STRAIGHT [7, 8] analysis/resynthesis software 
primarily for voice analysis; Marsyas [9], which extracts various 
dimensions of music sound files without specifically intending 
to extract features to which musicians may be accustomed 
(useful for automatic genre classification); and Aurora [10], 
which is oriented to impulse response measurement, analysis and 
inverse filtering.  

1.2. Aim of PsySound3 

PsySound3 aims to meet a need for a platform implementing 
psychoacoustical models at an easily accessible level. By 
‘accessible’, we mean that the program should be usable by 
someone who does not have computer programming experience 
(for example, someone who has never used Matlab) and also 
should be inexpensive or free. The benefit of this should be to 
provide a software tool implementing otherwise inaccessible 
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models for researchers, educators, students and enthusiasts from 
a wide range of disciplines, having a wide level of engagement 
with this type of analysis (from beginning experimenter to in-
depth research). 

Many other concepts underlie the software platform, and are 
based on experience in applying psychoacoustical analysis to 
research problems. The ability to do calibrated analysis easily 
(for example, with a 94 dB SPL calibration tone on a 
measurement microphone) is necessary to allow the system to be 
used for analysing samples recorded with measurement 
equipment. The validation of implemented analysis modules 
(through test stimuli that match published output) is essential to 
be able to rely on the results and understand how they are 
calculated. Extensibility of the software by users (using the 
Matlab programming environment to add new analysis modules) 
means that both the application of the models and their 
improvement, alteration and comparison with other models is 
possible within a single environment. This also facilitates a large 
number of analysis options, including the possibility of multiple 
models for a single psychoacoustical parameter. The provision 
of detailed numeric output data for use in other software means 
that users are able to take the results and use them for whatever 
purpose they wish (significantly for statistical analysis). A 
logically sequenced user interface, provides the support for 
inexperienced users or students to use the program and 
experiment with psychoacoustical analysis methods without 
needing programming experience. Similarly, it helps make 
novice users aware of the basic concepts needed to utilize the 
sophisticated analysis algorithms successfully (e.g., the necessity 
for approximate calibration). The sonification and visualization 
of data (including animations) allows for better understanding of 
the large output of analysis results. Batch processing based 
around the logistics of working with audio research datasets 
assists users working with large numbers of files. Verifiable 
analysis processes allow the user to both repeat the analysis 
years after originally performing it, and to be able to step 
through the analysis process looking for problems. 

2. STRUCTURE 

The structure of the program is presented in Figure 1. The 
analysis process begins with the selection of audio files for 
analysis. These can be in many common formats, as they are 
converted to a wave file (.wav) prior to being analyzed. Whilst 
the file format is controlled, neither bit depth nor sampling rate 
are altered except where analysis algorithms have particular 
requirements. 

The calibration of the signals is the next part of this 
structure, and there are a number of methods for achieving 
control over the level of signals to be analyzed. Calibration 
allows the program to measure sound pressure level (rather than 
an un-referenced relative level), and is particularly important for 
some psychoacoustical models because the relationship between 
sound pressure level and psychoacoustical parameters is not 
simple. One method for controlling level is to record a 
microphone calibration signal before recording the signals of 
interest. As long as the calibration signal can be reliably 
reproduced before every recording session this method provides 
precise control over the level of the signals. In acoustical and 
psychoacoustical contexts this approach is common (but requires 

special hardware). One alternative, for those who do not 
necessarily use calibrated recordings, is to standardize the 
signals being presented in some way. For example, if the user is 
analyzing telephone ring tones, they may wish to select a mean 
sound pressure level that is typical for such sounds in everyday 
environments, and then scale the gain all the recordings to be at 
this selected mean level. Alternatively, a constant gain 
adjustment can be chosen for every recording analyzed.  

Following the input and calibration stages, the next phase is 
the digital analysis. For the purpose of comparisons and 
flexibility we wish digital analysis algorithms to be easily added 
to the program without the necessity for completely rewriting 
the program. To achieve this we have set up an architecture into 
which we can drop in new digital analysis algorithms that have a 
couple of ‘hooks’ defined that allow them to be used by the 
program. We have called these wrapped pieces of digital 
analysis code ‘Analyzers’ for the purposes of this program. To 
integrate into PsySound3, these ‘Analyzers’ need to achieve five 
tasks. They need to provide a user interface that gives the user 
enough descriptive information about the algorithm to be able to 
employ it successfully. The user interface also needs to provide 
the means for the user to make specific decisions about whatever 
analysis parameters can be configured for the algorithm. Once 
the user has provided the necessary information, the Analyzer 
needs to read the data from the audio file on the disc 
appropriately for the analysis it is about to perform. When the 
data are appropriately configured, the Analyzer sends the data to 
the appropriate analysis software. Finally, the output of this 
software is formatted into one or more of the standard data 
objects. These data objects are explained below in some detail, 
but it is sufficient to say that the data formats seek to save all 
relevant information about the analysis process and output in a 
single object. These objects can then be sent to graphing, export, 
conversion or other analysis procedures, so that their output can 
be used in many common ways. 

File Choice

Format Algorithm Results
Process Block of Data
Prepare Data Block 
Request Specific User Data
Provide Descriptive Information

Analyser

Name
Units

Data with 2 dimensions 
for each time point. 

Time Spectrum

Name 
Units

1 dimensional time 
series data. 

Time Series Data

Calibration File 
Choice

Standardisation
Method Choice

OR

Name
Units

Data with 2 dimensions 
but no time axis

Spectrum

Time

Y

Frequency

Y

Time

Y Z

Calibration 
Adjustment

Pre-filtering

 
Figure 1. The program takes files that are calibrated in some 

way, and processes them with a set of ‘Analyzers’ yielding 
acoustical or psychoacoustical data formatted in one or more of 

the three major data formats. These can then be graphed, 
exported or used in various other ways.
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3. ANALYZER OVERVIEW 

This section outlines many of the currently implemented 
analysis functions, as well as functions that are planned for 
implementation in the near future. Where examples are given, 
the sounds are from a set of auditory alarms for air traffic control 
consoles [11]. The sound recordings used are for a simulation of 
the auditory alarm at the operator’s head position. 

3.1. Physical Signal Analysis 

In a sense, every measure produced by PsySound3 is a physical 
measure, as it is derived algorithmically from the physical 
waveform, and has no subjective component. However the term 
‘physical measure’ is used more narrowly here to refer to those 
measures that make little or no attempt to emulate subjective 
response. Such measures are generally simply defined, and their 
derivation is easy to comprehend. Physical signal analysis is an 
important part of psychoacoustical analysis because: (i) it allows 
signals to be calibrated; (ii) it allows signals to be described in 
well-understood standard ways (so that the signals can be 
reconstructed by others); (iii) processing the physical signal can 
be more efficient than psychoacoustic models (which may 
require significant additional computation, sometimes for 
marginally improved output); and (iv) physical signal 
measurements can be compared with the output of 
psychoacoustical models (for example, comparing loudness to 
A-weighed sound pressure level, sharpness to spectral centroid, 
or pitch to frequency). 

3.1.1. Sound Level Meter and 1/3-Octave Band Analysis 

These two analyzers provide a software implementation of the 
functions normally built into a precision sound level meter. They 
implement A, B, and C-weighting filters, and 1/3-octave band 
filters in the time domain, and perform ‘fast’ (125 ms) or ‘slow’ 
(1000 ms) temporal integration of the filtered and rectified 
signals, using leaky integrators. Octave band output is taken 
from the sum of the three constituent 1/3-octave bands. While 
this approach is a little more involved than fast Fourier 
transform based analysis, the analyzers’ frequency and time 
response should match those of a standard sound level meter.  

Values that can be obtained using this analyzer include the 
filtered signals (prior to rectification and integration), time series 
sound pressure levels (Fig 2), equivalent sound pressure level, 
and percentile distributions. This analyzer is also used internally 
by the program to calculate the level of the calibration files that 
are used to calibrate the files to be analyzed. 

 

3.1.2. Other Physical Signal Analyses 

PsySound3 implements analyses that are often associated with 
the field of digital signal processing, namely Fourier transform, 
cepstrum, Hilbert transform and auto-correlation.  

Values that can be output from the Fourier transform include 
the time varying spectrum, long-term average power spectrum, 
and spectral moments (both time-varying and overall). Similar 
output is available from cepstral analysis, which can be useful in 
identifying fundamental frequencies of harmonic series present 

in the input signal. The Hilbert transform may be used to output 
the Hilbert amplitude envelope (Fig 2) and instantaneous 
frequency, both as time series. The auto-correlation function 
provides a time domain approach to periodicity analysis. 

3.2. Loudness and Related Analysis 

3.2.1.  Loudness Models 

There are many models for predicting the subjective sensation of 
loudness. In recent decades loudness models used in 
psychoacoustics can be divided between ones using Bark 
auditory filters (or critical bands) and Erb auditory filters, and 
also between steady state and dynamic models. The Bark and 
Erb scales are similar in concept, except that Erb auditory filters 
have narrower bandwidths than Bark filters, and the filter 
distribution differs particularly in the frequency range below 500 
Hz. Steady state models account for spectral effects on loudness 
(for example, that greater bandwidth can yield substantially 
greater loudness for signals of identical sound pressure level). 
However, dynamic models also account for the effect of auditory 
temporal integration on loudness, and so are better suited for 
time-varying signals, especially when fine temporal detail is of 
interest. Dynamic models are more complex and 
computationally intensive. 

PsySound2 used a steady state loudness model [12] to 
analyze successive 93 ms Hanning-weighted blocks. PsySound3 
is much more flexible by providing both dynamic and steady 
state models using either Erb or Bark auditory filters. It 
implements the dynamic loudness models of Glasberg and 
Moore [13] (using Erbs) and Chalupper and Fastl [14] (using 
Barks). In the latter case, code was provided by Chalupper, and 
modified slightly to conform to the requirements of PsySound3. 
Steady state models are included in PsySound3 for the purpose 
of comparison. Zwicker’s model (which is standardized in 
ISO532B) is included, along with Moore, Glasberg and Baer’s 
model [12] (which was used in PsySound2, and on which ANSI 
S3.4-2005 is based [15]). Examples of loudness measurements 
are given in Figures 2, 3 and 5 and Table 1. 

3.2.2. The Specific Loudness Pattern 

Specific loudness is the loudness attributable to an auditory 
filter. The specific loudness pattern might be likened to a 
magnitude spectrum based on loudness. A psychoacoustical 
‘frequency’ scale (either in Erbs or Barks) accounts for the 
distribution of sound in the cochlea (based on the characteristic 
frequencies of auditory filters), and the unit of specific loudness 
is sones per Erb or sones per Bark (Figs 3 & 5). When read 
directly, the specific loudness pattern can indicate the parts of 
the frequency spectrum that make the strongest contribution to 
loudness, and can also indicate the extent of masking. The 
specific loudness pattern also contributes to several higher level 
measures – most notably, loudness is its integral and sharpness is 
based on its centroid. 

Sharpness is a subjective measure of sound on a scale 
extending from dull to sharp - sometimes it is thought of as a 
pitch-like (low-high) aspect of timbre.  ‘Brightness’ and 
‘density’ are two other terms that have been used to denote 
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equivalent or closely related attributes by, for example, Boring 
and Stevens [16] and Lichte [17]. PsySound implements the 
sharpness models of both Aures [18]  and Zwicker and Fastl [19] 
(Fig 4, Table 1). Zwicker and Fastl’s model is simply a weighted 
centroid of specific loudness, while Aures’ model is more 
sensitive to the positive influence of loudness on sharpness. 

 
Figure 2. Time series representation of a high priority auditory 
alarm used in air traffic control consoles. The top chart shows 

the waveform (or at least its apparent envelope, because details 
of the waveform are not visible on this scale). The middle chart 
shows the A-weighted sound pressure level using slow (1 s) and 

fast (125 ms)  integration times, as well as the un-weighted 
Hilbert envelope (which responds almost instantly to the input 

waveform). The bottom chart shows dynamic loudness (using the 
model of Chalupper and Fastl), and the first pulse is modeled as 
slightly quieter than the subsequent ones because it is preceded 

by silence.

3.2.3. Loudness Fluctuation 

‘Fluctuation strength’ refers to the subjective sensation of the 
strength of fluctuations in sound. Limited models of fluctuation 
strength are presented by Zwicker and Fastl [19]. Modulation 
frequencies around 4 Hz make the strongest contribution to 
fluctuation strength, with very little contribution for frequencies 
less than 0.5 Hz. Fluctuation strength increases with modulation 
depth, reaching saturation at 30 dB. The code for loudness 
fluctuation (a general model of fluctuation strength accounting 
for amplitude modulation, but not frequency modulation) was 
supplied by Chalupper [20]. This model was specifically 
designed and evaluated for fluctuating broadband and real life 
sounds. Example results are in Table 1. 

Overall values for loudness and sharpness are better derived 
from percentile analysis than by averaging over time. The short 
term loudness value exceeded 5% of the time (i.e., the 95th 
percentile) is often used for overall loudness [14, 19]. 
PsySound3 allows percentiles to be calculated for individual 

time series (such as loudness) and also for each component of 
the specific loudness pattern. 

 
Figure 3. Examples of the spectral data type derived from the 

high priority air traffic control console auditory alarm. The top 
chart is a fast Fourier transform magnitude spectrum, in which a 

harmonic series is clearly visible. The second chart is the 1/3-
octave band spectrum, showing substantial low frequency noise, 

which the short time window of the FFT was not sensitive to. 
The third chart is the specific loudness pattern, showing the 

loudness attributable to auditory filters from low to high Bark 
values. The bottom chart is the chromatic pitch pattern 

quantized from Terhardt’s pitch model, showing both spectral 
and virtual pitches.

3.3. Roughness and Dissonance 

Roughness is a sensation associated with rapid fluctuations in 
the sound received by auditory filters. As such, it can be caused 
by beats between tone components, amplitude modulation, and 
frequency modulation, with peak roughness sensitivity being for 
modulation around 70 Hz in the mid and high auditory filter 
frequency range. Models of roughness for simple stimuli are 
given by Zwicker and Fastl [19]. A model of roughness 
applicable to arbitrary stimuli was developed by Aures [21] and 
optimized by Daniel & Weber [22]. This model is implemented 
in PsySound3, using code provided by Dik Hermes. 

The concept of ‘acoustic dissonance’ has been used in 
musicology and musical acoustics to explain part of the concept 
of musical dissonance [23-25]. Acoustic dissonance models 
predict the roughness due to tone-pair interactions in the 
frequency domain – hence acoustic dissonance can be 
considered to be a subset of roughness. PsySound2 implemented 
models of acoustic dissonance: ‘spectral dissonance’ used all 
Fourier components, while ‘tonal dissonance’ used a peak 
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extraction algorithm prior to dissonance calculation. PsySound3 
offers users the opportunity to compare acoustic dissonance and 
roughness model results. Hutchinson and Knopoff’s model of 
acoustic dissonance [23] is implemented following peak 
extraction (using the same peak extraction algorithm as for 
Terhardt’s pitch model [24]). 

 
Figure 4. Spectrographic and time series representation of a 

high priority auditory alarm used in air traffic control consoles. 
The top chart shows the FFT spectrogram in which the 

harmonic content of the pulsed tone can be seen. The second 
chart shows the spectral centroid (derived from the 

spectrographic data), which scarcely varies during the duration 
of each pulse due to the dominance of the fundamental frequency 

component (a magnitude centroid would vary more –a power 
centroid is shown). The third chart shows time-varying 

sharpness, which gives a much clearer representation of how 
timbre varies with time. The bottom chart shows instantaneous 

frequency, derived from the Hilbert transform. 

3.4. Pitch Analysis 

Pitch, here, is used in the psychoacoustical sense: it refers to the 
perceived pitch(es) of sound.  This type of analysis is to be 
distinguished from ‘pitch tracking’ (musical score or MIDI 
sequence extraction), and from frequency analysis. Pitch is 
multidimensional, at least involving the components of pitch 
height and pitch strength (or salience). Shepard [26] has 
developed much more sophisticated models of the structure of 
‘pitch space’, accounting for pitch height, octave similarity and 
the cycle of fifths. 

The pitch model of Terhardt et al. [27] has been used in all 
versions of PsySound, primarily because of its track record in 
music analysis, especially in the work of Parncutt [28]. This 
relatively simple model (based on frequency domain template 
matching of harmonic series rather than auto-correlation), 
predicts pitch height and strength, virtual pitches and pitch 
shifts.  Additional measures proposed by Parncutt allow the 
estimation of two types of tonalness (how tone-like the sound is) 
and multiplicity (the number of pitches heard). The 
implementation of these measures in PsySound extends the 
application of Parncutt’s model to the analysis of sound 
(whereas Parncutt restricted his attention to the analysis of 12-

tone equal temperament pitch categories). PsySound3 quantizes 
the results by default to fit the 12-tone equal temperament scale 
(saliences of out-of-tune pitches are shared between the adjacent 
pitch categories).  By default it does not implement Terhardt’s 
pitch shifts, as these degrade the results for such a coarse 
quantization.  Pitch salience patterns are expressed linearly over 
the pitch height range, and circularly over the chroma range. 
Figs 3 and 5 give examples of pitch results. 

 
Figure 5. Spectrographic and time series representation of a 

high priority auditory alarm used in air traffic control consoles. 
The top chart shows the FFT spectrogram in which the 

harmonic content of the pulsed tone can be seen. The second 
chart shows the 1/3-octave band spectrogram (at the time of 
writing, low frequency filters have greater latency than high 

frequency filters, but we plan to change this to constant latency). 
The third chart is the time-varying specific loudness pattern 

(units are sones per Bark). The final chart is the time-varying 
pitch analysis (although in this case the pitch pattern is constant 

despite the substantial changes in sound pressure level and 
loudness). 

3.4.1. Harmonic Content 

For 12-tone equal temperament musical sound, PsySound2 
calculated the most likely tonic of the key (using long term 
average pitch weights) and chord (using short term pitch 
weights), and these functions will soon be implemented in 
PsySound3. Parncutt [28] presents chroma profiles for the 24 
major and minor keys based on octave spaced tones (Shepard 
tones). PsySound calculates the Pearson correlation coefficient 
(r) of the chroma salience pattern to each of these key profiles, 
and the one with the highest coefficient is output. The r2 value is 
also output - a value close to unity indicates a close correlation, 
while a low value suggests that the key of best fit fits poorly. 
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Chroma profiles of 27 common chords (the monad, and 
every dyad, triad and tetrachord) have been calculated for octave 
spaced tones. With 12 transpositions, this makes 324 chords 
(except that some are duplicated when transposed). The same 
correlation-based matching procedure is used to determine the 
most likely chord. 

3.5. Articulation 

Articulation is of interest to musicians and indicates the amount 
of time for which a musical note is sounded with respect to the 
note interonset interval. A note held up until the commencement 
of the next note is said to have legato articulation, whereas a 
note sounded for a relatively short time with respect to the 
interonset interval is usually said to be played with staccato 
articulation. Articulation calculations can be performed using 
PsySound3 based on the Average Silence Ratio [29]. However, 
subjective articulation is generally more complex due to 
perceptual non-linearities and effects of ‘key overlap time’ [30] 
and future versions will implement systems based on algorithms 
with a more statistical approach, such as that described by 
Brosbøl and Schubert [31]. 

3.6. Binaural Analysis 

Spatial analysis of sound recordings is not currently 
implemented, but will be done assuming binaural recordings. A 
stereo-to-binaural converter may be used to convert recordings 
that would normally be listened to in 2-channel stereo. This is 
simply a 2x2-channel convolution (left and right loudspeakers to 
left and right ears) using dummy head head-related transfer 
functions for azimuths of ±30º. The binaural analysis will 
consist of cross correlation between the signals of the two ears 
for each auditory filter (with lags of ±1 ms). The peak height of 
this function may be used to indicate apparent source width, and 
the lag time of the function may be used to indicate 
lateralization. Interaural level differences will be calculated. 
PsySound2 implemented binaural analysis in this way, but 
without any spectral analysis. 

4. RESULTS ANALYSIS 

4.1. Data Format 

The use of the data that are gained from each of the algorithms 
presents particular challenges. To avoid the laborious process of 
reformatting, cleaning and re-labeling data before its use, we are 
following an object-oriented approach to data storage. Each 
analyzer’s output is formatted in a data object before being 
saved. These objects allow all the relevant pieces of information 
about the data to be saved in a single location and in a standard 
hierarchical format. For example, such information may include 
the name of the algorithm or the units its output is measured in, 
choices the user has made about the algorithm’s process, or even 
methods or functions for performing tasks like averaging. Also, 
non-analysis information, such as independent parameters that 
are being varied between samples, may be stored within the data 
object. By storing all this information in a single location we 

reduce the user’s reliance on their records or memory to 
successfully repeat the data analysis process.  

Data objects are defined relatively abstractly, to allow 
maximal reuse of functions that accept these objects as 
arguments. An advantage of this object-oriented approach is that 
that functions may be defined that respond in the most 
appropriate way for each data object type (also called 
‘overloading’ a function). This makes it easy to define a new 
algorithm and its output and still have access to the full set of 
analysis, graphing and export functionality that may be applied 
to similar algorithms that are already included in the program. 
Similarly, new analysis, graphing or export functionality may be 
added to the program without needing to address each specific 
algorithm output individually.  

There are currently 3 main data objects. The ‘time series’ 
object is the simplest object, and stores a single value that 
changes with time (for instance broadband A-weighted sound 
pressure level). A ‘spectrum’ object accepts data that is two 
dimensional in nature, but is not time varying (e.g. one-third 
octave band levels). A ‘spectrum’ object, may not necessarily be 
a spectrum in the defined sense, but is named this way in order 
to signify its most likely use. A ‘time spectrum’ object is the 
third major type of object, and defined for spectral data that 
changes over time (e.g. spectrogram data). With three main data 
objects we provide frameworks for storing the outputs of all the 
algorithms we intend to include at this stage. By simplifying and 
codifying the possibilities for data storage it is hoped that less 
errors will be caused during the results analysis process.  

4.2. Data Compression/Thinning 

When there is a large number of long files to be analyzed, and 
some analyses (e.g., spectral analysis) may yield dimensional 
enlarging of the data size, it is very important to build methods 
for thinning the data down to a practical size. Also, in many 
situations high-resolution data is often no more useful than low-
resolution data is. This thinning is achieved before the data 
objects are saved by using a user specified down-sampling ratio 
(incorporating anti-aliasing filters), and a window and time step 
to step through the data and group (average) blocks of data 
together. Another method used to reduce the data quantity is to 
choose an upper frequency limit within the output format. For 
example, by omitting the upper two octaves of a full bandwidth 
linearly distributed spectral analysis, the data quantity is reduced 
to one quarter of its original size, whilst retaining most of the 
most useful data. 

4.3. Data Object Processing 

There are a number of procedures that can be undertaken on 
each of the data objects outlined above. They can be 
summarized by the following categories: 

Export: Exporting data to a text file to be analyzed in 
another program. 

Graphing: Visualizing the data in a graphical format. 
Data Conversion: Changing the data from one data object 

to another, usually by reducing its dimensionality. This includes 
averaging results down to single number ratings of various 
aspects of a sample using various descriptive statistics methods. 
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Sonification: Whilst visual graphing dominates data 
analysis in acoustics, sonification is an excellent alternative, 
especially for this type of data.  

Spectral and Time Series Analysis: Much of this data is 
well-suited to spectral and time-series analysis. Thus, while 
PsySound3 does not aim to be a fully featured statistics tool, it is 
worthwhile noting that many spectral options are available to 
process the time series data objects. These may include options 
such as percentile distributions, statistical moments, fast Fourier 
transform, cepstrum, auto-correlation, and cross-correlation 
functions.  

5. APPLICATIONS IN AUDITORY DISPLAY 

PsySound3 has many possible applications, some of which are in 
auditory display. One possibility is the analysis of existing 
auditory displays (such as auditory alerts) in terms of their 
physical and psychoacoustical characteristics. Such an analysis 
might be helpful in improving the consistency or contrast 
between sets of auditory display sounds (such as auditory alerts), 
or in examining masking and streaming effects for multiple 
sounds. Table 1 gives an example of psychoacoustical 
measurements of four auditory alarms used in air traffic control 
consoles.  Although these alerts were not designed using 
psychoacoustical models, the measurements show a general 
tendency for the scale values to increase with urgency. 

 
Table 1. Selected psychoacoustical measurements (averaged 
over time) of four auditory alarms used in air traffic control 
consoles, representing four levels of urgency (1 is highest, 4 is 
lowest). 

Urgency Loudness 
(sone) 

Loudness Fluctuation 
(vacil) 

Sharpness 
(acum) 

1 7.45 1.77 1.16 
2 5.42 1.50 0.92 
3 3.13 1.37 0.69 
4 3.39 0.90 0.59 

 
Sensory pleasantness may be a desirable attribute of auditory 

displays. The field of ‘sound quality’ develops models of 
sensory unpleasantness (usually for appliances and machinery 
noise) based on psychoacoustical models, which typically 
combine loudness, sharpness, roughness and tonalness [32]. A 
similar approach might be taken to the refinement of auditory 
display sounds. 

As proposed previously by the authors [33], auditory graphs 
can be developed based on psychoacoustical parameters, instead 
of simple signal parameters. This is not done by directly 
inverting psychoacoustical models (which, for arbitrary signals, 
is not possible), but by generating a large set of parametrically 
defined stimuli that are measured using psychoacoustical 
models, and then the information from that is used for an 
indirect model inversion. The requisite matrix of stimulus 
parameter values can be developed using PsySound3. A similar 
approach could be taken in alert design. Design principles for 
hierarchical alert schemes currently use simple signal properties 
such as pulsation rate, tone fundamental frequency, 
inharmonicity, and so on [34]. An alternative approach could be 
to use psychoacoustical signal parameters to control urgency, 

although research is required to determine the relationship 
between such parameters and perceived urgency. 

It is desirable in some psychophysical experiments in 
auditory display to have stimuli equal in terms of 
psychoacoustical parameters (eg equal loudness, equal sharpness 
etc). PsySound3 can be used to do this through iterative 
measurement, analysis and adjustment of each stimulus. Finally, 
PsySound3’s sonification of analysis data is itself an auditory 
display application. This idea of sonifying data pertaining to 
sound is discussed further by the authors elsewhere [35] (if 
accepted). 

6. FUTURE DIRECTIONS 

Future versions of PsySound will include modules for music 
analysis, such as vibrato and trills [36], beat mapping and tempo 
curves [37].  Furthermore, initial part extraction of voices [38] 
will allow separate analysis of each part from a polyphonic 
sound recording using some of the analysis modules.  This will 
include stream segregation of the kind described by Temperley 
[39].  Drawing results of multiple analysis modules together 
could be a kind of computational auditory scene analysis, and 
this may be considered in the future. The open source 
architecture will facilitate the flexibility of the program, and 
therefore PsySound is likely to see many further augmentations. 
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ABSTRACT 

This paper presents a unique insight into the way acousticians, 
computing specialists and sound designers describe the 
dimensions of sound they use. Seventy-five audio professionals 
completed a detailed questionnaire created to elicit common 
definitions of the words noise and soundscape, and to establish 
common methods of reifying sound, architectural acoustics and 
hearing abilities. The responses in have contributed to a better 
understanding of sound from a practitioner’s perspective, the 
impact of the physical environment on sound perception and also 
effects experienced by those with hearing difficulties.  We report 
a method of data analysis and that is appropriate for use by 
diverse groups of professionals engaged in the design and 
evaluation of auditory displays for shared environments. This 
research suggests that a far simpler approach to the measurement 
and evaluation of sounds and soundscapes is practiced than 
might be assumed from studying the exhaustive lists of measures 
and methods detailed in current textbooks and published 
standards. 

 
[Keywords: Soundfields, Soundscapes, Classification, 
Measurement, Description, Visualization] 

1. INTRODUCTION 

This work is part of a larger project which is developing a 
method for reifying shared auditory environments through 
soundscape mapping.  The resultant maps will enable sound 
designers to better visualise the existing soundscape into which 
their work will blend, as well as providing a method of 
evaluation of their intervention. Previous studies by the authors 
have concentrated on the experience of the soundscape 
inhabitants, as well as investigating published methods, whereas 
this study focuses on the potential requirements of designers and 
evaluators of auditory environments [1, 2, 3]. 

2. METHOD 

A twenty-question questionnaire was e-mailed unsolicited, to 
approximately 2000 auditory professionals in total, over a period 
of 12 months, until such time as twenty-five responses had been 
obtained from individuals working in the three professions of 
interest: Acoustics, Computer Science and Design. E-mail 
addresses were gleaned from published papers, membership 
rolls, newsgroups, and web sites.  The response rate was 
approximately   four   percent.  Care  was  taken  not  to  email  a     

 
 
candidate more then once.  Respondents included authors of 
texts in their fields, established practitioners within international 
companies and cited researchers at universities with a track 
record in the relevant fields. There was no attempt to match 
additional criteria, such as age, sex or country of domicile. 

Responses came in the form of text files, which were 
transcribed to a spreadsheet.  This process was done manually, 
with square root sampling to assure accuracy. Results were 
compiled under four headings: Acoustics, Computing, Design 
and Combined.  The most common responses were listed and 
ranked.  Following this, the data was collapsed to explore the 
dimensions of sound used, each of which had their frequency of 
occurrence, mean, median, mode and standard deviation 
calculated. Finally, all the results were ranked both as 
dimensions, and their constituents for ease of comparison, with a 
square root sample taken to confirm accuracy.    

3. RESPONSES 

Twenty-five highly experienced individuals from each of three 
professional groups, seventy-five people in all, completed the 
questionnaire.  Experience was judged from their current 
position and either their relevant qualifications or through 
industrial experience.  The first group comprised practitioners in 
acoustics from a variety of fields, such as architectural and 
building acoustics through to psychoacoustics.  They provided 
formal methods of measurement, description and analysis, which 
could potentially be used by both intended user groups 
(computing specialists and designers) for the mapping tool.  The 
second group, designers came from a variety of disciplines, they 
were rarely formally trained, and their work was more concerned 
with the delivery of audio, rather than its measurement. The final 
group of computing practitioners was all involved with either 
developing interfaces which incorporated sound, or writing 
software to manipulate sound. 

3.1. Participants 

The job type most common among the respondents, collapsed 
across professional groups, was researcher (25%), closely 
followed by sound designer (24%) (see Table 1). Researchers 
formed the largest group in both the acoustics and computing 
groups and sound designers formed 72% of the design group.  
The preponderance of researchers in the sample is the result of 
targeting people who either published, or who were members of 
news groups or international organizations, such as the Acoustic 
Society of America, which are predominantly research-based.  
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This bias is partially counter-balanced by the design group which 
was heavily practitioner-based, with only a single professor. The 
computing group had a more even spread, with 44% 
practitioners and 56% academics. 

 

Combined Job Titles n %

Researcher 19 25%

Sound Designer 18 24%

Professor 9 12%

Consultant 7 9%

Software Developer 6 8%

Sound Engineer 3 4%

Phonetician 2 3%

Software Engineer 2 3%

Sound Artist 2 3%

Engineering Physicist 1 1%

Flight Surgeon 1 1%

Noise Program Coordinator 1 1%

Physicist 1 1%

Pro Audio Manager 1 1%

Project Manager 1 1%

Psychologist (Engineering) 1 1%  
Table 1: Job titles of the 75 respondents 
 

When the responses were combined, the three fields of 
employment most commonly represented were Music (13%), 
Software Development (13%) and Psychoacoustics (12%) (see 
Table 2 for a complete list).   

 

Combined Fields n %

Music 10 13%

Software Development 10 13%

Psychoacoustics 9 12%

HCI 7 9%

Architectural & Building Acoustics 5 7%

Noise & Vibration Acoustics 5 7%

Theatre 5 7%

Games 4 5%

Film 3 4%

Multimedia 3 4%

Neuroinformatics 3 4%

Phonetics 2 3%

Physics 2 3%

Physiology 2 3%

Technology Development 2 3%

Television 2 3%

Radio 1 1%  
Table 2: Combined employment fields of the 75 respondents 
 

The categories of responsibility represented by the 
respondents were development (60%), research (39%), 
administration (27%), education (23%), evaluation (23%) and 
sales (4%).   Note that the majority of respondents had more than 
one area of responsibility, which is reflected in the results.  Of 
the 39% who had research responsibilities, 29% were involved 
in sound design, 25% in management and 23% reported teaching 
(see Table 3). 

 
Main

Responsibilities n % n % n % n %

Development 7 28% 15 60% 23 92% 45 60%

Research 15 60% 12 48% 2 8% 29 39%

Administration 8 32% 10 40% 2 8% 20 27%

Education 4 16% 10 40% 3 12% 17 23%

Evaluation 9 36% 2 8% 11 15%

Sales 1 4% 1 4% 1 4% 3 4%

Design CombinedAcoustics Computing

 
Table 3: Main responsibilities of the 75 respondents 
 

Overall, 61% of respondents had been formally trained, the 
remainder having only industrial experience.  The acoustics 
group was the most highly qualified (76% formal training, 44% 
PhD). The computing and design groups were more evenly 
spread between formal qualifications and industrial experience 
only. Table 4 provides more detail of the breakdown. 
Apprenticeship has always been the traditional way of being 
trained within design; those with formal qualifications were 
almost all in music or composition.   

 

Sound Related

Qualification n % n % n % n %

PhD 11 44% 8 32% 3 12% 46 61%

Masters 5 20% 3 12% 4 16% 12 16%

Bachelors 3 12% 3 12% 4 16% 10 13%

HND 2 8% 2 3%

Formal 19 76% 14 56% 13 52% 46 61%

Industrial Experience 6 24% 11 44% 12 48% 29 39%

Acoustics Design CombinedComputing

 
Table 4:  Sound-related qualifications of the 75 respondents 

 
Fifty-five percent of the participants had no current hearing 

impairment, with the remainder ranging from frequency loss 
through to a couple of cases of severe deafness (see Table 5).  
This contrasts sharply with 6.7% of the UK population between 
ages 16 and 60 having some form of hearing impairment [4]. 
The incidence in our sample is probably due to  increased 
exposure to sound through work, and a greater awareness and 
regularity of ear testing.  A few individuals reported more than 
one hearing impairment, some of these were permanent (such as 
tinnitus and frequency loss) and others were temporary but not 
currently present (like temporary threshold shift or ear wax).  
Specific frequencies were identified as being a problem; these 
were all in the mid to high range (1kHz through to 13.5 kHz) and 
in a single case was greater than 40 dB, although in most cases it 
was notches at specific frequencies.   

 

Hearing Loss n % n % n % n %

None 10 40% 12 48% 8 32% 30 40%

Frequency Loss 5 20% 7 28% 9 36% 21 28%

Tamporary Threshold Shift 2 8% 3 12% 6 24% 11 15%

Tinnitus 4 16% 1 4% 2 8% 7 9%

Mild Deafness 1 4% 2 8% 2 8% 5 7%

Moderate Deafness 2 8% 2 3%

Severe Deafness 2 8% 2 3%

Ear Wax 1 4% 1 4% 2 3%

Acoustics Design CombinedComputing

 
Table 5: Hearing losses of the 75 respondents 
 

Hearing loss was linked to a number of specific causes: the 
first was senility; then over exposure to sources identified such 
as instruments and firing ranges; and finally physical damage 
due to accidents or health issues.  The design group had an 
elevated level of frequency loss, but no cases of moderate or 
severe deafness that would preclude employment. The 
computing group had the lowest level of hearing problems, 
almost certainly due to lower levels of auditory exposure.  The 
acoustics group contained four respondents who were either 
moderately or severely deaf (this did not prevent  their working 
in the field because much of the work involves quantified 
measurement, rather than the qualitative evaluation more 
commonly associated with computing and especially with 
design).  Respondents were clearly aware of personal hearing 
issues, with references made to temporary threshold shift but no 
mention of temporary minor shifts due to common colds or other 
ailments. 

3.2. Defining Noise 

Respondents were asked to provide “definitions of noise and 
rank them according to relevance to your [their] field.”  A wide 
variety of definitions were provided which were subsequently 
classified. This provided three clear dimensions that were shared 
across all three groups, preference (47%), artefacts (40%) and 
spectral (28%) Table 6 gives more detail of the definitions 
offered.  The most common definition was unwanted sound 
(44%), which was classified within preference, but there was no 
consensus beyond that, which corresponds with Hellstrom’s 
findings [5].   Artefacts included both analogue and digital, as 
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well as more generic terms, such as buzz and hum.  Spectral 
referred to specific types of noise such as white, pink or brown. 

 

Definition

n % n % n % n %

Preference 11 44% 14 56% 10 40% 35 47%

Artefacts 6 24% 15 60% 9 36% 30 40%

Spectral 5 20% 10 40% 6 24% 21 28%

Environment 4 16% 4 16% 4 16% 12 16%

Mechanical 2 8% 5 20% 4 16% 11 15%

Emotions 5 20% 3 12% 2 8% 10 13%

Information Content 4 16% 4 16% 1 4% 9 12%

Type 3 12% 2 8% 4 16% 9 12%

Architectural Acoustics 2 8% 4 16% 3 12% 9 12%

Transport 4 16% 2 8% 1 4% 7 9%

Dynamics 2 8% 1 4% 3 12% 6 8%

Human 3 12% 3 12% 6 8%

Perception 2 8% 3 12% 5 7%

Clarity 1 4% 2 8% 1 4% 4 5%

Source 1 4% 1 4% 1 4% 3 4%

Alerts 2 8% 2 3%

Combined

of noise

Acoustics Computing Design

 
Table 6: Definitions of noise provided by the 75 respondents 

3.3. Defining Soundscapes 

All of the participants understood the concept of the soundscape 
from either the natural or constructed perspective, but rarely 
both.  One acoustician referenced Schafer  [6], while none made 
reference to the importance of psychoacoustics when inhabiting 
soundscapes.  One acoustician did refer to the importance of the 
point [of listening], and range of time.  Eighty-eight percent had 
encountered the term, with 43% defining it as ‘a synthesized 
auditory environment’, 33% as ‘the auditory environment’ and 
21% as ‘the perceived auditory environment’ which is an 
accepted definition in the acoustic ecology literature [7]. 

3.4. Measurement, Description and Visualization of Audio 

The quantitative and qualitative elements of sound events were 
frequently confused, with classifications or descriptions cropping 
up in both formal and informal sections of the questionnaire.  
Participants’ educational background correlated positively both 
with the number of quantitative methods used for measuring 
sound and with use of formal methods for classifying sounds.  
Sound Pressure was the most commonly cited (55%), followed 
by Frequency in Hz (40%) and Amplitude in dB (40%).  Table 7 
shows the collapsed dimensions used for measuring sound.   

Dynamics was by far the most commonly used measurement 
(93%).  Designers and acousticians both referred to sound 
pressure level (SPL) the most, whereas the computing group was 
more concerned with amplitude.  This illustrates the difference 
between the approach of designing for the personal environment 
of the computer interface compared to the shared environment 
that the acousticians and designers inhabit.  There was little 
difference between the three groups in when referring to spectral 
dimensions (65% overall). All three groups were interested in 
frequency in Hertz primarily, but only the computing specialists 
and designers mentioned pitch. As would be expected by such a 
diverse technical group, the acousticians had a considerably 
broader range of measuring spectra, such as modal build up and 
engine order levels.  Overall, clarity was the next most popular 
term (28%). Both the acousticians and designers measured this 
dimension in terms of percentage of distortion, which was not 
applied by the computing group who uniquely referred to 
colouration, illustrating the lesser importance of the 
reproduction of audio within computing compared to more 
traditional fields. 

 

Measuring

n % n % n % n %

Dynamics 24 96% 24 96% 22 88% 70 93%

Spectral 16 64% 16 64% 17 68% 49 65%

Clarity 8 32% 6 24% 7 28% 21 28%

Architectural Acoustics 9 36% 7 28% 4 16% 20 27%

Temporal 5 20% 5 20% 7 28% 17 23%

Reproduction 5 20% 4 16% 6 24% 15 20%

Spatial 2 8% 5 20% 6 24% 13 17%

Hearing Abilities 6 24% 2 8% 8 11%

Perceptual 1 4% 3 12% 1 4% 5 7%

Aesthetics 1 4% 3 12% 4 5%

Combined

audio

Acoustics Computing Design

 
Table 7: Dimensions for measuring audio  
 

As would be expected, acousticians were more concerned 
with architectural acoustics as well as having a more diverse 
range of measurements than the other two groups.  All of the 
groups referred to reverberation time (RT) as being the most 
important, with one of the acousticians and two of the computing 
specialists mentioning impulse response.  But when compared to 
the published literature, the total number of 13 measurements 
made by the acousticians is very much lower than the potential, 
with the designers only referring to four: RT, excitement, 
isolation and behaviour. 

Temporal aspects were measured firstly in seconds, and then 
when applied to phase shifting, in milliseconds, with the 
designers being slightly more concerned than the other two 
groups.  Reproduction was almost equally referred to in terms of 
power in watts and sampling rate, followed by coherency and bit 
depth, with the acousticians again having a slightly broader 
range of measurements as would be expected with such a diverse 
group.  There was no real consensus on measuring spatial 
dimensions, with all of the methods being informal, such as 
panning or distance on an unspecified scale.  Hearing abilities 
were unsurprisingly mostly referred to by the acousticians with 
no instances from the designers, and only generic descriptions 
from the computing specialists: hearing loss and limitations.    
Perceptual and Aesthetic dimensions were only briefly alluded 
to, which was to be expected, as they both are traditionally 
described in qualitative terms rather than measured in 
quantitative terms.  The participants employed a greater range of 
adjectives to describe sound events than to describe formal 
measurements, and these bore a closer relationship to the sounds 
themselves, specifically their dynamic, spectral and aesthetic 
qualities, than to the events that created them (see Table 8).   

 
Describing

audio n % n % n % n %

Dynamics 19 76% 21 84% 21 84% 61 81%

Spectral 14 56% 17 68% 13 52% 44 59%

Aesthetics 11 44% 12 48% 15 60% 38 51%

Clarity 14 56% 11 44% 11 44% 36 48%

Architectural Acoustics 8 32% 8 32% 6 24% 22 29%

Perceptual 9 36% 5 20% 6 24% 20 27%

Spatial 9 36% 7 28% 4 16% 20 27%

Type 5 20% 5 20% 4 16% 14 19%

Temporal 2 8% 8 32% 3 12% 13 17%

Reproduction 3 12% 5 20% 5 20% 13 17%

Musical 5 20% 3 12% 8 11%

Interacting Materials 3 12% 2 8% 5 7%

Onomateopia 3 12% 1 4% 4 5%

Hearing Abilities 2 8% 2 3%

Acoustics Computing Design Combined

 
Table 8: Dimensions for describing sound 

 

The most commonly referred to dimension was dynamics 
which was detailed as either volume or loudness.  Spectral 
descriptions were more varied, in terms of pitch, timbre or tone.  
Aesthetics mostly related to brightness, harshness or warmth, all 
of which referred to spectral aspects as cited by Katz [8].  Clarity 
was the first dimension on which there was not a consensus, the 
acousticians and computing specialists both cited sound quality 
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and clarity, which were not referred to at all by the designers, 
who used unique terms such as ‘dirty’, ‘unclear’ and 
‘overdriven’. Architectural acoustics were mentioned by all 
three groups but without any commonalities, as were all of the 
remaining dimensions. 

The most common forms of visualizing sound were spectral, 
dynamics and to a lesser degree spatial.  A surprising result was 
that spectral representations were the most commonly cited, this 
was consistent across all three groups, with the most common 
method a spectrogram.  Next was dynamics with a waveform 
being the only visualization method selected by more than a 
single individual.  Finally, spatial dimensions, but without any 
consensus, forms used were contour mapping and ray tracing.  
All of the other dimensions were not used to any significant 
extent. Especially surprising was the limited reference to musical 
notation (7%), despite 40% of the participants working in the 
field of music (see Table 9), although it did figure much more 
prominently when referring to notating sound. 

 

Graphically 

representing audio n % n % n % n %

Spectral 20 80% 20 80% 17 68% 57 76%

Dynamics 12 48% 18 72% 15 60% 45 60%

Spatial 5 20% 7 28% 5 20% 17 23%

Sound Type 1 4% 2 8% 4 16% 7 9%

Hearing Abilities 5 20% 1 4% 6 8%

Reproduction 2 8% 3 12% 5 7%

Architectural Acoustics 1 4% 3 12% 1 4% 5 7%

Music 1 4% 2 8% 2 8% 5 7%

Temporal 1 4% 2 8% 3 4%

Synthesis 1 4% 1 4% 2 3%

Linguistic 1 4% 1 4%

Acoustics Computing Design Combined

 
Table 9: Dimensions for graphically representing sound  

3.5. Measurement and Description of Room Acoustics 

When quantifying room acoustics only reverberation time had 
any significant response across all three groups (65%).   There 
was, however, a broad range of measurements the most common 
being temporal  (76%), with reverberation time and decay rate 
being shared by all three groups (see Table 10).  Reflection, 
surprisingly, had a more diverse set of measurements (24) within 
the computing group than either the acousticians (10) or the 
designers (16) with no correlation across all three groups. With 
regards to spectral only frequency response was shared, mostly 
attended to by the designers.  Dynamics related to impulse 
response but only by the acousticians and computer scientists 
with the designers being relatively unconcerned. 

 

Measuring

n % n % n % n %

Temporal 20 80% 17 68% 20 80% 57 76%

Reflection 6 24% 13 52% 11 44% 30 40%

Spectral 7 28% 9 36% 10 40% 26 35%

Dynamics 10 40% 9 36% 5 20% 24 32%

Absorption 7 28% 8 32% 6 24% 21 28%

Clarity 10 40% 4 16% 4 16% 18 24%

Spatial 6 24% 4 16% 3 12% 13 17%

Room Type 1 4% 1 4% 1 4% 3 4%

Combined

Room Acoustics

Acoustics Computing Design

 
Table 10: Dimensions for measuring room acoustics  

 

When describing room acoustics the most important 
dimension was reflections specifically dead/dry and 
reverberant/live (see Table 11).  Spectral was next, referring to 
bright, boomy and warmth.  Clarity was used in terms of dull, 
muddy/muffled and clear.  Finally dynamics produced a diverse 
group of responses the only shared being by the acousticians and 
designers who referred to both noisy and quiet. 

 
Describing

n % n % n % n %

Reflections 13 52% 19 76% 21 84% 53 71%

Spectral 10 40% 13 52% 21 84% 44 59%

Clarity 9 36% 9 36% 11 44% 29 39%

Dynamics 7 28% 6 24% 5 20% 18 24%

Spatial 7 28% 4 16% 6 24% 17 23%

Temporal 3 12% 6 24% 3 12% 12 16%

Absorption 2 8% 3 12% 3 12% 8 11%

Room Type 1 4% 2 8% 2 8% 5 7%

Combined

Room Acoustics

Acoustics Computing Design

 
Table 11: Dimensions for describing room acoustics  

3.6. Measurement and Description of Hearing Abilities 

When measuring hearing abilities by far the most common 
dimension was dynamics in terms of hearing level in dB, 
threshold and amplitude sensitivity (see Table 12).  The slightly 
more precise spectral measurements of frequency 
sensitivity/response and hearing loss came next.  There was no 
consensus on any other dimensions apart from localization 
within spatial.  Overall almost all the measurements were 
concerned with hearing damage rather than acuity. 

 

Measuring

n % n % n % n %

Dynamics 15 60% 13 52% 15 60% 43 57%

Spectral 12 48% 13 52% 12 48% 37 49%

Clarity 5 20% 6 24% 2 8% 13 17%

Spatial 4 16% 4 16% 3 12% 11 15%

Type of Impairment 4 16% 3 12% 3 12% 10 13%

Temporal 6 24% 6 8%

Combined

Hearing Abilities

Acoustics Computing Design

 
Table 12: Collapsed dimensions for measuring hearing abilities 

 

When describing hearing abilities spectral attributes became 
more prominent, specifically frequency loss, and high frequency 
roll off/loss, these were followed by dynamics which were 
mostly described in terms of hearing loss in decibels and 
sensitivity to level changes again in decibels (see Table 13).   

 

Describing

n % n % n % n %

Spectral 12 48% 13 52% 12 48% 37 49%

Dynamics 12 48% 11 44% 8 32% 31 41%

Type of Impairment 11 44% 13 52% 7 28% 31 41%

Clarity 4 16% 4 16% 3 12% 11 15%

Spatial 2 8% 3 12% 3 12% 8 11%

Temporal 1 4% 3 12% 1 4% 5 7%

Combined

Hearing Abilities

Acoustics Computing Design

 
Table 13: Collapsed dimensions for describing hearing abilities 
 

Types of impairment was applied predominantly to 
deafness and tinnitus.  Clarity, spatial and temporal were 
without any real consensus beyond the ability to localize a 
sound source, which related to both the computing and 
design groups. 

3.7. Notation and Classification of Sound 

By far the most common single form of notation, as would be 
expected, was musical notation.  Other forms were both formal 
and informal, within the collapsed dimensions spectral pitch and 
frequency were the only two methods shared by all three groups, 
with timbre being used by the computing specialists and 
acousticians but surprisingly not by the designers, who were 
more interested in spectrograms/fast fourier analyses (Table 14).  
Music notation was consistent across all groups, both the 
computing specialists and the designers utilized non-western 
notations as well as piano rolls, tablature and chords.   This was 
also the case when it came to the traditional comparison of 
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amplitude versus time, other methods were usually informal and 
unique to individual respondents such as intensity maps and 
relative levels.  Duration was the only temporal dimension 
shared by all three groups, other dimensions, with the exception 
of MIDI within programming languages, were disparate. 

 

Notating

n % n % n % n %

Spectral 18 72% 18 72% 18 72% 54 72%

Music 11 44% 19 76% 21 84% 51 68%

Dynamics 10 40% 12 48% 18 72% 40 53%

Temporal 5 20% 7 28% 6 24% 18 24%

Programming Language 2 8% 11 44% 3 12% 16 21%

Linguistic 4 16% 4 16% 3 12% 11 15%

Spatial 3 12% 3 12% 5 20% 11 15%

Type 1 4% 3 12% 3 12% 7 9%

Clarity 2 8% 2 8% 1 4% 5 7%

Perceptual 1 4% 2 8% 2 8% 5 7%

Combined

Sound

Acoustics Computing Design

 
Table 14: Collapsed dimensions for notating sound 

 

The classification of sounds was equally diverse but when 
combined with the notation and descriptions a single effective 
method for classification can be derived, suitable for three 
groups, as well as indicating each dimension’s relative 
importance.  This is useful when visualizing the results, as the 
more relevant dimensions use the more easily identifiable 
aspects such as size and shape, with the more subtle visual cues 
being utilized for the esoteric dimensions.  A few published 
methods were included by the respondents such as Smalley’s 
spectro-morphology [9], Schaeffer’s typo-morphology [10], 
Gaver’s interacting materials [11], Schafer’s environmental 
method [6], Wake and Asahi’s verbal expressions [12], along 
with the ANSI 1994 acoustical terminology [13].  These 
represent a broad area from the technical through to the aesthetic 
but all were only cited singly, so are obviously not utilized as 
part of standard practice across any of the three groups.  The 
most popular method of classification was by sound type, which 
mostly fell into speech, music and non-speech/natural 
/artificial/everyday (see Table 15). 

 

Classifying

n % n % n % n %

Sound Type 11 44% 14 56% 12 48% 37 49%

Music 2 8% 7 28% 5 20% 14 19%

Interacting Materials 4 16% 6 24% 4 16% 14 19%

Artificial 3 12% 7 28% 3 12% 13 17%

Temporal 4 16% 1 4% 8 32% 13 17%

Spectral 6 24% 4 16% 2 8% 12 16%

Environment 6 24% 2 8% 4 16% 12 16%

Interaction 3 12% 5 20% 4 16% 12 16%

Perceptual 4 16% 5 20% 3 12% 12 16%

Linguistic 4 16% 5 20% 2 8% 11 15%

Dynamics 4 16% 4 16% 3 12% 11 15%

Clarity 3 12% 2 8% 3 12% 8 11%

Spatial 1 4% 3 12% 3 12% 7 9%

Reproduction 1 4% 2 8% 3 12% 6 8%

Clompexity 1 4% 1 4% 1 4% 3 4%

Aesthetics 1 4% 2 8% 3 4%

Room Acoustics 1 4% 1 1%

Combined

Sound

Acoustics Computing Design

 
Table 15: Collapsed dimensions for classifying sound 

 

Musical classifications fell mostly into the type of music or 
its instrumentation, again without consensus.  Interacting 
materials was interesting in that 5% of the respondents referred 
to Gaver’s taxonomy, a further 9 detailed dimensions contained 
within it.  A sound’s artificiality was noted in terms of either 
being natural or mechanical/man made/artificial, yet again 
without consensus.  The quantifiable dimensions of sound such 
as temporal, dynamics, spectral clarity and spatial were rarely 
used to classify it, which is unsurprising, but what was initially 
surprising that the qualitative perceptual and aesthetic 
dimensions were so rarely applied.  But with hindsight this is 
less of a surprise considering the emphasis on sound type. 

3.8. Reifying auditory environments 

Participants were asked what parameters (characteristics) they 
would wish to be included if there was a technique to represent 
and auditory environment.  This provided an insight into what 
dimensions are currently under utilized, or difficult to capture.  
The first dimension was spatial which was mostly of interest to 
the computing specialists, and the designers, this was broken 
down into location, direction and diffuseness.  Dynamics was 
mostly related to either SPL, power or perceived intensity.  
Architectural acoustics revolved around reverberation time and 
to a limited extent, absorption, with spectral relating mostly 
frequency followed by timbre.  Time and duration represented 
the temporal dimension, with source and type being suggested 
under sound type.  The was no agreement on the dimensions of 
perception, hearing abilities, all, clarity and emotions. 

When respondents were asked which ‘auditory environments 
would they be interested in capturing’ acoustics was the most 
commonly cited.  This was mostly made up of everyday sounds 
and music.  Next, which were equally important were natural 
environments and commercial interiors, closely followed by 
every.  This data provides a set of environments to test the 
resultant method upon, as well as informing us about which 
environments would be of interest to specific groups.  The most 
common single environment with an fairly equal response across 
all three groups was unsurprisingly auditoria (21%). 

3.9. Summary 

The questionnaire has generated a list of the parameters that 
participants wish to be mapped, these include: absorption co-
efficients; amplitude; category; context; direction; frequency; 
periodicity; reverberance; room acoustics; source; spatial 
location and type.  This corresponds with many of the physical 
aspects that are already mapped in the soundfield, and suggests 
that the more advanced sound designers are interested in many 
of the dimensions that the current method incorporates.  
Participants also requested that exterior environments are 
mapped as well as interior and individual sound events. 

Overall there was little overlap of terminology within the 
professional fields, except in the most general terms.  There was 
also little evidence of established methods to notate, classify and 
visualise sound events, beyond those of waveform and 
spectrograph.  There were specific exceptions within acoustics, 
but sound designers and computer scientists evidenced little need 
of methods of visualization, despite a number of them working 
on the auralization of data.  However, one of the computing 
technologists used a very simple, but effective, method of 
describing audio: sense of direction; sense of depth; sense of 
space; sense of movement; distance to events; broadness; 
naturalness; richness; tone colour and emphasis.  

Computing participants were comfortable with the term 
‘sound event’, whereas sound designers preferred the terms 
‘sound’ or ‘audio’, disassociating them from the source.  The 
overall response to the research varied from not seeing the 
relevance, to requesting access to any published results.  An 
acoustic phonetician suggested that the proposed methods would 
prove ideal for use within their field, which they felt that sound 
designers and engineers had traditionally ignored.  None of the 
participants referred to any other researchers working in this 
area.  The questionnaire has established the methods and 
terminologies audio professionals currently use when notating, 
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classifying and visualizing sounds.  It has confirmed that there is 
a wide range of skills and understanding across the fields closely 
associated with education, and that many concepts such as the 
‘soundscape’ and ‘noise’ have no standard accepted definitions, 
even within the same professional field.   

4. REIFICATION METHOD 

The results were collapsed into a single method for reifying 
auditory environments.  This produced a two-tier approach, 
where the physical sound field, room acoustics and hearing 
abilities could be measured or described, and the perceived 
soundscape could be classified.   

4.1. Measurements 

As Augoyard points out, the measurement of a single sound is an 
abstract concept, as it is impossible, outside of an anechoic 
chamber, to separate it from its environment or the listener’s 
perception [14].  This combination of the physical measurements 
provides an insight into the quantifiable elements preceding 
individual interpretation, of what Rodaway defines as the 
soundfield compared to the soundscape [15].  The choice of 
physical measurements was based on the most commonly cited 
term within the highest rated dimensions.  These measurements 
represent the original source or sound field, the affect that the 
physical environment has upon it and the effect that an 
individual’s hearing will have upon its subsequent perception 
(see Table 16).  A single measurement was chosen for each 
dimension, which have been clearly defined both by 
international standards and by common practice within the 
respondents’ respective fields. 

 

Dynamics sound pressure level

Spectral Frequency

Clarity Distortion

Temporal Duration

Spatial Location

Room Acoustics

Temporal Reverberation Time

Reflections Early Reflections

Spectral Frequency Response

Dynamics Impulse Response

Absorption Absorption coefficient

Clarity Speech Transmission Index

Hearing Abilities

Dynamics Hearing Level

Spectral Frequency Response

Audio

 
Table 16: Methods of Measurement 

 

The audio measurements of dynamics, spectral and 
temporal, which are applied across all three groups, represent the 
most basic of techniques, typically measured in decibels, hertz 
and seconds respectively [16].  Clarity is measured as percentage 
distortion, and is much more specific and predominantly 
concerned with reproduction quality, the standardized method is 
Total Harmonic Distortion, which Whitlock points out is a poor 
measure [17].  Location was a dimension listed as being a 
parameter which respondents would like to be included, it is 
proposed that it would be measured using Euclidean coordinates, 
although as Carlile points out the listener will not necessarily 
perceive it anywhere near as accurately [18]. 

When addressing room acoustics, the most commonly 
utilized measurement was reverberation time (RT60), this is an 

excellent gauge of what the intelligibility will be like in a 
specific environment [19].   It is also the longest established and 
most commonly applied measurement for room acoustics [20], 
but in conjunction with other equally important measurements 
[21].   Also if only a single measurement was to be taken, then 
this would be by far the most important for all three groups.  
Early reflections measured in ms again provide an insight into 
intelligibility, as if it is between 35 – 50ms the listener can 
integrate the reflections, if it is shorter or longer than this it can 
colour the sound [19].   The frequency response of a room 
measured in decibels against hertz provides the room’s spectral 
variations, compared to the impulse response measured in 
decibels against seconds provides the room’s dynamics response.   

Absorption coefficient is another well established 
measurement, it is calculated as a ratio between 0-1, with 0 being 
100% reflection and 1 representing 100% absorption [16], this is 
typically applied to specific surfaces, rather than the room as a 
whole.  The Speech Transmission Index is most commonly used 
in Europe whereas Speech Intelligibility as %Alcons is more 
popular in the USA [19].   Using the rapid procedure, values are 
produced as a ratio between 0-1, 0 representing unsatisfactory 
syllable intelligibility and 1 excellent [20].  Hearing abilities 
only 2 measurements have been specified. Hearing level is more 
accurately described as the pure-tone average (PTA) of 500, 
1000 and 2000 Hz, and is expressed in dB.  This is commonly 
used to identify speech thresholds with -10–15 having no impact, 
with anything greater than -90 being profound [22].  There are 
very obvious problems with this measurement, in that it is only 
an average, whereas frequency loss more accurately represents 
the specific loss.  So the frequency response is represented via an 
audiogram, which typically measures the hearing thresholds of 9 
frequencies per ear with or without masking.  This can be 
extended with bone conduction measurements across 6 
frequencies from right, forehead and left [22]. 

4.2. Descriptions 

The descriptions in this instance can be used either instead of the 
measurements, as a form of shorthand utilizing a consensus 
vocabulary, or to support or extend them.  In the case of 
describing audio, rather than measuring it, the temporal 
dimension has been replaced by a brief description of a sound’s 
aesthetics (see Table 17).  This dimension is also missing from 
the description of the room acoustics where it has been 
combined with reflections and absorption into a single 
dimension of reflections, in its binary form of dead or 
reverberant.   
 

Dynamics soft loud

Spectral low (pitch) mid (pitch) high (pitch)

Aesthetics warm harsh bright

Clarity poor good

Reflections dead reverberant

Spectral boomy bright

Clarity dull clear

Dynamics quiet noisy

Spatial intimate diffuse

Spectral

Dynamics

Type Deaf Tinnitus

hearing loss

Audio

Room Acoustics

Hearing Abilities

frequency loss

 
Table 17: Methods of Description 
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Traditionally it would be expected that loud would be 
contrasted with quiet with regards to dynamics, which is a 
common descriptive dimension in sound quality evaluation [23], 
but in this case it was compared to soft by 53% of the 
respondents with quiet only being applied twice (3%).  This 
corresponds with practice within the film industry where 
intensity is routinely described in terms of being soft or loud 
[24].  The partitioning of pitch into low, mid and high is familiar 
to anyone who has ever utilized a budget mixer and is applied to 
pitch within mainstream sound design, right through to the 
highly specialized field of envirotecture  [25].  The aesthetic 
dimension is very closely related to the spectral, in that all three 
of the categories are typically associated with a specific range of 
frequencies, warm and bright being positive versions of  low and 
high while harsh is a negative form of mid. 

Clarity is described in binary terms as either poor or good, it 
was noticed consistently throughout all of the responses, that 
apart from with regards to pitch there were very few neutral or 
mid point terms for any of the dimensions.   This corresponds 
with Hellstrom [26] as well as Hedfors  and Berg [27] who 
established word pairs when describing properties or 
characteristics of soundscapes.  When it comes to hearing 
abilities, the descriptions are very close to the measurements in 
both spectral and dynamics except they are specifically about 
loss, whereas the measurements provide details about acuity as 
well. Type has replaced the dimension of clarity with the choice 
being confined to two very specific types of hearing loss: deaf or 
tinnitus.  It could be argued that almost every other type of 
hearing loss could be described through the relative 
combinations of the spectral and dynamic descriptions, but in 
their current form they are only described in general terms. 

4.3. Classification 

By combining the methods of notating sound with the terms used 
for the classification of sound, it was possible to create a method 
of classifying sound events that represents the perceived 
soundscape.  The dimensions are used to classify each individual 
sound within an auditory environment, and as such are unique to 
each environment and listener, as argued for by Porteous and 
Mastin [28].  Bech and Zacharov confirm that auditory attributes 
can be both identified and elicited for perceptual evaluations of 
sound quality, as well as there being no one correct way [29]. 

The descriptions of audio detailed above are usually applied 
in general terms to a complete signal rather than individual 
elements.  This approach allows us to capture what Altman 
refers to as the ‘heterogeneity of sound events’, where it is 
dependent on the unique context and the individual listener [30].  
This combination also helps compensate for the typical problem 
of a participant only providing a list of sound events, rather than 
an analysis of its attributes [11].  This is further compounded by 
the individual’s tendency to visualise the event’s source rather 
than ‘hear’ the sound [31] or even by memories of what 
interviewees used to hear being affecting concurrent sounds [32]. 

The hierarchy has been determined by the level of response 
from the participants (see Table 18).  It is unsurprising that 
sound type, interacting material and interaction are the first 
three dimensions, as these are rarely measured in normal practice 
so their classification extends the information gleaned from 
measurement.  Temporal provides a useful description of the 
length of a sound using four categories, all of which are related 
to the duration in the context of the entire soundscape, as the 

length is established by comparison, rather than isolated 
measurement.  The spectral dimension matches almost exactly 
the descriptions, except that varying has been added, as is the 
case with dynamics. 

 

Music Speech Artificial Natural

Aerodynamic Liquid Material Structure

blown impact scraping vibration

Impulse Short Long Continuous

high mid low varying

loud soft varying

Spectral

Sound Type

Interacting Material

Interaction

Temporal

Dynamics

 
Table 18: Classification of sound events 

 

The separation of artificial and natural within sound type can 
provide an insight into the possible preference for a sound event, 
as Kageyama found, often natural sounds are preferred to 
artificial [33].  The interacting material is similar to Gaver’s 
classification of solids, gasses and liquids, except that solids has 
been split into material and structure providing information 
about whether the object is malleable [11].  Interaction provides 
information about the method of sound generation, but is 
missing at least splash and drip, which was not mentioned by 
any of the respondents.  The temporal dimension not only 
provides information about the frequency of individual instances 
but can also indicate potentially how annoying the sound event 
might be, as this typically increases with the amount of time the 
sound event is present [34].  

5. CONCLUSIONS 

We have presented an approach to soundfield and 
soundscape mapping that provides acousticians, computing 
specialists, and traditional sound designers with a common set of 
methods for reifying an acoustic environment based upon their 
current practice.  They can choose to either measure or describe 
the physical dimensions, followed by a classification that can be 
used to elicit responses from end users, to establish whether their 
experience of a sound or soundscape matches the designers 
intention.  Asking listeners to classify the sound events that they 
hear helps compensate for their natural desire (as Ballas et al. 
found) to describe them according to their semantics rather than 
the event’s acoustic properties [35].  The method can be used to 
describe an environment prior to design, so that augmentation is 
achieved to the benefit of end users.  We are aware that there are 
omissions such as interactive function, which is routinely applied 
by consumer product sound designers [36, 37], as well as any 
detail about emotions which is key to film sound design [38, 39]. 

The next stage of this research is to revisit the combination 
of the results from this study with terms used by inhabitants 
when describing their soundscape, so that a set of dimensions 
and terms that are clearly understood by both groups can be 
established.  This should result in a method that can be used to 
evaluate the effectiveness of auditory interfaces, both in isolation 
and in their intended auditory environments.  The dimensions 
will be used as a form of questionnaire for auditory environment 
inhabitants, with their responses being collapsed and then 
visualized in map form for ease of comparison.  
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ABSTRACT

Within the general context of auditory perception of ecological in-
formation a previously rather less studied aspect is the oneof the
convection of continuous dynamic physical attributes. Thestudy
focuses on velocity information in a scenario of interactive control,
the one of balancing a virtual ball on a tiltable track. In a target
reaching experiment control movements and performance times
are measured and recorded under different conditions of auditory
feedback in addition to a wide–screen graphical display. The pres-
ence and relevance of auditory perception of velocity information
can be inferred from analysis of experimental results and conclu-
sions can be drawn concerning the design of auditory feedback of
ecological or rather abstract nature.

[Keywords: Auditory feedback, Gestural control]

1. INTRODUCTION

1.1. Background

In the tradition of psychoacoustics, focus has for long beenon the
perception of abstract properties of sound such as pitch/frequency
or loudness/level. The last decades however have seen an increas-
ing interest in auditory perception as a means to gain ecological
information from sound, i.e. information about physical objects
and events in a listener’s surroundings, through sounds they emit.
As examples, studies have examined the auditory perceptionof
physical attributes such as size [1] or the classification ofauditory
events as bouncing or breaking [2]. As well in the recent decades,
the field of auditory display has strongly emerged and also here
the question of the usage of abstract sounds with attributesre-
lated rather to traditional musical terms, such as inearcons[3],
or of sound of rather ecological orientation, such as inauditory
icons [4], is of central interest. While abstract sonic attributes
leave more freedom in the design of auditory displays and may
also facilitate the introduction of “grammatical” structures in the
acoustic communication [5]1, one may hope to reduce the need
of explanation, training and adaptation on the side of the user by
exploiting mechanisms of ecological auditory perception that are
already internalised. This question of abstract vs. ecological audi-
tory attributes is one central notion behind the work presented in
the following.

Most psychoacoustic examinations of information convection
through sound deal with discrete, often short, sonic signals or how-
ever with information conveyed in discrete events and classes. Just
similarly, and this parallel is probably not by chance, in most hu-
man–computer interfaces sound is so far employed only (if atall

1These are probably the reasons why abstract sounds dominatethe field
of sonification.

. . . ) in the form of short discrete signals, typically of warning or
notification. Continuous information flows through as well contin-
uous sonic feedback, in particular in connection with gestural in-
teraction, have in contrast hardly been subject of dedicated studies
or employed in applications. This lack of attention stands in con-
trast to our everyday physical surroundings with which we gener-
ally interact in seamless continuous ways: we rather touch or move
objects than toggle discrete switches or states and generally simul-
taneously receive continuous sensory feedback from the world. As
a familiar example one may think of driving a car where the noises
of motor, brakes or air streams continuously inform about pro-
cesses to control and influence the driver’s behaviour. TheSound-
ing Object (SOb)European research project [6] for which the au-
thor has been working has been occupied with the developmentof
(and psychoacoustic research as a basis for)sound models, sound
generation algorithms that are able to convey in a clear and intu-
itive way, to non-expert listeners, ecological information contained
in everyday sound-emitting scenarios. These sound generation al-
gorithms can react dynamically to realtime parameters suchas user
input and reflect evolving states of a system to interact withand can
therefore be seen as a dynamic, reactive extension of Bill Gaver’s
concept ofauditory icons.

Related to the mentioned aspect of continuous sonic feedback
is a principal problem of assessing perceptual mechanisms which
may possibly happen unconsciously. Most conventional techni-
ques of psychophysical evaluation, such as questionnaires, rating,
scaling or labelling tasks, rely on conscious reflection andanswers
of the test subject. Sensory–motor mechanisms may however hap-
pen without a subject’s awareness and possibly even resist any as-
sessment based on conscious reactions: such experiments provoke,
and rely on, a chain of self-observation and cognitive reflection on
the experimental task (or request) as well as the own response,
which may generally introduce side-effects that put into question
the value of the experimental results in the light of the actual point
of interest. The study described in the following represents an
alternative approach that allows to by-pass the described problem.
Here, movement responses of test subjects are measured and ana-
lysed, in a sensory–motor task that does not request any conscious
judgement of sonic attributes. From correlations between charac-
teristics of measured control movements and given conditions of
sensory feedback, facts of perception of information through au-
ditory feedback may be inferred, also if these are located beyond
subjects’ conscious awareness.

1.2. Metaphor and interface

TheBallancer is a tangible audio–visual interface designed to ex-
amine questions of the context described above. It is based on the
metaphor of balancing a ball rolling along a tilt-able track. The
device is handled by the user as if balancing a small marble ontop
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Figure 1: TheBallancerin the configuration with a wide-screen display spanning thewhole size of the 1–m physical control stick (left)
and in the setup of the previous study with a 19” monitor (right). The real glass marble on the track in the right–hand photoonly serves
demonstration purposes.

of a 1-m long wooden track whereby feedback about the move-
ment of the virtual ball can be given through different typesof
visual and/or auditory feedback. Figure 1.2 shows two photos. In
its original main configuration theBallancermakes use of asound
modelof a solid object rolling along a plane [7] which forms one
example for the development ofsound modelsthat this author has
been occupied with in the course of theSounding ObjectEuropean
project [6]. The experimental setup used in the experiment de-
scribed in this article (in the following sections) includes a second,
more abstract approach of sonic feedback. For the visual feedback
the first realisation of theBallancerused a standard 19” computer
monitor (see right photo of figure 1.2) and the first experimental
study conducted at the device (shortly summarised in the next sub-
section) used graphical displays of different sizes, from the largest
filling the whole 19” screen to the smallest spanning1/12 of this
size.

Core of the gestural input is a sensor connected to the wooden
control track that allows the measurement of the track’s angle with
the horizontal. The experiment presented in the following has
been accomplished on a setup based on anInertia Cube[8] orien-
tation sensor.

The movement of the virtual ball in dependence of the chang-
ing inclination of the control track is realised through an imple-
mentation of the discrete–time version of simplified physical equa-
tions describing the underlying scenario. Theoretical andpractical
details behind theBallancer interface have been described in a
dedicated article [9]. Despite simplification of physical details the
reactive behaviour of the virtual ball, in connection with the sound
of the rolling model [7], was seen to be perceived as convincing
and the metaphor was found to be understood spontaneously by
test subjects without any prior explanation (as explained in the next
subsection and described in detail in [9]).

1.3. Previous work and results

An initial study with 10 test subjects had been conducted at the
Ballancer interface whose results are basis and motivation for the
work presented here and shall therefore be shortly summarised.
Here only main points are listed, details can be found in dedicated

publications [10][9]. 10 subjects participated in this experiment
containing as its main part a task of moving the virtual ball inside a
fixed target area under the different feedback conditions ofgraph-
ical displays of different sizes (the largest filling the 19”screen)
and with and without sound feedback from therolling model.

• The sound of therolling modelby itself (without connected
graphical or other sensory information) was seen to provoke
in most subjects a spontaneous connotation of a scenario of
rolling.

• When handling the interface blindfolded, receiving feed-
back only through sound from therolling model[7] (apart
from proprioceptive feedback of their own arm movements)
test subjects generally understood the underlying metaphor
without any explanation. While clearly having an artificial
character the sound of therolling modelwas nevertheless
seen to be less ambiguous in representing a rolling object
than the sound of a real glass marble rolling on the tilted
(blindfolded. . . ) track.

• The 10 subjects were found to conclude a task of stopping
the virtual ball inside a target area in average significantly
faster when feedback from thesound modelof rolling was
present than with purely visual feedback. This effect of im-
proved performance with sound was stronger for graphical
displays of smaller size but present also for the full size 19”
display.

• The noted faster task performance with additional sonic fe-
edback could be connected to significant differences in in-
dices of qualities of control movement such as the time after
which the controlled virtual ball reaches its maximal veloc-
ity. In this sense the performance improvement with sonic
feedback must be assumed to be (at least partly) due to op-
timised behaviour of acceleration and stopping with sound.

2. SCOPES AND SETTING OF THE PRESENT STUDY

The experiment described in the following aims at questionsin-
spired by the results of the study described in the previous subsec-
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tion (1.3). It forms an extension of this study as well as a concen-
tration of focus.

As one fundamental difference to the study cited above (sub-
section 1.3) the following experiment is not driven by interest in
the relevance of sound for small display sizes or in sound as an
alternative for weak display conditions in general. In thisrespect,
interest is here wider, on the question if sound can contribute to
the performance of a task of continuous sensory–motor human–
machine interaction by conveying information that mayin princi-
plenot or not as effectively be conveyed to the user through visual
feedback alone. While this notion is discussed further below, it is
already noted that one of its consequences is the use of a wide–
screen display spanning the full range of the physical control stick
of theBallancer in the setup used in the following (as seen in fig-
ure 1.2). All measurements in the following experiment are there-
fore accomplished under visual conditions that are optimalin the
sense of the visual feedback spanning the whole range of the sub-
ject’s arms during task performance, as would be the case in the
“real” physical scenario. Following the same direction of reason-
ing the graphical display differs from the one of the previous study
in that the ball is here not monochrome but with two differently
coloured halves (left photo of figure 1.2) so that the turningmove-
ment itself may serve as an additional visual cue of ball movement.

2.1. The question of velocity information from sound

For the field of auditory display it is natural to ask if there ex-
ist specific classes of information that may be displayed particu-
larly well or “in a natural way” through sound, or that vice versa
show a predestination to be conveyed through the visual channel.
For example does visual perception show a generally higher res-
olution in terms of the angular direction of a source of stimulus
so that positional information is in most cases probably displayed
and perceived more easily through vision than sound. With re-
spect to temporal resolution the situation however appearsrather
opposite since attributes of acoustic stimuli residing on alevel of
temporal resolution much below the scale of visual perceptibility
may generally still lead to differentiations in auditory perception:
graphical frame rates around 30Hz are generally sufficient for the
display of seamless visual motion while in the acoustic domain
sampling rates above44100Hz are generally considered necessary
for transparency of a sampling process. As a consequence, the
auditory channel may from a viewpoint of ecological perception
be conjectured to show strengths in the convection of dynamical
physical attributes such as forces and velocities. This idea indeed
seems reasonable also from informal every day experience, as e.g.
in the already mentioned (in subsection 1.1) situation of driving a
car, even if we generally seem to be much less aware of this as-
pect of auditory perception as compared to the noted relevance of
visual perception for spatial orientation.

In the initial configuration of theBallancerthe sonic feedback
roughly reflected (and therefore potentially informed about) the
position of the virtual ball through simple amplitude stereo pan-
ning and in the fact that the target area was marked by a differ-
ent surface structure and as a consequence different acoustic be-
haviour. In the connected study (subsection 1.3) it was however
shown that the found performance improvement through sonicfe-
edback was accompanied by optimisations of control movements
already in the phase of the task before reaching the target area.
Since positional information in amplitude panning is very coarse
it must be assumed that the noted performance effects must be
at least partly attributed to velocity information conveyed by the

sonic feedback. The present work focuses on this latter aspect and
to this end employs conditions of sonic feedback thatexclude any
possibility of positional information in the sound. The momentary
velocity of the virtual ball is here used as the only input parameter.
In particular, the sonic feedback does not depend on the controlled
virtual ball’s location in- or outside the target area.

2.2. Ecological vs. abstract sonic feedback — types of audi-
tory feedback

Thesound modelof rolling [7] used in the initial configuration of
theBallancer is based on a simplified physical model of the inner
resonance behaviour as well as the force acting between the rolling
object and the plane to roll on. The involved surface profilesthat
are “scanned” during the rolling movement form here the initial
source of vibration, that is processed as part of thesound model
following considerations on the physical and geometrical princi-
ples of the scenario. (I refer to [7] for details.) The development
of the model followed the notion ofcartoonification[4][9], i.e.
it aims at informativeness or “expressiveness” and clearness and
simplification in its sonic appearance rather than realism.Success
in these scopes was confirmed by the study reported in subsec-
tion 1.3 were the sound feedback from the model was, while being
clearly recognisable as synthesised, found to be intuitively under-
stood by subjects in the sense of supporting well the convection of
the intended metaphor and handling as well as leading to improved
performance at the interface.

After these observations the notion of further “abstracting” the
sonic feedback and possible implications on the convectionof ve-
locity information is central to the experiment reported inthe fol-
lowing. A second, very simple and rather abstract sound model
has been derived, by widely ignoring any idea of realism or even
immediate similarity with the mechanical sound of a rollingob-
ject. This sonic feedback however still aims at expressing in a
possibly intuitive way what is considered the main parameter of
interest2 for auditory display in our context, the one of velocity of
a controlled movement. To this end the processing that accounts
for the physical interaction in rolling is strongly reducedand the
model is “stripped down” to scanning a chosen surface profile–
at “audio rate”3. This strategy may be compared to replacing
the objectrolling along the surface with an ideal needle as of a
record player that follows what would be the “essential” trajec-
tory of the movement (of the centre of the virtual ball). Finally, a
highly artificial and rather unrealistic surface profile is chosen, one
of the shape of a lowpass-filtered sawtooth signal, to optimise the
low-level psychoacoustic properties of the resulting signal: The
Fourier spectrum of the sawtooth spreads over a very wide range
of the frequency sensitivity of human hearing, up to its upper limit
even for fundamental frequencies at the lower end of the hearing
range. The sawtooth is periodic and thus stimulates a clear and
strong sensation of pitch, e.g. in contrast to filtered noise. The sig-
nal is slightly lowpass filtered in order to minimally smoothen the
otherwise extremely harsh aesthetic appearance of the sawtooth.
Summing up the consequences of the described derivation of the
record–needle model, the fundamental frequency of the usedsaw-

2Thesound modelof rolling in contrast to our specific focus here offers
a potential to acoustically reflect a wider range of ecological attributes of
the underlying scenario, such as the size, shape and weight of the rolling
object, surface structure or material.

3i.e. with a temporal precision high enough to represent a continuous
process to the human auditory system, exactly: at “cd audio rate” 44,100
Hz. . .
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tooth signal follows proportionally the ball velocity to besonified.
This condition of sonic feedback shall in the reminder for simplic-
ity be denoted as “abstract sound(as)”.

2.3. Experimental design

In order to examine the effects of the more abstract, very simple
sonic feedback on users’ handling and perception of the Ballancer
device, as compared to the original sound model of rolling, asec-
ond experiment analogous to the one described above was con-
ducted, containing both conditions of sonic feedback (again along
with a condition of purely visual feedback). Thereby visualfeed-
back is as described above (at the beginning of section 2), identical
for the whole course of the experiment.6 subject participated in
this pilot experiment, all of them students at Berlin University of
Technology, aged between21 and27, four male and two female.
Despite this rather small number of participants (that is augmented
in current experiments continuing the pilot) some statistically sig-
nificant and interesting results were found, the most important of
which are shortly reported below. Again (as in the initial experi-
ment of subsection 1.3) participants were asked to move the virtual
ball inside a graphically marked target area (compare figure1.2) as
fast as possible, this time under the three different conditions ofa)
sound feedback from the rolling model, “rolling sound (rs)”, b)
feedback from the more abstract record–needle model, “abstract
sound (as)” and c) without sonic feedback, “no sound (no)”. The
task was counted as completed when the virtual ball completely
stayed at rest inside the target area for at least500ms (stopping
condition, compare also figure 3). For this condition to be achiev-
able by the controlling subject the computation of movementof the
virtual ball includes a simple model of “stick” and “roll” friction.
The different conditions appeared insetsof 20 gameseach. The
order of the sets/conditions was counterbalanced across subjects
and the whole series of all conditions was repeated once for each
subject so that the whole test consisted of 6 sets, e.g. for subject1
of the form: “rs, as, no, rs, as, no”, subject2: “ rs, no, as, rs, no,
as”. . . Due to the repetition of the whole series, each condition
appeared twice for each subject, as one set in a less trained (“un-
trained”) state and again in “trained” circumstances in thesecond
half of each test. Table 1 gives a quick overview of the distri-
bution of feedback conditions for the 6 subjects in the design of
the experiment. By counterbalancing the order of conditions we

Sound conditions of sets
sub- “untrained” “trained”
ject 1 2 3 4 5 6

1 rs as no rs as no
2 rs no as rs no as
3 as rs no as rs no
4 as no rs as no rs
5 no rs as no rs as
6 no as rs no as rs

Table 1:Counterbalanced order of feedback conditions (“rolling”,
“ abstract” and no sound) in the 6 sets of all 6 subjects.

can hope that training effects during performance of the test “even
out” in the comparison of measurements at different conditions of
feedback averaged over all subjects.

3. RESULTS

3.1. Task performance under different conditions of feedback
and training

As in the initial experiment with the Ballancer in the19′′-screen
configuration (subsection 1.3), the 6 subjects in average performed
the task faster with sonic feedback than without. Table 2 shows
the “task times”, i.e. times subjects needed to complete the task
in average — over all 6 subjects and 20 games — under the dif-
ferent conditions of feedback, in the first (“untrained”) and second
(“trained”) series of sets. One interesting new observation with

Averagetask times(s), training
rs as no

“untrained” 7.62 8.38 9.28
“trained” 7.14 6.61 7.36

δ(%) −6.2 −21.1 −20.6
p 0.261 0.000 0.001

Table 2: Times (ins) subjects needed in average to complete the
task under the different conditions of feedback in the “untrained”
(line 1) “trained” (line 2) series. The third line shows the relative
difference (of the value in line 2 with respect to the one in line
1 of equal feedback condition, in%), line 4 holds the p-values
resulting from t-test comparison of these according underlying sets
of values.

respect to the initial Ballancer experiment (subsection 1.3) is the
fact that the average training effect, i.e. the improvementof per-
formance in doing the task over time between the “untrained”and
“trained” sets — depicted in line 3 of table 2 — is comparatively
small (approx.6.2%) with the rolling soundand does not reach a
statistical significance of5%. The training effect is however much
higher (> 20%) and about equally strong under the conditions of
abstract soundand without sound feedback.4 In accordance with
this phenomenon, average performance in the trained seriesgets
better with theabstract soundthan with therolling sound, while it
is best withrolling soundin the untrained series. Figure 2 where
the mean values of table 2 are depicted graphically allows aneasy
overview over the “global” temporal behaviour oftask timesunder
the different feedback conditions.

Table 3 shows a comparison of the mean performances under
different conditions in the form of relative difference andaccord-
ing statistical significances, i.e. p-values resulting from t-test com-
parison of the two respective sets of measurements. It can beseen
that in the untrained series task performance is significantly faster
with rolling soundthan without sonic feedback and still faster with
abstract soundthan without, but the latter improvement does not
reach statistic significance. In the trained seriesrolling soundand
abstract soundsomewhat “switch roles”: still, with both types of
sonic feedback average performance is better than without sound
but now theabstract soundleads to the best (significantly. . . ) av-
eragetask time(please compare also figure 2).

3.2. Indices of quality of control movement

As discussed in detail in the previous subsection the measurements
in the experiment presented here reveal that again (i.e. as in the

4In table 2 as in all following, p-values below or close to a statistical
significance of5% are highlighted green.
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Figure 2:Averagetask times(in ms) under the different conditions
of sonic feedback, over the “untrained” (1-20) and “trained” (21-
40) games and across all subjects. Note that the range of the y-axis
does not start at zero for better visibility of the values.

Relative differences oftask times,
statistic significance

“untrained” “trained”
as no as no

rs
δ(%) −9.1 −17.9 8.1 −3

p 0.1345 0.0052 0.1414 0.5977
as

δ(%) −9.7 −10.2
p 0.1825 0.0206

Table 3: Differences in averagetask times(in %) under the dif-
ferent conditions in the untrained and trained set. Below each
difference value, the according statistical significance,p, is given.

previousBallancer study, compare subsection 1.3 and [9]) sub-
jects in average conclude the target reaching task faster with sonic
feedback than without. This effect must here clearly be attributed
to velocity information in the sonic feedback since the position of
the controlled ball is not reflected in the sonic feedback in any way.
It is natural to ask if or how this effect of in some way optimised
control movements can be further qualified. A worthwhile goal
would of course be to develop mathematical models of the control
behaviour of the human operator that allow to quantitatively (or at
least qualitatively) predict such effects of different feedback con-
ditions in tasks of motor control and perception. Such models have
a strong value in allowing to derive specifications for the design of
human–machine interfaces and their development has since long
been a topic in the context of control theory and robotic systems
(see e.g. [11][12]). Yet, human operator5 models that explicitly in-
clude a consideration of conditions of sensory feedback other than
visual still form an area with open space for future work. Also
in this publication no such human operator model that integrates

5This is the common term for the role of the human interacting with
a machine when the focus is on more low–level sensory–motor behaviour
rather than higher cognitive aspects such as decision making.

the movement responses measured in experiments at theBallancer
is provided. The derivation and discussion of indices of measured
movement trajectories that may represent characteristicsof control
behaviour may be seen as one step in the direction just hintedat.
Characteristic points and phases in the movements of control stick
and controlled virtual ball and connected indices are identified.

Figure 3 shows an example of temporal development of angle
of control track (red) and position of controlled virtual ball (blue)
in one game of the experiment. The left and right boundary of the
target area are marked in green on the y–axis (i.e. by the horizontal
green lines at0.7m and0.8m). It is remarked that the angle is here
represented by its sine value (stretched by a factor2 for reasons
of better visibility) which is in this range, with an absolute value
below about0.1, approximately proportional to the angle in radian
itself. (A radian of0.1 corresponds to approx.5.7◦.) Several
characteristics of this temporal development, beyond the overall
task time(when the virtual ball has come to rest in the target area),
that come to mind are marked in figure 3. These are

1. the number of changes of direction in the balls movement,
i.e. cases where, in trying to stop inside the target, the ball
is accelerated excessively against its momentary direction.
In the example of figure 3 these points are marked by circles
and numbered, the resulting index of their overall number
(in one game or in average over a set of games) shall be
called “ball oscillations”.

2. Similarly, points in time where the direction of the applied
acceleration changes, i.e. where the angle of the track chan-
ges sign (from positive to negative or vice versa, zero cross-
ings of the red line) are numbered in the figure; the result-
ing index of the number of such occurring changes of sign
is called “inclination swaps”.

3. Another characteristic point in the ball trajectory is the mo-
ment when the ball reaches maximal velocity in one game.
In figure 3 velocities are represented by black tangential
lines.

4. Besides thismaximum velocity, the time of its occurrence,
“max. velocity time” and the ball position in this moment,
“max. velo. position” are indices marked in the graph of
figure 3 (by dotted lines) and discussed in the following.

5. Finally, one crucial moment from a perceptual side is the
entering of the virtual ball into the target area. Derived in-
dices are “target reaching time”, “ target stopping time”, the
time needed to stop the ball after having entered the target
area (this is obviously the different betweentask timeand
target reaching time), “ and the “entry velocity”, i.e. the
velocity with which the ball enters the target area.

3.2.1. Target reachingandstopping times

Table 4 gives a comparison of averagetarget reachingandstop-
ping timesunder the different conditions in the format known from
table 3. It is seen that the average time between the ball entering
the target area and it being finally stopped is in all cases shorter
with sonic feedback than in the respective sets without sonic feed-
back (negative %-values only in the right, “no”, columns of the
lower chart of table 4). In accordance with the behaviour oftask
times(subsection 3.1) this effect is in the untrained set stronger
with rolling sound(negative value in the left column of the lower
chart of table 4) and vice versa stronger withabstract soundin the
trained sets (positive %-value in the respective column).
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Figure 3: Characteristic indices in the trajectories over time (x–axis in s) of the position of the virtual ball (blue, inm) and the underlying
simultaneous development of the angle of the held control track in one game (the red curve depicts the sine of the angle, stretched by a
factor of 2 for better visibility). As an effect of a simple model of “stick” and “roll” friction the virtual ball stays at rest near the start
and end of the game also in short phases where the control track is not being held absolutely horizontal (not even completely still, at the
resolution of the direction sensor).

Relative differences oftarget reaching times,
statistic significance

“untrained” “trained”
as no as no

rs
δ(%) 2.2 6.6 8 6.3

p 0.564 0.072 0.05 0.126
as

δ(%) 4.3 −1.6
p 0.279 0.7

Relative differences oftarget stopping times,
statistic significance

“untrained” “trained”
as no as no

rs
δ(%) −18.6 −33.9 8.3 −11.4

p 0.086 0.001 0.451 0.273
as

δ(%) −18.8 −18.2
p 0.104 0.025

Table 4:Relative differences of averagetarget reachingand stop-
ping timesunder the different conditions of training and sonic
feedback.

From the upper chart of table 4 it is noted that subjects in aver-
age took less time to reach the target area without sound thanwith,
a remark that applies to all sets exceptabstract soundin the trained

series where thetarget reaching timeis slightly shorter with sound
(only negative value in this chart). This faster reaching ofthe tar-
get is howevernot reflected by faster target completion, since we
have seen the opposite being the case.

3.2.2. Maximum velocity

What has just been noted abouttarget reaching timesis basically
found analogously for theaverage maximum velocitiesthat the vir-
tual ball reaches before entering the target: as seen in table 5 this
velocity is in average always lower with sonic feedback (only neg-
ative %-values in the respective columns of the lower chart of ta-
ble 5). The picture emerging from the last observations is that of
a general tendency of subjects to overestimate the optimal max-
imum velocity that would form the best tradeoff in reaching the
task fast but avoiding difficulties in subsequently stopping the vir-
tual ball. At the same time the upper chart of table 5 shows that the
average maximum velocity under both conditions of sonic feed-
back is significantly slower in the first “untrained” series while it
shows much less adaptation with training in the “no sound” con-
dition. Finally it is seen in table 5 that the maximum velocity is in
average always slightly higher with theabstract soundthan with
rolling sound, a tendency that however in the trained series does
not seem to conflict with the challenge of stopping the ball pos-
sibly efficiently and therefore to the contrary must be assumed to
contribute to fast overall task performance withabstract sound.

Table 6 of the average positions at which the virtual ball rea-
ches its maximum velocity shows that thismax. velo. positionis
tendentially closer to the starting point of the trajectorywith sonic
feedback. This tendency, that is stronger in the trained series and
here strongest for theabstract sound, can be seen as an index of
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Averagemaximum velocity
rs as no

“untrained” 0.356 0.366 0.392
“trained” 0.386 0.4 0.407

δ(%) 8.2 9.4 3.9
p 0.049 0.05 0.358

Relative differences ofmaximum velocities,
statistic significance

“untrained” “trained”
as no as no

rs
δ(%) −2.7 −9.1 −3.7 −5.3

p 0.5447 0.0157 0.3578 0.193
as

δ(%) −6.6 −1.6
p 0.1147 0.6999

Table 5: Mean maximum velocities of the virtual ball under the
different conditions of feedback and training.

Averagemax. velo. positions
rs as no

“untrained” 0.36 0.37 0.37
“trained” 0.33 0.31 0.35

δ(%) −9.3 −16.2 −6.3
p 0.033 0.000 0.178

Relative differences ofmax. velo. positions,
statistic significance

“untrained” “trained”
as no as no

rs
δ(%) −2.8 −1.9 5.2 −5.1

p 0.5481 0.6792 0.2879 0.2609
as

δ(%) 0.9 −9.8
p 0.8651 0.0228

Table 6:Average distance from the starting point at which the vir-
tual ball reaches its maximum velocity.

more efficient acceleration behaviour with sound.

3.2.3. Entry velocity

The generally shortertarget stopping timesobserved above (ta-
ble 4) may seen in parallel with the averageentry velocitiesthat
are tendentially lower with sonic feedback, as seen from accord-
ing negative %-values in table 7. It is remarkable however that
this effect is not present forabstract soundin the “trained” se-
ries (−0.7% value in the lower right of table 7). Apparently the
stopping behaviour after training under this feedback condition is
efficient enough to lead to significantly faster stopping than with-
out sound also while the target area is here in average entered with
the same velocity.

Relative differences ofentry velocities,
statistic significance

“untrained” “trained”
as no as no

rs
δ(%) −11.6 −17.2 −12.9 −13.5

p 0.065 0.005 0.034 0.05
as

δ(%) −6.4 −0.7
p 0.333 0.902

Table 7: Average velocities of the virtual ball in the moment of
entering the target area.

3.2.4. Ball oscillations

Another characteristic of ball movement that comes to mind when
considering thetarget stopping timesis the number of oscillations,
more precisely changes of direction, that the virtual ball undergoes
in the course of being stopped inside the target. Table 8 shows the
values of this index in the format used throughout this paper. It is

Averageball oscillations
rs as no

“untrained” 2.76 3.86 4.18
“trained” 2.57 2.52 3.18

δ(%) −6.9 −34.8 −23.8
p 0.622 0.032 0.066

Relative differences ofball oscillations,
statistic significance

“untrained” “trained”
as no as no

rs
δ(%) −28.5 −33.9 2 −19.4

p 0.0636 0.0019 0.909 0.2055
as

δ(%) −7.6 −20.9
p 0.635 0.1691

Table 8: Average number of changes of direction of the ball’s
movement.

seen that also this average value is tendentially smaller with sonic
feedback. Probably most striking is the value in the untrained se-
ries under therolling soundcondition as the number of oscillations
is here even smaller than without soundafter training. This fact
may be seen as an indication for a spontaneous understandingof
this sonic feedback by subjects and, together with the correspond-
ing values in the trained series, as a hint in the direction ofthe
question posed in the introduction if sonic feedback may convey
certain information, here velocity information, that is not equally
well perceived through visual feedback.

3.2.5. Inclination swaps

Distinctive points in the control movement of the subject while
performing the task of the experiment handled here are the mo-
ments where the direction of acceleration of the virtual ball chan-
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ges. These represent “decisions”6 of the controlling subject to
actively accelerate the ball further in the direction of itscurrent
movement or to actively stop, i.e. accelerate against the momen-
tary direction. It can be seen from the values in table 9 that the
mean number of suchinclination swapsis at both conditions of
acoustic feedback smaller than without sound (only negative %-
values in the right columns of table 9, lower chart). As was the

Averageinclination swaps
rs as no

“untrained” 3.88 4.66 5.35
“trained” 3.96 3.73 4.1

δ(%) 1.9 −19.9 −23.4
p 0.820 0.008 0.001

Relative differences ofinclination swaps,
statistic significance

“untrained” “trained”
as no as no

rs
δ(%) −16.6 −27.4 6 −3.5

p 0.0404 0.0001 0.4441 0.6508
as

δ(%) −12.9 −8.9
p 0.1069 0.1356

Table 9:Average number of changes of the direction of inclination.

case with theball oscillations, the situation for this index under
rolling soundsticks out in that it is from the first series on smaller
than without sound, even after training.

4. CONCLUSIONS

Summing up in general terms the results that were presented in
some technical detail above the main conclusions shall be listed
briefly.

• As in the preceding study (subsection 1.3) sonic feedback
was found to lead to faster average performance of a task of
target reaching on the basis of a balancing–metaphor. As a
result of the design of the presented experiment there can-
not remain any doubt that this performance improvement
must be attributed to velocity information perceived from
the sound.

• This effect is in the study found to be present also for the
very good conditions of visual feedback on a wide–screen
display spanning the whole range of the modelled scenario
and the involved arm movements.

• The performance improvement is found to be, after training,
larger with specially designed abstract sonic feedback than
with the more ecological and more complex feedback of the
sound modelof rolling.

• The yet higher long–term performance achieved by an ab-
straction of the sonic behaviour in our case goes with a cost
of increased necessary training. The work thus contributes
to the general questions of intuitiveness and efficiency of

6The quotes are used to indicate that the question, if such aninclination
swapis the result of conscious (as the word “decision” tendentially implies)
or unconscious mechanisms, is here left open.

ecologically based vs. rather abstract sounds in auditory
display as proposed in the introduction.

• The analysis of movement trajectories by means of intro-
duced characteristic indices (subsection 3.2) show various
optimisations of control movements as a consequence of
additional velocity information in sonic feedback, such as
more efficient acceleration and stopping and a reduction of
ball oscillations and changes of direction of inclination.

• The noted mechanisms must be assumed to happen widely
unconscious so that the presented approach of measuring
control movements under various feedback conditions can
be regarded as complementing conventional techniques of
psychoacoustic examination that rely on conscious reac-
tions.
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ABSTRACT

This paper presents a subjective assessment among 32 test subjects
performed to investigate the question of possible cross-modal di-
vision of attention in interactive audiovisual application systems.
We give an overview on recent related research, and we describe in
detail the experimental setup, the procedure and the analysis of the
data obtained. As a result, the experiment described here verifies
that interaction or task can have an influence upon the perceived
audio quality, even if the interaction / task is performed in another
modality.

1. INTRODUCTION

Perceived overall quality in audiovisual application systems is the
benchmark that is set when comparing these systems. Yet, pro-
duced quality is not equal to perceived quality. Therefore it is
not enough to increase the degree of auditory or visual simula-
tion depth by means of higher computational power applied. Low
visual quality decreases overall perceived quality, even if audio
quality was superb, and vice versa. Therefore, auditory and vi-
sual simulation quality need to be matched. Also, a number of
potentially influencing factors like the amount of interactivity of-
fered by an application and the resulting divided attentiveness of
the user need to be considered.

The effect of interaction upon the perception of quality is
largely unknown. A number of experiments have been performed
recently which try to give answers. These experiments will be
summed up in the next section. On the basis of the results from
these experiments we will describe and motivate another subjec-
tive assessment performed in order to evaluate a possible cross-
modal influence of interaction. This will be described in section 3.
Section 4 will present an analysis of the data obtained and will de-
tail the results of the experiment. Finally, in section 5 we provide
a conclusion and an outlook.

2. RECENT RESEARCH

Zielinski et al. [1] and Kassier et al. [2] have both reported stud-
ies in which they tested whether time-invariant impairments (fil-
tering) and time-variant impairments (drop-outs) used to provide
degradations in audio quality of multi-channel audio were equally
well detected by test subjects when visual gaming was performed
as a parallel task as when subjects were watching a still picture.
It was observed that involvement in a visual task may change the
results obtained during the evaluation of audio impairments for

some experimental conditions. These results were significant, yet
concluded from a very small sample size (≤ 7).

Reiter and Jumisko-Pyykkö [3] conducted an experiment in
which they asked test subjects to rate the overall perceived quality
of an audiovisual scene under three different levels of interaction:
watching the scene while an automated translational and rotational
movement was performed in a 3D virtual room, pressing a but-
ton whenever a ball appeared with otherwise identical automated
movement, and collecting a ball by approaching it using the com-
puter mouse as an input device for self-directed navigation in the
virtual scene. Although subjects were asked for an overall qual-
ity rating, only one auditory attribute was varied between items
(speech and music stimuli). As the room acoustic simulation used
for audio rendering was based on a mirror source method, the max-
imum order of mirror sources computed was varied between 1 and
3, resulting in different diffuse reverberation decay curves. Reiter
and Jumisko-Pyykkö used both quantitative as well as qualitative
analysis methods on a sample size of 40 participating subjects.
The results of the study showed that there were no differences in
subjects’ ratings of perceived overall audiovisual quality when the
quality was estimated with a parallel visual task (pressing a but-
ton whenever a ball appeared and collecting the ball) compared to
the passive watching only task. Both quantitative and qualitative
results supported this.

Reiter, Weitzel and Cao [4] performed an experiment with a
sample size of 21 test subjects in which they hypothesized that the
lack of influence of the visual task upon the perceived overall qual-
ity observed in [3] was related to the variations of quality being
present only in the auditory stimuli - and thus in a different modal-
ity than the visual task. Therefore they performed an audiovisual
subjective assessment in which subjects were asked to rate an audi-
tory parameter (reverberation time) while being distracted with an
auditory n-back working memory task. In addition to the n-back
task subjects had to move through a virtual scene using a computer
mouse. Thus the experiment was divided into three evaluation ses-
sions: ’navigation only’ task, ’1-back task with navigation’ and
’2-back task with navigation’. Unlike in previously published ex-
periments, both rating and the predominant task (n-back task) took
place in the same modality. The ratings of each subject in the three
sessions were analyzed in terms of their correctness using the bi-
nomial test. It was tested whether subjects’ ratings during ’1-back
with navigation’ and ’2-back with navigation’ task included less
correct answers than in the ’navigation only’ condition. The par-
ticipants’ correct percent in the ’1-back with navigation’ condition
was not significantly different from the ’navigation only’ condi-
tion (p = 0.125). Yet, in the ’2-back with navigation’ condition
the participants’ correct percent was significantly lower than in the
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navigation only condition (p = 0.007). Thus the analysis of the
data obtained indicated that the precision with which auditory pa-
rameters can be rated by humans is dependent on the degree of
distraction in the same modality.

Reiter and Weitzel [5] reported another experiment which fur-
ther tried to evaluate the role of auditory distraction for the overall
perceived quality. A total of 21 test subjects (sample size) were
presented with spoken numbers played back via a virtual loud-
speaker in a 3D audiovisual virtual scene. While moving through
the scene using a computer mouse, subjects were asked to memo-
rize the numbers and indicate whether they were repeating or not
in an n-back task with n = 1 and n = 2. Each correct answer
was awarded with a point, and test subjects tried to reach a score
as high as possible in each round. The score was recorded as an
evidence and measure for the involvement of the subject into the
scene. During the assessment, the reverberation time of the audio
stimuli (the spoken numbers) was varied dynamically at arbitrary
times in each round, always starting with a reference reverberation
time. After each round, subjects were asked to rate the reverber-
ation time in comparison to the reference reverberation time: was
it much shorter, shorter, equal, longer or much longer? Reiter and
Weitzel hypothesized that with an increasing degree of the inter-
action task (from ’navigation only’, to ’1-back task’, to ’2-back
task’) subjects would become more unconfident with rating the
reverberation differences and make incorrect ratings. Therefore
the obtained results were transformed into ’correct’ and ’incor-
rect’ answers and were statistically analyzed using nonparametric
test procedures. The binomial test delivered a significant result
(p ≤ 0.05). In contrast, the test for several related samples which
compared the distributions of correct and incorrect answers of the
passive task (’navigation only’) and the two active tasks (’1-back
task’ and ’2-back task’) did not show a significant result (Cochrans
Q: p > 0.05).

Summing up the results from [4] and [5], there is evidence of
interaction or task influencing the perceived quality whenever this
takes place in the same modality as the main variations in quality.
Yet, it is not clear whether modality alone is the decisive factor,
or whether the amount of involvement / immersion can also play
a decisive role, thus making cross-modal influence possible1. The
experiments described in [1] and [2] could give an answer to this
question, but the results are vague and rely on a very small sample
size. Therefore, we have devised a similar experiment (but with a
sample size of 32) to answer this question, also using the cutoff-
frequency of the auditory stimuli as varying attribute.

This experiment is described in detail in the next section. We
expected to see that interaction / task actually has an influence,
which should manifest itself in test subjects giving higher qual-
ity ratings in the interactive scenario than in the passive (listen
and watch) one. Also, differentiation between quality degrada-
tions should be more difficult for test subjects in the interactive
scenario.

1Cross-modal influence means that stimuli perceived in one modality,
e.g. visual stimuli, influence the processing and interpretation of stimuli
perceived in another modality, e.g. auditory perception. Although cross-
modal effects might also happen between other modalities (e.g. tactile
stimuli influencing visual perception), in this paper we only look at au-
diovisual perception.

3. DESCRIPTION OF EXPERIMENT

3.1. Experimental Platform

The subjective assessments have been performed in the listening
lab of Technische Universität Ilmenau. The listening lab is a 64m2

room acoustically prepared for listening and audio quality assess-
ment experiments (T60 = 0.34s). It fulfills recommendations
ITU-R BS.1116 [6] and EBU Tech 3276 [7].

Audio reproduction was done via two active, full range mon-
itor loudspeakers2 located behind an acoustically transparent pro-
jection screen at the ±15◦ positions, see fig. 1. The SPL at the lis-
tener’s position was measured to be 76dB during the experiment.

-15° 15°

3.4 m

2
.8

m

2.72 m

Figure 1: Test setup with the position of the listener, the loud-
speakers and the projecting screen.

Visual reproduction was done on a 4 : 3 projection screen of
2.72m of width, located at a distance of 2.80m from the test sub-
ject, see fig. 1. The picture was produced by an LCD projector
mounted in a sound insulated housing, such that the overall back-
ground noise level in the listening lab was measured to be below
15dB(A). The screen showed a section of the virtual scene that
was in accordance to the field of view of the subject.

Subjects were seated in a chair mounted on a platform of
0.40m of elevation during the experiment, such that their eyes
were at the same height as the center of the screen. Loudspeakers
were mounted on loudspeaker stands at the height of the subjects’
ears.

The software used for presenting the interactive game was the
MPEG-4 player ’I3D’. I3D allows for the reproduction of inter-
active audiovisual, three dimensional content as defined by the
MPEG-4 standard ISO/IEC14496 [8]. I3D provides a modular
audio engine which has been used to apply filtering to the audio
stimuli. The computer game used in this experiment has been
completely written as an MPEG-4 scene. Apart from providing
the interactive functionality necessary for the game, the scene de-
scription also takes care for the communication with both the input
device used for the subject’s ratings and the logging tool used to
log all subject’s activities during the assessment.

Fig. 2 shows a schematic view of the input device used during
the assessment. During the anchoring phase of the experiment (see
subsection 3.5) subjects could use the two buttons ’imperceptible’
and ’very annoying’ to familiarize themselves with the quality ex-
tremes. During the experiment, the ’start’ button was pressed to
start a trial. By sliding the fader into the corresponding vertical po-
sition, the test subject could make a rating on the perceived quality
and transmit it to the system by pressing the ’rating’ button. The
motorized fader was automatically moved into a neutral position
before each trial.

2Genelec 1031 APM
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Active: Score 4
      50

imperceptible

perceptible, 
but not 
annoying
slightly 
annoying

annoying

very annoying

start ratingimperceptible

very annoying

Figure 2: Schematic view of the input device used in the assess-
ment.

The data was collected by a proprietary JAVA tool (SALT3)
running on a separate computer and connected to I3D and input
device via MIDI4, and subsequently saved into individual XML
files along with personal information about the test subjects. After
the experiment, all the subjects’ ratings were then exported for data
analysis in SPSS.

3.2. Test Subjects

A total of 32 test subjects participated in the experiment. The
majority of the subjects were students and scientific assistants of
Technische Universität Ilmenau. Seven of the participants were fe-
males and 25 males (age M = 25.7, SD : 5.36). Regarding the
listening experience, 20 of the subjects belonged to the category
of initiated assessors and 12 subjects classified as naive assessors.
The group of initiated assessors had already gained abilities and
knowledge in rating the quality of auditory displays in preceding
unimodal and bimodal subjective assessments.

3.3. Interactive Scenario

A computer game was created to evaluate the effect of divided at-
tention in the evaluation of audio quality during involvement in
a visual task. In this game (for a screenshot see fig. 3) two dif-
ferent types of objects moved through the virtual room in random
directions: donuts and snowballs. Subjects had the task to collect
selected flying objects (donuts) by running into them and to avoid
the collision with other objects (snowballs). For the navigation,
test subjects used the left and right arrow keys of a computer key-
board. Movement was only possible to the sides at a fixed distance
to the wall on the other end of the room.

A game score was recorded for each subject to verify sub-
jects’ involvement in the game and to prod the subjects to actively
play the game. By collecting the right object (donut) the score
was increased by one point, whereas a collision with a snowball
decreased the score by one point. The actual game score was dis-
played in the visual scene near the source of the flying objects.

For the experiment, each subject carried out a passive and an
active session. The active session involved playing the computer
game and evaluating the audio quality. This session was designed
to cause a division of attention between the rating of the audio

3Subjective Assessment Logging Tool
4Musical Instruments Digital Interface

Figure 3: Screenshot: visual scene of the experiment.

quality and the involvement in a computer game. In the passive
session, subjects were asked to evaluate the audio quality while a
game demo was presented. Here, the attention of the subjects was
directed to the auditory display.

3.4. Auditory Scenario

A typical background music for a computer game was chosen for
the auditory presentation during the game.

The audio quality degradations were realized by modifying
the tonal quality. Therefore the original signal (20kHz) was low-
pass filtered using three different cut-off frequencies fc = 11kHz,
12kHz and 13kHz. Additionally, an anchor with a low-pass fil-
tering at the cut-off frequency fc = 4kHz was created. Thus three
test items, one anchor item and a reference item (corresponding to
the original full range signal) were presented to the test subjects in
the experiment.

The experiment was performed using a test method (see fig. 4)
based on the Degradation Category Rating (DCR), which is stan-
dardized in ITU-T P.911 [9]. At the beginning of a trial the ref-
erence item was played. During this presentation the tonal qual-
ity was changed: the audio presentation was switched to one of
the test items, switched to the anchor item, or the reference item
was kept unchanged during the transition phase. The exact point
in time of the transition between the reference and the test item
was changed randomly. Transition took always place in an area of
transition (see fig. 4) which began after the first eight seconds and
ended before the last six seconds of the game. Therefore each trial
always began with the reference item and ended with the item to
be rated by the subject.

Reference
Item

Rating

Trial 

time [s]

30

8

Test 
Item

Area of transition

16 6 individual

Figure 4: Modified Degradation Category Rating to present the
audio material.

After the presentation of the auditory signal (at the end of a
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gaming session), subjects had to rate the perceived tonal quality
degradation using the standardized ITU-T P.911 [9] five-level im-
pairment scale. The scale values and the semantic identifiers of the
rating scale as well as the German translations actually used in the
experiment are listed in table 1. The ratings of the test items were
repeated four times each, those of the anchor and reference item
two times each. The order of appearance was changed randomly.

Scale value Standardized identifier German identifier
100 imperceptible nicht wahrnehmbar
75 perceptible, wahrnehmbar,

but not annoying aber nicht störend
50 slightly annoying etwas störend
25 annoying störend
0 very annoying sehr störend

Table 1: Five-level impairment scale with scale values, standard-
ized identifier and German language translated identifier as used
in the experiment.

3.5. Procedure

At the beginning of the experiment subjects were presented written
instructions which included descriptions of the test procedure, the
rating method and the attribute to be evaluated. In case of subjects’
questions, additional information was given orally by the experi-
menters.

Subsequently, subjects could familiarize themselves with the
reference item and the anchor item in an anchoring process. The
duration of the anchoring process was individually controlled by
each subject.

After this the passive and active test sessions followed. They
were presented in random order. Instructions and a training session
preceded each session. Subjects were briefed in the instructions to
concentrate on the game in the active session and to concentrate
on the auditory display in the passive session. The training was
used to familiarize the subjects with the test method, as well as to
practice the navigation with the arrow keys of the keyboard in the
gaming session.

Anchoring

Training 
Session 1

Session 1 
(passive)

Session 2 
(active)

Training 
Session 2

Figure 5: Example procedure of the experiment. The succession
of active and passive sessions was determined at random.

4. ANALYSIS AND RESULTS

4.1. Statistical Analysis

The results of all subjects were summarized for the different cut-
off frequencies in the passive session (No Game condition) and
active session (Game condition) and are shown in fig. 6.

Figure 6: Audio quality ratings for passive session (No Game con-
dition) and active session (Game condition) for different cut-off
frequencies (bars show 95.0% confidence interval of mean).

The bar chart shows that the ratings of the cut-off frequencies
fc = 4kHz, 11kHz, 12kHz and 13kHz were graded with a
better audio quality on average during the active session (Game
condition) than in the passive session (No Game condition).

This tendency was analyzed using tests of significance. Be-
cause the Kolmogorov-Smirnov test shows a significant departure
from normality (p < 0.05), nonparametric tests of analysis were
applied. The Wilcoxon test, which compares two dependent sam-
ples, shows whether the quality ratings of the active session vary
significantly from the ratings of the passive session.

• The difference between the active and passive session rat-
ings for the cut-off frequencies fc = 4kHz and 12kHz
was very significant (p = 0.009).

• The differences between the active and passive session rat-
ings for the cut-off frequency fc = 11kHz were highly
significant (p = 0.000).

For the cut-off frequency fc = 12kHz the 95% confidence inter-
vals of passive (No Game condition) and active (Game condition)
items overlap. In normally distributed data this is an indicator for
not significant variances. As we are dealing with not-normally
distributed ratings the confidence intervals presented are not a re-
liable criterion. Therefore the Wilcoxon test needs to be applied.
The results of the Wilcoxon test are shown in table 2.

Fig. 7 presents the rating differences between the active (Game
condition) and the passive (No Game condition) session for differ-
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Test Statisticsc

-1,161a -2,628b -2,623b -,552b -3,541b

,246 ,009 ,009 ,581 ,000
Z
Asymp. Sig. (2-tailed)

Reference
(Game) -

Reference
(No Game)

Anchor
(Game) -

Anchor (No
Game)

Item 12 kHz
(Game) - Item

12 kHz (No
Game)

Item 13 kHz
(Game) - Item

13 kHz (No
Game)

Item 11 kHz
(Game) - Item

11 kHz (No
Game)

Based on positive ranks.a. 

Based on negative ranks.b. 

Wilcoxon Signed Ranks Testc. 
 

 
 
 
 

Table 2: Results of the Wilcoxon test.

ent cut-off frequencies. It is shown that the subjects graded the au-
dio quality degradation less perceptible in the active session (Game
condition) than in the passive session (No Game condition). Fig.
8 shows that the majority of the subjects graded the audio qual-
ity higher during the active session (Game condition) than in the
passive session (No Game condition). Yet, there are also some sub-
jects which graded the audio quality lower while being involved in
the game.
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Figure 7: Rating differences between the active and the passive
session for different cut-off frequencies (error bars show 95.0%
confidence interval of mean).

The score across all subjects in each trial is shown in fig. 9.
The relation between the duration of the experiment (trial) and an
increasing game score was very significant (p = 0.002). The re-
sults of the test of correlation are summarized in table 3.

A correlation between the game score and a high rating dif-
ference between the active (Game condition) and the passive (No
Game condition) session could not be substantiated (see table 4).

The standard deviation between repetitions of identical items
in the passive session (No Game condition) served as an indicator
for the reliability of the test subjects. A large standard deviation is
usually an indicator for an unreliable subject. The mean standard
deviation across all subjects was found to be half a step on the
five-level impairment scale (SD = 11.2 scale values, see table 1).

4.2. Results

The statistical analysis shows that the ratings of the tonal quality
degradations in the active session differs from those in the passive
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Figure 8: Rating differences between the active and the passive
session for all subjects (error bars show 95.0% confidence interval
of mean).
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Correlation is significant at the 0.01 level (1-tailed).**. 
 

 
 Table 3: Results of correlation test between the duration of the

experiment (Trial) and an increasing game score.
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Table 4: Results of correlation between a high rating difference
between the active and the passive session and a high game score.
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Figure 9: Mean game score against the duration of the experiment.

session. The low-pass filtering in the active session (Game con-
dition) was graded as being less perceptible. This effect can be
classified as significant at the cut-off frequencies of fc = 4kHz,
11kHz and 12kHz. There is also a difference between the rat-
ings in the active and the passive session at the cut-off frequency
of fc = 13kHz, but an effect toward a better rating was not sig-
nificant. Probably this filtering was not readily discriminable from
the original signal.

By recording the game score we were able to verify the active
involvement of the subjects in the computer game. The increasing
game score over time (duration of the whole experiment) possibly
indicates a learning effect of the subjects, see fig. 9.

5. CONCLUSION AND OUTLOOK

In this paper we have described a subjective assessment which
investigates the question of possible cross-modal division of at-
tention. Apparently, division of attention not only occurs intra-
modally as verified in [4] and [5], but also cross-modally. The
experiment described here shows that interaction or task can have
an influence upon the perceived audio quality in an audiovisual
interactive application, even if the interaction / task is performed
in another modality. Therefore, when engaged in an interactive
game, audio quality degredations are less noticeable than when
the same game content is simply displayed in a non-interactive
manner. Whether the influence of interactivity is significant or
not seems to be related to the amount of quality degradation ac-
tually present: slight degradations that would go unnoticed in the
unimodal case will not have any influence, whereas large degrada-
tions are perceived as being smaller compared to the perception in
the non-interactive / no task case.

When comparing this experiment with the findings published
in [3], it still remains open what the differences in the results are
more related to:

1. Unequal difficulties of the task (complex, free self-
movement using a computer mouse in [3] vs. simple left
/ right movement here) or

2. Varying width of quality steps (unequally easy to detect)
between the items (order of reverberation model in [3] vs.
low-pass filtering here).

This question will need to be addressed in future experiments.
What can be ruled out is the assumption that division of attention

might only occur intra-modally. The experiment described here
has provided evidence of the potentiality of cross-modal effects.

The effect of cross-modal division of attention might be ex-
ploited in future audiovisual applications: By offering attractive
and interesting interactivity options equivalent to what in this ex-
periment we called ’task’, a user could be distracted from the
process of permanently rating the quality of a scene and scanning it
for deficiencies in terms of scene realism, thus resulting in a higher
overall quality impression.
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ABSTRACT 

There has been some interest in the study of individual 

differences in the field of auditory displays, but we argue that 

there is a much greater potential than has been realized, to date. 

Relevant types of individual differences that may be applicable 

to interpreting auditory information include perceptual abilities, 

cognitive abilities, musical abilities, and learning styles. There 

are many measures of these individual differences available; 

however, they have not been thoroughly utilized in the auditory 

display arena. We discuss several types of individual differences 

relevant to auditory displays. We then present some examples of 

past research, along with the results of a current investigation of 

individual differences in auditory displays. Finally, we propose 

an agenda as to what research and tests should be used to further 

study this area. 

 

[Keywords: Individual Differences, Auditory Display, 

Cognitive, Musical Abilities] 

1. INTRODUCTION 

The field of individual differences involves the study of how and 

why there are differences between individuals, and how such 

differences can impact performance on some task. Individual 

differences have been studied in many fields of science, 

particularly psychology. There has been some interest in the 

study of individual differences in the field of auditory displays, 

but we argue that there is a much greater potential than has been 

realized, to date. More and different tests, for a broader range of 

differences, may lead to an expanded understanding of 

differences between listeners, and thereby lead to more effective 

auditory displays. Although no formal guidelines have been 

made to specify when the auditory display should be fitted to 

each person, we can see this type of tailoring potentially being 

used in a classroom setting or by people with visually 

impairments. Hopefully, this line of research will lead to such 

guidelines being developed. 

As the field of auditory display continues to mature, our 

understanding of the processes involved in using sonifications 

and auditory graphs will naturally increase. This is already 

leading to the presentation of models and schemas that tie 

together the user, the display, and the task [1]. Researchers are 

exploring each of  

 

these areas; we concentrate here on a discussion of the “user” 

element, and in particular, we make the case that it is important  

not to view all users as if they were equal to some mythical 

modal or average user. Quite simply, people are different, and 

they are different in ways that may very well matter for auditory 

display use and interpretation. 

This paper starts with a discussion of several types of 

individual differences that are important in the interpretation and 

design of auditory displays. Along with this discussion, a list has 

been included of possible tests to measure these differences 

among people. We then present some examples of past research, 

along with the results of a current investigation of individual 

differences in auditory displays. Finally, we propose an agenda 

as to what research and tests should be used to further study this 

area. Hopefully, researchers will unite to tackle these questions 

in a collaborative effort. 

2. TYPES OF INDIVIDUAL DIFFERENCES 

There are many types of individual differences that are likely 

involved in the use and interpretation of auditory displays, and 

as a result should be studied somewhat more than we have seen. 

Individuals differ in many ways, and even categorizing the 

differences is not straightforward. However, for our purposes the 

relevant ones can be categorized as perceptual abilities, 

cognitive abilities, musical abilities, and learning styles. Along 

with these areas come numerous tests to measure those 

individual differences. 

2.1. Perceptual Abilities 

Before a listener can even attempt to interpret the information 

conveyed by an auditory display, the sounds must be heard and 

differentiated. There is a great range of auditory perception 

abilities, along many dimensions such as absolute thresholds, 

frequency perception, temporal acuity, and change detection. 

The field of audiometry has developed easily-administered and 

sophisticated measures of hearing ability, which can provide 

important basic information about listeners, much as tests of 

visual acuity, field of view, and color perception can predict 

performance with visual displays. Beyond basic auditory 

perception, there are several tests of how listeners begin to 

interpret acoustic signals. Some examples include the Test of 
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Auditory Reasoning and Processing Skills (TARPS), which is a 

test of perception of auditory material for 5 to 14 year olds, and 

the Test of Auditory Processing Skills Third Edition (TAPS-3), 

which is a test of auditory processing for 4 to 18 years olds. 

These kinds of tests may prove very useful in understanding 

how auditory displays are perceived, and initially parsed. 

2.2. Cognitive Abilities 

Auditory displays require interpreting sounds, which depends on 

comparisons, trend analyses, interpolation, extrapolation, and so 

on. It is clear that cognitive abilities should play a role in 

auditory display use, and differences in such abilities are 

important to consider. Memory, spatial reasoning, and overall 

intelligence are likely predictors of auditory display 

performance, and there are many well-studied tests for these 

cognitive components. For example, working memory capacity 

(WMC) is often assessed using the N-back Test and the 

Operation Span (Ospan) Test. Spatial reasoning is often 

examined via Raven’s Progressive Matrices. General 

intelligence has been assessed over the years with a range of 

measures, but some that are particularly suitable for our field 

may include the Slosson Intelligence Test Revised, which can be 

used with visually impaired and blind individuals, the Structure 

of Intellect Learning Abilities Test, and the Shipley Institute of 

Living Scale. In addition, tests specific to attention may also 

provide insight to auditory display usage. One example is the 

Test of Everyday Attention. These are just some of the many 

tests of cognitive abilities that could be useful in the study of 

individual differences with respect to auditory displays. 

2.3. Musical Abilities 

It seems patently obvious that people who are trained to listen to 

sounds in the ways that musicians are, should be far more 

effective when it comes to extracting the information contained 

within an auditory graph or sonification. There are many ways 

one can measure musical ability, and its related concept, musical 

experience. The number of years of music lessons, the number 

of years playing an instrument, or the number of years 

performing can all serve as surrogates to actual musical ability. 

There are more direct ways to measure ability, however, such as 

the Seashore Measures of Musical Talent and the Musical 

Aptitude Profile.  

2.4. Learning Styles 

Some people prefer to learn materials visually, whereas other 

people prefer to hear information aurally. This well-known 

difference in learning styles may very well have an impact on 

how effectively a person extracts information from an auditory 

display, as compared to a visual or multimodal display. There 

are some tests to measure learning styles, such as the Learning 

Styles Inventory, the Learning Efficiency Test II, and the Rey 

Auditory Verbal Learning Test (RAVLT). Presenting information 

in the most effective modality (or modalities) for a specific 

person will likely lead to better information retrieval. A 

classroom setting where students comprehend the material at 

different rates is a good example of how the presentation of 

information could be designed for the specific learner. 

3. PAST INDIVIDUAL DIFFERENCES RESEARCH 

Despite the abundance of tests to study relevant abilities 

(perceptual, cognitive, musical, learning styles, and more), there 

has been relatively little research on individual differences with 

respect to listening to and interpreting sonifications and auditory 

displays. This is not to say, however, that there has been no such 

research. There has. Some of it has been explicit and intentional, 

while some has been more focused on other issues, and the 

individual differences knowledge has resulted as a secondary 

product. In some cases the researchers frame their research in 

terms of (and in the terminology of) individual differences, and 

sometimes the intent is there, but a different framing and 

vocabulary can be seen. Regardless, all of these lead us closer to 

understanding how different people interact differently with an 

auditory display. 

Although not explicitly framed as a study of individual 

differences, research with an auditory magnitude estimation task 

has demonstrated that important differences in the interpretation 

of auditory information arise within and between groups of 

listeners [2-5]. Walker [4] found individual differences in 

college students in the polarities of responses to data-to-sound 

mappings. The polarity of a mapping describes how changes in a 

display dimension signify changes in the data dimension. For 

example, if tempo increases to represent increasing urgency in a 

given data set, the mapping has a positive polarity. If the tempo 

decreases with increasing urgency, then the respective mapping 

would be classified as having a negative polarity. Walker [4] 

found that in some cases a majority of the listeners clearly 

preferred either a positive or a negative polarity, whereas in 

other cases there was a split between positive and negative 

polarities being preferred for a given data-to-display mapping.  

Walker and Mauney [2] and Walker and Lane [3] found 

differences between groups of visually impaired and sighted 

listeners. Those two studies indicate that in some situations 

visually impaired and sighted listeners respond with similar 

polarities of data-to-display mappings, but in other cases 

different polarities result. For example, normal-sighted 

individuals preferred a positive polarity when mapping 

frequency to the data variable “number of dollars”, whereas 

visually impaired individuals preferred a negative polarity. Even 

within what may, on the surface, seem to be a homogeneous 

group of people (e.g., sighted persons or visually impaired 

persons), there can be notable differences between individuals of 

those groups. These differences demonstrate the importance of 

further inquiry into the topic of individual differences relating to 

concepts and mental models.  

Neuhoff, Knight, and Wayand [6] found differences in 

sighted listeners’ perceptual and conceptual responses to pitch 

change. Neuhoff et al. did not specifically discuss individual 

differences in their study, but that study clearly did investigate 

individual differences in auditory perception. That study is one 

of the very few (a surprising fact, by the way) that indicates that 

listeners with more musical experience scale frequency change 

differently from listeners with no musical experience. Neuhoff et 

al. [6] also found that greater musical expertise reduced the 

amount of errors in judging/labeling the direction of the pitch 

change.  

These findings of a few select types of individual differences 

in interpreting auditory information have not been consistent nor 

replicated. Walker and Mauney [7] looked at a wider variety of 
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individual differences and used a more systematic approach to 

their investigation. The researchers focused specifically on 

cognitive abilities, musical experience, and a variety of 

demographics (age, gender, handedness) in their study of 

individual differences in the auditory magnitude estimation task 

mentioned previously. They used exploratory statistics and 

found some support for cognitive abilities affecting the 

interpretation of auditory displays. Listeners with better scores 

on working memory capacity (WMC) and spatial reasoning 

measures performed more consistently (had higher R2 values) on 

the magnitude estimation task than those listeners who had 

lowers scores of WMC and spatial reasoning. However, the 

slope of the data-to-display mappings did not seem to be 

affected by cognitive abilities, musical experience, or 

demographic variables [7]. The literature discussed to this point 

does not yield an entirely consistent picture, but it does provide 

a starting point for a more thorough, systematic study of 

individual differences in auditory displays interpretation. 

The literature mentioned above indicates that individual 

differences are sometimes related to the interpretation of 

auditory displays. However, in order to fully understand this 

relationship, we must first investigate individual differences 

between and within groups of listeners. We report, now, on 

some of our current research being done to investigate some 

perceptual individual differences (i.e., frequency and tempo 

discrimination), cognitive individual differences (i.e., WMC and 

spatial reasoning), and that is beginning to explore some aspects 

of training (i.e., musical experience).  

4. CURRENT RESEARCH  

The ultimate goal of this line of research is to understand how 

different abilities relate to performance on an applied auditory 

display task, such as stock market trend analysis. However, 

before such an applied task can be examined, there remains 

considerable work to be done in understanding the individual 

differences themselves, and how they relate to each other. For 

example, there has been some recent evidence that working 

memory capacity (WMC) and pitch perception are correlated 

[5]. This suggests that other perceptual skills like tempo 

discrimination might be correlated with WMC, or possibly with 

other cognitive abilities.  

Since frequency discrimination, tempo discrimination, 

working memory, and spatial reasoning are fundamental skills 

for interpreting auditory displays, as a first step in this arena the 

current research investigates the question of whether or not 

cognitive abilities and musical experience predict frequency and 

tempo discrimination in individuals. Fifty participants have so 

far been included in the study, including undergraduate students 

from the Georgia Institute of Technology and adults from the 

Atlanta, Georgia community. These participants took part in two 

sessions of experiments, one that comprised the auditory 

discrimination task and the other that comprised the cognitive 

ability tasks. In the cognitive ability session, participants 

completed the Operation Span (Ospan) task as a measure of 

WMC and the Raven’s Progressive Matrices task as a measure 

of spatial reasoning. In the auditory discrimination session, 

participants performed a tempo and a frequency discrimination 

task. The task included a two-interval forced choice paradigm, 

in which listeners heard two sounds separated by a brief silence, 

and were asked to make judgments about differences in the 

stimuli. The result of this method was a measure of difference 

thresholds, or the smallest difference in frequency or tempo that 

the listener could reliably detect. The tempo discrimination task 

used standard tempo speeds of 150 ms inter-click interval (ICI), 

250 ms ICI, and 350 ms ICI and  the frequency discrimination 

task used standard tones of 250 Hz, 840 Hz, and 1600 Hz. 

Demographics on age, gender, handedness, years of playing a 

musical instrument, and years of formal musical training were 

also collected.  

A correlational analysis was performed between all 

independent variables (difference thresholds at 250 Hz, 840 Hz, 

1600 Hz, 150 ms, 250 ms, and 350 ms; Ospan; Raven’s; age; 

gender; handedness; years of playing a musical instrument; and 

years of formal musical experience). Paired-samples t-tests on 

the Weber fractions of the six threshold means were also 

performed to determine if there were any significant differences 

between the thresholds at the difference frequencies or between 

the thresholds at the different tempos. Finally, multiple 

hierarchical regressions were performed on each of the six 

threshold measures in order to identify significant predictors of 

frequency and tempo discrimination. The paired samples t-tests 

showed a significant difference between frequency difference 

thresholds at 250 Hz and 840 Hz and between thresholds at 250 

Hz and 1600 Hz, which is a violation of Weber’s Law. 

However, this violation of Weber’s Law may be explained by 

the small sample size used in the study. The t-tests also showed 

a significant difference between the tempo threshold differences 

at 150 ms and 250 ms, and between the means at 250 ms and 

350 ms.  

The preliminary results of the correlations and regressions 

show that WMC and spatial reasoning are correlated, which was 

seen in the significant positive correlation between Ospan and 

Raven’s. The results also showed that WMC did not predict 

performance on frequency discrimination; no significant 

relationship was found between Ospan and any of the frequency 

thresholds in either analysis. One explanation could be that the 

current study has some range restriction problems with Ospan 

scores, namely, the sample had more high spans than mid and 

low spans. This range restriction may be attributed to having 

more Georgia Tech students than Atlanta community 

participants. The results of the study showed that, in one 

situation, WMC predicts performance on tempo discrimination; 

there was only a significant relationship between Ospan and 350 

ms. This finding may be due to differences in the possible 

strategies used by the participants in the slower versus faster 

tempo discrimination tasks. The results indicate that WMC may 

play a bigger role in discriminating between slower tempos.  

The results also indicate that spatial reasoning ability 

sometimes predicts performance on frequency discrimination; 

there was only a significant relationship between Raven’s and 

frequency discrimination thresholds at 1600 Hz. Although not 

found to be a significant predictor in the regression analysis, 

there was a significant correlation between Raven’s and 

frequency thresholds at 250 Hz and 1600 Hz. One possible 

explanation for the general lack of significant relationships 

between Raven’s and frequency discrimination, is that only one 

of the three possible sets of Raven’s problems was used in the 

current study. This was done for efficiency, however a possible 

implication of using the smaller response set is that there is also 

a range restriction in Raven’s scores with the current study. The 
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results also show that spatial reasoning ability does not seem to 

predict performance on tempo discrimination. There were no 

significant relationships found between Raven’s and any of the 

tempo thresholds in either analysis.  

The results indicate that musical experience predicts 

performance on frequency discrimination only in certain cases; 

only a significant correlation was found between years of 

musical training and frequency discrimination at 1600 Hz. With 

respect to the predictions for musical experience, the literature 

has mixed findings for the relationship between musical 

experience and auditory discrimination tasks. This study showed 

that there was really no significant predictive relationship 

between musical experience and frequency discrimination, 

although the one correlation was found between discrimination 

at 1600 Hz and years of musical training. The general lack of 

this relationship may be in part related to the very simple 

questions asked about musical experience, which may not be 

getting at the essence of the role musical background plays in 

frequency discrimination. The results also show that musical 

experience does not predict performance on tempo 

discrimination; no significant relationships existed between 

years playing a musical instrument or years of musical training 

with any of the tempo thresholds. As with the hypothesis of 

musical experience predicting frequency discrimination, there 

were mixed findings in the literature regarding the relationship 

between musical experience and tempo discrimination. Again, 

the very simple questions asked about musical experience may 

not be getting at the essence of the role musical background 

plays in tempo discrimination.   

According to the results of the present study, out of the 

various demographic variables (gender, age, handedness), only 

gender seemed to have any predictive ability on performance of 

tempo and frequency discrimination. Gender had a significant 

beta weight for tempo discrimination at 250 ms and a significant 

correlation also existed between these two variables, meaning 

that females seem to have better difference thresholds at 250 ms 

intervals. 

Although most of the predictions held at the beginning of 

this study have not been confirmed by the regression analyses, 

the many significant correlations that were found show that the 

hypothesized relationships may still exist. Due to the relatively 

small sample size and various range restrictions in certain 

variables, these relationships, in general, were not found to be 

significant but could still be in play. These issues are typical of 

individual differences research for auditory displays—limited 

sample sizes and range restrictions make it difficult to come to 

clear conclusions about possible effects.  More participants are 

currently being tested to increase the sample size of the present 

investigation, especially aiming to increase the number of 

community participants. Hopefully, this increase in statistical 

power will lead to stronger and more conclusive findings about 

individual differences in auditory perception.  

5. FUTURE RESEARCH AGENDA 

There seems to be some research done in the field of individual 

differences in the broader area of auditory perception, 

specifically in the areas of cognitive abilities, perceptual 

abilities, and musical abilities. However, as mentioned in the 

beginning, there are many appropriate tests available that have 

yet to be utilized in the specific area of auditory displays and 

sonifications. For example, the various tests of intelligence and 

attention have yet to be researched and some of the perceptual 

abilities have only been self-report instead of measured with 

clinical tests (e.g., hearing and vision). In the research to date, 

results about the role of musical abilities in interpreting auditory 

information have not been consistent. These inconsistent 

findings may arise because musical ability is usually measured 

by basic questions about musical experience and training. We 

feel that research in this area may really benefit from the use of a 

more comprehensive and applied test of musical abilities, such 

as the Seashore Measures of Musical Talent or the Musical 

Aptitude Profile. These tests are established and widely used 

tests of musical abilities and include questions as well as 

performance measures of musical talent. Unfortunately, these 

measures may trade off predictive power with ease of 

implementation, which is a main reason that collaboration will 

be required as this line of research moves forward. That is, it 

will simply take longer than in the past for one person to collect 

data if longer tests are employed, so teams of researchers will 

need to chare in data collection efforts. 

One area that has yet to be researched is the area of learning 

styles. Although some research has been done in the area of 

training people to use auditory displays and auditory graphs[1, 

8-10] research has not been done specifically on how people 

prefer to learn (e.g., visual, auditory (non-speech), verbal, 

haptic, or tactile). Studying about individual differences in 

learning styles could help in the design of training systems for 

using auditory graphs or other combinations of graphing 

systems. As mentioned in the beginning of this paper, there are 

normalized tests of learning styles that could, and indeed should, 

be used in future research. 

For those researchers who have started investigating 

individual differences, we recommend continuing and extending 

research projects to include more tests, different user 

populations, and larger sample sizes, as well as more applied 

uses of auditory displays. There is so much basic and applied 

research needed in these areas that one group of scientists 

cannot do it all, so collaboration amongst our community and 

other communities is essential to the advancement of auditory 

displays, sonifications, and auditory graphs. 

It is likely that the best way forward will be the 

establishment of collaborations and consortia, to study 

individual differences as applied to auditory displays. Such 

collaborators will generally use more normalized and common 

tests of various abilities, such as the tests listed in the beginning 

of this paper. We especially think it is necessary to investigate 

those areas of individual differences that have yet to be explored 

with interpreting auditory information (e.g., attention, 

intelligence, and learning styles).  

As gaps in our data sets are filled, we will be better and 

better able to refine models of auditory display interpretation, 

and correspondingly make more effective and more acceptable 

displays using sound, for all potential users. 
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ABSTRACT 

This paper presents the comparison of Auditory Progress 
Bars using segmented cello tones to those using sine tones in an 
on-hold telephony setting. Previous research suggests that for 
segmented sine tone APBs, there is an interaction between APB 
type (pitch or duration) and APB polarity (increasing or 
decreasing). However, for the cello tones, there was a main effect 
of direction, with increasing APBs resulting in better 
performance than decreasing APBs, and there was no effect of 
APB type (pitch or duration). As anticipated, overall 
performances were very similar for both types of segmented 
APBs. Contrary to expectations, users gave the cello tone APBs 
equally low subjective ratings to those they gave the sine tone 
APBs. Whole-song APBs produced very positive subjective 
ratings and performances similar to the sine and cello tone APBs. 

 
[Keywords: Aesthetics, Auditory progress bar, Time perception, 
Telephony] 

1. INTRODUCTION 

Many businesses provide customer support phone numbers 
that allow customers to call when they wish to seek technical 
help, lodge a complaint, or conduct general business with the 
company. The call to customer support is one contributor to the 
consumer’s overall user experience and can play a significant 
role in how positively the customer views that company. 

Along with the successful resolution of the consumer’s 
problem or completion of the consumer’s task, one key variable 
influencing the consumer’s judgment of the call is the time they 
spend on hold waiting for a customer service representative to 
assist them. To create a situation in which a customer would 
never need to be put on hold, companies would have to always 
have more representatives than calls. However, this practice is 
cost prohibitive and thus companies attempt to balance their 
labor costs with the cost (in terms of customer satisfaction) of 
putting customers on hold for a brief time.  

Human’s perception of time varies, depending on the 
stimulus (or lack thereof) that fills the time a person is put on 
telephone hold [1, 2]. Callers tend to overestimate the time they 
have been on hold when they are subjected to silence during the 
wait, and tend to underestimate the time when they are given 
some kind of cognitive activity during the on-hold interval (e.g. 
music, advertisements, interactive speech browsers). Creating the 
right stimuli to fill the on-hold interval has the potential to 

increase (or maintain) customer satisfaction while simultaneously 
meeting the business need to place customers on hold.  

Regardless of whether callers over or under-estimate the 
actual hold time, the shorter they perceive the hold time to be, the 
more satisfied callers are with the experience [1]. Thus, 
communications research has typically used retrospective time 
estimation protocols to evaluate on-hold paradigms as this 
measure is directly related to customer satisfaction. Furthermore, 
on hold paradigms that result in highly accurate retrospective 
assessments of the time on hold may also be providing 
information to the listeners about their position and progression 
through the queue. Although other measures may more 
accurately identify if listeners are getting specific location and 
progression information from these stimuli, the studies described 
in this paper use the standard retrospective protocol in order to 
allow direct comparisons to on hold paradigms using different 
stimuli.  

The stimulus used to represent the amount of time a person 
will be on hold is called an Auditory Progress Bar (APB) [3]. 
The APB was originally envisioned as a supplement to the 
standard visual progress bar that is ubiquitous on computer 
displays. The visual progress bar is wonderfully elegant and 
conveys a significant amount of information regarding the 
temporal properties of the process. For those visual progress bars 
that “fill” from left to right, observing the location of the fill 
allows the user to ascertain the approximate percentage of the 
temporal sequence that has occurred. Further, by examining the 
rate of change of the fill in relation to the visual endpoint of the 
fill box, the user can make an assessment of how much longer the 
process is going to take. The idea proposed by Crease and 
Brewster [3] was to provide a supplementary interface using 
sound so that a user who was distracted from the primary visual 
interface could still receive the information concerning the 
temporal properties of the process.  

We have extended the work of Crease and Brewster [3] into 
situations where there is no visual representation and the sound 
must carry the entire informational load. Polkosky and Lewis [4] 
used the rate of ticking to indicate temporal information in a hold 
situation. Kortum, Peres, Knott and Bushey [5] used regularly 
spaced stimuli that changed in either pitch or duration for the 
same purpose. In both cases, the display proved effective, 
allowing listeners to make relatively accurate time estimations, 
but were generally perceived as fatiguing and annoying. Others 
[6, 7, 8] have studied the effect of using musical stimuli in order 
to convey temporal information. In these studies, the stimuli were 
generally continuous songs and played for the duration of the 
hold time.  
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In all of these in previous studies, performance was measured 
by determining how much callers misestimated their time on 
hold. This value was computed by taking the absolute value of 
the over or under estimation and dividing that by the actual hold 
time. This gave a proportion of misestimation, relative to the 
duration of the particular hold time. It was found that callers’ 
time estimates became more accurate as the length of the hold 
time increased, for both tonal and whole song APBs [5, 8]. This 
was unsurprising since small errors in short hold times result in 
larger proportional errors than do small errors in large hold times.  

Figure 1 shows the performance results from two of these 
previous studies [5, 8]. This graph suggests an interaction 
between APB type (pitch [sine-pitch-increasing.wav] or duration 
[sine-duration-increasing.wav]) and APB polarity (increasing 
[sine-pitch-increasing.wav] or decreasing [sine-duration-
increasing.wav]). Better performance was observed in the 
increasing condition for the duration APB and in the decreasing 
condition for the pitch APB. However, this interaction was not 
significant (p=0.067). 

 

The second metric collected was the user’s satisfaction with 
the stimulus. As can be seen in Table 1, ratings of the segmented 
sine tone stimuli were quite low with users generally reporting 
that they strongly disliked these stimuli. The whole-song APBs 
[Whole-Song], however, produced very positive satisfaction 
ratings. The preference ratings of the APBs in these previous 
experiments did differ significantly (F (4,297)=51.14, p<. 001). 
A Tukey’s pairwise comparison confirmed that the whole-song 
APB was rated significantly higher in mean satisfaction than all 
of the other four tonal APBs (all p’s <.001). 

 
APB type Average Preference 
Pitch Increasing 1.69 
Pitch Decreasing 1.67 
Duration Increasing 2.84 
Duration Decreasing 3.08 
Whole Song 4.75 

Table 1. Mean rating for subjective likeability of the stimuli, 
on a 7-point scale, where higher scores indicate a more likable 
stimulus. 

 
These findings illustrate that Whole-Song APBs resulted in 

similar performance but more positive subjective ratings than 

segmented sine tone APBs. This suggests that the design of the 
sine tone APBs (particularly the pitch decreasing and duration 
increasing APBs) provided as much information about time as 
the familiar songs used in the Whole-Song APBs. Participants’ 
preference for the Whole-Song APB also suggests that the 
elements of a pleasing aesthetic that are typically used in popular 
music, may have improved participants’ subjective rating of the 
APB.  

The study presented in this paper was designed to extend our 
knowledge of APB structure by using segmented stimuli 
(following [5]) that are composed of recorded cello tones. The 
cello tones were produced by a live performer and were 
composed in a 12-tone tempered pitch system. This study 
allowed for an empirical investigation of the effects of aesthetic 
elements (in this case the use of a natural, versus synthetic, 
timbre and a tempered pitch system) on performance and 
preference with this type of stimulus. 

2. METHOD 

2.1.  Participants 

Twenty-five undergraduate students (13 females and 12 
males) from Rice University participants participated in the study 
for course credit. They were all screened (self-report) for normal 
or corrected to normal hearing. Participants were initially told 
that they were participating in a voice recognition study to mask 
the true purpose of the experiment. 

2.2.  Stimuli  

Sixteen different APBs were used in the study. Each 
consisted of a series of cello tone segments with a brief 
announcement at the beginning and end. Eight of the APBs 
varied in pitch over time. For four of the stimuli, the pitch rose 
from start to end, and had overall durations of 30s, 60s, 120s, and 
240s. The other four stimuli had a falling pitch pattern with the 
same durations. The remaining stimuli had segments that varied 
in duration over time, with the duration increasing in four of the 
APBs and decreasing in the remaining four APBs. Replicating 
[7], this resulted in 4 different APB designs: Pitch Increasing 
(PI), Pitch Decreasing (PD), Duration Increasing (DI), and 
Duration Decreasing (DD). 

Each APB had a 9-second introductory announcement that 
said “Thank you for calling. All operators are currently assisting 
other customers. Please hold for the next available operator.” 
Three seconds following this announcement, the first segment 
played. Approximately 13.5 seconds of silence followed, and 
then the next segment in the sequence played. The exact inter-
stimulus intervals varied slightly because the segment set 
(segment + ISI) is considered to be 15s from the start of segmentn 
to the start of segmentn+1. In addition the individual segments 
varied in duration because they were recorded with a live cello. 
One second after the last segment in the sequence was played, 
there was a 9 second announcement that enabled the participants 
to make an inquiry concerning their current bill balance. This 
was the portion of the test that callers have been led to believe 
was testing a voice recognition application. 

The tone segments used in the ‘pitch’ stimulus of this 
experiment here were designed to be aesthetically improved 
versions of stimuli used in an earlier experiment. In that 

 

Figure 1. Mean adjusted proportion of the error estimate for 
five APB types, 4 sine tone APBs and Whole song APB. 
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experiment, sine tones were used to generate sounds rather than a 
live instrument. For the new stimuli, a live cellist was used to 
record the fragments. Although this choice has obvious benefits 
in terms of the ‘naturalness’ of the sound, it also allowed for less 
control over the exact details of the sound and introduced 
variations in duration, fluctuations in pitch, and changes in 
internal rhythmic declamations. Given the existence of these 
local variations, precautions were taken to keep the live 
performance within prescribed boundaries that were consistent 
with the earlier stimulus (including durations of ISIs, timing of 
overall stimulus, number of elements present, general patterns of 
rising/falling pitch and increasing/decreasing duration).  

In the initial experiment, sine tones were used in stepwise 
progressions (rising and falling) at contiguous intervals of 100 
hertz. Since the 100 Hz intervals remained constant throughout 
the rise and fall, the perceived pitch intervals changed with the 
rise and fall of the stimulus. Using a live instrumentalist, it was 
impractical to consider 100 Hz intervals. Thus it was decided to 
make the rise and fall using a common scalar pattern 
(Mixolydian mode). In its ascending form, the first note of the 
fragment rose in stepwise motion to the last note. This basic 
motion was elaborated with an octave leap and a passing tone 
[Pitch-Cello-Increasing.wav]. In the descending stimulus, the 
retrograde form of the fragment was used. The retrograde form 
was chosen for descent primarily because it allowed the 
corresponding content of ascending and descending versions to 
be identical and reversed (so that the stepwise pattern is now 
falling) [Pitch-Cello-Decreasing.wav].  

For the ‘duration’ stimulus, again, it was impractical to 
notate with computer-like precision for a live performer. Instead, 
the performer used traditional musical notation to play an 
increasing duration. In this case, each stimulus increased by a 
sixteenth note value (where the quarter note rate is one per 
second). This gave an approximate increase of .25 seconds for 
each new stimulus. Again, the retrograde form of this progression 
was used for decreasing durations allowing the corresponding 
content to be identical [Duration-Cello-Increasing.wav, Duration-
Cello-Decreasing.wav]. 

In the design phase of this project, many other stimulus 
designs submitted for this experiment were rejected because they 
veered too far away from the original constraints placed on the 
stimuli of the earlier experiment. The designs of the current 
stimuli were chosen because they were most closely aligned with 
the earlier stimuli, allowing for a direct comparison of 
performance results. Many of the rejected designs dealt more 
specifically with providing references that oriented the listener 
relative to the start and end times of the stimuli. This emphasis 
addresses more specifically our goal to provide location 
information concerning where a user is in an ongoing temporal 
process. We plan to use these other designs in future 
experiments. 

2.3. Procedure  

Participants in the study signed an IRB-approved consent 
form and were briefed on the general procedures used in the 
study. Participants were told that they would be making several 
calls to a telephone call center in order to test a customer service 
voice recognition system under development. They were also 
told that since the system is in development, and multiple 
locations are calling in to test the system, they might have to wait 
for the speech recognizer to become available.  

Participants placed the calls on a standard Western Electric 
2500 series analog phone that was hooked directly to a personal 
computer through the sound port. Stimuli were initiated via the 
PC, and no dial tone was present. Participants made one call at a 
time and heard one of the APBs designs (PI, PD, DI, or DD), 
counterbalanced across participants. Each participant heard all 
four durations (30s, 60s, 120s and 240s) of a single type of APB. 
At the end of each call, participants were asked to estimate the 
amount of time they were on hold. Participants were also asked a 
number of other questions concerning the aesthetic qualities of 
the stimulus and their overall satisfaction with the call, after 
which they initiated the next call.  

2.4. Measures 

The two constructs of interest for this study were performance 
and preference. 

2.4.1. Performance 

Identical to previous studies [5, 8] performance was measured 
using the proportion of mis-estimation or error made for each 
trial. As mentioned previously, this was calculated by dividing 
the absolute value of the over or under estimation by the actual 
hold time. The distribution of these scores was skewed, so a 
square root transformation was done to normalize the 
distribution, giving the adjusted proportion error scores. 

2.4.2. Preference 

To measure participants’ preference ratings, the responses from 
the question, “I liked the music” was used. Participants 
responded to this question using a 7-point agreement scale with 1 
being Strongly Disagree and 7 being Strongly Agree.  

3. RESULTS 

3.1. Effects of Practice and hold time 

For both performance and preference, there were no effects of 
practice or hold time (all p’s >.10). The fact that performance did 
not differ by hold time for the Cello Tones is not consistent with 
the results from the study using Sine Tones (p=0.008) or Whole 
Songs (p<0.001). It is important to note that the different findings 
for the cello tones may be due to the low power of the current 
study (Power=0.225). Thus, more data will be collected to 
increase the power and confirm this finding. 

3.2. Comparing APB types 

The primary goal of the current study was to compare the 
performance and preference associated with cello tone APBs to 
sine tone and Whole Song APBs. Thus the data from these three 
types of APBs were combined into one dataset. Additionally, 
given that there was not an effect of practice, the trials were 
treated as independent observations. Thus all analysis were 2 
(Dimension: Increasing and Decreasing) X 2 (Dimension: Pitch 
and Duration) X 3 (APB type: Sine tone, cello tone, and Song) 
Factorial ANOVAs with either performance (adjusted proportion 
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error) or preference (how much they liked the sounds) as 
dependent variables. 

3.2.1. Performance 

 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 

Figure 2. Adjusted mean proportion of the error estimate by APB. 
Increasing APBs are in white, Decreasing APBs are in dark grey, 
and the whole song APBs are in light grey. Error bars represent 

the standard error of the mean. 

Figure 2 shows the means adjusted proportion error scores 
by APB. The figure shows that there is a main effect of 
direction p=0.007. Specifically, with the exception of Sine 
Pitch, increasing designs resulted in better performance 
than decreasing designs. Post hoc analysis comparing the 9 
types of APBs represented in Figure 2 indicated that 
Whole Song APBs had better performance than Sine 
Duration Decreasing and Cello Duration Decreasing (all 
p’s < 0.03), with the difference between Whole Song and 
Cello Pitch Decreasing approaching significance 
(p=0.059). No other comparisons were different. 

3.2.2. Preference 

 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 

Figure 3. Adjusted mean “Liking” agreement by APB. Increasing 
APBs are in white, Decreasing APBs are in dark grey, and the 

whole song APBs are in light grey. Error bars represent the 
standard error of the mean. 

Figure 3 shows the mean preference scores by APB. As 
seen in this figure, participants rated the whole song APBs 
more positively than the Sine or Cello tone APBs and this 

main effect was significant (p<0.001). Further, while there 
was no effect of direction on preference ratings, for the 
tone APBs (Sine and Cello) the interaction of dimension 
by APB type was significant (p<0.001). Finally, when 
examining Figure 3, three “groups” of preferences are 
apparent: Sine Pitch and Cello Duration; Sine Duration 
and Cello Pitch; and Whole Song. A Tukey’s post hoc 
analysis indicates that these three groups are all 
significantly different from each other (all p’s < 0.04) with 
the first group (Sine Pitch and Cello Duration) having the 
lowest ratings and the Whole Song APB having the 
highest ratings. 

4. DISCUSSION 

As compared to the Whole Song APB, the Tone stimuli (both 
Sine and Cello) used are different in many respects. Some of the 
most obvious features include: 
• The whole song occupies all of the time of the required 

stimulus (in other words, there are no ISIs) leading us to 
question the role of ISI’s in our results;  

• The whole song represents a complete design structure with 
a beginning-middle-end leading us to question 
presuppositions in our design principles;  

• The songs have repetitive rhythmic pulses that bind the 
fabric of the song together without pause;  

• The songs are designed for the amount of time they fill - in 
other words, not necessarily extensible. 

• The whole song shares the use of a tempered pitch system 
with the Pitch Cello stimuli as opposed to 100 hertz 
intervals used by the Pitch Sine stimuli. The tempered pitch 
system is not relevant to the Duration stimuli since in those 
only one pitch is used throughout. 

The pitch stimuli used in the APBs are repeated transposed 
melodic fragments separated by ISI's. The length of the ISI's 
precludes any ongoing rhythmic patterns. 

Despite these differences in design elements, given the 
results of the comparison of the Sine Tone APBs to the Whole 
Song APBs, we had anticipated that performances for the Cello 
Tone APBs would not differ from those of the Sine Tone APBs 
or the Whole Song APBs and this was the case. Indeed, with the 
inclusion of the Cello Tone APBs, the hint of an interaction 
between Direction and Dimension appears to not exist with the 
results strongly suggesting that APBs designed with an 
increasing element result in better performance than those with a 
decreasing element.  

One of the main goals of this study was to determine the 
effect on subjective ratings of using elements of a more pleasing 
aesthetic when designing APBs. We had expected that using the 
timbre of a live instrument and a tempered pitch system would 
improve the subjective experience of listening to the APBs. 
However, the results suggest otherwise. Although, the Cello 
Duration APBs had ratings equally low as those for the Sine 
Pitch APBs, the Cello Pitch APBs had higher ratings than Sine 
Pitch APBs. It may be that a change from simple sine tones to 
natural timbre alone is not sufficient for a change in ‘liking’.  

The performance and preference results together are further 
proof that when designing stimuli like these, the designer needs 
to know that designs that result in better performance will not 
necessarily be more preferred. This is not a new finding, as the 
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disconnect between preference and performance has been found 
in much of the human-computer interaction research as well as 
auditory and sonification studies [e.g., 9]. However, the results 
reported here go further to show that it requires more than 
“prettifying” the sounds to improve preference ratings. Indeed 
the finding that the Sine Duration tones were preferred 
significantly more than the Cello Duration tones refutes the 
assumption that all auditory displays should use instrument 
timbres [10].  

With regard to the practical application of these results, this 
and previous studies [9] show that it is possible to create APBs 
that carry sufficient temporal information to allow listeners to be 
reasonably accurate in their estimation of time on hold. 
Furthermore, unlike the segmented tonal stimuli, the whole-song 
APBs were generally viewed as aesthetically pleasing. These 
finding indicated that it was indeed possible to construct APBs 
that have both pleasing aesthetics and good temporal information 
qualities. 

Unfortunately, the use of whole-songs as APBs has 
significant difficulties if the solution is to be extended into field 
use. First, there must be different songs available for each 
anticipated hold duration. Second, finding songs for wait 
durations that are especially short or especially long is very 
difficult. Finally, the songs selected for the whole-song APB 
study were specifically picked by the demographic that would 
subsequently hear them during the hold experiment. While there 
are ways to maximize the probability of a listener obtaining the 
“right” music [2], it is not an optimal solution. The studies we 
have conducted have aimed to overcome these difficulties by 
utilizing segmented stimuli that are easily compressible and 
extensible, while adding a musical dimension to the elements to 
make the APB more song-like and, hopefully, more aesthetically 
pleasing.  

In addition to practical applications, the results of this study 
have implications for more basic research on the effects of 
auditory display design on performance. The results from this 
experiment show that polarity has an effect on performance and 
thus suggests that performance associated with time estimation 
may be driven by polarity. Given the performance similarities 
between the best of the tone APBs and the Whole Song APBs, 
future studies in this line of research will focus on identifying 
what traits high performance tonal APBs and Whole Song APBs 
have in common. 

In the most general sense, an APB is an auditory interface 
that provides temporal information to a user. This temporal 
information gives the user location information concerning where 
they are in that temporal process. The information may be as 
simple as an interface that signifies the completion of a temporal 
sequence (e.g. a cooking timer), or it may be as sophisticated as 
the interface we are describing here, one that is presented when a 
user is on telephone hold. Given an APB’s potential for 
communicating more than retrospective time estimates, further 
studies in this line of research will measure different perceptual 
variables, e.g., time elapsed and projected time to completion. 

5. ADDITIONAL FILES 

Sound files referenced in this paper in brackets can be found at: 
http://coursesite.uhcl.edu/hsh/PeresSC/sonification .html 
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ABSTRACT 

In this paper, we describe sonifications designed to teach 
calculus of a single real variable, and report on how students in a 
typical class perform using these sonifications. We draw three 
conclusions from this evidence. First, even relatively weak 
students in an introductory calculus course can, with little 
specialized instruction, learn to interpret such sonifications 
quickly. Next, sonifications designed to engage students and 
containing sufficient audio cues have the potential to improve 
learning in calculus. Last, such sonifications can easily be 
integrated into a typical calculus class, for typical calculus 
students. 

 
[Keywords: Auditory Graphs, Sonification Applications, 
Teaching with Sonification] 

1. INTRODUCTION 

In learning mathematics, some students more readily learn in a 
visual mode (graphical) than in a verbal mode (text), so topics 
presented to such students visually are easier for them to learn 
than if presented verbally [1]. By the same token other students 
learn more readily in a verbal mode than graphical. Moreover, 
translating a mathematical situation described in one mode to 
another not only helps students learn to operate in both modes, 
but also often leads to a deeper understanding of the 
mathematical concept. So, the focus of our research is to 
determine if teaching students mathematics using sonifications 
provides yet another effective mode for teaching, learning, and 
discovering mathematical concepts. This builds on work done in 
[2][3][4][5]. 

The use of various modes for representing mathematical 
concepts is a standard approach to teaching calculus. The usual 
setting is to present a topic in four different ways: numerically, 
graphically, symbolically, and verbally, and this approach is 
often called the Rule of Four [1][6][7]. Students are expected to 
be able to describe and develop a mathematical concept using 
any one of the four modes and to readily translate from one mode 
to another.  

We follow this Rule of Four approach in using sonification in 
calculus instruction and view sonification as a fifth mode which 
we call the Rule of Five [8]. Students see sonification as yet 
another mode to describe, analyze, and learn mathematics. Just 
as in the Rule of Four, we expect students to readily move among 
the modes. Before this idea is widely implemented, three 
questions would need to be answered. The first question is 
whether sonification can be integrated into calculus instruction 
without an inordinate investment of technology and faculty time. 
The second is whether students, especially those that need the 
most help learning calculus, can interpret sonifications well 
enough to be able to use them as a learning tool. Finally, the 
third is whether sonification has potential to improve student 
learning in calculus. To the first two questions, we have fairly 
solid evidence that the answer is yes, and to the third question, 
we have preliminary evidence that the answer is yes as well. 

2. METHODOLOGY 

Sonification activities are integrated into a standard calculus 
course, populated primarily by business majors. While as many 
as ten percent of the students are non-business majors, none are 
mathematics, statistics, or computer science majors. Each section 
has approximately thirty students and meets for three fifty-
minute sessions per week for fourteen weeks. Each sonification 
activity requires one of the fifty minute sessions to complete. For 
a sonification activity the class meets in a networked computer 
laboratory equipped with an instructor’s computer station with 
projection capability and thirty standard Windows-based PC’s 
with headphones. All other sessions are held in a standard 
classroom with an instructor’s computer station, including 
projection and sound capability which the instructor can use to 
demonstrate concepts in any of the modes including sonification. 
(None of the students have used laptops in the classroom.) 

The first author taught two sections in Fall 2005 and two in 
Fall 2006. Students were not selected to participate in this study; 
these students had simply registered for one of fifteen available 
sections of the course. In 2005, the sonification training activity 
was done at mid semester, and we note that by mid semester 
several students had withdrawn from the course, primarily 
because they were not passing. In 2006, the training activity was 
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completed within the first two weeks of the semester. As a result, 
more students completed the activity, but some of these students 
would later withdraw from the course. 

2.1. Sonifications 

In a calculus course the focus is on continuous functions of one 
variable defined on a continuous domain or interval, so our 
sonifications are auditory graphs representing continuous 
functions of one variable defined on an interval, [a, b]. The x-
values are mapped to time, and the y-values, logarithmically, to 
frequencies between 220 Hz and 660 Hz. Since functions 
typically studied in calculus vary continuously, our sonifications 
vary frequency continuously, rather than changing it in steps (see 
[9]). We then modified this basic design to create more pleasant 
sonifications and allow students to more easily locate the sound 
source and to extract mathematical information from the 
sonifications.  

The first modification is to map y to the root note of a major 
chord, and play that chord, rather than a single frequency. A 
major chord sounds more pleasant than a single frequency, and 
its multiple frequencies allow for easier location of the sound 
source ([10] and [11]).  

The next modification addresses the importance of being able 
to distinguish easily between positive and negative values of a 
function. This is done by adding a small amount of white noise 
or hiss to the chord when it represents a negative number, similar 
to the work in [12]. Previously, minor chords had represented 
negative values, but students did not seem to be able to detect the 
change between major and minor chords quickly and reliably 
when they had several other things to track ([9]).  

The third modification helps students identify when a 
function is zero, but does not change sign. A small ping is added 
to the waveform whenever the value of the function is very near 
zero.  

The last modification is a regular pulse added to the wave 
form ([13]). By counting the number of pulses or the intervals 
between pulses, students can keep track of location on the 
horizontal scale. This cue is related to ideas found in [14] and 
[15].  

2.2. Tools 

Our sonification activities are supported by commonly available 
and familiar software. This is important because the goal of our 
project is to improve student learning in a standard calculus 
course for typical students. The less time spent teaching a 
software package the more time available to work with students 
on the mathematics. 

To give students the basics on how to interpret sonifications, 
we use a web browser to present a collection of sonifications and 
graphs for students to analyze and interpret. Students are asked a 
series of multiple choice questions based on the sonifications and 
graphs. Instant feedback is provided to students as they respond 
to each question. And to give students the ability to construct 
sonifications of function we created a library of subroutines for 
Microsoft Excel that allows a student to input a function and 
immediately produce its sonification. More information on these 
tools can be found in [9]. 

2.3. Student Activities 

In this paper we report on students’ performance using these 
tools to complete two of five activities that we are integrating 
into this course. The first activity, and the first on which we are 
reporting, is a Training Activity, where students learn to interpret 
our sonifications. In the second activity, students use 
sonifications to learn to recognize and interpret some important 
qualitative properties of functions: sign, direction, and curvature. 
In the third activity, students use sonifications to learn to 
recognize and find limits of functions. The second activity we are 
reporting on is the fourth activity, in which students learn to 
relate qualitative properties of the derivative of a function to 
qualitative properties of the function itself. The final activity is a 
capstone in which students learn to locate extreme values of a 
function using its derivative. 

3. RESULTS 

3.1. The Training Activity 

The training activity is where students use our web based tool to 
learn the basics on how to interpret sonifications. Sonifications in 
the training activity contain all cues except the ping for zero, 
which is only used in our calculus activities. The activity has six 
sections; the first two sections have ten items each, and the other 
four have five items each. Each item is multiple choice, with four 
choices, only one of which is correct. Students recorded their 
first response to each item in individual spreadsheets. When 
students select an answer, they receive immediate feedback 
indicating whether they were right or wrong and often a hint on 
how to go back and identify the correct answer.  

The six sections are: 
 

1. Estimate the numeric value of a sonification, on a whole 
number scale between 0 and 10; 

2. Estimate the numeric value of a sonification, on a whole 
number scale between -5 and 5;  

3. Associating auditory graphs with visual graphs  
a. Given an auditory graph, identify the corresponding 

visual graph;  
b. Given a visual graph, identify the corresponding 

auditory graph;  
4. Given an auditory graph of a function, identify the 

subinterval in which the function’s maximum value is 
attained; and  

5. Given an auditory graph of a function, identify the 
subinterval in which it has a zero.  

 
Notice that Sections 1 and 2 are similar to the work in [16]. 

The reader might wonder why there is a section 3a. and a section 
3b. To save time in both Fall 2005 and Fall 2006 students in one 
of the sections of the course completed 3a., but not 3b., and 
students in the other section completed 3b. but not 3a. 

3.1.1. Overall Analysis of 2005 and 2006 performance 

To see how well students perform overall on the tasks in this 
activity and to see whether student performance can be replicated 
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from year to year, we compared data from 2005 [9] to data from 
2006. As noted in [9], the results for Sections 4 and 5 were 
flawed in 2005, because of a programming error. So, while we 
analyzed all of the responses from 2006, any comparison we 
make of performance between 2005 and 2006 relies only on data 
from the first three sections. 

Overall the students in 2006 and 2005 performed well on 
these first three sections and moreover performed, in general, 
equally well. Table 1 tallies the number of students performing 
at various levels on these three sections. Using a chi-squared test, 
we find no significant difference (p ~ 0.84) between the 
performance in 2005 and performance in 2006. 
 

Score 2005 2006 Total 
0 – 30% 0 0 0 

31 – 60% 10 15 25 
61 –  80% 22 26 48 
81 – 100% 12 13 25 

Total 44 54 98 

Table 1. 2006 results consistent with 2005 results 

Since the data from 2005 and 2006 arise from approximately 
the same distribution, it is reasonable to combine the two data 
sets to study whether students can quickly and easily learn to 
perform these tasks. Approximately three fourths of students 
answered 60% or more of the questions correctly, and none of 
the students answered fewer than 30% correctly. It is clear 
students are not randomly guessing, since a randomly guessing 
student could be expected to answer only 25% of the questions 
correctly. So there is evidence students can learn to interpret 
sonifications such as those found in Sections 1 through 3 quickly 
and reliably. And, as will be seen later in this paper, the 
conclusion that students learn to perform these tasks readily is 
also supported by 2006 performance on Sections 4 and 5. 

3.1.2. Analysis of Sections 1 and 2: Estimating Value 

Figure 1 and Figure 2 indicate that overall, students did well on 
Sections 1 and 2, supporting the results of [16]. It also appears 
that there may be some evidence that students performed 
differently on estimating value in 2005 than in 2006. Indeed, a 
chi-squared test on Section 1 data shows a possibly significant (p 
~ 0.07) result; however, a chi-squared test on Section 2 indicates 
no significant difference (p ~ 0.59) between the two years. One 
possible explanation for any difference is that there might be a 
relationship between performance on these tasks and completion 
of the course. As mentioned earlier, a higher proportion of 
students completing the activity in 2006 did not complete the 
course. The inclusion of these students in the 2006 data might 
skew the results toward slightly poorer performance.  
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Figure 1. Results for Section 1 by year. 
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Figure 2. Results for Section 2 by year. 

In the questions that included negative values in the scale, we 
found almost no difference in the distribution of scores between 
2005 and 2006. Recall, students in 2005 had a minor chord as a 
cue for negative values while students in 2006 had hiss or white 
noise as the cue. Because students performed generally well on 
this section in both 2005 and 2006 (more than 90% of students in 
either year correctly identified negative values as negative and 
non-negative values as non-negative), we are not able, in this 
subset of the data, to see any improvement in performance due to 
new cue (the white noise) for negative values. However, there is 
evidence in other sections of this activity that it improves ability 
to interpret auditory graphs. 

3.1.3. Analysis of Sections 3a. and 3b.: Visual and Auditory 
Graphs 

In both Fall 2005 and Fall 2006 all students in one section of the 
course completed Section 3a. and the other section completed 
Section 3b. In Section 3a. students are presented with a 
sonification and are asked to select a graph that corresponds to it 
from among four choices. The students who completed this 
activity will be called the Selected Graph students. In Section 
3b., students are presented with a graph and are asked to select a 
sonification that corresponds to it, from among four choices. 
These students will be referred to as the Selected Sound students. 

We find no significant difference between the performance of 
2005 Selected Graph students and 2006 Selected Graph students 
(p ≈ 0.7), nor between the performance of 2005 Selected Sound 
students and 2006 Selected Sound students (p ≈ 0.4). In fact, the 
students performed well on both of these activities both years; 
three-fifths of Selected Graph students answered at least four of 
five exercises correctly and four-fifths of Selected Sound 
students performed that well. 
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Originally, Sections 3a. and 3b. were only separated from 
each other to conserve time; with only fifty minutes for students 
to complete all of these activities, we felt it unnecessary for all 
students to complete both of these sections. We expected that 
we’d investigate differences in performance on Sections 3a. and 
3a., but had no prior assumptions about which type of exercise 
would be better training, or on which type students would 
perform better.  

Even in 2005, there didn’t seem to be significant differences 
(p > 0.60) in performance between Selected Graph and Selected 
Sound students on Section 3, but in 2006, there is some evidence 
(p ≈ 0.08) of better performance in the Selected Sound group than 
in the Selected Graph group. 

Two exercises deserve comment for the evidence that they 
might provide that the hiss cue for negative values is easier for 
students to interpret than a minor chord. In the third exercise of 
the Selected Graph set (Exercise 23), the sound increases and has 
its x-intercept precisely in the middle of the interval. All of the 
graphs are increasing, and only the second and fourth graph 
choices have the x-intercept in the right location (the second 
graph is the correct choice; see Figure 3). In 2005, 54% of 
students chose Graph 2 or Graph 4, thus correctly identifying the 
location of the x-intercept, while in 2006, 72% of students 
correctly located the x-intercept. This is the best evidence so far 
(p = 0.1) that the hiss cue is better for students. In both years, 
Graph 2 was the overwhelming choice of those students who 
correctly located the x-intercept. 

 
Figure 3. The correct response in Exercise 23. 

The other exercise to note is the second in the Selected Sound 
set (Exercise 27). On this exercise, the graph increases 
throughout the interval, and has an x-intercept in the middle of 
the interval. Of the sounds, only one (Sound number 4) was 
increasing with the x-intercept precisely in the middle, i.e.: the 
sound hissed until the very middle and then stopped. Of the 
incorrect sound choices, one (Sound number 2) increased and 
decreased, and very few chose it in either 2005 or 2006. While 
Sounds 1 and 3 increased as the graph did, the location of their x-
intercepts was too small and too big respectively. In 2005, there 
was more confusion (p = 0.003) among Sounds 1, 3, and 4.  

27
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100%
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Figure 4. Graph given in Exercise 27 and student 
performance. 

Together, these two exercises provide a look at students’ 
ability to interpret the cues for negative values. While some 
students are in the Select Sonification group, and others are in the 
Select Graph group, Exercises 23 and 27 together allow a look at 
all students. 

These two exercises also illustrate an important point about 
this Training Activity. With the new cue, the location of an 
intercept is information gathered at a glance, rather than by 
careful listening. Distinguishing major chords from minor chords 
can also be information gathered at a glance, but only with 
proper ear training. Since the students are limited to fifty minutes 
to complete this activity, and since for many students this is the 
first experience in a computer lab for the course, if not for their 
University experience, and since they have thirty-five questions 
to answer, information at a glance is very important information. 

3.1.4. Analysis of Sections 4 and 5: Locating Extremes and 
Intercepts 

We will not analyze the data for Sections 4 and 5 for 2005. As 
we reported in [9], the feedback to students indicating whether or 
not they had selected the correct answer was flawed.  

The exercises in Sections 4 and 5 ask students to listen to a 
sonification of a function, particularly for the location of a 
maximum (Section 4) or an x-intercept (Section 5). Recall the 
sonifications contain a regular pulse to help students keep track 
of position on the horizontal axis (time). 

In Section 4, students were presented with a sonification of a 
function and asked to identify in which of four subintervals the 
maximum value of the function occurred. There were no visual 
cues; i.e., no graphs as in the previous sections. The only 
information the student had was the sonification. 

Overall, students did well on this task. Fifty-eight percent of 
the students answered three or more of the five questions 
correctly. If students were guessing, the probability that a student 
gets three or more correct is 0.10. So, one would expect that 
about 10% of the students would get 3 or more correct instead of 
the observed 30. Thus the students did significantly better (p 
essentially 0) than one would expect if they were guessing. 

However there were significant differences in the 
performance of students who were in the Selected Sound group 
over students who were in the Selected Graph group  
(p < .02). Looking at Figure 5, students who were in the Selected 
Sound group did much better overall than those in the Selected 
Graph group. 
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Figure 5. Difference in performance: locating maximum. 

Looking at an item analysis of Section 4 (see Figure 6), we 
can see that the Selected Sound group outperformed the Selected 
Graph group on 4 of the five items (p ~ .19), which is not 
significant, but item 35 is of particular interest and bears further 
explanation.  

 
Figure 6. Item analysis of Section 4. 

The function used in item 35 attained its maximum value in 
the third interval. The value of the function at the left endpoint of 
the third interval is less than the value of the function at its 
maximum, but not very much less, so the pitch of root note at the 
left endpoint of the third interval is less than the pitch of the root 
note at the maximum, but, again, not that much less. Recall that 
at the left endpoint of the third interval the volume of the 
sonification was briefly increased from the normal volume. Note 
that the Selected Graph group had heard five sonifications with 
pulsing prior to starting Section 4 while those in the Selected 
Sound group had heard twenty. We speculate that the brief 
increase in volume may have led the Selected Graph students, 
who didn’t have as much experience with pulsing to confused the 
brief increase in volume with increase in pitch. 

In Section 5, students were presented with a sonification of a 
function f and asked to identify the subinterval where the graph 
crossed the x-axis; i.e. where the function changes sign. As in 
Section 4 there were no visual cues. The only information the 
student had was the sonification itself which included the volume 
increases and “hiss” for negative numbers. Overall, students did 
well on this task, with 30 out of 52 answering three or more 
correctly, again implying students are doing much better than 
just guessing. 
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Figure 7. Difference in performance: locating intercept. 

Contrary to the results of Section 4, in Section 5 the overall 
performance of students who were in the Selected Sound group 
was not significantly different from that of students who were in 
the Selected Graph (p ~ .53). This is also borne out in an item 
analysis of Section 5; see Figure 8. 

 
Figure 8. Item analysis of Section 5. 

To conclude the analysis of Sections 4 and 5 we again note 
that performance differences the Section 4 between the Selected 
Sound group the Selected Graph group may be attributable to 
experience. Students in the Selected Graph group had to analyze 
five function sonifications and twenty graphs, while those in the 
Selected Sound group had to analyze twenty sonifications and 
five graphs. Since graphs are very familiar to calculus students 
and sonifications are not, one should not be surprised that more 
practice with sonifications in the context of graphs would lead to 
better performance with sonifications only. 

This premise may be reinforced by the data in Section 5 as 
well. Both groups acquired experience and reinforcement in 
analyzing and extracting information from a sonification only.  
That experience could explain why both groups did about the 
same on Section 5.  

The results of the training activities indicate that calculus 
students can learn how to interpret pitch/time sonifications 
quickly and accurately; i.e. in the space of one fifty minute 
laboratory students can learn to interpret elementary 
sonifications.  

3.2. The Calculus Activity 

The sonification activity we are reporting on is designed to help 
students understand calculus through sonification. The primary 
learning objective is that students learn how to recognize and 
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interpret two qualitative properties of functions using all five 
modes of representation: numerical, graphical, symbolic, verbal, 
and auditorial. The two essential properties students are 
identifying are direction, whether the function increases or 
decreases, and concavity, whether the graph is bending up or 
down. We introduce these properties with illustrative examples, 
and then ask the students to demonstrate their ability to recognize 
and interpret the properties in all five modes. 

For instance, after the concept of direction is introduced to 
students, they are told to consider the graph presented in Figure 
9, a table of data (part of which is replicated in Table 2), and the 
sonification, all of which represent the function f(x) = x2, for –4 
≤ x ≤ 0. 

y = x^2
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14.01

-4.00 -3.00 -2.00 -1.00 0.00
 

Figure 9 

x f(x) 
–4 16 
–3
–3.8 

.9  
.44 

.7  
.96 

abl

The students then respond to four questions: 
a. Is f increasing or decreasing on this domain? [Correct 

response: Decreasing]
b. How do you see this in the graph? [Correct response: 

t.] 

O h
funct  
they
adeq el
tab

15.21
14

–3
–3.6 

13.69
12

T e 2 

 

The graph slopes down from left to righ
c. How do you see this in the table? [Correct response: 

As the x-values increase, the y-values decrease.]  
d. How do you hear this in the auditory graph? [Correct 

response: As the sound plays, the pitch gets lower.] 
n t is question 87% of the students correctly identified the 
ion as decreasing. Of those, 90% correctly identified how 

 heard this in the auditory graph while only 70% could 
uat y describe how they saw it in the graph or saw it in the 

le. So, preliminary evidence indicates students may have an 
easier time describing what decreasing means in terms of an 
auditory graph as opposed to a table or visual graph. Moreover, 
25% of these students described the auditory graph correctly but 
not the visual graph. 

After we demonstrate the notion of concavity with an 
example, students are faced with a task similar to the first 
outlined above. Students are told to consider the graph presented 
in Figure 10, the data in Table 3, and the sonification, all of 
which represent the function f(x) = x2, for 0 ≤ x ≤ 4.  

y = x^2
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Figure 10 

x f(x) 
0 0 
0.1 0.01 
0.2 0.04 
0.3 0.09 
0.4 0.16 

Table 3 

Students then respond to four questions: 
a. Is f concave up or concave down on this domain? 

[Correct response: Concave up.] 
b. How do you see this in the graph? [Correct response: 

The graph is increasing throughout, and is steeper on 
the right side than on the left, or the graph bends up.] 

c. How do you see this in the table? [Correct response: 
The differences in the y values in the table increase as 
x increases.] 

d. How do you hear this in the auditory graph? [Correct 
response: The pitch increases more quickly as time 
passes.]  

Concavity is a difficult concept for calculus students to write 
about in general; they often confuse it with direction. While the 
data collected from our students bears this observation out, it also 
suggests that an auditory graph may be more effective than a 
table of numbers in helping students understand concavity, that it 
might be as effective as a visual graph, and that the combination 
of an auditory graph and a visual graph maybe more effective 
than either alone. Ninety-six percent of the students correctly 
described f as concave up on this domain. Of those that did, only 
17% were able to adequately describe how they saw this from the 
table, 52% were able to describe what concave up meant 
graphically, and 48% were able to do so using the auditory 
graph. Moreover, 61% were able to describe concavity using 
either a visual or auditory graph or both.  

Next, students are asked to address the same questions as in 
the first example, but with a new function: f(x) = 3 – x2, for  
0 ≤ x ≤ 4. Here, 87% correctly identify the function as 
decreasing. All of these students correctly identify the graph 
features that support their response, while 80% do so with the 
table and 85% with the auditory graph. These results are an 
improvement over the first example for the graph and the table, 
but a slight drop in performance for the auditory graph. 
Interestingly, even though the students weren’t asked about the 
sign of the function, thirty percent mentioned the white noise 
present in the sound, indicating the intervals where the function 
values are negative. 

Then, for this same function and domain, students were asked 
to address issues of concavity. The students were expected to 
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identify the function as concave down from its graph by noting 
that its slope decreases or that it bends down, from the table by 
noting that differences in y values get smaller as x increases, and 
from the auditory graph by noting the pitch decreases at an 
increasing rate. There was a noticeable decrease in performance 
as compared to the second example. Only 46% of the students 
could interpret concavity using the graph, 13% using the table, 
and 21% using the auditory graph. The most common error in 
each category was to confuse decreasing with concave down.  

Finally, the students were asked qualitative questions 
concerning an arbitrary, hypothetical function that was both 
increasing and concave down. Describing increasing, 62% of the 
students had acceptable answers for a visual graph, 52% for a 
table, and 57% for an auditory graph. Describing concave down, 
52% were correct for a graph, 33% for a table, and 38% for an 
auditory graph.  

In conclusion this Calculus activity indicates that sonification 
offers some potential for students learning calculus.  The results 
with concavity were disappointing for all modes; however, it is 
well known that concavity is a difficult concept for students in 
any mode. 

4. CONCLUSIONS 

In closing we see there is evidence that students quickly learn to 
interpret the mathematics represented by sonifications designed 
with cues to bring out or emphasize mathematical properties. Our 
experience with both the training activity and the calculus 
activity shows that sonifications can be used with typical 
students with typical computers in a typical course. No special 
equipment or an extravagant use of time is required to get 
students actively involved in interpreting and creating 
sonifications. It also shows that students can easily learn to 
interpret sonifications with contextual cues, and that 
sonifications are potentially useful learning tools in calculus. 
Moreover, students are engaged by the activities, which is one of 
the purposes of the Rule of Four or more precisely the Rule of 
Five approach.  For instance, the authors observed that the use of 
sonification in conjunction with other representations tended to 
focus the students’ attention.   Thus, the use of sonification 
resulted in the standard tools for teaching calculus (formula’s, 
tables, and in particular graphs) becoming more effective 
learning instruments. 

A complete study of sonification’s potential as a mathematics 
learning tool requires the involvement of many more 
mathematics instructors. These instructors need to be introduced 
to sonification and to tools for producing a wide range of 
sonifications in a classroom setting.  
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ABSTRACT 

This paper explores an intensity-based approach to sound 
feedback in systems for embodied learning.  We describe a 
theoretical framework, design guidelines, and the 
implementation of and results from an informant workshop. The 
specific context of embodied activity is considered in light of the 
challenges of designing meaningful sound feedback, and a design 
approach is shown to be a generative way of uncovering 
significant sound design patterns. The exploratory workshop 
offers preliminary directions and design guidelines for using 
intensity-based ambient sound display in interactive learning 
environments. The value of this research is in its contribution 
towards the development of a cohesive and ecologically valid 
model for using audio feedback in systems, which can guide 
embodied interaction. The approach presented here suggests 
ways that multi-modal auditory feedback can support interactive 
collaborative learning and problem solving. 
 
[Keywords: Embodied learning, auditory display design, 
participatory design, sound intensity] 

1. INTRODUCTION 

Sound is an important part of many educational technologies, 
learning tools, and interfaces. It is especially vital in the design 
of systems where rich interaction that is contextual and 
embodied is the goal. In such systems, sound takes on a more 
prominent role in communicating and supporting activity, 
compared with traditional computer-mediated communication. 
For example, information-rich sound feedback approaches have 
already been applied in educational interfaces to teach 
mathematics and geography [1][2], as well as in interactive toys 
and games for pre-school aged children [3]. More recently, 
hands-free and eyes-free system feedback is increasingly 
important [6][7] with novel learning technologies such as 
tangible devices, mobile applications, ubiquitous computing, and 
multi-modal physical environments [4][5]. Auditory display 
standards from computer-mediated communication and data 
sonification have gradually made their way into mobile and 
ubiquitous applications.. In a multi-modal system, how can 
sound have a more active, communicative role that reliably and 
consistently conveys information and dynamically reflects 
changes in the interaction? Our proposed theoretical framework 
focuses on the development and exploration of a novel type of 

sound feedback that we characterize as an intensity-based 
gradient approach to sound.  

2. BACKGROUND AND MOTIVATION 

The overarching goal of this research is to explore and build 
a theoretically informed and empirically grounded model for 
using sound as a reliable and consistent feedback mechanism in 
embodied learning environments. In such exploration, it is 
important to examine not only the specific characteristics of 
embodiment, learning-by-doing, and experiential cognition in 
light of their relationship to feedback, but also to identify the 
methods and approaches to exploration that are most effective in 
tackling situated design issues.  

2.1. Embodied Learning: Research and Design Challenges 

Embodied learning employs perception, cognition and 
actions that are qualitatively different from traditional print or 
digital applications [8]. Contextual and physical activities require 
the support of an equally dynamic, cohesive auditory display 
system. Ubiquitous computing, ambient intelligence, and 
responsive environments exemplify some of the new application 
domains for learning through embodied interaction. We feel that 
responsive environments – ambient intelligent spaces - create 
distinctively different loci for technological activity and human 
engagement and require novel kinds of system design. In the 
case of sound, responsive environments offer different 
affordances for perception, cognition and engagement with sonic 
feedback for the user, and thus require a new investigation into 
all of these areas. Further, such investigation must necessarily be 
conducted using methods sensitive to the contextual nature of 
this type of auditory feedback. For this reason, we offer a case 
study investigating intensity-based auditory feedback using 
exploration methods adapted from design-based research.  

2.2. Background of Auditory Displays for Embodied 
Interaction and Learning 

There are a wide array of uses for sound in computerized, 
tangible and virtual interfaces depending on domain, application 
and objectives. Many such systems utilize confirmatory auditory 
feedback yet, new embodied and experientially oriented systems 
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rely on sound displays for more complex feedback as a 
replacement for traditional graphical user interfaces.  

For examples, non-visual interfaces and systems developed 
for users with visual impairments require sound to take the place 
of an alternative modality, representing elements normally 
experienced through vision [2][3][10]. AudioMath, for example, 
uses sonic feedback to represent basic mathematics concepts to 
blind children [1]. Children are asked to identify numbers and 
perform mathematical actions based on short-term auditory 
memory. While the interface is information-rich, the sound 
feedback does not guide children to the right answer, but only 
confirms when they arrive at it. 

The creators of BAT: the Blind Audio Tactile Mapping 
System [2] have taken the auditory interface route further by 
creating a rich, narrative, audio interface for exploration of 
geographical maps by visually impaired adult users. Movement 
triggers the system to play local soundmarks and recorded 
environmental sounds in conjunction with abstract auditory icons 
that signify major cities, distances between locations and other 
contextual information. Still many sonic interfaces limit auditory 
information to single-sound, confirmatory-feedback displays and 
do not result in the kind of full-bodied, rich soundscape that 
users might find immersive, realistic, and informative.  

3. AUDITORY DISPLAY FRAMEWORK 

Two frameworks for sound design play a part in the 
intensity-based auditory model we propose. One is the acoustic 
communication model developed by Schafer and Truax [11][12]. 
The other draws largely on previous work in the field of data 
sonification [13][14]. Research in both acoustic communication 
and sonification, along with psychoacoustic and auditory 
perception studies, provide complementary guidelines for 
cognitive, conceptual and perceptual mapping of information to 
sound that are relevant to our model. 

3.1. Lessons from Acoustic Communication 

The acoustic communication framework suggests that in 
order to design ecological systems for sonic feedback, we could 
look for clues in the natural sound environment. This model 
suggests that there is a constant three-way relationship between 
listener, sound and acoustic environment at the centre of auditory 
perception and action. In the physical world, sound is constant 
and ambient, and we have to dynamically negotiate our attention 
toward it and our interpretation of it. Soundscapes are made up 
of many sounds in interplay with each other. These include 
ambient sounds that are present most of the time, sound signals 
that summon active attention, and soundmarks, which 
characterize distinctive acoustic spaces [11]. All of these 
elements together contribute to an environment’s acoustic 
information ecology. They all convey different information and 
provide us with different cues that we put together in order to 
make decisions, perform actions and respond to our environment. 

Furthermore, the acoustic communication framework is the 
basis of soundscape composition, which uses sampled 
environmental sounds to recreate, through audio manipulation, 
rich, immersive auditory environments. It seems appropriate that 
sound feedback in designed spaces for embodied learning 
emulate the models of acoustic communication and soundscape 

composition [11], as such environments bring the user 
experience closer to the real world. This is where the main 
challenge lies – how do we design auditory feedback that 
functions in a designed interactive environment, in the same way 
that sound functions in our surrounding natural world? One 
possibility put forward in this paper involves thinking of ambient 
sonic feedback as having a dynamic intensity gradient.  

3.2. The Sonification Feedback Model 

Sonification is a way to represent data using a continuous 
stream of sound driven by changes in values that results in an 
audible difference in the sound. It is used in environments where 
large information sets need to be analyzed hands-free or vision-
free [14]. Auditory displays, and data sonification in particular, 
often function within contexts of embodied activity and/or 
distributed cognition. Yet issues of information and acoustic 
ecology, as well as cognitive implications of embodiment, lag far 
behind auditory perception research of pure and complex tones, 
spatialization and virtual 3D sound, among others Most 
sonification systems use synthesized tones, harmonic series, or 
MIDI notes to signify complex changes in data states, though 
there are contemporary exceptions [15][16][17]. Few systems 
employ realistic, environmental sounds to sonify semantically or 
contextually related processes or employ sound to support 
meaningful narrative or immersion, beyond the conveyance of 
information [18]. Discreet musical tones may function better for 
work-based situations insofar as they minimize ambiguity and 
allow for greater accuracy of perception and interpretation. 
However, novel ambient intelligent spaces for embodied learning 
rely on intuitive, immersive, ecological mappings between sound 
display and activity. They may even require ambiguity of 
feedback in order to stimulate certain types of activity and 
interactions. It is this paper’s contention that rich everyday, 
“analogue” sound lends itself well to directive ambient feedback 
in such contexts, and can be used particularly effectively with the 
intensity-based gradient sound model here proposed.  

One example of an ecological system from the auditory 
displays field is Gaver’s ArKola application, which uses sampled 
representational (everyday) sounds, instead of musical tones 
[19]. The goal of this system is to create a dynamic aural 
representation of a complex workflow of a bottle plant that could 
aid users in maintaining it and making informed decisions based 
on the auditory display. Yet, even though ArKola fulfils its 
function of providing granular sonic information, it does not 
guide the user towards   a desirable direction, it only ‘provides 
the facts,’ upon which one could make decisions.   

Directive feedback examples are found in the fields of data 
sonification and auditory graphs research. Two design aspects – 
context (of activity, level of embodiment and type of acoustic 
soundscape), and perceivability (a measure of effectiveness of 
feedback with regard to the necessary cognitive task and action) 
provide the main requirements for designing ambient directive 
feedback. The question we ask here is, can these parameters be 
useful in situations where the design objective for sound 
feedback is immersion, learning-by-doing, physical interactivity 
and socialization, rather than work-based task accuracy. We 
suggest that sonification has in fact a great deal to contribute to 
understanding optimal uses of sonic feedback for embodied 
learning environments, as long as it’s application remains 
sensitive to the specific characteristics and requirements of such 
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systems. The next question is, of course, what is the most 
effective way to research and design such feedback? 

3.3. Intensity-Based Sound Feedback 

Enriching the kind of experiences that are possible for users 
of embodied, interactive learning environments requires a 
feedback system that supports the acoustic and information 
ecology of a physical space and provides directive feedback to 
the user.  

Analogous to the popular children’s game of “hot” and 
“cold” (one child looks for a hidden object while the other uses 
variable temperature descriptions to signify distance to the 
desired location), the idea of a gradient intensity of feedback 
seems promising. In this model, sound would respond in a subtle 
but helpful way to direct user actions by intensifying or de-
intensifying soundscapes. This model could be mapped to any 
play or learning task-based activity in which users make 
incremental progress. Building upon our previous work, which 
we discuss below, the concept of sound intensity gradients has 
proven very useful in describing, examining and designing 
directive audio feedback. 

While intensity-based sound feedback is a normally 
unnoticed part of daily life (e.g. paging your cordless phone at 
home and going from room to room listening to its sound 
intensifying), there are few studies of these everyday 
phenomena, and fewer still of their possible translation into 
design guidelines for sound feedback. Furthermore, few studies 
focus on perception of complex everyday changing sound, while 
taking into account context and purpose of activity, level of 
embodiment or familiarity and associations with the sound. A 
methodological investigation into all these different components 
of the model is needed in order to understand more fully how to 
better use and design such auditory direction. 

The utility of this approach extends more generally to the 
design of educational environments where learning through 
doing is supported by a system of multi-modal displays. If the 
intensity-based sound feedback were interpreted correctly, 
learners would know not only if they are on a right track, but 
also, how close they are to completing a task or realizing a 
learning goal. 

3.4. Auditory Design Guidelines 

Research in sonification suggests that dynamic, ambient 
sonic displays require complex understanding of perceivability 
with regard to cognitive load, memory, type of activity, number 
of auditory sources, context and space of the interaction, as well 
as complexity of auditory content used in the sonification. 
Sonification provides us with a design framework for developing 
sound feedback for use in embodied learning environments, 
which identifies several major design elements, including data-
to-parameter mapping, scaling, polarity and spatialization. 

Data-to-parameter mapping refers to the choice of which 
data parameter is mapped to which sound variable. For example, 
we could map temperature to pitch, or to tempo. We could 
represent volume with timbre, or with amplitude. These design 
decisions should attempt to balance conceptual and perceptual 
associations of data and sound parameters. Scaling refers to the 
minimum and maximum value that a sound parameter will 

gradate between, driven by incoming data. This is also a 
significant decision. Even though humans can perceive fractal 
relationships between harmonic tones (i.e., we can discern that 
one tone is an approximate amount higher than another), there 
isn’t an inherent sense of a scale in any particular sound. Scaling 
is tied to a particular design situation and varies with the context 
and purpose of an activity, as well as with the type of sound. 

Polarity refers to the direction of gradient of change mapped 
between data variable and sound parameter. An example of 
positive polarity is when an increase in temperature is mapped to 
an increase in pitch. An example of negative polarity is when an 
increase in volume is mapped to a decrease in tempo. Decisions 
about polarity are important. Non-intuitive mappings may 
confuse users and result in inaccurate comprehension of 
information. Positive polarity is considered to be more intuitive 
than negative polarity [20][21]. In addition, the acoustic 
communication framework provides a lens through which we can 
think about the role of sonic feedback in multi-modal responsive 
environments for learning. This includes the concepts of acoustic 
ecology, or balance of sonic elements – preclusion of sound 
masking and unwanted diffusion or reflection; the concept of 
keynotes, signals and soundmarks as core elements of 
soundscapes; and the concept of listening positions, such as 
background, foreground or analytical listening. Finally, our 
auditory display framework rests on some fundamental ideas of 
psychoacoustics related to pitch, amplitude and timbre 
perception, jnds (just noticeable differences) in continuous 
sound, stream segregation and others [20][21]. 

4. RESEARCH DESIGN 

The main questions of interest in our current study are: is 
intensity-based sound feedback an intuitive way for 
communicating information in learning or other problem-solving 
situations? Is it indeed well suited for experiential learning 
situations? Can users correctly and consistently judge intensity 
change, and how do different approaches to intensity (such as 
tempo-based, pitch-based or amplitude-based sonic changes) 
affect perceivability and effective interpretation of the feedback?  

The main challenge in investigating intensity-based auditory 
feedback lies in isolating variables that influence the way 
participants perceive sound in the performance of a given task. 
Based upon the guidelines for sonification already noted above, 
as well as upon the above-mentioned theories/models of acoustic 
communication, there are two main points of interest in the 
investigation. The first is in the type of sound used to represent 
or communicate information. Recognizable sounds carry 
preexisting associations [11][22] and are easier to identify than 
unfamiliar, abstract sounds. Sounds perceived as annoying may 
affect perceivability in one way, while sounds that are deemed 
pleasant may be influential in another. Further, dimensions of 
sound such as timbre (quality of sound), pitch, amplitude 
(volume) and envelope (temporal signature) may also have 
different effects on users’ perception [21].  

The second major point of investigation is type of change 
representing sound intensity – that is, the data-to-parameter 
mapping. There are a number of characteristics of sound that 
could be dynamically varied, while still preserving a core quality 
of a sound or soundscape. Pitch, amplitude, timbre, envelope and 
rhythm are some of them, and, to complicate the issue, they can 
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often be manipulated in more than one way, or have a compound 
effect. For example, timbre is affected both by changes in pitch, 
changes in envelope and effects such as filtering. Varying the 
speed of playback of a sound could change pitch, however, 
filtering of sound (attenuating or de-attenuating certain 
frequencies) also affects the perceived pitch, as well as the 
perceived amplitude [20]. The best way to fully isolate pitch 
from timbre and from amplitude is to only use single sine tones 
for investigation. However, this would preclude harnessing the 
rich and potentially more effective everyday sounds for feedback 
in experiential, embodied situations. 

4.1. Design-Based Research: Issues and Motivation 

One of the past research projects that informs the current 
investigation is a large-scale responsive environment project 
named socio-ec(h)o. Socio-ec(h)o is a six-level puzzle game, 
played physically by four players in a shared space. Its puzzles 
are physical configurations in space that players must achieve as 
a group. Immersive light and sound help players determine how 
close they are to solving the puzzle, guiding them towards the 
right configuration [23]. We termed this audio-visual feedback 
directive. This type of feedback seemed promising as a 
mechanism for supporting experiential learning (learning through 
exploration and experimentation), perhaps better than traditional 
desktop audio feedback designs, as it is ambient, dynamically 
responsive and hands/eyes-free. 

There are few well-investigated guidelines for designing 
useful and informative feedback for responsive environments. 
The sound design approach in socio-ec(h)o was a ground-up, 
iterative approach. It was constructed after numerous low-tech 
and mid-tech participatory user workshops, where different 
potentials of sound regarding its immersive, ecological and 
narrative qualities were explored using a design-based research 
approach [24]. Design-based research is a situated, user-centered 
framework for conducting inquiry, where issues are investigated 
in-context, through the use of a designed system or artifact 
[25][26][27][28]. This approach has emerged out of a need to 
investigate not simply user reactions to presented stimuli, but as 
well, to better understand user interactions with real objects and 
environments, especially interactions that are not pre-determined 
by the designers. One of the most powerful and widely used 
inquiry techniques in this field are participatory and informant 
design workshops [26][27]. Other approaches include design 
games, low, mid and hi-tech prototype testing and scenario-based 
design.  

Socio-ec(h)o exemplifies a design-based research approach, 
in that it is through its finished system that we are able to 
investigate the effectiveness, utility and implications of its 
components. However, by the time the socio-ec(h)o system was 
completed, the sound feedback incorporated so many intertwined 
approaches to change and types of soundscapes in addition to an 
equally complex theatrical lighting feedback system, that it was 
virtually impossible to separate out and examine the core issues 
of interest with respect to auditory display design, specifically.  

For this reason, it was decided that undertaking several 
smaller studies using a design-based research approach to inquiry 
could more manageably explore the specific requirements of a 
model for intensity-based sound feedback, yet still preserve the 
situated user-centered approach to investigation. As one of the 
pioneers of using participatory workshops in design research, Liz 

Sanders emphasizes the importance of “make-say-do” in 
workshop-based research – not only listening to what users have 
to say, but accessing their internalized “know-how” by watching 
what they make, and how they do it [27], as well as, in a lesser 
sense, what they say and how they say it. By borrowing from this 
approach, low-tech workshops, which are open-ended, yet 
centered on specific sound feedback constraints, might, we 
hoped, afford a glimpse into participants’ tacit ideas and instincts 
about sonic feedback.  

Two questions to address in the low-tech workshop presented 
here are: how well do sound intensity gradients work to help 
guide users to a goal; and do different types of sounds and 
different types of sound changes (varying pitch versus varying 
amplitude) influence how effective the feedback is? Efficiency 
here is defined as both an ease of perception, and an intuitive 
translation to activity requirements. An encompassing question is 
what can be gleaned about participants’ tacit knowledge of 
intensity-based sonic feedback from allowing them to provide 
that feedback themselves? Finally, when it comes to complex, 
rich, ambiguous sound changes, is there a way of establishing a 
basis for comparison across participants in the study? 

4.2. Exploratory Informant Workshop Design 

To create a situated, contextual study for investigating issues 
of intensity-based gradient sound feedback, we organized an 
informant workshop centered on a physical game activity. It had 
to be an informal and engaging activity that at the same time is 
goal-oriented in an incremental fashion, suitable for a gradient 
sound feedback, and one whose rules are formalized enough to 
allow systematic observation and analysis of interactions. To 
meet these objectives, we devised a geography guessing game 
with secret locations hidden on a physical poster-size map of the 
world. In this turn-taking game, one player decides upon a secret 
location and helps the other players find it. A tangible pointer 
device was moved across the map to seek the hidden goal. In 
order to make sound the only form of feedback, we introduced 
three different instruments used to sonify that game task’s 
progress (see Table 1).  

Participants were explained the “hot and cold” game analogy 
and told to use only sound generated by one of the instruments of 
their choosing to help their team mate find the secret location. 
The instruments were musically simple to mitigate skill and 
experience factors, and each had a distinctly different sound 
quality and intensity constraints (e.g. while a kazoo could 
perform obvious variations in pitch, tempo and timbre, claves 
and shakers have virtually no variation of pitch, only of 
amplitude and tempo). We saw this low-tech, participatory 
format as crucial to our core research question in this study, 
which was – how would people both generate and interpret 
sound intensity gradients in relation to a goal-oriented embodied 
activity? 

4.3. Advantages and Disadvantages of this Approach 

There are disadvantages to our qualitative approach to 
auditory display design. For example, a low-tech   workshop by 
definition means a lack of true consistency in the feedback – 
every time it is provided, it is slightly different, because of 
variation within and across individuals’ responses. In addition, 
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because engagement is an issue in the context of an informal 
activity (game or non-game), there is the added complexity of 
designing a suitable workshop activity. There is rarely time for 
repetitive trials of the same type of feedback being provided to 
each participant. Therefore, in our case, where we have three 
options for providing feedback in addition to several ways of 
representing intensity, most quantitative measurements that are 
taken, such as time of completion, could not reliably be used to 
reflect valid difference between sound feedback approaches or 
individual perception. 

Audio Display Approach to Intensity Polarity 

Kazoo Pitch Shift (Complex 
Tone) + Amplitude Positive 

Clave sticks 
Tempo Shift + Amplitude 
Clean Timbre 

Positive 

Egg Shakers 
Tempo Shift + Amplitude 
Rough Timbre 

Positive 

Triangle Confirmatory Feedback N/A 
Table 1: This table shows the three instruments used in the 

workshop and their respective intended approaches to intensity 
 
On the other hand, this participatory informal approach can 

provide surprising depths of qualitative information, revealing 
important and at times salient patterns of user interactions in 
relation to directive sonic feedback. Team members represent 
intensity to each other, creating externalizations of tacit, latent 
ideas about sound intensity across all the relevant elements of 
our framework – scaling, polarity, approach to intensity gradient, 
spatialization and embodied interaction. 

4.4. Research Framing and Structure  

In order to make explicit our own concepts and expectations 
of sound intensity feedback, we created a framing schema for 
analysis of the workshop data. The schema was partially based 
upon a similar study that was conducted with children. From it, 
we took the interaction patterns that proved most important and 
organized them in order to see if they surface again in this 
iteration of the workshop. First we identified the sound types 
(instruments) and sound parameters (pitch, amplitude, tempo) of 
interest with regard to the musical instruments provided (Table 
1). Of course, users were free to deviate from our intended 
approaches and descriptions, but we thought that having a pre-
existing schema would facilitate identifying these instances and 
analyzing them later. In addition, we externalized the mappings 
between the 2-D geography map artifact and sound intensity 
feedback. Specifically, physical distance from the pointer device 
to the secret location at any one time of the game is naturally 
mapped to the gradient sound intensity. If one is far away from 
the goal, intensity is low, if they are close to the goal intensity is 
higher.  

At the same time, the concept of trajectories (pointer leading 
towards or away from the goal) was identified as another useful 
concept, as it functions differently than distance. As exemplified 
in Fig. 1, Trajectory 1 starts far from the goal, yet moves towards 
it, so feedback should intensify, while Trajectory 3 starts closer, 
yet moves away, so feedback should de-intensify, even though it 
has started from a higher position on the gradient. 

Participants took turns providing and receiving auditory 
feedback during the ‘game’ section of the workshop. In addition, 
they were given a choice as to which instrument to use but no 
instructions as to how to represent intensity. All instruments 
were briefly demonstrated to ensure that players knew how to 
use them. A total of 4 female users participated, ranging in age 
from 30 to 51. Six iterations of the game activity took place, 
including two blindfolded turns, initiated voluntarily by two 
participants. Only one user had previous musical training, and all 
reported normal hearing.  

We used a passive graph plotting exercise in order to explore 
intensity-based sound that is complex (involving intensity 
gradients with several types of changes in pitch, as well as 
amplitude and timbre) and environmental,. Participants were 
given forms with 16 blank graphs (see Table 3.) and asked to 
listen to 16 sound excerpts of 10 to 30 seconds each that 
represent some kind of intensity change.  

 
Figure 1. Model of the world map indicating areas of low, 

medium and high intensity, as well as three sample trajectories 
 

They were asked to both graphically plot the change they hear, 
and write a short one-sentence description of the excerpt. The 
scaling, polarity and sound content in this section of the 
workshop were directly borrowed from the auditory feedback 
model in socio-ec(h)o in order to maintain consistency [24]. 
Methods of data collection included observation, semi-structured 
discussion, paper sheets with plotted sound intensity graphs, and 
video/audio capture. 

5. DATA ANALYSIS 

One of the biggest challenges with design-based research, 
especially open-ended participatory workshops and design 
games, is interpreting the “results” in ways that are meaningful 
to the design process and/or research question, and reasonably 
address the issues under investigation. Indeed, in the area of 
human-centered design there is a certain fascination and 
enthusiasm for participatory design, because it affords the user 
the tools and opportunity to express and ideate design [26]. 
However, it takes careful planning and moderating to make for 
rich yet useful data.  

For these reasons the chosen format of our study was an 
informant workshop with a more rigid structure and more built-in 
constraints, permitting fewer distractions. For example, sound 
feedback was isolated as the only type of guiding response 
within the game. Also, it was technically impossible for the 
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player to know where the secret location was without feedback, 
since the other participant decided it on the spot. However, 
challenges of interpretation still remain in such workshops, and 
the data analysis often requires creative approaches to 
representing and deriving useful patterns from the rich 
qualitative data. Video analysis, audio analysis, conversation 
analysis, in addition to observational notes and semi-structured 
discussions make up some of the common methods in the area of 
interaction analysis [29].  

In a design context, the goal of conducting such workshops is 
to further a design outcome such as an artifact or system. In the 
context of our design research, the system and the workshop 
goals are to uncover tacit perceptual experiences related to 
intensity-based sound feedback, in order to eventually inform the 
design of embodied learning environments. In the current case 
study, the main focus was on analyzing interactions through 
video annotation (looking at pointer movements in response to 
the sonic feedback), interpreting the informal discussions log, 
organizing and comparing sonic graphs, and analyzing and 
comparing intensity-based audio feedback (the actual sound 
tracks from user-generated sonic responses). 

5.1. Workshop Game Analysis 

In the geography guessing game, several categories of interest 
were identified for analysis – the user-generated data-to-
parameter mapping, scaling, polarity, and chosen sound type. 
The distinction between location/distance versus trajectory-based 
feedback is also an important one, because it illuminates whether 
users understand the concept of a progress gradient. The idea is 
that there always IS a gradient present, and it just intensifies or 
de-intensifies according to the physical location of the cursor in 
relation to the desired end. The gradient should also start at a 
sound intensity reflective of the initial position of each 
trajectory. The ideas of location and trajectory did indeed 
describe a pattern that was observed in the user performances in 
this iteration of the workshop. Specifically, they tended to 
provide relatively unchanging, medium-level feedback while the 
other player was far from the goal, and rapidly intensifying 
feedback within a small vicinity of the goal (see Table 2). In our 
interpretation from both the previous workshop and the current 
one, users tended to focus more on the physical location, rather 
than on the more abstract idea of adhering to a progress gradient 
– how close the player is from the goal, versus, where the player 
is on the map.  

There appeared to be an interesting combination of location 
and trajectory-based approaches to feedback. This was different 
from the first workshop in that there were more distinct gradient 
levels of feedback, ranging from complete silence, to low-mid, 
high-mid, high and extremely high intensity (see Table 2). Also, 
all players insisted on starting in the middle of the map and 
performing the intensity gradient from there. It is interesting to 
note that even though silence was never discussed by the 
researchers as a form of feedback in either workshop, both sets 
of participants from our previous and the present workshops 
intuitively understood it as a default. One user even remarked 
that “it is really clear when you are not close, the instrument 
doesn’t make any sound” and so she suggested making a 
constraint that “silence isn’t a sound that you can do” so that it 
would push people to provide more specific feedback. The same 
user remarked during the blindfolded session that she really had 

to rely solely on the sound because she didn’t even have the 
visual orientation of the map. This, she described as a much more 
rewarding and sensory-rich experience. Yet, curiously, she did 
maintain the right trajectory from the start and quickly found the 
goal.  

In the second blindfolded session one player did not start off 
right and was constantly sidetracked toward the wrong direction. 
It became evident just how much the provider of sound feedback 
struggled to support her quest towards the goal. For our 
purposes, this was arguably the most interesting iteration of the 
game, not only from the perspective of user performance with 
intensity-based sound feedback but also from the perspective of 
tacit user-driven approaches to intensity-based sound. In order to 
analyze this rich episode of data, we used a video annotation 
approach focused on both the trajectory movement in time 
(video), as well as on the intensity-based sonic feedback in time 
(audio). In addition, we created a modified scenario-based 
account of this interaction [27] to generate a story retelling of 
both sides of the exchange so that relevant issues might surface. 
Audio files were created from all six instances of the game, with 
specific attention given to the graphical waveform patterns 
generated in order to hear and see how scaling was used by 
different players and whether it went roughly through the same 
degree of intensity or not.  

Similar to the past workshop with children, scaling varied to 
some degree but overall seemed to reach a maximum of a certain 
capacity, closely related to human abilities – one could only 
shake a shaker so fast and loud. Again, whether intuitively, or 
also because of physical effort (the faster you hit the sticks, the 
louder it gets), the rate of change in both pitch and tempo, was 
always tied to amplitude as well. This finding, together with the 
strong affinity towards silence [no feedback] as a default state 
aligned with research in psychoacoustics, showing that amplitude 
is the strongest cue to sound change/intensity [21]. User-
generated polarity, as with workshop one, was also always 
positive – again demonstrated by research in data sonification 
and contemporary auditory perception. 

# Audio Display 
Device + Approach 
to Intensity 

Approach to Intensity -Scaling 
(Feedback Progression) 

1 Shaker (Tempo and 
Amplitude) 

No Sound – Faster, medium 
Sound – Very fast, loud sound 

2 Clave sticks (Tempo 
and Amplitude) 

No Sound – Medium tempo – 
Faster, louder – Very Fast/loud 

3 Kazoo (Amplitude 
reported) – pitch and 
tempo observed 

No Sound – bursts of tonal 
sounds (high and low pitch) – 
Loud, droned out high pitched 
sound 

4 Clave Sticks (Tempo 
observed) 

Slow – Medium – Faster – Very 
Fast 

5 Shaker (Tempo) No sound – Slow – Fast – Very 
Fast 

6 Clave Sticks (Tempo 
and Amplitude) 

No Sound – Very Slow – 
Medium/louder – Very Fast/loud 

Table 2: Coded results outlining participants’ observed and/or 
reported use of the audio feedback devices and approach to 
representing intensity 
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5.2. Sonic Graph Plotting Analysis 

The passive graphic plotting task was an effective way to 
isolate and test out a number of key sound characteristics, 
intensity gradients, sound types and ranges in a way that still 
allowed users to externalize and represent their perception and 
understandings in an intuitive way. 16 sound excerpts were 
tested. Sounds started from simple/sine tones with 
straightforward parameter changes and moved towards complex, 
everyday sounds with more subtle and compound parameter 
changes. The first two excerpts were sine tones, and they were 
partially used as a way to establish ‘sound intensity competence’ 
– which all users seemed to possess (see Table 3) as all correctly 
identified a rising and falling sine tone. The rest of the sounds 
were designed to be more ambiguous, involving degrees of 
greater or less change, and sound types that varied from musical, 
abstract to environmental. More than anything, this graph 
plotting sound identification portion of the workshop was 
conducted as proof of concept for exploring perception of 
complex changing sound. We saw graphing, rather than choosing 
a range or number, as a more direct way of getting at users’ tacit 
perceptual experience. The rigid structure of a graph makes it 
possible for different users’ graphs to be compared directly. 
While we did not know what kind of results we might get from 
this, the examples presented in Table 4 make clear that even with 
a small sample and noticeable variation in drawing styles, 
definite similarities and common patterns can be discerned when 
comparing user representations of changing intensity-based 
sound.  

. However, it was still important that users had some space to 
write a short descriptor for each sound, as some sounds might 
have been too complex to graph, and verbal description could 
better represent what participants heard. This turned out to be a 
wise decision, because when reading and comparing the graph-
plots and transcripts, it was discovered that users often drew 
different-looking graphs, but expressed similar experiences 
through words, and the other way around.  

Because of the seeming gap between psychology studies of 
auditory perception and their application to context-sensitive 
perceptual frameworks for sound, making sense of our data is 
still at its early stages. Following the methods of interaction 
analysis we have constructed a visual comparison schema that 
includes the actual (intended) intensity of the sounds, and a 
composite of each participant’s plotted graph of it (Table 3). We 
provisionally suggest that this test is in itself a valuable 
contribution towards developing non-traditional forms of data 
representation for exploring and analyzing changing everyday 
sound that often reveals aspects and perspectives of research that 
could otherwise be missed. 

 
Type and Degree of 
Change (intended) 

Participant- Generated 
Graphs (interpreted) 

Sine tone at 100Hz rising 
steadily to 440Hz 

 

Pulsating sine tone of 220Hz 
increasing in tempo from 
12% to 87% 
 

Fire sound through a low-
pass filter. Starts muffled 
and quickly is unfiltered (0% 
to 100%) 

Ticking clock sound through 
a low-pass filter – starts 
crisp, then becomes muffled 
then crisp again. 

Table 3. This table shows a few examples from the sound 
plotting section of the workshop. On the models to the left, the 
X-axis represents time in seconds, while the Y-axis represents 
intensity from 0% to 100%. 

6. DISCUSSION 

Using small-scale participatory workshops may be the long 
road to constructing a functional model of situated human 
perception of complex, changing sound in contexts of 
engagement and active, embodied learning. Yet such small-scale 
situated explorations may offer optimal conditions for achieving 
ecological validity in this area of auditory display design. Thus, 
we hereby focus our efforts on suggesting ideas and ways of 
approaching design and research problems with sound feedback 
for embodied learning, as well as innovative ways for analyzing 
the rich, situated data generated as a result.  

Rather than attempting to advance general claims about the 
salient efficiency hierarchy of timbre-based versus pitch or 
rhythm-based feedback, we have drawn lessons from our 
previous workshop-based trials and tried in an increasingly 
nuanced and fine-grained way, to build upon these. What has 
proved most interesting already has been the process of allowing 
users to generate intensity-based sonic feedback themselves, in 
the context of a playful activity. That is where novel insights 
were suggested with respect to the latent perceptual-conceptual 
mappings between activity, representations and intensity-based 
sonic feedback. The research challenge is finding analytical 
approaches that enabled the parameters of interest to be teased 
out from the record of that activity. As mentioned earlier, 
analysis of design-based research workshops for interaction 
design is largely understudied and lacks stable guidelines, even 
though, we suggest, it affords significant opportunities for novel 
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results. We hope this study contributes to the design of 
innovative ways of facilitating visual analysis of user-generated 
data (in our case audio and video footage). We propose that 
seeing things in alternative ways can sometimes reveal or 
elucidate issues previously overlooked, or that simply could not 
be discovered using other, more conventional methods of 
analysis. We are especially interested in analyzing user-
generated audio captures in more detailed ways, breaking down 
their temporal and frequency structures and comparing these 
patterns across cases. The process of examining sound through 
user-generated graphs is also promising. As well, we see 
considerable potential in developing a modified scenario-based 
approach with which to explore retelling of research activities as 
narratives in order to capture descriptive, yet also intuitive, 
analytical and observational features of the interactions. 
Involving users in such ways falls within and furthers design-
based research methods. 

7. CONCLUSION 

The conceptual and operational model here described, 
building as it does upon prior participant workshop-based studies 
for researching situated auditory display design offers promising 
directions for future explorations of information-rich, ambient 
sound feedback for multimodal, embodied learning 
environments, as well as suggesting empirically well-grounded 
bases for refining questions and developing more focused and 
nuanced approaches to documentation and analysis. 
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ABSTRACT 

We present an approach that examines the design of auditory 

displays for accessing graphically represented information in 

terms of their roles as external representations. This approach 

describes how a cross-modal translation process should emphasise 

the semantics of the represented information rather than the 

structural features of the medium that presents it. We exemplify 

this by exploring the design of a hierarchical representation to 

organise relational information encoded in a UML class diagram, 

and describe two alternative presentation modes to auditorally 

communicate this structure. We report on an experiment that we 

conducted to assess the viability of our approach and describe a 

novel methodological analysis which extends existing evaluation 

techniques to formally examine how a group of users learn and 

develop interactive expertise when using this auditory display. 

 

[Keywords: External Representation, Verbal, Nonverbal audio, 

UML Diagrams, Learning] 

1. INTRODUCTION 

One comes across a large variation of diagrams in many informal 

or formal areas of human activity. From the self-sketched sense-

making drawings to the more unified notational systems, graphical 

external representation of information have been proved to form 

an integral part of the particular cognitive activities they are used 

for. With the increasing interest in developing auditory tools for 

accessing visual artefacts, an understanding of the role these tools 

play, not just as accessibility solutions, but as external 

representational agents that support and aid cognition becomes 

crucial. 

We propose an approach for designing and evaluating 

auditory displays that support access to graphical artefacts by 

assessing the extent to which they succeed to fulfil typical 

characteristics of external representations. This suggested 

approach is motivated by two main observations. The first is the 

dominance of and bias toward visual phenomenon whenever 

External Representations (ER) are under study. While much has 

been written about the nature and benefits of interacting with ERs, 

it is quickly apparent from the literature that the focus is typically 

on visual and, to a much lesser extent, haptic or tactile artefacts. 

To our knowledge, the only references to auditory phenomenon 

when dealing with these sort of issues is limited to either an 

account for the transformation of speech from the auditory verbal 

form into a transcribed written representation [10], or when 

examining parallels between phenomenon which occur in natural 

language and those occurring in graphical communication [4]. 

These references hardly reflect the evident and significant 

potential of using auditory display to communicate and represent 

rich levels of meaning.   

The second observation arises from examining the many 

reported evaluations of auditory accessibility tools that 

specifically target graphs and diagrams. Such studies frequently 

describe a certain degree of user learning and improvements 

taking place as a result of the practice users gain through the 

course of the evaluations. Incidentally, such development of 

expertise forms an important aspect of interacting with external 

representations and a powerful means for evaluating the efficiency 

of such interactive information [8]. However, considerations for 

learning when evaluating auditory displays for graph-based 

diagrams seem to be currently neglected and ignored or at best 

only informally addressed. 

This paper describes the design and evaluation of an auditory 

display that allows a human user inspects and navigates 

information encoded in diagrams; a common means for external 

representation of information. We attempt to address issues and 

aspects of the auditory display that reflect its role as an external 

representation by (1) considering the relationship between the 

representation and that which is represented and (2) analysing the 

development of users expertise through multiple interaction 

scenarios. We present the later in a form of a qualitative analysis 

that draws and builds on existing Graphical User Interface 

evaluation techniques, introduced in [2], to systematically 

examine the learning aspects and efficiency of an interaction while 

emphasising a direct relationship between the interactive display 

and the user.  

2. BACKGROUND 

2.1. External Representation 

External Representations are forms of structured knowledge that 

are readily available in the environment and which can be directly 

analysed, processed and manipulated through perceptual sensory 

motors [10]. Recently, many mainstream cognitive science 

research has increasingly been directed towards the study of ER 

and its role in problem-solving activities.   

A common trend that emerged in this field specifies and 

enforces the view that a tight relationship exists between internal 
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and external representations through which complex cognitive 

tasks are performed. This view emphasises the role of external 

representations as more than just a form of input to the internal 

mind or just an external aid to the limits of human memory, but as 

an intrinsic component in the cognitive process; guiding, 

constraining, and even determining cognitive behaviour [10]. A 

number of properties possessed by external representations that 

give them such an integral role include: 

 

1. Locational Indexing which means that effective external 

representations organise information that tends to be 

needed for the same inference in adjacent locations, so 

reducing the amount of search required to find the 

information [6]. 

 

2. Re-representation which refers to how different external 

representation can make the same problem-solving 

process easier or more difficult even though they 

represent the same abstract information.    

 

3. Representational Constraints, which refers to the 

imposed level of perceptual constraints, which limit the 

types of inferences that are permitted about the 

represented information.   

 

The fact that ERs have now been given much focused 

attention in the study of human cognition is considered a 

significant theoretical advancement from traditional cognitive 

science [8]. Auditory display is being left out of such 

advancements. Sound is only taken into consideration in the 

verbal form of spoken language, and even then, it is the 

transformation from verbal into textual transcriptions that seems 

to be of interest rather than the auditory display itself. Thus, what 

we propose is that auditory displays, as a form of knowledge that 

is processed and analysed directly from the environment, can and 

should be studied under a representational taxonomy based on the 

properties of ERs.  

Initially, we believe that the above set of features form an 

accurate and solid framework for evaluating the extent to which an 

auditory display succeeds or fails in playing the role of an external 

representation in a given problem-solving context. Whether there 

are any other features and properties intrinsic to the auditory 

medium when it comes to external representation is for now an 

open question. 

2.2. Auditory Graphs and Diagrams 

There is a growing interest within the Auditory Display 

community in the non-visual presentation of graph-based 

diagrams. A number of researchers have suggested accessibility 

solutions to such graphical information by either combining 

alternative modalities, typically audio and haptics, or solely 

relying on the auditory medium. Examples of multimodal displays 

include the AudioGraf system [5], the TouchMelody system [7] 

and the TeDUB system [9], all of which provide the user with 

sufficient interaction to support dynamic access to a variety of 

graphical representations. Most of these solutions, however, tend 

to rely on representational models that are directly based on the 

original graphical artefacts they provide access to. That is, to 

access the graphically represented information, the user can 

directly 'feel' the graphs or diagrams through the augmented 

multimodal displays even though graphs and diagrams are 

designed to be optimally accessed through vision.  

Other suggested accessibility solutions rely solely on audio to 

display the information encoded in a diagram. More in line with 

the system we describe in this paper are audio displays that use 

different representation models to support exploration of such 

information. Bennett [1] for instance, examined the effect of 

varying representational models for accessing nodes-and-links 

diagrams, and showed that different types of tasks are best 

supported by a matching representation model. This echoes the re-

representation property of ERs and can be considered as empirical 

evidence that such a property can be applied to an underlying data 

model with its effect observed when such model is presented 

through sound only. 

A hierarchical representation was used by Brown et al in [3] 

to organise the information encoded in a molecule structure. A 

certain degree of representational specificity and constraints were 

apparent in their design in the way hierarchy depth-levels was 

mapped to user knowledge-levels; only showing high level aspects 

of a given construct and allowing for a detailed exploration of its 

constituents if required by the user through a zooming function. 

This grouping of the displayed components always depend of the 

molecule structure, which means that every time a new structure is 

loaded onto the system the user has no prior knowledge of how 

different parts of such structure will be grouped. Only when they 

actually browse to each construct will such distribution be 

discovered, which can cause orientation problem especially for the 

novice user, as indeed reported by their evaluations. 

In the next section we describe our approach for translating an 

information domain from the graphical to the auditory modality 

through emphasising the importance of capturing the essence of 

the represented information, and then using a representational 

model that implement properties of external representations to 

organise and structure the encoded information. 

3. AN AUDITORY DISPLAY FOR UML CLASS 

DIAGRAMS 

3.1. The Representation  

We have focused our investigations on a very common type of 

diagrammatic representations known as nodes-and-links diagrams. 

Such diagrams usually describe relational information and are 

extensively used in the computer science discipline. Examples 

include Entity Relationship diagrams and the Unified Modelling 

Language (UML); our current choice of diagrams. Figure 1 

depicts a simple class diagram. 

 
 

A key point in our proposed approach for cross-modal 

translations is to separate the semantics of the represented 

Figure 1: A simple UML class 

diagram depicting two objects 

connected by an association 

relation 
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information from the structural features of the medium that 

presents it. Because the diagrams we chose are strictly relational, 

we discard any visio-spatial information that does not carry 

explicit semantic value that might effect the encoded relational 

information. This includes the geometric shapes representing 

classes and those representing relations. In addition, information 

about the spatial arrangements of the diagram components is also 

discarded, all be it that such information influence the ease by 

which a diagram is visually read.  

The components that need to be represented to preserve the 

relational semantics of a given class diagram are therefore the 

classes themselves; as existing entities/objects in the information 

space, and the direction and type of the relations that link these 

entities to each other. To keep our investigation at a manageable 

level, we used a reduced version of class diagrams in which we 

only model two types of relations; Associations, and 

Generalisations. We thus used these three main components as 

bases of a hierarchical structure that represents relational 

information, where an Objects container would hold information 

about all the objects of the diagram, an Associations container 

would hold information about all associations of the diagram, and 

so on. Individual objects in the hierarchy are denoted by the name 

of the class, and relations by their labels. Figure 2 below shows 

the higher levels of the hierarchical structure that organise the 

basic components of the class diagram shown in Figure 1. 

 

 
 

This structure maps relational information to hierarchical 

depth and provides alternative representations of the same 

relational information from different perspectives. Take for 

example the simple class diagram in Figure 1 above. In UML 

terminology this diagram can be expressed in three different ways; 

the first and the second emphasise the objects of the diagram, so 

we say: “Class A has an association from Class B”; and say: 

“Class B has an association to Class A”, while the third 

emphasises the relation itself, so we say: “Association L1 is 

supplied by class B and received by class A”. 

Thus the same abstract relational information is expressed in 

three different levels of complexity, i.e. re-represented to reflect 

different aspect of the same information in different branches of 

the hierarchy. Each of these aspect constrains the possible set of 

inferences that can be made; for instance, only the third expression 

explicitly states the roles of the objects in a given relation (a 

supplier and a receiver), which have to be inferred in the first two 

expressions.  

This model of information organisation is somewhat similar to 

that used by Brown et al. in their non-visual molecule browser. 

The difference in our representation is that we employ a fixed 

higher level hierarchical constructs representing the main three 

components comprising the diagram (Objects, Associations, and 

Generalisations) to enforce anticipation of how a given class 

diagram’s components will be organised. Thus we push down the 

dynamic components, which are specific and dependent on the 

particular class diagram being explored, to a deeper level in the 

hierarchy that can be progressively accessed as required by the 

particular demands of a given task.  

To interact with the representation, the keyboard arrow keys 

can be used in a similar way to that of typical file browsers; where 

a node in the hierarchy represents a container that can be opened 

and explored to inspect the list of its children in details, or closed 

to browse a higher level of the hierarchy, and so on. We also 

provide the user with a number of shortcut commands to be able 

to 'jump' around the hierarchy and return to the fixed containers, 

as well as a Shift function to allow quick change of perspective 

between the different levels of details as exemplified by the three 

expressions described above.  

3.2. The Presentation  

The information that needs to be communicated about the 

representation can be divided into two types; navigational 

information and content information. Navigational information 

refers to the system feedback that reflects the actions performed by 

the user, such as browsing between nodes, expanding or 

collapsing a node, taking a shortcut etc., whereas content 

information refers to the actual information contained in each 

node, such as the names of the classes, the types of the relations, 

the role of an object in a relation, etc. 

We designed two alternative presentation modes to auditorally 

display the hierarchy. The two designs differ in the level of 

verbosity they employ to communicate the different aspects of the 

representation. We used the same set of abstract sounds to 

communicate the navigational information in both designs and 

mapped the depth of the hierarchy to the pitch of the browsing 

sounds; so the deeper the current list being browsed in the 

hierarchy, the higher in pitch the browsing sound is. In a Verbose 

Mode of presentation every navigation action was also 

accompanied by a verbal description of that action as well as the 

content of the current node under focus. In a Terse Mode of 

presentation these verbal descriptions were replaced by nonverbal 

sounds. The example below illustrates an interaction sequence 

which reflects these differences: 

Browsing the hierarchy as highlighted in Figure 2 in the 

Verbose mode yield the following interaction sequence: 

1 User: <press browse> (object A selected) 

2 System: Browse Sound + “A” (verbal description of content) 

3 User: <press open> 

4 System: Expand Sound + “A OPENED” (verbal  description of action) 

5 User: <press browse> 

6 System: Browse Sound+“ASSOCIATIONS FROM” (verbal description of 

content) 

7 User: <press open> 

8 System: Expand Sound + “ASSOCIAITONS FROM OPENED CONTAINS ONE 

ELEMENT”(verbose description of action) 

Figure 2: Hierarchical structure used to 

represent relational information of a UML class 

diagram 
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The Terse mode yields the following interaction sequence: 

1 User: <press browse> (object A selected) 

2 System: Browse Sound + “A” (verbal description of content) 

3 User: <press open> 

4 System: Expand Sound + container sound (nonverbal description of action: 

continuous ambient sound) 

5 User: <press browse> 

6 System: Browse Sound + association from sound (nonverbal description of 

content) 

7 User: <press open> 

8 System: Expand Sound + “ONE”(less verbose description of action) 

 

To highlight the main differences in the auditory design of the 

two modes, consider the following comparisons. Firstly, whereas a 

node is verbally described as having been opened in the Verbose 

mode (step 4), a continuous ambient sound is used in the Terse 

mode to reflect its successful expansion; the ambient sound will 

continue to be audible until the opened node is collapsed. Three 

distinct ambient sounds were used for each of the main constructs 

of the hierarchy (Objects, Associations, and Generalisations). 

Secondly, whereas a relation type  is verbally described in the 

Verbose mode (step 6), an abstract sound is used in the Terse 

mode to communicate its type and direction. Different timbres are 

used to communicate different types of relations, direction on the 

other hand is communicated by combining a short and a long 

sound together to form one abstract sound,  where the short sound 

represents the arrowhead, and the long sound represents the line 

part of the arrow. Thus the order in which these two sounds are 

arranged reflects the direction of the arrow as pointing inwards 

(short first then long) or outward (long first then short) from an 

object. We also used amplitude modulation on the line part of the 

arrow to enforce the 'coming into' and 'coming from' effect of 

direction.  

Finally, when a list node is expanded (step 8) the Verbose 

mode provide a full verbal description of the action, whereas the 

Terse mode only communicates an enumeration of the list. We 

implemented a simple screen to communicate all verbal 

descriptions in both modes of presentation. 

4. EXPERIMENTAL STUDY 

4.1. Overview 

The properties of external representations described in section 2.1 

have been shown to influence the efficiency of interacting with 

graphical external representations as well as the nature and 

strategies of problem-solving behaviour when using these 

representations [10]. The aim of this experiment was thus to assess 

the extent to which an auditory representation model that 

implemented these properties influences the interaction with and 

comprehension of the information it represents. We hypothesised 

that: 

 

● H1: “The hierarchical organisation of relational 

information allows for successful non-visual inspection 

and navigation of a UML class diagram”.  

 

In addition, we were also interested in examining the effect of 

varying presentations modes by exploring the extent to which 

verbal sounds can be extended and replaced by nonverbal sounds 

to communicate different aspects of the hierarchical 

representation. Thus, we also hypothesised that: 

 

● H2: “varying the presentation mode will have an effect 

on task completion-time and/or diagram comprehension 

when using a hierarchical representation of a UML 

class diagram”. 

 

To test the second hypothesis we manipulated verbosity as an 

independent variable in a between-subjects design factor of 

presentation mode. In a high-verbosity condition a group of 

participants used the Verbose mode of presentation to interact 

with the hierarchical structure, where content information was 

communicated through verbal descriptions, whereas in a low-

verbosity condition, a different group of participants used the 

Terse mode of presentation to interact with the hierarchical 

structure, where most content information was communicated 

through nonverbal descriptions. 

4.2. Measurements 

We measured task completion time and overall error rates as 

dependent variables. Errors were divided into three main 

categories: 

 

1. Interaction Errors are errors observed in the participants 

interaction with the representation including errors that 

occur when an invalid action is executed.   

 

2. Comprehension Error are errors observed in the 

answers given by the participants to the questions asked 

in each experimental task. 

  

3. Efficiency Errors are errors related to either the choice 

of strategy for tackling a particular problem, or the 

efficiency of executing such a strategy to solve the 

problem.   

 

We relied on a concept known as Interaction Traps [2] to 

identify the third categories of errors. This concept has been used 

to evaluate Graphical User Interfaces by assessing the interactive 

relationship between a user and a system in terms of objectives 

and strategies. It is part of a framework that allow for an analysis 

of complex interactions where users have multiple objectives, 

shifting objectives or interleaving tasks [2], which are typical 

behaviour when interacting with external representations in 

general.  

While the concept is mainly based on analysing the efficiency 

of users understandings of the achievability of an objective and/or 

how to go about achieving it [2], we observed other instances of 

inefficient interactions that occurred even when an objective 

seemed to be well understood and the system's states well 

interpreted. We thus extended this concept to cover a wider range 

of interaction inefficiencies 

By extending this concept to fit our assessments, we were able 

to analyse the development of user expertise as the evaluation 

scenarios progressed, and assess such development in terms of 

choice of strategy and the accuracy of executing chosen strategies. 

This is a new approach that is applied to evaluate the learnability 

of an auditory display and which, as we shall describe in 

subsequent sections, allowed us to formally address, analyse and 
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classify the learning behaviour of the participants in our 

experiment. For this, we classified the execution of an interactive 

strategy as inefficient, less efficient, or efficient, as follows: 

 

● Inefficient Strategies are interaction strategies where one 

or more interaction traps occurred.   

 

● Less Efficient Strategies are all other inefficient 

interactions not captured by one of the manifestation of 

interaction traps (as defined in [2]).  

 

● Efficient Strategies are instances where the user chooses 

the optimal strategy and executes it without the 

occurrence of any of the above. 

4.3. Participants and Data Gathering 

A total of 20 participants took part in the experiment. All were 

sighted computer science students and had varying knowledge of 

UML ranging from low to intermediate expertise. They were 

briefed that they were taking part in an evaluation study which 

tested the usability of a non-visual browser of UML class 

diagrams, and were given a cash incentive for their participation.  

We used a number of data gathering techniques to collect the 

maximum amount of data for a thorough analysis. Participants 

were asked to sign consent forms for anonymous subsequent use 

of interaction logs, video, audio recordings, and questionnaire 

responses. The participants were also encouraged to use the speak-

aloud protocol throughout the experimental sessions.  

4.4.Method 

Participants were divided into two groups of ten and were 

randomly assigned to one of the two experimental conditions 

where they used either a Verbose or Terse mode of presentation to 

answer a set of diagram-reading tasks.  

Experimental sessions were made up of a training phase and a 

testing phase. In the training phase subject were introduced to the 

relational concepts of UML class diagrams, and instructed on how 

to use the hierarchy to inspect and navigate through these 

concepts. A visual diagram was made available throughout the 

training phase so participants could refer to it to confirm their 

findings. This was not allowed in the testing phase, in which 

participants attempted to solve the experiment tasks (described 

below) in four scenarios each involving one class diagram. No 

time limit was given for answering the questions, although 

participants were made aware that they could give up a task or a 

scenario and move on to the next, or withdraw from the whole 

experiment at any point without loosing their cash incentive.   

The diagrams complexity increased from one scenario to the 

next, and the order of scenarios was kept constant for all 

participants. We defined diagram complexity in terms of the 

number of components that constitute a class diagram as a tuple. 

The training diagram for instance was of a {5, 3, 2} complexity as 

it was made up of five objects, three associations, and two 

generalisations, i.e. of a relatively medium complexity in 

comparison with the four diagrams used in the four scenarios of 

the testing phase; these were {3, 1, 2}, {4, 2, 3}, {4, 3, 1}, and {7, 

6, 2}. 

4.5.Tasks 

We assessed the usability of the proposed model in allowing 

flexible interaction with the diagrams by examining users 

performance when carrying out four different tasks. The tasks 

were similar to those described by Bennett in [1] in that they 

reflect the ability to inspect a diagram from an object perspective 

(the nodes) or a connection perspective (the links). Gaining an 

understanding of both these perspectives, we assume, is necessary 

to achieve full comprehension of any relational diagram.  

The participants were asked to retrieve detailed information 

about a given object in task 1, about a relation in task 2, 

enumerate the diagrams components in task 3, and graphically 

reproduce the whole diagram in UML notation in task 4. We 

observed, captured and analyse their interactions as they 

completed each task, the results of which are described next. 

5. RESULTS AND ANALYSIS 

5.1. The Hierarchical Representation 

All participants were able to successfully use the auditory display 

to complete all the tasks presented to them in the evaluation 

scenarios. High scores were recorded with a 96% mean of correct 

answers across diagrams for the average participant. Individual 

scores varied between 70% and 100% with a normal distribution 

(standard deviation of 6.08). Figure 3 shows the scores for 

individual participants for all scenarios with scenario one at the 

bottom and scenario four at the top. There was a maximum score 

of a 100 for each scenario.   

 

  

When asked about the mapping, which translates relational 

information into hierarchical depth, participants found it intuitive 

and easily accessible; although, as we shall describe in the 

learning analysis, few of them struggled to grasp the concept at 

first but performed well as soon as they understood the mapping 

through practice. There was some individual differences in the 

amount of practice needed to reach the required level of 

understanding. 

Participants were able to access, navigate and understand the 

relational information through the hierarchy without the need to 

visualise the diagram. Some of them reported that they would 

visualise part of or a whole relation as soon as enough information 

about it was retrieved, however they would discard the mentally 

built picture when they move on to other parts in the hierarchy. 
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Figure 3: Participant’s individual scores across scenarios. 

P1-10 used the Verbose mode, P11-20 used the Terse mode. 
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Others completely focused on retrieving the necessary information 

to solve the experimental tasks and did not even attempt or find it 

necessary to visualise the diagram. 

Different branches of the hierarchy were explored to match the 

current experimental tasks performed. For instance, to solve the 

first task, which required the retrieval of information about a 

particular object, participants would explore the Objects container, 

whereas they would explore one of the relations containers to 

solve the second task. The ability to take shortcuts to different 

containers from anywhere in the hierarchy, as well as the ability to 

quickly switch between them were both very well received and 

used extensively throughout the tasks.  

5.2.Presentation Modes 

We note here that the amount of time it takes the screen reader to 

speak some parts of the information in the Verbose mode and the 

equivalent nonverbal description of the same parts in the Terse 

mode are equal in duration. However, as the example in section 

3.2 highlights, there are other verbal descriptions in the Verbose 

mode which were completely discarded in the Terse mode (see 

step 4 and 8 above). Therefore, we have excluded the additional 

times required by the Verbose mode to describe a given system 

state that involved these parts and thus calibrate the overall task 

completion-times for the two conditions.  

Figure 4 shows the average task completion-times for each 

participant across scenarios. A Mann-Whitney test revealed that 

differences in task completion-times between the two conditions 

were significant (U=18, z=2.38, p=0.008); participants in the Terse 

mode spent significantly less time to complete the tasks on each 

diagram than those who used the Verbose mode. No statistical 

significance was found when these times were calibrated (U=34, 
z=1.17, p=0.121). 

 

Relatively more comprehension errors were made by 

participants using the Terse mode than those using the Verbose 

mode of presentation. As Figure 5 shows, these are very low error 

rates nonetheless, which is in line with the recorded high scores. 

Median comprehension and interaction error rates as well as 

scores from the four scenarios were also averaged for each 

participant. Mann-Whitney U values were again computed to test 

whether the differences between these variables in the two 

conditions were significant. Contrary to what was expected, there 

was no significance for neither comprehension error rates 

(U=27.5), interaction error rates (U= 25.5), nor scores (U=41.5). 

Thus, our second hypothesis (H2) was only partially supported; 

varying presentation modes did not have an effect on the 

participants understanding of the relational information encoded 

in the hierarchy, but interacting with a less verbose display 

significantly improved their performance in terms of the times it 

took to complete the diagram-reading tasks. 

5.3.Sound Design 

We could observe three distinct reactions to the sounds used to 

convey navigational information. Where some navigational 

sounds were explicitly listened out for, others were only 

appreciated for their aesthetics, while the rest were completely 

ignored – although it is worth mentioning that, for some 

participants, the aesthetically pleasing sounds were later on the 

ones listened out for to confirm that an action has been completed 

while their corresponding verbal descriptions ignored. It is also 

interesting to note that the sounds listened out for were those not 

at all accompanied by verbal descriptions. The ones ignored 

however, included the browsing sounds, which meant that 

mapping their pitch to indicate the depth of the hierarchy was not 

picked up on by any participant.   

This can be attribute to the nature of the information targeted 

by the depth-to-pitch mapping; while engaged in a problem 

solving task, participants are directly focused on the content 

information they are inspecting rather than the browsing 

information because it is more directly relevant to the ultimate 

goal of the interaction. It would be interesting to test whether 

changing the target information of the mapping from the 

navigational to the content information would yield any different 

reaction. 

The order organisation of the abstract sounds used to 

communicate the type and direction of a relation in the Terse 

mode were well received. Participants commented that these 

“sounded a lot like how the relation would have been drawn”. It is 

also interesting to note here that participants using this 

presentation mode 'drew' their answers on the answer sheet unlike 

participants using the Verbose mode who wrote down their 

answers in English as spoken by the screen reader. The former 

seemed to struggle less with determining relational direction, 

which had to be inferred from the spoken output in the Verbose 

mode; for example that an “Association From” is an arrow 

pointing outwards from a class. In this instance at least, nonverbal 

sounds were superior in representing direction over verbal sounds. 

Finally, not all participants listened out for the continuous 

ambient sounds; they were most aware of them when they changed 

focus or took a shortcut to a different container. Thus, the ambient 

sounds seemed to communicate transitional information more 

appropriately than the positional information they were originally 

designed for. Participants did not find these annoying or irritating 

though, which makes their unexpected function worth including in 

such a design. 
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Figure 5: Average task-completion times for each 

participant across tasks for Verbose (calibrated, non-

calibrated) and Terse modes. 
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5.4.Learning and Expertise Development 

As typically reported by similar evaluations studies, a noticeable 

improvement in performance was observed with all participants. 

They commented on feeling more at comfort and ease with using 

the display as the evaluation tests progressed. This was also 

confirmed by the fact that performance levels and scores were kept 

relatively constant across scenarios even though the complexity of 

the diagrams was increasing. In order to formally examine and 

assess this obvious expertise development, we classified 

participants’ interaction efficiencies and categorised these using 

the extended concept of interaction traps. 

Similar learning curves were observed in both conditions (see 

Figure 6 and 7). The percentage of efficient strategies executed 

across conditions increased from an average 30% in the first 

scenario to a dominant 75% in the last, while the percentage of 

inefficient strategies drastically decreased from an average 25% in 

the first scenario to only 2.5% in the final scenario. The 

percentage of Less efficient strategies also decreased from a 

dominant average of 45% in the first scenario to just over 20% in 

the final scenario.  

Overall, 58% of inefficient strategies occurred in the first 

scenario, where participants had a low level of expertise gained 

mainly from the instructions given to them in the training phase of 

the experiment. Most of these inefficiencies were a result of the 

users misunderstanding some aspects of the representation. For 

instance, when asked to retrieve information about an object 

labelled 'sheep' in task 1 of the first scenario, seven participants 

out of twenty took a shortcut to the Objects container to locate the 

object of interest, but as soon as they encountered an object 

labelled 'animal' they decided to browse this object to locate 

'sheep' within it, under the assumption that all animals would be 

grouped under the 'animal' node. This is of course incorrect 

because both 'animal' and 'sheep' are separate entities rather than 

lists of entities. Here, these participants correctly interpreted their 

objective, but selected the wrong strategy to achieve it. The extra 

interaction led to a manifestation of an interaction and hence the 

categorisation of the interactive strategy as inefficient. 

Whereas the above example was a direct result of the 

modelled domain, a more design related reason which seems to 

push the user into potential interaction traps was the duplication 

of node names at different levels of the hierarchy. This was 

especially the case in the Objects container where objects where 

contained within each other and is a direct result of mapping 

relational concepts to hierarchical depth. Some participants would 

as a result of this duplication misinterpret the level of the 

hierarchy they are at, which caused momentary confusion in 

interpreting the relational information. Audio design consideration 

can make up for this shortcoming, for instance by using different 

voices to verbalise the content information at different levels in 

the hierarchy or changing the depth-to-pitch mapping to render the 

content rather than the navigational information.   
Instances of less efficient strategies occurred when relatively 

longer interaction paths were followed to achieve a certain 

objective, this however does not include interactions where the 

user puts the objective on holds and engage in explorative 

interaction, which we considered a positive contributor to the 

development of a more thorough understanding of the 

representation. 

Looking at individual distributions of interaction efficiencies 

for each participant, we could categories three distinct types of 

learners. Fast learners were participants that quickly picked up on 

the workings of the representation and manage to execute more 

efficient strategies in the earlier scenarios. Medium learners took a 

rather steady pace in developing their expertise and manage to 

execute relatively more efficient strategies in the final scenarios. 

Only two participants were classified as slow learners having 

struggled throughout the four scenarios and managed to execute 

very few efficient strategies overall. 

  

 

 

  
 

The reaction to the increase in diagram complexity between 

the three learner categories also differed. While fast learners were 

able to efficiently accommodate the challenge by carrying the 

tasks at relative ease, medium learners' performances were 

staggered the more complex the diagrams got, and as expected, a 

slow learner's performance was evidently affected by the increase 

in complexity. The fact that most participants were categorised as 

fast learners, however, testifies to the relative ease of usability of 

the auditory display and the efficiency of the hierarchy in 

conveying information about relational diagrams, which, coupled 

with low comprehension error rates and high scores, further 

confirm and support our first hypothesis (H1).  

6. DISCUSSION 

The above statistical and qualitative results confirm that the 

relational concepts encoded in UML class diagrams could be 

represented hierarchically, and this allowed for such information 

to be non-visually accessed. 

The hierarchical representation was designed to simulate the 

characteristics of external representations outlined in section 2.1. 

The positive impact of these properties on the usability of the 

hierarchy was observed here when sound was used as the main 

means of communication. Locational indexing was simulated by 

the organisation of similar components at hierarchically adjacent 
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Figure 7: Percentage of efficiency levels of the strategies 

employed on each diagram in the Terse mode  
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locations. All objects, for instance, could be found at the same 

hierarchical level inside the Objects container, and all relations 

inside the Associations and the Generalisations containers. 

Similarly, connectivity information specific to a given object or a 

relation are grouped in the same hierarchical level inside the 

specific object's or relation's node. 

An important implication of this structured and fixed 

organisation, we observed, was that users could anticipate where 

items of interest would be located, as well as what would be heard 

after executing an interactive action. If the verbal or nonverbal 

sounds heard did not match their expectations, they could easily 

interpret the unexpected feedback to reason about location and 

how to go about repairing erroneous interactions. This meant that 

it usually took them no more than two to three browsing steps to 

reorient themselves within the structure, and as they gained more 

expertise, got less disoriented and became more efficient at 

executing different problem-solving strategies. 

Furthermore, the fact that each of the three main branches of 

the hierarchy represent the same abstract information from various 

perspectives, allowed for the relational information to be re-

represented, with each re-representation imposing different levels 

of constraints on the possible inferences that can be made about it. 

Participants in our experiment used such re-representations to 

focus their interaction on different aspect of the information as 

required by the demands of the particular experimental task, which 

are similar observations to those reported by Bennett in [1], where 

different types of tasks were observed to be best supported by a 

matching representation.  

Of course these properties could not have been simulated nor 

observed if the users could not actively interact with the auditory 

display. Active interaction allows for this system and other similar 

accessibility solutions to be potentially studied and evaluated in 

terms of their role as external representations. It minimise the 

negative aspects of the temporal and transient nature of the 

auditory medium of presentation, allowing for the auditorally 

represented information to be immediately available in the 

environment. The ability to dynamically navigate and inspect the 

hierarchy in our system meant that parts of the problem space 

needed not  to be remembered during the problem solving process. 

An interesting aspect observed in the participants interactions 

with the display was the ease by which they interpreted the 

nonverbal representations of the explicitly relational components 

of the diagram. That is, relations' types and directions were more 

efficiently and intuitively accessed when represented non-verbally 

than through speech. A well designed diagram is said to be one 

that allows its user to make relatively straightforward mapping 

between the diagrammatic depiction and the situation it represents 

[6]. These observations, thus, call for more in depth investigations 

to identify representational properties that are intrinsic to the 

auditory medium of presentation. Then, the challenge would be to 

understand the mechanisms that underlay the question of how 

such properties are actually realised in this modality. An essential 

first step towards this direction would be to compare various 

representational systems in different modalities in order to 

establish the strengths and weaknesses of each. 

7. CONCLUSION 

Current advancements in the study of human cognition has put 

much focus on understanding the role of external representations 

in supporting problem-solving tasks such as inference, prediction, 

and problem interpretation. Research into the auditory display of 

information is providing increasing evidence of the potential of 

using sound to support such tasks. However, as a modality, the 

study of the representational properties of sound has been largely 

neglected. This paper described an approach for translating 

graphically represented information from the visual to the auditory 

modality by emphasising the meaning of what is represented 

rather than the structural tokens of the medium that presents it. We 

used a hierarchical structure that simulates properties of external 

representations to organise the relational information encoded in 

UML class diagrams and reported on an experiment that evaluated 

its viability. Our results show that replacing verbal descriptions of 

relational information with nonverbal sounds significantly 

improved performance without compromising comprehension. 

These results suggest that properties of external representations 

can be observed to positively impact interaction with a structuring 

model that is presented through sound only and highlight the 

importance of deeper investigations into the intrinsic 

representational properties of the auditory medium.  
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ABSTRACT 
 

This study was designed to test whether associations between 

visual icons on a computer screen and auditory icons 

(environmental sounds that have a direct association with an 

object) or earcons (synthetic sounds that have no direct 

association with an object) are easier to learn. In addition, 

localization of sound presentation relative to the position of the 

icons on the screen was tested. Results revealed that participants 

made faster and more correct matches between visual icons and 

auditory icons than between visual icons and earcons.  The 

results also suggested that localization may be a useful cue for 

learning the associations between icons and their auditory 

counterparts; however, more research is needed to provide 

conclusive evidence. 

1. INTRODUCTION 

Computer software manufacturers have been adding sound to 

programs to enhance the users’ experience since the development 

of hardware capable of reliably presenting sounds to users.  In 

many cases, sounds have been added to computer software 

packages simply as an additional feature without testing to 

determine if these sounds add to the usability of the programs.   

Recently researchers have started to systematically test how users 

interact with such sounds to examine which types of sounds are 

most effective for the user navigating the computer environment.  

Of particular interest for the present study is the work that has 

been done investigating different types of sounds that are used as 

auditory adjuncts to the visual icons that are a ubiquitous part of 

computer desktops.  There are two main types of these sounds 

recognized by researchers:  auditory icons and earcons [1].   

Auditory icons represent visual desktop icons with ecological 

sounds that are directly associated with a sound the object would 

make in the environment [2].  For example, the sound of a pair of 

scissors cutting paper might be used to represent the “cut” menu 

function that has a scissor visual icon.  In contrast, earcons are 

synthetic sounds that are not directly related to the object they 

represent [3].  An example of an earcon would be three ascending 

tones used to represent the “save” function that has a diskette 

visual icon.  

  Researchers have proposed design principles for auditory 

icons and earcons [3,4,5], investigated the overall usefulness of 

earcons in navigating computer software [5,6] and examined the 

utility of such sounds for the visually impaired [7].  The present 

study was designed to contribute to the basic understanding of 

how users learn the associations between icons and their auditory 

counterparts.  Specifically, we believed that participants would 

be able to learn associations for icons with auditory icons more 

easily than with earcons due to the non-arbitrary mapping for 

auditory icon sounds.  For a matching memory task, we 

hypothesized that there would be more correct matches for visual 

icons paired with auditory icons versus earcons. We also 

predicted that matches would be made more quickly between 

icons and auditory icons than between icons and earcons.  In 

addition, localization of sound was tested to determine if this 

would impact memory for the sound associations with the icons.  

The auditory icons or earcons were presented to participants 

either through both ears (non-localized) or in the right ear for 

icons in the right column on the screen, the left ear for those in 

the left column, and to both ears for the icons in the middle 

column (localized).  The hypothesis was that localized sound 

presentation should lead to more correct matches with icons for 

both auditory icons and earcons than non-localized sounds.   

2. METHOD 

2.1 Participants 

Participants were 100 undergraduate students (70 females and 30 

males) with a range of 18 to 22 years of age (M = 19.5), who 

received course credit in a psychology class.  The racial 

background of the students showed that the majority (98%) were 

caucasian. 

2.2 Apparatus 

Four PowerMacs were used for the stimulus preparation and data 

collection procedure. Sony MDR-CD850 stereo headphones were 

used to present the sounds. 

 The visual stimuli for the experiment were two sets of 15 

icons selected from a set that is available for PowerMacs. The 

visual stimuli appeared in two sets of 15 icons arranged in 3 

columns and 5 rows (see Figures 1 & 2).   For each set of 15 

sounds, there were 3 different layouts for the positions of the 

icons, and participants were randomly assigned to one of these 

layouts by the computer program. 
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Figure 1. Set 1 of the icons. 

 

 

 

 

 
 

Figure 2. Set 2 of the icons 

 

 The auditory icons and earcons were selected for each of the 

visual icons in the two sets using synthesized sound files from 

sound effects collections and from sound files available at 

various websites.  For example, an icon of a telephone had an 

auditory icon of a telephone ring and an earcon with 4 notes 

alternating in high and low frequency.  In addition, the auditory 

icons and earcons were recorded for localization.  For non-

localized sounds, the recordings were mono-sounds presented 

binaurally so that both channels would be used during the data 

collection procedure.  The localized sounds corresponded to the 

placement of the icons in columns such that the icons in the left 

column were played in the left channel, those in the right column 

were played in the right channel, and the icons in the middle 

were presented in both channels.  In addition, the arrow icons had 

sounds that panned from one channel to the other in the direction 

of the arrow. 

 

2.3. Procedure 

Participants were tested individually for the 1-hour sessions that 

consisted of two tasks. All instructions and data collection were 

administered via computer except for the follow-up 

questionnaire.  Participants first completed a set of demographic 

questions, including age, sex, and computer experience.   Next, 

they were given the following instructions for the learning task of 

the study: 

 

You are being asked to do a learning task for associating 

sounds with icons (pictures) on a computer screen.  There 

will be two parts to the computerized portion of the 

procedure. 

 

 Part 1: Learning Associations 

For the first part of the procedure, you will be asked to learn 

the sound paired with each icon.  As shown below, you will 

be presented with a set of 15 icons on the computer screen.  

Before you can listen to the sound for an icon, you will need 

to click on the bar on the top of the screen that says "press 

here before choosing". Please make sure that you wait to 

click until the letters have changed from gray to black.  Click 

on the bar, which will activate the icons below (they will 

change from a gray color to black), and then click on one of 

the icons.  This will play the associated sound.  You should 

listen to each sound twice before going to the next icon.  You 

should also begin with the icon in the upper left corner and 

move down the column before you go to the next column of 

icons.  You will repeat the process of clicking on the bar and 

then the icon for each time you listen to a sound.  Please 

make sure you are patient and wait for the bar or the icons to 

change to black to indicate that they are active before you 

click on either.  Once you have listened to all the sounds 

twice, the program will take a moment and then it will 

present you with a second set of icons automatically.  After 

you go through the second set, you will be given a memory 

task. 

  

 Each participant worked with both sets of icons, and the 

computer randomly determined which set each participant 

received first.  However, participants were exposed to only one 

of the sets of sounds for each of the sets of icons.  Thus, if a 

participant had auditory icons for the first set of icons, he or she 

would have earcons for the second set.  The auditory icons and 

earcons were balanced across participants so that there would be 

a complete set of data for both types of sounds for both sets of 

icons.  Finally, the computer program randomly determined 

whether the participant had localized or non-localized auditory 

icons and earcons.  Participants were not told about the 

localization of the sound source since we were interested in 

whether they would notice and use these cues without prompting. 

 Once participants finished the learning task, they were given 

the following instructions for the second task, which was the 

memory task: 

 
This task will test your ability to remember which sound 

was associated with an icon.  You will see a screen like the 

one presented above with the addition of a bar that says 

"repeat sound" that will be positioned below the "press here 

before choosing".  When you click on the "press here before 

choosing" bar, you will hear a sound.  Then you should look 
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for the icon you think was associated with the sound and 

click on that icon.  If you wish to hear the sound more than 

once, simply click on the "repeat sound" bar.  Remember to 

wait until the bar and the icons are active before clicking on 

either.  Do the best you can with the memory task.  Even if 

you aren't sure which icon the sound belongs too, make the 

best choice you can!  You must have an icon associated with 

each of the sounds to complete the task. 

 
To finish the procedure, participants filled out a follow-up 

questionnaire and were fully debriefed by the experimenter. 

 

 

3. RESULTS 

Data collected included number of correct matches between the 

icons and the sounds, the reaction time for each match (measured 

in “ticks” : 1 tick = 1/60 of a second) and the number of times 

each sound was played during the memory task.  A mixed factor 

2 X 2 ANOVA with localization (BG factor) and number of 

correct matches (WG factor) revealed a non-significant 

interaction between the two factors.  The main effect for 

localization was marginally significant, F(1,98)=3.28, p=.075, 

and showed a trend that the localized sounds (M=10.92, 

SD=3.94) were easier to correctly match with the icons than the 

non-localized sounds (M=10.25, SD=4.55).  The main effect for 

number of times the sounds were correctly matched with the 

icons was significant, F(1,98)=6.78, p=.01.  Inspection of the 

means revealed that icons were correctly matched with the 

auditory icons (M=11.53, SD=4.02) more often than with the 

earcons (M=9.58, SD=4.64).  

 A mixed factor 2 X 2 X 2 ANOVA was performed with 

localization (BG factor) and reaction time and number of times 

each sound was played (WG factors).  The results showed a non-

significant 3-way interaction as well as a non-significant 2-way 

interaction between number of times played and localization.  

The main effects for both of these variables failed to reach 

significance as well.  However, there was a marginally 

significant interaction between localization and reaction time, 

F(1,98)=3.48, p=.06) and a main effect for reaction time, 

F(1,98)=1364.31, p<.001.  The interpretation of the marginally 

significant interaction shows that localization had no effect on 

the reaction time for the earcons (localized mean = 56.86, 

SD=27.6; non-localized mean = 55.74, SD=21.16), but that the 

auditory icons showed a faster reaction time for the localized 

(M=45.37, SD=21.84) than the non-localized sounds (M=57.11, 

SD=27.89).  The main effect for reaction time showed that 

participants were significantly faster at matching the icons with 

auditory icons (M=51.71, SD=25.84) than with the earcons 

(M=56.26, SD=24.22) 

 The follow-up questionnaire asked participants to rate the 

difficulty of learning the associations between the icons and the 

auditory icons and earcons using a 7-point rating scale (1=very 

easy to 7=very difficult).  An ANOVA revealed that participants 

felt that it was easier to learn the associations between the icons 

and the auditory icons (M=1.48, SD=.97) than the earcons 

(M=5.32, SD=1.27), F(1,99)=481.09, p<.001.  Participants were 

also asked what strategies they used to learn the associations 

between the icons and the two types of sounds.  For the auditory 

icons, the majority (95%) responded that they used previous 

knowledge of the types of sounds such objects make.  However, 

for the earcons, participants tried a variety of strategies:  30% 

simply tried memorization; 35% tried to form a relationship; 27% 

tried to think of a story or images that formed associations; and 

8% used the localized sounds as cues.  Finally participants were 

asked if any of the sounds were annoying to them:  33% 

responded that none of them were annoying while 55% said that 

the high pitched tones were bothersome and 15% responded that 

the loud sounds were difficult to listen to.   

 

4. DISCUSSION 

 

The results support the hypothesis that associations between 

icons and auditory icons are easier for users to “learn” than those 

with earcons.  In fact, it is apparent that the participants were not 

actually learning these relationships, but rather they were using 

pre-stored semantic connections between the objects and the 

sounds.  However, support for the second hypothesis, that 

localization would be helpful for learning the associations, was 

not as conclusive since the results with this factor were 

marginally significant.  A follow-up study could investigate 

whether telling participants explicitly about the localization for 

the sounds relative to the icons would lead to better use of this 

cue.  Comments made by participants in the final questionnaire 

revealed that some of them did notice and make use of the 

localization cue; however, these remarks were only made by a 

small number of the participants (8 out of 100).  Future research 

should concentrate on longitudinal designs to determine how 

long it takes users to learn earcons, especially since these sounds 

can be shorter in duration and use less computer memory than 

most auditory icons [6].  In addition, further investigation of the 

usefulness of such auditory cues for visually impaired users 

could lead to more effective tools for their use with computers.  
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ABSTRACT
Sonification can play a significant role in facilitating continuous,
gesture-based input in closed loop human computer interaction,
where it offers the potential to improve the experience of users,
making systems easier to use by rendering their inferences more
transparent. The interactive system described here provides a num-
ber of gestural affordances which may not be apparent to the user
through a visual display or other cues, and provides novel means
for navigating them with sound or vibrotactile feedback.The ap-
proach combines machine learning techniques for understanding a
user’s gestures, with a method for the auditory display of salient
features of the underlying inference process in real time. It uses
a particle filter to track multiple hypotheses about a user’s input
as the latter is unfolding, together with Dynamic Movement Prim-
itives, introduced in work by Schaal et al [1][2], which model a
user’s gesture as evidence of a nonlinear dynamical system that has
given rise to them. The sonification is based upon a presentation
of features derived from estimates of the time varying probability
that the user’s gesture conforms to state trajectories through the
ensemble of dynamical systems. We propose mapping constraints
for the sonification of time-dependent sampled probability densi-
ties. The system is being initially assessed with trial tasks such
as a figure reproduction using a multi degree-of-freedom wireless
pointing input device, and a handwriting interface.

1. INTRODUCTION

The research discussed here intends to improve the design of gesture-
based interactions with the widening range of computational arti-
facts supporting continuous input. These comprise new computer
input devices, video games, musical instruments, and an increas-
ingly ubiquitous class of everyday artifacts that possess hidden
computing, sensing, and actuating capabilities. Already famil-
iar examples of the last include running shoes and wireless video
game controllers. In the context of human-computer interaction,
user experience may be improved if continuous, gesture-based in-
put is situated in complete sensory-motor feedback loops. Non-
visual display modalities have some advantages for such closed
loop interactions, as they can more easily be situated at the locus
of interaction of an arbitrary input device. Other benefits include
their ability to provide an effective representation of temporal fea-
tures and to operate in situations in which the visual modality is
overtaxed, both of which have been discussed extensively in pre-
vious literature [3][4].

The system described below tracks the state of a user’s ges-
tures, as relayed by the sensors of a continuous input device, and
continuously estimates a correspondence with a number of gestu-
ral affordances. The latter are encoded as nonlinear dynamical sys-

tems models that are learned from a gesture dataset, as explained in
Section 2.1. A particle filter algorithm is used to track hypotheses
as to the correspondence between the user’s input and the models.
The information provided by this inference mechanism is used to
generate a sonification to allow users to guide their gestures rela-
tive to those afforded by the system.

1.1. Related work

A particle filter based recognizer for generating sonic feedback to
display a user’s input in a mouse gestures task, and in related ap-
plications such as a helicopter control task, has been described by
Williamson and Murray-Smith [5][6]. Their recognizer appears to
be built on static template models of the gestures afforded by the
system. The system presented here is similar, but uses the dynam-
ical systems models of Schaal et al [1][2], which encode the dy-
namics of the motion more richly than is possible with templates.
The dynamical systems models have an advantage in their ability
to representing dynamically driven variations in the detailed path
taken while preserving other features of the trajectory (see Fig-
ure 3). In the present contribution, we also address aspects of the
problem of sonifying sampled representations of state-probability
distributions that are complementary to those that Williamson and
Murray-Smith have described, and in particular raise questions
of sample-set independence and perceptual salience of parameter
mappings for sonification.

Strachan and Murray-Smith [7] described explorations with
gesture input for mobile devices based on the same Dynamic Move-
ment Primitives models that are adopted here. However, the main
focus of the present contribution relates to issues of closed-loop
interaction that were not entirely addressed in their application.
Furthermore, the gesture recognition architecture described here is
somewhat richer, capable of tracking over time an arbitrary prob-
ability density representing the correspondence between a user’s
gesture and an array of models.

Jenkins et al [8] have described a video-based recognition sys-
tem that uses movement primitives based on an ensemble of recorded
exemplars (essentially templates), together with a particle filter.
Their approach is similar to the forward path of the architecture
presented here, except that the movement primitives in the present
contribution are based on dynamical systems models, which offer
the relative advantages noted above.

Particle filters were first applied to the problem of the recogni-
tion of gestures observed in video sequences using static temporal
templates in work by Black and Jepson [9]. A wide range of parti-
cle filter based methods for gesture recognition have built on their
original work.

Many other gesture recognition techniques are discussed in the
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Figure 1: Architecture for gesture-based control, integrating dy-
namic movement primitive (DMP) models of the encoded ges-
tures, with a particle-filter based inference mechanism, and an in-
teractive sonification.

literature, including hidden Markov models (HMM), time-delay
and recurrent neural networks, and dynamic programming algo-
rithms, among others. Distinct advantages of the gesture modeling
method we have adopted include its fine time-granularity, which is
desirable in a closed loop interactive system, and its robustness to
variations in the specific path an instance of a gesture may take.
The fact that the system presented here incorporates generative
models for the gestures provides, in addition, an important check
as to whether the employed model has captured the phenomena it
aimed to encode.

Further comparison of sonification methods invoked here with
those used in past literature is provided in section 3.

2. GESTURE INPUT ARCHITECTURE

An overview of the system is shown in Figure 1. Gesture-based
input from the user is acquired by the input device’s sensors as
an N -dimensional temporal trajectory. A set of particles, given
by weighted states of the nonlinear dynamical systems, is evolved
in tandem with the gestural input. They maintain a probability
distribution that tracks the system’s belief as to the correspondence
between the user’s input and learned models. The error signals
and weights that result are then used to derive parameters for a
sonification. These stages are described in more detail below, and
the detailed algorithm is illustrated in Figure 2.

2.1. Nonlinear Dynamical Systems Models

The Dynamic Movement Primitives (DMP) models of Schaal et al
[1][2] are adopted as nonlinear dynamical systems predicting the
trajectory followed by a given gesture. An instance of a gesture is
characterized by a trajectory z(t), consisting of a vector of values
(z1, z2, . . .) sensed from an input device over some time interval
t ∈ [0, T ]. The DMP models the kinematics of the gesture trajec-
tory with an adaptive nonlinearity f .

The system equations describing each component z = zi of
a gesture are composed of a canonical system and a transforma-
tion system. The canonical system is an attractor that numerically
integrates a phase variable φ that substitutes for the role of time:

ν̇/τ = αν(βν(1 − φ) − ν), φ̇/τ = ν . (1)

The transformation system numerically integrates the dynamical

variables zi, żi, z̈i that describe each component of the gesture tra-
jectory. The equations for each component are:

u̇/τ = αu(βu(s− z) − u) + f(φ, ν), (2)

ż/τ = u, ṡ/τ = αg(g − s) (3)

Each α and β pair represents time constants that are chosen for
critical damping of the respective system, τ is a temporal scaling
factor, and the goal g gives a target value for z to reach at the end
of the trajectory. The term f(φ, ν) represents a nonlinearity given
the form of a weighted sum of Gaussian basis functions:

f(φ, ν) =

PM
i=1 ψiωiνPM

i=1 ψi

, ψi = exp
`
−hi (φ− ci)

2´
.

These basis functions are suitable for point-to-point gestures, pos-
sessing a velocity dependence that insures that they vanish at the
endpoints of the movement. The centers ci and bandwidths hi are
chosen so that the ψi are uniformly distributed over φ ∈ [0, g].
The weights ωi are adapted using a regression procedure such that
the dynamics approximates the gesture’s trajectory. Further details
are provided in a related publication [10].

By contrast with finite-state based models like the HMM, where
the gesture is captured by statistics associated with a sequence of
discrete states, here it is encoded in the dynamical parameters of
the DMP. The latter is capable of synthesizing a smooth instance
of a gesture that may be varied through parameters that govern its
position z, velocity ż, temporal scaling factor τ , and target config-
uration g.

Figure 3 shows several resynthesized examples of a hand-drawn
figure corresponding to a horseshoe-shaped gesture. The trajecto-
ries correspond to varying the initial configuration of the DMP.
Other model parameters can varied likewise. The learned figure
acts as an attractor for the writing motion, which is qualitatively
different from the notion of a fixed template or statistical model.

2.2. Particle Filters for Gesture Input

The particle filter tracks the system’s belief over time as to the
user’s intended action, i.e. the correspondence of the latter with
the gesture models encoded in the system. The algorithm used
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Figure 2: The gesture input, inference and sonification generation
scheme.
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Figure 3: Several instances of a learned gesture that has been
resynthesized by one of the DMP, starting from an ensemble of
different initial conditions.

is the regularized sequential importance resampling (SIR) parti-
cle filter [11]. N weighted samples are employed to approxi-
mate the input gesture over time. The samples consist of states
xt = (c,yt, ẏt, gt, τt) characterized by:

• c A class index, indicating the DMP model whose state is
being tracked

• yt A vector quantity providing the instantaneous value of
the gesture being modeled at time t

• ẏt A vector giving the instantaneous velocity of the gesture

• gt The current target (destination posture) for the gesture

• τt The current temporal scaling factor for the gesture, rel-
ative to 1

At each time step, the weight for each particle is determined by a
likelihood function giving the probability that the observed input
trajectory Zt = {zi, i = 1, . . . , t} up to time t corresponds to
the trajectory Xt = {xi, i = 1 . . . t} followed by that particle.
We adopt a likelihood function generalized from that presented by
Black and Jepson in [9], given by

p(Zt|Xt,k) =
Z−1

det1/2 σk

exp(−βD(zi,yt,k)) (4)

k is the index of the kth particle, β is a hand-tuned parameter
governing the correlation length of the fitness function, and σk is
an estimate of the prior variance of y for the class of particle k.
A diagonal covariance is estimated from training instances. D is
the `2 distance between the particle trajectory and the input on the
given time window:

D(zi,yt,k) =
1

N

tX
i=t−n

(zi − yi,k)Tσk(zi − yi,k)) . (5)

The normalizing factor Z in (4) is the sum over unnormalized fit-
ness functions for all particles,

Z =
X

k

1

det1/2 σk

exp(−βD(zi,yt,k)) . (6)

The tracking process for each particle at each time step proceeds
as follows:

1. Update the parameters yt, ẏt by integrating one time step
of the corresponding DMP

2. Update the weightswt = p(Zt|Xt,k) using the fitness func-
tion of eq. (4)

3. If the effective particle count Neff = (
P

k w
2
k) has fallen

below a threshold, perform an importance resampling of
the probability distribution, drawing Np new particles from
it to replace the old. m copies of the jth particle are cre-
ated if it is drawn m times. A regularization step is used to
optimally perturb the state parameters, so particles that are
duplicated have nonidentical states [11].

The result is a set of particle trajectories that track hypothesis
states, together with a set of evolving weights indicative of the
fitness of each of the particle trajectories in describing the input
gesture. The trajectories are discontinuous, due to the resampling
stage.

2.3. Recognition

While gesture recognition is not the focus of this paper, the frame-
work delineated above allows one to infer the probability that each
gesture is being performed, and these probabilities may be com-
puted in terms of the fitness functions p(Zt|Xt,i). Assuming each
of the N gesture classes to be a priori equally likely, the proba-
bility of a class c given the observed gesture Zt to time t may be
obtained from Bayes’ theorem:

p(c|Zt) =
p(Zt|c)p(c)
p(Zt)

=
p(Zt|c)
Np(Zt)

=

P
k∈c p(Zt|Xt,k)

Np(Zt)
. (7)

Where the last sum is over particles having the class label c. This
equation determines the class probability given the input, within
an overall factor p(Zt) that is independent of the class. A ges-
ture can be deemed to have been recognized if this probability is
greater than a given threshold and the phase variable φ is near to
the maximum phase value of 1.

3. SONIFICATION FOR GESTURE INFERENCE

The output of the gesture input system described above consists of
a set of weightswt,k and states xt,k at each time instant t. Together
these furnish a sampled representation of the time-varying proba-
bility distribution p(Zt|Xt) that tracks the system’s understanding
of the gesture of the user.

Broadly stated, the role for sonification in this system is to
convey information in order that users may better guide their ac-
tions relative to the inferences made by the system. The approach
adopted hre is that of parameter mapping [12], which extracts mean-
ingful values from the system state in order to drive the parame-
ters of a sound synthesizer. The current situation, in which the
output of an interactive system is fed to a sound synthesis engine,
is notably analogous to the mapping problem encountered in the
control of sound synthesis with digital musical instruments [13].
A key problem in parameter mapping approaches to sonification is
the determination of salient parameters for display, which is analo-
gous to the control mapping problem in digital musical instrument
design. We describe criteria we have adopted for doing so, indicate
their use in a synthesis example, and compare with alternatives that
others have used in similar systems.

3.1. Considerations for Parameter Mapping

Considerations relevant for sonification in the present system in-
clude the fact that the interaction is continuous in time, that the
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of sampled probabilistic models is that the sampled sonification
induces a sonification of the probabilistic model which, in an ap-
propriate limit, does not depend on the particular sample set, but
only on the underlying distribution.
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Figure 5: The signature of a resampling event in the recognizer, in
which the evolving weights (shown here) and states of the particles
(not shown) change discontinuously whenever a new sample set is
drawn from the probability distribution.

states are composed of both discrete (class indices) and continuous
(configuration) variables, and that both continuous and discontin-
uous changes in the time series of values wt,k, xt,k are present.
Discontinuities are the result of resampling steps, as illustrated in
Figure 5, at which the probability distribution is unchanged while
the sample set is redrawn. The latter changes are arbitrary, so that
one wants to choose parameters and synthesis methods such that
the sonification is independent of the choice of sample set.

One way to achieve this would be to ensure that parameters
are extracted from sample-set invariant features of the probability
distribution. All meaningful information contained in the system is
accessible through the expectation values of functions of the state
variables, which can in principle supply as detailed a description
of the system state as desired. For example, one could adopt the
instantaneous expected squared error in the estimate of the input
trajectory, which is given by

E{||y − z‖|2} =

NpX
k=1

wt,k||yt,k − zt||2 (8)

As the number of particles Np grows, the expectation value can
be estimated with increasing accuracy, independent of the partic-
ular sample set. The ability to compute such quantities is a key

wt,k||yt,k! zt||2

xt,k
Xt

Amplitude

Frequency

Figure 6: Example of a spectral synthesis display for the expected
squared error of the gesture trajectory.

advantage of Monte Carlo probabilistic methods like the particle
filter.

A better way to achieve sample set independence – and one
that may intrinsically preserve information – is to present the en-
semble of contributions of the various particles in such a way that
the auditory display preserves features such as expectation values
as perceptually identifiable aggregate properties of the synthesized
sound, such as its spectral envelope or other psychoacoustic fea-
tures. As an example, rather than presenting the expected value of
equation (8), one could display the ensemble of weighted particle
errors, given by

ξt,k = wt,k||yt,k − zt||2, k = 1, . . . , N . (9)

A mapping of the state configuration trajectory yt,k onto the fre-
quency of sinusoidal components of a spectral synthesis model,
and of the weighted particle squared errors ξt,k onto the ampli-
tudes, would present the quantity (8), for example, as the area un-
der under the curve given by the sound’s spectral envelope at time
t. See Figure 6. In such a case, the display (here, the spectral
envelope) contains more information than the area alone, so with
a judiciously chosen mapping, the presentation of features ξt,k is
more informative.

As a further example for the display of the system state during
interaction, one can consider a feature derived from a measure of
relative jerk between the prediction and user input. Jerk is the time
derivative of acceleration. This is a quantity that the human senso-
rimotor system attempts to minimize during movement planning,
essentially to ensure smooth movements [14]. Such a quantity may
be given for each particle k at each time t by

Jt = || d
3

dt3
(yt,k − zt)||2 (10)

It might be employed to reinforce the idea that users’ movements
smoothly track the evolving state of the model over time. As the
third derivative of a numerical quantity is by nature highly suscep-
tible to noise, filtering is required to smooth the values that result.
(We apply a simple rectangular window based smoothing opera-
tor.) A set of weighted particle jerks corresponding to the gestures
shown in this section are displayed in Figure 7.

Other features of the probability density can be preserved with
similar mappings. The display of probability densities themselves,
via the weights wt,k, may be significant toward revealing the de-
gree of ambiguity with which the user’s input is being interpreted,
while the display of error-based functions provides a feedback that
assesses more directly the difference between the expected and
actual trajectory of sensed configurations of the input device. A
range of sonification features mentioned here and elsewhere in the
literature are listed in Table 1.
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Figure 7: Examples time series of sonification features given by
weighted particle jerks wt,kJt,k. Those plotted here correspond
to a subset of particles tracking a single gesture class for a user’s
handwritten figure. Time runs along the horizontal axis.

An improved understanding of the utility of the possible addi-
tional dimensions of feedback for improving control performance
is an appropriate goal for research in this area. Another is to de-
termine which features may be most useful in allowing users to
perceive an array of affordances expressed as co-evolving states to
that driven by the user, as in a system like that described here.

3.1.1. Sound Synthesis Method

The main focus of the present contribution is not sound synthesis
methods. However, we have implemented synthesis models to test
this framework. In one of these, the particle features described
above are mapped onto an ensemble of time-varying resonances.
For each particle trajectory, we make the correspondence shown in
Table 2. The resonator model is excited with a noisy residual, and
as a result, the jerk is mapped onto the noisyness of the given par-
tial. In this way, as the user performs a gesture, the resonances of
the model track the state, but become more noisy when the user’s
movement relative to the model flow is less smooth.

As an example, in an instantiation of the system with 1000
particles, the total number of resonances is nominally 1000. If
the application demands it, because most of the particle weights
are small, a threshold can be used to reduce the number of active
resonances to a small enough value.

Figure 8 shows waveform and spectrogram images of the re-
sulting sonification for a user’s input gesture.

3.1.2. Limitations

In addition to the state configuration yt,k, it is desirable to en-
code the class ck in the sonification, so that the jerk attributable

System parameter Synthesis Parameter
Jt,k bandwidth of resonance (α, k) at time t
wt,k amplitude of resonance (α, k) at t
||yt,k|| frequency of resonance (α, k) at t

Table 2: Sound synthesis parameter correspondences for our soni-
fication method. In each case, the input parameters are scaled and
shifted to map onto the desired range of the output parameter.
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Figure 8: Waveform and spectrogram images of the sonification
generated in response to the user’s input shown at top. User’s in-
put can be discerned as dotted black curve in top image. Both
correspond to particles constrained to a single gesture class.

to different dynamical models might be sonified in distinct ways
even as the sonifications relative to distinct gesture classes are
generated simultaneously. The synthesis method used here does
not necessarily suggest a canonical parameter mapping that would
accomplish this. However, due to the continuity of the acoustic
profile of the trajectories (for example, in frequency, amplitude,
and bandwidth), the user’s own perception may, under appropriate
conditions, be relied upon to group sounds originating from dis-
tinct classes appropriately into distinct scenes, via gestalt mecha-
nisms [15]. We have experimented with encoding the class label
in the rapid rhythmic pattern of distinct excitation sources, so as to
augment the perceptual coherence of the data sources themselves.

3.2. Related Methods for Interactive Sonification

The situation discussed here fits within the domain of interactive
sonification [16], and while there are several potentially relevant
works from the past literature on this subject, a few are more useful
for comparison with our method.

Hermann and Ritter [17] have approached the sonification of
static data sets by constructing virtual physical systems around
them that may be excited by a user. In one case, they describe
exploring a set of potential wells through the sonification of the
dynamics of an auxiliary particle system, using an audification of
the kinetic energies of the particles [18]. Since we do not have
the freedom to design the particle dynamics of our system, such
an audification would not typically be suitable, as the data rate and
system dynamics are not, in general, appropriate for generating of
a sound signal with a perceptually relevant range of frequencies or
temporal dynamics. This is why we have used a parameter map-
ping approach.

Williamson and Murray-Smith discuss in detail the utility of
granular synthesis for the display of probabilistic feedback, and re-
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System parameter Name Possible display role
wt,k Particle weight (conditional probability) Display ambiguity among hypotheses

Display the proximity of specific alternatives
yt,k Particle state Display the state of a hypothesis about the input

||yt,k − zt|| Particle error Display the error of the input relative to a hypothesis
Display a class or ensemble error

dm(·)/dtm mth derivative of any of the parameters above Display the current trend
Quicken the display (discussed in [6])

Jt,k = || d3

dt3
(yt,k − zt)||2 Relative jerk Display input smoothness relative to model control policy

Table 1: Candidate parameters for the display of the particle-based gesture input system.

lated issues associated to improving gestural control over interac-
tive systems [6][5]. The state of each particle in the sample-based
displays for the control systems they describe are mapped onto
the playback parameters for sound in a granular synthesis scheme.
Provided a sufficient density of particles, it is plausible that the
sonic texture that results evidences the underlying probability den-
sity that the particles sample, rather than the particular sample set,
in the same manner as described above, and, in any event, what
doesn’t survive might be perceived as an unbiased noise. In any
event, the situation discussed in the present contribution, in which
a mutually evolving state is displayed relative to a set of models,
is distinct.

4. ASSESSMENT

While we have not yet gathered results to assess the utility or us-
ability of the system described here, trial experiments are being
conducted to assess its viability, including a joint spatial and sonic
figure reproduction task, using a capable nonspecialized wireless
pointing device (the Nintendo Wii video game controller). We also
plan to assess the system on a similar task that asks users to learn to
handwrite new figures with sonic feedback. We intend to compare
with results on similar tasks from the literature on haptic virtual
environments, including force-feedback assisted writing [19].

5. CONCLUSIONS

We have presented a new architecture for the interactive sonifica-
tion of gestural affordances, based on a combination of modern
tools for gesture tracking, modeling, and new proposals for the
derivation of sonification parameters.

The subject of gesture input has been of considerable inter-
est in the human computer interaction research community for the
past two decades. Arguably, the most inspirational and convinc-
ing examples for such research have come from gestural control of
sound in the musical domain, comprising both mechano-acoustic
control and new computer music instruments. It is thus appropri-
ate that new approaches to this problem should return to the setting
of closed loop control with sonic feedback. Together these com-
prise a sufficiently rich body of examples from which we hope to
continue to profit as sources of inspiration.
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ABSTRACT 

Warning signals are often very simple and monotone sounds. 
This paper focuses on taking a more musical approach to the 
design of warnings and alarms than has been the case in the past. 
We present an experimental pilot study in which we explore the 
possibilities of using short musical pieces as warning signals in a 
vehicle cab. In the study, 18 experienced drivers experienced five 
different driving scenarios with different levels of urgency. Each 
scenario was presented together with an auditory icon, a 
traditional abstract warning sound, and a musical warning sound 
designed in collaboration with a composer.  The test was carried 
out in an “audio-only” environment. Drivers were required to 
rate the perceived urgency, annoyance and appropriateness for 
every sound. They also had a chance to talk freely about the 
different warning signals. The results indicate interestingly that 
drivers may be able to understand the intended meaning of 
musical warning signals. It seems like the musical warning 
signals may prove useful primarily in situations of low and 
medium levels of urgency. 

 
[Keywords: Warning signals, Music, Semantics.] 

1. INTRODUCTION 

Studies on abstract warning sounds and earcons have given us 
some understanding of the potential of using musical sounds in 
auditory interfaces. So far research has been focusing primary on 
issues such as making these sounds recognisable and easy to 
recall. Not much research has been focusing on trying to make 
them more pleasant and accepted by users. Development of 
music software has been remarkable rapid during the last 3-4 
years, enabling composers with limited resources to create 
expressive and highly-realistic music using computers. In our 
work, we are examining how musical sounds can be further 
developed as warnings and alarms. This paper focuses on taking 
a more musical approach to the design of warnings and alarms 
than has been the case in the past. 

2. NON-SPEECH BASED MUSICAL SOUNDS 

Non-speech based sounds have an advantage over speech in that 
they are language independent and have the potential to be 
understood more efficiently and more rapidly. Today, there are 
several types of non-speech candidates that can be used as 
warnings and alerts (attention grabbing audio signals) in 
vehicles.  
Abstract warning signals, a frequently used type of sound, have 
been the subject for several previous studies [1,2,3]. It is 
suggested that these sounds are capable of conveying different 
levels of urgency by modulation of various acoustic parameters; 
such as fundamental frequency, speed and pitch range [1].  Early 
studies on perceived urgency have resulted in general guidelines 
about how warning signals should be designed and mapped onto 
urgent situations, a principle known as urgency mapping.   
Earcons are another type of synthetic, abstract sound for use in 
interfaces. Earcons make use of many possibilities offered by 
musical signals, to form unique sounds. By manipulation of 
different parameters, such as timbre, register and rhythm, 
hierarchical earcons with specific meanings can be created [4,5]. 
The effectiveness of earcons relies on the fact that people learn 
the structure of the sounds in which the information is contained. 

3. DESIGNING PLEASURABLE SOUNDS 

An issue for auditory interfaces in general is how to design 
sounds that are not annoying. Unpleasant warning signals are 
suggested to be one of the common-most reasons why users want 
to turn off warning systems [6]. Wiese et al. [7] examined 
warning signals specifically for in-vehicle information systems 
and suggested that annoyance can have a direct effect on the 
workload. It should be noted that annoyance is often a desirable 
quality in very urgent situations. However, in more everyday 
situations, it’s important that the driver is able to keep focus on 
the road without getting distracted more than is absolutely 
necessary.  
The majority of research carried out into annoyance and sound 
has focused on the physical characteristics of the sound, which 
are considered to be annoying. Edworthy et al.[1] and Heiller et 
al. [2] considered how basic acoustic parameters of sounds 
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contribute to their perceived urgency, which might be seen as a 
correlate to their potential to distract and annoy. An alert 
designed to be less urgent is also likely to be perceived as less 
annoying. However, abstract warning signals are often very 
simple and monotone sounds. In general they sound very 
mechanic and unmusical. The alerts are often not designed with 
other warning signals in mind. In many cases, one alert (a 
monotonous beep) may sound pretty the same as several other 
alerts.  In our research we are interested in how we can change 
this view on warning signals by making them more expressive 
and musical. The many ways in which music can sound different 
can be utilized to design more distinguishable and recognizable 
warning signals. But the emotional and esthetical aspects of 
music are also interesting for future development of intuitive and 
pleasant warning signals. 
 

4. THE LANGUAGE OF MUSIC 

Ever since sound has been used to communicate information in 
human-machine interfaces, a number of authors have addressed 
the matter of using music [8, 9, 10], and yet, we have only begun 
to explore the potential of musical signals for use in auditory 
interfaces. Abstract warning signals and earcons are both 
examples of well tested musical sounds. Previous studies on 
these sounds can provide powerful guides in how to design 
functional warning signals. But music is a rich communication 
medium, and there is still much to find out about how to make 
use of musical expression and meaning. Gaver [10] outlined that 
auditory interfaces had so far utilized only a limited amount of 
the inherent potential in music. Since then, only a finite amount 
of work has been carried out to investigate new aspects of music 
in auditory interfaces. Bresin et al. [11] pointed out how ringing 
tones, alert sounds in computer programs, and musical logos can 
acquire pleasantness and reality by applying performance rules. 
Leplâtre et al. [8] investigated in a study how musical semantics 
can be exploited to create large hierarchies of sounds for use in 
areas such as telephone based interfaces.  
Perhaps it is not surprising that the more expressive aspects of 
music have had such a reserved role in research on auditory 
interfaces so far. Music is a very complex signal and exactly how 
music is perceived and can affect us has never been a 
straightforward issue. This is however not an issue for 
composers, who happily exploit the potential of music to create 
moods and atmospheres without needing to point out exactly 
how they do it.  

4.1. Music and emotion 

Music is sometimes referred to as the language of emotions. 
Exactly which emotions music can express and induce in 
listeners is currently an ongoing discussion within the area of 
music psychology. However, the most common belief is that 
music can be used to express a number of basic emotions. For 
instance, we are most likely to recognise music as happy, sad or 
fearful [12]. Gabrielsson [13] suggested that music researchers 
should distinguish between the emotions that individuals 
perceive in music and the emotions they feel or experience as a 
result of engaging in music. 

4.2. Music to represent physical objects and states 

Sometimes music is designed to represent the sound of specific 
events and objects. This can be done in several ways.  
Firstly, by direct imitation of something which emit sound of 
definite pitch, such as a human scream.  
A second way is by approximate imitation of a sound source with 
indefinite pitch, such as a thunderstorm.  
A third way is by suggestion or symbolization of a purely visual 
thing. In this case the composer is trying to use sounds which 
have an effect on the ear which is similar to that which the 
appearance of an object has on the eye [14]. In this way, 
unstructured tones can give the listener the impression that 
something is not as it should be. An unexpected event in the 
music can be used to represent unusual events that need further 
attention. Rapid repetition of one note or a rapid alternation 
between two or more notes (tremolo) can produce an unsettled 
effect and represent something deemed to be insecure. 

4.3. Music and basic acoustic parameters 

Since music is a kind of sound, it is reasonable to believe that 
basic acoustical parameters used to convey urgency in warning 
signals have a similar effect in music. Tempo (speed), loudness 
and segments of dissonance are all parameters suggested to 
change the perceived urgency in warning signals. These values 
are often used in music to express anger and fury. However, what 
music expresses seems to depend on the relationship between the 
musical parameters, rather then by individual parameters. For 
instance, minor key is often used to express sadness in music. 
But in combination with a fast tempo the perceived meaning of 
the piece can change drastically. 

4.4. Music in film and computer games 

Music is used to create atmospheres and enhance experiences in 
various areas such as film and computer games. The music 
continuously adds complementary information to the visual 
channel along with sound effects and dialog and is often tied to 
objects and events in effective ways.  One characteristic example 
is the main title from John Williams soundtrack to the film Jaws. 
Here, acoustical properties reflect different qualities of the shark, 
such as size (register) and movement (tempo). The horn is used 
to a great extend, an instrument traditionally associated with 
hunting. As the shark approaches, the tempo and the intensity of 
the music increases. Even though the shark is hidden under the 
surface and can’t be seen, the perceived urgency of the situation 
increases.  

5. THE EXPERIMENT 

In areas such as movies and computer games listeners, 
consciously or unconsciously, accept music as a medium for 
communication. However, it is still uncertain whether we are 
ready to understand and accept music for this purpose in an 
environment such as a vehicle cab. To explore this issue further 
we performed an experimental pilot study. The intention with this 
study was not to investigate exactly how musical parameters 
correlate to perceived properties of musical sounds. But rather to 
increase our understanding of how musical warning signals are 
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perceived by drivers in general, and to point out potential future 
research topics and applications. Our aim was to find answers to 
four questions:  
Is it likely that a driver will recognize music as a sign for 
something that is dangerous / important for themselves and 
others?  
Is it likely that musical signals are capable of conveying different 
levels of urgency in the driver’s unique environment?   
Is it likely that a driver will find musical sounds annoying?  
And finally, how appropriate do drivers consider musical 
warning signals to be? 
If a sound is going to be a successful warning signal, it must be 
able to convey a feeling of danger and/or importance in some 
way. But warning signals and alerts can be implemented in a 
vehicle to serve a variety of functions, some of them will be more 
important / urgent than others. If musical warning signals are to 
be used in a vehicle cab to any great extent, they must be able to 
convey different levels of urgency. It is also of importance to find 
out whether drivers will find musical signals annoying. Even 
though the musical sounds that were used in this study are only 
examples of how musical warning signals can be designed, our 
hope was to get some indication of whether drivers find more 
musical warnings to be annoying in general. The intention of our 
last question was to obtain some indication of what kind of 
auditory signals experienced drivers prefer and expect to hear in 
different kinds of situations. 
To get some insight into how musical warning signals stand 
against other potential types of warning signals, traditional 
simple abstract warning signals and auditory icons were included 
in the test. 

5.1. Situation urgency evaluation 

To begin with, a situation urgency evaluation was carried out to 
collect experienced drivers judgement on a range of driving 
scenarios. 13 experienced car drivers, 8 males and 5 females, 
took part in the evaluation. Their age ranged between 25 and 55, 
with an average of 37.7. To count as an experienced driver the 
subject was required to have at least 5 years of driving experience 
and drive more then 10000 km every year.   
16 driving scenarios were selected for evaluation. The drivers 
were required to rate the situations using rating scales ranging 
from “not at all urgent” to “very urgent”. Five situations, which 
differed consistent in their judged urgency, were selected for the 
main experimental study: two low-urgency scenarios (open door 
and low air pressure in a tyre), two medium-urgency scenarios 
(children in the road environment and slippery road), and one 
high urgency scenario (head-on collision). 

5.2. Participants 

18 experienced car drivers, 11 men and 7 females, participated in 
the main study. They ranged in age from 24 to 55, with an 
average age of 31.8. All subjects in the main study had normal 
hearing and 7 had a musical background.  

5.3. Stimuli 

The abstract warning signals were pulses of synthetic sound that 
were not thought to convey any type of meaning to drivers. Each 

abstract sound consisted of four or more pulses in a distinct 
pattern. The sounds were designed to convey different levels of 
urgency with inspiration from previous studies on perceived 
urgency carried out by Edworthy et al. [1]. The idea was to make 
them sound like characteristic examples of abstract warning 
signals and alerts commonly used in vehicles. Short descriptions 
of the abstract warning signals are presented in table 1.  
Quite a lot of effort was put into designing auditory icons with 
clear and direct connections to the driving scenarios. A number 
of sounds were created and their comprehensibility was judged 
by a panel of three people. On the basis of panel feedback the 
sounds were changed and tested on the panel once again. After 
that, five sounds were selected to be used in the study. Four of 
them had an iconic relation to the driving scenario. One of the 
sounds (slippery road) was metaphorically mapped onto the 
scenario. The auditory icons are presented in table 2.  
The musical sounds were designed in collaboration with a 
composer. To convey urgency these sounds used musical 
structures typically used to express fear, anger and anxiety in 
music such as tremolo, thrill, unexpected events, and 
unstructured tones and rhythms. The sounds were created using 
high quality orchestral samples from the Vienna Symphonic 
Library sample archive. A large number of short pieces with 
different musical styles were created and evaluated by the 
composer and the experimenter. Finally, five pieces were selected 
for the test. The musical warning signals are presented in table 3. 
The abstract warnings, musical sounds and auditory icons were 
not exactly equal in length but ranged between 3 and 5 seconds. 
All sounds were normalized using normalization software. 

 
Scenario Description 

Door open 
Low fundamental frequency (262 Hz). 
Speed change – slowing down (115 – 35 
BPM). 

Low air pressure 
in a tire 

Low fundamental frequency (262 Hz). 
Slow speed (60 BPM). 

Slippery road 
Medium fundamental frequency (391 Hz). 
Three rapid pulses repeated three times. 
 

Children in the  
road environment 

Medium fundamental frequency (391 Hz). 
Moderate speed (120 BPM). 

Head-on 
collision 

Cluster of dissonant frequencies (150-1200 
Hz). Fast speed (210 BPM).   

 
Table 1: Description of the abstract warning signals 
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Table 2: Description of auditory icons  

5.4. Procedure 

The experiment was conducted using a within-group design in 
which all 18 drivers listened to all three types of sound.  The idea 
was to isolate the effect of the sound as much as possible. For 
this reason, the tests were carried out in an “audio-only” 
environment without any visual components. (We are aware of 
that visual input can have a considerable impact on how the 
situation is judged in a real-life condition.) The sounds were 
presented using a pair of Sennheiser HD 570 headphones. The 
subjects experienced the warning sounds in a realistic sound 
environment representing the environment of a car interior. 
Every time an alarm was triggered the drivers were required to 
rate the perceived urgency of the situation and the perceived 
annoyance of the sound. The rating was performed using rating 
scales ranging from “not at all urgent” to “very urgent” and “not 
at all annoying” to “very annoying”.  
After the judgements, the meaning of the sounds was revealed 
and the drivers were given a chance to listen to the sounds again. 
They were then required to rank the sounds from 1-3 on the basis 
of how appropriate they felt the sounds were as warning signals 
for the particular situations. At this point, the drivers also had a 
chance to talk freely about the different sounds. Since the  

 
Table 3: Description of the musical sounds 

efficiency in using auditory icons as warning signals depends 
strongly on the listeners’ ability to make the necessary 
association, it was of special interest to know whether the 
meaning of auditory icons were recognized. All comments made 
by the drivers were noted by the experimenter.  

5.5. Results 

Figure 1 shows average perceived urgency scores for musical 
sounds, auditory icons and abstract sounds. The musical sounds 
were able to convey urgency, and they were also rated as more 
urgent as scenarios became more urgent. Double tailed paired 
Student’s t-tests were performed to examine whether there were 
significant differences in perceived urgency for different sounds.  
Significant differences (P<0.05) were found for the musical 
sounds representing open door (door) and low air pressure in a 
tyre (tyre), door and slippery road, tyre and children in the road 
environment (children), tyre and children. No significant 
difference was found between the musical sounds representing 
children and head on collision (collision). Perceived urgency 
averages ranged from 9.9 to 69.3 for musical sounds.  
For the abstract warning signals highly significant differences 
(P<0.01) were found for the sounds representing door and 
slippery road, tyre and slippery road, slippery road and 
collision, children and collision. Perceived urgency averages 
ranged from 41.6 to 91.6. A highly significant difference 
(P<0.01) was found between the musical and the abstract sound 
representing collision.  
For auditory icons significant differences (P<0.05) were found 
for the sounds representing tyre and children, children and 
collision. Slippery road was scored lower than expected by the 
drivers. Perceived urgency averages ranged from 10.3 to 74.8 for 
auditory icons. 
Standard deviations were calculated to examine differences in 
spread around the means between different sound types. 
However, no considerable difference was found between abstract 
sounds, musical sounds or auditory icons.  This indicates that the 
drivers had no more difficulty in judging the musical sounds than 
the abstract sounds. Abstract warnings were in average rated as 
being more urgent than musical sounds and auditory icons for all  
scenarios.  

 

Scenario Sound Mapping 

Door open 
A car door opening 
and making a 
creaking sound 

Iconic 

Low air pressure 
in a tire 

Bursts of compressed 
air hissing out from a 
tube 

Iconic 

Slippery road 
Sponge rubbed 
against a wet surface 

Metaphorical 

Children in the  
road environment 

Children playing in 
playground  

Iconic 

Head-on collision 
Car horn getting closer 
and closer. 

Iconic 

Scenario Instruments Description 

Door open 
Viola, violin, 
cello 

String ensemble is playing a sustained cord (G sus4) with additional thrills. Harp is playing the 
same chord in an arpeggio. 

Low air 
pressure 
in a tire 

String 
ensemble, 
harp 

The cello is playing a sustained low pitched tone (C2) with the viola one octavo above playing C3 
with tremolo. Violin is playing a sustained tone, C5 (two octaves above the viola). Crescendo in 
the first half of the piece, diminuendo in second half. 
 

Slippery road 

Piano, string 
ensemble, 
timpani, synth 
pad. 

String ensemble and synth pad are playing an ambient, sustained cord (Db bass with added b9th 
and +11th note). Piano is playing a rhythmically unstructured pattern, high register arpeggio figure. 
Piece ending with a timpani and piano cord accent. 

Children in the 
road 
environment 

Timpani, 
String quartet, 
marimba 

Marimba and mid strings are playing a six note melody, repeated 2 times. Timpani play           
rhythmic accents. The piece ends with a high pitch medium dissonant cord. It is based on a Low G 
bass and strings playing 4th intervals 

Head-on 
collision 

String quartet 
High pitch dissonant tones. Aggressive and percussive articulation. (Ascending major second 
intervals with a low G bass note) 
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Figure 2 shows the perceived annoyance ratings for all three 
types of sounds. Abstract warnings, auditory icons and musical 
sounds were all scored less pleasant as scenarios became more 
urgent. Highly significant differences (P<0.01) in perceived were 
found for the musical sounds representing collision and all other 
musical sounds, and between door and all other musical sounds. 
The musical sounds were in average rated as less annoying than 
the abstract warning signals in all scenarios. But whether there 
seems to exist any general difference between the two sound 
types was not statistically tested. The abstract sounds were also 
consistently rated as more urgent than the musical warning 
signals, which may have an impact on perceived annoyance. 
Figure 3 shows the appropriate ratings for all three sound types. 
The musical sounds were rated to be less appropriate as scenarios 
became more urgent. No such trend was found for the abstract 
warning signals or auditory icons. The auditory icon representing 
children in the road environment was found to be the most 
appropriate sound for that scenario. The auditory icon for 
slippery road was found to be least appropriate sound for that 
particular scenario. The abstract warning sound was rated to be 
very appropriate in the most urgent scenario, whereas the musical 
signal was rated to be the least appropriate sound for that 
scenario. 
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Figure 1. Mean scores for perceived urgency 
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Figure 2. Mean scores for perceived annoyance 
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Figure 3. Mean scores for appropriateness 

6. DISCUSSION 

The result of this study indicates that the drivers were able to 
understand the intended meaning of the musical sounds. The 
musical sounds that were thought to convey a higher level of 
urgency were on average rated as more urgent, and they 
successfully conveyed low and medium levels of urgency. The 
musical sounds however did not succeed very well in conveying 
a very high degree of urgency. When the drivers had a chance to 
talk freely about the sounds, they sometimes mentioned that the 
musical sounds simply did not sound dangerous enough, 
particularly in the more urgent situations. A couple of them said 
“ it sounds like in a movie”. The drivers also rated the musical 
sounds to be less appropriate as the situations became more 
urgent. The abstract warning signal was rated as very appropriate 
in the most urgent situation. Several of the drivers said: “this 
situation calls for something that sounds alarming, something 
that will wake me up”. 
 The musical sounds were in general not perceived as particularly 
annoying.  An exception was the sound representing the head-on 
collision scenario. However, this sound was also the only musical 
sound that reminded noticeable of a traditional alarm sound. 
When designing the musical sounds we realized that it was quite 
difficult to design high urgency musical sounds merely using the 
music-specific parameters. These sounds unintentionally tended 
to sound similar to usual abstract warning signals. 
The auditory icons performed pretty much as predicted in 
perceived urgency and they were not rated as particularly 
annoying. They were also considered to be fairly appropriate 
warning signals. The auditory icon representing children in the 
road environment was the easiest one to understand according to 
the drivers. This sound was also rated as the most appropriate 
sound for that particular scenario.  
However, in some cases the drivers completely misinterpreted the 
meaning of the auditory icons. For instance, one driver thought 
the sound representing low air pressure in a tire was supposed to 
represent a hissing sound from a heavy truck. Consequently, this 
driver rated the situation as very urgent.  The sound representing 
slippery road was the most difficult auditory icon to understand 
according to the drivers and the sound caused a considerable 
amount of confusion. The differences in perceived urgency 
ratings between different drivers were higher for this particular 
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sound than for any other sound used in the experiment. This 
verifies the importance of using very comprehensible and 
“direct” auditory icons, especially in rare situations. 
Auditory icons are suggested to have the potential to cause 
inappropriate user actions [15]. A discussed method to increase 
the redundancy of auditory icons would be to manipulate various 
acoustic parameters of the sound to make them sound urgent [15, 
16]. Another, alternative way to reduce the risk of unexpected 
user actions would perhaps be to present auditory icons 
concurrently with musical sounds. Whereas the auditory icon 
gives the driver associational information (what it is that we hear) 
the musical sound carries complementary information about 
urgency level (how important it is). The musical signal could 
further be used to help drivers distinguish warning messages 
from each other. Like musical parameters are used to make 
earcons distinguishable, timbres and melodies can be used to 
build families of warning sounds, and make warning sounds part 
of more overall theme.       
The abstract warning signals successfully conveyed medium and 
high levels of urgency. The perceived urgency and annoyance 
seems to follow the same pattern. Drivers consistently rated them 
as appropriate warning signals. This was however not surprising, 
since drivers are probably used to hear this kind of auditory 
warning signals in various environments and contexts. In the 
‘children in the road’ environment scenario, the musical sound 
conveyed an equal level of urgency as did the abstract warning 
signal. The musical sound was rated to be considerably less 
annoying. Still, drivers rated the abstract warning as more 
appropriate. This phenomenon may be an indication that 
traditional warning signals may have a particularly strong 
position. The fact that these “alarming” sounds are strongly 
associated with danger among drivers is worth some considering 
when designing alarms, even though the suitability of a warning 
signal depends on many different factors such as reaction time, 
accuracy and perceived annoyance. 

7. CONCLUSION AND FUTURE WORK 

In this paper we presented an experimental pilot study, in which 
we explored the potential of using expressive musical sounds as 
warnings and alerts for in-vehicle use.  The results indicate 
interestingly that drivers may be able to understand the intended 
meaning of the musical warning signals. It seems like the musical 
sounds may prove useful primarily in situations of low and 
medium levels of urgency. Traditional abstract warnings may 
however still be preferable in very urgent situations. Auditory 
icons may be the best alternative in situations where 
comprehensible and familiar sounds can be used.   
Future research can take several directions. It would be 
preferable to verify our theories from this study in a more 
extensive investigation. This study would include a larger 
number of musical warning signals. Accept from urgency, 
annoyance and appropriateness, it would also be interesting to 
investigate how musical warning signals perform when it comes 
to reaction times and accuracy. It should be pointed out that the 
musical sounds used in this study are examples of how musical 
warning signals can be designed. Further research is needed to 
determine more exactly how these sounds should be designed.    
An alternative future application for musical sound can be to 
present them concurrently with auditory icons or environmental 

sounds. This may be an interesting way to make auditory 
warnings more redundant and decrease the risk of unexpected 
user actions.        
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ABSTRACT

In this paper we report an experimental comparison between three
different types of audio reminders in the home setting: speech,
earcons, and a simple pager sound. We examine how quickly
and accurately participants were able to interpret the reminders,
and to what extent presentation of the reminders interferedwith
a digit span background task. In addition, a questionnaire was
used to gather user preferences and attitudes towards the differ-
ent types of reminders. Although participants perform bestwith
speech reminders, there are large inter-subject differences in per-
formance, and over 50% prefer non-speech audio reminders. The
implications for the design and application of auditory interfaces
for home-based reminder systems are discussed.

Keywords: audio reminders, earcons, speech synthesis, home care

1. INTRODUCTION

Auditory output can be very useful if used appropriately, yet it can
be an annoyance if used carelessly. Furthermore, differences in
setting, context, personality, user preference, and output devices
all affect the potential success or failure of auditory reminders.
In order to ensure user acceptance, it is crucial that the user can
switch between different types of audio reminders, whetherthese
are speech or non-speech audio.

Since there have been very few studies comparing speech and
non-speech audio presentation, it is very difficult to positgeneral
design guidelines. This paper presents a pilot study designed to
address this gap in the literature. We examine three types ofau-
dio reminders, a simple pager-style chime, earcons (sequences of
sounds with meaning), and speech. In our comparison, we not only
compare the effectiveness of the three audio options, we also in-
vestigate their acceptability and the degree to which they interfere
with the user’s current activities.

1.1. Audio Reminders in the Home Environment

Delivering reminders is a key task in many domains, ranging from
appointment reminders to memory aids for people with cognitive
impairment [1]. Since reminders can be delivered in many dif-
ferent ways, both within and across modalities, reminder systems
are ideal for comparing different strategies for auralising the same
content. In a home environment, auditory reminders complement
visual reminders well. They can be attended to while the useris
doing something else, and their effectiveness does not relyon a
user being near a visual display.

Previous work in assistive technology has explored different
ways of presenting audio reminders: sound alerts (eg [1, 2]), earcons
[3, 4], or spoken dialogue systems [5, 6]. Simple sound alerts tend

to be used in pager systems which alert people with minor cogni-
tive impairment to scheduled tasks and events. Such systemshave
proved to be very effective in field trials [2]. Earcons [7, 8]have
been used less widely. Sainz de Salces, England, and Vickersde-
signed and tested a range of earcons for alerting older people to
events in the home [3]. Their earcons consisted of two motifs, one
denoting an appliance, one denoting appliance status. Theydid
not use timbre to differentiate between earcons. Their older par-
ticipants found earcons difficult to remember and suggestedusing
relevant familiar melodies instead. A related suggestion would be
to replace earcons by auditory icons [9]. Research shows however
that users report auditory icons to be annoying after prolonged use
[10, 11]. Although earcons do not possess the same intuitivemap-
ping as speech or auditory icons, they can be learned and users
have found them appropriate for general applications [10].

Lines and Hone [12, 13] have investigated the use of speech
in alarm and alert systems. Their work was implemented in the
Millenium Home home care system [14]. In this system, critical
alerts were always given by broadcasting speech over loudspeak-
ers, because speech is a quick and reliable alert mechanism that is
relatively independent of the user’s position. When comparing nat-
ural speech and computer-generated speech, Lines and Hone found
that natural speech was more pleasant to listen to than computer-
generated speech, while intelligibility was the same for both types
of speech.

Spoken reminder systems have also been implemented as part
of the functionality of a nursing robot [5]. The Autominder system
developed for the Carnegie Mellon Nursebot [15] determinesthe
best time for giving a reminder by using a sophisticated planning
system that takes the user’s daily routine and current activity into
account.

1.2. Speech versus Non-Speech Audio in HCI

There has been very little research comparing speech and non-
speech audio presentation of the same content. Bronstad, Lewis,
and Slatin [16] compared two ways of indicating the presenceof
a hyperlink in a screen reader, a tone and the spoken word “link”.
They found that participants made fewer errors when the linkwas
indicated by a simple tone. Fröhlich compared different audio
cues used to indicate waiting time in a dialogue system, includ-
ing speech, natural sounds, and musical pieces. Speech was rated
the most appropriate option, closely followed by musical indica-
tors. These results show that the design choice depends verymuch
not just on the task, but also on the audio options available.Fur-
thermore, it is important to compare the intrusiveness of different
types of audio cues—a key problem in sonification [17].
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1.3. Cognitive Processing of Audio Reminders

Audio reminders should not only be pleasant to listen to, they also
need to be easy to decode and minimally disruptive. Users may
be engaged in a cognitively demanding task when the reminderis
played, and may not be able to resume this task easily once they
have attended to the audio signal. Disruptiveness is a particularly
serious problem for home care reminder systems. A large number
of conditions that require people to rely on automated reminder
systems are associated with deficits in performing dual tasks, such
as Parkinson’s Disease (PD) [18] or head injuries [2, 19, 20]. Ash-
burn, Stack, Pickering, and Ward [18] showed that PD patients
who were more prone to falling also had lower dual-task perfor-
mance. This demonstrates why it is crucial that the remindersys-
tem doesn’t make more cognitive demands than necessary.

Fortunately, there exists a large body of work that examines
the disruptiveness of different types of audio stimuli [21]. The key
phenomenon here is the Irrelevant Sound Effect: Attending to a
spoken utterance makes it more difficult to recall a series ofitems
[22]. Various hypotheses have been advanced to explain thisef-
fect. Salamé and Baddeley [23] argue that the effect arisesbecause
all speech, be it relevant to the current task or not, is processed
in a phonological store of limited capacity. Items in this store
are kept in memory through subvocal rehearsal. If other mate-
rial has previously been stored in the phonological store, the recall
of this material is potentially disrupted; if that materialhas been
stored in the visuo-spatial component of working memory, nodis-
ruption occurs. Jones, Madden and Miles [24] proposed that the
interference occurs because of parallel processes of seriation, one
process which maintains the order of the material to be recalled,
and another that parses incoming auditory percepts for serial order.
The first hypothesis implies that spoken reminders will necessarily
be more disruptive than earcons, while according to the changing
state hypothesis, auditory sequences with a strong serial order will
be just as disruptive as speech of equal length.

Various studies [25, 26] have shown that the irrelevant sound
effect also occurs when non-speech sounds are used. However, this
only occurs when the acoustic variation in non-speech sounds is
the same as the acoustic variation in speech, with acoustic variation
encompassing changes in pitch, tempo, or timbre. Therefore, very
simple earcons should be less disruptive than speech.

When designing speech reminders, keeping messages short
and to the point can mitigate some of the deleterious effectsof
using speech. Vilimek and Hempel [27] found that long spoken
messages disrupted serial recall more than short keywords,which
were as disruptive as auditory icons and earcons.

Another important strand of research concerns general mem-
ory capacity. As we have already seen, memory may be affected
in users of home care systems. Although memory tends to decline
with age [28, 29], there is great variability [30]. Hence, for users
with severe memory problems, explicit spoken messages may be
better than earcons, whose meaning needs to be remembered. This
concern is expressed by Sainz de Salces, England, and Vickers,
who report that their older participants found earcons difficult to
remember [3]. Vilimek and Hempel [27] found that reaction times
were longer for earcons, where the mapping from audio to mean-
ing may not be intuituve, than for auditory icons and keywords.
This shows that good design of non-speech auditory cues is vital.

1.4. Hypotheses

In this experiment, we compare three different types of audio re-
minders in a situation that simulates a real life home situation: ad-

justing the setting of common household appliances. Since people
are often engaged in other tasks when a reminder is received,a
simple background task was running concurrently with the pre-
sentation of the audio reminders. This task is digit span, which is
highly sensitive to Irrelevant Speech effects because it isa serial
recall task. The three reminder types were compared along two
dimensions:

User Performance: The best type of reminder is one that dis-
tracts the user the least while still enabling him/her to suc-
cessfully perform the required action.

User Preference: Regardless of performance, users will show clear
individual preferences for reminder types which will need
to be squared with their performance. Preferences may also
depend on contexts of use.

More specifically, we make the following predictions:

H1: (Performance) Participants will make more errors attending
to reminders when presented with earcons, because speech
gives explicit instructions and earcons do not, and the pager
sound forces participants to check the full reminder instruc-
tions textually.

H2: (Performance) Speech will result in more errors in partici-
pants’ performance in the digit span task than earcons or a
simple pager sound due to irrelevant speech effects.

H3: (Preference) Participant will report a preference for shorter
reminders (earcons, pager sound) rather than longer ones
(speech).

H4: (Preference) Participants will report a preference for there-
minder type that interferes least with their performance in
the digit span task.

2. METHOD

2.1. Design

The experimental task (the primary task) was to attend to an audi-
tory reminder when participants heard the reminder play viathe
handheld computer. There were three types of audio reminder
(pager, earcon, speech), three different types of household appli-
ance to select (heating, TV, fan), and two operations to perform
on each appliance (up +, down -). This resulted in 18 reminder
trials (3× 3 × 2). An equal number (18) of blank (no reminder)
trials was included in order that a reminder was not present on ev-
ery trial. These reminders were played randomly throughoutthe
digit span trials in order to reduce the expectation that a reminder
would sound at regular intervals. On trials with reminders,the
reminder was played after the digit sequence had concluded.In
order to avoid tiring participants, the duration of the experiment
was limited to 36 trials. The complete experiment, including ques-
tionnaires, lasted an hour.

We measured user performance for both the background task
(digit span) and the primary task (adjusting an appliance).The
main independent variable wasReminder Type (Speech, Earcon,
Pager). The dependent variables were:

Digit Span Correct: This was scored 1 if a subject successfully
repeated a digit span with all numbers in the correct order
at the correct position, 0 otherwise.

Reminder Correct: This was scored 1 if a subject selected the
correct appliance (TV, heating, fan) and the correct action
(up vs. down), 0 otherwise.
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2.2. Participants

11 native speakers of English were recruited. Three participants
were older (age 62± 2 years), eight participants were younger
(age 27± 5 years). 6 participants were male, 5 were female. We
deliberately included both younger and older participantsbecause
both groups are potential users of reminder systems in the home—
be it in the context of smart homes or in the context of home care.
A power analysis showed that his sample size is sufficient forde-
tecting large effects in user preferences and user performance with
power> 0.8.

Participants were screened for hearing problems using a sim-
ple questionnaire. Only two of the older participants reported
slight problems. Participants were also asked to fill in the Prospec-
tive and Retrospective Memory Questionnaire (PRMQ), a well-
validated instrument for self-reporting memory problems [31].

PRMQ scores were converted into normalised T-scores using
the software referred to in [31]. T-scores are standardisedto have a
mean of 50 and a standard deviation of 10. Most scores were well
within a standard deviation of the mean, with some higher scores
within 1.3 standard deviations. This indicates that no participants
were aware of particular problems with their memory, even though
one participant mentioned “poor memory” on our questionnaire.
Only one subject, a younger female, reported a significant differ-
ence between retrospective and prospective memory. Older and
younger participants did not differ significantly in average scores.

2.3. Stimulus Design

In the pager condition, a short, simple chime (wav file) was played
to indicate a reminder had occurred. In this case, no information
regarding the object or action were contained within the audio it-
self. Instead, the users could “check” what the reminder wasvia by
pressing the HINT button on the device control screen [see Fig 3].
This button was always available to allow users to check the action
required and the appliance to be controlled. On selecting HINT, the
instruction would appear textually in a pop up box in the centre of
the screen. The format of the instruction was “Turn APPLIANCE
DIRECTION”, where APPLIANCE was one of “heating”, “tele-
vision”, or “fan” and DIRECTION was one of “up” or “down”.
Users then had to click on “ok” to return to the main device con-
trol screen.

Figure 1:Sequence of notes corresponding to turning an appliance
up

Figure 2:Sequence of notes corresponding to turning an appliance
down

The earcons were designed to be simple increasing (up, Fig.
1) or decreasing (down, Fig 2) sequences of three MIDI produced
notes. Appliances were signalled by the the instrument parame-
ter: the TV was associated with the marimba, the heating withthe
clarinet, and the fan with the harpsichord.

The earcons do not contain much acoustic variation, but the
notes have a pronounced serial order, forming a chord. This po-
tentially increases interference with the recall of the digit span se-
quence, since non-speech audio stimuli with a strong serialorder
interfere more with serial recall than unordered stimuli (cf. the lit-
erature review in [21]). They were chosen to be simple abstract
mappings to each appliance and were considered easily distin-
guishable from each other given that they were from three distinct
families of musical instrument. Any semantic mapping between
the earcon and the appliance would be incidental and not a design
choice. However, the choice of an ascending sequence for “up”
and a descending sequence for “down” is clearly mnemonic and
will aid recall. Since the main aim of this experiment was compar-
ing different types of audio reminder, we did not optimise earcon
design any further; this will be left to future work.

The speech reminders were produced using the speech syn-
thesis package Cerevoice [32], a high-quality state-of-the-art unit
selection system. In unit selection speech synthesis, output is as-
sembled from a large database of speech recorded by a single
speaker. We chose to use synthetised speech instead of prere-
corded prompts because synthetic speech is easier to adapt to dif-
ferent domains as well as to user preferences such as speaking
style, gender, and persona of voice. The text of the reminders fol-
lowed the pattern “Please turn APPLIANCE DIRECTION”, where
APPLIANCE was one of “television, heating, fan” and DIREC-
TION was either “up” or “down”. This pattern was chosen because
it was brief, yet polite. The voice used was the Cerevoice Scottish
female voice “heather”.

2.4. Procedure

The experiment was implemented on a handheld computer (PDA,
Dell Axim X51). This was a considered design choice since we
believe that home care systems might typically be controlled via
mobile phones or handheld computers in many circumstances.

The user engaged in a simple number memory task (the Digit
Span task) on the PDA. The digits were presented visually on the
screen for 1 second with intervals of 1 second between digits. The
users were then prompted to repeat back to the experimenter ver-
bally the digit sequence they had just seen. Users were given8 sec-
onds to respond. After this time had elapsed, the message “Task
complete” was displayed on the screen.

Immediately prior to the experiment, each subject was given
the digit span test in the same format they would receive it dur-
ing the experiment. The digit span sequence was increased byone
each time they repeated the correct sequence until they got ase-
quence length incorrect twice. The participants’ maximum digit
span was then recorded and used in the main experiment. This en-
sured that the digit span task was difficult enough to be cognitively
demanding and not so difficult that the user became frustrated or
unable to perform the task.

During the experiment, the highest sequence of digits that would
appear for a subject was N (the maximum digit span for that sub-
ject) and the minimum length of sequence was N-3. During the
experiment the length of the digit span was randomized between
these values to reduce the expectation for a fixed length of se-
quence. This resulted in participants having to concentrate both
on the digit sequence as well as the reminder instructions ifand
when they received one.

This background task was included because people attending
to reminders in their homes will typically be engaged in a variety
of other primary tasks, which are disrupted by presentationof the
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reminder. Digit span was chosen because it is easy to adapt to
individual ability levels and because it provides an easy measure
of the distraction caused by the reminders.

To attend to a reminder users had to:

1. select the button “switch to device control” from the inter-
face screen

2. (for some trials) select the “Hint” button, read the help mes-
sage, and click on the help message to return to the device
control screen

3. select the household appliance to control (heating, TV, fan)

4. select the operation to perform (turn up +, turn down -)

5. select the button “Return” to complete the action

Figure 3:The Device Control Interface

Users could change their selections until they were happy tocon-
firm the instruction. Users could also choose to receive a hint if
they wished to check what the reminder was (cf. Section 2.3).
Users were asked to verbally recall the sequence of digits for each
trial. In conditions where an audio reminder was played, this re-
quired that the users attend to the reminder (as described above)
before repeating the number sequence. The verbally recalled digit
span sequences were transcribed from the audio recordings by two
of the authors.

Participants were shown the PDA interface prior to the actual
trial and played each of the possible reminders they would hear
during the experiment. In addition, participants had the chance to
listen to each of the reminders. For the earcons, participants were
asked to guess the message until they got each type of reminder
correct at least once.

2.5. Questionnaire

A post experimental questionnaire was designed and administered
to collect users opinions on the audio reminder system and inpar-
ticular the different reminder types. Questions addressedperceived

difficulty of each of the tasks required of them (digit span and re-
minder, see Section 2.4) as well as ease of use of the experimental
interface.

We also asked users to rate the perceived (a) helpfulness, (b)
annoyance, and (c) pleasantness of each of the reminder types. To
investigate the suitability for reminders in different contexts, users
were asked which type of reminder they would prefer in two dif-
ferent contexts, being alone versus with others present. This was
included because previous interviews had revealed that thepre-
ferred modality of the reminder might depend both on the content
of the message and the context in which it is received.

We believe this qualitative analysis to be an important addition
in auditory interface research as many results include error rates
and reaction times without consideration for the true usability of
the reminders in practice. In the home care setting in particular,
it is essential that multimodal and auditory interfaces aredesigned
not solely for accurate and speedy responses but also for interfaces
that might be usable and acceptable to users over a prolongedpe-
riod within their own homes.

3. RESULTS

3.1. Performance

In this section, we examine the effect of reminder type on par-
ticipants’ performance both on the primary task (attendingto re-
minders) and the background task (serial recall of visuallypre-
sented digit span). The maximum score on the trials without re-
minders was 18 (i.e. all 18 digit spans were repeated correctly);
the maximum score on the trials with reminders was 6 for speech,
6 for earcons, and 6 for the pager condition. (For a definitionof our
target variables, see Section 2.1.) In our results tables, we present
median scores averaged across all speakers. InHypothesis H1,

Score Reminder Type
None Pager Earcon Speech

Digit Span Correct 16 3 3 5
Reminder Correct NA 6 5 6

Table 1:Median scores for digit span and reminder task

we assumed that speech would disrupt performance on the digit
span performance to a larger extent than earcons or simple pager
alerts. This is not borne out by our results: There is no significant
difference in digit span scores between the three reminder condi-
tions (Kruskal-Wallis test, df=2,χ2=0.9636, p<0.9). Although
raw scores suggest that participants tend to perform worst when
presented with pager-style reminders and earcons (cf. Table 1),
there is considerable variance in the data, as the boxplot ofresults
in Fig. 4 shows. In fact, the distribution of digit span scores ap-
pears to be bimodal for speech and skewed towards lower scores
for the pager and earcon conditions (cf. Table 2).

Low scores on the pager condition may be due to the need to
use the HINT facility when presented with the pager beep. This
not only involves another step in operating the tool, it alsorequires
users to read and process a visually presented verbal message. This
in turn potentially affects both the phonological loop and the visu-
ospatial store. In contrast, speech only requires auditoryprocess-
ing facilities and the phonological loop, while earcons place a load
on auditory processing and memory. This additional load on mem-
ory may be the reason earcons did not outperform speech. Table 3
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Digit Span Correct Reminder Type
Pager Earcon Speech

0-3 6 6 4
4-5 2 4 3

6 3 1 4

Table 2:Distribution of digit-span scores

provides data on users’ reactions to reminders. As predicted in Hy-
pothesis H2, reminder responses to the speech prompts are always
correct. This result is statistically significant (p<0.05,χ2=6.6112,
df=2). Although medians suggest perfect performance in thepager
condition, the detailed results tell a different story. Only 6 out of
11 participants attain the maximum score in the pager condition, as
opposed to 11 of 11 in the speech condition (Table 4). This result
is partly due to participants failing to use the HINT facility in the
pager condition. The two participants who performed worst under
the beep condition almost never checked the action to be taken.
Even though it is tempting to dismiss this reluctance to check as
a fluke, we suggest that it might be even more pervasive in a field
context, where the experimenter is not present, and the temptation
to just guess is even stronger, because users think they knowwhat
to do next.

Furthermore, even two of the eight participants who always
checked the box made one mistake each. This suggests that the
additional step of having to look up the action is sufficient to intro-
duce potential errors. This finding clearly needs to be investigated
further, because in the home care domain, it is often critical that
users attend to reminders quickly and process them correctly. Our
results certainly suggest that the simple pager alerts usedin sys-
tems like those discussed in [1, 2] need to be rethought.

Reaction Reminder Type
Pager Earcon Speech

Reminder Score 6 5 6
HINT Used 6 0 0

Table 3:Reactions to reminder

Score Reminder Type
Pager Earcon Speech

0-3 2 3 0
4-5 3 4 0

6 6 4 11

Table 4:Distribution of reminder score

3.2. Performance and Memory

Since we did not select our participants according to memoryca-
pacity, these analyses can only offer some post-hoc insights into
the role memory may play in intra-individual differences. The digit
span task as it was used in this experiment mainly measures reten-
tion of information in short-term memory. Participants’ perfor-
mance on the pure digit span task only correlates with their perfor-
mance for the pager-style reminder (ρ=0.86,p<0.001), somewhat
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Figure 4:Performance on the Digit Span Background Task (aver-
aged across participants)

less with performance for speech reminders, (ρ=0.685,p<0.02),
and not at all for earcons (ρ=0.483). There are no significant cor-
relations between self-reported memory problems as reflected in
the PRMQ and participants’ performance. More specific probes of
cognitive ability are clearly needed.

3.3. Participants’ Responses to the Experiment Interface

In our questionnaire, we first assessed how comfortable partici-
pants were with operating the reminder interface. While most peo-
ple (N=9) responded that they were confident (N=7) or very con-
fident (N=2), two participants responded that they were not confi-
dent. This indicates that in future experiments, participants need to
be given more time to familiarise themselves both with the novel
interface and with the different audio stimuli and their meanings.

This is further borne out by participants’ assessments of the
usability of the experimental interface. The most difficultaspect
seems to have been selecting the device. Only 7 participantsfound
this to be easy or very easy, whereas all participants found the digit
span task and reading the screen easy or very easy. 9 out of 11
participants found the reminder facility easy or very easy to use.
This may explain why some participants did not check reminders
as often as they needed to. Despite this, all but one person rated
the HINT facility as either helpful (N=1) or very helpful (N=10).

3.4. Acceptability

Any audio reminder system can only be deployed successfullyif
the audio reminders are acceptable to the user. Table 6 showscon-
siderable variation in user preferences. Ourhypothesis (H3)that
shorter reminders would be preferred was not borne out: Roughly
half of our participants liked earcons, whereas the other half pre-
ferred speech.

The questionnaire also yielded rich data on the reasons for par-
ticipants’ preferences: Many people commented on the fact that
speech was the easiest to get the information from but the caused
the most interference with the number task. This is not reflected in
the results as summarised in Table 1. More fine-grained analyses
of the digit span production data are needed to determine whether
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Attitude Reminder Type
Pager Earcon Speech

Helpfulness 3 3 5
Annoyance 1 2 2

Pleasantness 3 4 4

Table 5:Median scores for attitudes to each reminder type

there may be a difference in the amount of effort needed to re-
peat the digit sequence. It was also pointed out that the reminders
that are the easiest to understand may become annoying over time.
This needs to be tested in long-term case studies.

We asked users about their preferences in two contexts, once
when alone, and once with others present. Remarkably, the re-
sponses were similar for both contexts, except for two participants.
One preferred earcons when alone, and speech when with others,
the other preferred speech when alone, and earcons when withoth-
ers. One user liked non-speech audio stimuli in general (pager or
earcon), while another liked meaningful auditory stimuli (earcons
or speech). Since two participants preferred more than one re-
minder type, the totals in Table 6 add up to 13.

When asked for reasons for their preferences, the same feature
of a reminder would be seen as both positive and negative. For
example, some users felt that the explicitness of speech wasan ad-
vantage when others were present, because the reminders would
not need explaining to guests. Others, however, consideredthis
explicitness inappropriate for some types of alerts, such as med-
ication reminders. These alerts were judged as too private and
should be delivered using earcons. Feedback like this underscores
the need to couple experimental testing with qualitative data.

In our questionnaire, we further elicited opinions on threeas-
pects of acceptablity: whether the reminders were helpful,whether
they were annoying, and whether they were pleasant. All three
reminder types were rated on a five-point Likert scale. Table5
presents the median scores for each property. The only significant
difference was in ratings of helpfulness: Speech was clearly per-
ceived to be the most helpful (Kruskal-Wallisχ2=9.3553, df=2,
p<0.001). The differences in annoyance (χ

2=0.693, df=2, p>0.7)
and pleasantness (χ

2=1.3621, df=2, p>0.5) were not significant.
Again, inter-subject variation was considerable. As Figure 5 shows,
speech was unanimously perceived as very helpful, whereas opin-
ions about the usefulness of earcons and pager reminders varied
enormously. While the variation for speech and earcon judgements
is similar, pager ratings range over the whole spectrum (cf Fig. 6).
Reasons for ratings reflected personal experience. For example,
one user disliked the pager alert because it sounded like theWin-
dows chime.

3.5. Preference versus performance: Is there a link?

User preferences cannot be predicted reliably from a subject’s digit
span score: Of the five participants who prefer speech or speech
and earcons, only three had their highest score in the speechcondi-
tion. For the five participants who preferred earcons, only two had
the highest digit span score in the earcon condition. The discrep-
ancy is largest for participants who preferred pager-stylechimes:
Only one of three performend best with the chime.

The correlation between performance on the reminder task
itself and preference ratings is stronger: All of the five partici-
pants who preferred speech performed best in the speech condi-
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Figure 5: Helpfulness ratings for each reminder type averaged
across participants)

tion, whereas for earcons and pager-style reminders, therewas no
link between preference and performance.

These findings suggests that our hypothesis H4 may have to
be rejected or at least further qualified, since performanceon the
primary task appeared to have a greater influence on acceptabil-
ity than performance on the background task. The data are too
sparse to statistically test correlations—this aspect of the experi-
ment would benefit from testing a larger number of users. Despite
this, our findings confirm that user performance needs to be care-
fully balanced against acceptability. If users really prefer mean-
ingful non-speech audio, then the system designer has to create a
set of sounds that are both easy to interpret and not too disruptive.

Preferred . . . Pager Earcon Speech
. . . when alone 3 5 5

. . . when with company 3 5 5

Table 6:Preferences for reminder types - multiple choices possible

3.6. Older versus Younger Participants

Although our data does not allow us to draw statistically significant
conclusions about differences between younger and older partici-
pants, a brief analysis suggests that there is as much variation be-
tween older participants as there is between younger ones. Two of
the three participants for whom earcons were least intrusive were
older. The older participants also tend to be in the lower mode
of the bimodal performance distributions. However, with the right
modality, two of the three older participants perform significantly
better. This underscores the need to adapt reminders to users’ abil-
ities and to test various options with the user.

4. CONCLUSION

This study highlights the need for continued research into both
the effectiveness and acceptability of various auditory reminders
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Figure 6: Pleasantness ratings for each reminder type averaged
across participants

within the home. Despite the fact that speech was easiest to pro-
cess and resulted in only moderate disruption of backgroundtasks,
a significant number of participants preferred earcons, which were
perceived to be less obtrusive. This underscores again thatin in-
terface design, quantitative, experimental data needs to be supple-
mented by qualitative methods. Our results also suggest that sys-
tems relying on simple pager-style chimes may need to be rethought
because of the potential disruption to the user.

It is crucial that auditory reminder research continues to com-
pare the different auditory modalities (pager, earcon, speech) rather
than attempt prove one modality as being “best” in all cases.The
optimal choice of auditory reminder will depend on the task or op-
eration to be attended to, the urgency of the reminder, the impor-
tance of correctly attending to the reminder, the degree of disrup-
tion caused by the reminder, the context in which the reminder is
being received, previous exposure [33], and the users’ perceptual
and cognitive abilities. Some of these can be measured quanti-
tatively (such as perceptual abilities), others need to be assessed
qualitatively (such as previous exposure).

In some applications, such as home care reminder systems,
the variation in all of these factors will be such that the user(s) will
need to be able to personalize the system to their needs and modify
these settings as their requirements change over time and space.

4.1. Multimodality

Any full implementation of a reminder system needs to be multi-
modal [34], but each component of the multimodal system needs
to be adapted to user preferences [33]. Further work is required
on both user performances and user preferences for different types
of reminders to ensure that users are presented with enough de-
sign options to create a customised interface that is both usable
and acceptable. Users must be able to choose in which modalities
they wish to receive the reminders and to switch between differ-
ent modalities depending on the content of the message and the
context in which a message will be received.

4.2. Older vs. Younger Users

A significant percentage of users of reminder systems will beolder.
One factor is the increasing percentage of older people in the pop-
ulation. Moreover, reminder systems are a key part of home care
and telecare systems. Since people tend to prefer to stay in their
own homes and manage their known care needs into old age, older
people are a key user group for these systems. Therefore, auditory
interface research must investigate the effect age-related changes
in perception and cognition have on usability. We plan to extend
this to include comparisons of different age groups both in terms
of performance and preference for each of these types of auditory
reminder within the home.

4.3. Future Work

In future experiments, we will explore inter-subject variation in
preferences and performance more systematically. Becauseof the
large inter-subject variation found in this study, we will increase
the number of participants tested in future experiments. Inpartic-
ular, we will focus on comparing older and younger participants.
We plan to look at other tasks which are less dependent on serial
recall, such as proofreading [35] and investigate the influence of
participants’ perceptual and cognitive skills and abilities on pref-
erences and performance.
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ABSTRACT 

The need for better software tools was highlighted in the 1997 
Sonification Report [1]. It included some general proposals for 
adapting sound synthesis software to the needs of sonification 
research. Now, a decade later, it is evident that the demands on 
software by sonification research are greater than those afforded 
by music composition and sound synthesis software. This paper 
compares some major contributions made towards achieving the 
Report’s proposals with current sonification demands and 
outlines SoniPy, a broader and more robust model which can 
integrate the expertise and prior development of software 
components using a public-domain community-development 
approach. 

 
[Keywords: sonification software, open source, python] 

1. INTRODUCTION 

To-date, software for data sonification has been developed either 
as standalone applications engineered from first principles, 
sometimes incorporating third-party low-level audio routines, or 
as more expansive sonification ‘environments’ that attempt to 
encapsulate some general principles and procedures that can be 
adapted for specific sonification projects as the need arises. 

The standalone applications tend to be designed for 
individual experiments entailing clearly defined tasks such as 
accurate monitoring [2], or graphic user-interaction [3], whereas 
environments tend to be more expansive projects, often with less 
deterministic outcomes. They afford greater flexibility than is 
possible within standalone applications. Some recent 
environments still in development [4][5] seem to have been 
designed by first choosing a music composition environment and 
working backwards, perhaps trusting that the data-processing 
needs at the ‘input end’ can be adequately handled by the 
language tools available from within the particular composition 
system chosen. Considering that many software tools for music 
composition have a long gestation period (in the case of Csound 
[6], about forty years, for example) and are still being actively 
developed, as can be witnessed, for example, by the daily 
activity on the developer mailing lists for Csound and 
SuperCollider [7], this approach is natural and is the approach 
assumed in the Sonification Report [8]. 

In addition to the two primarily scripted environments just 
mentioned, MAX/MSP [9] and its sibling PD [10] are another 
type, which emphasises graphical user interfaces (GUIs) over 
program code. Whilst the scripting-verses-GUI debate is still 

active, it is clear from the large user-base and active 
development of new patch objects for these platforms that the 
GUI approach is appealing to some users and perhaps offers a 
gentler initial learning curve for many exploratory sonification 
researchers who are visually inclined. In any event, a 
considerable investment of time is necessary to become 
proficient in any of these environments and having made the 
investment, a certain amount of environment “stickiness” is 
apparent and understandable. 

1.1. The First Bottleneck: Data 

In data sonification, whilst the input data can be thought of 
as eventually controlling the sound rendering, the 
transformations it has to undergo in the interim can be 
considerable. Such data processing can reasonably include 
multidimensional scaling, filtering and statistical analysis which 
itself may itself become the subject of sonification. Also, each 
input dataset can have potentially unique structural 
characteristics. Some, such as EEG data, may be multiple 
channels of AC voltages with a variety of DC-biases and 
noisiness as determined by the particular data collection setup on 
a particular patient. Others, such as security data flowing from a 
market trading-engine, will be massively paralleled, metadata 
embedded and multiplexed into a single “feed.” Difficulties in 
using such data are compounded when the it needs to be buffered 
and streamed in non-real-time as is the need for multiple 
overlays of time sequences of different temporal compressions. 

High-level tools for processing such data complexities are 
rarely, if ever, found in computer music environments, and even 
less likely if the input data is spatial rather than temporal. When 
such an a environment is the principle sonification tool, a 
common response to complex data processing requirements is 
for someone, where possible, to ‘bite the bullet’ and write data-
processing routines in the language of the composition 
environment itself. This is currently the approach used by 
SonEnvir [5] and OctaveSC [11], which both use SuperCollider 
[7] and also the PD-based Interactive Sonification Toolkit [12].  
Whilst SuperCollider’s SClang is a very elegant and powerful 
composition environment that can support the development of 
data-processing solutions, being unique, it lacks the 
transportability that more general and widely available tools 
afford. One consequence of this is that, in projects without a 
dedicated programmer, practical assistance for what are 
essentially data processing problems is more difficult to obtain. 
Data is thus often pre-processed using external tools such as 
spreadsheets and then read from files by the music composition 
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environment; a procedure that, whilst it may be appropriate in 
“limited data” experiments, is at best susceptible to data 
corruption and of no use if the data is coming from a real-time 
feed or from a dynamic model [13] 

This situation may be characterised as ‘data 
SONIFICATION’ i.e. the primary focus is on sound rendering 
whilst input data is constrained so it can be dealt with adequately 
by the rendering software. The alternative, an emphasis on data-
processing tools at the expense of sound rendering flexibility 
(‘DATA sonification’) is no more attractive because the sound 
palette tends to be small and the range of controls limited, the 
outcome of which is too-often difficult to listen to over extended 
periods of time. Some examples of this latter approach include 
extensions for the Matlab numerical environment [14], AVS 
Visualization Toolkit [15], Excel spreadsheets [16], and the R 
statistical analysis package [17]. They provide data handling and 
processing capabilities but very basic sample-based sound 
capabilities modeled on the MIDI protocol. What are needed are 
tools that afford a balanced, equally-flexible approach. 

Excellent data-processing tools exist in the public domain 
and are an integral part of much scientific research. Furthermore, 
they are continually being extended and modernised by teams of 
developers spread across the world. Yet because of the decision 
to use a music composition environment for sound rendering, 
these tools remain inaccessible to most sonification 
environments. Whether this situation has come about because the 
data for music composition by computer is mostly internally-
generated rather than externally-acquired is open to debate but 
until sophisticated tools for handling externally-acquired often 
massively multiplexed datasets can be brought to bear on the 
acquisition, analysis, storage and re-presentation requirements of 
the sonification process even before any mapping is undertaken, 
let alone sound rendering, there is limited chance that such 
software will enable the “choosing [of] mappings between 
variables and sounds interactively, navigating through the data 
set, synchronizing the sonic output with other display media, and 
performing standard psychophysical experiments” that the 
Sonification Report [8] envisaged. 

1.2. Motivations 

Sonic Communications Research Group members undertake a 
wide variety of sonification tasks, ranging from sound 
installations, data-bending improvisations and algorithmic 
synaesthesia [18] to more empirically-based psychological 
experiments. This range of activity necessitates flexible methods 
for generating, shaping and translating input data, DSP-level 
control of sound rendering, as well as methods for collecting and 
analyzing participant reactions. We first came to consider 
possible solutions the issues outlined in the previous section as a 
result of the difficulties we experienced in trying to sonify the 
same large multidimensional dataset on different hardware 
platforms, under different versions of operating systems, and 
with each sonifier having a preference and expertise in a 
different collection of sound synthesis/music composition 
programs. Whilst we are all technically literate, we soon realised 
that if the difficulties we experienced were any indication, it 
must be very difficult for almost everyone to be able to 
confidently achieve consistent, repeatable results with anything 
but the simplest datasets. This led us to specifying the 
requirements for an experimental software sonification 
framework. Some requirements are clearly identified in the 

Sonification Report, others of our own concoction. We call the 
framework SoniPy, in-keeping with the naming convention used 
for frameworks that extend the Python programming language. 

2. SONIPY: CONCEPTS AND REQUIREMENTS 

SoniPy is designed to be a heterogeneous software framework 
for data sonification research and auditory display. It integrates 
various already existing independent components such as those 
for data acquisition, storage and analysis, cognitive and 
perceptual mappings as well as sound synthesis and control, by 
encapsulating them, or control of them, as Python modules. The 
choice of Python was not arbitrary, as it possesses all the 
features of a modern modular programming language that we 
consider essential for an experimental development environment. 
Python is 
 

a general-purpose programming language … which 
may also serve as a glue language connecting many 
separate software components in a simple and flexible 
manner, or as a steering language where high-level 
Python control modules guide low-level operations 
implemented by subroutine libraries effected in other 
languages. [19] 

 
Other descriptors include: simple, but not at the expense of 
expressive power, extensible, embeddable, interpreted, object-
oriented, dynamically typed, upwardly compatible, portable and 
widely and freely available [20]. 

2.1. Design Requirements 

As the Sonification Report’s Sample Research Proposal #3 [1] 
acknowledges, the development of a comprehensive 
“sonification shell” is not easy. The depth and breadth of 
knowledge, and skills required to effect such a project are easily 
underestimated. Whilst it has been a decade since the Report was 
published, progress has been slow. This is not to criticise those 
that have fallen by the wayside, nor those still in development, 
but to acknowledge both the difficulties involved in such a 
project and the need for new requirements if such projects are to 
have a better chance of survival. We briefly address the 
requirements indicated in the Sonification Report and add some 
of our own. 

Integrability. As discussed earlier with regard to data, due 
consideration needs to be taken of the requirements of the 
various components of the sonification and experimentation 
process. As is the case with most interdisciplinary ventures, each 
contributing discipline brings its collection of tools, techniques 
and standards to the venture and they need to be synergistically 
integrated. A software environment needs to be chosen that 
supports this goal. It is for this reason we have chosen Python, 
which can be used to “wrap” independent pieces of conformable 
software in such a way as to permit data to flow between them. 
We follow Python convention and call them Modules.  

Flexibility. Rather than try to be the “killer application,” 
SoniPy aims to wrap (inherit, or be extended by) the best 
collection of Modules available to it. These Modules need to 
have no computational interdependencies, though conceptually 
they may be similar, thus ensuring that no one of them is 
indispensable. Each of these Modules has evolved 
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independently, probably over a considerable period of time. 
Independent of SoniPy, they have their own ongoing 
development teams that extend and improve then as well as 
adapting them to ever-changing hardware and software 
platforms.  

Extensibility. In the situation where no Module exists for a 
particular task, a new Module can be designed in the knowledge 
that it will fit seamlessly within the existing Modular framework. 
This implies all Modules need to be thread compliant. 

Accessibility. It is desirable that as many Modules as 
possible be known in their own right. This reduces learning 
overhead for all users and enables work that may have already 
been undertaken with those tools to be accommodated within the 
SoniPy framework. 

Portability. SoniPy needs to be able to be instantiated on all 
major platforms. Furthermore, it is desirable, in certain 
applications, for Modules to be instantiated on different 
machines, in different locations and networked together: that is, 
be heterogeneous. 

Availability. To protect both authors and users, SoniPy needs 
to be freely available with a minimum of restrictions. There are 
numerous licensing flavours for public-domain software whose 
source-code is made generally available, as outlined by the GNU 
organisation [21]. Because SoniPy employs heterogeneous 
components, the license of each component carries through into 
SoniPy in a way that is standard practice in the software 
industry. The SoniPy-specific components will be issued under 
GPL General Public License Version 2 [22] thus encouraging the 
sharing and free-exchange of these tools in the community at the 
same time as enabling restrictions to be applied for individual 
projects as confidentiality agreements demand. SoniPy’s sources 
and documentation can be freely downloaded from its 
Sourceforge Internet repository [23]. 

Durability. SoniPy needs to survive. Whilst survival can 
never be guaranteed, in complex projects such as this, maximum 
risk-mitigation is essential. SoniPy is unlikely to survive if it 
remains the effort of a very small group. Essential to this is the 
community involvement and support in ongoing improvement 
and development: the very conditions under which SoniPy’s 
independent modules have been, and continue to be, developed. 

2.2. Integration Through Wrapping 

Although Python comes with an extensive standard library and 
there is a good resource of external Python libraries, we are not 
limited to using Python libraries. A powerful feature of Python is 
its set of well-defined interfaces to other languages. Libraries 
written in most languages can be integrated through Python by 
‘extending’ it [24]. The basic principle of SoniPy is to use 
Python to ‘wrap’ independent software that can be compiled 
with python bindings in such a way that data can flow between 
them. Quite a few tools exist for the (semi-) automatic 
generation of Python bindings, such as the Simplified Wrapper 
and Interface Generator (SWIG) [25].  

Some applications provide Python Application Program 
Interface (API) libraries; other applications need to have a 
Python API written in order to use it. Although some others 
embed Python, either by bundling it as an interpreter or by 
invoking the Python interpreter installed on the user’s system as 
a basic API [26]. We mention embedding in this context 
because, whilst it may be useful in its own right, it does not 
provide the interface flexibility needed by SoniPy. SoniPy 

requires an application to provide Python bindings so that 
Python can be extended by the application. 

3. THE DESIGN OF SONIPY 

The SoniPy design specifies five Module Sets communicating 
over two different networks: the SonipyDataNetwork (SDN) and 
the SonipyControlNetwork (SCN). Modules are grouped 
according to their role in the data sonification process: Data 
Processing (DP), Conceptual Modeling (CM), Psychoacoustic 
Modeling (PM), Sound Rendering (SR) and Monitoring & 
Feedback (MF). Depending on the dictates of a particular 
project, modules in a Set may be instantiated on different 
machines. A particular Module Set may be empty, i.e. contain no 
modules, or a particular module may belong to more than one 
Module Set. 

3.1. Inter-Module Communication: The Networks 

SoniPy’s modular design makes it well suited for the 
instantiation of all selected modules on a single processor or, in 
order to take advantage of the computing power that multiple 
CPUs and machines can afford, the distribution of modules over 
multiple CPUs, a LAN or the Internet. We are currently 
extending Python 2.4 under OSX 10.4.9 but workable 
alternatives will flow as the development team expands. 

Python’s platform independence enables SoniPy to be 
distributed over a heterogeneous network. Other potential uses of 
a distributed approach include mobile phone sound-rendering 
and the processing of data remotely under local control, perhaps 
with the result being sent to another site for mapping, and 
psychoacoustic adjustment before being rendered to sound.  

We are in the process of testing different approaches to 
distributing the computing in order to maximally benefit from 
the trade-off between performance (including real-time latency, 
data throughput and CPU overhead issues), ease-of-use, 
maintainability, reliability (over a network), scalability and 
heterogeneity; that is, the ability for non-Python third-party 
applications or devices to communicate with SoniPy modules. 
[27]. Communication technologies being tested range from class 
inheritance, Sockets, OSC and MIDI through to network audio 
mixing, using Netjack [28] for example. 

Referring to Figure 1, which is a diagrammatic 
representation of the way Module Sets interrelate, it can be 
observed that SoniPy’s modules operate through two networks: 
Data and Control. The SonipyDataNetwork (SDN) is 
topologically configured as a Bus whilst the 
SonipyControlNetwork (SCN) is a star configuration. This is 
analogous to the signal and control busses of an automated audio 
mixing desk. Control routing uses the same network technology 
as Data, though the destinations may be different. For example 
data from a DP module may be sent to a CM module on the SDN 
bus, under the control of an MF module communicating on the 
SonipyControlNetwork, without the data itself needing to go 
through an MF module. Sonipy Controls need to be XML 
compliant and each Module Set may itself be the hub of a 
network of processors of topology unknown to the SCN router. 
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Figure 1. Flow Diagram of SoniPy’s Five Module Sets and Two Networks  

 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 

3.2. The Modules 

Whenever possible, local modules are instantiated as library 
extensions to the Python programming framework. Should a 
module be instantiated remotely, that instantiation and the 
control of information to and from it remains under the control 
of the MF module that initiated the instantiation, where the main 
application loop as well as thread and GUI controls resides.  
 

Table 1 provides an overview of some Key features of the 
Module Sets. 

3.2.1. Data Processing 

As the principal data processing activity in data sonification is 
taking place inside the listeners, the role of sonification is to 
prepare source data in a format that enables the listener to extract 
information, and in interactive systems, to take account of their  
feedback. SoniPy’s Data Processing (DP) modules consist of a 

 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 

number of Object-Oriented classes which themselves inherit 
Data Classes and Control Classes according to the form and 
location of the raw data and its intended destination. Class 
methods include those for 
 
• Interpolated lookup and mappings, for Auditory Icons 

and Earcons, for example, 
• Writing data to and extracting it from storage (memory, 

database and/or flat file) for pre-processing or multi-
stream playback, 

 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 

• Audification - writing data in formats acceptable as direct 
input to audio hardware, 

• Simultaneous handling of multiple time-locked streams, 
such as from biomedical monitors, 

• Deconstruction, analysis and filtering, including of 
complex meta-tag embedded multiplexed streams, such 
as a data feed from a stock-market trading engine,  

• Model-based sonification involving user feedback, and 
• Simulation of data feeds, including buffering with time 

compression and expansion. 
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Figure 2. A representation of one configuration of SoniPy’s Data Processing modules 
under SCN 

Data and Control Class instances can be manipulated with SciPy 
(Scientific Python) [29] a collection of open-source libraries for 
mathematics, science, and engineering. The core library is 
NumPy (Numeric Python) that provides convenient and fast N-
dimensional array manipulation.  Figure 2 is a diagrammatic 
representation of one way of configuring SoniPy’s Data 
Processing modules under SCN control. 

3.2.2. Conceptual Modeling and Data Mapping 

Information mapping is divided into separate cognitive and 
psychoacoustic stages. The cognitive stage involves the design 
of "sound schemas" with semiotics, metaphors and metonyms 
relating to the task, and aesthetic and compositional aspects 
relating to genre, culture and palette. Decisions have to be made 
about functionality, aesthetics, context, learnability, 
expressiveness, and device characteristics. These decisions are 
typically draw from existing knowledge and theories from 
relevant sciences, arts and design. The consequences of these 
compounding decisions are difficult to predict empirically: one 
of the reasons why sonification is currently more of an heuristic 
art than a science. Nevertheless, as different conceptual models 
are developed, some based in cognition, others culturally 
determined, they can be integrated into SoniPy using the 
wrapping techniques outlined. 

One example is the TaDa method; a design approach to 
sonification that provides a systematic user-centred process to 
address the multitude of decisions required to design a 
sonification [30]. TaDa starts from a description of a use case 
scenario, and an analysis of the user's task, and the 
characteristics of the data. This analysis informs the specification 
of the information requirements of the sonification.  

SoniPy’s support for the TaDa method will be through a 
python-based GUI that captures a user scenario and provides 
standard TaDa fields for analysis. This GUI is connected using 
the SDN to a mySQL database that contains about 200 stories 
about everyday listening experiences, analysed using the TaDa 
data-type fields. This database, called Earbenders, is a case-
based tool for looking up "sound schemas" at the cognitive 

design stage [31]. In future, a python interface to the 
SonificationDesignPatterns [32] wiki could be developed as an 
alternative Pattern Language approach for cognitive level design. 
 

3.2.3. Psychoacoustic Modeling 

The Psychoacoustic Modeling stage involves the systematic 
mapping of information relations in the data to perceptual 
relations in the sound schema [33]. SoniPy provides support for 
this by allowing interactive reconfiguration of the mapping from 
information relations to auditory relations. Changes in this 
mapping cause the automatic remapping of source information 
through psychoacoustic algorithms (using NumPy and SciPy) to 
produce new sounds and/or rendering controls. For example a 
change from categorical to ordered information could 
automatically produce a remapping from a categorical sound 
(e.g. instrument, object, stream) to an ordered property of a 
sounding object (e.g. length, excitation, distance).  

3.2.4. Sound Rendering 

SoniPy provides a sonifier access to many more options than if a 
music composition or sound synthesis environment was chosen 
before beginning the development of other aspects of the data 
sonification framework. For low level audio work, a Portaudio 
[34] module can be used for audification and as the basis for the 
development of other such modules should the need arise.  
SndObj [35] is a middle-level toolkit also immediately available 
in the same manner. In a similar vein the STK toolkit [36] 
appears to be wrappable, as does the higher-level RTCmix C++ 
library [37]. At the time of writing the Csound developers are 
working on a version of Csound5 that has an embedded Python 
API. 

Whilst some high-level applications such as Max/MSP and 
PD, are unlikely to become toolkits, it is still possible to use 
them by instantiating them independently and communicating 
with them via OSC [38] and MIDI [39]. SuperCollider3 is a 
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special case because of its inherent modularity: the sound-
rendering component (SCsynth) can be instantiated as a separate 
program to the language (SClang). Communication between this 
‘external’ SCsynth occurs over OSC using the SoniPy 
framework as an alternative to Sclang. If very low-latency is a 
requirement, such as may be the case for interactive 
sonifications, the pySCLang module enables direct 
communication with an instantiation of the SC language and its 
internal sound renderer.  

Non-operating system dependent Text-t-Speech synthesis is 
available through Python wrappings of, using Espeak [40] or 
Festival [41]. We are currently building PySpeak, a Python API 
to an OSX thread-compliant version of Espeak. 

3.2.5. Monitoring, Feedback and Evaluation 

Monitoring and Feedback of SDN and SCN can happen via the 
Python interpreter. Having access to an interpreter in order to 
build a complete sonification by iteratively building on small 
tests is a powerful aspect of Python. Heterogeneous connectivity 
also allows the consequences of decisions at each stage to be 
tested on a compound design, thus enabling better understanding 
and control of non-linear and emergent effects in an overall 
design. 

For GUI, wxPython provides access to wxWidgets [42] and 
wxGlade [43] can assist in more-rapid development of GUIs by 
automatically generating Python control code and separating the 
GUI design and event-handling code. If a relatively consistent 
interface across all hardware platforms is more desirable, Tcl 
[44] GUI building tools are available through native Python 
modules. 

By including an Evaluation Module, it will be possible to use 
SoniPy to design different types of empirical experiments, and 
conduct and analyse the results within a single framework. A 
user-contributed library of experiments for evaluating a 
sonification design could assist in developing some standards for 
measuring the functionality, aesthetics, learnability, 
effectiveness, accuracy, expressiveness and other aspects of a 
design. These evaluations could thus assist in choosing between 
different designs for a particular sonification task. 

4. EXAMPLE 

The following example illustrates the SoniPy Framework in 
action. The first task is to accept a multiplexed meta-tagged data 
stream from the Australian Stock Exchange (ASX) trading 
engine. The ASX is medium-sized exchange, on which about 
3,500 securities are traded. It generates about 100 MB of trading 
text data daily, making it impractical to hold enough data in 
RAM to do all the calculations necessary. 

The data is processed into a MySQL database using an 
Object-Relation Mapping paradigm supported by the sqlobject 
module [45]. This abstracts the handling of the dataset, providing 
an interface between the tables and indices database paradigm 
and Python’s object-orientation. Other modules (such as 
mySQLdb) exist if direct interaction with the database server in 
MySQL code is more appropriate. 

A list of securities that meet, or are likely to meet, the 
criteria necessary for a sonification event to initiated, is held in 
RAM and processed as a multidimensional array using the 
numpy module. When the criteria are met this data is also used 

as some of the input parameters to the sound renderer. The 
pyspeak module is invoked to synthesise the name of the 
security being newly rendered. 

In this example, the sound is rendered by the Supercollider 3 
‘external synthesis engine, scsynth, with which the python 
scsynth module bi-directionally communicates using the OSC 
protocol. This permits the use of synthdefs (synthesis definition 
algorithms) that are capable of responding to the criteria as 
established or as modified in real-time. Other synthesis options, 
such as the lower-level pysndobj or pyaudio (the python 
interface to portaudio) are possible, as is the libsndfile library.  

The python code example illustrates how SoniPy combines 
Python code, imported 3rd party modules and user-defined 
scripts. 

 

 
 

5. CONCLUSION 

Sonification research is an interdisciplinary activity and in 
the past, tools for undertaking it have either been discipline-
specific, modified to accommodate the interconnections, ad-hoc 
collections of tools or stand-alone programs developed for a 
specific task. Because SoniPy’s open architecture design can 
integrate modules conforming to widely accepted inter-process 
computation standards (wrappable libraries), it will be possible 
for it to grow in most directions its user-community needs it to. 
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Instead of sonification researchers trying to make a decision 
about which particular piece of software to use for an 
experiment, based hopefully on a best-fit evaluation of existing 
software capabilities, SoniPy can afford a continuity a 
framework of both existing and developing of tools not currently 
available. This should assist individual endeavour and promote 
the independent evaluation of empirical experimentation 
necessary for scientific validation. There is currently, for 
example, a dearth of good public-domain software for 
experimental psychology involving sound and the integration of 
such a Module Set into SoniPy would be a welcome addition.  

By establishing SoniPy an open source project we hope to 
share our work with others who in return will contribute to a 
framework that is capable of great flexibility general usefulness 
to the sonification community. 

6. APPENDIX OF ACRONYMS USED 

AC – Alternating Current 
API – Application Program Interface 
CM – Conceptual Module 
CPU – Central Processing Unit 
DC – Direct Current 
EEG – Electroencephalogram 
GNU – GNU is not Unix 
GUI – Graphic User Interface 
LAN – Local Area Network 
MF – Monitoring and Feedback 
MIDI – Musical Instrument Digital Interface 
OSC – Open Sound Control 
SCN – SoniPy Control Network 
SDN – SoniPy Data Network 
SQL – Structured Query Language 
SR – Sound Rendering 
SWIG - Simplified Wrapper Interface Generator 
XML – eXtensible Markup Language 
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ABSTRACT 

In previously reported research, most sonification designers have 
needed to develop at least a working prototype for user testing. 
The results are interpreted and analysed to look for possible 
problems and solutions to further improve the design. This paper 
introduces a new systematic usability inspection approach for the 
design of sonification applications design before they go to the 
initial development phase. This process gives an alternative for 
designers to evaluate their design, detect possible problems and 
improve the design before they start developing it. It uses two of 
our models - the Sonification Application (SA) model and the 
User Interpretation Construction (UIC) model. In this paper we 
discuss the steps of this process, which include preparing 
inspection materials, implementing inspection and managing the 
results. 
 
[Keywords: Usability, Inspection, Applications, Sonification] 

1. INTRODUCTION 

Sonification is the representation of data using mainly non-
speech sound for the purpose of communication and 
interpretation. In this paper we refer to the specific process for 
transforming the input data into sound as the sonification 
technique. There are many techniques currently available in data 
sonification and these are often categorised as parameter-
mapping [1], model-based sonification [2], audification [3], 
auralisation [4] and so forth. These techniques are normally 
guided by the type of data to be presented and the required user 
tasks that the sonification can support. For example,  the 
auralisation of programming language syntax for program 
debugging [4], the mapping of multi channel and time series data 
with different acoustic parameters for data exploration [5], the 
mapping of a real time stock market data with acoustic 
parameters for financial trade monitoring [6], and the 
audification of seismological wave data in earthquake prediction 
research [3] etc. We refer to each use of a sonification technique 
in a specific domain, data and task as the sonification 
application. 
 

Until now the designer of a sonification application has 
needed to develop at least a working prototype and a user testing 
experiment to evaluate their design. Since User Testing is 
typically carried out at the stage when at least a working 
prototype has already been developed, it is quite costly and time 
consuming. This is especially true if the project involves a very 
tight schedule and deadlines. It will probably end up with a 

higher cost and a longer overall development time, particularly if 
it requires major changes. Much of this cost could be avoided if 
the major problems were detected in the early stages of design.  
 
Because of the above problems, we believe that the field of 
sonification requires an alternative, not to replace but at least to 
enhance the evaluation techniques in order to predict anomalies 
or problems before the expensive development phase. Usability 
inspection can be such an alternative for evaluating sonification 
applications because it can be done towards the start of the 
development process, and without involving end users. 

Figure 1: Overview of Usability Inspection Approach for 
Sonification Applications 

2.     USABILITY INSPECTION 

Usability inspection is a common name for a set of methods 
based on having human ‘evaluators' inspect or examine usability-
related aspects of a user interface [8]. It is an expert-based 
evaluation, which is carried out by human experts, and is 
normally implemented at the design stage before it goes to the 
implementation or development stage. It requires fewer 
participants (typically usability experts) than controlled end-user 
experiments. Examples of existing inspection techniques are 
Cognitive Walkthrough, Consistency Inspection, Pluralistic 
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Walkthrough, Standards Inspection, Heuristic Evaluation and 
Formal Usability Inspection [8]. 
 
Figure 1 shows generally how our proposed inspection 
techniques work. The person who heads the inspection process is 
called ‘chief inspector’. The chief inspector could in theory also 
be the designer himself, but an extra level of interaction and 
independence is gained by having a separate person do this task. 
The chief inspector uses the ‘design' to prepare the Inspection 
Materials. This is a package that contains descriptions of the 
application to be evaluated; steps and instructions for inspection; 
forms to write the encountered problems and so forth. Different 
inspection methods require different inspection materials. They 
are distinctive from each other in various aspects such as the 
purpose and focus of the method; the type of problems or 
anomalies the method addresses; and how the method guides the 
inspector to do the inspection. For instance, a Cognitive 
Walkthrough focuses on the goals and knowledge of a user while 
performing a specific task, whereas a Heuristic Evaluation 
emphasises a list of ‘usability principles' to be followed as a 
guideline.  
 

Several inspectors inspect the design using the inspection 
materials. As the output of this process, these activities produce 
qualitative results including the early identification of usability 
problems, anomalies, comments, suggestions and so forth.  
 

The problems found by this process are then used to make 
recommendations on how to fix and improve the design. Nielsen 
[9] reported that on average, an inspector could detect around 
20%, 40% or 60% of the problems, depending on whether the 
inspector is a novice (no expertise in either usability or the 
application domain), single-expert (knowledgeable in usability 
principles but not in the application domain) or double-experts 
(expert in both usability and the application domain).  
 

Studies of usability inspection methodology have found that 
many usability problems are overlooked by user testing, however, 
such user testing also finds problems that are overlooked by 
inspection [10]. Therefore, the best result is obtained by 
combining both inspections and empirical user testing.   
 

In this paper, we introduce our novel inspection technique 
which purposely allows the inspection of sonification 
applications. The core idea of our technique is to understand the 
design rationale of the sonification applications being inspected. 
As shown in Figure 1 above, we propose to critically analyse the 
design tasks and understand how users interpret the sound output 
through our two models; the Sonification Application (SA) 
model and the User Interpretation Construction (UIC) model 
[11].  

3.   OVERVIEW OF MODELS 

Generally, to do the inspection, an inspector needs to understand 
the sonification application in the first place. This includes the 
sonification technique used, the data to be converted and the 
objectives of the application. The first question that we want to 
answer is ‘How can we describe the application to the inspector?’ 
This is done by considering the required data transformations and 

tasks to be carried out by the system and the user. These are dealt 
with in the following sections. 
 
3.1 Three Data Transformations 
As we defined earlier, the sonification technique is the specific 
process for transforming the input data into sound. Therefore, we 
propose a special emphasis on the transformation processes – 
how the data is transformed from its original form via an 
intermediate ‘ready to play’ form and then into the final sound. 
We now describe the three transformations. 
 
1) Usually, time-dependent data (e.g. time series data, stock 
market data etc.) lends itself more readily for portrayal as sound. 
Unfortunately, not all data is in this form (e.g. images, equations, 
multi-dimensional lists etc.) and often needs to be changed into 
something that is more suitable for sound transformation.  We 
refer to this as data transformation.  
 
2) Let us assume that we are using a parameter-mapping 
technique where the data needs to be converted into some 
intermediate acoustic parameters. Examples of such acoustic 
parameters are amplitude, pitch, timbre and so forth. We refer to 
this conversion as acoustic parameters transformation.  
 
3) The outputs from the above transformation are then converted 
to sound and listened by the users. The user might also be able to 
manipulate the output, such as repeating selected sounds in a 
loop, playing through the sound either faster or slower, forward 
or backward, or playing only a selected area etc. We refer to this 
process of manipulating the output from the acoustic parameters 
transformation as the final sound transformation. 
 

All three of these transformations significantly influence the 
final sound output of the application, which needs to be 
interpreted by the user. Therefore, it is important to ensure that 
the most suitable transformations are used, and so we must 
consider these transformations in the usability inspection. 

3.2 Three Levels of Task Involving Users and The System 

Since the objective of the inspection is to find problems or 
anomalies that the user might encounter while using the 
application, we need to think about the eventual involvement of 
users and their interaction with the application. We categorise 
this interaction into three types of ‘task’ - namely the user, the 
application and the interaction task.  
 

In general, tasks at the ‘user' level are those entirely 
performed by the user, independent of the system (the program). 
Tasks at the ‘application’ level are those performed entirely by 
the system (to process, manipulate and transform data into 
sound) without any user involvement. Tasks at the ‘interaction' 
level are those performed by the user through interactions with 
the system.  
 
3.3 Combinations of Task and Data Transformation to 
form the Sonification Application (SA) Model 
 
We set these three levels of task in context, by coupling them 
with the three data transformation   processes   described   earlier,  
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giving a total of nine combinations of task and transformation.  
 

For instance, an ‘acoustic parameters user task’ would be an 
activity performed by users without interacting with the system 
and relating to acoustic parameters. An example of this might be 
the user judging the relative loudness level of two sounds (from 
two different data streams).  
 

To take a different example combination, a ‘Data interaction 
task’ would be performed by users through interaction with the 
system and which related to data changes. This could refer to 
activities such as selecting either to sort the data in ascending or 
descending order; or choosing which data dimension of 
multidimensional data is to be sonified.  
 

The resulting 9 combinations of task and transformation tasks 
are shown together in Figure 2 as the horizontal and vertical axes 
respectively.  
 

In summary, we explain sonification applications through a 
blend of the data-to-sound transformation processes and the tasks 
by which the user and the system interact within them. This is the 
basis of our new Sonification Application (SA) model [11] 

3.4  The User Interpretation Construction (UIC) model 

Since the main output for sonification applications is sound, we 
need to consider the human auditory system and its capability of 
interpreting sound into useful information. As a result, we need 
to address the question ‘How will the user interpret the output 
sound?’ 
 

This interpretation occurs from the first contact between the 
sound and the user’s ears. This is called ‘sensation’ and deals 
with the more basic aspects of experience such as ‘how loud does 
the sound appear to be?’[7]. It is followed by ‘perception’, which 
is how we form a conscious representation of the outside 
environment [7].  Examples of such questions are ‘how far away 
is it?’ or ‘how large is it?’  
 

We categorise the interpretation process into three levels: 
selection, reasoning and hypothesizing. 
 
1) The selection level is a discriminating process where the user 
listens out for something that might concern them. This is more 
to do with filtering and attending only to significant things that 
we call conditions. A condition is a mode or state of the data or 
sound at particular time. For example, a sound that changes its 
average pitch from low to high might be considered as producing 
two different conditions, ‘low pitch’ and ‘high pitch’. At the 
selection level, the user will be listening out for a change in pitch 
level, as this might indicate a significant change in the data being 
portrayed. 
 
2) Reasoning is the activity where users construct, arrange or put 
together several of the above conditions to form a statement or 
premise. Basically, at this level, the user tries to use some or all 
of the available conditions to make a logical judgement. For 
example, if a sound had the conditions of ‘high pitch’ and 
‘panned fully right’ it should be possible for the user to ‘picture’ 
this as a certain position in a two-dimensional pitch-panning 

space. A second sound which had the same degree of panning but 
a lower pitch, might be considered to be lower than the first one 
(i.e. directly underneath) in this 2D space. 
 
3) At the hypothesizing level, the user tries to make sense, 
conceptualize or conceive the significance of the above premises 
by relating them with their knowledge, previous experience or 
even using their instinct. The combination of several premises 
forms a hypothesis. A hypothesis is a proposed explanation of a 
phenomenon based on several reasoning premises. For instance, 
in the above example, different positions of sound in the 2D 
pitch-panning space can be used to represent different positions 
of the mobile phone’s joystick in 2D space. 
 

These three activities (selection, reasoning and 
hypothesizing) are important for the user to interpret the output 
into more useful information. Therefore, we use these three 
activities as the basis of our second model to explain how users 
interpret the output of sonification applications. We call this 
model the User Interpretation Construction (UIC) model.  
 

 

Figure 2: Focus areas of the Proposed Systematic 
Usability Inspection Approach  

As we mentioned earlier, both the transformations and the 
tasks significantly influence the final output. Therefore, for the 
purpose of inspection, we propose to look at how these tasks in 
each transformation processes can influence users in their 
interpretation process. We visualize this as the third dimension 
called ‘Interpretation levels’ in Figure 2.  
 

Based on Figure 2, the ‘Transformation’ and the ‘Tasks’ axes 
explain what the sonification application offers to the users to 
accomplish their tasks, whereas the ’Interpretation level’ axis 
explains what the users will understand and interpret from the 
output of the sonification application. The application is said to 
be effective if the user's intended tasks can be accomplished with 
high accuracy and completeness. This will have happened if the 
user gets a useful mental representation from the sound. This can 
be achieved if the intended structure of the data (explained 
through the Transformation and Tasks axes) and the perceptual 
structure of the sound (explained through interpretation levels 
axis) coincide. Therefore, it is important to ensure that every box 
in Figure 2 which contains information from the three 
dimensions has no design problems. Each of these boxes will be 
the focus of our systematic usability inspection. 
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4. USABILITY INSPECTION APPROACH FOR 
SONIFICATION APPLICATIONS 

The main approach of our inspection technique is to analyse the 
design rationale of the sonification application and its influence 
on how the users interpret the output sound. The information 
about the application is described from the designer’s point of 
view and is gathered through an interaction or interview with 
them. The information includes all the three tasks (users, 
interaction and application tasks) in each transformation process 
(Data, Acoustic Parameters, and Final Sound transformations). 
   

The design’s influence on each of interpretation levels is 
inspected by questioning and rationalizing every transformation 
processes based on the situation and contexts where the 
application will be used or operated. This is important as most 
products are designed and developed for a specific context of 
use. This context of use provides inspectors with a guideline 
about the application such as, ‘for whom the application is 
designed?', ‘where it will be used?' and ‘what it will be used for?' 
 

The inspection approach encompasses six main steps, starting 
from the initial preparation to the actual inspection by a team of 
inspectors and finally the analysis of results. The steps include: 

 
Inspection Materials Preparation Phase: 

  Step 1: Describe user goals and tasks; and the 
application’s context of use. 

Step 2: Analyse tasks of the sonification application 
Step 3: Define goals of each Interpretation level for 

each transformation process.  
Inspection Implementation Phase: 

Step 4: Inspect and find design problems or anomalies 
based on the Inspection Materials 

Analysis Phase 
Step 5: Manage and Analyse Inspection Results 

 
To show how this process works, we explain each of the 

above steps through an example of inspecting the Sonification of 
the movement of a joystick on a hand-held phone. The joystick is 
used to create alphanumeric characters as an optional method of 
text entry. The user moves the joystick to create a character, and 
every single movement will be converted into sound. The sound 
is used to assist users in learning how to move and create 
characters using the joystick correctly without having to look at 
the text display.  

4.1 Step 1: Describe user Goals and Tasks, and the 
application’s Context of Use.  

In general, an application is developed to help users achieve their 
goals and to carry out certain tasks successfully. Therefore, it is 
important for the inspector to know what these goals and tasks 
are that the user wants to achieve.  
 

Figure 3 shows an example of the goal, tasks and sub-tasks of 
the sonification of handphone joystick movement. All these goals 
and tasks are from the user’s points of view. This information 
should be gathered by the designer even before they start 
designing the application. 

 
Besides the users’ goals and tasks above, the contexts of 

where this application will be used and operated are also 
described. The examples of context of use are the characteristics 
of the main users of the application and the kind of situation and 
environments where the application will be used.   
    

Generally, we use the following four contexts of use- namely 
(1) users and user tasks; (2) application tasks, equipment and 
input/output; (3) Interface and Interaction; and (4) Environment; 
as shown in Figure 1 above [13][14]. These contexts are 
important for the inspector to know so that the application is 
assessed fairly and appropriately. This information also provides 
contextual validity of any problems or anomalies found by the 
inspector. Further examples of these context are shown below: 
 
1. User and User Tasks 

• User personality, experiences, knowedge, cognitive 
system, skills, motor system and perceptual system.  

2. Application Tasks, Equipments and input/output 
• Application Task – e.g. task flexibility, frequency, 

reliability etc. 
• Equipment and Technical – e.g. hardware, software, 

reference materials, network etc. 
• Input and output – depends on the transformation 

processes as described in the Data-Task State Diagram. 
3. Interface and Interaction 

• Interaction – as described in the Data-Task State 
Diagram 

• Interface and graphical user interface – e.g. graphical 
windows, menu etc. 

4. Environment 
• Physical environment – e.g. condition of the place 

where system is to be used, noise level, location etc. 
• Organization and social environment – e.g. group 

working, assistance etc. 
 

As an example for our sonic joystick application, in the 
context of ‘users and user tasks’ (in the sub context of users’ 
perceptual system) - ‘The users are presumed to have a normal 
auditory perceptual system'. By stating this, the inspector does 
not need to consider the user who has hearing problems. This 
gives the inspector an inspection scope and enables them to 
evaluate the application practically.  

4.2 Step 2: Analyse tasks of sonification application 

The tasks of the sonification application are analysed through our 
new Tasks-Data State diagram as shown in Figure 4. It is a 
combination of tasks analysis and state of data. It shows how the 

Figure 3: Example of goal and users tasks 

Goal 1: To write alphanumeric characters through a handphone 
    |           joystick  
    |__Task 1.1: Write an alphanumeric character 
          |___Task 1.1.1: use thumb to move joystick to create the  
          |                       character 
          |___Task 1.1.2: listen to whether or not the movement 
          |                       is creating the correct character                   
          |___Task 1.1.3: Confirm that the correct character 

                                   has been created 
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Interaction tasks 

User tasks 

Application tasks 

Input/Output 
(Data state) 

Passive State Active State 

data is transformed into different states and the tasks that are 
involved in the transformation. In previous research in 
visualization, Chi [15] introduced a Data State Model, however 
this diagram does not show tasks and interaction between users 
and the application. CCT (ConcurTaskTrees) [16] is an example 
of a good task diagram for explaining the interaction between the 
applications and the users. But this diagram does not show how 
the data is changed and converted into its different state. Our 
diagram uses concepts from both these diagrams to analyse the 
effect of users, the application and their interaction towards the 
transformation of the data into its final state. 

 
Figure 4: Example of a Task-Data State Model for a Sonification 

Application 
 

Without a good understanding about the design of the 
application being evaluated, it is quite difficult for the inspector 
to detect any problems or anomalies. Therefore, it is important to 
describe the application in as easy and informative a way, and in 
as much detail as possible to the inspectors. We propose to 
describe the sonification application by using our Task-Data 
State diagram because the diagram: 
o is easy to understand and use, therefore it improves 

communication between designers and inspectors. 
o gives the inspectors an overview of the application about 

how the data is transformed from its original condition into 
a final sound.  

 
As shown in Figure 4, the Task-Data State diagram consists 

of the three tasks (user, interaction and application tasks) which 
are placed in one of three transformations processes (data, 
acoustic parameters and final sound transformation) and two 
‘application states’ (passive and active states). Each task has 

inputs and outputs except for some user tasks, such as 
understanding or perceiving. The flow of this data changing 
processes is shown through arrows that going ‘in and out’ of the 
tasks as well as the input/output. 
 

In this diagram, we use application states (Passive/ Active) to 
describe situations where some sonification applications are in 
silent mode and only produce sound if there are interactions by 
the user. For example, in model-based sonification [2], the data is 
transformed into a physical model where the user can explore it 
by striking-interaction (as part of the design model) which results 
in a sound. This sound is taken as the sonification and is 
presented to the user as a sonic feedback of each interaction. In 
this diagram, we describe these two situations by dividing the 
tasks either as ‘passive state’ or as being in the ‘active state’. Any 
tasks that are involved in creating or changing the final sound 
while the application is running are described as active state. 
Tasks are considered to be in the passive state if there was no 
interruption and they were not involved in changing the final 
sound output while the application is running such as monitoring 
application where the user is only required to listen to the sound.  
 

From this diagram, the inspector can observe several useful 
pieces of information for the inspection process, for example:  
o the involvement of users in the production of the final 

sounds 
o the different states of the data before it is finally converted 

into sound  
o the flow how the application transforms the data into 

different states  
o detail tasks of data conversion in each transformation 

process 
o the flexibility of the application in reproducing different 

sound outputs  
o designer’s presumption towards what the users should know 

and do with the application 

4.3 Step 3: Define Goals of each Interpretation level for each 
transformation process 

The stated goal (in the inspection materials) for each 
transformation process lets the inspector knows what the designer 
wants to achieve for each transformation. These ‘transformation 
goals’ are gathered from the designer. The goals for ‘every 
interpretation level of each transformation’ give the inspectors an 
idea of what the user should interpret as the application’s output. 
These ‘interpretation goals’ can be constructed by the chief 
inspector together with the designer. Therefore, together, both 
these sets of goals give inspectors the designer’s point of view on 
what the application offers and what the user should do and 
know.  
 

Basili et al. [12] in their Goal Question Metric (GQM) 
approach describe goals in these four terms; purpose (what is it 
required to do?), issues (what qualities are important for the goal 
to be achieved?), objects (what is involved in carrying out this 
goal?) and viewpoint (who makes the judgments whether the goal 
is successfully achieved?). We will be using these terms in 
defining the goals for the inspection. This may seem rather 
abstract, but let us take a look at an example. The goals for the 
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phone application for the acoustic parameters perspective are as 
follows:- 
 
Goal for Acoustic Parameters Transformation  
 
[What is this transformation required to do?] 
Purpose: to create the sound’s position for all nine joystick contact points 
(from the data transformation process) by mapping every single point with 
one of the three pitch levels (mapped to vertical position) and one of three 
panning degrees (mapped to horizontal position).  
 
[What qualities are important for success?] 
Issue: to produce a correct sound representation (using 2D pitch-panning 
space) of the position of the joystick (based on its 9 contact points in 2D 
space). 
  
[What is involved?] 
Object/process:  
(1) All nine joystick positions [contact points of joystick movement by user] 
(2) Three levels of pitch [low, mid, high] 
(3) Three degrees of panning [left, centre, right] 
 
[Whose point of view is this goal?] 
Viewpoint: Designer (application point of view) 
 
Goal of Interpretation Levels in Acoustic Parameters 
Transformation 
 
(1) Selection  
Purpose: to detect different levels of pitch and degree of panning  
Issue: ability of user to differentiate distinct pitch levels and different 
degrees of panning 
Object/process:  
(1) Three levels of pitching [low, mid, high] 
(2) Three degrees of panning [left, centre, right] 
Viewpoint: User (designer’s point of view) 
 
(2) Reasoning 
Purpose: to deduce different positions based on different combinations of 
pitch and degree of panning 
Issue: ability of user to deduce and judge (correctly) the sound’s positions 
which are represented by different levels of pitch and panning 
Object/Process & viewpoint: as above  
 
(3) Hypothesizing  
Purpose: to interpret that pitch represents the ‘horizontal coordinate’ and 
panning represents the ‘vertical coordinate’ and there are three coordinate 
values each (producing 9 coordinate points) to represent a 2-dimension 
location of sound in 2D space. 
Issue: ability of user to identify roughly those coordinates in space  
Object/Process & viewpoint: as above  

4.4 Step 4: Inspect and find design problems or anomalies 
based on the Inspection Materials 

As mentioned earlier in this paper, the core idea of our technique 
is to understand the design rationale of the sonification 
application. Step 3 gave an idea of what the designer wanted to 
give the users, and their assumptions and expectations of what 
the user should understand. In other words, we try to understand 
how the designers rationalize the design of their application. If 
the designers’ assumptions and expectations are inappropriate, 
the application might cause problems for the user. The questions 
are, can we know whether or not the assumptions or expectations 
are good and correct? Is it possible for us to detect such problems 
prior to development?  
 

The inspection process will critically inspect the goals of 
every transformation and its interpretation levels as well as the 
tasks required to achieve them. For the purpose of inspection, we 

propose to ask questions on these goals and tasks through the 
four different contexts as in Step 1. The inspector needs to follow 
inspection procedure and uses a given inspection materials. The 
Inspection Materials is a package containing the necessary 
documents for inspections, such as ‘inspection instructions’ and 
‘problem writing forms’ that will be given to the inspectors. The 
Inspection Procedure explains the rules and regulations on how 
to do the inspection. 
  
4.4.1    Inspection Materials  
 
The inspectors will be provided with an Inspection Materials 
package containing information about the how the inspection 
should be done, and a description of the application being 
assessed. These include: 
1) Inspection instructions 
2) List of Users Goals and Tasks [refer to Step 1] 
3) Description of Context of use [refer to Step 1]  
4) Task-data state diagram [refer to Step 2] 
5) List of goals [refer to Steps 3] 
6) Feedback Form where the inspectors can write the 

problems. 
7) Any related and necessary documents such as Severity level 

reference, sketches of graphical user interface etc. 
 
4.4.2 Inspection Procedure 
Below are procedures to be followed by inspectors during 
inspection session. 
 
For each context of use, do the following; 
{ 

For each goal (Transformation, Selection, Reasoning and Hypothesizing) 
do the following; 

   { 
Work through the design (using the Task-Data State Diagram); 
{ 

Create questions based on the framework below: 
 
In terms of <<context of use that you are currently referring to e.g. 
User’s practical experience>> and based on <<the processes and 
objects of goals that you are currently referring to e.g User Task, data 
states etc.>> do you foresee any problems…: 
a) for the application to carry out the <<purpose>> and achieve the 

<<issue>> of the transformation process? 
b) for the user to do the <<purpose>> and achieve the <<issue>> 

of the Selection for the transformation? 
c) for the user to do the <<purpose>> and achieve the <<issue>> 

of the Reasoning for the transformation? 
d) for the user to do the <<purpose>> and achieve the <<issue>> 

of the Hypothesizing for the transformation process? 
 

While stepping through the design, use the question above and its 
related information from the context of use descriptions as your 
guideline to: 
 
a) Look for any possible failure scenarios that influence the usability 

of the application (describe the effects of the problem). 
b) Identify and detect any possible cause of the problems or 

anomalies of your scenarios above that may hinder the effective, 
efficient and satisfying use of the application (describe the cause 
of the effects). 

} 
      } 
} 

All the problems found will be rated by inspectors using a 
severity level (1 to 4) (adapted from Nielsen [17]). This rating is 
applied to prioritize the problems encountered. This is especially 
useful in deciding which problem is most critical and thus needs 
to be resolved first. The levels are: 
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1 = cosmetic problem - only needs to be fixed if extra  
time is available on project 

2 = minor usability problem – fixing this should be given low 
priority 

3 = major usability problem – important to fix, so should be 
given high priority  

4 = usability catastrophe – imperative to fix this before  
product can be released 

 
The inspectors need to repeat the same activities for other 

transformations and their interpretation levels. 
 

Below are several examples of questions which can be 
generated to inspect the phone joystick application from the 
STEP 1. 
 
Transformation: Data 
Level: Reasoning 
Context: User [Knowledge] 
Question: Could the user’s prior knowledge help them to match correctly 
the ‘moving direction of the joystick’ with the ‘predefined direction needed to 
represent the alphanumeric character’? 
 
Transformation: Final Sound 
Level: Interpretation  
Context: User [Perceptual System] 
Question: Could the user perceive the combination of different positions 
and directions of sounds as the shape of an alphanumeric character? 

4.5 Step 5: Manage and Analyse Inspection results 

In this step, all the problems will be gathered and classified by 
the chief inspector. The classification is based on the three 
transformations (data, acoustic parameters or final sound). Each 
problem will be listed with its frequency and severity level. 
Frequency shows how often the same problems are detected by 
different inspectors. The severity level is based on the average (if 
the frequency is more than one).  
 

The inspectors could also organize a meeting to discuss the 
feedback or problems they have found, especially to confirm the 
severity level. There is also the possibility that the problem they 
have reported is actually not a problem at all. This uncertainty 
might occur especially when a problem is found only by one 
inspector and is rated with severity level 1 (cosmetic problem). 
Through this meeting, inspectors can decide the final list of 
problems to be given to and considered by the designer. This is 
important in order to clarify the reliability of the classification 
method, as different people might have different opinions on 
which problem is the most serious. 
 

All feedback will be given to the designer and can be used as 
a guideline for improving their design before progressing to the 
development phase. 

5. EXPERIMENT & RESULTS 

An experiment to test this technique was conducted with 20 
subjects who are currently taking Masters courses at The 
University of York. 10 of the students are currently studying 
Music Technology and another 10 are studying Software 
Engineering.  

Figure 5 shows a total of 32 problems or anomalies detected 
by the subjects, of which 44% were classified as related to ‘data 
transformation, 9% as related to ‘acoustic parameters 
transformation’ and 47% as related to ‘final sound 
transformation’. This suggests that the technique is able to detect 
problems or anomalies that are specifically related to auditory 
display in addition to those related to the graphical interfaces.  In 
fact, more than 50% of the problems were related to sounds. 

 
The Music Technology students detected only 63% of the 32 

total problems while the Software Engineering students detected 
84% of the 32 total problems. The chart also suggests that having 
a background in music technology does not actually help with the 
detection of more problems or anomalies related to sounds or 
acoustics. The Software Engineering students detected more 
problems in data transformation. This might be because of their 
previous knowledge in the area of usability for graphical user 
interfaces.  

 

Figure 6 shows the problems in five severity levels; namely 
level 0, 1, 2, 3 and 4. These levels are used to give a rough idea 
to the designer of how critical and important the problem is. The 

Figure 5: Percentage of problems in three 
different transformation processes that found by 

inspectors from different background 
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Figure 6: Percentage of problems based on severity 
level for different background of inspectors 
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frequency of the problem can also be used as a guideline to their 
level of importance. If a problem is found by many inspectors, it 
is more likely to be important. Therefore, the frequency value can 
be used to rank the problems within the same severity level.  
 

In this experiment (as in Step 5), a general list of problems 
was given to all inspectors for severity level rating. Referring to 
Figure 6, it shows that 88% of the problems were found in level 
2; and only 6% in level 1 and 3.  Software engineering students 
seem to have detected more problems in level 2 compared to 
music technology students.  
 

During the inspection, the inspectors were required to 
describe the effects and the cause of the potential problems. 
Several examples are given below: 
 
Example 1: 
Failure story (effect of the problem):  

It is difficult to memorize the predefined alphanumeric characters 
especially for older people. 

Problem (cause of the problem):  
The number of movements for certain characters is quite high; you may 
need to reduce it.  

 
Example 2: 
Failure story (effect of the problem):  

The sequence of single sounds could be played too fast or too slow for 
certain users, which make it difficult for them to perceive the sound 
direction.   

Problem (cause of the problem):  
The users are not allowed to set their preferable sound speed.  

 
Example 3: 
Failure story (effect of the problem):  

The user may forget what they have written if they listen to the sound 
only after they release the joystick especially if the character took many 
steps or movements to create. It is also difficult to detect where the error 
is.   

Problem (cause of the problem):  
The application plays the sounds only after the user releases the joystick 
(or after the event) 

 

During the inspection, there were also several problem effects 
that the inspectors did not really know or quite sure its cause. In 
this case, it is the job of the chief inspector to identify the cause 
of the problem. Therefore, it is an advantage in this technique to 
ask the inspectors to create a failure story in the first place. This 
indirectly helps in detecting more problems even though the 
inspector does not really know which part of the application 
design causes them.  

6.   CONCLUSIONS AND FUTURE WORK 

In this paper we have introduced a new systematic usability 
inspection approach for sonification applications. The approach 
is based on our two new models called Sonification Application 
(SA) model and User Interpretation Construction (UIC) model. 
This approach gives the option for a designer to check their 
design before the development phase. This could save time and 
the cost of running an early user test. The idea of this approach is 
to primarily understand the design rationale and critically ask 
questions through it. In order to do this, we have explained five 
steps which include preparing inspection materials, implementing 
inspection and managing the result. In this paper, we also 
introduced briefly our Task-Data State model which is used to 

explain and describe how the data changes with the involvement 
of users.  
 

Based on this inspection technique, the designer will be able 
to receive feedback about the design in the form of problem type, 
number of problems, severity level of problems, and sometimes a 
solution or suggestion for the designer to consider. We found that 
by using this technique, we can check thoroughly the design 
starting from the raw data transformation through to the final 
sound for the user. Issues such as data insufficiency, sound 
density, sound structure, perception problems, environment 
influences, interaction etc. can be addressed through several 
critical questions. For the future work, we will do a comparison 
study between our new approach with an existing usability 
inspection approach such as the Walkthrough or Heuristic 
Inspection techniques.  
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ABSTRACT

This paper presents a novel approach for the interactive optimiza-
tion of sonification parameters. In a closed loop, the system auto-
matically generates modified versions of an initial (or previously
selected) sonification via gradient ascend or evolutionary algo-
rithms. The human listener directs the optimization process by
providing relevance feedback about the perceptual quality of these
propositions. In summary, the scheme allows users to bring in
their perceptual capabilities without burdening them with compu-
tational tasks. It also allows for continuous update of exploration
goals in the course of an exploration task. Finally, Interactive Op-
timization is a promising novel paradigm for solving the mapping
problems and for a user-centred design of auditory display. The
paper gives a full account on the technique, and demonstrates the
optimization at hand of synthetic and real-world data sets.

[Keywords: Sonification, Data Mining, Evolutionary Algorithms,
Parameter Mapping Sonification]

1. INTRODUCTION

Sonification, the auditory representation of data as sound, is a par-
ticularly attractive approach to investigate high-dimensional data
since sound allows easily to express a multitude of different char-
acteristics in a single sonic event, like for instance by using pitch,
level, source location and distance, timbre, timbre change, ampli-
tude envelope, etc. as dimensions. A frequently seen (or: heard)
sonification technique is Parameter Mapping Sonification (PMS),
where these attributes are computed by mapping different data fea-
tures [1, 2, 3]. A more generalized approach is Multidimensional
Perceptual Scaling (MPS), where a linear mixture of data vectors
is computed to obtain values to be mapped to acoustic features [4].

However, the more elaborate the techniques are to render data
displays (be it sonifications or visualizations), the more difficult
becomes the task of tuning the display, and/or adjusting the numer-
ous available method parameters. Until now, in most cases these
parameters are subject to manual adjustment by the user (who of-
ten is the same as the programmer of the sonification). However,
the problem here is that those who are able to understand the pa-
rameters and their role within the display are eventually not those
familiar with the data, or those who are best skilled in discerning
structure from the display (e.g. a physician with trained listening
skills and domain knowledge might be an excellent listener but
lack know-how to adjust parameters in a senseful way).

In this paper we introduce a novel approach to automatically
optimize parameters of sonification systems (demonstrated at hand
of a Parameter Mapping Sonification technique), so that the sys-
tem can be operated by the listener alone, without any need of

specific programming knowledge or knowledge about the sonifi-
cation technique. The key idea is to automatically create modi-
fied sonifications starting from either an initial parameter guess or
the previously selected sonification. These sonifications are pre-
sented to the user via a graphical user interface that allows the
user to specify their perceptual quality in terms of a relevance rat-
ing. The system incrementally adjusts an internal relevance map
in parameter space which is in the turn of the optimization loop
used to filter newly generated examples. This relevance-based
guidance towards promising regions in parameter space is com-
plemented by cost function terms for novelty and structural rich-
ness. In summary, a closed-loop adaptive interactive sonification
system emerges that is very intuitive to navigate. It enables an im-
proved work division between the programmer and the user of the
sonification system. A related approach, but applied for subjective
HRTF selection was discussed by Runkle et al. [5].

In detail, we have implemented two optimization techniques
to navigate the parameter spaces of sonification techniques, the
first using Evolutionary Algorithms, and the second using Gradi-
ent Ascend in different variants of a quality function. We introduce
the technique, and demonstrate its successful application at hand
of two data sets. Specifically we will show how clustering struc-
ture in data sets from classification problems can be discovered
and audible contrast can be maximized by using the technique.
We furthermore discuss the use of the technique beyond Parame-
ter Mapping Sonification in the field of exploratory data analysis.

2. RELEVANCE-BASED OPTIMIZATION OF
SONIFICATIONS

Relevance-based optimization aims at allowing users to operate
a sonification system without any knowledge of the sonification
techniques or the available parameters and their proper values.
This is achieved via an iterative optimization system where the
human user is able to concentrate on this judging task, removing
any distractions and other tasks during the interaction. In result,
starting either from an initial sonification or from the previously
selected sonification, modified sonifications are generated, and the
only task given to the user is to rate their quality, their relevance,
or their value to learn something about the data.

2.1. System Overview

For such a system to work we need to define various components
such as (a) a sonification technique to generate data representa-
tions, (b) a parameter space which covers a large set of potential
sonifications, (c) a technique to create descendants (or children)
sonifications for a given sonification, (d) a knowledge representa-
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tion collecting all user feedback during the interaction, (e) a user
interface that closes the loop. In this section, we describe the de-
veloped components with a particular focus on the most critical
component (c) which determines how novel descendants are com-
puted using the available knowledge gathered from user feedback.
Figure 1 shows an information flow diagram and all components.

Initial 
Parameters

Sonification 
Module

Rendering of 
Variants

User

GUI
Relevance Feedback 

& Selection
Playback

Navigation

Relevance 
Map

Data

Figure 1: Information Flow Diagram of the Relevance-based In-
teractive Sonification System.

2.2. Parameter Spaces for the Optimization of Sonifications

Any sonification technique can be formalized as a function s(X, θ, T )
that determines how a data set X and optional excitory actions T
will cause the creation of the sonification s. For many techniques
like for instance Parameter Mapping Sonification, the action T is
only a trigger. For Model-based Sonification [4], T includes the
detailed excitory interactions. Typically the sonification can be
specified by a parameter vector θ, which for Parameter Mapping
Sonification would include parameters of the mapping function.
Given a data set, optimizing a sonification means to find suited
parameter vectors θ that yield suitable sonifications s.

For the introduction of the technique we here use a generalized
linear Parameter Mapping Sonification: for each data vector ~xα

(row α in the data matrix X) an acoustic event φ(t; ~p) is computed
using a synthesizer algorithm, so that the resulting sonification is
the superposition of all individual events

s(X, θ, A) =

NX
α=1

φ(t, ~p(~xα; θ)) .

The dp-dimensional synthesis parameter vector ~p for the synth
φ is here computed via a linear mapping function for every d-
dimensional data vector ~x by

~p = A · ~x +~b

where A is a dp × d matrix and ~b a dp-dimensional offset vec-
tor. For the selected sonification technique, the parameter vector θ

would thus be the tuple (A,~b), and so it would have the dimension
dθ = dp · d+ d. The parameter vector θ takes the interpretation of
a genetic code to characterize the sonification technique. We will
now address the question how we can automatically create good
guesses for locations in parameter space θ that yield informative
sonifications.

2.3. The Quality Function for Optimization

For optimization in general it is valuable to know a quality function
Q(θ) at all possible parameter vectors θ and we would aim at find-
ing maxima of Q. If we would know Q, optimization would still
be difficult since Q could exhibit multiple local optima. However,
we do not have Q and suggest here a technique to iteratively con-
struct estimates for Q from the users’ relevance feedback. Since Q
is used to create guesses for candidates to be heard and reviewed in
the following iteration by the listener, we include besides a quality
term QR additional function terms: (a) a novelty term QN is used
to make unexplored regions of parameter space appealing, (b) a
structural quality term QS is introduced in the spirit of projection
pursuit techniques [6] to reward parameter regions that yield more
”interesting” sonification for the given data set. Altogether, opti-
mization will be performed in a closed loop at hand of a quality
function

Q(θ) = γRQR(θ) + γNQN (θ) + γSQS(θ)

where the functions change on each iteration at hand of the col-
lected feedback. The coefficients (γR, γN , γS) allow to specify
the subjective importance of the terms.

2.3.1. Relevance-based Quality Term

In the course of the iterative optimization, we allow the system
user to rate the quality of any heard sonification on a continuous
scale from -1 to 1, higher values to be given for subjectively bet-
ter sonifications. We thus incrementally collect a data set R =
{(θα, rα) : α = 1 . . . Nr} of scalar ratings rα in parameter space
θ. We now construct a continuous relevance map in θ-space by
using kernel regression with a gaussian multivariate kernel Kσ of
bandwidth σ

QR(θ, R) =

PNr
α=1 Kσ(θα − θ) · rαPNr

α=1 Kσ(θα − θ)
(1)

Thinking of QR as a topographic map, positive rated sonifications
cause smooth hills whereas negative rated sonifications carve val-
leys into the landscape as shown in Fig. 2. With every new rating
the relevance map is adapted to reflect all gained experience.

Figure 2: Illustration of a quality function as relevance map. Here
the parameter vector is 2D. S1, S2, S3 show a gradient-ascend-
based optimization.
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2.3.2. Novelty-based Quality Term

Taking curiousity as principle, we would like the system to be
drawn in a certain amount to those regions of parameter space
where we have no idea yet how the quality is. This can be mod-
elled by a novelty term that gives more positive answers the more
distant a parameter vector is apart from already explored param-
eter vectors. Mathematically a novelty term can be expressed in
different ways, we here suggest and use

QN (θ; R) = 1− 2 · exp

„
−minα ‖θ − θα‖2

2σ2

«
which increases with increasing distance from known parameter
vectors asymptotically to 1.

2.3.3. Structure-based Quality Term

Quality and novelty term alone would already allow a good inter-
active optimization. However, the bottleneck of the approach is
the human resource of providing feedback. How can we reduce
the number of examples to be reviewed (and thus to accelerate the
optimization) by knowledge of the optimizaton goal? Projection
pursuit [6, 7] is a visual technique that automatically generates in-
formative projections of data by maximizing a measure of interest-
ingness. The objective is that high-dimensional projections tend to
be gaussian distributed, and thus, the less gaussian a projection is,
the more informative is it. We here introduce a quality term that
measures the interestingness of a sonification at hand of a simi-
lar index. We can almost directly use structure evaluation indices
from projection pursuit in our specific case since the sonification
technique (linear parameter mapping) is structurally just a projec-
tion, the acoustic attributes being the projection axes. To keep the
approach simple, we focus only on the temporal organization of
the acoustic events. Given a parameter vector θ we obtain for the
data set X a set of onset values t1, t2, . . . , tN . To express their
structuring we use an entropy measure on the distribution of on-
sets. Since the onset range is always normalized to [0, tmax], we
compute a histogram of the onsets with

√
Nr bins and compute the

entropy by H(θ) =
P

i pi ln(pi) over all bins i where pi denotes
the relative frequency of occurrences in bin i. For our structure
measure, we would like low values both for the uniform distribu-
tion (which has the highest possible entropy H = Hmax) and also
the most concentrated distribution (entropy H = 0). We thus use
as structure term the quality function

QS =
8

Hmax

„
H(θ)− H(θ)2

Hmax

«
− 1

which is a paraboloid with a maximum at 0.5Hmax. The following
sections will explain how the structure term is used to improve the
rendering of better candidate sonifications for the next iteration.

2.4. Evolutionary Optimization

Evolutionary algorithms inherit from biological evolution to model
the efficient exploration of ’genetic codes’ (by mutation and sexual
reproduction) that produce species of good ability to survive, of-
ten expressed as ’fitness’. In our case, the parameter vectors can be
interpreted as ’chromosomes’, the sonifications are the described
species, and reproduction under mutation is achieved by copying
the parameter vector θ and adding some random noise vector. Fi-
nally, survival means for a chromosome that its sonification is se-
lected by the user. But even before that selection, we can introduce

evolutionary techniques to create the fittest selection of candidates
to be presented to the user. Assume that we need k parameter vec-
tors to be presented to the user for the next iteration, starting with
the previously selected chromosome θ(t) at iteration t.

ϑ(t-1)

ϑ(t)

ϑj
(t-1)

selected candidates

Figure 3: Chromosome reproduction with mutation in the Evolu-
tionary Algorithm: assuming k = 2, 14 chromosomes are gener-
ated and the 2 with best quality Q(θj) are selected.

We generate 7k mutations θj as shown in Fig. 3 by

θ
(t+1)
j = θ(t) + σ(t) · (θ(t) − θ(t−1)) + Φ(σ(t)

m ) .

This means that we maintain a directional drift (θ(t) − θ(t−1))
observed from the previous two iterations, and continue it while
adding some gaussian noise Φ(σ(t)) of variance σ(t)2 which al-
lows us to control the influence of mutations. Stronger mutations
allow a faster exploration of the parameter space, however, it may
result in many chromosomes unable to survive.

Using this stochastic optimization, we select k chromosomes
out of the 7k by taking those with maxium fitness according to our
quality function Q described above. Certainly, some conditions
must be checked on the generated chromosome, e.g. the parameter
components are restricted to the hypercube [−1, 1]dθ . Details on
these additional constraints can be found in [8]. Obviously, the
longer the interaction continues, the more probable it is to find
suitable, interesting and novel sonifications.

The optimization depends on some hyper-parameters, namely
the number k of sonifications to be reviewed every iteration, the
bandwidth σm for mutations, and bandwidth parameters within
the quality function terms. In general, it is advisable to start with
rather large values and to decrease these values during the ongo-
ing interaction according to an exponential decay schedule. Initial
values can typically be set in terms of parameter and data ranges.

2.5. Gradient-based Optimization

Gradient ascend on a quality function is a frequently used approach
in optimization and allows to find local optima [9]. Given a quality
function Q, we can simply compute an update step ∆θ by

∆θ = ε · ∇θQ = ε ·
„

∂Q

∂θ1
, . . . ,

∂Q

∂θdθ

«
At small learning rates ε we will move up-hill the function Q
and thus create a candidate for a better rated sonification parame-
ter vector. A key difference to the evolutionary approach is, that
here the quality function is directly used to generate candidates,
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while in the evolutionary approach it is merely used to measure
the fitness. Being potentially more direct than the stochastic search
via mutation in the evolutionary algorithm above, gradient ascend
faces in this form some problems: firstly, since there is only one
gradient of Q, how can we generate k different suggestions for the
next iteration?; secondly, gradient ascend bears the risk of getting
stuck in local optima in parameter space; and finally, the quality
function terms defined above are not differentiable, since they em-
ploy non-smooth functions like for instance min.

The key idea for the generation of several candidates using Q
is to balance the terms of Q differently for each descendant. The
descendants are computed by

θ
(t+1)
j = θ(t) + ε · (γR,j∇θQR + γN,j∇θQN + γS,j∇θQS)

and thus we use diffferent vectors ~γj = (γR,j , γN,j , γS,j) to de-
fine variations of quality functions that pronounce different as-
pects. For instance the vector ~γ = (0.2, 0.6, 0.2) mainly moves in
direction of increasing novelty in parameter space. For the gener-
ation of k descendants, we use the vectors (1, 0, 0), (0, 1, 0) and
(0, 0, 1) for the first three candidates, followed by random mixture
vectors ~γrnd normalized to length 1. As side effect we circumvent
the problem of getting stuck in local optima, since all the different
utilized quality functions have different optima and the functions
are updated with every iteration anyway.

As mentioned before, for the computation of the gradient we
need quality functions that can be differentiated. We have no prob-
lem with the QR as defined in eq. 1, but we need a modified nov-
elty term to simplify differentiation. Instead of a minimum com-
putation, we here use the average distance to all seen parameter
vectors θα as follows:

QN (θ) =
1

N

NX
α=1

„
1− 2 · exp

„
−‖θ − θα‖2

2σ2

««
For the structure term, we only replace the histogram computation
by a continuous density estimation using kernel density estimation
with a gaussian kernel. The mathematics gets more complex and
the derivations can be found in [8], however, this allows to com-
pute gradients in a straightforward way.

3. SYSTEM IMPLEMENTATION

The system for interactive optimization of sonification techniques
has been implemented in SuperCollider [10] and the free math-
ematics package Octave1. For using octave code within Super-
Collider, an interface class named OctaveSC has been developed
which is available at the OctaveSC website2 [11].

The system consists mainly of three SuperCollider classes:
MasterControl, SonControl and SonOptParMap, illustrated in Fig. 4,
which use a self-built Octave function library. The start script al-
lows interactive textual specification of the data set to be used, the
synthesizer code (as SC Synth) and various parameters of the opti-
mization system. From here, a MasterControl object is instantiated
with data set X , the number of descendants k per iteration, the to-
tal duration of single sonifications, the sc server to be used and a
flag to select the optimization method. Optional arguments are an
own synthesizer definition and a mapping function. By using such
scripts, maximum flexibility is gained, and sonification types can
be stored in a compact textual, human-readible form.

1see http://www.gnu.org/software/octave/
2see http://www.sonification.de/projects/sc

Master
Control

Start 
Script

SonOpt
ParMap

Son
Control

OctaveFunction
Library

OctaveSC

SonOpt
ParMap

Son
Control

Parent 1

1

k Childs

Figure 4: Diagram of the implemented software components for
the Relevance-based Interactive Sonification System.

MasterControl is the main control class which manages the
whole optimization process. It creates the GUI-window which en-
compasses some global control elements like an annealing slider
for a global bandwidth parameter, optimization-specific text fields
for global weights for the quality function terms in evolutionary
optimization, and it furthermore hosts GUI elements for the par-
ent/children sonifications as described next. MasterControl cre-
ates k SonControl objects which are the graphical presentations of
a sonifications. Each one contains one SonOptParMap object and
provides the rating slider and different buttons (play, load, save)
for user interaction, depending on whether the instance represents
a parent or a child. Finally, MasterControl activates the efficient
vector-based computation accomplished by the Octave function
library. This library contains algorithms to compute the quality
function Q(θ) for both gradient-based and evolutionary optimiza-
tion.

SonOptParMap encapsulates all functionality related to a sin-
gle sonification, given a data set, a mapping function and a synths
with dθ parameters. The most important function is to execute the
mapping function row-wise and to generate a score (as instance of
a SuperCollider Score). For further details, see [8]).

For user interaction, we use the standard SuperCollider GUI
elements under OS X, but using the SC GUI wrapper class by de
Campo would make the porting of our system to Linux or Win-
dows OS rather straightforward. Fig. 5 shows the main control
window for interactive optimization using the evolutionary algo-
rithm. On the left side, the user can adjust the optimization param-
eters (γR, γN , γS), or reset the map. The centered buttons at the
top allow to play the ’parent’ sonification, to change its rating via
the horizontal slider, or to save/load the SonOptParMap instances.

The slider on the right side depicts the actual annealing pa-
rameter: the higher the slider, the larger the jumping variance for
mutation, resp. the learning rate for gradient-based optimization.
The row of GUI elements below allows to trigger and review the
next generation of candidate sonifications. The sliders allow a con-
tinuous quality rating and are color coded, from bad ratings (red,
left) to good ratings (green, right). After reviewing the sonifica-
tions, one of them can be accepted using the ’Accept’-button. All
reviewed sonifications are then integrated into the knowledge base
for future quality function computations, and the accepted param-
eter vector is taken as ’parent’ for the next iteration.

Obviously, only very little know-how is required to understand
and use the interface. The simplicity of the interface favours a
full concentration on the sonifications and on the listening part.
Typicial sonifications suited to be explored with this technique last
about some seconds so that the complete sonification fits well into
short term memory and furthermore does not overly disrupt the
smooth flow of interaction.
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Figure 5: Graphical User Interface for Controlling Interactive Op-
timization of Sonifications, GUI for the evolutionary optimization
approach.

4. EXAMPLES

We will now present and discuss some examples of the interactive
optimization process on the basis of different optimization meth-
ods and two different data sets shown in Fig. 6. In both examples
we use discrete parameter mapping where each data item creates
an audible event. Different from the general explanation above,
the mapping itself is in detail a little more complex than apply-
ing an affine linear transformation. The data set is first normal-
ized (scaled to [0,1] along features), and mapping results (which
are constrained as a subset in [0,1]) are then scaled to [min, max]
ranges for each attribute. Only onset receives a special treatment
so that the min/max values after mapping are scaled to [0, total-
duration]. The additional scalings are done for practical reasons,
since some attribute values like frequency vary typically in the
range of 1000 while panning ranges from -1 (left) to 1 (right).

4.1. Searching for Clustering Structure

To demonstrate basic operation of our new approach we first use
a 2-dimensional benchmark data set (see Fig. 6.1), which con-
tains of two toppled, somewhat overlapping classes, and a single-
parameter sonification, where onset of granular sound events is
the only parameter. Specifically we use for sound synthesis the
very simple synthesizer code Out.ar(0, Pan2.ar( Blip.ar(440, 4), 0,
EnvGen.kr( Env.perc(0.001, 0.1, -4), 1, doneAction: 2))), so that
short harmonic sounds fill the sonification time. In result, the pa-
rameter space is 2D and visualizations of the resulting relevance
map can easily be depicted without loss.

The following sonification examples accompany the stepwise
assembling of a relevance map in evolutionary optimization, using
the simple 1D-synths described above. Quality ratings have been
given with the aim to emphasize the audible dispartment of clusters
in the Fisher data set and good exploration of the parameter space.
Sonification examples are available at [12].
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6.1: Fisher: synthetic 2D bench-
mark dataset
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6.2: 3D projection of Iris: 4D clus-
tering dataset

Figure 6: 2 clustering datasets of different dimensions.

We first used the default weights of the quality function: 0.4
for quality, 0.3 for novelty and 0.3 for structure and a small step
range of 0.3. The first samples were randomly generated and we
heard a basically gaussian structure. This was not very informa-
tive so we assigned a negative rating and selected the parent (hear
sound SF1). In this phase the relevance map was mainly affected
by the novelty term and possessed wide blue regions. The few
negative rated samples have drawn depth cavities in the surface
(shown in Fig. 7.1). Up to step 6 we have heard no good sam-
ples and distributed exclusively bad ratings near −1 (confer figure
7.3). But in step 6 we discovered one sonification which exhib-
ited an audible gap near the center of the sound, and we assigned a
good rating and chose this as following parent (hear example SF7).

In the following steps it was possible to get a more and more
audible break in the sounds: we find a maximum (hear sound SF10
and see Figs. 7.5 and 7.6). In this phase the generated sonifications
exhibited not anymore significant differences. After 24 steps with
no relevant modification, we now increased the range by setting
the vertical slider, and in addition we set the weight of the novelty
term up to 1 to better explore the entire parameter space. In result
we found another maximum (Fig. 7.7) of Q, and in turn the result-
ing relevance map shown in Fig. 7.8 is a complete and expected
representation of quality in parameter space. With sonifications
of 3-4 seconds and 5 children per iteration, the inspection of one
generation takes about 15-20 secs. Adding some time to specify
the quality ratings, one step thus takes around 30 secs. A full opti-
mization with 10 generations is thus completed within 5-6 mins.

4.2. Exploring Structure in the Iris data

The following example demonstrates a more realistic example.
The data set is the well-known 4D Iris data set [13] (see Fig. 6.2),
often used in pattern recognition and clustering. The data set con-
sists of 3 classes, 50 instances each and 4 numeric attributes where
each class refers to a type of iris plant, namely Iris Setosa, Iris
Versicolor, Iris Verginica.

For the Iris data set we utilize a 7-parameter synth with onset,
duration, frequency, brilliance, attack time, release time and stereo
panning as acoustic attributes.

We here chose evolutionary optimization with default weights
of Q set to 0.4 for quality, 0.3 for novelty and 0.3 for structure.
The first set of sonifications are rendered from randomly drawn
parameter vectors. They were not very interesting: a ladder of
decreasing events with little attack and release time (hear SI1).
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7.1: Optimization path after 3 steps
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7.2: Relevance map after 3 steps
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7.3: Optimization path after 7 steps
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7.4: Relevance map after 7 steps
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7.5: Optimization path after 7 steps
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7.6: Relevance map after 10 steps
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7.7: Optimization path after 37 steps
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7.8: Relevance map after 37 steps

Figure 7: Visualization of an optimization pass using the Fisher
data set after 3 interaction steps ( 7.1), 7 steps (7.3), 10 steps (7.5),
37 steps (7.7) and a 3D visualization of the relevance map after 10
steps (7.6) and 37 steps (7.8). Color indicates the quality of the
parameters in space θ from good (blue) over neutral (white) to bad
(red) as approximated by the quality function Q(θ).

The second sound is divided into 2 parts: a mixture of events with
little attack and release time of akin frequency in middle up to
left direction and a second stage of mixed events (hear SI2). The
first impression leads us to a assumption of 2 separated classes.
In the following samples we tried to increase the differences of
the rattle. After 2 iterations we found a sonification, that contains
some events with a higher brightness (number of harmonics) at the
end of the sound, so that they got a ”blob”-like ringing (SI4). Then
in step 7 we first hear a division of 3 classes: the first and second
class are divided by a small intermission, whereas the third class is
represented by both different frequency and number of harmonics
(SI7). Finally this trait was increasingly optimized until step 10 to
become more salient (SI10).

This is only one way to manifest structure in the iris data. We
can also accomplish the division with other parameters, like stereo
panning or amplitude, as demonstrated in the sonification exam-
ples SPan and SAmp which show the results of an active optimiza-
tion towards the salience of structure in these attributes. Generally,
the classes are represented by the mixture of different parameters,
but it is possible to maximize the influence of one targeted acous-
tic parameter during optimization. The advantage is that each user,
depending on his/her own hearing skills, can optimize the sonifi-
cation as preferred to extract maximal information from the sound
about the data within some minutes time.

5. DISCUSSION AND CONCLUSION

We have introduced a novel approach for interactively optimizing
sonifications by reviewing iteratively derived sonifications. Con-
ceptually relevant, our approach decouples the skills of program-
ming sonifications and judging sonifications. Whereas past ap-
proaches often require the user to bring together knowledge about
the parameters or the sonification technique, this approach frees
the user from such burden, and allows a clear focus on the listening
part. In result, the user acts like a navigator who merely controls
the course of optimization flow by high-level feedback, guiding
the system to parameter space regions with attractive perceptual
qualities.

In this paper, we have presented a special implementation of
this idea using the sonification technique of Parameter Mapping
Sonification (PMS), which is still the most wide-spread sonifica-
tion approach. While, however, in many practically seen (better:
heard) PMSs, data features and acoustic parameters are connected
one-to-one, our generalized approach allows arbitrary linear mix-
tures. We’d like to emphasize that the technique is not only capable
of optimizing general PMSs, but also other types of sonifications,
such as audifications, Model-based Sonifications, or even Parame-
terized Auditory Icons.

A key element in our optimization system is the successive
storage of all considered candidates’ parameter vectors together
with their quality rating. This does not only allow the system to
compute a relavance map to predict the quality of any randomly
drawn sonification parameters, it furthermore allows – as an anal-
ysis target beyond the scope of this paper – to better understand hu-
man listening and the relation of complex auditory stimuli to their
capabilitiy to evoke human perceptions of structured qualities. For
instance, consider that the user is asked to actively create sonifica-
tions where data clusters emerge as perceptual clusters. By using
our approach it can be found to what degree acoustic parameters
best contribute to the creation of this perceptual high-level qual-
ity. While such applications of our system actually represent more
a side-effect than the main goal, we regard the use of interactive
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sonification as an experimental technique for cognitive analysis of
human listening to complex stimuli as highly attractive.

Concerning the optimization, we have demonstrated two com-
plementary approaches for creating useful candidates: (a) an evo-
lutionary approach which generates descendents (or their param-
eter vectors which might be called ’chromosomes’) via mutation:
random changes, followed by a pre-selection of the best (fittest)
descendants give rise to a new generation of sonification to be re-
viewed by the user, and (b) gradient-based optimization, where the
different candidates follow the gradient in different variants of the
quality function created by weighting functional terms specifically.
Thus, there is always a candidate with optimal novelty, quality, and
structure to be reviewed in the set. Both approaches are useful, and
while the latter one may be more goal-oriented in settings where
the quality map is in fact rather smooth, the first approach may be
superior for complex settings and a stronger exploration.

The reader may have the impression that such sonifications are
so strongly tuned to the subjective preferences of the user that they
may not be particularly ’objective’ to communicate structural fea-
tures in the data. However, sonification is actually always the re-
sult of strongly subjective tuning of parameters. Furthermore, each
mapping is equally valid as true representation of the data. Only
the combination of different (sonic) ’views’ may yield a more ’ob-
jective’ overall impression of structures in the data. The following
example may show in what way the optimization is highly useful
besides the subjective exploratory value for the subject: Consider
for instance the optimization of perceptual contrast between the
first and second half of a EEG time-series sonification, e.g. for a
situation where some particular event occurs. The maximization
of perceptual contrast may yield sonification parameters that are
suited to be used with other data, e.g. to discover similar events
in non-labeled data reviewing. Thus the aim is not to ’mis-tune’
one sonification in order to express whatever you like, but to create
highly specific, contrast-maximizing sonifications that are likely to
operate particularly well for other data sets of comparable typol-
ogy.

Finally, we have demonstrated the system’s capability to find
structure in a low-dimensional clustering benchmark data set, so
that the relevance map can easily be visually inspected, and shown
operation on a real-world data set. We currently work towards real-
world application of Interactive Contrast Maximization for com-
plex time series, and we particularly continue our research towards
the development of more tightly coupled human-computer interac-
tive sonification systems by means of continuous interactions.
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ABSTRACT

Cell phones and other mobile devices let people receive 
information anywhere, anytime. Navigation information –
directions and distance to a destination, interesting nearby 
locations, etc. – is especially promising. However, there are 
challenges to delivering information on a cell phone, particularly 
with a GUI. GUIs aren’t ideal when a person’s visual attention is 
elsewhere, e.g., scanning for landmarks, assessing safety, etc. 
And they don’t work at all for blind people, who particularly 
need navigation assistance.

Our work responds to this challenge. We investigate 
the use of two non-visual techniques for delivering navigation 
information, speech and sonification [[3], . We conducted an 
experiment to compare user performance with and preference for 
the two techniques, in both single task (navigate to a target) and 
dual task (navigate to a target and respond to an auditory 
stimulus) conditions. Users performed better with and preferred 
sonification in both conditions. We discuss the implications of 
these results for the design of navigation aids. 

[Keywords: Navigation, sonification, speech, cognitive load, 
secondary task]

1. INTRODUCTION

Mobile devices have raised the promise of the right information 
being there for you whenever you need it, wherever you are. 
Applications have been built that let people find nearby friends
[2], get information about places of interest [2], and remind 
themselves of tasks they need to do [14], among other uses. One 
particularly useful type of information is navigation assistance. 
For example, if you’re driving in an unfamiliar area, a timely 
prompt can help you take the right exit. 

Navigation aids are even more useful for blind people. 
Full participation in modern society requires independent
mobility. It’s so simple that most people take it for granted, but 
finding one's way across campus to a class or locating one's 
doctor's office in a large medical center be difficult or impossible 
for people who are blind or visually disabled. Existing aids such 
as the white cane and guide dog are of great help, particularly in 
avoiding obstacles along the way. However, they don’t solve 
other key problems faced by visually disabled people, including 
route planning, learning spatial layouts, discovering landmarks, 
and delivering information necessary to navigate to a destination.

Graphical users interfaces (GUIs) are not a good choice 
for delivering navigation information on mobile devices. First, 
blind people cannot use them. Second, sighted people typically 
have their visual attention elsewhere, whether while driving (on 

the road) or walking (e.g., scanning the environment for
landmarks, familiar faces, or potential dangers). Thus, using a 
GUI would disrupt their attention. 

This reminds us that navigation doesn’t happen in 
isolation. While traveling to a destination, one might be driving 
and following traffic signs, or walking and talking on a cell 
phone. These activities all take cognitive resources. Concurrent
secondary tasks can create potential hazards. For instance, using 
cell phones while driving increases time to notice and react to 
road signals and dangers. Therefore, it is important to find an 
information delivery technique that reduces distraction and 
imposes minimal cognitive demands.

There are three types of non-visual information 
delivery techniques to consider: speech, sonification, and haptics 
(tactile output). In the research reported here, we implement and 
experimentally compare two techniques – speech and 
sonification. We do this not just when navigation is the only task, 
but also when users have to attend to another auditory task. We 
are particularly interested in secondary tasks that involve 
listening to speech, since navigation often is done while listening 
to speech: people walk while talking to friends, and drive while 
talking to passengers or listening to the radio.

Many factors influence people’s need for navigation 
information: familiarity with an area, mode of transport (walking, 
driving, bicycling), type of area (inside or outside, city streets vs. 
college campus), and degree of visual ability (from fully sighted 
to completely blind). In the current research, we have abstracted 
away from these factors, concentrating instead on fundamental 
issues of how people perceive audio information.

To evaluate the use of speech and sonification for 
delivering navigation information, we designed a simple 2D 
virtual space (see Figure 1). The space contains a single target 
destination. Users move in the space with a mouse or other 
pointing device. Speech or sonification instructions direct users 
toward the target. Obviously, this virtual space is much simpler 
than the physical world; e.g., real space is 3D, contains obstacles, 
typically there are environmental sounds, etc. Nevertheless, it is 
sufficient to let us make basic comparisons of the effectiveness of 
speech and sonification for conveying navigation information.

Figure 1. Virtual space with a single target object

We evaluated the performance of speech and 
sonification systems in a controlled experiment. Twenty
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blindfolded1 subjects navigated to the target from several 
different starting points. They then repeated the process while 
doing a secondary auditory comprehension task, letting us 
investigate the extent to which speech and sonification impose 
cognitive demands and distractions.

The remainder of the paper is organized as follows. We 
begin with a discussion of related work in speech and 
sonification technology and navigation aids, and then introduce 
our experimental platform. The heart of the paper describes our 
experiment, research questions and methods, followed by our 
results. We conclude with a brief summary and a discussion of 
future work. 

2. BACKGROUND & RELATED WORK

2.1. Sonification output

To create an effective sonification it is important to 
choose a correct polarity and mapping of data dimensions to the 
audio dimensions [26]. Positive polarity means that changes in 
both sonification parameters and data occur in the same direction 
(higher pitch  higher temperature). An increasing pitch 
identifies increasing temperature and vice versa. The change in 
different directions (higher  lower) creates negative polarity. 
Additional considerations must be taken into account when 
designing sonifications for visually disabled people. Studies have 
shown that blind and sighted people largely agree in their 
perception of polarities, but there are exceptions. The study by 
Walker and Lane [25] showed that sighted and non-sighted 
participants agreed on the polarities representing temperature, 
velocity, and pressure, but disagreed on the polarity for money.
Since this is quite different information than what a navigation 
aid must convey, it remains an open issue whether sighted and 
blind users will agree on polarities for navigational sonifications.

Successful sonifications have been created for 
monitoring (in hospital environments), data analysis, and 
exploration tasks [9]. Sonification for a medical workstation [5]
is an example of an effective audio display; medical students  
identified an emergency situation more quickly than visual and 
audio+visual displays. A pilot study of the Marketbuzz system 
[22], representing real-time financial data used by financial 
traders, demonstrated that sonification increased accuracy in 
monitoring the data change. Another successful non-speech 
audio system was created for representing geographical 
information Error! Reference source not found.; users were 
able to recognize geographical data distribution patterns.

Currently there are very few guidelines for designing 
effective sonification. Even though sonification designs are 
created for a variety of data, there has been little research on the 
use of sonification to support navigation in geographical space. 
Thus, we complement previous work by focusing on this 
problem.

                                                          
1 Blindfolding simulates blindness, a common method in studies 
of assistive technologies for blind people. Obviously, it would 
have been trivial for sighted people to get to the target. This 
study did not attempt to test how well sighted people could use 
speech or sonification in situations where their visual attention 
was occupied elsewhere. As discussed below, that is a matter for 
future work.

2.2. Speech output

Speech has several advantages for navigation systems. It is very 
good at expressing precise information, e.g., times (“1 hour and 7 
minutes”), distances (“2.5 kilometers”), or place names (“Walter 
Library”). People already understand speech and do not need to 
learn new words and expressions to follow spoken instructions in 
a language they know. Speech is very expressive, so it can 
represent a wide variety of information (“The gym closes at 3 pm 
every Friday”). 

Speech has shortcomings, too. Understanding speech 
requires active listening and interpretation, and thus can draw 
attention away from any other concurrent tasks. For example, it is 
hard to talk on the phone while actively listening to the news on 
the radio. It is hard to communicate dynamically changing 
information. Suppose you are walking quickly and would like to 
hear whether each step takes you closer to a target location. You 
might take several steps while still listening to a message telling 
you whether your third step in the past was in the right direction. 
Making sense of speech messages for navigation may require use 
of short-term memory. For example, if a sequence of navigational 
messages includes items such as “125 meters to the target” and  
“134 meters to the target”, you need to remember previous items 
and compare several items to tell whether you’re going in the 
right direction. The longer the messages are, the harder they are 
to remember [24]. Finally, navigation messages typically must be 
synthesized. Pronunciation and speech quality also affect the 
amount of effort needed to process speech messages [[20], [11]]. 
While synthesized speech has improved dramatically, it still 
doesn’t sound quite natural; therefore, it can be more difficult to 
process than natural speech. 

2.3. Comparison of speech and sonification 

Because of these shortcomings, we wanted to evaluate the use of 
sonification to deliver basic navigational information. Units of 
sonification are shorter than most words in a language. A unit 
can be a single musical tone, i.e. a tone coming from the right 
speaker means that the target is on the right. A sequence of 
sonification has many properties – volume, tempo, pitch, 
balance, and reverberation – that can be manipulated to represent 
information. For instance, temperature could be represented by 
pitch, with higher pitches meaning higher temperatures and lower 
pitches lower temperatures. Factors such as system properties, 
environment, and the type of information that must to be 
communicated usually determine the choice of audio type [21]. 
Speech is better (or the only choice) for symbolic information 
and precise data, such as location and event names, times, or 
absolute distances. Sonification’s shorter units make it well 
suited for conveying rapidly changing data such as relative 
distance and orientation.

2.4. Navigation assistance systems

Significant work has been done on developing navigation aids 
for blind users. As mentioned before, the results of this work also 
are useful for sighted users when their visual attention is 
occupied with other activities. Most state of the art navigation 
aids convey information to the user via speech or electronic 
Braille displays. Given our focus, we concentrate on speech 
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output systems. We also discuss several systems that use 
sonification and haptic output. 

Navigation System for the Blind by Loomis [12]
employs spatialized synthesized speech messages. A user hears a 
speech message as if it was coming from a certain location. 
Directional spatialization was accomplished with virtual displays 
that utilize head-related transfer function (HRTF) Error! 
Reference source not found. also known as anatomical transfer 
function (ATF) to produce the appropriate signal. HRTFs 
simulate more realistic 3D sound with headphones than with 
speakers. One disadvantage of using headphones in the 
navigation system is that they block environmental cues, which 
are also helpful for both sighted and non-sighted people [23]. 

The Robotic Guide [10] consists of various sensing and 
computational equipments placed on a platform with wheels. 
Users hold a leash attached to the platform and follow the robot. 
The movement of the Robotic Guide tightens or releases the 
leash giving tactile feedback to the user. Users interact with the 
Robotic Guide through speech and a wearable keyboard. The 
Robotic Guide gives users auditory feedback in the form of 
speech and auditory icons [6]. Auditory icons convey 
information about an object or an event using sound effects 
closely related to an actual object or event, i.e. a water fountain 
can be represented using the sound of running water. 

Our research compares speech and sonification for 
delivering navigation information. Similar work was done by 
Loomis [13], who compared virtual tones to speech. The virtual 
tones were spatialized to make the sound appear to come from 
the location of the target. The system played an on-course tone, 
which changed to a “whooping” sound when the user went in the 
wrong direction. Periodically, the tones are accompanied with 
speech messages conveying the distance. Experimental 
evaluation found that speech did not perform significantly better 
than virtual tones.  The two techniques were evaluated for a 
single navigation task. Our research extends that of Loomis by 
exploring different sonification techniques and evaluating speech 
vs. sonification when a secondary task is introduced. 

A few systems also utilize tactile feedback. One major
advantage of tactile feedback over audio is that it does not block 
ambient sounds, which can be very important during navigation. 
For example the noise of cars informs a person about an 
intersection, or the sound of footsteps indicates an approaching 
person.

The CyARM system [17] uses tactile output to convey 
information about distance. Haptic feedback [15] is delivered 
with a motor-wire attached to the user’s belt. When the distance 
between the user and an object decreases, the wire shortens and 
vice-versa. On the one hand, this method seems intuitive because 
it has the natural mapping of a hand extending to reach an object. 
On the other hand, it is not feasible in situations when arms are 
busy with other tasks (holding a phone, carrying a bag, using a 
steering wheel) because the motor-wire constrains arm 
movement. People with visual disabilities often like to use a 
white cane and/or a guide dog along with any technological aid. 
Restricting their arms’ movement might require abandoning 
existing aids. Audio feedback does not have this limitation so is 
worth exploring.

The Haptic Eyes system [16] assists users in navigation 
by using different types of vibrations. Haptic Eyes collects visual 
data and converts corresponding images into haptic cues. These 
cues are delivered to the users by the mobile phone vibrators 

attached to the shoulders. Vibrating signals represent specific 
types of information, i.e. stop-danger (strong signal on both 
shoulders), or turn left (strong signal on the left shoulder, weak 
signal on the right shoulder). Even though this approach seems 
promising, we chose to primarily focus on audio feedback. The 
dimensions of audio feedback (vocabulary, sound properties) are 
richer than dimensions of vibration and thus might be more 
suitable to provide sufficient navigational information.

3. EXPERIMENTAL PLATFORM FOR EVALUATING 
THE DELIVERY OF NAVIGATION INFORMATION

For our purposes, the task of the navigation assistance system is 
to convey the information necessary to reach a target. (In a 
complete system, other types of information, e.g., concerning 
nearby obstacles and hazards, also must be conveyed. We do not 
address this in the current research). We concentrate on two basic 
types of information: distance to the target and orientation to the 
target. 

In our 2D virtual space, the user’s current position is 
represented by the cursor position. Distance to the target is 
represented in pixels. This was suitable for our purposes because 
we needed to convey to users whether they were moving closer to 
or further from a target. Thus, absolute distance and the distance 
unit really didn’t matter. Orientation to the target has four 
possible values: up, down, left, and right. We also want to notify 
users when they run into one of the “walls” that define the edges 
of the virtual space. 

We next discuss how distance and orientation 
information is conveyed in our two different techniques, speech 
and sonification.

3.1. Speech

As users move through the virtual space, a synthesized male 
voice continually tells them their distance and orientation from
the target. Messages articulate orientation + distance, e.g., “left 
23” or “right 15”. When the user is directly above or below the 
target, no orientation information is provided, e.g., a message 
simply would be “42” or “87”. Users figure out whether the 
target is up or down just by moving (the mouse) up or down in 
the space, since this makes the distance reported increase or 
decrease. We did not include “up” or “down” orientation in the 
speech output to make it equivalent to the sonification output 
(see discussion below).

3.2. Sonification.

A sequence of tones is generated continuously as a user moves 
through the virtual space. The properties of the tones (pitch and 
tempo) are dynamically modified to represent the user’s distance 
to the target object. Both increase when users are moving closer 
to the target and decrease as they move away – higher pitch and 
faster tempo  closer, lower pitch and slower tempo  further.

To communicate the distance we chose pitch and 
tempo because they map well to human steps. Quicker steps 
towards the target indicate decreasing distance and time to reach 
the target. When you increase the speed of the steps, the distance 
to the target decreases more quickly. In this case, tempo and 
pitch polarity is negative; increasing tempo and pitch correspond 
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to decreasing distance and time needed to reach the target. The 
study will help to verify whether pitch and tempo do indeed map 
naturally to the distance between the user and the target. 

Orientation to the target is represented with a simple 
audio spatialization (panning): when the target is left of a user, 
the sound stream comes only from the right speaker/headphone, 
and when the target is to the right, sound comes only from the 
left. When the target is directly above or below the user, sound 
comes from both the left and right. The source of the sonification 
sound (left or right speaker) maps naturally to the direction of the 
sound coming from the target object. The study will attempt to 
show whether a simple spatialization (left, right, or both 
speakers) is effective to communicate the orientation of the 
target.

This simple technique doesn’t distinguish whether the 
user is above or below the target; however, as we mentioned, 
users can move the mouse to determine which is the case. Follow 
up work can create sonifications to convey orientations including 
“forward” and “back” as well as “up” and “down,” which are
relevant when stairs and elevators are present. Clearly, additional 
audio properties could be used to allow a richer distinguishing of 
orientation; however, we found our simple technique both 
acceptable to users and sufficient to investigate our research 
questions. 

Our designs of speech and sonification feedback, even 
though limited, convey equivalent information: relative distance 
and orientation. We believe that this simple design allows us to 
evaluate the relative utility of speech and sonification output and 
identify the advantages of both audio types.

3.3. Walls  

Both systems notify users when they “run into” one of the walls 
of the 2D space with one of the following spoken messages: “left 
wall”, “right wall”, “front wall”, and “back wall”. 

3.4. Implementation   

We used the Java sound API 1.4.2 [19] and FreeTTS 1.2 
[1]speech synthesizer to generate speech and manipulate the 
sound properties on the test interface, while the virtual space and 
user interaction was implemented with the Java Swing GUI 
toolkit [8]. 

4. RESEARCH QUESTIONS

We organize our work around the following questions.
RQ1. Is sonification more effective than speech at delivering 
basic navigation information (distance and orientation to a target 
destination)?
RQ2. Is sonification more effective than speech at delivering 
basic navigation information in the presence of a secondary 
(speech comprehension) task?
RQ3. For both single and dual task conditions, what are subjects’ 
subjective preferences for speech and sonification?

5. THE EXPERIMENT 

5.1. Subjects 

Subjects included 20 university students (10 male and 10 
female). No subjects reported any hearing problems. None of the 
subjects were visually disabled, and they were blindfolded during 
the experiment.

We are aware that the perceptions of sighted people 
can be different from the perceptions of people who are blind. 
People with different forms of visual disabilities also need 
different information to navigate effectively [4]. Nevertheless, we 
speculate that it is likely that feedback (speech or sonification) 
that is less cognitively demanding for sighted individuals is also 
less cognitively demanding for blind individuals. Of course, to 
verify this assumption, future research studies, which include
blind participants, are needed.

5.2. Design

The design was within-subjects and each subject carried out 20 
trials. Each trial required the subject to navigate from a start 
point to a target. Trials were grouped as shown in Table 1. 

Single Task {Speech, Sonif} ST1, ST2, ST3, ST4, ST5

{Speech, Sonif} ST1, ST2, ST3, ST4, ST5

Dual Task {Speech, Sonif} ST1, ST2, ST3, ST4, ST5

{Speech, Sonif} ST1, ST2, ST3, ST4, ST5

Table 1: Experimental tasks {ST1 – starting point 1, ... , 
ST5 – starting point 5}

First, we examined the performance of speech and 
sonification when the participant had only the single task of 
navigating to a target destination from different starting points. 
Second, we evaluated speech and sonification when the 
participant had to do two tasks simultaneously: navigate to the 
target and respond to a spoken sequence of letters (details to 
follow). Within the single task and dual task conditions, speech 
and sonification were counterbalanced: half the subjects heard 
speech first, and half heard the sonification first. The 
counterbalancing was independent for the single task and dual 
task. Within each of the main four conditions (Single-Task / 
Speech, Single-Task/Sonif, Dual-Task/Speech, Dual-Task/Sonif), 
subjects did 5 navigation trials. In each trial, subjects were 
positioned at a start position in the space and had to navigate to a 
target. The target was the same in all trials, and there were 5 
different starting points ST1, ST2, ST3, ST4, ST5 (see Figure 2). 
Each starting point was the same distance from the target, and the 
sequence in which subjects commenced from the starting points 
was the same across subjects and conditions. 

Figure 2. Virtual space configurations used for the 
experiment: one target and five different start points

5.3. Secondary Task. 

For the secondary task, we selected a simple version of the N-
Back task [18] that introduced additional cognitive load. Subjects 
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had to listen to a spoken sequence of letters and give a verbal 
response when the sequence “k, k” occurred. For example, a 
sequence “c, m, n, k, k, b, k, p, k, k” should trigger two 
responses. All subjects heard the same sequence of letters.

5.4. Performance Measures

For both the single task and dual task, time to reach the target 
was measured. (All subjects reached the target on all trials). For 
the dual task, we also counted the number of correct and missed 
responses.

5.5. Equipment

Two laptop computers were used during the study. The first 
computer contained the software that generated the 2D space and 
produced the navigation audio output. Subjects heard navigation 
sounds via stereo headphones worn over both ears. Other types 
of audio output devices that users might prefer are also available: 
small clip-on shoulder- or collar-mounted speakers, headphones 
worn near the ear, or tubelike headphones worn in the ears [7]. 
Headphones and speakers that are not worn inside or over the 
ears block ambient sound less and therefore are potentially better 
for navigation. 

The second computer generated the spoken sequence of 
letters for the secondary task. This audio was articulated with a 
female voice and came from speakers. This was done to emulate 
what we consider a reasonable usage scenario for a navigational 
assistance: a user is receiving navigational information through 
headphones, while potentially needing to attend to ambient 
sound or speech from the environment.

5.6. Survey 

After completing the Single Task condition, and again after 
completing the Dual Task condition, subjects completed brief 
surveys. They were asked to judge factors such as ease of use of 
the two output techniques, audio quality, difficulty of doing two 
tasks simultaneously, and subjective factors such as fun. Most 
survey questions were evaluated based on the Likert scale (1-
Strongly Disagree to 5-Strongly Agree). 

6. RESULTS 

6.1. Single Task 

Subjects navigated to the target significantly faster with 
sonification than with speech. For sonification, the mean time 
was 20.6 seconds, and for speech, the mean time was 26.9 
seconds (t-test; n=100, df=198, t=2.36, p=0.02). Figure 3 shows 
the mean times for subjects to reach the target for the five 
different start configurations. 
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Figure 3. Mean time to target during the single-task 
condition for sonification and speech                                                           

{ST1 – starting point 1, ... , ST5 – starting point 5}

Responses to the survey were consistent with the 
quantitative results. 65% of subjects believed that they could find 
the target faster with sonification. Further, there was a slight 
tendency for subjects to consider it easier to navigate with 
sonification than speech. On a scale from Strongly Disagree (1) 
to Strongly Agree (5), 70% of subjects said it was easy to 
navigate with sonification, while 50% said it was easy to 
navigate with speech. However, the difference in mean scores 
(3.8 for sonification, 3.2 for speech) was not significant (t-test;
n=20, df=38, t=1.58, p=0.12). When asked to directly choose 
which technique was easier to navigate with, subjects were 
evenly split. Finally, 65% of the subjects thought using 
sonification to navigate was more fun than using speech. This 
was consistent with remarks from several subjects that searching 
for a target was like playing a game: they even wanted to know 
how they performed in comparison to other subjects.

Subject responses to opened-ended questions on the 
survey shed more light on their preferences. A common theme 
was that sonification was quicker and required less cognitive 
effort:

 I don’t need to use my brain to think higher or lower number using 
non-speech system. I just feel the tone and switch to find the target.
Non-speech gave more rapid updates  allowed for a quicker 
response.
Non-speech is faster because there is less thinking involved… It’s 
more natural because you are not comparing numbers.

On the other hand, some subjects praised the precision of speech:
Numeric distance was handy, beeps in non-speech audio pretty far 
apart.
Leaning towards speech, the distance indicator versus the tempo 
allowed me to take larger “steps” towards the target.
Easier to distinguish speech than to figure out where the beeps come 
from and what the beeps indicated.

6.2. Dual Task

In the dual task condition, subjects once again reached the target 
significantly faster with sonification. And the advantage 
increased: the mean time for sonification was 19.7 seconds, and 
for speech it was 32.9 seconds (t-test; n=100, df=198, t=4.32, 
p<0.01). Figure 4 shows the mean times for subjects to reach the 
target for the five different start configurations. 
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Figure 4. Mean time to target during the dual-task 
condition for sonification and speech

Compared to the single task condition, speech slowed 
down (from 26.9 seconds), while sonification actually got 
slightly faster (from 20.6 seconds). Neither change was 
significant, although the slowing down for speech neared 
significance (t-test; p=0.06), but the speed up with sonification 
did not (t-test; p=0.7). Figure 5 and Figure 6 detail the change for 
each of the 5 different start conditions. The increase in time for 
the speech condition isn’t surprising. We expected that the 
additional cognitive processing required for the secondary task 
would reduce the amount of attention subjects could devote to 
the primary task of navigation, and thus would make it take 
longer. Further, it isn’t surprising that speech was affected more 
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than sonification, since the secondary task also consisted of 
spoken output that subjects had to attend to. It is surprising, 
however, that subjects actually sped up in the sonification 
condition. We discuss this further below.
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Figure 5. How the secondary task affected sonification 
performance
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Figure 6. How the secondary task affected speech 
performance

Analysis of the subjects’ letter responses again showed 
an advantage for sonification (Table 2). In the sonification 
condition, the subjects (collectively) heard a total of 318 “k k” 
sequences. They identified 266 of these sequences, or 83%. In 
the speech condition, the subjects (collectively) heard a total of 
563 “k k” sequences. They identified 363 of these sequences, or 
64%.  Examining the performance of individual participants 
suggests that there are differences in the individual abilities for 
both sonification and sonification conditions. Nevertheless, it is 
not conclusive that individual differences have a stronger effect 
on one type of audio.

Sonification
Total Mean Min Max Std Dev

Number of letter 
pairs heard

318 3 1 23 3.02

Correctly 
identified pairs

266 3 0 9 3.04

Speech
Number of letter 
pairs heard

563 6 1 22 4.4

Correctly 
identified pairs

363 4 0 14 2.75

Table 2: Letter responses statistics for sonification and 
speech conditions

Responses to the survey reinforced the quantitative 
results. First, subjects confirmed that the secondary task imposed 
increased cognitive demand. While 40% of subjects said that 
they had to concentrate hard during the sonification condition, 
90% agreed with the corresponding statement for the speech 
condition. This difference is significant (t-test; n=20, df=38, 
t=4.07, p<0.01). Second, other responses showed that subjects 
perceived speech to impose a greater cognitive demand. Subjects 
agreed slightly with the statement that it was easy to listen for the 
letters in the sonification condition (3.3 out of 5). However, they 
disagreed with the corresponding statement for the speech 
condition (1.9 out of 5). This difference was significant (t-test;
n=20, df=38, t=3.65, p<0.01). When asked directly whether it 
was easier to listen for letters while using sonification, 95% of 
subjects agreed. Finally, subjects found sonification less 
disruptive to their primary task. For sonification, subjects 
disagreed slightly with the statement that they had to pause to 
listen to the letters (2.5 out of 5). For speech, on the other hand, 
subjects agreed with the corresponding statement (3.8 out of 5). 

This difference was significant (t-test; n=20, df=38, t=3.46, 
p<0.01). 

Subject comments reinforced the finding that sonification 
interfered less with the secondary task and imposed less cognitive 
demand. 

With speech, a lot of interference hard to keep focused on finding the 
target.
I don’t have to concentrate on understanding both things being said 
when doing the non-speech task.
I prefer non-speech because only had to listen to 1 “person” instead 
of two, I didn’t have to pause, I “buffered”.                                                                      
I found myself distracted and off-task more often with speech.

6.3. Learning Effect?

We did additional analysis to try to understand why subjects 
performed slightly faster with sonification during the dual task 
condition than during the single task. Since they encountered the 
same sequence of five start conditions in each of the four main 
conditions, perhaps there was a learning effect; participants could 
have memorized the starting positions. We investigated this 
possibility by looking at the mean time subjects took to reach the 
target from each of the five starting points the first time they 
encountered it, the second time, the third time, and the fourth 
time. Figure shows the results.
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Figure 7. Time required to reach the target for each start 
position (point1, … , point2), over the four times it was 

encountered

The results do not show a clear effect, at least not one 
that is consistent across start positions. For the first and fourth 
start condition, subjects tended to slow down over time, while for 
the others there was at least some improvement in time. Note that 
this analysis does not separate speech from sonification. Thus, 
for each bar in the chart half of the data consist of times from 
subjects who were using speech and half from subjects using 
sonification.

Although, Figure 4 shows that there is a decreasing 
trend in the dual condition. Participants performed better in later 
trials, particularly in the sonification condition (Figure 5). All 
starting positions of the trials were at the same distance from the 
target but some were easier to find, for example, when the target 
was exactly on the right. Therefore, we will need to conduct a 
longer series of trials to better determine whether performance 
improves more quickly with sonification or with speech. 

6.4. Summarizing the results: Answering the research 
questions

RQ1. Is sonification more effective than speech at delivering 
basic navigation information (distance and orientation to a 
target destination)?

Subjects found our sonification technique for 
indicating distance to the target – increasing and decreasing 
tempo and pitch – natural and easy to comprehend. Likewise, 
they found our simple spatialization of the tone effective in 
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conveying orientation to the target.  Most important, they 
navigated to the target more quickly using sonification than 
speech.
RQ2. Is sonification more effective than speech at delivering 
basic navigation information in the presence of a secondary 
(speech comprehension) task?

In the dual task condition, the performance advantage 
of sonification increased. Further, subjects made significantly 
fewer errors on the secondary task. We believe there are two 
reasons for this. First, processing speech imposes greater 
cognitive demand. Subjects note that it takes longer to 
comprehend speech messages than sonification, and speech 
messages require remembering and comparing numbers (distance 
to the target). Second, one speech stream interferes with the 
other, a point that subjects emphasized in their survey responses 
and reinforced with their comments. Some subjects did note that 
using a male voice for the navigation messages and a female 
voice for the sequence of letters did help them distinguish the 
two streams. However, in general, it was clear that sonification 
and speech interfered with each other much less. Therefore, we 
would recommend to designers of navigation aids that they 
consider carefully what types of environmental audio their users 
might be attending to, and use a different type of audio in their 
systems. 
RQ3. For both single and dual task conditions, what are 
subjects’ subjective preferences for speech and sonification?

In the single task condition, subjects believed 
(correctly) that sonification was faster, expressed some belief that 
sonification was easier, and thought that sonification was more 
fun. In their comments, some subjects noted that they preferred 
the precise absolute numbers speech gave them. Many others, 
however, said that the sonification output was simpler and faster 
to comprehend. For the dual task condition, subjects believed 
that speech made them concentrate harder, imposed more 
cognitive demand, and was more disruptive than sonification. 

7. SUMMARY AND FUTURE WORK 

We evaluated the use of two audio output techniques – speech 
and sonification – to deliver information necessary to navigate to 
a target destination. Effective information delivery is a 
fundamental issue that must be addressed to develop effective 
navigation aids. We evaluated these techniques in a 2D virtual 
space. We compared the two techniques, first in isolation, then in 
the presence of a secondary task (identifying repetitions in a 
sequence of spoken letters). In both cases, sonification was 
significantly faster, and its advantage increased in the presence of 
the secondary task. Subjects made fewer errors on the secondary 
task when using sonification. Finally, survey responses and 
comments showed that users generally preferred sonification.

Does this mean that we’ve shown that sonification is 
the right technique for delivering navigation assistance to both 
sighted and visually disabled people?  Not yet. There are several 
clear limits to our study. Overcoming these limits suggests a 
number of avenues for interesting future work.

7.1. Testing with visually disabled users

None of our subjects were visually disabled. It’s possible that 
visually disabled people might have different perceptions of and 
preferences for sonification and speech. Therefore, future studies 
should include both sighted and non-sighted participants.

7.2. Audio and visual information

We used an auditory (speech) secondary task to evaluate both
sonification and speech. It would be interesting to repeat the 
evaluation of the two audio types when visual information is 
present. For example, (sighted) subjects can navigate to a target
based on the audio while concurrently identifying repetitions in a 
sequence of images. Exploration of audio and speech together 
can reveal interesting issues related to using navigational systems 
while driving.

7.3. A more realistic environment

In our study, we used a very simple simulated space: there was 
only one target object and no obstacles. Our software already 
supports more complexity: obstacles can be added to the space, 
and we have designed sonifications to indicate their presence. 
Therefore, one possible follow-up study would be to replicate 
our study in a more complicated and realistic virtual space. This 
would put us in a much better position to move on to the real 
world, guiding subjects as they walk to a target destination. 

7.4. Richer navigation information / integration of speech and 
sonification 

We delivered only two pieces of information: distance to and 
orientation toward a target destination. With so little information, 
the properties of sonification – quickness, ease of interpretation, 
ease of conveying dynamically changing data – were distinct 
advantages. However, as more – and more complicated – types of 
information must be communicated, the flexibility and generality 
of speech will become increasingly advantageous. For example, 
perhaps people will want to be notified about different types of 
objects in the environment in addition to their destination: 
information booths, rest rooms, drinking fountains, etc. Of 
course, non-speech audio can be used for this purpose; “audio 
icons” or natural sounds – e.g., recordings of water running – can 
be used. However, eventually this approach begins to reach a 
limit. It gets hard to identify appropriate natural sounds or audio 
icons that people can readily distinguish, so users have to start 
learning and memorizing the meaning of new types of sounds. At 
this point, it makes sense to turn to speech, since users already 
understand words that can be used to convey the information in 
question. 

7.5. Other output modalities

Speech and sonification both are auditory. Thus, to some extent, 
either one will interfere with a person’s ability to attend to 
ambient noises in the environment or to carry out a conversation. 
As we’ve mentioned earlier, there has been some work done on 
tactile or haptic output. We consider this a promising avenue of 
research. We think tactile output will be well suited for the same 
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types of information as sonification. However, this is just a 
conjecture, and it would be well worth testing. Moreover, the 
multiple resource theory of attention Error! Reference source 
not found. suggests that tactile output may have an advantage 
over sonification. This theory suggests that people have different 
perceptual/cognitive capabilities, and that attending to data 
received via one sense (e.g., hearing) will not interfere with data 
received via another (e.g., touch). This predicates that tactile 
information delivery would be even less distracting than 
sonification when other audio sources must be attended to.
In conclusion, we have addressed a problem of great practical 
interest: developing navigational aids to bring greater 
independence to visually disabled people and decrease cognitive 
load for both sighted and non-sighted users when several tasks 
are involved. We’ve explored one sub-problem: how navigation 
information can be delivered effectively, and with minimal 
distraction. Our results show that, in some circumstances, 
sonification is quite effective: subjects perform better than with 
speech, and prefer sonification, too. Finally, we identified a set of 
research challenges that must be addressed to realize the promise 
of technological navigation aids.
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ABSTRACT

In this paper, we introduce space filling curves (SFC) as a 
useful possibility to organize data for sonification. First, we give 
a brief overview about the history of SFCs and their graphical 
construction. Then we focus on the mapping properties of SFCs 
from 2D to one dimension. We present the acoustic results of an 
implementation of the described method, in which we took the 
Hilbert curve as one particular example of an SFC. The actual 
sonification  program  features  different  methods  for  real-time 
interaction.  These  methods  take  advantage  of  the  particular 
properties  of  SFCs.  We further  discuss  their  restrictions,  how 
they  can  be  circumvented,  and  give  an  outlook  to  future 
applications,  where  we  also  make suggestions  as  to  how the 
properties  of  SFCs  can  be  combined  with  methods  of  data 
reduction.

[Keywords: Space filling curves, data handling, sonification of 
high dimensional data, interactive sonification] 

1.INTRODUCTION

One particular advantage of sonification is the possibility to 
perceive  complex  data  in  a  holistic  way.  If  we  consider  the 
meaning of complexity, which is that complex systems cannot be 
reduced to subsystems - or  at  least  not  in a trivial  way -,  we 
realize that a possibly direct translation of data into sound is an 
important prerequisite for sonification to unfold its full potential. 

Unfortunately there are only few data types that allow 
for  a  direct  translation  into  sound,  which  is  known  as 
audification. Since sound develops in time, these are mostly data 
that are by their nature organized in a linear way, such as records 
from  earthquakes  [1]  [2]  or  ECG  [3]  data.  Many  different 
sonification  methods  for  such  data  have  been  developed. 
Sometimes apparently high dimensional data like multi-channel 
measurements from EEGs are primarily still linearly organized, 
since each channel corresponds to a scalar developing in time. 
The  multi-channel  EEG  measurements  can  for  instance  be 
played back by a multi-channel speaker setup, such as the audio 
dome of the “Denkgeräusche” project [4][5], or the multichannel 
seismographic art installation “Circum Pacific” [6].

In  general,  however,  the  sonification  of 
multidimensional  data  requires  methods  of  data  reduction  or 

transformation  in  one  way or  another.  For  multi-dimensional 
data for instance, principal curve analysis was successfully used 
[7].  Other  possibilities  include  employing  data  sonograms  or 
particle trajectories calculations in order to prepare the data for 
sonification [9]. In some specific cases, when the data allow for 
certain assumptions  about  their  inherent  structure,  like in  face 
recognition tasks for instance, methods of feature extraction can 
be exploited [8]. But particularly if we want to use sonification 
for exploratory data analysis [9], we should try to start without 
any  preconceived  assumption  about  the  underlying  data 
structure.  In  this  case  we try  not  to  reduce  their  complexity, 
because  we  want  to  listen  to  the  data  rather  than  to  the 
algorithms that are applied onto them.

In  this  paper,  we  specifically  want  to  address  the 
sonification  of  data  types  where  each  time  frame consists  of 
more  than  one  dimension.  We focus  on  data  such  as  digital 
images  often  encountered  in  many  fields  of  sciences,  which 
deliver  information  in  a  parallel  manner.  We will  extend  the 
method  we  suggest  to  image  sequences,  as  in  movies. 
Sonification  strategies  for  stacks  of  images  were  already 
developed in [9]. In our paper we want to particularly focus on 
questions  of  data  handling  and  mapping  that  allows  for  the 
transmission of the complexity of the underlying data and further 
allows to navigate through acoustical clues in these data.

 Let us assume for the beginning that the amount of 2D 
data developing in time - the bit rate of a movie - would be as 
small  as  a  bit  rate  typically  encountered  in  audio.  In  this 
hypothetical  case, we only face the problem to organize these 
bits of each frame in a principal way for sonification. We could 
start  out  with  a  simple  horizontal  scan,  just  as  image data  is 
organized on a digital storage medium. This scan method places 
the data in a linear order, as encountered in any uncompressed 
pixel image file format and does not reduce their amount; yet the 
inherent data structure, i.e., the relations of shapes and color in 
the  image,  is  altered.  In  this  paper  we  discuss  different 
possibilities for reorganizing 2D data sets in one dimension for 
sonification.  We will  focus  on  space filling  curves (SFCs)  as 
promising candidates for scanning 2D data sets. We will discuss 
the results of sonifying movies with various scan methods as a 
proof  of  concept  implementation  in  Pure  Data  (PD)  and  the 
computer  graphic  library  GEM.  We  want  to  emphasize  that 
movie data primarily serves as an example for high dimensional 
data that develops in time. The method can easily be applied for 
data  types  with  2  or  more  dimensions.  Our  main  aim  is  to 
introduce an existing method of data handling to  sonification. 
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Thus,  our  emphasis  is  not  on  the  data  material  itself  as  a 
particularly promising candidate for sonification. 

2.SPACE FILLING CURVES AS A MEANS BY WHICH 
TO ORGANIZE DATA:

SFCs were invented in 1890 by Giuseppe Peano [10]. 
It is often mentioned that his approach was entirely analytic, and 
that  there  were  no  accompanying  drawings.  Today  SFCs  are 
popular  because  of  their  graphical  construction  and 
representation.  Although  mostly  of  academic  interest  at  the 
beginning,  SFCs  stimulated  interdisciplinary  approaches  early 
on  [11].  In  1914  the  Russian  mathematician  and  philosopher 
Pawel Florensky [12] linked SFCs with problems of representing 
reality in the fine arts and issues of the central perspective. In his 
best known essay, “The Reversed Perspective,” all his arguments 
about  the  central  perspective  are  derived  from the  particular 
mapping properties of SFCs. As an example he uses a particular 
SFC constructed by his contemporary David Hilbert [13], which 
is often referred to as the Hilbert curve. Today SFCs reach far 
beyond  purely  mathematical  interests.  They  are  applied  in 
different fields, such as load balancing for parallel  computing, 
indexing databases for efficient  range queries,  and in methods 
for  image  processing.  [For  a  good  overview  about  fields  of 
applications  and  further  literature,  please refer to  Ref.  14 and 
15]. In whatever field of applications they are found, researchers 
always exploit  the SFCs’ basic properties in order to translate 
complex  high  dimensional  data  into  linear  sequences,  onto 
which algorithms can work very efficiently. In the sequel we will 
briefly recapitulate  how an SFC is  graphically  constructed.  A 
good  introduction  to  this  topic  can  be  found  in  [16].  For 
mathematical  details  and  implementation  methods  we refer  to 
numerous sources on the internet [17].

Figure 1. graphical construction of a 
space filling curve (Hilbert curve).

 
Any SFC starts out  with a simple building block. In 

the case of the Hilbert  curve,  it  is  an upside-down “U”. Each 
step in  the  iterative construction  process involves copying the 
building block, rotating the copies, connecting them and resizing 
them to the square unit. The result, after infinite repetitions, is a 
line  that  covers  the  square  unit  in  a  self-similar  meandering 
manner, as demonstrated graphically in figure 1. A finite number 
of iterations suffices to cover a finite amount of digital 2D data. 
The fact that the line never intersects itself ensures a one to one 
mapping from 2D to  1D.  We mention  in  passing that  similar 
linear structures can be constructed to fill 3D and higher spaces. 
These  self-similar  structures  have  interesting  mapping 
properties. Not only do they represent a unique mapping, they 

are self-avoiding for all finite approximations, they also tend to 
preserve neighboring relations  of a 2D image on the  1D line. 
This roughly means that shapes within an image, such as areas of 
one  color,  can  be  found  as  connected  regions  on  the  line. 
Therefore SFCs are able to roughly keep and transfer the essence 
of the original image onto its one-dimensional rendering.

It  is  very  instructive  to  illustrate  this  property  by 
comparing it  with  a  spiral.  On an image covered  by a spiral, 
random pairs  of neighboring  points  are  also neighbors  on  the 
line  of  the  spiral,  as  long  as  they happen  to  fall  in  the  close 
vicinity of the center of the spiral. If they are found away from 
the center, their probabilities to be neighbors on the line of the 
spiral tend to measure zero. Having this picture in mind we can 
think of the self-similar meander like a spiral, in a spiral,  in a 
spiral,  which  almost  keeps  neighboring  relations  equally  well 
everywhere. This particular clustering property of SFC can be 
seen in figure 2 and compared with a line scan in figure 3.

Figure 2. distances of pair points of the Hilbert curve 
versus distances on the unit square in 200 * 200 bins. In  
the  lower left  corner  in  the  foreground  the  clustering  
behavior can be recognized.

Figure 3. distances of pair points of the line scan versus  
distances on the unit  square in  200 * 200 bins.  High  
Peaks and gaps are distributed close to the diagonal.
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3.FROM THE SCAN LINES TO SOUND PROCESSING:

The  data,  reorganized  into  lines  through  SFCs  (we  take  the 
Hilbert curve as our SFC), are now ideally prepared to use for 
sound  synthesis.  It  would  be  possible  to  produce  a  typical 
audification by sending them, as they are, to the digital analog 
converter. But this approach does not produce any sounds that 
reveal  the  particular  properties  of  the  underlying  data  set, 
because information about a single point in an image would be 
reflected  through  a single  sound  sample.  Considering  the  fact 
that  an  image  transmits  information  in  a  synchronous  way it 
would be desirable to find a qualitatively similar sonification. An 
overview of existing strategies can be found in [9]. Our approach 
was mostly inspired by Joachim Goßmann’s audio fractal [18], 
this is why we took the linearized data as frequency information. 
Through the use of the inverse FFT we can turn this information 
into  sounds  that  reflect  the  relations  within  the  whole  image 
through the relations of frequency ranges in the sound.

Let us compare the effects of different data scans on 
their  structures,  and  likewise,  their  effects  on  the  resulting 
sounds (figure 4). If we take a horizontal scan line, we observe 
repetitive patterns of shapes in the image. These patterns repeat 
approximately with  the  numbers of samples necessary to  scan 
from one  side  of  the  image to  the  other.  If  we look  at  these 
patterns from a sonic perspective we recognize something like an 
equally distanced overtone series. These overtones have a very 
pronounced effect onto our acoustic perception. Of course their 
intensity varies with the content of the image, but their structure 
remains independent  of it.  This fact  leads us to  conclude that 
some parts of what we hear in this case are structural artifacts of 
the  scan  process.  If  we  take  a  spiral  instead,  the  overtone 
patterns  are  more  complex,  but  are  essentially  still  there.  By 
using the Hilbert  curve, we avoid such patterns, thanks to the 
locally progressing nature of this scan process.

4.IMPLEMENTATION DETAILS AND SOUND DESIGN:

In order to test and listen to the different scanning possibilities 
of  frames  in  movies,  as  described  above,  we  implemented  a 
prototype program in PD. The Hilbert curve was implemented as 
an  external  GEM Object  programmed in  C++,  since  iterative 
structures  are  difficult  to  implement  in  the  graphical 
programming environment of PD. The graphical output of this 
object  was a Hilbert  curve or  other  line  scans onto  which an 
image could be textured. Further, this object had access to the 
image data and could read out the RGB(A) information. These 
RGB(A) data were reordered depending on which scan method 
was switched on, and sequentially piped through an outlet. The 
object could be fed with data from existing GEM objects from 
the pix class,  which  could  load  either  images/image stacks or 
films.

As  a  creation  argument  the  iteration  depth  of  the 
Hilbert  curve scan could be set.  The Hilbert  curve object had 
several  methods  that  could  be  called  by  messages.  These 
methods allowed switching between 4 different scan modes:
1. a horizontal line scan
2. a square spiral from the center of the image outwards
3. random sampling on a regular square grid
4. the Hilbert curve

If  the  random  message  was  sent,  the  sample  points  were 
reshuffled  on  the  regular  square  grid.  All  these  four  scan 
methods had as many scan points as the Hilbert curve defined 
through the given iteration depth of the creation argument. 

Another  set  of  messages  allowed  to  transform  the 
orientation of the scan line either by flipping it horizontally or 
vertically, or by rotating it around the diagonal. The generic PD 
message  “bang”  was  bound  to  a  method  which  released  the 
output of the reordered image data. The sequential RGB output 
of the image data was scaled between 0 and 1 and further read 
into three different audio buffers of 1024 samples. These buffers 
were used in subtractive audio synthesis as a filter bank for white 
noise. The three different resulting audio streams were sent to a 
pair of stereo channels,  with one stream equally distributed to 
both of them. 

Figure 4. This image shows different scan methods applied to  
the Homer Simpson movie of GEM tutorial about the pix class.  

The vertical axes are the scan points and the horizontal axes are  
the 85 movie frames. From left to right: spiral scan, line scan 

and SFC scan (Hilbert curve) The horizontal axes are the  
Frame numbers and the vertical axes are the 1024 scan points
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There were some parameters to tune the filter bank. One was 
a simple gain. The others are in the following function (1) of the 
amplitudes of the frequency bins freq(i) (0,1) in the filter bank:

freq(i) = (a - b amp(i))n (1)

Through  this  function  the  contrast  in  the  filter  between  the 
different  frequency  bins  could  be  tuned  by  changing  the 
parameter  n  to  support  the  acoustic  differentiation  of  the 
structures and shapes in the image. The parameters a and b were 
either set to a = 1  b = -1 or a = 0 b = 1. This was necessary to 
enable the sonification of generally white frames with little dark 
structures in it, which would otherwise let most of the noise pass 
through the filter. It is similar to taking the negative of the image 
data.

5.INTERACTION POSSIBILITIES:

In order to use the program to explore movies, we implemented 
methods to interact with the program in real-time during sound 
synthesis. We thereby focused on the complementary potentials 
of the visual and acoustic senses. We wanted to design a tool 
that would, on the one hand, visually highlight structures that we 
can hear, and on the other, sonify regions in the film where we 
expect something of interest.
One general method was to rescale the size of the area covered 
by the Hilbert curve or other line scans. In this way, we could 
acoustically zoom into or out of the image. Apart from that, there 
were  two other  interesting  interaction  features  in  the  program 
prototype. We designed the following two use cases to suggest 
how people might possibly interact with the data:

1.Exploring  the  data  from  the  visual  perspective 
allowed restricting the scan to a 2D region in the image. RGB 
information  was  then  sent  to  the  sound  buffers  from  these 
regions  only.  Through  this  feature,  the  sonification  of  these 
restricted parts  of the movie image could immediately help to 
evaluate any hypothesis about structures in the time development 
of this image region.

2.Acoustic structures that the user would hear could be 
repeating oscillations in a certain frequency range. In this case, 
the program allowed to restrict the scanning to this range, and 
mute all the other frequencies. The segment of the scan line that 
represented this particular range was displayed as a line textured 
with the scanned image in the OpenGL Window. In this way, a 
correspondence  between  acoustically  interesting  frequency 
regions  and  the  relating  parts  of  the  image  could  easily  be 
established. 

The  self-similar  Hilbert  curve  is  useful  for  expressing  the 
relationship  between  sound  and  visual  representation.  This  is 
particularly  true  for  the  second  approach,  where  the  driving 
sensual information is acoustic. Any other line scan would have 
distributed  the  visual  patterns  over  a  much  wider  frequency 
range  with  a  repeating  overtone  series.  This  would  make  it 
impossible to narrow down the corresponding frequency range, 
which would correspond to the area in the image that caused the 
sound.  In  this  use  case,  the  application  of  SFCs  basically 
corresponds to range queries in databases as described in [14].

As mentioned  above,  it  was possible  to  change  the 
orientation  of  the  different  scan  types.  The  sonification  of 

horizontal line scans through frames of a movie often sound very 
different to vertical ones. This is particularly the case when the 
movements of shapes in the movie have pronounced directions. 
Scans  with  the  Hilbert  curve  are  more  invariant  to 
transformations  like  rotations,  although  their  sound  character 
changes too. In the paragraph about future possibilities we will 
suggest other SFCs with a higher symmetry. 

Figure 5. the 4 possible rotations of the Hilbert curve (iteration  
depth 2) on a square. For each scan the index order can be 

reversed giving rise to 8 possible scans. 

6.DISCUSSION OF SONIFIED SAMPLE MOVIES:

Please  note  that  you  can  find  this  paragraph  and  all  sound 
samples at: http://sonification.kommerz.at.

We sonified  two different  movies  with  the  program 
described above. The first sample movie of our choice was taken 
from the PD documentation pix class tutorial about movies. You 
can see different scans of each frame of this movie in figure 4. 
The movie features Homer Simpson in 85 frames, running down 
a street from the right upper corner to the bottom center of the 
image. In the background we see trunks of trees from a forest. In 
the beginning, the background moves as there is a pan from a 
long-shot  to  a  close-up.  When Homer Simpson  arrives  in  the 
middle of the frame, he falls onto his knees. We sonified this 
movie  with  all  different  implemented  scan  methods.  For  the 
Hilbert  curve  and  the  scan  line,  we  sonified  all  8  possible 
orientations. (sound files 1-8 and 9-16). For the line scans, it is 
interesting  to  note  the  aforementioned  acoustic  difference 
between the vertical and horizontal orientation of the lines. For 
the spiral we sonified 4 orientations with the lower frequencies 
in the middle (sound files 16-20). We also sonified 4 randomly 
sampled versions (sound files 20-24).
The second movie is an infrared satellite view of the earth over 4 
days from 02.10.2006 to 06.10 2006 from the following source 
[19].  It  shows the weather dynamics on the globe.  We chose 
this  movie  because  cloud  formation  is  a  more  abstract 
phenomenon  of  scientific  interest,  and  it  potentially  exhibits 
oscillating  patterns.  Auditory  wheather  forcast  has  also  been 
used  for  sonification  [20].  In  this  sample  sonification,  we 
particularly  want  to  demonstrate  the  possibilities  for  real-time 
interaction with this program. In the first sound sample of the 
second movie we hear the whole frames covered by a SFC scan. 
We can hear only weak oscillations, then we zoom in and restrict 
the scanning to interesting frequency ranges (soundfile 25). We 
manage  to  identify  two  different  oscillations,  and  we  can 
separate  them  by  restricting  the  scanning  to  the  respective 
frequency regions. 

In the second sample, we again hear both regions on 
the globe where we can find a pronounced day/night oscillation 
in anti-phase. Looking back to the movie we find that the Sahara 
heats  up  over  the  day,  and  cools  down  at  night.  This  is 
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accompanied with nightly cloud formation around the equator. 
(soundfile 26).

Figure 6: This image shows the weather dynamics as sonified in  
the implemented program. The sound of sample 26 corresponds  

approx. to the scan of the 1st image in the second row.

7.PROBLEMS/RESTRICTIONS:

As mentioned above, scanning the 2D data set of an 
image does not reduce the data, but simply rearranges them for 
further processing. Therefore, the above method only allows for 
a limited bit rate to be transmitted directly into sound.

Taking  the  linear  organized  data  as  frequency 
information  automatically  introduces  the  limits  of  the  audio 
blocksize for inverse FFT. The Hilbert curve, with an iteration 
depth of 4, leads to 1024 scan points. Every further iteration step 
multiplies this number by 4, which gives 4096 scan points for 
the  next iteration.  A big but  still  reasonable  blocksize for the 
inverse FFT is 8192 samples. Due to Nyquists theorem, we can 
use only half of the blocksize to distribute the information of the 
scan. At a first glance this would suggest to use iteration depth 5, 
which gives exactly 4096 samples. There are mainly two reasons 
to reject this choice and to go for 1024.

1. The  lowest  possible  frequency  that  is  represented  by  an 
audioblocksize  of  8129  equals  5,425  Hz.  This  frequency 
cannot be perceived as well as higher ones, if at all. Thus, 
the lower part of the theoretically possible frequency range 
has to be discarded in order to transmit information.

2. Ignoring point 1, if we distribute the information of the scan 
linearly  onto  the  range  between  5,425  to  22050  Hz 
(corresponding to Nr. 0 – 4096 in the frequency bins of the 
spectrum with an audioblocksize of 8192 samples) we have 
squeezed  most  of  the  information  into  frequencies  of  an 
indistinguishable  high  pitch.  This  is  because  of  the 
exponential frequency pitch relation.

We therefore need to discard the frequencies that are too low. 
Then, we must try to densely distribute the information of our 
scan in the remaining low frequencies, and more sparsely in the 
higher ones, preferably following an exponential function. In our 
implementation we used an exponential function to map the scan 
points to frequency bins.  Whenever two scanpoints would fall 

into one bin, the next higher bin was chosen. Therefore we had 
in the lower frequencies a linear mapping function between the 
scan points and the frequency bins.  

Particularly for rapid data scanning the audioblocksize 
for  the  inverse  FFT  should  be  small  in  order  to  acoustically 
render  as  many  data  frames  per  second  as  possible.  The 
restriction through the defined audioblocksize for inverse FFT 
brings methods of data reduction into play. This method can be 
easily combined with the SFCs, as outlined in the next section.

8.FUTURE POSSIBILITIES:

Subtractive  synthesis  is  of  course  not  the  only 
possibility to deal with spectral information and there are many 
other ways of possible sound design. But instead of pointing at 
issues of sound  synthesis,  we want to  focus in this  paragraph 
more  on  the  structural  possibilities  of  SFCs  for  sonification, 
which are much wider than illustrated so far. Particularly if the 
restrictions  of  distributing  data  in  a  frequency  range,  as 
described above, are cleverly combined with data reduction, the 
sonification approach can exhibit a huge potential.

Let  us  illustrate  such  a  combination  of  scanning  an 
image through an SFC together with data reduction. As a first 
step  the  iteration  depth  of  the  SFC  could  be  set  as  deep  as 
necessary to cover every pixel in a given image. The resulting 
linear  data  can  then  be  reduced  by  averaging  windows  of  a 
certain size leading to an amount of data that is usable as spectral 
information and sound synthesis. Not only would the averages of 
the windows be of use, but also other statistical properties, such 
as standard deviation, skewness, quantiles, etc. All these or other 
measures  could  serve  as  interesting  parameters  for  sound 
synthesis.  In  a  first  approach,  the  playback  of  these  parallel 
streams of information could be spatialized similarly to the RGB 
approach  of  color  movie  sound  synthesis,  as  described  in  the 
section about sound synthesis. Ideally, the size of the averaging 
windows could be rescaled in real-time just as the iteration depth 
of the SFC. Then scanning into and out of the image would be a 
continuous movement, spanning from an acoustic overview to a 
more detailed data analysis.

Other possibilities  are to break down the 2D dataset 
into  a  matrix  of  2*2  subsets  that  are  scanned  by  SFCs  and 
converted into sounds. Depending on the available loudspeaker 
setup and the additional  use of virtual sound  sources it  might 
even  allow  for  3*3  subsets.  These  approaches  could  be 
combined with HRTF techniques and headphones together with 
a head-tracking device. Like this, an image could be transferred 
from a usually vertically and frontally encountered phenomenon 
into something that would be horizontally perceivable between 
both ears.

In  this  paper  we  focused  on  the  qualities  of  SFCs 
mapping 2D images and  movie frames to  one dimension,  but 
space filling curves can also map higher dimensions to one. It 
must be investigated which SFCs keep neighboring relations in 
those cases. Once they are identified, SFCs in combination with 
data  reduction  methods  can  play  an  interesting  role  to 
acoustically  navigate  in  3D  data  that  develop  in  time. 
Particularly in combination with data reduction the method of 
context-based SFCs [21] offers interesting possibilities.

It must also be mentioned that there are other types of 
SFCs apart from the example of the Hilbert curve we used. It has 
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still to be tested how these other SFCs would affect the acoustic 
output  of this method.  For  instance,  there exists an SFC very 
similar to the Hilbert curve designed by  Eliakim Moore, where 
the building block “U” can be a closed “O”, see figure 7. Links 
which show examples of such SFCs can be found in the www, 
under ref. [22]. Because of the higher symmetry in this SFC, and 
since there is no obvious beginning for the frequency spectrum 
to  start  with,  slightly  different  interaction  possibilities  would 
arise:  Instead  of  changing  the  orientation  of  the  SFC on  the 
image by rotation, it would be interesting to continuously shift 
the spectrum along the structure of the SFC. This would allow 
for  moving  any  interesting  acoustic  pattern  into  a  frequency 
range were they are best perceived.

Figure 7: These are the first 4 iterations of the SFC introduced  
by Eliakim Moore. The Structure of this SFC is similar to  

Hilbert’s SFC but more symmetric which leads to interesting  
properties for interactive sonification.

The sonification method  for movies, as suggested in 
this paper, is particularly useful for the sonification of real-time 
video  data,  as  in  monitoring  tasks,  since  the  computational 
requirements are modest. The method is particularly interesting 
in combination with data reduction, because any applied method 
could  operate  on  linear  data  and  would  therefore  be  very 
efficient.

9.CONCLUSION:

As we have shown in this paper, SFCs have useful properties 
for  data  handling  in  the  field  of  scientific  sonification.  A 
prototype implementation of the suggested methods was shown 
to transmit interesting qualities of the underlying data structure. 
The suggested method and the implementation of SFC included 
different fertile possibilities for real-time interaction during the 
sonification  process.  These possibilities  took  advantage of the 
close relation between the image data and the produced sounds, 
so that any perceived sound pattern could be well identified to 
its visual cause. The biggest strength of SFC is to open up the 
possibilities to point from perceived acoustic patterns from the 
sonification directly into complex high dimensional data. Clever 
combinations  with  methods  of  data  reduction  still  have to  be 
designed to open up even more possible applications.
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ABSTRACT 

This paper describes a collection of examples of how the teaching 
of acoustics and technical audio may be aided through 
sonification. Examples are fixed demonstrations, small programs 
in Max/MSP, and sonifications as part of a sound analysis 
program (PsySound3) developed by the authors. Examples 
include auditory graphs of frequency-dependent parameters used 
in architectural acoustics, sonifications of room modal 
distributions, sonifications of room impulse responses, 
simplification of input sound using spectral moments and the 
Hilbert transform, interactive sonification of head-related transfer 
functions and vowel formants, and sonifications of sound analysis 
parameters, including the output of psychoacoustical models. 

 
[Keywords: Education, Sonification] 

1. INTRODUCTION 

In teaching technical audio and acoustics at a graduate level for a 
number of years, the authors have found that teaching is most 
effective when (i) students are presented with concepts in 
different modes (e.g., through theory, equations, experiments, 
software simulations, illustrations, animations, auralizations, etc) 
and (ii) students interact with the modes of presentation 
themselves. While there are many sources for most of these 
modes, the authors were struck by the fact that sonification has 
received little attention in teaching audio and acoustics. In this 
context, ‘sonification of sound’ may be a useful concept, whereby 
data about sound are rendered audible to facilitate students’ 
understanding of phenomena. 

Auralization may be regarded as a special type of sonification. 
Auralization aims to create a virtual acoustic reality for the 
listener to experience (e.g., the sound of a source within a 
computer modeled room). However sonification is a much broader 
concept than this, and can involve presentation of data to a 
listener in many other ways – such as auditory graphs, the 
implementation of equations of acoustic theory to produce 
auditory stimuli, and transformations of sound recordings or real 
time sound input so that relevant features are more easily heard. 

Representing sound with sound can have the advantage of 
conveying the meaning of the data straightforwardly to the 
listener, especially in cases where the phenomena modeled are 
relevant to human perception. For example, representing octave 
band reverberation time with a tone centered on the nominal 
frequency of the band and possessing the duration of the 
reverberation time conveys an experience of the represented time 
and frequency. Conventional representation, using numbers in a 

table or bars on a chart, involves an abstraction of the 
phenomenon that distances the meaning from the representation. 
Of course, such abstraction has advantages, but these can be 
complemented by the advantages of the sonification. 

Outlines of this project have been presented previously [1, 2] 
prior to public dissemination of the sonifications. The purpose of 
this paper is to present examples that are now freely accessible via 
www.arch.usyd.edu.au/~densil/sos. It also serves as an invitation 
for others in the auditory display community to contribute 
examples. 

Implementations of the sonifications described in this paper 
are through fixed demonstrations, Max/MSP patches, and as part 
of a sound analysis program called PsySound3. Max/MSP is a 
patching signal processing language, a runtime version of which is 
freely available from www.cycling74.com. PsySound3 is a 
program by the authors, which is freely available from 
www.psysound.org.  

The following sections describe the sonifications. 

2. SPECTRAL DATA USED IN ARCHITECTURAL 
ACOUSTICS 

Reverberation time (T) is the time taken for a room soundfield to 
decay by 60 dB. As predicted by Sabine theory, reverberation 
time is given in equation 1, where ln(106) represents 60 dB of 
exponential decay, 4 is derived from the statistical distribution of 
energy flow in a diffuse sound field in terms of its interaction with 
a surface, V is room volume in cubic meters, c is the speed of 
sound (which may be taken as 344 ms-1), α is the random 
incidence absorption coefficient of a surface, and S is its surface 
area in square meters. The sum of the product of α and S for all 
surfaces represents the total sound absorption in a room. 
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×
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While there are more sophisticated and accurate fomulations for 
reverberation time, Sabine’s simple equation is still in wide use, 
and is an important tool in acoustics education in introducing the 
most important contributors to reverberation time to students. The 
absorption coefficient that forms part of this equation is clearly an 
important predictor of room acoustical performance, and is used 
extensively for design in architectural acoustics. An absorption 
coefficient is a number between 0 and 1 (at least theoretically), 
representing the proportion of incident sound energy that is not 
reflected by a surface. Absorption coefficients are frequency-
dependent, and are usually published in octave bands from 125 Hz 
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to 4 kHz. The purpose of the sonification described here is to 
allow students to hear absorption coefficient data in a meaningful 
way, and to relate it to reverberation time. 

Rather than sonifying the absorption coefficient directly, we 
prefer to sonify 1-α (the reflection coefficient, β) because the 
amount of sound experienced in the sonification then corresponds 
to the proportion of sound left after a reflection. Our sonifications 
of absorption data are done using octave bands of noise (125 Hz – 
4 kHz) which together form pink noise within the band limits. The 
level of each octave band is controlled by 10log(β) – meaning that 
the sound representing an absorption coefficient of 0.9 would be 
9.5 dB weaker than that representing an absorption coefficient of 
0.1. The six octave bands of noise are played together using this 
level control. The duration of each band is equal to the reflection 
coefficient in seconds. This redundant encoding in the auditory 
graph gives an indication of the effect of a material on the 
reverberation time of a room (if the room were predominantly 
surfaced by that material). The duration does not present the 
actual reverberation time, but gives a good impression of the 
spectral weighting of reverberation. 

The sonification is implemented in Max/MSP, and the control 
interface is shown in Figure 1. 

 

 
Figure 1. Control and visual display interface for the 

absorption coefficient sonification. Absorption spectra for 
materials are selected from the drop-down menu (180 

materials are listed). Alternatively, the absorption 
coefficient chart can be edited directly. The audio output 

is visually displayed in the lower part of the interface. 

The selection of materials based on their absorptive properties is a 
context where auralization is an effective communication tool for 
non-experts: an acoustical designer will allow their client to listen 
to the effects of various surface materials in a computer model of 
a room. By contrast this absorption coefficient sonification 
focuses on the acoustic properties of individual materials, and 
would be too abstract for non-specialists. However, it is effective 
in acoustics education because it provides a simple aural link 
between the abstract data (which the students are learning about) 
and the sound of rooms. 

3. ROOM MODAL DISTRIBUTION 

Room modes develop from periodic reflection patterns in rooms, 
and may be seen as discrete peaks in the transfer function between 
two positions in a room. In the high frequency range, modes are 

densely spaced, and exhibit behavior that is best understood 
statistically. In the low frequency range the effects of particular 
modes can be strong, and the frequency that divides these two 
frequency ranges is known as the Schroeder frequency (which 
approximates to 2000 times the square root of reverberation time 
divided by room volume). Since the effect of room modes in the 
low frequency range can be very strong, there has been much 
discussion about how room response in this range can be 
optimized [3]. Part of this discussion has been what the 
proportions of rectangular rooms should be for an even 
distribution of low frequency modes. 

For a rectangular room, room modal distribution in frequency 
and space domains can be modeled using simple equations [4]. 
The frequency of any room mode is predicted by equation 2, 
where nx, ny and nz are integers greater than or equal to zero, Lx, Ly 
and Lz are the length, width and height of the room, and c is the 
speed of sound (344 ms-1). 
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Axial, or one-dimensional, modes have only one non-zero n 
value, and have the longest mean free path (meaning that they 
tend to decay most slowly, and have the narrowest resonance peak 
in the frequency domain). The lowest frequency mode is axial, 
and axial modes are relatively common in the low frequency 
range, and their modal density remains constant throughout the 
frequency range. A harmonic series is produced by the axial 
modes of each room dimension. Tangential (two-dimensional) and 
oblique (three-dimensional) modes increase in modal density with 
frequency (following a square and cube relation to frequency 
respectively).  

 
Figure 2. Visual representation of the data used in the 
sequential sonification of room modes. 

We have sonified this equation in more than one way. Firstly, 
it has been sonified sequentially as a fixed example. This is done 
by calculating the room modes, and sorting them from low to high 
frequency. These are sonified as complex tones (so that the low 
frequency modes are audible as virtual pitches), and played as an 
ascending ‘scale’ or melody, with 100 ms per mode. In our 
demonstration, we contrast a room 6.3 m x 5.1 m x 4.0 m with one 
that is 6.0 m x 6.0 m x 3.0 m. This provides a clear aural 
demonstration of how room proportions can influence modal 
distribution: in the first instance, the melody is relatively smooth, 
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while in the second instance there are many sustained pitches with 
substantial steps to the subsequent pitch. The result is illustrated 
in Figure 2. 

Our second sonification involves an interactive simultaneous 
synthesis of low order room modes, implemented in Max/MSP. In 
1946, Bolt [5] produced a method of selecting good rectangular 
room proportions (meaning avoiding gaps and clusters in room 
mode frequency distribution) using a two dimensional chart with a 
footprint outlining the area of good proportions. This is used as 
the control surface for the sonification (Figure 3) because it is 
very well known in this field. The horizontal and vertical axes 
represent width and length as ratios to height. The user can move 
the cursor within this space, and hear either low order axial 
modes, or low order axial and tangential modes, with 100 Hz 
taken as the base of the ratios (i.e the first vertical axial mode is 
assigned a frequency of 100 Hz). Listening to axial modes only, 
the sound is a triad of complex tones (because the modes form 
three harmonic series), and so students can play with the interface 
to explore chords (as a trivial example, major and minor triads can 
be created by selecting appropriate room proportions). There is an 
inverse coding of consonance in this auditory display – 
dissonance is associated with regular mode spacing (favorable 
room proportions), while consonance is associated with mode 
clustering (unfavorable proportions). Amplitudes of the tones are 
all the same so that beating effects between modes are maximized 
in the sonification. When tangential modes are used, the sound 
becomes much thicker. The sonification does not currently 
synthesize oblique modes, but this may be added in the future. 

 

Figure 3. Control and visual display interface for the 
rectangular room mode sonification. By moving the 

cursor around the chart, modes for the specified room 
proportions are sonified. Tangential modes can be 

switched on or off. 

Another way in which room modes could be sonified is by 
considering their spatial distribution. While we have not 
specifically implemented this as a sonification, this was developed 
as sonification for artistic purposes by one of the authors several 
years ago (Figure 4). The mode-related transfer function from a 
source to a receiver position in a room is a product of six cosines 
for each mode (involving the x,y,z coordinates of both source and 
receiver) moderated by the mode damping factor. This models the 
spatial patterns of pressure nodes (experienced as silence) and 
antinodes (maximally audible sound) of a rectangular room. In 

that implementation, a binaural mode space is generated for the 
listener, taking the listener on a random walk through a 
rectangular room 6.35 m x 5.1 m x 4.0 m (with modes synthesized 
up to 1 kHz). A sample of the result is available from the author’s 
website. 

 

Figure 4. The pseudo-binaural playback system used for 
‘Interior’ when exhibited in the Tin Sheds art gallery in 

Sydney, Australia. 

4. IMAGE-SOURCE MODEL 

Image-source modeling is another simple way of predicting the 
behavior of sound in enclosures. Rather than modeling the modal 
behavior of sound waves, this method models specular reflections 
of sound rays (such behavior tends to be limited to high 
frequencies, and situations where surfaces are smooth). While the 
technique can be applied to rooms of any shape, its application to 
rectangular rooms is very simple and easily generalized, and so is 
useful for teaching purposes. The concept can be appreciated by 
imagining a rectangular room with surfaces consisting entirely of 
mirrors, containing a source and receiver. From the receiver’s 
perspective, images of the room can be seen extending to infinity 
in all directions, and each image room contains an image source. 
This is illustrated in two dimensions in Figure 5. 

If a corner of the real room is taken as the origin of Cartesian 
space, and (x0,y0,z0) as the real source coordinates, then the x 
coordinates of all image-sources are calculated by equation 3, and 
the y and z coordinates are found similarly. 

( ) ( ) x

x

n
xxxn xnnLx 12mod 0 −++=  (3) 

Here, Lx is the room length in the x dimension, and nx is an integer 
designating the image room coordinate (nx=0 is the real room 
coordinate), as indicated by the numbers on Figure 5. 

The distance, r, between source (or image-source) and 
receiver (x1, y1, z1) is given by Pythagoras’ theorem in three 
dimensions (equation 4): 

( ) ( ) ( )21
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1
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The received intensity (or squared amplitude), I, of sound from a 
source or image-source is related to the source power P, the 
absorption coefficient α (with an exponent based on the number of 
times the sound ray interacts with a room surface) and the 
distance traveled by the sound ray, r, as expressed in equation 5. 

( )
24

1
r

PI
zyx nnn

π
α ++−

=  (5) 

 
Figure 5. Illustration of the image-source concept for 

rectangular rooms (in two dimensions), where each dot 
represents an image-source or source, with rays drawn to 

the receiver in the real room. 

Like the rectangular room modes theory, we teach these concepts 
partly through a spreadsheet implementation (which allows 
students to experiment with room dimensions, source-receiver 
positions and the surface absorption coefficient, yielding charts of 
the impulse response) and through measurements in real rooms. 
However, the spreadsheet approach requires considerable 
imaginative effort, and physical measurements have considerable 
logistical aspects which mean that we can only do them once or 
twice in a course. Therefore a student, Luis Miranda Jofre, has 
recently implemented this theory as a simple sonification, using 
Max/MSP. The advantage of this over conventional room 
modeling software (such as Odeon, Catt-acoustic or Ease) is that 
the model is dedicated to the demonstration of these simple 
principles of geometric acoustics, and also the software is freely 
available. A key aspect of making this sonification more than a 
crude auralization is the inclusion of a user-controlled scaling 
factor controlling the speed of sound (alternatively this could be 
thought of as controlling room size for a constant sound speed). 
This allows the user to scale the impulse response between a 
rhythm (slow speed of sound) and a timbre (fast speed of sound), 
so that time-domain and frequency-domain effects can be 
explored interactively. 

This implementation is made crudely binaural by modeling 
two receivers 17 cm apart, which results in inter-aural time 
differences. Interaural level differences for a spherical head at 1 
kHz are used. Binaural sonification allows the user to examine 
factors that affect the spatial distribution of a binaural impulse 
response, including symmetry (which can strongly affect inter-
aural cross correlation or IACC). By scaling the speed of sound, 
the effect of IACC can be heard as a spatial rhythm or as auditory 
source width. While this could be refined through the 
implementation of full head-related transfer functions, that level 
of detail is unnecessary to demonstrate the effect. 

The sonification implements all reflections from (nx, ny, nz) of 
(-2,-2,-2) to (2,2,2), and so includes all first and second order 
reflections, as well as some higher order reflections, or 125 
impulse arrivals per ear. This is simply implemented through a 
level control and a delay line based on the above equations. The 
user controls the source and receiver positions, room dimensions 
and absorption coefficient. 

5. MEASURED ROOM IMPULSE RESPONSES 

Room impulse responses are a very important way of 
characterizing the acoustical characteristics of a room, at least in 
terms of how sound travels from one position to another within 
the room. The impulse response is the time response of a system 
(such as a room) to a single ‘click’ (although this is usually 
measured indirectly, for example through a swept sinusoid, which 
is deconvolved to yield an impulse response with a high signal to 
noise ratio). Impulse responses are used for determining room 
acoustical parameters (such as reverberation time, early decay 
time, clarity index, inter-aural cross-correlation coefficient and 
speech transmission index), and for auralization (by convolving 
the impulse response with an arbitrary dry recording). 

We have identified a collection of simple techniques that may 
be used to sonify measured room impulse responses. We 
recommend applying these to binaural recordings, so that spatial 
characteristics of room responses can be discerned. These are 
prepared as fixed demonstrations, and can be performed easily by 
anyone who is familiar with conventional sound editing software. 

5.1. Time Stretching, Reversal, and Mirroring 

The fine temporal detail in an impulse response is difficult to hear 
by playing it. The information is presented so quickly that most 
information is inaudible, partly because of auditory temporal 
masking. Even in a large room, usually the pattern of distinct 
reflections is within the first 100 ms of the direct sound. A very 
simple solution is to slow down the recording, which transforms 
the early reflection pattern into a clearly discernable sequence of 
pulses. A scaling factor of 16 means that 100 ms is heard over 1.6 
seconds, and 10 kHz is heard as 625 Hz. 

 

 

 
Figure 6. The concept of temporal masking asymmetry as 

it applies to a room impulse response and its reversal. 
Red lines roughly indicate forward masking (backward 

masking effects tend to be  much weaker). 

Another approach to this is to time-reverse the impulse response. 
One advantage of this is that temporal masking is asymmetric, 
with very little pre-masking, and much more post-masking. 
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Therefore (as illustrated in Figure 6), the effect of post-masking 
can be greatly diminished through time-reversal. The early 
reflection sequence often sounds rough when reversed (due to the 
audibility of multiple peaks) when it was smooth in its original 
form. Following the reversed impulse response immediately with 
the original (‘mirroring’), gives the advantages of both 
presentation modes (enhanced audibility of early reflections in the 
reversed response, and the experience of room’s sound decay 
through the original). 

5.2. Spectral Weighting 

An impulse, which is the signal at the heart of an impulse 
response, has a ‘white’ spectral power distribution. This means 
that half its power is in the top octave, three-quarters of its power 
in the top two octaves, and so on – leaving very little power in the 
low frequency range. Considering that room acoustics analysis is 
normally done in octave or one-third octave bands, the impulse 
response can be thought of as having a heavy high frequency bias. 
Other considerations are that the spectral energy distribution of 
normal sound sources (such as speech or music) is nothing like 
white, and often is closer to logarithmic. Therefore there is a 
strong argument that impulse responses should be spectrally 
weighted if they are to be assessed by the ear, possibly based on a 
logarithmic (or pink) energy distribution. 

5.3. Reverberation Time 

It is possible to listen to reverberation simply by playing a room 
impulse response, but difficult to discern details of the 
reverberation time from that. An auditory graph of octave band 
reverberation time can be constructed by synthesizing a pure tone 
at each octave band center frequency, which is assigned a duration 
equal to the reverberation time. We play these octave-related 
tones (125 Hz – 4 kHz) with simultaneous onsets, so a listener 
must hear their offsets to discern the reverberation times 
represented. Audibility of these offsets is enhanced by putting a 
sudden increase in the level of each tone just before the tone 
ceases. 

The key to the success of this auditory display is that time is 
represented by time. The auditory graph can be played together 
with the impulse response, so that a listener can easily relate one 
to the other. On first hearing this, listeners may be surprised by 
the length of a reverberation time, because a 60 dB decay is 
usually inaudible in a room impulse response (especially 
considering its ‘white’ spectral weighting). 

In many reverberation-sensitive rooms, somewhat longer 
reverberation times are desired in the low frequency range than in 
the high frequency range. This auditory graph provides an 
immediate experience of the extent to which such a criterion is 
met, since it would be represented by a pattern of falling pitches 
(as each tone builds up and ceases). Deviations from such criteria 
are clearly audible as a more chaotic pitch pattern. 

5.4. Auto-convolution and Auto-correlation 

The fine pattern of peaks in a room impulse response is usually all 
but impossible to hear because clear tones are usually not present 
(small reverberant rooms are an exception). Auto-convolution is 

equivalent to squaring the complex spectrum, and so is a simple 
way to exaggerate the contrast in a spectrum. Auto-correlation has 
an identical effect on the magnitude spectrum, but results in an 
even (or symmetric) function, like a very long linear phase filter. 
An auto-convolution (or auto-correlation) sequence can be 
performed, whereby each generation is processed with itself, 
yielding spectral powers of 2, 4, 8, 16 and so on. Eventually any 
sound processed in this way degenerates to a single pure tone 
(corresponding to the highest peak of the original spectrum). The 
most interesting sound (wherein a maximum number of peaks are 
audible) is somewhere between the original and the fully 
degenerated version. Such a sequence is illustrated by Figure 7. 
Temporal smearing accompanies this process. 

 

 
Figure 7. Spectrographic view of a room impulse response 
auto-convolution sequence. The original impulse response 
is on the left, followed by progressive auto-convolutions. 
The frequency scale (vertical) is 0-5 kHz (linear), and the 

time scale duration is 15 s. 

6. SPECTRAL MOMENTS 

Spectral moments are a way of simplifying a spectral magnitude 
distribution to a small number of values. The first moment (or 
centroid) can be thought of as representing the ‘center of gravity’ 
of a spectrum, and is essentially the mean frequency. The spread 
of the spectrum can be represented by its standard deviation (the 
square root of variance, which is the second moment). The third 
moment is skew. The fourth moment (kurtosis) compares the 
peakiness of the spectrum to that of a normal distribution, 
although we have not used the fourth moment in our sonification. 

The calculation of spectral  moments is given below for the 
first three moments (centroid, standard deviation and skew), 
where fn is the frequency of each spectral component, and an is its 
magnitude, which is optionally squared in the calculation. 
Squared amplitude is proportional to the power, and in a physical 
sense is the better choice (because phase is not relevant to this 
calculation). However unsquared amplitude is closer to loudness 
perception, and so may be more appropriate for some 
applications. 
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In addition to the question of whether amplitude is squared or not, 
the frequency component distribution and the frequency units are 
important in this type of analysis. The most common choice for 
analysis is a linear distribution and linear units (Hz). However in 
our Max/MSP implementation, we use a logarithmic distribution 
(implemented through octave-spaced filters) and logarithmic 
frequency units. This is achieved by taking the logarithm (base 2) 
of the frequency prior to the calculation, yielding octave units. 
Then the result is taken as the exponent of 2 to convert back to 
Hertz for sonification and visualization. This approach appears to 
give more useful results (i.e. values that work well in sonification) 
than using a linear distribution and linear units, especially for the 
higher moments. While octave-spaced filters do not provide high 
precision, we have found that these works surprisingly well (e.g., 
in the centroid matching the frequency of a pure tone), and in any 
case, this sonification is devised for demonstration purposes rather 
than precise analysis. A more precise approach is available 
through PsySound3, outlined towards the end of this paper. 

Centroid is sonified as a pure tone that has a frequency equal 
to the centroid. The amplitude of this tone is controlled by the 
measured amplitude of the input wave (i.e., the term that is also 
used in the denominator of the spectral moments). This not only 
makes the sonification easier to listen to, but makes sense because 
the centroid of silence is meaningless, and the centroid of high 
level sound would dominate over low level sound of equal 
duration in a long term spectral centroid calculation. 

 

 
Figure 8. Control and visual display interface for the 

spectral moments sonification. 

Standard deviation and skew are sonified as a noise band. The 
center frequency of this band is derived from the difference 
between the centroid and the skew. Hence, if the skew is positive, 
the center frequency is greater than the centroid. The width of the 
noise band (between upper and lower cutoff frequencies) is one 
standard deviation. All of these calculations are done with 
logarithmic frequency units, as indicated above. 

The interface for this sonification is shown in Figure 8. The 
user can select the type of input (real-time or sound file) and can 
use three volume controls for the sonification: one for the original 
input, one for the centroid tone, and one for the noise band 
representing standard deviation and skew. These values are also 
displayed visually as a moving chart. 

This sonification is very effective in bringing the concept of 
spectral centroid to life. The sonification of standard deviation 
and skew are interesting, but more obscure to the ear. Sound 
recordings that produce informative results can include room 
impulse responses, speech recordings, music recordings, musical 
instrument tones (for timbre analysis) and many other types of 
sound including real time improvisation. 

7. HILBERT TRANSFORM 

A similar style of sonification is offered through a simple Hilbert 
transform Max/MSP patch that we have developed. A Hilbert 
transform can be performed simply by phase shifting all 
components (in the frequency domain) by -π/2 and returning back 
to the time domain. For a finite length sampled waveform, 
extremes of the spectrum (around 0 Hz and the Nyquist 
frequency) are not used, because the Hilbert transform is 
ineffective for these. In its usual application, the original time 
series (no phase shift) is taken as real, while its Hilbert transform 
is taken as imaginary. The resulting magnitude of this complex 
waveform represents instantaneous amplitude, while the rate of 
change of the resulting phase represents instantaneous angular 
frequency. We only use the instantaneous amplitude (Hilbert 
envelope) from the transform in our patch. 

Our patch allows the user to select a carrier signal (440 Hz 
pure tone, pink noise, the time-varying centroid of an input 
waveform, or no carrier). The Hilbert envelope, squared Hilbert 
envelope (which increases the contrast), or differenced Hilbert 
envelope (which produces non-zero results when the envelope 
changes) can be selected to amplitude modulate the carrier. 
Smoothing can be applied to the envelope. 

One application of this patch is a rhythm-to-pitch transform. 
This is done by extracting the envelope (without carrier) from a 
relatively long duration recording, and speeding this up 100 times 
(using a sound editing program). This scaling factor is appropriate 
because it shifts the fluctuation frequency range of maximum 
human sensitivity (around 4 Hz) to the range of maximum pitch 
sensitivity [6]. Periodicity in rhythm is then heard as complex 
tones, the timbre of which is derived from the rhythmic structure. 

Like the spectral moment sonification, the purpose of this tool 
is to draw out a simple abstraction from the sound, as well as to 
demonstrate a signal processing technique. Envelope extraction 
can be used to reduce an arbitrary sound to what could be 
considered to be its simplest attribute. In the case of the Hilbert 
transform, the process is simple but the concept is subtle, so it is 
very helpful to give students an audio demonstration, 
complemented by theoretical, numeric and graphical teaching 
material.  

8. HEAD RELATED TRANSFER FUNCTIONS 

In spatial hearing, the head related transfer function (hrtf) is the 
ratio of the complex frequency response from a source to an ear to 
that from the same source to a point that would be in the center of 
the head on the inter-aural axis (with the head absent). While 
binaural difference cues form the basis for localization between 
left and right, spectral cues found in the hrtfs are used to identify 
the polar angle (e.g., front-back and above-below) of the sound 
source. Reproduction of appropriate binaural difference and 
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spectral cues can produce a convincing externalized and 
accurately localized auditory image. However, a major issue in 
this field is that each person’s direction-dependent set of hrtfs is 
distinctive, and substituting one person’s for another’s tends to 
produce vague and inaccurate localization [7]. This is mainly 
because the physical form of the external ear (especially the 
pinna) varies substantially between individuals (both in terms of 
shape and size). The main spectral features for hrtfs are above 2 
kHz, and some important features are at very high frequencies 
(around 8 kHz). As shown by Iida et al. [8], these features can be 
simplified effectively using parametric filter functions, and we 
have used this concept in our sonification. 

For the sonification, we use a parametric filter with an 
interface allowing the user to tune two notches and two peaks, 
adapted from the parametric hrtf models of Iida et al. [8]. In this 
model, the tuning of Peak 2 (a quarter-octave peak between 7 and 
9 kHz) mainly affects image elevation. On the other hand, Peak 1 
(a broader peak between 2-5 kHz) does not vary much with source 
position for a given individual, and so is thought to provide a 
stable reference against which other spectral variation is assessed 
(especially the two main notches). Notch 1 varies between 5 and 
10 kHz, and Notch 2 between 8 and 11 kHz. The aim of the user 
might be to explore their own hrtfs by trying to generate an image 
at a particular polar angle (e.g., 0 degrees) by manipulating these. 
We supplement this by allowing the user to change the interaural 
time difference (±1 ms) and broadband interaural level difference 
(±10 dB), which together control the lateral angle of the auditory 
image. 

 

 
Figure 9. Control and visual display interface for the 

parametric hrtf sonification. Each filter is controlled in 
two dimensions (center frequency and Q), and the output 

spectrum is displayed visually. 

9. FORMANTS 

Vocal formants are resonances formed in the vocal tract which are 
used to produce and distinguish vowel and vowel-like sounds. The 
sound of vowels can be approximated through the tuning of just 
two formants, the first of which is related to how open the mouth 
is, and the second of which is related to the position of a 
constriction within the mouth formed by the tongue. The formants 
act as filters on the complex tone produced by the vocal folds, and 

the frequencies of each formant and of the complex tone can be 
independently controlled. Vowel formant frequencies vary 
between regional accents. Figure 10 shows approximate formant 
values for male Australian speech, or at least a subset thereof [9]. 

 

 
Figure 10. Frequencies of the two major vowel formants 

for male Australian speech. 

The implementation of the formant sonification is similar to 
the parametric hrtf sonification. However, only two filters are 
needed, and a complex tone (with some vibrato) is provided as a 
source since this is similar to the source of the vocal system. The 
user’s primary control is simply the frequency of the two 
formants, which can be explored using the mouse in the two-
dimensional control space on the right side of Figure 11. The Q 
(or peakiness) of the two formant filters can also be adjusted. 

 

 
Figure 11. Control and visual display interface for the 

speech formant sonification. 

The purpose of this very simple sonification is to give students an 
accessible tool to explore the concept of vowel formants. The 
two-dimensional controller allows students to attempt to create 
dipthong sounds, as well as steady-state vowels. After 
experimenting with the complex tone input, and perhaps storing 
preset formant combinations, students can use the tool to filter 
arbitrary sounds (using sound-files as the input), and so it could 
even have some use in the students’ audio production projects. 
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10. PSYSOUND3 

PsySound3 is software developed by the authors that implements 
acoustical and psychoacoustical algorithms for the analysis of 
sound recordings [10]. Algorithms currently implemented include 
(but are not limited to) a sound level meter module, generic digital 
signal processing (FFT, cepstrum, Hilbert transform, and auto-
correlation), dynamic loudness, sharpness, roughness, loudness 
fluctuation and virtual pitch analysis. While the main purpose of 
this program is to provide free and easy access to sophisticated 
analysis of audio recordings with detailed results given as numeric 
output, the program also can sonify the analysis results (as well as 
providing visualizations). 

Available sonifications depend on the data structure. The main 
three data structures are (i) time-series streams, (ii) spectrum and 
(iii) time-spectrum. By ‘spectrum’ we do not necessarily mean 
magnitude as a function of frequency, but instead use the term to 
refer to a data structure like magnitude spectrum (other examples 
of this data structure are the gamnitude cepstrum and the specific 
loudness pattern). 

10.1. Time-Series 

There can be a very large variety of single time-series output from 
the program, such as: sound pressure level, short term spectral and 
cepstral moments, Hilbert envelope, instantaneous frequency, 
auto-correlation function, loudness, sharpness, roughness, 
loudness fluctuation, total pitch strength, pitch multiplicity (the 
number of audible pitches), dissonance, inter-aural cross 
correlation peak value and lag time, and many more. PsySound3 
provides a generic auditory graphing utility, allowing any of these 
to be mapped to the frequency of a tone, and/or the gain and 
panning of this signal. The mapping functions relating the data to 
the auditory graph parameters are user-controlled. 

10.2. Spectrum 

Examples of spectral data types include: the 1/3-octave band 
spectrum, octave band spectrum, fast Fourier transform spectrum, 
cepstrum, specific loudness pattern, specific roughness pattern, 
pitch pattern, and inter-aural cross-correlation function. Spectral 
data types can be sonified directly through re-synthesis. This 
usually involves a simplification of the sound, relative to the 
original, and involves a transformation of the sound when the 
spectrum comes from a psychoacoustical algorithm (such as the 
specific loudness pattern or pitch pattern). The point of this is to 
illustrate how the algorithm extracts or emphasizes various 
features from the original sound. However, it is difficult to hear 
much detail in this style of sonification – it is most useful in 
giving a general impression. Alternatively, spectral data may be 
sonified sequentially, using the same parameters as are available 
for time-series sonifications. 

10.3. Time-Series Spectrum 

This data type adds time as a dimension to the spectral data type, 
and is exemplified by the spectrogram, cepstrogram, specific 
loudness pattern over time, auto-correlogram and so on. At the 

time of writing, sonification of this data type remains to be 
implemented. 

11. CONCLUSIONS 

There is great potential to extend sonification further in the area of 
acoustic and audio analysis for education, and we hope that the 
examples presented in this paper will form just a small part of a 
more sophisticated collection. Sonification could be used for 
sound analysis in research as well as education, and PsySound3 
provides a new platform for research-oriented analysis. We hope 
to continue to develop tools in this area, and invite others in the 
auditory display community to develop further sonification tools 
for education and research in sound. 
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ABSTRACT 

The electroencephalogram (EEG) provides a diagnostically 
important stream of multivariate data of the activity of the human 
brain. Various EEG sonification strategies have been proposed 
but auditory space has rarely been used to give cues about the 
location of specific events. Here we introduce a multivariate 
event-based sonification that, in addition to displaying salient 
rhythms, uses pitch and spatial location to provide such cues. 
Using clinical recordings with epileptic seizures we demonstrate 
how the spatio-temporal characteristics of EEG rhythms can be 
perceived in such sonifications.  

 
[Keywords: Event-based sonification; epilepsy, spatio-temporal 
patterns] 

 

1. INTRODUCTION 

The electroencephalogram (EEG) consists of a group of parallel 
recordings of the electric potential from the human scalp [1]. Its 
most common display is the parallel arrangement of the recorded 
potentials as time series. Apart from a huge body of other 
visualization techniques there are some attempts of auditory 
displays for a scientific purpose in the literature (see e.g. [2,3] and 
references therein). While various specific aspects of the time 
series (like amplitude, variance, Fourier power) were considered 
previously, the question of spatial localization of events in the 
EEG has not been dealt with explicitly so far. This is surprising 
because the data represent not only the temporal but also the 
spatial dynamics of brain activity, and localization of patterns 
belongs to the most important criteria for the interpretation of 
specific events in clinical diagnoses [4]. For example, in epileptic 
EEG the localization (or distribution, respectively) of abnormal 
events in seizure-free epochs helps to locate the so-called 
epileptic focus, and the distribution of rhythms during a seizure 
helps to identify the type of seizure with direct implications for 
therapy.  
 

On the other hand, it has been argued in the literature that 
one of the advantages of auditory displays over visual displays 
should lie in the way the human sense of listening deals with 
multiple events that arrive in one sound stream, and should thus 
be particularly suited for data mining and data exploration of 
multivariate data sets [5]. Sonifications that included spatial cues 
were attempted in the case of meteorological data [6]. In the 
medical area, there have been studies on effective multivariate 

auditory monitoring devices during surgery [7]. There seems to 
be no explicit medical applications of the auditory representation 
of space in the case of the human EEG. 
 

Here we use a recently introduced event-based sonification 
of EEG rhythms to develop a multi-channel sonification that 
allows the listener to perceive spatial characteristics of the data in 
a multi-speaker environment. Examples of sonified transitions to 
epileptic seizures are presented. The possibility of a virtual 
auditory EEG environment with advanced spatial cues is 
discussed.  

 

2. MULTIVARIATE EVENT-BASED SONIFICATION 

Event-based sonification (EBS) was proposed as a simple and 
effective way to aurally represent rhythmic physiologic data [8]. 
For the case of so-called dynamic diseases (where a change of 
rhythmic characteristics is considered to indicate pathology, c.f. 
[9]) it was argued that this technique provides an efficient way to 
distinguish normal from abnormal rhythms (c.f. sound examples 
in [10]). With human EEG, a complex event-based sonification 
was used to characterize epilepsy [11], the epitome of a dynamic 
disease [12]. Recently, a simple but effective EBS for epileptic 
rhythms in the human EEG was introduced [13] and elaborated 
for its real-time application in clinical EEG monitoring and EEG 
feedback [14]. Based on the approach presented in [14], we 
propose a new representation of multiple EEG channels to 
provide the listener with spatial cues that can be interpreted in 
terms of spatial characteristics of the underlying brain dynamics.  

 
The basic idea in EBS is to scan the data stream for features 

that are defined as events and then to use these events to trigger 
sound synthesis. Local maxima are events in the time series that 
are both suitable for real-time sonifications and meaningful to the 
clinician. We check for maxima with a three-point comparison in 
low-pass filtered data. A low-pass filtering at e.g. 30 Hz reduces 
the number of maxima detected and restricts the events to the part 
of the Fourier spectrum with the largest power. Typically, we 
expect epileptic rhythms in the frequency band from 0.5 to 20 Hz. 
Note that this band roughly coincides with the range of rhythm 
perception in humans and is thus suited for on-line sonification of 
the events.  

 
We first explain the sound synthesis algorithms and then 

introduce the event-based mapping with spatial cues. 
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2.1. Sound Synthesis for Event-based Sonification 

The sound synthesis is implemented in SuperCollider3, an open 
source package for real time audio synthesis programming. We 
start by defining the sound characteristics of two instruments with 
contrasting features. The first sound generatorm named ‘HGrain’, 
generates harmonic sound events: 
 
SynthDef("HGrain",{|out=0, dur=0.2, amp=0.1, 

freq=300, numharm=5, att=0.002,  
 pos=0, wid=2, orient=0| 
var sig, env; 
sig = Blip.ar( freq, numharm, 1, 0); 
env = EnvGen.kr( Env.perc(att, dur, 1, -8), 

levelScale: amp, doneAction: 2); 
Out.ar(out, PanAz.ar(~numChans, sig, pos,  

env, wid, orient)) 
}).load(s); 

 
‘HGrain’ consists of a Blip oscillator (italics indicate objects 

of the programming language) with constant fundamental 
frequency. The Blip oscillator is a band-limited impulse generator 
where all harmonics have equal amplitude. The generated tone is 
modulated with a percussive envelope Env.perc that allows 
adjustment of attack time (the onset characteristics of a sound 
before the plateau is reached), duration of tone, and decay rate. 
Parameters of the Blip oscillator (amplitude, frequency, number 
of harmonics) and its amplitude envelope (attack, duration, 
decay) are available for control by features extracted from the 
time series.  
 

The second sound generator, called ‘NGrain’, generates noise 
grains as follows:  

 
SynthDef("NGrain", { |out=0, dur=0.05, amp=0.1, 
 cf=900, rq=0.08, pos=0, wid=2, orient=0| 
var sig, env; 
sig = Decay2.ar(Impulse.ar(1, phase: 0), 0.0001, 
 dur, PinkNoise.ar, 0); 
sig = BPF.ar(sig, cf, rq, 10); 
env = amp + Line.kr(0, 0, dur, doneAction: 2); 
Out.ar(out, PanAz.ar(~numChans, sig, pos,  
 env, wid, orient)) 
}).load(s); 
 
      ‘NGrain’ uses a pink noise PinkNoise that is triggered by an 
Impulse. The temporal evolution of the spectral envelope is 
controlled by an exponential decay function Decay2. Finally the 
noise grain is band-pass filtered using BPF with a given center 
frequency and filter quality 1/rq. Here, the intensity at the onset 
and the decay time are controllable parameters.  
 
      The two instruments were designed for accurate timing. They 
allow to control pitch and duration characteristics, while realizing 
subjectively a good contrast in timbre. 

2.2. Mapping in Event-based Sonification 

A single data channel is treated similar to the event-based 
sonification proposed in [14]: each maximum in the time series 
triggers a sound, this time, however, from one of the two 

described sound generators. Thereby, the sonic event summarizes 
and communicates some local properties of interest in sound. Fig. 
1 illustrates the definition of basic features used for the event-
characterization. 
 

 
Figure 1. Parameters extracted from the time series for EBS 

mappings. The upper plot indicates a segment of time series. The 
lower plot depicts the Gaussian level characteristics used to 
select the "numharm" value, resp. the level for the noisy grains. 
 

The volume level of an event in dB is set in a linear mapping 
of the voltage difference between the present maximum (that 
triggers the sound) and the previous minimum in a time series, 
denoted as L in Fig. 1. To avoid clipping artifacts due to the 
limited amplitude range of the synthesis engine, a constant 
maximum level is empirically adjusted for voltage differences 
that are larger than a given, data-dependent threshold. 
 

The total duration of a tone, with fixed attack and decay rate, 
is modulated by the inter-maxima interval dt. This mapping was 
chosen to be linear, with short intervals leading to short and long 
intervals to long sounds.  

 
The number of harmonics of a tone of ‘NGrain’ is controlled 

by the inter-maxima time interval with a nonlinear, bell-shaped 
function decaying to zero on both sides. The center of the 
function is placed at inter-maxima intervals that correspond to a 
typical epileptic rhythm in a given patient. The function is 
characterized by its center frequency cf and the bandwidth bw. 
Since clinicians often prefer to denote a rhythm in terms of its 
frequency rather than periods, the function is implemented as a 
Gaussian function in frequency space as shown in Fig. 1. Then, if 
a detected interval is of the length corresponding to this center, 
the largest number of harmonics is reached. Thus, a bright sound 
indicates the chosen frequency.  

 
For the spatial arrangement of the output audio channels and 

for the assignment of the fundamental frequency of the Blip 
oscillator we use a coordinate system based on the modified 10-
10 system of electrode positions on the scalp (Fig. 2). 

The X-axis of this coordinate system is defined by the left-
right extension on the scalp (ear to ear) and the Y-axis by the 
posterior-anterior line (neck to nose). Electrode Cz is placed at 
the origin (0,0).  
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Figure 2. The 10-10 system of electrode positions 
on the scalp (viewed from top, nose up). The y-
coordinates are shown on the right, on the left are 
the clinical labels for electrode rows. x-coordinates 
are defined accordingly. 

 
For multivariate EEG sonification, we implemented a system 

to use arbitrarily large arrays of speakers. Currently, however, we 
assume a ring topology of speakers such that the sonification 
delivers cues about the azimuth position in the horizontal plane. 
Given the topographic channel layout as depicted in Fig. 2 and 
assuming the listener located at Cz, the sonification basically 
directs the listener’s attention towards the appropriate angle. We 
currently use an 8-speaker setup. Practically, the spatial location 
of an electrode (X, Y) is used to compute the azimuth angle using 
atan2(Y, X). Distance is not reflected in a mix of opponent 
channels, but the signal is interpolated between those two audio 
channels that are closest to the intended location. The scheme 
works generically, including the stereo setup with N=2 as special 
case.  

 
As spatial location does not permit unambiguous localization 

of electrodes (in particular in the stereo setting), we add pitch 
information as a clue about the Y coordinate of an electrode. The 
most posterior electrodes (O1 and O2) are assigned a base pitch 
and the Y coordinate of all other electrodes is then mapped 
linearly to pitch leading to highest pitch for the prefrontal 
electrodes Fp1, Fpz, and Fp2.  

 
With the above-mentioned mappings and the HGrain 

oscillator we obtain a sonification that already delivers some 
auditory contrast between epileptic activity (long, loud, brilliant 
rhythmical sounds) and non-epileptic activity (dense, short 
arrhythmic textures of events). To enhance the possible 
emergence of auditory gestalts further, we introduce the noise 
grains that are particularly tuned to a second frequency of 
interest: similar as brilliance is optimized to be stronger with 
specific epileptic rhythms, the noise grains derive their amplitude 
value via a bell-shaped frequency-tuned mapping function with 
adjustable center frequency and bandwidth. This, for instance 
allows analyzing EEG data for the occurrences of rapid beta 
activity at the beginning of focal onset epileptic activity. As a 
result, the noise grains will generate salient rhythmical patterns if 
the data comply with predefined characteristics. This idea can 

easily be generalized towards a larger set of different grain 
streams tuned to specific data-driven characteristics. Such 
generalizations will be reported elsewhere. 

 
      The following code summarizes our mappings, with self-
explanatory variable names. It furthermore shows how events are 
instantiated. 
 
dtLastMax = (step - oldMaxPos[iC])/srate;     dur = dtLastMax.linlin(0, 0.2, 0.02, 1.0); 
amp = (vecprv1[iC]- lastMinVal[iC]).linlin( 
       0, 10, -50, -4).dbamp; 
freq = (chypos[iC].linlin(-2,5,50,85)).midicps; 
val = atan2(chypos[iC], chxpos[iC]); 
pos = val.linlin(-pi, pi, 0, 2); 
val = (((1/dtLastMax)-cf1)/bw1).squared.neg.exp;  
numharm = val.linlin(0, 1, 2, 30).round; 
if(1/dtLastMax<10){ 
  Synth.new("HGrain", [\out, 0, \amp, amp, \freq, freq, 
    \numharm, numharm, \dur, dur, \pos, pos,  
    \orient, orient]);}; 
val = ((1/dtLastMax-cf2)/bw2).squared.neg.exp; 
dur = val.linlin(0, 1, 0.01, 0.15); 
amp = val.linlin(0, 1.0, -50, 4).dbamp; 
if(1/dtLastMax>0){ 
   Synth.new("NGrain", [\out, 0, \cf, 4*freq,  
   \amp, amp, \pos, pos, \dur, dur, \orient, orient]); 
}; 

3. CLINICAL DATA 

EEG samples were recorded at the Neuropediatric Clinic of 
the University of Kiel from patients with two representative types 
of epilepsy. The first type, represented by patient 1, is the 
generalized absence seizure, where no particular onset zone of the 
seizure can be identified. The second type, represented by patients 
2 and 3, is the focal onset seizure, where epileptic activity 
originates in a specific location or focus. In the case of patients 2 
and 3, the focus is located in the frontal lobe. EEGs of patient 1 
were recorded with 10/20 position of 19 scalp electrodes at a 
sampling rate of 256 per second. EEGs of patients 2 and 3 were 
recorded with 10/10 position of 27 scalp electrodes at a rate of 
2000 (patient 2) or 500 (patient 3) samples per second. In all 
cases the data were band-pass filtered (low pass filter 30 Hz, high 
pass time constant 0.1 sec) before entering the sound synthesis. 
Data were used in a source density montage, which creates an 
individual reference for each electrode defined as the weighted 
sum of the potentials from its nearest neighbors. This reference 
acts as a spatial high-pass filter that improves localization and 
reduces spurious cross-correlations compared to common 
references, particularly in the case of generalized rhythms.  

 

4. RESULTS AND DISCUSSION 

Our first sonification example, Sound S1, is produced from eight 
channels of an EEG section in patient 1 with a transition from 
background activity to an absence seizure. We chose a reduced 
speed of about 2/3 of real time to allow the listener to perceive 
some details of the multivariate sonification.  For EBS of a single 
electrode the reader is referred to [13]. The background activity is 
almost exclusively dominated by sounds from the NGrain 
generator tuned to a frequency of 14 Hz. The sound 
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characteristics (driven by EEG parameters dt and L) reflect the 
large variability and noise-like properties of the time series. 
Rhythmic relationships between events in different channels are 
occasionally suggested but not confirmed and as such probably 
due to random correlations. The onset of the seizure is marked by 
the intrusion of pitched sounds from the HGrain generator (tuned 
to 3 Hz). These events start in individual channels, grow rapidly 
in intensity and are soon heard from all channels. This is 
accompanied by a dramatic change in rhythm from the mostly 
stochastic background to the nearly periodic seizure activity. The 
sounds from the NGrain oscillator join the seizure rhythm almost 
from its very onset. In the course of the seizure the rhythm 
maintains its global properties. Notably the frontal electrodes 
(high pitch) and rear right electrodes (low pitch) are synchronized 
among themselves and out of phase to central and rear left 
electrodes. However, there is also some perceptible evolution in 
detail. Firstly, the main frequency slowly decreases. Secondly, 
various electrodes undergo variations in the number of harmonics 
reflecting variation of the inter-maxima distances. Thirdly, in a 
group of rear electrodes (lower pitch) there is a trend from highly 
synchronized events to an arpeggio-like structure indicating 
growing phase delays. This 8-channel sonification already 
confirms the need for improved spatial cues for the differentiation 
of the rhythmic complexity. 
 
      An EBS with all 19 electrodes of the recording is presented in 
Sound S2. Fig. 3 shows the corresponding time series of the EEG 
time series. This sample is in real-time and thus represents the 
seizure as it would be heard in an on-line sonification. Here, we 
have generated a multi-channel output that can be displayed on a 
multi-channel speaker system.  
 
      In spite of the filtering in NGrain the sonification leads to a 
dense auditory stream for background activity (up to second 59 in 
Fig. 3), which is then interrupted by the epileptic activity. The 
epileptic rhythm has the dominant frequency of about 3 to 2.5 Hz 
with large amplitudes in most channels. Inspection of Fig. 3 
reveals that even the time series O1 and O2 contain this rhythm 
albeit at smaller amplitudes. With its rhythmic features, as well as 
a marked beginning and end, the seizure activity creates a clearly 
perceptible auditory object.  
 

 
Figure 3. Time series of 20 EEG channels recorded from 
a patient with generalized epilepsy. The seizure occurs 
between 59 and 87 seconds. 

 
The sound synthesis algorithm brings the typical features of 

this type of seizure to the foreground. The repetitive rhythmic 
motifs described for S1 also dominate the sonification of the 
complete EEG, S2. The texture of the composite sound is dense 
as the rhythm is picked up with different inter-electrode delays, 
which probably reflects propagation of activity waves in the 
cortex. This clarifies that the "hyper-synchronicity" of electric 
activity, which is often taken to be the landmark of these kinds of 
seizures, does not mean exact synchrony in the physical sense of 
"same phase". Nevertheless, the clinically known conservation of 
dynamics features within and across patients makes the absence 
seizure easy to detect and identify in the auditory setting. 

  
       Sound 3 is a sonification of an EEG section with seizure 
activity from patient 2 with frontal epileptic focus. These seizures 
differ from the generalized seizures in that the onset is less abrupt 
and more localized. The sound starts a few seconds before the 
onset of the seizure. In that initial section the noisy beats with a 
center frequency on the border between the alpha and the beta 
band (cf2=13 Hz) dominate. Just prior to the seizure the beta 
beats intensify in some channels. The seizure initiates with low 
volume pitched sounds (cf1=1 Hz) in a few channels. Then the 
volume increases and pitched sounds are audible. The epileptic 
waves are represented by groups of pitched sounds revealing their 
strong correlation. However, the clusters in this case are less rigid 
than in the absence seizure Sound 2.  
 
 

 
 

Figure 4. Audio Signals of 8 output channels 
synthesized from 20 EEG channels. 

Next we compare two handpicked subgroups of channels 
from those used in Sound 3. For Sound 4 we have left the 
mapping and parameters identical to Sound  3 but sonified only 4 
channels. In Sound 4a the four channels are [Fp2, F4, C4, P4], all 
from the right hemisphere. The resulting sound has some alpha 
and beta activity initially but this activity is significantly reduced 
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during the seizure. With the end of the seizure it resumes, albeit 
weakly. During the seizure interval only few pitched sounds can 
be discerned but they are of low intensity and do not display the 
rhythmicity heard in Sound 3. These channels do not pick up the 
prominent epileptic rhythm properly.  
 

In Sound 4b four other channels, [F10, T10, F8, T8], also 
from the right hemisphere, are sonified. The alpha/beta beats set 
in, get slightly more intense, then suddenly stop with the start of 
the seizure. The seizure is displayed by pronounced epileptic 
pitched sounds with organized rhythmicity. This spatial 
differentiation is typical for a given patient and reflects both the 
location of the epileptic focus and the cortical area that is most 
affected by the spreading of epileptic activity. It turns out, 
however, that the stereo display of all channels of Sound 3 does 
not support the spatial differentiation well.  

 
We therefore turn to multi-channel audio output for the 

sonification of this segment. Sound 5 displays again all channels 
of the EEG as in Sound 3 but this time with 8 audio output 
channels that we suggest to be positioned in a ring around the 
listener. Fig. 4 shows a segment of the eight resulting sound 
waves. In the left third of the segment there is an event that can be 
heard from the 5 speakers at the bottom of the figure, whereas it 
is not heard in the upper three speakers. At about the center of the 
figure is an event that occurs synchronized in speakers 1 and 5 
(from top). In this way, the assignment of different electrodes to 
different audio channels provides clear spatial cues about the 
sources of events and about relationships between sourced. This 
significantly improves the perception of the groups of electrodes 
that generate the epileptic rhythm and allows a straightforward 
differentiation from those that do not. Together with the rhythmic 
organization of the data flow this display gives detailed 
information about the spatio-temporal dynamics of the seizure. 

 
Sound 6 is a sonification with the mapping used in Sounds 3 

and for but for another patient, patient 3, with frontal focus. The 
pre-ictal section is again a dense layer of multiple noisy beats 
with parameter cf2 at the border of the alpha and beta band. Here 
the first occurrences of pitched sounds are hardly audible, and 
they are strongly localized. Then more channels join in and 
occasional bursts of pitched sounds from various electrodes come 
in clusters. The duration between clusters is longer than in Sound 
3. Towards the end they tend to start in a fronto-central location 
(where the focus as suspected) and spread particularly to the left 
hemisphere. Even though there are less pitched events and the 
rhythm is slower than in Sound 3, the sonification allows a good 
separation of background from epileptic activity. With a circular 
arrangement of the speakers the spatial distribution of the sources 
offers intuitive clues about the location of the responsible 
electrode on the scalp.  

 
We suggest that the spatial arrangement does not necessarily 

need to reflect the geometry of the electrode arrangement on the 
scalp. In particular, if the sonification is applied to the EEG of a 
patient with some known epileptic features the spatial cues can be 
optimized by other considerations. First, as done already in some 
of the present sonifications, a selection of electrodes can be made, 
for example leaving out those that do not show epileptic 
characteristics in a given patient. Second, if the same focal 
activity is picked up by various electrodes, these tend to display 
the same rhythm either correlated or anti-correlated (due to phase 

reversal of the source dipole) and can therefore be combined 
linearly to allow a better signal-to-noise ratio [14]. Thirdly, if 
neighboring electrodes pick up different activities, they can be 
separated maximally in space to allow more comfortable 
differentiation of their respective locations. And finally, if the set 
of recordings can be divided into two groups (for example in 
partial seizures where only one hemisphere picks up the epileptic 
rhythm) the pitch range can be restricted to the involved 
electrodes instead of being spanned over the whole set. If the 
epileptic rhythm comes in clusters, as is often the case, c.f. 
Sounds 3 and 6, this allows better distinction of nearby electrodes 
by pitch.    

 
The multi-channel sonification introduced here offers 

effective means to listen to human EEG for a scientific or medical 
purpose. Using filter characteristics it is possible to separate 
activity of interest from the background. The seizure initiates with 
low volume between 0.1 and 20 Hz the event-based display is 
intuitive in real-time applications like EEG monitoring or EEG 
feedback. The use of two (or more) contrasting sound generators 
allows a subdivision of spectral ranges of interest by adjustment 
of the parameters cf1, cf2, bw1, and bw2. And last but certainly 
not least, the inclusion of 360 degrees spatial cues permits the 
parallel sonification of many or all electrodes without loosing 
clarity in the display.  

 
As a concluding remark, we believe that the inclusion of 

spatial aspects in multivariate sonification is still in its infancy as 
far as medical applications are concerned. Recently, source 
localization methods for EEG were developed that provide good 
estimates of the 3D coordinates of the sources of normal and 
pathologic activity [15]. We clearly foresee (or better: forehear) 
an advanced auditory virtual environment where not only surface 
position but the full 3D information is represented in event-based 
sonifications or other sonifications and which allows the listener 
to create and study a full spatial representation of the spatio-
temporal dynamics of the human brain. 
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LIST OF SOUND FILES 

All sounds can be downloaded from the webpage: 
http://www.sonification.de/publications 
 

Sound S1: Event-based sonification of an EEG section of 
patient 1 with generalized absence seizure. Reduced speed, 
approx. 2/3 of real time. 8 channels from electrodes [Fp1, Fp2, 
F3, F7, F8, P8, FZ, PZ]. Filter tuning: cf1=3.0, bw1=2.5, 
cf2=14.0, bw2=3.5. Stereo. 

Sound S2: EBS of the EEG section in sound S1 with 
generalized absence seizure. Real-time (256 samples/s). All 19 
electrodes of the 10-20 standard EEG [Fp1, Fp2, F3, F4, C3, C4, 
P3, P4, O1, O2, F7, F8, T7, T8, P7, P8, Fz, Cz, Pz]. Filter 
parameters as in S1. Stereo. 

Sound S3: EBS of EEG section with focal onset seizure in 
patient 2 with frontal focus. Real-time. 20 electrodes in the 
modified 10-10 standard [FP2, F10, T10, F8, T8, P8, F4, C4, P4, 
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FPZ, FZ, CZ, FP1, F3, C3, P3, F7, T7, P7, F9]. Filter tuning: 
cf1=3.0, bw1=2.5, cf2=14.0, bw2=3.5. Stereo. 

Sound S4: EBS of EEG section with focal onset seizure of 
patient 2 as in Sound S3. Real time. S4a: Electrodes [Fp2, F4, C4, 
P4]. S4b: channels [F10, T10, F8, T8]. Filter tuning as in S3. 
Stereo. 

Sound S5: EBS as in S3, except: 8 channel audio output. 
Sound S6: EBS of EEG section with focal onset seizure in 

patient 3 with frontal focus. Real-time. 20 Electrodes in the 10-10 
standard [FP2, F10, T10, F8, T8, P8, F4, C4, P4, FPZ, FZ, CZ, 
FP1, F3, C3, P3, F7, T7, P7, F9]. Filter tuning: cf1=3.0, bw1=2.5, 
cf2=13.0, bw2=2.5. 8 channel audio output. 
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ABSTRACT 

This paper describes a novel and functional application of data 
sonification as an element in an immersive stroke rehabilitation 
system. For two years, we have been developing a task-based 
experiential media biofeedback system that incorporates musical 
feedback as a means to maintain patient interest and impart 
movement information to the patient. This paper delivers project 
background, system goals, a description of our system including 
an in-depth look at our audio engine, and lastly an overview of 
proof of concept experiments with both unimpaired subjects and 
actual stroke patients suffering from right-arm impairment. 

 
[Keywords: Biofeedback, Sonification] 

1. INTRODUCTION 

Recent scientific advances show that exercise contributes to brain 
reorganization and behavioral recovery in stroke-related 
hemiparesis [1]. We are working to develop a comprehensive 
biofeedback system that monitors task performance, stress and 
engagement and uses the monitoring data to drive structurally 
coherent, multimodal, sensory and cognitive stimuli that promote 
performance improvement and enhance motivation, attention and 
active engagement. This system offers a potentially powerful 
solution to the problems of rehabilitation treatment – delivering 
an intensive and efficacious dosage that is accessible, and that 
promotes long-term carryover.  

Our work is the development of a digital media based system 
that integrates task specific motor training and cognitive stimuli 
within an interactive, multimodal environment. The environment 
provides purposeful, engaging audiovisual scenes in which 
patients can practice functional reaching and grasping tasks, 
while receiving multi-modal feedback indicating measures of 
performance and results and reducing stress.  

The unique and advanced features of the system include the 
development of context aware, multimodal, experiential feedback 
environments: adaptable 2D scenes representing 3D movement 
provide intuitive, corrective feedback on spatial movement 
parameters and accommodate depth perception issues in certain 
stroke survivors; generative music composition frameworks 
present structurally rich auditory feedback and feed-forward 
assistance that corresponds to hierarchical movement parameters 
and encourages performance accuracy and improvement. The 

entire feedback is dynamically generated, in real-time using the 
analysis of movement [2]. 

2. BACKGROUND 

Recent research indicates that the use of interactive feedback in 
conjunction with movement therapy has a significant impact on 
the functional recovery of stroke patients with sensorimotor 
deficits [1,3,4]. However, there are some significant limitations 
affecting the outcome and validation of these studies: (a) Most of 
the systems relied on unimodal feedback (such as using only 
visual or sound feedback) or very simple combinations of modes; 
(b) feedback was informational and superficial rather than 
experiential and structural (for example a system would alert the 
patient that their movement speed was fast but would not provide 
feedback that slowed the patients movement in an intuitive, sub-
conscious manner); (c) these systems were not adaptive (e.g. it 
was not possible to change the therapy, based on an specific 
individual’s abilities and rate of progress), and (d) the test 
population was small. 

In a previous study we designed an interactive multimodal 
environment (IME) based biofeedback system for repetitive 
reaching and grasping retraining [5]. In this environment the 
patient’s arm was animated to create a virtual arm that could 
move through different visual scenes and approximate 
“grabbing” objects. There were two primary environments: (1) a 
virtual table with objects like teapots and cups and (2) a fish-tank 
with fish that the patient could reach out and “grab.” Cues about 
spatial accuracy were shown visually through a semi-transparent 
cone and line indicating how far off from the correct trajectory 
the hand was. Audio feedback was provided by the progression 
through a chord sequence, with register changes mapped to 
opening of elbow. This helped indicate smoothness of movement 
and provided incentive for further opening of the elbow to extend 
reach. The shoulder of the tracked arm was also monitored and if 
moved beyond a pre-determined threshold, as would be seen with 
compensatory trunk movements during reaching activities in 
persons with stroke, a dissonant collection of notes in a high 
register played by winds was gradually presented to indicate to 
the user the undesired movement. It provided incentive to the 
user to contain that movement so the main musical phrase could 
be heard unimpeded. 

Five hemiparesis patients secondary to stroke were tested 
using the designed IME biofeedback system. The results show 
that patients could perceive assigned biofeedback parameters. 
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The visual augmented feedback improved the spatial consistency 
of the endpoint position during reaching. The auditory 
augmented feedback contributed improvement of the smoothness 
of endpoint trajectory, and the spatiotemporal consistency of 
reaching performance. After 3-5 training sessions, patients 
indicated faster, smoother, and more applied joint range of 
motion while reaching. The results were encouraging [5].  

In looking at ways to improve the system we decided that we 
needed to increase the number of parameter being looked at and 
find the most accurate measures for them. We also needed a more 
sophisticated audio feedback engine that could effectively 
communicate multiple measures at the same time.  

3. SYSTEM GOALS 

Physical therapy is a repetitive process that requires the subject to 
be highly engaged and motivated. It is crucial to provide the 
subject with feedback that gives them intuitive, real time 
measurements and evaluation of their performance and promotes 
behaviors that produce improvement. This can only be achieved 
through generative frameworks that combine all aspects of 
feedback into a semantically and aesthetically coherent 
experience. Challenges we need to address for the development 
of these frameworks include: (a) Optimization of mappings: for 
example, we believe interactive graphics with moving elements 
can communicate spatial parameters of movement and musical 
structures are optimal for meaningful layering of multiple time 
series. (b) Integration of modes: we need to develop formal 
structures that integrate various types of visual, auditory and 
tangible feedback into coherent multimodal experiences. (c) 
Complex driving systems: feedback formation and adaptation 
must be driven by multiple, interrelated sensing and modeling 
streams of the system; and (d) Adaptation to User-context: 
feedback must adapt to user preferences, performance, cognitive 
capacity and physical ability for long-term therapy and training. 

While our prime goal is the integration of a task dependent 
physical therapy and cognitive stimuli within an interactive, 
multimodal environment, we identified three concepts 
computable from the motion features and that we also wished to 
communicate back to the user. These were reach, openness, and 
flow.  

 
• Reach: Hand moving to the target with minimum spatial 

error, appropriate hand orientation and speed. 
• Openness: Enough extension of joints to place hand in 

vicinity of the target with minimal shoulder/torso movement 
compensation.  

• Flow: Coordination and synchrony of joints while smoothly 
and consistently reaching for the target.  

 
In accordance with these goals we identified five measures to use 
in determining effectiveness of system  
 
• Spatial error: distance of hand to target AND hand 

orientation measured after deceleration;  
• Trajectory optimization  
• Arm opening: shoulder and elbow extension. 
• Jerk cost – measure the smoothness of the speed curve  
• Asymptotic reach time and velocity profile  

 
These are described in greater detail in [2]. 

4. DESCRIPTION 

Our system is comprised of five separate components (Figure 1). 
The first is a six camera, marker-based Motion Analysis 
Corporation motion capture system. The data from this is 
multicast over UDP. The second component is our custom 
motion analysis engine that extracts real-time movement features 
from the marker data and outputs this analysis over multicast 
UDP [1]. There are both a visual feedback engine and an audio 
feedback engine running separately that provide feedback based 
on the motion analysis features. Lastly, there is an annotation, 
storage, and retrieval system that provides a web based interface 
for annotation and display of data. It also includes a database for 
storage and indexing of all data being broadcast, the settings for 
both the visual and audio feedback engines, and audio and video 
captures of the environment [6]. 

 

Figure 1. Diagram of biofeedback system information 
flow. 

 

 
 

Figure 2. View of a subject using the system. 

4.1.  Motion Analysis 

Real-time motion analysis is done using a six-camera motion 
capture system. This means that an initial calibration phase is 
required before any system usage, but gives us a high degree of 
flexibility in all three dimensions, as well as allowing us to track 
as many points of motion as are required for our needs. 

In order to analyze the motion capture effectively, the 
effective space is divided into zones (Figure 3). The locations 
and areas of these zones are unique to each patient. They are 
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initially decided during calibration before each session, but can 
be changed later as rehabilitation demands. These zones are: 

 
• Resting zone: An area on the table near the patient where his 

or her right arm tends to rest naturally. 
• Grasping zone: A target area that the patient must attempt to 

reach. 
• Hull: A three-dimensional pathway between resting zone 

and grasping zone. 
 
 

 
 

Figure 3. Diagram representing an overhead view of 
spatial reaching zones. 

 
In addition, the reaching motion is broken into modes of 

movement.  
 

• Resting mode: The patient's hand lies static in the resting 
zone before or after a reach. 

• Reaching mode: The patient's arm is in transit between 
resting and grasping zones. 

• Grasping mode: The patient's hand has reached the grasping 
zone and remained there for 0.5 seconds. 

• Returning mode: The patient's arm is in transit from the 
grasping zone back to the resting zone. 

 
One hundred times per second, the motion analysis system 

multi-casts a data frame to the audio and visual feedback system, 
and the annotation system. This data frame holds such 
information as the mode, the elbow and shoulder openness 
angles, the wrist supination angle, and velocity of motion.  

4.2. Audio Engine 

Our audio feedback is designed to help achieve the goals of 
improved patient openness and flow. The temporal nature of 
musical feedback uniquely qualifies it to indicate qualities such 
as smoothness/jerkiness and speed of reach. In addition, indicator 
sounds and audio alerts are used to ensure minimal movement 
compensation, thereby improving joint usage. 

The audio feedback system is made of two programs: a third-
party MIDI-controlled sampler (Native Instruments' Kontakt) 
which acts as our sound engine, and a proprietary gesture 
analyzer/music generator which receives the data message and 
controls the sound engine via MIDI. This controlling software is 
written in Max/MSP. A Max object written in C gets the data 
frame from the analysis system. 

There are two types of instrumentation: foreground and 
background. There is only one foreground instrument, which 
plays throughout the reach. It may be a marimba, guitar, or piano 
sound. There may be as many as four background instruments at 
any one time, but they may be inaudible at times during the 
reaching motion. The instruments used for background are flute, 
trumpet, guitar, piano, marimba, and lastly, orchestra. The 
foreground instrument choices were used for their somewhat 
percussive timbres: as the primary purveyor of information, the 
foreground needed to be easily heard above the background 
ensemble. The background instrument timbres were chosen for 
their ability to deliver harmonic structure while filling up the 
sonic space. 

Certain instruments are linked to aspects of the motion. The 
'orchestra' instrument, for example, which is usually the first 
background instrument to be included, is linked to elbow 
openness. Initially inaudible, the volume of the orchestra swells 
as the elbow angle increases. This instrument mapping is 
motivated by those stroke patients whose opening and flow 
problems stem from reduced ability to extend their elbow. 

The foreground instrument plays notes at equal intervals 
during resting mode and grasping mode. During reaching and 
returning, however, that interval diminishes, speeding up the rate 
of note generation (Table 1). This acceleration is controlled by 
the velocity of the motion. If the motion is very slow, the 
acceleration is very mild or nonexistent. However, if the motion 
is very quick, the rate of note generation can be very quick. This 
feature helps patients control their movement speed and 
smoothness: use of speed and momentum to reach a target is a 
common tactic of stroke patients with little arm strength, one that 
is detrimental to full rehabilitation. 

 

Velocity Note Value 

0.00 - 0.20 quarter note 

0.20 - 0.40 dotted eighth 

0.40 - 0.65 eighth 

0.65 - 0.80 dotted sixteenth 

0.80 - 1.00 dotted thirty-second 
Table 1: Mapping of normalized reaching velocity to note 
generation interval  
 

The rhythms of the background instruments remain steady 
throughout the reach. These instruments are used to impart 
rhythmic variety and rhythmic consistency to the music during 
the accelerated musical gestures. At one early stage, we 
experimented with accelerating foreground and background 
equally during the reach. The result was aesthetically unpleasing, 
making the reaches sound like interruptions to the musical 
continuity. This method, where the background remains steady 
and the foreground accelerates over it, improves the feeling of 
homogeneity between reaching and static sonification. 
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Interestingly, the interruption effect does not pose a problem 
when the instrumentation consists of a single solo foreground 
instrument. 

During resting mode, the harmony remains on one chord. 
When the patient performs the reaching motion, a harmonic 
progression is cycled through (Table 2). If the patient attempts to 
reach and returns, but does not reach the grasping zone, the 
progression is not completed. Instead, the harmonic progression 
cycles backward to the beginning, with no resolution. Essentially, 
harmonic resolution is used as incentive for reaching the target 
on each attempt.  

 

Activity Zn Harmony 

Resting 0.00 - 0.20 I 

0.20 - 0.50 ii 
Reaching 

0.50 - 0.85 III7 

Grasping 0.85 - 1.00 vi 

1.00 - 0.63 V7 
Returning 

0.63 - 0.30 V7 

Resting 0.30 - 0.00 I 
Table 2: Mapping of normalized distance to grasping zone in Zn 
direction to a sample harmonic progression 

 
Harmonic progressions change upon every reach. This, along 

with the addition and removal of instruments, is a main source of 
musical variety. Thought of artistically, the generative material of 
the biofeedback therapy session can be said to have been 
'composed' by the audio feedback team. All note selection is 
either arpeggiated or random within the harmonic structure.  

Our system allows for the creation of any monophonic 
cyclical arpeggio pattern for any of our instruments. Each pattern 
is transposable, and only selects note values that are in the 
current chord. Furthermore, patterns can be constructed for note 
velocities, durations, and onset intervals as well. In this way, 
rhythms and rhythmic effects can be imparted to individual 
instruments, allowing for greater compositional control. 

When an instrument's note selection is random rather than 
arpeggiated, that instrument selects notes from the current chord 
and in ranged boundaries. The ranged boundaries are important 
for ensuring no notes are selected outside of an instrument's 
natural range. The foreground instrument often begins in 
arpeggiated mode, but switches to random mode during the 
accelerated note generation of reaching and switches back after 
deceleration has occurred. This was done for aesthetic reasons: a 
cyclical pattern which sounds good at the slower tempo of patient 
resting is unlikely to sound equally good when the tempo is 
accelerated by greater than a factor of four. 

The audio feedback system makes use of three audio alerts. 
The first is an audio alert indicating successful reach; it is a 
single strike of the triangle. We use harmonic resolution as a 
motivator for reach completion on the subconscious level, but the 
success alert is far more explicit. 

The other two audio alerts each indicate poor movement 
technique. Rather than discrete events like the success indicator, 
these are sustained indicators that increase or decrease in volume 
in relation to the severity of compensatory movement. 

For example, a rain-stick sound tells the patient when he is 
leaning forward or slouching past a predetermined threshold. 
Some patients have learned to lean forward in order to bring their 
bodies closer to any objects they need to reach. This type of 
compensation, while easing the reaching process, is less helpful 
for rehabilitation and could facilitate other health problems in the 
future.  

Similarly, a piatti sound alerts the patients when they raise 
their shoulder in a compensatory movement past a threshold. 
Patients who have dealt with reduced arm strength sometimes use 
their shoulder to achieve height that they would have difficulty 
with otherwise. Again, this is poor movement practice and could 
lead to future health problems. 

Figure 4 is a notated score from part of a good reach. The 
foreground instrument is marimba, and the background 
instrument is orchestra. This shows a chord change and a 
rhythmic change as the movement velocity slows because the 
patient is approaching the resting zone after a reach. 

 

 

Figure 4. Sample score of returning movement 

 
Figures 5-7 are movement parameter graphs showing the 

differences between the reaching movement of stroke victims and 
the reaching movement of unimpaired subjects. 

 
 
 

 
Figure 5: Comparison of percentage Z during a full 

reach-grasp -return cycle for (a) a stroke patient and (b) 
an unimpaired subject. 

 

a)    b) 
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Figure 6: Comparison of velocity during a full reach-  grasp-

return cycle for (a) a stroke patient and (b) an unimpaired 
subject. 

 

 
Figure 7: Comparison of elbow openness during a full 

reach-grasp-return cycle for (a) a stroke patient and (b) 
an unimpaired subject. The y axis represents angle 

calculated between upper arm and fore arm.  

In figure 5 one can see that, although the stroke patient was 
able to reach the grasping zone, he did not have the same 
accuracy and control as the unimpaired subject. His approach 
slowed earlier and he overshot. His returning plot was more 
rounded as well. These two subjects' audio feedback would differ 
harmonically. The normal subject's harmonies would cycle more 
quickly and evenly than the impaired persons' would. 

The stroke patient in figure 6 does not achieve the peak 
velocity of the unimpaired subject. He also has a very difficult 
time maintaining a velocity. His velocity oscillates even during 
grasping when no movement is required. These two people 
would hear very different musical gestures during their reaches. 
The unimpaired subject would hear a smooth acceleration and 
deceleration during reaching, and another acceleration/ 
deceleration during returning. The impaired patient would hear 
very jerky music, with a burst of notes for every jerk of his arm. 

Figure 7 shows a stroke patient's elbow openness during 
reaching versus a normal subject's elbow openness. Because of 
the more rounded, less defined curve of the stroke patient's elbow 
openness, the orchestra would enter later than it would with the 
unimpaired person's reach, and the orchestra would never attain 
the volume that the normal person would hear. 

4.3. Visual Engine 

In contrast to the audio engine, which targets openness and flow, 
the visual engine is designed to help achieve the system goal of 
improved reaching. Visual feedback has the ability to impart very 
specific location and orientation cues to our patients, helping 
them improve spatial accuracy during reaching, as well as 
allowing them to formulate a better plan of action on future 
reaches. 

The visuals engine is created in Dash, an in-house animation 
software written in objective C and Python. There are two 
environments: an explicit environment that is used to introduce 
the patient to the system, and an abstract environment that is used 
once the patient has been introduced. 

The explicit visual training environment depicts a 3-
dimensional virtual room with a table (Figure 8). There is a 
disembodied right arm hovering over the chair in the same place 

that the patient's right arm exists in relation to the physical table. 
The virtual arm follows all movements of the physical arm. 

A virtual cup is placed in the center of the virtual table.  This 
cup corresponds to the grasping zone. The task assigned to the 
patient is to reach for the cup. Once the virtual hand has touched 
the virtual cup, and the wrist has supinated in simulation of 
physical grasping, the cup disappears and it is time for the patient 
to return to the resting position. It is important to note that in this 
introductory environment, the audio feedback engine is not used. 

 
 

 
 

Figure 8. Explicit visual environment 
 
After the patient has become familiar with the system 

through the use of the explicit environment, he or she is switched 
to the abstract environment. In the abstract visual environment, 
the patient is initially shown a picture centered on the screen. The 
picture then explodes into particles, leaving a target represented 
by a cup and a frame.  

The particles move in conjunction with the patient's hand, 
and can be recombined with a reaching motion. As the patient 
advances his hand, the particles condense inward. If the patient 
supinates, the particle field rotates. If the patient movement 
travels outside of the hull, the particle field stretches in the 
direction of the movement error. Similarly, if the patient 
overshoots the grasping zone, the image will compress to be 
smaller than the target frame. (Figure 9) 

After returning to the resting zone, the patient is given a few 
seconds, then restarts the process with a new picture. The 
pictures change upon every reach. These images may be pulled 
from different sources, depending on the needs of the patient. If 
we want to impart a sense of storyline, we may use frames from a 
well-known movie. If we want to give the patient a personal 
incentive, he or she may bring in digital family photographs. If 
neither is required, we might pull the image from a pool of art 
masterpieces. 

4.4. Annotation, Storage, and Retrieval 

Our system records system parameters, patient data, team and 
patient notes, and reaching data in an SQL-based database.  In 
addition, each testing session is recorded by video cameras and 
microphones, and all generated audio and video is captured. This 
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is helpful both for further research and development on our 
system and for rehabilitation. 

Physical therapists are able to recall and analyze data from 
any patient down to the individual reach. One hundred frames per 
second of motion analysis data is saved by the storage and 
retrieval system, allowing the display of reaching data in graph 
form. This is particularly useful for rehabilitation purposes. 
Between each set of ten reaches the results are graphed and 
displayed for team members to analyze. 

Upon each trial, both feedback engines and the analysis 
engine transmit parameter data to the annotation system. This 
information is stored in a database. Using this database and saved 
motion analysis data, individual tests can be recreated. 

A web-based form allows team members to annotate 
observations. All observations are saved to the database and are 
viewable in real-time by the other members of the team. In order 
to speed the annotation process and reduce cognitive load on 
team members, frequently repeated annotations are represented 
by check boxes. Otherwise observations are typed. 

 Written in Max/MSP, the audio/video capture system 
records the visuals and music from our system. In addition, video 
is recorded from a camera positioned to include both the patient 
and the video monitor (Figure 10). Audio from three 
microphones is recorded: one placed to pick up patient remarks, 
another placed to pick up team remarks, and a third clip-on 
microphone to pick up therapist remarks. This last microphone is 
important because, during testing, the therapist often does not 
have access to a computer in order to annotate observations. 

For more information on the annotation, storage, and 
retrieval system, please refer to [6]. 

 

 
 

Figure 9. Abstract visual environment  

 
Figure 10. Side view of the subject and system. 

5. EXPERIMENTS 

5.1. Testing with Unimpaired Subjects 

Testing on twelve unimpaired subjects was done for proof of 
concept and to determine strategies that are useful for 
rehabilitation. Because of the high number of interrelated 
scientific variables, we realized that it would be impossible to 
work with and eliminate one musical parameter at a time.  

Instead, we worked with several at once, using our musical 
backgrounds to help us decide which variables had the greatest 
likelihood of achieving a certain goal. In our case the target goal 
was to affect the speed of reaching. With careful selection of 
musical parameters, we hoped to be able to hasten or slow the 
reach of unimpaired patients at will. 

We started with three variables that we felt had a high 
likelihood of affecting the speed of the reaching movement: 
tempo, foreground instrumentation, and arpeggiated versus 
random note selection. Over the course of nineteen or twenty sets 
of ten reaches each, we tested carefully sequenced permutations 
of these variables.  

The results of these experiments were that the speed of 
reaching invariably changed. The direction of change was not 
always consistent with our goals, but this was not surprising, as 
more than just audio feedback is involved in a subject's reaching 
speed decision. Fatigue and patience also play a large role. 

Comments and criticisms by the test subjects were annotated 
in the database. Most of them dealt with instrument preference, 
but it was commonly noted that the audio feedback seemed 
tediously repetitive after a large number of reaches. This could be 
due in part to the unimpaired subjects' highly stylized methods of 
reaching. They are capable of reaching as they wish; therefore 
during a long-running repetitive reaching experiment, their 
reaches and resulting audio feedback are likely to fall into a 
pattern of rote repetition. 

5.2. Testing with Impaired Subjects 

We recruited three stroke patients with right-arm impairment to 
test our system. They had differing types and levels of 
impairment, but all were cognitively sound and had been healing 
from their latest stroke for six months or more. One patient had 
no supination ability, and reduced arm strength. Another had 
somewhat greater strength and supination, but a deep tremor in 
the right arm. 

Because of the greater rate of fatigue in these patients, we 
only did ten sets of up to ten reaches. Unlike the experiments 
performed on unimpaired patients, we had no target goals other 
than the overall improvement of patient reaching ability. 

In order to achieve this goal, we initially set the grasping 
zone for each patient to a location that was not difficult for them 
to achieve.- 

 Once the patient was able to consistently perform grasping 
as judged by our physical therapist, we would make the task a 
little more difficult by reducing the grasping zone area and 
increasing distance to grasping zone. At the same time, we would 
reward the patient by including a new instrument into the musical 
ensemble, thus increasing musical variation. 

As we performed these experiments, we began to happen 
upon useful rehabilitation techniques. For example, we noticed 
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that one patient did not have good elbow opening during 
reaching. We succeeded in helping him by moving the grasping 
zone to the right a few inches. His elbow was forced to open 
wider in order to reach the new grasping zone, and later we were 
able to return the grasping zone to its original position with no 
loss in elbow openness. 

Patient comments were interesting. One patient had a stylistic 
musical preference for jazz, and derived less benefit from the 
audio feedback as a result of tuning it out. Another patient 
requested a change of photographic imagery for the visual 
environment. She found our initial choice, which were stills from 
a popular animated movie, patronizing because of the childish 
images. Most comments, however, centered around the 
rehabilitative effects. For example, one patient remarked, “I 
forgot I could still do this [motion with this arm].” 

We are currently analyzing the data from these trials to 
evaluate the system and make determinations regarding. Some 
very preliminary observations are encouraging. For instance, 
Figure 11 shows the velocity graph for last 5 trials of the day for 
a patient on the first day of testing compared with the last five 
trials on the last day of testing. As can be seen both smoothness 
and quickness to target seem to improve. However, we need to 
develop further tests and trials before making any determination.  

 

Figure 11. Patient velocity for first five trials versus velocity in 
last five trials of one session 

6. CONCLUSION 

This descriptive paper details the current state of development on 
our real-time multimodal environment for stroke rehabilitation, 
and the way in which musical sonification of the reaching gesture 
plays a part. We have shown how real-time mapping of musical 
gestures to movement is accomplished in our system. We also 
describe key experiments on both physically sound and stroke-
impaired patients, with highly encouraging results in each. Some 
future goals of this research are: (a) to make the musical 
component of the sonification even more flexible, allowing for 
musically stylistic results. (b) to create a more game-like 
rehabilitation environment. After this latest round of testing, we 
are now entering our next development phase. 

7. ADDITIONAL FILES 

Example video with audio track of system usage: 
http://ame5.hc.asu.edu/media/movie/Biofeedback_Sept06_02_H
264.mov  
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ABSTRACT

This paper investigates the use of auditory perceptualisation for
analysing the statistical properties of time series data. We intro-
duce the problem domain and provide basic background on higher
order statistics like skewness and kurtosis. The chosen approach
was direct audification because of the inherent time line and the
high number of data points usually available for time series. We
present the tools we developed to investigate this problem domain
and elaborate on a listening test we conducted to find perceptual
dimensions that would correlate with the statistical properties. The
results indicate that there is evidence that kurtosis correlates with
roughness or sharpness and that participants were able to distin-
guish signals with increasing difference of the kurtosis. For the
setting in the experiment the just noticeable difference was found
to be 5. The collected data did not show any similar evidence for
skewness and it remains unclear whether this is perceivable in di-
rect audification at all.

[Keywords: Audification, Time series data, Higher-order statis-
tics]

1. INTRODUCTION

The analysis of time series date is key to many scientific disci-
plines. Time series may be the result of measurements, unknown
processes or simply digitised signals. Although usually visualised
and analysed through statistics, the inherent relationship to time
makes them particularly suitable for a representation through sound.

The following work was conducted as part of the interdisci-
plinary research project SonEnvir1 [1]. SonEnvir investigates the
use of sonification in a number of different scientific fields, high-
lighting research problems that can potentially benefit from audi-
tory perceptualisation as an alternative form of analysis to visu-
alisation or statistics. By drawing upon many different sonficia-
tions and research problems, SonEnvir aims at the development of
a generalised sonification environment for scientific data. Target
sciences involved include neurology, theoretical physics, sociol-
ogy and signal processing and speech communication. In all of the
target sciences promising problem statements were selected for the
development of sonification prototypes. Through the unique diver-
sity of backgrounds and questions, the approach demanded high-
est flexibility and an open-minded attitude of all researchers in-
volved. As expected, the scepticism in the communities of the tar-
get sciences was substantial and for a lot of problems we only were
able to scratch the surface without answering real-world questions.

1http://sonenvir.at

Through our work, however, we highlighted the benefits of audi-
tory perceptualisation and raised awareness for sonification as an
alternative method to analyse and explore data in the target sci-
ences and various other scientific fields.

The Signal Processing and Speech Communication Labora-
tory focuses on research in the area of non-linear signal process-
ing methods, algorithm engineering and applications thereof in
speech communication and telecommunication. After investigat-
ing sonification approaches to the analysis of stochastic processes
and wave propagation in ultra-wide-band communication [2], the
focus for the last phase in SonEnvir was on the analysis of time
series data. In signal processing and speech communication, most
of the data to handle are sequences of values over time - time se-
ries. There are many properties of time series data that interest the
researcher. Besides the analysis in the frequency domain, the sta-
tistical distribution of values provides important information about
the data at hand. With this work we aim at investigating the use
of sonification in analysing the statistical properties of amplitude
distributions in time series data. From the target science’s point of
view this can be used as a method for the classification of signals
of unknown origin or for the classification of surrogate data to be
used in experiments in telecommunication systems.

The following will provide some background to the mathemat-
ics of statistical analysis of time series data. In section 3 we will
present the sonification tools that we developed before section 4
will discuss a psychoacoustic experiment conducted. Finally, we
conclude the paper and elaborate on future work in section 5.

2. BACKGROUND

The statistical analysis of time series data is concerned about the
distribution of values without taking into account their sequence
in time. As we will see later, changing the sequence of values in a
time series, completely destroys the frequency information while
keeping the statistical properties intact. The most well known sta-
tistical properties of time series data is the arithmetic mean (1) and
the variance (2).

x =
1

n

nX
i=1

xi (1)

σ2 =
1

n

nX
i=1

(xi − x)2 (2)

However, higher order statistics provides more properties of time
series data describing more detailed the shape of the underlying
probability function. They all derive from the statistical moments
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of a distribution defined by

µ
′
n =

nX
i=1

(xi − α)nP (x) (3)

where n is the order of the moment, α the value around which the
moment is taken and P (x) the probability function. The moments
are most commonly taken around the mean, which is equivalent to
the first moment µ1. The second moment around the mean (or sec-
ond central moment) is equivalent with the variance σ2 and hence,
the squared standard deviation σ.

Higher order moments define the skewness and kurtosis of the
distribution. The skewness is a measurement for the asymmetry of
the probability function, meaning a distribution has high skewness
if its probability function has a more pronounced tail to one end
than to the other. The skew is defined by

γ1 =
µ3

µ
3
2
2

(4)

with µi being the i − th central moment. The kurtosis describes
the ”peakedness” of a probability function; the more pronounced
peaks there are in the probability function, the higher the kurtosis
of the distribution. It is defined by

β2 =
µ4

µ2
2

(5)

Both values distinguish time series data and are significant proper-
ties in signal processing.

The inherent time line and the often high numbers of data val-
ues in time series data suggest the use of the most direct approach
to auditory perceptualisation - audification. When interpreted as
sonic waveform the statistical properties of time series data be-
come acoustical dimensions of perception. The variance corre-
sponds directly to the power of the signal, hence (non-linearly) to
its perceived loudness. The mean, however, is nothing more than
an offset and is not perceivable. The question is whether the skew-
ness and the kurtosis of signals can be assigned to perceptional
dimensions too.

3. SONIFICATION TOOLS

In order to investigate the statistical properties of time series data
through audification we first developed a simple tool that allows
for defining arbitrary probability functions for noise. Subsequently,
we built a more generic analysing tool that makes it possible to
analyse any kind of signal which was also used as the underlying
framework for the experiment in section 4.

3.1. PDFShaper

The PDFShaper is an interactive audification tool that allows users
to draw probability functions and hear the resulting distribution
as audification in real-time. Figure 1 shows the user interface.
PDFShaper provides four graphs (top down): the probability func-
tion, the mapping function, the measured histogram and the fre-
quency spectrum. The tool allows the user to interactively draw in
the first graph to create any kind of distribution. It then calculates
a mapping function which is defined by

C(x) =
1

g(x)
=

Z x

0

P (t)dt (6)

Figure 1: The PDFShaper interface

where C(x) is the cumulative probability function and g(x) is a
mapping function that if applied to a uniform distribution y pro-
duces values according to the probability function P (t). This map-
ping function essentially shapes values from a uniform distribution
to any desired probability function P (t).

In the screenshot shown, the probability function is drawn into
the top graph as shifted exponential function. After applying the
mapping function shown in the second graph to white noise, the
third graph shows the real-time histogram of the result. It approx-
imately resembles the target probability function. Note that both,
skew and kurtosis are relatively high in this example as the proba-
bility function is shifted to the right and has a sharp peak.

3.2. TSAnalyser

The TSAnalyser is a tool to load any time series data and analyse
its statistical properties. Figure 2 shows the user interface. Besides
providing statistical information about the file loaded (aiff format)
it shows a histogram and a spectrum. Its main feature is to be able
to ”scramble” the signal. By that, it randomly re-orders the val-
ues in the time series and hence, destroys all spectral information.
If analysing the amplitude distribution, the spectral information is
often distracting. Scrambling a signal will result in a noise-like
sound with the same statistical properties as the original. In the
screenshot the loaded file is a speech sample that comes with ev-
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Figure 2: The TSAnalyser interface

ery SuperCollider installation. When scrambled the spectrum at
the bottom shows almost a uniform distribution in the frequency
domain.

TSAnalyser is implemented in SuperCollider [3] in two parts.
While the class TSAnalyser provides the functionality TSAnaly-
serGUI is implementing the user interface. Both are packaged in
the SonEnvir framework for SuperCollider available from the web
site [4].

4. LISTENING TEST

The following experiment was designed to investigate whether the
higher order statistical properties of arbitrary time series data are
perceivable through audification. And if yes, what are the percep-
tual dimensions that would correlate to these properties and what
are the just noticeable difference levels?

4.1. Data

The first challenge in designing the experiment was to choose ap-
propriate data. It should not contain any spectral information and
the statistical properties should be controllable, ideally indepen-
dently. Unfortunately, it is a non-trivial task to define probabil-
ity functions with certain statistical moments as it is an ill-defined
problem. We settled on a random number generator for the Levi
skew alpha-stable distribution [5]. It was chosen because it fea-
tures parameters that directly control the resulting skew and kurto-
sis which also can be made unnaturally high. It is defined by the

probability function

f(x;α, β, c, µ) =
1

2π

Z + inf

− inf

φ(t)e−itxdt (7)

φ(t) = eitµ−|ct|
α(1−iβsign(t)Φ) (8)

Φ = tan(
πα

2
) (9)

Whereα is an exponent, β directly controls the skewness and c and
µ are scaling parameters. There is no analytic solution to the inte-
gral, but there are special cases in which the distribution behaves
in specific ways. For example, for α = 2 the distribution reduces
to a Gaussian distribution. Fortunately, the Levi distribution was
implemented as a number generator in the GNU Scientific Library
(GLS) [6]. By providing the α and β it allows for generating se-
quences of numbers for that distribution of any length.

For the experiment we generated 24 signals with skew ranging
from -0.19 to 0.25 and kurtosis ranging from 0.17 to 14. It seemed
to be impossible to completely de-couple skew from kurtosis. So,
we decided to generate two sets, one that has insignificant changes
in skew, but a range in kurtosis of 0.16 to 14. While the other
covered the full range for skew and 0.15 to 5 for kurtosis. All
signals were normalised to have a variance of 0.001 and were 3
seconds long with a 0.2 seconds fade-in and fade-out.

4.2. Experiment

The experiment was designed as a similarity listening test. Partici-
pants were listening to sequences of three signals and had to select
two which they perceived as most similar. A sequence would be
randomly arranged out of the signal under investigation (each of
the 24), another, randomly chosen signal out of the 24 and the first
signal scrambled. It was pointed out to participants that they will
not hear two exactly similar sounds within the sequence, but they
were asked to select the two that sounded most similar. The signal
under investigation and its scrambled counterpart were essential
different signals, but shared the same statistical properties. It was
not specified which quality of the sound they should listen for to
make this decision. This and the scrambling was done to make
sure that participants focus on a generic quality of the noise rather
than specific events within the signals.

After a brief written introduction into the problem domain and
the nature of the experiment, participants started off with a train-
ing phase of three sequences to learn the user interface. For this
training phase, the signals with the largest differences in skew and
kurtosis were chosen to give people an idea about what to expect.
Subsequently, each of the sets were played; Set one with 9 se-
quences, Set two with 15. The sequence of the sets was altered
with each participant. Participants were also able to replay the
sequence as often as they wished and adjust the volume to their
taste. Figure 3 shows the user interface used. A post-questionnaire
probed for the sound quality participants used to distinguish the
signals and asked them to assign three adjectives to describe this
quality. Further questions were if participants could tell any dif-
ference between the sets and if they had the feeling that there was
any learning effect i.e. whether it got easier during the experiment.

4.3. Results

Eleven participants took part in the experiment, most of them work-
ing colleagues or students at the institute. Four participants were
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Figure 3: The interface for the experiment

members of the SonEnvir team and had more substantial back-
ground on the topic which, however, did not seem to have had any
impact on their results.

The collected data shows that there is a significant increase in
the probability of choosing the correct signals as the difference in
kurtosis and skew increased. Figure 4 shows the average proba-
bilities in four different ranges of ∆ kurtosis. The skew in this set
was nearly constant (±0.001), so the resulting difference in cor-
rectness is related to the change in ∆ kurtosis. While up to the

Figure 4: Probability of correctness over ∆ kurtosis in set 1

difference of 5 in kurtosis the probability is only insignificantly
higher than 0.33, the probability of random selection - and even
decreases, there is a considerable increase thereafter, topping at
over 70% at differences of around 11. This indicates that 5 is the
threshold for just noticeable differences for kurtosis. This is also
supported by the results from set 2 as shown in figure 5

For skewness the matter is more difficult as we had no inde-
pendent control over it. Although the data from set 2 suggests
that there is an increase in probability with increasing difference
in skew (as shown in figure 6), this might also be related to the dif-
ference in kurtosis. Looking at the probability of correctness over
both, the difference in kurtosis and the difference in skew (as in
figure 7) reveals that it is unlikely that the increase is related to the
change in ∆ skewness. While in every spine in which ∆ skew is
constant the probability increases with increasing ∆ kurtosis, this
is not the case vice versa. Summarising, we found evidence that
participants could reliably detect changes in kurtosis greater than
5, but we did not find enough prove in the case of skewness. This
might indicate that we need to use a different dataset so that we

Figure 5: Probability of correctness over ∆ kurtosis in set 2

Figure 6: Probability of correctness over ∆ skew in set 2

have bigger differences in skew while having small values for the
kurtosis. However, for this another family of distributions must be
found.

The number of times participants used the replay option seemed
to have no impact on their performance. Figure 8 shows the num-
ber of replays of all data points over ∆ kurtosis. Red crosses in-
dicate correct answers, black dots incorrect answers. Although
participants replayed the sequence more often when the difference
in kurtosis was small, there is no evidence that they were more
successful when using more replays.

The answers to the post-questionnaire must be seen in the light
of the data analysis above. The quality participants assessed to
drive their decisions must be linked to the kurtosis rather than
skewness in the signal. The most common answers for this qual-
ity were crackling and the frequency of events. Others included
roughness and spikes. However, some participants also stated that
they heard different colours of noise and other artefacts related to
the frequency spectrum. This is a common effect when being ex-
posed to noise signals for a longer period of time. Even if the
spectrum of noise is not changing at all (as in our case), humans
often start to imagine hearing tones and other frequency related
patterns. Asked for adjectives to describe the quality the partic-
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Figure 7: Probability over ∆ skew and ∆ kurtosis in set 2

Figure 8: Number of replays over ∆ kurtosis in set 2

ipants provided cracking, clicking, sizzling, annoying, rhythmic,
sharp, rough and bright - dark. Which, in retrospect, correlates
nicely with the kurtosis being the “peakedness” of the probability
function.

There was no agreement over which set was easier. Most par-
ticipants said there was hardly any difference while some would
state the one or the other. Also people in average felt that there was
no learning curve involved and the examples were short enough for
them not to get too tired over listening to them.

5. CONCLUSION

In this paper we presented an approach to analyse statistical prop-
erties of time series data by auditory means. We provided some
background on the mathematics involved and presented the tools
for audification of time series data that were developed. Subse-
quently, we described a listening test in which we intended to
investigate the perceptual dimensions that would correlate with
higher order statistical properties like skew and kurtosis. We dis-
cussed the data chosen and the design of the experiment. The
results show that there is evidence that participants improved in
distinguishing noise signals as the difference in kurtosis increased.
The data suggests that in this setting the just noticeable difference

was 5. However, for skew we were not able to find similar ev-
idence. In a post-questionnaire we probed for the qualities that
participants used to distinguish the signals and presented a set of
related adjectives.

Future work has to investigate why there was nothing to be
found for skewness in the signals. It might have been the case that
our range of values did not allow for segregation and a different
source for data must be found to have independent control over
skew. However, it might also be the case that skew is not perceiv-
able in direct audification and a different sonification approach has
to be chosen to pronounce this property.
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ABSTRACT 

We report on an overhaul to the Sonification Sandbox. The 
Sonification Sandbox provides a cross-platform, flexible tool for 
converting tabular information into a descriptive auditory graph. 
It is implemented in Java, using the Java Sound API to generate 
MIDI output. An improved modular code structure provides a 
strong user interface and model framework for auditory graph 
representation and manipulation. A researcher can integrate part 
or the entire program into a different experimental 
implementation.  The upgraded Sonification Sandbox provides a 
rich description of the auditory graph representation that can be 
saved or exported into various file formats. This description 
includes data representations of pitch, timbre, polarity, pan, and 
volume, along with graph contexts analogous to visual graph 
axes. Applications for the Sonification Sandbox include 
experimentation with various sonification techniques, data 
analytics beyond visualization, science education, auditory 
display for the blind, and musical interpretation of data. 

 
[Keywords: Sonification Sandbox, auditory graphs, Java sound] 

1. INTRODUCTION 

Sonification is the use of non-speech audio to convey 
information. Auditory graphs are the sonification parallel to 
visual graphs. Walker and Nees argue that auditory graphs 
research and development is lacking a standard, shared model for 
communication and implementation [1]. The present paper 
outlines major changes to the Sonification Sandbox to represent 
the developing graph model and to provide easy usage as a 
standalone tool or software library for new auditory graph 
programs. 

The Sonification Sandbox is a multipurpose system which 
integrates contemporary auditory graphing knowledge with a 
modular software program [2,3]. The application has now been 
completely upgraded in order to address previous shortcomings, 
add new features, and enable a more robust and extensible 
platform. In particular, the Sonification Sandbox now features a 
data model that parallels current academic understanding of 
auditory graphs components. The software additionally offers a 
user interface, model, and translation structure which provides an 
auditory graph toolkit out of the box and a software library for 
experimental research programs.  

The Sonification Sandbox remains a cross-platform, 
multipurpose implementation. The Java program can be run on 
many PC and Macintosh hardware and operating system 

configurations. It is intended for use for science education, 
auditory display research and development, and auditory display 
for the blind. 

The current efforts in the Sonification Sandbox represent a 
fundamental shift from the original proof-of-concept 
implementation [2,3] into a descriptive and flexible tool for 
researchers, developers, and end users. The software is intended 
to be available as a standalone program or as a software object 
library in a larger system. The Sonification Sandbox can also be 
used as a translator between various auditory graph file formats 
including the new data model. 

2. RELATED WORK 

The Sonification Sandbox was first developed as a general-
purpose solution for creating auditory graphs [2,3]. Its original 
implementation was inspired heavily by Lodha’s Listen, Muse, 
and MUSAR [4,5,6] and Upson’s Sound Grid [7]. However, even 
in its original form the Sonification Sandbox exhibited a greater 
range of features than many other systems. For example, from the 
outset the previous versions of the software have provided a 
graphical toolkit for a variety of user domains, including 
researchers, teachers, and musicians. It supplied a user interface 
that affords the contextual framework required for a useful 
auditory graph. It expanded the output of auditory graphs to 
include information such as context and mappings. The 
Sonification Sandbox also allowed the user to explore and 
interact with the auditory graph: looping, pausing, and holding 
the graph allowed the user to focus on a particular part, much like 
a sighted user can visually examine a particular area of a graph. 
Finally, the Sonification Sandbox provides a cross-platform Java 
solution. 

However, the original Sonification Sandbox was severely 
limited in its data representation.  While the user interface 
supplied the necessary options, the backend essentially 
manipulated an array of data values unconnected from the 
mappings and context related to the data. This approach limited 
the user to saving only the data’s original values in comma 
separated values (CSV, a format for tabular data) or exporting 
everything into MIDI. In addition, the centralized structure of the 
software code was inflexible to anticipated upgrades. 

The Sonification Sandbox relies on open source libraries for 
portions of the system not directly related to auditory graph 
interpretation. The major systems are the data table (currently 
implemented via JTable) and a visual graph (implemented via 
JFreeChart). 
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3. CURRENT DESIGN 

The most recent Sonification Sandbox stable and development 
releases are online at http://sonify.psych.gatech.edu/research. The 
program is wrapped into a cross-platform installer.  The software 
requires Java Runtime Environment (JRE) version 1.5.0 or 
higher. 

The new Sonification Sandbox significantly changed our 
approach to representing information in an auditory graph. First, 
our system features a data model that more closely matches the 
theoretical frameworks being developed for auditory graphs, as 
in [8]. 

Second, the Sonification Sandbox is now a modular system 
which can be integrated into other systems as a complete package 
or in parts. 

3.1. Data Model 

Auditory graphs contain a rich amount of information beyond a 
sequence of frequencies. Data Mappings enrich the depth of 
information played. A series of tones has a variety of important 
properties.  Pitch range affects the note change between two 
different data points.  Humans can more easily detect a large 
change.  Timbre, pan, and volume differences can help a listener 
distinguish between two simultaneous sequences of data points.  
Pitch polarity can help the listener understand the meaning of an 
increasing or decreasing function. 

Context provides information related to the position of the 
notes with a fixed line. Like visual graphs, auditory graphs 
require references for interpreting a sound.  Similar to the visual 
counterpart, the Sonification Sandbox has the concept of x and y 
axes. While the context and mappings ideas were present in 
previous versions of the software, the data model now accurately 
captures their conceptual relationship with the data series. 

Figure 1 illustrates a simplified UML diagram of the 
software’s auditory graph model. An Auditory Graph class is 
designed to contain all the information necessary to display an 
auditory graph on any user interface implementation. The 
Auditory Graph Context represents information related to context 
in the auditory graph. On a visual graph, this corresponds to the 
horizontal and vertical axes, their tick marks, and labels [9, 1]. 
An Auditory Channel is a representation of information related to 
a specific thread of information characterized on the graph. A 
thread of information corresponds to a particular row or column 
on a table or a line on a visual graph. The Auditory Channel can 
provide statistical measures of the channel's information, such as 
minimum, maximum, and median values. This information is 
useful for creating meaning for contexts.  Channel Mappings 
provides a rich level of information related to the channel, 
including pan, pitch, volume, polarity, and timbre. The Sound 
Point serves as the storage location for the single value of the 
data point. In the previous versions of the Sonification Sandbox, 
described in [2,3], the Sound Point's pitch was essentially the 
only item which could be saved for reuse between program 
sessions. The new Sonification Sandbox also integrates 
implementation-specific elements, such as a Project concept 
which can hold many graphs, into the model. Such changes are 
driven by software usability considerations beyond the scope of 
auditory graphs research. 

The auditory graph model is intended to develop as the 
sonification community molds the theoretical graph model. The 
Sonification Sandbox will attempt to model the most 

contemporary understanding of auditory graphs.  Anyone with 
the source code could easily extend the auditory graph model to 
include new ideas in their own experiments. 

Our auditory graph model is fully Serializable: the model can 
be saved directly into a format that retains the class structure for 
Java. This approach has two advantages over implementations in 
file formats such as CSV, MIDI, or XML. Data saving and 
opening does not need to undergo any format transformation 
process. File format translation can be time consuming and may 
introduce errors or data loss; these problems are avoided with 
Serialization. Second, built-in file compression provides file sizes 
smaller than uncompressed formats. The native Sonification 
Sandbox file format has an ".ssp" (Sonification Sandbox Project) 
extension and can be shared between colleagues and operating 
systems. Along with the program-specific format, the 
Sonification Sandbox will currently import CSV files and export 
in CSV and MIDI formats. 

 
 

 
Figure 1. The Auditory Graph data model (UML). The 
model provides a rich representation of graph data. 

3.2. Modular Subsystems 

The Sonification Sandbox was redesigned with modularity in 
mind. All UI, translation, and model components can be used 
outside of the environment implemented within the Sonification 
Sandbox. Figure 2 displays the overall relationships between the 
different parts of the Sonification Sandbox.  The user interface 
acts as a medium between the user and the auditory graph model.  
Translators take the data model and prepare the auditory graph 
for export into various file formats.  Like the auditory graph 
model, each major module has a set of interrelated submodules. 
Someone unsatisfied with the Sonification Sandbox may extend 
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its abilities in one area while relying on the software’s abilities in 
others. 

For example, a researcher may want to develop an 
experiment that only explores the effects of changes in panning 
on a single channel of information. That researcher could 
implement a system that uses the Channel, Channel Mappings, 
and Sound Point section of the auditory graph model, along with 
the corresponding user interfaces. This system could have its own 
sound interpreter and player, such as a pure tone player instead of 
the Sonification Sandbox’s MIDI player. Instead of spending 
considerable programming time developing existing components, 
the researcher can focus on completing an experiment. 

 
 

 
Figure 2. The Sonification Sandbox has three main 

modules.  The user interface informs the auditory graph 
model of user changes.  Translators take the model and 

turn it into other representations. 

3.3. Other Modifications 

Along with the changes described above, there are a variety of 
minor modifications. The Java MIDI Synthesizer is now 
provided with the Sonification Sandbox. A MIDI synthesizer is a 
list of records describing how to play certain MIDI instruments. 

In previous implementations, two separate computer systems 
could have rendered a given MIDI file (i.e., an auditory graph 
saved out from the Sonification Sandbox) in noticeably different 
ways. For example, one system could have used a piano to play a 
given data stream, whereas the other could have used a violin, 
depending on the exact differences between the two MIDI setups 
or synthesizers installed. Including the Java Synthesizer helps 
ensure all renditions of an auditory graph sound the same, 
regardless of platform. This increased commonality enhances 
collaboration and shared investigation. 

In addition, mappings and context settings will play audio 
feedback when changed. The feedback tones relate to the 
changed setting, such as a specified volume after a volume slider 
is released. The major modules and some submodules are 
threaded to enhance performance and usability. Finally, all 
external components are updated to the most recent software 
version. 

3.4. Ongoing Development 

The Sonification Sandbox is, once more, an active project 
undergoing regular updates, enhancements, and extensions. After 
our current release, we intend to iterate additional features 
supporting the new system. 

As one example, the Sonification Sandbox is currently 
limited to a single MIDI synthesizer. In some applications, a non-
default synthesizer may be desired. We would like the user to be 
able to add and distribute custom synthesizers. The synthesizer 
would have to be created or imported from outside of the 
Sonification Sandbox. 

While modularity is available for the current system, we 
intend to improve the programming usability of the classes. This 
will be an iterative process, building on software analysis and 
user feedback. JavaDoc documentation is built into the 
development process to facilitate class and method 
understanding. 

The auditory graph model fully describes our target 
production. Translators provide tools for conversion into MIDI 
and CSV. However, these may not be as portable as other display 
formats such as QuickTime or MP3. XML could be used to 
communicate the meaning of a graph with other auditory 
graphing software. We intend to create translators within the 
Sonification Sandbox to support exportation into these formats. 
The Sonification Sandbox will also be able to import data from 
more formats beyond .ssp and CSV files. 

We intend to expand the accessibility of our software. The 
Sonification Sandbox is accessible to users with vision 
impairments using third-party software such as the Java 
Accessibility Bridge [alluded to in 6], but we have not yet 
directly supported fully accessible usage. While the auditory 
graph end product is intended for use by both blind and sighted 
audiences, a visually impaired Sonification Sandbox user may 
still require sighted assistance to complete complicated tasks. To 
the extent possible, we will be working to eliminate such issues. 

A command-line tool could produce output for simple 
operations such as CSV conversion to MIDI. Such an action 
would require little user interface beyond a command help 
system. It would facilitate Sonification Sandbox tool utilization 
as a batch job or component of another system. It may also be 
more appropriate for human interaction in cases when visual 
display is limited. 
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Finally, we intend to extend the functionality of the data 
table. Many graphs characterize mathematical functions. 
Spreadsheet applications such as Microsoft Excel provide 
intuitive layers separating formula and value. Without this tool, 
users may be forced to use a spreadsheet application to export 
value-only data any time there is a data change. As a more distant 
goal, we hope to support streaming information such as RSS 
feeds of weather data. 

3.5. System Scope 

The Sonification Sandbox has limitations, some by design and 
some a function of the architecture or software. General MIDI 
restricts playback of data to 16 streams of information. This 
includes all data mappings, contexts, and data channels. Many 
graphs can be created by the Sonification Sandbox. However, the 
Sonification Sandbox is not intended to support every possible 
implementation of the sonification of visual graphs. Instead, it is 
designed to provide a general-purpose software tool to build 
auditory graphs. Furthermore, its tested model, translation 
algorithms, and user interface can be modified to create new 
programs that provide greater functionality. 

4. CONCLUSION 

The original Sonification Sandbox provided a baseline system for 
creating auditory graphs in many domains. The new Sonification 
Sandbox has been fully rebuilt so that it may be integrated in part 
or entirely into other systems on a wide variety of PC and 
Macintosh platforms. In addition, the data is now represented in a 
way which represents the current theory in auditory graphs 
research. 
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ABSTRACT

Common practice in the design of auditory display is hardly ever
based on any structured design methodology. This leaves audio be-
ing widely underused or used inappropriately and inefficiently. We
analyse the current status of research in this context and develop
requirements for a methodological framework for auditory display
design. Based on these requirements, we have created a frame-
work of methods to capture, transfer and apply design knowledge
based on design patterns - paco ad. We present the context space
as the organising principle to conceptualise the design space facil-
itating the matching of design knowledge with solutions and the
workflow. Finally, we elaborate on how we intend to evaluate the
framework and how it can be supported by tools.

[Keywords: Design theory, Design patterns, Framework]

1. INTRODUCTION

In the bigger picture of human-computer interaction or interaction
design auditory displays have been widely neglected as an alterna-
tive to visual means. Although research has shown that auditory
displays can improve usability of existing interfaces (e.g. [1]) or
even outperform visual displays in certain contexts (e.g. [2]) it
has proven to be difficult to identify transferable qualities in these
prototypes that could be used in different design problems. For au-
ditory displays as a field of research this means that building effec-
tively upon other’s findings is not easily achieved. For the average
designer the unavailability and/or the inaccessibility of common
design knowledge prevents them from taking full advantage of au-
ditory displays. Looking at most of today’s technology supports
this case. The Apple iPhone, for example, claims to revolutionise
the way we communicate by integrating a variety of personal de-
vices and providing new paradigms to interact with it. However,
for what we know, auditory interaction will play a marginal role.
Lumsden et.al. hypothesise that the reason why sound is little used
in most user interfaces is ”that designers typically do not know
how to use sound effectively [3] with the result that, where used,
sounds are often employed in ad hoc and ineffective ways” [4].

Hence, what is needed to advance the scientific field as well as
the application of its findings in practice is a comprehensive frame-
work for designing auditory displays that unifies the expertise that
was built up and is easily accessible for the average designer (see

also [5]). The work described in this paper is an attempt to create
such a methodological framework. After having approached the
auditory display design process by adapting design patterns [6, 7],
it became obvious that although design patterns can provide the
container for design knowledge, a methodological framework was
needed to put them into action. Therefore we developed paco ad
- a methodological framework that intends to guide expert design-
ers as well as novices in creating and applying design patterns for
auditory displays.

The following provides a review of existing guidelines, prin-
ciples and design theory in the context of auditory displays and
highlights the requirements for a methodological framework. The
remainder of this paper presents paco ad including the key con-
cept of the context space and a description of the workflow. An
outlook on future work concludes the paper.

2. PRINCIPLES, GUIDELINES AND DESIGN
METHODOLOGIES

The first principles on representing data with sound were compiled
by Kramer [8]. He investigated perceptual mappings and their in-
herent relationships and provides some fundamental principles for
parameter mapping. His focus is clearly on using sound to per-
ceptualise data and while still being valid in the HCI domain the
principles address sonification design rather than providing inter-
face designers with guidance on how to effectively include audio
in the interface. Gaver in the same book provides methods to cre-
ate auditory icons with a clear focus on computer interfaces [8].
He proposes to parameterise them, not along the usual physical di-
mensions of sound, but along the properties of the physical object
causing the sound. However, while opening a design space he says
little about its usage.

Blattner et.al. created guidelines for composing and combin-
ing earcons based musical motives [9]. She derived a good part of
these from analogies to visual icons. Later, Brewster would refine
these guidelines and connect them to a method in HCI that reveals
hidden information in interfaces. Adapting the event status and
mode analysis technique he suggested to use sound to make this
hidden information accessible to prevent human error [10]. To-
gether with McGookin he also investigated the use of concurrent
earcons [11] and more specific guidelines for the enhancement of
graphical widgets such as buttons were provided by Lumsden and
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Brewster [4].
A case-based approach to auditory display design was intro-

duced by Barrass [12]. His Task & Data (TaDa) Analysis is a
formalised way to describe the information to be represented by
sound. He then uses this description to match it with sounds stored
in a database (EarBender). Barrass also proposes the creation of
auditory design principles based on principles for generic informa-
tion design like directness or the level of organisation by linking
them to the properties of auditory perception. As a result these
principles are very low-level and more useful for sonification of
data than for user interfaces. Similarly, his sound design space
- the equivalent of the colour space for graph design - is more
tailored towards data representation then human-computer inter-
action. More recently Barrass also investigated the use of design
patterns [13]. By proposing to “cultivate” design patterns in a col-
laborative community effort Adcock and Barrass hoped to create
an extensive collection of common knowledge [14]. The efforts,
however, stalled and few patterns were written. A possible reason
might have been that the community has not yet developed a suffi-
cient number of proven-to-work prototypes for patterns to emerge
from common practice.

Mitsoupolos created a design methodology for auditory design
combining Foley’s framework for dialogue design with findings in
auditory perception and attention theory [15]. The methodology
has three levels on which the interface is designed: the concep-
tional level, the structural level and the implementation level. In
each level he intends to narrow the design space by ruling out solu-
tions that would violate psychological rules. Notably, he argues for
two fundamental modes of presentation of information by audio:
fast presentation i.e. ‘at a glance’ and the interactive presentation
for more detailed user interaction. Although properly founded in
theory, the methodology was not evaluated for its usefulness for
designers.

Another design methodology based on existing HCI techniques
was presented by Pirhonen et.al. [16]. They adapted use case sce-
narios to design sounds in a series of panel sessions with experi-
enced designers. Rich use case scenarios, as they call them, are
used to draw a compelling picture for the panellists of the context
in which the sounds are to be used. The results, however rely on
the quality of the panel and may be biased by the author of the sce-
nario and the implied indication of when sounds should be used.

3. REQUIREMENTS

We shall hypothesise why the above methodologies have not made
sound more popular in user interfaces and subsequently will de-
rive requirements for our approach to a design framework: Myers
et.al. identified a number of qualities in user interface software
tools that made some successful and others not [17]. Although we
are not yet dealing with tools for auditory display design, design
methodologies can be seen as a prior stage to those. Most impor-
tantly, successful tools feature a low entry barrier, but high poten-
tial, predictability, flexibility in manipulating objects and provide
a high level of affordance that leads to increased usability. An ob-
vious obstacle for many designers is the high entry barrier. Many
of the above methodologies demand a substantial understanding
of the background. Furthermore, the diversity of fields involved
further complicates the matter. In terms of predictability and flexi-
bility, auditory displays also raise difficulties. While most existing
concepts are tailored towards a very specific context, the solution
in a slightly different context could sound very different. Surveys
have shown that the way of least resistance dominates the current

practice of designing audio [3], which leads to an inefficient and
inappropriate use of audio. This has also been supported by the
results of a, not yet published, survey on common practice in au-
ditory display design amongst 86 HCI designers, conducted by the
authors recently.

Another lesson to be learned from previous attempts to create
a design methodology is that it requires a critical mass of design
knowledge. The community has not yet produced many “killer
applications”. Proven-to-be-working solutions are scarce, the ma-
terial to draw upon scattered in the design space. Also, the size of
the community makes it difficult to spark a community effort with-
out highly ambitious individuals. Another aspect is the interdisci-
plinary composition of the community causing misunderstanding
or information loss due to different terminology and focus areas.

It is to be expected that future design of user interfaces has
not only to deal with a single modality, but will demand the use
of every human sense. This means, that a design methodology
for auditory displays will have to fit into the bigger picture and
support, if not incorporate strategies for multi-modal design.

With this context in mind and based on a literature study and
an online survey on current practices in auditory display design,
we specified the following core requirements for our approach to
develop a design framework:

• easily accessible and productive for novices and experts

• support for smaller communities providing means to con-
ceptualise the design space

• context aware design that may also accommodate multi-
modal design

• support for creativity and designer’s craft

• encouraging collaboration

Based on these requirements we developed paco ad to be pre-
sented in the following section.

4. THE FRAMEWORK

paco ad is a framework for creating, applying and managing de-
sign knowledge based on design patterns. Design patterns have
proven to be adaptable to various design disciplines such as Ar-
chitecture, Object-orientated programming and web design. Com-
pared to guidelines, principles and other forms of guidance, de-
sign patterns have distinct properties which make them particu-
larly suitable for the envisioned framework: “First, patterns offer
solutions to specific problems rather than providing high-level and
sometimes abstract suggestions. Second, patterns are generative,
helping designers create new solutions by showing many examples
of actual designs. Third, patterns are linked to one another hier-
archically, helping designers address high-level problems as well
as low-level ones.” [18]. Additionally, the contextual form of pat-
terns make them suitable as a lingua franca for all stakeholders in
the process [19] and they are able to reflect ‘values’ of good prac-
tice which may cover subtle issues like privacy or æsthetics [20].

A methodological framework for auditory display, however,
must be more than a straight forward adaptation of design patterns
as Barrass’s attempt has shown. A framework has to take into
account the requirements as outlined in the previous section. A
key concept to organise design knowledge in paco ad is the context
space, which is introduced in the following section.
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4.1. The context space

The context space is the organising mechanism in the framework.
It is a multi-dimensional space in which design problems, design
solutions and design patterns can be classified according to their
context. The introduction of the context space benefits the design
process in various ways: 1) It provides means to conceptualise the
design space and the problem domain and allows for navigating
these. 2) It functions similar to a map and reveals gaps and clus-
ters in research. 3) As it provides a common space for problems
and solutions, it facilitates efficient matching of those. 4) It also
facilitates new ways of creating design patterns as we will show in
the following section and 5) it emphasises the importance of the
context for design in human-computer interaction.

Similar to the ontology used in model-based user interface de-
sign the context space features the user, the environment and the
platform (together the context of use) as key dimensions [21]. To
be able to “localise” designs (i.e. assigning descriptors into the
context space) and organise them meaningfully, it is also neces-
sary to introduce the purpose of the design. This not only includes
the functional purpose (i.e. the task of the user of the artefact), but
in a wider sense the desired user experience and social context.

While aspects of the context of use (user, device and envi-
ronment) can be represented by a set of ordinal dimensions, this
is hardly feasible with the remaining dimensions. Hence, nom-
inal dimensions like the task are represented by keywords. One
of the features of the context space as an organising principle for
design knowledge is to define the proximity of descriptors. With
nominal dimensions, however, this is difficult and we have not yet
settled on a solution to this problem. A promising approach might
be to create hierarchical trees of keywords in which the proximity
is simply defined by the length of the path between items. How-
ever, the diversity also demands the possibility of free text associ-
ations or a similar concept to the tagging paradigm, popular with
an increasing number of applications with the need of organising a
large amount of diverse information. A complete overview of the
dimensions of the context space is provided in table 1. The repre-
sentation of and the navigation in the context space will have to be
designed carefully in a design tool. The multiple dimensions and
the amount of non-ordinal data to be depicted are significant dif-
ficulties to be solved. However, sonification of the context space
might be a promising candidate to navigate the space the possibil-
ity to map multiple dimension on different perceptual dimensions
of sound. “Localisation” in the context space could be facilitated
by a Wizard-like question and answer paradigm. For example:
“Which sound capabilities are available on your target platform?”
- 0 for one channel, mono-phone sound output like in old mobile
phones. Very limited processing power and poor programming
facilities. ... 3 for mobile device with stereo, poly-phone sound
cards. Limited processing power, but high-level sound interface.
... 5 for full featured desktop PCs with multi-channel, high qual-
ity sound cards, high processing power and good support through
programming environments.

4.2. The workflow

The framework provides methods for the whole life-span of design
patterns - from creation to application and refinement. This section
illustrates these methods by describing a typical workflow using a
concrete example: the auditory menu navigation in an Mp3 player.

4.2.1. Creation of design patterns

The motivation of an experienced designer to create design pat-
terns from her designs is driven by the possibility to share the de-
sign knowledge and - like a portfolio - to build up a profile and
make solutions re-usable for future projects. The starting point is
a working prototype to the design problem of making the menu
of an Mp3 player accessible by auditory means. The solution is
based on the designer’s experience and was empirically evaluated.
The specific solution is “localised” in the context space by assess-
ing the values for each of the dimensions (i.e. defining the context
by creating a descriptor into the context space). Subsequently, the
solution is described in a textual pattern format supported by au-
dio examples and the rational for the design (see also [7]). The
pattern gets rated with 3 stars out of 5, because it was positively
evaluated, but there are no other implementations yet that would
justify a higher rating. The designer then takes every dimension
and seeks to widen the potential context in which the proposed so-
lution might work. In the course of this process the pattern might
be revised to accommodate the new context. In our fictional exam-
ple, the “Menu” pattern that emerged the prototype gets rewritten
to fit not only Mp3 players, but also PCs and finally the name
changed to “Hierarchical navigation & selection” to make other
uses possible. The rating decreases, as there is no evidence that
these solutions work (e.g. to 2 stars for strong indications, 1 star
for guesses). All changes to the pattern are stored in a history,
like with version controlled source code. This creates a multitude
of patterns and versions that reflect the expertise of the designer
and provides an additional source for the reasoning of how more
abstract patterns were developed.

4.2.2. Application

A novice designer approaches a design problem - e.g. to create an
auditory design for the navigation of mailboxes in a desktop mail
client. She “localises” the design problem in the context space
by assessing values to all the dimensions (e.g. what sound ca-
pabilities are available on the platform and what the desired user
experience should be like etc.). With the descriptor that is made
up by these values she can explore the context space around the
problem and retrieve design patterns for similar problems. In our
example, she will find the “Hierarchical navigation & selection”
pattern as related design knowledge describing vaguely how hier-
archical information can be represented by auditory means. The
rating tells her that this pattern is a guess by another designer, the
history shows the origin of the pattern as being derived from an
Mp3 player menu. Design patterns leave a great freedom for in-
terpretation to the designers, which encourages creativity and sup-
ports the possibility to tailor solutions for specific circumstances.
Every solution the designer derives from the pattern will need thor-
ough usability testing. However, the goal is to get initial prototypes
nearer to the required solution, hence, making more iterations pos-
sible resulting in better designs.

4.2.3. Refinement

The solution the novice designer arrived at after multiple itera-
tions, applying the “Hierarchical navigation & selection” pattern
and instantiating it to her needs, was evaluated and proven to work
well. She can now feed back her experience in two different ways:
in a top-down approach revising the pattern she used and creating
more specific patterns in a reversed process to the creation pro-
cess or in a bottom-up approach by starting with her prototype and
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Name Desription Metric
user:askill Skill of the user in the application domain ordinal, level 0-5
user:hskill Skill of the user in human-computer interaction ordinal, level 0-5
user:vision Visual capabilities of the user ordinal, level 0-5
user:hearing Hearing capabilities of the user ordinal, level 0-5
env:vision Restrictions by the environment to vision (e.g. sun light) ordinal, level 0-5
env:sound Restrictions by the environment to sound (e.g. noise) ordinal, level 0-5
env:privacy Restrictions to the privacy (e.g. office vs. public transport) ordinal, level 0-5
dev:vision Visual capabilities of the device ordinal, level 0-5
dev:sound Audio capabilities of the device ordinal, level 0-5
pp:task Type of user task in the interaction problem nominal, keyword and associations
pp:experience Desired user experience nominal, keyword and associations
pp:social The social context of the design nominal, keyword and associations

Table 1: The dimensions of the context space

working her way up to the pattern she instantiated. In both cases a
set of new patterns is created reflecting the novice designer’s newly
acquired expertise. The ratings of the patterns will be set accord-
ingly and the “Hierarchical navigation & selection” pattern steps
up too, as it now has two authors and more example implementa-
tions. Similarly, if the evaluation reveals faults in the pattern (e.g.
if a guess is proved to be wrong), the rating system can reflect this
by decreasing the number of stars. In both cases, it is important to
keep track of the history of the changes as it reveals how a pattern
arrived at a certain version with a certain rating.

Figure 1 illustrates the complete workflow described above.

4.2.4. Benefits

The methods described in the sections above enable designers to
share their design knowledge in a re-usable form. The introduc-
tion of the context space not only allows the designer to conceptu-
alise the design space and find relevant design knowledge, it also
facilitates the creation of new design patterns. The methods not
only allow for capturing well established and validated good prac-
tice, but also supports unproved solutions. The rating system and
the history make possible a natural selection of working solutions
while bad practice is dying, or can still be used as anti-patterns to
showcase bad practice.

This methodology satisfies our requirements stated in section
3. The use of design patterns ensures flexibility and the freedom
of designers to exercise their creativity. The context space allows
for conceptualising and navigating the design space and effective
matching of design knowledge and design problems. It is expected
that many design patterns, as their descriptors in the context space
(i.e. their intended contexts) grow, will become more and more
mode-independent. This can be the beginning of a multi-modal
approach that goes beyond auditory displays (i.e. paco alone can
serve as generic concept), but connects to them by using the same
organising mechanism. For creating a momentum in the com-
munity and encouraging a collaborative effort towards building a
shared body of knowledge, the methods in paco ad must be sup-
ported by tools. The following section discusses what such tools
might look like and what the next steps in research will be.

5. FUTURE WORK

5.1. Evaluation

To evaluate a design framework implies systematical difficulties.
The vague definition of what it means to produce ‘better’ designs
or of the ‘usefulness’ of methods for designers undermine any em-
pirical evaluation. Furthermore, in a field like auditory display in
which current practice is little attached to any structured design
methodology and draws mostly on research literature and experi-
ence, it is difficult to find a control setting which the framework
can be evaluated against. However, similar studies in other do-
mains like ubiquitous computing have shown how such an evalu-
ation might be approach, although the process of creating design
patterns was never included in such studies [18].

We approach the evaluation of paco ad by conducting two
sets of case studies. First we focus on the creation phase of de-
sign patterns: expert designers are asked to code design knowledge
from their most successful designs by using the methods described
above. In structured interviews we seek not only to elicit ‘hard’ de-
sign knowledge, but also to record the particularities in the process
of the individual designer. What is the easiest way for them to use
paco ad? Besides creating a set of design patterns these interviews
intend to investigate the requirements for tool support.

Subsequently, in a second round novice designers are asked
to solve prepared design problems. They are provided with a de-
sign brief for problems close to those elicited earlier by the ex-
pert designers. The resulting designs are rated by experts (to avoid
bias, these will be different from the ones who created the patterns)
and compared to designs a control group created without using the
framework. Again, we seek not only to investigate the efficiency
of the knowledge transfer, but also to record the individual pro-
cess to draw conclusions for the development of design tools. The
hypothesis is that if we can show that paco ad effectively trans-
fers design knowledge from expert designers to novices, we have
proven its ‘usefulness’ to the design process.

The results of this evaluation will be invaluable to refine the
methods and concepts in the framework and will also inform the
design of supporting design tools as described in the following
section.

5.2. Tool support

In order for paco ad to be accepted it must be supported by effi-
cient tools. Expert designers in the community have to see benefits
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Figure 1: An example workflow: creating design knowledge from a successful MP3 player design, extending it in the context space,
generalising and creating new design patterns, applying it to the design of the navigation in an email client.

6. CONCLUSION

The above sections presented ears ))) - a methodological frame-
work for auditory display design. Its methods take expert design-
ers and novices through the design process and facilitate efficient
knowledge transfer between those groups. The methods are de-
scribed by a workflow scenario showing the life cycle of a design
pattern. The aim of this framework is to make auditory display de-
sign easier for designers outside the scientific community to build
into their designs and for the research community itself to effi-
ciently build upon each others work. We described a possible di-
rection for developing tool-support for ears ))) and the steps we
intend to take to evaluate the framework.
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Figure 1: An example workflow: creating design knowledge from a successful MP3 player design, extending it in the context space,
generalising and creating new design patterns, applying it to the design of the navigation in an email client.

in using paco ad and the system has to be as easily accessible for
novices as possible. We intend to develop an online information
system that reflects the workflow of paco ad. A set of wizards will
lead users through the methods and we seek to exploit a common
metaphor to convey the organisation of the design patterns in the
context space. Such a portal, however, has to be designed carefully
to be appealing to the target groups. It has to take advantage of col-
laborative techniques common with community sites like Wikis,
version control, tagging, forums, search functions etc.

6. CONCLUSION

The above sections presented paco ad - a methodological frame-
work for auditory display design. Its methods take expert design-
ers and novices through the design process and facilitate efficient
knowledge transfer between those groups. The methods are de-
scribed by a workflow scenario showing the life cycle of a design
pattern. The aim of this framework is to provide a systematic ap-
proach to auditory display design for experts and novices to pro-
mote the efficient use of audio in the user interface. We described
a possible direction for developing tool-support for paco ad and
the steps we intend to take to evaluate the framework.
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ABSTRACT 

The aim of the experiment described in this paper is to evaluate 

and compare three different methods for interacting with an 

algorithm for the sonification of data streams. The experiment 

was carried out using an existing Interactive Sonification Toolkit 

as a high fidelity prototype. The experiment focused on 

measuring and comparing the efficiency and effectiveness of 

three interaction methods which differ in the degree of real-time 

control allowed to the user. Subjects were also asked to answer a 

questionnaire which gathered information about their perception 

of using the different interaction methods.  

The experiment shows that the method providing the lowest 

degree of real-time control to the user is the least efficient. This 

method is also perceived to be the least pleasant, fast, clear and 

intuitive. There are no significant differences in terms of 

effectiveness and efficiency for the remaining two methods both 

in terms of objective measures and user perception. Finally the 

method allowing a medium degree of control to the user is 

judged to be significantly more pleasant than the others. 

[Keywords: interaction, sonification, evaluation] 

1. INTRODUCTION 

Interest in interaction  - moving beyond the simple triggering of 

sonified sounds - has been shown by the sonification community 

since the early 1990s. The mouse has been the first choice of 

interface for many researchers working in interactive sonification 

as it is the most common computer interface in use to this day. 

Winberg and Hellström [2] used the mouse as a virtual 

microphone and in Brazil et al [3] multiple musical tunes are 

navigated using the mouse. Hermann used it to interact with data 

spaces [4] in his early examples of model-based sonifications. In 

recent years, with the higher processing power of modern 

computers, more research on new interfaces can be found. Haptic 

interfaces were explored by DiFilippo in [5] and Beamish et al 

[6]. Hermann and colleagues have explored the use of many 

novel interfaces such as the ‘gesture desk’, the ‘audio-haptic 

ball’, etc. Recent studies have also evaluated the use of some 

interfaces such as the mouse [7], the keyboard [8] and the tablet 

[9] for the navigation of two dimensional data sets. Finally, an 

excellent collection of papers on interactive sonification can be 

found in the special issue of IEEE Multimedia [10] which was 

dedicated, in 2005, to interactive sonification. A signal of the 

growing the interest on interactive sonification is the instigation 

of the Interactive Sonification workshop which first took place in 

Bielefeld in 2004 and then in York in 2007 [11]. The work 

presented here aims to shed some light on how data analysis can  

 

 

 

be improved by allowing interaction with a sonification 

algorithm.        

2. EVALUATING THE INTERACTION  

The goal of a software tool which uses sonification to display 

complex data sets is to support data analysis and exploration 

efficiently and effectively. A fundamental task in data analysis is 

to be able to identify particular structures present in the data 

under examination.  Three separate factors can affect the 

efficiency and effectiveness of data analysis via sonification:  

1) the specific data set used; 

2) the sonification algorithm; 

3) the interaction method. 

 

This means that once a sonification method has proven to be a 

good display for a particular data set, and once the user knows 

what kind of data structures can be found in the data set, the 

efficiency and the effectiveness (with which a user analyses a 

data set and recognises the data structures it contains) depend 

only on how the user is allowed to navigate the auditory display. 

In this experiment the independent variable is the interaction 

method which is evaluated under three different conditions. The 

dependent variables are the time spent to complete a task 

(measure of efficiency: the higher the time, the lower the 

efficiency) and the number of incorrect identifications of data 

structures made during the execution of the task (measure of 

effectiveness: the higher the number of incorrect answers, the 

lower the effectiveness). 

 

2.1 Experiment description 

 

In this experiment, the subjects were asked to navigate and listen 

to a sonification using three different interaction methods. Their 

task was to recognise which data structures were present in the 

data set and in which order. Before starting the test, the subjects 

were trained to listen to examples of the sounds made this 

sonification method and to the particular kind of data sets 

provided in the test so that they gained experience in how to 

analyse and recognise the structures present in the data sets. This 

training was given so that the experimenter did not need to 

consider the sonification method and the type of data sets as 

variables in this experiment.  

In the test, the subjects used the Interactive Sonification Toolkit 

developed by the authors and described in [1]. In this toolkit, the 

user is presented with a red rectangular area (or screen area, see 
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Figure 1) on the top half of the screen. This screen area 

represents the sonification from beginning to end (the beginning 

is mapped to the left corner and the end to the right corner of the 

area). The user can navigate the data by interacting with this 

screen area using two types of interfaces: the mouse and the 

shuttle interface [12] (see Figure 2). 

2.2. The interaction methods  

The three interaction methods studied in this experiment are: 

1) Low interaction method 

This method is included as it represents the most common way of 

interacting with data – using the mouse and menu options to set 

up user requirements, then playing the sound. In this method, the 

subject selects a section of the sonification by right-clicking the 

mouse somewhere within the screen area, dragging it towards the 

right, and then letting go of the right button of the mouse 

wherever the selection ends (Figure 1). 

 

Figure 1: Selection of section of sonification. 

After the selection has occurred, the subject needs to enter 

the amount of time in which he/she wants to hear the selected 

section of data. Finally, the subject clicks the button ‘play’ to 

hear the selected section. In this case the only possible 

manipulation is to choose the length of time in which to hear the 

selection (which could be considered a kind of temporal zoom). 

Sonifications are often presented and analysed using this method 

(i.e. by listening to the whole sonification at a set duration) and 

therefore this is the obvious method to which compare more 

interactive modes. 

 

2) Medium interaction method 

In the second method, the subject is asked to navigate the 

sonification using the shuttle interface (Figure 2). 

 

Figure 2: The Shuttle XPress Interface 

The buttons and the wheels of the shuttle are mapped to 

defined presets as shown in Figure 2. With this interaction 

method, the subject can move backwards and forwards in the 

data at various constant speeds. He/she can jump to the 

beginning by pressing one button and can stop and change 

direction instantly.  

 

3) High interaction 

In the third method, as the subject left-clicks the mouse and drags 

it around the screen area, the sonification plays. By moving the 

mouse around in the screen area, the mouse is instantly mapped 

to the scaled values of the data set which are instantly fed into the 

sonification algorithm that produces the sound. The speed at 

which the data is played depends on the speed of the movement 

of the mouse on the screen. In this case the speed is rarely 

constant. 

3. THE DATA AND ITS SONIFICATION 

The structures present in the data need to be fixed and known by 

the experimenter so that, when the test subjects are asked to 

recognise the structures present, the correct answers can be 

counted. 

It was a difficult task to decide what types of data structure to use 

in this experiment. Complex data sets come from both man-made 

systems and the natural world and they present us with an infinite 

variety of possible data structures. In this experiment only a few 

structures could be used and they needed to be controlled, i.e. 

completely known. There is no right way of deciding how to 

choose and create these structures. On the basis of the 

experimenter’s experience in working with data sonification, five 

main data structures were considered to be very basic and 

common in data sets produced by any type of process (e.g. 

natural, mechanical, etc.): 

 

1) a noisy structure; 

2) a constant structure; 

3) a linear structure (in particular an ascending linear ramp); 

4) a discontinuous structure; 

5) a periodic structure. 

 

Each data set used in this experiment included all of these 

structures and each data set channel contained the same number 

of data samples (44100).  

This number of data per channel was chosen to set the 

following timing reference: if the data was played back at audio 

rate (44.1kHz), then the sound would last one second. 

3.1. The sonification algorithm 

It was decided to map the data sets to the amplitude of a sine 

oscillator of fundamental frequency 261.6Hz (middle C). 

This type of mapping is simple enough so that people can very 

quickly learn how the different data structures sound using this 

mapping. 

• The noisy structure sounds like noise.  

• The constant structure sounds like a sine wave of 

constant volume.  
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• The linear ramp sounds like a sine wave increasing in 

volume.  

• The discontinuous structure sounds like a series of 

clicks and silences in between clicks.  

• The periodic structure sonification results in a typical 

case of Amplitude Modulation. If the playing speed is low, it 

sounds like a kind of vibrato, while if the speed is high two 

sidebands typical of AM synthesis form and therefore we hear 

three pitches. 

For this experiment it is important that people can easily 

recognise the data structures if they are presented with a simple 

data set. However, in order to be able to measure the effects of 

different interaction methods on the identification of the 

structures, it is important to create data sets that need repeated 

listening to be understood: if repeated listening was not needed, 

the action of navigating the data would not be needed and 

obviously would not be measurable.  

The strategy used to make the datasets at the same time 

simple, but requiring repeated listening, was to construct them in 

such a way so that they would challenge the subject’s hearing 

attention all the time. Experiments show [see 13; pp. 207-8] that 

if two different sequences of words are presented to subjects, one 

in the left ear and the other in the right ear, and after the subjects 

are asked to repeat one sequence, they usually cannot report the 

words heard in the non-attended ear. This led to the idea, in this 

experiment, of playing different streams in the two ears 

simultaneously. Usually subjects would need repeated listening 

to switch attention from the left to the right ear to recognise all 

the elements in the two streams. For this reason, it was decided 

that each data set should contain two channels of data, one 

panned to the left and one to the right, each containing two 

different sequences of the five structures mentioned above.  

It was also decided that the different sections of structures 

should last different lengths of time (so that structures would not 

change simultaneously both in the left and in the right ear). Each 

channel had a sequence of 10 structures. Two sections of data 

containing the same structure could not be presented one after 

the other. Three different data sets were constructed. In each of 

them the order of the structures’ sections and their length was 

different. Figure 3 shows a schematic representation of a typical 

data set used in this experiment.  

 

 

Figure 3: Graphical representation of a data set used in 

the experiment 

4. THE EXPERIMENTAL PROCEDURE 

4.1. Experimental design 

This experiment has a within-subjects (or related) design. This 

means that the same group of subjects does the experiment under 

all the conditions (the three conditions correspond to the three 

different interaction methods). 

Various aspects of the experiment are randomised so that effects 

due to order of presentation are eliminated:      

• in order to eliminate errors due to the order of the conditions, 

each subject is presented with the conditions in a different order; 

• every time the interaction method, i.e. the condition, changes, 

the data set also changes (otherwise the subject would already 

know the order of the data structures); 

• finally, it is important not to always assign the same data set to 

one interaction method because this can cause errors: for 

example, one interaction method could be particularly good 

when used in conjunction with one particular data set. 

The number of possible data set/condition combinations that 

follow the above rules can be calculated to tell us how many test 

subjects are necessary for the test. Let us call the three different 

interaction methods a, b, and c, and the three different data sets 

1, 2 and 3. The total number of permutations without repetitions 

for the three interaction methods is 6 (abc, acb, bac, bca, cab, 

cba) and the total number of permutation without repetitions for 

the data sets is also 6. This means that in total we can have 

6x6=36 combinations of data sets and conditions. However this 

can be halved if we eliminate some of the combinations such as 

a1b2c3, a1c3b2 which have the same data set/condition only in a 

different order. Finally 18 combinations were used and therefore 

18 subjects were required. An a priori power analysis test 

confirmed that this number of subjects could detect a large effect 

size.  

4.2. The test subjects 

The average age of the subjects was 28. It was assumed that there 

would no be differences in judgment due to gender, and that, 

given a higher education level as background, differences in 

cultural background could also be disregarded. The subjects were 

fifteen male and three females. All the participants were British, 

apart from a Malaysian and a French person. The subjects were 

all researchers, students or lecturers of York University’s 

Electronics Department. Sixteen subjects specialise in Music and 

Audio Technology. Sixteen subjects normally work with sound, 

while two do sporadically. The test was carried out in a silent 

room (in the recording studio performance area at the University 

of York, UK). Good quality headphones (DT 990 Beyerdynamic) 

were used with a wide frequency response (5 – 35,000Hz). This 

minimised the errors that could be due to external sounds and 

maximised the quality of sound reproduction. 

4.3. Description of the experiment to the subjects 

The task was explained to the subjects by the experimenter and 

the subjects had as much time as needed to familiarise 

themselves with the sonifications, the data structures and the 

interaction methods (typically they used about 5 minutes). The 

experimenter made sure that the subjects could easily recognise 

the data structures by giving a simple training that used a simple 

data set example. The test subjects were asked to navigate this 

simple sonification example using the three interaction methods 

and were asked to identify the structures present in the data set 

example. The data set consisted of one channel of data. This 

channel was sonified and sent to both left and right ears. The data 

set was divided into five sections, each one containing one data 

structure. The subjects started the experiment only when they felt 
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confident in recognising the structures and in using the 

interfaces.   

4.4. The test 

The experimenter uploaded and scaled appropriately one data set 

and panned the sound appropriately. The subjects were asked to 

write down the sequences of structures they heard in both ears 

just by writing the following letters to indicate the structures: 

N noise 

C constant 

L linear ramp 

D discontinuities 

S sinewave 

The experimenter measured how long the subject took to 

recognise the sequences using a hand held chronometer. After 

having done the task using the three different interaction methods 

and the different data sets, each subject was asked to fill in a 

questionnaire. In the questionnaire the subject was asked to rate 

from 1 to 5 the pleasantness of each interaction method, the 

intuitiveness, the clarity and the quickness. The questionnaire 

was designed to gather subjective information about the 

perceived efficiency and effectiveness of the interaction methods 

which could be compared with the objective results produced by 

the test. In particular, the perception of quickness was considered 

to be linked with efficiency and the perception of clarity with 

effectiveness. Finally, intuitiveness was considered to be a 

measure of good affordance and close interaction feedback 

(qualities which should increase effectiveness) and pleasantness 

just a measure of how likeable an interaction method was. Then 

the subjects were asked to select their preferred interaction 

method and to comment on why they chose it. 

 

5. EXPERIMENT RESULTS 

5.1. Efficiency and effectiveness results 

In this experiment two main dependent variables were measured 

as indicators of efficiency and effectiveness:  

• the length of time spent in executing the task;  

• the number of incorrect answers in recognising the data 

structures, where the higher the number of incorrect answers, the 

lower the effectiveness. 

For each subject, there are three ‘timings’ and three ‘incorrect 

answers’ results: one for each interaction method. 

The averages, over the number of subjects, for the timings and 

the number of incorrect answers, and their significance, were 

calculated. 

5.2. Efficiency results 

Non-parametric Friedman’s ANOVA tests were used to calculate 

the significance of the results because the test results were not 

distributed normally (condition for parametric tests). The results 

for efficiency and the relative statistical tests indicate that the 

Low interaction method is slower than the High interaction 

method (p < 0.0167). This means that exploring a sonification 

moving the mouse freely up and down the timeline is more 

efficient than selecting a section of the sonification, selecting the 

speed at which to hear it and then pressing the play button. The 

efficiency of the Medium interaction method is not significantly 

different from the other two methods. 
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Figure 4: Efficiency results 

5.3. Effectiveness results 

In this experiment, no significant difference (p > 0.5) in 

effectiveness was found between the three conditions. 
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Figure 5: Effectiveness results 

6. QUESTIONNAIRE RESULTS 

In the questionnaire, the subjects were asked to score each 

interaction method for pleasantness, intuitiveness, clarity and 

quickness. At the end, they were also asked to express explicitly 

which interaction method they preferred. The results obtained 

from the questionnaire tell us how the different interaction 

methods were perceived subjectively. In particular, the results for 

quickness can tell us about the perceived efficiency of the 

interaction methods. The results for intuitiveness and clarity can 

tell us about the perceived effectiveness of the interaction 

methods. 
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6.1. Pleasantness 

The Medium interaction method is found to be the most pleasant 

followed by the High interaction method and then the Low 

interaction method. This means that the subjects liked using the 

shuttle interface which allows changing speed and direction of 

playback quickly and has a set number of constant playback 

speeds. To use the mouse with a direct mapping between speed 

of movement of the mouse and playback speed was judged to be 

the second most pleasant method and to select sections of the 

sound, select the speed of playback and press play was 

considered the least pleasant method of interaction. All the 

comparisons are significant with p < 0.0167.      
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Figure 6: Pleasantness results 

6.2. Intuitiveness and clarity: perceived effectiveness 

The results for intuitiveness and clarity tell us that selecting a 

section of audio, choosing the playback speed and pressing play 

(Low interaction method) is considered significantly (p < 0.0167 

for both comparisons) less intuitive and clear, than exploring the 

sonification using either the mouse or the shuttle interface. 

Differences between these last two methods are not significant. 
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Figure 7: Intuitiveness results 
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Figure 8: Clarity results 

6.3. Quickness: perceived efficiency 

The Low interaction method is also perceived to be 

significantly slower than the other interaction modes (p < 0.0167 

for both comparisons). There is no significant difference in 

quickness between the Medium and High interaction mode. 
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Figure 9: Quickness results 

6.4. Preferred interaction method 

The 18 test subjects were asked directly in the questionnaire 

which interaction method did they prefer: 

• 4 out of 18 (22%) said the Low interaction method, i.e. 

selecting a section and a playback speed and pressing play;  

• 6 out of 18 (33%) said the High interaction method, i.e. 

playing the sonification by moving the mouse backwards and 

forwards in the sound;  

• 8 out of 18 (45%) said the Medium interaction method, 

i.e. playing the sonification using the shuttle interface. 
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6.5. Summary of overall questionnaire results 

At the end of the test, each subject was asked to freely 

comment on the three proposed interaction methods. Below is a 

summary of the main points expressed in the comments. The 

numbers in brackets indicate the number of times a similar 

comment was made by different people. 

 

 Advantages Disadvantages 

Low  

interaction  

method 

* Better focus (3); 

* Better understanding of a 

specific region of data; 

* Familiar method to me; 

* Can be set very slow to 

avoid repeating the sound;  

* Constant speeds are 

comforting. 

Very frustrating 

and hard to use 

Medium  

interaction  

method 

* More functionality (2); 

* One hand can be free (3); 

* Professional and 

appropriate; 

* Nice 

* It allows a constant 

playback speed; 

* Fine control at low speed; 

* Best control of playback 

and speed; 

* Intuitive and simpler; 

* No need to look at the 

screen; 

* Difficult to 

match the audio 

with where you 

are in the 

sonification 

* Fixed play 

back speeds. 

High  

interaction  

method 

* The direct relationship 

between hand position and 

speed, and playback position 

and speed (3); 

* Total and quick control; 

* It allows for going straight 

to a certain point in the 

sound; 

* More intuitive and 

familiar; 

* Easier 

None 

Table 1: Summary of subjects’ comments 

The medium interaction method is judged to be the most 

pleasant and it is the preferred interaction method by the 

subjects. The High interaction method is the second best 

method and for intuitiveness, clarity and quickness it scores 

as well as the Medium interaction method. The Low 

interaction method is the worst in all the questionnaire 

results. 

The Medium interaction method is considered appropriate, 

professional and nice. It has various functionalities (different 

fixed speeds, back and forward playback, “return to zero” button, 

fine control of slow speed, etc.) and works often hands free (i.e. 

hands can be used to do other things while listening to the 

display). It is not necessary to look at the screen area to know 

where one is in the data at any given time. This last aspect is at 

times considered confusing and can also become a disadvantage. 

The use of fixed playback speeds is both considered comforting, 

but at times restrictive. 

The High interaction method is considered to give total control 

because there is a direct relationship between interface position 

and speed, and the playback position and speed. With this 

method, changes in position are immediate. The interface used is 

very familiar and results can be obtained very quickly.   

6.6. Summary of overall results 

The clearest result of this experiment is that the Low interaction 

method is considered the worst under all aspects.  

The High and Medium interaction methods are considered better 

methods to use for navigating within a sonification data-space, 

and in particular the Medium interaction method is considered 

significantly more pleasant and was the preferred method of this 

group of subjects.  

The main result from the objective measurements of efficiency 

and effectiveness is that the Low interaction method is slower, 

i.e. less efficient, than the other methods. The Low interaction 

method requires the user to perform many actions (select with the 

mouse, enter the chosen playback speed as a number, press play, 

etc.) before he/she can listen to the sonification. This procedure 

is time consuming making this method slower. The interaction 

methods were not significantly different in terms of effectiveness, 

i.e. the analysis of the sonification can be done equally well using 

all the methods.  

The interaction methods reveal further clear differences when we 

look at how they are perceived by the user during the task.    

The Medium and High interaction methods are perceived to be 

more efficient and effective than the Low interaction method as 

they score significantly higher for quickness, clarity and 

intuitiveness.  Therefore, although from the objective 

measurements of effectiveness no difference was found between 

the methods, the subjects perceive the Low interaction method as 

significantly less effective than the other two.   

Finally, subjects indicated in this experiment that, even if there 

are no particular objective differences between the Medium and 

High interaction methods, they prefer and find more pleasant the 

Medium interaction method which uses the shuttle interface. The 

reason for this preference could be the fact that the Medium 

interaction method provides, at the same time, very quick 

changes in playback speeds and direction, while allowing eyes 

and hand free moments in which the user can concentrate solely 

on the sound. The Medium interaction method does not require 

constant activity from users (the High interaction method does) 

allowing them to shift attention rapidly between different tasks, 

such as re-starting the sound, changing playback speed, listening 

to the sound and analysing the data.   

7. CONCLUSIONS 

From this experiment we can conclude that the addition of a 

relatively high level of interaction to a sonification display 

improves the efficiency of the analysis of the sonified data. From 

the point of view of the users, the addition of interaction highly 

improves the overall auditory display which is then perceived as 

more pleasant, clear, intuitive and quick to use.  

Interesting ideas for further work would be to explore in detail 

the reasons for the subjects’ preference of the Medium 

interaction method and develop and test a hybrid interface for 
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interactive sonification which groups the qualities of the mouse 

and the shuttle interface. 
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ABSTRACT

The questions  involved  in  the design  of  an interactive,  audio 
only  computer-based  football  game  are  explored.  The  game 
design process starts by exploring basic questions such as size 
of  playing  area,  orientation,  awareness  of  team  mates  and 
opponents and basic navigation. The project goes on to explore 
more advanced design issues, not addressed by previous audio 
only  ball  games,  involving  the  provision  of  a  multi-player 
perspective,  requiring  the  provision  of  an  intuitive  means  of 
supporting changes in the focus of the interaction in audio. In 
general the dynamic, multi-player perspective poses interesting 
questions  of  how  to  provide  real  time  and  interactive 
sonification of ball and player positions and how these should 
be  managed  within  the  context  of  the  changes  in  interaction 
focus  mentioned  above.  A further  interesting  issue  relates  to 
how, within an auditory game context, to handle aspects of the 
game which are essentially silent, such as the sides of the pitch, 
positions  of  the  goals  and  players  who  are  not  currently 
moving. To assist with these and other design questions, advice 
was  sort  from  past  and  present  players  of  the  British  blind 
soccer squad. The information gathered ranged from basic facts 
about the rules and conditions under which games are played, 
through  to  discussions  about  the  role  of  echo  location  in 
providing an awareness of physical features of the pitch and the 
proximity of other players.  This in turn led to the question of 
how realistically  to  present  the information  provided  through 
echo location in a virtual auditory display. The paper concludes 
with a discussion of the potential roles of this type of system in 
team  coaching,  exploring  the  practical  applications  of  audio 
game representations to realistic coaching scenarios.

[Keywords: interactive sonification, audio game, spatial sound]

1.INTRODUCTION

Audio plays  a very  important  role  in video games  – imagine 
trying to play a favourite sports or fiction-based game without 
music to set the mood and sound effects to bring realism to the 
action.  Compared  to  technology  interfaces  for  work  related 
systems, where audio remains largely under exploited, audio in 
games is used in relatively sophisticated ways, often providing 
a  multi-layered  audio  environment  used  to  render  complex 
auditory scenes, making a substantial contribution to the feeling 
of being immersed  in the action.  The use of ambient  sounds, 
music  and  increasingly  the  option  of  employing  dynamically 
synthesised sounds are important elements in this process. 

A relatively  new development  in  the gaming  arena  is  that  of 
sophisticated,  audio-only  games.  These  are  often,  but  not 
exclusively,  targeted  at  a  visually  impaired  audience.  Audio- 
only games have in fact been around since the early '80s,  when 
they typically used synthetic speech output supplemented with 
relatively simple sound effects.  Today's audio games however, 
such as Shades Of Doom (first person shooter),  Grizzly Gulch 
(adventure) and Lone Wolf (submarine simulator) use sound in 
sophisticated ways, transitioning smoothly between a series of 
multi-layered  soundscapes  to  provide  a  real  feeling  of 
emersion. Many of today's audio games designed for the blind 
can be played over the Internet, and sometimes provide a visual 
interface to promote collaborative game play between visually 
impaired and sighted gamers. The AudioGames web site [1] is 
dedicated to the discussion of computer games which,  through 
accident or design, are accessible to the blind.  It contains links 
to numerous production and experimental  games and includes 
issues of the audio gaming magazine Audyssey. 

The project described here explores the development of an 
audio  football  game  as  a  vehicle  for  examining  a  number  of 
questions involved in the design of interactive audio displays. It 
is  interesting  to note  that  in  spite  of  the fact  that  ball  games 
such as football,  cricket, golf, goalball and baseball are played 
by significant numbers of visually impaired people, in schools 
and  on a  national  and international  basis,  there  are  very  few 
examples  of computer-based audio ball  games,  and those that 
do  exist  generally  provide  only  greatly  simplified 
representations of real game situations.

2.MOTIVATION 

Key questions that we wish to explore in relation to the use of 
interactive auditory displays include the following: 

● Orientation:  what  auditory  cues  are  effective  in 
assisting someone to orientate themselves in a virtual 
audio environment (VAE)? 

● Comprehension:  how  can  audio  be  used  to  convey 
both  an  overview  of  a  complex  auditory  scene  and 
specific details of the location and state of objects  of 
immediate interest? 

● Hand-ear  coordination:  at  what  speeds  can  someone 
interacting  with  such  a  VAE perform  proactive  and 
reactive interventions in the environment? How much 
does this  ability  vary between individuals?  and how 
much can it be changed by learning? 
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● Communication/dissemination:  Can  information 
about dynamically changing auditory scenes depicted 
in such a VAE be effectively  communicated between 
users of the system? 

● Applications in mobility  training/sports  coaching: do 
experiences  obtained  through  interactions  in  such  a 
VAE have any value in assisting the user to deal with 
similar situations in the real world? 

Football was chosen as a suitable medium through which to 
explore  these  questions  because  it  is  a  simple  and  widely 
understood  game  which  can  easily  be  used  to  generate 
moderately  complex,  dynamically  changing  auditory  scenes, 
and so provide a suitable environment for the exploration of the 
above  questions.  Furthermore,  the  increasing  development  of 
blind  football  within  Europe,  including  its  designation  as  a 
sport in the 2012 Paralympics, was seen as providing potential 
for the exploration of the dissemination and coaching questions 
described above.

3.RELATED WORK

The only  other  football  simulation  game  we are  aware  of  is 
Super Football,  by Igor Khmelevtsov [2]. This game enables a 
player  to play against  the  computer  or  against  another  player 
over the Internet. It provides 11-a-side teams based on a 6 by 7 
grid layout. Players are located in cells on the grid and do not 
move from their allotted cell. Only one player on each team can 
be "active" at one time, this need not be the player currently in 
possession  of  the  ball.  The  game  supports  scoring  (by  fixed 
players only), passing (forwards or to either side), tackling and 
free kicks. There is limited support for player orientation in that 
the direction of passing and shooting is determined by whether 
the  player  is  currently  facing  forward  or  to  either  sides.  The 
game  has  attracted  some  interest  from  blind  players  playing 
over the Internet,  but its  greatly simplified model of the pitch 
and lack of player dynamics means that it does not address the 
orientation and navigation questions described above. There are 
several examples of non-ball games which do provide dynamic 
and sophisticated auditory scenes. A good example of this genre 
is  David  Greenwood's  Shades  of  Doom,  version  1.2  [3],  in 
which  you  go  through  a  top-secret  research  base  shooting 
monsters  while  attempting  to  shut  down  the  ill-fated 
experiment. This game has dynamic and realistic Multi-layered, 
3D  sound  with  up  to  32  sounds  playing  simultaneously.  It 
makes  use  of  a  stereo  or  surround  sound  system,  and  has 
synthesized  3D  effects  for  non-surround  sound  systems. 
However, because this and other games of its type are played in 
the first  person,  they do not present the same requirement  for 
context switching with its consequent issues for orientation and 
navigation. 

4.RULES, REQUIREMENTS, AND ENVIRONMENT

It  was  decided  as  far  as  possible  to  mirror  the  rules  and 
environment  in which blind football  is  usually  played so that 
the game behaviour would match the expectations of its target 
audience  and would maximise  the potential  of  the game as  a 

means  of  communicating  realistic  scenarios  between  players 
and  coach.  The  rules  of  blind  football  are  in  general  very 
similar  to those of usual  5-a-side football,  other than the fact 
that  there  is  no  offside  rule  and  players  are  not  generally 
allowed to encroach into the goal area of their opponents. Blind 
football  is usually played on an astro turf pitch surrounded by 
boards  with  goal  posts  set  close  to  the  ends  of  the  pitch  to 
minimise the danger of players colliding with the posts. 

Discussions with current and former members of the British 
blind  football  squad  determined  the  following  features  and 
issues  to  be  taken  into  account  in  designing  the  interactive 
sonification of the game: 
The  way  the  ball  is  made  audible  is  by  including  a  small 
quantity of lead shot inside it. This is sufficient to make the ball  
audible without adding unduly to its weight. It is a reasonable 
approximation to continue to use the physics model of the ball 
without lead shot. 

Player  orientation  and  navigation  is  achieved  through  a 
combination  of  practice,  sounds  in  the  environment  such  as 
calls and footsteps from other players, sounds from the ball, for 
example when it hits the sides or ends of the pitch, noise from 
spectators  (which  is  generally  discouraged),  instructions  from 
team coaches and the use of echolocation. 

Standard  international  rules  dictate  that  a  player  should 
signal the intention to tackle by saying the word “voi” prior to 
making the tackle. On the other hand, domestically in the UK, 
many players  prefer  to omit  this  requirement  and simply  rely 
on  hearing  where  opponents  are.  Because  of  the  conflict  of 
opinion  it  was  decided  to  provide  the  “intention  to  tackle” 
signal as a feature that can be switched on or off according to 
preference. 

Generally  in  international  games,  a  team  coach  stands 
behind  the  opposing  teams  goal  and  issues  instructions  to 
players,  in particular  when to shoot.  Again player  preferences 
varied  on this  and  so  it  was  decided  to  implement  this  as  a 
switchable feature also.

5.DEVELOPMENT

5.1.The System

The  implementation  of  the  audio  soccer  game  was  realised 
using Java to handle both the graphical and auditory aspects of 
the game as played by blind players. The system is composed 
of three main  modules;  two of these  independently  deal  with 
graphically  displaying  and  animating  the  interaction  and 
generating the appropriate  sounds.  A third module,  a mapping 
algorithm, synchronises the two displays. 

The sonification is based on the idea of assigning dynamic 
distributions of sound sources  to the spatial  characteristics  of 
objects’ positions  in  the  graphics  component.  Essentially,  the 
user interaction triggers changes in the graphical scene, which 
are captured and sent to the mapping module to be transformed 
and  used  to  control  the  settings  of  the  auditory  component. 
Initially,  a three  dimensional  auditory  scene  is  generated  and 
calibrated  to  the  dimensions  of  the  pitch,  in  which  sound 
sources  are  created  representing  the  audible  objects  in  the 
game. Their positions relative to the main listener, represented 
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by the  current  user  player,  are  updated  throughout  the  game 
play to render the appropriate 3D transformations.

5.2.The Mapping

In  the  game  play,  the  pitch  is  laid  out  horizontally  with  the 
players  of  the  opposing  teams  distributed  across  the left  and 
right  sides.  The  user  controls  the  current  player  under  focus 
using the keyboard arrow keys to move around the pitch, other 
keyboard commands are used to control player actions such as 
kicking the ball  or tackling an opponent.  We define two main 
types of sound sources in the scene; static and dynamic sources. 
The static sources represent objects that are physically fixed in 
the game; in our system, these are the pitch borderlines and the 
goal posts, which are represented by different ambient sounds. 
In the real soccer game, blind players rely on a combination of 
ordinary  hearing  and  echolocation  to  gain  information  about 
their  position  in  relation  to  such  objects.  In  this  system, 
echolocation is simulated by the audibility of the static sources; 
as  the  user  approaches  these  objects,  their  audibility  is 
increased  to  reflect  their  proximity.  Dynamic  sources  on  the 
other hand represent moving objects in the game play, mainly 
the ball and the players. The relative positions of these objects 
in relation to the user-controlled player is used to communicate 
dynamic changes in their  location.  Other sounds were used to 
reflect actions taken by the players, such as a kick, a tackle, or 
a  goalkeeper’s  catch,  or  other  events  which  do  not  have  an 
obvious  auditory  representation,  such  as  the  focus  shift  from 
one player to the next. The combination of these sound sources 
updates and communicates rich and dynamic auditory scenes to 
reflect the current state and arrangements of the visual scene.

We used a beads sound for representing the ball (recorded 
from  a  ball  used  by  blind  players),  and  footsteps  for  the 
players.   These are always present at different  amplitudes and 
positions.   If  an  opponent  gains  possession  of  the  ball,  the 
footsteps sound source is changed to a dribbling sound, as long 
as  the  ball  is  still  in  possession,  if  successfully  tackled,  the 
sound changes back to footsteps.

If the opponent is close to the goal area, a warning sound is 
played.  When this happens, the listener perspective is changed 
from the current user player to the goalkeeper, in which case a 
perfect  alignment  with the opponent  player  is necessary for a 
successful catch or save. 

The  user  player,  also  referred  to  as  the  listener,  is  only 
assigned a sound source when in possession of the ball, in such 
instance we use a dribbling sound that is different from the one 
used for  the opponent  players.  The direction  of  movement  is 
represented  by  stereo  panning,  thus  if  the  user  is  moving 
toward the right, the dribbling sound and the beads sound will 
be audible through the right channel, and vice versa. For up and 
down  movements,  the  dribbling  and  beads  sounds  will  be 
audible through both channels, the differences between and up 
or down movement  will  be indicated by either  an increase or 
decrease  in  the amplitude  of  the  borderlines  ambient  sounds. 
The closer the user-player is to the left most borderline and the 
more  aligned with the opponent  goal  keeper,  the lower  is the 
goalpost ambient sound. In order to score a goal the user must 
avoid a perfect alignment with the opponent's goalkeeper.

5.3.Iterative Development

It was decided to depart from the approach taken in [2] and not 
to  provide  a  sound  indicator  of  the  player  with  the  current 
focus.  The  approach  taken  is  intended  to  better  mirror  the 
situation  in  real  blind  football  where  one's  orientation  is 
provided  by  the  sounds  of  other  players  and  through  Echo 
Location of the sides and ends of the pitch. "In the strict sense 
of the term, echolocation is determining the location of objects 
in  the  environment  on  the  basis  of  how they  reflect  sounds 
produced by the listener. However, some researchers have used 
the term to include the use of ambient  reflected sound that is 
not produced by the listener" [5]. 

Figure 1: A scene from the  
application showing the various  

active sound sources in given  
game state. Red shows the ball  

source, yellow the boundary and  
the white the opponent’s position.

Figure 2: Red shows the ball source,  
the white the opponent’s position  

and the yellow denotes the warning  
sound to prompt change in player  

perspective.

Figure 3: The left or right position  
of the beads source (Red) denotes  

the direction of movement; the  
Blue source denotes the goalposts  

ambient sound.
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Other  early  design  issues  considered  included  the  overall 
size  of  the  pitch,  the  speed  of  players  movements,  how  to 
sonify  key events  such as the outcome of tackles,  changes in 
the player in focus,  how to simulate  echolocation of the sides 
and ends of the pitch. 

The  usual  iterative  approach  to  interactive  system 
development  was  supplemented  by  a  modular  approach  to 
development and prototyping, both to simplify the development 
process and the design of the interaction. For example, the first 
prototype contained only one opponent player, so that a careful 
investigation could be made of viable pitch dimensions and the 
speed  of  player  movements.  Experiments  with  this  initial 
prototype of the game clearly showed that, as with several other 
audio games for blind users,  the overall  responsiveness  of the 
game  was improved  considerably  by unloading  screen  reader 
software. This has an implication for game development,  as it 
means no reliance can be placed on the screen reader to deliver 
information,  the game must be self voicing.  It was decided as 
far as possible to simulate the sounds that facilitate orientation 
and  navigation  (see  section  4).  One  departure  from  this  is 
echolocation. True echolocation could only be brought about by 
the player  of the game actually  moving  near  physical  objects 
such as the sides  and ends of  a real  pitch.  It  was decided  to 
experiment  with  implementations  of  echolocation  by  using 
sounds  to  indicate  when  the  player  in  the  game  was 
approaching  the  side  or  end  of  the  pitch.  How realistic  this 
representation of echolocation in practice, or at least how well 
it  worked  in  facilitating  interactive  game  play,  became 
interesting  questions  which  can  only  be  determined  by 
formative evaluation. As a starting point, it was also decided to 
commence simulation of echolocation  within 5 key presses of 
the sides and ends of the pitch.

Finally,  an additional consideration within the audio game 
compared  with  real  games  of  blind  football  is  the  need  to 
change the current focus, for example when the player with the 
current focus passes to another player, or when the player with 
the  current  focus  is  effectively  taken  out  of  the  game  by  an 
opponent  with  the  ball  getting  out  of  tackling  range.  Rather 
than  relying  purely  on  the  natural  sounds  of  the  game  to 
indicate  such  changes  in  focus,  a  specific  audio  indicator  of 
such changes is employed.

6.DISCUSSION

The current status of the project is that evaluation experiments 
have begun with early prototypes of the audio game, which are 
focusing  on  orientation  and  navigation  issues.  Further 
development is ongoing, which will increasingly address multi-
player  aspects  and more  realistic  audio representations  of the 
pitch and other game sounds. 

Discussion with players  and a coach indicate  that there  is 
real potential for a game of this type to be used to convey ideas 
about  specific  aspects  of  the  game,  such  as  where  players 
should be and should react in set plays such as free kicks, throw 
in and corner kick situations. A problem experienced by players 
in  real  training  scenarios  is  obtaining  an  overview  of  game 
positions  as  envisaged  by  a  coach.  A  good  auditory 
representation  of  such  situations  could  be  used  to  indicate 
initial positions of players at the start of a set play, and provide 
an  auditory  representation  of  the  set  play  as  it  develops. 

Interestingly, the audio within the game should provide a much 
clearer  representation  of  such  situations  than  would  be 
normally  available  to  a  blind  player  in  a  real  match 
environment,  as  within  the  game  all  relevant  aspects  can  be 
sonified as opposed to only those that are readily audible within 
a real game. An interesting question arises as to whether such 
an  enhanced  audio  representation  as  that  feasible  within  the 
game can A) be used to assist with learning in real life coaching 
scenarios  and  B)  whether  the  improved  representation  of 
overall  context  available  within  the game  has  any impact  on 
decision  making  in  specific  situations,  firstly  within  audio 
game  play  and  secondly  whether  this  transfers  in  any 
meaningful way into real game situations. 
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ABSTRACT 

This paper describes a way to incorporate sound into a raster 
based classified image. Methods for determining the sound 
location, amplitude, type and how to create a layer to store the 
information are described. Hurdles are discussed and suggestions 
of how to overcome them are presented. As humans we rely on 
our senses to help us navigate the world. Sight, sound, touch, 
taste, and smell; they all help us perceive our environment. 
Although we sometimes take vision for granted, all our other 
senses play as important of a role in our daily lives. Even with all 
these senses at our disposal, the conventional GIS very 
uncommonly do much more than convey their information 
visually. We demonstrate an auditory display with a sample 
implementation using a classified raster image, commonly used 
in a GIS analysis. This was achieved using a spatial sonification 
algorithm initially created in a Java environment. 

The ultimate aim of this work is to develop an interactive 
mapping technology that fully incorporates auditory display, 
over a variety of platforms and applications. Such a tool would 
have the potential be of great benefit for displaying multivariate 
information in complex information displays. 
 
[Keywords: Geographic Information Systems, GIS, mapping, 
image sonification, auditory map display, spatial sonification, 
audio mapping, locational sound mapping] 

1. INTRODUCTION 

Although maps are still most commonly used for orientation and 
navigation, more information may be of interest in some cases 
such as annual rainfall, soil composition, pipe lines, 
archeological sites, etc [1]. There is only so much of this 
information that can be explained visually, and sometimes it is 
simply not enough. Sometimes, data quantities mapped to color 
schemes, shapes and varying textures just do not clearly describe 
the information to be presented as well as would be liked [2]. As 
well, a conventional thematic map represented by two different 
color schemes can be very difficult to understand, forcing the 
user to constantly refer to an arbitrary legend [3]. For these 
reasons, adding an opportunity to present more information via 
another sense is important. 

For a number of reasons, sound is a good method of 
conveying information in a GIS. Sound does not obstruct visual 
information [1], and when used together, sound and visualization 
can convey information better than separately [4]. Sound patterns 

can be easily detected and described, regardless if the user is 
musically trained, and multiple observations and patterns can be 
detected [4][5]. As well, combining sound with a visual display 
may be an ideal way to deal with the increasing complexities that 
geographers want to obtain in their map making. Adding sound 
can be as viable of a means of presenting and communicating 
information as visual methods are [6]. Sound can increase the 
amount of information communicated to the user or reduce the 
amount of information the user is expected to perceive visually 
[5]. Using a crime map as an example, sound may be used to 
represent the distance from a police station, like a metal detector, 
changing the rate of change of the time between beeps. This 
leaves the map clear of obstructing information and available to 
present other information, such as crime rate, visually using a 
color scheme. As the user moves the mouse pointer around map 
the audio would change to produce the correct sound in relation 
to the distance. 

The increasing ease of use and functionality of computers 
makes this task much more achievable then it would have been 
only a few years ago [6]. Sonification, the use of a sound 
generator to map data into such things as pitch, brightness and 
loudness, is an example [7]. The internet provides a well suited 
container for the incorporation of GIS and sound. Web 
applications provide a novel and easy to use way to merge and 
present all types of information, including sound. 

Displaying a spatial information vision has been described as 
the sense ‘par excellence’, due to an observer's ability to view 
the permanency of the display and holistically integrate different 
features.  There has been a long history of displaying information 
through well researched visual variables [8].  Similar sonic 
variables have been proposed for displaying auditory information 
within the geographic and cartographic context [6].  However, 
there are significant differences between the two information 
modalities. Information presented thorough visual channels can 
lead to the rapid apprehension of configurational and spatial 
arrangements, while information presented through auditory 
display is temporal and ephemeral in nature.  Approaches to 
rendering map like visual information, through sound, have 
fallen into three broad categories.  Firstly, those that attempt to 
sonify the whole of the visual display. Here positional x and y 
information is replaced by pitch and time [9].  This approach has 
worked well for simple geometric data displays such as the 
interpretation of line graphs [10].  With experience and training 
some vision impaired users have been able to use such systems 
in sensory substitution navigation [11].  The second major 
category has been to augment a visual system with the auditory 
information that is delivered after a query or by specifying a 
location from the user, such as positioning a mouse on the 
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display.  This then leads to the ability of concurrently displaying 
the spatial information, visually and the multivariate information 
through auditory display.  Approaches in this area have been 
used in displaying uncertainty [12]. In a hybrid approach 
utilizing the head related transfer function (HRTF) three 
dimensional immersive audio has been used in an egocentric 
manner to display of information about the surroundings of 
application to illustrate where the user is.  Such systems have 
been implemented within personal guidance systems, whereby 
non visual users navigate simultaneously through the real world 
and augmented the virtual world [13].  

Auditory information has the potential to be presented in 
map referenced, spatialised and immersive contexts, 
incorporating a mixture of speech, representational sound, 
sonification, and earcons. 

This facilitates a user to hear auditory cues that add both 
redundant and complementary information that would normally 
be presented through text labels and other cartographic depiction 
methods 

A multimodal approach to cartographic data interaction 
provides novel opportunities for interacting with cartographic 
data.  This has wide reaching relevance beyond tactile mapping 
incorporating innovative and original solutions to key 
cartographic research areas. These include, but are not limited to, 
environments where users may be “blind” due to bandwidth or 
small screen display problems in mobile computing 
environments, attention diversion in in-car navigation systems, 
or by an overloaded visual channel in complex data analysis 
interfaces in geovisualization and data mining interfaces, or 
novice users exploring unfamiliar data. 

In the context of this application, sound can be broken down 
into two categories; abstract or realistic [6]. Vocal narration and 
familiar sounds (sounds that a person can relate to an event or 
situation) are examples of realistic sounds [6]. Abstract sounds 
are sounds that are created by manipulating some or all of the 
sounds variables to produce a sound that is meant to represent 
data [6]. Both have their specific purposes and depending on 
what data needs to be presented, no one is better than the other. 
Furthermore, abstract sound can be explained in a set a variables: 
location, loudness, pitch, register, timbre, duration, rate of 
change, order and attack/decay [6]. The ideas to follow focus on 
familiar, realistic sounds and therefore only location and 
loudness shall be explained and used. Loudness is the magnitude 
of sound, or amplitude, and location is the location of the sound 
in two or three dimensional space [7]. 

Adding audio to a visual display, in addition to adding 
dimensionality, can enhance the users understanding of the data 
as well as allow for rapid detection of information, orientating 
and promotes ease of learning [14]. A study performed by Lodha 
et al. (2000) discovered that the use of a bi-modal mapping of 
sound and visual data provided a more accurate understanding of 
the data [2].  

2. METHODS 

It is proposed that the sound can be added to a GIS as a layer, 
just as any other attribute of visual information would. Sound 
will be calculated for every pixel in the image using an algorithm 
and then added invisibly to the project. When added to the GIS, 
the sound layer can be accessed in real time and produce sound 

dependent on the data stored in relation to the location of the 
pixel under the mouse. As the user moves the mouse around the 
map, the sound will change appropriately depending on those 
derived values. The sounds used for this example will be realistic 
familiar sounds. If there is data that specifies there is water to the 
South, the user will hear running water from the rear channels of 
the stereo, if the pixels are classified as city he/she will hear 
traffic, etc. 

It is the hypothesis of this work that using the methods 
discussed will create a relatively simple way of incorporating 
sound into a GIS to ultimately increase the dimensionality of the 
map being produced. 

2.1. Sound Distance 

Sound distance is the arbitrary distance that a human can hear if 
physically present in the study area or simply a distance that the 
map creator decides should be used to represent how far the 
sound can be heard. With sound, the signal inevitably degrades 
as it moves from the source to the point of perception [15]. The 
sound distance variable is the cut off point where no sound can 
be heard. The actual distance may be difficult to obtain but an 
estimation of this distance can be used since the purpose is to 
represent the classified image, not the real world. Once chosen, 
the sound distance variable is used to calculate the length of the 
window side using: 

 
2

2SDa =  (1) 

where a is the length of the side of the window and SD is the 
sound distance measured in the same units of the classified 
image’s spectral resolution. The result is an actual distance on 
the ground of the window side. This number needs to be 
converted to pixels using: 

 
r
awin =  (2) 

where a is the derived length of the side, r is the spectral 
resolution of the sensor used to record the image and win, when 
rounded to the nearest odd integer is the window size. 
 To determine the type of sound, five operations will be 
applied to certain locations for the point where the user is 
listening from (the pixel under the mouse) (Figure 1). In this 
example, the resulting sound will be dominated by forest sound 
while some city sounds can be heard in the front-left channel and 
some water in the rear-right channel. 
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Figure 1 The five operations applied to the pixel under 
the mouse to create the sound at that location 

2.2. Creating the sound layer 

Once the window size has been determined the window moves 
across the whole image to create the sound layers. One layer will 
be created for each class in the classified image. In Figure 1, the 
classified image contains the classes forest, agriculture, city and 
water. The window passes four times, once counting the number 
of pixels in the window for forest, once for city and so on.  

All the layers are then merged into one layer where each 
pixel in the grid will contain one value for every class. This is 
the layer that will be added into the GIS and used to produce the 
sound. The spatial extent of the layer is then set to match that of 
the classified image. If desired, the layers can be added 
separately instead of merged. How the software used to produce 
the sound is designed will determine which method works best.  

2.3. Determining sound 

Determining sound happens “on the fly”. This means that the 
sound layer is continually accessed at the point under the pointer 
and sound variables will change accordingly in real- time. The 
pixel under the mouse is the listening point and determines the 
sound to be heard. Sound will be represented by five locations, 
the sound to the North-East, North-West, South-East, South-
West, and in the direct proximity to the listening point (Figure 
1). This is done to make use of the fade and balance features of 
quadraphonic stereo systems. 

2.4. Determining sound location 

The sound layer is accessed at the point under the mouse pointer 
to determine the sound at that location. By using the window size 
determined by Equation 2, each of the five center points can be 
found. 

The center points for these five windows will be; half the 
window size to the North-East, half the window size to the 
North-West, half the window size to the South-East, half the 
window size to the South-West and the location directly under 
the mouse: 
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where CP is the center point, i and j are the x and y coordinates 
of pixels in the image and win is the window size. The division is 
applied the mathematical floor function to give the largest 
integer less than the result. 

Each of these points will be used to determine the sound 
around the listening point. The determined sounds from the 
points around the mouse pointer will be mapped to different 
channels of the stereo. For instance, what is to be heard in the 
North-East will play from the left-front channel of the system. 
This assumes that the map has north directly up and the user 
assumes that the listening point is always facing north. The fade 
and balance is changed for each of the four directional 
calculations. 

2.5. Determining sound amplitude 

To determine the amplitudes of each of the types of sounds, the 
number of pixels that represent one class is divided by the total 
number of pixels in the window. This gives the percentage of 
each class in the window that can be used to determine which 
sounds should be louder or softer to represent the area being 
analyzed. 
 The fifth operation determines the sound in direct 
proximity to the listening point and is applied to and played over 
all the channels. This is done on the concept the sound signal 
degrades over distance [15] and so an anomaly further away 
from the listening point is not over represented while others close 
to the listener sound louder. 

2.6. Playing the sound 

When viewing the map, all sounds for each classification will be 
playing simultaneously. It is the value of the center points that 
determines the amplitude of each classification of sound. If that 
value is zero, then the amplitude is zero for that class. As the 
user moves the mouse about the screen, the amplitudes change in 
real time. Rolling the mouse off the extent of the sound layer will 
stop the sound. 

3. IMPLEMENTATION 

An example system has been built using the proposed algorithm. 
The algorithm was simplified by excluding front and rear 
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channels by merging the front-left and rear-left channels into a 
single left channel. This was replicated for the right channels. 
The center calculations remained the same. The system was 
designed in Java using the functionality of the 
javax.sound.sampled package available with versions of Java 
later than 1.3. The map chosen for the test was a simple land 
cover map of an ocean shore scene consisting of three classes; 
land water and harbor. A feature was added to hide the map to 
help in determination of the effectiveness of the algorithm. 
Figure 2 is a snapshot of the programs interface. Land was 
audibly represented by chirping birds, water was represented by 
splashing waves and harbor represented by a ships horn. The 
visual and auditory items are derived from the seatouch project, 
which uses haptic and auditory display to provide realtime 
navigation information to blind sailors [16]. A set of headphones 
was used as speakers for testing. The sounds amplitudes and 
locations were calculated “on the fly” and no extra layer was 
created.  
 

 
Figure 2 The Java interface used for testing. Land is 

represented by yellow, water is blue and harbor is red. 

The user navigated the map using the mouse pointer and was 
able to easily determine what was present to the right and left of 
the listening point. It was found that determining size of 
phenomenon was more difficult but could be done by slowly 
moving the listening points around to find how the sound 
changed in the speakers. The three sounds chosen were 
significantly different and therefore easy to distinguish amongst 
even when all sounds were present. The choice of easily 
distinguishable sounds was important in the success of the map. 
For instance, the sound of wind through trees was not 
significantly different enough than the sound of waves and was 
very difficult to discern. This is analogous to visual display 
variables in conventional cartographic display. 

Because the sound values of balance and amplitude were 
calculated as the user moved the listening point, there was some 
lag in determining the sound to play. The user needed to navigate 
slowly or the values would jump quickly and cause confusion. 
Temporal lags between user interactions and auditory display are 
a common problem in multimodal interfaces. Other researchers 
have tried to minimize these problems by maximizing CPU 
speed. Overcoming lag effects remains a major challenge, 
especially when interface areas used to represent geographic 
phenomena are small relative to the rest of the display. Although 
auditory display is excellent at alerting for time based events, in 

a spatial display, the triggering of audio cues from areas with 
small physical size may be lost due to the ephemeral nature of 
temporal sound display. For example, a circle representing a city 
in a map of a country can always be ‘seen’, but may only be 
‘heard’ when triggered from its small area. In the implementation 
presented in this paper much of the computation time could be 
done before hand by the creation of a sound layer as described 
earlier.  

Pilot testing began with only two classes; water and land. 
The user was quickly and easily able to decipher and reconstruct 
their locations. With the addition of the harbor class the user took 
more time to determine all of the locations when all three sounds 
were streamed to the speakers. This was alleviated with more 
practice with the program. It is clear that there is a limit to the 
number of classes that can be represented in this manner but 
what that number is and whether it varies from user to user is 
unclear. Further testing could be done to determine this using 
this implementation. This mirrors findings from Jeong and 
Jacobson (2002) who approximated the classic users ability to 
retain seven plus or minus two variables in working memory to 
three plus or two when using a non-visual auditory and haptic 
based map interface [17]. 

4. DISSCUSSION 

Some issues need to be addressed when using sound in a GIS. 
Good choice and good taste must be taken into account when 
deciding on what sounds will be used. The study by Lodha et al. 
(2000) noted that many of the participants found the sounds to be 
annoying [2]. Just as it is important to produce visually pleasing 
maps, it is important to produce acoustically pleasing ones if 
using sound to present information. Choosing the correct sound 
variable to present the information is important [18]. An attempt 
should be made to use variables that make sense; a rise in pitch 
would represent a rise in temperature for example. For the user 
of the map to properly identify the sounds and know what they 
mean, a legend must be presented and the best way to do this is 
unclear [6]. Users may succumb to sensory overload if presented 
with too much information at once; this includes auditory 
information [6]. Care needs to be given not to present too much 
information at once and the use of sound in maps should be 
tested for this.  

With a sound layer now available and a method to use that 
layer to determine sounds, there is the capability of use within a 
GIS. Unfortunately, there is no current mainstream GIS software 
that has this functionality. Many software suites allow a raster 
calculator or others forms of raster manipulation, such as 
convolution, which is all that is needed to create the sound layer 
but what is to be done with it once it is calculated? 

Custom programs can be built to create and produce sounds 
in maps. The implementation used by the authors here is an 
example. Gluck (2000) has created software visualization and 
sonification studies that use maps specifically for spatial data 
analysts. Methods in such software as these can be used to create 
programs specifically tailored to cartographers and map users 
[4]. 

In addition to the implementation proposed in this paper, a 
solution may be incorporated into existing GIS software. The 
Environmental Systems Research Institute (ESRI) ArcGIS suite 
has the ability for end users to develop custom scripts and 
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extensions that can be used within their software though Visual 
Basic for Applications (VBA) [19]. VBA does allow the playing 
of wav files and the control of volume, balance and fade by using 
software such as Microsoft’s DirectSound [20]. It is possible that 
a macro can be written for ArcGIS to be able to play the sound 
and is worth further research. Once the map is exported it is out 
of the program and no longer has access to these macros. This 
causes a problem since now another program must be developed 
to not only view new map with sound imbedded but to export the 
format.  

5. CONCLUSIONS 

It is proposed that a classified image can be represented as sound 
in a GIS. Studies have proven that adding sound along with 
visual information improves the readability, the understanding 
and the information retention of map users [2][3][5][21]. Now 
that technology has advanced to a point where adding in sound to 
displays is much easier, GIS can benefit from the added 
dimensionality that the sound adds. More information can be 
displayed in a single map, reducing the need for multiple maps 
and therefore decreasing the time needed to understand and 
reference. 

Raster datasets provide a unique way of converting their 
information into sound. The sound layers created are essentially 
raster layers whose values are represented audibly instead of 
visually. Although grouping of common pixels were used in the 
example in this paper, other operations; local, local 
neighborhood, extended neighborhood or zonal; may be 
preformed to create the sound layer. Alternatively, the sound 
layer may simply be the exact raster layer. What the sound is 
meant to represent will determine how the sound layer is created. 
The methods to read this sound layer can vary as well and this 
again depends on the type of information and sound.  

The need to display more and more information is growing 
as cartographers try to represent more spatial information for 
more complex problems. Moving away from the conventional 
visual display to a bi-modal display with sound as well as visual 
information can be a way to conquer this problem and save from 
overwhelming the users with too much information at once.  

The need for incorporating the auditory information in visual 
displays is becoming increasingly important, due to the 
complexity of information and the reduction in the screen size  
on portable devices.  The areas where auditory information is to 
be of most benefit are potentially:  environments where the user's 
visual attention needs to be directed elsewhere, such as in an in 
car navigation system; environments where a user becomes 
functionally blind, due to a hazardous environment, such as 
firefighters navigating in a smoke-filled building; in information 
systems and displays designed for partially sighted and blind 
people, where access to spatial information is paramount, for 
orientation and navigation and mobility; fourthly, in domains of 
complex information visualization, where the visual channel is 
often overloaded, due to the multivariate nature of the data. 
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ABSTRACT

This paper describes two software implementations for EEG
data screening and realtime monitoring by means of sonification.
Both have been designed in close collaboration with our partner
institutions. Both tools were tested in depth with volunteers, and
then tested with the expert users they are intended for, i.e. neu-
rologists working with EEG data. In the course of these tests, a
number of improvements to the designs were realised; tests and
the final versions of the tools are described in detail. The scope of
the paper is intended to provide an integrated description and anal-
ysis of all aspects of the design process from sonification design
issues to interaction choices to user acceptance.

[Keywords: EEG data sonification, sonification design, user inter-
action design]

1. INTRODUCTION

At our neurological partner institution, two routine tasks come up
in everyday work where sonification is potentially useful: Fast
screening of long-time EEG recordings, and realtime monitoring
during EEG recording sessions.

1.1. EEG Background

As this is covered extensively in a number of other papers [1, 2, 3,
4], this is very brief here. EEG is short for electroencephalogram,
i.e. the registration of the electrical signals coming from the brain
that can be measured on the human head.

For this paper, the two most important things to know are:
Firstly, there are standard systems where to locate electrodes

on the head, called montages; e.g. the so-called 10-20 system,
which spaces electrodes at similar distances over the head (see e.g.
[5] and many other textbooks).

Secondly, the signal from a single electrode is often analysed
in terms of its characteristic frequency band components: The use-
ful frequency range is typically given as 1-30 Hz, sometimes ex-
tended a little higher and lower. Within this range, different fre-
quency bands have been associated with particular activities and
brain states; e.g. the ’alpha’ range is between 8 and 13 Hz, associ-
ated with general state of relaxedness, and non-activity of the brain
region for visual tasks; it is most prominent with eyes closed.

For both sonification designs presented, we split the EEG sig-
nal into frequency ranges which closely correspond to the tradi-
tional EEG bands; we decided to use constant relative bandwidths
of one octave each to attain a more equal energy balance between
the bands. The ranges are: deltaL(ow) from 1 - 2 Hz, deltaH(igh)
from 2 - 4 Hz, theta from 4 - 8 Hz, alpha from 8 - 16 Hz (this is

a bit wider than the traditional value of 13, and includes the mu-
rhythm band), beta from 16 - 32 Hz, and gamma from 32 - 64
Hz.

1.2. Rapid Screening of Long-Time EEG Recordings

For a number of neurological problems, it is standard practice to
record longer time stretches of brain activity. A stationary record-
ing (as made at our partner institution) usually lasts more than
12 waking hours; night recordings usually are longer, up to 36
hours. For people with so-called ’absence’ epileptic seizures (of-
ten children), recordings with portable devices are made over sim-
ilar stretches of time. These recordings are then visually screened,
i.e. looked through in 20-30 second frames at a time; this process
is both demanding and slow.

For the particular application toward ’absences’, rapid audi-
tory screening is ideal: these seizures tend to spread over the entire
brain, so the choice of which electrodes to screen acoustically is
not very risky; furthermore, the seizures have quite characteristic
features, and are thus relatively easy to identify quickly. For more
general screening, finding time regions of interest quickly (by au-
ditory screening) potentially reduces workload and increases over-
all security. With visual and auditory screening combined, the risk
of not noticing important events in the recorded brain activity is
reduced.

1.3. Realtime Monitoring during EEG Recording Sessions

A second scenario that benefits from sonification is realtime mon-
itoring while recording EEG data. This is a long-term attention
task: an assistant stays in a monitor room next to the room where
the patient is being recorded; s/he watches both a video camera
view of the patient, and the incoming EEG data on two screens.
Realtime uses of biosignals have other applications too, see e.g.
[6, 7]. In the event of atypical EEG activity (which must be no-
ticed, so one can intervene if necessary), a patient may or may
not show peculiar physical movements. Thus watching the video
camera, one can miss atypical EEG activity for a while.

Here, sonification is potentially very useful, because it can al-
leviate constant attention demands: One can easily habituate to a
background soundscape, which is known to represent ’everything
is normal’. When changes in brain activity occur, the soundscape
changes (in most cases, activity is increased, which increases both
volume and brightness), and this change in the acoustic environ-
ment automatically draws attention.

A sonification design that aims to render EEG data in real time
is also useful for studying brain activity as recorded by EEG de-
vices at its natural speed: One can easily portray activity in the
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Figure 1: The EEGScreener GUI.

traditional EEG frequency bands acoustically; as many of the phe-
nomena are described as rhythmical, auditory presentation is par-
ticularly appropriate here [8].

Thus the implementation of this tool is in two stages:
Stage one is a data player, which plays recorded EEG data files

at realtime speed with the same sonification design (and the same
adjustment facilities) as the final monitor application. This allows
for learning the range of sounds the system can produce, and to
find settings which work well for a particular situation and user.

Stage two is an add-on to the software used for EEG record-
ing, diagnosis, and administration of patient histories at the insti-
tute. Currently, this stage is implemented as a custom version of
the EEG recording software which simulates data being recorded
now (by reading a data file), and sending the ’incoming’ data by
network on to a special version of the Realtime player (i.e. the
sound engine and interface). Here, the incoming data is rendered
into sound as in the player-only version. Eventually, this second
program should be implemented within the EEG software itself,

but this will be done only after tests have concluded.

1.4. Overview

The sonification design and user interface of EEGScreener appli-
cation is described in detail in section 2; the details of the EEG-
RealTimePlayer are given in section 3. Section 4 reports on two
rounds of tests we have conducted with expert users, and section 5
presents conclusions. Both applications have been realised in the
SuperCollider programming environment [9].

2. THE EEG SCREENER

2.1. Sonification Design

For rapid EEG data screening, there is little need for an elabo-
rate sonification design: As the signal to be sonified is a time
signal, and a signal speed of some 10000s of points per seconds
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is deemed useful for screening, straightforward audification is the
obvious choice, as it allows for keeping the rich detail of the sig-
nals entirely intact. With sampling rates around 250 Hz, a typical
speedup factor is 60x faster than real time, which transposes our
center band (alpha, 8-16Hz) to 480-960 Hz, well in the middle of
the audible range. For more time resolution, one can go down to
10x, or for more speedup, up to 360x.

This allows for wide range of time scales of local structures
in the data to be put into the optimum time window (the ca. 3
seconds of echoic memory) [10], while keeping the inner EEG
bands well in the audible range; if needed, one can compensate
for reduced auditory sensitivity to the outer bands by raising their
relative amplitude.

A lowpass filter is available from 12 to 75 Hz, default at 30
Hz, to provide the equivalent of visual smoothing used in EEG
viewer software. Our users wished for that, and it is a simple way
to reduce higher band activity, which is mostly considered noise.

A choice is provided between the straight audified signal, and
a mix of six equal-bandwidth layers, which can all be individually
controlled in volume. This allows both for focused listening to
individual bands of interest, and for identification of the EEG band
a particular audible component belongs to.

2.2. Interface Design

The task analysis for the Screener demanded the graphical user
interface to be simple to use (low-effort, little training needed),
error-free, fast, and to provide for keeping reproducible results.
Furthermore, it should provide rich choices of what to listen to,
and detailed visual feedback of what exactly one is hearing how.
For quick experiments and learning, a sample file is loaded auto-
matically. The GUI elements and their functions are:

2.2.1. File, Electrode, and Range Selection

The button Load EDF is for selecting a file to be screened. Cur-
rently, only .edf files are supported, but other formats are easy to
add if needed. The text views next to it (top line) provide file
data feedback: path name, duration, and montage type the file was
recorded with1. The button Montage opens a separate GUI for
choosing electrodes by location on the head (see figure 2), and the
Help button opens an extensive help page (in German).

The popup menus Left / Right provide a choice of which elec-
trode to listen to on the two audio channels used. The signal views
Left / Right show an overview of the signal for the entire length
of the chosen electrodes. With short files, the vertical marks are
minutes, with longer files, hours. During screening, the current
playback position is indicated by a vertical cursor.

The range slider Selection allows for selecting a range with-in
the entire file to be screened. The number boxes Start, Duration,
End show the current selection properties, and the values can also
be set numerically from here. The button Select All selects the
entire file. The number box Cursor shows the current playback
position in minutes and also as hours:minutes:seconds.

The signal views Left Detail / Right Detail show the waveform
of the currently seleced electrodes in detail, zoomed for the current
selection. During screening, the current playback position is also
indicated here by a vertical cursor.

1As edf files do not store montage information, this is inferred from
the number of EEG channels in the file; at our institution, all the raw data
montage types have different numbers of channels

Figure 2: The Montage Window, allowing for electrode selection
by location. One can drag the light gray labels and drop them on
the white fields ’Left’ and ’Right’.

2.2.2. Playback and Note Taking

The buttons Play, Pause, Stop start, pause, and stop the sound.
The button Looped/No Loop switches between once-only play-

back and looped playback (with a click to indicate when the loop
restarts). The button Filters/Bypass switches playback between
Bypass (the straight audified signal, only low-pass-filtered), and
Filters, the mixable band-split signal.

The button Take Notes opens a new text window for taking
notes during screening. The edf file name, selected electrodes and
time region, and current date are pasted in as text automatically.

The button Time adds the current playback time at the end of
the notes window’s text, and the button Settings adds the current
playback settings (see below) to the notes window text.

While the notes window is in front, three key shortcuts are
available such that one never needs to leave the notes window
while screening a file: one can add current time as text, add current
settings, and pause/resume playback (e.g. to finish typing a note).

2.2.3. Playback Controls

These control the parameters of the screener’s sound synthesis.
speedUp sets the speedup factor, with a range between 10-360;

the default value of 60 means that one minute of EEG is presented
within one second. Note that this is straightforward tape-speed ac-
celeration; this preserves full signal detail. The option to compare
different time-scalings of a signal segment allows for learning to
distinguish mechanical (electrode movements) and electrical arti-
facts (muscle activity) from EEG signal components.

lowPass sets the cutoff frequency for the lowpass filter, range
between 12 and 75 Hz, with a default of 30 Hz.

clickVol sets the volume of the loop marker click.
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Figure 3: The EEG Realtime Player GUI.

volume sets the overall volume.

2.2.4. Band Filter Controls and Views

In Bypass mode, only the meter views are visible in this section,
and they display the amount of energy present in each of the six
frequency bands (deltaL, deltaH, theta, alpha, beta, gamma).

In Filters mode, the controls become available, and one can
raise the level of bands one wants to focus on, or turn down bands
that distract from details in other bands.

The buttons All On / All Off allow for quickly setting all levels
to medium or zero.

3. THE EEG REALTIME PLAYER

The EEGRealtimePlayer allows for listening into details of EEG
data in real time (or up to 5x faster), in order to follow tempo-
ral events in their original rhythmic contour. An extension toward
monitoring during EEG data recording sessions is realised in a sep-
arate prototype but not yet integrated into the Realtime player.

3.1. Sonification Design

The sonification design for real time monitoring is much more
elaborate than the screener. It was prototyped by R. Hoeldrich
in MATLAB, and then implemented for realtime interactive use in
SuperCollider by A. de Campo.

The EEG signal of each channel listened to is split into six
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bands of equal relative bandwidth (one octave, 1-2, 2-4, up to 32-
64 Hz), largely following standard EEG terminology. Each band
is sonified with its own oscillator and a specific carrier frequency:
based on a user-accessible fundamental frequency baseFreq, the
carriers are by default multiples of baseFreq by 1, 2, .. 6. If one
wants to achieve more perceptual separation between the individ-
ual bands, one can deform this overtone pattern with a stretch fac-
tor harmonic, where 1 is pure overtone tuning:

carFreq = baseFreq ∗ i ∗ harmonici−1 (1)

The carrier frequency in each band is also modulated with the
band-filtered EEG signal, thus creating a representation of the sig-
nal shape details as deviation from center pitch; the modulation
depth is called freqMod. The amplitude of each oscillator band
is determined by the amplitude extracted from the corresponding
filter-band, optionally stretched by an expansion factor contrast;
this creates a stronger foreground/background effect between low-
energy bands and bands with more activity.

For realtime monitoring as a background task, an additional
option for emphasis exists: high activity levels activate a sideband
modulation at carFreq * 0.25, which creates a new fundamental
frequency two octaves lower. This should be difficult to miss.

Finally, for file playback, crossing the loop point of the current
selection is acoustically rendered as a bell-like tone.

3.2. Interface Design

Most elements (buttons, text displays and signal views) have the
same functions as in the EEGScreener; this overlap is intended
to reduce learning time for medical personnel using both applica-
tions. The main differences to the EEGScreener are: the default
time unit is seconds here, not minutes (because this is the more
convenient unit for realtime sonification); there is no button ”Fil-
ters/Bypass” (because there is no meaningful unfiltered signal to
listen to); and there are many more playback controls, since the
sonification model (as described above) is much more complex.

3.2.1. Playback Controls

These controls are ordered by importance from top to bottom:
contrast ranges from 1-4; values above 1 expands the dynamic

range, making active bands louder and thus moving them to the
foreground relative to average-activity bands. For background mon-
itoring, levels from 2-3 are recommended.

baseFreq is the fundamental frequency of the sonification, be-
tween 60-240 Hz; this can be tuned to user taste - and our users
have expressed strong personal preferences for their choice of base-
Freq.

freqMod is the depth of frequency modulation of the carrier
for each band. At 0, one hears a pure harmonic tone with varying
overtone amplitudes, at greater values, the pitch of the band swings
up and down with activity in that band. 1 is normal deviation.

emphasis adds a pitch two octaves lower for very high activity;
this can be used for extra emphasis in background monitoring.

harmonic is the harmonicity of the carrier frequencies: A set-
ting of 1 means purely harmonic carrier frequencies, less com-
presses the spectrum, and more expands it; this can be used to
achieve better perceptual band separation.

clickVol sets the volume of the loop marker click.
volume sets the overall volume of the sonification.
speed controls an optional speedup factor for file playback,

with a range between 1-5, 1 being realtime; in live monitoring
mode, this control will be disabled.

3.2.2. Band Filter Controls and Views

The buttons ”All On” / ”All Off” allow for setting all levels to
medium or zero. The meter views show the amount of energy
present in each of the six frequency bands, and the sliders next to
them set volume of each frequency band.

4. USER TESTS

4.1. Test EEG Data

For development and testing of the sonification players described,
a collection of EEG recordings - containing typical epileptic events
and seizures - was arranged. This database was assembled at the
Department for Epileptology and Neurophysiological Monitoring
(University Clinic of Neurology, Medical University -...-), by us-
ing the in-house archive system. It contains anonymous data of
currently or recently treated patients.

For the expert users tests, three data examples were chosen,
suited for each player’s special purpose. For the Screener, rather
large data sets were selected, to test the quick screening use of this
tool. Two measurements of absences and one day/night EEG of
seizures localized in the temporal lobe were prepared. The Real-
time Player was tested with three short data files; one a normal
EEG (incl. eye movement artefacts), and two pathological EEGs
(generalized epilepsy potentials, fronto-temporal seizure).

The experts we worked with considered the use of audition in
EEG-diagnostics very unusual. We expected them to find it diffi-
cult to associate sounds with the events, so they did some prelimi-
nary sonification training: For all data examples, they could look at
the data with their familiar EEG-viewer after having listened first,
and try to match what they heard with the graphical curves.

4.2. Initial pre-tests

An initial round of tests was done to get a first impression of us-
ability, and data appropriateness, which also contained experimen-
tal tasks (learning to listen). For getting independent and unbi-
ased opinions, two interns were invited to test versions 1 of the
screening and realtime players by listening thru the entire prepared
database at their own pace. They were instructed to take detailed
notes of the phenomena they hear, and where in which files; and
they spent roughly 40 hours on this task. This documentation of
their listening experiments was then verified in internal re-listening
and testing sessions. We could then reduce some parameter ranges
to prevent extreme settings, and select appropriate data sets for the
second test round with expert users.

4.3. Tests with expert users

As the eventual success of these players depends on acceptance by
the users in the clinical setting, it was essential to do an evaluation
with medical specialists. This was done by two feedback trials.
Using the results of the primary expert test round, the players were
then improved in many details. For both players we made pre/post-
comparisons between the different versions.

While we tested with the complete potential user group at our
partner institution, a test group is rather small (n=4); thus we con-
sider the tests (and especially the open question/personal inter-
views section) more qualitative than quantitative data.

To prepare the four specialists (of the Department for Epilep-
tology and Neurophysiological Monitoring) for their separate test
sessions, they were introduced all together in the new aspects of
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data evaluation and experience by sonification. For each data-
player a separate test session was scheduled to avoid acoustic ’over-
load’ and potential confusion.

4.3.1. Questionnaire

The questionnaire contained the following 11 scales:

1. Usability

2. Clarity of Interface

3. Visual design

4. Adjustability of sound (to individual taste)

5. Freedom of irritation (caused by sounds)

6. Good sound experience (pleasing)

7. Allows for concentration

8. Recognizability of relevant events in data by listening

9. Comparability (of observations) with EEG-Viewer software

10. Practicality in Clinical Use

11. Overall impression (personal liking)

The ratings to give for each statement ranged from 1 (strongly
disagree) to 5 (strongly agree). In addition to the 12 standardized
questions, space for individual documentation and data descrip-
tion was provided. Moreover, an open question allowed for further
comments, observations, and suggestions.

4.4. Results

The initial round of tests resulted in a number of improvements
in both players: Elaborate EEG waveform display and data range
selection was added to both; the visual layout was unified to em-
phasize elements common to both players; and the screener was
extended with band filtering, which is both useful and a good me-
diating step toward the more complex realtime sonification design.

4.4.1. Analysis of user tests Screener Version 1 vs. 2

By optimizing the interface and interaction possibilities, version
2 of the Screener offers more comfortable use (+0,34) and more
attractive visual design (+0.5) The sound experience of the med-
ical specialists has improved much (+1.25), and the experienced
irritation has decreased by an even larger amount (1.63). While
all other criteria improved substantially, recognizability of events,
comparability with viewer software, and clinical practicality got
lower ratings (between -0.5 and -0.75). We suspect that the better
rating in the first test round may have been enthusiasm about the
novelty of this tool. Thus, personal conversation with the expert
users after the tests showed how strongly opinions differed: One
user did not feel ’safe’ and comfortable with the screener and could
not trust his own hearing skills enough to discriminate relevant in-
formation from artefacts. By contrast, the three others were quite
relaxed and felt positively reassured to do the listening properly
and effectively. Furthermore, the users probably were less moti-
vated in comparing the EEG viewer to the listening result (which
was asked in one question), as they carefully did that in the first
tests already.

Nevertheless, all users reported much higher overall satisfac-
tion with version 2 of the screener (+0,62).

The answers in the open comments section can be summa-
rized thus: All users confirmed better usability, design, clarity and

Figure 4: The ratings for both screener versions.

transparency of version 2. Some improvements were suggested in
the visualization of the selected EEG channels, in particular when
larger files are analysed. Moreover, integration of the sonification
into the real EEG viewer would be appreciated a lot. A plug-in
version of the player for the EEG-Software used (NeuroSpeed by
B.E.S.T. medical) was already in preparation before the tests; in
effect, the expert users confirmed its expected usefulness.

4.4.2. Analysis of usertests RealtimePlayer Version 1 vs. 2

The mean estimation of the second realtime player version shows
a positive shift in nearly all contents of the questionnaire. More-
over the range of the ratings is smaller than before, so the answers
were more consistent. The best ratings were given for visual de-
sign (+1), adjustability of sound (+1) and comparability to viewer
(+1,5), all estimated with ”good to very good”. The overall im-
pression is now estimated as good (+1), as well as usability (+0,5),
clarity of interface (+0,5), good sound experience (+1), recogniz-
ability of relevant EEG events ( +1) and practical application (+1)
are estimated similarly satisfying. The only item that keeps the
same mean rating is freedom of irritation, estimated as a little bet-
ter than mean. The same rating was given for allowed concentra-
tion (+1,5), which has improved very much.

Probably, these two aspects correspond to each other: in spite
of the improved control of irritating sounds and a learning effect,
the users were still untrained in coping with the rather complex
sound design. This sceptical position was taken in particular by
two users, affecting items 5 to 9. All in all, the ratings indicate
good progress in the realtime player’s design.

Comparing the ratings across the two first versions, the Re-
altime Player 1 was not rated as highly as the Screener 1. We
attribute this to the higher complexity of the sound design (which
did not come across very clearly under the time pressure given),
the related non-transparency of some parameter controls, and to
ensuing doubts about the practical benefit of this method of data
analysis. Only the rating for irritation is better than Screener 1,
which indicates that the sound design is aesthetically acceptable.

All these concerns were addressed in Realtime Player v.2:
In order to clarify the band-splitting technique, GUI elements

indicate the amount of power present in each band, and allow
for interactive choice of which bands to listen to; less parameter
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Figure 5: The ratings for both RealtimePlayer versions.

controls are made available to the user2, with simpler and clearer
names. Much more detailed help info pages are also provided now.

Finally, band-splitting (adapted to audification) was integrated
into the screener v2 as well, which gives users a clearer under-
standing of this concept across different sonification approaches.

4.4.3. Qualitative results for both players (version 2)

For both players, all users mentioned easy handling (usability),
good visual design, and transparency of functionality. More posi-
tive comments on the Screener were ”higher creativity” (by using
the frequency controls) and that irritating sounds have nearly dis-
appeared. One user explained this by a training effect, and we
agree: It seems that as users learn to interpret the meaning of
”unpleasant” sounds (such as muscle movements), the irritation
disappears. Regarding the realtime player, users mentioned good
visual correlation with the sound, because of the new visual pre-
sentation of EEG on the GUI. One user noted that acoustical side-
localisation of the recorded epileptic seizure works well.

Further improvements were suggested: For both players, the
main wish is synchronization of sound and visual EEG representa-
tion (within the familiar software): In case of realtime monitoring,
this would allow to better compare the relevant activities. As far
as screening is concerned, the visual representation of larger files
on the GUI was considered not satisfying.

For the realtime player, presets for the complex parameters in
accordance to specific seizure types were suggested as very help-
ful. Moreover, usability could still be improved a bit more (no
specifics), as well as irritating sounds should be further decreased.
This wish may also be due to the fact that the offered parameter-
controls for reducing disturbing sounds may not have been used
fully. This could be addressed by more training.

5. CONCLUSIONS

According to the experts’ evaluation of the EEG Screener, inten-
sive listening training will be essential for its effective use in clin-
ical practice - in spite of improved usability and acceptance of the
second version. As the visual mode in clinical EEG diagnostics

2Version 1 had some visible controls mainly of interest to the developer.

and data analysis is still dominant, for the widespread use of soni-
fication tools an alternative time and training management is nec-
essary. After such training, our new tools may help to successively
reduce effort and time in data analysis, decrease clinical diagnostic
risk, and in the longer term, offer new ways of exploring the EEG.

6. FUTURE WORK

A number of steps to be taken next are clear already:
For the Realtime Player, the top priority is integration of the

network connection for realtime monitoring during EEG recording
sessions. Then, user tests in real world long-term monitoring set-
tings can be conducted. These tests should result in recommended
synthesis parameter presets for different use scenarios.

For the sound design, we have experimented with an interest-
ing variant which emphasizes the rhythmic nature of the individual
EEG bands more (see [8, 6]). This feature will be made available
as an additional user parameter control (’rhythmic’), with a value
of 0 keeping the current sound design as is, and 1 accentuating the
rhythmic features strongly.

For both Realtime Player and Screener, we plan for eventual
integration into the EEG administration software used at our clinic
once the design work is finalized.
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